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Freshman fever
Class of 2012
checks in with
record numbers

Housing feels
crunch of laige
freshman class

Jerod Jarvis

Tim Takechi
Stiqf Itrriter

Staff writer

When freshman Mark Davis
arrived Oil move-in day, he was
greeted by two roommates instead of just one.
Davis, who lives on the third
floor of NIcMillan Hall in a double room with two other roommates, is one of 40 overflow students.
"I have great roommates, so
I'm pretty happy where I ni at,"
Davis said. "If I didn't have such
a good situation with my roommates. I might consider moving

Ibis year's freshman class is the
largest in Whitworth's history.
'Iliere are 547 freshmen this
year, up from 533 last year, said
Fred Pfursich, dean of enrollment
services.
university also enrolled
more than 80 transfer students
4.6 percent of the overall ncw stu-

e

1

dent enrollment.
"Typically, 15 percent of new
students each year arc transfers,"
Pfursich said.
male-to-female ratio increased from 45-55 percent last
year to 47-53 percent this year, he

e

said.
All these numbers equate to
roughly a 2.5 percent overall
growth in the number of full-time
a bit over the uniday students
versity's stated goal of 2 percent
growth each year, according to the
2005-2010 strategic plan.
Whitworth's ethnic diversity has
also risen with the arrival of the
new class. Sixteen percent of the
new students describe themselves
as non-whitc, compared to 14 percent last year. Pfursich said.
The average incoming GPA of
3.7 is also a new high for Whitworth, Pfursich said.
Current students have noticed
the impact of the large freshman

class.

orpn M.Q:413,:ruiVhstwvrt1ls.in
Freshmen Jared Ainley, Stephen Eyman and Joseph Westenberg play videogames in Baldwin-Jenkins Hall. The
three live in what is traditionally a double room in B1 as three students affected by overflow on campus.
"I love them." junior Itichie Resse! said. "It's cool they wanted to

come here, but its too bad there's
not enough space for them."
The freshmen themselves seem
to be taking it in stritle.
"I just really like it here: freshman lirick Huntley said. "And I
love the Ultimate Frisbee:
l'fursich said he is optimistic despite the space challenges.
Looking to the future, Pfursich
said in order to stay within the university's goal of two percent growth,
the admissions staff is looking to
enroll a smaller class next year.

The Then and Now of the Freshman Class
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out."
In the meantime, Davis said
he and his roommates do what
they can to make the cramped
living space tolerable for the rest

of the semester.
"We try to keep our stuff out
of the middle of the room and
keep to our corners," Davis said.
Alan Jacob, associate director of student housing, said the
main reason for overflow rooms
was the increase in freshman
enrollment. There were more
students who enrolled this year
than expected. Jacob said.
Out of the 2,804 students accepted to Whitworth for fall
2008, 547 enrolled. Last year,
there were 530 incoming fresh-
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Goodbye, Stan: Favorite campus coffee host gone
Morgan Feddes
Copy Chief

Stan Bech, formerly a co-supervisor of the islind & I !earth, has likely
served his last cup of coffee to the
Whitworth community.
liech's position %vas one of four fulltime jobs cut by Sodexo to help fund
the new Food Court service manager,
said Jim O'Brien, general manager of

Sodexo.
O'Brien said Megan Helm, formerly the Sodexo catering supervisor,
will step in to the Food Court service
manager position on Oct. 6.
The new position is a result of a
need to supervise the Food Court,
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which includes the cafe and the cafeteria, during meal times, O'Brien
said.
"The new manager of the Food
Court will be primarily responsible for
the main dining room area," O'Brien
said in an e-mail. "I lowever, all managers are expected to help wherever
and whenever they are needed."
Tsventy-one people, including Bech,
applied for the new position, O'Brien
said.
In order to fund the new position,
Sodexo looked at several different
options, including raising meal plan
prices, cutting late night or reducing
the hours of the coffee shop, O'Brien
said, adding that none of those op-
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ions vere desirable.
"The cost for this position with the
benefits and everything is between
S40,000 and $50,000, so we liad to start
going through our options," O'Brien
said. "We had to look internally to
improve the operation. We decided to
cut four full-time positions."
O'Brien's administrative secretary
and two positions associated with the
A I,a Carte in I lawthorne were cut as
%yell, O'Brien said. The A La Carte vas
completely eliminated in I lawthorne.
Bech said although the decision
was sudden, it vas not completely unexpected.
t

21 is young enough.
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Stan Bech, former
co-supervisor of the
Mind & Hearth, was
one of four full-time
Sodexo employees
to lose their jobs in
order to fund a new
Food Court service
manager. Bech began
serving coffee to the
Whitworth community 17 years ago from
his Expresso Delights
stand in the Hixson
Union Building.
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Noted psych
prof resigns
over summer
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ABOUT US

The Whitworthian has served as the
main source of news and sports coverage
for the Whitworth community since 1905.
The Whitworthian is an organization composed entirely by students which produces The Whitworthian weekly newspaper
and the whitwnrthian.com.

Julie Wootton
News Editor

OUR MISSION

Former noted psycholo. gy professor
Jim Waller recently accepted a position
as a visiting scholar at the University of
Ntermont's Carolyn & Leonard Miller
Center for I Iolocaust Studies, according
to a Sept. 4 article in the Burlington Free
Press in Burlington, Vt.

The Whitworthian staff is dedicated to
presenting accurate and relevant information in an innovative manner. Our goal is
to be accountable while informing, entertaining and providing a forum for expressing the interests of the Whitworth community.
GENERAL INFORMATION

The print edition of The Whitworthian is
published weekly, except during January
and student vacations. The content is generated entirely by students. The college
administration does not review the newspapers content Opinions and ideas expressed in The Whitworthian are those of
the individual artists, miters and student
editors. and do not necessarity reflect the
views of the Associated Students of Whitworth University (ASWU), the university, its
administration. faculty/staff or advertisers.
The Whitworthian is paid for through advertising and subscription revenue and in
part by student activity fees as budgeted
by ASWU.
STAFF FALL
-
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Several phone calls to the Center for
lolocaust Studies had not yet been returned at the time of publication.
Waller resigned this summer for personal reasons and to pursue his academic interests. Ile had been teaching
at Whitworth since 1989. ¡lis arcas of
expertise include social psychology, racism. and I lolocaust and gender studies.
Professor of psychology and faculty
president Noche Wiersma saitl in an email interview that in the past several
years. Waller primarily taught four electives within the psychology department:
Psychology of Prejudice, ilolocaust and
Genocide Studies, Prejudice Across
America and Religion, Peace, and Conflict in Northern Ireland.
Waller's Holocaust and Genocide
Studies course was canceled this fall, according to a June e-mail from the registrar's office to students who were enrolled in the coursc.
Wicrsma said in an e-mail interview
that any faculty departure changes the
curriculum in some respect and represents a loss.
"I lowever, we are trying to be mindful of the fact that changes in circumstances can also become an opportunity
to be forward-looking," %Viers= said in
the e-mail. One positive development
is that we anticipate offering scveral new
courses that we believe will be beneficial
to psychology rand other) students:*
Mike Ingram, associate dean for faculty development and scholarship, has
taken over Waller's responsibilities as
Core 350 team leader.
%Yana. was known for his Prejudice
Across America trip, which he founded
in 1996 and lead during alternate Jan
Terms.
The Holocaust ccntcr at the University of Vermont offers courses in a variety of subject arcas, as well as a minor
in Holocaust studies. The University of
Wrmont, located in Burlington, Vt., has
more than 11,000 undergraduate and
graduate students.
I
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Former associate chaplain Andi Saccoccio (left) now works at the International Justice Mission.

Saccoccio goes to D.C.
Former associate chaplain
accepts a position with IJM
The Whitworthian staff
As a photo slidcshow
played in the background.
about 30 people gathered in
the Seeley G. Mudd Chapel at
thc end ofJune for a goodbye
reception for former associate chaplain Andi Saccoccio.
Saccoccio left her position
at Whitworth on July 1 to become the director of student
ministries at the International Justice hlission in Washington D.C.
"This job represents a confluence of all my interests and
experience throughout my
life," she said.
Saccoccio's position has
been filled by Mindy Beard,
the new campus pastor for
small group ministry.
As director of student
ministries, Saccoccio will be
working to establish and support college chapters of International Justice Mission,
a human rights advocating
non-government organization.
IJM focuses heavily on
cases of human trafficking

fore she catite to Whitworth.
McGonigal knew Saccoccio
from InterVarsity, an organization with Christian fellowship groups on college and
university campuses across
the country.
She cante to Whitworth,
armed with skills she had
learned from InterVarsity,
to create an effective small
group program, McGonigal

and bonded labor, as well as
other human rights abuses,
she said.
Saccoccio said she credits
Whitworth for helping shape
and mold ¡ter.
"I hope I have left people
Ivith a holistic impression of saa
vihat the gospels (are', the
"It's sad to see hcr leave,
importance of community," but this opportunity to work
Saccoccio saicL
with IJNI is phenomenal: he
Event attendees expressed said.
that they will also miss SacEvan Cate, '08 theology
coccio's presence on cam- alumnus, said he never took
pus.
a class from Saccoccio, but
"I'm going to miss my giri," went on a Jan Term trip to
said Stephanie Nobles-Beans, Ireland led by Saccoccio.
coordinator for ministry and
"I appreciate Andi's ability
multicultural affairs.
to talk about the big topics
Kathy Storm, vice presi- and then relate them to your
dent for Student Life, said life," Cate said. "Some of the
Saccoccio was instrumental stuff is kinda heady and she'd
in developing a strong small be like 'so what.'"
group program through a
Saccoccio said there is one
dual emphasis on training aspect of Vhitworth that site
and support.
will miss the most.
"What I always found in
"The people. 'lands down.
Andi was a kind of refresh- Duh: Saccoccio said, laughing honesty, a refreshing take ing. "The crazy, crazy, crazy
on scripture," Storm said. people:
Terry McGonigal. dean of
spiritual life, has known
Contact editor@ wh itworcocci° for six years, even be- thian.com.

Contact Julie Wootton at julie.wootton @whitworthian.com.

University receives two top-10 rankings
Melissa Challender

places from No. 9 last year.

Staff Writer

addition, Whitworth
ranked No. 5 for best values
master's-level universities in the
West, down two places from No.
In

Whitworth was ranked among
the top six universities in the
West in two different categories 3 last year.
in U.S. News & World Report's
Factors that determine the
2009 America's
bist univerBest
Collegsity ranking
es guide.
include aca"They help us to understand
The rankings
demic repuhow we're perceived by other
can serve more
tation, faculpurposes than academic leaders. It's one way of ty resources,
measuring Whitworth's
just numbers
student seacademic quality and
on a list, said
lec t ivit y,
Michael Le Roy,
freshman reperformance:
vice president
Michael Le Roy,
vice president forAcademic Affairs
for Academic
graduation
Affairs.
rate and thc
"They help
average nct
us to understand how we're cost of attendancc, according
perceived by other academic to an Aug. 22 Whitworth press
leaders," Le Roy said. "It's one release.
way of measuring Whitworth's
Whitworth has maintained a
academic quality and perfor- high level of quality in incoming
mance:.
students, improved faculty sala-The university ranked No. 6 ries and allocated more money
for best (overall] master's-level to student instruction each
universities in the West, up three year, Le Roy said.

tention,

"Those are things
do because they're
thc right things to do
to educate students,"
he said. "They're not
things we're doing to
move up two points
in the rankings:.
C

Whitworthranked
No. 30 this year in

Best in the West
US. News e, World Report's top ten lifaster's
universities in the western United States
Trinity Univenity

Santa Clara University
Go nzaga University
Loyola Marymount
4. Mills College

Kiplinger magazine's 6. Seattle University
list of 50 best values
6. Whitworth University
among private uniUniversity of Redlands
versities nationwide.
Univenity of Portland
"That measures
10,
Cal Poly-San Luis Obispo
things like what
Information mousy of U.S. News &KM Rrpor
percentage of your
Annette ForrritrWhitwortitLir
students get scholar
ship aid, things that
doing that when we'll drop in
I think students care about," Le
the rankings or years when we
Roy said, adding that the most climb in the
rankings:. he said.
attention is paid to Kiplinger "I would be lying if I said we
rankings.
didn't pay any attention to it Overall, rankings are mainly we do, but we're not obsessed
a non-absolute measurement, with it."
Le Roy said.
"If we can remain grounded
Contact Afclissa Chalk:der
in our mission, my guess is that at tnelissa.challender@wit ifWO rthere will be years when we're thian.conr.
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THE WHITWORTHIAN

NEWS
The Whitworthian sits down for a chat
with new ASWU Presiden' t Obe Quarless
Carrisa Atwell, a staff
writer for The 11Thitworthian, conducted an interview
with Obe Quartos, ASIVU
President, on Wednesday.
The following is a partial
transcript of the interview

Q: So, ASWU president?
What does that mean to
you? I low is that different
from last year?
A: Definitely, it's a lot
different from last year.
Last year I was on student
government. I was the
sports events coordinator,
but that was definitely a
specific job that I was doing
in student government and
had a specific duty that's all
on sports. ibis year as the
president, everything is
coming through me at onc
point and so .1 definitely
have to increase my skills
as far as prioritizing where
I should spend my time.
Q: So how did you get
involved with ASWU at
first?

A:

olly rrnre/11'hat.vrthian

Copy Chief

Stan Bech, former co-supervisor of
the Mind & 1learth, did more than just
make drinks.
"After I was here, it %vastit too long before I met Dr. Dale Soden and we started
singing together," Bech said. "It became
fun to sing %vith Dr. Soden at events, to
go to dorms and sing."
Soden, vice president of university
planning and a professor of history, and
Beet% began singing folk songs together
many years ago.
"I've been singing folk songs for students for as long as I've been here," Soden
said.
He said he was not sure what exactly
caused Bech and him to start singing together.
"It may have been as simple as, Iley, I
heard you sing folk songs" Soden said.
lieclis singing wasn't limited to folk
songs, however.
"Last year [Ilecii) made me sing 'Happy Birthday' in two-part harmony to
someone with him, which was funny because I can't sing," senior Chelsea Sweetin said. Sweet in is starting her third year
of working at the Mind & Ilearth.
Beth was involved in a lot of campus
activities over his 17 years at Vhitworth.
Ile said he often worked %vith ASWC to
provide drinks at sponsored events.

played varsity football the
last three ycars and at the
time, when the position
was open NJ just sounded
like something I could do,
to advertise sports, being
enthusiastic about Whitworth athletics. It was just
kinda the perfect opening
for my personality and my
interests so [I] just jumped
on it and was hired for the
position.
I

got involved with
ASWU my junior year, actually spring of my sophomore year, which vas
spring 2007 when I heard
about the new position,
sports events coordinator.
It was, I believe, ovo years
after they cancelled the position and kinda merged it
with another position in
student government. But
then this was the first year
that they vere bringing it
back and DJ just saw it as
an opportunity to actually
be in a leadership position.
That's something that I newI

ing to work every day and working with
students.
"I had sonie great relationships with all
my employees," Bech said. "Most would
get a job when they vere freshmen and
never want to leave it."
Sweetin said she enjoyed working with

Beck
'1 le was personable and students loved
him," she said.
Bech said he was looking forward to
being able to serve the next generation

their cofree.
"I was looking fonvard to getting that

next generation through [and] seeing
children of students I had served: he
said."' actually have met some."
lie said he enjoyed seeing the difference he rnade in student lives.
"A lot of jobs you have to see the end
two or three weeks down the road that
you're ping to make a difference: Beet%
said. "It was just a great job to work at."
Bech said working at Whitworth was
an enjoyable and enriching experience.
"The fun thing about my job was that
you got to make a difference every single
drink you made," he said. was a lot of
fun through the years. rni going to miss
Whitworth."
Bech said he's unsure what he will be
doing next.
"In [God'sj time," Bech said. "I've been
privileged to serve here for so many years.
NVe'll see where I get to serve next."

it

At one concert, which happened to
coincide %vial an admissions program,
Bech said he sold 900 drinks.
"I had so much fun," he said. "It was a
Contact Morgan Feddes at morgan.
lot of work, but the %vork was fun."
Bech said he looked forward to com- fediles@whitworthian.COM.

accessible than it has ever
been as far as getting content, contact information,
club lists.

Q: Ibis year's freshman
class is the biggest in Whitworth's history. How does
that affect the ASWU?
A: It really doesn't, it
hasn't. If anything, it has affected it in a positive way.
Orientation, you know
we did freshman orientation with all of the parents
and students. It was great

just accommodating that
many students, and getyou talked about bring- ting a chance to introduce
ing ASWU to the students. our organization to the
How are you hoping to do many fresh faces and have
that many people get exthat this year?
A: wcii, we have a dedi- cited about it. The numbers
haven't realcated space
ly come into
now for stumy mind, or
dent governCLI
anyone
else's,
ment.
It's
Read the full transcri pt of the interview as far as how
actually this
with Obe Qua rless online at
do we serve
room right
whitwort hian.com
the students.
here where

Q: Now I know last year

(KIT

we're at, this
is

Bech part of campus hfe
Morgan Feddes

er shied away from before,
but just never had the right
opportunity to get involved.

our student government

though it's
shared with Sodexo catering, it's a lot better that we
have our meetings in the
same position, in the same
place where all the offices
are. So there's like a direct
link to where we meet and
the offices. It's just bringing it all together. So that's
good, but as far as getting
ASWU to the students, we
are as an organization right
now focusing on just accessibility through the Internet. Our ASWU Web site
is up-to-date, and current,
more current and more
space. Even

Q: What
are the main goals for this
year, that ASWU wants to
accomplish? Or that you
%sant to accomplish through
ASWU?
A: Just knowing that student government is working for the students. It is
being a student voice for all
activities under the student

umbrella. So anything on
campus, we have designated coordinators and senators that are representine.
Senators are representing
dorm interests and then the
coordinators are representing activity interests.

gan to grov, administrators realized the need to
continued from page 1
have a larger coffee shop,
O'Brien said.
"The warning signs
"Three years ago, adwere there," Bech said.
missions toured other
O'Brien said the deci- places and decided [Whitsion to end Bech's position worth] needed a place
at Whitworth, along with like the Mind & Hearth
the other jobs, was one of
a coffee shop %vhere
the hardest decisions he's students could hang out:
ever had to make.
O'Brien said.
"It's a sign of the times
As a result, Sodexo beto have to cut things gan to make plans for a
to make a program new coffee shop. When it
better," O'Brien said. appeared that Bech would
be out of a job as a result
of the plans, the WhitEND OF AN ERA
worth community rallied
behind him, according
Bcch began serving to The Whitworthian arWhitworth coffee 17 years chives.
ago from his Espresso De"I think it was largely
lights stand.
the Whitworth commu"I started off in a little
nity speaking out and
cart in the old 1lUB dur- supporting me that they
ing Jan Term of 1991," he really wanted me to be
said. "Whiovorth did not able to stay and operate or
have an espresso bar. h work in the new espresso
surprised me at that time bar," Bech said.
that the food service... was
In response to the comnot willing to perform munity support, the adthat service, so therefore ministration worked with
they allowed Whitworth Sodexo to make Bech a
to bring in a private indi- co-supervisor of the Mind
vidual to do so:'
& Hearth when it opened
The only time Bech's in 2006, according to The
stand was not located in Whitworthian archives.
the HUB was the year it
"We wanted [Stan] on
was being rebuilt, he said. board, so when the Mind
"When the HUB was & Hearth opened, Stan
being partially torn down, became a Sodexo employI asked for permission
ee,'' O'Brien said.
to be located in Cowles
Auditorium in the lobby,"
Contact Atorgan Feddes
Bech said.
at rnorgan.feddese. whitAs the university be- worthian.com

STAN

Students feel
effects of missing
library computers
Students are feeling the
effects of the delayed shipment of 170 new comput-

en.
The computers were ordered last spring and were
expected to arrive by midJuly. However, the shipment still has not arrived,
said Ken Pecka, director of
instructional resources.
Fourteen old computers that were available for
student use last year were
removed from the Harriet
Cheney Cowles Library and
given to new staff members.
Read more online at
whitworthian.com.
Compiled by Candace
Pontoni

Fewer faculty
members hired
than last year
Twelve new faculty members started working at
Whitworth this year, down
from 16 last year.
Michael Le Roy, vice
president for Academic Affairs, said the overall goal
for growth each academic
year is approximately 2 percent, which includes both
students and faculty.
"We feel our student to
faculty ratio of (13-to-11
is the ultimate rate for our
success," Le Roy said.
Read more online at
whitworthian.com.

Compiled by Ben Gams

New cameras on
campus aid in
emergencies
Several new surveillance
cameras are now scattered
throughout both the interior and exterior of campus.
Due to campus expansion and the increased
number of drivers, the 14
new exterior cameras have
been placed strategically in
every parking lot on campus to ensure the safety of
students and their vehicles, said Marisha Hamm,
manager of environmental
health, safety and security.
The cameras have the capability of recording license
plate numbers, Hamm said.
Read more online at
whitworthian.com.
Compiled

by

Rachel

O'Kelley

CORRECTIONS&
CLARIFICATIONS
The Whitworthian is committed to providing

the kThitworth community with the mast accurate infomution passible. The Whivworthian never knowingly pubtshes inaccuracies. If
have a comment or question about the
fairness accuracy of a stay, send an mail
to editatiNvhitworthian.com.
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THE WHITWORTHIAN

NEWS
News
BRIEFS
Spokane police
officer charged
with assault
One Spokane police offer faces a misdemeanor
assault charge after kicking
a suspected car thief in thc
face Sept. 5.
Officer
Robert
M.
Boothe, who has worked for
Spokane Police since 1994,

denies the charges, according to police reports.
After handcuffing suspected car thief John Luna,
22, thrcc Spokane police officers said they saw Boothe
kick Luna in the face, according to police reports.

Residents to get

free electronic
recycling in Jan.
Beginning Jan. 1, Washington state residents will
no longer have to pay recycling companics to recycle
their electronics.
A new state c-waste reduction law ssill provide
funding to recycling companies to cover the cost of
transporting old electronics
to recycling plants.
In January, Goodssill Industries, Spokane's largest
recycler, sil1 begin accepting old televisions, computers, laptops and monitors.

Hurricane Ike
damages coastal
cities of Texas
Hurricane Ike struck a
large part of Texas, damaging structures in Galveston
and Houston and leaving

more than 3 million people
without power Saturday.
The Category Two hurricane, which had reported
ssind speeds of up to 100
miles-per-hour, left 11
feet of water in Galveston.
More than 1 million
evacuated Texas' coastal
cities before the hurricane
hit, but officials said Saturday that about 100,000
people in the area ignored
the evacuation orders.

Russian soldiers

begin withdrawal
in West Georgia
Russian soldiers began
pulling out of a few locations in western Georgia
Saturday, nearly one month
after Russia invaded Georgia, a former Soviet republic.
French President Nicolas Sarkozy
worked
out an agreement where
Russian troops promised to leave a few western locations by Monday.
Even though 250 soldiers
were scheduled to depart
NIonday, about 1,200 Russian soldiers remain at nearly 20 stations in Georgia.
Sources: Spoke:non-Review. New
York Trmes

Compikd by Julie It'ootton

Schumacher gains male dorm identity
fered the chance to switch from being
an RA in NIcMillan to his currcnt position in Schumacher.
"There's a little more meshing beThe fact that he might live
tween the three dorms (McMillan. Balwith 22 females was both dauntlard and Schumacher] than before, being and exciting to freshman
cause the guys are wanting to connect,"
Niatt McCourt, current resident
Powell said.
of Schumacher Hall.
Senior Lace)' Offutt, a former SchuWhen McCourt received his
macher resident, said in an e-mail inhousing information packet this
terview that she is sad about the change
summer, the Whitworth 'Web
but is interested to see how thc men livsite had not been updated to
ing in Schumacher step into their new
show that Schumacher was being
role on campus.
converted into a male residence
"I was disappointed that some of the
hall.
traditions would probably end or be
The decision to convert
changed," she said. "And I... hope that
Schumacher. the formcr campeople don't give the guys living there
pus health center that was once
now a hard time for living in a former
home to 23 female residents each
female dorm:
year, was made this summer in a
Rpm EntuonnounwrtALDI
Powell said Schumacher is working
meeting within the Student Life A group of residents hang out in the lounge of SchumacherHall.
to be a positive influence on the Whitdepartment.
We had started svith discussJacob said with the larger number of incomworth community.
ing the option of turning Schumacher into a ing freshman men, the university needed more
"The guys in the dorm are creating an envifrcshman-only dorm before thc housing lottery rooms in which to house them. If Schumacher ronment of their own," Powell said. "limy all
last year," said Alan Jacob, associate director of had not been converted to a mate
have magnetic personstudent housing. And because of that, it made residence hall, there would have
alities."
been 60 men in the overflow hous- "The guys in the dorm are aeatthe conversion pretty easy."
OfTutt said she is
excited for the guys
Former residents were told before the hous- ing category instead of the current
ing an environment of their
ing lottery last sprine that they would not be 20 men, he said.
who get to live there,
own. They all have magnetic
Another reason for the change
eligible for in-hour: -requests, as the residence
knowing that living in
personalities."
hall would become an all-freshman dorm this was Schumacher's proximity to the
Schumacher is a great
Curtis Powell,
fall. Jacob said. At the time, it was unknown other residence halls on campus.
experience.
Schumacher RA
"With its distance from other
that Schumacher would become an all-male
"(Change) is somedorms, there would be less of a
residence hall, he said.
thing that the (Ballard,
However, the resident assistant and small chance of anything happening with
Schumacher, and Mcguys walking back to the dorm in the dark," Ja- Millan] community will have to get used to, but
group coordinator had already been hired.
"Once Schumacher had been changed, the)' cob said. "Since it is a bit apart from the other they have adjusted well before and they'll do it
were the first students notified," resident direc- residence halls, the wonsen have said that it gets again and do their best to make everyone a part
tor Sean Mulcahy said. "The RA who was in a little creepy walking to the building late at of the community," Ofrutt said in the c-mail.
Schumacher was offered an RA position in Bal- night."
Jacob said he is excited about thc change.
Curtis Powell, Schumacher RA, said be is exlard and accepted it. The needs of thc different
'1 like it and think it's really cool," he said,
living communities on campus were then as- cited about the change and is looking forward smiling. -And if they keep it from smelling like
sessed to sec who would benefit the most from to seeing how the guys take on thc residence an all-guys dorm, it's a bonus."
another female SGC and the SGC who was in halfs new role on campus.
Schumacher was offered a position in Stewart
Powell said he did not hear about the chance
Contact Ira Afellansli at irajncjniegtauvhit
and accepted it."
until part-way through the summer. Ile was o-f- worthian.com.
Ira McIntosh
Staff Writer

changes from day-to-day
and that it is difficult to
determine when the overcontinued from page 1
flow problem will be remcn and 470 in fall 2006, solved.
It is possible that some
according to admissions
students will continue to
data.
Due to the increase live in overflow rooms
in freshmen enrollment, until the end of thc sesome double rooms and a mester. Jacob said, adding
few triple rooms arc now that most of thc overflow
being used to accommo- students are men in Mcdate one extra occupant Millan, Arend, Duvall and
in order to provide every Baldwin-Jenkins Halls.
Nfost overflow rooms
on-campus student with a
are double rooms turned
place to livc.
Jacob said another rea- into triples. However, a
j.son for iiirerflow hoUsing fcw triples are also being
is the increasing number used as quadruples, he
of students from Spokane said.
Double rooms that are
choosing to live away
turned into triples contain
from home.
"(Whitworth] always a lofting bcd to accomanticipated 10 percent of modate an extra student.
local students to live at In addition, each student
home," he said. "But more in such a living situation
and more, local students is given 521 per week, up
from 520 last year. Jacob
are living on campus'
The large freshman said.
If a triple room beclass last year also explains why the housing comes a quadruple, each
situation is tighter this student will now receive
$25 per week, compared
year, Jacob said.
There are 703 upper- to $20 last year, he said.
Landon Crecelius, resiclassmen living on campus this school year, but dent director of Stewart,
none are living in over- the Village and Boppell,
flow housing, he said.
said 12 freshmen are livThere are normally ing in Boppell, a tradi1,233 spots for students tionally
upperclassmen
in
university-owned residence hall.
housing: 1,154 in resi"It was neat to see how
dence halls (including the those freshmen were traShalom Community Cen- ditiated," he said.
ter) as well as 79 spaces in
theme houses. This year,
Julie Wootton contriba total of 1,249 students uted to this report.
live in university-owned
housing, Jacob said.
Contact Tim Takechi
He said the housing at tim.takedd@whitworsituation across campus thian.com.

HOUSING

Andrew Sorenson, Pursuing an INICAA Championship...
and an 4113/1 with a Concentration in Finance
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SOUNDING BOARD: QUESTION OF THE WEEK

I

Which intramural sport will be most popular this year?
EDITORIAL: IN THE LOOP
Vote in the poll online at whitworthian.com or e-mail thoughts to editor@whitworthian.com

Accountability:
Let's get talking
"Mc It'hitworthian staff is dedicated to
presenting accurate turd relevant information in an innovative manner. Our goal is to
bc accountable svhile informing, entertaining
and providing a forum for expressing the interests of the Whitworth community."
In crafting our mission statement each
fall, The Whitworthian staff strives to keep
you, our audience, in mind.

he

Whitworthian as an organization

is constantly working to provide the Whit-

worth community with not onc but two
platforms for news, information and entertainment through our online and print
editions.
In all of those efforts, we want you to
know that we as a staff arc committed to
being accountable to you. Not only is this a
value that is expressed in our mission statement, but is also a full section of the code of
ethics we have committed to uphold.
When we say that our goal is to be accountable, we mean that we want to be
transparent in our actions and open to ideas
and feedback from those wc serm
The Whitworth community we serve
is not just the students, though they arc a
key part of our audience. Faculty members,
staff, trustees, alumni, Spokane businesses
and residents and people throughout the
world who may stumble onto our content
through the Web arc all a part of it. We try
to look at our whole audience and represent
voices from the many different communities that make Whitworth what it is today.
Within a community of any scale, there are
many faccts that we as an editorial board of
five people or as a staff of about .10 cannot
possibly fully know or understand. That's
where we need you.
This year, as we have in the past, we will
strive to cover the wide range of activities,
voices, and issue that effect the Whitworth
community. Our goal and mission is to
cover this breath and depth of stories as effectively and accurately as we can with the
resources available to us.
But we will make mistakes. We seek to
hold ourselves by the same high standards
to which we hold others and will willingly admit our mistakes and correct them
promptly. That's our commitment to you.
But we cannot cover this community
effectively without you. We cannot see every-thing that goes on in this community or
recognize every error without help, and we
cannot be a forum for.your voice if you do
not utilize us. We want to interact and engage vith you and hope that you will do the
same with us.
We have many outlets for you to engage in conversation ivith us, whether it be
through a letter to the editor and comments
on our content online or through attending
our weekly public critique meeting and interacting with us.
You can help us cover the community
more effectively by sending us ideas for storics or submitting photographs you would
like to share. Or if you want to get more
involved, join the staff. We always welcome
additional staff members from a variety of
fields.
As a staff, we hope you will come to us
with your questions, ideas and concerns,
and we commit to responding to them to
the bcst °four ability. [(you have a question
about our decisions, policies and processes,
please feel free to ask.
We want to make the news process a dialogue. So let's get the conversation started.

Editorials in the 'In ¡he Loop" section reflect
the majority opinion tithe Editorial Board,
n'hich is ¡nade up offivc &Hors.

If the Amethyst Initiative had its way
wnie)rtl'qxs

_

Dear incoming freshmen.
Congratulations! You're 18! Here's a list of things
you can now legally do on or off campus:

ccL1J

vvi c44.

tr_vi
.

Buy tobacco
Buy cigarettes
Buy porn
Watch Rrated movies
Go to strip clubs
Get into a bar
Buy beer at the bar
NEW!

That's right! You can now drink freely. It's only
right. I mean, you're mature enough to look at
porn, so you're mature enough to have a smoke
and drink at the same time! No more ID checks!
Sweet!
Have fun!

Sincerely,
The college presidents

Agent Barkr/Itliituvrthian

21 is young

enough to drink

they're ready to handle it. The smotherHaving recently been 18, I can at- ing action of the law helps keep young
test that 18-year-olds are not universally men and women from the serious effects
prudent and wisc, capable of responsible of alcohol abuse.
consideration. More accurately, most
It's true that there is a problem with
18-year-olds I know are more likely to go compliance with the law. Lowering the age
out and do something stupid on a whim, that someone can buy alcohol, however,
only thinking it through in hindsight.
only lowers the age minors are exposed to
No, maintaining the legal drinking age alcohol. How many high school seniors
at 21 will not stop underage students from would be able to withstand the peer presdrinking. The fact that the Amethyst Ini- sure to supply alcohol to their younger
tiative is in existence is proof enough of
friends? Instead of juthat. It will, however,
niors in college providmake it harder. Instead
ing for younger underof going to the nearest "The Amethyst initiative would graduates, we would
7-Eleven to purchase
trade the smothered flames of have high school stualcohol, a potential undents providing for
underage drinking for a
derage drinker has to
even younger kids. At
bonfire they believe may be
go through an of-age
least college students
easily tender
friend or obtain a fake
are capable of exercisID, neither of which is
ing more c.aution.
keg for his dorm room.

JUSTIN

LINDBORG
0:11;WCSI

Over the last year, 130 college presidents, calling themselves the Amethyst
Initiative, have set in motion a movement
to change the world as we know it. Their
bold call to action, if followed through in
legislation, will make it legal to purchase
and consume alcohol at the tender age of 18.
With its catchy name (a reference to
ancient Greece, not "Lost") the Amethyst
Initiative claims that the current laws
governing alcohol are a failure, creating a
clandestine, underground world of darkness and deception lying beneath the surface of mundane campus life atross the
country. They see the current restrictions
as too easily avoidable, allowing underage students to obtain alcohol yet forcing
them to consume it discretely and often
dangerously.
The Amethyst Initiative's theory is that
if you make it legal for 18-year-olds to
drink, the amount of illegal drinking in
18-year-olds will decrease. By legalizing
drinking, they pretend it will disappear.
Sure, a freshman in college, upon first
arriving on campus, might participate in
sanctioned, supervised drinking at a campus event, drinking safely and responsibly. Or he may, at the prodding of a dozen
new acquaintances he is eager to make an
impression on, go out and legally buy a

easy.

Whitworth is a dry campus. This by no
means guarantees that drinking doesn't
happen on campus, but it does make it
much more difficult, leading to fewer instances of drinking and alcohol abuse on
campus. Compare Whitworth to a cam-io
pus where alcohol is allowed, and Whitworth looks relatively tame.
This same philosophy is what makes
the current drinking age effective. Sure,
a lot of students ignore it. Students slip
through the cracks. In the broader
scene, however, the higher drinking age
means fewer students are exposed to
the responsibility of alcohol use before

The Amethyst Initiative would trade the smothered flames of
underage drinking for a bonfire they believe may be easily tended. They may well
have underestimated the combustible nature of this particular kindling, however.
Allow 18-year-old students the freedom
to drink, and it will not be long before
the resulting sparks ignite in unforeseen
places. One thing about fire is that it never
refuses a fertile opportunity to spread.

Justin Lindborg is an opinions columnist

and a junior majoring in English. Contact
him at justin.lindborg@whitworthian.
corn.

WHITWORTH SPEAKS OUT: SHOULD THE DRINKING AGE
"Yes. Som e

BE LOWERED AND WHY?

"Yes, because I

say no. So
many people do
it anyway. I think
it's good to have

people drink
for the thrill of
breaking the
rules:'

They're still
going to make
poor dedsions
anyway. Why
make it easierr

Bridgerlandle,

Eric Seaist,

Hannahlhames,

Cara Sititrer,

freshman

freshman

junior

senior

think it works
well in Europe!

a standard"
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Not your parents' election
A controversial election with a 21st century spin
will bring young people to the polls in November
11h1

TAKECHI

Thc Obama Factor: College students love Barack Obama. Ile's new.
Ile's young (47 is a spring chicken in
thc political world). I Ie's charismatic. He delivers engaging, eloquent
speeches. He calls for change. He
envisions a better. stronger America.
What is there not to like? Obama has
a 23-point lead over Senator John
McCain among 18-to-24-year-old
voters, according to a recent poll by
the Harvard University Institute of

Remember 1968? The 1968 presidential election, that is.
Remember when the entire nation was in social upheaval, in the
middle of an unpopular war and
disenfranchised by Washington poli- Politics.
tics? Sounds eerily similar to 7.008.
The YouTubc/Facebook/PodcastThis upcoming presidential election. ing Factor: ibis election is the most
which has been compared to the media-covered election in U.S. histoscope and stakes of the 1968 Nixon/ ry. For the first time ever, Americans
Humphrey race, has many political saw presidential candidates making
observers believing this is the most political advertisements exclusively
important election of our lifetime.
for YouTubc. There are numerous FaHowever, this is not your mother cebook groups dedicated to Obamaand father's presidential election. praising, Bush-bashing and political
ibis is an election where one key positions from both sides of the aisle.
demographic group can make an im- Young people are the largest users of
pact that can sway
multimedia like
the presidency cipodcasting, video
thcr way. 1Vho is
sharing,
social
'For many reasons, election
that group? That's
networking and
watchers are eager to see how
right. You!
everything else on
the traditional 1810-24-yearFor many reathe Internet. With
election
OUr peers consons,
olds will turn out for this elecwatchers arc easuming such large
tion. I believe they will."
ger to see how
doses of multimedia, this election
the traditionally
indifferent 18 to
has been brought
24-year-olds turn out for this elec- to thc forefront of pop culture.
tion. I believe that they will. But I will
Suddenly, it has become "cool"
not bore you with an explanation of to pay attention to politics. Obama
why young people should turn out to can credit his victory over Sen. Hilvote. That answer is obvious. Every lary Clinton in thc Democratic priAmerican should vote. The right to marics with his strong support from
vote is what makes our country as enthusiastic college students, who
great as it is.
attended his campaign events as if
Instead, it is interesting to observe he were a rock star. Even John islethat there are enough people who Cain, who is not nearly as young or
still have lingering doubts that the as charismatic as Obama, has reason
young will go to the polls and cast to get people talking about his canditheir ballot. If you are one of them, dacy. His surprisc selection of Alaslit me try to put your doubts to resi kan Gov. Sarah Palin has America
There are plenty of reasons to believe facing the prospcct of having either
that young people will come out and its first African American president
vote this year. Here are a few.
or female vice president (who could

one day become president herself).
Political beliefs aside, these are tsvo
milestones in American history that
cannot be ignored. And folks of our
generation are not ignoring it.
The Issues Factor: Guess what?
The issues matter. Americans our
age are the ones fighting right now
in Iraq. Our parents had the Vietnam War to spur them to action.
Today, most college students probably know at least one person who
served in Iraq or someone who has
a family member or friend in the
military. Part of living in a multimedia world is seeing iniages and
stories from the war zonc, much of
them unpleasant. Despite the Iraq
War having no draft, a good number of young Americans want to see
this war come to an end. Var is an
issue that especially hits home when
loved ones are involved.
Ilowever, there are other issues at
hand. The future dale economy depends on us. Issues like global warming, alternative energy resources
and health cate arc of interest to us
because we are about to inherit the
earth. The future is ours. This gives
us young folk reason to care about
the issues.
The
America-Ain't-What-ltUsed-To-Be Factor: America isn't
what we remember. We are all children of the '90s. We had no Iraq %Var.
no faltering economy, skyocketing
oil prices, or 9/11. We want to return
America to the peace and prosperity
that we all remember. 'Ibis is why we
will go to the pol/s this November.
We might face similar issues as we
did 40 years ago, but this time the
stakes are higher. This time it is our
future that is on the linc.
So do you still remember 1968? 1
surc don't.

DEANNA

KENOLY

Thu Takechi is an opinions columnist and a senior majoring in journalism. Contact hint at lint.takechi@
whitworthian.com.

through a university.
A classmate from high
school told me shc was
working three jobs to try
to pay for college.
As time goes on, I have
heard of students at Whitworth who are thinking

kins Loan and offering mc
another loan as well.
Even though these measures have made college
easier tc) afford now, I am
worried about what will
happen ncxt year.
With the decline of thc
economy, it has become
harder to find jobs. And
because of inflation, there
is no doubt school expenses will continue to increase.
I know I am going to
have to save money, try
lo earn scholarships, and
borrow more money, but I
am afraid it just might not
be enough.

When it comes to school
expenses, I am a worrier.
Back in high school financial
transferwhen I voiced my con- aid is really
to
ring
cerns about the price of keeping up
another
started to make me
post-secondary education, with what
college
people I talked with would is
going wonder if finandal aid is re- or dropsay things along the lines on in the ally keeping up with what is ping out
of "anyone who svants to economy.
completely
going on in the economy."
get a university education
Year afbecause of
can go" and "don't worry ter 'year,
the cost.
about cost so much7
it has beSchools
I must admit, while atcome hardhave taken
tending Whitworth for the er for middle-class Ameri- measures to ease the fipast two years, I have not cans to afford the cost of nancial burden, and WhitDe Andra Kettoly is an
had to worry too much post-secondary education worth is no exception.
opinions columnist and a
about expenses.
for their children.
The Financial Aid De- junior majoring in jourHowever, this year was
One family friend of partment helped me with nalism. Contact her at
different.
mine had to mortgage a trying to increase the de.andra.kenoly@whitworSuddenly, I went from house to put her daughter amount of my Federal Per- thian.com.

it

Each week. 'Me Whitworthian Opinions staff $vill
take a single topic and each offer some short commentary. Readers are encouraged to respond to the topic on
the Perspectives Nog at whitworthian.com.
Fall at Whitworth means seeing the campus flooded
with new faces. Watching freshmen get lost going to
class and meeting new friends at the dining hall always
reminds me of my first experiences at Vhitworth.
As a junior, freshman year is feeling farther and farther away. However, one thing I remember very clearly
is the uncertainty 1 had as I began my first college
classes.
I didn't like my major, but I couldn't settle on another major either. I loved writing, but I had concerns
about making a career out of it. I was considering majors I wasn't crazy about but I knew would get me a
good job one day.
lhe best advice I received during this confusing time
in my freshman year didn't come from my adviser or
any of my professors, but from older students whom I
expressed my troubles to.
After hearing the personal stories and advice of
more experienced students, I decided to choose a major based Oil my interests and what I wanted to study,
not what I was best at or what would land me a goodpaying job after graduation. Their words of wisdom
helped me make a confident decision that I am still
happy with today.
What advice did you receive as a freshman that has
impacted your time at Whitworth?
Read what other columnists have to say and give your ovm
feedback at whitworthian.com.

Online bookstore could
ease book-buying woes
NATALIE

JOHNSON
C.NrA1M7A1

Declining economy complicates aid
looking forward to junior
year to almost dropping
out. To make a long story
short, my mother received
a few raises and my financial aid asvards got cut
down significantly.
It started to make me
wonder if

WI I IVs'ORTI IIA

about

I crossed my fingers and
opened my mailbox, hoping
1 would find a little yellow

slip inside, telling me my

textbook had arrived.
No such luck.
Perhaps you have found
yourself in the samc predicament I was in. It was an hour
until my class started and
not only had I not read the
chapters we svere going to be

quizzed

Noble didn't hold up its end
of the deal when it promised
"Free one-day delivery!"
Four days later, my empty
hands matdied thc empty
feeling in my stomadi as I
realized I would kick off my
class with a failed quiz.
The whole predicament
could have been avoided had
I taken advantage of 'Whitworth's online bookstore.
Many students are still
unaware that over the summer it became possible to
search for and purchase
books from the bookstore's
ncw site, linked from the
Whitworth home page.
You can look up your

classes,

on,

see what
titles are

hadn't
even gotten the
book yet.

Being
thc thrifty

student

"My empty hands matched the
empty feeling in my stomach
as I realized I would kidc off my
dass with a failed quiz."

that
I
am, I like
to order
most of my books online
and save a little money.
Yes, I could have purchased the book at the bookstore and returned it when
mine arrived in the mail.
I lowever, knowing my luck,
I would have bent a pristine
page or spilled food on the
cover, deeming the book
unreturnable and leaving
me %yids two bills.
I thought III done all the
right things by ordering the
book as soon as I knew what
it was and had checked to
sec if the bookstore had any
used copies.
But alas, my professor assigned a quiz for the very
next class and Barnes &

required,

select

or
used copies, and
pay for
them, all
in
one
visit
to
nesv

the page.
I have only had a few professors in my time at Whitworth e-mail their book lists
to me before classes started,
and I'm not onc to harass
them about it over the sumMer.
Therefore, most of the
time my required books are
a complete mystery to me
until I get on campus and
either find them in my syllabuses or look them up at the
bookstore.
The thing I find most appealing about the new Web
site is that you can look up
your books before you ever

See BOOKS, page 7
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Freshmen in a can

Don't let assisted
suicide measure
die this November

faiuy Bacon/Whitworthian

Bigger can be better
As the university grows and expands, some things
about Whitworth culture will always be the same
DAVE

GERIG

important things about Whit- varsity athletes and therefore betworth culture will rcmain intact: ter overall programs. And if you
the closeness of the student body thought Whitworth was into Friswithin the dorms.
bcc now, how about more players
While the university's culture with more 'bees flying through thc
extends beyond this, a dose-knit air. Growth in these arcas should
university cannot be possible if be promoted and encouraged.
there isn't a strong connective culThen there is the concern about
ture in the dorms.lhis closeness is the dining hall expansion, which
a testament to the happy-go- luck-y is currently in the developmental
RAs who provide hall activities, stages. A larger dining hall area
Prime Times and are the link that means more friends to sit with
brings the dorms together.
and less time spcnt looking for
The structure of cach dorm is some.
also an important but oftcn overIt also seems there are concerns
looked factor in the doseness of about dass sizes that come up
a dorm, even
with the expanthough it is ulsion. Solutions
timately
the
to this problem
leadership who "Even if the student body grows include adding
make or break
to exceed 3,000, one of the
another
ada dorm's conmost important things about junct professor
nective culture.
in each needed
Whitworth will remain intact:
The layouts of
department to
Baldwin-Jen- the dosenes of the student body keep dass sizes
within the dorms."
kins, Warren,
small,
utilizArend, Mac and
ing the library

Maybe you've noticed. You've
had to squeeze your puny meal
tray in to make room at your table
in the dining hall. You've spent
15 minutes trying to park near
the HUB and ended up parking
by BJ. Perhaps you're a freshman
who got stuffed in a triple. I heard
they even set up some tents on the
porch of BJ for a fcw lucky freshmen.
Just as you know this beautiful
Spokane weather will soon turn its
ugly head, you know that NVhitworth is expanding. From what I
hear, many people hold strong to
the belief that if Whitworth continues to grow, thc fall of Whitworth as we know it is near. Let
me ease your anxiety.
-More students enrolling than Ballard allow for
cvcr before (547 freshman this easy room-to-room access and
year compared to 530 in 2007) a sense of openness on the halls.
provides substantial funding for Improving on the poor structhe many construction projects turing in Boppell and Duvall, it
Whitworth is currently working seems the new dorm will be built
on. These projects include the as a Baldwin-Jenkins-style dorm,
new residence hall, science build- showing that NVhitworth realizes
ing, expansion of the HUB, a cer- that pods work well as apartmenttain "gravely" looking athletic fa- style housing' , but not as a dorm.
cility in the near future and many One of the smallest but most imother projects.
portant features
The considin the dorms
erable amount
"The concern about campus size can be the comof moncy needmunal
restoften gets overblown as if we
ed for these
rooms in each
can are turning into the next Wash- hall. 'Ihose who
projects
come in three
ington State
share rcstroom
forms: raise tuspace usually
ition, increase
share at least
the number of
an acquaintance (or repeated unstudents, and collect moncy from comfortable encounters).
donors and fundraising. The logiAnother Whitworth cultural
cal response to these projects is cornerstone that will remain into accept more students. Raising tact even with the growing stumoney through donors is tough dent body is the athletic and
to gauge and can't be controlled, intramural scene. The electric
while raising tuition probably isn't atmosphere at the football games
going to win over the students
and the raucous crowds at the volalthough they still seem to do it leyball and basketball games can
every year anyway.
only improve as the student body
Even if the student body grows grows. Not to mention we could
to exceed 3,000, one of the most have stronger teams with more

classrooms

more effectively, and adding another section of a potentially
larger dass. This would probably
be the most challenging part of
Whitworth's growth, but is still
manageable.
The concern about campus size
often gets overblown, as if we are
turning into the next Washington
State. Even if we double the student body (5,200) we would still
be smaller than Gonzaga (6,400),
which is considerably smaller
than most state universities (WSU
is 17,583). This type of discussion is appealing with the new
freshman figures up and the consistent increase in student body.
But Whitworth growing into a
Washington State, or Gonzaga for
that matter, is far off. Whitworth's
structural improvements and the
addition of more undergraduates
don't take away from the draw of
Whitworth but rather add to the
unique culture of the university.

Dare Geng is an opinions columnist and a senior majoring in
health, fitness and physical education. Contact him at dare.gerig@
whitivorthian.com.

passed over 10 years ago, only
341 individuals have ended
NATALIE
their lives under the law, acJOHNSON
cording to oregon.gov.
CIPIVCM ID(104
This low number suggests to
me that assisted suicide is taken
seriously by Oregonians and I
would venture to guess that few
How would you feel ifa loved people, if any, have use assisted
one who was terminally ill had suicide as a "cop-out" on life.
According to yeson1000.org,
to suffer through immense
pain at the end of his or her the application process for aslife? NVhat if he lost control of sisted suicide in Washington
his body during his final days? would include an oral and a
Would you want him to have written request, a waiting pethe option to end his life before riod and objective witnesses.
In addition, two physicians
it became unbearable?
With the presidential elec- must determine that all critetion at the forefront of news ria have been met to prescribe
coverage and people's minds, the medication and the patient
it's important to remember that must be informed of all his or
there are other crucial issues her options, induding pain
on the table in November.
control and hospice care.
If Initiative 1000 passes this
Like in Oregon, strict refall, Washington will become quirements and waiting periods
the second state in the nation would ensure the program isn't
to legalize physician-assisted abused and those who choose
suicide. Oregon became the to use it have fully thought
through their decision.
first in 1997.
I won't lie. I'm kind of afraid
The law would make it legal
for physicians to prescribe le- ofdeath. When I think of dying,
thal doses of medication to ter- the only thing that comforts me
minally ill patients, Nvhich they is knowing I will spend eternity
in a better place.
could then self-administer.
However, those faced with
Traditionally, many Christians are against assisted sui- terminal illness often must encide for the same reason they dure extreme pain and loss of
are against abortion: sanctity control over their bodies.
of lifc. They argue that aiding
In these cases, the only comsomeone in taking their own forting idea may be knowing
they have the option to end
life is the same as killing them.
Ihis is where the debate gets their misery before it gets even
stick-y. Is letting someone end worse.
Personally, I would rather
their misery when they would
have died relatively soon any- say goodbye to my family and
way really the same as murder? friends peacefully and relatively pain free than wait for
It doesn't seem like it to me.
We're not talking about pull- disease to take over my body.
ing the plug on someone in a I would like my loved ones to
coma or slipping drugs to a pa- have to option to do the same.
In 1991, Initiative 119, a simtient who doesn't realize it.
According to yeson1000.org, ilar assisted suicide measure,
to apply for physician-assisted almost passed in Washington
suicide, a patient must be "di- with 46 percent of the vote.
This could be the year it
agnosed with a terminal illness
that will lead to death within passes.
I would encourage Washingsix months," and "mentally caliable of communicating health ton voters to consider Initiative
care decisions for him/herselfr 1000 and its implications. Then
The choice would be a con- vote based on the kind of exscious decision on behalf of a perience you Nvant your loved
patient who has had time to ones to have in the event they
think it through and willingly are faced with terminal illness
gives him or herself the medi- and the options you would
want to have should that day
cation.
Legalizing assisted suicide ever come.
would not mean that doctors
and patients would take the
Natalie Johnson is the opinions editor and a senior majorprocess lightly.
Since Oregon's Death With ing in journalism. Contact her
Dignity Act, which Initiative at natalie.johnson@whitwor1000 is modeled after, vas thian.com.
.

BOOKS: Many

students not aware
of bookstore's online offerings
continued from page 6
arrive on campus.
In addition, you can see how
much the books cost and if they
have any used copies availablé
to purchase.
I wish I had known about this
over the sununer. A campuswide e-mail would have been
nice.
I could have looked up my
books, compared the bookstore
prices to online prices and decided where I wanted to do my
shopping.
I could have even purchased
used copies from the bookstore
before freshmen had a chance

to snatch them up during orientation.
As I discovered, the beginning of the school year is stressful enough without having to
worry about where you will
purchase your books and if they
will come in time.
Had I known the new option
that I had in the online bookstore, I could have avoided a lot
of angst and a poor quiz grade.
Maybe ne.ct semester.

Natalie Johnson is the opinions editor and a senior majoring in journalism. Contact her at
natalie.johnson@whitworthian.
COM.
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Day 27: Vancouver,
British Columbia

Sophomore takes on the
Caitlin Richmond
Scene Editor
I ligh gas prices have been affecting virtually everyone, but few people would go to such extremes
as a non-motorized vacation to save money.
Sophomore Graeine MacPherson did just that.
and biked from Imperial Beach, Calif., which borders Melia), to Vancouver, British Columbia.
trail led along the West Coast, and NlacPlierson camped most nights, saving even more money.
Several times he stayed with friends from Whitworth, but never spent more than a single night in
one place. lie occasionally biked on Interstate 5.
but mostly biked on Highway 1 and Highway 10.
according to The Bozeman Daily Chronicle.
The trip was a random idea that MacPherson
had.
"I wanted to see if bicycles are a viable transportation," MacPherson said. Now that the trip is over.
he thinks they are. 1-le did little to no training before the trip, but still had few issues along the svay,
such as having to take a long detour in a car due tr,
a forest tire. I le also got lost on the first da» and
ended up biking the biggest hill he's ever seen, he
said in his online journal.
Although MacPherson enjoyed the trip, he said

he

the hardest part of it was "wanting to keep going
and not get on the Greyhound."
Ile biked for a total of 27 days, taking no days.
off from riding.
Staying in campgrounds allowed MacPherson
to meet other bikers, most of %shorn were heading
south, instead of north, which is what IslacPliersoii
was doing. Riding north to south gives the rider
a tailwind, making biking easier. MacPherson was
facing a headwind, which can slow a biker down.
MacPherson packed light, taking only the essentials with hin. I le left his sleeping bag at home,
taking instead a liner and warm clothes to sleep in,
and he only brought 3 pairs of socks.
Although most people recommend biking in a
group, IsiacPherson decided to bike solo for a specific reason.
"I'm an RA in Arend, and it's pretty time-consuming and I don't have a lot of time to myself,"
MacPherson said. "I wanted to have some alone
time before I came to school."
MacPherson svould recommend a trip like this
for anyone, and is currently planning one for Jan
Term of 2011 with several of his friends. They plan
to bike from Florida to California.
Contact Caitlin Ridittrond at caitlin.riclittiondo'
whit worth hit:. com.
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Student tackles world-famoi
Yong Kim
Assistant Scene Editor
It is 5 a.m. and two men arc climbing by moonlight on a 3,000-foot vertical rock face one with
a broken wrist.
Senior Peter Adams is a rock climber and has
been climbing for eight years.
The rock Adams and climbing partner alumnus
Derek Foote climbed, ss-as El Capitan in Yosemite
National Park in cast central California.
Adams, who had the broken wrist, said he
broke it earlier that summer due to an unrelated
incident, without even realizing it was broken until after the climb at El Capitan.
El Capitan was considered impossible to climb
until the late 1950s and 1960s, when a succession
of climbers managed to climb various parts of the
rock, according to npr.org.

Day 1: Imperial Beach,
Calif.

June 14, 2008

Krim", BaconiVautworthian

Smarr US. News el. World Prior,

It is the (best) known rock climb in the svorld,"
Foote said in an c-mail.
you rock climb, you
know about The Nose [the most popular climbing
site of El Capitanr
Despite the reputation, Adams said he and
Foote did not do anything in particular to train
for thc climb.
For three days in July. Adams and Foote climbed
The Nose and from roughly 5 a.m. until 9 p.m.
each day, they climbed the 3,000-foot rock.
To sleep, Adams and Foote slept on small
ledges of the steep rock formation using a portaledge. Depending on the severity date gradient
of a rock, many climbers often sleep on a hanging ledge called a portaletige. Adams and Foote
shared about 120 pounds of gear with each other,
between the 90 pound haul bag and 30 pounds
of rope.
The vertical length of El Capitan is equivalent to
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Learning through teaching
Kelsey Morgenthaler
Staff Writer
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TOP: Sophomore Graeme

MacPherson bikes through Astoria, Ore. near
the end of his 27day trek. MacPherson packed lightly, taking only four
shirts and one pair of pants that could be converted into shorts.
LEFT:MacPherson poses with his bike in San Diego, Calif. at the be-

ginning of hls excursion.

CLICK IT
Read more about Whitworth students' incredible

summers online at

whitworthian.com

In the United States, frequent
customers at the neighborhood
grocery store can get a couple of
cents oír of gas. In Fez, Morocco,
a second trip to the neighborhood
grocery store earned senior Jennifer Beck a cup of earthy sweet mint
tea and a peppering of questions
from the shopkeeper about her life
and family.
"You are considered a friend of
the shop once you go into the store
the second time: Beck said. "In
America, the focus is on selling a
product. In Morocco, it's all about
forming a relationship with whoever walks through your door:'
Beck spent five weeks in Morocco this sumilier traveling and
teaching high school English. To
Courtesy ofJennifer Beck
her surprise, she found herself a SeniorJennifer Beck poses with a donkey during her trip to Fez, Morocco.
student of the Arabic concept of
"marhaba," a welcoming greeting shc wanted to teach or do mission to interact with people of the opthat inspires a way of warmth and %vork in Africa. When she found an posite sex in Morocco's predomihospitality.
advertisement for TeachOverseas nantly male-dominated culture.
"I went there to teach English. on a bulletin board in Dixon Hall The differences were compounded
I didn't expect that there vas so
her freshman year, she scouted with the problem of combating the
much to learn from the N1oroccan out the opportunity and applied. widely held belief in Morocco that
people," Beck said. "They openly Weeks later, she was accepted.
U.S. women were promiscuous.
invite you into their lives and into
"My parents thought I was crazy
"In public, ifa man says anything
their homes:
at first for applying for a random to a woman, a woman cannot reply
As a resident of the Open Poor program: Beck said. "It was a or else it is seen as a sexual advance
theme house, Beck is no stranger pretty big leap of faith, but it was and for us, it was really odd to adto the concept of hospitality.
just one of those things that just just to this," Beck said. "Ve would
The members of thc Open Door clicked."
be followed or stared at for very
theme house make it their goal to
Beck says she chose Teach0- long periods of time."
keep their home available as a ref- verseas as her program because
Despite the frustrating interacuge for Whitworth students. At it offered her an opportunity to tions with gender roles Beck said
any time, students arc encouraged teach in Africa during the summer she felt in Morocco, she said she
to come over for a place to relax. months.
has also experienced positive relado homework and fellowship to"I wanted to go through a Chris- tionships among her students.
gether.
"The students would always be
tian organization, but not one
The theme house has a prayer that was all about door-to-door really quiet in class but when they
room, where anyone can come evangelism. I liked that they chose did a role play or skit, their perand pray in a quiet location out of to go out and represent Christ sonality would come out more and
residence halls. Additionally, three through teaching," Beck said. "The they would be really into it: Beck
nights a week-, students can sign up organization works with countries said. The most rewarding part ssith
to come over for free home-cooked that are 'unreached' groups where teaching the students was how
meals.
Christianity isn't a part of the cul- quickly they were learning English
The Moroccan locals also used ture:
and knowing I was a part of that:
food as a means of ministering to
Beck said gained more than just
Before leaving for Morocco,
Beck and her fellow U.S. teachers. Beck met up with her three other teaching experience in Morocco.
The school maids often invited the female teaching teammates in She had to learn how to teach in a
teaching team to their homes to Pasadena, Calif. There, they were classroom but also had to adapt to
learn how to prepare Moroccan taught cultural norms, taught how a different culture and people.
food.
"I learned more from the stuto teach English and make lesson
"The hospitality blew me away," plans. Even over a week of train- dents and people there than they
Beck said. "Now that I'm back, I ing. Beck said she was unsure of had learned from me: Beck said.
feel I can take these lessons and what Moroccan culture would be
Contact Kelsey Morgenthaler at
use them to make people who walk like.
kelsey.morgenthalerewhitworthiinto our door feel welcome:
One thing that continually sur- an.corn.
Beck said she had always known prised and confused Bec.k was how
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10 football fields

stacked on top of one another.
After completing the climb on the third day,
Adams said rather than feeling excitement or
achievement, the first thing that hit him was exhaustion.
"INC were tired," Adams said. "We vere really
really tired:
In addition to the lack of energy once on top of
El Capitan, Adams and Foote miscalculated the
amount of water needed to climb.
It's really hot and every climber is usually dehydrated during the climb no matter how much
water someone brings, Adams said.
The climbing duo went back down using the
hike trail as a safety precaution, rattier than climbing back down.
"We had climbed 24 hours straight the last
day," Foote said in an e-mail. "h felt really good to
make it to the top, but even better after we wcre

s,

on the ground after the 8 mile hike down and we
got some ivater:
Adams said they found it humorous they were
able to climb El Capitan, which is considered one
of the higher levels for climbers.
"We just kind of did it without training for it,"
he said.
Adams said he climbs to experience "God's
wonderful creation:
Adams and his climbing partner, Foote, train at
Wild Walls, a climbing gym in Spokane.
After graduation, Adams plans to spend a couple years guiding climbs in the United States as
well as internationally.

Courtes of Peter eLlsrrs

Senior Peter Adams climbs El Capitan
in Yosemite National Park in east
central California. El Capitan is considered a favorite of many climbers
dueto its challenging nature.The
3,000-foot granite rock formation is
the largest of its kind in the world.

Contact Yong Kim at yong.kint@whitworthiaa.
com.
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A world apan
Christianity clashes with Japanese way of
life, challenge for international student
is more important than diversity, shc

Christina Chea
Staff Writer

'1!

said.

It is Sunday and once again. Megumi

Watahara is missing her junior high
brass band practice. Her band mates
wonder why she is skipping practice.
Watahara is not skipping out because
she does not feel like going, but because
every Sunday she goes to church.
Watahara is a freshman international exchange student from Osaka,
Japan.
Less than 1 percent of Japan's population is Christian, according to the
CLA World Factbook.
Watahara's mother became a Christian at a young age and was the original influence of her family's Christian
faith.
In 1996, the Watahara family moved
to Dallas, Texas, where her father attended seminary school.
Our family left with nothing." Watahara said. "We only brought four
suitcases with us and that was it:
Texas was where Watahara learned
English playing with the local kids and
where she got her first tastc of Amencan culture.
"Being in Texas was the biggest part
of my life because if I wasn't there. I
. wouldn't be here I at Whitworth)." Watahara said.
After four years in the United States,
Watahara and her family moved back
to Japan, where her fathcr pastorcd a
church.
In Japanese culture, people don't like
to be different or isolated and unity

When I went back to Japan I lost a
little of my faith," NVatahara said. "It's
hard because my friends are not Christian so I have to explain to them what I
do on Sundays:
In Japan, Watahara said she was
heavily influenced by other Japanese
students who saw Christianity as more
of a foreign religion rattler than a part
of life.
"When I was in church, I was a good
Christian but when I went out, I was
a whole different person." Watahara
said.
%Vatahara was able to study more
English while attending Kyoto International University Academy. The KIU
Academy is a Christian, international,
bilingual school in Japan for elementary, junior and high school students,
according to thc KIU Academy Web
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When Watahara considered going
to college, she developed a desire to
come to Washington state but never
knew why. Watachara applied to three
other schools besides Whitworth in
the United States. Whitworth was the
only one in Washington state.
"I honestly did not know I was going to be here. Whitworth was the last
place I thought I would end up," Watahara said. "I think something lcd me
here, like I have a purpose here. I think
it's all part of God's Plan."
Contact Christina Chea at christina.
chea@whitworthian.com.
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Freshman MegumiWatahara balances the different dynamics of her faith in Japan and in the
United States.
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New gallery provides dynamic space for art
Audrey Gore
Staff Writer
The Whitworth University art
department kicked off the opening of the new Lied Center for thc
Visual Arts with an exhibit incorporating Whitworth's past art and
its hopes for the new center.
The exhibit, titled "Old Bones
and a New Vernacular: Whitworth Permanent Collection:
showcases art taken from all over
campus that is being shown in
the new Bryan Oliver Gallery.
The exhibit features a variety of
art in different styles and media,
which gives the gallery in the new
art building a taste of the variety
to come. The exhibit will showcase art by different artists from
the Pacific Northwest and other
parts of the United States.
The Bryan Oliver Art Gallery
provides a bigger, more flexible,
more dynamic space for visiting
artists to display their works than
the old Koehler Gallery.
Gallery
director
Meagan
Stirling, who organiztd and
chose the art for this show, looks
forward to the possibilities for
the gallery and the new art build-

ing.
"The shows we are bringing
in will have bigger artists and a
better place to show their work;
that's very exciting," Stirling said.
Stirling is also enthusiastic

Nick Ellion/Whstwvrthi.tts

Senior Anna Collins-Wakeman admires art from the'Old Bones and a New Vernacular:Whitworth Permanent Co).
lection" on Sept. 9.

about the possibility of new and
bigger artists getting the community more involved in the art
programs on campus.
The exhibit features art belonging to Whitworth University, which is normally housed
all over campus, from the president's office to Weyerhaeuser

Hall. Though Whitworth owns
over 400 pieces oían, these were
selected for their cohesiveness
and ability to showcase the diversity of the art owned by the university, said art department chair
Gordon Wilson.
Most of the art in the exhibit
was donated in the past two to

three years and includes pieces
donated by Whitworth alumni
and famous visiting artists such
as the print "Between Two Waves
of the Sea:' by Japanese artist Nlakoto Fujimura.
Whitworth students are also
excited about thc potential for
the new gallery and the experi-

ence of seeing prominent pieces
of the Whitworth permanent collection all together, said senior
theatre major Alex Smith.
Smith highlights the positives
of the transition into the new art
building: "It's cool for the artists
and the students:. .Smith said.
"They deserve to have a new place
to grow and expand in their art."
The new gallery incorporated
practical concerns into its design,
including the use of natural light,
w.indows for the university's glass
program, and even a bigger door
to allow for sculptures to be easily moved in and out of the room.
'These are just some of the features that set it apart from the
Koehler Gallery in the old Fine
Arts Building.
"This is primarily a teaching
tool for the students," Wilson
said. "It's also for the community
outside the school, but it's primarily for the students:
Students will have the opportunity to use the gallery to study
different types of art and to interact and learn from new artists.
The exhibit is open Monday
through Friday, 10 a.m. to 6 p.m.
and Saturday, 10 a.m. to 2 p.m.
The official opening of the Lied
Center for the Visual Arts will be
on Saturday, Oct. 4.
Contact Audrey Gorc at audrey.
gore@whitwortian.com.
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Sushicom serves variety of flavors
Sushi has many
benefits for
brain and heart

Downtown dance
offerings this fall

"

.;

d-i

to sushi lingo

*

es

GRAPEVINE HUMOR: HOW TO SPOT A FRESHMAN
They still ask if assignments have to he typetL

They %vent to three different dances on
Saturday night.

I They think Spokane's winter doesn't start
until December.

I They can't fathom fitting their whole graduating class in anything but the Fieldhouse.

I They only know Schumacher as "Du-

I They pronounce Cowles as "Cows" instead of

demacher."

"Coles!'

I They think thc Drive In is a movie theater.

ITheir parents are doing their laundry during
Parent's Weekend.

I They think the Big Ugly is the Core

IThey read The Whitworthian,

I They look like they get enough sleep every
night.

Simply Dance Studio
hosts weekly Salsa dances
every Saturday from 9:30
p.m. until a.m., from Sept.
13 to Oct. 3.
Simply Dance Studio is
located on 820 W. Sprague
across from the Davenport
Hotel.
A wide variety of classes
like Swing, Tango, Hip
Hop and Samba are offered
at the studio.
For more inforrnation,
call 509-892-1480 or visit
simplydancestudio.com.
1

Many people have friends who
conveniently skip sushi nights or
say "Sushi? No thanks, I'm not
into raw fish." But Spokane has
many places to opcn their cycs to
the benefits of sushi.
Whatever you might like to try,
here is a guide to sushi so you
know what to expect if you're going for the first time. Maybe it will
be a path to overcome assumptions about the cultural dish.
To be adventurous, one needs
not look further than the Fred
Meyer down the street where there
are 12-packs of salmon and tuna
rolls. For one looking for an evening out, there is Raw %vhere half
the fun is getting a little dressed
up. Or, if you think a casual lunch
Awl Casanovas/ Whit worthian
might be more your style, there is
Sushi chefs at Sushl.com prepare food behind the bar.The restaurant offers tame and unique types of sushi.
Sushi.com on Main Avenue.
Why cat sushi? Sushi chef Jack
If sushi is a new thing for you,
Beechinor of Suslii.com says it is
one of the healthiest foods you they have delicious teriyaki, tofu,
can consume. Fish are high in edainame, miso soups, a bento
Omega-3 fatty acids, which are box of chicken and rice or various
beneficial to brain function and other authentic Japanese dishes
growth. Studies on sushi show it where everything is cooked perhas the benefits of protecting the fectly.
If the uncooked part of sushi
nervous system, providing vitamin D and extra protcins, lower- is what scares you, SushIcom ofing cholesterol, preventing mental fers sushi-like rolls that are baked,
illness, fighting depression, boost- such as their Montana roll with
ing the immune system, control- mozzarella cheese or the Philly
41,
ling blood sugar and is great for roll with smoked salmon.
"Definitely try a crunch roll
your heart.
Sushi has been evolving since and it's fried on the outside and a
the seventh century. Today it has little raw in thc middle," Beechigained popularity around the nor said. "Stay with the cooked
fish at first and slowly branch into
%vorld and has blossomed with
the raw!'
new recipes and creIf you've tried
ative
presentation.
these
phases of sushi.
I01
Plus, the nice part
Dark Cas.vuwat/1%1,itworthian
FOOD
may be ready
about sushi bars and
REVIE IN
for the next step. Marlene and John Kinsella sit at the bar and watch sushi being made.
restaurants is generSUSHI.00
Something like the
ally they arc considA guide
spicy tuna roll or the
erate to those new
**
volcano
with
fried
to the style. For infixation:
Sushi: Despite common misconception, the term sushi refers to rice.
crab and tuna is not
stance, if looking for
430W.Mai n Ave.
Sushi is "cold rice dressed with vinegar, formed into various shapes."
too scary. For those
a good starting place,
Hours:M.
Fri
11
a.m.-10pm,
slightly
more
expeSushi.com has a %vide
Itamae: a sushi chef
Sat noon-9 p.m.,Sun.
rienced sushi lovers,
selection.
noon-8p.m.
thc chef has suggesWhile confusing
Best suited for:Dates,
Wasabi: True wasabi is a costly, pungent condiment. Most American
tions since they often
in that the name of
famittes and quiet
restaurants sen.e imitation wasabi made from horseradish, mustard and
have
unique
dishes
a sushi bar is a Web
atmosphete
green food coloring.
too.
site, it has quality,
"Sometimes
We
fresh sushi and the
Shoyu: Soy sauce, to be applied sparingly
presentation %vill leave you in awe get giant clams that we serve still
alive,"
Becchinor
said.
"We
also
as it is placed before you.
Nori: Roasted seaweed, used in rolls
The kind staff is always willing offer abalone if requested."
While Sushi.com might not
to ans%ver questions. They suggest
Roe: Fish
that if you're new you should sit at seem like the most practical or
the bar where you can talk to the typical name you might think of,
California ron: crab meat rolled with avocado and smelt or flying fish
chef, observe and be encouraged there is a significance behind it.
Me.
Our head chef wants to relate
to try nov things.
SushIcom is all about appeas- sushi to everyday life the way the
Sashimi: Fish uithout rice
ing the customers, and they %vill Internet does; said Beechinor.
this
will
be
a
correct
Hopefully
try thcir best to ensure everyone
Nigiri: Bite-sized pieces of fish on sushi rice
has a good experience. They have assumption when 'Whitworth gets
a relaxed in-and-out style that is adventurous and decides to try
Temalch Fish and rice wrapped inside a sheet of nori, like a fishy ice
an ideal setting for a light lunch something new.
cream cone
or casual dinner, making for good
at
sophie.
Contact
Sophie
Sestero
or
conversations amongst family
Information compiledfrom Spokane7.com and caisusid.com
sestero@whitworthinn.cotn.
dates.

1

BRIEFS

4 '

Sophie Sestero
Staff 1Vriter

I They spend entirely too long trying to
unlock their mail box.

A64E

150 final.

Storms to give

Constitution Day
speech on justice
Michele E. Storms, executive director of the William
H. Gates Public Sallee Law

Program for the University

of Washington Law School,
will speak for Constitution

Da); hosted by Whitworth
University.
The presentation, "What
Does it Take to Guarantee
Access to Justice for All,"
will take place in the Robinson Teaching Theatre in
Weyerhaeuser Hall, Sept. 17
at 7 p.m. Admission is free.
Storms has an accomplished legal career, focusing on areas of family law,
custody and domestic violence.
Constitution Day is à
national celebration of the
signing of the U.S. Constitution that %vas federally recognized on Sept. 17, 1787.
For more information,
call 509-777-4263.

Info night for Act
Six program to be
held Sept. 22
An in-depth presentation

of the Act Six Leadership
Scholarship and Initiative
program is scheduled for
Sept. 22, from 5:30 p.m. to
6:30 p.m. Admission is free.
The event will discuss
what the program is about
and why it exists on Whitworth campus.
Various administrators,
faculty and Act Six scholars
svill be present to speak on
behalf of the Act SLIc Program.
For more information,
call Esther Louie, assistant
dean of intercultural student
affairs at 509-777-4572.

Austin Gibb and
The States at The
Empyrean
Austin Gibb and The
States, along uith Dane
Ueland, will be playing at
The Empyrean at 7 p.m. on
Wednesday.
The Empyrean is located
at 152 S. Madison.
Compited
YOrtg Kin:
Sources: simpli.dancesrudio.conr,
Whitworth 1Ve1' site
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SCENE
g

Tops

BOX OFFICE
Check out the top
grossing movies of the
past weekend.
BURN AFTER READING

$19,404,000
TYLER PERRY'S THE
FAMILY THAT PREYS
St 8,020,000
RIGHTEOUS KILL

16,500,000
THE HOUSE BUNNY

$4,300,000
TROPIC THUNDER
$4,180,000
THE DARK KNIGHT

$4,015,000

CourtnyclAhtillinst

Indie folk band Horse Feathers, seen here in promotional photos, will play in the HUB at 930 p.m. on Thursday, Sept. 18.

BANGKOK DANGEROUS

$2,400,000
TRAITOR

$2,132,000

Indie folk band returning to campus
Caitlin Richmond
Scene Editor

CMJ
TOP 15
These are the top 15
albumsfrom College
Media Journal. For the
full top 20, visit et:1j.
cum.
BECK

1

Modem Guilt"

2

CSS

"Donkey"
3

CONOR OBERST

"Conor Oberst"

4

BLACK KIDS

"Partie Traumatic"
5

DANDY WARHOLS

"...Earth To The Dandy War-

hols..!
6

BRAZILIAN GIRLS

New York Gty"

7

OXFORD COLLAPSE

'Bits'
8

CALEXICO

°Carried To Dust"

9

WALKMEN

'You And Me"

HORSE FEATHERS

Horse Feathers will return to Whitworth for
a second time at 9:30 p.m. on Thursday, Sept.
18 in the Hixson Union Building Multipurpose
Room.
The indie folk band performed at Whitworth
last year with Johanna Kunin.
"I really liked them," Senior Vi Nguyen said
about last year's concert. "They were mesmerizing. I just sat down and listened in a trance:
The band's new CI:I.-House With No Home:
came out Sept. 9 and features 11 songs that have
bccn described as "minimalist Americana" according to the band's press release. They are on
the Kill Rock Stars Label, which has released
CDs by artists such as The Deccmberists, Elliot
Smith. and Deerhoof. 'Their first CD, "Words
Are Dead: was released in 2006 on Lucky Madison Records, and was nominated for Ameri-

at WHITWORTH

When: Thurscby, Sept. 18 at 930 p.m
Where: HUB Multipurpose Room
CHICK OUT THEIR AITSPACE WEB SITE AT:
WWWJATSPACE.COWHORSEFEATHERSIAUSIC

cana Album of the Year as part of the 2007 Plug
Awards.
The band is made up of frontman Justin
Ringle, who sings and plays guitar. Heather
Broderick plays cello and sings, and her brother
Peter Broderick plays violin. banjo and percussion.
Broderick tracked down Ringle over the
internet after hcaring two songs recorded by
Ringle in a friend's basement, according to the
Kill Rock Stars Web site. Ringle had previously
bccn playing open-mic shows on his own un-

der the name Horse Feathers.
Ringlc writcs most of the bands songs and
Broderick arranges the instrumentation. Towards the cnd of 2006, more people began playing with them at shows. Current shows sometimes kature Nathan Crokett, who plays violin
and saw. Catherine O' Dell plays cello, and Sam
Cooper plays banjo, celeste and percussion.
Ringle% voice has been described as "arresting" and "a quivery ncar falsetto" by Pitchfork media, who compares the band to Iron &
Wine.
"I'm really glad Tyson booked them," Nguyen
said. iwasn't really into folk or Indic until that
show, but now I've changed my mind:
In October, the band will be touring with
Jose Gonzalez in the U.K. They have also toured
with Laura Gibson and Johanna Kunin.
Contact Caitlin Richmond at caidin.richmond@whitworthiatt.cons.

Man encounters God in `The Shack'
.Yong Kim
Assistant Scene Editor

God is a large African-American woman and the Holy Spirit is
a petite Asian lady.
At least this is how William P.
Young, the author of "The Shack:
describes the Christian theology
of a Triune God.
The Hebrew and plaid-shirtwearing Jesus is the only description many Christians will be familiar with.
"The Shack" follows the story
ola father who loses his youngest
daughter during a camping mishap in eastern Oregon.
The abductor turns out to be an
infamous tserial killer known to
abduct children.
The incident causes the father to

seriously question his faith, and it
The book is C.S. Lewis minus
until later when he receives a the stuffy and dense writing style
letter from God that
and
theological
he ventures back to
philosophical writthc shack the last
ers like Lewis bring.
place the killer left
As one reader
a clue.
put it on thc book's
It is when he arofficial online forives at the shack
rum,
-Reading
that the main char'The Shack' wasn't
acter experiences an
reading a book, it
unusual encounter
was listening to
with God.
a song...a bitterThe author chalsweet, melodious,
lenges readers to
grand song that evleave behind steery person should
reotypes and prehear."
conceived notions
But what is perAcqudrr letier/WharvIlAun
about religion and
haps equally miracGod without losing
ulous a$.,; the story
the foundational Christian teach- is the journey "The Shack" went
ings.
through to become a best-seller.

Aisnt

The book written by a hotel
night clerk sold over a million
books mostly by word-of-mouth
advertisement.
The book has even outsold
Oprah Winfrey's January book
club selection, "A New Earth."
For 16 consecutive weeks since
June 8, "The Shack" has been
ranked No. 1 on the Nov York
Times best-seller's list for trade
paperback fiction. according to
NYT.com.
While thebook has heavy Christian undertones, -The Shack" will
bring new insight and perspective
to people of both religious and
non-religious backgrounds.

Contact Yong Kin, at yong.kitn@
whitworthian.cont.

10 7'HE FAINT
"Fa dinatiion"

11 DR. DOG
"Fate"

12

STEREOLAB

"Chemical Chords"

13

HOLD STEADY

"Stay Positive"

14

YOU'RE INVITED
Ott hittuorthian
Critique Lunch

HUMAN HIGHWAY

"Moody Motorcycle"

Thursdays

at noon

Join The Whitworthian staff in the media office and share your
15

DELTA SPIRIT

"Ode To Sunshine"

thoughts about this week's issue

experience more at....

whitworthian.com

rht

11141

hittuorthian
page
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Pirates victorious in season opener

NWC

James Gelfer
ASsiS1ant Sports Editor

NORTHWEST CON

The Whitvorth football team
began their run at a third straight
Northwest Conference title, beating the University of La Verne
Leopards 22-13 in the Pine Bowl
on Saturday.
A balanced Whitworth attack put up 400 yards of offense,
but had trouble converting thosc

yards into points. Junior running
back Adam Anderson led the Pirates with 158 yards on 33 carries
and a touchdown. Junior Milton
Nelson added 81 yards and averaged nearly seven yards a carry.
Returning just two defensive
starters from last year, a young
l'irate defense gave up just 229
yards of total offense and only 58
yards on thc ground. Both of La
Verne's scoring drives were less
than 40 yards and resulted from
Pirate turnovers.
he game started slowly, with
neither team scoring in thc first
quarter. Early in the second quarter senior quarterback Kory Kemp
found tight end Joey Vantloomissen in the back of the end zone to
give Whitworth a 7-0 lead.
A fumbled punt on La Verne's
next possession gave Whitworth
the ball deep in Leopard territory.
Kemp connected with Vantioomissen to score on the exact same
play as thc p'reVious possession.
"The defense was biting hard on
the run," Kemp said. "The sakty
was coming up and Joey was able
to slip behind him:
La Verne turned an interception into a touchdown at the end
of the first half, leaving the score
15-6 at halftime.
The second half started as a
struggle for field position until

FOOTBALL
NWC

ALL

WILLAMETTE

0-0

2-0

WHITWORTH

0-0

1-0

UPS

0-0

l&C

O-01-1

[INFIELD

O-00-1H

PLU

0-0

0-2

MENLO

0-0

0-2

NEXT PIRATE GAME:

Whitworth vs. Redlands

Saturday, Sept. 20

Drrri Gusnovaillsizitroraian

7 p.m.

NWC

ALL

Junior Adam Anderson goes airborne during Saturday's game. Anderson finished with 212 total yards of offense.
LINFIELD

0-0

4-0

in the Northwest Conference.
Next week the Pirates are on
the road at Redlands, the de-

PLU

0-0

6-3

0-0

S-3

fending champs of the Southern
California Intercollegiate Athletic
Conference. Redlands beat Whitworth 24-12 in last year's contest.
The intensity will be a little
higher next week: VanHoomissen said. "We have developed a
rivalry uith them over the last

WHITWORTH

0-0

7-5

GEORGE FOX

0-0

S-4

L&C

O-05-6

;

the Leopards intercepted Kemp
late in the third quarter. A La
Verne touchdown on the ensuing
drive made the score 15-13 going
into the fourth quarter.
Whitworth's first drive of the
fourth quarter went 59 yards and
was capped off by a four-yard
touchdown run from Anderson.
The Pirate defense took over from
there, allowing just 45 yards in
thc fourth quarter and icing the
Pirate's first win of the season.
Kory Kemp finished the game
with 131 yards passing and added

42 on thc ground:The ability to
run helped opcn up lanes for passing and gives the defense more to
think about, Kemp said.

VanHoomissen had four catches for 62 yards and two touchdowns.
Junior defensive tackle Brandon Martin led the Pirates with 10
tackles. Many sophomorcs played
well for the Pirate defense; Robert
Schaefer and Paul Werhane each
had six tackles and a sack.
'
The Pirates are one of three undefeated teams atop the standings

UPS

PACIFIC

Rohde's one goal would
be all the scoring in the

game though, despite the
Pirates dumping 10 shots
on goal again in the second half.
A displeased Rohde
said, "I knew Aire would
pull off the %%in eventually.
It's frustrating because I
know we didn't play our

0-9

ALL

0-0

4-0-1

[INFIELD

0-0

4-1

PACIFIC ,

G-0

4-2

WHITMAN

0-0

2-0-4

13-LD

G-0

UPS

0-0

2-3

GEORGE FOX

0-0

04-1

-

i

NM PIRATE GAME:
Whitworth vs. linfield

Saturda); Sept. 20 P. 2:30 p.m.

*WOMEN'S SOCCER

best:

Contact Colin Zalewski
at
colin.zalewski@whitworthian.com.

0-0

NWC

WHITWORTH

throats:'

With their fourth win in
a row, the Pirates remain
undefeated and finished
non-conference play with
a record of 4-0. The team
will take the weekend off
and prepare for their next
game at Linfield on Sept.
20 and will follow with
a game at Willamette on
Sept. 21.

1-7

MEN'S SOCCER

were pressing; they were
hammering it down our

non-conferenceopponents
UW-W to uphold thcir
Stephanie lierdriciilltItituvrthi.n:
national ranking. Entering
the match with an early- Senior Kelly Baker defends against the Wisconsin-Whitewater Warhawics on Sept. 11.
season ranking of fifth in
to kick in to another gear may have had an impact
the nation in Division III in how we play:*
competition, Whitworth
It was an early after- walking on to the field on the clients to come.
would need to take care of noon kick-off that would in the second half look- Five minutes later sophobusiness against the surg- bring a hail of shots of the ing to put the Warhawks more midfielder Elizabeth
ing Warhawks.
feet of Pirates all day. Al- away, but the visitors hung hlattila played the ball to
The Pirates knocked off though the bac.k of the nct tough.
sophomore striker Emily
the Warhawks 1-0.
Finally, in the middle of Rohde who put in to the
lay untethered for the first
"We don't really feel the 45 minutes, Whitworth the second half the Pirates back of the net.
pressure," said sophomore rained 10 shots on goal broke through. Whitworth
With a 1-0 lead, there
defender Kaylyn Plumb. "I in the opening half. Fans made a triple substitution was still a lot of defending
think we're just confident might have expected them in the 67th minute which to do as UW-W tried to

.

NEXT PIRATE GAME:
Whitworth vs. Willamette
Friday. Sept. 19 ED 7 p.m.

pour it on in an effort to
level the match.
"They definitely iut a lot
of pressure on us," Plumb
said. "Those last minutes

We didn't playup to our
full potential; we should
have smashed them."

0-0
_

!TIAN

Contact James Gelfer at james.
gelfcr@whitworthian.com.

Colin Zalewski
Staff $Vriter

_

0-0

few years."

Ft.

.

Co

VOLLF(BALL

Bucs edge

The Pirates vere able to
pick up a win over University of Wisconsin-Whitewater on Thursday, Sept.
11 thanks to a late goal
in their home opener, the
only goal of the game.
Coming into the game
riding a three-game winning streak to opcn their
2008 campaign, Whitworth looked to knock off

RENCE

@IF A N EERIE@

Women's soccer keeps undefeated record
Warhawks
in nail-biter

E

F

NWC
t

ALL

WHITWORTH

0-0

. 4-0

GEORGE FOX

0-0

3-0

o

2 1'

UPS

r

WHITMAN

0-0

2-1

0-0

2-2

L&C

[INFIELD

L9.1)

g-e

WILLAMME

0-0

1-2

PAcIFIC

0 -0

0-3.

"

NEXT PIRATE GAME:

Whitworthvs. tinfield
Saturday, Sept. 20 @ noon
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Unleashina hidden potential
Sophomore Turner
balances pompoms
and running shoes
Danika Heatherly
Sports Editor

Whitworth sophomore Tonya Turner's
day begins at 6:30 a.m. when she pours
a bowl of dry cereal and prepares for her
morning run.
Two-a-day varsity crosscountry practices may be enough to tire most Whitworth students, but Turner doesn't stop
there.
Thc two-sport athlete finishes class
around 1:30 each afternoon, finds time
to study, and, as if that isn't enough, completes her day with afternoon cross-country practice from 4-6 p.m. and cheerleading from 6-8 p.m.
Before this season at Whitworth, Turner had never run competitively before.
"I got into running last summer to kccp
in shape and prepare for track season;'
Turner said. "I just never figured I'd get
into it and love it the way I do no"
The native Spokanite and Mead Iligh
School graduate competed as a polevaulta- both her junior and senior years and
continued to polevault for Whitworth last
spring.
been around track and field (or a
long time but I never imagined becoming
a runner," Turncr said.
-I've always been a healthy cater and I
love to take care of myself, but running
was never my main focus. I used to look
at cross-country runners, think that was
crazy and I'd never run that much. Now I
do it and I truly appreciate the craziness
of running long distance. Guess I'm crazy
too: Turner said.
The athlete ran six days per week this
summer and about three miles cach time
she ran.
For the first six weeks running wasn't
all that interesting to me, then after week
seven I loved running ;Ind couldn't get
enough; Turner said.
Turner had run in Bloomsday a number of times before, but it was her goal
this past year to break an hour.
"I ran Bloomsday in about 53 minutes
this year and surprised myself: Turner
said. "It was really a group from Whitworth at the raLe 1Bloomsday) last year
that was the spark for my interest in running. Everyone kept saying, 'Tonya, you
have to do cross-country.
"I did Toby (Schwarz'sjworkouts over

.10

Courtny

avrr Wits

Sophomore Tonya Tumer cheers for the Pirates during Saturday's season-opening football game against La Veme at the Pine Bowl.

the summer and now I'm at the point
where 1 have to run," Turner said.
But even with Turner's newfound interest in competitive running, cheerleading
rcmains a passion and source of happiness for hcr as well.
At this point I could never imagine giving up one for the other. They are very different experiences but I love them both."
Turner said.
Coaches and teammates have been flexible and accommodating, which has made
the endeavor easier, Turner said.
Although the Whitworth cheer squad is
focusing more on conditioning this year.
Turner's coach excuses her from working
out with the team during those times.
"She knows I've been running all day
and has me sit down and encourage the
other girls before we start learning new
cheers and stunts," Turner said.

'I have nothing to complain about at
all. Ihe %vholc situation and scheduling
was a challenge at first but now that I have
a routine and know that my coaches help
and support me, I just love every part of

%Veck

TONYA TURNER

it:

Turncr had been planning on cheering
since tryouts last April.
"Cross-country is my new thing, but I
love cheer too; Turner said.
just wasn't
in question for me to miss the opportunity to cheer for Whitworth again this
year. I wouldn't imagine giving it up. It's
too much fun. I'd love to do both sports
again in the next two years I have at Whitworth, but for now I'd rather take it step
by step. This year was the trial run but
next year I'll reevaluate and see what God
puts in my path:
Contact Dattika Heatherly at dattika.
heatherly@Aitworthian.com.

Player of the Week
Joey VanHoornissen
,.7oev's Favorite,: "The Meat
Lovers always gets me reädy fo
garne.day."
J.oey leads Whitworth past.
La Verne with 4 catches for 62
yards and,2 tOuchdowns!

I.-

Atidetc of the

Come:irind ask,for the.Whitirorth distount!

it

SPORT: Cross-country and

cheerleading
STATS: Winner, Whitworth

short-course Invite

Pirate women take
the top eight spots
Kara Heatherly

Staff IVriter
Whitworth hosted a short course invitational on
Sept. 13 and competed against Whitworth alumni,
Gonzaga junior varsit), and a mix of other unattached

runners.
A more consemtive running style has proven successful for the Whitworth women. The Pirates started
to gain grouild on thc other runners after the first mile
marker, where they forged ahead to take strong control of the race.
Sophomore Tanya Turner led the team to victory
with a finishing time of 12:07:00. Close behind her was
sophomore Dana Mister& with a time of 12:23.00 and
senior lenna Cuningham rounded out the top three
for the l'irate women.
Ihe Pirates' succcss continues as their remaining
five runners finish for a clean sweep of the top eight.
"lhe team this year is full of great girls and guys,"
junior Kaitlin Hildebrand said. "Ihe girls arc very
close as a team, and with the deep talent and competitiveness we're all looking forward to a successful
See WOMEN, page 15
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Bacon Bits:

merlon tennis
ouble-faults
AMP,

Joy Bacon
Editor-in-Chief

agP

Tara SubnartMilitworthLut

Sophomore Travis Gutierrez winds up for a shot against Wisconsin-Whitewater defender Ryan Richgels.

Pirates plow past Warhawks
Aaron Quigley
Guest Writer

Whitworth's Prugh brothers plowed past thc Wisconsin-Whitewater's defense to claim Thursday's game for
Whitworth, 2-1. With only nine minutes left to play seflor and tcam captain John Prugh passed to his brother.
freshman Eddy Prugh, who found thc top-left corner of
thc net for his first cvcr career goal, and game-winning
point.
Whitworth's victory path was an uphill battle most of
thc game.
"This is thc first time wc had been behind this preseason," junior Brent Zahn said.
The Warhawks attacked early, scoring in the first 10
minutes of play. Luke Buchholz scored early for the Warhawks. The deficit inspired the Bucs to play harder, John
Prugh said.
"Finally WC got a break, and put one a%vay," John said.

A red-card against 11W-W late in the first half awarded Joey Mattina a penalty kick, resulting in the Bucs' first
goal. The Pirates continued to battle to victory.
Whitewater was pressured to defend late in the first
half after the Pirate goal to tic the match. Whitworth
defender Travis Jette earned a red-card with minutes left
on the dock in a struggle for position of the ball.
The Whitworth men are done celebrating the win
a.nd are looking forward to starting conference play this
week.
It feels good to win our last preseason game," John
said. "I think thc team is ready for our conference play."
Ranked eighth in the nation for Division III schools,
the Whitworth mcn finished their preseason play 4-0-1
and will travel to Linfield College on Sept. 20 to begin
Northwest Conference play.

Contact Aaron Quigley at aaron.quigley@whitworthian.com.

Volleyball flounders in tournament
Danika Heatherly
Sports Editor
James Gelfer
Assistant Sports Editor

After a 6-2 start of the 2008 volleyball season the women struggled in
Thousand Oaks, Calif. this weekend
and fell to 7-5 in non-conference,
preseason play. Losing three of their
four tournament matches at the CalLu-Fornia Classic hosted by Cal Lutheran in Santa Cruz, Calif., the team
will need to regroup before next
week's Northwest Conference opener
against Willamette at home.
"It was good to face some harder
teams at the tournament in California to see what we needed to improve
on, said senior I lolly Tomlin.

The UC Santa Cruz Banana Slugs
won 27-29, 26-24, 25-17, 25-27, 15-13
against the Pirates in Whitworth's first
match of the tournament. Freshman
Ka'ipo Rocha led Whitworth with 12
kills, and her sister, freshman Kaimi
Rocha added 11 kills. Junior Tracy
Schwada also contributed 11 kills.
Whitworth fell behind the Cal
Lutheran Regals immediately in the
second match of the tournament and
couldn't recover, despite thc efforts
of nearly every Pirate hitter. The
Pirate's .074 hitting average in the
match paled in comparison to the
Regals' .246 average.
The third match was Whitworth's
best of the tournament, defeating
Chapman (6-3) 25-19, 25-15, 25-22.
Kaimi Rocha led with 15 kills and

406 hitting percentage.
"Playing fast-paced teams helped

quicken Whitworth's transitions and
style of play," Tomlin said.
The Pirates finished the tournament with a loss to Cal State East Bay
25-11, 25-14, 25-16.
"We are all excited to finally start
conference play this week and hope
to finish first or second in our league
this year," Tomlin said.
Whitworth will start Northwest
Conference play next week with a
match against Willamette at home
on Friday at 7 p.m.
Contact Danika Heatherly at danika.heatherly@ whit worthiati.com.
Contact James Geller at jaines.gelfer@
whitworthian.cont.

WOMEN
continued from page 14
season."

Dak Riek for second and
third place.
Both men and women
took first in team scores.
Hildebrand
added,
"We're a strong team that
works hard together and
hopefully that will help
us reach our goals for the

With junior Dusty Caseria leading the way for
the Pirates and sophomore Nicholas Gallagher
close behind, the Pirates year."
Contact Kara Heatherly
found their way to nine of
the top 13 spots. Casería at kara.heatherly@ whitand Gallagher trailed only worthian.com.

When most people talk about the good ol' days, they
hearken back to afternoons spent drinking lemonade on
the front porch, or when you could buy a candy bar for a
quarter and still get change back from the general store.
But the faint memories of the past for me come with a bit
mare ferocity.
They were times when American references to grand
slams meant more than just a Denny's breakfast specialthe times of Americ.an domination in professional tennis.
I can remember when turning on a Vimbleclon final
could almost guarantee an American match-up. This year, I
sat in my air-conditioned living room and watched a Spaniard defeat a Swiss hero in the longest Wimbledon final to
date, not to mention one of the greatest tennis matches of
all time.
And though it was undoubtedly a match of incredible
athleticism, determination, and technique, I couldn't help
but sigh at the fact that an American man hasn't competed for the title since Andy Roddick was easily defeated in
2005. (He put up a decent fight in 2004, but still lost in
straight sets.)
Or take a look at the U.S. Open. Roddic.k purposely declined a spot on the Beijing Olympic tearn this summer in
order to prepare for the American tournament, only to be
eliminated by Novak Djokovic in the quarterfinals. Despite
my distaste for his celebratory kiss with Mandy Moore after his victory in 2003, I think I could stand to sec him lock
lips with his model fiancee if it meant seeing a familiar face
raisc the trophy in triumph.
In other ATP tournarnents, the pickings are slim. Andre
Agassi was the first man to win the Golden Slam in tennis,
the coveted title earned by %ginning all four Grand Slam
tournaments and Olympic gold.
Lately, the dosest an American man has even come to a
Grand Siam championship Nvas Roddick's defeat served up
in four sets by current No. 2 player Roger Federer (Switzerland) in the 2006 'Wimbledon tournament. In fact,
and American male hasn't even played for the Australian
Open championship since Agassi won it in 2003, or for the
French Open title since Agassi claimed the title in 1999.
The women's side offers a bit more solace to my nostalgic
spirit. The Williams sisters still reign as some of the fiercest
competitors on the circuit. Venus defeated Serena in this
year's Wimbledon final, and between the two sisters, the
Williams name has been on the Wimbledon trophy seven
times in the past eight tournaments.
Serena also took home this year's U.S. Open title earlier
this month, defeating Jelena Jankovic in two sets. And last
month in the Beijing Olympics, the sisters paired up to Igin
a gold medal in doubles.
But beyond the two powerhouse sisters, American women don't put up many big matches these days. After Serena
at No. 1 and Venus at No. 8, the next ranked American
doesn't register until veteran Lindsay Davenport comes in
at No. 26, according to WTA rankings.
On the men's side of the rankings, Roddick is currently
the highest-ranked yankee at No. 8, with James Blake following at No. 10 and Mardy Fish coming in at No. 23, according to the latest data from the ATP Web site.
I miss the days when my seventh-grade locker, covered
in People magazine shots of Roddick, James Blake, and the
older-but-still-dashing Andre Agassi, wasn't considered a
waste of time. When John McEnroe was a household name.
for more than just great game commentary', and Pete Sampras was the first tennis player to be named "Sportsman
of the Year" by the U.S. Olympic Committee. I miss seeing Agassi endorse more than just financial management
services.
Don't get me %%Tong. One of the things I love about pro
tennis is the next up-and-comer, the chance for any player
at any time to storm the scene a.nd become the next "it"
thing. International rivalries make for a better pro circuit,
and a more rounded pool of players.
But when my future daughter decides to dedicate her
seventh-grade locker to her tennis heroes, I hope she has a
depth of American champions to choose from.
Contact Joy Bacon atjoy.bacon@whitworthian.com.
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Top left: Les Hogan examines a baseball during the

silent auction portion of the
evening. Other sports items
on the block including a
Ryne Sandberg high school
baseball card, private tennis
lessons with the men's or
women's head varsity coach
and Washington State University football tickets.
4".*

Far right:Pirate Night at-

tendees enjoy a buffet-style
dinner catered by Sodexo
following the conclusion of
the silent auction.

Left:Bill Williams laughs off
a joke by the auctioneer and
raises his bidding number
during the Open outcry auc-

18,

tion following dinner.
Below:A row of neatly folded
collegiate sweatshirts lines
one side of the tables during
the silent auction.
1$

}.:r.t

I

Ala

14th Ammar
Pirate Night
Dinner and

Left:Whitworth dean of enrollment services Fred Pfursich
pens a bid for a baseball cap during the silent auction.
Bottom left Daryl Squires cradles a weary English Setter
puppy up for bids during the Open outcry auction.The puppy
sold for around $300.

Bottom right Whitworth baseball players (from left), junior
Collin Gibbs, sophomore Ben Price and junior Dan Belet, dear
plates during dinner.Whitworth athletes, the beneficiaries of
the thousands of dollars raised Friday for the athletics department, took part in setting up, serving guests and cleaning up
at Pirate Night.

Auction

CHECK OUT THE"THIS WEEK IN PHOTOS" SLIDESHOW AT WHITWORTHIAN.COM.

Want to submit your photos? E-mail us at photos@whitworthian.com.
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Alternatives
given for SAT

A smile-remembered

Melissa Challender
StaffiVritcr
Even though the spot for SAT or AD' scores was left
blank on freshman Stacey Martin's application to Whitworth, she was still granted admission.
"I struggle with standardized tests; Martin said. "It's
hard for me to just sit down and put all the information
on paper."
Beginning with this year's freshman class, students
can choose whether or not they %vant their SAT or AC1'
scores to be considered alongside their application, according to a Feb. 28, 2007 Whitworth press release.
Nearly 16 percent of freshmen who enrolled this fall
opted for the interview alternative instead of submitting their SAT scores along with their applications, said
Fred Pfursich, vice president of admissions and finan-

cial aid.

Courtesy oflohn Ouptrun

Former assodate professor of English Nadine Chapman poses with her husband John at Gonzaga University in 2007.

Nadine Chapman
Former students, fellow professors and
family look back at the life and influence of a
beloved friend.

Martin said the interview was laid-back an:1 lowpressure.
Sophomore Andrea Ansari said although the interview alternative is a good idea, she does not fully support the change.
"I think the interview is reasonable to use for admission, but it's not a good idea to take away the requirement of submitting an SAT score," Ansari said. They
should still have to submit their scorcs with their application, but also have the option of requesting an in-

See SCORES, page 2

More Inside

Since SAT Scores Are No Longer Required
IS3 percent dtreleresuldroteslokries
SATIPCtsarts &sr part clew airmen press

Nadine Chapman:
In Memorium

In-Depth, pages 8-9
.

Whitworth's New Land

Land to be used for research
Ben Carves
Staff Writer

Whitwonh students will be able
to use 605 acres of land in Pend Oreille County for environmental field
studies and research.
Betty Verbrugge and her son Gary
recently created an endowment fund
to allow the university to maintain
the land and eventually construct a
field station to be used for student
research. They also established a
conservation easement through the
Inland Northwest Land Trust.
"(The agreement) allows Whitworth to build on approximately 100
acres of the land," Gary said. "We
have kind of 'teamed up' with Michael Le Roy to make this happee
Gary currently lives on the land.

tuAst

41*

farm*vi

More than one decade ago, Betty
and her late husband Durand made
plans to donate the land to the university after Gary dies.
A conservation casement is a voluntary agreement that allows a landowner to limit the type or amount
of development on thcir property
while retaining private ownership of
the land, according to landtrustorg.
"INVe) picked Whitworth because
it is close and it is interested in keeping the property in its natural state
while using it for educational purposes," Gary said adding that he attended Whitworth for a year and a
half.
The land is located in the Scotia Valley approximately 30 miles
northeast of Spokane and contains
3,000 feet of the Little Spolcane Riv-
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cr, four of its tributaries and 15 acres
of wetlands, according to the Inland
Northwest Land Trust Web site.

The Verbrugge family has also

partnered with government programs to reforest thc arcas that have
been deforested over the last century, Gary said.
Betty and Durand moved into a
converted boardinghouse on the
land in 1960, according to the land
trust's Web site.
"The boardinghouse was built in
1914 to house workers from a local
saw mill and visitors to the small
town of Scotia7 Gary said. "I still live
in the house my parents moved into
48 years ago:'
Contact Ben Garves at ben.garves@
whitworthian.com.

Star QB breaks leg.
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Campus security act amended
Rachel O'Kelley
Staff Writer

affect 1,Vhitworth will not be
known for at least another
year.
"The U.S.)1 Department
of Education is in charge of

Julie Wootton
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An amended federal campus sccurity act states all
universities arc required to
alert students, faculty and
staff immediately when an
emergency occurs on campus.
In mid-August, President
George W Bush signed into
federal law seven amendments ¡nade to the Clery Act
as a part of the College Opportunity and Affordability
Act of 2008.

Whitworth has already
been practicing the provisions included in the revised
act, said Brian Benzel, vice
president for finance and

administration.
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"The Clery Act affirms the
work we've already been doing," Belize' said.
The Clery Act, signed into
federal law in 1990, requires

universities to make information about security procedures and campus crime
open to the public, according to Security on Campus,
Inc.
The act is named after
Jeanne Clery, a college freshman who was killed in her
residence hall at Lehigh University in 1986.
After Clery's death, her
parents Connie and Howard

learned that there had been
nearly 40 violent incidents
on campus at Lehigh within
the three-year period before
their daughter was killed.
After joining together
with parents of other campus crime victims, they
pushed Congress to pass the
act, according to Security on
Campus, Inc.
After the Virginia Tech
shootings in April 2007, several advocacy groups began
pushing for reforms to the
act, according to an Aug. 14
press release from thc Student Press Law Center.
Benzel said although
the university may have to
tweak its security reporting
procedures, thc full extent to
which the amendments will

coming up with guidelines
that svill give colleges and
universities guidance on
how to implement the new
rules," Benzel said.

Universities are now required to test their emergency response and evacuation
procedures annually.
Whitwortlis emergency
procedures are outlined in
the emergency response
plan.
"It lets us know where and
how we communicate with
each other," Benzel said.
The university holds annual community-wide training sessions as well as more
frequently occurring emergency drills, according to the
student handbook.
Last fall, faculty and staff
responded to a mock health
emergency in which the bird
flu spread throughout campus. The exercise was held
during Fall Break using the
faculty and staff who were
on campus, Henze! said.
In addition, the university
has expanded firc drills beyond the residence halls to
academic buildings across
lieIt,nars-iys1 Whal.vrthtan Arthwri
campus.
"We're not trying to over- Allied Fire & Security, in cooperation with Cooper Notification, demonstrated a
react, but we're not ignoring mass notification system last spring.The university has been meeting with vendors.
emergency issues either,"
Benzel said.
He said conducting drills
is relatively easy, but notifitvkiii-TNICIII110.
cation is a larger challenge.
"We arc looking into audiSigned in 1990 the bar; Act requires universities to make informadon ahout
ble announcement systems
securtty pnxedures and campus crime open to the public
and have met with vendors.-

Clery Act

Benzel said.
Allied Firc & Security,
in cooperation with Cooper Notification, demonstrated a mass notification system last spring,
according to a /starch 4 article in The Whitworthian.
The announcement from
the system, set up just outside
thc Hixson Union Building,
could be heard as far away as
the Aquatics Center, according to the article.
Whitworth is registered

Some new additions to the act:
-Requires annual testing of evacuation procedures and emergency response systems

-Security staff must immediately report any significant crime or hazardous situation to appropriate officials
-New disclosure requirement, whether or not there are agreements
with state and local police. In order to ald in the Investigation of

aimes

-Broader requirement to report certain hate crimes, such as theft, assault. Intimidation and vandalism. In annual campus security reports
-Gives aime victims and university employees better protection to

report violations of the act
Graphk by Annette Eurrli
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terviewr
Many factors svent into the decision
to have an SAT/ACT optional policy,
Pfursich said.
The biggest concern was that many
students who performed well in high
school and had high GPAs didn't score
well on the standardized tests, he said.
"Vhile standardized test scores do
indicate a certain level of intelligence,
they are not as good a predictor of success in college as a high school GPA,"
Pfursich said. "We wanted to place
more emphasis on what a student has
accomplished in high sdiool and less
emphasis on a standardized testr
More than 700 other schools don't
require SAT or ACT scores as a part of
the admission process, including Bates
College, Dickinson College, DIVW
University, Franklin and Marshall
College, Gustavus Adolphus College,
/11ount Holyolce College, Muhlenberg
College and Pitzer College, according
to the Whitworth press release.
Even though students are not required to submit their SAT or ACT

scores at the time of application, they
must submit their scores prior to fall
enrollment Standardized test scores
are used for purposes such as advising and course placement, according
to the admissions page on the Whitworth Web site.
Submitting scores does not affect
admissions decisions, according to the
Web site.
In order to be considered for the
Mind and Heart Academic Sdiolarship, the Presidential Academic
Scholarship or the Trustee Academic
Scholarship, students must submit
their SAT or Acr score with their application, according to the 'Web site.
Students who dioose not to submit
their scores may still qualify for all
other scholarships, Pfursich said.
If someone chooses not to have
their scores considered, they must
have an interview, either face-to-face
or over the phone, according to the
Web site.
Pfursich said the interview alternative ssill still be in effect next year.

Contact Melissa Challender at melissa.diallender@whitworthian.com.
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Sodexo adjusts to rising prices
Ira McIntosh
Staff lirriter

Phishing e-mails
pollute campus
filters, accounts

Jim O'Brien has worked as the manager of
Sodcxo for 23 years and has never seen food
prices this high.
"The cost of food has gone up about 8 to 10
Facent in the past year," O'Brien said. "Milk,
cheese and turkey arc very high and ground
beef is about 16 percent more expensive than
before."
Jess Dozicr, executive chef of Sodexo, said
Sodexo k trying to cut down on costs by reducing the amount of waste.
"[We arc) menuing more items that do not
contain cheese or other products that have risen
significantly in price; Dozier said. "By adding
more variety to our program, the tossed-to-order salad station, variety on International and
such, we have seen our pizza consumption

drop a bit."
Dozier said Sodcxo uses about six tons of
mozzarella cheese per year just for pizzas.
Students are also concerned about the costs
of food.
Freshman Nanda Navis is new to dealing
with mcal plans and decided on the Unlimited
A plan, even though she had concerns about
the cost.
"It's good to use fan unlimited plan until
you know what your eating habits will be like,"
she said. "I like to have the flexibility of going
into Saga as many times as I want, but also having flex dollars that %vill let me cat at the cafe
or coffee shop if I want to go do my homework
in my room, but still need to grab some food

Ira McIntosh/Whitworthian
Sodexo employee Paul Webster exits the freezer in the Sodexo kitchen with boxes in hand.

r2008-2009 Sodexo Meal Plans]
$ 1,778

e

$ 1,665

"

,

Mod or Unlimited
Blads or Unlimited

.$1,165

fast."
I lowever, not all students like the idei of the
unlimited plans.
"I don't cat breakfast and I don't always have
time to go sit down in Saga during lunchtime,
so it's nicc to have cxtra money to spend in the
cafe; sophomore Matt Luttrell said.
Somc students said they feel they can't cat in

SPOKANE

Annette Farrefl/Wh,twurthian

Sodexo at all duc to their lifestyles.
"Some people arc frustrated," said Tiki RA
Scott Meek. "I have a fcw friends who don't
cat in Sodcxo because the food that they offer
doesn't work in thcir sports-rclatcd diet7
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Contact Ira McIntosh at ira.mcintosh@whitworthian.com.

Financial aid packages are also
based on the students' academic records, awards in previous ycars, any
changes in students' financial circumstances and satisfactory progress or
course load, Olson said.
Each award may be comprised of
scholarships, grants, work-study and
HeatherKennison
loans,
she said.
Staff Writer
Olson noted that the money comes
from a %vide range of sources, includThis year, more than 2,000 Whit- ing the university, donors who give
worth students received financial aid toward "endowed and restricted"
from various sources to help cover scholarships, the state of Washington,
their tuition, totaling $52.3 million, the federal government, and outside
said Wendy Olson, director of finan- organizations.
"As we make awards, we have to
cial aid.
Although the large size of this abide by some very detailed requirements as established
year's freshman
by Congress and the
class
created
Federal Department
more work in
terms of putting "We try to keep students whose of Education, Olson
family drcumstances and
said.
together finanfinandal drcumstances are
There are also state
cial aid packagrequirees, more than 90 similar year to year with similar legislative
ments
to
follow.
These
percent of Whitawards each year."
requirements include
worth students
Wendy Olson,
which students can rereceived some
director of finanda! aid
ceive which grants and
form of aid, 01loans and how much
son said.
money each loan can
"We try to
keep students whose family circum- be.
"Only the neediest students can
stances and financial circumstances
are similar year to year with similar receive the Federal Pell and [Supplemental Educational
Opportunity
awards each year," she said.
Originally, there were 3,995 stu- Grants); Olson said.
Money is still coming in from
dents awarded financial aid this year
outside scholarships. During the first
and 2,415 enrolled, Olson said.
The admissions office determines week of the semester alone, the finanwho receives academic scholarships cial aid office received more than 200
and the amount dead' award, which checks, Olson said. Outside scholaris usually consistent, Olson said. Stu- ships will total approximately $1.5
dents must also complete the Free million this year, she said.
Application for Federal Student Aid
Contact Heather Kennison at heath(MESA) each year in order to be elier.kennison@whilworthian.cont.
gible for federal loans and grants.

Most Whitworth
students receive
financial support

.it

kiNdi

This year, a higher percentage of the freshman class decided on unlimited plans, O'Brien
said.
"Because of thc fact that we've had a pretty
significant increase in enrollment with meal
plans in the past two years, it has helped to balance out our costs; he said.
The cost of the meal plans may continue to
increase over the years, but price hikes can be
attributed to inflation, O'Brien said.
"Every school year it is determined about
what inflation will be for the following year;
O'Brien said, adding that the school is responsible for meal plan price hikes, as opposed to
Sodexo.

Students given close
to $52 million in aid

SYMPHONY
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The Information Systems
department is warning
members of the Whitworth
community to watch out for
phishing messages.
At the beginning of the
school year, a mass phishing message "got through
the university's filters and
was sent to students, faculty
and staff. Although about
a dozen people responded,
nonc were students, said
Jackie Miller, director of Information Systems.
"These messages often
get a few people to bite;
Miller
online
Read
more
at
whitworthian.com.

Better legal aid
needed for lowincome families
Low-income families are

not getting the access and
justice they need in civil
cases, the executive director
of the Gates Public Service
Law Scholarship Program
for the University of Washington School of Law told
an audience of about 200
on Wednesday in the Robinson Teaching Theatre.
Michele Storms gave the
Constitution Day lecture.
She said although the U.S.
Constitution states that everyone is entitled to justice,
low-income families still
struggle.
Read more online at
whitworthian.com.

Accident occurred
on residence hall
construction site
An accident that occurred
in the East Residence Hall
construction site Aug. 20
has not affected Whitworth
safety policies, said Marisha
Hamm, manager of environmental health, safety
and security.
The construction worker
involved in the incident was
operating under the safety
policy maintained by the
contracting company developing the site, she said.
Read more online at

whitworthian.com.
Compile-II by news staff

CORRECTIONS&
CLARIFICATIONS
In a front-page teaser
in the Sept. 16 edition, the
football teanis opponent
was inaccurately identified.

Vhitworth played the La
Verne University Leopards.
The Thitsvorthian is committed to providing
the Whitworth community with the most accurate information possible. The Whimorthian never knowingly publishes inaccuracies. If
you have a comment cc question about the
fairness or accuracy ola story, send an e-mail
to editar6Nshitworthian.com.
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Donors to help finance center

Property owners
concerned about

Bonds, gifts will fund
$37 million facility

Whitworth Drive

Jerod Jarvis
Staff Itrriter

The university is currently in conversation
%vith property owners near
Whitworth Drn:e, some of
whom arc concerned about
the possible closure of the
street, according to a Sept.
18 article in the Spokesman-Review.
A proposal has been submitted to Spokane County
to vacate the road and the
university hopes to have final approval on the plan by
April 2010, Thompson said.
Read more in an upcoming issue of The 'Whitworthian.

Bush announces
Treasury will buy
mortgage assets
President
Bush
announced a proposal during
a White Housc press conference Saturday that thc
U.S. Treasury. Department
will buy about 5700 billion
in mortgage asscts from financial institutions nationwide.
If passed, the proposal
will be the largest govern-

ment intervention in the
private financial sector
since the Great Depression.

Victims of train
crash honored in
candlelight vigil
The community ofChatsworth, Calif., near Los Angeles, held a candlelight
vigil Saturday to honor the
victims and rescue workers
of a commuter train crash
one week ago.
Twenty-five people were
killed and 135 injured in
the Metrolink crash Sept.
12 after the train collided
head-on with a Union Pacific freight train.
Federal officials confirmed that a Metrolink engineer ran a red signal and
was text-messaging while
on duty.

Mbeki agrees to
resign as South
African president
South African president
Thabo Mbeki agreed to resign Saturday after calls for
his resignation from the African National Congress.
Mbeki, who served as
president since 1999 following Nelson Mandela,
struggled with his rival Jacob Zuma, president of the
African National Congress.
An acting president will
be selected from Parliament
within the next few days,
officials said.

Sources:Spokesman-Review, Los
Angeles Times, 1Vashington Post,
New )ork Times
Compiled Iry Julie Wootton

%Vhen

science students arrive on campus in

fall 2010, they will be able to attend dass in a
brand-new $37 million building, almost half of
which will be paid for through gifts.
Fifteen million dollars will be raised through
fundraising while the rest will be financed, said
Stacey Smith, associate vice prcsidcnt of institu-

tional advancement.
We have experienced a dramatic increase
in science majors and our current space does
not serm this growth,* Kristi Burns, vice president for Institutional Advancement, said in an
e-mail interview.
The Fall 2008 Tenth Day report, showing
this fall's enrollment numbers, had not been released at the time of press.
In addition to a completely new building, thc
existing Eric Johnston Science Center will be
receiving a face-lift and expansion, which will
cost $18 million, according to an April 15 artide in The Whitworthian.
Tara S.ukm.utrWluilwaltisn
In April, the Board of Trustees unanimously
voted to seek funding for the East Residence Beakers sit on the window sill in the Eric Johnston Science Center, which will receive an $1 Et million
Hall and new science center through the sale of facelift and expansion by 2011. A new $37 million science center will open In fall 2010.
bonds, according to an April 22 article in The
The first phase of fundraising is focused on
Whit%vorthian.
In addition to fundraising $15 million, thc large gifts front a few people, Burns said. The
university is also seeking federal funding, Smith second phase consists of soliciting smaller gifts
from more people.
said.
"[Institutional Advancementl has a major
Although no official campaign has been announced, Institutional Advancement has start- gift fundraising stair Burns said.
The biggest target groups for fundraising arc
ed fund raising for the science ccntcr project,
alumni,
friends of thc university, regional corshe said.
porations
and foundations.
"Fundraising for large donations is largely
"All major regional corporations and foundadone through personal visits," Smith said. "It's
tions who have a budget for gifts like this will be
all relationship based."
Phone and direct mail fundraising is also uti- looked at:" Smith said.
The university's goal is that the 515 million
lized, typically for smaller gifts, she said.
for
thc ncw science building will be raised by
"We arc committed to securing $15 million
August
2010, Smith said.
in gifts for [the new science building] and an
additional $10 million for a %sing on [and renovation of] the current science building," Burns
Contact lewd fan* at jerodjanis@whitworKtbey B.sconritlubmythian
said.
thian.com.

nesses and gather evidence at thc scene
ola crime. However, officers are required
to report thcir findings to the local pocontinued from page 2
lice department, said Security supervisor
with Jyngle, a free service allowing college Mark McFall.
The police department has thc full abilofficials to send text or voice messages to
all phones registered under the system. ity to deal with crimes in a way that thcy
Students, parents, faculty and staff can see fit for the offense, he said.
Benzel said feeds from campus security
register their phone numbers through the
service by following a link on thc %Vhit- cameras could be used to aid in an investigation.
worth Web site, Benzel said.
The Clery Act amendments also broadIn addition, Whitworth posts emergency notifications on the campus Web en the types of hate crimes, such as theft,
site and has an emergency response agree- assault, intimidation and vandalism, that
ment with Seattle Pacific University, Ben- must be reported in annual campus security reports.
zel said.
Universities must release an anrival re"We can host each other's Web sites in
port before Oct. 1 with
case of an emergency
statistics about crime
on either campus," he
on campus for the past
sai d.
The university has "The Uery Act affirms the work three years, according
to Sccurity on Campus,
we've already been doing."
also taken long-term
Inc.
steps to prepare for
Brian Benzel,
In addition to crimes
emergericies, such as vice president for finance and odministtotion
that occur on campus,
collecting food rations
Whitworth's campus
and cots.
Another addition to the Clery Act is security report includes crimes that occur
that campus security staff must immedi- in buildings adjacent to campus.
.Another amendment will give crime
ately report any crime of significance or
any situatiob that may put the students or victims, as well as university employees,
residents at harm to the appropriate law better protection to report violations of
the act.
enforcement officials.
The Clery Act has been amended sevUnder the amendments, universities
are also required to disclose whether or eral times in the past to include a requirenot they have agreements with state and ment that schools uphold the basic rights
local police in order to aid in the investi- of sexual assault victims on campus, additional reporting requirements and a
gation of crimes.
requirement that universities notify their
"%Ve have initiated efforts to build a relationship with the county sheriff's office," campuses about where to find information on Megan's Law, according to the SeBenzel said.
Unlilce many large university campuses, curity on Campus, Inc. %Veb site.
Whitworth does not have an on-staff poContact Rachel O'Kelley at racheLokellice department.
Crimes must be reported to on-campus ley@whitworthian.com or Mlle it'ootton at
security officers, who can identify wit- julie.wootton@whitworthian.com.

CLERY
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N EWS LOGS
INSIDE THE CHAMBERS

The news section examines decisions and
topics relating to the Associated Students of
Whitworth University (ASWU), and works to
hold members of ASWU accountable.

SECURITY LOG
Every week, a Whitworthian staff writer compiles a log of some of the incidents recorded in

the campus incident report.

UNDER CONSTRUCTION

The Whitworthian posts periodic updates on
the status of campus construction at Whitworth as well as the university's capital projects
and property aquisitions,

experience more at....

whitworthian.com
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SOUNDING BOARD: WHITWORTHIAN'S WEEKLY POLL

99, NUMBER 2

What should the Whitworth mascot be named?
EDITORIAL: IN THE LOOP
Choose between the final names in the online poll starting Friday at whitworthian.com.

After 17 years,
Stan will be missed
When Stan Bech, former co-supervisor
of the Mind & Hearth, began selling coffee to the Whitworth community from
his Espresso Delights stand in the HUB in
1991, the campus looked different.
Popular Whitworth landmarks such as
the Loop and buildings like Boppell. Duvall
and Weyerhaeuser weren't around.
There were fewer than 1,300 students,
about half thc size of Whitworth today.
Now, after 17 years of selling coffee,
Bech's residence at Whitworth has come to
an end.
Bech's position was recently one of four
cut by Sodexo in order to fund the new
Food Court service manager.
Bcch, among 21 people to apply for the
new position, was not selected.
I lovever, Bech was not the only Sodexo
employee tu lose a job. An administrative
secretary position and two positions associated with the closing of the A La Carte in
I lawthorne I fall were also eliminated.
'hile Bed% was not the only employee
whose position was terminated, he vtas the
most prominent on campus.
2005 decision to create the Mind
& Hearth nearly forced Bcch out of Whitworth. But students, faculty and staff alike
rallied around him, according to The Whitworthian archives.
Before the Mind & Hearth opened in
2006. the administration worked with Sodcxo to make Bech a co-supervisor.
When the 111ind & Hearth opened, Sodexo general manager Jim O'Brien sent out
a campus-wide c-mail congratulating Bcch
on his ncw position as co-supervisor.
The new coffee house has been named
'Mind and Hearth' and will have extended
hours and be a great place to hang out and
visit with Stan the Man; O'Brien said in the
e-mail.
Throughout the ycars, Bed% has become
a campus icon. lie knew students by name
and their beverage preferences by memory.
Just like students still call the dining hall
"Saga" even though the old food service
provider left campus 22 years ago, students
still refer to the hlind & Hearth as "Stan's"
aftcr the coffee shop replaced Espresso De-

e

lights.
The fe%v times that Stan's moved over thc
years, students followed. When Espresso
Delights moved into the old game room in
the HUB in 2005, some students said they
missed the centralized location, according
to The %Vhitworthian archives. Others said
they would find the stand wherever it was
located.
"%Ve don't just go to Stan's Coffee for coffee. We go to talk to Stan; thcn senior Sean
Taylor said in a March 2005 Whitworthian
article.
Bech played a role in campus life much
like other Sodexo employees, such as Laurctta, who participates in events likc residence hall Christmas parties and as a judge
for campus events.
Bcch served drinks for admissions events
and other HUB events. He and Dale Soden,
vice president of university planning and
a professor of history, sang folk songs together.
He wasn't just the guy who served us coffee. In Whitworth's history as both a college
and university, Stan offered us all a chance
to slow down a little and to take a break
from the frenzies of the day.
Although Bed% may not serve coffee to
future generations of Whitworth studcnts,
his impact on campus culture will live on.

Editorials in the -In the Loop" section reflect
the majority opinion of the Editorial Board,
which is nude up offire editors.

IljrjijJi Kinnin/Whitnurthian

hallenge league seemed
more power hungry than fun
JORDON

KELLER
COLUIST

It was cold, really cold, as I hustled into
the Fieldhousc for my intramural basket-

ball game.
I soon' saw some of my challenge league
buddies and more began showing up one
or two at a time. I was super excited for a
good-paced game of basketball, not forgetting that it gave me a reason to stop
studying and get some real exercise. We
went skins and jumped for the ball as the
game got underway.
The first quarter came to an end and I
wondered why we were down by double
digits. I played basketball from the first
grade well into high school. Was I really
that bad or was it my team?
Second quarter started, then halftime,
third quarter, and the game was over. Losing by 20 points didn't feel so good.
As I started to leave, some of the players
we just played against stepped back onto
the court for the power league game that
WaS about to start. That's when it hit me.
These guys were where they belonged.
The intmmurals program was originally
created to be a fun activity at Whitworth,
a way to temporarily escape from all the
stress that classes bring, practice a sport

you enjoy and just have a good time.
Teams that come together must decide
which intramural league to play in. There's
the power league, thc most competitive,
for those who want to prove themselves
as the best on campus. Then there's the
challenge league for those who don't want
extreme competition, but just want to get
better and have a good time.
However, looking bad: on last year's
Intramurals, it seems as if some teams
couldn't quite place themselves into the
right category. This doesn't just happen
in basketball, but in many intramural

sports.
Sophomore Peter Pascacio and members of the Frisbee team The Transitive
Property remember a similar experience
during last year's Ultimate Frisbee intramurals.
"The Square Bears supposedly dropped
out of power league just to win a championship, and even though I don't think that
they won it, they still walked all over us. It
was like full of seniors; Pascacio said.
Do some of the power teams get intimidated by the other power teams? Do
they want to show off by winning or are
the players just trying to stick with their
buddies?
I think it's a little of both. Why not play
with some of your friends and enjoy dominating all of the other teams? It sounds
like the perfect plan. However, this created obvious issues with last year's basket-

ball intramurals.
Junior Justin 'Warren recalls playing in a
challenge game where the other team had
members of the varsity basketball team.
"IVe were getting stomped on from a
team of Varsity All-Americans," 'Warren
said.
It must be frustrating for some students
to attend Whitworth basketball games
then play in intramural games against the
players they were just cheering for.
1Vhether or not it seems weird, it's clear
that although some people play Intramurals for fun, others play for domination.
Maybe some people just can't get
enough of their favorite sport and feel like
they have to play in every game they can.
I know how it is. As dasses get harder, the
need to get out increases, so people play
to escape from the daily grind.
However, next time you go to sign up
for teams, try to keep skill level, competitiveness and fairness in mind. Because
even though I may not be very good at
Frisbee, I would like to play a fair game
and maybe even %%in a game or two.
Players who are new to a sport or play
it casually are easy targets and playing
against them can be an effortless win. But
is that really fun? Is that really what Intramurals are about?

KELLER is a sophomore majoring in Spanish. Comments

can be sent to jorrioniell et@whitworthian.com.

WHITWORTH SPEAKS OUT: About interviewing instead of providing SAT scores

It gives a

I actually had

I feel like

better per-

the interview.
It gives a great
opportunity to
show what character a person
has.'

that's ridicu-

James Muna4
freshman

Josh Boyden,
sophomore

spective of

students!'

TylerZuck,

senior

lous. Everyone
should have to
run a 5K:'

"There's a lot of

students that
don't do so well
test-wise. Having
an interview
would be better!'
Alyson Cole,

sophomore
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OPINIONS
Shattered dreams, broken ID cards

Each week, 7he Whitworthian Opinions staff
take a single topic and each offer SOMC short commentary. Readers are encouraged to respond to the topic on
the Perspectives Nog at Ivhitworthian.com.

It's election year. During election years, the Amencan public cnjoys the opportunity to bring all those
issues laying in the periphery to the forefront of discussion.
This year, some major issues include going green,
foreign policy, the economy, and othcr fairly standard

stuff.
The issucs that hit homc the most, though, are the
ones that most directly affect our pocketbooks. Gas
prices are more than a topic your grandfather likes
to get riled up about. They directly affect everyone's
budget, especially those of us college students whose
budgets are rather tight already.
That said. how have the high gas prices effected you?
Did you decide not to travel somewhere this summer
or have you decided not to go somewhere this school
year because of gas prices?
Read what other columnists have to say and give your ovm
feedback at whitworthian.com.
Kgitty Bsconlitlutuvrthixt

Take care

of ID or pay up-

has a life expectancy at least as long
as my own. Part of the rcason for that
JUSTIN
is that with the handy wireless funcLINDBORG
tion (onc which I heartily applaud)
OtnieST
my ID card never has to leave my
wallet.
Not everyone has my good forUnlike freshman year, the biggest tunc, however. There arc ID cards on
disappointment for me in coming to lanyards, in purses and any number
Whitworth this year was not realiz- of other modes of transportation,
ing everyone is smarter than mc. In- and it doesn't take long for any sort
stead, it was having to facc the spec- of habitual use to take its toll. Plastic
ter of my terribly distorted face on cracks, pre-made hole punches arc
my Whitworth ID card. No chance widened, and cards get misplaced.
for a new picture, and hopc to good- These things arc to be expected in
normal wear and tear, but instead of
ness I don't lose it.
looking forward to
Whitworth is
thc bright prospect
now entering its
of a fresh slate the
second year of use
of
like the next year, students
of the new ID card "A small piece plastic
spedmen all of us Whitworare forccd to either
system.
Rather
thians
carry with us has a high
pay for a replacethan pose for a
ment or make do
new picture and
tendency toward misfortune,
new card this year, espedally in the hands of a col- without. the latter option making
we returning stulege student!'
it nearly imposdents have to pull
sible to function in
out our weatherWhitworth society.
worn cards and
Junior Caitlin Richardson had to
hope nobody notices the picture.
Not only do we have to face our own buy a replacement ID card this past
photogenic foibles, but a glitch in year.
"It just split down the middle, right
last year's new card printer left every
Whitworth mug shot approximately through the black bar code piece:
20 percent wider than it should be. Richardson said.
Richardson had her card for only
Add to this a soft red tint, and I look
two months before it began to show
like a Martian with lipstick on.
This wouldn't be too much of a signs of breaking.
problem on its own. We could all live
"When it was starting to break, it
with a less-than-perfect ID picture stopped worldng to open my door,
with minimal grumbling,. The prob- and then it split open," Richardson
lem is that things fall apart. A small said.
piece of plastic like the specimen all
Her first indication that the card
of us Whitworthians carry with us was breaking was when the card
has a high tendency toward misfor- cracked on the edges, causing the
tune, especially in the hands of a col- hardware inside to cease its funclege student.
tions.
Personally, I keep my ID card
Richardson blames the original
locked away in my wallet, where it state of the card for its premature

demise. The ID cards given out last
ycar had a curve to them, an apparent remnant from the printing machine. The curve is what Richardson
attributes to thc card's breaking so

Lipstick controversy

earns smear ad status

easily.

it

was frustrating because it
seemed likc !the cards] came to us
ready to break. I only hope that my
new one will last longer," Richardson
said.
The ID cards cost $25 to replace.
Richardson's story is a case in

point of the downside of liming an
ID card last for the cntircty of one's
college career. There are many positives to the new systcm, the strongest
of which are its case of use, flexibility
in giving access to dorms, and the
overall cool factor of being able to
wave one's wallet to unlock a door.
With one card you can pay for your
dinner, check out books from thc library and get into your dorm. It's a
step up from thc old systcm.
Amongst thc Oositives, however,
the fact that the cards are not made
to last four years and especially thc
fact that the student is often responsible for reparations and replacements puts undue pressure on the
student.
Sure, a healthy dose of respect for
one's property is arguably needed;
take care of your card and it will take
care of you. For those of us who can't
hide our cards in our wallets, (Whitworth ladies seem to think keeping a
wallet with them at all times impossible and unreasonable) it would be
nice to have a chance to get a ncw
card once a year, free of charge, if
only to make an attempt at a picture
that we can be proud of.
LINDBORG is a junior majoring in Engfish.Com-

ments can be sent to justinlindborg tvtiinvorthian.
COM.

Updated daily with breaking news, updates, blogs, features, sports and commentary

TIM

TAKECHI
mow!
I have never heard of putting lipstick on a pig.
Nor have I ever heard
that metaphor be used to
describe a vice presidential nominee. Alleged!» of
course.
Every presidential race
has its share of smear ads.
Television advertisements
with the only purpose making a candidate's opponent
look like either a raving
kit-winged lunatic or a
right-winged fear monger
are not new.
It all started with thc
infamous "Daisy Girl" ad
used by Democrat Lyndon
B. Johnson in 1964 to paint
Republican Barry Goldwater as the gatekeeper of
thc apocalypse. Long story
short: Johnson won.
Then came another notorious ad ran by George
IT.W. Bush's 1988 presidential campaign. The "Willie
Horton" ad linked an African American man convicted of murder, armed
robbcry and rape and his
early parole to Democratic
Massachusetts
governor
and presidential candidate
Michael Dukakis.
The ad successfully portrayed Dukakis as a reckless
stooge because he supposedly supported allowing
murderers, robbers and rapists to walk the streets with
no regard to public safety.
Bush, like L.B.J., went on to
win the election.
Most recently, Americans
might remember the 2004
Bush/Kerry race when a
non-partisan political campaign started by the Swift
Boat Veterans for Truth
brought into question Senator John Kerry's military re-

cord and qualifications for
leadership. Though not officially endorsed by the Bush
campaign, this provocative
and much talked-about ad
certainly helped the president win re-election.
And finally. the 2008
presidential campaign, and
Barack Obama's now-infamous "lipstick on a pig"
comment. Despite the fact
that Obama said this comment at a town-hall meeting in Virginia, vith the
invention of YouTube and
mass
around-the-clock
media, this has practically
become a smear ad. However, thc obvious question
is: svhat WaS Obama referring to?
11c later said he was actually referring to John
McCain's policies on the
economy as being too close
to President Bush's. At the
Republican National Convention in Minneapolis,
Gov. Sarah Palin said thc
only difference between a
pit bull and a hockey mom
was lipstick.
Was Obama referring to
this comment and implying
Palin resembles a pig? 1 do
not think so. But that is not
enough to stop the controversy from flying and the
blogosophere from exploding.
And never mind the
24-hour cable ncws stations. Those "political pundits" debated this issue as if
Paris !Tilton had gone to jail
again.
Incidentally, in an earlier
campaign ad...

CLICK IT
Read the continuation of this OpifliOM

DA= at
whitworthian.com
TAKECHI is a senior majoring in

journalism Comments can be sent to
timtakechkewhinvonhiansom.
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THE NEWSIST COLUMN

Camping out in a less-

than-fine arts building

Annette FartrillWhitworthian

Uncle Sam needs YOU, son

for Community Building Day!

Community building and
the legend of the Back 40
Nic Vargus
--Humor Cotti hi it hi
I iyas going to change the world,
that much was certain. It was just a
bummer I had to do it at 8 o'clock in
thc morning. With pants on.
I much prefer the world changes
accessible through my computer.
Like the groups I continually accept
on Faccbook: "Stop world hunger in
onc easy click!" and "My Wife says
I can dress like Batman at my wedding if 4,500 people join this group."
Those are the revolutions I'm ready
to commit to.
But every once in a while, opportunity requires you to gct out of bcd
and off your computer.
My freshman year, I wasn't exuberant about waking up early for
this so-called "Community Building

Day."
I hadn't even figured out all the
names of the girls in my dorm and
I was absolutely breaking my neck
trying to gct through "Deep River."
Why not just give us the choice to
help in thc community, so all those
suckers with the good GPAs who sit
in the front row could go milk cows
at the local farm.
I preached my message loud to
anyonc who would listen.
"Nic," my thoughtful friends explained, "you can't have Community
Building Day without 'U:"
I arrived at the fine institution
I was to volunteer at that day with
quite a bit of pride in the "change" I
would instill in the community. It's
not everyday you get to rake rocks
into piles while an old wrinkled man
croons, We have mentally disabled
children who come and do this every week, it's nice thcy get a break."
That's a direct quote.
Needless to say, I never looked
back on Community Building Day
with excessive pride, nostalgia or
interest. That is until this year,
when I heard several upperclassmen
and upperclasswomen pontificating
about how Arrowhead water was
clearly the worst kind of water.
I was about to jump in with a
Dasani pun I had created in case
anything like this ever happened,
when someone let slip that upperclassmen were being asked to harvest grain in the Back 40 for Community Building Day. I tried hard to
gct her to:verify it, but she just kept
repeating, "I've said too much:'
Harvesting grain? What do we
look like, grain harvesters?
I had neither seen nor heard of
this supposed Back 40 wheat field
anyway.

Don't get me wrong, a wheat field
seems like a perfectly ordinary thing
for a university to have hidden away.
I mean, even Hogwarts had mysteries.

After all, think of all the practical applications of grain. Grain can
make bread and cereal, it can be

ground into a fine wheat powder
and put over toast, and wheat fields
can be replaced with corn fields and
then plowed to build a baseball diamond which is in turn used to bring
back dead baseball players to play
catch with Kevin Costner.
If Whitworth was hiding a wheat
field in the Back 40, what clsc were
they hiding?
I met with an inside source, who
shall remain anonymous, to discuss
this exact matter.
"Danika Heatherly!" I said to the
anonymous informant. "We have
wheat fields in the Back 40. What
else might be back there?"
"Nic: she said, "Stop digging. You
might not like what you find: She
then hustled out of the rendezvous
point.
As any responsible investigative
journalist would do, I began to investigate and bought a journal.
On a sunny Sunday morning I decided to find the fantastical "Back
40" and uncover its mysteries. With
everyone at church, I was able to
sneak all around campus, investigating and looking for the entrance
to the Back 40.
I never found this so-called "Back
40" and have come to seriously
doubt it exists.
I have heard from multiple sources that it is mainly used for jogging. It is likely they were confusing
"Back 40" with "treadmill: Others
have said it is used to play soccer
and to practice golf. Still more believe it is a place where all the staff
gathers bimonthly to carry out Civil
War reenactments. Yet, like exciting Disney gossip, no pictures ever
surface.
There comes a time in everyone's
life when they have to ask themselves if they still believe. If they
still believe in Santa and unicorns
and Flibber McGee. It is a conscious
decision to believe in Loch Ness
monsters, bigfoots, Back 40s and the
1969 "moon landing;
When these myths fail us, there
will always be the guy we can help
dress up like a stormtrooper for his
wedding.
VARGUS is junior majoring in English and journalism

Conunents an be sent to nic.vargussintw3rthian.
tom.

They are not only being given the bottom of
the barrel, they are being made to live in it.
JOSH
Ofcourse, art majors put up with the F.A.B.
SWAYNE
for much longer. Professor of English Doug
(mew?
Sugano said being in the building has made
him identify with the art department It was
determined that Sugano's new office has danThe old Fine Arts Building is going to be gerously high levels of carbon monoxide and
demolished - and it should be - but for the carbon dioxide. Door vents and window fans
time being, it is the home of Whitworth's have been installed in Sugano's office.
"(It's] so we don't pass out in front of our
English and modern languages departments.
Due to renovations being done on their students; he said, "this place is really a pit:
Yet for those who remember the cozy,
old haunts, Westminster and Alder Halls,
English and modem languages majors and over-heated lounge in Westminster, with its
professors have pitched their cubicles and mousetraps, WWII barracks feel and unisex
desk-chairs in the musty studios of the old bathroom, it seems a little surprising that the
F.A.B. To their credit, this stalwart band of English department would feel out of place.
language lovers has been making the best of Westminster had its own quirks, and it came
their stay so far, despite the building's very with its own memories.
Sugano was actually driven out of his ofuscd and abuscd state.
lbe old Fine Arts Building is thc Velve- fice in Westminster for over a semester last
teen Rabbit of Whitworthian architecture: year due to an ungodly stench escaping from
a bad pipe. The F.A.B. isn't
lived-in, worn-out, but also
much worse than Westminhaving a certain familiar
ster. It just isn't home.
feel, a feel of having been
CLIC
While the English departwell used. However, no one
Read more of Sw ape's column at
ment may feel displaced in
should expect its story to end
whitworthian.com
the F.A.B., they are following
happily. Some of the floors
in the footsteps of progress.
are marked up from years of
The art students who needed
having rainbows of creativnew facilities now have them.
ity spattered upon them; the basement has
a quaint, musty quality that still hasn't quite Now it's the English department's turn to get
gone away despite much airing; and the what it needs, with a bit of waiting first.
As senior English major Kelly Vincent
building as a whole offers a taste of history.
said,
"It is not like we are being shifted
There are quicIdy scribbled drawings
pinned to bulletin boards in the basement. around because we're expendable. We're beThere is a philosophical dialogue accompa- ing shifted around because they are revampnied by a crudely-etched phallus recorded ing our building;
In the future, the Westminster lounge won't
on a stall in the men's bathroom. There is a
web of plaster hanging from the ceiling in feel hot like the Arizona desert every time
the lights are turned on and there will nicer
onc corner of the downstairs halhvay.
People worked and made memories in the bathrooms. Perhaps the mousetraps will be
old Fine Arts Building. Those people have a gone too, and hopefully Sugano will never
nicc new building. So what is the English de- again inhabit a fume-filled work space.
The campout in the old F.A.B. is a consepartment doing there? Some of Westminster's
quence of something very good that is being
exiles have been asking themselves this.
done for the English and modern languages
Yes, Whitworth is sprucing up the English
department's old home, but it is disconcert- departments, and what's a little carbon moning that the administration would place the oxide and mold in light of that?
temporarily homeless writers and bookworms in a condemned building that has SWAYNE is a senior majoring in English. Comments can be sent
obviously been uscd to exhaustion already. to joshswayne4whitworthian.com.
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LETTERS TO THE EDITOR: READER RESPONSES
RE:VON'T LET ASSISTED SUICIDE
MEASURE DIE THIS NOVEMBER'

Assisted suicide

measure doesn't
provide safeguards
As an attorney who has
studied the assisted suicide
proposal, 1-1000, I disagree
with Natalie Johnson's column, "Don't let assisted
suicide measure die this November."

Therein, she states: "We're
not talking about pulling the
plug on someone in a coma
or slipping drugs to a patient
who doesn't realize it"
Ms. Johnson did not mention and is apparently not
aware that I-1000 has a defined term, which is not in
the Oregon Death with Dignity Act. This term is "self-

administer;
Using a creative definition, 1-1000 is written
broadly enough to allow a
third party to administer the
lethal dose to "a patient who
doesn't realize it: I-1000,
Section 1(12), defines "selfadminister" as the act of
ingesting. 1-1000 states:
Self-administer' means a
qualified patient's act of in-

gesting medication to end
his or her life in a humane
and dignified manner:
The dictionary defines
"ingest" as: "To take into
the body by the mouth for
digestion or absorption."
A third party putting the
lethal dose in dad's mouth
thus qualifies as "self-administration: i.e., without
regard to whether dad realizes what is happening.
Another troubling fact
is that I-1000 does not
require that a witness be
present when the lethal
dose is taken. Without a
disinterested witness, there
is no one to insure that dad
was not coerced or tricked
into taking the lethal drug
by a greedy heir or burdened caregiver willing to
rationalize homicide.
Real safeguards would
shine a light on the act of
killing to make sure that
dad is the one who chose
to kill himself, and not a
relative motivated out of
greed or misguided mercy.
No wonder 21 states have
rejected assisted suicide.
Vote no on 1-1000.

Support from

Whitworth appreciated
by alum in the military
To the students and faculty of Whitworth University:
Since arriving bac.k in
the United States (mm
Afghanistan, I have received
numerous e-mails and
phone calls from faculty and
alumni offering support as I
continue to recover from my

injuries.
I ivant to thank everyone for their thoughts and
prayers and ask for continued support for the men
of Bravo Company, 1-26
Infantry and all soldiers,
marines, and airmen that
continue to fight every day
for the people of Afghanistan and for our loved ones
back home.
Thank you all for everything. It's great to know we
have your support when we
are so far away from home.
Go Bucs!
1st Lt. Thomas Gearhart
Class of2006

Margaret Dore

Law Offices of
Margaret K. Dore

Write a letter to the editor. The Whitworthian welcomes rea d et responses to anides or issues of interest to the Whitworth
community. Send letters to eclitorgsvhitworthian.com or submit online. Limit to 200 words. Visit whitworthian.com for details.
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Nadine Chapman, former associate professor of English, poses for these three
shots with her husband, John, In 2007
after her Ph.D. ceremony at Gonzaga
University. Chapman died July 27 of
cancer.
Comtesy ofhim Owprnan

A poet and a professor
Nadme Chapman

Wife

REMEMBERED AS...

October 2, 1949 - July 27, 2008

REMEMBERED AS...

and mother.

Colleague and friend

Memorial Service
TOMORROW, SEPT.24 at 7 p.m.

.YA°stni?raKtrirmSccar

Editor

SEELEY G. MUDD CHAPEL

Nadine Chapman's books, literary
works and other belongings throughout her home marked the daily routines ola professor. wife and mother.
Stacks of paper and books shc toas
reading still clutter the Chapman's
wooden dinner table; roen the hedges
in the front yard have missed Nadine's
caring presence and her farming
rootS.
Remnants of Nadine's past are left
to the cue of her husband, Dr. John
Chapman_ They had breo married for
over 32 years.
"I find myself keeping the house
and her belongings and papers sed
books [because] that's the way they always were because she might come

back: John said. She would want to
set them that way:
Since the death of Nadine this past
July, the Chapman family has tried to
recover after the loss of a wife, mother
and friend
She put the same type of effort into
fighting cancer as sise did with loen
family and academics: oldest daughter and attorney Keely Chapman said.
"It's been difficult I think (the family] all have different ways of coping
with it:
Por the majority of the last sin
months of Nadine's life, she had been
in and out ofhospitals. Her last major
stay was in the month of February.
"It's hard to separate the last fesv
months when she had cancer [from]
most of the other times: John said.
think she began to Irnow she wasn't

going to survive cancer:
John, a retired physician, took care of
Nadineat their home for the majority of
the last months, giving her antibiotics
and other necessary medical attention.
However, due to Nadine's worsening condition, she stayed in a hospice
shortly before her death.
know that she's left a part of herself in all of her family," Keely said. "I
know she'll continue to live on in her
kids, in her husband and people who
knew her; she'll make all those people
better people because so much of who
she was. She was very positive and
very uplifting that you can't help but
try to emulate some of that:
For Johnny Gay, second-oldest

Professor and mentor
ChrlStina Cites
Staff Writer

daughter and hospital corpsman in
the Naval Reserve, she said she misses
the phone conversations she had with
her mother.
She became more of a friend over
time, Gay said. Hours of conversations
would be just about day.to.day stuff
and she would care about the smallest
things that would happen.
She made me

I arn: Gay

During mid-September, the family visited their ranch in Ferdinand,
Idaho. Nadine's father was raised in
the ranch and Nadine raised her children there before moving so Spokane
in 1992.
Nadine. described as a rural-town
girl, grew up in the farmlands of Anchorage, Alaska. with her parents and
siblings.

"That farm is a
very
special place
find myself kee ping the house
for everyone: John
and her belongi ngs and papen
was a big thing I got
said "'Me kids all
and books [because) that's the
grew up there, more
from Mom; how ta
treat people I al- way they always were because or less:
ways try to follow she might come back. She would
Keely and Gay
her example
she
said memories of
vrant to see them that way."
cared about everyApple trees Nadine
Idoh 01.1 Paw,
body and put them
would plano on the
tabard
first in every situaranch, with the help
tion I could think
of the family, are
small but perma.
Though Nadine will no longer be nent memories they would remember
seen in the house spending late nights
of their mother.
grading student papen, cooldng din"Some of my best memories are on
ner or vrriting her latest poem or sto- that farm: Gay said.
Por John, it was not as easy to pick
ry, the family said her presence is felt
in other ways.
specific memories that summed up
We miss everyffiing about Nadine,
Nadine and his relationship with her.
John and Keely said
"I could keep going on I have an
"There wasn't ose thing really, be- ocean of memories, how can I pick
cause she was such a package: Keely one out?" John mid. "Everything resaid."Everything was intertwined: her minds me of her:
personality,
laughter, her smile, all
Contact Yong Kim at yong.kitn@
of that is one thing.'
whitworthian.cont.
sobo

said. "My
especially

values
values

I

-
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her,

Senior Jennifer McIntyre is currently a TA for Crealive Nonfidion which was supposed to be taught by
Chapman.
'Sometimes I would think. is this how Nadine would
do this? McIntyre said. 'I would involuntarily inject
things I think Nadine might (tuve said or done:
McIntyre had taken both Creative Writing and Cre.
ative Nonfiction with Chapman in 2007. She recalled an
exercise conducted in Cn-ative Writing.
"She really showed me the value of everything:OmitChapman had brought in a blood orange and jar of
er said. "She showed me the beauty of the world around
edible flowers (pansies, marigolds, and fresh and dried
me:'
roses). The dass gota taste of their subjects
For his first individual conference
wrote about the experience.
Chapman, Orwiler visited her office in
an1 thought (the exercise] was very
Westminster. She asked Onviler to shut the
,,,,,
,,,,,,,,,,,,,m0,,,.
unique: McIntyre said. "It gave a sense of
door behind him and shook his hand.
what the Whitworth English department
Ulm Oupeen went at
"I'm just really excited to meet another
was about to be open to creativity that I
whitworthIan.COm
poet: Chapman had told Orwiler.
had yet to ron into, and Nadine fully cap5010e of the works Orwiler presented
tured that with the exercise. There is no
to Chapman were lave poems. "If these girls only knew
limit of where inspiration can come from:
you were writing these they would fall in love with you:
"She come to school with an oxygen tank one time
Chapman had told °miler. He said the girls did know
when most people would just be in bed: McIntyre said.
but sometimes it didn't work out for him.
really showed her love and dedication for teaching."
Orwiler said Chapman's class made an impact on his
McIntyre said Chapman showed dedimtion. respect,
writing, especially since it was his first writing class in
humility and understanding through her actions,whethcollege.
en it was reading thoroughly through a student's work or
"I had that feeling that there couldn't have been a beta/lowing students to have the ultimate decision in what
ter person to give me that first impression of creative
stays argots in their work.
writing: Orwiler said.
Chapman would give names of publishers to her stuOrwiler did not gel the chance to hace another clus
dents, presenting them the opportunity to submit and
svith Chapnian but said anyone who had adosa with her
get their work published.
vras lucky. He said Chapman would be one of the first
After Chapman passed away. McIntyre submitted sin
people he would thank if his work was ever published.
poems so the twice-yearly journal. Field, which publish"Even now*, when I write, I hear her voice in my head
es contemporary poetry.
giving me advice on my writing," Orwiler said. 'When I
"I made a promise to her to do what she aimed to inwrite, I picture ter telling me what to do to improve:
spire as to do: McIntyre said.

svithd
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Christina Chat at duistina.chea@whitworthian.com.

said
"She was extremely humble: he
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cancer.
Par 12 years, Chapman vas part of
Whitworth whether seen wearing
her crisp lineo dresses in the summer,

SENIOR JENNIFER MCINTYRE, CREATIVE NONFICTION

Spring setos 2007 in Creative 'Writing dass: senior Nathaniel Onviler, English writing major, expected his first
writing asusto be a humbling experience.
Orwiler reminisced of his first day in Chapman's dass.
The first exercise was to pass around three objects, use
the senses, and write a piece on what they experienced.
One student went as (aras licldng a piece of jade. Orwiler said he didn't /mow what to make of the exercise
but learned so appreciate ir.

visited colleagues' cluses during the
spring sernesw.
After earning her doctorate's degeste, the English department wanted
so celebrate, bol Chapman didn't want
any noise to be made about it, Bobb

Former associate professor of English Nadine Chapman died My 27.
after a four-year struggle with ovarian

During the course ofNadine Chaptnates Whitworth teaching career, she has touched many students' lives. Whether instilling confidence in one's writing abilities or renewing a student's Interesting in learnito Nadine deeply impacted and acted as
mentor ta many of herstudents. The following stories illustrate her relationship with her students.
SENIOR NATHANIEL ORWILER, CREATIVE WRITING

Chapman completed her Ph.D.

in 2007 while on chemotherapy and

Ifs late spring and students are
sharing ,their poems, essays:and fictionpleces In piofessors of English Vic
Bobb and Laurie lamoris Advanced
Writing Workshop.
Sitting in her wheelchair just inside
thc door of the classroom is Nadine
Chapman hiding her oxygen tube to
not draw attention to herself. It would
be the last time she wou/d ever sit in
her colleagues' class.

REMEMBERED AS...

Nadine Chapman's oldest daughter, 'fatly (left/. and husband. John, remember the
former associate professor of English at John's house Sept. 18.

-

Assistant Scene Editor

Yong lam

or walking down the Hello Walk in
her dovm wat with the (ro-trimmed
hood during winter.

"I

.

loved to seo her in her big heavy
winter coat I called her Wartook of
the North:* said Lisa Sem-Rodrigues.
program assistant for the English de-

partment
Sem-Rodrigues was a dose colleague of Chapman's.
Chapman had a good sense of humor, loved to laugh, and had an infectious and magical smile, Sem-Rodrigoes said.

During her time at Whitworth,
Chapman taught minus dasses in
composition. creative writing and creative nonfiction.
Before becoming a professor and
published Writer, Chapman worked
as a psychiatric nurse at thc Alaska
Psychiatric Institute in Anchorage,
Alaska. where she grew up.
Despite being a farmer nurse, writer, professor and scholar, friends of
Chapman raid some of the simplest
things eluded her.
"She was a psychiatricnurseand she
has all this great knowledge and ability, but she couldn't make the copy machine to work or she'd get lost driving:
Sern-Rodrigues said with a laugh.
Laman, who knew Chapman since
her first day at Whitworth said, "Nadine, in many respects, is the most impractical person I've met; she lived in
the world of ideas:
Chapman was the kind of person
who was right behind her students

Several books stt stacked on a desk In
Nadine Chaprnan's house, waiting to
once again intend.

Web Exclusive
Budge unpublished poennolNackle Chapman at

whitworthian.com
and colleagues ready to catch them
if they fell and in such a loving and
graceful way, Sem-Rodrigues said.
"She really saw the best in people
and could ser the possibility of who
they could become
even
they
couldn't: she saidBobb said he learned from Chapman as a writer. Her scope of writing
was most impressive, he said.
In the spring semester of 2008.
Chapman was unable to teach Advanced Writing Workshop due to her
health. Bobla and Laman taught the
course in her place.
Though Chapman's students and

if

faculty could visibly tell she was ill,
Lamon and Sem-Rodrigues said nobody knew exactly the gravity of her
situation.
"Here she comes ta school with an
intravenous apparahts with her, and
still doesn't let anybody know what's
going on: Sem-Rodrigues said.
mean. we knew she had ovarian cancer, roe knew she had gotten better,
and then she got sidc with complications, but that roas all We knee
But mmy of Chapman's friendo and
colleagues said Chapman's private
nature WAS more of a humble nature,
never bragging about her achieve-

'I

ments.

Beth Cooley, associate professor of
English at Gonzaga University, knew
Chapman for 10 years.
Cooley first met Chapman in a poetry-writing group. and both volunteered at their children's elementary
school as reading tutors.
"Nadine had a quiet grace about
her: Cooley said in an e-mail. "She
ocas so many things
mother, grandmother, wife, teacher, poet, scholar,
cantor at Sr, Augustine's, part-time
farmer, former nurse
and yet she
never put her life, her experiences, on
display:
Chapman also had several published works including poetry, short
stories and nonfiction.
"Nadine's chapbook l'On Solitude/
is a fine collection ofpoems that reflect
her multi-faceted life: Cooley said in
e-mail.an 'Some are about being a
parent, some about being a daughter
and her strong faith is dear in a number of her poems:
It's hard and competitive to publish
a pcem or story; Lamon said. Nadine's
published works speak for how she
was regarded highly among writers

and editors.
Since Chapman's death, many positive things had been said about her
from colleagua and students, but the
things said about Chapman are nothing new for Bobb.
People have heard a lot of nice
things since she has passed away', but
you would have heard the exact same
thing years ago, he raid.
The absence of Chapman has been
deeply felt on Whitworth campus and
by the English department, Lamon
said.
can still see her walking in here
with her orado of papers. her beautiful colors, and her beautiful smile:

Laman said.
Contact Yong Kim at yong.kim@
whitworthian.com.
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Music from the 'alma'
Visiting professor
and family spread
the joy of music

Student's passions
highlighted through
Hispanic Heritage

Kelsey Morgenthaler
Staff Writer

Kelsey Morgenthaler
Staff Writer

On a typical IVednesday night at the
Vigil residence, band practice becomes
just another opportunity for two generations of the Vigil family to get together.

Hispanic History Month, which runs from
Sept. 15 until Oct. 15, began whcn Congress
authorized President Lyndon B. Johnson to
declare a National Hispanic Heritage Week in
1968, according to the U.S. Census Bureau's
Web s i t e.
In 1988, the celebration as extended to a

On a not so typical Monday night in
the cafe, over 80 students, faculty, and
band members participated in weaving a
beautiful tapestry of family, music, culture, food and history.
Nionday Sept. 15 kicked off Whitworth's first observance of Ilispanic
Heritage Nionth Isith a cdebration that
included food from De Leon, a short
presentation about Mexican Independence Day and the music from Whitworth's own visiting faculty member Joe
Vigil and his family band, Los Vigiles.
Drawing from their heritage rooted in
Southern Spain and Mexico, Los Vigiles
blends Rumba Flamenco style ssith Latino and World music. The sound that
emerges is percussive guitar strumming
accompanied by an accordion, bass guitar, and the pulsating rhythm of a drum
set, conga, djembe and bongo.
The instruments are joined by the voca/s and ly-rics about life, love, sorrow,
joy, family, faith and other expressions of

month. It is an opportunity to celebrate the
culture and traditions of U.S. residents who
have roots in Spain and Mexico, as well as the
Spanish-speaking nations of Central America,
South America and the Caribbean, according
to the Web site.
This is the first time Vhitworth has officially kicked-off Hispanic I leritage Month with a
celebration, cultural events coordinator Mi-

life. Joe said.

WEB EXCLUSIVE
Check out our audio slideshow avenge of the losVigiles

band online at

whitworthianam
rho:a courtny of Afichelle

A FAMILY AFFAIR

"Making music together has allowed
us to express ourselves culturally and as
a family. In expressing our heritage, the
music has drawn us together: Joe said.
Joe, a guitarist and vocalist, plays in
the band with his father, brother, sister,
uncle, cousins and brother-in-law.
"It's an opportunity for us as a family to get together, connect and to bond
through the music: Joe said. "Often
times at practice we are joined by other
family members who listen in. It's a lot

of fun:
As with most families, spending extended time together sometimes yields
the occasional disagreemeni
"Conflict is very characteristic of a
group process: Joe said. "As a family, we
have a history where we've become accustomed to each other's conflict styles:
Joe and his father Ricardo work together to write the group's original music, which constitutes about half of what
they play.
"My dad and I work well together and

Visiting professor of communications Joe Vigil leads his family band on guitar at a
celebration of Hispanic Heritage Month Sept.19 In the HUB.

have a really good writing relationship:
Joe said. "It's a democratic process that
is certainly open to the rest of thc band's

input:
MUSIC OF THEIALMA'

"In the music industry, the mindset is
centered on production and consumption," Joe said. You constantly have to be
thinking about who your audience is and
what do they want to hear. This shapes
the music and it gets whittled down too

much:
For now, Joe said the band's focus is on
sharing their culture and musical heritage rather than marketing to a broader
audience.
doesn't matter what audience you
play for, although we may speak in Spanish and they may not understand, I feel
that people still can connect on some
level: Joe said.

it

One level that often resonates with
the audience is a spiritual level.
Sometimes people who understand
Spanish approach bandmembers with
questions about the spiritual undertones and Christian references in the
music, Joe said.
"When we write music, many, if not
all of our songs reference God's influence in our life: he said. Our lives arc
an expression of worship:
The Vigiles honor God by using the
musical gifts that he gave them, Ricardo
said.
"Our music is really lively, really joyful, and very easy to dance to Ricardo
said. "It's all about alegría
which
means joy. It's music from thc alma

the soul:
Contact Kelsey Morgenthaler at kelsey.
morgenthaler@whitworthian.com.

chelle Bess said.
"It came together really nicely," Bess said.
"This is thc most people I've ever had at any
event I organized."
Bess worked alongside several other students to organize and plan the event, which
included catered food from De Leon Foods,
music by Los Vigiles and a short history presentation by freshman Ana Vazquez..
"It excites me to have an opportunity to share
my culture and my history," Vazquez said.
Vazquez and Bess threw around ideas this
summcr and brought their ideas to fruition in
the past couple of weeks.
"Usually, I am really excited to when people
want to share my culture with me: Vazquez
said. "Nlost of thc time people like to do this
by eating Mexican food:
Vazquez said that along with this part °flier
culture, she wished that more people were interested in learning about I lispanic history.
"I think it's important to hear stories and
know the history of your people because it
helps you know who you are and what you are
becoming," Vazquez said.
Vazquez's presentation was around eight
minutes long and included information on thc
history of Mexico's Independence Day, which
is celebrated each year on the night of Sept. 15
and into the early hours of Sept. 16.
Vazquez said that she was grateful that ovcr
80 people showed up to be a part of the event.
As a freshman, shc said that she hopes to infusc the campus life with more opportunities
to learn about Hispanic history, heritage and
culture.
"A couple of othcr Hispanic students and I
are in the process of putting together a Hispanic student dub and maybe calling it [SU
for Latino Student Union," Vazquez said. "It's
a goal for thc distant future, but Whitworth
seems inviting
a place where this can hap-

pen:

Contact Kelsey Morgenthaler at kelsey.rnorgenthaler@whitworthian.corn.
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Review

Band takes audience on 'roller coaster'
of instrumental blends, mixed genres

A&E
BRIEFS

Sophie Sestero

S0 Writer

One word describes liorse Feathers: talent.
The flawless performance and constant unison
by singer and guitarist Justin Ringle, singer and
cellist !leather Broderick and violinist Nathan
Crockett created an entrancing show where
each student in attendance demonstrated the
awe they inspired.
With liaise Feathers, the music runs through
their souls and exudes from each instrument,
embodied with tapping toes, stomping feet,
quick fingers, unison posture and thc looks of
passion on each face.
The band has various methods and mediums
added to their music to create a unique and
original sound.
On both the cello and violin, the 'artists
would not only use their bows but also pluck
the strings or strum them likc a guitar.
The individual instruments, tones masculine
and feminine voices create an incomparable experience in itself.
Throughout their songs, the band takes listeners on a melodic roller coastcr from increasing sound and intensity, thcn a hush, followed
by another powerful crescendo.
"I was classically trained and had some Celtic
and traditional influence," Crockett said. "Peter
and Heather (Broderick) had the same but with
folk influences."
The band's musical genre is relative. While
they are classified as indie rockers, it is solely
due to the fact that they are

Phantom of the
Opera to perform
at INB arts center
Andrew Lloyd \Veber's
Phantom of the Opera, directed by Harold Prince,
opens Wednesday Oct. 8 at
the INB Performing Arts
Center.
'Ihe show, which has
been performed in over 100
cities. It is returning to Spokane after eight years.
Tickets can be purchased
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Kaylee Cole and
more to play at
Caterina Winery

reTtletliga..

Dercir Gasartovas/Whitworthian

Horse Feathers members (from left) Heather Broderick, Nathan Crockett and Justin Ringle sign autographs in the HUB Multipurpose Room after their Sept. 18 show.

José Gonzalez and Will Oldham because of

their similar genres, Broderick

said.
one-of-a-kind.
Horse Feathers consists of
Songs will start with someCLICK IT
six members, but only three
thing like Pachelbers Canon
more about Hone feathers' show at
play at a time, due to a conand soon assimilate with an Read
%Thitworth and see photos online at
stantly rotating group headed
exciting twanging guitar like
whitworthian.com
by Ringle.
Dave Matthews' Some Devil"
Peter and Heather Broderalbum. Broderick's incorporatick were thc original collaborators but Crocked voice is rcminisccnt of Imagen i leap.
Those who like Horse Feathers may enjoy ett took the place of Peter Broderick on the

violin for the Whitworth concert.
Ringle named the band from a phrase he
heard his grandfather say. Ringle learned it was
a slang term used in the twenties that meant
rubbish or nonsense.
seemed fitting because it was old, like an
antique term that seemed right: Ringle said.
The group will be on tour for seven and a half

it

weeks.
Contact Sophie Sestero at sophie.sestero@
whit worthian.cont.

Review: Ueland gaining attention
Tyson Motsenbocker
Staff Writer

Senior Dane Ueland will perform this Wednesday, Sept. 2-1 at
8 p.m. in the Mind & !funk The
show will be the first in the coffee
house series.
In recent months, Ucland has
been featured in the Inlander,
voted as one of six Buzzworthy
Artists. Spokane 7's Isamu Jordan featured Ucland as one of thc
catalysts of the exploding acoustic scene in Spokane. Ucland
was awarded one of several Best
New Artists for the 2007 Sammy
Award.

While Ucland's soft-spoken
style and intricate musicianship have quickly rendered him
as a force to be reckoned with in
the Spokane music scene, he has
hardly rushed to the attention.
Ueland collaborated this summer with local musicians Nathaniel Orwiller, Dave Hannon and
the Shodk Twins while recording
one new track
The recorded track "And Yet," is
an eerie, ghostly ballad, referencing a symbolic "lonely river wide"
that was dammed by his own unwillingness to let it flow.
"And Yet: like all of Ueland's

songs, places together words of
deep, introspective meanings
with the melodies that seem to
have been born to escort them.
The verse ends with the pining,
yet ironic words, "I ached for %%hat
had died:
In many ways, Ueland's music
seems anti-generational."And Yet"
fights the onslaught of apathctic
remorselessness that can sometimes be

thc children of
the baby
boomers.
T h e

Colum-

bia River

which

once

Kaylee Cole,
Musee
Mecanique and See Me River will play at the Caterina
%Vinery on Friday Sept. 26
at 8 p.m. Admission is $8 at
the door.
Cole played at Pig Out
in the Park in August with
Dane Ueland and the Shook
Twins and will be playing at
%Vhitworth on Oct. 1 at 8
p.m.
Her first full length CD
"%Ve're Still Here Missing
You: will be released in
November. She currently
has an EP out on Aviation
Records.

Service Learhing
fair to showcase

volunteer options
The fall Service Learning fair starts at 11 a.m. on
Wednesday Sept. 24 in Lied
Square and the HUB Multi-

purpose Room._
Community partners offering volunteer opportunities will have booths set up
in order for students to dis-

rampant

among

Ivww.bestofbroadway.

com.

UMW

cuss service-learning, especially if needed for a class.
For more information
e-mail Jacob Spaun at jspaun@whitworth.edu.

LISTEN
DANE UELAND
COFFEEHOUSE

Sept
24th at 8p.m.
Where:Mind& Hearth

Green Bluff Apple
Photo courtesy of Whitwortkian archives

READ MORE ONLINE AT

WHITWORTHIANOM

ran wild
with cmotion and savage energy
through Ueland's hometown of
White Salmon, Wash. has been
harnessed and tamed, and Ueland
isn't OK with it. When he said the
wild waters which "churned 'tit I
capsized," Ueland clearly communicates it is not a calm and passive
existence he desires.
So then, where did the wild
churning waters of Ueland's al-

Senior Dane Ueland plays in Mind & Hearth in the Feb.27 HUB Showcase.

bum production flow off to this
summer? Perhaps Ueland's perfectionist nature and strategic
songwriting processes got the best
of his record-making pursuits. Or
maybe Ueland is laying low to focus on his primary goal: to make
unbelievably beautiful and intricate sounds.
More simply said, Ueland puts
the intricacies and quality of

his songs before the quantity of
them.
While you may not see Ueland
playing big-shot clubs, you can
count on him to continue to write
and perform down to earth music
that will undoubtedly affect you.
Contact Tyson Motsenbocker

at tyson.motsenbocker@whitworthian.com.

GRAPEVINE HUMOR: WORST THINGS TO DO FOR CBD
I Pick up every pine cone on campus.

I Working at the needle exchange downtown.

I Clean all the ducks in Riverfront Park.

IDirect traffic at the airport (actual idea).

I Polishing the Big Ugly.

I Count the fish at the fish hatchery.

IChange the lightbulbs in the World's Fair
tent downtown.

IMorning dean up on Sprague.

IEmpty the trash eating goat.

1 Dress all the

)Yard work at the Freeman's house.

IClean rcst stops along I-90.

Harvest corn in the Back 40. Wait...

Write thank you notes to all Whitworth
donors.

Festival offers
many activities
The Apple Festival at
Green Bluff opened Sept.
13 and will continue every
weekend until Oct. 25. The
Festival has live music, fresh
pressed cider, craft booths
and live animals.
Several types of apples
that are best used for cooking are currently in season
and can be picked.
There will be other types
of apples available for picking in October. 'There is also
a corn maze and a straw
maze to walk through.
The festival is family
friendly.
Green Bluff is located 15
minutes north of Spokane.

running statues downtown.
Compikd by Caitlin Richmond
Soutrc Spokane 7 Events
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Tops

m,h,

BOX OFFICE
Check out the top
grossing movies of the
past weekend.
LAKEVIEW TERRACE

$15,600,000
BURN AFTER READING
$11,295,000
MY BEST FRIEND'S GIRL
s

$8,300,000
IGOR

$8,010,000
RIGHTEOUS KILL

$7,700,000
TYLER PERRY'S THE FAMILY

Nid Ellsott/Whavevrthan

Chris Bristol, left, and Brian Fennell, of Barcelona, perforrn in the HUB Multipurpose Room on Sept. 19. The band played a second time at Whitworth.

THAT PREYS

$7,500,000
THE WOMEN
$5,306,000
GHOST TOWN

$5,171,000

CMJ
TOP 15
These are the top 15
albums from College

Media Journal. For the
full top 20, visit cmj.
co,?:.
1

BECK

"Modem Guilt'

2

(SS

"Donkey"
3

CALEXICO

°Carried Me To Dust'

4

WALKMEN

"You And Me"

5

Band excited about
audience at second
Whitworth show
Gregory Karpovics
Staff Writcr

Students were clapping, singing (in all
imaginable ranges),
bouncing, jumping,

music
REVIEW

BARCELONA
head banging, and
dancing at the BarceShow: flue Multipurpose
lona show on Friday
room. Sept 19
Sept. 19 in the Hixson
Band members:Out
Union Building. The
Bristol. guitar; Brian
event got so intense
Fennell, Vocals/Keyboard;
two gorillas even
Rhett Stonelike, Drums;
showed up to take
Brian Bchelberger. Bus
part in the action.
Genre:Indie /pop/rod
"Whitworth is one
of the best crowds
(we've had] yet: said Trevor Tillery of Raining
and OK, the opening band.
Raining and OK members Tillery, Kyle Buchanan, Nick DuPlessis and Stephen Spears were
thrilled by 'Whitworth's warm welcome. As a

*****

band on their first nation-wide tour, they were upon: Bristol said.
glad lo have played for a crowd as supportive as
Onc of the more intriguing aspects of Barcclona is how they came up with their name.
the one present at the HUB on Friday.
As for Barcelona, the members were thrilled The band wanted a name that would stand out
to return to Whinvorth for the second time and and that wasn't associated with anything else,
said thcy loved the bigger turn out this year.
so they randomly came up with Barcelona.
Barcelona includes singer. songwriter and
They wanted a name that they could define.
kcyboardist Brian Fennell and violinist and not a name that dcfmcd them, the band said.
bassist Brian Eichelberger.
Sophomore Katie Lippold
The rcst of the band includes
had never heard of Barcelona
guitarist Chris Bristol and 'It's really great when you play before she arrived at the condrummer Rhett Stonclake.
cert.
somewhere and come back and
"It's really great when you
"They were wonderful:
find more people there the
play somewhere and come
Lippold said. "They have a
second time
back and find more people
good variety of music and I
there the second time:
like their sound:
Fennell
lhe encouraging crowd
nell said.
Vocals, Keyboard
present at the HUB Friday
The band prefers the
steady climb of popularity to
night was a perfect example
the top instead ofjust making it big overnight, of how the band has come to define itseltand
he said.
make Barcelona more than just a city in Spain.
"Part of our inspiration comes from moving
"The band, if it were a rocket ship, would
the people who listen to our music: Stonelake make it to the moon in a day instead of thc ususaid. "The rest of it is drawn from the people al four," said frcshman Ntitch Harris. "I've bccn
around us."
a fan for some time now."
Barcelona will be back in Spokane in DecemAs a group of friends who camc together to
create a band in college, they said they liked the ber, Fennell said. He said more details will be
experience they've gone through to be where posted on their MySpacipage in thc future.
they are today.
Contact Gregory Karpovics at gregorykar"It's something that we can all just build porics@whitivorthinn.com.

Fen-Brian

BLACK KIDS

"Partie Traumatic"
6

Indie band Barcelona returns

CONOR OBERST

Piece educates, performs

-NEED ANOTHER ROOMMATE?

Nathan Tegrotenhuis

-WANT TO GET' RID OF 'THAT
CHEMISTRY TEXTBOOK YOU
(NDULDN'T SELL BACK AT THE
BOORSIMMIR

"Conor Oberst'

7

BRAZILIAN GIRLS

"New York Gt)r"

8

OKKERVIL RIVER

"The Stand Ins'

9 THE DANDY WARHOLS
-...Earth To The Dandy War-

10

THE FAINT

Ifaciinatiion"
11

STEREOLAB

"Chemical Chords"

12 RA RA RIOT
"The Rhumb Une"

13

OXFORD COLLAPSE

'Bits"
14

DR.DOG

'Tate
15

HUMAN HIGHWAY

"Moody Motorcycle"

ing to get hcr audiences to acknowledge the progressive social movement
of hip hop, according to her Web site.
Slam poet and hip hop artist Laura
Her older brothers taught her free"Piece" Kelley Jahn performed Friday styling when she was 14. Shc startcd
Sept. 19 in Lied Square in the Hixson participating in slams in Seattle and
Union Building.
- eventually earned a spot in the NationHer poetry, which was performed al Poetry Slam compctition two years
with confidence and charisma, speaks in a row, according to her Web site. She
for social change.
was also a featured artist on FIBO's Dcf
Piece is an educator as well
Poetry Jam.
a.s a performer. When she's
Piece founded Jumbalaya, a
not performing, Piece works
Seattle-based improvisational
at several local and national
music ensemble. The group
non-profit organizations as
has weekly jam sessions that
an art educator, according to
have brought out the best of
her Web site.
the northwest music scene.
She also facilitates a handsHer role in Jumbalaya earned
on camp where student creher a permanent spot in the
ate and perform their own
archives of the Experience
PIE CE
work.
Ntusic Project museum in
She has released three fullSeattle.
length compilations featuring artists
Performing many of her pieces to
from the camp.
smooth, hip hop style beats, she loolcs
"Because hip hop is a youth born, back to its roots.
youth sustained cultural art, it's imPiece "passionately believes in emportant for us to examine the messages powering young people" to use their
in music," she said. We need to be creative abilities in constructive ways.
aware of how commercialization and
Her first full length CD, self-titled,
programming influences our belief was released in 2004.
Staff Ilrriter

system."
Piece looks at the origins of hip hop
and spealcs about the history out, try-

Contact Nathan Tegrotenhuis al nathan.tegrotenhuis@whitworthian.com.
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Bucs win one, lose one
Volleyball opens 1-1 in
conference weekend play

NORTHWEST CONFERENCE

(VE' AN DEEM

Erica Schrader
Assistant Copy Chief

:1

I
4,11)

The Pirates concluded a bittersweet weekend as thc
women swept Willamette University at the Northwest
Conference opener on Friday, but faced a defeat against
Lewis & Clark College on Saturday.
Willamette faced a hard hit on Friday as the Piratcs
took over the Fieldhouse winning all three sets with a
25-15, 25-21, 26-24 run.
Freshman outside hitter Kaimi Rocha led the tcam
with a match-high 14 kills.
Freshman setters Jordon Hoffnagle and Bree Riddle
togeth6- added 30 assists.
"We played our first conference game and we were
really excited as a team to play in our house to kick off
the season," Hoffnagle said.
Hoffnagle recognized the connection within the
team.
"As a team we were ready to play," she said.
The momentum of Friday
night's game spilled into SatNEXT GAME
urday, but thc Lewis Clatk
Pioneers fought hard and
WHITWORTH VS.
came out on top with the win
GEORGE FOX
(27-29, 25-18, 25-20, 25-18).
Date: Sept. 26
Senior outside hitter Nikki
Time:7 p.m.
Bardwell had a team-high
location: Newberg, Ore.
of 17 digs while Rocha led
thc team with 14 kills and 12
digs.
Hoffnagle also added 21 assists.
"Lewis & Clark plays us tough no matter where we
arc," Bardwell said. "Their team has ;rally come together in thc last fcw years:'
Bardwell said the team has played in a good numbcr
of tough matches, including Lewis and Clark.
Head coach Steve Rupc recognized his team's bittersweet weekend.
"We really controlled the game on Friday and just
didn't do that on Saturday; Rupe said.
The Pirates currently carry a record of 8-6 overall and
1-1 in the NWC.
"We have really come together as a team," Bardwell
said.
feels like there is a lot of energy between the

NWC

ALL

UPS

0-0

2-0

WHITWORM

0-0

1-1

L&C

0-0

1-2

UNFIELD

0-0

0-1

PLU

0-0

0-2

MENLO

0-0

0-3

LWILLAMETTE

;

on.
NEXT PIRATE GAME:
Whitworth vs. Otapman

Saturday; Sept. 27@ 7p.m.

VOLLEYBALL
NWC

ALL

UPS

2-0

7-3

L&C

2-0

7-6

PW

1-1

7-4

GEORGE FOX

1-1

7-5

1-18-6;
WILLAMETTE

1-1

3-9

PACIFIC

1-1

2-8

LINFIELD

0-2

4-2

WHITMAN

0-2

0-11.

NEXT PIRATE GAME:
Whitworth vs. George Fox
Friday; Sept. 26 @ 7 p.m.

it

MEN'S SOCCER

Contact Erica Schrader at erica.schrader@whitworthian.corn.

Nick Ellion1Whituvrthian

The volleyball team rallies together during the game against Willamette University Sept. 19.
t.WHITWORTH
WHITMAN

Women's soccer splits weekend
Colin Zalewski
Staff Writer
Whitworth had to settle for a weekend split
in Oregon to open their 2008 Northwest Conference campaign Saturday and Sunday, Sept.
20-21.

t!

Carrying a No. 2 national ranking entering
conference play, the Pirates would be favored
in any conference game, but the women from
Linfield and Willamette
showed them no respect,
giving them a testing
weekend.
The whistle blew and the
ball rolled off at noon Saturday in McMinnville in a
game that would turn out
to be a nail-bitcr for both
sides.
Whitworth poured on KRZYNIOWSKI
thc shots in the first half,
tallying 11 strikes towards the goal to the four
put up from Linfield. However, despite the lopsided shot count, the sides remained level at
halftime.
Whitworth came out firing again in the second half but still could not find the back of
the net. Things took a turn for the worse with

putting the

Whitworth attained a penalty kick but failed to

home team ahead.
Time passed with Whitworth continuing to
shoot unsuccessfully. The Pirates ripped a total
of 27 shots, but it would be perhaps the least
expected one that they needed. In the final two
minutes, they swung in a final corner kid: to
a scrum for thc ball in the box. Seconds later
sophomore forward Jenny Krzyrnowski was
credited with the tying goal.
With their high
shot count in mind,
Krzymowski
said,
NEXT GAME
"We
were
kind
of
WHITWORTH VS.
in
frustrated
the
fact
UNIVERSITY OF
that we were down.
PUGET SOUND
We knew that if we
Date: Sept.27
kept the pressure on

capitalize.
About midway through the first half the tides
began to turn and their level of play began to
fall. Willamette took adv-antage and tied the
game before halftime.
"We didn't connect passes like we usually do,
that's what's unique about us as a team," sophomore midfielder Elizabeth Manila said.
In the second half the Pirates could not regain the sarne level of play they started the
game with, and the home team eventually took
adrantage and put in the second and winning
goal.
"[We did not play] very well, connecting our
passes, taking control of the game; said Krzy
mowski. "We lost control and weren't winning
the game in the air:'
Settling for the 1-1 split in the opening weekend of conference play was not on Whitworth's
schedule.
They will look to regain top form with rivals
University of Puget Sound and Pacific Lutheran
visiting next Friday and Saturday. Both games
will be played at noon at the Whitworth Soccer
Complex.

a 64th minute goal from Linfield

Time:Noon

location: Whitworth

we would score."
Riding the wave

into overtime, it took
just five minutes for
Whitworth's senior forward Whitney Ramsey
to put in the winning goal. However, the following day against Willamette, fortune would
not turn their way.
The Pirates came out quick, crisp and in control, and an early goal from sophomore forward
Emily Rohde gave them the lead. Not long after,

Contact Colin Zalewski at colin.zalewski@

whitworthian.com.

NC

ALL

2-0

.6-0-1

2-0

4-0-4

.77 0-0-1
0-0-1

2-3-1

GEORGE FOX

0-0-1

14-2

WILLAMETTE

0-2

1-5

PLU

ups

NEXT PIRATE GAME:
Whitworth vs. Puget Sound
Saturday; Sept. 27 @ 230 p.m.

WOMEN'S SOCCER
NWC

ALL

UPS

2-0

4-1

WHITMAN

2-0

4-1

2-0

3-3

WHITWORTH

1-1

5-1

L&C

1-1

2-1-3

WILLAME1TE

1-1

3-3

GEORGE FOX

0-2

4-2

LINFIELD

0-2

2-4

: PACIFIC

PLU

,

0-2

NEXT PIRATE GAME:
Whitworth vs. Puget Sound
Saturday; Sept. 27 @ noon
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Sisters share success on both sides of the ocean
ATHLETES
of the

WEEK
Kara Heatherly
Staff Writer
No, your cycs are not playing
tricks on you. You're not seeing
double. There really are two of
them!
Kaimi and Kalpo Rocha may
look thc same, sound the same
and even share the same friends,
but it doesn't bother them.
The alarm dock goes off in
Stewart and Kalpo reaches for
the phone. A few feet away in
Baldwin-Jenkins, a phone rings.
Kaimi picks up, knowing full well
whose voice she will hear on thc
other end. The girls meet and begin their journey to breakfast.
'Eating together is a mist,"
Kalpo said.
The sisters have made it a priority to eat together each morning.
After the meal, the girls go thcir
separate ways until they meet
again for lunch and chemistry.
"We're in the same major, Kaimi said. But chemistry is the only
class we have together.
The girls were born and raised
in Pukalani, Hawaii, on the island
of Maui, and they have two older
half siblings.
"They've always been really
close, always had the same friends,
said freshman Alex Bolduc, longtime friend :lid fellow member of
the Whitworth volleyball team. "I
love both of them:

When the girls were little they
played soccer. Their mom had a
friend who Ivas a volleyball coach
and in fifth grade the twins reluctantly switched to volleyball.
"Kaimi quit the first week:
Kalpo said. She hated it. but then
she watched me play. I was loving it, so three months later Kaimi
gave it another try."
The girls complete each other's
sentences; they tell each other's
stories.
The sibling rivalry is non-existent. They share friends, a room
and thc glory, but jealousy does
not even cross their minds.
"We feed off of each other. If
Kalpo gets a kill, I get really excited and usually end up playing
better because of it: Kaimi said.
Volleyball has never been about
keeping track of stats or competition between sisters.
In high school we both played
middle blocker, and even then
it wasn't an issue: Kaimi said.
"'We've just never really even
thought about it:
When the thought of college
came up the girls looked separately.
"We were interested in places
like George Fox and Southern
Oregon," Kalpo said. "We both
really liked Whitworth and we
laughed because in the back of
our minds we knew we'd end up
together."
Students may wondcr what it
would be like to be on campus
with a sibling. Most set off for
college excited about a fresh start.
Kaimi answered that question
with certainty.

"If anything, our relationship

has gotten better since wc got
here," Kaimi said. The volleyball
girls arc amazing, and we liare
even more of the same friends
now than we did in high school."
"Thc volleyball team is so close:
Kalpo agreed. "It makes practice
and tournaments so much fun."
The girls share a family, a home,
a sport and a college experience
but Buldoc says they are definitely
two different people.
For example," Buldoc said,
"Kaimi is louder."
And it's no different on the

court.

Our serving style is really different." Kahni said. "It's great to
throw the other team off."
In regards to their own team,
Kalpo says, -Our teammates
know who we are, I think they just
say the wrong name sometimes,
but it happens:
Coming to Whitworth was a
drastic change for the girls after
graduating with less than 100 students on Maui last spring.
Their high school team finished
second in state the girls' senior
year but Whitworth has proven to
be a much larger stage on which
to display their talent.
"The Whitworth tcam this ycar
is really young and really big, but
so far we've done prctty well,"
Ka'ipo said. "I was worried that
many girls would be hard to gct
along with, but it hasn't been that
way at all. The girls are great:
"I love wearing the big bows and
the glitter," Kalpo said. "They're
new for me, and very fun."
Contact Kara Heatherly at kara.
heathcrly@whitworthian.com.

.

1

tisci fluff/ Witstkoftki.m

Top: Kaimi and Kelp° take a break from playing volleyball in Hawaii.

Above:The twins now share their college experience at Whitworth.

Soccer goes 2-0 on conference-opening weekend
James Gelfer
Assistant Sports Editor

The Whitworth mcn's soccer
team opened Northwest Conference play with shutout victories
over Linfield and Willamette
this weekend.

Whitworth improved their
overall record to 6-0-1 and are
in first place in the NWC.
"This was our first weekend of
conference games so it was defi-

Imo
.411!

-OK

nitely a wake-up call for most
of our team," junior midfielder
Brent Zahn said.
Whitworth and Linfield were
tied until the 84th minute when
senior forward Caleb Barnhill
scored the game's only pal, giving the Pirates a 1-0 win.
Although Whitworth had seven shots on goal, it was hard to
find the back of the net.
"I thought we played hard
throughout the game," senior

forward John Prugh said. "The
Linfield defense really made us
fight for it:
Scoring came more easily in
Whitworth's game against Willamette. John Prugh started
the scoring early for the Pirates,
scoring just nine minutes in.
Prugh's brother, freshman
forward Eddy Prugh, added another goal for Whitworth in the
second half en route to a 2-0 victory.

"Thc competition and level of
intcnsity really stepped up from
thc last few weeks," Zahn said.
"We played better in thc second game this weekend because
the whole tcam was better prepared and knew what to expect,"
he added.
Whitworth's defense was solid
against Linfield and Willamette,
allowing just seven shots on
goal.
Freshman goalkeeper Brian

Slicrpe led the Pirates making six saves in the Pirates' two
games.
"I thought our defense played
very well; they deserve a ton of
credit: Zahn said.
The Pirates host the University of Puget Sound and Pacific
Lutheran University at homc
this weekend.

Contact James Gelfer at james.
gelfer@whitworthian.com.
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Bad break for Bucs: QB Kemp
could be sidelined for season
James Gelfer
Assistant Sports Editor

The Pirates had no answer for
No. 23 ranked Redlands, losing
38-7 to the Bulldogs in Redlands,
Calif. on Saturday.
Redlands jumped out to an
early 14-0 lead in thc
first quarter and never

looked back
Bulldog quarterback
Din Sclway threw for a
touchdown in the first
quarter and added two
more in the second,
guiding the Bulldogs to
a 28-0 halftime advan-

terback Mike Peck
Even after the change, the Pirates were unable to put together
anything on offense. Their lone
score camc olla 45-yard pass from
Peck to junior running backAdam
Anderson in the third quarter.
Kemp's injury deals a huge blow
to a struggling Pirate offense. The second ycar
starter was not only a
passer, but contributed
significantly to Whitworth's running attack
as well.

Peck finished the
game five of 15 for 95
111111101i. ri It In
prds with a touchdown
KEAIP
and a pick in relief of
tage.
Kemp. Anderson was
he Whitworth offense was stagnant in thc first half, Vhitworth's leading receiver with
going three-and-out on four of four catches for 64 yards and a
their first six drives. Senior quar- touchdown.
Redlands defense was reterback Kory Kemp Ivent five for
six passing for 39 yards and was lentless, giving up just 130 yards
sacked twice. Late in the first half of total offense and amassing 14
Kemp suffered a severe leg injury tackles for loss.
After rushing for over 250 yards
and was replaced by junior guar-

e

in the scason opener, the Pirate
ground attack fell off in week two.
Despite Anderson's 35 rushing
yards, the Pirates finished with -4
yards on thc ground.
Whitworth's young defense,
which played well in the seasonopener, struggled against Redlands' high-powered offense.
Sophomore linebacker Layton
Brown led the Whitworth defense
with 10 tackles. Junior linebacker
Cameron Stroyan had Whitworth's
only turnover, an interception in
the third quarter.
"Ve are athletic and we put ourselves in good position to make
plays," junior defensive tackle
Brandon Nlartin said. "As the year
goes on guys will develop."
Whitworth fell to 1-1 and will
play thc 1-0 Chapman Panthers
in California next week in the Pirates last non-conference game of
the season.

Contact James Gelfer at james.
gelfer@whitworthian.com.

Cross-country takes Willamette meet
Danika Heatherly
Sports Editor
The Whitworth women had four runners
place in the top nine on
Saturday to win the Willamette University Grass
Course Invitational.
Sophomore Dana Mister& led the Pirates ivith
a time of 19:10.57 in the
5K race to finish sixth
and junior Jo E. Mayer
followed closely behind
Mister& to take seventh
for the Pirates, finishing
in 19:10.88.
Tonya
Sophomore
Turner and senior Jenna
Cunningham
placed
eighth and ninth, respecti$;ely, and sopho-

more Kathryn Williams
rounded out the scores
for Whitworth with a
19:31.60, 14th place finish.

"Our win this weekend
was encouraging," junior
Kaitlin Hildebrand said.
"We have the confidence
now to know wc can bcat
good tcams and it makes
us want to train even
harder."

Sarah
Sophomore
Wrightman said, "Ve
have a good shot at winning conference and regional championships
and this weekend helped
to boost our confidence
and bring reassurance
that winning is still within reach:.

Wrightman added that
everyone simply ran the
way they normally do.
"Wc rest next week
and then we're ba& in
Willamette again," she
said. "Everything is a step
towards winning conference now."
Willamette's Maddie
Coffman won the race
with a time of 18:04 flat.
"We didn't do anything
differently," Hildebrand
said. "We vere just able
to run together and encourage each other. So
far, that's what Ivorks."
The Whitworth team
gave them the win over
runners from Pacific,
Willamette, Pacific Lutheran, and division II

Western Oregon, among
others.
The Piratc men placed
third to Willamette and
Western Oregon in Saturday's 7.01-kilometer race
and were led by sophomorc Nick Gallagher
who took ninth place
with a time of 23:13.20.
Western Oregon's Chris
Reed won the race in
22:36.50.
Both the men's and
women's teams will rest
until Oct. 4 when they

head back to Salem,
Ore. for the Willamette
Charles Bowles Classic.
Contact Danika Heatherly at danika.heatherly@
whitworthian.com.

Dana fi* nisliel.thefive
kilometer rate With:6 t¡rne
of 19:10:57 leading
Whitworth Wonialkjiast the
Competititsii in the
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Seattle: Chasing the
elusive championship
Dave Gerig
Staff Writer

Things are looking up for
Seattle sports teams these days
looking up in the standings, and from the grave. Not
only are they losing seasons,
they're losing franchises. Seattle sports are so bad that the
city's weather people are making fun ofhow dreary they are.
Just a fcw months after losing a beloved NBA franchise
to, of all places, Oklahoma
City, the city is wrapping up
a hopeful season gone wrong
by the N1ariners and a dismal
start for the Scahawks. It's
also been a non-celebratory
season so far for the Huskies.
Fitting that the only team to
bring the city its only major
sport championship in 19871988 is now gone. It makes
you wonder how many more
losing seasons thc city endures before it ships the rest
of its tcams out of town. The
Sonics' former WNBA counterpart, the Storm, are still
around and doing quite well

(playoff-

bound for
the
fifth

straight

ycar and
a championship in
2004). Unfortunately,
a

WNBA

just two division titles and
two first round losses. The
Seahawks changed leagues
in 2002, which seemed to
have also changed their luck
While the 'Hawks brought
respect back to their team in
recent years (four straight division tides in the lackluster
NFC West), they have yet to
be Super. I don't have to remind Seahawks fans of their
most recent heartbreak, a gutwrenching 21-10 loss to the
Steelers, aided by what some
believe to be the actions of the
referees. This weekends' defeat of the Rams is hopefully

the start of an uphill climb to
regain the division lead after a
slow start.
The former NBA team
in Seattle (this just doesn't
sound right), the SuperSonics became the city's first
major sport franchise in 1967
and while notable players like
Lenny Wilkins and Spencer
Haywood kept the team competing, it wasn't until 1975
when the team started a long
playoff streak. This included
19 playoff

appear-

in 24
"It makes you wonder how many ances
years and
more losing seasons the dty endures before it ships the rest of
its teams out of town. A WN BA

diampionship is hardly going to
make up for 20 years of misery."

championship
is
hardly going to make up for
20 years of misery.
Seattle's most loved and yet
most disappointing team is
the Mariners. Their first year
of play the Mariners faced
the usual struggles of an expansion team with a 98 loss
season. Unfortunately, these
struggles didn't rub off until a guy by the name of Ken
Griffey, Jr. came onto the
scene in 1989. Griffey was the
face of the franchise and the
winning run in game five of
the 1995 American League
Division Series to clinch the
series against the Yankees.
Another notable season was
2001 when, with the World
Series clearly in sight, the
Mariners won an American
League record 116 uins. The
Mariners couldn't get by a familiar foe, the Yankees, in the
American League Championship Series and the dream
season was over. This would
be the last season the Mariners made the playoffs, and
with high expectations lost
for the 2008 season, it may be
many more years before they
make it back
The city's football team was
anything but special in its
first 24 years in the AFC "%Vest

a

world

champi-

onship in
1978 led by
Finals MVP

Dennis

Johnson.

The Sonics
would make the Finals one
more year, in the 1996 season
when Gary Peyton and Shawn
Kemp ran into the Chicago
Bulls dynasty and lost, four
games to two. The Sonics
got back to the Conference
championship in 2004-2005,
but another dynasty in the
San Antonio Spurs kept them
from returning to the Finals.
This past year has been what
Seattle fans have heard all too
often, a rebuilding year, but
what they were building would
soon get shifted to Oklahoma
City. Forget hopes of making
the playoffs like most teams;
Seattle is now looking forward to a day when the NBA
gives them their team back.
Seattle sports haven't seen
a championship since gas
was $1.08 and Reagan was
President. The likelihood of
a Seattle championship in
the coming years is about as
likely as seeing the sun there
in the dead of winter. Absence
makes the heart grow fonder,
right? Let's hope this cliché
applies to these deserving
fans whenever the next title
does make its way to Seattle.
Contact Dare Gerig at david.gerig@whitworthian.com.
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Far left: Junior Taylor Storm powers down a spike during the grass volleyball tournament on
Saturday In the Loop. Each team put forth 510 per team for the 10 a.m. tourney.

Above:Sophomore Ryan Darbonne and junior Brian Jenks sky for the double block on junior
Travis Tully during the tournament Saturday.Teams specified their volleyball skill level on the
sign-up sheet, allowing new ASWU Intramurals Coordinator John Ellings to divvy the teams up
accordingly.
Below left Seniors Ryan Tuck and Scott Sims elevate for the block during Saturday's toumament
In the Loop.

right Juniors Paul Neff and Zachary Andre compete with senior Luke Corigliano for the
point during one of Saturday's matches.
Below

Ryan Erialson/Whaworthian

Left Seniors Jeff Warner and Bryan Whitmore meet at the net during action on Saturday.
with a ball featuring Wilson, a recognizable face from the major motion

- Teams played

picture -Castaway:'
Below:Senior Gillian Goodrich focuses in on the dig while junior teammates Eric Nelsòn
and Jenks look on. Following the opening week of ultimate Frisbee and soccer, a flag football tournament, slated for Oct. 9, Is the next Intramurals event on tap.

CHECK OUT THE "THIS WEEK IN PHOTOrSLIDESHOW AT WHITWORTHIAN.COM.

Want to submit your photos? E-mail us at photos@whitsvorthian.com.
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Mmtn...feels good

James 5pung
Managing Editor

After what he said has been one of the most
"turbulent weeks" in his tenure, President Bill
Robinson commented on the country's tvorset:
ing economic situation in an e-ntail to all students and faculty at the university.
Although he expressed concern that the financial mess
would have implications for
CLICK IT
universities in
Miss the emall? Read a and experience
terms of stu- continuing coverage el the economic crisis
dent loans and
at

endowments,

whitworthianam

Robinson said
he thought Whitworth will avoid the brunt of
the downturn.
"I think Whitworth will be okay on both
fronts," he said in the e-mail. "If we proceed with
caution and do a little belt-tightening, Whitworth will be fine:
lis comments come after a series of major bank failures, including the Sept. 25 sale of
Washington Mutual to JPIsiorgan Chase, the
largest bank failure in U.S. history.
Robinson also condemned the recent racial
incident at George Fox University. For more,
read the story on page 4.

!kid C.'isanArro/ 117ut worthian
of students receive massages on the floor of the Fieldhouse Sept. 23 for the medic team's massage night. From 8-9 p.m.,
licensed massage practitioner Chris Huck taught students proper technique for loosening up the back, hands and neck.
A sea

CLICK IT

WEB EXCLUSIVE

For more of this week's photos around campus, check

Check out video coverage of Spokane Mayor Mary

out This Week in Photos Slideshow online at

Vemer's speech at Community Building Day at

whitworthian.com

whitworthian.com

Contact James Spring at james.spung@whitworthian.com.

Act Six recruiting effort begins in Spokane region
Jerod Jarvis

Whitworth has seen many changes due to
the direct influence of Act Six, including the
introduction of the Gospel Choir, which was
Act Six is now recruiting applicants from founded by Act Six scholar and 2008 alumna
the Spokane arca and the first Spokane catire Sha'Nay McQuirter, according to the Spring
in fall 2009 will be split between Whitworth 2007 issue of Whitworth Today.
The move to Gonzaga is being headed up
and Gonzaga Universities.
by Rodney NicAuley, Act Six Spo"There are a lot of students
kane director, who sees the proin the Spokane community that
gram as an investment in the Spocould benefit," said Tim Herron,
MORE! NS1DE
kane conununity, according to a
Act Six national director.
CAMPUS
R ESPOUSE
July 28 Whittvorth press release.
Founded by Herron in 2002,
"Even in this supposedly rethe program is in its sixth year at
Whitworth c hapter
mote corner of the world, the deVhitwortit. The Act Six program
responds to i ncident at
Inographicsare shift ing: McAuley
draws its name and inspiration
George Fox U niversity.
said in the press release. "Twentyfrom the story of the early church
five percent of the Spokane public
as described in the ilible in Acts
NEWS, PAG (4
schools' population are students
6.
of color, compared with S percent
ihe program encompasses inin the overall population of the
tensive leadership training, a full-ride scholarship and post-graduation community integra- city."
Raymond Reyes, vice president for intercultion, according to the Act Six Web site.
tural relations at Gonmga, said he is excited
I lerron, a former Tacoma math teacher, envisioned the program after watching many of about becoming part of the program.
his most promising students drop out of college, accortling to the Web site.
See ACT SIX, page 4
Staff ltrriter

NI,

lhottilt hit worth s.Jn

Co-organizerJeff Upton speaks to the audience Sept. 22 at Act Six information Night.
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ABOUT US
The Whitwatian has served as the main source chews
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ISO& The Whitworthian Is a organizaticn camped
entirely by students which produces The Whitivorthian

Whitworth Drive
neighbors unhappy
about proposal
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Arend gains a second
dorm representative

Residents of the East Regina Avenue
neighborhood are displeased with the
decision by Whitworth administration
to seek the closure of a portion of Whitworth Drive, which connects residents to
Hawthorne Road and Division Street.
Residents expressed their displeasure
at a block party held Sept. 19 at Carriage
Court, a cul-de-sac within the neighbor-

hood.
The closure will affect us drastically.
We'll be totally isolated," said Deb Paulson, who has lived in the neighborhood
for more than a year. "I walk my dogs all
the w.ay up to Vhitworth.I'llbe likc a little
rat in a little cage with this closure."

The residents were informed of the proposal during an open-house meeting held
Sept. 9 by thc university for residents of
the neighborhood.
The administration discusscd thc issue
of the Whitworth Drive closure with arca
residents.
During the meeting, Brian Henze!, vice
president for finance and administration, cited the safety of students who have
dasses in Hawthorne Hall and must cross
Whitworth Drive as a main reason for
seeking the dosure, Paulson said.
"We're trying to consolidate the campus and create a safer, more pedestrianfriendly access route to one of our primary
dassroom buildings," Baize' said during a
later interview.
Property owners on Regina Avenue
said they are not convinced that the compromised safety tit. pette.st Hans who cross
the road to reach Hawthorne Hall merits
the proposed dosurc.
"It's not a safety issue," said Gene Garrison, a Whitworth alumnus who has lived
in the neighborhood for several years.
Neighborhood resident Michael Ahern
said he didn't believe any student had been
hurt by a vehide while crossing thc road.
"Kindergarteners don't get this kind of
treatment," Ahern said.
Many residents championed the effectiveness of the crosswalk already in place.
"If they are concerned, they could promote more awareness of the crossingpoint: said Rodney Kiehn, who has resided in the neighborhood for seven years.
Whitworth could either place a flashing
light signal at the crossing to warn vehicles
of the crosswalk or construct a pedestrian
overpass, Kiehn said.
In any case, people always stop for students," Kiehn said.
Residents of the neighborhood are not
satisfied with proposed alternative routcs.
The proposal to build an on-ramp to
Highway 395 from north %Vhitworth
Drive was presented by Benzel during the
Sept. 9 meeting. The plan would allow residents to avoid having to merge directly
onto Division Street from the exit of their
neighborhood. Benzel said.
"It would merge on to the highway just
north of the Sun Rental Center," Benzel
said in a later interview.
Dan Desmen, who has lived in the
neighborhood for four years, said he is
unconvinced the proposal for an on-ramp
will alleviate the negative effects of dosing
south Whitworth Drive.
"Instead of having two ways out, all that
traffic will be routed: Desman saki. "Traffic will increase:
Benzel said he recognizes the implications of the dosure for residents of the
neighborhood.
"From their perspective, it's not a good
situation," he said.
"We're not just proposing the dosure,
we're proposing the re-orientation of
Whitworth Drive," Benzel said. "It's not
landlocking a neighborhood"
Some students have expressed concern
for the Regina Avenue neighborhood residents.
"I think the road is nicc for the resi-

See CLOSURE, page 3
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Aaoritig el the ASVU mastbdodk, itot senator
et fly:twist* ts required Ist every IS gidesu

Due to the large number of overflow
students in residence halls this year, Arend Hall will be adding another representative to their team.
Arend has 175 residents this year. According to the ASWU Constitution, each
dorm adds one representative for every 85
people that live in thc dorm.
he Constitution requires that the first
85 people in a residence hall be represented by a senator.
Therefore, residence halls get one representative if they have between 86 and 170
residents. They gct two representatives if
they have between 171 and 255 residents.
So Arend, with 175 residents, will now
have two representatives.
At the ASWU meeting Sept. 17, Joy Bacon, The Whitworthian editor-in-chief,
brought up thc idea of Arend. Duvall, McMillan and Boppell I lalls possibly needing
another representative.
coordinator Katie
Senior
class
Zerkel said at the meeting that accommodating the extra salary may affect the rest
of thc budget.
"They'll make room in the budget for
the new representative," said Dayna Coleman, assistant dean of students, in a later
Interview. The money will most likely
come from the unallocated fund."
Each representative gets paid $694.28
per ycar, according to the 2008-09 ASWU
budget.
This ycar, Schumacher and McMillian
Halls are partnered, due to Schumacher's
conversion to a male residence hall.
Schumacher and McIlillan will be represented by the same senator and representative. Together, their numbers come

Sdaysidter

Boppell

uvall -

Arend

licittleas
Annette Farret/Whitutsrthian

up to 1 12 residents, not enough to warrant
two representatives.
"The same representative will represent Mac and Schumacher, which means
that the person who will represent Schumacher could live in Mac," Executive Vice
President Kalen Eshoff said. "They would
just have to make an extra intentional effort to visit Schumacher."
Duvall. at 167 residents, is four students
short of gaining a second representative.
Boppell, which houses 81 residents, will
continue to just have one senator.
Although only one representative has
been added, some are concerned about
the growing size of the student body and
the implications that will have for ASWU,
Eshoff said.
"As on-campus levels [of students] are
getting bigger, we're worried about the sizc
of ASWU because we want to find the balance between efficiency and fair representation: Eshoff said. "So that's something
that we're going to have to look into as the
number of on-campus dorms grows:
Contact Carrisa Novell at air' risa.
pawell@whitworthian.corti.

vottr master's deoree in reacbin,g in 13 mont
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master's degree in 13 months!
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Hawthorne Hall, Room 101
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Letter about
2.0 decision
unanswered

Whitworth profs
say economy on
brink of recession

Carrisa Pawell
Staff Writer
An official response from the President's
Cabinet has not yet been submitted to
ASWU about admissions' decision to lower the minimum GPA reqUirement to keep
academic scholarships from a 3.0 to 2.0.
The change took effect at the beginning
of last semester.
Previous!» the GPA requirement to
maintain the Mind and Heart scholarship
was a 3.5 and all other academic scholarships required a 3.0.
In an April 15 article in The Whitworthian, Fred Pfursich, vice president of
admissions and financial aid, said several
factors affected the decision to lower the
GPA requirement. Among thcm, he noted the difficulty of monitoring students'
GPAs, thc higher requirement as a disadvantage to students and stress rcduction
for studcnts who have jobs or participate
in extracurricular activities, according to
the article.
On April 30, ASWU commissioncd a
constituency report to see how students
felt about thc change.
ASWU submitted its findings and a letter addressing concerns to the administration on May 14, ASWU secretary Tyler
I lamilton said.
Sending that letter was onc of AMU's
last actions of the year.
"Right after that happened. AMU disbanded," said senior Scth Flory, last year's
Warren scnator and this year's off-campus
senator. "Everyone's classes ended and wc
all went home. So it's really not like [the
administration) could have made any big
announcement or some vocal response to
it."

If ASWU chooses to continue to pursue
the academic scholarship change, thc ncxt
stcp would be to issue a resolution.
ASWU assembly members may submit statements of opinion in the form of
a resolution.
If the resolution is approved by thc majority vote of the members, it is adopted as
thc official policy of ASWU, according to
the ASWU Constitution.
"I think depending on student input,
if it is significant, a resolution would be
the next direction that ASWU would go,"
ASWU President Obe Quarless said. But
knowing that that is one of our strongest
methods of communication and change,
as a body we'd want to be 100-percent sure
that it is thc action we'd want to take:
Some students disagreed with the policy
last spring, according to the article.
"To me it seems like thcy are saying to
the students, even if you don't go to class,
well pay for you to be here; said Katie
Zerkel, senior dass coordinator.
The constituency report last spring
showed that 66 percent of the students interviewed thought thc new GPA requirement was a bad move for Whitworth. Reasons cited were that it affects Whitworth's
academic integrity, lowers standards and
lowers motivation for students to work
hard.
The 28 percent that thought it was a
good move for Whitworth said it ivill relieve pressure for incoming students who
are not used to the heavy workload.
Those students noted that students
shouldn't have to "destroy themselves" to
keep something that's already rightfully
achieved.
The constituency report also inquired as
to what students' main motivation for their
academic performance was. Answers varied, but the highest response was for personal achievement and graduate school.
Of those surveyed, about 20 percent said
financial scholarships vere their only motivation to perform well academically.
Contact Carrisa Powell al
pawell@ whitworthian.coni.

carrisa.

The United States is on
the verge of an inevitable
recession, Whitworth business professors said during
a panel discussion Wednesday night to a full audience
in the Robinson Teaching

Stephanie ifendrieks/Whitworthian

Sue Connors (left) and Yavonne Brewer focus during a continuing studies class

Sept 24.

Program meets goal
for growth, gets dean
Ben Garves
Staff Writer
Whitworth's continuing studies program has
shown considerable growth over the last eight
years, expanding from 122 full-time students in
2000 to 178 this year, according to Whitworth's
fall 2008 Tenth Day enrollment report.
We have actually already fulfilled our goal
for growth according to our current strategic
plan; said Terry Ratcliff, dean for continuing
studies.
Ratcliff's position was created this year to accomodate the growth of the program.
Under thc current strategic plan, Whitworth's
planned yearly growth for continuing studies is
10 percent.
The continuing studies program at Whitworth offers three degree programs for full
and part-time students looking to extend their
education with another major or by completing
their first degree.
"We meet the same objectives, Ive just have
a different way of getting there," Ratcliff said.
"Many of these people are working full time
and either want to advance in the workplace or
change careers."
Ratcliff said some of the changes that may
occur over the duration of Whitworth's next
strategic plan are a new hybrid online/face-toface program, geographic expansion to another
location and a large revamp of the program's

CLOSURE:

current curriculum. Continuing studies has 284 enrolled students
this fall. The program is Whitworth's most ethnically diverse program, with a 23-percent student minority population.
In addition, 76 percent of the program's students are female, according to the report.
"Wc have a lot of 'empty-nesters', people
whose kids are gone and gct to rcturn to finish
school," Ratcliff said. "This includes many single moms and recently divorced women looking for more opportunities:*
Traditional students go to school instcad of
working or building a family, Ratcliff said.
"Our students go to school in addition to
working and having a family," Ratdiff said.
"There is national growth in this market and
traditional institutions don't typically invest in
it."

Ratcliff, who has taught in similar programs
at the University of Phoenix and DeVry University, compared Whitworth's program to other local colleges and universities.
"Gonzaga (Universityl's continuing studies
program is more Internet-oriented, while Eastern [Washington University] only offers a onemajor program; Ratdiff said.
About 15 courses are offered every six weeks,
he said.

Contact Ben Gams at ben.garves@whitwor-

dents," junior Kristin Nilsson said. "And the
cars always stop for us. The negatives of closing the road outweigh the positives:
Students who had not heard about the proposed closure said they were surprised, as they
have not experienced any trouble with vehicles
while crossing Whitworth Drive.
"Cars are generally polite and cautious," senior Jeff Upton said.
Other students are in favor of the proposed
closure.
"It would be better for students," freshman
Jesse Jayana. "They wouldn't have to wait for
traffic. And it would be safer."
John Yoder, professor of political science,
said the road closure would benefit students
and professors alike.
"I would very much like to not have cars go
down that road; Yoder said. "Anytime you put
heavy, fast-moving objects on the same space
with pedestrians, there is a problem."

If Whitworth paid for the construction of an
entrance to Division Street from the existing
Whitworth Drive, the inconvenience caused
to the residents of the neighborhood by the
closure of the road should be small, he said.

.. ..

Security notifies
campus of recent
bicycle thefts
There have been five bike
thefts on campus, as well as
an increase in the number
of bikes stolen within the
immediate vicinity of campus, said security supervisor Mark 11,1cFall in a campus-wide e-mail Sept. 25.
Most of the bikes that
were stolen were not locked
or were locked with a cable
lock.
"While no lock is thiefproof, the solid U-Bolt
locks provide a much higher degree of protection and
losses of bikes secured to
a fixed object with those
locks are significantly lower," McFall ivrote.

Read more online at
whitworthian.com.
Compiled by news staff

thian.COM.

University hopes to get approval by 2010

continued from page 2

Theatre.
This must be history,"
professor of economics
Richard Schatz said. "I
doubt there has ever been
this many students in a
room to discuss finances:
Schatz said the nation's
financial problems can be
mostly attributed to the
housing market and the fact
that people in the United
States aren't saving as much
money as they uscd to.
He said U.S. residents
generally save less than
one percent from cach paycheck.
Read more online at
whitworthian.com.

"People are saying 'this closure will slow us
down: If these people are in such a hurry, I'm
not sure I want them driving past Whitworth
anyway," Yoder said.

The proposal to close Whitworth Drive has
not yet been approved by the County Commissioner's office.
The university hopes to gain approval by
2010, according to a Sept. 5 online artide in
The Whitworthian.
Spokane County Commissioner candidate
Kim Thorburn, who has filed for candidacy in
the November 2008 elections, said the safety
of residents of the Regina Avenue neighborhood would be an issue she would consider if
elected and if the proposal became her duty.
"Safety has to be a major consideration,
both for the students and the neighborhood;
Thorburn said. "It does sound like there are
safety issues for the students."
Other options besides closing Whitworth
Drive could be considered, she said.
"If there are alternatives to closing the road
that could enhance safety, I would Want to
consider those; lhorburn said.

Contact Candace Pontoni at candace.pontofligwhitworthian.coni.

CORRECTIONS&
CLARIFICATIONS
In last week's issue, the
cutline for the campus security story was incorrect.
The company that demonstrated the mass notification system was Allied Fire
& Security, in cooperation
with Cooper Notification.
In the same issue, the
photo of Kaimi and Kalpo
Rocha was credited to the
wrong photographer. Molly
Ferree took the picture.
In the in-depth photo
credits, photographer Nick
Elliott's name was spelled
incorrectly.
On the bad: page photo
credit, photographer Ryan
Eriksson's name was spelled
incorrectly.
to providing
the Whitroorth community with the most accurate information possible. The Nhitwathian never knossingty parishes inaccuracies. If
you have a comment cc question about the
faness cc accuracy of a stay, send an e-mai
The Vilitworthion is committed

to editor -'sthitsvathiart.com.
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BirEviS
Rural landowners
in Spokane may
see tax increase
Rural landowners in Spokane County may sec a tax
increase.
County officials say they
%kill more c.losely regulate
tax cuts, which were meant
to help preserve farm land.
Property owners who no
longer farm ffieir land will
likely be affected the most,
acconling to a Sept. 27 article in the SpokesmanReview.

If property owners no
longer qualify for tax cuts,
thcy could be required to
pay seven years worth of
back taxes, along Ivith interest and a 20 percent penalty,
according to the article.

JPMorgan Chase
purchases WaMu
for $1.9 billion
JPMorgan Chase bought
out Washington Mutual for
51.9 billion Sept. 25.
Over the past year, Washington Mutual stock prices
have decreased 95 percent
from 536.47 per share to
51.69 per share.
Washington Mutual had
large mortgage-based
losses.
Washington Mutual is
thc second major financia! institution JPINlorgan
Chase has taken over in the
last six months. They also
took over Bear Stearns Co.
in March.

Car bomb kills 17

near intelligence
agency in Syria
Seventeen people were
killed and 14 wounded during a car bomb explosion in
Syria Sept. 27.
The bomb, containing
more than 400 pounds of
explosives, went off near a
Syrian intelligence agency,
on the morning of Sept. 27.
The bombing was the
largest in the country since

the 1980s.

Astronaut makes
first spacewalk
for China Sept. 27
Chinese astronaut
made the country's first
spacewalk Sept. 27.
Zhai Zhigang floated
outside the spacecraft for
18 minutes, part of which
was broadcast live on television in China.
This is the third time a
Chinese astronaut has gone
up into space. China hopes
to establish a space station,
as well as land on the moon
someday.
A

Sa:
ourr
Compilerktlman-Review.

utie Wootton
S
AfSNB New York Times

Campus reacts to
George Fox event
Julie Wootton
News Editor
The Whitworth community is responding
to an incident that occurred at George Fox
University in Newberg.
Ore. on Sept. 23.
A custodial crew
found a cardboard cutout of Democratic presidential candidate Barack
Obama hanging from a
tree near Minthorn Hall,
which houses George
Fox's writing/literature,
languages and communication art offices, as
well as the International
Student Center. The
words "Act Six reject"
were written on the cutout, according to an article posted Sept. 23 on
The OnTonian 1Veb site.
At the ASWU meeting on Sept. 24, President °be Quarless asked
ASWU members to
make themselves aware
of the situation. ASVU
will respond to the incident at the Oct. 1 meet-

ing, Quarlcss said.
Whinvorth Act Six
scholars met ivith several
administrators Sept. 24
to discuss the incident.

Whitworth Prrsident

4

Bill Robinson responded

red

in a campus-wide e-mail
Sept. 26.
Whitworth,
"Like
[George Fox University]
has implemented an Act
Six program that has

expanded and enriched
diversity and leadership
on campus: Robinson
wrote in the c-maiL
"This stunt is not funny.
It is abhorrent."
Robinson said in the
e-mail that the university has contacted George
Fox to express support.
In addition, Warren RD Tyler Pau and
four Whitworth Act
Six scholars traveled to
George Fox this past
vrtekend to offer their
support, according to
thc c-mail.
Contact Julie Wootton at julie.wootton@
whitworthian.coni.

Expansion of the AcpSirProgpm

IWO 11
r.

s

Tani Suinutn/Whitteurthian

Act Six scholar Obe Quarles: plays the steel drums to
Night Sept. 22 in the HUB Multipurpose Room.

ACT SIX: A

`win-win) for the Spokane chapter

continuedfrom page

ar, is also in favor of the expansion.

1

"It's a win-win," Reyes said. "When you
have a diverse student body, everybody

wins."

Herron said hd is excited about the expansion.
the first step of thc Spokane expansion
was the opening of a Spokane branch of
thc (Northwest Leadership Foundation]
downtown," he said.
Sophomorc Yong Kim, an Act Six schol-

Robinson signs initiative
urging response to disasters
Coast that demands a powerful response from people of faith."
The initiative urges government ofWhitworth President Bill Robinson ficials to pass policy to help rebuild
was one of more than 100 religious communities and crcatc jobs for
leaders nationwide to sign a recent residents, increase funding to create
initiative urging a moral response to affordable housing and appropriate
natural disasters such as Hurricanes federal funding to restore coastal wetGustav and Ike.
lands and build better levees.
Robinson said he has signed three
The Gulf Coast Civil Works Campaign Interfaith Statement, which initiatives within the past few years.
was released Sept. 16, criticizes "the
"I am asked to sign petitions and
slow pace of recovery" from
initiatives regularly, but I
Hurricanes Katrina and Rita
have only done three," he
three years ago and encoursaid, adding that he tries not
ages a prompt reaction to
to sign initiatives that have
recent hurricanes.
strictly political motivaRobin-son said he was contions.
tacted by the organization to
Robinson said he genersign the initiative.
ally signs initiatives on an
was a goc 4 opportunity
individual basis, not on befor a group of people to suphalf of the university.
ROBI NSON
port the hurricane victims,"
"The rcason I signed the
he said.
three is that it was an opporThe initiative states that there are tunity to help people in deep need," he
new needs created by the destruction said. "In two cases, it was an initiative
left behind from Hurricancs Ike and that I felt would help protect God's
Gustav.
creation:'
"As Hurricanes Ike and Gustav hit
One of the initiatives, the Amenthe Gulf Co-ast, internally displacing can College & University Presidents
over one million people, we as a na- Climate Commitment, was signed on
tion were reawakened to the needs of behalf of the university, he said.
the Gulf Coast," the leaders wrote in
Robinson was also onc of more
the initiative. "Three years after Hur- than 230 evangelical leaders to sign
ricanes Katrina and Rita struck and the Evangelical Call to Act on Clithe levees breached, the slow pace of mate Change in 2006.
recovery and the new needs caused
by Ike and Gustav's destruction have
Contact Julie Wootton atjulie.wootcreated a moral crisis along the Gulf ton@whitworthian.com.

"I'm glad that colleges arc seeing the
value of Act Six," Kim said.
Eighteen Act Six scholars will enroll at
Whitworth and Gonzaga next fall nine
from the Spokane arca and nine from the
Scattle/Tacoma area. Gonzaga's first cadrc
will consist of eight scholars, while Whitworth's seventh cadre will have 10 scholars.
Contact 'trod Jarvis at jerodiarvis@whitworthiati.cont.

-NEED ANOTHER ROOMMATE?
OW

-WANT TO GET RID OF THAT
CHEMISTRY TEXTBOOK YOU
COULDN'T SELL RACK AT THE

Julie Wootton
News Editor

it

attract people to the Act Six Information

BOOKSTORE?
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What should the Whitworth mascot be named?
EDITORIAL: IN THE LOOP
Choose the official name online through Thursday at whitworthian.com.

Lack of test requirement
could hurt reputation
Starting with this year's freshman class,
students applying to Whitworth have a
choice: submit an SAT or Acr score with
their application or be inteniewed instead.
Students who want to be considered for
the Mind and Heart Academic Scholarship,
the Presidential Academic Scholarship or
the Trustee Academic Scholarship still have
to submit their scores, according to the
Whitworth Web site.
The currcnt freshmen have already taken
advantage of this option. Nearly 16 percent
opted for the interview alternative whcn applying last ycar, according to the Sept. 23 issue of The Whitworthian.
In that article, Fred Pfursich, vice president of admissions and financial aid, said
the biggest factor in the decision was that
many students who perform well in high
school and have high GPAs do not scorc
well on the standardized tests.
"While standardized test scorcs do indicate a certain level of intelligence, they arc
not as good a predictor of success in college
as a Mali school GPA," Pfursic.h said in the
article. "Ve wanted to place more cmphasis
on what a student has accomplished in high
school and less emphasis on a standardized
test."

Pfursich has a good point. Those who
have taken thc SAT or ACT know just how
intimidating the tests can be. The questions
can be ovenvhelming and the time limit is
often constraining. There can also be the
occasional fluke the luck-y student who
randomly picks abswers and manages to get
a high score, or the genius who has a meltdown and docs miserably.
Other colleges and universities across the
nation arc also contemplating the importance of the SAT/ACT scorcs. The National
Association for College Admission Counseling recently published a report urging
colleges to consider whether thcy need to
require standardized testing for admission,
according to Inside Higher Ed. Noted institutions such as Wake Forest University,
Smith College and Worcester Polytechnic
University have already dropped the re-

quirement.
However, changing to an SAT/ACT optional policy raiscs a lot of conccrns. How
exactly will the admissions office determine
a prospective student's eligibility from an
interview if they can't come to campus? A
phone interview is vastly different from a
face-to-facc interview.
Perhaps the biggest concern is how this
change will affect Whitworth's academic
credibility. Nlany students are already given
the chance to not have to submit an essay
if they apply early. What will admissions
use to determine a student's eligibility for
admission if they do not need to write an
essay or submit an SAT/ACI' score? Standardized test scores are one of the few universal measurements left for evening out
the admissions' playing field.
Standardized tests are still required for
admission to most post-graduate schools.
Grades in most college courscs are based
heavily on test scorcs. Letting students skip
out on big tests in high school will do nothing to prepare them for thc academic reality
ahead of them.
As more of us look to a potentially shaky
career field on the other side of graduation,
Whitworth nccds to be doing all it can to
enhance its credibility to potential employers who arc comparing degrees from a
multitude of institutions nationwide. There
needs to be a way to ensure future classes at
Whitworth will uphold its academic status.
Editorials in the "In the Loop" section reflect
the majority opinion ofthe Editorial Board,
sshich is

nuuk up offire editors.

uh...ok, so that's 14 + 2.0 +
2.0 +2.0 +
uhhh .

GPA change needs
NATHANIEL

ORWILER
moms?

For reasons that seem short-sighted,
Whitworth has decided to jeopardize its
academic reputation and coddle its elite
applicants.
List year Whitworth decided to lower
the GPA requirement for keeping some
academic scholarships. As long as students maintain the 2.0 needed to stay in
school, they get to keep the yearly scholarship money they earned when thcy applied to Whitworth.
The results of a constituency report
conducted by ASWU at the end of last
year showed that 72 percent of the 288
students polled thought this decision
would negatively affect Whitworth's academic rcputation. After gathering this
information, ASWU wrote a letter to the
cabinet expressing concern over the poliC)' change, but no resolution was reached
before the year ended.
I admit I've never had to worry about
losing my scholarship. In high school my
GPA was above a 3.5 and when I heard
it would almost certainly be lower in college, I took this as a personal challenge.
The fact that I only had to maintain a 3.0
in order to keep my current scholarship
was laughable to me. I needed to stay at
my high school level of performance, end
of discussion.
But do all students feel the same pressure that I do? I think it is safe to say that
they most certainly do not. There are

closer look

studcnts who feel even more pressure,
whether it's because they need that 4.0 to
sleep at night or they have to go through
the appeals process to stay in school.
Needless to say, there are also students
who are completely unmotivated. There
are students who do not care about their
education, but this issue should not apply
to them. These students will always negatively affect the academic reputation of
whatever school they attend.
Those who should be concerned are the
vast majority of students who do care, not
only about their own performance, but
also about the quality of the institution
they attend. We should have something to
work for.
So why is there this wide difference in
performance? At first glance it simply appears that some students are more intel!Tent and capable than other students.
But consider with me a different case.
Imagine a student who attends college
just because he or she knows they need
a degree in order to be successful in the
working world. Now imagine they don't
know what they want to do with the rest
of their lives.
This situation is our reality. We are
asked to jump right out of our parents'
nest and into decisions that may affect us
for the rest of our lives.
So for many of us, we pick a major and
we pick wrong. Then we change majors,
but in the meantime we have been given
grades in classes that we shouldn't have
picked. Often, we realize too late that we
have chosen the wrong major and our
GPA is negatively affected. Is it fair for a
student to lose their scholarship because
of naiveté? I would say no. I would also

recognize that GPA is not the fairest system for judging a student's academic intent or value to the academic community.
However, GPA is the only system we have
for evaluating how well a student meets
the academic requirements for each class.
I would not want to see a graduating dass
enter into the world, expecting that a minimal effort will always be good enough to
get what they want.
I don't want to arrive on the scene of
the working world meeting the minimum
requirements. I want to be prepared to
change the world because I have already
learned how to adapt to a system in which
I can fail.
The scholarship system is far from perfect. There are many intelligent and deserving students who do not achieve good
grades for a variety of reasons. Non-academic stresses, such as working while in
school and worrying about the next meal,
are a reality for many students.
I agree with the administration that
something needed to change. However,
it is worth examining each student as an
individual case. I choose to think that
Whitworth is capable of doing this, but if
they are not, then hopefully these lowered
standards are only a temporary solution.
There should always be forgiveness for
prodigal students who have a legitimate
need for second chances, but don't forget
to reward those students who have earned
it. For our part as students, we could then
feel like a scholarship means something
other than how well we developed in high
school. In the meantime, \Ve cannot.
ORWI tER is a senior majoring in English. Corrunents can be

sent to nathanieLorwiler@whitworthian.com.

WHITWORTH SPEAKS OUT: WHAT'S THE MOST DANGEROUS DRIVING HABIT?
lexting
while driving,
because you're
paying attention to your
phone instead
of the road."
CJ.Johansen,
sophomore

'looking at the
person in the
back when you

'Caring for a
baby. They're
ahvays crying:'

talk to there

Ryan Bushy,
freshman

'Talking on your
cell phone while
you're driving.
People don't realize how distracting it really isr

Dan Cubero,

Katie GoudelL

junior

junior
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New driving law:
I'm not LOLing
Even though
the law now
JORDON
prohibits tesKELLER
ting
while
CCEAVST
driving, I seem
to do it anyway.
Annette Rana,
In fact, when I
Itliturethian
Whether talking, testing or surfing the NVeb, students at do see police nearNsihirworth, like most young adults, love to use their cell by while driving. I'm
phones and can be seen doing so everywhere. Over the more indined to just text below my steering wheel. In
summer the freedom to choose where and when you use my opinion, that is more dangerous than keeping the phone
your cell phone was changed.
up by the top of the steering wheel. But that's what drivers
Beginning July 1, it bec:une illegal for Washington driv- who wish to text must do to avoid a ticket.
ers to have their hands on their cell phones while driving,
Cell phone use isn't the only distraction that can be preswhether for talking or taring. Hands-free devices can still ent while driving. Drivers who have "music OCD" and can't
bc used. .
decide what they want to listen to are constantly messing
In the five other states with similar cell phone laws, driv- with their iPods or CD players. Is there going to be a ban
ers can be pulled over simply for using
on that next?
thcir phone while driving. But in WashIf laws like this one continue to be
ington it's a bit different.
thrown
onto us, then the government is
In Washington, if you are pulled over Is texting while driving unsafe going to get a lot more comfortable slapfor committing a traffic offense and are just because you're reading and ping laws on us the next time a troubling
also seen by the officer using your cell pressing buttons? I have to read issue comes up.
phone, you can be fined an additional street signs and mess with other
It sccms as if banning texting is tar$125 for violating the new law.
geting
my age group. College students
switches in my car, but that's
One issue that could arise from this
young adults seem to use cell
and
other
not illegalf
law is police targeting drivers on thcir
phones and text messaging much more
cell phones. Police may follow cell phone
than the older age groups.
users and keep a sharper eye on them as
Is texting while driving unsafejust bethey drive, waiting for them to do something they could be cause you're reading and pressing button's? I have to read
pulled over for.
street signs and mcss with other switches in my car, but
NYhat if my tail 1:61-it's out? Is it fair just because a light
that's not illegal.
wcnt out that I should get a ticket because I was on my
There are ahvays going to be distractions. Isn't basing a
phone?
conversation with a passenger a distraction to driving? UltiIs being able to legally use only a hands-free device while mately I want be the one who decides what I do in my car.
driving going to lower the numbcr of accidents each year?
I've been drising for about four years now and normally
According lo an LA Times article, Arthur Goodwin, a re- text at least once every time I go for a drive. And I'm proud
searcher at the University of North Carolina Highway Safe- to say that I take initiative behind the wheel and never forty Research Center thinks not.
get that driving is my first priority.
"There's a common misperception that hands-free phones
So if you can't multitask and you know it, there are a feiv
are safer when the research dearly suggests that they're both things you can do to avoid any potential trouble. For texequally risk-y." Goodwin said in the article.
ters, this means waiting until the next stoplight to text, and
Using a handsfree headset may keep people's hands free. talkers this means speaker phone is your bcst friend.
but is it going to keep their minds any more focused on the
Liwbreaker or not, stay focused on your driving, and
mad? I highly doubt thai In fact, hands-free desices may keep the safety of yourself and others fresh in your mind.
be even more dangerous since drivers may be indined to
have longer talks while driving if using an easier and "safer" KELLER is a sophomore majonng in Sprints. Comments can be sent to Onion.
method to talk.
telter@whitworthitruom.

Each Week, 7he Whitworthian Opinions staff will
take a single topic and each offer some short commentary. Readers ore encouraged to respond to thc topic on
the Perspectives blog git whitworthian.com.

The university is currently considering a plan to
close part of l'srhitworth Drive, the roatl that runs between Whitworth's main campus and Hawthorne I lall.
Closing a section of the road would make Hawthorne
less separated from the rest of campus. In addition,
those walking to Hawthorne from the main campus
wouldn't have to cross traffic to get there.
However, arc thcsc good enough reasons to completely close the road? Keep in mind that there are
many houses on and off of Whitworth Drive. The
people who live there and those who use the road every day will inevitably be inconvenienced in getting to
their own homes. I have had several dasses in Hawthorne, even night classes, and I've never felt unsafe
crossing Whitworth Drive. In fact, very fcw times have
I even had to stop and wait for cars before I crossed the
street. It's not that busy ola road.
I also fail to see how closing Whitworth Drive would
make Ilassihorne more a part of catnpus. It would still
be the same distance away and take the same amount
of time to walk to. Perhaps if thc school one day constructs more buildings on the other side of Whitworth
Drive, then closing the road to make that part of campus more easily accessible would be a good idea to
consider. But for the time being. the project seems expensive and pointless.
What do you think? Should Whitworth Drive be
closed for any reason?
N'atalie Johnson

Whitworth Drive shouldn't be closed. It isn't the
problem. The problem is that Hawthorne Hall is all
by itself over there and no onc really has a reason to
go over there except for the occasional class. Whitworth should put an outdoor theatre and coffee shop
over there. Then Ilawthorne would be included a little
more in the whole campus feel.
¡os!: Swayne
Read what other columnists have to say and ghre your ovm
feedback at whltworthian.com.

Financial crisis: No one stood up to naked economy
TIM

TAKECHI
muss;

If the emperor had no clothes, who was
obligated to tell him?
If Wall Street was heading dovm an eventual and catastrophic collapse, who should
have been the one to take action?
The Mite House and Congress are currently debating a proposed $700 billion
bailout for several failing U.S. banks. That
is S700 billion in taxpayers' money. All to
hopefully stop the bleeding of the worst financial crisis facing the United States since
the Great Depression.
It all started earlier this September when
Fannie Mae and Freddie Mac, two government-sponsored financial corporations,
were taken over by the federal government
following major financial losses.
In an almost domino effect, once-proud
financial institutions like Bear Stearns had
to be bought up by JPMorgan Chase. Merrill Lynch was purchased by Bank of America. Barclays PLC is in negotiation to purchase stock in Lehman Brothers, a global
investment firm on the verge of bankruptcy. The Federal Reserve Bank just rescued
American International Group, Inc., a New
York-based American insurance company.
This past Thursday, Washington Mutual
was bailed out by JPMorgan Chase, an
event unprecedented in American history.
The list goes on.
The emperor definitely has no clothes.
But was all of this preventable? Economic
experts and Washington insiders believe

that nothing happening right now should will always buy homes, right? Not quite.
come as a surprise. More on this later.
In many citics across America, huge
House Speaker Nancy Pelosi and many housing projects have been shut down
of her fellow Democrats blamed President because people are not buying and selling
Bush for not paying attention to a crisis homes at the rate that they did in the 1990s.
that was already happening. Republicans Even after thc recession following 9/11,
point fingers at the Democrats for blocking these banks continued to believe the marinitiatives made by the Bush and Clinton ket would always go up.
administrations to place more regulation
This allowed banks to risk money that no
on Fannie Mac and Freddie Mac, whom normal private company would invest in.
they believe were recIdessly spending tax- Banks are no different than a hot dog stand,
payer's money.
or a Hollywood Video, or Bruchi's. Banks
Either way, whether President Bush, for- are companies who want to make money.
mer President Clinton, or Democrats and They just happcn to have a lot of moncy to
Republicans in Congress
play with. Companies
are the ones responsible
invest in othcr compafor this mess, the AmenWall Street was heading down nies. This happens all
can people should be fu- an eventual and catastrophic col- the time. Even Whitrious that they are forced
worth has stock in a few
to give dose to $2,000 lapse, who should have been the corporations. We arc all
one to take actionr
per person to clean up
just trying to make an
this disaster, according
extra buck..
to Washington Watch.
Unfortunately, these
com, a government spending watchdog.
banks decided to invest blindly in housThis leads to the obvious question that ing. The housing industry for the past few
all Americans should ask: how did all this years regrettably made the huge mistalce
start? When did the wheels on the bus of lending out loans to everybody, even
come off?
people with questionable credit history. In
This whole problem started when these other svords, too many people in thc houslarge financial institutions, some private ing industry gave loans to people who had
banking corporations and other govern- no guarantee of paying it back. The mistake
ment-sponsored entities, invested large of "subprime lending" has brought the naamounts. of money in the housing mar- tion's economy into the hands of the Averket. Without any regulations, these banks age Joe who does not pay his bills on time.
lent out too high a proportion of deposits Big mistake.
toward investments that Were foolishly
And it does not stop there. When the
thought to be invincible. Housing is the housing market dropped, the banks sufmost glaring example.
fered. The banks lost money. And whose
Who would have thought that the hous- money? Our money. Outraged? Every
ing market would tank? No one. Americans American ought to be.

if

Is President Bush's $700 billion bailout
the best solution to solving this crisis? I am
not a business expert, but it seems like it
is thc best first step. Democratic presidential nominee Barack Obama warns that this
bailout should not be a blank check, that
there should be some accountability on
how this money is spent. Republican presidential nominee John McCain supports the
White House's plan, even going as far as advocating them to delegate more money.
As college students, wc are the ones who
are about to inherit the future. If this is the
fiasco our parents are leaving us with, we
better do all that we can to make sure our
kids will never have to suffer the same fate.
Regardless of what the best solution to this
problem is, Generation X should make sure
that it never gets lazy in keeping government and giant corporations accountable
to the people. We should never fear telling
the emperor the truth.
This situation is very complicated. I
will admit that I do not completely understand everything. But what is obvious
is that these large financial giants were allowed to do whatever they wanted with
no regard to their stockholders, clients, or
reality. Equally frustrating is the fact that
politicians in the Clinton and Bush White
I louses and Congress took little action to
solve this impending crisis before it came
to ful/ fruition. If only someone had had
the courage to point out the financial system's nakedness.
Not only does the emperor have no clothes,
he needs a completely new wardrobe.
TAKECHI is a senior majoring in journal:stn. Comments can

be sent to tim.takechitawhitwonhiartcom.
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Robinson's act reminds us
Whitworth is not an island

a humor column by Nic Vargus

Opening the e-mail inbox
KISS HE IH IRISH
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Internet woes lead to
surprising discovery
You may have noticed that I have
done something unprecedented in
the history of The Whitworthian. I
have dianged thc title of my column.
However, I don't have time to delegate to this trivial issue. After all, my
column is dealing with bigger horses
in the barn, as the saying goes.
One of these horses is thc horse of
contemptuous e-mail spamming. My
name is Nic Vargus and I'm a junior
at Whitworth University.lhat e-mail
is public knowledge to anyone who
can use "StalkerNer. So why is it so
hard to escape c-mails that are obviously not applicable to me?
Yes, I'm glad to know thc offcampus barbecue is coming up. I like
barbecues. Yes, I'm glad to know Radiohcad is playing in the HUB during lunch. I likc Radiohead. And yes,
I'm glad to know the Jonas Brothers
are signing T-shirts at Weyerhaeuser.

like 'Weyerhaeuser.
Those e-mails are of the "useful"
sort. But that doesn't mean you can
trick me into opening most of the cmails I receive.
No, Mrs. Coleman, I don't need
to know about a housing opportunity in Mac. I'm living off campus
this year, and besides, I'm a Baldsvin
Brother.
No, ASWU, I don't need to know
a pirate head was left at the football field. I put it there. No, Sammy
Smith, I don't need to be informcd of
ballroom dancing classes. Dancing
is for girls. No, DFSjiowe234, I'm not
interested in Viagra this semester.
I don't speak Spanish. No, Natalie
Johnson, I don't have my rough draft
ready for the newspaper.
And please, Microsoft Exchange,
don't send me an e-mail when my
inbox is getting full. That's like sending carrier pigeons and 12 llamas to
a zoo with the note, "You have too
many animals in this zoo: There's a
legalistic term for that kind of thing.
It's called "adding to thc problem:
And speaking of adding to the
problem, am I the only one who has
noticed that the Norton AntiVirus
software the school requires you to
install on your computer is more
deadly than any virus? As soon as I
unwrapped the disc, I got the stomach flu. And for some reason, the
software is also literally impossible
to delete off your computer.
In addition, every time I go to
WhitNet, I have to click the incredibly tiny "Log In" button instead of thc
worthless yet ever present 1VhitNet
for Guests" button. Honestly, what
I

wow
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do guests even do on WhitNet?
So this leads me to a difficult question: Why is Whitsvorth so grandmother-y when it comes to technology?
Another thing is that grandmothers make wonderful cookies, and Internets also have cookies.
I decided it was high time for an
investigation. I got in touch with a
source at ITMS and dccidcd to ask
her some questions. She was an old
woman who smelled and looked likc
dough. I thought I might be on to
something.
I started off with a soft ball.
"How do I opcn Windows Vista
on this?" I asked and pointcd to my
Apple computer.
"Why you just dick this doodad
here: she told me, "and that should
opcn up this thingamabob."
I watched as she repeatedly dickcd
the "H" key on the keyboard. I decided to try another approach.
Can you explain to me exactly
what you do here?"
"Why I just frolic from place to
place and prevent any number of
tomfooleries from occurring: she
said.
I knew I wasn't getting anywhere.
Just then, another doughy-looking
woman camc out with, what else, but
a handful of kittens.
Suddenly it was much too dear.
"You're grandmothers, aren't
you?"
The women crossed their arms
and one of them scoffed, "I think it's
about time you skedaddled:
Later that night I stumbled across
more disturbing facts. The entire
school, not just the Internet, has been
overrun by these elderly women.
ASWU? Antiquated and Senile
Women's Union. SAGA? Stingy,
Aged Grandmothers Also. I did this
with many acronyms, which proves
it's true.
I camc to gather that these is'omen
were alumnae of the first graduating
class of Whitworth. In the several
centuries that they have been here,
they have infiltrated every single
part of Whitworth.
If this article makes it to print, it
means they have yet to overrun The
Whitworthian. If it does not, I will
go into hiding. I will go to the one
place that no matter how long you
look, I will remain unfound. I will
enter my inbox.

If any person represents the 'Whitworth
community at large, that person is %NIBworth President Bill Robinson. As our president, his behavior in communities outside
Whitworth reflects on all of us who are a
part of this university: professors, employees, donors and students. Robinson chose to
sign "The Gulf Coast Civil Works Campaign
Interfaith Statement: His signature should
remind us that Vhitworth is connected to
the many communities that make up our na-

tion.
The "Interfaith Statement" proposed the
following: 'While the nation has
learned to better prepare
for this latest hurricane,
whether by inaction or injustice, we have still failed
to protect the well being of

Gulf Coast survivors, new
residents and their families,
especially the children, the
poor, the sick, and the vulnerable through just long term
rebuilding policies which fully
support human rights."
Something that struck me
whcn I read this statement was
that it was not a criticism of the
federal government. "We" have failed to care
for the people of thc Gulf Coast. "We" are the
ones who are responsible for rebuilding the
ruined towns and demolished cities in that
area. "We" is a word that includes the government, Robinson and his fellow signatories, the community hem at Whitworth and
thc people whosc communities vere ravaged
by the recent string of hurricanes.
We are all responsible for rebuilding the
Gulf Coast communities because, as Robinson's signature on the "Interfaith Statement"
attests, community is broader than immediacy. Community sees across the chasms of
religious myopia; community reaches farther
than the concerns 'of Whitworth, the federal
government or the Gulf Coast. Community
in its largest sense encompasses every person
on earth. Community in its noblest sense is
people supporting one another.

Robinson's signature on the statement
reads, "Bill Robinson, President, 'Whitworth
University: The Whitworth community is
attached to Robinson, and Robinson has attached himself to two other communities
with his signature. First, he included himself
in a community of people from various religious backgrounds. The signatories included
members of Evangelical Christian, Catholic,
Islamic and Jewish faiths.
Second, Robinson included himself in the
political commimity. The "Interfaith Statement" supports The Gulf Coast Civil Works
Act states its main purpose as follows: "It is
the purpose of this Act to ... establish a Federal authority to implement the necessary
government response to the disaster experienced in the Gulf Coast region: The act
would create a government-backed corporation that would provide jobs in the
Gulf Coast and help to rebuild the
area.
Robinson has by association though not officially in any way included Whitworth in a multireligious community that is
united in spite of differing doctrines and a political community that supports increased
government intervention in
business and disaster aid.
The individual opinion
on whether or not involvement in such communities
is a good thing pales in comparison
to our natural inclusion in the "we" that has
failed to take care of its Gulf Coast members.
We are a community that truly does have a
moral responsibility to act.
To borrow the words of the English poet
John Donne, "No man is an island, entire
of itself; every man is a piece of the continent, a part of the main." The community
in its national sense is a continent shared
by all: students, professors, politicians, religious groups, those in great need and those
able to help. Donne continued, "If a dod be
washed away by the sea, Europe is the less:
In a similar way, America is lessened by the
losses that occurred, and the sufferings that
continue, in the Gulf Coast. Thank you, Dr.
Bill Robinson, for reminding us of, and including us in, that truth.
SWATHE is a senior majoring in English. Corrynents can be sent

to josiswayneewhitworthian.com.

LETTERS TO THE EDITOR: READER RESPONSES
RE:1SSISTED SUICIDE MEASURE
DOESN'T PROVIDE SAFEGUARDS'

RE:"DON'T LET ASSISTED SUICIDE
MEASURE DIE IN NOVEMBER"

Fellow attorney agrees

Have compassion and

with letter onl-1000

give people choice

Thank you, Margaret
Dore, for exposing the lack
of safeguanis in the so-called
Death with Dignity Initiative, I-1000. As a probate
attorney in Bellevue, Wash.,
I can vouch that the ill and
elderly are frequent victims
of coercion and fraud by
caregivers, "friends" and
family members.
I-1000 has fewer legal
safeguards than required for
executing a will. 1Vhy would
we enact a statute which is
an open invitation for abuse?
Numerous disability
groups oppose this measure,
as does the 1Vashington State
hledical Association. Regardless of one's philosophical or religious convictions
regarding assisted suicide,
this measure is deeply flawed
and shouid be rejected.

The Death svith Dignity
initiative, I-1000, is a wellthought-out initiative that
seeks to end the unnecessary
suffering of terminally ill patients who choose to control
the manner in which their
lives end.
This initiative only applies
to people who are mentally
competent, diagnosed by at
least two doctors as terminally ill and have less than
six months to live. Many
safeguards are in place to
prevent abuse, the same
safeguards that have let
Oregon's Death 1Vith Dignity
Act work for 10 years with
no signs of any patient being
forced to do anything against

Theresa Schremmp

Swain 6. Schrempp, PLLC

their will.
Although medical advances have vastly improved
palliative care for people
suffering from terminal illnesses, there is still a small
number of people who can-

not find adequate relief from
pain and some symptoms
of degenerative internal illnesses, such as loss of bodily
controL Some cases cannot
be treated by any medications.
In these cases, isn't it
merciful and Idnd to let
people who decide they don't
svant to endure the suffering
for the last dayi of their life
to die on their own terms?
I know that I would at least
want the option available
to me ¡fi were in the same
situation.
1-1000 is about giving
people dioices. It is about
granting people the freedom
to avoid needless suffering
if they so choose. It is about
compassion for your fellow
human beings.
Oregon has proved this
law is safe and will not be
abused, so there is no reason
to deny people who are suffering this choice. Vote 'Yes'

on 1-1000.
Scott Taylor

Volunteerfor 1-1000

VARGUS is a junior majoring in English. Comments

un be sent to nic.vargustewhitworthiansom.

Write a letter to the editor. The Whitworthian welcomesreader responses to anides or issues of interest to the Whitworth
community.Send letters to edittx@whitworthian.com cc submit online. limit to 200 words. Visit whitworthianzet for details.
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GERMANY
Rachel O'Kelley
Staff Writer
Each year the Vhitworth
basketball coaches look at more
than 1,000 prospects. They filter
through until 50 students remain.
In addition to that number, four
to six new recruits are added to
the team each year from around
thc world. This year two new
players from Germany, freshmen
Felix Fricdt and Andreas Samus,
were added to the team.
Last summer the basketball
coaches at Gonzaga University
informcd Craig Fortier, thc assisiant men's basketball coach
at Vhitworth, that there was a
talented player from Germany
who attended Mark Morris High
School for a year in the United
States. Fortier set out to find out
who this player was and found
Fricdt in Dusseldorf, Germany.
For the ncxt several months,
the 'Whitworth coaching staff
communicated with Fricdt.
Friedt told them that he was
looking for a college just like
1Vhitworth University, where
he could apply his talent in basketball and his academic excellence.
Over Christmas break Friedt
derided to visit 'Whitworth to
meet the coaches and thc team.
After he was accepted, he made
thc decision to attend WhitIvorth, despite having an opportunity to go to several other
schools.
Once Friedt had made his decision he presented an Idea to
the coaching staff. He suggested
that theY look into recruiting a
friend °fhb from his hometown,
who also played basketball competitively. His fellow teammate
Samus, also from Dusseldorf,
Germany, wanted to attend college in the United States.
After Samus notified the Whitworth team that he had chosen
to play for them. Jim Hayford.
associate professor of Idnesiology and athletics and the head
coach of men's basketball, decided to visit Dusseldorf in May
of 2008 to meet the players and
their families in person. Hayford

Above Freshman Felix Friedt, left, engages his teammate and countryman, freshman Andreas Sarnus, In a gams of one-on-one In Graves Gym.
Right FrIedt, above, palms a ball, while Samus, Wow, spins a ball on his fingertips.

watched several players meticulously during his visit.
'I realized that I got the creamof-the-crop; Hayford said.
By the time that Friedt and
Samus made it to Whitworth for
their first day, Hayford was very
excitecL

it

was a joy to see these two
fine men actually at Whitworth
University; Hayford said.
Though Friedt and Samus are
excited to play here in the United
States, they said there are many
differences between American
basketball and German basket-

ball, which can make this kind
of transition difficult. Samus said
the games here are much more
fast-paced and more physically
demanding than they are in Germany.
However, both Friedt and
Samus are adjusting to their new
life at Whitworth and are ready
to begin a new part of their lives.
They are both majoring in international business, and Friedt is
thinlcing about double majoring

in accounting.
Both are enthusiastic about
playing sports, especially basket-

ball, during their free time.
'My main hobby and desire is
basketball; Fricdt said. They are
both very excited to begin the
season and getting to compete
with other teams.
They have busy schedules
with basketball related activities.
On Mondays they w-ake up at 6
a.m. to go weight lifting. Then
they have breakfast, classes and
homework time until their conditioning scssion. After that they
go to basketball practice for two
and a half hours.
After a half an hour of eating

dinnerand doing homework they
head off to an open gym practice
for two hours. To end their busy
day they play a few games of
Foosball and pingpong.
Though this seems an almost
unbearably busy schedule, they
still find time to have fun and
do some of the things they love,
like talking to their friends and
families from Dusseldorf and
relaxing aftcr their busy days of
practice.

Contact Rachel O'Kelley at racheLokelley@whitworthian.com.
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SRI LANKA
Caitlin Richmond
Scene Editor

Priya' Yeganathan, a student from Sri.
Lanka, poses In front of her country's &lg.':
.

.

Ail photosby Mows' JKcQuilin/Whit.worthia'n

he

education system in
Sri Lanka is a lot different than
it here, Yeganathan said. The
relationship between students
and professors is much more
formal there, almost Hite there
is a barrier between thc two
groups, she said.
We don't call them by their
names; we call them sir or
ma'am," she said.
Yeganathan is majoring In
computer sdence but she enjoys all of her dasses. She de-

s

Most high school students
might consider going to college
abroad, but usually only for a
month or semester. Fresiunan
Priya Yeganathan, who is from
Colombo, Sri Lanka, went to a
private university where it was
required to go to school out of
the country.
Yeganathan found out about
Whitworth from a brochure
she piciced up. She was also cided to major in computer
considerin. g Seattle Pacific science because there is a lot of
University, but eventually de- demand in fields like that, she
dded to come here.
said.
"Ws a really good place to
She was considering majorbe," shc said. The professors ing in biology but decided not
are good and the students are to because her brother is already majoring in it, and she
friendly."

though it wouldn't be a
idea to have two people ir
family majoring in the 5
thing.
Yeg-anathan misses h
a lot, especially the food.
communication méthods
also different here, she sait
Coming to Whitworth
her first trip overseas, as
as her first trip outside o
Lanka. Many things arc
ferent from her home co
try. which is still develoi
she said. But even with al

differences Yeganathan is
happy she Is at Whitworth
"I just love the place;
said.
Contact Caitlin Richn
at caitlin.richmond@whit
thian.com.
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IRELAND
JulleWootton

three;

News Editor

However, it's not all fun and games
for Annett
At Annett's home university, she
completed two large assignments per
class per semester, plus an exam at the
end of each semester.
"I would talce a break for one week
and not do any homework and then
work really hard on projects the next
week; she said. "I work better under
deadline."
She said she is not used to doing
homework every day.
"I was finding that different at first,
but now I'm getting used to it," she
said.
At her home university, Annett is a
student in the media studies and production program.
"Here, I'm taking classes that aren't
offered at home," she said, listing Editing, Layout & Design, Public Speaking and Interpersonal Communication
among the dasses she's taking at Whitworth this semester.
Annctt is also a disc 'jockey on
KWRS.
"It was daunting the first time I was
on air; she said, adding that she's not
used to having to improvise on air.
She said she plans to apply to become one of four or five students on air
at her campus radio station back home
next year.
"I hope that (MRS( will help me
develop some natural skills and get
ready for that; she said.
Annett said one of her passions
is photography. As she walks around
campus, she takes her camera wherever
she goes in order to capture her Whitworth experience.
Her mother works as a professional
photographer.
wouldn't mind following in my
mom's footsteps," Amen said.
Contact Julie Wootton at julie.wootton@whitworthian.com.

Chips are fries, shopping carts are
trolleys and cookies are biscuits to
Emma Annctt , a junior from Northern
Ireland.
When Annett applied late to study
in the United States through ISEP, an
exchange program, shc didn't think
there would be any openings.
wantcd to go somewhere in California, but those spots vere grabbed up
quiddy," Annett said.
After sending in the forms, shc was
told that there were a few openings at
colleges in Kansas, West Virginia and
Washington.
"My adviser said 'You'll love it at
Whitworth. It's not much different than
home" Annett said.
Shc said shc thought about waiting
another year before studying abroad,
but decided to go for it.
"I've always said, 'What's meant for
you will not go past you,r' she said.
Annett, who is from a small fishing
village on the east coast of Northern
Ireland about 40 minutes from the capital city of Belfast, attended the University of Ulster at Coleraine for the past
two years.
Annctt is studying at Whitworth for
one year.
"I think I'm going to want to stay
longer, but I have to return home for
my final year," shc said.
Aiinett's home university is located about two hours from her hometown. After attending classes Monday
through Friday, she went home on thc
weekends.
Annett lived in a house off-campus
with three other female studcnts. She
said only about 100 students are housed
on campus.
"Everyone else lives in the nearest
town, which is about five miles away;
she s.tid. "Because everyone's living off
-

Emma Annett, an International student from Northem Ireland, poses with her camera
In the Loop near the library.

campus, there's not a bringing of everyone together like there is here."
Annett's school is about the same
size as Whitworth.
"If it were any bigger than this, I'd be
lost," she said.

Annett, who livei in Ballard Hall,
said the B-SchMac (Ballard, Schumacher and McMillan( community is
ncw to her.
"I'm loving the B-SchMac community right now; she said. "I've never
had that before;
Annett is also adjusting to popular
college student activities in the United
States.
A few days ago, Annett played Frisbee and rode a skateboard for the first

time.
'There's so much more to do than
spin about in a car like we do at home;
she said. "I never did these things be-

fore:*

She said the people at Whitworth are
also different than at her home university.

"I'm finding people really friendly,"
she said. "Also, I've never seen so much
diversity. In Northern Ireland, everyone's the same;
Annett noticed one difference about
male Whitworth students and the male
students in Northern Ireland.
"Guys hcrc hug each other," shc said,
laughing. "The guys at home would
never do that;
She said she was also surprised by
how people dress. After having to wear
school uniforms at public schools, An:nett said the style of clothing that students wear in the United States is more
casual.
"I don't think I owned a hoodie until I got here; she said. "Now I own

FRANCE
year or having a lifetime experience. And obviously I chose to
have a lifetime experience."
One quad on the second floor
Catel grew up in Northern
of Stewart Hall, adorned' with a France, on the other side of the
French flag on the bare walls of country from Ducournau .
the lounge, feels lilce borne for
He said he first visited the U.S.
freslunen Irvin Durnurnau and when he was 14 years old.
Max Cate!, both frorn France.
Catel, who graduated from
The quadmates inet for the' an undergraduate program in
first time at the Spokane Interna- France last year, is currently in
tional Airport and learned that his first year as a graduate stuthey would be living in rooms dent. next to each other.
'5.
While at Whitworth, he is takWax( is like my brother, ing undergraduate English dassgirlfriend and wife; Ducourneu es to improve his English slcills he
said. We fight a lot and he bugs said. Catel plans to teach English
me about leaving my shoes in the in France.
middle of the floor:'
Ducournau and Catel repreCatel said although he and sent two different cultures within
Ducournau speak to each other France.
in French, they spend time with
"The culture is quite different
other people as well and want to between the northern and southlearn as much about U.S. culture ern regions; Catel said adding
as theY can.
that the dialect and food are also
While growing up, Ducournau different between the regions.
split his time between Southern
The quadmates help WhitFrance and Athens, Greece.
worth French students by servHe recently finished a two- ing as TAs for live language labs
year college degree in sales and - Catel_ for Fre.nch 301 and Dumanagement in France and is cournau for'French 201.
studying business at NVhitworth.
Ducournau said one of the
"I received a scholarship to
main cultural differences become herer Ducournau said.
tween the United States and
vas either going into my third France is the food.

JulieWootton
News Editor
R6id rive profiles of intenutiorul student online at

whitworthlan.com

it wouldn't

be a good

lave two people in her

najoring in the same
athan misses home
pecially the food. The
aication Methods are
!rent here, she said.
ng to Whitworth was
trip overseas, as well
trst trip outside of Sri
Many things arc difrom her home coonch is still developing,
. But even with all the
xs Yeganathan is still
le is at Whitworth.
t love the place; she

cl Caitlin Richmond
fl.richmond@whitwor-

it

trvin Ducoumau, left, and Max Catel hang In their room In Stewart Hall.

°We have healthy food in
France, but the food isn't very
healthy here; he said.
Another difference is that in
France, "people are more individualistic; Catel said_ "Here,
they're more welcoming."
Although neither Ducournau
nor Catel identify themselves as
Christians, they said being on a
religiously affiliated campus is a
good thing.
.
"Life is more centered on religion here; Cate! said. "Even
though we're not religious, religion is an asset:to integrating
here. People are nicer;
s

Both said they enjoy life on
campus. In France, it is common
for students to live in a flat downtown or with their parents, Ducournau said.
"Everyone lives here, so it's
easier to create bonds:* he said.
This is the first year that Catel
has lived away from home while
attendiMg schooL

"Here at Whitworth, students
come from all around; he said.
"In France, we go to school dose
to homer
Contact Julie Wootton at julie.
wootton@whitworthiatt.com.
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Lauretta: Serving with a smile
sophomore Christine Kirkpatrick said.
She is an exciting part of going into [the
dining hall]:
Although Lauretta has worked at Whitworth for a while, shc was afraid of the
changes with Sodcxo this year. While peopie were being shuffled around she thought
she was to be repositioned to work in the
back, which did not appeal to her.
"I'm a people person," she said, adding that shc was greatly relieved when
she found out she would be at the omelet
counter and remaining in the deli.
However, this year it is harder to gct
to know everyone's names since she isn't
scanning cards, shc said. But she is still
setting goals for herself to cnsurc she'll
mcct new people and make an effort to remember old faces.
"Before Christmas I want to know cvcryone's name in my omelet line," Laurctta
said.
"She's an awesome omclet maker," freshman John Wescott said. When you're
cranky in the morning she will cheer you

Dining hall server
brightens students'
dining experience
The Employees

of

Parti

Of 3

Sophie Sestero
Staff Writer
It can be frightening being away from
home for thc first time. Classes arc stressful. Life is getting crazy and there isn't a
friend to turn to. Where can you find rcassurancc at Whitworth? Studcnts can always feel free to relax with comfort food
and the m-arm smiles of Laurctta Hughes.
Lauretta describes herself in many
ways: a soccer nut. Italian, a Taurus and
bull-hcaded. But most of these words are
not choices students might say.
"She's super friendly; she always has a
smile on her face: junior Amanda Plumb
said.
She can even make Sodcxo better for
some students.
She always brings a good attitude towards [the Dining Hall): freshman Nick
Combo said.
Lauretta tries to make everyone feel
welcomed, special and important with
her compassionate, maternal nature. This
is an important thing for students, such
as freshmen, who are adjusting to life at
Whitworth, eating three meals a day in a
cafeteria and letting go of family.
She knew my name within three days
of meeting me: freshman Michael Taylor said. "She's probably one of the most
genuine, caring people I've ever met; she's

amazing:*

Lauretta even has her own Facebook
fan club, called "Lauretta Can Swipe Me
Anytime!" which has 232 members. Part
of the club description reads, "When you
see Lauretta before your wicked sweet
meals, does it not make the... food taste
that much better?"
The rest of the page is filled with discussion groups and wall postings about how
the members appreciate seeing Lauretta's
smiling face and her efforts to always remember everyone.

up."

Laurctta learned many of thc skills shc
applies today from hcr 30 ycars of experience as a waitress.
you know somebody's name or
something about them, it just brightens
their day, Laurctta said.
Shc has lived in Spokane nearly all her
life. In her 20s shc went to California for
onc year to seek fame as an actrcss. However, she didn't care much for the wild
atmosphere and decided ta come tome.
Before that, she had gone to beauty school
and Oidn't find it fitting her tastcs either.
She started to find hcr niche whcn she
began working at a restaurant called Ihe
Bread Board. This is where shc met hcr
husband; he was a cook while shc was a
waitress. They have now been married for
25 years.
Her family includes hcr husband, Greg,
three sons and onc daughter. More recently, her first grandchild, six-month-old
Miles Preston, was added to the mix.
Lauretta said she wants everyone at
Whitworth to know shc loves them dearly.
Ibe students are without a doubt what she
lores the most about the school and hcr
job, she said.
"Laurctta seems like an icon of Ithe dining hall): Combo said. She always knows
somconc in (the sandwich) line:

if

Perri Guanont,./111utuvrthian

Sodexo server Lauretta Hughes sits In Mind & Hearth. Lauretta has worked In Sodexo
four years and has become a welcoming presence for many students.

for over

"Lauretta is fan-freaking-tastic: Plumb
1 started to feel comfortable at "Whitsaid. "People are stressed out and they go worth when I saw how loving everyone
into (the dining hall) and she has a way was to me and one another," Lauretta
of de-stressing them and
said.
making them feel OK."
Ibis is Lauretta's
When Lauretta startcd
fourth, or senior year as
"People are stressed out and they
working at Whitworth,
she puts it, working at
her first impressions let go into [the dining hall] and she Whitworth. In hcr four
has a way of de-stressing them
her know she belonged
years she has become
here. She noticed how
active on campus in varand making them feel OK"
kind everyone was to
ious events, including
Amanda Plumb,
each other. She would see
being a judge in thc Mr.
junior
couples holding hands,
Whitworth competition
and people waving and
for Springfest 2008 and
being considerate to othreading Christmas stoers. She quickly fell into a comfort zone ries in Stewart.
she is not planning to leave anytime soon.
"She's an institution at this campus:

Contact Sophie Sestero at sophic.sestero@
whitworthian.corn.

For Ghanaian students, Whitworth filled with familiar faces
Kelsey Morgenthaler
Staff Writer
Whitworth has seen a rapid
population spike of Ghanaians,
rising from zero to eight in two
years, said sophomore Elorm
Atisu.
"I hope you don't think that we
carne from a really small place. We
didn't Accra is big. It's just a really
odd situation where we all randomly !mow each other: he said.
Before these students carne to
Spokane, most ofthem forrned ties
in Accra, Ghana. Several of them
knew each other from the sarne
boarding schooL Some of them
even lived in the same dormitory,
which enabled them to more deeply develop their relationships.
"It's hard for people who aren't
familiar with the boarding school

system in Ghana to understand:
said Atisu. In Ghana, we got to
do very little outside the boarding
school without first seeking official permission. Boarding school
is very strict So the people inside
the dormitory that you are always
with become your family."
Atisu went to the same high
school as sophomore Emmanuel
(Kofi) Anukun-Dabson, and
freshmen Kelvin Garner and Felix Buatsi. Anukun-Dabson, Atisu
and Buatsi also lived in the same
dorm, which allowed them to
know one another before coming
to Whitworth.
ALL ROADS TO WHITWORTH

Anukun-Dabson's father is
a pastor who is supported by
Whitworth Presbyterian Church.

A member of the Spokane-based

congregation went to Ghana
and told Anukun-Dabson about
Whitworth University. Because
of this, he and Atisu looked into
the college and enrolled in fall
2007.
"I could've gone to universities
in Ghana, but I just had a feeling
I was going to come here," Atisu
said in the March 18 issue of The
Whitworthian. "I had a feeling

that God hada purpose for me in
America:
When it came time for Buatsi
to choose a school, he followed
his fellow dormmate predecessors to NVhitworth.
"I knew Emmanuel was here
and I wasn't planning to apply to
Whitworth, but just as the deadSee GHANA, page 12

Ryan Entsson/Whituvrthian

Sophomores Elorm AtIsu and Emmanuel Anukun-Dabson hang out together
in the Arend Hall lounge Sept. 25.
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Vargus trying to put KWRS on map
Director brings
top bands to
campus station

Minus the Bear
to play at Service
Station Oct. 8

Gregory Karpovics
Staff Writer
Nic Vargus has taken over as
KWRS music director.
"Anyone who has been here and
has bccn a part of KWRS knows
that I'm filling some pretty big
shoes stepping into Caleb IKnoxi's
job," Vargus said. "It's going to take
some time for me to be able to work
the station in a way that he did."
Being a music director is an
evolving Job and job description,
Vargus said. His responsibilities

range front checking that everything fits Federal Communications
Commission rules to adding music
for disc jockeys to play.
Vargus is also helping KWRS
make the transition from radio station to an online podcast site.
"When we move our frequency,
we will go online," he said. "Part of
moving online, for me, is having legitimate stuff online."
Despite the transition, thc station
is going to keep the same practices
as a Web site as it did when it was
a frequency. PATS has a history of
interviewing several bands on thc
radio station. These interviews will
continue on, even as the station
movcs online, Vargus said.
Tye been doing a lot of in-

Drrck CasanovailWhitsvrthian

Nic Vargus, the new music director of KWRS, talks with co-host Jon Fox during their Tuesday night radio show.

terviews with a lot of bands. Interviews with John Nolan (from
Straylight Run]. We've interviewed
Horse Feathers, Jonezetta, David
Bazan Efrontman for Pedro The
Lion], and Anberlin; Vargus said.
"The interviews are booked till No-

and their CDs.
"When you have More than a
dozen CDs to review every week
and you want to do a good job at
picking out good songs for the radio, you just don't have the time to
spin it so you IMOW it inside out:

vember:*

Vargus said. "That's a real struggle
for me because I am the kind of guy
who gris siutic un a band, and I just
really want to listen to that band for
a while, but I really don't have that
luxury."
Vargus said thc change between
Knox's time as music director and
his time will be very noticeable.
"Me doing this means changing
the entire face of KWRS, because
it means it's my music taste instead

However it hasn't been a completely smooth transition, Vargus
said.
"Keeping in touch with all these
contacts that I never knew would
probably be onc of thc hardest parts
of this job," Vargus said."' just don't
have the same relationship with all
these guys that Caleb did:
Another difficulty that arose for
Vargus was his passion for bands

of Caleb's; Vargus said. "For instance, the top three bands on my
play list are Brand New, Radiohead
and Sigur Rós:
In addition to the change in
music, Vargus plans to completely
make the move online,
"As music director, my opinion
will be a big say in moving online,"
Vargus said.
Vargus also hopes to make
K1VRS more famous.
"I would like to establish Whitworth Radio Station as an authority in the music scene of Spokane,"
he said.
Contact Gregory Karpovics at

gregory.karpovics@whitworthian.
com.

Review: Musee brings instrumental variety
Yong Kim
Assistant Scene Editor

Countless stacks of National Geographics dating
from the 1930s to 2000s
and antique coin-operated
mechanical music boxes
are some influences of Musk Mccanique.
The folk and electronic
sounds of the band consist
of both the traditional and
unorthodox. The band incorporated those sounds
during their performance
Saturday, Sept. 27.
From the traditional
guitar, drum and bass, to a
musical saw, glocicenspiel
and seven-piece keyboard
set (including the melodica, a toy-like musical keyboard on top that is played
by blowing air through a
mouthpiece on the side),
Musce Mecanique skillfully incorporated old and
new instrumcnts into one
cohesive sound.
Main member Sean
Ogilvie describes their music philosophy as "old oiled
technology with fascination with future:

shOW.

From simple beats produced by percussionist
Matt Berger's hands slapping his thighs, or soft bass
notes played by Jeffery
Boyd, everything blends
together despite the source
and technology of the

Guitar taps, electronic
noise, creative time signatures and smooth lyrics'
are coming to the Service
Station courtesy of indie
rock group Minus the Bear.
Come hear their energetic,
experimental and soulful
music a week from Thursday. Tickets are $14 at the
Info Booth in the HUB.
Minus the Bear found
success with their album
"Planet of Ice," which they
released in August 2007.
Much of their music can be
streamed from their Web
site,
www.minusthebear.
COM.

Tklahomarat
Civic Theatre
through Oct. 26
Spokane Civic Theatre is
currently running its production of "Oklahoma!:
the award-winning musical.
Shows are Thursday at 7:30
p.m., Friday and Saturday at
8 p.m., and Sunday Matinee
at 2 p.m. Tickets are 516 for
students.
"Oklahoma!" takes place
during the formation of the
state of Oklahoma. It is a
romantic comedy written
and composed by Rodgers
and Hammerstein. Spokane
Civic Theatre's production is directed & choreographed by Kathie DoyleLipe and musically directed
by Carolyn Jess.

souncL

Caitlin Riclunon4/1%11itrorthian

Musee Mecanique members Brian Perez, Matt Berger and Micah Rabwin play various instruments at their concert Saturday Sept. 27 In the HUB multipurpose room.

The band is named partly after Musk Mécanique

Museum in San Francisco,
Calif., one of the world's
owned
largest privately

collections of medunically
operated musical instruments and other collectibles, according to the museum's Web site.

Me band didn't set out
to use the museum as the
basis of the name, Micah
Rabwin, the other core
member of thc band, said.
The band's parallelism of
connecting the past with
the present and future,
like the museum, just hap-

pcned to fii
A story of the first man
known to die in an airplane
in a 1934 issue of National
Geographic senred as a
muse to a song titled "The
Propellors."
Songs lilce "Two Friends
Like Us," and "Fits and
Starts" show the slow and
steady blend of old sounds
induced by technology.
The sound of organs
played on a modern synthesizer keyboard or sophisticated pitches and
tones produced by a bowstring and musical saw
showed the musical para-

dox of the band.
Musee Mecanique performed mostly from their
new debut full-length album, "Hold This Ghost;
which comes out today.
They are currently on a
five-week tour across the
United States.
Whitworth marks their
third stop in the tour. Their
tour sites range from Utah
to New York. Their final
city of the tour tvill be San
Francisco.
"The hardest aspect of
a live show is making it a
comfortable environment,"
Ogilvie said prior to the

"The fact that (many] of
them could play multiple
instruments and be really
efficient on piano stood
out," freshman music majar Justin Catlett said.
Catlett said how percussionist Brian Perez pulled
off playing so many instruments at once in certain
moments of the concert
liras "really cool: Perez can
play the keyboard, glockenspiel, lap steel guitar,
melodica and serves as a
back-up vocalist.
"We're pretty happy to
be playing at Whitworth
again. It's a really nice and
peaceful place," Ogilvie
said. "And the cafeteria
food isn't that bad:
Contact Yong Kim at
yong.kim@whitworthian.
corn.

GRAPEVINE HUMOR: WHAT NOTTO DO WHILE DRIVING
ITypc the "Deep River" paper for Core 150.

IFind out what happens when you shift from

IHost a dance-off to "I Kissed a Girl and I
Liked It:'

Play a game of Bubble Breaker on your cell

"D" to "R" while going 70 mph. (Trust us, it
isn't pretty and usually involves walking.)

phone.

ICatch up on lost time with your significant
other (if you know what WC mean).

ICatch and return a Frisbee while driving
past the Stewart lawn.

I Practice your best Mr. Miyagi impression and

ITurn left on Division.

swat at the bug inside your uindshield.

ISeparate the marshmallows from the Luck-y
Charms in your cereal bowl.

1Start a diary entry about how furious you
are at someone.

ICram for that 9 a.m. quiz you forgot aboui

'Colors of Russia'
to be performed
by symphony
The Spokane Symphony
performing three pieces
of Russian music on Oct. 4
is

and 5.
*The Love for the Three
Oranges," composed by Sergei Prokofiev, is an orchestral suite from an opera with
six movements.

The Spokane Symphony
is also presenting Igor Stravinsk-y's "Violin Concerto; a

neoclassical piece by a composer who ''as included in
Time Magazine's "100 Most
Influential People of the
20th Century:
Sergei
Rachmaninoff's
"Symphony No. 2" is the
closing piece, which displays mastery of carefully
controlled suspense and
everything else a symphony
needs: liveliness, virtuosity,
festiveness, dance and ultimate victory, according the
Spokane Symphony's NVeb
site.

Tickets are available
through Invw.spokanesymphony.org and range in price
from about $20 to $40.
Compiltd by Muhan Tegroterthuis
Sou= minusthcbearcom, spokanesymphonyors
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g Tops int.
BOX OFFICE
Check out the top
grossing movies of the
past weekend.
EAGLE EYE

$29,200,000
NIGHTS IN RODANTHE

$13,510,000
LAKEVIEW TERRACE

$7,000,000
FIREPROOF

$6,514,000
BURN AFTER READING

$6,169,000
IGOR

$5,500,000
RIGHTEOUS KILL

$3,803,000
MY BEST FRIEND'S GIRL

$3,800,000

CMJ
TOP 15
These are the top 15
albums from College

Media Journal. For the

fidl top 20, visit

citif.

cont.
1

BECK

'Modem Guilt"
2

WALKMEN

"You And Me"

3

OKKERVIL RIVER

'The Stand Ins'
4

CSS

'Donkey'
CALEXICO

"Carried To Dust"

6

STEREOLAB

°Chemical Chords"

7

BLACK KIDS

"Partie Traumatic"
RA RA RIOT

"The Rhumb Line"
CONOR OBERST

"Conor Oberst"
HUMAN HIGHWAY

"Moody Motorcycle"

12 BRAZILIAN GIRLS
"New York Gty"

13

OXFORD COLLAPSE

"Bits"

14 STILLS
"Oceans Will Rise"

15

unite in

can

odd situation'

continued fnmn page 10
lines were dosing. I looked up Whitworth's
profile on thc net and liked what I satv," Buatsi
said.
Although Garner went to the sante boarding
high school as these threes it took an Internet-

based friendship to draw him to Whitworth.
"I was Facebooking one day and I saw the
Whitworth network and because I was curious
I checked it out. I wasn't looking for a Christian
school, and I didn't %sum strict Christian rules
and policies: Garner Said. "I mct Elonn on Faccbook and we started to chat about Whitworth.
He told me about the school and convinced me
that it as a good place to look. Because I knew
him, I wa.s very interested in the school."
Kwabena Amponsah, who goes by Nana, is a
freshman engineering student who %vent to the
sante church as Anukun-Dabson.
"I had planned to go to a school in America
bccausc of my major, Nana said. "With any
other degree, I would have stayed in Ghana.
America has, undoubtedly., an adrantage in the
fields of science and technology:
Nana chose to go to Whitworth aftcr consulting with Anukun-Dabson.
"I didn't want to go to a large school," Nana
said. "Whitworth fit what I was looking for."
Freshman Abdulkadri Adamu, who goes by
Abdul, grew up in Accra and found Whitworth
through Whitworthian Ghanaian Yaw Opoku.
"Yaw and I went to thc same high school in
Ghana, but we both came to the states as exchange students last year. Yaw came to Spokane,
and I ts-as in Illinois. When I was deferred at the
University of Illinois, Yaw told me about Whitworth," Adamu said.
Although Adamu didn't know any of the
other Ghanaian Whitworthians besides Opoku
until coming here, he feels that together thcy
form a family.
"It's a small minority group," Adamu said.
"We are like brothers. We are like family."
"VVe help onc another and give assistance to
each other." Nana added.
A group that often is seen together on campus, the "brothers" also enjoy playing soccer,
or as they arc uscd to calling the sport, football
ssith one another.
"It's called football," Garner said with a laugh.
"You play it ssith the foot!"

rkga, try

Rpm Enlsion/Whitrevrthi.m

Freshman Kelvin Gamer (above left, below,) watches freshman 'Nana" Amponsah (above right) play
piano In the Arend Lounge Sept 25.The Ghanaian students often walk around campus together.

112.4,1

croft"'

1:1-1:ri-

and dialects spoken. To bridge the gaps in between different languages, many Ghanaians
CREATING A COMMON LANGUAGE
have adapted by using simplified language forms
called pidgins.
Besides liming a com"It's called 'pidgin: We creit as we talk: Buatsi said.
mon nationality, language is
ate
feel at home here. My
another thing that has been
It's full of phrases, jargon, and
brothers are here. I'm still waitdrawing the group together,
inside jokes that come from
ing for it to hit me that I am
Garner said.
the experiences that wc have
really in a different place."
Adamu nodded in agreewith one another:"
ment, adding, "'Because we
Like most languages, pidNana Arnponsah,
spend so much time together,
Ghanaian Whiniorth student
gins have thcir norms of uswe have developed our own
age and must be developed
language with one another:
by prolonged and regular
Although English is the official language in contact between its speakers.
Ghana, there are over 250 different languages
"Whenever an outsider comes into thc group,

our version of pidgin is different from theirs,"
Atisu said. It's created from our experiences and
in-house jokes:*
Although many of them expressed that being so
far away from homc in Ghana was fraught ssith its
osvn challenges and necessary adjustments, each
of them said that thcy like being at Whitworth.
"The only thing that really reminds me that
I'm not in my country is the weather: Nana said.
feel at home here. My brothers are here. I'm
still waiting for it to hit me that I an really in a
different place."

Contact Kelsey Morgenthaler at kelsey.morgenthakrewhitworthian.corn.
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GHANA: Brothers

FUJIYA AND MIYAGI

"Lightbulbs"

Not your grandfather's
quiet poetry reading
Caitlin Richmond
Scene Editor
The phrase "reciting poetry" may
bring to mind images like an older
woman slowly reading a poem about
flowers while everyone watches and
quietly sips tea.
Imagine, instead, a poetry reading where the audience started snapping whenever they liked a line that
was read, and where they cheered and
clapped after every poem was over. This
happens on a regular basis at Spolcane
poetry slam competitions.
The competitions talce place every
second and fourth Thursday through
June I I at the Empyrean Coffeehouse.
At each competition, the competitors
sign up at the door and their names are
drawn out of a hat to decide the order
they go in. They get three minutes to
recite or read their poem, and they are
not allowed to use any props.

judges are randomly picked from the
audience by thc emcee. Prior experience with slam poetry or slam competitions isn't necessary. The competition
on Thursday, Sept. 25, was a first for
junior Katie Goodell, who was picked
to be a judge.
Goodell enjoyed being a judge but
said it was also a little stressful because
of how the audience would react to the
scores. They booed scores they thought
were too low and cheered for higher
scores.
"We were supposed to rate the poetry on how it spoke to us," said Goodell.
"It was pretty objective and open."

Saturday October 4 7:00 PM
Service Station
9315N Nevada St - Spokane, VIA

General Admission: $18.00 in Advance / $20.00 At the Door

The emcee...

'Special 'VIP Tickets 525 00 (Limited Number of 'VIP' tickets available)

VIP' ticAots inculdo early Admission, Privat Afoot IL Groot with Artist

e.tvip- Laminated with Lanytud, and Special "VIP' section at tho concert

11J

kCLICK IT

Read the rest of the story about the Spokane slam

poetry competition online at

whitworthian.com

(-

1.1

For more Information Call: Peopie For Chnst
509-328-3288
Presented
PEOPLE FOR CHRIST MINISTRY

af

>>>WHIT1NORTH STUDENTS ONLY SPECIAL <<<

ADVANCE TIX ONLY $13 Each
AVAILABLE AT THE INFO DESK IN TliE HUB

Ifi41

Itittuorthian
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NORTHWEST CONFERENCE

@YT A N

BERM

'FOOTBALL'
NWC ALL

WILLAMETTE

0-0

4-0

WHITWORTH

0-0

2-1

UPS

0-0

2-1

LINFIELD

0-0

1-1

L&C

0-0

1-2

MENLO

0-0

1-3

PLU

0-0

0-2

NEXT PIRATE GAME:
Whitworth vs. Willa mette
Satu rib); oct. 4 I p.tn.

e

Afotran AlcQualin/Whitworshian

VOLLEYBALL

,

Kara Heatherly
Staff Writer

he Whitwo'rth men's

socccr team split
thcir two weekend games to stay in second
place in the Northwest Conference.
After losing to University of Puget Sound
on Saturday, the Pirates bounced back with
a 3-2 victory Sunday over Pacific Lutheran University. PLU fell behind early after
a goal scored by Whitworth senior John
Prugh. Eleven minutes later, junior midfielder Brent Zahn made the score 2-0 off
of a corner-kick from senior defender Travis Jette.
"It was nicc to come out today and set
the tone of the game with the two goals
early on: freshman Cameron Bushey said.
Thc Lutes came back with two goals to
tie the game, but senior forward Caleb
Barnhill sealed the game for the Pirates
with a second half goal. Barnhill leads the
NWC for goals scored and was named an
NWC all-league honorable mention offensive player for his performance in last
weekend's games.
The outcome wasn't as good on Saturday,
as the Pirates lost 1-0 to thc University of
Puget Sound in the first minute of double
overtime.
"It was a bad game to drop, they just cap-

italized on our errors," Bushey said. The
failure that showed on the scoreboard really wasn't failure overall:
Zac Scmago of UPS scored in the 100th
minute to give the Loggers a lead over the
Pirates.
"We learned a lot from this loss, I think
it will end up helping us down the road,"
junior Elly Bulega said.
The Pirate defense was working hard in
the middle, but there was little action on
either end of the field. Goalkeeper Brian
Sherpc had three saves, and the Pirates
came back Sunday to prove what they'd
learned.
"The first half of the game Saturday is the
worse I've seen us play," Bushey said.
The Pirates will take on Whitman College, who currently sit on top of the NWC,
at home next weekend. The Pirates lead a
handful of NWC stats, including points per
game (6.56), most goals per game (2.44),
and most assists per game (1.67).
"The game next weekend against Whitman is hug for our confidence; Bushey
said.
Joy Bacon

Junior running back Adam Anderson set a school-record with
324 all-purpose yards leading
1Vhitworth to a 41-35 victory sver
Chapman University Saturday.
Anderson scored four touchdowns in Saturday's game: two
rushing, onc receiving and one on
a kickoff return. After gaining just
140 yards in last week's 31-point
loss to the University of Redlands,
the Pirates needed to establish
themselves early on offense.
"The offensive line came ready

4-0

9-3

GEORGE FOX

3-1

9-5

PACIFIC

3-1

4-8

LINFIELD

2-2

6-2

PLU

2-2

8-5

L&C

2-2

7-8

WHITWORTH

1-3

8-8

WILLAMETTE

1-3

3-11

WHITMAN

0-4

0-13

NEXT PIRATE GAME:

MEN'S.SOCCER

contributed to this report.

NWC

ALL

WHITMAN

3-0-1

54-5

WHITWORTH

3-1

7-1-1

PAUFIC

1-0-2

5-2-2

UPS

1-0-2

3-3-2

WILLAMETTE

1-2

2-5

GEORGE FOX

0-1-2

1-5-3

PLU

0-2-1

2-5-1

LINFIELD

0-3

4-4

Morgan 3 rcQuntitlitworthiut

Contact Kara Heatherly at kara.heatherly@whitworthian.com.

Junior midfielder Joey Mattina dribbles upfield while
senior defender Travis Jette looks on against UPS.

to play," Anderson said. "They teams traded rushing touchdovns
were aggressive from the first drive before the Panthers threw for anand kept it up the entire game;
other score late in the first half.
The scoring started
Whitworth led 27-21
early, with each team
at halftime.
NEXT G AME
finding the end zone
Chapman outon their first possesscored
Whitworth
WILIAMETII VS.
sion. Anderson re14-0 in the third quarWHITWORTH
turned a kickoff for
ter to take a 35-37
Date: Oct.4
a touchdown giving
lead into the fourth
Time:lpm
Whitworth a 14-7 lead
quarter.
Location: P me Bowl for
Whitworth startat the end of the first
Homecoming game
ed the quarter with
quarter.

Junior running
back Milton Nelson found the end
zone early in the second quarter to
extend the Pirate lead to 20-7. The

UPS

Whitworth vs. Puget Sound
Friday, Oct. 3 @ 7 p.m.

Last-second TD lifts Pirates past Panthers
James Gelfer
Assistalt Sports Editor

ALL

NWC

Junior defender Bryan Olson and Junior midfielder Brent Zahn stifle an attack during last Saturday's 1-0 double overtime loss to the University of Puget Sound.

Men split weekend games

'

63-yard
drive culminating in an eight-yard
touchdown pass from junior guarterbac.k Mike Peck to Anderson.
a

10-play,

Down 33-35, the Pirates found the
end zone uith less than a minute
left when senior tight end Jimmy
Hill recovered a fumble in the end
zone to give the Pirates a six-point
lead.

Chapman drove to the Whitworth 30-yard line on their final
possession, but senior cornerbac.k
McLane Stone iced the game for
the Bucs with an interception near
the end zone.
In his first start for the Pirates
quarterback Mike Peck went 12
of 21 passing for 168 yards and a

See

FOOTBALL,

page 14

NEXT PIRATE GAME:

Whitworth vs. Whitman

Surulay. Oct. 5 @ 230 p.m.

WOMEN',S SOCCER
NWC

ALL

UPS

4-0

6-1

PACIFIC

3-0

4-3

WHITMAN

3-1

5-2

WILLAMETTE

2-2

4-4

WHITWORTH

1-2-1

5-2-1

GEORGE FOX

1-2

5-2

1-3

2-3-3

LINFIELD

1-3

3-5

PLU

0-3-1

1-4-2

L&C

NEXT PIRATE GAME:

Whitworth vs.Whitman
Wednesday, Oct. I @ 2 p.m.
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Home Sweet Home for Pirate DL Young golfers
Danika Heatherly
Sports Editor

Junior defensive lineman Brandon
Martin first stepped on the football field
as a fifth grader in Sweet Home, Ore.. but
his passion for the game grew in middle
school %vhen he realized football was
where he wanted to excel.
"I was actually scared to play football
%vhen I was little," Ntartin said. "A family
friend talked me into playing, and once
I started, I've been playing ever
since."

spark Bucs in
competitions

was never willing to lose Ntartin said.
"Senior year was special for many reasons," Ntartin said. 1 started the season
%vith two compressed disks in my back
and was out for two weeks."
Upon returning to the field. Ntartin
was named Defensive Player of the State
of Oregon in 2005. Ntartin says he owes
his success to linebacker coach Dustin
Nichol. Nichol coached Martin for three
ycars in high school and was a strong influence both in high school and as Martin
continued his football career at
Whit%vorth.
"Nichol] has always been

Ntartin was a natural aththere to push and to encourage
lete who had spent much of his
childhood outside, active in nume:' Martin said. "I still talk to
him after every game, even now
mcrous othcr sports.
that Fin at Whitworth7
"Because I was claustrophoMartin has fond memories of
bic when I was younger I wasn't
high school football, but Whitsure if I'd even cnjoy football,
worth has proven to be a larger
but once I spent time doing it. I
ÉíT WIRT11 stage for Martin as the universiknew it as %vhat I wanted to do
MARTIN
ty challenges teams from across
in high school and even beyond
the western United States.
that," Martin said.
The Linfield football team has proven a
Martin -as a "big-kid" by fifth grade
standards and had the demeanor that spoiler for many Whitworth squads in the
made him not only a natural athlete but past, but Ntartin and others have turned
also brought the disposition of a young the tables on %vhat used to be a Division
III powerhouse. As a sophomore, Martin
football player.
In high school, Martin played both had kcy tackles in a game against Linfield
middle linebacker and fullback on the that helped the Pirates procure a NorthSweet Homc Huskies football team. He west Conference championship for the
also balanced being a member of the Se- second consecutive year.
Our %vin knocked Linficld out of the
nior Board, National Honor Society and
student government where he planned playoffsand after the hard work We had
put into the season, it was a well-deserved
special events like Homecoming.
loved being involved in lots of things, victory," Ntartin said.
"Because of the relationships that I've
but I've always known that football was
my ultimate passion, and something I just made in Spokane, it has become my home

Erica Schrader
Assistant Copy Chief

County of Ararulon Autzn

Junior defensive lineman Brandon Martin
takes a break during a game last fall.

and a place where I know I'll be happy."
Martin says it's bccn a challenge finding
balance bet%veen his load in thc classroom
and on the football field.
"It's hard traveling a lot but you have to
be willing to give effort in both football
and school," Ntartin said. "Studying on the
mad is a cotnmon thing, but it's the price
you pay for being at a prestigious school
and [in al football program too:
Contact Danika Heatherly at ihmika.
htatherlyewhitworthiatt.com.

Losses drop volleyball to even record
Danika Heatherly
Sports Editor
The Pirate volleyball team
suffered losses to George Fox
and Pacific University last
week. dropping their Northwest Conference record to 1-3
and 8-8 overall.
Although %Vhitworth led
George Fox two-sets-to-none,
the Pirates couldn't hold on,
losing 21-25, 20-25, 25-23,
30-28, 16-14 in the five-game
match.
"IVe were proud of how we
played on Friday night," junior
Bethany Castilleja said. "We
carne out with a lot of heart but
just couldn't pull it together:*
Junior Tracy Schwada said

that the team came out hard
but when a few balls fell in
the Bruins' favor the Pirates
struggled against George Fox
momentum.

"I think this wet': should be
focused on generating tearn
energy and knowing that we
can come out as strong in the
fifth game as we do in the first
(gamer Schwada said.
After winning the first two
sets, the Pirates fell to the Bruins in the third.
The Pirates built a 21-13 lead
in the fourth set, but a 9-2 run
helped George Fox win the set
30-28. George Fox %von the
fifth set 16-14 to take the match
from the Pirates.
"I think that we just need
to believe in ourselves. We
have the talent and the skills,"
Schwada said. "Everyone's a
great player on the tcam, we
just need to put it all together:
Freshman Kaimi Rocha led
the Pirátes with 19 kills and 19
digs against the Bruins.
"Friday's game just took everything out dos: senior Nik-

FOOTBALL: Pirates
continuedfrom page 13
touchdown.
Anderson finished the
game with 144 yards rushing
and 56 receiving,. In all three
of Whitworth's games this
year Anderson has led the
team in receptions and rushing yards.
It can get hard because
teams begin to key on you,
but it also gives other people a
chance to get open and make
plays," Anderson said.
The Pirate defense played
was opportunistic, forcing

Id Bardwell said. A handful

tling injury this weekend.
According to Bardwell, the
Pirates' mistakes in the weekends matches are ftxablc.
"That just can't happen in our
leaguewe are all too close in
ability and fighting for conference standings to be slow from
the start," Bard%vell said.
The result against Pacific
wasn't any better for %Vhitworth, losing 25-15, 25-18,
25-18 in straight sets.
"It's difficult to pinpoint exactly what %vent wrong against
Pacific," Castilleja said. "We
just seemed to fall apart."
The Pirates never led in the
first set, hitting an abysmal

I.

dm.
MM.0.

/ 41.

o
m.

margin.
But thc team feels confident
in their match-up against defending Northwest Conference
champions Pacific Lutheran
next week.
Bardwell said that the team
is trying to be intentional about
everything they do this week.
including everything from eating to sleeping to practice with

the hope of turning around
the current three-game losing
streak in time for Homecoming in the Fieldhouse next
weekend.
Whitworth will host Pacific
Lutheran in the Fieldhousc at 7
p.m. Frida).

The second set started better for the Pirates, who hit their
way to a 10-8 lead. Pacific took
over from there, going on a 7-1

Contact Danikr Heatherly
at danika.heatherly@whitworthian.corn.

he.ai
%11..-men have a young roster this year, but
that doesn't mean a thing.
"We have a lot of work to do since we
lost our seniors, but we're improving every
week," Dykes said. At this point, he said the
team is taking things one match at a time.
Despite a lot of work ahead of thc team.
Day said they're already coming together.
"%Ve definitely have team chemistry and
we help each other out' he said. "We all %vant
to play well and put up low scorcs so WC just
go out and play as well as we can'

Contact Erica Schrader at erica.schrader@
whitworthian.com.

win shootout at Chapman

three turnovers and limiting
Chapman to just two thirddown conversions. Although
the Panthers scored 35 points,
only one of their scoring
drives was over 50 yards.
After giving up nearly 300
yards rushing last week at
Redlands, the Bucs allowed
just over 100 yards on the
ground against the Panthers.
'%Ve added a new front this
week and really focused on
the basics like tackling and
our pursuit angles: junior
linebacker Nate Hadley said.
Hadley led the Pirates with

m

run and ivinning the second
set 25-18. The Boxers went on
to win the third set by the same

.000.

seven tackles. Sophomore
linebacker Nick Ashley added two tackles for losses, two
pass breakups, and a sack.
The win improves the Pirates to 2-1 on the season.
Whitworth opens Northwest Conference play next
week against first-place %Villamette.
"It will be a tough game
and a great way to see where
we're at," Anderson said.

Contact James Geller at
janics.gelfer@whit worthian.
co','.
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The men's golf team completed a busy
after snatching first at the %%liftman
Dual Sept. 20 at Ntoses Pointe and eighth at
thc Saint Martin's University Men's. Invitational Sept. 23-24 at the
Olympia Country Club.
In Ntoses Lake, Wash.
on Saturday, freshman
Curtis Day led the Pirates with a solid 77,
"I just kept the ball
out of the wind and put
it in the hole," Day said.
Senior James Dykes
DYKES
and freshman Jeff Aly
recorded a pair of 83s
while freshman Jacob
McCallum and sophomore Ryan Young
topped it off with 86 and 89, respectively.
The Pirates claimed first with a tcam scorc
of 327 ovcr Whitnian's 338.
In Olympia, %%rash. on Sept. 23-24, the
mcn played a grueling 54 holes of golf combined as they took eighth in a tournament
including eight Canadian teams.
Dykes lead %Vhitworth with a solid 221
(75-71-75), placing him 15th overall.
"It finally clicked in the tournament,"
Dykes said. "My game was on."
The Pirates scored a team total of 947, just
one shot ahead of ninth place Pacific Lutheran University. Seattle University placed 10th
with no final score duc to a lack of players.
My finished second for the Pirates with
an overall score of 237 (82-78-77) followed by Young at 242 (80-83-79), Day
at 247 (82-81-84) and McCallum at 258
(86-86-86).
University of Victoria's Steven Lane
claimed overall medalist recording a 205
(69-67-69), but University of British Columbia %von the tournament title with a team
score of 844 overall.
"We played some teams that were a step
up from our competition level to get sonie
experience for thc guys," head coach %Varren Friedrichs said. "Ve knew we wcrc in
%veck
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Breaks School
Record
with 324 all-purpose yards
and 4 touchdowns in win
against Chapman

Come in and ask about
the Whitworth discount!
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Fantasy: A new kind of

armchair quarterback
fil

Dave Gerig

"

possible outcomes until the
big day rolls around. The best
day of the week as a fantasy
owner is finally here. It's time
to sit back and put your own
personal allegiances aside for
the betterment of your fantasy
football team. You cheer for
the Broncos, but hope Brandon Marshall doesn't score a
touchdown because he's on
your opponent's team. You
want the Seahawks to win, but
by a score of 3-0 because you
have the Giants' defense.
It's this kind of cruel grip
that fantasy football has on its
die-hard owners. The games
aren't watched for pure enjoyment They're watched as a
scout, eyeing the top performer who might be on the waiver
wire and sizing up your own
players for the week.
The highest achievement of
an owner can
be smothering

Sports Colin:mist

You've been preparing your
team everyday for the seasonlong grind, hoping that you
have what it takes to knock
off your tough opponent at
week's end. You analyze your
own players as well as your
opponents', devise a plan to
beat them, and put your team
on the field each week hoping
for the win.
This is the life of any athletic coach, but also the life
of more than 19 million fantasy football owners across
the country, according to an
MSNBC article.
It all starts with a highly
anticipated preseason draft
and then the grueling process
of choosing your lineup for
the year. The tough decisions
don't end here
as you ponder
team names
such as "Brett 'The guys playing fantasy
football are usually also
Favre's Wrangler
Jeans: the ones playing fantasy
"No Punt Ingirlfriend"
tended: and
"Kibbles
'n'

at.

may rerree/Whitwortidan
Senior fontrard Penelope Crowe fights for the ball against Puget Sound during last Saturday's game at Whitworth.

Women slide in standings
after falling short at home
through again in the 60th minute going ahead 3-0.
Down by thrcc, it was going to take something special from the home team to get back in the game.
Freshman forward Cory Druffers 85th minute
It was a weekend thc Pirates would not mind
forgetting as they came out of a weekend of tough goal drew thcm closer, but it was too little too late
conference play winless in a two-game weekend as UPS triumphed 3-1. After a rough result, Whitworth would make somc changes for PLU.
home stand Saturday and Sunday, Sept. 27-28.
"We went back to thc 4-3-3 (formation] we are
Whitworth was riding a 5-0 wave after their
opening game in the Northwest Conference two used to: said Baker. "We played procession and
weekends ago, but since then have struggled to get connected passes; we needed a good result."
The following day against Pacific Lutheran, the
on track. 'loping to make a statement to the league
Pirates would turn the table with
at home on Saturday, they took
an early goal of their own. Senior
on conference rivals University
forward Penelope Crowe scored
of Puget Sound.
'Our team's fine. I know we've
in the eighth minute from the
The previous week sophomore
spot after a foul in the box by the
had some setbadcs, but there's
forward Jenny Krzymowski said,
Lutes.
"The UPS game will be awesome
plenty of time to turn things
Whitworth would go on to
because we did not beat them last
around."
outshoot the Lutes 18-8, but the
year; it will be a good game."
Kelly Baker,
lopsided shot count made no difSophomore defender Kaylyn
Senior defender
ference in the outcome as a late
would
not
make
it
out
Plumb
goal from PLU evened things
of the first minute, suffering an
up.
undiagnosed knee injury just 24
After two scoreless overtime periods the score
scconds into play.
Plumb's exit may have rattled thc Pirates early in remained 1-1 making the Pirates 1-2-1 in Norththe game as just over six minutes later the Loggers west Conference play..
"Our team's fine: Baker said. "I know we've had
scored their first goal.
Still struggling to find a rhythm, they hoped to some setbacks, but there's plenty of time to turn
at least gct to halftime only down one, but a late things around:*
They will look to get back to winning ways
strike from PLU in the 44th minute put them
Wednesday, Oct. 1 at 2 p.m. against Whitman at
ahead 2-0 at intermission.
Needing goals in the second half, senior defend- the Whitworth Soccer Complex. Whitworth will
er Kelly Baker said, We just kind of came out with round off their week with a trip to Portland to play
the attitude we needed to get the next goal, there Lewis & Clark in the evening of Saturday, Oct. 4.
was 45 minutes left, plenty of time to play soccer."
Contact Colin Zalewski at coliti.zalewski@tvhitAfter thc rcstart of play the Loggers continued
to pour pressure on Whitworth until they broke worthian.conr.
Colin Zalewski
Staff Writer

Vicks."

Once you have your funny,
lame or downright cruel (but
downright hilarious) tcam
name set, you focus on the
technical aspects of being a
fantasy owner.
The difficult decisions you
face might include questions
like: "Do I start Steven Jackson
or Matt Forte as my second
running back?" "Who should
I pick up off waivers for at my
defense?" And, "I wonder if
that girl will go out with me if
she sees how my fantasy team
does this week?"
While the last one might be
a no-brainer, the next step to
your successful season is a detailed search through fantasy
football columns and rankings all over the web to gain
confidence in your selections.
While you do pay attention to
the rankings for the coming
week, you don't let that change
your gut instinct on the player
too much.
After this it's a waiting
game, and you visualize the

your opponent
and having the
highestamount
of points in
the league for
the week. The
biggest disappointment for
an owner might not be a bad
performance by their team,
but the nagging regret of
benching one of the day's top
performers. The daily player
tracking, ESPN watching, and
social life ignoring pays off
with a big win and a rub in the
face of that buddy who swore
he was going to beat you this
week.
So why do millions every
year get wrapped up in this
fictional fad? It's two things
that Americans love all in one:
football and gambling.
It's more than just a fantasy
game. It's Joe Beerbelly being
a part of the game and getting the chance to be a general manager and call all the
shots.
It's just too bad the guys
playing fantasy football are
usually also the ones playing
fantasy girlfriend.

Contact Dave Gerig at dare.
gerig@whitworthian.corn.

NEXT HOME GAME: FRIDAY 10/3!
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As the adage goes, sharing is caring. And as Whitworth University students
demonstrated on Sept. 23, the 2.600-student campus is all about giving back to the
community.
'Community Building Day Is designed to serve, but also to teach," SERVE coordinator Danika Heatherly said In an article published on Sept. 21 at whitworthian.
C0171.

A morning originally designated for campus beautification, CommunityBuilding
Day has evolved into an effort to introduce new Whitworth students to volunteer-

ing.
According to a Whitworth press release, approximately 800 students took on
projects at 40 locations city-wide in service-based learning. Freshman Nathan
Spangler carries plywood at the New Hope Resource Center, where 20 students
teamed to erect a new building (above). Sophomore Whitney Hedgpeth (tight)
and the Baldwin-Jenkins-Tiki-Akill leadership team took on some wheat harvesting In the fields of Shepherd's Grain, which supplies bread products to the school.
Freshman Gracie Johnson puts a fresh coat of polish on Helen Johnson's nails at the
Rockwood Retirement Community of Spokane (below), where she and her classmates hosted a camival-like event for senior citizens. Freshmen Anne Harrington
(above right) and Aaron Korthuis (left), are also pictured. Other sites included the
YWCA, Lilac Services for the Blind, Christ Kitchen and Odyssey World International
Education Services.
Following their three hours of volunteer work, the student workers enjoyed an
outdoor barbecue in the Loop, listened to the uooning of a student band and took
in a speech from Spokane Mayor Mary Vemer.
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CHECK OUT THEIHIS WEEK IN PHOTOS"SLIDESHOWAT WHITWORTHIAN.COM.

Want to iubmit your photos? E-mail us at photos@whitworthian.com.

FEATURED ONLINE
Q & A with professor of
economics Richard
Schatz on the economy

BANDS GET POLITICAL FIRST IN STANDINGS

CAMPUS SMOKERS
Brave the haze and
get to know them
as indivatals

Performers encourage audience lo
vote in election

Pirates take 3-2
victory versus
Whitman in OT
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Economy bailout

Blood sport

not worrisome
for local banks
The Whitworthian staff
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Whitworth senior linebacker Nate Hadley is patrolling the defensive side of the ball for the Pirates for one last year.

The Pirates' linebacker has football in his

he watched his father win a Super
Bowl. "Nasty Nate," a Seattle Times AllDefensive Team linebacker and three-sport
captain in high school, sits down with The
Whitworthian's Dave Gerig. PAGE 14
blood

Nate
Hadley

Although the economic situation has affected students, faculty and staff alike, local bank managers
and university representatives say they are not vorricd.
President George W. Bush signed into law a bill
for a $700 billion bailout of banks and mortgage
companies Oct. 3.
'Ihe bill was signed shortly after being passed by
the House of Representatives by a 263 to 171 majority and passing in
the Senate by 74 to
25 on Oct. 1.
CLICK IT
Earlier,
the
Read more abotrt the economic situation
llouse failed a simonline at
ilar bill by 205 to
whitworthian.con
22ts on Sept. 29:
Only about 25
percent of Americans believe that the $700 billion
bailout will succeed in relieving the credit crisis, according to a recent CNN poll.
Ihe Down Jones Industrial market varied from
short losses to drops of over 150 points after the announcement of the bilk passage.
Failure of the similar bill last week resulted in a
778-point, 7 percent drop in the Dow Jones Industrial Nlarket.
U.S.BANK SAYS COMPANY IS DOING WELL

lhe recent economic crisis has raised some questions at Whitworth concerning the status of U.S.
Bank, the bank the university uses.
Brian lienzel, vice president for finance and administration, was out of town last 14,-cek and was unavailable to comment on the university's finances.
Jennifer Wendt, media relations specialist for U.S.
Bank, said not much has changed for the company.
"We've been doing quite well," Wendt said.
U.S. Bancorp ranks No. 6 in the nation by asset
See

Hidden roots
Ira McIntosh
Staff itTriter

Whitworth's current student leadership structure is
NEXT WEEK
still heavily influenced by
Read more about
ideas proposed 30 years ago.
Whitworth's unique
Student leadership posistudent leadership
program in
tions, including medic and
cultural diversity advocate
PART20F2
positions, were created in
the mid-70s by Dave Erb,
former director of student
development.
school was required by state and national
laws to impose limits on students in regard to alcohol consumption and drug use, Erb said in an Oct.
1, 1971 Whitworthian article. With that exception,
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Student Life philosophy's origins

found in 1970s dean's vision
the school has afforded students the right to make
their own decisions, according to the article.
"(Whitworth) as an institution obviously can't
condone the use of alcohol or drugs, but otherwise
is giving the student a free-hand to set his own
guidelines," Erb said in an Oct. 1, 1971 Whitworthian article.
Members of the campus community have talked
about the role of student leadership on campus
since Whitworth was established in 1890.
"In order to make the students happy, we're trying to set up a structure, but within that structure,
students have an immense amount of freedom"
said Dick Mandeville, associate dcan of students.
"If the students were unhappy, then this is a school
that would listen'

See

LEADERSHIP,

Older students fit in.

page 3

PAGE4

FerrctiltauNvrati-in

Student medics meet in the Health and Counseling Center on Sept. 30.These
student-run positions began in the 1970s as part of a dean's overall vision.
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Studentsreport laundry thefts
Jeans go missing
from laundry rooms
on campus this year
Rachel O'Kelley
Staff Writer

\Vhile freshman Jennifer Finch was letting her clothes dry in a Warren Hall laundry room, she stepped out of the room for
a few moments.
When she returned to retrieve her clothes,
she found that two pairs of her jeans were
taken while she was out of the room.
There have been five laundry thefts reported to security sincc the beginning of
the school year, according to the campus
incident log.
Students have reported missing jeans
from the laundry rooms in Ballard, Duvall
and 'Warren Halls.
Several residence halls have chosen to
post signs in their laundry rooms warning
students of the theft problem.
A while after Finch's pants went missing,
she found a pair of jeans at Plato's Closet, a
Morgan McQuilintliatitinwaim
department store located within a few minutes of campus, and she said she was sure
Freshman Karrina Dehle does her laundry In the Duvall Hall laundry room Oct. 2.
they were hers.
"It was exactly the sarne pair; Finch
investigating this case to help Finch find lets, cameras and bicycles have been stolen
said.
quite frequently, he said.
Plato's Closet is a department store fran- out who took her jeans, shc said.
Now that stolen laundry has become
Finch suggests that residents stay down
chise with stores scattered across the Unitin the laundry room a problem, studcnts must become more
ed States.
when they are drying aware of their surroundings, he said.
The store buys used
dothes because
"Keep an eye out for (laundry and other
clothing
name-brand
WEB EXCLUSIVE their
the liryers do not have personal belongings); Lee said.
and resells it at a disIf residents are afraid of losing laundry,
locks on them.
counted pricc.
Read the amps incident bg online at
Danny
they
should be in the laundry room thc
Junior
The employees at
whitwort hlan.com
Lee, who is an RA in whole time in order lo keep their belongPlato's Closet informed
Warren, said stolen ings safe, he said.
Finch that the pants
had been sold to them the day alter her laundry had never been a big problem in
Contact Rachel O'Kelley at rachaokelthe past.
jeans had gone missing.
However, belongings such as 'Pods, wal- ley0whitwotthian.com.
The workers at Platos Closet are actively

ewerieow...44.0.eamiiiimm
Assistant Scene Editor
Yorg ran
rage 1.4.4.e...eirooLci.
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Spats Editor
Dania Heatherly

size, according to company reports.
The crisis shouldn't affect Whitworth studevts
who use U.S. Bank. NVendt said.
"You're guaranteed to get your money; she
said. "We're (Federal Deposit Insurance Corp.)
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Facilities Services is not worried about an
increase in construction costs due to bad cconomic times.
"'When people stop spending money, contractors start to lose business," said Steve Thompson,
director of capital projects. "The price of commodities will go up, but the actual price of the
labor will go down.
The equipment-intensive worlc, such as paving or other work involving petroleum products,
will become more expensive, but labor-intensive
work will become cheaper, he said.
"There are a lot of contractors out there beca. use of Spolcane's recent growth and they will
be hungry," Thompson said.
The only reason construction costs may
change is if subcontractors change their rates,
he said.
"The real problem will probably be more on
the financing side of future projects," Thompson
said

JaqueWheeler,
Colin lalewski

WASHINGTON MUTUAL BOUGHT OUT
OPINIONS POLICY
Columns, editorial cartoons and reviews are the opinions of their indiriclual creators and not necessarily the
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The largest bank failure in history took place
two weeks ago when Washington Mutual was
seized by federal regulators on Sept. 25 and sold
to JPMorgan Chase for $1.9 billion.
Ifanything, the switch should provide students
with more security for their money, said Mark
Inklebarger, branch manager of the Northpointe
Plaza Washington Mutual in Spokane.
He said there won't be any immediate changes.
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Info Night
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Policy left in handbook
Off-campus clause
voted out last fall,
remains in print
Yong Kim
Assistant Scene Editor
A controversial clause from a section of
the off-campus student policy revised last
fall was not removed from the 2008-09
printed student handbook.
Administrators forgot to remove the
clause "and behavior that is potentially
harmful to the rcputation, educational
mission or interests of the university; before the handbook was printed last summer.
The clause caused concern for many students living off campus last year due to its
ambiguous meaning.
"It was about trying to control us instead
of letting us be responsible adults and allowing us to make our own decisions,"
then-senior Sltaina Western said in an article in The Whitworthian last November.
Although the changed policy was taken
into effect immediately, student handbooks were already printed for the 2007-08
academic year.
"Mc revision] didn't change policy all
that much: said Dayna Coleman, assistant dean of students. "The phrase was just
taken out because of the unease it brought
to students:*
The Student Life Committee, made up
of administ rators, faculty and students, decided to revise the off-campus policy and
remove the clause at a meeting last November.
The committee held the meeting to review the student handbook policy after

students who became aware of the dausc
raiscd qucst ions.
lhc dccision to rcnidve the dausi'was
unanimous during the meeting last year,

according to minutcs from the meeting.
The committee presented the change to
ASWU members, who later passed the
change.
Coleman said she accepts requested revisions to student policy every June. Shc
then sends the revised policy to the university communications department for
second edits before publication of the next
year's student handbook in mid-July.
The off-campus policy in general was
rarely implemented, said Kathy Storm,
vice president for Studcnt Life. No current
off-campus studcnts complained or commented about the statement still in print,
she said.
"The revised policy was in effect [since
last year], so it's more of a typographical
error," Storm said.
01f-campus senator Seth Flory said even
if students are unaware of the specific language in thc policy, they still understand
the general policy that criminal or destructive actions off campus can still jeopardize
their enrollment.
"As long as students understand that
they are expected to behave in accordance
with the law and ideas of common decency', they understand the off-campus policy,"
Flory said in an e-mail interview.
Because some students might not be
aware of the discrepancy between thc incorrcct student handbook and thc revised
policy, steps are being taken to notify students.
Flory said he is planning to notify offcampus students in his futurc newsletter.
Although the mistake is minor, administrators %vill send an e-mail to students
about the revision, she said.
The off-campus policy has been updated
on the online version of the student handbook by Garrett Riddle, managing editor
for the university communications department, Coleman said.

Committee readies
new strategic plan
Heather Kennison
Staff Writer

the actual

plan.
There will also be an "internal analysis" of the current
plan to establish a different set of priorities. The smaller
committee will talk to faculty and staff to formulate a
plan.
One of the main concerns at this point is getting student opinions, Soden said.
Although it's a little too early to say what kind of changcs the new plan will include, the committee is looking at
what it means to be academically excellent, Soden said.
%Vhitworth students have their own thoughts on how
the university could improve.
"I think wc nccd a ncw music building: sophomoré

Contact Yong Kit:: at yong.kim@whitworthian.com.

See PLAN, page 4

STUDENT LIFE

George Fox University
Doctoral Program in Clinical Psychology

continuedfrom page 1
Mandeville said the
students have a lot of influence and responsibility.

"We try to give the
students a lot of real responsibility, as choosing
responsibility is the best
form of power," he said.
Mandeville has written several articles, one of
which was for a Web site

called "reslife.net."

psyd.georgefox.edu
Accredited by the American Psycho1ogie.11 Association

750 First Sr. NE,Washington DC 20002-4242
wsnr.apJ.erg I 800-374-2721

GEORGE

Fox

SCHOOL OF BEHAVIORAL
AND HEALTH SCIENCES
414 S. Meridian Si. #6149
Nos/vv. OR 97132
800-631-0921

CHAPEL: Campus

This year, the Presidential Planning Committee is beginning the pnocess of creating Whitworth's 2010-2015
strategic plan.
The strategic plan has three main goals: to set a longterm course for the future, to challenge the imagination of
Whitworth faculty, staff and students and to set "stretchgoals" for Whitworth, said Dale Soden, vice president for
university planning and pmfessor of history.
Each strategic plan spans five years. The current plan is
for 2005-2010.
This is the third strategic plan Soden has helped to put
together.
"We will basically take a full year; Soden said. "The goal
is to get people involved"
A smaller conunittec of faculty and staff is trying to
gather information on factors such as the national economy and demographics of high
school students, "I feel with the inaeasing class
a sort of "external
sizes, more professors should be
analysis: Sodcn
hired to support the
said.
growing interests in academic
The job of the
smaller commit- areas, [particularly] in math and
tee is to work on
sdencee
the process of getEmily
Vickers,
ting opinions and
junior
inforrnation rather

than

In the artide, tided
"Beyond
Traditional
Staffing Patterns in Residence Halls: Leadership
at Whitworth College"
Mandeville writes about
how Whitworthhas given

students responsibility
within residence halls.
"The leadership program at Whitworth College was designed to reflect a wellness model,
recognizing that each
person has multiple components, each uniquely
contributing to the person's growth and maturation: Mandeville wrote in
the anide.
The anide goes on to
describe the roles of RAs,
Ministry Coordinators
[Small Group Coordinators], Health Coordinators [medics], cultural di-

cammts
BRIÈFS

versity advocates and Hall
Presidents [senators].
"I don't know of another school that has a
medic position like ours;
Mandeville said.
Junior Taryn Clark,
medic for Ballard and
McMillan Halls, is one of
10 student medics.
"Because there is a
medic in the dorm, there's
a resource for people
who are sick or injured;
Clark said. "Also, the
medic looks after the
health of the entire dorm
through education and
programs. Medics also
keep their thumb on the
pulse of the dorm, 'watching for depression, anxiety or other emotional
problems:'
Another position that
is unique to Whitworth
is the cultural diversity
advocate position. 'Whitworth has had CDAs in
different forms for several
decades, Mandeville said.
"I appreciate the intentional way that Whitworth
is welcoming [international] students and want
to be involved in that;
said sophomore Andrew
Eller, a CDA in BaldwinJenkins.
Contact Ira McIntosh
at ira.mcintosh@whitworthiatt.com.

EXPERIENCE MORE @

whitworthian.com

speaks

to hopes

for community
The chapel service Sept.
2 needed extra chairs added
in the back row as the Whit-

worth community gathered
to pray and reflect on the recent incident at George Fox
University. The service focused around the question
posed by Terry McGonigal,
dean of spiritual life: "What
kind ola community do we
hope to be and what actions
can we take to the community we want to become?"
Read more online at
whitworthian.com.

Panel of faculty
members debate
about candidates
A panel of faculty members from all disciplines debated about the upcoming
presidential election Sept.
30 in the Robinson Teaching Theatre.
"This is an annual panel
where Whitworth faculty
discuss social issues," said
Michael Le Roy, vice president for academic affairs.
Read more online at
whitworthian.com.

security incident
log shows several
vehicle break-ins
A \Vhitworth student
had her car stolen Sept. 21,
according to the campus security incident log.
Sophomore Julia Lipscomb said her car was
stolen from the Warren
Hall parking ku Sept. 21
and was recovered by Spokane police officers at the
Shell Station on the comer
of Hawthorne and Waildki
one week later.
There were three car
break-ins reponed this
week. The virindows of all
three cars, located in the
HUB and Warren parking lots, were smashed and
purses were stolen out of
each of the cars, according
to the incident log.
Read more online at
whitworthian.com.
Compiled by ncws staff

CORRECTIONS &

CLARIFICATIONS
Theresa Schrempp's last
name was spelled incorrectly in a letter to. the editor in last week's edition.
In last week's spread,
Emma Armen's home
country was incorrectly
identified. Annett is from
Northern Ireland.
The Whitworthian h corrunitted to

prong

the Whitworth community with the most accurate infamation possible. The Whitworthian never knawingly publishes inaccuracies. tf
you have a cement ci quesbon atom the
fitness or actuary da slur y, send an e-mali
to ecfrtortitwerthiancom.
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Bak
Washington state
minimum wage
to increase Jan. 1
Washington state minimum wage will increase by
48 cents next year.
The increase will start
Jan. 1 and raise the minimum svage from the current $8.07 an hour to $8.55
an hour.
The state is required to
recalculate the minimum
wage each year in September, due to Initiative 688,
which was passed by state
voters in 1998.

U.S. Justice Dept.

broadens FBI
surveillance
New guidelines passed by
the U.S. Justice Department
will broaden current FBI
surmillance guidelines.
The guidelines, which
will take effect Dec. 1, will
allow FBI investigators to
'recruit informants, employ physical surveillance
and conduct interviews
in which agents disguise
their identities in an effort
to assess national security
threats: according to an
Oct. 4 article in the Washington Post.
Several civil liberties
groups, such as the American Civil Liberties Union,
are questioning the dedsion in fear that it will violate individual rights.

Older students fit
Melissa Challender
Staff Writer

Although the traditional college student is
typically between the ages of 18 and 22, many
people decide to go back to school later in lifc. .
Senior Ron Jensen, who recently turned 50,
is a full-time day studcnt majoring in political
science.
Jensen graduated from Moses Lake High
School in 1976, served in thc U.S. Air Force
from 1976 to 1980 and received his associate's
dcgrre from Laramie County Community College in Cheyenne, Wyo. in 1984. Before attending Whitworth, he also spent two years at Michigan State University.
However. Jensen put his studies on hold to
work full time again.
"Getting my bachelor's degree was something
"Right now my focus is just to graduate and
that was always important to me, but it always
worry about the career after the diploma:
then
got put on the back track because of work," Jenshe
said.
en said.
Jensen said the younger students have been
Jensen is one of six day students ages 50 and
over. There are also 12 day students between welcoming.
"The students have been vCry supportive,
the ages of 35 and 49, according to the fall 2008
a doubt: he said. "They always have a
without
Tenth Day enrollment report.
their faces and say 'hi: In one class, they
smile
on
of
day
on
the
tenth
is
released
The report
actually dapped one time
dasses each semester.
when I told thcm I was goStudents over the age of
back to school:
26 make up 2 percent of thc
EXCLUSIVE ingJensen
said he expected
undergraduate
full-time
Read the full version ot the Tenth Day
to have fewer distractions
student body, down slightly
enrollment trport onlme at
the sccond time around,
from 3 percent last year, acwhitworthian.com
but he found his assumpcording to the fall 2008 and
tion to be wrong.
fall 2007 reports.
"Those distractions are
Although Jensen enrolled at Whitworth four
he
said.
"I
still
want to be part of a
still
there,"
years ago. he first applied in 1982 but never
group and everything that's going on?
heard back-.
Jensen said he appreciates the support he has
On top of being a full-time student, Jensen
received
at %Vhitworth.
works at Gottschalks on the South HilL
They
don't make it easy to quit: he said.
will
probably
After graduation, Jensen said he
go into politics first and then eventually start his
own business. For now, though, he said he's conContact Melissa Chart:der at melissa.chalcentrating on the present.
lenderewhitworthian.com.

NEWS LOGS
INSIDE THE CHAMBERS
topics relating to the Associated Students of
Whitworth University (ASWU), and works to
hold members of ASWU accountable.

Simpson found

guilty of robbing

SECURITY LOG

Las Vegas casino

Every week, a VVhitworthian staff writer compiles a log of some of the incidents recorded in

the campus incident report.

0.1. Simpson was found
guilty Oct. 3 of robbery.
Simpson, who was found
not guilty in the murder of
his ex-wife Nicole Brown
Simpson in 1995, robbed a
store in a hotel casino one
year ago in Las Vegas, Nev.
Simpson will be sentenced Dec. 5.

UNDER CONSTRUCTION
Thé Whitworthian posts periodic updates on
the status of campus construction at Whitworth as well as the university's capital projects
and property acquisitions.

Deal would open
U.S. nuclear

trade with India
Secretary of State Condoleezza Rice is expected to
sign an agreement that will
open up U.S. nuclear trade
to India this week.
Rice arrived in India's
capital city of New Delhi
Oct. 4 to meet with Indian
government officials.
Senate authorized the
legislation on Oct. 1 and
President Bush is expected
to sign the legislation later
this week.

experience more at...

whitworthian.com
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Stone earns
scholarship for
his senior year
Andrea Ids°
Staff Itrriter

have already been met, induding the name change of
college to university, creating Masters degree programs
in theology and business
administration, and the improved graduation rate.
1Vhitworth has surpassed
the goal of a 2 percent enrollment increase per year,
Seden said.
The new plan may set goals
for a two percent increase up
to 2,500 full-time undergraduate students, Soden said.
The increasing enrollment
at %Vhitworth may also pose
some challenges.
feel svith thc increasing
class sizes, more professors
should bt hired to support
the growing interests in academic areas, [particularly in]
math and sciences:' junior
Emily Vickers said.
Outside factors that may
threaten the success of the
plan include the economy,
and demographics of the
high school population.

Senior McLane Stone had planned
on spending thc 2008-09 academic ycar
working rather than in thc classroom.
With the rising price of tuition, Stone saw
no other choice but to
postpone his studies
until after he'd canted
enough money to
cover the remainder
of his time as an undergraduate.
the
Thanks to
Woodrow Foundation
Scholarship, ass-arded
STONE
by Whitworth, he will
now be able to walk
with his class at Commencement in May.
Thc S28,037 scholarship vsill fully cover tuition, books and supplies for Stone, a
native of Orcas Island, Wash.
"The financial aid office at Whitworth
has just been such a blessing in my life
and my family's for the work that they've
done for me to be able to go to school
Itere," Stone said.
Stone applied for thc scholarship his junior year, but wasn't selected for it at thc
time.
The Vs'oodrow Foundation Scholarship
is awarded to one Whitworth student every
academic year. Eligibility for thc award
requires a GPA of at least 3.75, high financial need and clearly demonstrated leadcrship skills, according to a Whitworth press
release.
Stone said he knew he %ranted to go into
ministry and after sitting in on professor of
theology Jim Edwards' Romans dass during a football recruiting trip. He decided
to apply to Whitworth.
Nominations are made by an academic
department and later reviewed by a university committee, which selects five finalists. The ultimate decision is made by
U.S. Bank.
Following graduation this spring, Stone
believes he will pursue a Master of Divinity at Fuller Theological Seminary in
Pasadena, Calif.
Ifc said he aspires to become a pastor
and sers-e as a marriage and family counselor.
His professors foresee him doing well
in his futurc career.
"[Stone] likes to probe and isn't satisfied with superficial answcrs," professor
of theology Jerry Sittscr said. "Ile's interested in practical consequences of ideas
and likes to ask the 'so what?' question."
Sittscr also describes Stone as a bright
and attentive student, as well as simply a
good man.
Stone has played on the Whitvvorth
football team during all four years of his
academic career and served as a RA in Arend hall as a sophomore.
I lc is a familiar face in churches at both
ends of the statc. I le worked at Whitworth Community Presbyterian Church's
daycare program and served as a middle
school youth coordinator at Orcas Island
Community Church.
I le has also volunteered at Rockwood at
I lawthome retirement community.
"I've just felt really, really blessed to
have been able to attend Whitworth and
thc community that it has," Stone said.
"I've definitely taken a lot from it and I
hope to be able to give back to it."

Contact Heather Kennison
heather.kennison@whitworthian.com.

Contact Andrea Ids° at andreaddso@
whitworthian.com.

WEB

The news section examines decisions and

Compikd byjulie Wootton
Sources: Msodated Press,
Washington Post, MSNBC
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Steven Cutter said. We don't
really have a dioir room or

anything;
Soden said most of the major goaLs of the current plan
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What is the most important issue for the Trustees to tackle?

EDITORIAL: IN THE LOOP

Vote in the poll online at whitworthian.com or e-mail thoughts to editor@whitworthian.com.

Not the time to close
Whitworth Drive
'Ibis Saturday was the grand opening of
the Lied Visual Arts Building. Right next
door, renovations are being done to 'Westminster and Alder Halls, which will eventually become one building. If you've driven
across campus, you've probably noticed the
Loop road being torn up to replace steam
lines. Students living on the east sidc of
campus often wake up to noise coming
from the construction of the new East Residence !fall.
Whitworth is growing and changing,
there's no doubt about that. Most of these
changes arc arguably much-needed improvements to the campus, especially considering the university's goal ola 2 percent
growth in thc student body each year. However, not every change being considered is
necessarily progress that deserves our support.
The university recently submitted a proposal to the county to dose Vaitworth
Drive from Hawthorne Road to Highway
395 (or Division Strcct). The land was gifted
to the university and administration hopes
to have final approval on the project by
April 2010. They explained that the safety
of studcnts crossing Whitworth Drive to get
to Hawthorne Hall and the desire to make
Hawthorne Hall more of a part of campus
are the main reasons they seek closure
of
.
the road.
While it is admirable that the administration cares for thc safety of their students
so much, Whitworth Drive does not seem
to pose such a thrcat. It isn't a very busy
street, especially when compared to Hawthorne Road, which students cross much
more frequently. We have all had classes in
Hawthorne Hall, even night dasses, and not
once felt unsafe crossing Whitworth Drive
to get there.
Many Haisrthorne Road drivers even stop
their cars to let students. cross. When they
don't, Whitworth students arc old enough
to judge for themselves when it is safe to
cross the road. Many larger universities
have multiple busy roads running through
their campuses. Crossing streets is part of
life and something most students will have
to get used to. NVhy take such extreme measures to make crossing Whitworth Drive
fool-proof?
Residents whose homes are on or near
Whitworth Drive are understandably upset
about thc proposaL For many of them, their
main route to Division Street will be permanently closed. Whitworth has proposed
building a new on-ramp to Highway 395
from North NThitworth Drive. This project
would undoubtedly be expensive.
If the administration is concerned about
pedestrian safety on thc road, perhaps they
could consider less extreme and less expensive alternatives to completely closing the
road, such as lowering the speed limit on
the road, installing a better-marked crosswalk or adding a stop sign.
The university has already taken on significant debt to support recent projects, and
the cost of closing Whitworth Drive does
not seem to be worth any small improvement it may make to the campus. Perhaps in
the future, if more buildings are constructed on that side of NVhitworth Drive, closing
the road in order to unify the campus may
be an option worth considering. However,
at this point in time, we have many other
campus projects that are better worth our
time and money.

.

Editorials in the "In the Loop" section reflect
thc majority opinion of thc Editorial Board,
which is made up offive editors.

hittuorthian
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"They should have made the law '25 feet awayfrom Christians,' not just 'buildings.?"

Don't treat smokers like sinners
lestcrol in the dining hall's pizza would
kill you before the small amount of smoke
JOSH

SWAYNE
coux.ast

Cigarette butts littering the ground,
small clouds of second-hand smoke
looming in thc air, and that clinging odor
- all things that non-smoking Whitworth
students have to put up with because of
smokers. It's bad enough that srnokers
ruin their own air, but it's just nasty that
they also ruin ours, right? Maybe, but that
really isn't the point. Clichés often become clichés because there is some truth
in them, so you'll excuse me if I say that
smokers are people too. Since smokers
arc. people, shouldn't non-smoking Whitworth students try to empathize with
them? Definitely.
When asked why he started smoking,
a business major who wished to remain
anonymous said that his summer job was
stressful and that smoking was a way to
unwind after a long da» He also said that
smoking WaS a social activity: he smoked
with his co-workers after shifts.
Senior Mia Rogers pointed out the relaxation and social benefits to smoking, as
did an art major who also wished to remain anonymous.
Relaxing and enjoying some social time
are two of the most understandable activities for a person to engage in, so why
is smoking such a big deal to people who
don't smoke? Yes, there are the health
risks of second-hand smoke, but the cho-

that Whitworth smokers produce. A bad
sunburn increases your chances of cancer
more tha.n walking through a smoker's
smoke trail every now and then. Whitworth's smokers are only hurting themselves, not you. Have a little compassion.
"Whitworth students tend to treat
smokers like sinners; Rogers said. "They
make really huge circles around you."
Of course, the smell of cigarette smoke
does bother some people, and those
people have just as much a right to avoid
smelling that smoke as smoker have to
produce it. But Rogers isn't wrong: the art
major added glaring and fake coughs to
the list of non-smokers' reactions.
Perhaps it is because Whitworth's student body is partially comprised of people
who hold certain pseudo-Christian values
that oppose smoking on moral grounds,
but smokers are not ihat welcome here
at Whitworth. The art major pointed out
that people tend to avoid smokers here.
The smoke is from tobacco, not the fires
of hell. You don't need to be afraid.
It seems ironic tnat at a college that
prides itself in educating the heart and
building community, students would be
so pettily condemning of smokers.
"As I started smoking, I met other peopie who smoked, and I realized I really
like these people; Rogers said.
Smokers aren't a filthy, immoral subclass of people, and some of them are very
much worth knowing. Granted, some of
them might be unpleasant company, but
you won't know if one is or not until you

WHITWORTH SPEAKS OUT: HOW DO YOU
fnistrating
they are using
tax payers'
money to bail
out
corporationsf

think ifs a
mistake because
there are ups
and downs and
the market
always seems to
recover.'

Justin los e,
senior

lim Houck,
junior

brave the haze and get to knotv that individual. The non-smoking community
at Whitworth is capable of extending that
hand of acceptance, and it should, because
shunning smokers is a common problem
in American society.
"We see here that we have stigmatized
not only smoking but smokers too; said
an artide from the UC San Diego News
Center, "and we also know from other research that social isolation is detrimental
to your physical health on several other
levels as well; If non-acceptance is damaging to a smoker's health, doesn't that reflect poorly on the dean-cut people who
refused to accept that person?
Here is one last thing to keep in mind:
smokers are up against enough already.
The art major is trying to cut back and
Rogers is trying to quit. But quitting is
not easy. Even if a smoker wants to quit
and knows that smoking is damaging to
his or her health, the addiction makes
that person want to smoke. Self-control is
hard enough without an addiction. Try to
imagine how hard it is with one.
Consider the following: the more you
dislike smoking, the nicer you should
be to smokers. Smoking can be as much
a struggle as it is an indulgence. Don't
make that struggle harder. Instead, give
them the acceptance and respect that they
desem as people and as your fellow students. For some, that acceptance could
be part of the support network that they
need in order to quit.
SWA'ftiE is a senior majoring in En glish. Comments can be

sent to joskswayne@whitworthian.com:

FEEL ABOUT THE PASSED BAILOUT BILL?
al think it's

a bad idea. I
think it rewards
irresponsible
behaviorf

"It's a good step
but it's not the
final fix. We
need more strict
regulations for

the mortgage
market'
Lindsay Johnston,

Tyler Whimey,

junior

sophomore
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Incident warrants reaction
NATHANIEL

ORWILER
atiAtvst

Racism is not a joke, as much
as we may Isish it could be.
On Sept. 23, George Fox University became a center of racial
controersy when a small group
of individuals hung an image of
Barack Obarna from a tree %sith
thc words "Act Six reject" taped
to the chest. Due to federal privacy laws, we may never know
the names or true intentions of
thc individuals responsible, but
we can all understand the hateful
subtext of such a display.
So what should the response be
to such an incident?

disgust and even shame. Thc
challenge that faces all individuals who were affected is how to
change this ignorant message
into a positive educational experience.
A first step in thc right direction is to realize the serious nature of this incident, regardless
of how ambiguous the message
may be. Sophomore Janis Lunalo, an international student from
Kenya, realizes the seriousness
of thc George Fox demonstration because he has come from
a country that is familiar with
racially-propagated siolence.
The indhidualls) might think
that's funny, but [they don't) understand the animosity [they)
might create between people," Lunalo said. "It shouldn't be taken
lightly:*

In our own
country, it has
is up to us to continue
been only 40
responded by
since
shossing sup}vats
fonrard progress by checking
Martin
Luther
port for George
our own attitudes and leaving
King Jr. was asFox President
the door open for dialogue'
sassinated and
Robin Baker as
the civil rights
he condemned
the actions in
movement lost
thc strongest terms. Whitworth its most promincnt leader. Stop
President Bill Robinson respond- and think about how short a time
ed by sending a campus-N.1de period 40 years artually is. Many
e-mail that referred to the act as of our parents and teachers Were
'abhorrent: Initworths Act Six alive in 1968. Many of our grandstudents have responded by send- parents were alive when the horing a fcw of their own scholars rific abuses of African-Americans
down to Oregon in order to show and those of othcr races were
itipport for thc George Fox Act commonplace.
In 40 years our country has
Six scholars:The question for each
student, however, is how should stumbled out of an mil history,
but 40 years cannot erase 200
we respond as individuals?
It can be difficult to know what years of inequality and oppresto *sink oboul an inciden% with sion. Indeed, many studies have
so few details and yet such an of- shOwn that economic equality
fensive tont The initial response between all of thc races has still
for many has been one of anger. not been achieved and is proba-

1Vhitworth

has

officially

it

bly still a long way off. For far too
long we have sunived in a world
ivhere value is only skin deep.
This knowledge is the rationale behind a group like Act Six
and any other group that wishes
to increase diversity education in
the public arena. To mock their
efforts is simply wrong.
Others, including myself, are

proud to know that %Vhitworth
has not taken the situation lightl)'. During 1Vednesday's ASW1U
meeting, plans were made to address student concerns about the
incident. 'This week ASVU will
hold an open forum for all students to come and talk about indifference on campus.
Senior Kyle Ritter expressed his
disgust %sith the message sent by
the individuals at George Fox and
his satisfaction isith Whitworth's
response.
"A lot of people can look at
this issue and say, 'well, George
Fox needs to deal with that: but
it's cool that them was a response
from 'Whitworth because it shows
that it's a universal issuc rathcr
than an isolated issue," Ritter
said.
We no longer live in 1968, we
Ih-c in 2008. It is up

to us to continue fonvard progress by checking our own attitudes and leaving
the door opcn for dialogue. It is
up to us to announce our opposition to intolerance by supporting
the efforts of those around us who
struggle against it on a daily basis.
A negative response to the
George Fox incident was warranted. Now let us be better than
that.
ORWKIR is a senior majoring in English.
Comments can be sent to nattianieironlerP
wtirtwonhiaruom.

Stigmas still surround mental illness
DE ANDRA

KENOLY
=west

Mental illness is a hard topic
to discuss with anyone, especially in a dose-knit community
like Whitworth. There is always
a looming fear that those around
you will not see you as "normal':
However, depression and anxiety issues are not uncommon
during the college years.
According to American College Health Association's 2007
statistics, depression ranked

fourth and anxiety disorders
ranked sixth on a list of top 10
self-reported health problems
students experienced in the put
school year.
Adjusting to the changes college presents can be overwhelming. It's natural that some will
feel depressed or have anxiety.
Even though there is a better
understanding of depression and
other mental illnesses, a stig,rna
remains in our culture, maldng
it hard for students to talk about,
even with those who are closest
to them.
I can attesi I have bipolar disorder.
I have periods when I am
bursting with energy so much
so that I cannot sleep for days. I
also have periods where I get so
depressed that thoughts of death
and suicide enter my mind.
It took me two years from
the time I had my first suicidal
thought to tallc to my doctor
about it and almost another year

to go to the therapist she recom"%Vhen people are truly menmended I see.
tally ill, they act in %vays that are
Thc longer I held out on get- out of control," she said. "I think
ting the help I needed, the worse a lot of people are afraid of that.
things became.
All [others] see is the [risky) beMy depressed periods became havior:*
so profound that getting out of
With this uncertainty of bebed seemed like the most daunt- havior in mind, others may not
ing task I had ever experienced. know how to react when someWorst of all, thoughts of suicide one tells them their diagnosis,
became more frequent.
Thayer said.
I wanted to gt help, but there
"They're afraid they're going to
was one thing stopping me: fear.
have to try to be helpful in a way
Whenever I attempted to tell thcy don't know how: shc said.
my
family
The lack of
and friends, I
understanding
would start to
is the reason
"The lack of understanding is
question if I
why stigmas
the reason why stigmas
was doing the
associated
right
thing.
assodated with mental
with mental
I was afraid
disorders persist, and this is why disorders pertheir percepsist, and this is
I dedded to tell my story."
tion of me
why I decided
might change
to tell my stofor the worst.
ry.
I knew that some of my friends
No one should be afraid of
and family would not understand getting help if they are feeling
my illness, but it did not prepare troubled. If you feel worried or
me for their reactions.
depressed, try talking to a friend
"%Vow, I didn't know you were
or going to the counseling ceocrazy!" one of my closest friends ter.
said to me, laughing, when I told
Mental illness can be hard to
her I had bipolar disorder.
understand, but try to keep an
After a while, I realized my open mind. If someone you know
friends did not intend for their has told you they are depressed
responses to be hurtful. The neg- or being treated for a condition,
ative perception of mental ill- be there for them.
ness stemmed from their lack of
You may not know what to do
understanding about them and for them, but if they are talking
what they have seen in movies to you then listening and supand on TV.
porting them may be the very
janelle Thayer, director of thing they need at that moment.
counseling services, said some
people do have a fear of the unpredictable behavior associated KINOLY is a junior majoring in journalism.
with perception of mental ill- Commentsan be sent to dcanciralenolp
ness.
,
witinvontilan.rom.
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Clause on off-campus behavior
should be included, reexamined
standard in order to represent itself to the public.
JUSTIN
%%Ilk reputation is a serious
LINDBORG
concern. there arc some major
mum?
problems with the inherent ambiguity of thc old off-campus behavior clause. The phrasing essentially
One year ago the campus com- enables the university to take acmunity shook %sith outrage at one tion against anything a student
small, ambiguous phrase in thc (loes that the university doesn't
student handbook. Or rather, giv- like. It could be anything from stuen student apathy, suffered mild dents holding a political demonindignation. The source of this stration to throssing a party or not
unrest lay in the dause pertain- paying their bills.
ing to off-campus bchasior stating
If the clause is still in thc handstudents might be held responsible book due to a simple, innocent
for any -behmior that is poten- mistake, there is still the issue of
tially harmful to thc reputation, clarity. As an off-campus student,
educational mission or interests of I want to know how I should act
the university:
and what I can be held accountable
Rightly angered by thc implied for. It isn't that I'm planning to do
license of %Vhitworth to punish anything terrible, only that if
the
whatever it, as a university, wanted university wants to protect its
into, students complained that thc terests through student behavior, I
phrase left too mud, ambiguity, want to know what that
means.
that they did not know what not to
I wholchc-artedly agree with the
do in arder to live up to the hand- sentiment that led to this clause's
book regulation. As a result, Stu- inclusion in the handbook. I also
dent Life made an appeal to dunge understand that there is an excepthe phrase, which led to thc phrase tion to every rulc, and that many
being stricken from the official students will capitalize on that expolicy, according to a Nov. 20 arception. The clause was vague so
ticle in The %Vhitworthian. Student
that it could be a blanket policy
Life said the handbook would not
over all disagreeable student bebc published until thc summer of hastiar. What we nccd instead is a
2008, but the policy would be ofmore specific guideline. There are
ficially changed until then.
examples in thc clause, but activisummer every %Vhitworth ties that warrant punishment are
student received a copy of the new
not limited to" them.
handbook. If they happened to flip
Nobody is saying that %Ohto the off-campus behavior clause, worth
is going to be Big 13rother.
they saw the old clause verbatim
In all likelihood thc administrain the text. Due to a mistake, the
tion won't hear about. much Icss
dause WaS never stricken from the care about,
any minor infraction of
text.
the Big Three behavioral rules off
However, why should Whitcampus. In reality, thc university is
worth give up that authority? not likely
to abuse the many pow%Vhitworth is a priv-ate university
ers this clause would give them.
and like any institution, its memThe fact remains, however, that thc
bers are %valking advertisements.
dause would give them that abilThe things that %Vhitworth stuity.
dents do, whether or not they arc
Instead, it would be nice to have
on campus, have an effect on the
a more concrete policy that is easpublic perception of %Vhitworth
ier to understand. Call it a minor
and the perception of potential
quibble, but thc "reputation, edu1Vhitworth students.
cational mission, or intcrcsts of thc
True, %Vhitworth is not hurting
university" are nowhere near spefor applicants right now, but that
cific enough for me to respect, let
is partially because the university
alone know how to follow.
puts forth so much effort to be a
respectable place whose students
are respectable members of sort- LINDSORG
h a senior majoring in English.

is

in %Vhitworth's collective
best intérest to maintain a high
cty. It is

Comments can be sent to justiniindtxxg@

whinvorthiantom.
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Each week, The Whitworthian Opinions staff will take a single

topic and each offer some short commentary. Readers are
encouraged to respond to the topic on the Perspectives blog at
whitworthian.com.
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OPINIONS
a humor column by NIc Vargus

All dressed up and nowhere to go
Dang

-

It the movie room Is

talen

study rooms. taken._
chairs all taken where do we
Lo male out now?

Agorn BeruontlIPIntworthian

Dear freshmen: Stop
making out. Thanks.
It has come to my attention that
freshmen have bccn making out in
public. Not just canoodling. We're
talking full-fledged making out.
At first I thought it was inconceivable; the rcports couldn't be truc. But
the reports kept coming in: freshmen
were seen hugging in Hawthorne,
locking lips in Licd Square, frolicking in thc Fieldhouse, =eking in
Mac. The alliteration was disturbing,
but the reports wcrc even worse. And
thcn the unthinkable: someone had
seen a couple French-kissing.
They brought that revolting European ritual to Whitworth University.
If you're not thoroughly disgusted
by now, allow me to present a series
of points you may not have thought
about:
You've only known each other
for like a month. Which means he
doesn't know that she's swimfan 2.0,
a starfish, a cling-on, thc suffocation station. She doesn't know that
his breath always smells like Doritos
and sawdust. And no, that's not "just
a quirk." it's disgusting.
These freshmen should be pouring Deep Rivers not gushy mushy
loving. If your high school teachers
didn't teach you that homework was
by far the most important part of life,
your professors arc about to. You will
need to devote your time between
classes to flash cards. And trips to
the store for pencil protectors. And
scotch tape for your glasses. It's the
only way to live.
Hanging out is for seniors. It's a
rite of passage for many. Since Traditiation has officially been stripped
of all importance and purpose, preserving this tradition should be our
number one priority.
Kissing between freshmen is
icky. For many upperclassmen,
these freshmen are young enough
to be their children! Think of what it
would feel like to have to watch your
children kiss.
Freshmen haven't even been in
Core 250. Or else they would know
they Kant do that kind of thing in
public.
Making "out" is literally impossible. "Make" is a verb. "Out" is a
preposition. You can't "make into" or
"make around." So how do you make
that which can't be made? You can't
even make an "out" in baseball. You
can cause an out. You can get an out.
You can get out. So can the freshmen
making out in the library.

It is a slippery slope. What's next,
poking on Faccbook? Your parents
raised you better than that.
They're helping spread chapped
lips. And chapstick. And things likc
chemistry. And Mono. And Hepititis
D and G. And Ebola. And Unicornitus.
It reminds me of that one Dashboard Confessional song... that's all
like "and how you're malcing out..."
James 3:6: "And the tongue is like a
fire. It is a world of wrong, occupying
its place in our bodies and spreading evil through our whole being. It
sets on firc the entire course of our
existence with the fire that comes to
it from hell itself:* Think about that,
freshmen. Seriously, think about it.
In horror movies, maker outers
always die. NVithout exception. Jason
X has a pretty cool scene where he
forces this woman's head into futuristic liquid nitrogen and then smashes
it on a futuristic counter in space. She
probably made out before this.scene
Katy Perry did it. And she liked it.
I totally do it all the time. Like
seriously, so much. And it's not even
that cool.
It is a tremendous waste of time.
So what if your tongues get to glide
around like pink whales wearing
roller skates? You could be playing
Frisbee. Or drinking from Nalgene
bottles. Or beating Guitar Hero II
again. Or teaching goldfish how to
do handstands.
Tongues are muscles. Which
is awfully close to "mussels." You

wouldn't make out with an oyster
would you? I mean a dam, maybe...
but an oyster? Yuck.
If we allow freshmen to make out
unchecked, it will spread like Smuckers jelly on multi-grain toasi Soon
freshmen will be making out at bus
stops, in movies, in trees, on swing
sets, in the rain, in the snow. Even in
the sleet.
That kind of thing is appalling. We
are a moral institution and, as such,
I challenge every one of you to fulfill
your honorable duty when you see
freshmen making out. You must yell,
"Get a room; or "Stop sucking faces;
or any other number of prudent insults to teach them an important lesson. It is a deontological necessity.
We must prohibit this osculating
before it prohibits us.
VARGUS is a junior majoring in English. Comments

can be sent to nic.varguscawhitworthian.com.

Economic troubles put war
on America's back burner
and Afghanistan is central to an abundant
amount of other issues facing our country.
TIM
Stability and America's image in the Middle
East directly affect issues like the price of
TAKECHI
OXIAINIST
oil, the threat of tcrrorism and our ability to
deal with other foreign policy disputes. One
should also not forget the drain these wars
In the wake of the banking crisis, the pres- have on our economy, as America spends
idential election, the debate about energy about $10-12 billion per month in Iraq.
independence, global warming and Russia's
With Vladimir Putin and his puppet
invasion of Georgia, it seems like America Dmitry Medvedev invading Georgia and inhas forgotten all about the two wars we arc stilling fear into their neighboring former Socurrently involved with in the Middle East.
viet republics, what leverage does the United
A year ago, I thought the most pressing is- States have when their military is distracted
sue of the 2008 presidential election would in Iraq? If America were to return to the old
be the Iraq War, and to a lesser extent the war Cold War policy of containing Russian agin Afghanistan. I was wrong. Instead, the fi- gression, we have no trump card if our miliasco on Wall Street and addressing America's tary is never given the chance to finish the
addiction' to oil has replaced the wars as what job in Afghanistan, where the "war on terfolks on Main Street are talking about.
ror" first began. Defeating the remaining alWhile these issues are important and ur- Qaeda and Taliban militants there is crucial,
gently pressing, America and the American considering the rise of extremist activities
media should not forget Iraq and the rcst of in neighboring Pakistan. With U.S.-backed
the Nliddle East. Generally speaking, most President Pervez Musharraf stepping down
of the talk in the mediasphere have put the in August, the political fate of that country
Iraq and Afghanistan wars on the back burn- appears up in the air. This should solidify
er. Front-page stories in newspapers across why Iraq and Afghanistan are so important
America make little notice of what is hap- to U.S. interests.
pening on the ground in these countries.
I appreciated that Iraq was brought up
People that I have talked to around cam- as a topic of discussion at the debate. Mier
pus seem to feel sick and tired of talking spending the first 45 minutes discussing
about Iraq. After watching the first presiden- the banking bailout, moderator Jim Lehrer
tial debate in Mississippi between Senators wisely shifted the discussion directly to Iraq
Barack Obama and John McCain, both men and foreign policy in general.
appeared a little monotonous when talking
What Americans need to realize is that
about the war. It is an issue they have debat- Iraq must not be forgotten....
ed, discussed and thought about for many
years. I got the impression Obama and McCain would love to have this issue go away so
CLICK
thcy can talk about other things.
Read the rest of Takechi's column online at
But it will not. Iraq and Afghanistan are
whihvorthian.com
here to stay. until the next president maps
out a dear plan to bring them to an end.
TAKECHI is a senior majoring in journalism. Comments can be
America's military involvement in Iraq sent to timtakechitewhitworthian.can.
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LETTERS TO T.HE EDITOR: READER RESPONSES
REeViHITWORITI DRIVE

back-pack-wearing hood

NEIGHBORS UNHAPPY ABOUT

ornaments.

PROPOSAL"

Road closure will

Alan Jacob

associate director
ofstudent housing

benefit students, not
isolate neighbors
Deb (Paulson] is quoted
as saying, "The dosure will
affect us drastically. We'll be
totally isolated."
I think it's sad, ironic and
hypocritical that there are
folks who buy a house on a
street with a cul-de-sac who
are concerned about how
a secondary road dosure
might isolate them.
For heaven's sake, they
live on a cul-de-sac! Almost
by definition, a cul-de-saes
purpose is to isolate. A
cul-de-sac screams to any
would-be pedestrian, cyclist,
heck, even a motorist, "Stay
away from me! I don't lead
to anywhere useful and you
have no business going down

here"
Cul-de-sacs simply create
a comtnunity that requires
the use ola car and are badly
connected for pedestrians
and cyclists.
While the residents living
north of the c.losure would
need to learn a new route to
get to their favorite sprawlcentric strip malls south of
them, 'Whitworth students
will greatly benefit each time
they cross campus without
having to Ivorry about I ton
steel cage turning them into

Consider commuter

safety before closing

Whitworth Drive
To the Whitworthian staff:
I'd like to address Dr.
Yoder's quote from thi's past
week's artide about the plans

to dose Whitworth drive.
He said that if the motorists
on WhitIvorth Drive were in
so much of a hurry that they
couldn't take an alternate
mute, he didn't want them
on that road anyway.
Does he also wish to
terminate enrollment of
commuter students who
use Whitworth Drive as
their safest route to campus?
He seems to think that the
Regina Road neighborhood's
concerns about the dosure
were based on a loss of convenience, when it is in fact
an issue of safety.
I am one of a number of
NThitworth students living in
that area who commutes to
school by car every day. As
such, I understand the need
for caution when driving
through the crosswalk by
Hawthorne Hall.
However, as a resident of
the Regina Road neighborhood, my concern is this: if
Whitworth Drive is dosed,
.

the only exit from the neighborhood will be via Division
Street. In order to reach
Whitworth from that outlet,
I have to pull out of Regina
Road across four lanes of
50-mile-per-hour traffic, accderate up a steep hill while
negotiating three more lane
changes, and make the turn
onto Hawthorne Road by
the time I reach the top of
the hill.
As long as we're concerned
about the safety of students,
why not question the WiSdom of putting the safety of
commuter students at risk?
As a pedestrian crossing
Whitworth Drive, I have
never been endangered by
the automobile traffic. But
as a commuter student trying to exit the Regina Road
neighborhood, I would
much rather avoid the left
turn onto Division, as I believe it is too dangerous.
I would urge Dr. Yoder
and the board to reconsider their opinions and
their plans. Ihey cannot
use "student safety" as their
excuse for dosing the road
if their decision would put
other students at an even
greater risk.
Claire Swinford

senior
French, journalism

.

Read more letters to the editor online at

whitworthian.com

a letter to the editor. The Wh itworthian welcomes reader responses to anides or issues of interest to th e Whitworth
commaity.Send ktters to editorprhinvorthnnsom or submit online. limit to 200 words. ltnit whitworthian.com for Maas,
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"To me,
this is

about the
art, but ifs
also about
coming
together
as a mix of
generations."
Patty Haag,
Spokane Falls Community
College instructor
Joe Guarisco, I eft,Tom O'Day, right, and son Wyatt O'Day, back right, dig for art Tom buried 20 years ago. "The great thing about last night was that my sor
friend were In the hole with meTom said.

Excavation marks transformation for Whitworth, ar
Kelsey Morgenthaler
Staff Writer

THE UN-SHOW SHOW

When Whitworth's art department found itself lacking adequate space to create art, they built a bigger building.
When artist Tom O'Day was in the same state in 1988, he
cleared out his studio and started digging for a place to put
his work.
Serendipitously, the now-gallery director and instructor at
Spokane Falls Community College exhumed his art out of his
storage space before construction exhumed it for him.
DIGGING HIS OWN GRAVE

After consulting with former Koehler
Gallery director Mardis Nenno, the burial place O' Day found was six feet under
the grounds around the former art building.
They tried to bury it at a local cemetery, but it was considered sacrilegious
O'DAY
to bury anything else besides human remains, Nenno said.
"I told (O'Day], 'Whitworth is Presbyterian
so it's kind of
like sacred ground:" Nenno said. "We got permission to bury
it
sort of. And then we just did it."
A small audience of mourners paid their respects as O'Day
lowered a makeshift coffin with 30 of his artworks into the
ground. Together, they made the promise to exhume the works
20 years later.
"I thought of it as free storage for 20 years," O'Day said with
a smile. "I had no idea what would happen. I thought it would
be cool to do something no one would see a sort of un-show
-

show."

TRANSFORMATION AND CHANGE

And a show it wasboth at the original burial and exhumahe burial was a catalyst to a career distingu
tion, which was called "Exhume: A Twenty-Year Installation he calls "art disposal," performance-installation
by Thomas O'Day, 1988-2008." Black and white film footage deals with transition and change.
from the prior interment was projected up on a screen. The
O'Day has transformed his art using flambé
scene was echoed almost exactly as it had been 20 years ago, and TNX, submersion, aerial ascent, axing, free
complete with slow and dark Slavic-like strains from an el- methods.
derly blank-faced accordion player.
O'Day wrote a book, called "Actions, Disposal
"Tom always puts on a good show," said Patty I laag, a fellow Transformations," that pictures various art hc I
instructor at Spokane Falls Community College who attended book will be released in the next couple mont
both installments of the show. "Similar to
with a DVD showing explosiol
tonight's event, the music that was played
in his art.
then was kind'of somber and funeral-like. I
"I always think I'm at the e
it's kind of strange that all
Clink it's more festive toda"
sante time I think I'm at tu
of these people showed up to
Both Haag and O'Day said that they
O'Day said. "This pertains to r
were pleased with this installment's larger watch us pull stuff out of a hole:' my work." O'Day said.
turnout of around 150 students, faculty,
he 20-year treatment undi
Tom O'Day,
and community members.
left only 26 of the original 30 y
artist
"It's kind of strange that all of these peo.
them tattered anti broken.
pie showed up to watch us pull stuff out of
'these exhumed pieces tvill
a hole: O'Day said with a gin.
and reconfigured over the wit
O'Day worked on preparing the site of the burial weeks for a show at the new Lied Visual Arts Building
ahead of the show. Candles lined the entrance of the site and
"Our lives are in motion," he said. "We arc in cl
fog billowed out of the hole.
formation and change. Nothing is static and evt
The fog machine was a svorthy investment," said Tad Wiscnor, ways moving. and often times it is out of our coi
director of annual giving, alumni, parent and church relations.
Just as they had 20 years ago. Ilaag and Nenn
"I thought it was a cool visual effecta little bit of Holly- ing there to see the next installment of his work.
wood," O'Day said.
"A lot of us arc amazed that we are still here am
Colleagues, friends and family of the artist arrived in a lim- have gone by," Ilaag said. "To me, this is about t:
ousine clothed in black; some accessorized with a single white also about coming together -- as a mix of gener
carnation at the lapel. O'Day's entrance vas marked by a small
flare of gunpowder, a nod to the many mediums he has used
Contact Kelsey Morgenthaler at kelsey.morgo
to transform hiS art.,
iv..orthian.cont.
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Top Left:Artist and Spokane Falls Community College gallery director Tom O'Day
paises up a piece of the wooden makeshift coffin in which his art was buried Oct. 2.
O'Day buried various pieces of art in the coffin next to the walls of the Fine Arts Building 20 years ago.

111fiabm..

Left:Several pieces of art sit in the back of a truck after being 'exhumed.' by O'Day, his
son Wyatt and friend Joe Guarisco as part of -Exhume: A Twenty-Year installation by
Thomas O'Day, 1988-2008r Only 26 of the 30 art pieces originally buried were taken
from the hole; the remaining four apparently disintegrated in the 20 years they were
underground.
Above: Ben Mitchell, curator of art for the Northwest Museum of Arts & Culture, read
'Personal Helicon:one of three poems by Irish poet Seamus Heaney. Mitchell chose
to read poems by Heaney as a nod to O'Day's Irish heritage.The poems were dedicated to various parts of the installation, including the artist and the art community.
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called Actions, Disposals, Transitions,
pictures various art he has made. Ihc
in the next couple months and comes
a DV D showing explosions O'Day used
;

art.

think I'm at the end and at the
time I think I'm at thc beginning."
y said. "This pertains to me, but also to
(ark," O'Day said.
: 20-year treatment under the ground
aly 26 of the original 30 works, most of
tattered and broken.
:se exhumed pieces will be transformed
econtigured over the winter by O'Day
ied Visual Arts Building this spring.
he said. "We arc in constant transNothing is static and everything is ali times it is out of OUT control:*
yars ago, Ilaag and Nenno plan on bet installment of his work.
d that we are still here and that 20 years
d. "To me, this is about the art, but it's
tiler -- as a mi x of generations."
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O'Day handles the remains of a piece of art he created more than 20 years ago and buried outside the Fine Arts Building. He is planning to reassemble the various
pieces, more than 25 In all, into a new art exhibit at Whitworth in the Lied Visual Arts Building next semester.
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Local artist Karl( Fairbanks, left, plays with
Breanna Palta, center,
and senior Anna Collins-Wakeman, right,

during etc
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Vote show.
Kathryn Wills.vrtum/

Illutmothlut

Bands get political at the Empyrean
Karli Fairbanks, Bodhi Drip and others join Pedro the
Lion's former frontman David Bazan at Rock the Vote
Tyson Motsenbocker
Staff Writer

The small brick-walled venue at the Emmean is rarely
at capacity, as perforrner Karli Fairbanks pointed out during the Sept. 29 Rock the Vote show.
"It's nice to see this room full," she said, smiling.
The bill boasted the debut of the young blues band Bodhi Drip, Spokane-Seattle hybrid The Globes, Seattle indie-folk band Pickwick, local favorite Karli FairbanIcs and
Pedro the Lion dropout, David Bazan. The sign in the foyer
read, "S5 or free if you register to vote."
State Sen. Lisa Brown hosted the show. Empyrean coowner Chrisy Ftiddle explained that Brown's efforts were
focused upon the younger generation.
"Eighteen to 30 is the demographic of voters who vote
the least, and they are the innovative and creative generation," Riddle said. "Lisa [Brown] wanted to reach that
younger generation."
The younger demographic was indeed well represented.
Brown's teenage son played guitar and sang in the opening act Bodhi Drip. Audience members included a handful
young, possibly even under-18 listeners, bobbing their
heads to screaming guitar and Grateful Dead-esque, jam
band grooves.
The Globes, ages 18 to 22 years old, fit right in with
young crowd of loyal locals.
The Globes sang a set of mostly new songs from their
self-titled EP released this summer. Sofi-spolcen as usual,
the Globes didn't have much to say in the way of politics.
Lead singer Erik 'Walters leaned into the microphone before starting off "(illers/Saints" and said, "This is the only
political thing you will hear from us tonight7 Through distorted guitars he wailed, "We wanna know what were fighting for, and "Where's your God? \\There's your shame?"
Third on the bill, Pickwick is a five piece folk-rock group
that started in California and relocated to Seattle. The
band's MySpace profile cites Bob Dylan, Animal Collective and Brolcen Social Scene as influences, but Pickwick's
sound is dearly something all its own.
During long instrumental jams, lead guitarist and multiinstrumentalist Michael Parker played his guitar with a violin bow. Frontman Galen Disston stood away from the microphone and crooned sweeping falsetto, harmonizing with
keyboardist Cassady Lillstrom. For a so-called folk band,
Pickwic.k had a good deal of energy; as one audience member noted, This is the wildest folk show I've ever seen7

o

Thinking he was too near the registration booth to endorse a single candidate, Disston said. "I'm trying to make
a veiled comment about who we support, but I can't think
of a way. I will say that you should think about the entire
country when you vote: A man from the audience passed
an official card regarding the regulations of voter registration on the stage that it is only unlawful to endorse a candidate a certain distance from the actual polis.
"In that case' Disston said, smiling. "I am very excited about the America Obama represents." The crowd
cheered.
Snagging the coveted "pre-legend" spot was local favorite Karli Fairbanlcs with special guest Breanna Palta. Fairbanks opened the show with "Whisky Flowers," playing an
ancient-looking hollow-body electric guitar.
Fairbanks successfully avoided all conversation regarding her personal political convictions during hcr half hour
on stage. The audience, engrossed with her performance,
didn't seem to mind.
When David Bazan took the stage, the back room was
completely packed. Spokane artist and musician Gabriel
Vrooman stood on the wonden riser opposite the sound
booth in the back of the room.
"The first time I saw [Bazan) it was in San Francisco;
Death Cab for Cutie and Bright Eyes opened for him,
Vrooman said. "Now he's playing the Empyrean:*
Although it would have been difficult to miss the sentimental wistfulness in Vrooman's words, it does beg the
question: why is David Bazan still playing at places like the
Empyrean?
Bazan has indeed gained some considerable prestige as a
songwriter. He was featured on Paste Magazine's list of the
100 Greatest Living Songwriters in 2006, and since Pedro
the Lion's first album came out in 1998, he has been widely
regarded as one of the most virtuosic lyricists in contemporary music.
Between his songs, Bpan let audiences ask him questions, and his thoughtful responses and approachable demeanor turned what might otherwise seem like a gimmick
into an engaging (and often startlingly personal) interaction.
After a few songs, Bazan asked the Rock the Vote crowd,
"Are there any questions at this point in the show?" One
audience member called out, "Who are you voting for?"
"I think I'll vote for, Barack Obama, Bazan responded
thoghtfully. "He has slifTed up on a few things that are
important to me, but the package seems to be intact7

Kathryn Wi.lantsortiiirlauvrthtan

David Bazan performs during the Rock the Vote show at the
Ernpyrean on Monday Sept 29.

He went on to encourage voters to carefully consider
their decision. "It's easy to hate the opposing party. If you're
for Obama, or you're for McCain, it's easy to say that the
other is evil and terrible. Don't do that: Both sidcs have
legitimate ideas' he said.
The one aspect that seems to characterize David Bazan
is his ability to connect lofty ideals with grounded realities. He's connected the theme of original sin and the fall
of man with his own relationship withhis pious Christian
parcnts. He also connected the shaping election of a generation with the young people who Inhabit it and the impossible concept of love with his inability to keep it fresh
and vibrant.
He even connected an enormous mega-venue with a
little brick room on Madison Street.
Contact Tyson Motsenbocker at tyson.tnotsenbockere
whitsvorthinn.com
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Play connects
to economic
crisis problems

A

Amaizing Corn
Maze offers fun
for whole family

a:.

Staff 1Vriter

Contact Audrey Gore at audreygore@whitworthian.cont.

Looking for something
to do on a weekend night?
The Amaizing Corn Maze
might be a good option.
Five miles of walking paths
are split up between three
different mazes.
The 12-acre maze is open
Fridays from, -1 p.m. to 11
p.m., Saturdays from 10
a.m. to 11 p.m., and Sundays from noon to 5 p.m. It
is located in Hauser, Idaho,
and the entrance fee is $8.

;or

.

Kathryn Wallanuon/Whirwirthiart

Kayla: Cole plays in the Mind lig Hearth Wednesday, Oct. 1. Cole has played at Whitworth before
and has been touring around the Inland Northwest Her first full-length CD will be released in
November.

WEB EXCLUSIVE
Checkout our coverage of Kaytee Ote's concert In the
FAind &Hearth online at

whitworthian.com

Dee: Students help her through
The Employees of

S
Part 2 of 3

Delores A.shworth has been working at
Whitworth since 1983. In her 25 years she has
been through everything from leaking roofs to
cancer, but she's battled through all out for the
students. Studcnts and co-workers know Delores simply as Dee.
Dec first started working when the dining
hall was where Weyerhaeuser is now. She was
there whcn it was Marriott, when it Ivas Marriott Sodcxo and she is still there now when
it's called Sodexo.
Ryan Erikuon/Whimyrthian

Dee Ashworth sits at the counter in Sod exo.

nosed with cancer.
"I do believe sometimes those things are in
the higher hands of somebody and I just had
to stay on top of it and knolV things were going
to be OK:' she said about being diagnosed.
She finished her chemotherapy and radiation treatments just two weeks before coming
back to work for the fall term. Although she
isn't considered cancer-free, she's currently
unaffected by the illness.
"I think what really pulled me through was
wanting to come back to work; Dee said. "I
had that on my mind all the time."
Dee saw students, faculty and staff as a constant inspiration.
Student's prayers and support helped her get
through the illness, she said.
'I'd hear from some of them once and a

See 25 YEARS, page 12

DO AT BOARD MEETINGS

I Catch up on football games their wives
won't let them watch at home.

I Practice their origami slWls with their nap-

board book.

I Read The Whitworthian.

I Figure out what happened to all the pine

I Brainstorm ideas for future books.

I Reminisce about their college days while

cones that Facilities Services sucked up out of
the Loop.

I Sketch caricatures of other trustees in the

loolcing out the windows of Weyerhaeuser
111.

I Do as many sudoku puzzles as possible.

I Make snakes with straw wrappers.

I Play solitaire on their Blackberrys.
,

"Art from the Heart; the
sixth annual Coeur d'Alene
Fall Arts Festival, is being
held through Oct. 11 by the
Coeur d'Alene Arts and Culture Alliance. Events include
gallery presentations and an
architecture walk.
The festival offers a variety
of art from Coeur d'Alene,
including dance and music.
See the schedule of events
at www.artsincda.org/ArtfromtheHeart for details.

perform at the
Knitting Factory

Staff Writcr

When they built the new (HUB] it was really a blessing," Dec said. In the old building,
there were all kinds of problems with the roof
leaking and having to carry food up and down
the stairs.
"I was there when the roof used to leak and
dfip on our heads," Dee said. "I threatened to
wear a shower cap to work."
A year after she started working at Whitworth, Dec discovered she had Multiple Sclerosis, a condition where the autoimmune system is weakened, making her tired, sore and
weak.
"l've got that under control quite well now
with all these young kids around me to keep
me going; Dee said.
Dcc says the highlights of her days come
from the students.
"Whatever I'm thinking about or whatever
mood I'm in, I get to that door, say hi to everyone, set up my machine and I know it is going
to be a good day when the kids start walking
in," she said.
During Christmas of 2007 Dee w-as diag-

'Art from the
Heart' showcases
Coeur d'Alene art

Eek-a-Mouse tò

Sophie Sestero

GRAPEVINE HUMOR: WHAT TRUSTEES
I Make a flip-book using the pages of their

E

BRIEFS

Audrey Gore
The fall Whitworth Theatre production
titled "The Cradle Will Rock," examines and
critiques corporate greed and the corruption
of society, as well as the difference between
selling out and standing up for what you believe in.
The play, written by Marc Blitzstein in
1937, is set in a fictitious city called Stechown
USA, and characterizes the conflict between
labor unions and management.
"The play is a brilliant exposé of hypocrisy
and oppression that remains relevant to this
day," said Diana Trotter, director and associate professor of
theater in a press reWATCH
lease. "Today's globTHE CRADLE WILL
al economy is once
ROCK
again wrestling with
labor issues whether
When:Ott 10, 11, 17,18
it's job outsourcing,
at 8 p.m., Oct 'Pat 2 Rin.
pay equity for workWhere:Cowles Audiers in developing
torium
Prices: Si for general
countries, or especially in the last fcw
admission, SS tot student
admission
weelcs the tension
bctwccn Main Street
and %Vail Street:*
All characters are big and stereotypical,
and the play pokes fun at the corporations
and their resistance to the union, junior
theater major Jess Liles said. Liles plays Ella
Hammer, the wife ola union organizer who
is pushed into machinery and injured but refused any workers compensation. Ella goes
on a mission to prove that her husband was
pushed but is betrayed by the only people
who can help her.
Despite her heavy role, Liles said the play
is very funny and has something for everyone: funny momcnts, moments that tic back
into today's cconomic troubles and moments
that talk about selling out to something you
don't believe in to get ahead.
Liles is excited for students to see the production.
"I don't want to give anything away but
there's a surprisc ending that really shows everyone getting together and fighting for the
same thing, and its going to be a great treat
for the audience; Liles said.
The play was originally written as part of
the Works Progress Administration's Federal
Theater Project, which was part of Rooseveles
New Deal. Coming out in a time when battles
were raging between labor and management
groups, the federal government attempted to
shut down the opening night of thc controversial production. The actors and audience
simply moved down the streets of Manhattan
to a vacant theater. Here, the actors responded to the ban to perform the play on stage
by performing it from scats throughout the
audience and by continuing to do so for the
rcst of the show's running time.
The play opens Oct. 10 and will show on
Oct. 11 and Oct. 17-18 at 8 p.m. each night
in Cowles Auditorium. There will be a Sunday matinee showing Oct. 12 at 2 p.m. Tickets are $7 for general admission and $5 for
studcnts. For more information call (509)
777-3707 or visit www.whitworth.edu/theatertickets.

9

kins.

margins of the minutes.

Reggae musician Eek-aMouse is performing at the
Knitting Factory on Saturday, Oct. 12. Tickets are
$17.50 in advance and $20
at the door and can be purchased on TicketsWestcom
Eek-a-Mouse is from Jamaica and has been releasing music since the 1970s.
He was featured on
the track "RidicWous" on
P.O.D's album "Satellite:' He
is known for his rhythmic
vocal style which is called
"singjayingr
Although
other people have started
using this technique, Eeka-Mouse is considered one
of the original "sing-jays:'
Eek-a-Mouse
released
his most recent CD, called
"Most Wanted," in March.

One man show

performing at
Whitworth
.Chuck Chalberg, a professor of American History
at Nonnandale Community
College in Midiigan, will
be performing historical
interpretations in the Robinson Teaching Theatre at 8
p.m. on Wednesday, Oct. 8.
He will be doing impersonations of historical figures such as Teddy
Roosevelt, G.K. Chesterton,
and George Orwell.
Compikd by bIathan Tgrotenhuis

Sooner www.spokameZcom,

I Bet on who will win the next Pirates football
game.

spdadttingfactory.com, www.
whitworth.edu/Nnrs,
www.artsincda.mg
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Buck balances school, training

Check out the top
grossing movies of the
past weekend.
"BEVERLY HILLS

CHIHUAHUA"
$29,000,000
'EAGLE EYE"
$17,700,000

"NICK & NORAH'S INFINITE
PLAYLIST"
$12,000,000

'NIGHTS IN RODANTHE"
$7,336,000
"APPALOOSA'
$5,015,000
"LAKEVIEW TERRACE"
$4,500,000
"BURN AFTER READING"

$4,083,000

KWRS
TOP 15
7hese are the top 15
albums from KWRS.
For more information,
go to kwrs.fin.
FLEET FOXES

"Fleet Foxes"

2

AUGUSTANA

"Can't Love, Can't Hurt"

3

BECK

"Modem Guilt"

4

BEN FOLDS

"You Don't Know Me"

5

ALKALINE TRIO

'Agony & Irony'
6 SIGUR ROS

Ned Sud I Eyrum Vid Spilum
Endalaust"

7

ANBERLIN

Freshman Rory Buck is training
to compete in the 2012 Olympics
Megan Frazier
Staff 1Vriter
While most people are asleep
at 4:45 a.m., Rory Buck hits the
cool pool %vater fast to improve
his time. Buck is training hard for
the 2012 Olympic swim team, and
has been competing internationally since he was a teenager. As an
exchange student from South Africa, he has swum internationally
and is currently on the Whitworth
swim team.
"I started swimming later than
most people at 167 Buck said. "My
friends at the time were heading
in a direction I didn't want to go,
so swimming was an 'out' for me."
His first big international competition was the 2002 Commonwealth Games in Manchester.
Buck competed in the 100-meter
breaststroke heat and the 4x100
meter freestyle heat. A heat is a division of an event when there arc
too many swimmers to compete
at the same time. The results arc
compiled by swimmers' times, after all heats of the event arc completed. Rory's team did not fare
too well in the Commonwealth
Games, but he learned a lot from

pics because of his injury, he is
resilient in trying for thc next
Olympic games.
"The Commonwealth Games
are equivalent to thc Olympic
games in swimming within the
British Commonwealth: said
Buck. "But the Olympics is the
biggest, most prestigious and
most highly regarded. There is no
better. It's every swimmer's dream
to go to the Olympics."
After graduating from high
school Buck decided to skip college and train for the Olympics.
Training for the Olympic swim
team is no small feat. Buck would
have two training sessions a day,
one at 4:45 a.m. and one later in

the afternoon.

it

wasn't that hard because
would eat breakfast aftenvard
then take a nap for three hours,"
Buck said. "Now I do my best to
stay up during class."
Buck had wanted to go to a
large university to study, and had
applied to University of California, San Diego in 2005, but his
visa was denied.
"(Steven Schadth my coach,
made me feel so much more welcome than the other schools,"
it.
Buck said. "While others schools
"1 learned a lot about being rewould take weeks to reply to me,
alistic and about goal setting after Steve would reply within five
the Commonwealth Games," Buck hours. He also called me and we
said. "I realized how hard the best talked, so I felt more welcome:
swimmers in the world arc workBuck decided to come to NVhiting, and I also got the opportunity worth after talking to his brother
to meet some of the best coaches Damon Buck.
from around the world."
"He said not to bother with the
The Commonwealth Games big schools and that Whitworth
caused Buck to train hard for thc was pretty cool," Buck said.
2008 Olympic games. Buck had
Buck lived with Damon for
trained for three years before a three years before he moved to
medical problem thrcw him a Whitworth.
curve. Once he was back in shape
"To be around him again is
to swim, he only had nine months nice," Buck said.
to train up to the Olympic time.
Buck is studying athletic trainWhile he missed the 2008 Olym- ing and considering the possibiliI

%flphoto

ty

tir7tv1111strvrthian

TOP LEFT: Rory Buck swims the butterfly during swim practice.
ABOVE: Budc hangs out during practice in the Aquatic Center.

ti of double majoring in business.

hours a day for reflection time,
which makes everything else I do
clearer
everything falls more
into place. The hardest part about
swimming is that... you're working through new pain from exercising," Buck said. "At the same
time though, yesterday's pain is

Unlike most frcshmcn of thc same
standing, Buck is 22 years old,
something he says he's uscd to.
-I used to swim with junior national swimmers, so I have been
swimming with people younger
than me for years," Buck said. "It's
isn't hard to make friends because
everyone is in the same situation.
You've got to go to them to makc
fricnds, thcy aren't going to come

still there:
The next Olympic games are going to be in 2012, which will also
be Buck's graduating year. Buck
knows that there would be no
possibility of studying and training with the Olympics going on.
"If I get close in the next two
years, school will take a back scat.
It's pretty obvious to mc that having an Olympic medal is more
important than a degree: Buck
said.
puts you in a different
light. School will put on hold, but
I would go back. If not, I hope to
graduate before I'm 26."

to you."
He has the same forwardthinking approach to training and
balancing classes as he does with

making friends.
"I'm trying to balance classes
and training equally," Buck said.
"I don't want either one to be
more important:
There are more challenges for
Buck than just classes and training combined, yct he still rcmains
optimistic.
"When I swim everything
makes sense, it's like four to five

it

Contact Megan Fra:ier at megan.frazierewhitworthian.corti.

"Feel Good Drag"

8

WOLF PARADE

"At Mount Zoom er"
9

CALEXICO

"Carried

10

To Dust'

A 750ML AFFAIR

'A 750ml Affair"
11 STRAYLIGHT RUN
Mas Dos"

12

OKKERVIL RIVER

-The Stand Ins"

13

MILES BENJAMIN

ANTHONY ROBINSON

"Miles Benjamin Anthony
Robinson"

14 SNOW PATROL
"Take Back The City"

15

SPIRITUALIZED

"Songs in A & E"

25 YEARS
continuedfrom page
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while and I could hardly wait to get
back to ivork in September," Dee said.
"I had such a wonderful support system everywhere, and I know that's
probably what got me through:
Junior Laurel Scheleen was in awe
of what Dee had gone through to
serve.Whitworth.
"It is really humbling," she said.
"It means so much for her to be with
us:'
Dee has seen many changes going
on during her 25 years at Whitworth.
"I just go with the flow, and after all
these years there has been a lot of the
flow going on," Dee said.
She said she loves her job because
of the interactions with students.
"Whether they feel sick or whatever problems they have, they feel safe
enough to share them with me: Dee
said.
Also, there is always something to
do, she said. Her job involves looking
over the dining hall and ensuring ev-

erything is pleasant for the students.
She believes the co-workers and
atmosphere are a great working environment as well.
"I think I have ahvays had nice
people to work with and Jim O'Brien
is a very good boss who listens, and
when I've needed time off they've always worked around it: Dee said.
After all of her years here, Dee
said she starts to see familiar faces all
around Spokane.
"We go to Colbert (Presbyterian]
Church and the pastor is Eric Peterson. When we found that out, it was
a big joke because I fed Eric for four

It

years," Dee said.
When Dee sees alumni she finds
it fascinating to see where their path

has taken them.
The thought of retiring doesn't appeal to her with the fun she has, the
friends she works with and the atmosphere of Whitworth.
"As long as my health holds up,
I'll be here," Dee said.
'

Contact Sophie Sestero al sophie.
sestero@whitworthian.com.
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puts Pirates back in first

OT win
Brookover's two
goals lead Bucs

HOITHWEST CONFEIENCI

BEEN

past Whitman
FOOTBALL

Kara Heatherly
Staff Itrriter

NWC ALL

The Pirates clinched a 3-2 win
over Whitman at home Saturday
afternoon on a goal from sophomore midfielder John Brookovcr
in the sixth minute of overtime.
Saturday's win over Whitman
takes the Pirates to 4-1 in the
Northwcst Conference.
Three early
saves
from

[WILLAMETTE

1-0

S-0

1-0

21

1-0

1-2

UPS

0-0

2-1

WHITWOFITH

0-1

2-2 I

L&C

0-1

1-3

LINFIELD

freshman

MENLO

-

t

_0-1

goalkeeper
Brian Shope
and one from

NEXT PIRATE GAME:

Whitwonh vs. Linfield

Whitman

Saturday. Oct. 11 @ 1:30 p.m.

goalkeeper
Brett Axelrod
kept the game
scoreless unBROOKOVER
tu l the Pirates
would
take
control.
The Pirates capitalized after a
foul by Axelrod resulted in a red
card. The Bucs scored their first
goal on a corner kidc from freshman midfielder Cameron Bushey.
The ball was controlled by several
Pirates and finished by Brookovcr,
who scorcd his first goal of the scason.
The team prepared for some
tough league games.
"We had a difficult non-conference schedule; coach Scan Bushey
said.
The Pirates strengthened their
lead late in the first half, but a goal
by senior forward John Prugh was
called back because of an offsides
penalty.
Despite their relentless offensive
attacks, Whitworth led by only onc
goal going into halftime.
The Pirates led the scoring, but

Stcphartie Haufriciilitiutworthim

VOLEYBALL

Sophomore midfielderJohn Brookover beats Whitman goalleTlm Shu for the game-winning goal Oct. 5.

NWC

the Missionaries never let up as pie scoring and were sharing the
the garne was tied shortly after the wealth, which is nice," junior midhalf on a shot by Whitman's Greg fielder Brent Zahn said.
Phillips, hitting the upper left corWhitman scored again off a
ner of the goaL
corner kick to tie it at two, ending
Senior defenseman Travis !cue regulation.
answered with WhitThe Bucs came out
worth's second goal
firing in ovirtime.
on a pass from Prugh
Brookover scorcd his
NEXT GAME
in the 72nd minutc to
sccond goal in the
WHITWORTli VS.
recapture the lead for
97th minute to seal
PACIFIC
the Pirates.
the win for WhitThe team this year
worth.
Date: Oct.1 1
has a lot of depth;
Time: 2:30 Pm.
"They capitalized
Location: forest Grove,
Sean said. "Ve have a
on a lot of our misOre.
lot of strength in the
takes and that's to
attacking cnd of the
Whitman's
credit;
field and two strong
Scan said.
center backs, (senior] Ben Rotert
The win over pmiously unand [junior) Brian Olson."
defeated Whitman launched the
Despite thc strength of several Pirates to take first place in the
key players, thc scoring isn't lim- NWC.
ited to one or two players.
"The rankings are good for pub"We have a lot of different pco- licity but they do little for winning

games; Sean said. "We just have to
take it one weekend at a time and
go out and win every game."
The Pirates are the top-scorine
team in the NWC, averaging 6.9
points per game.
Senior forward Caleb Barnhill
and Prugh lead the conference
scoring with 14 points each.
1Vhitworth will travel to Oregon
this Saturday to take on Pacific.
The season is looking good for
the Pirates. Writh only a few games
left to go in the regular season their
eyes are set on a conference title.
"'The goal is to be better each
day," Sean said. "Saturday's game
was average, but the team is coming together:

LUPS
PLU

L-ÏQX

The women's volleyball
team served a split weekend as the Pirates shot
dovn ninth-ranked University of Puget Sound 3-1
(25-18, 13-25, 25-19, 2516) on Friday but suffered
a defeat to Pacific Lutheran
University 1-3 (22-25, 2523, 25-20, 25-14) on Saturday.
After losing the last

.14

14,
Melly Frrrre/Whitworthhin

Freshmen Alex Bolduc and 1Calpo Rocha block a PLU attacker on Oct. 4. Whitworth lost the match 3-1.

three matches, the Pirates
would look to regain confidence in the weekend's
match-ups.
We went into it with
no expectations and just
played our game; freshman Bree Riddle said.
On Friday night the Pirates took the first set as
senior Nikki Bardwell and
freshmen Kiipo Rocha and
Kaimi Rocha each recorded three kills, allowing the
Bucs to take an early lead.
UPS handed Whitworth

25.

it

was a good learning
experience," Riddle said.
"We can compete with
higher teams even though
people thought we had

10-5

9-8

3-3

7-3

24' 4-91-1

riirITWORTH
WILLAMETTE

1-5

3-13

rifITTITWC-0-6

0-71-51

NEXT PIRATE GAME:

Whitworth vs.Whitman
Wednesday, Oct. 8 CD 6 p.m.

MF.N'S SOCCER
ALL

NWC

WHITWORTH

4-1

8-14

WHITMAN

3-1-1

5-1-5

UPS

2-1-2

4-4-2

PACIFIC

1-1-3

5-3-3

PLU

2-221

GEORGE FOX

1-2-2

2-6-3

WILLAMETTE

1-3-1

2-61

LINFIELD

1-4

5-5

NM PIRATE GAME:

point:

no chance of winning this
match: Riddle picked up said.
It was a celebratory night
23 assists.
Despite a rough second for Pirate volleyball as it
set, the Pirates regained was their first victory over
confidence in the third UPS since 2005.
as Kaimi slammed down
On. Saturday night
a kill while senior Holly Whitworth would not exTomlin picked up a sez-vice perience the same victory
ace. Whitworth won the as they fell to 20th-ranked
set 25-19 and capitalized
on numerous errors dished See VOLLEYBALL, page 14

4-2

4-2

LINFIELD

out by UPS.
"We went out there all
pumped up and played
our game and set the pace;
Kaimi said. "We played
hard and fought every
With high energy, 'Whitworth once again picked
up an early lead and it was
all Pirates from here on
out. Riddle and freshman
Jordon Hoffnagle together
added 13 assists on the set.
Kaimi landed five kills as
Whitworth dominated the
firial set, winning it 25-16.
"It's great knowing I can
give them the ball and they
will put it down; Riddle

1ioJ

PACIFICS:9-7

Erica Schrader contributed to
this report.
Contact Kara at kara.heatherly@whitworthian.cont.

the first set as it ended 2518 on a service error.
"It never crossed our
minds that we weren't going to Nrin," Bardwell said.
The wornen struggled
during the second set as
the Loggers' attempt to
regain control proved successful as UPS hitter Erika
Greene recorded five kills.
UPS picked up the set winning by a large margin, 13-

5-1

441ß-61

L&C

Pirates defeat Puget Sound, fall to PLU
Erica Schrader
Assistant Copy Chief
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ALL

Whitworth vs. Pacific

Saturday, Oa.

11

@230 p.m.
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NWC

ALL

UPS

6-0

8-1

WHITMAN

4-2

6-3

WIUAMETTE

42.

6-4

GEORGE FOX

3-2

7-2

WHITWORTH

2-3-1

6-3-1

L&C

24

3-4-3

LINFIELD

1-5

3-7

PLU

0-5-1

1-6-2

PACIFIC

NEXT PIRATE GAME:

Whitworth vs. PaCific

Saturday, Oct.
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For Hadley, football is in the genes
Dave Gerig, a staff writer for The Whitworthian, conducted an inten.icw with junior linebacker Nate Hadley. 7he following
is a transcript of thc interview.
DG: How did you get into football?
NH: I was really just born into it. I
looked up to my Dad [who played in NFL
with 49er's] a lot and playing football
was something I always wanted to do. I
grew up going to a lot of football games. I
started playing in the fifth grade and have
played every year since.

DG: Tell me about your high school caMCI%

ACL in your right knee. How hard was
it not playing football your sophomore
ycar?
NH: Really tough. It was a long year but
when it was over I was just really eager
to play and really appreciate playing a lot
More 110W.
DG: As a biology major, how do you
balance academics and football?
NH: [During the football season] I realize it's a really busy time and have to make
sure I'm on top of my studies. Sometimes
I'll have to take tests on the mad. Buses
and planes aren't my favorite places to
study but I work through it.

NH: NVe had a very good team [at Kamiak High School in Mukiltco,
We were supposed to win conference but
had to forfeit two games because of an
academically ineligible player.
We got to the playoffs and played Shelton in the first round and put a whoopin'
on 'cm. We ended up getting fifth in state,
but beating Shelton was definitely a highlight of the season.

DG: Do you have special pre-gamc routines?
NH: I always like to have a good breakfast before I play, including a banana at
halftime. I ahvays have my iPod and a ccrtain playlist I listen to before I play. I don't
feel ready to go before I get my warm-up
routine in.

DG: You played fullback and lineback-

DG: Who's on the iPod?
NH: Red Hot Chili Peppers and Explosions in the Slcy arc my two favorites.

er in middle school and high school, but
did you ever want to play any other positions?
NH: Fullback and linebacker was really
where I fit. I can throw a mean knuckleball
with a football, but there's a reason I play

DG: Who's the strongest player on the
team?
NH: Brandon Martin without a doubt
with Justin Wimberly as a close second.

linebacker.
DG: Your senior year you vere named
the team captain of track and field, wrestling and football. You were named to the
AP All-Star team and to The Seattle Times
All-Dcfcnsive team. You also hold the

single-season and career tackling record
at Kamiak High School. How did you have
time to do anything besides sports?
NH: Good question...

DG: Best moment as a football player?
NH: It has to be beating Linfield and PLU
last year in front of big roaring crowds for
the NWC [Northwest) Championship for
the second year in a row.
We were really excited and worked really hard. It's great when all your efforts
really my off like that.

DG: What other activities did you do in
high school?
NH: I was a student traffic court judge
where students could exchange traffic
tickets for community service.

DG: What are your plans for lifc after
your playing career?
NH: I'm looking into physical therapy
after school. I want to go to grad school
and want to stay somewhere in the Northwest. After my ACL injury I recognize I
like working with people to help make a
difference in the community.

DG: Did you ever help out a buddy with
a ticket?
NH: I gave my largest sentence to a fellow teammate. Honor and integrity always.

DG: Where did you get your nickname
"Nasty Nate"?
NH: I really don't know where it came

DG: Tell me about the how you selected

Whitworth.
NH: Coach [Kirk] Westre and I talked a
lot at the end of the season. At first I wasn't
sure about coming here, but after visiting
and seeing the opportunity to grow as a
football player and as a man of Christ I
knew this was the right place for me.
DG: You received a medical redshirt
your sophomore year because of a tom

VOLLEYBALL:

!WA Cautnoluill1'hitionthian

Pirate senior linebacker Nate Hadley already has 21 tackles In the 2008 season.

from exactly but it came from someone on
the football team. I was called "Hammer
liads" in high school but I guess Nasty
Nate just stuck when I got to Whitworth.
DG: Are you really nasty, Nate?
NH:Grandma doesn't think so; she wonders why they don't call me "Nice Nate: It
just doesn't intimidate my opponents like
I

would want it to.

Contact Dave Gcrig al dave.gerig@whitworthian.com.

Pirates drop Saturday match to PLU

continuedfrom page 13
PLU 1-3.

Kaimi led the Pirates with 14 kills and 10
digs. Her sister Kiipo recorded 14 kills and
two blocks. Bardwell added another 12 kills
as Hoffnagle and Riddle recorded 21 assists
each. Junior Bethany Castilleja headed the Pirate defense with 20 digs.
Despite the loss, Whitworth fought hard on
Saturday night.
Mitworth and PLU battled back and forth
throughout the opening set. Mitworth eventually took a strong 11-6 lead with kills from
Bardwell, Kalpo and senior Jill Solbrack. The
set ended with another kill from Bardwell as
the Pirates took a 1-0 lead.
"We played steady, and that's what we're really working towards," Bardwell said.
Bardwell led the second set with another
kill. But the Lutes fought bac,k and eventually
won the set by a dose two-point margin, 2523.

"We had just played a hard game on Friday,
and it took a lot out of us: Riddle said. "IVe

jast have to work through that to find the energy to play well the next night."
Despite the Pirates' early lead in the third
set, PLU ownet; the rest of the night, grabbing
the final two sets. In the third set Hoffnagle
picked up a service ace and Bardwell recorded
a kill. But PLU hitter Beth Hanna picked up
five kills helping the Lutes take the set 25-20.
We didn't have as much energy and our
passing wasn't well: Kaimi said. "We didn't really back up our air or center the ball much:*
The Lutes took the final set 25-14 capitalizing on 12 errors dished out by the Pirates.
We let PLU get on a roll and wc can't stop
them once that happens," Bardwell said. "After last weekend it would have been easy to lic
down and give up, but I think this weekend
was a turning point in our team. We're not going down without a fight:
WThitworth is 9-9 overall and 2-4 in the
NWC. The team travels to Walla Walla, Wash.,
on Wednesday to take on Whitman and then
to Oregon on Saturday to talce on Linfield.
Contact Erica Schrader at erica.schrader@
whitworthian.com.

WHITWORTH CAREER STATS: NATE HADLEY

2008 SEASON:
21 tackles, fumble recovery

2007 SEASON:
18 tackles, 23 tackles for loss, two sacks, fumble recovery

2005 SEASON:
25 tacIdes, one tackle for loss, one sack, one forced fumble

ruc is
Player
of the week
Kaimi Rocha
Volleyball
Kaimi leads girls past
#9 UPS with 14 kills
and 15 digs
Come in and ask about
the Whitworth discount!
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James Gelfer
Assistant Sports Editor

The Pirates squandered an early 14-point lead in
Saturday's Homecoming game, falling 32-23 to No.
23 Willamette at the Pine Bowl.
"%Ve just went into coast mode after we got the
lead," junior offensive lineman Jeff Kintner said. "Ve
have to go into every drive as if we were down and
never get complacent.The Bearcats snapped the Bucs 13-game conference winning strcak on this season's opening weekend of Northwest Conference play.
Whitworth came into
the game with the conferNEXT GAME
ence's top rushing defense,
but gave up 256 yards on
WHITWORTH VS.
the ground to the Bearcats.
LINFIELD
Willamette was forced to
Date: 0. 11
punt on their first threeTime:130p.m.
possessions, but would
Location:
only be stopped once the
Ore.
rest of the game.
The Whitworth offense
drove the ball well early, but managed only 76 yards
in the sccond half before thcir meaningless last
drive. Whitworth's two turnovers proved costly: one
taking away a prime scoring opportunity, the other
giving Willamette the lead.
The little mistakes really cost us; sophomore
linebacker Dane Gilbertson said. "Defending Willamette's offense requires that everyone does their
assignment; when people try to do too much it
opens oppurtunities for thcir offense."
Whitworth took the opening kickoff deep into
Bcarcat territory, but a fumble stalled the Pirates'
first drive. Aftcr forcing a punt, junior quarterback
Mike Peck found junior wide receiver Eric Erna on
a 24-yard touchdown pass to give Whitworth a 7-0
lead.
Following a Bearcat three-and-out, Peck capped
off a seven-minute, 67-yard drive with a touchdown
pass to junior running bac.k Adam Anderson. Willamette found thc cnd zone just before halftime,
leaving thc score 14-7.
Aftcr the teams traded field goals to open the second half, the Beal:cats went on a 74-yard touchdown
drive to tic thc score at 17.
A Bearcat interception on Whitworth's first drive
of the fourth quarter set up the Willamette offense
in the red zone. The Bearcats scored on a rushing
touchdown and added A two-point conversion after
the Pirates blocked the extra point. Willamette took
a 25-17 lead, their first of the game.
After forcing a Whitworth punt, the Bcarcats iced
the game on a 44-yard touchdown run with just over
a minute left. Peck rushed in for the Pirates as the

Baseball prediction:
Rays win World Series

r 4(s
-

Dave Gerig
Sports Columnist
I.

--441pr

Aforran AftQuilkin/Whitworthian

Junior running back Milton Nelson fumbles on the first
drive of the Bucs'32-23 loss to Willamette on Oct.4.
game expired, leaving the final score 32-23.
"We just didn't execute well enough," Peck said.
The coaches put together a good game plan every
week; aftcr that it is just our job to go out, execute
and get the job done."
Pedc was 14 for 24 passing with three total touchdowns, including one rushing. Entel was Peck's favorite target, ending with three catches for 54 yards
and a touchdown.
The Pirates had another successful day rushing
the ball, finishing with 175 yards as tcam. Anderson, the NWC's leading rushcr, had 133 yards on 35
carries. He also leads the conference in all-purpose
yards, averaging just over 250 a game.
The Pirate defense hasn't been able to stop teams
when it counts: opponents are 15 for 15 in red zone
appearances, including 13 touchdowns.
Senior defensive back Jesse Clark and Gilbertson
led the Pirates with nine tackles each. Junior defensive lineman Brandon Martin and sophomore
defensive lineman Travis Niles each added a sack
Next week the Pirates will look to rebound on the
road against 2-1 Linfield.
"If we go in with the right attitude and dictate the
tcmpo the result next week will be different; Kintner said.
Contact James Gelfer at james.gelfer@whitworthian.com.

Women lose heartbreaker in OT
Colin Zalewski
Staff Writer
A win at home over Whitman
College on Sept. 21 had promise
of being a turning point for the
Pirates' 2008 conference campaign but as nullified by a loss
at Lewis & Clark College this past
week.
Whitworth followed a strong
performance against Pacific Lutheran University on Sept. 28,
which ended in a draw, with another good effort in a midweek
clash with Whitman at the Whitworth Soccer Complex.
After the PI.0 game and in regards to the Whitman matchup,
senior defender Kelly Baker said,
"We just need to come out and
fight, continue playing like we did
today [Sept. 28). I think we really
possessed the ball."
Following the whistle Whitman struck first with a goal in the

24th minute.
The Pirates were handed an
opportunity just minutes later
when they were awarded a penalty kic.k.
Junior midfielder Lindsey
Oakes converted the chance and
leveled the score. Later, Oakes
would score the second and decisive goal in the 62nd minute to
put Whitworth over the visiting
team.
Vhittivorth looked to build
some momentum visiting Lewis
& Clark but had trouble finding
the back of the net.
Despite pouring eight shots on
goal in the first half, the scores
remained level at 0-0 going into
halftime.
The second half was more pf
the same with no goals to shotiv,
but the defense held strong, sending the game to overtime.
The Pirates were unable to
convert a corner kick early. in the

overtime period followed by a
shot minutes later from sophomore midfielder Elizabeth Mattila that was saved.
Just as the game seemed to be
going in to its second overtime
period, Lewis & Clark found
the net with seconds remaining,
sending \Thitworth home with a
loss in heartbreaking fashion.
They will have to bounce back
before they find themselves in serious trouble as conference play
continues next weekend in Oregon with a game at Pacific University on Saturday, Oct. 11, and
a game at George Fox University
the following day.
The Pirates are now 6-3-1 overall, but will hope for good performances this weekend to start
climbing the Northwest Conference ladder.
Contact Colin Zalewski at colin.
zaleyski@whitworthian.com.

It's playoff time! The champagne is ready to shower the
locker room, the fans are
jumping out of their seats alter each hit and Ntanny might
actually run full speed to first.
Baseball fans don't need Dane
Cook to get us excited about
the playoffs this October.
The Tampa Bay Rays are
playing without the weight
of the devil and with a lot of
young talent that's suddenly
emerged as one of the best
lineups in baseball. It's unfortunate that the fans have just
started to notice them as all
division series playoff games
have sold out after ranking 26
out of 30 teams in the regular
season for attendance. I guess
the "bring your pet ray to the
ballpark promotion" didn't go
over well in the season opener the fans didn't return to
the park until now
Evan "don't call me Eva"
Longoria and the up-andcoming Rays battle the team
from the south side of Chicago, the Mite Sox. The White
Sox finally won the American
League Central after beating
the Twins in a one-game playoff... after 162 games couldn't
decide a winner.
The question in this matchup is not who will win, but
what bet did Sox catcher A.J.
Pierzynski lose to make his
haircut look that bad? Whatever it was, the Rays were able
to sweep away the White Sox
and move on the American
League Championship Series
- unfamiliar territory for this
Cinderella.
The other American League
matchup features the other
colored sock, the Red Sox,
against the Los Angeles Angels. While the team names
may not make you shiver
with fear, both teams are full
of imposing lineups and fiery
hurlers.
The Halos are led by free
sv.inging Vladarnir Guerrero
and a loose cannon arm in
closer Francisco Rodriguez.
The Red Sox put up MVP
candidate Dustin Pedroia, the
RBI bat of Kevin Youkilis and
their spastic closer Jonathan
Papelbon, who looks as if he
will burst into the Hulk after
each outing.
This series ti%ill be determined by the bat of Ntanny
Ramirez. My point exactly Angels finally get the best of
the Sox in five games.
Over in the National
League, the Cubs are coming up on their 100 year an-

-

niversary of the 1908 World
Series title. And with players
like Aramis Ramirez, Rookie
of thc Year shoo-in Geovany
Soto and flamethrower Carlos Zambrano, the Cubs had
hoped this was their year for
a championship.
Ntanny Ramirez was just
too much and the Cubs' offense was just too non-existent for Chicago to delay the
nearly 100 years worth of
curses.
The Dodgers snuck into the
playoffs in the pitiful National
League West but are certainly
making noise in the playoffs.
They were able to extend
the title-less anniversary of
the Cubs with a three-game
sweep. Just another "Wait
till next year" for Cub fans,
something they're used to by
now.
Finally, the Phillies beat up
the Brewers in probably the
least-hyped matchup of the
division series. The Phillies
brought some heavy hitters in
NIVP candidate Ryan Howard, jimmy Rollins and Pat
BurrelL
Philly fans expect a deep
postseason run after a quick
exit last year against the Colorado Rockies. They beat up
a Brewers team that makes
its first trip to the postseason
since 1982 and has been carried their by Cy Young candidate C.C. Sabathia.
One thing the Phillies don't
plan on doing is charging the
mound - with C.C. on the hill
and Prince Fielder at first, I
think guys like Chase Utley
and Shane Victorino tivill put
up tivith a few inside fastballs.
It's too bad Sabathia wasn't
able to pitch every day for the
Brewers, as their pitching staff
was the main reason they lost
in four games to the Phillies.
There you have it. Eight
teams playing for just one
championship. The 2008
postseason welcomed familiar teams like the Red Sox and
Angels and a few new ones in
the Brewers and Rays.
At the start of the playoffs,
the possibility was there for
not only an LA vs. LA World
Series, but also a Chicago vs.
Chicago World Series. The
same, however, could not be
said for the teams from New
York.

My World Series prediction? The Tampa Bay Rays
continue their surprising success this year with a World
Series title over the fightin'
Phils in six games.

Contact Dave Gerig at dare.
gerig@whitworthian.com.
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Above left:Senior McLane Stone hangs on tight while riding a mechanical bull during the Homecoming dance on Saturday.
Above right: (from left) Freshmen Tom Kang, Michelle Chesney and Daniel Gubitc wave to the crowd during halftime of the
Whitworth-Willamette football game. Gubitz and Chesney were later named Homecoming king and queen.

Left Freshman wide receiver Dale Entel and junior wide receiver Eric Entel signal touchdovm as junior Adam Anderson
plunges Into the endzone for a score in Saturday's game.

Music to our ears
'A little bit country, a little bit rock n' roll"
Homecoming sweeps across campus
lic topic of Homecoming often brings to mind visions of flashy dresses, night-lit football games and class
floats.
And while the tradition of the event varies by school
and changes with time,
the purpose of having
fun remains the same.
Whitwortlis 2008 version of Homecoming
featured a theme which
meshed two vastly different genres of musicmuch as the campus
meshed two distinctly
different groups of peopie.
Whitworth mascot °Captain
Students and alumni Walker D. Plank,' a name choboth took in the dedica- sen by students after a week
tion of the Lied Visual of voting, makes an appearance at the pep rally Friday.
Arts Center, enjoyed
a family breakfast and
added to the din of the crowd for the annual Homecoming football game.
Despite the Pirates falling in a 32-23 affair, the day
ended on a high note with the Homecoming dance in
Graves Gym. Dorm decorating, a pep rally and an offcampus tailgate party were also part of the Homecoming experience.
From left

Sophimore lzzy
Estes, freshman

24 IOW

Tom Kang and
freshman Heidi
Renstrom rapidly chase slices of
pizza with water
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Check out the election
spread, including a
candidate's guide, in
next week's issue of 77ie
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Former trustee faces
state trial, convicted

of additional thefts
Julie Wootton
News Editor

Seeral elderly people in King County have seen a total of hundreds of thousands in personal wealth disappear after entrusting a former Viiitworth trustee with
their finances.
'llunnas Delanty has been charged with stealing
$150,000 from Nancy I !ugh, a 92-year-old Bellevue
woman. Delanty's criminal trial began in the Vashington Supreme Court yesterday and is expected to last
three weeks. said her son Inn Iluegli.
Delanty was arrested in 2006 and pleaded not guilty
to 29 felony theft counts, all theft of monies from Nancy.

my knowledge, no one at Whitworth has fiad any
contact with Delanty since he was arrested (in 2006r
said Kristi Burns, vice president for Institutional Advancement.
Burns was a friend of Delanty's prior to when he left
the board. She said she has not been following Delanty's
criminal proceedings.
Delanty took money from Nancy through forgery
and check alterations, according to King County court
records.
Delanty could face between 20 and .50 years in prison
if convicted on all counts.
iluegli family also filed a civil case, svhich has
been stayed by the court, lint said.
"During the civil case, WC tried to get Delanty to produce depositions and to testify. but he refused," Jim said.
"Ile asserted his Fifth Amendment privileges."
Renca Saade, Nancy's attorney, and Richard Ilansen.
Delanty's attorney, both declined to comment.

See

DELANTY, page

3

Background on Toni Delanty
1983
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Library director Hans Bynagle looks through
several of the items donated to the university by
'43 alumnus Robert Ruby. His collection induded
967 items valued at a quarter million dollars.

Ruby donates collection
Gov. Charles Olden, who requested
a promotion for a lieutenant colonel.
Also included in the collection
is memorabilia from aeronautical
flights, includine a one-page flight
plan of time Apollo 11 mission and
paraphernalia autocraphed by astronauts Neil Armstrong, John Glenn
and Alan 13. ShepRuby] vas
ard.
a pretty avid colRuby had a
lector of a lot of
different things." "This is the first time in my time at larg,e number of
materials related
said.
Whitworth we've received such a
13ynagle
to aviator Charles
'1 he collection
large gift:'
Lindberuh, includincludes books
ilia three of his
by or about every
Tad Wisenor,
U.S.
president campaign director for Institutional Advancement autouraphed books
(two personally insince
scribed to Ruby).
Iloover,
as well as 17 lettime exception of
ters written to a friend, among other
FDIC'
One such book is a first-edition documents. The entire Lindberelt
autovraphed copy of John F. Ken- compilation totaled S25,750.
There is also an autographed letter
nedy's "Profiles in Courage," apby Chuck Yeager, who became the
praised at $20,000.
Perhaps most notable is an assort- first pilot to break the sound barrier
ment of documents related to Abra-, in 1947.
Ilynagle said one of his favorite
ham Lincoln, including a portrait of
him and five endorsements %%linen to items is a letter written by educationhim in the 1860s, %.alued at S48,000. al innovator Booker T. Washington.
One of the endorsements Nvas sent
January 1865 from timen-New Jersey'
See DONATIONS, page 2

plays.
"There are no plans for a permanent display," librar)' director
flans llynagle said. "We svant to
keep the materials away from ultraViolet light. which is normal light."
One of the several pieces of art is
by Salvador Dali, Bynagle said.

Alumnus gifts
quarter in il/ion
in books, artwork
Andrea Ids°
Staff It'riter

-

A Whitworth alumnus recently
donated 967 items, valued at a quarter of a million dollars. to the I larriet
Cheney Cowles Memorial Library.
Robert Ruby, a 1943 alumnus, began the process of donatine his collection to Whitworth in the summer
of 2007.
"This is the first time in my time
at Whitworth we've received such a
large gift," said Tad Wisenor, campaign director for Institutional Advancement.
According to Payne Associates,
which appraised Ruby's donation,
the collection "is in good to fine condition with very few exceptions."
Sonie of the significant pieces may
be used in public history courses or
for student projects, while certain
artwork may be displayed throughout campus or put in rotating dis-

,
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Board reacts to the economy
Julie Wootton
News Editor
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The Board of Trustees talked about the Impact of the economic downturn on university
operations during their meetings on Oct. 9 and 10.

&nu! said Luz Merkel, associate vice
president for finance and administration,
withdrew moncy for the university's payrolL
Ye're monitoring it every day to identify
how much we can svithdraw7 Henze' said in
a later interview.
There was about $12 million in the fund
SHORTTERM INVESTMENT FUND
after tuition was collected in September. but
now there is currently 58.5 million in the
On Sept. 29, Wachosia withdrew their po- fund sincc money has been withdrawn. Hensition as trustee of the unize! said.
versity's short-term invest"We've managed all acment fund.
tivities with back doors, side
Wachovia 1ra recently
CLIC
doors and alternatives," BenIsmight cmt by Wells Faro.
zd said. "We might have to
Read more about the board meetings
Ninety percent ofthe mondo somc things we wouldn't
ontine at whitw orthian.com
ey in the account was frozen.
normally do to make that
said Brian Benzel, vice presihappen7
dent for finance and administration.
Benzel said in a later interview that none
The freeze simply limits the accessibility of of the university's other short-term funds
working capital, Benzel said in a lafer inter- have bccn affected.

more money available. he said, adding that
between 73 and 75 percent of students have
student loans.
lhe average Whitworth student has
$18,500 in debt after graduation, which is
considered a better amount than thc average
debt accumulated by students at othcr institutions.
ACCREDITATION

The 10-year accreditation review is coming
up at the end of the month, Robinson said.
tic said administrators are assuming that
the university will pass the accreditation re-

KIT
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Assistant Scene

The effects of the nation's economy on
university operations and individuals in the
Whitworth community dominated the focus
of the Board of Trustees meetings on Oct. 9
and 10.
"Elm the economic challenges can't
dampen the excitement of this year," President Bill Robinson said during the opening
devotions on Oct. 9.
Trustee Scott Chandler, chair of the endowment subcommittee, said the value of the
university's overall portfolio is down from
June and was tiossm 5 percent in August.
"That's probably better than a lot of other
people's portfolios7 he said, adding that the
university is now back on budget.
One goal is to put more of the money from
the endowment into private equity and alternative investments, Chandler said.
With the economic state in mind, the
trustees unanimously passed a resolution to
establish a Whitworth retirement plan committee.
Trustee Ray Lassion, chair of the finance
and administration committee, said as of
early this month, the university's budget
looks fine.
Trustee Jim Munyon, chair of the audit committee, said an independent audit
report was completed over thc summer
and' that there were no concerns or adjustments. The rcport includes an evaluation
of assets, how to evaluate alternative investments, and donations to thc university.
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view.
We don't expect to have a loss of money,"
Benzel said in a later interview."It's just about

view.
The goal is to look at the university as honestly as possible, while considering what the
school is doing well and what could be done
better, Robinson said.
INSTITUTIONAL ADVANCEMENT UPDATE

STUDENT FINANCIAL AID

Trustee Jim Bennett, chair of thc Institutional Advancement committee, said there
have been some staffing changes within the
Institutional Advancement department.
Tad %Visenor is the new campaign director,
Jim Hayford is the assistant to thc president
for major gifts and Aaron McMurray is director of alumni & parent relations/annual
giving and special gifts.
Bennett said it is the goal to have Robinson meet with Whitworth's top 50 donors
and prospccts in the next eight months to individually thank them for their support.
Robinson and his wife Bonnie will also host
13 different donordinners in the Spokancarea.

the timing of when we can access it7
The fund is currently still 50 percent frozen and Benzel expects that it will be 38 percent frozen by December.
"It should liquidate over coming months,"
he said. "It's an arca of concern, an indicator
that WC are touched by tightening of credit
and disruption in financial markets."
When an account is "frozen" it means that
the university cannot access the funds, Ben-

Robinson said this year's freshman dass
qualified for higher financial aid packages,
leaving the university with slightly less revenue than predicted.
"We're entering into thc year recognizing
that we don't have much in the way of excess
funds," Robinson said.
Fred Pfursich, ViCC president for admissions and financial aid, said although there
has been a lot of volatility for some instituzel said.
tions who do loans through private banks,
"The auditors and financial advisers and Whitworth is not affected.
Wachosia are not suggesting that we won't
"%Ve are a direct lending institution," Pfurget full values," he said. "Ye believe we are in sich said. "Our loans come directly from the
acceptable shape and can meet our ongoing federal government:
obligations."
Interest rates have gone down and there is

See TRUSTEES,

page 4
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DONATIONS:

Collection includes 967 items

continuedfrom page I
Though most of the items in the
collection were simply autographed,
several were addressed specifically
to Ruby, including a book signed by
former first lady Lady Bird Johnson,
which was especially meaningful to
him.
Also in the donation were six letters and Christmas cards written by
Princess Diana of Wales, as well as
a Christmas card from Queen Elizabeth written to her uncle.
The diversity of Ruby's collection
continues with an autographed picture of Clark Gable and loan Crawford, an envelope co-signed by boxer
Muhammad Ali and boxing comerman Angelo Dundee, and a group of
letters written by Thomas Edison.
Ruby is a retired physician, coauthor of 14 books and an Air Corps
veteran who has traveled to all seven
continents. He has lived in Moses
Lake, Wash., since 1955, where he

set up his practice in general surgery
and taught at Big Bend Community
College.
In 2003, Ruby was named Caretaker of Tribal History by the Okanogan Tribe and was the recipient of
the 2006 Whitworth College Distinguished Alumnus Award, according
to the fall 2006 issue of Whitworth
Today.
Ruby and his late .wifc, Lelia,
raised four children, Edna, Robert,
Henry and Esmé, all of whom graduated from Whitworth between 1976
and 1981, according to Whitworth
Today.

"It's interesting as more and
more Whitworth alumni get ready
to downsize and want to share their
collections with future generations
of Wh;tworth students," Wisenor
said.
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New house centers on Shalom
Megan Frazier
Staff Writer

,=1,
T

The Shalom Community Center
is the newest and largest university- owned residence, housing 14
students.
The house, which was previously an assisted living facility,
was purchased by Whitworth last
September.
purchase was strategic, Alan
Jacob, associate director of student
housing, said in April.
"It provides a buffer so that our
residence halls aren't right next to
someone's house," Jacob said in
April. The land is almost more
valuable to us than the building:*
ideas considered for the
building included converting the
facility into catering rooms, office
spaces, a hotel for campus visitors
and a childhood development center for education majors, Ed Kelly,
director of Facilities Services,
said in April.
A committee decided it would
be most cost-efficient to convert
the building into a studcnt residence because the building was
already set up with rooms like a
residence hall, Kelly said.
"Activities, as well as day-to-day
lifc in thc residence, will center
around the biblical theme of Shalom," Terry McGonigal, dcan of
spiritual life, said in April.
While the Shalom Community
Center is an intentional experiment, thc theme of the house affects the community within the
house, making it different from
other residence halls, NIcGonigal
said.
"It's a lot more close knit than a
dorm," senior resident Amy Moos
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Students gather In the Shalom Center, which opened this year. Residents share In weekly community dinners.

said. "The small environment is
conducive to tight community:'
'The graduate assistants will receive financial support that is partially funded by a grant from thc
M.J. Nlurdock Charitable Trust.
The trust covers expenses such as
the common meal for the Shalom
residents each week, held on Sunday nights.
Keith Petersen and Melanie
Smith are the graduate assistants
living in the Shalom Community
Center. Petersen graduated from
Whitworth in 2007 and Smith
graduated in 2002. Both are in thc

Master of Arts in Theology program.
"You don't know.what you'll get
when you throw (141 people together," Petersen said.
The Shalom Community Center
residents spent hours on Community Building Day preparing
the basement and the rest of the
hall so thc center could be inviting
to residents of the area and other
residence halls.
"%Ve split up into teams and conquered the dorm. We had to sweep
up all the dust from the construction in the basement so that wc

could use it to invite people over;
Smith said. Some people's job was
to wash the outsides of the window and once they finished they
dcaned thc inside, too:'
While they were deaning, some
of the residents v;ere baking cookies to bring to the surrounding
residents.
"%Ve had like 21 plates of cookies, like 200 cookies, and handed
them out; Petersen said.
Contact Megan Frazier at meganfrazier@whitworthian.com.

DELANTY
continuedfrom page 1

cfit Chen's son, who has
cerebral palsy, The Seattle
Times reported last January.*

In
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RECENT CASES

trude Stostad, a King
County widow, sued

Several other elderly
King County individuals
have taken legal action
against Delanty.
"Delanty was recently

Delanty. The case was
settled in 2003, Jim said.*

sued on two virtually
identical cases; Jim said,
adding that both cases
were settled in recent
months.
The cases involved hundreds of thousands of dollars in court settlements,
which Delanty recently
paid off; Jim said.
'Both are King County
court cases that involve
fraud and theft from the
disabled; Jirn said.
Thomas Gates, an attorney with Gates' Law, PLLC
in Tukwila, Wash., represented Nlichiko 'Vincent,
an elderly King County
widow who Delanty stole
from while helping her
with her finances.
Beginning in 2003,
Delanty took over responsibility for all of Vincent's
financial investment issues, according to court
records.
Gates said the case was
settled out of court and
that the final papers were
signed Aug. 14.
We have settled," Gates
said. ''My dient got back
most of her money;
Delany has also been
sued by Frank Chen, a
Seattle businessman, who
named Delanty as the
trustee of a fund to ben-

Representatives from the
McCain and Obama campaigns informed students
of the candidates' stances
on foreign policy, economy,
energy and sttstainability,
education and health care
at the Meet the Candidates
event Oct. 6 in the Robinson Teaching Theatre.
The representative for
McCain was Kent Clamen,
a Spokane business owner.
Gabe Olsen, a Gonzaga student, represented Obama.
Both candidates agree
on rewarding good teachers with higher salaries, but
they have different ideas
about what to do in terms
of education from kindergarten through 12th grade,
the representatives said.
Read more online at
whitworthian.com.

assembly
held as an open
fo-rum on Oct. 8
ASWU

As a part of ASIVU's response to the George Fox
incident, the meeting on
Oct. 8 was held in the HUB
Multipurpose Room in an
open forum style.
"%Ve really want to have
this be an open time to really communicate on some
of the issues around difference, and what kind of
community we want to be
on this campus; ASWU
President Obe Quarless
said at the meeting.
Read more online at
whitworthian.com.

NANCY HUEGLI

Delanty's wife Vida, a

Whiworth alumna, grew
up next door to Nancy
and the Huegli family
considered the Delantys
dose family friends, according to court records.
After Nancy's husband
died in 1992, Delanty began assisting her with her
personal finances beginning in 1998 or 1999, according to court records.
Jim said when Delanty
befriended Nancy, she
had 20 percent hearing,
was housebound, couldn't
walk, was blind in her left
eye and had partial vision
in her right eye.
Delanty prepared Nancy's tax returns from 1999
to 2004, according to
court documents.
Jim said he has only
met Delanty three times.
"I have nothing personal against Delanty; he
said. "To me, he is a complete stranger:'
'Editor's note: At the
time of print, The Whitworthian had not obtained
crmrt documents to verify
these statements.
Contact Julie Wootton
at julie.wootton@whitworthian.com.

Economic state

affects members
of community
The current economic
crisis is hitting some Whitworth faculty and students,
particularly when it comes
to housing and commuting.
Todd Friends, instructor in the School of Global
Commerce and Management, said the luxuries are
the first thing to go.
"We definitely eat in the
home more; he said.
Read more online at

whitworthian.com.
Compikd by nrws staff

CORRECTIONS&
CLARIFICATIONS
To the knowledge of the
writer, Rory Buck was not
denied a visa, as stated in
last week's issue.
There may be more corrections in the future regarding this story.
The Whitworthian is committed to profiling

the Villitwath community with the most xmote informatico posslie.The Whitmettian Deaf knowingly
inaccurado. If
you have a eminent or guestion abcut the
Wien or accuracy of a story, send an
to eitor@whitworthian.m.
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Report shows more burglaries

News

BRIEFS

Rachel O'Kelley

Survey shows
support for city
light rail system
Nearly 75 percent of Spokanc residents said they are
in favor of a city electric
light rail system, according
to a recent survey.
The survey, conducted
by the Northwest Climate
Change Center, showed that
residents would be willing
to pay slightly higher taxes

in order to cover construction costs.
Officials from the Spokane Transit Authority
(STA) said they have talked
with city government officials about using land east
of Division Street.

Snoqualmie
Pass project gets
state approval
1-90

The Washington State
Department of Transportation has been given the goahead on a project on the
east side of Interstate 90:
The projcct will include a
six-lane freeway from Hyak.
Wash. to Easton, %%rash.
Contractors have already
begun the project, aiming
to get as much done as possible before winter.

Bush reassures

investors about
state of economy
President Bush reassured
investors about the economic situation during a
speech at the White House
on Oct. 11.
Bush said federal government officials are doing all
they can to halt further disruptions in the economy.

Christian families
flee Mosul after

extremist threats
More than 900 Christian
families have fled Mosul,
Iraq in the past week afterthreats from Muslim extremists.
Thirteen Christians have
also been Icilled in Mosul,
located about 260 miles
north of Baghdad, in the
past two weelcs.
Government officials said
they believe the attacks may
have been prompted by

Christian demonstrations
about the provincial elections, which will be held in
January.
Muslim extremists have
threatened to kill Christians
in Mosul who do not agree
to convert to Islam. Threatening leaflets have appeared
in neighborhoods made up
largely of Christians.
Compiled by Julie Wootton
Sources: Spokesman-Review,
Yaldtna-Herald
Republic,
CNN, Associated Press

Staff Writer
The 2007-08 campus security
report, which was released earlier
this month, showed an increase in
the ntunber of burglaries on cam-

what McFall called an "intelligent
thief'," due to thc fact that none of
the windows had been broken in
the process.
"Everything that was inside thc
car %vas stolen; Lipscomb said.
McFall said the burglars are not
suspected to be 'Whitworth students because the crime was not
a normal representation of the
Whitworth crime pattern.
The new security cameras were
not used during the investigation
process, McFall said.
Two weeks ago, there were three
reported car break-ins in the Warren and Hixson Union Building
parking lots.
The windows were brolcen on all
of the cars and there were purses
stolen out of each of the three cars,
according to the campus security
log.
McFall said students and residents alike should keep their vehicles locked and dear of valuable
items in plain sight.
He also recommended that students and residents check on their
vehicles frequently to cnsurc that
they are safe.
Other universities in the Spo' kane arca are also seeing an increase in burglaries.
There WCTC 51 burglaries reported in Gonzaga University's 2006
campus security report, while at
Whitworth there were no recorded burglaries in 2006.

pus.
The security rcport is a document that indudes statistics and
crime rates for the current year
and the previous two calendar
years available to students and faculty members.
'There were 19 instances of burglary last year. Sixteen of the 19
burglaries took place in residential
facilities on campus. There were
no instances of burglary during
the 2006-07 school year and two
in 2005-06 school year, according
to the report.
This wa.s an unusual increase in
the crime rate, security supervisor
Mark McFall said.
The report also shows two
car thefts reported last year and
one reported during the 2005-06
school year.
Since the beginning of this
school year, there has been one car
theft reported, according to thc security incident log.
Sophomore Julia Lipscomb's
locked '89 Toyota Carnry was stolen from the IVarren Hall parking
lot Sept. 21. Spokane police found
her car a %stek later three blocks
away from the campus at the Shell
gas station on thc corner of Hawthorne and 'Waikiki, she said.
Contact Rachel O'Kelley at raHer car had been broken into by cheLokelley@whitworthiatt.com.

Sophomore Julia
Upscomb examines
damages to her car,
which was stolen
from the Warren
Hall parking lot
Sept. 21 and later
recovered by police.
There were two
car thefts reported
to security dudng
the 2007-08 school
year.
NO. Filion1Whityvttitian
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Student leadership program
differs from other universities
Ira McIntosh
Staff Writer

Student leadership in residence halls is one factor that
makes Whitworth unique
from other universities in its
league, said Dick Mandeville,
associate dean of students.
"We work from a model that
focuses on relational leadership. rather than an authoritative leadership: Mandeville
said. "That changes everything."
Whitworth is one of the
only schools to have, student
medics in each dorm.
Some schools have positions that Whitworth does
not. One such position is the
Student Ministry Coordinator
at Seattle Pacific University.
The purpose of the SMC
program is to serve the spiritual needs of students living in
the residence halls," according
to Seattle Pacific's Web site.
The SMC is a student who
strives to exemplify Christ to
the others living in the residence hall and seeks to glorify
him by livirig as Christ would
have them and.by praying for
the students on their floor.
This position is similar to
Small Group Coordinators and
Small Group Leaders at Mirworth. However, Whitworth
has both faith-based and nonfaith based small groups.
The SMCs work hand-inhand with the Peer Advisors.
This position would be the
equivalent of Whitworth's
Resident Assistani
"Most schools that have
residence halls have Resident
.

o
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TRUSTEES
continuedfrom page 2
INTERNATIONAL EDUCATION aNTER

Trustee Jim Singleton said there is an aim
to move Whitworth into more intentional
internationalization of education.
In the coming hrs.() years, there is a hope
to have a semi-permanent campus in Costa
Rica. most likely.
"We want students to understand that
they live in more than just this pincconc
curtain7 Singleton said. This will be a
marvelous way to thrust them into that:
SaENCE CENTER UPDATES

Ira AtchttoilsiWkitworshisn

A group of Baldwin-Jenkins residents gather for Prime Time Oct. 12.

Assistants, but I think we're
difTerent," Mandeville said.
Mandeville outlined how
the position differs. Instead
of doing "front desk duty" or
"doing rounds; like at other
schools, Whitworth RAs are
aiked to do some sort of activity every night in the living
areas, known as Prime Time,
he said.
Pacific Lutheran University
has both Resident Assistants
and Community Assistants.
The CAs are a combination
of two of the positions on the
Whitworth campus, RAs and
Cultural Diversity Advocates.
One thing that PLU has that
Whitworth does not have is
what they call "Residence Hall

Councils:
The role of the RHCs is to
provide social and educational
programs designed to get students to Icnow each other and

build community.
All of these student leadership opportunities are what
set schools such as Whitworth
and PLU apart from larger
state schools, Mandeville said.
Mandeville said another
thing that sets Whitworth
apart is the nightly Prime
Times. Many schools have
dorm activities, but very few
have something going on every night.
Azusa Pacific University has
three developmental programs
in each residence hall every
semester, one social program
each month per living area
and at least two times a month
where the residence hall can
come together as a community, according to the school's

During an executive session Oct. 10, the
trustees talked about updates to funding
for the science center project, Benzel said
in a later interview.
Last spring, the board approved the sale
of $50 million in bonds to finance the science center and other capital projects, induding the Lied Center for the Visual Arts
and the East Residence Hall.
An additional $25 million will be raised
in order to meet the project costs, Benzel
said.
Henzel said the university is not rcady to
sell the bonds yet.
"We are recommending to proceed getting ready to sell bonds after wc carefully
evaluate the economic situation," he said.
TRUSTEE CHANGES

There are currently six vacancies on the
board. Trustees Harvey Bolton and Jean

Web site.

McCallboth resigned from the board, Singleton said.
Clark Donnell was unanimously approved for the board class of 2011. Donnell
is from Western Washington and did not
want to be a trustee at the same time as his
son Scott, an '08 alumnus, was attending
Whitworth, Singleton said.
Donnell will join the board in the
spring.

Contact Ira McIntosh at ira.
mcintosh@whitworthian.com.

Contact Julie Wootton at julie.wootton@
whitworthian.com.
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SOUNDING BOARD: WH ITWORTH IAN'S WEEKLY POLL
What Whitworth building should be remodeled next?

VOLUME 99, NUMBER 5

EDITORIAL: IN THE LOOP

Vote in the poll online at whitworthian.com or e-mail thoughts to editor@whitworthian.com.

Campus awareness
comes alive for elections
We will inherit the future. So every-one
tells us, especially around dection time.
Despite the cheesiness of this old cliché,
it's true. And it's especially true during this
presidential election.
hink about it No matter who moves
into the INhite House, things are going to
change. The next president is going to steer
the direction of the economy and determine international relations, particularly
.with those who are already hostile to the
United States.
ibis means students have to be aware of
what is going on. As much as one may like
to deny it. what the president says and does
has a major effect on the average American's
life. The recent economic crisis and bailout
bill are practically textbook examples of
this.
Political activism at Thitworth has noticeably increased this year, and for good
reason. Students are realizing the need
to pay attention to the issues. They discuss the economy and foreign policy with
their friends. They crowd into the Mind &
Hearth to watch the candidates debate on
live television.
NVhitworth's faculty have greatly encouraged this awareness. Washington Secretary
of State Sam Reed and former U.S. Rep.
George Nethercutt have given lectures on
campus.
Faculty have also hosted forums and discussions on the economic crisis. Representatives from both Sen. John McCiin and
Sen. Barack Obama's campaigns recently
visited campus to discuss the election with
students. Both of these events packed the
Robinson Teaching Theau-e, forcing some
students to sit in the aisles.
Student leaders have also pushed students
to pay attention to the issues. ASWU held
a voting drive and registered over 70 new
voters in remembrance of Sept. 11. On Oct.
28, the Political Activism Club will be hosting a Political Awareness Rally. Several notable speakers will be at the rally, including
Spokane mayor Mary Verner, John Driscoll
and Kevin Parker, both candidates for the
Washington state House of Representatives,
representatives from Gov. Chris Gregoire's
campaign and U.S. Sen. Maria Cantwell's
office, and Mark Nlays, candidate for the
U.S. House of Representatives.
It's encouraging that students are paying
attention. However, it does no good to be
aware of the issues until election day and
then not pay attention to them after that
Awareness doesn't work that way. Students have to keep up with the winning
candidates of both local and national elections. Part of the responsibility of being an
Ameriain citizen is making sure our leaders
are pointing the country in the direction it
needs to go.
Keep paying attention. Ask questions. Has
the economy improved? Are the president's
changes working? Have foreign relations
changed for the better or for the worse?
Paying attention to politics involves more
than just watching the issues around election time. Politicians should be defined by

what they do during their terms in office,
not by what they say in a campaign.
Don't wait until election time to start
thinIcing about the issues. Keep track of a
congressman's voting record. See what they
do in office.
We will inherit the future. 1Ve need to
pay enough attention to make it a future we

want
Editorials in the "In the Loop" section reflect
the majority opinion of the Editorial Board,
which is made up offive editors.
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Real learning takes initiative
1i151111

LINDBORG

=Pen

When you decided to go to college,
you probably had a fcw major motivators spurring you on. Perhaps you wanted
to get thc training needed to excel in the
job market Hopefully you also wanted to
nourish your burgeoning love affair with
learning.
An institution such as Whitworth likes
to emphasize the latter motivation, and
1Vhitworth has even epitomized it with
the well-lcnown motto of "an education of
mind and heart"
When it comes down to it, however,
students are more likely to invest only
the required amount of effort into their
classes.

Throughout the academic year 'Whitworth hosts various events in a program
entitled "Speakers and Artists". The idea
driving the program is to expose the
Whitworth community to ideas and
viewpoints which inspire discourse and
encourage a higher level of awareness of
the diverse ideas out there. Many of these
events are sponsored by a specific department and most have a specific focus in
one field or another.

In the coursc of a student's Whitworth intellectual expansion arc widely ignored
career, it is nigh impossible not to be by those in the campus community that
asked or required to attend one of these are not personally invested in or receiving
credit from the event. There are excepevents for a class.
In fact, the majority of the student at- tions, of course, but isn't thc purpose of
tendees at the events are able to pinpoint a higher educ.ation to push the boundaries
class that required them to be there. They and seek to learn on your own?
If we are here just to slog through the
may enjoy the speaker, or get a lot from
thc event, but their first reason to be there required credit hours in order to get a
is to receive credit for a dass.
job that will pay well, wc are neglecting a
The fact that there
huge opportunity to learn
are generally few stuand to sharpen our inteldent attendees isn't
lectual edge. Making thc
'The many options for
necessa.-ily because
extra effort to attend a
discussion and intellectual
students are lazy,
lecture or two may be thc
however. If you are expansion are widely ignored by first step.
taking a full course those in the campus community
I for one wouldn't want
load at Whitworth that are not personally invested to be operated on by a
you are expected to
surgeon who only did
in or receiving aedit from
average 30 or more
enough to pass in school.
the event!'
hours of studying
Medical school usually
outside of clatses per
weeds those ones out, but
week-. Depending on
thc same principle may be
the student, it could
applied to any other acabe less or much more. Add all those study demic endeavor.
hours to the time taken by part-time work
It may make sense to us to get a degree
or extra-curricular activities, and it's no in order to look good on a resume, but
wonder students are reluctant to give up if we want to actually improve ourselves
the little amount of free time they manage and our surrounding, it would seem that
to scrape together.
we have a responsibility to actually strive
Unless the lecture directly pertains to to truly learn, not just pass.
your interests, it's not likely that you will
feel like carving out the time to attend it.
LINDBORG is a senioc majoring in English. Comments can
The many options for discussion and be sent to jostinlindbog@whitwonbian.com.

WHITWORTH SPEAKS OUT: WHO DO YOU PLAN TO VOTE FOR AND WHY?
'Barack Obama
because his
polides on
education and
the economy fit
more with my

'John McCain.

values:1

mudi as Obama:'

Nick O'Kelly,

Elise Page,

sophomore

junior

KmValentin4
junior

'McCain

because In
conservative
and i tIgZ:
with him on all
my views.'

Despite Sarah
Palin's critidsm
for lack of
experience, she
has twice as

'Ralph Nader
because I find
both mainstream
presidential
candidates to be
politidans to the
core:'
MarkBond
freshman
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Studying abroad
not essential to
your education
JORDON

KELLER
COLUIPaST

Aiken Beruon/Whiiwortician

Whitworth needs to dream
bigger for its writing center
right difficult to communicate effectively with somebody
I happened to be working with when another consultant
JOSH
was working with another person; Atherton said.
SWAYNE
The irony is hopefully evident. Students come into
caliavu
the Writing Center to improve their ability to communicate through writing, but the Writing Center can get
too crowded to communicate orally, let alone discuss and
People don't notice how something could be better concentrate on writing. Some consultations literally have
if they are too accustomcd to how something is. In the to be de-centered in order to be successful.
case of the Whitworth Writing Center, I think that this
One of thc poct W.B. Yeats' famous lines went: "Things
lack of vision has unduly limited a potentially valuable fall apart: the centre cannot hold." While Yeats was
rCSOUTCC.
spealdng about the Apollonian era of Christianity and
Of course, the Writing Center is already valuable, but it reason coming to an end, his line fits here as well. In
could be much better.
Whitworth's case, things are occasionally "falling apart"
According to Angela González, assistant professor of because the ccntcr cannot hold enough people.
English and director of the Writing Center, the numbcr
The small spacc also puts a cap on how much the Writof student visits to the center last ycar increased 13 per- ing Center can be used. Many more people might use
cent over the year before. The pmblem is.that despite the the Writing Center if it could accommodate all of them.
fact that students use and professors
Even if students make good use of
recommend the Writing Center, thc
the Writing Center now, more space
center is small. It is more like a writwould make the center an easier, more
"Students come into the
ing doset than a writing center. All the
convenient service to use, which could
Writing Center to improve their increase thc number of students seeksame, the students come.
"Space doesn't seem to be a problem ability to communicate through ing the valuable help the Writing Cenin attracting students, but it can be a writing, but the Writing Center ter provides.
problem when working with them,"
A writing center is a place where, as
can get too aowded to
Gonz.ilez said. This afternoon two
Deeth
pointed out, consulta.nts with
communicati orally, let alone
consultants were working with stuknow-how and plentiful resources
discuss and concentrate
dents when my appointment arrived.
make themselves available for writAlthough one of the sessions was alon writingf
ers. In a writing center, people talk to
most ovcr, I asked my student to move
each other about how to talk through
to a study room or other location in the
writing. That action is fundamentally
library so that wc would have a place to
human on two levels: that of commusit and hear one another:'
nicating and that of exploring how people communiI am taking the Writing Center's consultant training cate. Unfortunately form is barely following function for
course this semester, so I have been spending about four Whitworth's Writing Center.
hours a week in the center working with students. At my
Whitworth obviously recognizes the importance of
previous institution, Yakima Valley Community College, writing, as its adoption of the Writing Across the CurI worked at the Writing Center for nearly two years. Comriculum prograrn and its maintenance of a writing center
paring the two, I'd have to say that students coming into attest. However, Whitworth hasn't yet recognized that
the 'Whitworth Writing Center are getting shortchanged writing consulting is a very human activity, and people
not on the center's human resources, but definitely on its need an appropriate a.nd inviting space to be comfortphysical resources.
able, to hold a private conversation as they discuss the
YVCC's Writing Center was over twice as big as Whit- very personal act of writing and to feel like they can focus
worth's, and that was before they moved their center into on the paper in front of them and the person with whom
a space more than double its original size. Now the center they are working.
has couches, a conference room, a reception desk and
A writing center is its people more than its place, but
a coffee maker. It's easy for students and consultants to places can limit people - physically, creatively and interhear one another, not to mention feel comfortable and personally. If the Whitworth Writing Center had-more
welcomed.
space, what might its people be able to do then?
Writing consultants Danny Atherton and Alan Deeth
"If you build it, they will come: whispered a spectral
both said that the Writing Center's small size doesn't re- baseball player in the Costner classic "Field of Dreams;
ally keep people from coming, but like Gonzilez noted, Whitworth, your students are already coming to the
the space can be problematic. Atherton's first consulta- Writing Center, but thc building hasn't even begun.
tion had to be done in another room in the library because another student and consultant were working in
the Writing Center.
SWAYNE is a senior majoring in English. Corivnents can be sent to joshswayne@
have noticed on a few occasions where it was down- whiovorthian.com.

Updated daily with breaking news, updates, blogs,
features, sports and commentary

It is becoming increasingly popular among college students to study abroad, whether they desire to learn about
other cultures, sharpen their language skills or simply have
fun traveling. If you are an upperclassman, you probably
know multiple students who are studying in another country right now. Many of them will say that studying abroad
ope'ned their eyes, defined their college experience, even
changed their lives.
If studying abroad is such a great experience, why doesn't
everyone do it?
I believe studying abroad is certainly a once-in-a-lifetime opportunity that interested students should take advantage of. However I would argue, contrary to what some
believe, that studying in a foreign country will not make or
break your college experience.
Maybe you have been in a situation where a professor or
adviser has tried to persuade you to study abroad. Whitworth's strong emphasis on the value of studying abroad
can make it seem as if a semester in a foreign country is
almost like a requirement for graduation.
According to the Whitworth Web site, "Knowledge of
a world culture other
than one's own is a
major learning goal
"Whitworth's strong emphasis
at Whitworth University."
on the value of studying abroad
Although this goal
can make it seem as if a
is definitely admisemester in a foreign country
rable, there are still
is
almost like a requirement for
lots of opportunities
graduation."
to study other cultures and languages
at home.
Sophomore Jaryd
Madlena explained his view on studying abroad.
"I think it will be good for everyone; he said. "It will
expand on their education, but not take avray from it. I will
definitely try to study abroad if money is not an issue;
The price of studying abroad is one reason many students opt out. Paying tuition alone is difficult for some,
making studying abroad a luxury they simply can't afford. This doesn't necessarily mean they are missing out
though.
Mitworth already offers a well-rounded liberal arts education with classes specifically designed to teach students
to think globally. Studying abroad is an option that simply
adds to that education, but is not necessary to complete it.
This Jan Term, I will be traveling to the East Coast for
the Prejudice Across America program. I will travel to
new places and experience so much right here in my home
country.
I will see the next president inaugurated, visit a handful
of historical museums and learn about other cultures in
the U.S. I am going to interact with others from different
socio-economic backgrounds and learn how to use subways and other forms of transportation. There are many
educational opportunities right here in the States.
Instead of learning about another culture in another
place, I am taking the educational initiative to learn about
my country and other cultures right here at home. Whether you travel during college or after, there is nothing wrong
with learning at school or traveling and studying here in
the U.S.
Senior Jeff Upton gave the perspective of one who has
studied abroad in both Northern Ireland and Argentina.
"I would say studying abroad isn't something someone
needs to do, but I do think it's becoming more and more
important with the current globalization," he said.
Upton added that while studying abroad can be very
educational, there are ways to learn about other cultures
without leaving Whitworth.
"Basically what you get, I think, is an increased knowledge about another culture; he said. "I think you can also
get some of that from having conversations and experiences with the international students here."
While studying abroad is obviously a great learning opportunity, it is not something that every student at AVhitworth is interested in pursuing. Some can't afford it, some
don't want to spend such a long amount of time in another
country and some would rather just spend all four years
on campus.
Although a great emphasis is placed on studying abroad
at 'Whitworth, students shouldn't feel pressured to do
something that not only isn't necessary to complete their
education, but may not be for them.
a sophomore majoring in Spanish. Convnents can be sent to jordon.
keller@whitworthian.com
KELLER is
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Take a stand,

keep student
Annettt FaliriVIStitworthian

Despite many concerns, America will

maintain powerful international status
TIM

TAKECHI

activism alive
both conducted in reality, but the ability to choosc one ovcr the other is a

NATHANIEL

luxury.
Unfortunately, if there is any credence to the current disastrous predictions about thc U.S. economy, we just

ORWILER
wawsl

might have to join the poverty discushave been asked by several indi- sion anyivay.
viduals from older generations why
That's why these questions are imcollege students don't seem to care portant oncs. Our bubble is only imaganymore.
inary and as humans, our position
Sure, there's the occ-asional protest or is always prccarious. If today's civil
demonstration conducted by as many debates became tomorrow's trenches,
as 10 percent of the students of a given where would you stand?
school, but where's the property-deIt may seem as if I have nothing but
stroying passion of the Vietnam gener- criticism to offer but my aim is to enation or thc solidarity of purpose that courage. Whitworth offers an educaformed America in the first place?
tion that has us constantly examining
Most days, it does seems valid to ask the world outsidc of Vhitworth, not
if we believe in anything anymore. I'm only through opportunities to travel,
referring to a collective belief; just one but also in the questions we are asked
truth we hold to be self-evident and so to consider in almost every discipline.
on and so forth.
The very nature of attending a private
Perhaps most people would find this school in the midst of a hurting world
to be an outdated question. After all, should be a challenge to everyone.
aren't we now experiencing the post- How do you justify it?
modem age, where one opinion is as
We have the unique opportunity to
valid as the next? The age where my open our eyes. I know that my time
views 'arc not necessarily the opinions here, time that is almost finished, has
of The Whitworthian, its editors or its changed me in remarkable ways. In
staff'?
these formative years, it is time to deIt may be true that if there is a single cide the kind ofpeople we arc going to
collective belief left, it is the idea of be to thc rest of the world. We've almoderation. The consequence of this ready spent 18 or more years thinking
passhity can be the cuting out of radi- about what kind of people we are going
cal thought
to be to ourselves.
It is my belief that the majority of us
Many of us are attending school in
are too confused to
order to obtain jobs
engage in the world
so we can survive.
around us. We go
But in this commuWhitworth's utopia, we can
through an educanity, we are offered
tional system saying
afford to question the signifimore than just sur"I don't know, I don't
cance of dosing or not dosing
vival skills, we are
know" and are often
Whitworth Drive, but we can't offered perspective.
patted on the head
It just takes the eyes
afford to examine ourselves!'
for having reached
to see it and the ears
the pinnade of phito hear it.
losophy at such a
There are a mulyoung age.
titude of opportunities to get involved
Have we finally created the perfect on and off campus and we delete them
world?
from our e-mail inbox almost every
his seems like a ludicrous question day. Besides these activities and orgaat first, but think about what it requires nizations, simply voicing your opinion
of us to talce a stand. 'Think about the to those around you can spark the diasinldng feeling you get in the pit of logue that changes lives.
your stomach every time you hear
I applaud those who choose to be
about Africa but are about to go out to socially conscious and I admire the
dinner with friends.
strength of will it takes to be active.
In Whitworth's utopia, we can afford Whitworth is not totally dead or asleep
to question the significance.of dosing to the outside world as proponents of
or not dosing Whitworth Drive, but the "pinecone curtain" idea have often
we can't afford to examine ourselves. suggested, but rather, Whitworth curThe disparity between our situatiori rently embodies an institution of tranand a truly desperate situation is great sition where young adults try to make
enough to cause enormous feelings of up their own minds.
guilt and even -despair.
It is my desire to see student's conInstead, we draw so many different front hard world issues. To do that, we
borders between reality and ourselves have to allow ourselves to be scared in
that we don't have to think about any- a comfortable environment. And then,
thing we don't want to think about.
instead of leaving it at fear, we have to
It's obvious to see how we some- grow up and do something.
times do this with large-scale issues.
After all, Red Robin and gossip sou.nds
delicious compared to examining so- °RV/ILEA is a senior ma)xing i Engfah. Comments
lutions to poverty. Arguably, these are can be sent to nathanietorwierpottworthiaruom.
I

Are America's days as the lone superpower numbered, or even over? Many
patriotic young Americans who grew up
in the prosperous '90s would sure like an
answer to that question. It seems that after
all the facts are looked at, it is most appropriate to assess that America will not
lose its superpower status. Rather other
nations will soon join it. America's political, military, economic and social influence will be here to stay for a while, but
who is to say other countries will not soon
join the fray?
China's presence in sub-Saharan Africa is growing. Europe is starting to look
more like thc "United States of Europethan anything else. The
Cold War is definitely

cau.s1

It sure is lonely at the top.
This is what the United States has felt
for years. Especially after that pesN.-y Soviet
Union fell in 1991. Ever since, thc United
States has been the lone superpower in
the world.
We had the world's strongest economy,
wealthiest people, most feared military
force and most trustworthy allies. There
was nothing that
could keep the U.S.
down. Not even
"America can hardly call itself the over.
9/11 or an unpopuMost who watched
lone
superpower as long as we are
lar war in Iraq.
the Olympics were imdependent
an
China
to
take
on
our
Over the past
pressed with China's
couple of weeks, debt, the Saudis to provide us our
powcr and ability to
prospects
these
oil and India for us to outsource
dazzle. Those Comdon't seem to be as
many of our jobs!'
munists sure know
true as thcy once
how to put on a good
were.
show. What perhaps
Nfost Americans
frightened Americans more than seeing
know by now about the bulking crisis
digitally added fireworks was thc fact that
that has plagued %Vail Street and WashChinas
rising power is for real And other
ington. Others are probably also aware
nations are not far behind.
of the staggering U.S. economy, our deVladimir Putin's short invasion of
pendence on foreign oil. America's conGeorgia could foreshadow a resurgence
tribution to global warming and the rise
of nations like China and India. These arc of Russia's former glory, whidi it lost following the breaking up of the Soviet Emall observations ripped straight from the
pire. The European Union has emerged as
headlines.
a
major financial and military rival to the
This is why many politicalobservers be-

lieve America's days of global dominance
are numbered. The façade of U.S. invulnerability came crashing down almost as
quickly as the stock market We have been
living in a dreamland these past couple of
years, as our once mighty military force
still cannot declare victory in Iraq or Af-

U.S.

Controversial Iranian President Mahmoud Ahmadinejad recently said to thc
United Nations that the "American empire in the world is reaching the cnd of its
road."
See TAKECHI, page 9

ghanistan.

in

LETTERS TO THE EDITOR: READER RESPONSES
RE:VON'T TREAT SMOKERS UKE
SINNERS'

Smokers have social

responsibilities as well
To thc NVhitworthian staff,
In the Whitworthian issue
4. volume 99, there was an
artide about how non-smokers should brave the haze
and get to know smokers.
While I realize that community is important, and that
people shouldn't stereotype,
I don't believe that this is
the only stereotyping that
happens on campus, nor do
I believe that non-smokers
should -brave the haze" and
have to get to know these
people on their turf.
While it is a noble cause,
there are still side effects. The
author in part made a jolce
about how the campus pizza
would sooner kill you than

the second-hand smolce.
However, I have to wonder
¡(he himself is a smolcer.
That would naturally cause
a bias, and not to mention
it puts the non-smolcers at
fault. That is like saying that
people shouldn't avoid me
because I am openly gothic.
That people should feel free
to walk right up to me and
get to know me.
However, isn't it just as
much my job to get to know
people as it is theirs? We
can't just point the finger as
a group of individuals and

blame them. Nor should
you expect non-smokers to
brave the haze to get to know
people.
Consider this: there is
a reason that they do not
smoke, so why tell them to
willingly go and stand in
second-hand smoke? Not
only that but second-hand
smoke is actually more dangerous then first-hand smoke
because it is unfiltered.
Now, I am a non-smoker,
so naturally I am a little upset that I am being told that
by not standing in secondhand smoke that I am not
being a good Whitworth
student However, I do have
friends that smolce and I
didn't have to brave the haze
to gct to know them. I understand smoking is a social
thing, but non-smokers don't
see it as that, hence why they
are non-smolcers.
The oint of this isn't to
get into the Mitworthian.
Rather, the point of this is
more to say that I was rather
insulted by that article. Not
only did the author generalize, whether intentionally or
not, but he also didn't point
any blame at the sniokers.
Yes, non-smokers make it
difficult for smokers to get
to know them with the way
that they act But smokers
could step outside of thcir
smolcey bubble and give
non-smokers a chance too.
Smolcers taunt non-smokers
as much as they themselves

are taunted. Not only that,
but I have seen them intentionally blow smoke or stand
in places of large traffic. If
they were such victims they
would do all that they could
to avoid "contaminating the
air" of non-smokers.
Personally, I think the
article was poorly written
and really crossed a couple
of lines. Not to mention that
I am personally offended at
the jolces they cracked about
how second-hand smoke affects people, as my uncle (the
husband of my godmother)
was recently diagnosed with
lung cancer.
I have also worked in restaurants where non-smoking
co-worIcers got cancer from
second-hand smoke because
they had worked in it for
some time. Vhile I realize
that thc time duration that
they worlced in second-hand
smolce is not the same as the
time taken to get to know
someone, I do believe that
it still has the same harmful
side effects, and that short
time can still cause cmcer.
So why can't the two get
to know each other the
way students get to know
teachers, in dus and out
for coffee? You don't have
to brave thc haze to get to
know someone, nor should
the non-smokers be doing all
the work.
Caroline May

junior
business

Write a letter to the editor. The WhitwortMan welcomes reader responses to anides or hsues of interest to the Whitworth
conununity. Send letters to edittx@whitworthian.com or submit online.

lint to 200 words. Visit whinvorthiantom for details.
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Walking out of the dining hall
Are ytu cdru rre fat?

Are ,tu Ettfo-xcl to
t.4113 A thlt stuff?

Nehey Dacon/1170tworthiar;

Don't blame students
for stealingfrom Saga
Students at Whitworth University
are among somc of the most moral,
obedient and humble creatures on
the planet. I mean, just look at me.
However, this moral fiber that
is quilted into the quilt work of the
Whitworth community sometimes
comes to odds with other "interests"
of thc students.
Like thc fact that studcnts get totally jazzed about stealing food and
dishes from Sodcxo.
I understand the thrill of the fivefinger discount. As a child. I was the
burglar of magnets. I specialized in
the magnets with the little cycs that
would wiggle around. You know, like
owls and bumblebees with little cotton ball heinics and whatnot.
But just because I did it once a long
time ago doesn't mean it's OK.
In fact, I'm going to take the controversial position here and say that
stealing is not OK.
What, just because you are required to have a mcal plan if you live
on campus, you think it's OK to borrow cups?
Just because thcsc mcal plans cost
nearly $2,000, you think you're entitled to borrow cups?
Just because you have to pay extra
moncy to take food out of the dining
area, you think you can take a little
something extra too?
Just because the juice station is always out of juice, you think you can
takc a little collateral?
What, you think it's cool to put
trays under your vehicle's tires and
spin around the school's snowy parking lot, doing totally sick 360s and
drinking Rockstars and listening to
Run DMC while MTV decides to do
a made-for-TV special on how legit
you are? You disgust me.
I tvas seething with rage thinking about these crooks onc day, and
I think you know exactly what I did.
I came home to make myself a cup
of chocolate milk. We were all out of
wineglasses, so I checked the other
cup drawer. As I opened the drawer,
my heart sank. Every mug we own in
our house is turquoise. Every bowl
we own is yellow and chipped. Our
plates are part of the Laurctta signature collection. Every piece of silverware we own is made out of dissolving bamboo.
Our clutter drawer is compiled
of briefcases filled with $100 bills,
Oceans 11 through 13, a ball of silly
putty and that blue thing Rose wore
in "Titanic". None of which we have
paid for.
I did what any reasonable per-

son would do. I blamed Grand Theft
Auto I through IV. And when my
anger witlt the despicable video game
industry had declined, I did what
any Whitworthian writcr would do:
I blamed the administration.
If you disagree, let me pose several
questions to which you will be forced
to exdaim a resounding "Yes": Is our
mascot a pirate? Do pirates pillage?
Do you like gummy bears? When
you see a picture of an overbearingly
cute kitten are you not sometimes
Inclined to squeeze thc life out of it?
Is stealing cheaper than buying? Arc
wc only innocent children emulating
our heroes? That's what I thought.
It's wrong for the administration
to dose us up in this pinccone curtain. I've never even technically seen
this pinccone curtain, but pinecones
should be stamped with waffle-print
and used for holding tree ice crcam,
not for making curtains.
We should be encouraged to steal.
Get some life experiences under our
belt before making our way out in the
world. Nothing says "hire me" like
several counts of shoplifting.
I mean, if we're going to steal mugs
from the dining hall - and let's face it
we are - let's at least have administration pretend it's al) part of the plan.
They could make it a dub or intramural sport or something. Even change
the motto of the school. Imagine the
future of Whitworth: "An education
of total freaking awesome."
It's not like you can return all the
crud you've stolen, either. Imagine,
for a moment, if you tried to return
14 trays, several sets of bambooware, that cardboard poster with the
daily meal and 262 turquoise mugs.
Something tells me you wouldn't be
received well.
On the other hand, you can't put
that stuff in the lost and found, because that would seem to insinuate
that these items were "found." Ihey
might hail you as a hero and give you
high fives and tapioca pudding. That
would almost be fraudulent Which
is distasteful.
Maybe our school should have an
"I stole this, but I'm ready to return
it" section.
Or maybe our administration
should acccpt the lawless bandits that
we are and demolish all of our rules.
I'm talking straight-up unadulterated
anarchy. We could WaVC around nefarious black flags with crimson Ws
on them. Oh wait.
VARGUS is a junior majoring in English. Comments can

be sent to nic.vargus@whitworthian.com.

Each week, The Whitworthian Opinions staff will take a single topic and each offer some
short commentary. Readers are encouraged to respond to the topic on the Perspectives blog
at whitworthian.com.

The clouds of gunpowder and smoke from Tuesday, Oct. 7's debate between presidential candidates Sen. Barack Obama and Sen. John McCain are dissipating, and a waft of
what lingers drifted into my nose. I must admit, I am a little tired of the smelL It is not
necessarily the debating that I grow weary of; it is the half-truths, misleading information and the mudslinging that has been occurring particularly the past few months.
For instance, during Tuesday's debate McCain claimed that "Sen. Obama was the second-highest recipient of Fannie Mae and Freddie Mac money in history." This is misleading because no donations came from the companies. Federal law forbids that. According
to CNN.com, there is evidence that only employees from the companies contributed to
Obama.
Of course I cannot leave Obama out in this. On Friday, Oct. 3, while in Abrigton,
Penn., Obama claimed that McCain's economic plan does not yield relief to over 100
million middle-class taxpayers. In actuality, the statement is completely false. According
to the CNN.com Fact Finder, the daim is talcing into account only one part of McCain's
economic plan and ignoring the effects of the rest of McCain's plan.
I know it is all in the game ofelections, but I am a stidder for the facts. There are plenty
of facts they can use against each other, so is there really a need to distort the truth?

De Andra Kenoly
The unfortunate reality of national politics is that there is a separation between' how
much voters actually know and what thcy want to hear. Voter apathy is an even worse
problem when the majority of remaining voters just stic,k to their party lines. The result
is that McCain and Obama are entirely focused on the few percentage points that matter, the undecided voters. I find it insulting that the debates treat American citizens like
sheep, feeding us buzzwords and using emotional expressions to gain favor. It's time
we stopped listening for what we want to hear and watching for what we want to see,
maybe thcn in the future, candidates would be forced to be more dear about the issues
at hand.

Nathaniel Onviler
Politicians campaign. That is thcir job before they can become an elected official.
The facts don't matter so much as the spin and polish, and both McCain and Obama
are able gire audeinces those things to some degree. When you listen to their debates,
you'll notice that often thcy don't stick to the questions people ask. If they can't even do
that, thcn why cxpcct thcm to use facts? We have not put enough pressure on candidates to actually address issucs. They make promises and throw out a few numbers, but
all they really have to do is talk a lot. Addressing facts would get in the way of all that
talking, and if talking is what we expect them to do, then no, they can't make their case
by sticking to facts. If they did that, we would all complain they weren't a:ting like a
politicians. If you want facts, stay out of politics.
Josh Swayne
Read what other columnists have to say and give your ovm feedback at whitworthian.com.

TAKECHI: America
conthniedfrom page 8

may be joined as a world power

interconnected in some way.
Hardly anyone, except North Korea, is
Instability in Iraq and stmng anti-Israeli alone anymore. Thanks to globalization,
sentiments have allowed Iran to become one America's economy is no longer dependent
of the dominant powers in the Middle East upon itself. The same goes for the economies
Outspoken world leaders like Hugo Chavez of other nations. We need them and they
in Venezuela continue to taunt the U.S. by na- need us.
America can hardly call itself the lone sutionalizing more exports and aiding fledging
leftist regimes all throughout Latin America. perpower as long as we are dependent on
Does all this mean that the U.S. should China to take on our debt, the Saudis to proworry about losing its superpower status vide us our oil and India for us to outsource
many of our jobs.
sometime in the near future? I think not.
The last reason is more positive. Years of
I do believe that the standing of America
as the lone superpower is about to be over. economic aid to poor nations are starting to
This has nothing to do with the faltering pay off. American and European aid to imeconomy or the Iraq War. It has nothing to poverished countries in Latin America, Afdo with America falling behind. It has every- rica and Asia are starting to show results.
Nations like Angola, Afghanistan, Panama
thing to do with the rest of the world catchand South Africa have benefited from Westing up. Here are a few examples:
During the Cold War, Western Europe, ern foreign aid. They are starting to assert
East Asia and various other nations around themselves on dte world stage. Although
the world were protected under the proverbi- poverty is still a large problem, it is safe to
al American military-industrial complex. The say that progress is being made, as slowly as it
U.S. promised to protect the democracies of may seem. It seems ironic that the countries
the world from the Communist Soviets and now competing with the U.S. were supported
their numerous satellites. Today, with the and built up by die U.S.
I see no reason to worry about these recent
Cold War no longer raging on, many of these
countries have developed their own powerful developments. Losing our lone superpower
and formidable military. They caught up to status should not harm our economy, national security, or global prestige. If anything, the
American firepower.
Globalization plays a huge role in this shift emerging power of ot11,-.; nations, particuof power. Transnational and multinational larly democracies, can strengthen America.
corporations are the norm as more busi- because there is nothing better than having
nesses stretch beyond their political borders. powerful friends.
It may be lonely at the top, but it is about to
The same goes for banks. The banking crisis
here at homc affects banks in Europe and get a little more crowded.
Asia as well. More and more, the American
economy is being tied to corporations and TAKECH1 s a senior majoring in joumatism. Comments an be
governments overseas. All nations are now sent to tim.takediewhityrorthian.com.
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Above, customers stt bt ttse Gahm shop part of The Service Station on Oct. 12. Below left,
the food counter of The Service Station. Below right, front man Jake Snider of Minus the
Bear performs at The Servke Station on Oct. B.

:t.Aldwdres,i7,,tisi

The Seriice Station' is unique becatise it has beC'ome WeII kUomilti
the community as a coffee shop, so many patrons come for the coffee
and not the music. This allows a wider variety of audience members. It's
not uncommon to see parents at concerts, along with high school and
college students
The Serrice Station is a nonprofit coffee shop and concert hall that
was started by former pastor Scott Robinson. The concert hall can hold
up to 800 people, giving more local bands as well as more well-known
bands a chance to perform in a professional setting. Concerts are put
on by RAWK The Inland Northwest, a faith-based nonprofit organization that puts on concerts in Spolume and the surrounding AIMS. The
Service Station emphasizes conununity, and tries to give back to the
community of Spokane as well as the world by donating their profit to
organizations such as CrossWalk.
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The Empyrran was built in 1904 as a fur trading post, Empyrean coowner Chris,' Riddle said. The slanted roof of the building acted as an
òff ramp for furs departing the railroad that passes nearly over top the
,

Today the Empyrean stands among the Caterina Winery and the BLVD
as one of the three venues in town with multiple shows each weelc
ibe Empyrean has two stages. A front stage with a smaller sound system and restaurant-style seating is generally used for smaller acousticbased acts. In the back, through a door-sized hole in the brick wall, is a
small room with a rickety wooden stage and a sound system, where most
of the Empyrean's shows are held.
The Empyrean is probably best-Icnown for its indie shows: folk. rock
or electronic. The back room, however, is no stranger to loud noise, as it
hosts a hardcore or metal show once or twice a week. The only real way to
know what you're in for at an Empyrean show is if you do ynur research,
and check out the bands in the magical world of MySpace.
-

In 2006, after a rowdy, drunken pre-Hoopfest show, The Big Dipper WU
shut down. last sPring; RAWK,The Inland Northwest, a nonprofit Christian organizatiön, obtained exclusive rights to the Venue. M you might expect, RAWK books some of the louder music in town. Ex-ERC boolcer Ryan
Levey and ex-F.mpyrean boolcer Rhea Beumei now run the venue, under
supervision 6fRAWK treasurer Dale Strom.
Despite its plagued history, Thc Big Dipper continues to be a cornerstone of the Spokane nursic scene. When compared to other cities, Spolcane
is blessed with a rich collection of all-ages venues, and The Big Dipper is
among the oldest and most emblematic of the group. This summer, Seattle
rock quartet Barcelona pliyed the venue..Recently, These Arms Are Snakes
performed. Both bands are gaining regional and national attention as some
of the up7and-comers in the music industry. If The Big Dipper can keep
up the momentum it's gathered thus far, there could be some truly groundbreaking shows on the horizon.
The Big Dipper is still getting back on its feet after its recent reopening.
Unlike many local venues, it Flies upon ticket salis alone to stay afloat. If
you want to catch one of Spokane's promising young bands before they move
up to larger venues; and you enjoysome goo4 hardcáre or metal once in a
while, make a trip to The Big Dipper.
.
The BLVD, located on
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The Knitting Factory, formerly known as The Big Easy, is located in downtown
Spokane.The concert house is starting to bring bigger names to Spokane.
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The original members created Caterina Winery in memory of an adored grandmother
when they opened in Washington state in 1993,
according to its Web site.
Beyond the art of wine making, Caterina
Winery infuses their selection of fine wine with
live music and rotating art shows. Live music
is featured on Friday and Saturday nights at 8
p.m.

.

Thc Spokane Arena (officially but less known
as the Spokane Veterans Memorial Arena) was
created due to the need for a larger multi-purpose arena than the Spokane Coliseum. The
Spokane Arena first opened September 1995 and
is home té the Spokane Chiefs hockey team, a
member of the Western Hockey League.
The arena will host the 2010 United States
Figure Skating Championships, according to the
United States Figure Skating Assodation.
The Spokane arena is the place to go for larger
ventiles, bigger artilts and mainstream shows.

The Knitting Factory, previously called The Big Easy, is one of the biggest concert halls in Spokane, able to hold 1,500 people. Most concerts
are for all ages, although ifyou are under 21 they mark your hand because
therels a bar in the concert hall. The majority of big name concerts are
held at The Knitting Factory. 'There is a balcony for those who don't want
to stay on ffie main floor, as well as sitting and standing room at most
concetts. The Knitting Factory houses dance parties and karaoke in the
Alter Knit lounge, which is 21+. -

A recent rumor has suggested that the BLVD was condemned. When ask-ed about the
pending demise of the BLVD, the venue's booker Bill Powers confirmed that Spokane'
has been actively pursuing the propeity in past months.
"I'm sure they consider it an eyesore to their convention center," he said. The BLVD
may be torn down someday, but for now it remains as a trademark of the Spolmne
music scene.
Although the BLVD is usually pegged as a hotspot for louder music, it also hosts all
genres, Powers said. The BLVD, like the Empyrean and the Caterina 'Winery, puts on
multiple shows per week. All-ages shows abound during the week, but you can expect
most of the better-latiown bands' weekend shows to require a cover charge over $10 and
an ID that vouches for the minimum 21 years you've been alive.
The BLVD is a high-capacity, mid-level venue with some prominent musicians on
its roster.
"I can guarantee that there are one or two shows per month that any student at Whitworth could get excited about; Powers said.

Brandon tiontring/Wkitworthian

he BLVD, located on West Main Avenue, Is not only a concert venue but also a bar and a barbecue house.
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Nobles-Beans
hours
Marcia: Baking before
finds inspiration

in God's creation

Sodexo employee

Marcia St. Amand
starts work at 3 a.m.

Monica Calderon
Staff IVriter

The Employees of

Part 3 of 3

Sophie Sestero
Staff Writer
Marcia St Amand has been working in Sodexo for 21 years and it all
started because of shoes. Marcia
started working at Whitworth during
January of 1988. Her two boys wanted
soccer shoes, which were expensive.
While Marcia was looking for a job
her next door neighbor, who worked
here, suggested she apply.
She works eight hours a day in Sodexo baking for the students and supplying Mind & Hearth with cookies
and bars.
hIarcia's days begin at 1 a.m. when
she gets up, does a few things for hcr
93-yeax-old father, hopefully doesn't
have to shovel any snow, and drives
the 20 minutes from Chattaroy to
NVhitworth for work.
Work starts at 3 a.m. when she arrives in the kitchen to begin baking
Tam S.arbrunt Whaworthun
fresh pastries for student breakfasts
and for the Mind Er Hearth. She works Muda SL Amand makes muffins to be served In Sodexo. She has been working In
all the way through until she gets off Sodexo making various pastries for 21 years.
work at 11 a.m. After this she ghes
home, does chores and works out Marcia said. baked during the sum- viously worked as the baker. This is
there until 830 p.m. when she goes to mer, never during the school year so Schelin's first year working at thc front
bed.
counter scanning cards.
this is a new thing for me
The days go really quickly behind
Although her job requires careful
"(Marcial has been a model emthe scenes," Marcia said. You have to precision, exact measurements and ployee: Schclin said. "She is very into
get your stuff done.
organization of all scrapbooking. It takes a lot of careful
I do the best I can
thc
ingredients, planning and organization," Schelin
and just keep plugMarcia doesn't find said, believing too that these qualities
"She has to make breakfast pas- it hard.
ging along."
help Marcia to be the quality worker
She has lots of tTies for 400, ... cookies and bars
The only chal- and baker that she is.
time limits and to- for 1,000 and then bake for Mind lenge is getting all
Marcia's favorite things to bake for
do lists of things to & Hearth for 200. That consists of your
ingredients students arc cookies.
get finished every
"If I had the space and time i would
put together: she
a lot of bakingf
day, she said. "I'm
fancy decorated cookies," Marcia
said.
do
Barbara Schein,
doing the best I can
However, more said. "I like decorated sugar cookies:
Sodexo employee
with what I've got.Students enjoy the cookies she bakes
than that is the volshe said. "Between
ume of pastries she tremendously. Sophomores Edmundo
the coffee house and students, it's a lot puts out each day.
Corrales and Brian Brady discussed
of dough every day."
'She has to make breakfast pastries their long list of favorite desserts of
hlarcia used to work only during for 400, lunch which includes cookies Marcia's. Rice Krispie treats, gingerthe =Tuner term, but this year she and bars for 1,000 and then bake for snaps, apple crisps, snickerdoodles,
increased her time to the fall term as Mind & Hearth for 200. That consists yellow cake with chocolate frosting,
welL
ola lot of baiting: said fellow Sode.xo
'I am the morning baker now," employee Barbara Schelin, who preSee MARCIA, page 14

ï

Fields of Diamonds Hodse of Blessing founder Stephy Nobles-Beans is starting a new project as a part of
the transition home's ministry. The shelter for abused
womcn and their children in downtown Spokane was a
Whitworth partner for Community Building Day this
year. Nobles-Beans, a published poet. plans to express
her love of writing with the greeting cards she hopes
to start printing for Fields of Diamonds.
Attention was first drawn to
Nobles-Beans' new greeting card
project with an c-mail she scnt
out to the student community at
Whitworth. Nobles-Beans spoke
of thc positive response that she
received from the Whitworth
community. Her equalled request NOBLES-BEANS
for photographs lcd to a flood of
replies that have stocked her with
over 400 photos of skies, naturc and flowers.
'Since I am a visual person, I am moved by God's
beauty and creations," Nobles-Beans said.
She looks forward to using the photographs in conjunction with encouragements and bits of poetry she
will match in a completed card. Describing her cards
as "cards of encouragement," Nobles-Bcans said that
printing and distributing motivational greeting cards is
a project she plans to continue in thc future.
Nobles-Beans has made greeting cards like this before, about fivr ycars ago.

In addition to selling cards to ministry supporters,
she forsees giving cards away to women in need of encouragement. Whether she uses thc cards as gifts for
women who need encouragement or sells to cards to
others, Nobles-Beans sccs the cards as one endeavor
with her other ministry.
As a motivational speaker, Nobles-Beans hopes to
gain opportunities at speaking events to market her
cards to people wishing to support Fields of Diamonds
transition home. Nobles-Beans pointed out that as a
part of Fields of Diamonds House of Blessings, "the
proceeds from thc sales will help women and children

of abuse."
Nobles-Beans WaS frank with thc fact that she doesn't
currently have all thc necessary resources to begin producing her cards. Shc needs a printer that can print
cards out in full color, and produce cards that are and
don't require extra time for ink to dry-. Although Nobles-Beans will need a new laser-jet printer in order
to realize her dream, she's not letting details get in her
way.

"If onc is not donated to the Transition House, I will
purchase one whcn I can: she said. hopc (this ministry] will impact people to thc point of investing in this

i

endeavor:*

Her greatest desire from prayer supporters would be
that the cards would touch and heal others.
Contact Monica Calderon at monica.calderon@whitworthian.com.

Tension in Belfast still felt despite agreement
such as memorials to peop!e that have
died, statements of emotion from the
conflict, claims of possession for,that
area and propaganda for varied paramilitary groups. The paramilitary
murals were by far
two sides remains
thc most alarming. I
ever present.
am not used to daily
CLICK
While
wallcing
walking by a mural of
Read more about tht British isles Study
through the streets
militants holding and
Program online at
of Belfast, I could
firing guns. Imagine
whitworthian.com
feel this tension presgrowing up with that
ent. It was evident in
image present.
the mile-long peace
Throughout many
walls, the barb-wire protections, and different opportunities in Belfast,
in the murals across the city. The mu- our group has been able to get many
rals have a large influence in Belfast, perspectives upon the conflict. We
though hardly any of that influence is met with Presbyterian Church USA
positive. Different elements from The
Troubles are depicted in the murals
See TENSION, page 15
1998, many parties came together
and signed the Belfast Agreement and
brought tangible peace to Northern
Ireland through a ceasefire. Although
the violence has basically stopped, the
tension between the

Thomas Robinson
Guest Writer

When I was fighting for dessert alter dinner as a 7-year-old, the people
of Northern Ireland were fighting for
their lives. Since 1968 tension has
frequently boiled over, resulting in
violent attacks between [elements
of] the unionists and nationalists.
These attacks asually resulted in the
deaths of inalcent civilians. In April

IT

Courtny of Thornas Rot4nion

British Isles Study Program students stand in front of the
entrance to the loyalist heartland In Northern Ireland as they
take notes while listening to their guide.
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Cousins share `Mac Nerd' title
Kelsey Morgenthaler
Staff Writer

Juniors Tom I lamming and
Matt Wilding may not share the
same views on computer coding.
but they do share much else: the
same major, thc samc grandparents, many of the same friends,
thc same summer intcrnship and
the same self-proclaimed title of
"Mac nerd;
Having spent only fivc years
living in the same state, the two
cousins, who only had spent a
couple weeks together each year,
ended up choosing thc same college. getting placed in rooms right
next door to each other by coincidence and taking similar classes.
Upon cntrancc, Wilding was
an engineering major who soon
found that his physics class just
was not as fascinating to him as
his computer science class.
"At that point I hadn't admitted
to geckiness, but eventually I came
around, and I was like, 'Shoot! I'm
a nerd!'" Wilding said.
Wilding said that while he embraced his nerdy side in changing
his major to computer science, he
doesn't consider himself to be the
stereotypical computer science
major.
"The stereotypical C.S. major
is completely socially awkward,
probably never speaks to thc opposite gender unless to fi x a computer, has glasses and a weird
voice Wilding said. "(This is)
about 70 perccnt true. Maybe 65
percent. I'd consider myself to be
a prctty social C.S. major;
Hamming, who is also a computer science major, agreed with
some of Wilding's dcscription.
"They're often seen as quiet,
but once you git them in their
element, they become different:*
Hamming said. You have to be a
nerd and be proud of it;
Last fall, the two teamed up with
fellow Association for Computing
Machinery club member junior
Kayla Lewis to attain success at
the Pacific Northwest regional leycl of the International Collegiate
Programming Contcst hosted by
Mitworth. This November, the
three plan on competing again.
The three of them made a great
team; computer science professor
Kent Jones said.
Jones also chose Wilding and
Hamming to work on the computer science element oía cross-disciplinary research project as a result
of their success at the contest.
"1 saw how well they worked together, and I wanted a good core
team," Jones said.

'Smoke Signals'
offers different,
accurate view
"Smoke Signals" is an independent film about the
journey of Victor Joseph, a
brooding adolescent Native
American. The plot also
includes his odd storytelling friend, Thomas, as 'Victor goes to get his father's
ashes.

The film was heavily
awarded and noted as the
first film made entirely by
N:ltive Americans as well as
accurate portrayment.
The film shows the con-

Kelsey Aforrenthakeitlutworthian

houses
northwest art,
historical content
MAC

The city of Spokane is
home to one of the largest
cultural organizations in the

;4"..

North%vest.

1.

Photo courtesy of Torn ILmmznan4Mui Vraling

time together, it would be understandable that they might not get
along all of the time. But Hamming and Wilding denied ever
having disagreements or problems
with competition.
We work differently, we see
things differently, and we have different views on code," Hamming
said. "But we get along. It just

"Mine is beefier. It has 30 percent more RAM in it. Approximately," Hamming said.
In response, Wilding just shook
his head and shrugged.
"What he failed to mention is
that his RAM isn't as fast as mine;
Wilding said. When push comes
to shove, my computer will beat
his up:'

works."

The only point of competition between the two seemed to
be their matching Macbook Pro
computers.

Contact Kelsey Morgenthaler

Currently on display
are the works of Iconographer John Buck and "Dabblers, Divers, Murderers,
and Travelers; a feature on
Northwest birds.
The museum is open
Tuesday through Sunday
from 11 a.m. to 5 p.m. Admissions is $5 with a student
ID.

Historian and

-

author speaking
about book

at kelsey.morgenthaler@wlutworBest-selling author and
American historian Kevin
Gutzman will give a speech
tided, 'Who killed the Constitution?: the Fate of American Liberty from the end of
World War I to George W.

thian.com.

Bush;

IMake mattresses by collecting the pine needles they vacuum up before Trustees come.

I Institute "Live Like They Did In Biblical

dence halls.

I/delt the snow for dishwashing water.

ITrade rollover cell phone minutes for carbon credits.

IMake everyone eat with their hands.

lUse the Vic Bobb ideology of fluorescent

IPut the Core 350 reading padcets online.

lighting ("Can anybody see this? Well, probably because the lights aren't on..;)

ISwitch from coffee to caffeine pills.

IPut the Whitworthian online (look below...)

I Install coin-operated showers in all ihe resi-

The Northwest Iduseum
of Arts and Culture typically
exhibits Northwestern artists as well as historical and
Native American pieces.

GRAPEVINE HUMOR: IDEAS FOR SUSTA1NABILITY
IRecycle pinccones.

Alexie.

The movie is rated
PG-13, and will be shown
at 6 p.m. on Oct. 15 at the
downtown Spokane Public
Library. Admission is free.

Above:Junior Matt Wilding, left, writes on the board while Junior Tom Hamming, right, looks on.
Below:Cousins Matt Wilding, left, and Tom Hamming, right pose when they were children.
Each member brings a different
dynamic to thc team. Lewis said
Hamming and Wilding both bring
a willingness to work hard, learn
new things and relearn important
concepts to meet an end goal.
"Tom is goofy," Lewis said between giggles. "I-le talks about
nerdy things. Just thc fact that he
can count a binary on his hands
and thcn explain how he did it is
nerdy;
Wilding described Hamming
similarl).
"Tom would fall pretty soundly
in the stereotypical CS. category
because he's one of thc ones who
carries a PDA tucked into his shirt,
can pull out a Steve Jobs quote
on command and he evangelizes
Apple computcrs more than God;
Wilding said.
Besides bringing the more technical know-how to thc table, both
have other qualities that make
them enjoyable to work with, said
junior Ken Valentine, their former
podmatc.
"Tom is universally accepting.
while he still holds very strongly
to his own principles and morals;
Valentine said.
Hamming said Wilding is the
more social and artistic one of the
group.
"He sees the whole picture and
the whole project," Hairiming
said.
Because they spend so much

trast between traditional
and contemporary lifestyles
of different Native tribes.
It is based on a short
story by well known Native
American author Sherman

Times* week.

I Prohibit note-taldng in dass.
IChannel the steam from student protesters
to heat the dorms.

`.1

The title is taken from his
latest book, which he coauthored with Thomas E.
Woods, Jr.
Gutzman is a professor
of history at Western Connecticut State University.
Guztman is an expert in
the /diddle Period of American history and American

constitutional and Southern
histoiy,
He will be at the Red Lion
River Inn on Oct. 22 from
noon to h30 p.m. Admission is $16.
Compiled by Naihan Tegrotenhuis

(Jrd

4

Sourm www. inlander.com/
Calend,r/Carfemp.php, searck
barnesaminobkcom/WhoKilled-the-CorisiitutionflhomasE4r-Woods/e19780307-105753,

northmestmuseum.org
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BOX OFFICE
Check out the top
grossing movies of the
past weekend.
BEVERLY HILLS

CHIHUAHUA
$17,511,000
QUARANTINE
$14,200,000
BODY OF LIES

$13,120,000
EAGLE EYE

$11,015,000
NICK AND NORAH'S INFINITE PLAYLIST

$6,500,000
THE EXPRESS
$4,731,000
NIGHTS IN RODANTHE
$4,610,000
APPALOOSA
$3,340,000

KWRS
TOP 15
These are the top IS
albumsfrom KWRS.
For more information,

visit kwrs.fm.
1

KINGS OF LEON

'Only By The Night'
2

FLEET FOXES

'Beet Foxes"
3 VALENCIA

"We All Need A ReasonTo
Believe"
NOAH AND THE WHALE

'Peaceful, The World Lays Me
Down"
BEN FOLDS

"Way To Normal"

6

AUGUSTANA

°Can't Love, Can't Hurt"

7

BLACK KIDS

'Partie Traumatic'
AMERICAN TEEN

'American Teen Movie
Soundtradc"
9 SING IT LOUD
"Come Around'

10

THE FRATELLIS

-HereWe Stand"
11

BECK

"Modem Guilt"

12

HORSE FEATHERS

"House With No Home"
13

Thai restaurant serves unique tastes
Audrey Gore
Staff Writer
When looking for a good restaurant to cat
at on a Friday night in Spokane, many students head for the convenience of nearby
chain establishments such as Azteca and Applebee's, while others head for the original,
yet pricey restaurants
d ntown.
However, a unique
FOOD WI
and relatively affordREVIEW
able solution to the
A TASTE OF THAI
problem of boring
chains and expensive
London:
dinning exists a mere
419W. Hastings Road
10
minutes from
Hours:Mon to Thu 430
campus.
p.m.430 p.m., Fri-Sat
A Taste of Thai,
430 pin. to 9 p.m
located on Hastings
Type:Asian, family style
Road, provides dinAverage meas cost S8
ers with the opportuto $15
nity to exhilarate the
taste buds with spicy
and authentic Thai
cuisine.
The restaurant has always been popular with Whitworth students, said Michael
Ngyuen, server and long-time employee at
A Taste of Thai. Sometimes they will have
groups of up to 30 Whitworth students who
enjoy the restaurant because of its good food,
inviting atmosphere and close proximity to
campus, Ngyuen said.
The restaurant caters to thosc both familiar and new to Thai food, with a wide variety
of options ranging from stir fry, noodles with
rice, curries and house specialties such as
tilapia, which is hole fish deep fried topped
with bell pepper. onion, basil and curry
sauce.
This diverse menu offers for an option for
everyonemhough the most popular dish on
the menu is phad thai, Ngyuen said. Phad
thai is a noodle and rice dish cooked with
meat, egg, crushed peanut, picIded radish,
bean sprout and green onion.

*****

MARCIA
continued from page 12
brownies, and vanilla or
chocolate pudding were
just to name a few.
The students appreciate her work. "It makes
me more grateful," Corrales said. "They don't
have to have desserts.
They're an extra for us:*
Brady agreed, and
was shocked to hear the
strange hours Marcia
works to provide baked
confections for the students.
"Knowing that she's
getting up when I'm going to bed and getting off
work when I'm getting
up; it's incredible," Brady
said. "She must love her
job and love to please
us:*

.

Marcia does enjoy the
students and was disappointed that this year
she is hidden in the back
while she bakes. In previous years she was able
to have some interaction
with them. "I think [the
students] are pretty special; I've never met one I
didn't like," Marcia said
with a smile.
She also has appreciated the work atmosphere

Surhotie ifemitiailltlutworthian

A diner :Its at a table In ATeste °VIM, which offers authentlahal food.

A Taste of Thai has been open for 14 years
and has a fairly regular loyal client base that,
along with loyal Whitworth students, keeps

business steady, Ngyuen said.
Not only is Thai food a delicious deviation
from typical eating out, it also is known to
have many health benefits. Many spices used
in common Thai dishes, such as turmeric,
galangal, coriander, lemongrass and fresh
chilies, are known to help boost the immune
system.
Thai food is also known for using less fat
and benefiting thc body with appropriate

she has in Sodexo.
-I've always liked lira
O'Brien. It's like a family here. We all pitch in
and help get through
it," Marcia said in reference to some respiratory
problems she's had in the
past.
"Sometimes I'm tethered to a breathing ma:
chine she said, but she
has it under control for
the most part and also
has thc aid °Hier fellow
employees.
Marcia has learned
a great deal with her
21 years of experience
working at Whitworth.
"She's multi-faceted:
she can do every job
here Schelin said. "She
is an extremely stable
factor for Sodexo who
is easy to work with and
can do anything:*
Nlarcia says she will
continue her work at
Whitworth because now
she is budgeting for soccer shoes for her five
grandchildren, who almost all Bice soccer.
"I'll just keep. buying
soccer shoes," Marcia
said.
Contact Sophie Sestero

at

sophie.sestero@whitworthian.com.

'

voltr nia. ter's degree

nutricnts, energy, minerals, vitamins and
dietary fiber, which in turn aids in the prevention of coronary disease, strokes, obesity,
diabetes and some cancers. Thai food is also
considered one of the healthiest foods in the
world, according to thaifood.about.com.
So if you are looking for a unique and
healthy alternative thc ne.xt time you are going out try A Taste of Thai for authentic Thai
food in an interesting and inviting environment.

Contact Audrey Gore at audrey.gorc@wlsitworthian.corn.

in*

teaching in 13 ni(»itri--

By following your dream, you can help your students achieve

theirs.

Become an elementary or secondary teacher with a
master's degree in 13 months!

Complete full-time day program with
a year-long intemship in local schools.
Teach across cultures during Jan Term

intemational/domestic field experiences.
Benefit from Whitworth's high placement rate for graduates.
Eam scholarships, grants and financial aid.

KAISER CARTEL

"March Forth"

14TV ON THE RADIO
"Dear Sdence"

15

WALTER MEEGO

EXPERIENCE MORE @

whitworthian.com

AN EDUCATION OF MIND AND HEART

www.whitworth.edu/MIT

"Voyager'

509 777 3769 or 800 929 6894
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Review: Bands use musical creativity
Nathan Tegrotenhuls
Staff Writer
There is something special about live music. You
can actually see sounds being made right in front of
you. With no digital wall between you and the physics
of sound, the magic of music is demystified. Yet at the
same time the complex sounds produced by groups of
only thrce or four can be amazing.
The Globes and Slowly We Survive, who performed
Oct. 11, stood out by level of professionalism and energy they put into their live performance.
The Globes said that playing shows every night is the
best thing you can do every nighi This statement was
backed up by their stage presence. They seemed "really
comfortable up there, they are not too showy or anything; freshman Allison Schiesser said.
The Globes focus on each other when they play. The
feeling you get from watching them is that they really
enjoy playing together.
While The Globes focused on their bandmates, Slowly We Survive seemed focused on their audience. They
"incorporated the crowd," by having them sing along
on one of their songs, freshman Devaki Douillard said.
They sang "Happy Birthday" to Schiesser, who said she
"fulfilled her lifelong dream of being on stage." 5he

turned 19.
Slowly NVe Survive expressed a strong desire to connect with their audience. "It's funny, when you play a
show; people just look at you, like 'oh my gosh you are
talking to me' but I'm just lilce you," said front man Nic.k
Thompson about talking to people after thc show.
The band also want to connect with a broad audience.
They looked at the Sigur Rós movie, "Heima," and saw
a range from "babies to 99 years old" and wcrc pleased
that there were somc older people standing in the audience. Although thcy dcsirc a broad audience, they
said they really like playing at colleges because college
kids get it and have longer attention spans compared to
high schoolcrs the band frequently plays for, 'Thompson
said.
This tics into thc style the band pursues in their music. The band puts effort into making each song sound
different, using different tones and gear acquisition syndrome. Thompson has an impressive assortment of guitar effects: stomp boxes and pedals, which he typically

uses three or more times a song.
They are described as Indic/rock/healing easy listening" on their MySpace page, and several of their
songs may best be described as alternative, which is a
broad term in itself. Schiesser described their sound as
"unique."
The healing adjective is evident in the strong Christian influence in their lyrics, and their statements. "We
do music solely out of God's grace," Thompson said. The
title track of their album, "Stop. NOW!" is about being
present in every moment of life. Their "focus is on malcing the sons mean something," Thompson said,
Another strong characteristic of Slowly We Survive
is their musical creativity. Their great stuff comes from
mistalces, Thompson said. The use of a bow on the bass
guitar stood out to several audience members and the
singer's voice was described as "really good" by Douillard. The band boiled down their many influences as
anything that has meaning.
The band's new record, "Stop.NOW!; featuring 12
tracks, is not officially released yet, but they burned
copies and put them in construction paper cases handmade by the band in a variety of styles and sold them at
the show.
The opening band The Globes, who are formerly
from Spolcane, returned for this show after moving to
Seattle.
Their sense of humor was tested by a member of the
audience who asked "Mat's wrong with Spokane?" to
which they replied, "It doesn't rain enough:' They enjoyed their 'homecoming' to Whitworth, mentioning
during the show that band members took swimming
lessons and bass lessons at the school. The Globes said
they enjoy playing at colleges because it's free and the
people you want to play to are just walking through.
They said the onc band who has influenced them the
most is Radiohead. They can be described as an experimental, post-rock style of indic-pop rock, which is a
broad definition into svhich their music falls. They have
a very precise composition style which they describe as
a lot of nitpicking through little details.
Their five-song EP, "It's The Same Lie Again; is available on iTuncs.
Ryan EnAsson/Mutworthian

Contact Nathan Tegrotenhuis at nathan.tegrotenhuis@
whit worth ian.com.

Above: Slowly We Survive frontman Nick7hompson plays guitar
on Oct 11. Below: Bassist Stefan Elmer rocks out.

Whitworth Unplugged winners to record compilation CD
Tyson Motsenbocker
Staff Writer
Last year Janae Brewster created the
monster that would become Whitworth
Unplugged. Originally, Whitworth Unplugged 'as created to be a small, amplification-free event held in the Whitworth
coffee shop. The performcrs were to be
studint volunteers and the audience would
be a handful of loyal friends surrounding the set of performers. Brewster allotted S50 to third place, S75 for the second
place and $100 to first place; the winner to
be determined by audience votes. The first;
ever Whitworth Unplugged suffocated the
Mind & Hearth, and was quickly relocated
to the HUB multipurpose room.
The velocity of Whitworth Unplugged
is set to carry through 2009. Kelsey Thurman, current ASWU special events coordinator has been actively working with

Perfechter Productions, a Spokane based
multi-set-Nice music production company
and studio. Perfechter has worked with a
wide range of artists and businesses, such
as Britney Spears and EA Sports, according
to their Web site.
Winners of the various Whitworth Unplugged events will be compiled into a
compilation album, Thurman said. Winners of Pirate Idol %ill receive studio time
from Perfechter Productions to record an
album of their own.
Today, most recordings produced by studcnt musicians are homemade recordings,
done independent of any label or production assistants. Studio time is both expensive and hard to come by-. For many Whitworth musicians, this should surely prove
to be a highly coveted prize.
Last year, Whitworth Unplugged grew
to be a phenomenon of Whitworth culture,
nearly packing the HUB Multipurpose

Room for each show. Performers were still
required to huddle around a single microphone, under the glow of the Café lights,
but it was to an audience of hundreds.
Dozens of student performers came
out to show off their material. Junior Caleb Skytte performed creative reinventions
of Thrice songs. Senior Brent Flyberg did
his fight-infused comedy routine. Senior
Nathaniel "Spellcheck" Onviler screamed
political anthems and pithy love songs. Junior David Kuraya boggled brains ssith his
tricky illusions.
With each new Unplugged, more and
more people svere coming out to watch. Experience level varied greatly, from a handful of musicians who had never played for
an audience before, to seasoned performers
such as junior Ryan Darbonne and senior
Joseph Carlson.
Toward the end of the semester, performers who had placed in Whitworth

Unplugged were invited to perform in Pirate Idol, the annual talent contest held in
Cowles Auditorium. Faculty judges sat in
the front row of the auditorium, among
them assistant dean of students Dayna
Coleman Jones and assistant director of
student housing Alan Jacobs. At the end
of the night, after once again stunning the
audience with his magical talents, junior
David Kuraya walked away ssith the grand
prize.
The first Whitworth Unplugged for this
year is booked for Thursday, Oct. 16 at 8
p.m. Performers for the event are sophomore Sara Holman, freshman Affie Beth
Moore, sophomore Chris Adams, junior
Caleb Skytte and sophomore Ben Gan-es.
NVhitworth Unplugged is held in the
HUB Multipurpose Room.
Contact Tyson Afotsenbocker at tyson.
motsenbocker@whitworthian.com.
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continuedfrom page 12

volunteers who are helping to resolve the
tensions. When visiting Stormont, the seat
of the Northern Irish parliament, we spoke
to representatives of many of the political
parties to get their opinion on the matters.
In two days we toured with two different convicted felons from either side that
fought in The Troubles. On another day, we
watched a movie and spoke with a former
prisoner that was on his 55th day of a hunger strike when it was called off. In Derry, a
guy named John walked us in his footsteps,
describing how he survived Bloody Sunday
and watched his best friend get shot dead.
As intense as these experiences have

of conflict

been, it has been fascinating to see and begin to understand the history of The Troubles in Northern Ireland. A question that
I found myself frequently asking was: how
can peace be achieved now?
There is still profound tension between
the nationalists and unionists today. By
working together and understanding each
other, peace can be achieved. Although that
probably will not happen during this generation, let's hope peace is present by the next
generation. And maybe instead of fighting
for dessert, we could live for peace.
Robinson is currently studying abroad.
Contact him at thomasrobinson°9@whitworth.edir.
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NORTHWEST CONE ERENCE

@VANEMEN@
FOOTBALL
NWC AU.

WILLAMETTE

2-0

6-0

LINFIELD

2-0

3-1

PLU

1-0

1-3

MENLO

1-1

2-4

UPS

0-1

2-2

WHITWORTH

0-2

2-3

L&C

0-2

1-4

I,

NEXT PIRATE GAME:
WhitApith vs. Puget Sound

Saturda,n Oct. JSQ 1 p.m.

vémitimu.

CIO iny 11 7he nait'Autiit Lmhtran Vrtn may
NWC

ALL

:.PLU

6-2

12-5

UPS

6-2

11-5

L&C

6-2

114

LINFIELD

4-4

8-4

-GEORGE FOX

4-4

10-8

WHITWORTH

4-4

11-9

PACIFIC

4-4

5-11

WILLAMETTE

2-6

414

WHITMAN

0-8

0-17

SeniorJeff Forsyth finished the eight-kilometer race In a time of 26:49:06 at the Pacific Lutheran Invitational on Saturday. Oct. 11.

Bus fight to the finish
Whitworth cross-country teams
take second at PLU Invitational
Yong Kim

NEXT PIRATE GAME:

Assistant Scene Editor
Fri.lay. Oct. 17

7p.m
The Whitworth cross-country
team came in second with a final
score of 47 for the overall race at
the Pacific Lutheran Invitational
in Tacoma, Wash., on Saturday.
Western Oregon finished first with
25 points and 'Lewis S.: Clark third
with 67 points.
Three of the top 10 runners were
from the Whitworth men's team.
Sophomore Nick Gallagher led
the Whitworth men's team with a
third place finish. Gallagher ran the eightkilometer course in
25:59.51.
Although Gallagher
said he -as a little disappointed, he thought the
race went well.
Freshman Aaron Jenkins was second among

MEW'S tdC
NWC

ALL

WHITWORTH

5-2

9-2-1

WHITMAN

4-1-2

6-1-6

PLU

4-2-1

6-5-1

PACIFIC

2-1-4

6-3-4

UPS

3-2-2
_

5-5-2

LINFIELD

2-56-6

GFORGE FOX

1-4-2

2-8J3

WILLAMETTE

1-5-1

2-8-1

NEXT PIRATE GAME:

WhitworthYS.Wdlamette
Saturday, Oct. 18 @ 2:30 p.m.

{-UPS

WHITMAN

NWC

ALL

8-6

10-1

5-2-1

7-3-1

EWÌLLAMETTE----5:3i-s
WHITWORTH
['GEORGEFOX

4-3-1

ì=

8-3-1

44_874_1

PACIFIC

3-4-1

4-7-1

L&C

2-5-1

3-5-4

LINFIELD

2-6

4-8

0-6-2

1-7-3

NEXT PIRATE GAME:
Whitworth vs.Wtllamette
Saturday, Oct 18 @ noon

in closer together throughout the
race instead of being strung out.
Sophomore Dana Misterck was
first for the Whitworth women,
placing sixth with a 23:06.90 finish while senior Jenna Cunningham raced in I Oth, clocking in
at 23:2-L09. Sophomore Kathryn
Williams followed through with
23:26.75, giving hcr the 11th spot.
The team raced well, junior lo E.
Mayer said. ihe team was hoping
to take first, but Western Oregon
is a Division II school.
Mayer was the fourth Whitworth woman to finish,
placing 12th overall with
a time o123:27.86.
Zeke Van Patten. of
Western Oregon won the
men's race with 25:34.45
while Joscelyn Minton
of St. Martin's won the
women's with 22:45.66.

"Staying healthy is a
the Whitixorth's men's
really big thing for our
GALLAGHER
team right now as vi.e get
team with a 26:11.60
closer and closer to confinish, putting him in
eighth position while junior Dusty ference," Mayer said.
Caseria finished 10th in 26:21.59.
Sophomore Sara Wrightman,
It was a surprise seeing Jenkins a member of the women's crossstart and end so strongly, Gal- country team, said the team could
lagher said. The top five guys are not have raced any stronger.
definitely the ones to watch.
Wrightman was not able to race
The remaining Whitworth male with the team this past weekend
runners were junior Emmanuel due to a foot injury and could posBola at 13th, finishing in 26:43.53, sibly sit out for several more.
and senior Jeff Forsyth finishing
"It's definitely hard to go and
watch my team play really well and
15th with a time of 26:49.06.
"I knew I didn't have a stellar not be able to help them; Wrightperformance, but I was content man said. This year the team has
helping the team out and scoring been really consistent with worksome points for the team; Bola outs and races if we keep it up and
keep pushing together, we're going
said.
Forsyth, who is the men's team to be really, really successful:.
The Whitworth cross-country
captain, said one improvement the
team needs to work on is packing team's goal is to place first in the

Courtny of The IlLtit1Pactfic Lutheran Onityysity

Sophomore Dana Misterek was the top woman finisher for the Pirates.

conference.
"The team as a whole is mak-

ing the right steps in becoming a
top conference team in thc region
and the force in the nation, so I'm
really comfortable with how we're
doing right now and the morale
on the team," Bola said.
The men's team is ranked 38th
nationally amongst Division III

schools while the women's tcam is
ranked 31st.
"Ihis year's team, we're really
taking Toby's coaching philosophy really seriously and everyone
on our team is working their butts
off; Forsyth said.

Contact Yong Kirn at yongkitn@
whitworthian.com.
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Touchdown frenzy

Wanted: NHL franchise
in the Pacific Northwest
nix and Tampa Bay can have
teams, certainly Portland or
Seattle could.
It's time to lose the Key:
The NHL season is upon us
and will soon pass without the Key Arena wasn't an acceptPacific Northwest ever know- able arena to house an NBA
ing it even happened. Inland- team and is far from being caers can tell you about the last pable to handle an NHL team.
time the Mariners made the Taxpayers in Seattle will soon
playoffs, how furious they are have to pay up if they want
about the Sonics leaving, how the Sonics back and an NHL
excited they are about this team. It wouldn't be a stretch
year's Trailblazers, but when it to say that the Tacoma Dome
comes to professional hockey, could host an NHL team. les
they are most likely dumb- just a question of generating
enough interest in and around
founded.
The NHL, or National the arca.
Distance from another
Hockey League, not only
brings the tcnacity and fe- NHL city: Some might comrociousness of football but plain that an NHL team in the
also the gracefulness and elo- Seattle region is too close to
Vancouver and it would take
quence of ice skating.
Hockey takes a back seat away fans from the Canucks.
to the big three sports in the This is bogus - Canucks fans
country, but even more evi- live and die for their team and
dently here in the Northwest. the last thing they're going to
Seattle sports fans might be do is jump ship over to a U.S.
surprised to find out that team. I would even say that
their very own Seattle Metro- it would add a great rivalry
politans won the first United between cross-country oppoStates Stanley Cup back in nents.
Attendance
in Minor
1917 in the Pacific Coast
League. It's the same city and League hockey teams: The
region that has ignored and Spokane Chiefs ranked third
has been ignored by the NHL in average attendance in the
WHL during the 2007-2008
ever since.
Sure, there is interest in season while Everett ranked
hockey in the Northwest
forth out of the 22 teams. Supv,ith teams like the Spokane port for these teams is there
Chiefs, Seattle Thunderbirds on the minor league level and
and Portland Winter Hawks- is just waiting to emerge on
but thcse teams are in the the national level with a propee-wee league compared to fessional franchise.
Attendance in other prothe NHL It's like comparing Whitworth basketball to fessional sports: The MariDuke basketball unfair for ners ranked seventh out of the
14 American League teams
both sides.
The WHL just doesn't have this past year in attendance,
NHL superstars like Sidney which, taking performance
Crosby, Jarome Iginla and of the team into account, is
Alex Oveclikin, who weave not bad at all. The Seahawks
through defenders as if they averaged right around 68,000
are cones and seem as if they during the 2007-2008 seacan score at will.
son with their lively, raucous
The strong minor league crowd, also known as the 12th
hockey teams make one won- Man. The ability of Seattle to
der why there has not been support a professional hockey
a professional hockey team team is unquestioned and
here in the Northwest Ironi- these numbers show that this
cally, there is a "Northwest" should not be a factor.
division in the NHL, but it
Overall performance of
doesn't include a team from Seattle sports: This one is
the Northwest United States - pretty self-explanatory, but a
with the closest United States combined 2-13 record with
team being the Colorado Ava- college and pro football teams
lanche just 20 hours south- in Seattle, a 101-loss season
east.
for the Seattle baseball team,
So why is it that the North- and a none.xistent pro basketwest United States is not get- ball team might not help.
ting any love from the NHL?
Taktig all these factors into
I'm out to investigate this account, the Pacific Northcrime and find out the main west desems a professional
factors that contribute to the hockey team and can hopelack of a professional hockey fully expect one in the comteam in Seattle and surround- ing years...along with a proing regions.
fessional basketball team.
The location and climate
factor: We're only a couple
hours away from the country
Contact Dave Gerig at dave.
that invented hockey. If Phoe- gerig@whitworthian.com.
Dave Gerig
Sports Columnist

:::.ounanrwhilwortiam

Freshman Ryan Bushey rushes past seniors Sarah flinch and TylerTether during Sa
football tournament The tournament took place on Oct. 11 and 12 at the Moon B

ays'intramural flag
and Back 40 field.

Whitworth volleyball krves
double-defeat to NWC rivals
LS

Erica Schrader
Assistant Copy Chief
The Pirates owned the night as
they bcat out Whitman College
3-1 (20-25, 25-19, 25-13, 25-10)
on Wednesday night and three
days later handed Linfield College their first loss at home this
season, defeating the Wildcats
3-1 (25-19, 25-23, 19-25, 25-15)
on Saturday night. Both were
Northwest Conference matches.
Wednesday night against the
Missionaries, Whitwortlis senior
outside hitter Nikki Bardwell
led with nine kills and 12 digs.
Freshman outside hitter Kairni
Rocha added 11 kills and one
block. Other contributors also
included senior middle blockcr
Holly 'Tomlin who recorded 10
kills, freshman middle blockcr
Kiipo Rocha, adding ninc kills
and freshman setter Bree Riddle
with 25 assists on the night.
We usually lose against Whitman in their gpn, but this year
they're not as strong," Ka'ipo
said. We didn't really talk about
them, so we camc in kind of
blind not knowing much about
their strategy."
The tcam has been working
hard to build consistency, and it
proved successful.
We made some big steps as a
team starting out slow and building up our momentum," Bardwell
said.
The first set was a tough fight
back and forth with Tomlin adding five IciIls. Whitman eventually took over and led 24-19. The
set ended 25-20 with a kill by
Whitman's junior outside hitter
Breanne Robirds.
We started off kind of slow
but we weren't expecting to have
much of a fight," Tomlin said.
"They came out hard and surprised us so we picked it up after

thar

It was all Pirates from here on

out.
The women %vat fired up at
thc start of the second set and
capitalized on Whitman's crrors.
Ka'ipo's four kills and Kaimi's
three kills helped the Pirates gain
a strong lead. Bardwell ended the
set 25-19 with a kill and two service aces.
In the third set thc Pirates
once again took advantage of
Whitman's errors. The Missionarics attempt to kccp up failed ast.'
Bardwell had a strong run with
four kills. Kaimi and junior right
side hitter Tracy Schwada both
added two kills to end the set 2513.

Whitworth took the final set as
Ka'ipo opened with a kill. Freshman defensive specialist Alli
Giusti helped the Pirates on a
9-1 scoring run, adding two aces.
Whitworth comfortably took the
final match 25-10 as Whitman
closed it on a setting error.
"We are finding our consistency level as a tcam and just playing strong all the way around;
Ka'ipo said.
The Pirates won the match
3-1.
"We all have different weapons
from all around the court," Tomlin said.
Saturday night the team prepared for a tough match-up
against Linfield as thcy had not
beaten them in their gym since
2001.
The momtntum from Wednesday's victory carried over well, as
Whitworth beat out Linfield 3-1
in Northwest Conference play on
Saturday night.
Bardwell led the pirates with
16 kills and 19 digs. Kaimi added
13 kills and 15 digs while Ka'ipo
and Tomlin each recorded 10
kills. Junior defensive specialist Bethany Castilleja led the dig
count with 24.

Linficld grabbed an early lead
ir thc first set but Whitworth
ctight on and eventually evened
it out at 16;16. Bardwell then lcd
a 5-1 run adding two kills. The
pet ended 25-19 in the Pirates fayor on a kill by Ka'ipo.
t
The Pirates and thc Wildcats
rallied back and forth in the sccond set. Whitworth picked up
momentum and Bardwell and
Tomlin added a block to end it
25-23.
Schwada helped Whitworth
take an early lead in the third set,
but Linfield proved tough as thcy
went on a 7-1 run. The Wildcats
took advantage of some Pirate
errors and eventually won the set
25-19.
In the final set Whitworth
picked up the heat and jumped
to an early 4-0 lead as Kaimi
slammed down two kills and
Ka'ipo added an ace. The Bucs
dominated the set winning it 2515.

"It was all around sick-nasty
awesome; Tomlin said. "The
first two games were pretty solid
and they adjusted to us. But the
fourth set we came out and we
destroyed them."
The Pirates ended the Wildcats
undefeated home stretch 3-1.
Whitworth is 4-4 in the Northwest Conference and 11-9 overall.
The Pirates head to Oregon to
take on Willamette University on
Friday and Lewis & Clark on Saturday.
"We're feeling pretty positive
because we beat the number one
team in the league [University
of Puget Sound] and we're in for
just showing [Lewis & Clark]
how tough our league really is;
Bardwell said. "On any given day

anything can happen.
Contact Erica Schrader at erica.schrader@whitworthian.com.
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Brothers unite for success on field
John and Eddy Prugh play together for
the first time, get new opportunities
Kara Heatherly
Staff Writer

Connected by ink, blood and a love
of the game, senior John and freshman
Eddy Prugh work together on the Pirates'
socccr field to accomplish their dreams.
Although they are three years apart,
the boys never had the opportunity to
play together in high school. Both are enjoying the new experience.
The boys attended Bozeman High
School in Bozeman, Mont., where they
played soccer, among other things, and
truly developed an interest and passion
for the game.
"%Ve were one year too far apart to actually play together on our high school
team, so coming to Whitworth and having that opportunity has been great:
Eddy said.
John first attended North Idaho College where he received his associates
degree. Upon doing so, the older of the
Prugh brothers duo started talking to
Whitworth soccer coach Sean Bushey and
a few of the other players on the team.
Shortly after, John decided to join the
Whitworth soccer program.
"Whitworth is a good school," Eddy
said. 1 love it for so many reasons: obviously, my brother goes here, and I like
both Spobne and Coeur d' Alene:
Bozeman High School is the largest
high school in thc surrounding area, and
both brothers were able to find success
during the years they spent on and off of
the field in high school.
During John's junior year of high
school, the Bozeman team lost in state
finals. However, John was recognized as
a member of the all-state team and was a
team captain. Ironically, Eddy's team also
lost in the state finals in both his freshman and junior years.
"My high school soccer experience was
just what it was, certainly fun soccer, but
not soccer you could learn much from,"
Eddy said.
"Whitworth soccer is so much different than what I was used to coming out of
high school," Eddy said. "It's refreshing to
be around other players who have a good
time and enjoy spending time together,
but also have a great attitude and work
hard to improve skills and win games."
"College soccer is played a lot faster
and it's a lot more fun: Eddy said. "Win-

ning games is great, so is having players
around you that want to improve.
College athletics are a huge time commitment, especially with John living off
campus.
The brothers may not see one another
around campus on a regular basis, but
both are taking the initiative to enjoy
each other on the soccer field.
1 realize this whole experience with
having my brother on the samc team will
only happcn once: Eddy said. 1 know I
want to make sure to enjoy every minute
while I have the chance:
John agrees.
"Eddy and I don't run into cach other
much since we're both so busy with school
when we're not together at practice or
games, but it's nice to have another buddy
on the team-someone I know I cnjoy and
like to spend time with at practice and on
the bus when we travel," John said.
"I am pretty busy with school when I'm
not playing soccer, but I think after season is over we will hang out more since
ve won't be at practice together," John
said.
Both boys have an attention-grabbing
work of art on their arms. Thc other's fingerprint has been tattooed on their inncr
biccp.
"We went together last spring to get it
done: John said. "Eddy had the idea for
awhile, it was just something for us to do
together, as brothers:
But the brother's relationship isn't all
about fun and games.
"On the field they expect a lot out of
each other, and you can see it in practice,
but they pull it together and help each
other out when its game time: freshman
midfielder Dion Coxe said.
Everyone's favorite part of Whitworth
soccer seems to be the friendships they've
formed, and that speaks volumes about

Above: Brothers
seniorJohn (right)
and freshman Eddy
Prugh Juggle the ball

around after practice
last week.

Timm

Left:John (far left) defends the ball during
practice last week.

Whitworth's soccer program.
"It's pretty amazing for a group of high
school team captains to be so excited
about the success of the team, not just
their own playing time," freshman goalkeeper Trenton Fluetsch said.
The Prugh boys are no exception. They
celebrate in each other's victory and they
suffer in each other's loss.

7;
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Contact Kara Heatherly at kara.heatherly@whitworthian.cont.

Whitworth men hold on to Conference
lead: defeat George Fox, fall to Pacific
Colin Zalewski
Staff Writer

Elly Bulega said. They scored the first
40 seconds of the game and within the
next 10 minutes for the next:
Whitworth took one of two on a
Aftcr making it to halftime still
weekend road trip to Oregon against. down by two, the Pirates started their
Pacific University and George Fox storm back into the game with a goal
University Saturday and Sunday, Oct. from Bulega in the -,3rd minute to
11-12.
get Mitworth back in the game. The
Entering the weekend with a 4-1 re- Pacific defense held strong from then
cord in the Northwest Conference and on out though despite efforts from the
a No. 18 national ranking, the Pirates visiting team, thc net remained unlooked to sweep through their compe- touched for the Pirates.
tition on the road to push farther up
As the game wore late, Pacific was
the national ladder and grow stronger able to knock in a third and final late
in the NWC. However, things started goal to insure victory, taking the game
all wrong for them in their first game 3-1.
We lcind of underestimated them:
on Saturday at Pacific.
Pacific took the lead almost irn- Bulega said. But we'll talce care of
mediately following the opening them next time. We're just going to
whistle to go ahead before the Pirates crush them:*
could blink. The home team was done
Loolcing to bounce back, Whitthough as Whitworth was shocked worth carne out with a better perforagain just minutes later with a 10th mance Sunday against George Fox.
minute goal to get in to a 0-2 hole This time it vras the Pirates that strudc
seemingly before the game had even first with a goal from senior forward
got going.
Caleb Barnhill in the 21st minute to
We weren't really ready in the be- put them on top.
ginning of the game," junior forward
Right before half, the visiting side

tethered the net for a second time
with a goal from freshman midfielder
Cameron Bushey.
Following intermission, Whitworth
was not done yct as Bulega struc.k
home his second goal of the weekend
springing the Pirates to a 3-0 lead.
Bulega's goal seemed to seal the deal
as a mid-second half header goal from
George Fox gave the home team some
life, but the defense held strong turning the tables on the previous day's

Professional sports teams from around the Northwest

will be posting jobs & internships, interviewing and hiring

for jobs in the sports industry. There will also be guest
speakers and an entire day of sports related activities.

SATURDAY, NOV 1st

score winning 3-1.
We came out flying against George
Fox," junior midfielder Brent Zahn
said. "The coach told us, 'You gotta
come out flying. You gotta get ready
from the get-go:"
After their weekend split, the Pirates
o to 5-2 on the season in the NWC.
They will play at the Whitworth Soccer Complex taking on Willamette
University and Linfield College, respectively, at 2:30p.m. on Saturday
and Sunday, Oct. 18-19.

participation in the event, lunch and a ticket lo the Spokane Chiefs

Contact Colin Zalewski at colin.zalewski@whitorthian.com

www.spokoneindioniblisebrilkom

SPOKANE ARENA

SPOKANE, WA

Seminar & Job Fair Registration is S49. The fee includes full

Hockey game that evening.

or more inFo

&to (egister:'
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Championship
hopes dwindle
Loss to Wildcats
drops Pirates to
0-2 in Conference
James Gelfer
Assistant Sports Editor

pearcd that the Pirates would have to
settle for a field goal. A botched snap
on the kick turned into a blessing for
the Bucs when senior wide receiver
Chad Flett, who the holder on the attempt, picked up the loose ball and
threw to Stroyan for a touchdown,
leveling the game at 28.
Linfield dictated the pace late in the
game, controlling the ball for over 11
minutes in the fourth quarter. Both
of the defenses stiffened late in the
game, with Linfield kicking
the game-winning 36-yard
field goal with 12:17 left to

A last quarter scoring drought
proved costly for Whitworth as the
Pirates fell 31-28 to Linficld
College on Saturday.
The loss snaps a twogame winning streak over
play.
Linficld and marks the
Although the Pirates
first time thc Pirates have
gave up 190 yards on the
dropped two in a row since
ground, Linficld averaged
2005. Whitworth fell to 2-3
just 4.1 yards per carry. The
overall for the season and
Pirates defense came up
0-2 in Northwest Conferwith the big plays that they
lacked last week, causing
ence play.
STONE
"We haven't been able to
four Linfield turnovers, induding a "pick-se
put a solid game together
on both sides of the ball' junior line"The lack of experience hurt us
backer Cameron Stroyan said. The early in the season, btit now people
O( ffense) and Dlefensel have to both aren't making thc same mental misplay well for four quarters if we arc takes" Stroyan said.
going to beat good teams."
Junior defensive lineman BranWhitworth started a high-scor- don Martin and sophomore defening first half with a 75-yard open- sive linebacker Layton Brown led
ing drivc, capped with a two-yard NVhitworth with eight tackles cach.
touchdown run by junior running Stroyan ended with four tackles, a
back Adam Anderson. The Wildcats (unible recovery and a touchdown
reception.
answered with a 12-play
All scason the Pirates
touchdown drive of their
have shown a propcnsity
own to tie the game at
NEXT GAME
to run the ball; coming
seven.
WHITWORTH VS.
Two Wildcat fumbles
into the game the Pirates
PUGET SOUND
ran the ball 66 percent
yielde4 no points for thc
of time. In Saturday's
Pirates. On thc Pirates'
Date: Oct 18
final play of the first
contest the Bu cs had 39
Time: I p.m.
location: The Pinebowi
quarter Linficld returned
rushes to just 17 pass atan interception 82 yards
tempts.
for a touchdown, putting
'We want to make a
the Wildcats up 14-7.
statement running the
On Linfield's next drive the Whit- ball' junior offensive lineman Miworth defense forced another fum- chael Cozad said. "As an offensive
ble, and this time the offense capital- line, we didn't feel like we met our
ized on a seven-yard touchdown pass goals this week:
from junior quarterback Mike Peck
The Pirates' converted just 25 perto Anderson.
cent of their third-down conversion
After a fumble gave the Wildcats' attempts.
the ball deep in Whitworth territory,
Anderson finished with two
senior defensive back McLane Stonc touchdowns and 181 all-purpose
intercepted a pass from Linfield quar- yards. Following Saturday's games,
terback Cole Franklin and returned it Anderson remained the NWC leader
92 yards for a touchdown.
in rushing, scoring and all-purpose
A short punt on the Pirates' next yardage.
position gave Linfield the ball on the
Whitworth plays the University of
50, and the Wildcats took advantage,
Puget Sound at home next Saturday.
tying the scorc at 21 before halftime. The Loggers arc 2-2 overall and 0-1
Linfield took its opening drive of in conference play.
the second half 86 yards in 12 plays
to take a seven-point lead. After drivContact James Gelfcr at james.geling 71 yards on their next drive, it ap- fer@whitworthian.com.
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Faculty, stafffall short

ruc is
Player
of the week
Lindsey Oakes

Womens Soccer
Oakes scores her thrid
goal of the season in
win over Pacific
Come in and ask about
the Whitworth discount!

Aforgan McQuAin1Whitworthian

Adjunct professor Craig Fortier looks on as Resident Director Sean Mulcahy drives past
Junior Danny Matthews during the Student Leadership/Faculty basketball game On Friday,
Oct. 10.The student leadership team won the game.

Pirates take two, stay in hunt
for Northwest Conference title
Colin Zalewski
Staff Writer

uin games; senior defender Kelly Baker said.

The following day at George Fox would
bring an even first half with both sides level
The Whitworth women came through with at 0-0 at intermission. Whitworth would not
two wins away from home to put themselves stay quiet long though as Baker headed in the
back in the hunt for the Northwest Confer- opening goal in the 48th minute. George Fox
ence title Saturday and Sunday, Oct. 11-12.
would level quickly though in the 55th minEntering Saturday's game with a record of ute, but Vhitworth would return the favor less
2-3-1, the Pirates desperately needed to find a than five minutes later with a goal from junior
rhythm if they plan on their predicted run for forward Jenny Krzymowski.
the conference championship.
Again though, the home team resiliently
After being nationally ranked as high as put the pressure back on with a leveling goal
two, their position has fallen to 16 in past less than four minutes after.
weeks after some stiff conference competition
With ten minutes remaining the game was
had stymied the progress they had
still even at 2-2. Late in the 81st
made in the preseason.
minute Oakes lined up a corner
With the opening game of the
kick which seconds later was put
NEXT GAME
weekend on Saturday at Pacific,
in by sophomore forward Emily
WHITWORTH VS.
Whitworth seemed to return to
Rohde. Rohde's late goal would
WILLAMME
the form that had put them near
be the decider in a game that
the top.
featured high scoring in the secDate: Oct. 18
"We had really high spirits this
ond hallas NVhitworth outscored
Time:Noon
weekend: junior midfielder LindGeorge Fox 3-2.
Location: Whtworth
sey Oakes said. "The wins this
Soccer Complex
Picking up both wins over the
weekend were exactly what we
weekend, Whitworth cracks the
needed."
300 mark in conference play,
In the 35th minute sophomore midfielder now at 4-3-1.
Elizabeth Manila played the ball to Oakes who
"These uins definitely put us bad: on track
struck home the first goal of the game. Oakes for the rest of the season, Oaks said. "We have
then did the assisting right before half to se- to continue winning, but our season is definior defender Kimberly Mitchell who headed nitely not over:.
one in going in to intermission.
The Pirates will look to continue their play
Early in the second half senior fonvard and move up the national rankings next weekWhitney Ramsey drove a shot off the cross- end with bac.k to back home garnes on Saturbar as Whitworth put immediate pressure on. day and Sunday, Oct. 18-19. Both games will
Minutes later, sophomore forward Ellen Sea- be at the Whitworth Soccer Complex and kick
graves knoc.ked in another goal for the Pirates off is scheduled for noon.
and ended the scoring for both sides as Whitworth prevailed 3-0.
"I think this weekend gave us the confidence
Contact Colin Zalewski at colin.zalewski@
that we needed to know we can play well and whitworfidan.com.
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Fundraising
creates need
for positions

HUB DINING AREA TO GROW

Heather Ken nison
Staff l %Wier
l'ositions in the Institutional Advancement
department have been shifted within the past
few months.
A. fundraising effort created the need for a
new campaign director position, which has
been filled by Tad Wisenor, former director of
development for annual giving, alumni, parent and church relations.
The reason for tilc change is Whitworth's
need for fundraising, said Kristi Burns, vice
president for Institutional Advancement.
We are in a major fundraising effort to raise
$25 million for the science building complex."
Burns said.

One of the department's goals is to create
academic; administrative, residential and athletic facilities," according to the
2005-2010 stiatcgic plan.
The fundraising for the science building
complex is done through calls placed by the
Whitworth Fund Phonathon personal visits
and direct mail, Burns

- outstandingPerri. Gs' harkylui./Whiti.vrthhin

Freshman Alyssa Parkinson, sophomore Matthew Luttrell, and freshmen Delsey Olds and Stephanie Habner eat dinner in the HUB catering room Oct. 19, which serves as overflow seating from the dining hall next door.

Dining hall to expand
Project will add 170 new
seats, themed eating spaces
Jerod Jarvis
Staff Writer

Construction on an expansion ta the llixson Union
Building's dining arca could
begin as early as this summer,
said Brian Henze!, vice president for finance and administration.
Ihe current dining hall scats
about 350. The new expansion
will add about 8,000 square
feet, the equivalent of 170 new
scats, or roughly 50 percent
more available seating.
-The overall budget for the
project will be about $5 million," Benzel said.
The IIUB was last remodeled in 1997 when there was a
total of 2,043 students, accord-

ing to the 2005-2010 strategic
plan. Ihere are 2,674 students
this year, according to the Fall
2008 Tenth Day enrollment

report.
Sophomore Tobin Eyestone
said the dining arca needs to
be expanded.
"During peak lunch hours

PLEASE

4101

RECYCLEt 417

promoted to campaign
director after Whitworth
did a national search,
NVISENOlt
Burns said. Ihe university advertised in local,
regional and national publications to recruit
candidates from all over thc country, Burns

there's hardly any place to sit,
especially if you're with a group
of friends," Eyestone said.
Ihe expansion will be constructed on the north side of
the I-IUB, extending out from
the existing dining area toward
Arend flail.
lhe expansion will consist
of two levels, a ground level
and a mezzanine above it, with
lots of windows providing natural light.
Steve lhompson, director
of capital projects, said the
new arca will have a different

Above:A rendering of the

planned expansion for the HUB
dining hallThe
bird's eye view is
from the five-way
stop on Loop

feel to it than thc current din-

ing area.

it

Road.

won't just be a big open
eating arca like the currcnt
dining hall: he said.
The expansion will consist
of several thcmed eating spaces, such as Italian and Mexican
food arcas, Ihompson said.
Although there won't be any
food preparation facilities in
the expanded arca, the decor
and atmosphere will make the

ninny ofStew
7hompson
(.4.

Left:Trustee Art
Symons reads
over the plans
tor the new HUB

expansion at a
plenary session
of the Board of
Trustees Oct. 10.
NUL Elliott/
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Accréditation team to visit.

said.
"We're doing what we
call leadership gifts fundraising
gifts of usually
S100,000 and up," Burns
said.
Wisenor was recently

Whai.vrthi.m
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said.
"I'm excited after almost 17 years here to
still be working for my alma maw," Wisenor
said.
Ile said he has been blessed through his career at Whitworth and has been given the opportunity to try new things professionally.
The most intriguing part of the job forme
is that we haven't liad this position before, so I
get to work with President Bill Robinson and
the president's cabinet and my own supervisor to define what thc job is going to look like,
based on what Whitworth needs most:
Wisenor has spent more than 12 years out
of his 17 at Whitworth in alumni relations.
Ihe job of campaign director required a
certain amount of experience, Wisenor said.
As part of the hiring process, Wisenor said
he was required to participate in interviewing
processes over the phone and on campus.
Aaron McMurray, a 1995 Whitworth alutn
nus, has been hired for Wiscnor's previous
position, Burns said.
"It ends up being a better distribution of
team resources," Wiscnor said. "There's a more
appropriate number of direct reports for each

supervisor:
See ADVANCEMENT, page 3

VISIT WHITWORTHIAN.COAI DAILY FOR BREAKING
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ABOUT US
The Whim:dials has smell as the

min source c(news

ard spats mirage for the Whitworth canmixity since
1905. The Whitworthian is an organization composed
entirely by students which prociaes The Ntinvorthim
weekty newspaper and the sthitwathiartcom.

OUR MISSION
The %Thrtwuthian Stiff is dedicated to presenting ac-

rekwit information in an innocent runner.
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Teamto evaluate for accreditation
University strengths,
weaknesses assessed
to prepare for review

curate and
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math community.
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wreiiy, carp( chring January and student vacations
The content is generated entire/y by students lhe college
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Andrea Ids°
Staff Writer
Tomorrow through Friday, Whitworth will
receive a site visit from evaluators who will
review the university's accreditation.
'Accreditation is a process wc undergo
that evaluates our ability to deliver what
we say we're going to deliver," said Gary
Whisenand, director of in.stitutional research.
"Ve have a major visit from a team ofpeople
from othcr schools like Whitworth."
Whiscnand said the process is important
for two reasons.
One is validation by our peers. They want
to make sure our school is doing what we say
we're doing and doing it well," Whiscnand
said. "The second is to make sure that credits are transferable and that our degrees and
awards, such as teaching certificates, are
recognized by the state of Washington and
others."
Accreditation is a voluntary process that
occurs every 10 years, but Whisenand said
the evaluation may soon be changed to every
seven years.
"[The evaluators will) interview people,
talk to people, mad significant proportions of
the [Self-Study] document we've prepared
for them and make recommendations on
how we can improve," Whisenand said. "It's
a lot of work. Dr. Barb Sanders has spent a
lot of time on this. She is the major architect
of the Self-Study document."
Sanders, professor of education and chairperson for the Steering Committee, said the
two-year process of writing the Self-Study
document was spent asking questions about
how Whitworth was faring in the nine standards required of the evaluation.

he purpose of the Steering Committee

individual groups of students, Sanders said.
Major editing of the report was comin this process is helping facilitate the Selfin January. although following drafts
pleted
prior
Study document for evaluators to read
were made until April, Sanders said. Ile fito their campus visit, Sanders said.
The Self-Study document consists par- nal document was taken to the press in July.
The 10 members of the Steering Committially of suggestions and approval the evaluconsist of eight faculty members and two
tee
how
the
ators noted during the last site visit,
recommendations have since been improved students, Sanders said.
student representatives were Caroupon and detailed descriptions of all nine
who graduated last spring and
Davis,
line
standards that must be met for Whitworth to
Lace)'
Offutt.
senior
remain accredited.
"They have students on the committee
Some of the standards include faculty,
students, library' and information resources to make sure they don't lose touch with students' opinions, the stuand finance. Each evaludent voice," Davis said in
is
assigned
ator
typically
April.
to the standard in which
ac.creciiitastion n.
Because the Steering
he or she is most experiA process of recognizing
Committee is a two-year
enced, Sanders said.
educational institutions for
commitment, finding stuThe group of evaluadents to get involved was
tors, arriving from four
and
integrity
performance,
a challenge, Sanders said.
northwestern states, conquality that entitles them
"They weighed in on
sists of 10 people, Sanders
to the confidence of the
several areas we were
said.
thinking about for stan"One of those is a repeducational community and
dard three and standard
resentative of the Northpublic, as determined by the two, which are educational
west Commission on
Northwest Commission on
programs," Sanders said.
Colleges and Universities
"They were very helpful."
[NWCCUJ for the accredUniversities.
Colleges and
The eight faculty mcmiting body," Sanders said
bers included Sanders,
"The othcr nine are pure
evaluators; they come from other institutions Whisenand, Kathy Storm, vice president for
student life and Dale Sodcn, executive assisaround the ama."
The NWCCU is thc institutional accred- tant to the presidem, Sanders said.
Our last major visit was in 1998 and
iting body in the Northwest, according to
Whitworth's accreditation Web site.
then there was an interim visit in 2001 to folOn Wednesda), Thursday and Friday, the low up on some of the recommendations,"
evaluators will interview faculty, staff, stu- Sanders said. "Then there was our standard
dents and administrators. Sanders said.
five-year visit in 2003."
Sanders said the evaluators will make
"There will be an open meeting with staff
and faculty who can come and say whatever recommendations on both general and spethey want," Whisenand said. -They can stop cific areas of the school.
students in the Loop and ask them what's
"Those are things we then have to regood and what's bad about Whitworth and spond to until we have our next major visit,"
if they know what the mission of the school Sanders said.
is."
The most rrcent suggestions included
Along with these impromptu interviews,
many evaluators have requested to meet with
See ACCREDITATION, page 3
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Whinwati University

Shelby Ness, assistant to the president and
board secretary, left her position Oct. 16.
She will be working as the chief operational officer for Lee & Hayes, a law firm
near downtown Spokane, Ness said in an
e-mail interview.
Her new workplace v.ill have at least one
familiar face, she said.
Ness will be working for Shaun Cross,
a former Whitworth
trustee. Cross and Ness
worked together for
several years at Paine
Hamblen, another law
firrn located on Sprague
Avenue in Spokane.
Ness said her new
position as chief operational officer for Lee &
NFSS
Hayes will more dosely
fit her needs.
"I'm leaving to go to a job that allows me
more flexibility with my family and is doser
to home," Ness said.
She has a husband and two children, ages
9 and 15.
Ness has done an excellent job in her position at Whitworth, President Bill Robinson said in an e-mail interview.
"I can see how her new opportunity fits
better with her family duties," he said. "I'll

miss her very much:
Ness began her position at Whitworth
last spring and said she feels lucicy to have
spent time working for Robinson.
"Bill [Robinson] is a great boss and I have
a deep respect for him," she said. "I feel
blessed that I have had an opportunity to
work for him:

I
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Andrew Sorenson, Pursuing an NCAA Championship...
and an MBA with a Concentration in Finance

M BA=MVP
GONZAGA UNIVERS ny
GRADUATE SCHOOL OF BUSINESS

WIN THE TEAM
GONZAGA
UNIVERSITY
E

Nforning & Evening Classes
Full & Part Time Options
AACS11 Accredited
9 MBA Concentrations

be InspireLlj

300 W. Hawthorne Rd.
Spokane, WA 99251

editor@whitwathim.corn
(509) 777-3248

Contact Melissa Challender at melissa.
challender@whilworthian.com.

Attend an Information Meeting: Visit www.gonzaga.edu/MBA
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Facebook pages rai§e visibility
Ira McIntosh
Staff Writer

communications departmoii.
There are two fan pages for
Whitu orth, both set up by the university communications department. Onc is devoted to the university itself, while the other is for
Whitworth Pirates fans.
_re created a real simple page
for Whitworth University in April
and the l'irates page went up in
August," Riddle said.
On the Pirates page, viewers can
browse every team from swimming to golf. Recent gaine scorcs,
pictures and videos outlining what
the sports mean to Whitworth are
also posted there.
On the university page, viewers
will find campus ncws, podcasts,
information and ways to promote
Whitworth on their personal Facebook profiles.
Zachary Jones, Web designer
for the university communications
department, and Riddle came up
with the idea.
was a good opportunity for
us to raise %Whitworth's visibility
and take advantage of the viral
attributes of Facebook," Riddle
said.
As of Oct. 19, the Whitworth
page had 679 fans and the Pirates
page had 516 fans.
Everyone has access to the
Whitworth pages allowing a wide
variety of people to iiew the content.

it

,

1*..?

to.o.,7....4Y

With more than 100 million active uscrs on Facebook, the university communications department
is using the Web site to spread
the university's name, said Garrett Riddle, associate director and
tnanaging editor in the university

Hazing incidents
noted in campus
security log Oct. 4

.t4
k

e oe.

Campus
BRIEFS

I

Hazing incidents were
reported in campus areas
Oct. 4.
The incident has been
recorded in the campus incident report, the crime log
the campus security department is required to keep
under The Clery Act.
Read more online at
whitworthian.com.

fails the
charter for Table

....-

ASWU

I
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-

"1

Top Gaming Club

Photo illustration 17 Derck Casanorailitlutworthian

The university communications department created two fan sites on Facebook to advance Whitworth's visibility.

"November of 2007 was when
Faccbook first started allowing fan
pages," Riddle said. "That was an
opportunity for us to look at it and
think about it."
Riddle said he went to a conference and learned how to set up a
fan page on Faccbook. After he
returned from the conference, he
talked to Greg Orwig, director of
university coinmunications, who
decided that it would be a good
idea.

Riddle said the Whitworth page
is not too difficult to maintain because it includes an RSS feed.
Thc feed allows a link to automatically be posted to the Whitworth Facebook page once a link
is posted on thc main Whitworth
Web site.
The Pirates fan page is run in
part by Stephen Meg], assistant
athletic director and sports information director at Whitworth.
"It took a couple days to get

the galleries set up and to add the
pieces of flair and other design elements to the page," Jones said.
It was an casy decision to create
a Facebook page, Riddle said.
"It's a place where prospective studcnts, current students and
alumni are already gathering, so
wc created the page as a gathering
place," he said.
Contact Ira AfcIntosh al ira.
mcintosh@whitworthian.conr.

ADVANCEMENT
continued from page

1

McMurray will began
his new position on Oct.
23, Burns said.
Joan Durkoop was promoted from researcher to
associate director of development for advancement senices, where
she will oversee research
and gift administration,
Burns said.
Elizabeth Strauch was
also promoted from as-

sistant to associate director of annual giving.
Burns said.
Besides
fundraising
for the new science center, the Institutional Advancement department
is also in charge of all of
\Whitworth's
fundraising and the Whitworth
Foundation, Burns said.
Contact Heather Kennison at heatherkennison@ whit worthian.com.

Freshman Jack Fletcher
presented the idea to the
members as a club that
would build teamwork, creative thinking, and puzzle
solving by playing table top
games, most notably Dungeons and Dragons.
The charter failed by an 8
to 11 vote.
Read more online at
whitworthian.com.

Three Cups of Tea
author advocates

activism, travels
"Three Cups of Tea" coauthor David Relin said
he considers himself to be
both a writer and a human
rights advocate. During his
lecture in Cowles Memorial Auditorium on Oct. 13,
Relin demonstrated his storytelling skills as well as his
activism.
The journalist, who now
lives in Portland, Ore., has
had his share of traveling
experience.
"Journalism is my travel
agent," he said.
Read more online at
whitworthian.com.
Compiled by news staff

ACCREDITATION
co?aintied from page 2

By following your dream, you can help your students achieve theirs.

Become an elementary or secondary teacher with a
masters degree in 13 months!

Info Night

Complete full-time day program with
a year-long intemship in local schools.

Nov.5

6:30 p.m.-8 p.m.

Hawthorne Hall, Room 101

Teach across cultures during Jan Terrn

international/domestic field experiences.
Benefit from Whitworth's high placement rate

fir graduates.

Eam scholarships, grants and financial aid.

AN EDUCATION OF MIND AND HEART

www.whitworth.edu/M1T

dealing with thc problems
in staffing and class sizes
due to enrollment growth
and that the trustees and
administrators reach an
agreement on how to
manage long-term debt,
according to the NWCCU's 2003 interim report.
The same documcnt
noted several commendations, such as Whitworth's commitment to
its mission, superb administrative support, the
beauty and ambiance of
its campus, and faculty
support in developing and
managing grants.
After evaluators present their recommendations and stmgestions
for this year's visit, they
will %vrite a report, which

Whitworth will receive in
about a month, Sanders
said. The committee will
review the repon for factual errors, send it back
and in January a recommendation of the school
will be made.
Sanders said the university expects that the
recommendation will be
for continued accreditation.
"We want to make sure
students are satisfied,"
Whisenand said. "Accreditation is an opportunity to take what we've
done internally and write
it up for an external audience."
Contact Andrea law at
andrea. idso @wh itwo
thin/Learn.

CORRECTIONS &

CLARIFICATIONS
In last week's issue, the
headline for the Delanty
story WaS factually inaccumte. Both cases were settled
out of court and Delanty
was not necessarily convicted. Also, at the time of
press, the trial vas scheduled to bes'..n ,an Oct. 20.
However, the trial date has
now been pushed bad: one
week.
In the same issue, the pull
quote from Tad Wisenor
used for the library donations story ivas taken out of
context. Wisenor was referring to the largest donation
of art and collectibles the
school has ever received.
The WhitworthLan is committed ta

Knifing

theWhitwath community with the most accurate information posulle. The Whitworthian never knowing!), pubkshes inaccuracies.

tf

you have a comment cc question about the

509 777 3769 oi 800 929 6894

mkllngbackOl@whitworth edu

fairness

a

of a story, send an e-mail

to ecktoqwhitworthian.com.
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Bak
Former provost
removed from

Trustee's new book

counters atheism

position at WSU
A provost at Washington State University, who
daimed that he was assaulted after a meeting of top
university officials, hasbeen
removed from his position
after ssitnesses said he acted
"disrespectful. rude, con-

descending and arrogant"
during the meeting.
Witnesses said there was
a minor physical confrontation between Steven Hoch,
formcr provost and executive ViCC prcsidcnt. and
Greg Royer, vice president
for business and finance at
WSU, in the hallway after
the meeting, according to
an Oct. 17 article in The
Spokesman-Review.According to a report issued by Antoinette Ursich,
WSU's legal counsel, Hoch
claimed that Royer "called
him an `arrogant prick:
raised his arm and elbow to
the provost's chin and kept
it there for a while, and then
shoved the provost:
Hoch, who served as provost for six weeks, remains
at WSU as a history professor.

Bush announces

financial summit
for world leaders
President
Bush
announced Oct. 18 that he
intends to hold a summit of
world leaders to talk about
a global response to the U.S.
financial situation.
Bush announced that he
wants to seek ideas from
both developed and underdeveloped nations around
the world.
Bush has been under
pressure from European
leaders to tighten the coordination between the
world's financial markets,
according to a New York
Times article.
Although an exact date
has not been set, flan Kimoon, secretary general of
the United Nations, offered
to host the summit in New
York in December.

Countries chosen
for seats on U.N.
Security Council
Several countries received
non-permanent
seats on the United Nations
Security Council Oct. 17.
The countries were selected by secret ballot vote
during a meeting of the
U.N. General Assembly.
Each country must receive
a two-thirds majority vote.
Japan was selected for
the Asian seat, Austria and
Turkey for the European
seats, Nlexico for the Latin
American seat and Uganda
for the African seat.
Compiled by Julie Wootton
Sourrts: Spokesman-Review, New
York Times, Reuters

ideas, while others challenge new atheist assumptions, he said.
"Science, for me, is part of what it
This put August, Whitworth trustee means to worship God with my mind:
Dave Myers published a new book. "A Nlyers said. "Being comfortably open
Friendly Letter to Skeptics and Athe- to scientific revelations is compelled by
ists: Ntusings on Why God Is Good our awareness of our own limits. We're
all fallible creatures, having dignity
and Faith Isn't EviL"
Ntyers said in an c-mail interview but not deity. That means each of us is
wrong about some
that he is presenting
things."
a counter case to a
New Book
Francis Collins,
new tide of literature
author
of The Lanthat trashes religion.
A Fri endly
guage of God" and
"[New atheists) all
Letter to
former director of
argue the same two
cs and
Skepti
the Human Gcpoints: Religion is
At hc ists
norm Project, wrote
false. And it is evil,"
in a book review
Myers said. "Given
that Ntycrs makes a
the reach and power
11110.4.1
1,1(1 illw).111.1.
compelling case that
of their argument
)tST 111
maturc believers arc
and anecdote, it
CVO G. %OILS
a lot more like skepmcrits attention and
tics than they realize
reply."
committed to reaMyers, a social
David Myers
son and evidence,
and
psychologist
Profesor of Psychology. I lope College
and offended by
professor of psy%Vhitsvortis Trustee
misuses of religion
chology at Hope
by dogmatists with
College in Holland,
Ntich., has written 17 books, including personal or political agendas.
Just as religion can be misused by
"A Christian Case for Gay Marriage"
which invites conversation on the sec- dogmatists to pursue personal or political agendas, so can atheism, Collins
ular left.
He graduated from Whitworth in said.
New atheist books argue that re1964 and was asked by Bill Robinson
to join the Board of Trustees, Myers ligion is implausible and dangerous,
Nlyers said.
said.
"My book aims to bridge thc skeptiAfter reading new atheist literature.
Myers said he thought a counter case cal/believer dichotomy and to suggest
how faith can be reasonable, sciencecould be made for a reasonable faith.
Myers said as a behavioral scicn- affirming, healthy, hopeful and hutist, he does not discount science in mane: he said.
his book. Science-based information
Contact Afcgan Frazier at megan.fraweaves throughout the book and some
parts challenge conventional Christian zier@whitworthian.corn.

Megan Frazier
Staff Writer

NEXT TWO WEEKS
at

whitworthian.com
staff will be on a print production break until the nat print issue hits the
The 1Vhitworthian

presses Nov. 11.

ONLINE EXCLUSIVES
Online consultations for the Writing Center
New jan Term class under the business
department about the financial situation

I PC

EXPANSION
continued from page 1
new area a unique place to
eat.
The current eating and
kitchen areas will not be
affected by thc expansion,
Thompson said, adding
that students will be able to
continue eating in the dining hall while construction
is underway.

Sophomore Ryan Gerhard said although the
dining hall could use an
addition, he is concerned
about the financial implications.
"Any improvement they
make is cool, as long as it
doesn't cost me any more
money," he said.
The funding for the expansion is coming from

dd

the sane bond issue that
will be used to finance the
East Residence Hall and
science center projects.
The current economic
situation could potentially
force a postponement of
the construction, Benzel
said.
depends on when
our bonds can get sold,"
he saicL "The market isn't
affecting us at this point
because we're not ready to
sell the bonds yet:
Benzd said he svants to
wait until the market situation improves before selling bonds.
He said he hopes the expansion will be completed

Faith, Film and Philosophy lecture series
Science and society lecture

WEEKLY FEATURES
Inside the Chambers: The Whitworthian's
weekly track of ASWU meetings.
Security log: Learn about incidents reported
to Whitworth security.
Voting Tally: A look at the sequence of events
in each candidates' campaign, week by week.

Under Construction: Read weekly updates on
campus construction, road closures and details
on capital projects.

ti made the choice to get informed.)
..what about you:

it

by fall 2010.

Contact Jerod Jarvis at

jerodjarvis@whitworthian.com.
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SOUNDING BOARD: WHITWORTHIAN'SWEEKLY POLL

VOLUME 99, NUMBER 6

What's your favorite kind of Halloween candy?
EDITORIAL: IN THE LOOP
Vote in the poll online at whitworthian.com or e-mail thoughts to editor@whitworthian.com.

Experience more at
whitworthian.com

Mr. Senator, could you tel

When people talk about The Whitwortitian in Lied Square, around the table at
the dining hall or in the Board of Trustees
meetings, they are more often than not
talking about the 16 or 20 pages of printed, recyclable paper you are holding. You
wouldn't know from these conversations
that The Whitworthian is much more than
a printed newspaper.
The Whitworthian is a media organization and as such its number one Job is to
deliver accuratc and relevant information
that you both need and want. The platform
wc do it in is only a part of that.
That's why we've taken efforts over the
past year to bring you a ncw way to get information and more of it: whitworthian.
com. Yes, The Whitworthiart has been otiline for several years, but only recently has it
become a publication in its own right.
Through the platform of the Internet we
are able to deliver you fresh content more
than every Tuesday and present you with
new ways of digesting and interacting with

me just exactly how you're
going lo accomplish thisl

Your shoe's untied.
Next question.

it.

We post new content to thc site daily,
ranging from previews of upcoming conccrts, events and players to watch in thc
weekend's games to recaps of meetings,
lectures you may have missed and thc latest
ncws updates. We also have content in a variety of forms online, including video, audio
recordings, blogs and photo galleries.
This also means the story doesn't cnd
once you put your copy of the newspaper
in your mailbox qr down in thc Mind &
Hearth. It lives and takes new forms online.
Aside from new information, we've also
gis:en you more opportunities to engage
with the content. Almost all stories contain
links to more information, past articles and
referenced documents so you can find out
more and explore the stories for yourself.
You also have the ability to commcnt on
stories and blogs, c-mail thcm to friends
and share them on Facebook or other social-bookmarking sites.
Whitworthian.com gives you thc opportunity to gct more involved and provides an
opportunity for us to showcase your work
as well. Do you have photos of a weekend
event or a video you made at a Prime Time?
Send it to us and We have a svay of getting
it out to a larger audience. Do you have an
idea or opinion that you'd like to express in
a letter to the editor? You can write and submit one right on whitworthian.com.
The Web site allows you to continue to
follow news and events at Whitworth after
you leave. Available worldwide on the Web,
you can check whitworthian.com for the
latest updates from wherever you have an
Internet connection.
Online journalism is also the future of
print media, and as students of journalism we're trying to give ourselves the best
opportunities and preparation for the day
when the real world is going to sneak up on
us. Consumers today go to the Internet first
for news and commentary, and as journalists sve have to know how to meet our audience's needs.
So when you can't find a copy of the newspaper because the post office closed your
on-campus mail box, you want to find out
about this Thursday's concert, want to read
thc latest entries in the campus security log
or need another way to procrastinate on the
weekend, go online and experience more at
whitworthian.com.

Editorials in the "ln the Loop" section reflect
the majority opinion of the Editorial Board,
which is made up offive editors.

Aileen Bentortritlitworthian

Vote on issues, not smooth talking
JOSH

SWAYNE

During the second pmsidential debate,
Tom Brokaw introduced a question on
Russia, saying, "This requires only a
or a 'no.' Ronald Reagan famously said that
the Soviet Union MS [an) evil empire. Do
you think that Russia, under Vladimir Putin, is an evil empire?"
Only a simple, monosyllabic "yes" or
"no" was required of the candidates, but
neither candidate answered the question as
directed. Obama skirted around the issue
completely and McCain was good enough
to say "Maybe: but the astute reader will
notice that "maybe" wasn't an option.
Having listened to this debate and debates from previous elections, I can't help
but feel that candidates avoid simple, precise answers. Of course, given the issues
that the candidates must deal with it isn't
surprising that Obama and McCain can't
make things simple. The problem is that
they don't make things precise.
Think of a debate in this way: the candidate should cite relevant authorities and
data in supporting a precise and relevant
thesis on any iven issue. Neither of the
candidates really did this.
Politicians love to talk about "bipartisan
discussions," how they believe in the American people or how their personal struggles
have given them a special understanding
of what Americans experience, but those

things are really only icing on the cake.
Those things sound nice, but the cake itself
is the actual controversial subject, such as
the Iraq svar or the bailout bill, met with an
intelligently-argued, dear, well-developed
plan. There is no cake. Why?
Sophomore business major and former
political science major Bra.ndon Melton
said, "I would love to see two political
candidates cut the-crap and get down to
just the issues, but the public have gotten
tolerant of the way things are handled in
debates:'
America is grading on a curve, and that
curve is far too tolerant of tangents and irrelevancies. Nevertheless, as Brokaw told
McCain and Obama during the second
debate, one of the two will end up being
president We see it as a foregone condusion. Even if both candidates fail to define
their stances svith the specificity that the
demanding job of president requires, one
of them will go on to lead our country
To put it simply, we are all complicit in
the candidates' failings. We do not hold
them to the standards to which we ourselves are held.
No excellent businessman delivering
a legitimate pitch would fail to utilize his
company's specific performance records
to convince a buyer. No excellent college
student would give a presentation devoid
of all facts, quotations and reles-ant analysis if he or she wanted an A. No excellent
military officer is going to be unconcerned
about the exact position of his enemy. No
excellent architect is going to measure in
quarter indses what should be measured

in eighths.
Americans know about standards, and
for our own best interests, we should expect at least the same precision from our
leaders as is expected from the best and
brightest of us.
. Sophomore international studies major Shane Fouts said, "[Politics] is more of
dancing around the questions and administering facts and stats that don't actually

answer anything."
Fouts' comment shows that something
is just plain wrong. We all expect vagaries
and circumlocution from our political candidates. Political buzz words such as "bipartisan cooperation" and "maverick" and
empty-yet-inspiring patriotic talk about
"change" and "hope" arc what we have
come to appreciate from our politicians.
Would a candidate who didn't spew
meaningless political lingo be an appealing
politician? No, but only because our standards are so low that we have settled for
rhetorical razzle-da771e over intelligent solutions. True patriots should care enous
about America to honestly and directly address its problems.
Candidates should earn our votes by articulating dear policies. For this election,
know your issues, 3.nd vote for the person
who addresses your issues and addresses
them well, or don't vote at all. If enough
people demand a specific answer to a specific question, candidates will have to step
it up.

SWAYN E is a senior majoring in English. Comments can be

sent to josh.swarehitwerthian.com.

WHITWORTH SPEAKS OUT: WHAT ARE YOU DOING
I'm doing

I have no idea.

I'm going

Prime Time [in
Arend). We're
going to have
candy and be
making masks.°

It would be fun
to dress
up and go to a

to fly back to

Partr

family:1

Richard Ressel

Anders [nelson,

Austin Abelar,

junior

senior

junior

FOR HALLOWEEN?

Roseville,

"Possibly going to
Mac Haunted
House, possibly

Calif. to see my

trick-or-treatingf

AtoheMoore,
sophomore
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Election

ttai

Two ivriters debate over who
should be the next president
of the United States

mEmpiu

point US
and experience to job in the right direction
McCain brings wisdom Obama will

this economic crisis is difficult. Being a
conservative in this election is even more
MORGAN
difficult, as neither candidate is truly conFEDDES
servative.
mow
However, McCain is more fiscally conservative
than Obarna. McCain's campaign
1111111111101111111111111.!
site says, "Bi-partisan efforts will be the key
I have a confession to make: I'm a Re- to undoing the recent spending binge."
publican. A conservative, even. And I am
The U.S. budget deficit was recently revoting for Sen. John McCain.
ported at a record $455 billion. When forWhile I could write for ages on politics, I mer President Clinton left office, the budwill limit myself for now to two main top- get had a surplus of $127 billion. "Recent
ics: Iraq and the economy.
spending binge" indeed.
Regardless of whether or not the war in
On his Wcb site, McCain says he's going
Iraq can be justified, the fact is we're there. to balance thc budget by the cnd of his first
As much as I would like to sec our troops term. While I think that goal is more than a
come home, the U.S. can't ¡cave just yet. little bit out of reach, given the current ecoWe need to have complete confidence that nomic problems and the huge deficit that
the Iraqis %%ill be able to take full control of will no doubt be compounded by the recent
their government and of their people. No bailout bill. I do believe McCain is on the
one wants to send our troops back to Iraq right track. The government is spending far
for a third time.
too much money that it doesn't have and it
On his campaign Web site, Sen. Barad: needs to stop.
Obama says if he gets elected he will imOba.ma has promised to cut taxes for 95
mediately focus on getting our troops out percent of middle dass Americans while
of Iraq. "Removal of our troops will be re- taxing the rich. This sounds great, even to
sponsible and phased, directed by military me. But Obama also wants to pass a 550
commanders on the ground and done in billion stimulus to help struggling commuconsultation with the Iraqi government: nities, invest 515 billion a year for thc next
according to the plan on the Web site.
10 years in new green technologies, double
It's an admirable goal. I would love to
spending on after-school programs and
see the war end. I have friends and fam- offer federal support for paid family and
ily members in the Marines, the Air Force, medical leave, among various other plans.
the Navy and the Army
These are all admirable
ROTC But past experiprojects, but if Obama
ence shows that a stagcuts taxes for the majorwe want to reduce the
gered withdrawal can do
ity of Americans, where
defidt, break our dependence
more harm than good in
will he be getting thc
on oil, both foreign and
the long run.
funds to pay for all of
In June of 1969, thendomestic, and end the war in
this? True, some of the
President Nixon anIraq, we need to take a step in
investments will theoretnounced the "Vietnamically create new income.
the
right
direction."
ization" of the Vietnam
But it seems to me to be
War. The plan was to
just another example of a
gradually turn the fight
politician that will spend
over to the South Vietnamese troops so money the government doesn't have.
the U.S. troops could return home after
However, there is an important point to
more than 47,000 U.S. soldiers had given consider. Obama has often pointed out that
their lives. But by April of 1975, the North McCairis tax plan will give the oil compa-.
Vietnarnese Army and the Viet Cong had nies a $4 billion tax break and as far as I
taken control of South Vietnam, thus nulli- know, McCain has never denied it. With
fying everything the American soldiers had the majority of the American public
upset
fought for.
at -big oil" over the recent months of high
While the motives of the Vietnam War gas prices, that's a pretty serious accusation
are questionable in retrospect, and while to make or so many people
think.
there were numerous other factors that
But consider this: we created -big oil."
.lead to the downfall of South Vietnam, one Our dependence on oil and petroleum
thing is dear: the U.S. pulled out too early. products provided a great market for the oil
The South Vietnarnese Army was not ready companies, and they took advantage of the
to take control.
opportunity. It's what any sensible business
We can't have that happen in Iraq. The person would do.
Iraqis need to be able to fully step in and
So instead of getting mad, we should
control any escalation of insurgency that focus on alternative fuel sources like numay occur when the U.S. does pull out.! clear power. When the plants
are built to
don't want my friends and family to have the proper specifications, it is an efficient
fought in Iraq for nothing.
and clean source of energy. McCain underOn McCain's campaign Web site, he says, stands the viability of this energy source, as
would be a grave mistake to leave ... be- well as others. Obama's energy plan
never
fore a competent, trained and capable Iraqi even mentions nuclear energy.
security force is in place and operating efPersonally, I believe neither presidential
fectivelyr
team is perfect for the White House. But
McCain understands how vital it is to if we want to reduce the deficit, break our
prepare the Iraqis for the eventual with- dependence on oil, both foreign and dodrawal of U.S. troops. He has learned from mestic, and end the war in Iraq, wc
need to
his own experiences in Vietnam. He Icnows take a step in the right direction. We need
the dangers of pulling out early.
to vote for John McCain.
Now onto a subject that's a little closer to
home: the economy.
FEDD ES is a sophomore majoring in English. Comments can
I'll admit being a conservative during be sent to morganieddes@whitworthian.com

if

it

to be re-examined in light of the cur-

rent financial crisis, but his philosophy
NATHANIEL

ORWILER

of working from the bottom up instead
of the top dawn will be key to providing

as much relief as possible in the days to
come.
I would rather be governed by the acFew would disagree that this country tual U.S. government than by a multitude
is in a precarious position. Whether one of profit-hungry big businesses benefitconsiders the currcnt financial crisis, the ing from subsidies and tax breaks. Trickle
statc of our health carc system, our de- down economics is a trickle of spit by the
pendence on foreign oil, or our military time it reaches the cominon laborer.
involvement abroad, it appears we are doIt is time we took our country back
ing something wrong.
from the faceless corporations who legFor the past eight years, the country has islate our lives more than congress ever
endured under a president who not only could. Follow thc money trail and we all
has the lowest approval rating in modern end up in the same machine, victims of
history, but who has also made more ex- our own greed. ibis is %vhy we need the
ecutive orders than any other president. In regulation promised by Obama, not the
some major ways, thc president has been corporate freedoms offered by McCain.
ignoring thc civil liberties of U.S. citizens
ibis includes insurance companies who
and has been treating us like subjccts in- stand in the way of Americans and healthy
stead; abusing democracy and offending lives. Earlier this ycar when I had the flu,
politicians from both parties.
I had to stay by the phone for hours tryThese realizations have prompted both ing to get a referral so I could sec a doctor
of this year's major presidential candide,:".s outside of my hometown. I ended up beto run on a platform of change. Neither. of coming too exhausted and going to bed.
the candidates' proposals is perfect in my 'Ibis is a picturc of privatized health care
opinion, but we'll never see Jesus run for and onc of many reasons to change the
office.
system. It's not hard to imagine a worse
However, when presented with the scenario than mine that' ends up taking
choice between Sen. John McCain and someone's life. It happens on a regular baSen. Barack Obama, I choose to support sis to the homeless and mentally disabled
the candidate whosc
citizcns wandering the
policies have a better
streets of Spokane.
chance of moving this
Obama wants the
country in the right 'Ws time we elected a candidate
to subdirection. I'm going to who can see the big picture and government
sidize health care for
vote for Obama.
those who don't have
who can understand how to
We live in an Ameriit. In the second presishape America into a country
can age where trust in
dential debate he stated
we can be proud of."
the government is ofthat he believes health
ten considered foolish.
care is a right, not a
There is a good reason
commodity. I couldn't
for our mistnist. Presiagree with him more.
dent Bush has exemplified how skewed
It is also no secret that America is at
our system of checks and balances has the mercy of foreign oil companies, mudi
become. The executive branch has run the same way the average citizen is at the
amok. Go online and review the list of ex- mercy of insurance companies.
ecutive ordcrs he has made and you will
McCain supports offshore drilling and
probably find yourself afraid of the influ- extended drilling in Alaska, two tempoence of one man, even if you agree with rary
solutions that would not affect the
his policies.
price of fuel in a noticeable way.
Do wc really want to vote a self-proObama supports alternative energy
claimed maverick into the most powerful research first and
foremost. The world is
office in the land? Look up the definition
running out of oil and alternative sustainof the word maverick. McCain has fallen
able energy is the right direction no matter
into the very political circus he is so out- what it
temporarily does to the market.
spoken against.
In the meantime, a vast amount of our
McCain says "country first" over and
country's resources are being poured into
over again, but who is willing to nomian un-winnable war abroad that has lost
nate a giinmick as his running mate?
us the respect of other world powers.
The nomination of someone with less
Someone should explain to me how anythan two years of experience governing a
onc can defeat terrorists.
sparsely populated and naturally wealthy
In the second debate, McCain said he
state should be an insult to everyone.
wants to bring our troops home in victoIf Obama is voted into office, the execry. In my opinion, they have already had
utive and legislative branches of the U.S.
several small victories working on thc ingovernment will both be ruled by demofrastructure of Iraq, but there is no war to
crats. In other words, Obama will be able
win, just unending battles.
to lead effectively, without needing to
It's time we elected a candidate who can
abuse his power or play maverick to bring
see the big picture and who can underabout actual change.
stand how to shape America into a counObarna's platform includes tax breaks
try we can be proud of. Its time wc elected
for 95 percent of Americans, affordable
Barack Obama.
health care for everyone, investing in alternative energy and an eventual withdrawal from Iraq.
ORWI1ER is a senior majoring in English. Comments can be
Admittedly, Obama's tax plan may have sent to nathanielonviler@whitwonhian.com.
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Real change takes more than

voting, in the hands of people

a humor column by Nic Vargus

TIM

TAKECHI

au.s,

Aiken Beruon/Whitworthian

Election '08: A change
to make believe in
It seems in today's day and age,
people just can't gct enough of voting.
The Internet is a smcar of "Vote or
die" threats that police departments
arc just "too busy" to investigate.
Students everywhere arc wearing
shirts with "PRObama" Or "John
Mc-A-OK-ame" slogans. It seems
people have forgotten that the word
"politics" is derived from early Latin.
A refresher: "poli" means "many"
and "tics" means "a small, sweet, oval
candy, preferably orange."
Presidential and vice presidential
candidates are so wrapped up in the
"future" that they arc neglecting to
look back at the greatest presidents
of yesteryear, and more importantly,
the silver screen.
May I present you with several better tickets for your consideration.

PullmanSmith:
You might remember President
Bill Pullman from the documentary
"Independence Day." Many of us re-

call the footage in %vhich he nearly
single-handedly saved thc veorld

from impending doom.
Pullman would be an ideal candidate because he saved America, a feat
quite the opposite of what we've seen
in the last eight years. Have we really
forgotten those who we owe so much
to? Obama and McCain have basically spit on this former president's
honor by offering amnesty to aliens.
Pullman's choice for vice president
should be obvious: Will Smith. Many
will remember Smith fought sideby-side the president as the swarms
of aliens descended upon earth. He
fought valiantly in the war and has
since moved on to work for an elite
special agents group with Tommy
Lee Jones. He is a natural choice.

Freeman-Ford:
Morgan Freeman played the president in the movie "Dccp Impact," in
which comcts actually hit Earth and
killed basically everyone. Perhaps a
better president would have stopped
this disaster, but if Freeman had decided to reenact fireside chats after
the apocalypse, the remaining population would have deemed the event
all worth it in the end.
It is hard to disavow such an obvious choice. Both Freeman and
Harrison Ford have starrcd as U.S.
presidents in movies, which requires
almost as much acting as being a real
president. Freeman's silky smooth
voice is the audio equivalent of running naked through a field of feathers
and Ford's tendency to shoot people
in the face makes him a perfect follow-up vice to Cheney. Freeman has
also done work as God. That's pretty
good experience, from what I hear.

Ford is also well-received among
tribal people that he hasn't killed in
various Indiana Jones expeditions.
His work as a U.S. president ended
with very dead tcrrorists and a very
alive Air Force One. That's a foreign
policy wc can all gct behind.
Hilton-Hilton's New BFF:
Paris Hilton was unwillingly catapulted into the 2008 election when
John McCranky decided it was a good
idea to alienate onc of his all-star donors, the Hilton family, by telling thc
world that Barack Obama was a bigger celebrity than Paris. The Blonde
Witch of the West Coast would not
sit still for this and shc launched hcr
own campaign.
Anyone that has the patience to be
on reality TV with Paris Hilton is either a saint or actually dead. A saint
would make a great vice president
and a zombie would make a great
publicity stunt.
Nielson-Williams:
Leslie Nielson has been the president on two occasions in the Scary
Movie Quadrilogy and has extensive
military experience through his role
as Colonel Chi, the leader of an entire
army in SurfNinjas. He has also been
Santa Claus and Count Dracula. He
is pretty old in real life as well, and
this is seen as a good characteristic
of presidential candidates; John McCain celebrated his 94th birthday in
August to the resounding cracking
and popping ofapplause and arthritic joints at his senior center.
Never underestimate the power of
a good joke, like 'Watergate or that
whole "I did not have relations with
that woman" bit from ol' Clintopolis.
Leslie Nielson also has more leadership experience than any other candidate on this list, and far more than
23-year-old Obama and definitelynot-a-pig-in-lipstick Palin.
Robin Williams might be a good
vice presidential pick, because he
also did some work as a president in
some movie that no one ever saw.
What is it that we look for in a
president? During debates and rallies, rabid supporters wave or burn
flags in the name of their candidate.
But these candidates are professional
actors, actors that haven't even made
any movies.
That's like being a Care Bear that
doesn't care, a boy band without
the guy with dreads or a hamburger
without ham. It's time to elect candidates who at least know they're actors. Pullman-Smith '08.

Well, ladies and gentlemen, here we are.
The day a lot of us have been anticipating is
quiddy approaching us. In a short while, the
American people will finally decide after almost two years of hype who they want to be
the next president of the United States.
Talk about relief.
Unless you have been living under a rock
for the past two years, most people around
the country and many parts of the world
are eager to find out whether Sen. Barack
Obama or Sen. John McCain will succeed
the unpopular George W. Bush as the next
leader of the free world. In what might be the
most anticipated and media-saturated election in our nation's history, a common theme
used by both candidates is "change:'
Changing policy. Changing how politics arc run in Washington. Changing the
American lifestyle in light of worldwide geopolitical events. Changing the rule of Republican-Democrat partisanship to a new era of
politics of the people, by the people and for
thc people.
Obama used the campaign slogan "Change
We Can Believe In" as a way to get people
motivated and excited about electing someone who exists outside the traditional Washington establishment.
McCain never uscd the word "change"
officially, but he has used the idea plenty
of times. He always reminds us that he is a
"maverick" Republican who thinks independently from GOP orthodoxy. Both men
have portrayed their running mates, Sen. Joe
Bidet% and Gov. Sarah Palin respectively, as
being free thinkers who will help shake up

Washington.
Much of the anticipation over this election
is thanIcs to the unpopularity of President
Bush. With a recent Gallup poll approval
rating of 25 percent and one disaster after
another plaguing his administration, both
Obama and McCain are appealing to the
American people's disenfranchisement with
thistatus quo on Capitol Hill to get votes.
While I am glad to see people are starting to pay closer attention to politics, I hope
Americans do not put too much faith in the
candidates to bring about real change.
In a democracy of the people, we should
not stop paying attention to the issues once
an election is over. Not enough people paid
attention to the economy before the recent
Wall Street meltdown. Now everyone is paying close attention. Of course we want our
elected officials to look after our interests,
but we should do the same.
Obama is not Jesus, a Messiah of America
who will solve all of our country's problems
in one fell swoop. McCain may or may not
be the Teddy Roosevelt/Ronald Reaganesque
Republican who can reinvigorate America's
faith in itself. Although it is true that positive
change can happen from the top, Americans
should not forget that they themselves can
play a significant part.
Real change happens from the bottom up,
not always from the top to bottom. America's
dependency on foreign oil largely depends
on everyday Americans' depending on oil to
survive....

CLICK IT
Read the rest ofTakechil column online at

whitworthian.com
TAKECHI Is a senior majoring in journalism. Comments un be

sent to tim.takechi@whitworthian.com.

LETTERS TO THE EDITOR: READER RESPONSES
Re-think your definition

of a moral candidate
NVith the election less
than a month away, I have
noticed a prevailing ideology which is unsurprising
at a small Christian university: the "morality ticket". I
speak to those of you who
tend to vote for a candidate
based on how Christian you
perceive him or her to be, his
or her Christian-ness being
measured predominately by
a stance on morality issues
such as abortion, gay marriage, prayer in schools and
the like.
I find this endeavor to
integrate faith and politics
admirable. However, I would
like to bring to attention
the breadth of issues that
our president must address:
health care, immigration,

economy, foreign policy
the list goes on. I argue that
policy response to these
issues, even more so than
abortion, will have either
positive or deadly consequences.
Take foreign policy. NVar,
by definition, means death
cn masse. According to various sources, anywhere from
46,000 to 600,000 civilians in
Iraq have suffered violencerelated deaths since the
start of the war. Or health
atm. Thousands of children
am still uninsured. Lack of
insurance coupled with poor
living conditions leads to
disease and death in thou-

sands of childmn each year.
Shouldn't these issues be of
utmost moral importance in
this presidential election?
Integrity is not limited to
one highly visible domestic
moral issue and unborn
children are not the only
nor most numerous demographic that will be affected
by the policies of the next
administration. Take a doser,
more critical look at how the
candidates plan to address
issues such as foreign policy,
health care a.nd the economy.
Once you have, by all means
vote for the candidate who
is most upright, most moral
and (dare I say) most Christian. But please, before you
vote, expand your definition
of morality.
Scarlet Ponder

junior
Spanish and sociology

College Republican

recruiter told to leave
A few weeks ago I was
stuffing envelopes for
Whitworth graduate Kevin
Parker. He is campaigning
for Spokane's 6th District
Representative to Olympia.
I was in the campaign head-

uarters on the comer of
Washington and Boone near
the Veterans Arena.
I met a young man there
who works with College
Republicans, Heath Scott.
He told me he had asked
permission to set up a table

with information and talked
vrith some members of student government After the
table was set up in the HUB
he was told by sortie other
students that he had to leave.
Needless to say, I was
interested in his dilemma
since I have two degrees
from Whitworth, a daughter
with a degree from Whitworth and a husband who
retired from Whitworth.
I'm also attending a Tuesday
morning "Pastor's Readftlg
Circle" with people from the
community. We are readftig
a book for discussion, "The
Great Avrakening," on the
topic of dialogue between
faith and politics.
I'm sure there is a reason
Heath was told to leave after
he had received permission
to set up an information table, but he didn't know what
it vas. He later met with 275
new College Republicans
at Gonzaga University and
was amazed at the different
receptions he received at
Whitworth University and
Gonzaga University.
I'm in a quandry whether
to donate to the 'Whitworth
Fund or College Republicans. Any suggestions?
Donna Kuhn

AIM' 2002
Spokane, Wash.

Read more letters to the drat online at

whitworthian.com

VARGUS is a junior majoring in English. Comments

can be sent to nic.vargusewhitworthian.com.

Write a letter to the efitor. The Whinvonhian weicornes reader responses to anides or issues of interest to the Whitwc.ith
community. Send letters to erkokimhitworthian.com or submit Wine. !knit to 200 wads. Visit whitworthiancom for details.
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Obama

Check out our extended elections coverage:

Voter's guidd for Washington gov6inoras well as state

McCain

;/,,

Read about Keirin Pqrkqiya Wh twortb alumnus running
for 'the Wkshingtiipe tate Congress

Komplete Presidential Poliiesulti4for'itudents and faculty

Faculty Vote

Voter's Guide: McCain

Margin of error +/- 7.01%
HIS HISTORY

First elected to the U.S. House of Representatives
in 1982 and re-elected in 1984, John McCain ran
for the U.S. Senate in 1986 a.nd has been reelected ever since. In 2000. lkfcCain chose
to run for president but lost in the primary dcctions to George W. Bush.
ECONOMY

Federal government buy-up

of bad mortgage loans and converting them to low-interest
government loans.
IRequire investors to begin dissolving their IRAs and
401(k)s shortly after the age of
70.

ed funding to principals to use filling specific sdiool
needs.
It Expand virtual learning by targeting S500 million
in current federal funds to build new virtual sdlools
and development of online education programs.

HIS HISTORY

Barad: Obama ran for and was
In 2000, Obama lost an elect ior
in 2003 and won. Obama was aim
democratic convention.

ENERGY

1Suspension of federal gas taxes from Memorial
Day to Labor Day.
INo taxing of U.S. oil companies.
1A lift of rcstrictions on off-shore oil drilling.
IBuild 45 new nuclear power plants by 2030.
ICommit $2 billion annually to clean coal technology.
1A $300 million award for an extensively improved battery system for hybrid and electric cars.
ICreate of a tax credit for energy companies using alternative sources of power.

ECONOMY

ITax credits for small businesse,
employees in 2009 and 2010.
IFamilics have the option to
much as 15 percent of their raker
without penalty in a financial crisi
I Limit the taxing of 401(k) ar
count withdrawals by retirees owl
70 1/2.
close loopholes in bankruptcy
EDUCATION

EDUCATION

HEALTH CARE

I Create a "School Voucher"

,
.

sl-t4 -

' ;-'

?

-7.1)

ti;"47,1?

"

,

system with the federal government, where approval by local
and state governments would
provide funding for students
to attend any school of their
choice, including private and
charter schools.
'Devote 5 percent of existing
higher-ed funding to a program
recruiting teachers who graduate
top 25 percent of their class.
IDevote 60 percent of existing
higher-ed funding to incentive bonuses for high-performing teachers.
IDevote remaining 35 percent of existing

I Reform medical malpractice system.
I Improve electronic record-keeping.
I Encourage small businesses to band together to
negotiate lower rates with health carc providers.
I Introduce a plan to give a refundable health
care tax credit of $2.500 for individuals and $5,000
for families.
HOMELAND SECURITY

IContinuation of thc U.S. Patriot Act.
ICreate an Army Adviser Corps with 20,000
soldiers who would work with friendly militaries
abroad.
1Set up a ncw civil-military agency patterned after the Office of Strategic Services from World War

higher-

I Invest $10 billion a year to inc
numbcr of students eligible for Ea
Start, increase access to preschool,
affordable and quality diild care. I
to increase the diild and depend
tax credit.

I Develop a scholarship prograr
covcr four years of undcrgrad
of graduate teacher education in
teaching a minimum of four yea
need field or location.
IProvide $1 billion in funding t(
ing programs for struggling tcache
Ntake community college corn]
zens.
I Provide a S-1000 annual tuitio
students.
ENERGY

IRAQ

1Don't implement a withdrawal timetable.
IStay in Iraq until a firm.
stable, peaceful government
system is implemented.
IStay in Iraq until the
nation has shown significant economic progress.

1 An energy rebate for America,
company profits.
)Place 'windfall taxes on oil com
I Investments into advanced clea
nologies.
I Require new cars to be flex-fue
automakers to re-tool factories for
'Reduce carbon emissions by 80

Worm:riots compd.-di,' r
Sources:

Vice

President

More than 60 percent of those who plan to vote for McCain said
Sarah Palin would make the

best vice president

CtiNtsort horra hv com. ivra.:14katru re.n. jahr.m.:4-4m

Four things to

remember about
the upcoming
election

Tyler Whitney
Guest Cohntinist

thcir more rigid policy positions
this can be frustrating. we should
that either candidate will probabl)
in their ability to fulfill campaigr
particularly with the high chance

In the last fcw weeks of this historic presidential election, voters are searching for a
compelling motive to cast thcir
divided Congress.
vote for the candidate that moves
Second, voters shout(
and persuades them. Students
temptation to consume
should kccp four important things
wholly with a limited se
in mind as they wade through the
it would be too easy t
political mud.
the candidate who cot
First, students need to realize
as most capable to hand
that neither candidate is likely
nomic issues we currcnt
to align entirely to their political
the fact is that the next
views. In a two-party majoritarian
will be the president o
'VIII TNEY
system, party platforms attempt to
sucs, not just those We
appeal to a broad base of voters.
important now. Voters s
The typical result is both candidates scram- the candidate they bdieve is mos
bling for the middle and watering down in both domestic and foreign polic

ZZlititivortitian
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Obama

McCain

co

o
o
the student =pie for these onEne polls was 54.1 respondents, and the badly sample was
94 respondents. This survey was not revieord by the NB, and does not daim to be scientifically ocrurate Theonotnecessa,i1ym1i the views of the htitworthian, Whitworth
University or Me Assodated Students of Whaworth University.

Voter's Guide: Obama

Student Vote
Margin of error +/- 4.17%

HEALTH CARE

ran for and was elected to Illinois statc senate in 1996.
election for thc United States Senate, but ran again
Obama was also John Kerry's keynote speaker at the 2004
ntion.

Create a ncw national health care insurance program for individuals who
do not have employer-based health care to be paid for by elimination of Bush
tax cuts for those earning over $250,000.
I Create insurancc plan coverage standards that must be met by private
insurancc plans.

small businesses who hirc new
) and 2010.
the option to withdraw as

HOMELAND SECURITY

la lost an

I Implement 9/11 commission recommendations.

mg of 401(k) and IRA acs by retirees over the age of

IDevelop a critical infrastructure protection plan.
I Create a senior position to coordinate domestic intelligence gathering
and establish a grant program to support thousands more state and local level
intelligence analysts.
)Revise thc U.S. Patriot Act.

:s in Lankruptcy Codes.

IRAQ

lt of their retirement savings
I

a financial crisis.

ion a year to increase the
ts eligible for Early Head
css to preschool, provide

41,

Tt

dity rnild care. Proposes
id and dependent care

I Redeployment of U.S. troops at a pace ofone or two brigades per month,
with complete withdrawal accomplished by summer of 2010.
IMaintain a residual force to perform missions like targeting remnants
of al Qaeda, protecting U.S. service members and diplomats, and supporting Iraq's security forces.
I Commit $2 billion toward an international effort to support the
more than 4 million displaced Iraqis.
ILeave no permanent U.S. bases in Iraq.

r.

-: ;9s
t
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olarship program that will
of undcrgrad or two years
:r education in exchange for
aim of four years in a highion.
ion in funding to create mentortruggling teachers.
sity college completely free to citiGO

annual tuition credit for college

ate for American families, paid for by oil
taxes on oil companies' profits.
to advanced clean coal and nuclear energy tedsars to be flex-fuel capable and loan $4 billion to U.S.
ool factories for production of more efficient cars.
emissions by 80 percent by 2050.
forrnxion compled by Ben Garver
L&
ial,..p.rnrfain torn. tint e.cpm

Vice
policy positions. Although
ating, we should remember
late will probably be limited
fulfill campaign promiscs,
the high chance of another
Congress.
sd, voters should resist the
ion to consume themselves
with a limited set of issues.
d be too easy to vote for
didatc who comes across
capable to handle the ccossues we currently facc. But
is that the next president
the president of many isst just those we think are
tst now. Voters should seek
bdicve is most qualified
and foreign policy and who

will surround himself ssith intelligent and diverse advisors.
Third, there is a growing trend tosvards
cynicism about thc political process as a
whole. More than 80 percent of the country
is dissatisfied with Congress. A large part of
this problem is due to the polarized dynamics of contemporary American politics and
the lack of bipartisanship in Washington
D.C. What we fail to remember is that we are
the ones who most directly hold government
accountable. The worst choice one can make
is to make no choice at all. Our responsibility is to exercise our vote and create thc government we want to lead us. Don't choose to
abstain from voting because politicians may
have failed you in the past; use your ballot to
create change.
Finally, remember that regardless of the

outcome on Nov. 4, issues like educational
inequity, health care, terrorism and a massive national debt will not disappear on their
own. Demand cooperation between the next
president and a new Congress by calling your
representatives and posting to online news
blogs. Engage in politics. There is not a single
piece of life that is unaffected by politics, so
begin to learn the issues, compare them with
your own worldview, and take action.
This year's election provides two fine candidates who bring their own unique experiences to the table. Either of them will bless
America as our next president. Please remember to vote on Nov. 4 for the leader you
believe will serve us best.
Corttact Tyler Whitney at twhitneyn@
whitsvorth.edu.

President

More than 70 percent of those who plan to vote for Obama
said Biden would

make the best
'

I

vice president

12771,17"7---.
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Food

for thought: 'A table of equality'
all about the community that was built over
dinner. People vere surprised that there
[were] no sales pitch or guilt trips:

Kelsey Morgenthaler
Staff Writer

e

idea of Food for Thought: Spokane's
Community Dinner was simple: sit a bunch
of different people down, put some food on
the table and let people talk and eat together.
The impact Was huge, said junior Katie Pe-

'A TABLE OF EQUALITY'

The environment was designed to make
the sharing ofdiscussion and food a pleasurtitt, the event's organizer.
able experience for attendees, Penn saitL
was all about putting together the busi"We didn't svant a service line because
ness man and the homeless man and every- that's what [the homeless people] get at the
one in between - students, churches, low shelter," Petitt said. "Ve wanted people to
income people, chic workers, city council feel like they were on an equal level so we
members and professors - and giving them had circular tables with people putting the
a chance to be in open, honest dialogue with food on the table for people to serve one anone another," she said.
other"
Using this setup helped create a more relaxed and comfortable atmosphere for evSIMPLE IDEA, BIG IMPACT
eryone, Petitt said.
Prompted by a conversation svith a home"I think all of it empowered the homeless
less man who had the idea that business because they were served and were serving
people and homeless people would under- everybody else: site said. -This ¡nade them
stand and interact with each other better if feel that they were just as welcome, just as
they could just sit down and talk.
equal as the college students at
l'etitt and her Gonzaga boyfriend
their left and business people at
David Whitehead spearheaded
their right:
the event's planning last spring.
People reacted very positively
The dinner event was first held
to the format. l'etitt said.
May 1, 200S at Gonzaga's Cataldo
John Yoder, professor of poHall. A joint effort by students
litical science, said he ate with a
from Whitworth and Gonzaga
Catholic priest and a number of
and Spokane's 'louse of Cha-rhomeless men.
ity, around 200 people enjoyed
"We just had really good conPETITT
the hall, food, ambient décor and
versation about our lives, our
services donated by the combined
families and how to fix the worlds
efforts of both Whitworth and Gonzaga's So- problems," Yoder said. "There's so many
dexo offices.
events and aid initiatives that put tis in a
Advertisements for the event encouraged position of power and them in a position of
people to "come curious, open-minded and subordinance. ibis %vas a table of equality."
hungry.:
Yoder said he was struck by hearing how
Attendees were told that the point of the the men at his tattle ended up homeless.
dinner was to open up avenues for dialogue
"Many of them had good jobs, good
where people could share their lives, stories homes and relativelv good family situations,"
and opinions with people.
Yoder said. "Then at one time, there was
To do this, they svere told to be intentional
some sort of family crisis or they fell on hard
in eating with people svho were from differ- tintes and they just weren't able to bounce
ent backgrounds and areas of Spokane - even back from the situation. Now they are living
if this might tnake them feel uncomfortable. on the streets:
"I think that the reason why it worked so
Sharing a meal %jai the homeless changed
well is that it is so simple," Petitt said. "Ve.
didn't do any preaching or teaching; it was
See FOOD, page. 11

it

Junior Katie Petitt and David Whitehead speak at Food ForThought: Spokane's Community
Dinner in May in Cataldo Hall at Gonzaga University.The next event, which will be a sit-down
dinner for the homeless of Spokane, will take place the weekend of Nov.22, 2008.

Organic bakery utilizes locally grown ingredients
Morgan Feddes
Copy Chief

nity, as every dollar spent for local products
creates twice as much income, accortling to
the Web site for the Eat Local Challenge.
Natural Start goes a step further and puts
a lot of emphasis on supporting and involving the community with more than just
food. All of the art on the walls
was created by local artists and
is for sale, Krafft said.
101

Nestled on the cast side of I lamilton Street
(also known as Nevada Street) is a small organic bakery coated with recycled paint and
remodeled with recycled materials.
Natural Start Bakery, which
FOOD
opened this past February,
The bakery, which is currentREVIEW
prides itself on making as little
ly selling pastries like blackberimpact on the environment and
ry scones, blueberry cake anti
NATURAL START
using as many locally grown
pumpkin
cream cheese mutuos,
BAKERY
ingredients as possible, head
buys the majority of its ingredi**
baker Alyssa Krafft said.
ents from local farms, including
location:
"That way we know exactly
Strawberry I lill Farm, Siemers
1718 H. Hamilton
what's going into our food,"
Farm and Coles Orchard.
Hours: Tue-Fri 7 am,Krafft said. "Everrhing in the
It's easy for the bakery to find
p.m.; Sat 8 a.m.6 pm.;
[display] case is local:
local organic food because SpoSun 9 am.-5 pm.
Typ e: coffee, baked goods
kane is a very productive agriThe bakery was one of two
Average Price: 51.30
stops on the Oct. 17 Local Food
cultural arca, Krafft said.
to SIO
Tour sponsored by the ComEven the coffee and espresso
munities in Crisis club.
sold at Natural Start is organic,
The club is relatively new,
Krafft said.
which gives the members a lot of flexibility
The bakery buys its coffee from DOMA
to create new programs like this, club presi- Coffee Roasting Company, a small roastery
dent Breanne Durham said.
based in Coeur d'Alene, Idaho. DOMA purThe idea for the tour sprang from Dur- chases only certified organic, fair trade and
harn's experiences as a volunteer at a com- direct relationship coffee, as well as supports
munity garden. When she looked into simi- sustainable coffee farms, according to the
lar venues in Spokane, she found a lot of DOMA Web site.
places that sell locally grown food.
Natural Start also sells sandwiches, salads,
"1 realized how many great resources there
fresh baked breads, juice, honey and even
are to explore fin Spokane]," Durham said.
organic eggs - all for reasonable prices.
Buying locally helps support the commuWe want to break thc stereotype of or-

* **

..ifervn FelfrillVhauvrihwn

Head baker Alyssa Krafft prepares fresh baked wheat bread to be sold at Natural Start Bakery.
ganic," Krafft said.

and lias a drive-thru for customers on the

Oftentimes people have the mi:,:onceptions that organic food is expensive and

go.
"We're all about making food local and affordable: Krafft said.

doesn't taste very good, Krafft said.
"I want to make it like grandma made it,"
Krafft said. "I want to make it like it's off the

farm:
The bakery also offers student discounts,

Contact Morgan !Wiles at morganfeddeseywhitworthian.com.
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Dream job gives perspective, awareness
Monica Calderon
Stq(fiVriit.r

satisfaction is necessary to do a good job,
Whitworth's Counseling Services department is
lucky to have fanelle
"I knew I %valued to go into counseling from
the first day on; said 'Thayer, director of Counseling Services.
She said being director of Counseling Services
was her "dream job." "Illayer has worked full-time
at Vhitworth for 15 years, but the road to counseling seemed clear to her from the onset.
Thayer said she first developed an interest in
counseling in her first years of high school. She
had ideas of helping church families in the future,
saying that she felt "they might benefit from psy11)01)

etiology." She mentioned that during her years in
high school, she noticed that some people seem

'There are difficult parts to counseling, Thayer
said. She also secs a shift in the world of educators
cvcr since the Columbine shooting in 1999.
"I think we have been in a ... more difficult era
since Columbine," Thayer said. "I think most edu-

trapped in faith systems that don't help people
grow.
She linked this to the fact that if someone grows
up in a guilt-focused church, they are likely to seek
a similar church later on in life. 'Ibis understanding was one of the elements that first interested
Thayer in counseling.
lhayer came to Whitworth in 1985 as Resident Director of Warren. After three years, she
took a counseling job with Spokane Falls Community College. 'Ibis lasted until 1993, when
Kathy Storm, vice president of Student Life, asked
'Mayer if she would be interested in a Mitworth
position. lhayer agreed and took the position of
director of counseling.

cators have been sobered by the pain that happens
on campuses when students are killed. It changes
the tone of the conversation for all of us when students have been gunned down in the classroom.'
As for advice that she might give to future
counselors, 'Thayer had two sobering reminders.
"If you want to be a counselor, knosv that you
will face all of your own personal limitations and
need to make peace svith your humanity," she said.
"Also, know that it isn't always a field svith clean
See DREAM JOB, page 12

FOOD:

Come curious, hungry

catainuedfrom page

10

entire

spectrum;

l'etitt

said. "Still, there wasn't a

his perspective of them, he
said.
"After sitting down to
eat and 'talk with them, it
would be very difficult to
stereotype them, to diminish them, to not see them
as very important human
beings," Yoder said.
Feedback Petitt received
from a homeless man
showed that many people
benefitted from the event.
"lle said to me, 'I haven't
eaten in weeks, but more
importantly, I haven't had
anyone to talk to in even
longer. Just to listen and be
listened to was amazing:"
Petitt said.
FOOD FOR THOUGHT'S

FUTURE
"At each table, there ss-as
a mix of all these different

kinds of people from the

huge response from those
in the higher economic
echelon of society."
Pctitt and her fellow
organizers are expanding
their efforts to diversify the
next group of people for
the next event.
"People keep asking,
'When's the next one? Can
I help?' A lot of people see
this as something the city
needs," Petitt said.
Sodexo is already on
board for the next community dinner, which will take
place tisis November.
Petitt said she hopes
that eventually the city will
make this event something
it does on its own.
"That svay when sve are
gone, the city can still have
this," Petitt said.
Contact Kelsey Morgenthaler at kelsottnorgenthalerewhitworthian.com.

A &E

BRIEFS
Hardcore band
Norma Jean to
play in Spokane
Christian metalcore band
Norma Jean is performing
at The Knitting Factory on
Oct. 23 at 7:00 p.m., along
with liaste the Day, The
Showdown,
Mychildren
Mybride, and Children
8:13.

Norma Jean released
their fourth studio album
"The Anti Mother" last August.

Short horror
films to be shown

at Magic lantern
The Flicker Spokane Film
Festival features short films
with a horror theme. The
films are being shown at
the Magic Lantern Theater
at 2 p.m. and 6 p.m. on Sat.,
Oct. 26.
The films are required
to be less than 15 minutes long and are all taken
originally on film instead
of digital. Flicker features
unique films from around

the world to create an unusual experience.
Featured directors include Martha Colburn, Max
Sacker and Aaron Hawks.
Admission is $6.
Compile.i by Nathan 'regrow:11u is
Sou we: sp.knittingfactorycorn.
flickerspikane.comlhotne.html,
nonn4jeannoisc.com

PRE-WINTEI SPEACIAL FOR
IWIIITWORTH
STUDENTS AND FACULTY
LURE, OIL AND FILTER CHANGE, WITH COOLING
SYSTEM FLUSH AND FILL S69.95 SAVE 825.00
INCLUDES UP TO 5 OTS OF MOBIL OIL, ()IL FILTER,
CHECK AND FILL OF ALL FLUIDS. COOLING SYSTEM
INSPECTION OF WATERPUMP, HOSES, BELTS AND
UP TO 1.5 GALLONS OF ANTIFREEZE.

PLEASE CALL FOR APPOINTMENT

(509) 465-0110
OFFER GOOD ONLY AT PERFECTION TIRE
THE Y. 9602 N. DIVISION

@
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DREAM JOB

Show allows crowd to interact

continued from page

Audrey Gore

answers."
But thc many benefits that Thayer
sees to counseling keep hcr going.
"This job is very rich and keeps me

Staff iirriter

These are the top 10
albumsfrom KWRS.

For more information,
visit WWW.kwrsfin.

1. AUGUSTANA
"Can't Love, Can't Hurte

2

VARIOUS ARTISTS

'American Teen Movie
Soundtrack"
3

BEN FOLDS

"Way To Normal'

4

BECK

"Modem Guilt'
5

FLEET FOXES

'Fleet Foxes'
6

VALENCiA

Ve All Need A Reason To
Believe'

7

KINGS OF LEON

"The Cradle Will Rock"
brought audiences a dynamic
look into greed, social structure
and economic problems. The
first weekend of performances
brought laughter to audiences
while making them think.
"It was entertaining, the characters %vac funny but the story
wasn't only funny," frcshtnan
Brea Larson said.
The play focuscd on individual characters' stories and how
they sold out to get what they
wanted.
It also focused on corruption
and selfishness. The characters
WCIV dynamic and stereotypical
to better illustrate their personal
stories.
Despite the
overarching
themes of corruption and selfishness, the end of the show incorporated hope and the possibility
of people coming together.
The play's lively music and
dramatic feel gave audiences a
chance to get involved.
At thc end of thc performance,
audience members were free

11

aware of thc arcas that I need to continue developing as a whole human being."
she said. "There aren't a whole lot of
people who are more fun to work with
than colleg-age students."
In addition to enjoying the variety,
le-aming and observation that she experiences, Thayer said counselors help
students gct perspective and encour-

agement
"Like any sidll that is mastered, learning to be a balanced and healthy adult
talcr.; a great deal of practice," Thayer
said. 'Sometimes a person gets stuck

Photo Co'urtny of Eric-a Notitt

The cast of Whitworth Theatre's "The Cradle will Rock' sings about the
labor union movementof the 1930s.

to stand and join in singing the
play's main song.
The lively tune captured the
idea that workplace corruption
%ill end and that the rich will
no longer control the lives of the
working class.
For many students, the topic
seemed relevant to the currcnt
economic crisis.
It was interesting to see similar
events on stag to those that are

along the way:*
On a scale from one to 10, Thayer
gave Thitworth a 10 in comparison to
other jobs she's held.
"(Whitworth isj a nice blend of
the work I love with students who arc
amazing human beings already," she
said. "And it's all set in this beautiful
faith community that operates from the
same value system as my own... It's congruent.

occurring in our country, freshman Sarah Pollock said.
"The Cradle Will Rock" provided students an opportunity
to be entertained with colorful
characters and interesting plot
lines while also incorporating
some thought-provoking incidents.
Contact Audrey Gore at audreygore@whitworthian.com.

Contact Monica Calderon at monica.calderon@whitworthian.cons.

'Only By The Night'

8THE SUBWAYS

GRAPEVINE HUMOR: BAD REASONS TO VOTE FOR SOMEONE

"All Or Nothing"
PETER VAN POEHL

They give you candy.

IThe person's father was president once, too.

I You see someone wearing a shirt that tells you

ITheir face looks the best on the cover of

"Going To Where The Tea Trees
Are"

to.

sticker.

Newsweek.

I You want little Icids badc in the First Family.

I You want to rebel against who your parents
would want )ou to vote for.

WHALE

A bikini-clad woman on YouTubc supports
the person.

Ilhey stidc to the time limits in the debates.

'Peaceful, The World Lays Me

IThe man/woman has an extremely hot

IThe person's campaign slogan sounds the

Down"

spouse.

coolest.

NOAH AND THE

I You don't want to change your car's bumper

I One is the lesser of two evils.

eaturing

k
give 'tomeone

1.1.4.1=le

-Choose Social

Work at EWU
If your dream is to inspire hope
in someone then look no further
than the School of Social Work at

Eastern Washington University.
1Nith a high demand for individuals with diverse backgrounds, you can

train with nationally-recognized faculty in a collaborative, real-world
atmosphere for one of the top 10 fastest growing occupations.

Social Work Programs
Bachelor of Social Work

hit.WorthUriivei.sity'stowl

s AUditoriuM

Tickets.; $1 at the doo
t mrw.infhitworth.ed Musicf ets
st.com.
the HUE3 infödesk;a'ridthrOughticket

contact Diane Somerday, MSW 509.359.6482

Full-time Master of Social Work
Part-time Master of Social Work
contact Patricia Valdés, MSW, PhD 509359.6772

4,11?
EASTERN
rp16.10.
WASHINGTON UNIVERSITY

start something big

www.ewu.edu/socialwork

041

hittuorthian
page
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Timber: Pirates chop Loggers
28 unanswered

points spur rout

NOITHWEST CONFttENCE

gir A NORM@

James Gelfer
Assistant Sports Editor

e

fpqrpit!.1:-

Pirates earned their first
conference victory of thc season
Saturday, beating the University of
Puget Sound 35-7.
The game was tied going into
halftime, but thc Pirates scored 28
unanswered points in the second
half to pull away. The win improves
the Pirates to 3-3 overall and 1-2 in
the Northwest Conference.
"We had
a great wee!(

NWC ALL

WILLAMETTE

3-0

7-0

LINFIELD

3-0

4-1

MENLO

1-1

PLU

1-1

1-4

WHITWORTH

12

3-3

PUGET SOUND

0-2

2-3

0-3

1-5

L&c.

of practice:

freshman
quatcrback

NEXT PIRATE GAME:

Andrew Durant
said.

Whitworth vs. Menlo

Satun1ay, Oct. 25 @ 11:30 a.m.

"[The team's
success] was
from
the

ANDERSON

preparation
and focus of
the
whole

2-4

.

Ryan Eriksson/Whitworthian

'VOLLEYBALL

Freshman quaterback Cub Jansen runs past a pair of Logger defenders during Whitworth's 35-7 victory on Oct. 18.

NC

ALL

PUGET SOUND

8-2

13-5

PLU

8-2

14-6

L&C

8-2

13-8

GEORGE FOX

5-5

11-9

team this week."

lhe l'irate offense, which had managed just one more first down touchdown run from Anderson.
Freshman running back Shenon
been inconsistent the last two in the first half, and were held to
weeks, amassed a scason high with just 103 yards. The teams went into Moore added another touchdown
a total of531 yards, 360 of those on halftime tied at seven.
late for the Bucs, !caving the final
the ground. Senior running back
On Whitworth's first drive of score 35.7.
Adam Anderson had 214 rushing the second half, Anderson broke a
SVIiitworth dictated the pace of
yards and four touchdowns, both 48-yard touchdown run to give the the game, controlling the ball for
career highs.
over 36 minutes and racking up 26
.Pirates a 14-7 lead.
After the teams traded touchThe Loggers fumbled the ensu- first downs.
different
downs on their opening posses- ing kickoff, giving the
Three
sions, thc scoring slowed down.
Hues thc ball deep in
quarterbacks saw the
NEXT G AME
That first drive we were being 'a UPS territory. Anderfield for the Pirates:
little too aggressive and getting too son capped a 36-yard
junior Mike Peck
WHITWOR TH VS.
much penetration, which opened drive with his third
played the first quarMENLO
holes for them to run through: touchdown of the
ter, freshman Cub
Date: Saturday, Oct 2.5
Jansen the third, and
sophomore linebacker Paul Wcr- gamc.
Time: 1130 a.m.
Durant the second
ham said.
UPS looked prime
Location: Athenon, Calif.
and fourth.
Pirates moved the ball well to score on their next
[Tully]
"Coach
the rcst of the half, but failed to put drive, but a goal line
was just seeing what
more points on the board.
stand at the one-yardWhitworth's next three drives line by the Pirates kept the scorc we had: Durant said. "But from
now on I am not sure what coach
ended in a blocked field goal, a 21-7.
missed ficld goal and an intercepWhitworth took the ball and will do [about the quaterback rotation.
marched 99 yards in 13 plays, cap- tion]."
The quarterbacks vere a comFollowing their first drive, UPS ping the drive off with a 17-yard

e

bitted 17 of 24 passing for 171
yards. Junior wide receiver Eric
Entel led Whitworth with eight
catches for 39 yirds.
Whitwortlis rushing attack once
again proved to be the catalyst of
the offense, racking up 361 yards.
Anderson's four touchdowns tied
a Whitworth record for rushing
touchdowns in a game. Senior
running back Milton Nelson added 84 yards on 13 carries.
Following Saturday's games,
Anderson continued to lead the
NWC in rushing, all-purpose
yards and scoring.
Whitworth% defense held the
Loggers in check all day, giving up
just 106 passing yards and allowing only 4.3 yards per carry.
Senior linebacker Nate Hadley
led the Pirate defense with 11 tackles, including one for loss.
Contact James Gelfer at james.
gelfer@whitworthian.com.

LINFIELD

WHITWORTH

4-6

11-11

LWILLAMETTE

4-6

6-'14

PACIFIC

4-6

5-13

min-witi

0-10

0-19

NEXT PIRATE GAME:

George Fox vs. Whitworth

Friday. Oct. 24

Whitworth's Winning Weekend

Three juniors and one
freshman all shot in the
80s to lead the Pirates to
the Northwest Conference
Fall Classic on Saturday
and Sunday, Oct. 18 and 19
at Juniper Golf Course in
Redmond, Ore.
The Bucs had a 10-shot
lead going into the final
round and captured the
title after topping Pacific
University by 14 strokes
overall.
Freshman Liz Martin
led the Pirates, taking third
place %vial a two-day score
of 169 on thc par 72 course.
Juniors Mariesa Stombaugh

NWC

ALL

WHITWORTH

7-2

11-2-1

WHITMAN

6-1-2

8-1-6

PACIFIC

4-1-4

8-3-4

UPS

5-2-2

7-5-2

PLU

4-4-1

6-7-1

LINFIELD

2-7

6-8

FOOTBALL
-1

GEORGE FOX

1-6-2

2-10-3

WILLAMETTE

1-7-1

2-10-1

Football took down the University of Puget Sound
Weekend. (Above)

NEXT PIRATE GAME:
Whitvmnh vs. Pacific Lutheran
Saturday, Oct. 25 @ 230 p. ni.

MEN'S SOCCER

James Gelfer
Assistant Sports Editor

7 p.m.

,

Loggers, 35-7, Oct.18 in the Pine Bowl for Parents'

Danika Heatherly
Sports Editor

Cz

mEtr,s .toCcErt

.

Women golfers take first at
Fall Classic, lead conference

Erb

The men beat Willamette University 6-0 at home Oct.
18 thanks to an Eddy Prugh hat trick.They finished
the job against Linfield, 2-1, Oct. 19 on Elly Bulega's
last-minute goal. (Page 14)

MARTIN

STOMBAUGH

and Krystal Pitkoncn placed
sixth and eighth shooting
172 and 174, respectively.
Sophomore Sophie Sestero and junior Rachel
Dubcs shot 200 and 201 to
round out the scoring for
the Bucs.
Whitney
Willamette's
Ucno won the tournament
by nine strokes, shooting a
combined 156.
The tournament is the
first of three that count to-

PITKONEN

ward the overall Northwest
Conference Championship
that will be ultimately decided in the spring when
the final two tournaments
are played.
Contact Danika Heatherly at danika.heatlierly@
whitworthian.com.

Contact James Gelfer at
james.gelfer@whitworthian.
com.

NWC

WOMEN'S SOCCER
The women took down Willamette 3-2 Oct 18, a win

that allowed them to jump over the Bearcats in the
standings. They completed the weekend sweep by
beating !infield 4-1 Oct. 19. (Page 14)

UPS

10-0

12-1

WHITWORTH

6-3-1

10-31

WHITMAN

6-3-1

8-4-1

WILLAMME

6-4

8-6

S-S

9-5

l&C

3-6-1

4-6-4

PACIFIC

341

4-9-1

LINFIELD

2-8

4-10

PLU

1-7-2

2-8-3

4

, GEORGE FOX

CROSS-COUNTRY
The women won the Runner's Soul Bigfoot Open

at Spokane Falls Community College behind Dana
Misterek's third-place overall finish.The men's team

finished third with strong runs from Nick Gallagher
and Aaron Jenkins. (Page 15)

ALL

NEXT PIRATE GAME:

Whitworth vs. Pacific Lutheran
SatunIay, Oct. 25 A noon
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SPORTS

Bucs hold

on to firs_
Hat trick, last-minute goal
key in men's weekend sweep
Colin Zalewski
Staff IVriter

Whitworth men's soccer made
Necr GAME
it five out of its last six, picking
up both games at home over WilWHITWORTH VS.
lamette and Linfield Saturday and
PACIFIC LUTHERAN
Sunday, Oct. 18-19. Date: Saturday, Oct 23
Sitting atop the Northwest
Time: 230 p.m.
Conference. the Pirates need to
location: Tacoma, Wash.
stay strong to dose out the back
half of the season. They did just
that with a dominating performance on Saturday, %%inning 6-0, followed by a thriller to
dose out the weekend Sunday with a 2-1 win.
"Since we lost last weekend, this weekends games were
the start of the sccond half of the season, so we knew we
had to start strong: freshman forward Eddy Prugh said.
His teammate agreed.
The goal is definitely to stay first in the standings so that
we know we're in control of our own destiny: Zahn said.
The Bearcats from Willamette proved to be no test for
AVhitworth Saturday as they were overmatched by the firepower of the home side who jumped on them from the
opening whistle with a goal from junior midfielder John
Brookover less than five minutes into play. The Pirates
would strike mice more before intermission with
two goals from Prugh in the 31st and 43rd min-

-

nmur.u.s/wha.vIthi.in

Freshman midfielder Dion Coxe dribbles against Bearcat hasten Nielsen during the Pirates' 6-0 shutout victory Oct. 113.The
Pirates beat Unfield Oct. 19, 2-1, to complete the weekend sweep.

urda' Zahn said. "Because out, a lot of starters wcrc able

to sit and stay fresh for Sunday's game against Linfield4 and
players that don't normally have playing time had a chance
to get on the field:
The next day would bring a more dramatic finish as Linfield proved to be a tougher challenge. This time it was the
visitors who found net first with the opening goal in the
21st minute. Prugh ripped a shot right before
halftime to level, but it was saved as the first half
came to a dose.
ute.
Down one starting the second half, Whitworth
Following halftime, Prugh would make it three
was looking for sotne big plays to push them past
straight Ivith a hat trick-completing strike in the
Linfica They got one just as the dock crossed
51st minute that found the back of the net.
thc 66th minute mark with a goal from Barnhill
"The goals definitely felt good because I hadn't
to even things up midway through the second
been scoring too much lately," he said. "This weekend was important to show the rest of the conferhalf. It became a nail biter from then on out as
both tcams sought after a second and deciding
ence what SVC can do, especially coming off of a
goal. With time winding out Barnhill would gct
win last weekend."
PRUGH
involved again as he played the ball to junior forWith victory all but assured, the Pirates did not
ward Elly Bulega who struck nct with less than
take their foot off the neck of the visiting Bearcats
as they continued to pour shots on goal. A looping header two minutes remaining in regulation to send Linficld home
from sophomore defender Chris Stibid% in the 59th minute with a loss.
"Today wc didn't come out strong," Prugh said. -We
just crawled past the keeper for the fifth goaL
Willamette would not help itself though, giving Whit- learned that when we show up to play, we have to actually
worth a free kick in the 75th minute. A strong left-footed show up. We all know that you have to come out strong or
bender off the foot of se nior fonvard Caleb Barnhillwhizzed you're going to go behind early"
past the keeper for a sixth and final goal of the game.
Contact Colin Zalewski at colin.zalewski@whitworthiati.
"It was nice to have a comfortable lead at halftime on Sat- corn.

=1,

AforiartILLQuilbrilitiatuvrthmn

Senior fonvard Caleb Barnhill fights against !infield on Oct. 19.

Women's soccer wins two, climbs to second in the NWC
Colin Zalewski
Staff iVriter

Whitworth busts into the second half of
the season with back-to-back wins at homc
over Willamette and Linfield Saturday and
Sunday, Oct. 18-19.
With a less than expected start to their
2008 Northwest Conference campaign, the
Pirates have shown resilience winning five
of their last six.
"It feels great because we have played
good soccer, but we haven't seen the results," sophomore midfielder Elizabeth
Manila said.
Getting both victories this weekend extended their winning streak to
four games, pushing them headlong
into a crucial latter half of the season
as they now sit in second place behind
the University of Puget Sound.
Action kicked off at noon Saturday with

the visiting Bearcats of Willamette. Whit- Tisthammer. Her goal vvould be the decider
worth took little time asserting itself as in a back-and-forth second half. The Bucs
Manila struck net first in the 15th min- won the game 3-2.
ute. The first half would hold more action
'Ihc Pirates would cruise past Linfield the
though when sophomore fonvard Emily following day a little bit more comfortably.
Rohde sprayed a shot in the
Once again, Manila opened
35th minute. Thanks to some
the scoring with a 16th-minhelp just minutcs later from seute goal tethering the nct. JuNEXT GAME
nior forward Whitney Ramsey,
nior midfielder Lindsey Oakes
WHITWORTH VS.
Rohde put in goal number two
drove home goal number two
PACIFIC LUTHERAN
for the Pirates going in to interwith a litth over 12 minutes
mission.
remaining in the first half.
Date: Saturday, 0t23
As play resumed in the secThis time Whitworth did
Time: !Icon
ond half, Willamette took a step
not let up with a third goal
Loudon: Tacoma, Wash.
to get back in to the garne with
fro'in freshman forward Allie
a 65th-minutc goal, drawing
Smith minutes after the secthem within one. The Bearcats
ond half began.
%vere not done, though, with a leveling goal
The goals would continue to rain in for
less than three minutes later.
the home side as sophomore forward Ellen
Whitworth showed some grit as they re- Seagraves beat the Linfield keeper, maksponded quiddy to retake the lead in 72nd ing it a 4-0 margin. In the 78th minute the
minutc courtesy of senior midfielder Kara visitors responding with their first goal,

FRIDAY 10/24
vs. SEATTLE THUNDERBIRDS

but it was too little too late as Whitworth
marched to the finishing whistle with a 4-1
victory.
Picking up both wins the Pirates improved their record to 6-3-1.
"It's nice to kind of break through," senior forward Penelope Crowe said. "We
were having a tough time scoring in the beginning of the season and I feel like WC kind
of broke through that:
Next weekend, Oct. 25-26, Whitworth
will travel to the west side of the state looking for revenge against Pacific Lutheran and
UPS, who tied and defeated Whitworth,
respectively, upon their visit to Spokane at
the beginning of thc season.
Saturday the Pirates will play at PLU at
noon and thc following day at the same
time at UPS.

Contact Colin Zakwski at colin.rakwski@whitworthian.cont.

BOOMER'S BIRTHDAY
COME HELP US CELEBRATE WITH
BOOMER AND FRIENDS!
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SATURDAY 10/25
vs. PRINCE GEORGE COUGARS

CHAMPIONSHIP CALENDAR
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UNDER THE SPOTLIGHT WITH KRYSTAL PITKONEN

Whitworth golfer links success
on course through loving family

(Former) Sonics fans: Some
ways to stay sane this season

Kara Heatherly
Staff Writer
After a long day of dasses and laborious hours
of sharpening her seveniron execution skills,
junior business management major !Crystal Pitkoncn winds down and begins her business law
homework.
Pitkoncn tvakes up and heads to class like every other Whitworth sttuient. But when most of
our days arc coming to an end, her day has just
begun.
When dass ends she hops in hcr car and zips
down to the Spokane Country Club for golf
practice. Somehow she still finds time to make
her way back to campus to help hcr intramural
basketball team compete for the highly sought
after champion status.
Pitkonen grew up in Colbert, \Vasil., where
she graduated from Northwest Christian High
School. After high school, Pitkonen decided to
attend Whitworth, her mother's alma tinter.
"When I was 6 [years old) my parents decided
to adopt fivc kids from Vietnam," Pitkoncn said.
All five of the children were adopted from the
same parents. With two biological older sisters
and five adopted siblings, Pitkoncn never lacks
for entertainment.
"My parents live 10 minutes from school so it's
nice to be able to see them; Pitkonen said. "I see.
my sister a lot sincc she lives close to Whitworth,
and even take her kids sometimes. I love to play
with my nieces and nephews."
At first, Pitkonen's parents wanted to adopt
only a few children, but soon fell in love with the
family and couldn't help but adopt all five children.
When thcy first came to our family 14 years
ago the youngest was 18 months old and the oldest was 13," Pitkoncn said. "Never a dull mo-

ment;
Pitkoncn is a member of the Whitworth Pirates growing golf team, and has been for the
past three years since coming to Whitworth.
"My favorite part of the team would have to
be the relationships; she said. Two of my bcst
friends arc on the team."
There are four juniors on the team this year.
The girls have played together sincc their freshman year, the university's first year with a competing roster.

Dave Gerig
Sports Columnist

Courtesy ofIZrystal Paiontn

Junior Krystal Pitkonen sinks a putt during practice.

This ycar the team has six players, and the season looks promising.
"We've actually had quite a bit of injuries this
season; Pitkoncn said. "But we're hoping to take
conference and make it to Nationals. Pitkonen
has a personal goal of scoring in the top five in
conference.
"I think my most challenging round of golf
was probably last year when WC had to play in
the snow," Pitkoncn said.
"We had to wear gloves between every shot,
but that's the thing I love about golf. You have so
many things against you; the %veather, the mental
challenge, it's a great game, I love it."
That must be what keeps the smile on hcr
face.

Contact Kara Heatherly at kara.heatherly@
whitworthian.com.

Women runners take Bigfoot Open
Danika Heatherly
Sports Editor
Five Whitworth women
posted times in thc top 10
during Saturday's Runners
Soul Bigfoot Open to lead the
Pirates to victory.
Sophomore Dana Mister&
ran the five kilometer course
with a time of 18:38.7 to finish third overall. Teammates
Jo E. Mayer, Kathryn Wil-

liams, Jenna Cunningham
and Tonya Turner rounded
out the scoring for the Pirates,
generating a team total of 35
points. Conimunity Colleges
of Spokane trailed the Bucs
with 46 total points.
Johanna Olson of the Bigfoot XC Club set a course receud with a time of 17:37.6.
The men's team took third
place, led by Nick Gallagher's
third place overall finish. Dak

Riek of the Bigfoot XC Club
won the eight kilometer men's
race in a time of 25:34:1.
Whitworth doesn't race
again until the Northwest
Conference championships
on Nov. 1 in Walla Walla,
Wash.
Contact Danika Heatherly

at danika.hcatherly@whitwor-

.

victory parade and celebration, you
realize that playing the season as a
rookie was way too easy and decide
to challenge yourself as an AllStar the following season. Looking
forward to the 2009-2010 season,

It's never easy to say goodbye
especially after 30 seasons, 1,854
wins and 1,694 losses, and countless memories. The frustration, Sonics!
You could attend every Thundisappointment and emptiness of
no longer having an NBA team derbirds hockey game at ICey Arena
in Seattle is about to hit Sonia and cheer for the Sonics. Dressed in
fans harder than any of the worst your Gary Peytonjersey, you make
seasons the city has ever gone your way through the gates pumped
through. Without belaboring the to see a Sonics victory. You cheer as
issue, I thought I'd hdp fans move if Durant hit a huge three for every
on with some remedies to ease the penalty; Green as ¡(he made a great
pass for every big hit and Wilcox
pain of the extinct Sanies.
You could record every Seattle as if he grabbed a big rcbound for
Storm game from the past season, every Thunderbirds goaL What a
game it's like
play it in fast
the Sonics never
fonvard,
and
left!
pretend it's the
could
You
Sonics.
Vho "Instead, you spend your television time watching °Antiques
spend the extra
knew Nick Collison (aka Sue
Roadshow" keeps me on the cash from going to games
Bird) had great
edge of my seat every time:'
and buy Seattle
ball
handling
Sounder season
skills?
Didn't
Stue,
tickets.
Knin Durant
(aka Camille Little) used to be a lot you've only watched soccer on TM
more versatile and lengthy? They and only after you've seen every
even made the playoffs! Less than infomercial that's on, but you're
half the games with half the time determined to get into it You're
spent watching them not a bad decked out in Sounders gear, learn
deal.
every facet of the game, and beYou could go to the local "Sonic" come their biggest fan. Win or lose,
drive-in and demand theygive your there will always be another year
team back by taking all your frus- %%ith the Sounders.
tration out.on the happy-go-lucky
You could set fire to all your
rollerskater. If they can't lead you to Sonics merchandise in protest
Clay Bennett himself, you can eat You watch the programs, posters,
your sorrows away by eating every- and tickets you bought go up in
thing that starts %sith "Sonic." It's smoke before you start regretting
going to be a long ride home.
what you're doing and put out the
You could vent your feelings with flames before they get hold of your
e-mails to dstern@nba.com, dmid- beloved Kemp jersey. It was still
stern@nba.com,ihatesonics@com- satisfying in seeing that Wally Szcmish.com and periodically add zerbiak poster burn to nothing.
your frustration for each game that
You could completely ignore
would've been played throughout the NBA season and pay no attenthe season to this continuotts letter. tion to stats or scores, and change
At the end of the real season, you'll the channel 'even' time any-thing
e-mail this novel along to these ad- NBA comes up on SportsCenter.
dresses only to have each message Instead, you spend your television
returned with an "undeliverable" time watching "Antiques Roadmessage. It was worth it anyway.
show" keeps me on the edge of
You could play NBA 2K8 and my seat every time.
If none of these do the job for
play with the Sonia team for
2008-2009. Following the grueling you, how about a move to Okla82-garne, 6-month schedule, you homa City? I heard they have
finish on top of the Western Connevermind.
ference and enter the playoffs with I'd rather watch college basketball
just a few losses. By the end of one anyway.
of the best NBA seasons ever, the
Sonics are NBA Champs! What a
Contact Dave Gerig at dave.
season! After visualizing the Sonics gerig@whitivorthian.corn.

thian.cont.

e--BRUCHI'S CheeseSteaks
Subs~
A Proud Sponsor of Whitworth
Community and Athletics
Come in and ask about the Whitworth Special!
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AMPUS
TEMIEN/M/IMMINif

ABOVE: Senior Taylor Storm Jostles for the Frisbee during the a Power League game between
Mutumbo and The Royalty last Tuesday.

ABOVE: Lara Thompson, assistant director of Admissions, speaks

out a Young Life information card during the Young
Life Job Fair in the Hixson Union Building last week.

TOP LEFT:Junior Chris Adams performs two original songs
worth Unplugged In the HUB Multipurpose Room.

TOP RIGHT: Freshman Kylie Grader fills

Aarhatot 17.tfoqy hure. Kathryn WIlliantson anJ Perri

to prospective students

during a Fridays at Whitworth presentation last week.

GIUM01111

during this yeaes first Whit-

TOP RIGHT: Senior Travis Walker and groundskeeper August Well stack up pine needles last
week outside the HUB.
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SHRALPS &YETTIS
Longboarding gives
more than just a
way to get around

Accreditation team

Studentsfind more than
apples at Green Bluff

PLAYOFF BOUND

offers suggestions,

commendations

Weekend sweep

puts men's soccer
in the postseason
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SERVING THE WHITWORTH COMIvIUNITY SINCE 1905

Economy
may halt
HUB plans

A weather balloon,

launched by Whit-

Jerod Jarvis

worth students Oct.

Staff 1t'ritcr

31, rips apart after
reaching 98,000
feet above the
earth.The curve of
the earth can be
seen In the top left
comer of each shot
All Jul.', ccurtny
John 1.416n

Whitworth's 'October Sky'
It's one thing.to shoot for the stars.
It's quite another to reach them.
-After launching a weather balloon to
98,000 feet above the earth, professor

of physics John Larkin and Whitworth

Physics students prepare to
launch a weather balloon at
Potholes State Park Oct 31. The
balloon was 8 feet wide at liftoff.

physics students almost got there.
The students, including seniors Joel
Grette, Xander Knight, Brian Harms,
Mitchell Lazore, Jenna Cunningham and junior Dan Belet, ladnched
the 8-foot-wide balloon from Potholes State Park, near Othello, ón the
morning of Oct. 31. The balloon was
attached to several measuring instru-

ments to gauge ozone, temperature
and ultraviolet light.
1-he balloon also carried several
cameras that visually documented
the craft's ascent until the latex finally ripped apart at the top edge of the
earth's atmosphere (pictured above).
The instruments began to fall back to
the earth at a rate of approximately two
miles per minute until the parachute
took effect closer to the earth's surface.
Larkin and his students searched for
hours until finally locating the fallen
contraption near Davenport.

Major construction projects
on Whitworth's horizon are in
danger of being put on hold due
to economic considerations,
said Brian Henze!, vice president
for finance and administration.
"We're not making delay decisions yet, although it's highly
possible the IIUB expansion
and Phase ll of the science
complex may be delayed," Benze I said in an e-mail interview.
The IIUB expansion will add
a new arca to the dining arca
and Phase 11 of the science complex will indude the renovation
of the existing center as well as
a 16,000-square foot addition.
"We are keying the projects on
our ability to finance and start
construction on Phase 1, the new
science building: Benzel said.
The primary issue is the univcrsity's ability to sell thc bonds that
will fund thc projcct, Benzel said.
"We are preparing to sell
bonds, but won't make that decision until at least January: he said.

Contact Jcrod Jarvis atjerod.
jarris@whitworthian.com.

Backpack thefts captured on camera
Security releases videos of suspects to the
Sheriff's Department to aid investigation
Rachel O'Kelley
Staff Writer
There lave been four reported backpack thefts in the Hixson Union Building since the beginning of the school year

and the security department is working
with the Spokane Sheriff's Department to
identify the suspects.
Junior Collin Gibbs' badcpack WAS recently stolen from the HUB.
"I lost about $150 to $200 worth of possessions: Gibbs said. "Mainly it vras my
boolcs, folders and homework. for two
of my dicses along with some personal
items like gloves, pens, calailator and
other odds and ends."
Footage from the new campus security
cameras shows the suspect stealing the
backpack in the Oct. 16 and 22 incidents:
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Information and videos concerning
the stolen backpacks have been sent out
to some other Spokane colleges and universities in case the suspects do not attend
Whitworth.
The security department has contacted
Typical surveillance video images are the Spokane Sheriff's Department and is
of rdatively poor quality and usually can- coordinating With them to investigate the
,1
not be used to identify the individuals de- thefts.
picted in them: security supervisor Mark
The case was assigned to a detective
McFall said.
for further investigation," Sgt.
However, McFall also said
David Fray said.
even urith the poor-quality
The Spokane Sheriff's DeMORE I NSIDE
videos, someone who vras
has increased its
partment
Security ph oto of
familiar with the individual
patrols in the Whitworth
thieves stealing a
could recognize them in the
campus areas, Fray said.
dip. There have not been any
backpack i n the HixThe Whitworth security
instances of this yet, but links
son Union Building
department shared informato the video dips have been
tion and the higher qualPAGE 3
sent Out in a recent campusity videos with the Spokane
wide e-maiL
Sheriff's Department as well.
The thieves are not suspected to be The videos were also released to television
Whitworth students, McFall said.
stations on Oct. 30 and were posted on
The suspects are "older and dressed
kind of rough: McFall said in an earlier
See THEFTS, page 3

Warren representative leaves PAGE 3

Robinson's five-year contract will end June
30. He has served as president for 16 years.

Robinson may not
sign new contract
Julie Wootton
.

News Editor

President Bill Robinson's five-year contract will cnd June 30 and he said he does
not plan to sign another multi-year contract.
Robinson and the Board ofTrustees have

See ROBINSON, page 4

VISIT WHITWORTHIAN.COM DAILY FOR BREAKING

NEWS, BLOGS, MULTIMEDIA AND SPORTS UPDATES.
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Accreditation comments released
Evaluators commend
mission statement,
Continuing Studies
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Andrea Ids°
Staff Writer
A rrport assembled by the Northwest
Commission on Colleges and Universities
revealed that evaluators approved of Whitworth's mission statement, but advised that
it assess its forms of outreach to non-Christian students.
Accreditation is a voluntary, non-governmental and self-regulatory process that assures an institution's process of quality, according to the NWCCU Web site.
"Jane Atkinson, chair of the accreditation
team, offered a very positive report on the
tearn's impression of Whitworth," ['resident
Bill Robinson wrote in a recent e-mail to
staff. "Led by Barb Sanders, a small army of
faculty and staff accoinmodated the team's
every need."
The team made five suggestions and five
commendations for Whitworth.
Evaluators commended the school "for
articulating. communicating and enacting
its mission with exceptional clarity, integrity
and dedication."
The committee also praised Whitworth's
educational outreach for Continuing Studies
students.
Another commendation was the school's
"resolve to make financial decisions today
that will enhance the educational experience
of Whitwonh's students now and in thc future."
A suggestion given by the team was that
the school evaluate the efficiency of its current approaches to meeting the needs of the
ethnic, international and non-Christian stu-.
dents.
.
In addition, the committee recornmended
that Whitworth atnend its debt policy to better clarify the regulations for students, as
well as anticipating debt for future development of facilities on campus.

Ryon Ertl-own/ Whe wrthu n

A team of evaluators meet In ttse Hizson Union Building Conference Rooms on Oct. 22.Th e team
released a report with five suggestions and five commendations for Whitworth.

Though adequate in some areas, evaluators
urged the school to "ensure that all academic
programs, including the library, implement a
system of assessment that includes measurable end of program outcomes and a regular
cycle of data collection and analysis that informs program planning."
,Sanders, professor of education and chairperson for. the, Steering .Committee. said
Whitworth won't receive the final Su'gges-.
lions and commendations until after the
NWCCU board reviews the evaluators' report in early January.
We would expect the recommendation is
.

Contact Andrea hlso at andremidso@
whitworthian.com.

FVP says depleted

unallocated funds
not worrisome
Morgan Feddes
Copy Chief
Students should not be concerned that the
unallocated account for ASWU has been almost
emptied, ASWU Financial Vice President Kendra Hamilton said.
"I don't think it's a bad thing [that unallocated
is almost gone]; Hamilton said. "People take it
to be a bad thing and that we aren't doing our
jobs right, but the goal is to run that [account]

out:
The unallocated account is used to fund any
additional event or project that is not accounted
for within the budgeting process; according to
the financial standard operating procedures of
ASWU.
"We estimate the number of incoming students in the fall, based on numbers given to us
by the business office and admissions, and multiply that number by the amount of the fixed
mandatory [student] fee," Hamilton said in an
e-mail."That total is budgeted in the spring into
different accounts?'
When the budget was being created last
spring, $830 was deposited into the unallocated
account, which is rare, Hamilton said.
When the number of incoming students is
higher in the fall, the fees from those students
goes into the unallocated account, Hamilton
said in an e-mail. This year, there were more students than expected, giving an additional $5,000
to unallocated.
We had the money, and I wanted to make sure
it was put to use, so I talked to clubs to see if they
felt they had the funds they needed," Hamilton

etitta@whinvorthiaruom
(509) 777-3248

for continued accreditation," Sanders said.
She said the wording of suggestions or
commendations may be altered at the January meeting. Entirely new tines could be
added or any suggestions could be dropped.
As you can see from the.. commendations and reconunendations, Whitworth was
found to be executing its mission faithfully
and Iva,- Itobinsim said in an e-mall. 11ic
commendations center around our highest
values and the reconunendations identify arcas in which we can improve."

See UNALLOCATED, page 5
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Verdict in rape case to be given tomorrow
Yong Kim
Assistant Scene Editor

Kevin A. Thompson have been amended, according to court documents filed Nov. 3. The
charges were amended the morning of Nov. 3,
Kevin A. Thompson, 21, is currently on trial prior to the pre-trial motions and jury selecfor a sexual assault incident that occurred last tion commenced Nov. 4.
November near Vhitwortit and
The original charges against
the jury is expected to reach a verThompson were first-degree rape
dict tomorrow.
and possession of a controlled
NEXT WEEK
Detectives believe Thompson
substance with intent to deliventered an unlocked home on
er.
Deputy prosecuting attorney
JURY'S VERDICT
North Waikiki Road sometime alEdward Hay amended the previThe verdict for Kevin A.
ter midnight on Nov. 1, 2007 and
ous counts to three felonies: secThompson, suspect in a
sexually assaulted a 21 -year-old
ond-degree rape, possession of a
sexual assault inddent,
female Eastern Washington Unicontrolled substance with intent to
will be handed down
versity student inside. Thompson
deliver and first-degree burglary.
tiov.12.
used to attend Eastern iVashington
Thompson pleaded not guilty to
University.
a Spokane Superior Court judge
he other residents in the house
during his arraignment last Nowere Whitworth students, according to court vember.
documents.
The lowered charge of first-degree rape to
Charges in the sexual assault case of State v. second-degree rape brings a lesser punishment

if convicted. Someone convicted of first-degree
rape has a three-year minimum prison sentence, according to the Washington State Legislature.

Superior Court judge Michael Price originally set Thompson's trial for Jan. 7, 2008. Since
January, Thompson's trial has since been continued several times.
Boils the prosecutor and defense attorney
gave opening arguments to the jury when the
trial began Nov. 5. Testimonies were also given
that day. The trial recessed that day and resumed the morning of Nov. 6.
Thompson told his ex-girlfriend Tiffany
Renner on the night of the crime he was drunk
and high on mushrooms, according to a summary of facts filed in the case released Nov. 5,
2007.
Contact Yong Kitt, at yong.kim@wintworthiMI.00/11.

THEFTS
continued from page

1

several different Web sites, McFall said.
An article was also published in The
Spokesman-Review on Oct. 31 and was
posted in the HUB where students can
read it.
The new security cameras have played
a key role in investigating the stolen
backpack incidents and may aid in identifying the perpetrator, McFall said.
"Those images significantly increase
the probability that the perpetrators svill
be identified, but do not guarantee it;
McFall said. "Not all good surveillance
film of criminal suspects results in their

Courtny of {1 httworth Security

Suspects In recent thefts were captured on tape using security cameras in the hallway outside the dining
hall in the dixson Union Building on Oct. 16. The secudty department released video footage from the cameras to the Spokane Sheriff's Department and local media.

idagification and arrese
In the meantime, students have been
able to bring their backpacks into the
dining hall.
Contact Rachel O'Kelley at. racheLokelley@whitworthinn.com.

Warren rep leaves
Joy Bacon
Editor-in-Chief
A Warren representative position was recently vacated due to a student's withdrawal from Whitworth.
Sophomore Emily Miller, who was elected to the position in early October, left the school for personal reasons, Executive Vice President Kalen Eshoff said.
"It was really unexpected; Eshoff said.
Eshoff said Warren resident director Tyler Pau told
her about Miller's withdrawal
shortly after the Oct. 15 ASWU
meeting.
According to ASWU minutes,
Miller has not attended a meeting
since Oct. 8.
Eshoff said she then asked Warren Senator Jeremiah Sataraka to
appoint a proxy for hillier. Senior
Kyle Brooksher svas appointed

Andrew Sorenson, Pursuing an NCAA Championship...
and an MBA with a Concentration in Finance

GONZAGA UNIVERSITY
GRADUATE SCHOOL OF BUSINESS

Attend an Information Meeting:
Saturday, November 15th 10:30-Noon
Gonzaga University
WWW.gOn zaga. edu/N113A

and

AIILLER
has voted in hiiller's place since
the Oct. 22 Meeting. Brooksher
served as a Warren representative during the 20062007 school year. Warren has one senator and two representatives that represent its constituents in ASWU.
Applications for the position opened Nov. 7, and
were due by midnight yesterday. At time of print, one
application had been submitted. Primary elections are
scheduled for Nov. 13. If needed, a general election will
take place Nov. 17.
On Nov. 4, the Student Elections Committee approved the timeline through e-maiL However, it vras
not put to a vote by the General Assembly, as is mandated by the ASWU By-Laws. Eshoff said the Assembly
would vote on the elections timeline during this week's
meeting, and if it failed or concerns were raised, the
elections would be adjusted or resdieduled.
"I just totally missed that one," Eshoff said. "There
wasn't really a reason I didn't put it to a vote."
Miller was contacted for an interview but did not respond. Sataraka also dedined to comment.
Eshoff also said other ASWU members were not notified of the opening out of respect for Miller.
was kind of a rushed thing," Eshoff said. "From
what I svas told sise left with good reasons, and we
wanted to keep it quiet to respect her."

it

Contact Joy Bacon atjo»lacoi:@wlzitwortl:ian.com.

ASWU approves

four new club
charters Nov. 5
At the ASWU meeting
Nov. 5, members chartered
the Young Democrats, Paper and Dice Club, Psy-

chology Club and Field of
Diamonds. They also heard
a club update from Global
Servants of Christ.
Read more online at
whitworthian.com.

Water main leak
underneath Loop
sidewalk patched
A water main ruptured
underneath the sidewalk
in the Hello Walk between
Lindaman and Weyerhaeuser Halls on Nov. 5,
said Ed Kelly, director of

Facilities Services.
Facilities Services staff
discovered the leak on the

morning of Nov. 5.
"After pulling up thc sidewalk, the leak was isolated
and patched," Kelly said.
Read more online at
whitworthian.com.

New course on
financial crisis to
be offered in Jan.
The business department
will offer a new course over
Jan Term that will examine
the ongoing global financial
crisis.
Walter Hutchens, associate professor of economics and business, will teach
the 300-level course, which
is called Global Financial
Crisis.
Whitworth will be one of
the first universities in the
.country to offer a course on
the global financial crisis,
Hutchens said.
Read more online at

whitworthian.com.

NASA

scientist

shares US space

exploration plans
A NASA scientist shared
the significance and relevance of figure U.S. space
exploration plans Oct. 30.
John Horack has a doctorate in astrophysics and is
the director of science and
mission systems at NASA's
Marshall Space Flight Center in Huntsville, Ala.
Horack said NASA plans
to finish flying the space
shuttle in 2010.
Read more online at
whitworthian.com.
Gmtpikd by news staff
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Health science proposal approved
Spokane mayor
releases next
year's city budget
Spokane mayor Mary
Verner recently released
Spokane's city budget for
next year.
In the S619 million budget, Verner predicts 2 percent growth in tax revenue
which will allow the city
to hire more police officers
and expand social senice
programs.
The budget also includes
proposals for a 1 percent
property tax increase and a
33 percent increase in trash.
water and sewer rates.

Gov. Gregoire re-

elected over Rep.
challenger Rossi
Washington
governor
Chris Gregoire was reelected Nov. 4, capturing 53
percent of the vote.
Republican
challenger Dino Rossi conceded
around noon Nov. 5.
In 2004, Gregoire won
the governor's race over
Rossi by a margin of 133

vota.

or department is to determine if it fits the mission and needs of the institution, Ediger said.
As stated in the draft proposal, the mission
statement of the health science department is
"to provide itg diverse students with an education of the mind and heart, consistent with the
mission of the university, equipping its graduates to honor God, follow Christ and serve
humanity through studying the form and
function of the human body, and applying this knowledge critically and
creatively to various health related

New academic department to include athletic
training, nursing and health science majors
Heather Kennison
Staff Writer

Academic Affairs.
The health science majors were created to
fulfill a need. Ediger said.
The faculty assembly approved a proposal
Of thc more than 2,000 stufor a health science academic department and dents who submitted SAT scores to
two new majors last %veek.
Whitworth last year, 457 specified
fields."
The department %vill consist of the athletic an interest in health sciences, Le Roy
The draft proposal also mentraining program, nursing program and health said. This was higher than the intertioned that students will appreciate
science majors, said Ntike Ediger, assistant ath- est expressed in any othcr specific
letic trainer and professor. The athletic train- category, including business and
the privilege to serve humanity in
the health and wellness arena and
ing program was previously included in the education, he said.
will be prepared for hcalth-related
Kinesiology department. Ediger said.
Ediger and Russ Richardson, as"The purpose of the major is to study struc- sociate professor and director of
graduate education and careers in
ture and function of the human body and athletic training, had been working
health-related fields.
EDI GER
health and wellness, and how the two work on the proposal for more than two
The mission' of the institution,
together," Edigcr said.
which is an education of the mind
years, Edigcr said. During this time,
The two health science majors, bachelor of they consulted faculty in different
and heart and developing students
science and bachelor of arts, are new to Whit- departments, including physics,
who want to honor God, follow
worth. The bachelor of science major contains chemistry and biology.
Christ and sem humanity, is a natumany upper-division science-related courses,
ral fit or marriage with the discipline
This is the only major that really
while the bachelor of arts major has less biol- focuses on the human body. Ediger
of health science and hcalth-related
ogy and more social science and psychology said. However, students will most
professions," Edigcr said. "Por stuelectives, Ediger said. Most of the required likely use this as a preparation for
dents who are interested in studying
courses already existed.
graduate programs rather than for a
the human body, using this knowl"Usually the impetus to start a new pro- specific career.
RICHA RDSON edge to serve humanity in the arcas
gram is prompted by a convergence of student
"Ibis major won't guarantee or
of health and wellness is a wonderful
interest or demand, faculty support for the result in any professional certificaconnection:
program, and administrative assessment that tion: Le Roy said.
will likely provide the
a proposal like the health sciences proposal prerequisites needed for advanced degrees in
Contact Heather KelltliSOlt at licatherkentrialigns with our mission and available resourc- health professions."
son whitworthiatt.cotst.
es," said Michael Le Roy, vice prcsidcnt for
One of the criteria for adopting a new major

it

ROBINSON
continuedfrom page I

Also, Measure 985 con-

cerning

transportation

failed, while Measure 1029
concerning long-term care
services for the elderly and
people with disabilities and
Nleasure 1000 allowing certain terminally ill competent adults to obtain legal
prescriptions, both passed.

Unemployment
rate hits 14-year
high last month
The country's unemploy-ment rate hit a 14-year high
last month, with more than
240,000 lost jobs, according
a recent New York Times
article.
The current unemployment rate sits at 63 percent
and there have been 1.2
million lost jobs this year.
As of last month, more
than 10 million Americans were unemployed, the
largest number since 1983.
About 20 percent of them
had been unemployed for
more than six months.

School collapse
daims lives of at
least 75 in Haiti
Rescue crews are searching for more victims of a
school collapse in Haiti
Nov. 8.
The collapse has reportedly killed at least 75 people
at the College La Promesse,
serving 500 students in Petionville, Haiti
C,ompiled by Julie Wootton

Sources: Seattle Post-

Intelligencer, Washington
State Web site, SpokesmanReview, New York Times,
ALSNBC

not finalized the decision yet, Robinson said.
Once Robinson's contract ends, he
will not be working under any contract.
"it just puts both Whitworth and
me in a little more flexible position."
Robinson said.
Thc Board of Trustees is responsible for selecting the president of
the university and is mvare of when
Robinson's contract is scheduled to
end, said Walt Oliver, board chair and
senior vice president for human resources and administration at General
Dynamics.
This past summer, Oliver and former board chair Chuck Hoppe!t discussed various options with Robinson
and asked him what his desires and
plans were for remaining as president
of the university.
"%Ve all concluded it would be best
for the university and Bill to simply
continue in his role as president with
no particular contract term, and that
we would periodically discuss this
arrangement to validate its strategic
match for the university and for Bill;
Oliver said in an e-mail interview.
Robinson said he does not have a
date in mind-for when he will leave
his position.
Robinson said he does not intend
to sign annual contracts like the faculty members.
"It makes me feel a little less bound
or tethered; Robinson said. "There's a
greater sense of freedom. I'm here because I want to be here, not because I
made a long-term commitment."
Robinson. has been president of
Vilhitworth for 16 years and has served
as a college pregident for a total of 23
years.
1-lis contract has been renewed
four times throughout the course of
his presidency at %Vhitworth, he said.
"If there's a multi-year contract, it's a
little difficult for both parties to separate warmly and well: Robinson said.
"And of course when I leave Whitworth, I want it to be in a way that is
helpful to Whitworth and for Bonnie
and me."
Contact Julie Wootton al julie.wootton@whitworthian.com.
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Theme house emptied after violation
Melissa Cha!lender
Staff Writer
The Reconciliation theme house has
been vacated due to violations of the theme
house contract.
Former resident and sophomore Katie
Andetson said the residents were notified Oct. 8 at a meeting with Nicole Boymook assistant director of residence life.
Boymook, two support people and Dick
Mandeville, associate dean of students, said
they needed to be out of thc house by Oct.
13.

"The date kept getting changed," she said.
"I was out a week beforehand:*

Anderson said everyone in the house
was given a Big Three at the incident meeting. She said everyone violated one of the
Big Three except for one person, who was
also given a Big Three for not reporting the
violations ()flier roommates.
othcr residents of thc house declined
to comment.

he

THEME HOUSE CONTRACT

The theme house contract for the 200809 school year includes ninc different policies that residents must abide by, many of
which are similar to what a typical on-cam-

pus resident must abide by.
One policy deals with the Big Three.
Part of thc policy on the contract reads,
"If there is a violation of any of the Big
(Three) I understand that my roommates
and I may be asked to move out of the
house."

Theme house residents are aware of
house policies because they sign a theme
house contract, Boymook said.
The residents arc also verbally reminded
of the policies, she said.
The Family Educational Rights and Privacy Act protects student education records and prohibits administrators from
commenting on anything discussed during

incident meetings, according to the U.S.
Department of Education Web site.
"[The students] can share with whoever
they wish; Boymook said.
MEETINGS

nity and be a bridge between ASWU and
the student body because we felt there was
a gap; Anderson said.
The Reconciliation theme house hosted
"Embrace the We; an event where Rhosetta Rhodes, director of service learning and
student engagement, came to the house and
spoke with a small group of students.

Prior to the meeting with Mandeville
and Boymook. Anderson said the residents
discussed some conflicts that had arisen in OPTIONS FOR THE HOUSE
the house.
"We had a house meeting Tuesday, Sept.
Similar situations have resulted in an en30, with the five of us," she said.
tire theme house being vacated in the past,
After the house meeting, Anderson met Boymook said.
with Boymook by herself on Oct. 3.
Procedures for various violations of thc
Anderson said she met with Boymook to contract may differ, Boymook said.
talk about moving
"It's a case-by-case basis," she
out of the house
said.
because she felt
Boymook said there are
"If there is a violation of any
uncomfortable,
many future possibilities for
but
Boymook of the Big [Three] I understand the former theme house.
that my roommates and I may
wanted to know
The first option is that stuwhat made her
dents who are away from cambe asked to move out of the
uncomfortable.
pus and plan to return second
house."
"I didn't say,
semester could live there, Boy2008-09 theme house contract
'This is what hapmook said.
pened in the
Another option would be for
house,- Anderson said. "She asked me why Boymook to come up with a theme that fits
I was moving out and I just didn't feel comthe house, she said.
fortable in that kind of environment, espeTheme houses give students the opporcially with all the programs we were plan- tunity to live in a nice house, promote their
theme and be connected with the communing on doing"
Some of the formcr residents are now nity, Boymook said.
living on campus and others arc living off
Sophomore Ryan Graves, who lives in
the Cinema theme house, said he noticed
campus, Anderson said.
the Reconciliation theme house was uscd
for a weekend leadership retreat after the
VALUE OF THEME HOUSES
former residents vacated.
Graves said he was surprised at the vaDespite hcr personal experience with
can:)'
of the Reconciliation theme house.
living in a theme house, Anderson said the
"It reminds me that Whitworth still has
theme houses are good to have.
"Theme houses are an amazing idea; she a close eye on what goes on in the houses
and takes the rules and policies seriously,"
said.
he said. "I'm glad Whitworth is firm on
The main goal of the Reconciliation their guidelines:*
theme house was to bring people from the
.coritmunity together.
Contact Melissa Chalkndcr at mcli.ua.
"We were trying tb integrate the commu- dzallender@whitworthian.com.

UNALLOCATED
continued from page 2
said. "We also went to Residence Life
and the RDs. They aren't with ASWU
but they still work with students;
As a result, news about the money
spread quickly and a lot of requisitions
came in for consideration, Hamilton
said.
By the middle of October we had
the same amount (of requisitions] as
April of last year," she said. "Many were
also for greater amounts and they were
coming from people who don't normally ask."
In addition, an unexpected budget
adjuitment as well as a new Arend representative forced I lamilton to requisition $1,097, she said.
"'When we made the budget, the estimations for salary were undershot,"
Hamilton said. "The execs were the
only ones that didn't have to adjust
(salaries]. We also had to pay the new

representative;
The ASWU minimum wage estimations are based on Career Services estimations, Hamilton said in an e-mail.
Some of the requisitioned money
may be returned to the account if the
organization that requested it does
not use all of it, Hamilton said. In addition, there is thc possibility of more
funds coming from the university in
the spring.
"Towards February, we should know
(if there will be some funds coming
back); Hamilton said.
In the meantime, there are still many
ways for students to access funds ifthey
need to, Hamilton said.
The best way would be to go through
a club; she said. "They have funds, and
there are plenty to choose from. They
could also work with coordinators or
with Residence Life:'

Contact Morgan Feddes at morgan.
feddes@whitworthian.com.

Survey shows sustainability
interest among students
Carrisa Pawell
Staff Writer
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OFFER GOOD ONLY AT PERFECIIION TIRE
@ TIIE Y. 9602 N. DIVISION

STAYING THE SAME

Students generally induded some aspect
The results of a recent ASWU campus of community in their response of what
survey emphas"ized student interest in food they wanted to stay the same on campus.
services on campus and in more education Some said that the school should not grow
on sustainability.
in muilbers, while others said as long as
In the survey, which ASWU members Whitworth retains its small-school feel,
conducted Oct. 29 instead of holding a growth would not be an issue.
traditional ASWU meeting, students were
Quarless also noted that a number of
asked what should stay the same and what students said the school should seek to
should change on campus.
maintain the Christian valStudents were also asked
ues and feel of the school,
how they experience camwhile still balancing it with
CLICK IT k
pus programming and
students.
non-Christian
Read about what students think of
what their priorities for the
campus programming
They said the current ratio
at whitworthian.com
school are. Ninety-two stuwas satisfactory.
dents were polled.
A few students said
ASWU president Obe
academics, facilities and
Quarless said the survey Nvas conducted to grounds, progranuning, and Sodexo's
allow ASWU to hear what issues students French dip should stay the same in the fuwant them to focus on and get a better ture.
sense of the priorities of those they are representing.
WHAT SHOULD BE DIFFERENT
The main priority among students surveyed was sustainability.
Food was the most reported answer to
"They w-ant to have 'Whitworth and So-i the query of what should change. Students
dexo to be more 'sustainable to save mon-' expressed the desire for more variety, lower
ey; Stewart Senator Dan Lewis said. "Thai costs and general improvemeni
way the money that is saved can be uscd
Some students stated there should be
for the students and everyone benefits. Stu- more intramural sports offered and intradents want to be rewarded for being more mural seasons should be longer.
sustainable;
In the' academic sector, students said
Jim O'Brien, general manager of Sodexo, more department scholarships, more dassand other representatives of Sodexo spoke es, cheaper tuition and overall academic
about sustainability and food services at improvement were needed.
the GE 330 meeting Nov. 4.
More involvement in the Spokane com"Food is a basic human need, which munity, a focus on campus-wide commutouches all people," Quarless said. "Sodexo nity, facility upgrades and more caree . supis passionate about and committed to sus- port were also mentioned by students as
tainability7
areas that could be improved.
Several of the students surveyed tvanted
more education about recycling or, campus
Contact Carrisa Powell at carrisapawell@
and more ways to take sustainable action.
whitworthian.com.
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SOUNDING BOARD: WHITWORTHIAN'SWEEKLY POLL

VOLUME 99, NUMBER 7

What item is most vulnerable to theft on campus?
EDITORIAL: IN THE LOOP
Vote in the poll online at whitworthian.com or e-mail thoughts to editor@whitworthian.com.

ASWU goals not
carried out effectively
Every- )'Cr,a ASWU conducts a fall survey to
extend their feelers to the student body. In the
past, this survey has been focused mainly on
awareness, asking question.s such as what the
letters of ASWU stand for or asking students
to identify individuals who held specific positions.
This y-ear's survey took a different approach. In addition to asking about programming needs, it asked students what they felt
ASWLrs priority should be this y.ccu-. The sur'w had all the right intentions. ASIVU made
the right move in wanting to be proactive in
tackling big-picture goals such as sustainability or creating a more inclusive community.
Change that has lasting impact takes more
than one yrar to develop and implement In
this respect. ASWU should be praised for
svanting to make long-tenn improvements
without having to be prodded by specific
events or pleas from the student body.
However, the survey fell short ofbeing a reliable representation of student opinion. Only
92 Students were polled. Of those students,
many wCre given specific examples by ASWU
members, and thus usually chose topics from
the crimples given, rather than hosing independent opinions about change. From this
data ASWU decided to focus on sustainability
efforts, even though according to the survey
results, inclusive conununity- received almost an equal nurnber of responses. ASWU
is moving forward under a premise that sustainability s a priority for students, when we
really can't be sure students even undcrstood
ss-hat the term sustainability- referred to.
As representatives, Assembly members are
perfectly within their means to make- decisions of their own judgment on behalf of their
constituents. However, there has not been
a single constituency report conducted this
year. These reports usually require a response
of at least 40 percent of a Oven constituency.
But so far this year, a senator or representative's ability to judge student opinion can only
be based on his or her informal discussions
with constituents.
The same sort of assumption of student
opinion resulted in the ASWU forum on race
relations on campus, held in response to the
George Fox University inddents involving
Act Six students. While having all the right
intentions, the forum was not effective in
representing student-wide opinion. Fewer
than five students at large attended the event,
and an overwhelming majority of comrnents
came from ASWU members themselves.
Low strident attendance aauld have been
due to the minimal advertising done for the
forum. Also, most senators did not indude information from the event in their newsletters,
so even if the forum was beneficial for those
in attendance, the ideas and information were
never distnlauted to the broader community.
Being more intentional about solicitiii student input, or making an bigger effort to take
the information back to students through residence hall newsletters, or even a simple earnpus-wide e-mail, could have made the event
more beneficial to students at large. Lik.e the
recent survey, a good idea fell short because of
a ladc of organize'd implementation.
ASWU has the right idea. In a leadership
group that spends the majority of its time
dealing with issues in the here and now, it's
refreshing to see an inclusion of long-term
projects and kiftac However, without better
planning and organization, these good ideas
will remain simply points on a brainstorrning*

list

A

A sleepy row
NATHANIEL

ORWILER
triwyst

When's the last time you attended an official theme house event? For many of us, the
answ-er is probably never.

Friendships or certain jobs and passions
may create a minimal amount of theme
house loyalty, but there is definitely a disconnect from the on-campus community
that prevents major amounts of participation. There is one notable exception I can
think of, and that is the Ninja theme house
events of a couple years ago that attracted
fairly large numbers ofstudents to learn the
arts of civilian ninja-hood.
There are several benefits to the theme
house program. For one, it provides Whitworth students the opportunity to live offcampus, while not having to w-orry about
the stress ofpaying a monthly rent.
Second, it gives older students an opportunity to remain connected to student life
and the rest of the on-campus corrununity
without feeling out of place or claustrophobic. Third, and this is my main praise for
the program, the existence of theme houses
gives students who enjoy dean fun that follows the campus rules a place to interact between doss barriers.
It's often a big sacrifice for students who
are of legal drinking age to live off campus

Lan

of theme houses

and still abstain from any of the Big Three.
I'm sure the occasional rule is bcnt or broken, just like in the dorms, but students
living in these homes understand they are
providing a service. Many of the theme
houses, most notably the Open Door theme
house and the Leadership Retreat theme
house, provide a refuge for those who feel
the stresses of on-campus over-socializing
by offering an invitation to get off campus
and relax in a home.

from school, provide an opportunity for
upper and lowerclassmen and women to
mingle in a non-party environment
Living off campus, rve met younger students, but they're often drunk. These aren't
exactly the best times for practical experiences to be shared or memorable friendships to be forged. Because of their nature,
theme houses invite all students into a
wholesome environment where they can
learn from each other. NVith this notion in
For this reason alone,
mind, their activities atit may be good to keep
tempt to draw students
the streets that surround
with similar interests.
"Theme houses invite all stuNVhitworth a bit quieter
I've come to believe
dents into a whofesome envithan on-campus student
that
it's important to
ronment where they can learn
However,
gatherings.
gain experience living
there's something to be from each other. Their activities on and off campus and
said for actually sisiting attempt to draw students with
to pursue both commuthe theme house of your
similar interestsf
nities wholeheartedly.
choice. Such a visit could
But it would be great to
be a unique educational
see more sober interacopportunity.
tion between the two worlds of Whitworth.
Now before you mll your eyes at my ".yay I Icnow that as a freshman and sophomore,
schoor buzzwords and stop reading, let me some of my most valuable conversations
explain myselL As a senior, I am realizing and encouragement came from older stuthat only the upperclassmen involved in dents who were willing to offer themselves
student leadership usually get to even meet as resources and as friends. I hope that every
freshmen and sophomores. As valuable as Whitworth studcnt gets at least what I got,
these role models are, there is a Lug separa- but more would be even better.
tion between the two upper dosses and the
Admittedly, theme house events are not
lower-division students. These days when I always that appealing. How many invitago into the HUB, I hardly recognize any-one, tions to prayer vigils, dinner with strangers
quite the change from two years ago.
or watching an old movie can the average
Theme houses, perhaps more than other
event locations because they are distant
See 'THEME HOUSES, page 8

WHITWORTH SPEAKS OUT: SHOULD GAY MARRIAGE BE LEGALIZED?
'No. I believe

"I'm for &II

`No, I think it

that God
aeated a man

unions where
the couples get
all the same
rights that
married couples

encourages

get"

emotionally'

Caitlin Dig

Danielle Chiaverta,

freshman

Junior

Jesse Prichard
junior

-

and a woman to
be together.'

Editorials in the "In the Loop- section reflect
the majority opinion of the Editorial Board,
whidt is ¡nade up offive editors.

Beniardit'

choices that

are harmful to
people, both
relationally and

'Yes, because
marriage is first
and foremost a
question of love!

Afrojme Caret

freshman
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Campus could
meet pals with
a cultural center
JORDON

KELLER
uumvs

On Oct. 31 we received an email from NVhitworth president Bill Robinson on the report from the accreditation
team that recently evaluated Whitworth. I am proud that
our school got great feedback from the ttam. Although I
do acknowledge the commendations, I would love to elaborate on one of thcir recommendations.
The committee recommended that the university evaluate the effectiveness of currcnt approaches to meeting the
needs of the ethnic, international and non-Christian students whom it rccruits in order to achieve stronger alignment with the university's stated commitment to student
diversity," according to the c-mail.
As a minority student, a cultural diversity advocate, an
officer in the International Club and having friends from
different religious backgrounds, I have had the privilege of
hearing about somc ideas that could help address this recommendation. These ideas have come through both formal meetings and casual conversations with friends.
One important idea that has been brought up multiple
times by some of thc underrepresented students on campus is the idea of having a cultural center.
Nearby colleges such as Seattle University, Washington
State University and the University of Washington all have
cultural centers, as do many others.
Take thc Claremont Colleges in California, for example.
Over 700 studcnts from nearly 70 countries attend the Claremont Colleges. One of the schools, Claremont McKenna College, enrolls approximately 1,200 students from 42
states and 29 countries.
They havc a center known as the I-Place. This center impacts why so many international students attend the expensive college.
The mission of the center is to serve the purposc of
uniting cultures. educational programming on key global
issues, and serving as a resource for thc international students." It is an exciting place for students from abroad and
from other parts of thc United States to just hang out. The
I-Place provides programs and information for the international students' successful transition into the ncw social
and academic environment.
Claremont NIcKenna sophomore Tammy Phan, who
has worked with the International Club at her school, said,
"The I-Place does a lot for the international students. The
I-Place is small, but it helps thcm feel more at home and
lets students meet othcr International Students. BSU and
other clubs work out of this building as tvell."
The Claremont Colleges also have a separate ctnter dedicated to all of their religious clubs and religious activities.
A center such as this could help non-Christian believers on
our campus feel more at home. A religious center like this
could be incorporated into a cultural center. I believe that
this would be a wonderful place for cross-cultural relationship building and new ideas to prosper.
Another example is Western Washington University,
where thcy have an Ethnic Student Center (ESC) which is
a great resource for many students. The ESC is a studentrun organization within the Associated Students of NVIVU.
WNVU sophomore Nicholas Arthur said he thought the
Ethnic Student Center brought a lot to the campus.
"I think it helps bring more diversity to our campus and
helps the students feel more at home," he said.
Many of thc ethnic clubs work through the ESC. The
mission of the ESC is to assist students in transitioning
to Western, helping develop cultural identity, providing a
sense of community, and being active in social justice." The
ESC also provides several resources and a safe en%ironment where all students can work on event programming,
do homework or just hang out. It offers study space, computcr access and resource information.
Even Whitman, a smaller liberal arts school like Whitworth, has a Cultural Center. If Whitman is able to have a
center like this then one could be possible at Whitworth
as well.

However, the idea of a cultural center has yet to be developed and is not a top priority for the school at this time.
Students should realize what a cultural center could do for
the student body. Our school is still expanding and hopefully down the road a cultural center of some kind can be
iii the mix, whether it is in an old or new building.
I believe that a cultural center would be a wonderful addition to our campus. With our increasingly global community and our university's commitment to student diversity, I think a cultural center could be our next step to
improve upon our commitment to student diversity.

KELLER is a sophomore majoring in Spanish. Comments can be sent to Jordon.

kelier@whihvonhian.com.
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Whitworth masks imperfections
JOSH

SWAYNE
mom?

People are never as good or as
moral as they present themselves
to be, and neither are institutions.
Whitworth tries to make itself a
unified, healthful community, but
Whitworth functions in a real world
in which ideals can only be pursued,
never caught.
When I was shopping around for
schools, I had a number of interactions with Whitworth staff that left
me with the impression that Whitworth was a place where everybody
lived happily, where Bill Robinson
knows you by name and everyone is
unusually nice. This faqade seemed
too good to be true, and it is.
Whitworth dos], tend to focus
more on making things happier than
thcy really are sophomore Samantha Davis said.
NVhitworth has to work to maintain a very positive, dean-cut image,
which makes it hard to acknowledge
publically that Whitworth students
have real problems. Whitworth has
programs to help students with reallife problems, programs like "Permission to Struggle" a.nd the crisis
contact lists that vere put up this semester all over campus. Whitworth
people, like all people, have issues.
Whitworth is trying to address these
problems, which is very good, but it
doesn't seem like Whitworth really
acknowledges this effort publically,
which is a shame.
Now that I have been going here
for a while, I have also noticed that
the rosy picture painted by the admissions staff, my RAs and the girl
Who guided rn}i tour of the campus
was sugar-coated at worst and unfoundedly optimistic at best.
I have met people here who do
drugs and engage in underage drinking. I have met people who swear, get
depressed, get lonely, get furious at
their instructors and fellow students.
I have talked with people who literally hate aspects of the Whitworth

dd

experience such as Core 150 or what There are people like Bill Robinson
they perceive as pervasive Christian and Lauretta in the dining hall, who
really do try to learn people's names.
narrow-mindedness..
"There arc members of the Whit- There are people like professor of
worth community who drink. who English Melissa Sprenkle, whom I
do drugs, who indulge in free sex," have seen express genuine concern
for the welfare of her students, mysophomore Brittany Keeton said.
In reality, Whitworth falls short self included, many times. Most
of being the entirely cohesive and importantly, there are students who
healthy entity it strives to be. As help other students survive the stress
Whitworth sells itself by trying to of college life.
Life at NVItitworth isn't rosy. Life
maintain a rosy public image, Whitworth certainly does not accentuate never is completely. Pain and presthe fact that it isn't a squeaky-clean sure are as real, or at times more real,
institution filled with content people, than the happiness we enjoy in life, so
an approach that is great marketing, any institution must recognize that
even the best of places is bittersweet,
but hidcs 'Whitworth's true depth.
The introduction to this year's and 1Vhitworth should not be afraid
Student Handbook, written by dean to accentuate that it is not idyllic,
of students Kathy Storm, includes but only in pursuit of noble ideals.
In that pursuit,
the following senWhitworth
has
tence: "We hope
"Whitworth has to work to
brought together
that while you're
many good, if not
part of this commaintain a very positive,
munity you will dean-cut image, which makes it "perfect," people.
Whitworth should
find both challenge and support hard to admowlecige publically let the public, who
that Whitworth students have also isn't perfect,
as you reflect on
real problems."
know that NVhithow to think well,
worth
people
determine what
you believe, and
work to support
consider how you are going to live."
real students and address real life
Storm's statement expresses a no- wounds. Include this message in
ble desire: certainly being challenged the Handbook; put this message on
and growing within a supportive the NVeb site. People should know
framework is a healthy experience. the real nature of what 'Whitworth
However, such things must be hoped offers.
As I tend to do, I will leave you
for because they do not always happen. Challenges can be destructively with a quote that embodies what I
ovenvhelming and support systems am trying to say. This one is from the
can and do fail to sufficiently help musical "The Man of La Mancha:* in
those in need, resulting in unhap- whidt Don Quixote sings the folpiness and students seeking solace lowing: "And the world will be better
in 'sex, drugs and other behaviors for this / That one man, scorned and
covered with scars / Still strove with
Whitworth pegs as harmfuL
However, Whitworth as a body his last ounce of courage / To reach
of people does generally strive to be the unreachable star:' Melodramatic
caring and supportive, mudi more so as this quote is, I hope it conveys
than I have seen anywhere else. The the notion that Whitworth's ideaLs
greatest Christian goal is to love, and are both necessary and impossible
I definitely see people quiedy striv- to fully addeve and that Whitworth
only does its community's efforts a
ing toward that goal at Whitworth.
There are professors here such as disservice by hiding its scars.
professor of English Doug Sugano
or professor of theology Karen Heller, who could hold more prestigious
positions elsewhere, but are here %AYH is a senior majoring in English. Comments
because they care about students. on be sent tojosh.swayne@ivhitworthian.com.
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Each wcek. The Whitworthian opinions staff will take
a single topic and each offer some short commentary.
Readers arc encouraged to respond to the topic on the
Perspectives Hog at whitworthian.com.
A recent study showed that up to 10 percent of college admissions departments now view the Facebook
and MySpace profiles of their applicants before matting a decision. Thirty-eight percent of those schools
said that looking at the profiles had a negative effect on
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Web trolls hide under anonymity
than any-where else on the Veb.
Look up the profiles of Obama and
McCain on the Internet Movie Database at imdb.com and you will see
users trading insults back and forth,
calling both men unspeakable names
Our mothers ttsed to tell us that if that cannot be printed in this newswe don't have anything nice to say, we paper. And nevermind the profile of
shouldn't say anything at all. Con.sider George W Bush.
Why is it that people feel compelled
it the "golden rule* of communication.
to be rude, crude and lewd on the InUnfortunately, this does not quite ternet? Why do people treat sensitive
work out on the World Wide Web.
topics lilce politics and religion as an
Increasingly, people in society are excuse to purposefully try to make
becoming more comfortable with people's blood boil? This kind of beposting their innermost thoughts, havior adds nothing to the discussion
opinions and personal baggage on- process. No one can possibly have a
civil conversation about politics %.vhen
line.
From blogging to social network- Internet users insist on maldng 'crass
ing sites lilce Facebook and NlySpace jokes and acting like immature junior
high kids.
to the invention of
boards,
The most obvimessage
ous explanation is
almost anyone has
'No one on possibly have a
anonymity. No onc
the ability to post
comments civil conversation about politics knows who you
their
are. People have
on anything they
when Internet users insist on
no problem calling
choose. This inmaldng crass jokes and acting
a person living in
dudes videos on
YouTube, celebrity like immature junior high kids.' Jacicsonville, Fla.,
a
"right-winged
profiles on the Internet Movie DataNazi" if they live
across the counbase or news stories'
try in San Diego, Calif. A blogger in
on online newspapers.
With this expanding communica- Seattle, Wash., can say anything they
tion freedom comes frequent viola- want about a fellow blogger in Boston, Mass., because there is no way
tions of the golden rule.
People say the rudest things online, they can find them and punch them
both about public figures and each in the face.
other. Talce for example the Web site
Anonymity is a warm blanIcet that
iReport.com, where any person with frees people tu say whatever they
Internet access can post "tmfiltered" want without the fear of repercussion.
and 'unedited" news stories. Go ahead People will say things online that they
and read the comments left by people would never say to people in person.
on stories related to the election. You No one fears being mean to people if
will witness more vicious mudslinging their mother has no way of knowing
by supporters of both President-elect what they said.
Barack Obarna and Sen. John McCain
%%That this kind of behavior does is

deepen resentment between people
of different beliefs and backgrounds
and adds unnecessary fuel to the fire.
Social reconciliation cannot happen
if people are too mad to talk to each
other.
There are no real solutions to this
problem. Some online newspapers
require letters to the editor or comments after stories to indudc both
their first and last names plus an email address. This way if there are any
"trolls" hanging around a chat board,
outraged readers will know exactly
who they are and how to contact them
personally.
By the way, a "troll" is Internet
slang for one who posts deliberately
provocative messages to a newsgroup
or message board with the intcntion
of causing maximum disruption and
argument," according to Urban Dictionary.
Most message boards are not so
uptight about identifying each user.
Ntost users are allowed to be identified
by any name. This maintains perfect
anonymity and the ability to exercise
full rights to free speech.
Rude people will always be around
so we just have to deal with it. But, if
you are one of those types of people
who likes getting a rise out of people
out of pure enjoyment, God help you
because you have too much time on
your hands and no sense of decency.
For the rest of us who have a moral
compass, the best we can do is ignore
them and teach our children not to do
the same thing. Free speech is important but common courtesy is always
an added bonus.
Just act like your mother and everything will be fine.

their evaluations of students.
I have long heard rumors of colleges and employers viewing individuals' social networking profiles as
a %vay to see what kind of person they really arc. I've
been told to watch what I put on Facebook because the
school can use it to track what I do. I've also been told
that potential employers may check out my profile before thcy decide whether or not to hire me. However,
this is the first time I've heard of college admissions
departments viewing high school students' Facebook
and MySpace pages.
This doesn't seem fair to me. Facebook and MySpace
are fun ways to keep in touch with friends on the Internet. When students create profiles, they don't huila
and use them with the goal of representing themselves
to academic institutions and they shouldn't have to.
Facebook would certainly look different if they did.
Online profiles may or may not be an accurate overall
representation of who a student is and what they arc
capable of.
I also wonder if those schools' applications clearly
warn the students that their profiles may be taken into
consideration in the admissions process. In addition,
how does admissions account for the students whose
sites they don't have acccss to?
Ifstudents make their profiles public, they shouldn't
be surprised or upset about who views thcm. But is it
really appropriate to use social networking profiles as
a factor in college admissions?
Natalie Johnson
People tend to make themselves look really goo'd
on applications for stuff like jobs, colleges, what have
you. If I were an admissions person, I would want to
know what an applicant is really like. I would want to
ensure not only that thc applicant is a good fit for my
university, but also that the applicant isn't a scumbag
who will end up misusing my institution or people in
general after they leave college.
So I think that it makes sense for admissions
people to look at Faccbook. They will only find info
that the applicant made public any-way.
Josh Swayne

THEME HOUSES
continuedfrom page 6
collt.ge student receives in their inbox without being bored
to tears?
A rousing game night isn't exactly the sexy picture of
college many now 20-somethings drearned up in high

school. One of the reasons the Ninja theme housc was so
successful in its recruiting efforts was what their events appealed to, stupid humor. Perhaps the theme houses could
stand to talce themselves a little less seriously and show
a little subversive creativity. I know that would make me
want to show up.
Until some kind of compromise between the off-campus nature of theme houses and the pervasive seriousness
of the Whitworth mission is achieved, they will probably
remain a sleepy little row of houses. But if they ever decide
to show a little spirit, I'll be the first to bring the cooldes
and milk.

TAX ECHI ts a senior mapring in journalism. Can-

ORW1LER is a senior majoring in Englhh. Comments can be sent to nattuniel.

rnents can be sent to tintairchi@whitworthianzat

onviler@vditworthiaruom.
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Don't let feelings of safety
leave you empty-handed

a humor column by Nic Vargus

JUSTIN

LINDBORG
tettlumrs1

Although Whitworth students tend to

think of themselves as invincibly safe from
criminal minds, the-recent backpack thefts

Adel"' Bnuort/Wititworthian

Whitworth has snow
time for shenanigans
By the time this artide makes it to
prcss, Whitworth may have experienced its first major snow this year.
If not, it only a matter of time. To
many uninformed individuals this

sounds like an awc-inspiring event
and a great display of Mrs. Nature's
finest skill set. But,trust me, it won't
be cool.
Because thcrc are so many misconceptions about "how cool" snow
is, I've decided to debunk somc of
thcsc myths.
htyth *1: It will be so pretty!
Fact: After about, one week of
"pretty" white flakes gathering on
the ground, only brown piles of Robinson-knows-what will be dumped
on thc campus. The snow will grow
hard and crunchy. The snow will be
so ugly and stupid it'll probably get
its own Disney Channel show with
Hannah htontana.
Myth #2: We will build a snowman!
Fact: Typical beginner mistake.
Nobody ever ends up building a
snowman because as the first snow
hits, professors meet in ncfarious
meeting rooms and decide it's the
right time to assign more homework.
Plus, if you build a "snowman"
you're sexist. If you try and build a
snowwoman you rc a pervert. And so
you decide to build a snowfamily. But
keep in mind, if you build a snownuclear family, you'll be "too orthodox,"
and discriminating against nontraditional families. Your only real
chance is to build a snowcommunity,
and who has time for that?
Myth #3: Well, we'll at least make
snow angels!
Fact: Like I said earlier, the snow is
basically cloud poop. But feel free to
roll around in it like a dog with a skin
disease. After all, I'm sure they do.
htyth #4: Snowball fights arc fun!
Fact: Every single time I've ever
witnessed a snowball fight, some
innocent, quiet girl gets absolutely
obliterated.
We all know the girl, she's a peace
studies major, usually a foreign language minor. She decides it would be
silly to underhand toss a snowball at
the football team's middle linebacker.
She does and immediately starts giggling like an epileptic chipmunk.
The footbaU player turns around
in slow motion, grabs a dump of
crystallized icy dcath, and rockets a
Randy Johnson-er right into her face,
the dump magically breaks apart in
mid-air and hits her in not one, but
both of her eyes. She starts crying big
time and everyone slowly wanders

back inside, perfectly aware that she
won't sec thcm leave.
Myth *5: I will drink hot cocoa!
Fact: Yes, you probably will. But it
won't really be cocoa. It will be chocolate flavored powder, artificially engineered by scientists with chemicals,
and then put in boiling water. And it
will, inevitably, burn your tongue so
badly on your first sip that you won't
be able to taste any of its nasty, dusty
chocolatage. The scientists count on
that.
htyth #6: Getting to dasses will be
fun!
Fact: You're an idiot.
htyth #7: At least whcn I get to
dass, the dasscs will be warm!
Fact: The classes will be warm
alright. You'll wrap yourself with
so many scarves you'll look like an
American Apparel mummy. After
you tralk outside in negative 30 degrees Kelvin weather, your teachers
will have set the thermostat to somewhere between "1000 Burning Suns"
and "Brad Pitt in 'Fight Club:" They
will be lounging around in Hawaiian

print shirts and drinking out of coconuts.
You, on thc other hand, dressed
for the occasion. You'll be so sweaty
,by the time you get out of dass you'll
look like you sat in the splash :tone
of the Waterworld show at Universal
Studios.
Myth #8: That hill will be so fun to
go sledding on!
Fact: The snow on that hill will
be up to Your waist and unpacked.
You'll spend an hour or two flopping
around like a walrus on ecstasy before deciding that you "always knew
sledding wis a lame idea."
htyth #9: Snow is so romantic!
Fact: Snow is not romantic. As a
matter of fact, it's asexual. Furthermore, nothing is romantic about
frostbite. Unless you're into that kind
of thing.
Myth *10: We'll sit by ihe fire in
the Mind & Hearth and pontificate!
Fact: That thing gets booked out
months in advance. Sometimes years.
And on the days that it is available,
the peace studies major with the two
cye patches will be reading "A History of War" by the cozy fireplace.
You wouldn't ask her to move would
you?
Myth #11: Icides never fall, and I
hear they only look sharp. Let's walk
under them!
Fact: That one is true.

in English. Comments
an be sent to nicvargus@whitworthian.corn.
VAR GUS is a junior majoring

have shattered such a naive perception.
Whitworth, like the rest of the world, is
subject to theft and criminal activity, even if
not to thc same degree. In fact, it's strilcing
that so little crime actually happens at NVhitworth that such a minor incidence as two stolen backpacks causes a buzz for weeks.
So what is it about Whitworth that makes
it so safe? It seems as though it's a combination of two things. First, that the students and
faculty have fostered an atmosphere of mutual trust and respect Second, Whitworth is so
small that a student is very likely to know the
person whom they are committing a crime
against or be identified once they commit it.
There is at Whitworth a unique sort of solidarity that is less common in other workplaces or institutions. Students tend to feel more

like they belong to the group, and in belonging to that group it just wouldn't make sense
to cause another member the hurt of theft or
another crime. The atmosphere seems to be
one where each person trusts everyone elsc.
Part of that may be because many students
live on campus and see it almost as an extension of their living space.
The second and more pragniatic reason
why very little criminal activity happens at
Whitworth is because it is small. We don't
have very many students, so there is a lot of

accountability. Even if you are by inclination
apt to steal, you aren't likely to do it to someone you consider your friend. Perhaps most
important, however, you are more likely to
avoid stealing something because a lot of the
student body recognizes you. Heck, the president probably even knows you by name.
Maybe a few backpacks being stolen shocks
us because many thefts at Whitworth are not
reported. When something actually is reported, especially when video clips of suspects are
released to the student body, it draws attention. Othenvise all you have are a few students grumbling to each other. We tend to
overlook thefts that are minor or could just
be the result of our own absent-mindedness.
While we at Whitworth may be a tight-knit
group who probably wouldn't steal from one
another, the majority of thefts on campus are
not perpetrated by students, but by people
not a part of the campus community. We
may have trust for one another, but that trust
may leave us ripe for the picking for opportunists that do not identify with our mutually
trust and respect.
Things may be stolen, but I for one am
thankful that it doesn't' happen too terribly
often at Whitworth. I enjoy being part of a
large group of similar-minded people and I
like not having to worry too much about my
things on campus. While I am grateful for
the sense of security Whitworth offers, and
I think it is relatively secttre, you won't catch
me leaving anything valuable unattended. It's
one thing to feel safe, but ifs quite another to
depend too much on that feeling.
LINDBORG is a junior majoring in English. Comments can be

sent tojusliniindborq@whitwonhian.com.

LETTERS TO THE EDITOR: READER RESPONSES
Transfer students feel

welcome at Whitworth
On behalf of the transfer students of Whitworth
University I would like to

thank the community of
Whitworth for making us
feel welcome.
I arrived on campus
amidst a throng of 630 freshmen and 91 transfer students
all coming to Whitworth
for the first time. I was
nervous about getting lost
in the shuffle and was not
sure if I would fit in during
Orientation weekend. As an
incoming sophomore, I am
happy to say that Whitworth
is different My perception
changed because of the
school's commitment to
corrununity and a few special
people.
The Sunday of Orientation, I chose to not participate in the Traditiation
events. Instead, I went back
to my uncle's house for one
last night with my family. hionclay morning carne
quickly and I stood on the
sidewalk in tears.
Upon re-entering my
dorm building, I was
surprised to find my floor
mates from all different dass
standings. They were waiting
to see if I wanted to learn
the songs and dances for the
sacred N%rnitworth Yell-Off.
While it sounds corny,
this group of women spent
the next few hours teaching
me the right moves. They
went out of their way to
make me feel included. My

perception changed as I grew
to realize that people here
care and work hard to make
sure transfers fit into the
puzzle.
Freshmen, transfers and
upperdassmen make up this
community we call 'Whitworth, in which individuals
from all over the world work
together to create a family
environment My feelings
in the beginning were that
transfer students would
never be able to fit in this
picture. However, Whitworth
is a welcoming university
which opens its doors to everyone, inducting a transfer
student like me.
Sarah Nizolek

sophomore
elementary education

School should offer an

intelligent design course
Even though 'Whitworth
puts an emphasis on accepting all lifestyles and beliefs,
it appears that the school has
overlooked an important
and controversial subject in
this regard. Even though the
university offers Evolutionary
Biology as a dass, NVhitworth
does not offer an intelligent
design course.
As a Christian college,
Whitworth should offer a
course dealing with intelligent design. NViiile not all
Christians believe in the literal Biblical account, the view
that God mated the tmiverse
and all that is in it in seven

days is very prominent in
the evangelical community.
And, as it is a basic Christian
belief that God created this
world, the very premise of
intelligent design is rooted in
Christian doctrine.
While many people think
that intelligent design is a
religious idea based on faith
alone, it is actually backed up
with a large amount of scientific evidence. Scientists such
as those at the Discovery
-Institute in Seattle and Kent
Hovind of Creation Science
Evangelism have spent much
of their careers discovering
evidence for a created world,
evidence such as white hole
cosmology and polonium
halos, evidence of the young
age of Earth and instantaneous creation. The evidence
is too much to simply dismiss
creation as an illegitimate
explanation for the origins of
our world.
As a Christian institution
and a college that emphasizes
equality and acceptance,
Whitworth needs to look
into the idea of offering an
intelligent design course. If
the view ofthe university is
that it is wrong to attempt to
force ideas on someone, then
it is wrong for the school
to only offer a biology dass
based on evolution. If this
college is rooted in Christianity, then I think it is only
right that they take into
account the beliefs that so
many Christians hold.
Alex Blade

sophomore
undedared

Write a letter to the editor. The Whitworthian welcomesreader responses to artides or issues of interest to the Whitworth
community. Send letters to editer@whinsuthian.crxn or submit

°ant limit to 200 words. Visit whitworthian.com for dent.
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Getting to know the

Kelsey Morgenthaler
Staff Writer
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Tucked behind a gauzy curtain of dogwood, %villow and ponderosa trees, the richly landscape(' gardens and manicured lawn
of the Freeman residence make it a prominent piece of property
on the comer of Whitworth Drive and West Hawthorne across
the street from the president's house.
Similar to how the curtain of trees obscures the full view of thc
house, an air of mystery fueled by a cloud of controversy has surrounded the couple and othcr residents of the housc sincc before
they moved into the property adjacent to Whitworth grounds.
Since late 2004 when the Freemans first purchased their home
and other property close by, several articles about the couple and
their more than 40 years in ininistcy have been published. In thc
articles, including a series that appeared in The Whitworthian,
some people had very positive things to say, while others had
very negative reflections on both the couple and their ministry.
We don't have a formal work or affiliation, but whoever wants
to hear thc Gospel can hear it," Pat Freeman said in a recent inters-inv. "We're just Christian people, loving the Lord and %ve
%vant somc part of Christ to be testified:
Pat's husband, Bili Freeman, a Fuller Theological Seminary
graduate, carries out much of his ministerial work through his
work as editor of a periodical publication called the Christian.
"[Bill] ministers and travels very informally," Pat said.
Bill is also founder of Ministry of the Word, Inc. The organization is "a ministry set-sing the Body of Christ through publications, thc Internet and conferences," according to the ministry's
Web site.
Bill has also authored 40 books, booklets and outline studies
on the believer's experience of Christ in daily life and its practical relationship to thc church. Many of these are available on the
Web site.
THE FREEMANS'MINISTRY

Pat said that she did not slew her and her husband's ministry
as an occupation.
"A ministry shouldn't be a professional job: Pat said. "The best
%vould be if Christ beeomes our livingnot through our belief in
mere objective fact, but by having a heart for Christ:
Pat said that since she and Bill married over 50 years ago, both
her husband and hcr ministry have remained rooted in the basic
belief both still carry today.
"I knew Christ was the answer and the Word of God was there
to guide us," Pat said. "But people come with all their problems
and you need to have your own genuine experience where you
are not passing on mere objective truth. When it comes to people
knowing thc Lord, it has to be held and lovedthat is, you need
a relationship, not just mere objective knowledge."
NO COMMENTS

Objective and factual knowledge has been a piece missing in
many of the accusations against the Freemans, Pat said.
"It's better to always have all sides of the story," She said.
Pat was reluctant to comment on many of thc allegations that
have been made in letters, concerned phone calls to thc administration and anides that describe her as controlling and manipulative, and their ministry as cult-like. When the Frcemans first
moved to the neighborhood around Whitworth. indhiduals formerly involved with the Freemans said that they were "setting up
shop at a Christian college campus to start recruiting members,"
according to a Feb. 15,2005 artide in The Whitworthian.
The phone calls and letters caused the Whitworth administration to send out an all-student e-mail that said that "numerous
individuals previously involved with the Freemans contacted us
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Pat and Bill Freeman's house Is on the comer of Whitworth Drive and West Hawthome Street.The Freeman: moved into the home in 200

to say that thc couple had exerted negative influence on their
personal lives: according to the article. .
"When you're in the ministry as loni as I've been,- people are
going to be disgruntled," Bill Freemarysaid hi an interview for
thc Whitworthian article. "These are all normal things that happen to a church:
Now, nearly four years later, l'at Freeman said she still remembers how hurt she felt at the time of the articles.
"It was so hurtful. I don't even want to go there," Pat said. "(It
is not so profitable to comment. It doesn't accomplish anything
to say things back."
CORDIAL CONVERSATION

Brian Benzel, vice president of finance and administration,
said he had mct with the Freernans and had several conversations
with them regarding existing questions.
"I thought thcy were very friendly and cordial," Mize! said.
"We enjoyed good conversation where we shared [Whitworth's)
interests and concerns:'
Benzel said he was not involved with Whitworth in spring of
2005 when The Whitworthian first published articles as a result
ola large number of phone calls and letters to thc school from
people who were personally connected to the Freemane ministry.
The letters expressed that the Freeman's minishy had left a
trail of broken churches, relationships and families, according to

the Whitworthian article.
A number of thcsc people also said that thcy %verc very concerned for Whitworth students, fearing that thcy might become
involved with the Freemans' ministry

Itenzel said that he was hot familiar %vith their ministry, chc
ing to abstain &gm readirig the articks.
"I chose not tip read:tlittu-110;1.7 just wanted to
and ialk about thc physital prciliErty. As they arc physically c
hected to Whitworth FirOperty, %ye:wanted to establish a good
lationship with them," Benicl säid.

a,,
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'BUILDING BRIDGES'

Benzel said that the university has made extended efforts in
cent years to share Vhitwonh's plans with the neighbors arm
campus.
We wish to share our interests and learn limy people perca
them." Belize' said. "It's hard to be around a university. We ha'
lot of students and a lot of activity."
Pat said that she and hcr husband chose the properties aroi
Whitworth because they wanted a neighborhood where t
could have their friends and relatives come and not feel likj t
%vould be bothering the neighborhood.
"It's hard to disturb this neighborhood with all of the acti
already going on Pat said. "We have so much activity goinE
that it's nicc that we have this environinent:
Belize' said that he felt that the conversations have helpe(
foster a good relationship with the Freemans.
"From my perspective they've been good neighbors to us.
hoping that we continue to have a good relationship with thc
Berme' said.

Contact Kelsey Morgenthaler at kelsey.rnorgenthak
thian.com.
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Mieilitheme house
Audrey Gore
Staff Writer
The bilicah theme house gets its name from Micah 6:8 which
calls people to "act justly and love mercy and walk humbly with
your God." Its goal is to develop intentional relationships through
discipleship and leadership, as well as hold men from the Whitworth community to a higher standard in their relationships
with Christ and others.
"We strive to be imitators of Christ in all that we do, to be dis-

ciplined and devoted to prayer and the study of scripture and to
encourage respectful relationships setting a higher standard for
Christian men," senior Lyle Rauh said.
The house provides a place for groups, especially small groups,
to have a quiet, friendly place to meet. The Micah house residents
want to lceep their doors open to all sorts of leadership, Bible

study groups and discussion groups.
The Micah house also sponsors events for men on campus to
grow in their faith through fellowship. 'They've had a recent discussion panel on the Whitworth experience and are currently
working on the upcoming men's retreat, also known as Mancation.
Though the residents of the Micah house strive to include all
of Whitworth campus in their programs and events, they also
want to emphasize the importance of one-on-one relationships
and developing friendships.
"I have gained a new appreciation lately for the truth that consistent relationships are what we should value and scck after. So
we continue to grow together as a house and in our fricndships
on campus: Rauh said.
Contact Audrey Gore at audreygore@whitworthian.com.

Nid Flisaalltiutwor

Sophomore Michael Schultz and senior Lyle Rauh do homework Ir
the Micah theme house.
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Audrey Gore
Staff Writer
The Global Hearth theme house catcrs to international students on campus. Its mission is to
provide a safe and welcoming environment for
international students and to be a nearby place
off campus for them to hang out, Global Hearth
resident Christine Barker said.
Ibis semester's Global Hearth programs have
succeed in including and getting in touch with
the international students on campus. Weekly
"hangouts," birthday parties and meetings of
the international club keep the house busy and
popular.
Barker attributes the success of the house to
its necessity on campus. Theme houses work best
when they cater to a specific group of people, and
it's important to be smart about programs and
events because they need to be something that
community needs and wants, Barker said.
Barker wanted to get involved in the house
because of her experiences freshman year, when

former international business professor Rob
Wilson would have international students over
to his house once a week and let them cook and
share about their culture. After Wilson left Whitworth, Barker noticed there was no comfortable
place for international students to come together
as a group.
The residents of Global Hearth are half international, half American, which Barker believes
helps them be more accessible to international
students on campus.
Barker cnjoys living at Global Hearth and enjoys the diversity it brings into her life.
"Probably my favorite thing is that international students don't expect me to have the same
experiences as them.and I don't expect them to
have the same experiencis as me, which helps us
to have a more honest relationship where we can
be open and learn and share," Barker said.

r theme house

!home In 2004.

Audrey Gore

ministry. choos-

Staff 1Vritcr

d to blect icni
physically coniblish a good re-

The goal of the Open Door theme house is to provide an arca for the Whitwoith community to have
a place to hang out, get together with friends, make
new friends and have a quiet place to pray or rcst if
they need one. The house residents provide dinner
three nights a week as well as a prayer and worship

led efforts in re:ighbors around
people perceive
Ve have a

crsity.

nøt feel like; they

Nick ElliottfiVhitrorthian

Contact Audrey Gore at atuirenore@whitwor- Members of the Global Hearth theme house try to connect International
students with the Whitworth campus by having weekly'hangouts' and
thiatt.cotti
hosting international club meetings.
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Students watch TV In the open Door theme house on Sunday, Nov.9.

time on Sunday nights.
Their home-cooked meals generate the most interest from students. Guests must sign up two weeks
in advance for the four to five slots on Tuesday,
Wednesday and Thursday to enjoy a meal cooked by
open door residents and conversation from the mixture of people who attended. Guests are from every
class and major, and sonte sign up together but often times students will have never met their fellow

dinner guests. Many embrace the opportunity to get
to know each other in a homey atmosphere. Guests
also occasionally include professors, which prol.ides
an excellent opportunity to get to know them in a
casual emironment.
Junior Elisha VerGowe wanted to live in the
Open Door thime house since her freshman year,
when residents of that year's Open Door theme
house welcomed her.
Students are attracted to the Open Door house
because of its relaxed feel and openness for anyone
who wants to come and have a home away from
home, VerGowe said.
The house's door is ahvays open to people who
just want to hang out or use the prayer room and
have a safe, comfortable place near campus.
Contact Audrey Gore at audreysore@whitworthian.com
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T'heliOgoe
Yong Kim
Assistant Scene Editor
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names of five Whitworth students
living in last year's Seeking Shalom theme
house arc kept on a white Post It-like paper by the Helgocs.
Although the students who live in the
theme house changes from year to year,
Larry and Patty Helgoe have lived together in their samsi homc on the corncr
of Pinewood and Waikiki for more than
two decades.
From expansions and new buildings,
and 'Whitworth College to Whitworth
University, they have seen Whitworth's

Illiatt11171:Nurthi,in

homework in

various transformations and changes
over thc past two decades.
The students written on the piece of
paper were, on one occasion, invited to
the Helgoc home to swim in their pool at
the beginning of last year.
The girls invited the lielgoes to thcir
house for dinner last year. Patty said.
"They had an amazing group of- girls
last year," Patty said. "We had a lot of fun
with thcm."
Patty, originally from Florida, came to
Spokane around thc age of 5.
As an Albertson's employee from 1981
to 2002. Patty wore a button with the

Courtesy of Patsy !Up(

Lam/ and Patty Helgoe dress up in preparation for Larry's daughter's wedding In 2003.

writing "I'll go out of my way for you," lo
work. One day, Patty was approached by
Larry.
"He asked how.far I would go out for
him and I asked 'It depends. Are you
married?'" Patty said with a laugh.
They started dating in 1985, married
a year later and moved Patty moved into

his home, the same home they live in today.
Both retired, Larry likes to spend
time hunting once a year with his relatives. The entryway to the Helgoe home
is decorated with birds, antelope, an elk,
cougar and other game he shot. Larry is
currently hunting in Colville, Wash.

During Larry's absence, Patty has been
remodeling the fireplace. She has remodeled several areas of her home throughout the years there.
"When he leaves, I like to tear things
apart," she said.
In the living room, balls of colorful yarn, which Patty crochets with, are
stuffed into plastic bags. Having learned
to sew and crochet at a young age, she has
made scarves, pillow cases, cloths and
other clothing items for family and relatives. She donates many of the clothing
items she crochets to battered women s
shelters.
In the kitchen, which she also remodeled, were 32 pounds of flour. Patty is also
an avid baker. She bakes various goods
for organizations and events in the community she has also made brownies for
neighboring students.
Patty said she enjoys being close to a
university and surrounded by student
neighbors. She likes to take walks and
usually cuts through campus.
The students are the next generation of
people who will run the U.S., she said.
"We enjoy young people," Patty said.
"Just come by and say hi."
Contact Yong Kim at yong.kim@whitworthiatt.com.
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For seniors Nick Grow and Alec
Olschner, longboarding is more
than a quick way to get to class
Caitlin Richmond
Scene Editor

'They're hard to miss around campus: they ride their
longboards every-where they go, they re both over six feet
tall, and until recently they both had shoulder-length hair.
Seniors Alec Olschner and Nick Grow met in Arend
Hall their freshman year.
"Nick was sitting in the lounge listening to a comedian
on his computer before classes started: Olschncr said. lie
sat down to listen and the two hit it off immediately.
The first two weeks of school we just walked around

.

and quoted Mitch Hedberg," Grow said, laughing. The two
hung out together all the time and Grow started longboarding with Olschner, who picked it up in high school.
"I picked it up through Alec: Grow said. "It was something we could do together:
Olsdiner made his first longboard when he was a junior
in high school because his youth pastor's husband asked
Olschner to make one for him. Olschner looked it up online and then found he could make more than one board
with ont piece of plywood, so he and several of his friends

Dena GuJnonuillititinwthi4n

ABOVE: Seniors Nick Grow

and Alec Olschner pose with longboards.The longboards Grow makes are called Shralps and

the longboards Olschner niakes are called Yettis. LEFT: Olschner and Grow ride across the Loop on their longboards.

made their own boards.
"We cut out the shapes in my parents' basement and
bought the trucks on eBay: Olschner said. The first batch
wasn't thc greatest, but they got better."
Grow saw the longboard that Olschner had made and
decided to make some with a friend from high school.
They both started selling thcir boards, each with separate brand namcs, in thc fall of 2006. Grow's boards arc
called Shrallis and Olschner's are called Ileitis. Both kinds
are a link more noticeable around campus because they
are fivc-foot boards, instead of the typical 40-inch board.
"It spread by word-of-mouth," Olsdincr said about how
he started selling longboards. "People svould be like 'would
you sell me one?'" Olschner thinks he has made at least 40
boards sincc high school
"I haven't made a substantial amount of money from it
Olschner said. But it's enough to support my hobby and
have a little bit of extra money:*
Grow, who made his boards with a friend from high
school, sold his at a higher price and made enough money
to pay for studio time to record a CD with a band he was a
pan of in high school.

"I started riding to dass out of the utility of it," Olschncr said. "But it wasn't a huge part of who I was in high

school."
Eventually though, longboarding became more than just
a quick way to get to class, thanks to two longboarders,
Adam Colton and Adam Stokowski, who put out several
longboarding videos.
Olschner and Grow were getting bored with just carving around thc loop about the time these videos came out,
Grow said.
wasn't like
was very simple and flowy: Grow said.

it

it

skateboarding where you're pushing yourself to do

a

new

trick."

After that, Grow and Olschner were almost inseparable
from their longboards. However, thcrc is one thing that
can stop them from longboarding: rain.
"It makes us cringe when we see people riding longboards in the rain; said Grow, while Olschner winced at the
thought of it. It's bad for your board, explained Grow. They
have boards specifically for when it rains. They toek old

See LANGBOARDING, page 13

Shoes allow individualism, help good cause
Sophie Sestero
Staff Writer
"Vagabond" describes someone who has
no permanent home and wanders around.
That is exactly what the members of the
Vagabond Tour for TOMS is doing: wandering across the U.S. to try and inspire
university students to become interested in
a cause.
According to their Web site, TOMS
Shoes' mission is one-for-onc someone
buys a pair of TOMS shoes, and in turn a
pair is sent to someone in need. Since its
beginning in 2006, TOMS has given over
68,000 pairs of shoes worldwide.
TOMS created five Vagabond teams to
take on different sections of America and
stocked them with TOMS shoes and other
merchandise to start inspiring students during a three-month road trip. The four team
members who are taking on the Northwest
visited Whitworth last week.
The Northwest Vagabonds Zach Stutzman, Christina Sadler, josh Owen and Katie Cooper planned on spending most of
Oct. 30 at Whitworth, but ended up coming back for another few hours the next day
because of the immense student interest
they encountered.
Many students were brought to the
booth because of the atmosphere, fun music, spray paint or out of plain curiosity. A
rippling effect flowed across campus, causing more students to visit.
Stutzman said TOMS is a simple gate-

way to giving. He stood, like his fellow
Vagabonds, in Lied Square wearing his
own TOMS. Stutzman's were personalized
with tan stripes while others were wild with
polka dots, spray painted, spackled, glittery
or just plain canvas.
"TOMS are a unique way to show individualism while supporting a strong cause:
Stutzman said.
Stutzman said he hoped to show others
the simplicity illustrated on the company's
Web site "Changing a life begins with a
single step:
"I love how TOMS emphasizes the simplicity of giving; all you need to do is buy
shoes, Stutzman said.
you recognize a
need, do something with it. We don't say
TOMS is the only way to go, but do something."
Sophomore Katy Miska was hoping to
do just that when she bought her first pair
of TOMS a month ago. She had read about
them and was interested in the cause. The
artide exposed the problems children and
adults who do not wear shoes can have.
"I was so excited for [my shoes) to get
here," Miska said. "I wore them ever-y day
for the first week I had them:
Afier she bought her shoes, Miska. realized that she chooses to wear her TOMS
when it suits her, but for the person who
received her donation, those shoes may be
the only thing they have to wear.
,
"I love that they make a statement apout
my beliefs while making a statement for
fashion," Mislca said.

if

Coursay of Autin Famis

A pair of personalizedTOMS

sit on a table In the HUB while members of the Northwest Vagabond tour visited Whitworth on Oct. 30. Students could also decorate the shoes they bought

Since her purchase, she has seen many
other people wearing TOMS. "I think it is
a way to connect people," Miska said. "It is
a constant reminder of the cause instead of
just a one-time donation:
When Miska walked into the HUB and
saw TOMS encouraging Whitworth students to become more interested in their

mission, she was excited to sec the success
thcy had.
"It was a really good way to expose more
people to it. There were a lot ofpeople there
looking to buy shoes. But I think even if
they didn't buy any now they have at least

See SHOES, page 14
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Future of Village still uncertain
Ira McIntosh
Staff Writer
Built in 1972, and used as overflow housing
for the World's Fair, the Village has served a variety of purposes on this campus, but the buildings are slowly but surely being taken away
from the campus comtnunity.
In the beginning, there were six buildings in
what is known as thc Village. They were Akili,
iki, Shalom, Keola, Charis and I fobjob.
"There is almost one reason to keep each
building up to every reason to tcar it down,"
said Alan Jacob, associate director of student

housing.
Some residents of the Village name a couple
benefits to living in a small community
"They're smaller communities within a larger
community, and you're living so closely svith
people that you never thought you'd be living
with that you just create such a unique bond
that you wouldn't find anywhere else," said senior Amber Lewcy, an RA in Akili.
Jacob wcnt on to outline the pros and cons
to keeping and removing each of the buildings.
However, he are still not sure which two will be
taken down.
"The good part about taking down Keola and
Shalom would be that the view from the ncw
hall would be better; Jacob said.
There's talk of making that field a garden or
leaving it as a typical northwestern look.
"Thc problem with taking EKeola and Shalom) down is that those are the dorms with thc
most upperclassmen single rooms, and they
fill up every year. By tearing thcm down, we'll
eliminate options for upperclassmen," Jacob
said.
If they keep Akili and Tiki, the construction
of anothcr hall, due fall of 2012, would basically
be on top of thcm. But, if thcy take those two
down, it leaves Shalom and Kcola in an awksurd position.
"Living in them might feel strange and isolated," Jacob said.
Also, if they were to remove the two allfreshmen buildings, that would displace about
76 freshmen. The problem comes because the
new residence hall, due to be finished in time

LONGBOARDING: Students
continuedfrvat page 12
skateboarding decks and drilled
holes farther down thc board to
make it more likc a longboanL
But still, there are times svhen
they have to put away their longboards for more than a day or two.
Specifically, once it snows.
"All I want to do is longboard,
but it's snowy outside," Grow said
about the winter months.
You miss it a lot," Olschner said.
took a water color dass over Jan
term..."

At 4;10°'

Maly Ferrrolt7uhmvrthisn

Construction of the new residence hail can be seen from under the Akin porch and directly behindTiki.
Two of the four residence halls that make up the Village are going to be tom down within the next yeir.

for fall 2009, will only have room for about 56 people who are both independent and open to
freshmen. That leaves 20 students without a others.
place to live.
Jacob said something to remember is these
Taking down Akili and Keola would allow buildings were not meant to stay for 50 years.
Tiki and Shalom to stay up, which would bet"I feel like a heavy snow would knock this
ter senre the community on campus better, but place down," freshman Brant Woodruff said.
Tiki would still be in thc way of construction.
But I love it."
"If we take down Tiki and Shalom, you're
Residents of the Village aren't the only ones
left with the problem of only having one fresh- who will be sad to see it gone.
man building, and Keola sitting off in no-man's
"I'll be sad when the Village goes, because it's
land," Jacob said.
part of campus history, and there are students
Even though the Village is getting old, people who live there and love living there, and return
who live there say that it's a great place to live, there," Jacob said. "And next year, it won't be
because of the people.
there. Those students form an identity for the
"We're all pretty dose," freshman Blake Sev- sdiool, and we will be losing that part of our
erance said. "You know everyone really well, identity."
whether you like it or not."
Contact Ira McIntosh at ira.incintosh@whitLewey said Akili has an eclectic group of worthian.com.

enjoy simple pleasures of cruising around campus
put of them.
"I started riding to ride, I had no
destination, just the sensation of
carving under my feet; Olschner
said.
They even coined a term for it:
Shralping.
"Shralping is longboarding

with no destination, just cruisine
Grow said.
It's hard for them to describe the
feeling they enjoy so much while
they longboard.
"Can you even describe it?"
Grow asked. "It's fun. It's a simple

pleasure like when you're eight
and you love riding your bike and
moving fasi It's that feeling of the
wind in my hair. It's very fluid, not
technicaL"

Olschner agreed with Grow on
all counts.
"There's a big sense of freedom
feeling the board move under my
feet, and interacting with my surroundings," Olschner said. "I can
go anywhere." ,

Contact Caitlin Ridunond at
caitlin.richmond@whitworthian.
com.

GRAPEVINE HUMOR: IDEAS FOR NEW MAJORS AND MINORS
ISleeping with your. eyes open.

1 I Sunived

IAfrican undenvater basket weaving.

How to Live on Your Own Without Your
Parents major.

Pine Cone Curtain Intercultural Studies
minor.

The (insert professor name here) major.

IUndecided Major.

IProcrastination.

IGoing to Prime Time When I Should Be

The "I will now be in debt for the next three
decades" major. (Also known as theology or
philosophy.)

ISnow Survival minor.

ASWU interactive arts
will launch a Web site for
the HUB gallery soon.
The Web site will contain
profiles of Whitworth artists, which will highlight

on-campus artists and their
work.
It will also feature a
Spokane art gallery every
month, as well as lists of
exhibits and events around
time.
Student artists will be
able to submit art they
would like to be featured on
the Web site. The Web site
will also contain art department news.
It is expected to launch
in about two weeks.

Senior project
explores female
experience of life

"He painted nothing but longboards!" Grow interrupted.
Olschner even tried to make
a longboard to ride in the winter
using skis, but it didn't work out
so well. However, the two have
learned to deal with the break.
"Every spring you have to get
back on your board and teach
yourself how to longboard again;
Olschner said.
Longboarding has become
something more than just a way to
get around for Olschner and Gmw,
it's now something they consider a

IUltimate Frisbee.

A&E
BRIEFS

Core major.

Writing My Paper minor. (Also known as the
Leadership Studies minor.)

"Saga Sunival Studies minor.

Journalism. Ha!

Senior Julie Kimball is
presenting her Senior project, "Mouth Wooed Her; at
2 p.m. and 8 p.m. on Nov.
15 at Stage II in Cowles Auditorium.
The project "travels the
female experience starting
with birth and ending in
death," Kimball said. The
show features a cast of 15,
including Kimball.
It contains very little spoken content. Rather, the
story is told through movement set to the music of
Animal Collective.
The show explores the
idea that everyone has an
inner animal and each
member of the cast expresses this in the performance.
Admission is $1.

Riverfront Park
ice rink opens for

winter season
Riverfront Park is home
to one of the nation's best
ice skating rinks, the Ice
Palace.
The rink welcomes ice
skaters °fall levels and ages.
Sessions are from 11 a.m. to
5 p.m. every day, from 7
p.m. to 8:30 p.m. Monday
through Thursday, as well
as from 7 p.m. to 10 p.m. on
weekends and holiday's.
Admission is $4.25 for
adults and $315 for chil-

dren 17 and under, seniors
and military. Skate rental is
$3.00.
Passes are now being
sold for $39.99 plus tax. The
passes include unlimited
public skating and a 25 percent discount on lessons.
There is also free admission every Wednesday from
7 p.m: to 8:30 p.m. if you
bring your college ID.

Compiled by. Nathan Tegrotenhuis
Source: http://www.spokaneriver-

frvntparkcom./
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SHOES

Jazz musicians bring new sound

continued from prwe 12
learned about it and could still
want tu buy online," Miska said.
Like Miska. Josh Otven, 20,
was excited about time two-day
stint at Whitworth.
"It is rivaling our biggest
event so far," Owen saitl. "We've
had over 100 people asking or
talking about shoes, and 61 pairs

Sophie Sestero
These are the top 10
albums from KWRS.

For more information,
visit .kivrsfm.
NOAH AND THE WHALE

"Peaceful, The World Lays Me

Down"
KINGS OF LEON
"Only By The Night"
3

JACK'S MANNEQUIN

The Glass Passenger"

BECK

"Modern Guilt"
AUGUSTANA
"Can't Love, Can't Hurt"

MANCHESTER
ORCHESTRA

"Let My Pride Be What's Left
Behind"
ANNUALS
"Such Fun"

OKKERVIL RIVER

'The Stand Ins"
SIGUR ROS

"hied Sud I Eyrum Vid Spilum
Endalaust"

10VALENCIA
"Vie MI Heed A Reason To
Believe"

Staff It'riter
slIkA\

Whitwortlis jazz program is one
of the top jazz-education programs
in the country, and received :Wank
from "Jazz Times" magazine and
other prestigious programs.
IS-piece ensemble performs in
places all over the tvorld incluti.ine Europe, South America and
Australia. Yet some of their most
popular performances are held at
Whitworth. One such event was
the Pall Concert tvitich took place

sold so far."

lhe tour will try to keep track
of how many students gained

Nov. S.

That night. Cowles Auditorium
was transformed into a sophisticated jazz house, hosting two of New
York's talented young jazz musicians and the Whitworth Jazz En-

semble. Ihe jazz students opened
with "It Could Ilappen to You."
Music director Dan Keberle has

Nt,,rgan

Erica vonKleist and Ryan Keberle, who attended Julliard together, perform
during the fall Jazz concert on Saturday, Nov.8 in Cowles Auditorium.

and thanking God for tite opportuhelped improve the jazz program nities he's given me," Walsh said.
On this specific night. Keberle
over the past 19 years. Ile hired
other jazz faculty, expanded the had extra reason to be proud. fibs
department and curriculum, and son was one ultime guests spotlighted for his outstanding achievement
started one-on-one lessons.
"lhe commitment I've had to in jazz and ability.. Ryan Keberle
bring in guest artists each year has attended Whitworth for one year
improved the program and allowed and then was accepted into Julit to grow in quality.," Keberle said.
liard's first class solely for jazz muPlanning for the event starts a sic.
year ahead of time. lhe student
Ibis year when Dan Keberle was
batid then learns 15 different piec- putting the fall concert together,
es.. They had two months to learn
he spoke to his son about coming
back to his roots.
all the pieces, Keberle saiti.
One such player is senior solo"I told him I wanted him to
ist Matt Walsh, a native of Spokane bring a saxophonist and he didn't
who was highlighted by Keberle hesitate at all in asking me to bring,
during the concert for playing the Erica vonKleist: Dan said.
baritone saxophone. Walsh said
VonKleist attended Julliard with
practices to prepare for this year's Ityan.
guests vere more fun titan usual.
"They are two of the most
"1 felt really relaxed and was just
sought-after musicians; %%lien
thinking about enjoying the time someone needs a sax or trottibone

Choose Social
serve the vulnerable

Work at EWU
Eastern Washington University's
School of Social Work's Aging Studies

Program gives you the opportunity
to help the frail and vulnerable
elderly.There's a high demand for individuals with diverse backgrounds.
Nationally recognized faculty will train you in a collaborative, real-world
environment for one of the 10 fastest-growing careers.

Social Work Programs
Bachelor of Social Work
contact Diane Somerday, MSVI 509359.6482

11i-:Nwish&-sn

player they are the people who are
calle(: Dan said.
The audience was introduced to
more variety of jazz styles at the
concert.
"It reflects the musical influences
they've had in their life so it is different timan your typical jazz song,"
Dan said. "Really, it is like nothing
you've ever heard before."
'onKleist introduced her song
-Boogie Lady" from her album
after the intermission. Its unique
memorable tones stood out front
time other songs. Likewise, Ityan's
"When l'rit Away" was tvell-received by the audience.
"I'm proud of what he's done and
I think the emotion 1 feel time most
is [excitement]: Dan said. "Ile's
really going to be something special, as well as Erica."
Contact Sophie Sestero at sophie.
twor thian.co t.

interest after the tour by giving
a 55-off coupon to anyone who
texts TON'S to 75309 or uses the
word "VAG1BON1)"
'lids helps time Vagabond teams
keep track of how many shoes
they are selling. how much
awareness they are spreading
and enters consumers into a
contest to go on an all-expense
paid trip to Argentina for a shoe
tirop where shoes that have been
purchased for donation will be
taken to their new owners.
TOMS is a for-protit organization and does nothing to hide
that fact. 'they are proud to set an
example tø other businesses that
it is easy to give, and be practical
to grow and support a network
of employees. TONIS is not religiously. affiliated. It tioes this
to reach out to a wider group of
people so they are not only limited with Christian-atiiliated.
Eor further information, see
ts.ww.TOMSshoes.cont.
Also,
TOMS and the Vagabond 'four
can be found on Eacebook.
There is a link ti) see blogs front
Vagabond team members there
and get more information about
hots. to buy shoes and how to get
involved.
Contact Sophie Sestero at so-

phie.sesterogwintworthian.com.

By following your dream, you can help your students achieve theirs.

Become an elementary or secondary teacher with a
masters degree in 13 months!

Info Night

Complete full-time day program with
a year-long intemship in local schools.

Jan. 29

6:30 p.m.-8 p.m.

Hawthorne Hall, Room 102

Teach across cultures during Jan Term

international/domestic field experiences.
Benefit from Whitworth's high placement rate for graduates.
Eam scholarships, grants and financial aid.

WHITWORTH
AN EDUCATION OF MIND AND HEART

Full-time Master of Social Work
Part-time Master of Social Work

www.whitworth.edu/MIT

contact Patricia Valdés, IVISVI, PhD 509359.6772

09;777.3769 .o'r". 800.929.6894

mklitigbaCk07@whitwOrih
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Swimming off
to strong start
in first meets

NORTHWEST CONF I RENCE

Danika Heatherly
Sports Editor

@34

.N i)1

The men and svomen took on Pacific University and Linfield College
in back-to-back Northsvest Confer-

1 1

ence opening swim meets this weekend in hope of defending both teams'
titles in the 2008-2009 season.
lhe Pirate men defeated P4cific
University 168-31, and the women
won 15347 on Friday, Nov. 7, to earn
a season-opening victory.
"The team wanted to show the conference what we arc made of, and that
we can come and win the NNVC title
again," senior Tom Radtke said.
Whitworth swam past Linfield the
following day. The men outscored
the NVildcats 168-45 and the women
dominated 157-42 ssith significant
finishes from sophomore Christine
DeHaven, junior l'asmeen Khcshgi
and senior Brittany Gresset.
"This weekend was mostly about
seeing what we could accomplish as a
team, start the season well by posting
good times, to go out and do our bist,
and just swim as well as we could:
Kheshgi said.
DeHaven had a similar perspective.
We wanted to be undefeated as a
team this year: DeHaven said. "Vic
have a standard as a team, and our
goal is just to maintain that standard

throughout the season:
Del-laven added, '11`e each set personal goals for the season as well, and
indisidually, we each want to SWiril a
best time before the season is over."
"Before this weekend we talked in
our groups about individual goals,
and I think it gave some of our
younger swimmers the confidence
they needed to go out and race well,"
Radtke said.
In fact, freshman Rory Buck posted
a provisional NCAA qualifying time
in the 100 breaststroke (5739).
"Another goal was to make every
race count no matter who we were
racing against: Radtke said.
Del-laven won the 200 freestyle
(2:00.89) and 500 freestyle (5:19.77)
while team captain Gresset defeated
the 50 freestyle field with a time of
24.56 on Friday.
Our team captains really demonstrate their leadership through their

See SWIMMING, page 18

NWC

Rpm Flame& hitwerthun

Men's soccer players embrace during their 4-0 win over Pacific University on Nov. 13.The win gave the team a
second consecutive Northwest Conference title and a berth In the NCAA playoffs.

Playoff bound
Men clinch playoff spot
with back-to-back wins
Colin Zalernki

Staff Writer

Whitworth couM not ask for much stronger
back-to-bac.k performances to dose out their regular season campaign with a 5-0 win over George
Fox on Nov. 7 and a 4-0 win over Pacific University Nov. 8.
On senior weekend and sitting in first place in
the Northwest Conference, the Pirates came out
firing in and running up the goals in both games
while remaining defensively strong at the back.
"The ability for our defense to keep a shutout is
extremely important," senior defender Bcn Rotert
said.
In the match with George Fox on Friday, Whitworth asserted itself early with a goal from senior
forward Caleb Barnhill in the seventh minute. The
home side would strike again before intermission
as freshman midfielder Cameron Bushey knocked
home a penalty Icick just after thc 28th-minute
mark.
The Pirates would start to open up the lead
in the second half as senior forward John Prugh
struck net less than five minutes into the second
period of play. Junior forward Elly Bulega put in
one of his own just minutes later. The Whitworth
defense remained strong, and the offense continued to surge as Barnhill closed all scoring in the
71st minute with his 12th goal of the season giving
his team a 5-0 win.
Saturday Whitworth would hope to keep up the

momentum and avenge a previous loss at Pacific
and dose out their season with a win at home.
It took longer this time but again the home side
lit up the scoreboard first after Rotert opened the
scoring in the 24th minute. Again, the Pirate defense would hold strong, and the goals wuuld really start pouring after halftime.
Just over a minute aftcr the second-half kickoff,
Prugh received the ball from his younger brother,
freshman forward Eddy Prug,h, and doubled Whitworth's lead. Minutes later Bulega found himself
on a brealcaway tosvards the goal but was tackled
in the box setting up a penalty kic.k for Bushey
who took care of business and extended the lead
to thrcc.
Tension rose high for some of the visiting Boxers as a squabble broke out late in the game between a Pacific player and John, resulting in the
Pacific player being red carded off. John was given
a yellow card. Whitworth was not done scoring yet
though, as Barnhill closed out his Pirate career at
borne with a breakaway goal in the 90th minute
capping off a restless 4-0 victory.
"I think we're just playing real well: Rotert said.
"Pacific beat us last time so we kind of had a chip
on our shoulder:
Whitworth dinched the Northwest Conference
title with both wins giving them an automatic bid
in to the NCAA tournament. Ending the season
with a record of 10-2-2, the Pirates will prepare for
a run at the national title.
"I think we've been playing pretty good soccer,"
John said. "Hopefully we can take it into the tournament:
Contact Colin Zalewski at coliti.zalewski@whitworthian.com.

Weekend wins position women for at-large bid
Colin Zalewski
Staff Writer

senior weekend.
"We were expecting to win the last
two games," junior midfielder Lindsey

Whitworth women's soccer made Oakes said.
In Friday's game
it four shutouts in a row, taking both
games this past weektnd. They beat Whitworth did not
both George Fox
University
on
Friday, Nov. 7,
E
and Pacific Uniofthe women's soccer team's
(bed(
out
our
coverage
versity Saturday,
atlarge
chances online at
8,
by
a
Nov.
marwhitworthian.com
gin of 2-0.

WEB XCLUSIVE

Coming into
the weekend, the
Pirates had won seven of their last
eight matches and needed to continue
their success to improve their chances
of receiving a bid in the NCAA tournament. They asked and they received,
ending the season with two wins on

with George Fox,
take long to open
the scoring as
sophomore midfielder Elizabeth
Manila played
the ball to senior
midfielder Kara
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UPCOMING GAMES
MEN'S BASKETBALL

stait

Whimuth s. Brodiport St
,Friday, Nor. 21 p 6p.m.

-

SOCCER,

page 17

WOMEN'S BASKETBALL
Whitworth vs. Csaminade
Thum* Nor.
5:30 pm.

2'

Molly FerrteWhstworthian

Sophomore forward Emily Rohde and senior defender Kimberly
Mitchell power past a Boxer defender during the Nov.7 game.

1

WOMEN'S SOCCER:

';1

I

!

MEN'S SOCCER

Tisthammer

who put it home
in the I 1th minute. Neither team would score again
before halftime.
just over 20 minutes after the start
of the second half, Tisthammer and

See

WILLAME1TE

SWIMMING
Whitworth vs. Pacific Lutheran

Friday, No 14

6 p.m.

2
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NFL PICKS
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of the week
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DANIKA HEATHERLY (17-13)

BUCCANEERS

BEARS

JETS

JAGUARS

GIANTS

JAMES GELFER (14-16)

BUCCANEERS

PACKERS

JETS

TITANS

RAVENS

..

.

COUN ZALBYSKI (1812)

BUCCANEERS

PACKERS

JETS

TITANS

GIANTS

KARA HEATHERLY (14-16)

BUCCANEERS

BEARS

PATRIOTS

TITANS

GIANTS

DAVE tailiG (11-14)

BUCCANEERS

PACKERS

PATRIOTS

JAGUARS

GIANTS

_
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Each week the Sports Staff makes predictions for five of the premier games in the National Football League

Crazy season creates

more
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controversy
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Dave Gerig
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Sports Columnist
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Freshman outside hitter Kelm' Rocha winds up for a smash during the Nov.8 match against LInfield College.

Volleyball finishes strong
Kara Heatherly

Staff 1trriter

tributed a kill to put the Bucs up 17-11, followed by
a pair of kills from freshman middle blocker Kalpo
Rocha. Tomlin finished the set and put the Pirates
ahead 25-17.
Tomlin managed to set a career high of 18 kills
accompanied by four blocks during Satur-

The Whitworth Pirates went out with a bang Saturday evening in thcir final game against Linficld,
beating the Vildcats 3-2 (25-17, 25-13,
day's match.
22-25, 22-25, 15-9) in Northwest ConferThe Pirates came out strong to win the
ence play.
first two sets, 25-17, 25-13, but the Wild"We didn't think about our loss to Whitcats put up a fight in the next two sets.
man: freshman outside hitter Alex Bolduc
In the third set, the score was ticd 12
said. "We vere going to play for our seniors
times before the Wildcats finally pulled out
and end on a high."
the win three points ahead of the Bucs.
Senior middle blocker Holly Tomlin and
"We get into lulls we can't pull ourselves
senior outside hitter Nikki Bardwell greatly
out of sometimes," Bolduc said.
contributed to their career-ending win.
BARD WELL
The Wildcats won the fourth set 25-22
The Pirates came into the match tough
as va).
and never gave the Wildcats significant
"We were not going to lose; Bolduc
momentum. Whitvorth hit .250 in the
said.
weekend match.
The Pirates started off the fifth set
Bardwell and freshman outside hitter
with two timely kills from senior Nikki
Kaimi Rocha had double-doubles with 10
Bardwell. With the score tied at four, the
kills and 24 digs, and 10 kills and 23 digs
Pirates took off, led by the sems of both
respectively.
Bardwell and Riddle.
"We really tried not to think out as our
"We're far better than our record shows;
last game, but that does creep into your
Bardwell said. "But even in those games
head," Bardwell said. "The scniors were
TON!LIN
that are so hard fought although you lost,
talking about how we've played volleyball
you still feel like you won:'
longer than we haven't."
The Pirates finished thc season with an NWC reShc added, But it was just mixed emotions; we
cord of 7-9.
were sad it was over but happy that it happened."
"Skill-wise and personality-wise this is the greatThe Pirates and the Wildcats battled back and
forth during thc opening of the first set. Senior est group of girls I think I've played with; Bardwell
middle blacker Holly Tomlin eventually put down said.
Contact Kara Heatherly at kara.heatherly@whittwo kills, giving the Pirates the upperhand late in
the first set. Frcshman setter Jordan Hoffnagle con- worthian.com.

continued from page 16
Manila hooked up again, but this
time theother way around as
the senior. found her sophomore
teammate to double the Pirates'
lead. Whitworth stymied the
George Fox attack by not allowing
a goal, resulting in a 2-0 victory.
The following day against Pacific, the Pirates would again score
first and early. Playing in their last
home game in Whitworth white
uniform, there was a senior conncction to open the scoring. Senior defender Kelly- Baker played

the ball to senior forward Whitney
Ramsey, who tethered the net.
Whitworth continued to scck
out an insurance goal, which
Oakes delivered in the 80th minute after Manila played her second assist of thc weekend. The
game ended in another 2-0 win
for Whitworth.
"Our goalie (freshman Callic
Bergstrom) really stepped it up,"
junior forward Jenny Krzymowski said. "She had two great games
this weekend:
The Pirates made a strong case
for their national tournament bid,

ending thc season winning nine
of their last 10 games with a goal
differential of +20. In concluding
their 2008 Northwest Conference
campaign, they finished 11-4-1
and in second behind University
of Puget Sound, who went undefeated in the NWC. After being
ranked as high as No. 2 in the
nation, Whitworth ended ranked
second in the region and 12th in
thc nation.
Contact Colin Zaknai at colin.
zafewskiewhitworthian.com.

College
football's top
ranked tcams this year have
been as consistent as our
economy. There have been
four different number one
teams, four teams in the No. 2
slot, but unfortunatelyjust one
flawed system to determine
the top two teams to play for
the National Championship.
Hete are six teams that can
make a legitimate case to be
in that title game.

Alabama Crimson Tide
10-0 (6-0)

This' group; led by Nick
Saban, has the strongest case
for being in the title game.
They're undefeated in a tough
SEC conference with big wins
over Georgia and LSU. If they
can get past Mississippi State
and Auburn at home and can
pull out a 'in against Florida
in the SEC Championship
game, you'll see the Crimson
Tide in Miami for the BCS
Championship.

the Heisman in the Longhorns' Colt McCoy. The only
loss for Texas came in the final
moments of the game against
Texas Tech. They've got Kansas and Texas A&N1 left on
the schedule and hope to get
a win in the Big XII Championship and along with some
help, can get into the National
Championship game.

Oklahoma Sooners 9-1
(5-1)
Bob Stoop's troop has been
on a roll ever since their tough
midyear loss against Texas. If
the Sooners are able to get
by Texas Tech at home and
then against Oklahoma State
on the road, they could find
themselves in the Big XII title
game. With a win in this garne
and some help, Oklahoma
could be in Miami come Jan.
8.

Southern California Trojans 8-1 (6-1)

Pete Carroll's team is in
prime position to win the
Pac-10, but 1611 need some
Texas Tech Red Raiders help if they want to play for
10-0 (6-0)
a championship. The Trojans
have big uins against Ohio
Mike Leach's offensive- State, Oregon and the infeminded bunch, along with Al- rior Huskies and Cougars, but
abama, should be in the title got upset by the Oregon State
game if the season ended to- Beavers early in the season.
day. Unfortunately, it doesn't USC has road games against
and a lot of people think the Stanford and UCLA left on
Red Raiders won't get out of the schedule as well as Notre
the Big XII without a loss
Dame at home and needs
they play at Oklahoma and at other topped ranked teams to
home against Baylor. They'll lose before they punch their
have to win out (including ticket to the BCS Championthe Big XII Championship) in ship.
order to get to the championship game.
There you have it; six teams
but only two spots. Not unlike
Florida Gators 8-1 (6-1)
years before, whatever way
you look at it, there will be
Heisman hopeful Tim teams who desem to play for
Telmw and the Gators' only a National Championship, but
blimp on their record came will not even have a chance to
against Ole Miss. While they play for it. For years the issue
do have a loss, they also have of a playoff system has been
dominating wins over highly- brought forth but it seems the
ranked ISU and Georgia. BCS people are sticking to the
Florida takes on South Caro- computers to determine the
lina and The Citadel, then BCS title game. Presidentfinishes the regular season elect Barack Obama said that
against rival Florida State. the one thing that he would
The Gators have a strong case like changed about sports is a
to get in the title game if they playoff system in college footwin their final games, beat ball. And with the progress
Alabama in the SEC Cham- that's being made on this, it
pionship, and if Alabama or might take the new presider.t
Texas Tech loses one of their to bring about the playoff.
For sports fans, this is the real
remaining games.
change we need.
Texas Longhorns 9-1 (5-1)
Contact Dave Gerig at dave.
Tebow has competition for gerig@whitivorthian.com.
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Football pioneers past Lewis & Clark
Pirates finish season with
four-game winning streak

'J

Atv.fil

orr-

116

James Gelfer
Assistant Sports Editor
The Pirates closed out the 2008 season Saturday with a
42-7 rout of Lewis & Clark College at the Pine Bowl.
Whitworth finished the season on a four-game winning streak. leaving thcir record at 6-3 overall and 4-2 in
the Northwest Conference.
"The first couple of ganics we struggled finishing, but
after those we finished and got the wins we needed to
have a good season," junior running back Adam Anderson said.
Despite only playing thc first half, Anderson stole the
show on Senior Day., finishing with 217 all-purpose yards
and three touchdowns. With the performance, Anderson
now holds Whitworth single-season records in all-purpose yards (2,194), touchdowns (25) and points (152).
Anderson also now holds the career touchdown record
for the Pirates at 37, with another season left to play.
"Holding all the records for Whitworth feels great:
Anderson said. "The fact I could do it with this team we
had this year made it even better."
Anderson, thc reigning NWC Offensive Player of the
Year, leads the conference in rushing yards, all-purpose
yards and scoring.
On Whitworth's second play from scrimmage, Anderson took a screen pass from freshman quarterback Cub
Jansen 49 yards to the cnd zone, and the Pirates never
looked back.
The Pirates' next two drives ended in rushing touchdowns from Jansen and senior running back Milton Nelson, extending the lead to 21-0 in the first quarter.
Following Lewis & Clark's lone scorc of the game, Anderson added two more rushing touchdowns by halftime
to solidify the Bucs' lead at 35-7.
Nelson tacked on a rushing touchdown in the fourth
quarter, leaving the final 42-7.
Nelson led the Pirates' in rushing for the first time this
year, finishing with 158 yards and two touchdowns.
Whitworth dominated the game from start to finish,
out-gaining the Pioneers 556-337. The Pirate defense,
which struggled at times this season, matched their best
performance of the season, giving up just seven points.

SWIMMING
continued from page 16
actions, the Ivay the min and what thcy have to
say to they team. 'Were lucky to have such great
leaders on the team this year: DeHaven said.
Gresset and junior Natalie Turner are returning
All-Americans and will help lead the women in
2008-2009.
Kheshgi contributed two first-place finishes on
Saturday with %ins in the 500 freestyle (5:21.54)
and 200 butterfly (2:14.05).
On the men's side, Buck and sophomore Michael
Woodward led the Pirates. Buck won all three of
his individual events on Saturday with a 22.10 finish in the 50 freestyle, a 2:0-1.52 200-yard individual
medley, and swam the 100 freestyle in 48.69.
Woodward won the 50 and 100-yard freestyles
in 22.11 and 48.37, respectively.
The Pirate men won both relays against Linfield
on Saturday with finishing times of 3:50.29 in the
400 medley and 3:23.25 in the 400 freestyle, and
are loolcing to defend their Northwest Conference
title. Two wins this weekend extended the men's
dual-meet winning streak to 59 consecutive victories.
"The men's and women's teams both took first
in the Northwest Conference last year, and we're
looking for a repeat this season,'" DeHaven said.
Whitworth will return home next weekend
for their first home meet of the season on Friday
against Pacific Lutheran.
Contact Danika Heatherly al danika.heatherly@
whitworthian.com.

^
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Junior running back Adam Anderson runs over the Pioneer defense during the Nov.8 game against Lewis
"I thought that (the defense( really grew up together
as a whole: sophomore defensive back Drew Belton said.
"We started playing together and did our assignments,
which made good things happen."
Belton led the Bucs with eight tackles in Saturday's
game. Cailen Thomason and Nate Hadley forced the only
turnovers of the game, each intercepting a pass for the
Pirates.
The Whitworth defense will be young heading into
next season, graduating only three starters.
"Next year we need to make ourselves known as an
intense defense," Belton said. "Being very young and inexperienced this year we were unable to be as aggressive

& Clark

College.

throughout the game. Junior Mike Peck was a perfect sixfor-six passing, while freshman Andrew Durant threw
for 102 yards and a touchdown. Jansen threw just onc
pass. but added a rustling touchdown for the Pirates.
There is a definite quarterback controversy going into
next season, with three passers on the roster who all saw
significant playing time this year. The NWC's top rushing attack will be looking for a repeat performance next
year, with both of the Pirates' top rushers rettirning and
only one starter from the offensive line graduating.
Our core group on offense has grown closer this past
season knowing that wc will all be back and have another
season together," Anderson said.

as we wanted:

Whitworth once again went with a "quarterback by
committee" approach, playing three different passers

Contact James Gelfer at james.gelfer@whitworthiats.
corn.

Under the Lights: Caleb Barnhill
Whitworthian staff writer Dare Gerig
interviewed senior fonvard Cakb Barnhill Oct. 31. 7he folhnving is a partial
transcript of that interview
Dave Gerig: You're the only four-year
player on the team. What's been your
role on the tearn compared to last year?
Caleb Barnhill: I'm a senior this year
so that gives me a role ofleadership. The
season's been going well for me personally and so some guys may took up to
me in that regard. Being a senior outside the socccr field too helping teammates study for classes I've had and just
helping them get used to college.

DG: How do you feel about being
named to the FSPN The Magazine CoSIDA Academic All-District VIII College Division men's soccer team?
CB: Really? That's news to me. (After
reading story( Didn't know my academic record would be out there now isn't
this a FERPA violation?
DG: You'd think so, wouldn't you?
So with your now publicized 3.63 GPA
in biology (pre-med( and playing soccer, how have you been able to balance
these so well?
CB: I decided even before I started

playing whcn I came to Whitworth that
I was going to come as a student first
and thcn if I got the chance to play soccer that was an added bonus. I've always
had the mindsct that schoolwork is a
priority and then soccer. I'm also trying to get into mcd school so school is
pretty important.

DG: Do you think you'll still be involved in any way with socccr after
school?
CB: Yeah, I'll probably play in a men's
recreational league and I would likc to
coach my kids' team, but won't be doing
anything with it on a large scale.

DG: What were some of your notable
DG: So arc you planning on heading accolades in high school?
to medical school right
CB: Senior ycar of
after graduation?
high school I made first
CB: Not yct. I'm goteam all-conference,
CLICK IT
ing to take two years
sccond
team all-arca,
Read the full trartuript of the interview
off before med school.
and first team all-state.
with Cakb Barnhill online at
The two big things I'm
I was the also the team
whitworthian.com
going to do is go down
captain and ended up
to Brazil for a couple
in four years being
months and volunteer at my aunt and sccond overall in points in school hisuncle's international schooL I aLso want tory. The co-captain my senior year was
to learn how to surf there since they the guy who svas thc number one point
have a house cn the beach. Then I'm leader in Sultan H.S. history.
also going to do an internship with another aunt. She's the national director
DG: Mat else kept you busy during
for dinical science managers for Ab- your high school years?
bott Pharmaceuticals. Hopefully I can
CB: I played on the basketball team,
get on doing dinical studies for one was vice president of National Honor
of her teams, which would be a very Society, president of international dub,
good thing when applying for medical and coached a Boys & Girls Club basschooL
ketball team as well as my little brothers' soccer team.

CheeseSteaks Subs~
A Proud Sponsor of Whitwoith
Community and Athletics
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Come in and ask about the Whitworth Special!
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Fall Sports Wrapa-Up
Women's Soccer

Men's Soccer
"ri:14t.

The men's soccer team finished the
regular season 14-2-3 en route to their

4;
(-;`

./

second straight Northwest Conference
title.
4.

E. PRUGII

1

BULEGA

As a freshman,

Junior forward

Eddy Prugh
played in all 19
games for thc
Bucs. He finished
the season with
17 points and two
game-winning
goals.

Elly Bulega

The women's soccer team won nine of their
last 10 games to put themselves in position to
earn a bid to the NCAA tournament. The team
finished the regular season with a 15-4-1 overall
record.

MATT1LA

Sophomore midfielder Elizabeth
Mattila led the
Pirates in points
(17) and assists
(seven).

scored seven
goals, two of
which were
game-winners.
He had 17 points
coming off thc
bench for the Pirates this season.

BA10ER

Senior defender
Kelly Baker

contributed to the
Buc backfield and
managed to add
13 points.

Derck Casanams/Whitworthian

,
BARNHILL
Senior forward
Caleb Barnhill
led the NWC in
goals (13) and
points (28). Barnhill scored thr.ec
gamc-winning
goals.

Football
J. PRUGH

John Prugh, a
senior forward,
had 19 points for
Whitworth this
season, inc.luding
five assists.

The Piratefootball won their last four games of the
season to finish 6-3 overall. Junior running back Adam
Anderson (above) set Whitworth single season records
for all-purpose yards (2,194) and points (152). Anderson broke both the career and single-season records for
touchdowns as well, reaching the end zone 25 times this

BARDWELL

Senior outside hitter Nikki Bardwell
contributed 2.34
kills per game and
311 digs on the
season.

RIDDLE
Freshman setter
Bree Riddle led
the Pirates in
assists, averaging
4.94 per game.

FtAMSEY

Junior midfielder
Lindsey Oakes
had 16 points
for Whitworth,
including three
game-winning
goals.

Senior fonvard
Whitney Ramsey
contributed with
16 total points
and four gamewinning goals for
the Pirates.

year.

Cross-country
The men's cross country team won their first
NWC title in 36 years, and the women tied
for second at the NWC Championships.

Volleyball
The Mitworth volleyball team finished the season with an even record of
14-14 to take fifth place in the NWC.

OAKTS

BRO1VN

MARTIN

0-LINE

Sophomore
linebacker Layton
Brown led the
Pirate defense
with 51 tackles.
He added two
interceptions
and two forced
fumbles.

Junior defensive
tackle,Brandon
Martin had 45
tackles for the

Jeff Kintner, Mike
Nahl, Michael
Cozad, Emilio
Sulpizio and Dan
Sanders paved
the way for Anderson's record-

Bucs, induding
8.5 tackles for
loss. Martin led

Whitworth with
four sacks.

breaking season.
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,
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GALLAGHER

MISTEREK

Sophomore Nick
Gallagher led the
Pirates, finishing
in second place at
the NWC Championships with a
time of 25:26:74.

Sophomore Dana
Mister& led the
Pirate women
with five top-10
finishes for the
season.

arm,

=m1.11-

111*.32:11014tasttak
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KAIMI ROCHA
Freshman outside
hitter Kaimi
Rocha led the
Pirates with 302
kills. She added
42 blocks and 274
digs.

TOMLIN
Senior middle
blocker Holly
Tomlin led the
Bucs with 75
blocks and a .220
hitting percentage.

111itinir1hia7t Arrhives

Senior middle blocker HollyTomlin spikes the ball during a match.

CASERIA-

JENMNS

Junior Dusty Caseria took fourth
place at the NWC
Championships,
earning First
Team All-Conference honors.

Freshman Aaron
Jenkini took
sixth at the NWC
Championships,
earning him First
Team All-Conference honors.
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ec ions from around campus
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ABOVE:Street lights Illuminate the Hello Walk.
TOP LEFT:The Whitworthian's sophomore photographer
Stephanie Hendricks poses, flashing a peace sign reflected In

Junior Chelsea Casebolt's eye.

Autumn leaves float In a puddle behind the Harriet
Cheney Cowles Memorial Library.
FAR LEFT:

LEFT:The Lied Center for the Visual Arts glows In the reflection

ola car window.

AU photo, try 7he Whal.vrthian staff

CHECK OUT THE "THIS WEEK IN PHOTOS" SLIDESHOW AT WHITWORTHIAN.COM.
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lifant to submit your photos? E-mail us at photos@whitworthian.com.
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VIDEOMATIC HAS THOUSANDS OF MOVIES
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GAMES TO BUY OR RENT
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24 Hour Access

Reserve online
Unlimited Rental
No Late Fees
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(509) 931-1110

vvwvv.myvideomatic.com

Friday Nov 14th
4 - 7 PM

charge for Thompson

Tournament bid
ends early after
overtime thriller

"Superfoods" not
as necessary as
they seem to be

Columnists give
their take on the
next president

Jury hung on rape

ONE AND OUT

UN-SU PERFOODS

OBAMA: REACTIONS
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Program
returns
to limited
housing

ve tr

exo la s to r
Change will go
into effect week
of 7-hanksgiving

Ira McIntosh
Writer

Carrisa Pawell
Staji Writer

When students return to campus after "Iliank.sgiving Break. they
svill have to navigate the dining
hall without a tray.
The removal of trays is part of
Sodexo's plan to become more
sustainablc and conscious of food
waste levels. Early results of tests
at other schools show food waste
was reduced by 25 to 30 percent
by going trayless, according to an
e-mail sent by pm O'Brien, general
manager of Sodcxo, ti) ASWU and
various administrators.
Last sveek, Nlegan Helm, Sodexo
Food Court services manager, organized an education campaign
about the sustainable and personal
benefits of going 'rayless. There
was a table set up outsitle of the
dining hall illustrating the amount
of svaste that goes through the caf-

After returning from the
three-month British Isles Study.
Program, some students don't
have a place to live for the rest

of the year.

TalJ S.3..brumo What.

thun

Sodexo plan to remove trays from the Hixson Union Building dining hall byThanksgiving Break. Sodexo managers say the money saved by going trayless will be used to expand the offerings In the dining hall.

etera.
One statistic included in the
c-mail showed that an estimated
5525 of food is wasted over the
course of an average da» This totals about 5120,000 a year, or 10
percent of the annual food budget.
On Nos 17, the trays were relocated by thc beverage area, with
hopes that the inconvenience will
help discourage students from using trays, Ilelm said.
She said she hopes students will
not think it's svortls the effort.
By Nov. 26, the dining hall will
be completely traylcss. Trays will
still be available for those with
handicaps or injuries that require

Sodexo: Estimated Annual Food Waste
"I hope students step back
and see the consequences and
benefits of going trayless."

nag
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Intern

among returning students that
come back to Whitworth housing after sophomore and junior
year, the smaller number of
outgoing, study abroad students
this spring semester and a large
group of incoming internation-

teeteoges

NI se 1/2 *gm
urutwichts

Solids

Megan Helm,
Sodexo food Court services manager

al students," Jacob said.
Ilse school has nes.er liad a

plan and schedule for the project.
While the prospect ofgoing trayless was not discussed by ASWU
members until after the Nov. 4
presentation by Sodexo managers,
ASWU executives have taken partial credit for the proposal.

to:rtny

fr., 0 irtrun
Annate FarrrZ'
111unwriktart

When

a tray..
At the GE 330 class on NOV. 4,

Sodexo managers brought up the
idea of going trayless to ASWU
and received a warm response.
"Going trayless was one of those
issues that seemed to be overwhelmingly supported by ASWU
with a few recommendations,"
O'Brien said in an e-mail to administrators and ASWU.
At the ASWU meeting on Nov.
5, members created a task force to
investigate going trayless. ASWU
President Obe Quarless, outdoor
recreation coordinator Chris Adams and Arend representative Beau
Lamb made up the task force.
They met on Nov. 6 to brainstorm ideas for implementing a
'rayless cafeteria, only to timen find
that Sodexo had already created a

Annual waste estimates from videotaping inside the dishroom

MORE
INSIDE
TRAYLESS

MEALS
BECOMING A
TREND

NEWS, PAGE 2

asked ho is
taking credit
for the project
at the Nov. 12

ASWU meeting, Quarless
and Financial
Vicc President
Kendra Hamilton responded that it was

a joint effort.
"Our name is plastered all over
this; we're taking ownership for
this," Hamilton said at the meeting. Ibis is our project 'They're
the ones who are going to move it
along, because we have no power
over some aspectsr
Not all students are in favor of
the change.
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Sophomore Claire LePage
said students who 'runt to live
on campus had two options:
asking around to see if there
was an open room for second
semester or e-mailing Alan Jacob, associate director of housing, in December and askins if
there are any available rooms
on campus.
"We went on the trip under
the inspression that he would
make sure I had housing, one
way or another," LePage said.
However, several students
e-mailed Jacob in October and
found out that there were not
any rooms available.
"We're short on housing
for Jan Term and spring term
because of a larger freshman
class this year, the higher rates

Senior Erica Hoffman arad ju-

nior Lydia Chenoweth said students should have been given some
say in the decision to go 'rayless.
"ASWU is supposed to represent the strident body," Chenoweth
said. For something like this, our
representatives should have sent
something Out to us as a dorm,
asking us 'What do you think so 1
can represent you accurately?"'
Chenoweth said there should
be a process for asking students
their opinion on things that affect
the entire student body to give students an opportunity to say svhat
they think is or isn't a good thing.
"Even if you just want to gct a
plate, glass and dessert, you don't
have three hands to be able to hold
all that and grab your silverware,"

Preparingfor the GRE PAGE 2

senior Lisa Montoya said. "A lot of
times, I put my keys and phone on
My tray.
Montoya also., said she often

only had 10 or 15 minutes between
classes to cat, and she would not
have time to make nmhiple trips
to get her meal, especially with the
current lack of space in Sodexo.
However, some students are
supportive of the idea. Good
Deeds for Trees president Katie
Staudinger said she believes the
benefits will outweigh the initial
inconvenience.
all goes back to the student
body," Staudinger said. "Students
will get used to it. It's really not that
inconvenient."

it

See BAYLESS,

page 2

problem %sills housing returning study-abroad students before, Jacob said.
Jacob said that the school has
been directing students to the
off-campus housing section of
the Whitworth %Vets site, craigslist.com, apartmentfinder.com
and several other sites.
Senior Jenny I Iolloway had a
similar problem trying to find
off-campus housing.
"During the spring semester
before I svent to Britain, sonse
friends and I looked into potential houses to rent during the
spring of '09," flolloway said.
Housing plans fa through
due to time limited communication on the trip, she said.
"Eventually we had to admit
defeat and we decided to wait
until wc got back to the states
to start looking again7 Holloway said.

Contact Ira McIntosh at ira.
incintosh@whitworthian. C0111.

VISIT WHI1WORTHIAN.COM DAILY FOR BREAIONG
NEWS, BLOCS, MULTIMEDIA AND SPORTS UPDATES.

Comments? let us know:

ednortitworthiJn.com
or 509-717-324S
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Trayless meals becoming a trend
Wesley said in return for Sodexo's support,
the GSM supported Sodexo's effort to conserve water by removing the trays.
Vhitworth by no means the first uni"It conserves on detergent and water, and
versity to move toward a trayless dining it's a lot of savings for something that's a
service.
fairly easy thing to do; Wesley said.
In a discussion with ASWU, Sodcxo genIn addition to water conservation, Wesley
eral manager Jim O'Brien said more than 40 said food waste was another motivation for
percent of universities around the country eliminating the trays.
have removed trays, or will do so this year
Gonzaga Environmental Organizain some capacity from their dining halls.
tion, or GEO, performed periodic food
Gonzaga University, which also con- scrapes of students' trays to keep track of
tracts with Sodexo for its food services, wasted food, Weslev said.
experimented with "Trayless Tuesdays" last
Although hard 'data was not available,
spring, said Charles Wesley, Sodexo general Wesley said the club reportcd the biggest
manager at Gonzaga.
decrease in food waste this fall than they've
The program was part of Gonzaga's pro- seen in past years.
gram called "30 Ways in 30 Days," which
Ile said the dishwashers also reported a
highlighted sustainability efforts around lot less food they throw away. Wesley said he
campus through things like recycling and and Sodcxo are still working on developing
light use.
measurable statistics to track food waste.
Wesley said most students accepted the
"Students wcrc really enthusiastic about
thc program and wanted to do itrayless) all change as a good thing and he said he was
the time," Wesley said.
.surprised at how little negative feedback he
He said they started to remove trays dur- heard from students.
ing thc summer and went completely traylie said some students have said the proless in their dining hall this fall. The auxilia- gram was a "really lame idea" and a few sturi food service arcas on campus did not use dents now bring thcir own trays to meals.
trays and were not affected by the switch.
The trays are still available for handicapped
Wesley said they worked with the fresh- students or others with special needs, Wesmen class' Theme of water usage, based on !ey said.
their required reading of "Visible Bones."
Flowever, Wesley said he has noticed the
The book focuses on the history of the dining hall floor is a lot dirtier and harder
Columbia River and its surrounding geo- to clean. He said his dining room attendants
also reported thc tables were messier and
graphic areas.
A push from the Gonzaga Student Body took longer to clean.
Association (GSPA) eliminated the sale of
Ile said he has not sccn an increase in
bottled water on Gonzaga's campus, and china use. Gonzaga's dining hall serves

Joy Bacon
Editor-in-Chief

s

he

2,800 meals daily.
"There aren't trays to catch any of the
spills, so it makes things a little messier,"
Wesley said.
Other schools have taken similar approaches to Gonzaga's implementation of
trayless food services.
San Diego State University took trays out
of its dining ball last fall.
According to an article in Sign on San Diego, a university report found the amount
of waste from fall semester fell by roughly
200 pounds per day from the same period
the ycar before and resulted in S14.000 in
saved food costs.
According to the article, these savings are
being put back into food quality. According to an article by ABC News, the 23 cents
saved per meal from reduced waste also allowed the school to offer an organic salad
bar and fresh fish three times a week.
At Florida Atlantic University, food waste
dropped 25 percent in thc first week after
switching to trayless on Sept. 15. The university is also saving 3.300 gallons of water
by not having to wash trays, said Stacy Nrolnick, FAU's director of business services, in
an article in thc Sun Sentinel.
According to Sodcxo's Web site, about
half of its serviced campuses no longer
usc trays, including Georgia Tech, l'rairie Vicw A&M, Valdosta State, South
Carolina State University, Rowan University and University of Massachusetts.

Contact Joy Bacon at joy.bacon@whitworthian.com.
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Scene Editor

I [elm and Sodexo operations manager
Dan King said students would waste less
without trays because they would take
less food.
-It's proven that people cat less on a
smaller plate; lielm said. "This will help
students evaluate, 'Do I need this?"'
Ilelm says Sodexo will use the money
saved by going trayless to benefit students. She said they plan to implement
weekly French Dip Fridays, add more
protein to the salad bar, offer a steak and
shrimp night every month and add a hot
vegetable bar.
King said depending on the amount
of money saved, he would be interested
in looking into an entertainment system for Sodcxo, including a professional
sound system and flat-screen TVs in the
dining hall.
"I hope students step back and see the
consequences and benefits of going trayless," Helm said.
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the requirements before you sign up

Melissa Challender
Staff itrriter

graduate school.
Junior Amber Kraft plans to
graduate in May and took the
Graduate Record Examination this past summer.
Kraft is looking at graduate
schools in bigger cities, such as
St. John's University and Boston
University. She doesn't plan to go
right away, though.
"I'm looking at either getting
an internship or going abroad
for a year," she said. "I'd like to go
back to Romania. I spent some
time there this summer, but well

Testing Service Web site.
The exam is 150 minutes long,
according to The Princeton Review Web site.
Students can register online
for the GRE on the ETS Web
site.
NVhitworth students typically
take the exam at Sylvan Learning, said Ginny Whitehouse, associate professor and chair of the
communication studies department.
Sylvan Learning, also known
as Prometric Testing Center, is
located on North \Vail Street in
Spokane.
Subject tests and the general GRE alike are taken by students planning to go to graduate school, according to the ETS

see."

Web site.

The GRE measures verbal reasoning, quantitative reasoning,
critical thinking and analytical
writing skills, according to thc
GRE page on the Educational

Subject tests, which are held in
October, November and April,
include computer science, English literature, mathematics, psychology and various sciences.

As students begin to plan for
spring semester, some are planning for even bigger things like

.-s

Much like the SAT. Kraft said
thc GRE isn't really something
students can study for.
"Focus less on memorizing
answers and memorizing words
and memorizing formulas and
focus more on building your testtaking skills." Kraft said. "Really,
just relax it's probably the best
way you can help yourself out."
Gordon Jacobson, director
of career services, recommends
downloading POWERPREP, a
free test-preparation software.
"This program offers test advice and practice tests which
utilize 'retired' GRE questions;
Jacobson said.
Students can also help themselves by using the GRE test resources in the career services
library and taking practice tests,
Jacobson said.
"Take complete, timed practice tests to familiarize yourself
with the computerized adaptive testing methods used by the

GRE - and to build your endurance," Jacobson said.

Not everybody has to take the
GRE, even if they plan on going
to graduate school.
"Make sure that you know
what program you're interested
in, because you might not need
to take it; Kraft said. "Don't just
sign up for if because that's what
you fed like you're supposed to

do:'
The test costs SI30, according
to the ETS 'Web site.
While most students have
to pay for their own tests, the

communications department is
unique in that students can be
reimbursed for a portion of the
test fcc, Whitehouse said.
In addition, funding is also
available from ETS, Jacobson
said.
Contact Afelksa Challetufer
at melissa.challender@whitworthian.com.
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University holds off on selling bonds
Julie Wootton

mcnt of the original investment plus interest by
a specified future date;
While monitoring un- according to the Ameristable global markets, ad- can Heritage Dictionary.
ministrators and the Board
The university will purof Trustees are "rushing to chase bonds through the
evaluate" when to sell $50 Washington Higher Edumillion in bonds to finance cation Facilities Authorcampus construction proj- ity, an organization that
ects, said Brian Henze!, works with nonprofit and
vice president for finance independent colleges in
and administration.
Washington to help fiLast spring, the board nance capital projects.
approved a resolution to
WHEFA allows Washsell $50 million in bonds to ington colleges to issue tax
finance the science center, exempt bonds, Henze! said.
The tax-exempt status
Lied Center for the Visual
can
only
Arts and the
be gained
East
Residence liall.
through the
CLI CK
W II E F A)
The bond
Read more about what bonds are
the
will and why Whitwo rth is Riling them not
issue
triple
the
university.
at whitwo rthian.com
university's
The interest rates will
current $26
be between 5 and 6 percent.
million debt.
Future generations of
Whitworth students will FINANCIAL AUTHORITY
pay for the new facilities.
"Debt service does
At the board meetings in
get wrapped into tuition October, the board passed
through thc annual operat- a resolution allowing the
ing budget; Henze! said.
executive committee to
During the board meet- act on behalf of the rcst of
ing last month, the univer- the board in case a finansity decided not to enter cial dccision related to the
the bond market until the bond issuc needed to be
economy becomes more made.
stable, Benzel said.
"The executive committee could function on their
behalf because they don't
HOW BONDS WORK
meet again umil April and
A bond is "a certifi- there are some decisions
cate of debt issued by a that nccd to be made begovetnment or corpora- fore then," Pre3idcnt
tion guaranteeing pay- Robinson said.

OTHER SCHOOLS

News Editor

IT

.Os.

té6,

Sevéral of Whitworth's
comparable
institutions
have also gone thiough
WHEFA to obtain bonds.
Seattle Pacific University
issued about $91.8 million
in bonds in 2005, while
Pacific Lutheran University has had several bond
issue's through WHEFA
since 1996.
Doug Jones, vice president for finance at Westmont College in Santa
Barbara, Calif, said bond
sales are commonplace at
colleges and universities

across the country.
is a typical, acceptable way for an institution
to raise money for a project; Jones said.
Several hours alter the
interview with Jones was
conducted on Nov. 14,
Westmont lost eight structures on campus in a wildfire, which may affect thc
university's finances.
Westmont is currently
preparing to enter the bond
market in the spring and
sell $100 million in taxexempt bonds to finance
thc construction of projects such as two dassroom
buildings, an observatory
and athletic fields.
The total cost of the
projects will be $120 million, Jones said.
"Ibis project has been in
thc works for decades," he
said, adding that there was
a long approval process

1998, 2001, 2006: University purdtases bonds thretip
WEAFA

Septern

of

i!pestnient bank invo
, hits or ban

it

Campikd by/amine Linabary

January-March:University expects to
enter the bond market

f

CORRECTIONS &

CLARIFICATIONS

February:Phase I ofsd4 renter project ex
to begin.

Fall:Expected completion of the East Residence Halt

ed completion of Phase I Of the sdente

cegv

2009- 2043: ixpected schedule for rePaying bends

from the county.
Westmont is worIcing
with one of their local
banks, Santa Barbara Bank
& Trust, to sell bonds. Proposals have also gone

out to four or five other
banks, Jones said.
Contact Julie Wootton
at julie.woottonewhitworthian.cont.

In the reconciliation
theme house story in last
week's edition, Nicole Boymook, Dick hiandeville and
two support people were
present at the meeting, but
did not notify the residents
that they needed to leave.
An incorrect picture ran
in last week's spread. A picture inside of a universityowned house ran with an
article about the Open
Door theme house.
The Whinvonfian is committed to prarkting
the Yweeth community with the most ac-

ante information posale. the Whitworthian news Vnoviingfi poblishes Inaccuranes. If
hOft tOITIMtfti Of quegion about Die
Gaines ot acniracy of a stay, send an e-rnall
to edrtorthrhinrorthiancom.
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Choose Social

Become an elementary or secondary teacher with a
master's degree in 13 months!

Work at EWU

Info Night

Complete full-time day program with
a year-long internship in local schools.

Jan. 29

Eastern Washington University's

6:30 p.m.-8 p.m.

School

Hawthorne Hall, Room 102

Teach across cultures during Jan Term

international/domestic field experiences.
Benefit from Whitworth's high placement rate for graduates.
Eam scholarships, grants and financial aid.

AH EDUCATION OF MINO AND HEARI

www.whitworth.edu/MIT

,.

9.777.3769.6! 800.929.6894`

to help the frail and vulnerable
elderly.There's a high demand for individuals with diverse backgrounds.
Nationally recognizedfaculty will train you in a collaborative, real-world

environment for one ofthe 10 fastest-growing careers.

contact Diane Somerday, MSW 509359.6482

Full-time Master of Social Work
Part-time Master of Social Work
conta ct Patricia Valdés, MSW PhD 509359.6772

m1ilingliacii07@whitworth.e

of Social Work's Aging Studies

Program gives you the opportunity

Social Work Programs
Bachelor of Social Work

.

R. Fenton Duvall, former
history professor and
namesake of Whitworth's
newest residence hall, died
this week at the age of 96.
Duvall co-founded
the Core program with
former professor of English
Clarence Simpson and
pioneered the first studyabroad tour to Italy and
France.
Read more online at
whitworthian.com.

global finincialinarket.
-

By following your dream, you can help your students achieve theirs.

,

Former history
professor dies at
the age of 96

d14

eP

EASTERN
WASHINGTON UNIVERSITY

start something big

www.ewu.edu/socialwork

FEATURED ONLINE

OBAMA: REACTIONS

-----

Jury hung on rape
charge for Thompson

1

ONE AND OUT

UN-SUPERFOODS

?burl:an:eta bid
ends early after
overtime thriller

"Superfoods" not

Columnists give
their take on the
next president

as necessary as
they seem lo be
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ve trays

Change will go
into effect week
of Thanksgivilig

Ira McIntosh
shy Writer

Carrisa Pawell
Stafi 1Vriter
%%lien students return to campus after 'thanksgiving Break. they
svill have to naigate the dining
hall without a tray.
removal of trays is part of
Sodexas plan tt, become more
sustainable and cons.-ious of food
waste levels. Early results of tests
at other schools show food waste
was reduced by 25 to 30 percent
by going trayless, c cot tli ng to an
e:mail !,:erit by lint O'Brien. general
manager of Sodexo, to ASWU and
various administrators.
List week. Metan helm, Sodexo
Food Court services manager, organized .in education campaign
about the sustainable and persona!
benefits of going trayless. There
vas a table set up outside of the
dining hall illustrating tIse amount
of waste that goes through the cafeteria.
One statistic included in the
e-mail showed that an estimated
5525 of food is wasted over the
course of an average day. ibis totals about 5120,000 a year, or 10
percent of the annual food budget.
On Nov. 17, the trays were relocated by the beverage arca, with
hopes that the inconvenience will
help discourage students from using trays, I !elm said.
She said she hopes students will
not think it's worth the effort.
Nov. 26, the dining hall will
be completely trayless. Trays will
still be -available for those with
handicaps or injuries that require
a tray.
At the GE 330 class on Nov. 4,
Sodexo managers brought up the
idea of going trayles; to ASWU
and received a warm response.
"Going trayless was one of those
issues that seemed to be overwhelmingly supported by ASWU
with a few recommendations"
O'Brien said in an e-mail to administrators and ASVU.
At the ASWU meeting on Nov.
5, members created a task force to

After returning from the
three-month British Isles Study
Program. 50111e SIlltlellIS don't
have a place to live for the rest
(11111e

e

I.

investigate going trayless. AS%VU
President Obe Quarless, outdoor
recreation coordinator Chris Adams and Arend representative Beau
Lamb made up the task force.
'Hwy met on Nov. 6 to brainstorm ideas for implementing a
trayless cafeteria, only to then find
that Sodexo had already created a

PHASE
RECYCLE

OV

year.

Sophomore Claire LePage
said students svlio want to live
on campus had two options:
asking around to see if there
was an open room for second
semester or e-mailing Alan lacol), associate director of housing. in December and asking if
there are any available 005115
011 campus.
"We went on the trip under
the impression that he would
make sure I had housing, one
way or another," LePage said.
however, several students
e-mailed Jacob in October and
found out that there were not
any moms available.
"We're short on housing
for Jan Term and spring term
because of a larger freshman
class this year, the higher rates
among returning students that
come back to Whitworth housing after sophomore and junior
year, the smaller number of
outgoing, study abroad students
this spring semester and a large
group of incoming internation1

1.4/.1

;Us

&mot' it hit I've's/sun

Sodexo plans to remove trays from the Hixson Union Building dining hall by Thanksgiving Break. Sodexo managers say the money saved by going trayless will be used to expand the offerings In the dining hall.

[--

Sodexo: Estimated Annual Food Waste
"I hope students step back
and see the consequences and
benefits of going trayless:'

Annual waste estimates from videotaping inside the dishtoom

lessagts

Whelt torten644
IThele Inot

&stuns

bill es In eaten
modwictiti

Megan Helm,

Woe food Court services manager
plan and schedule for the project.
Vhile the prospect ofgoing trayless was not discussed by ASVU
members until after the Nov. 4
presentation by Sodexo managers,
ASWU executives have taken partial credit for the proposal.
%V h e n
asked who is
MORE
taking credit
for the project
INSIDE
at the Nov. 12
!RAYLESS
ASWU meetMEALS
ing, Quarless
BECOMING A
and Financial
TREND
Vice President
NEWS, PAGE 2
Kendra I lamilton responded that it was
a joint effort.
"Our name is plastered all over
this; we're taking ownership for
this," I familton said at the meeting. "'Ibis is our project. 'they're
the ones who are going to move it
along, because we have no power
over some aspects."
Not all students are in favor of
the change.
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Senior Enea I lotfinan and junior Lydia Chenoweth said students should have been given some
say in the tiecision to go trayless.
"ASWU is supposed lo represent the student body," Chenoweth
said. "For something like this, our
representatives should have sent
something out to us as a dorm,
asking us 'What do you think so I
can represent you accurately?"'
Chenoweth said there should
be a process for asking students
their opinion on things that affect
time entire student body to give students an opportunity to say what
they think is or isn't a good thing.
"Even if you just want to get a
plate, glass and dessert, you don't
have three hands to be able to hold
all that and grab your silverware,"

Preparingfor the GRE PAGE 2

senior 1.isa Montoya said. "A lot of
times. I put my keys and phone on
my t ray."
Montoya also said she often
only had I() or I 5 minutes between
classes to eat, and she would not
have time to make niultiple trips
to get her meal, especially with the
current lack of space in Sodexo.
However, some students are
supportive of the idea. Good
Deeds for Trees president Katie
Staudinger said she believes the
benefits 'will outweigh the initial
inconvenience.
"It all goes back to the student
body," Staudinger said. "Students
will get used to it. It's really not that
inconvenient:*
See TRAYLESS, page 2

al students," Jacob said.
'Hie school has never had a
problem with housing returning study-abroad students before, Jacob said.
Jacob saitl that the school has

been directing students to the
olr-campus housing section of
the Vhitwortli Web site, craigslist.com, apartmentfinder.com
and several other sites.
Senior Jenny- I lolloway had a
similar problem trying to find
off-campus housing.
"During the spring semester
before Weill to Britain, some
friends and I looked into potential houses to rent during the
spring of '09," I lolloway said.
Housing plans fell through
due to the limited communic-ation on the trip, she said.
"Eventually We had to admit
defeat and we decided to wait
until we got back to the states
to start looking again," I !olio1

way said.
Ct»1 MCI Ira McIntosh at ira.
incintosliewhitivorthian.coni.
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Trayless meals becoming a trend
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Wesley said in return for Sodexo's support,
Editor-in-Chicf
the GSPA. supported Sodexo's effort to conserve water by removing the trays.
NVhitivorth is by no means the first uni"It conserves on detergent and %yam., and
versity to move toward a trayless dining it's a lot of savings for something tirt's a
service.
fairly easy thing to do: Wesley said.`
In a discussion with ASWU, Sodexo genIn addition to water conservation, Wesley
eral manager Jim O'Brien said more than 40 said food waste was another motivation for
percent of universities around the country eliminating the trays.
have removed trays, or will do so this year
The Gonzaga Environmental Organizain some capacity from their dining halls.
tion, or GEO, performed periodic food
Gonzaga University, which also con- scrapes of students' trays to keep track of
tracts with Sodexo for its food services, wasted food, 'Wesley said.
experimented with "Trayless Tuesdays" last
Although hard data was not available,
spring, said Charles Wesley, Sodcxo general Wesley said the club reported the biggest
manager at Gonzaga.
decrease in food vaste this fall than they've
The program was part of Gonzaga's pro- seen in past years.
Ile said the dishwashers also reported a
gram called "30 Ways in 30 Days," which
highlighted sustainability efforts around lot less food they throw away. Wesley said he
campus through things like recycling and and Sodcxo are still working on developing
light use.
measurable statistics to track food waste.
"Students were really enthusiastic about
Wesley said most students accepted the
thc Program and wanted to do (traylessl all change as a good thing and he said he was
the time: Wesley said.
.surprised at how little negative feedback he
He said thcy started to remove trays dur- heard from students.
ing the summer and went completely trayHe said some students have said th: proless in their dining hall this fall.lhe auxilia- gram was a "really lame idea" and a few stur)' food service areas on campus did not use dents now bring their own trays to meals.
trays and were not affected by the switch.
The trays arc still available for handicapped
ISresIcy said they worked with thc frcsh- students or others with special needs, Wesmcn class' theme of water usage, based on ley said.
their required reading of -Visible Bones."
However, Wesley said he has noticed thc
The book focuscs on thc history of the dining hall floor is a lot dirtier and harder
Columbia River and its surrounding gm- to clean. He said his dining room attendants
graphic arcas.
also reported thc tables were messier and
A push from the Gonzaga Student Body took longer to clean.
Association (GSPA) eliminated the sale of
Ile said he has not seen an increase in
bottled water on Gonzaga's campus, and china use. Gonzagds dining hall serves

Joy Bacon

2,800 meats daily.
"There aren't trays to catch any of the
spills, so it makes things a little messier."
Wesley said.
Other schools have taken similar approaches to Gonzaga's implementation of
trayless food services.
San Diego Statc University took trays out
of its dining hall last fall.
According to an article in Sign on San Diego, a university report found the amount
of waste from fall semester fell by roughly
200 pounds per day front the same period
the year before and resulted in $14,000 in
saved food costs.
According to the article, these savings are
being put back into food quality. According to an article by ABC News, the 23 cents
saved per meal from reduced waste also allowed the school to offer_im organic salad
bar and frcsh fis'n three tintes a week.
At Florida Atlantic University, food waste
dropped 25 percent in the first week after
switching to trayless on Sept. 15. The university is also saving 3,300 gallons of water
by not having to wash trays, said Stacy Nrolnick. FAU's director of business services, in
an article in the Sun Sentinel.
According to Sodexo's Web site, about
half of its serviced campuses no longer
use trays, including Georgia Tech, Prairie View A&M, Valdosta State, South
Carolina Statc University, Rowan University and University of Massachusetts.

Contact loy Bacon at joy.bacon @whitworthian.com.
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I feint and Sodexo operations manager
Dan King said students would tva.ste less
without trays because they would take
less food.
"It's proven that people cat less on a
smaller plate," I lelm said. "This will help
students evaluate, 'Do I need this?"'
lielm says Sodexo will use the money
saved by going trayless to benefit students. Site said they plan to implement
weekly Frendt Dip Fridays, add more
protein to the salad bar, offer a steak and
shrimp night every month and add a hot
vegetable bar.
King said depending on the amount
of money saved, he would be interested
in looking into an entertainment system for Sodcxo, including a professional
sound system and flat-screen TVs in the
dining hall.
"I hope students step back and see the
consequences and benefits of going trayless: Helm said.

Contact Carrisa Paw& at carrisa.
pawell@whitworthian.cons.
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Melissa Challender
Staff IVriter
As students begin to plan for
spring semester, some are planning for even bigger things like
graduate school.
Junior Amber /Craft plans to
graduate in May and took the
Graduate Record Examination this past summer.
Kraft is looking at graduate
schools in bigger cities, such as
Si John's University and Boston
University. She doesn't plan to go
right away, though.
"I'm looking at either getting
an internship or going abroad
for a year: she said. "I'd like to go
back to Romania. I spent some
time there this summer, but we'll

requirements before you sign up

Testing Service Web site.
The exam is 150 minutes long,
according to The Princeton Review Web site.
Students can register online
for the GRE on the ETS Web
site.

Whitworth students typically
take the exam at Sylvan Learning, said Ginny Whitehouse, associate professor and chair of the
communication studies department.
Sylvan Learning, also known
as Prometric Testing Center, is
located on North Wall Street in
Spokane.
Subject tests and the general GRE alike are taken by students planning to go to graduate school, according to the ETS

see."

Web site.

The GRE measures verbal reasoning, quantitative reasoning,
critical thinlcing and analytical
writing sidlis, according to the
GRE page on the Educational

Subject tests, which are held in
October, November and April,
include computer science, English literature, mathematics, psychology and various sciences.

Much like the SAT, Kraft said
the GRE isn't really something
students can study for.
"Focus less on memorizing
answers and memorizing words
and memorizing formulas and
focus more on building your testtaking skills," Kraft said. "Really,
just relax it's probably the best
way you can help yourself out:
Gordon Jacobson, director
of career services, recommends
downloading POWERPREP, a
free test-preparation software.
"This program offers test advice and practice tests which
utilize 'retired' GRE questions;
Jacobson said.
Students can also help themselves by using the GRE test resources in the carccr services
library and taking practice tests.
Jacobson said.
"Take complete, timed practice tests to familiarize yourself
with the computerized adaptive testing methods used by the

GRE - and to build your endurance," Jacobson said.
Not everybody has to take the
GRE, even if they plan on going
to graduate school.
"Make sure that you know

what procram you're interested
in, because you might not need
to take it; Kraft said. "Don't just
sign up for if because that's what
you feel like you're supposed to

do'

The test costs $130, according
to thc ETS Web site.
While most students have
to pay for their own tests, the
communications department is
unique in that students cari be
reimbursed for a portion of the
test fee, Whitehouse said.
In addition, funding is also
available from ETS, Jacobson
said.
Contact Afclissa Challender
at melissa.chaUender@whitworthian.com.
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University holds off on selling bonds
Julie Wootton
News Editor
NV1:flu

monitoring un-

stable global 'markets, administrators and the Board
of Trustees are "rushing to
evaluate" when to sell $50
million in bonds to finance
campus construction projects, said Brian Henze!,
vice president for finance
and administration.
Last spring, the board
approved a resolution to
sell $50 million in bonds to
finance the science center,
Lied Center for the Visual
Arts and the
East
Residence Hall.
CLI

he

bond

issue

will

triple

the

university's

mcnt of the original investment plus interest by
a specified future date;
according to the American Heritage Dictionary.
The university will purchase bonds through the
Washington Higher Education Facilities Authority, an organization that
works with nonprofit and
independent colleges in
Washington to help finance capital projccts.
WHEFA allows Wash-

ington colleges to issue tax
exempt bonds, Benzel said.
The tax-exempt status
can
only
be gained
through the
W 14 EFA,
Read more about what bonds are
not
the
and wily Whitwon h Is Riling them

a IT

university.

at whitwort hian.com

current $26
million debt.
Future generations of
Whitworth students will
pay for the new facilities.
"Debt
service does
get wrapped into tuition
through the annual operating budget," Benzel said.
During the board meeting last month, the university decided not to cntcr
the bond market until the

economy becomes more
stable, Belize! said.
HOW BONDS WORK

A bond is "a certificate of debt issued by a
government or corporation guaranteeing pay-

The interest rates will
be between 5 and 6 percent.
FINANCIAL AUTHORITY

At the board meetings in

October, the board passed
a resolution allowing the
executive committcc to
act on behalf of the rcst of
the board in case a financial decision related tu the
bond issue needed to be
made.
"The executive committee could fitnction on their
behalf because they don't
meet again umil April and
there arc some decisions
that need to be made before then," President Dill
Robinson said.

OTHER SCHOOLS

Several of Whitworth's
comparable
institutions
have also gone thfough
WHEFA to obtain bonds.
Seattle Pacific University
issued about $91.8 million
in bonds in 2005, while
Pacific Lutheran University has had several bond
issue's through WHEFA
since 1996.
Doug Jones, vice president for finance at Westmont College in Santa
Barbara, Calif., said bond
sales are commonplace at
colleges and universities
across the country.
"It is a typical, acceptable way for an institution
to raise moncy for a project," Jones said.
Several hours after the
interview with Jones was

conducted on Nov. 14,
Westmont lost eight structures on campus in a wildfire, which may affect thc
university's finances.
Westmont is currently
preparing to enter the bond
markct in the spring and
sell $100 million in taxexempt bonds to finance
the construction of projects sudi as two classroom
buildings, an observatory
and athletic fields.
The total cost of the
projects will be $120 million, Jones said.
"This project has been in
thc works for decades," he
said, adding that thcrc was
a long approval process

Former history
.1908,201,2006: Oniversity purch'ases bonds through
WEAFA.

professor dies at
the age of 96
R. Fenton Duvall, former
history professor and
namesake of Whitworth's
newest residence hall, died
this week at the age of 96.
Duvall co-founded
the Core program with
former professor of English
Clarence Simpson and
pioneered the first studyabroad tour to Italy and
France.
Read more online at
whitworthian.com.

1.1

Compiled by fasmir Linabary

January-March: University expects to
enter the bond market
February:Phase I of sdenke

CORRECTIONS

CLARIFICATIONS

project ex
Nnter

to begin.

Fall:Expected completionof the East Residence Hall

2009- 2043: Expetteu schedule-NY-repaying minds:
_

from thc county.
Westmont s working
with one of their local
banks, Santa Barbara Bank
& Trust, to sell bonds. Proposals have also gone

&

out to four or five other
banks, Jones said.
Contact Julie Wootton
at Julie.wootton @wh itworthian.cont.

In the reconciliation
theme house story- in last
week's edition, Nicole Boymook, Dick Mandeville and
two support people were
present at the meeting, but
did not notify thc residents
that they needed to leave.
An incorrect picturc ran
in last week's spread. A picture inside of a universityowned house ran with an
article about thc Open
Door theme house.
The Mires:teas is can:tined to providng
the Whitworth cornmsrlity *1th roosi Karate infonnatein posubk. The Whinvonhian rtver inerwingly pubTelses kruccurades. If

you have a warm* ot "'mbar' about the
fairness mammy of a gory, send an mud

to enctOviitwortgancorn.

t .rtOaCIlhik:h1 '13
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following your dream, you can help your students achieve theirs.

Choose Social
Work at EWU

Become an elementary or secondary teacher with a
master's degree in 13 months!

Complete full-time day program with
a year-long intemship in local schools.
Teach across cultures during Jan Terni
international/domestic field experiences.

Info Night

Eastern Washington University's

Jan. 29 6:30 p.m.-8 p.m.
Hawthorne Hall, Room 102
-

Benefit from Whitworth's high placement rate for graduates.
Eam scholarships, grants and financial aid.

School of Social Work's Aging Studies

Program gives you the opportunity
to help the frail and vulnerable
elderly.There's a high demand for individuals with diverse backgrounds.
Nationally recognized faculty will train you in a collaborative, real-world
environment for one ofthe 10 fastest-growing careers.

Bachelor of Social Work
AN EDUCATION OF MIND AND HEART

www.whitworth.edu/MIT
I

:II

t.

contact Diane Somerday, MIN 509359.6482

Full-time Master of Social Work
Part-time Master of Social Work
contact Patricia Valdes, &ASV, PhD 509.359.6772
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Election is a step
toward equality,
not an ending
TIM

TAKECHI

Kelsey fUtorditlutwvrthlan

Obama realizes King's dream
the thought of an African-American winning the position of president of the United States svas nearly unforeDE ANDRA
seeable. However, it became reality.
KENOLY
But how did this become reality?
rawest
Somc think that people, especially African-Americans, voted for Obama simply bccausc he is black. Of
course, there were some who considered his race when
On election night, as I listened to Dr. Martin Luther it came to choosing who thcy wanted to vote for. There
King Jr:s Have a Drcam Speech" for an assignment on arc probably a few who did vote for him because he is
rhetoric, I heard the news that Barad: Obama had won black, but to say that he won because he is black is to
the election for president of thc United States. I thought say that a large amount of people did not consider his
about how fitting it was for me to be listening to the political viesvs when voting. I do not think this is thc
speech at a time like this.
case at all.
How the times have changed.
The factor that most likely contributed to his winning
King's "I Have a Dream" speech was. :-.4"en 45 years was the voters' worry about the state of the economy.
ago, at a time of heated battle for civil rights for African- According to the Pew Research Center statistics. 63
Americans. I wonder what people like Medgar Evers, percent of voters cited the economy as thc top issuc.
Fannie Lou Hamer, Rosa Pasks and others who fought Obama %as able to convince voters that he was able to
to end segregation and racial discrimination would
ftx tbe economic problems better than
think about this historic momcnt.
McCain.
America has come a long way from
Obama was also able to reach young
the days of Jim Crow, and America 'Though race relations have voters better than McCain. According
still has room to improve. However,
changed substantially over
to the Pcw Research Ccntcr, 66 perthe election of Barack Obama is a the years, I still did not think cent of 18-to-29-year-olds voted for
testament to thc change that has octhat so soon in my life I would Obama, which also helped contribute
curred in regards to race today.
to Obama's victory.
witness the event of havThough race relations have changed
Obarna said he is the change that
ing a non-Caumsian elected
substantially over the years, I still did
Americans necd, and the voters agreed.
not think that so soon in my life I
president"
He did not win because of his race: he
would witness the event of having a
won because people felt he was the betnon-Caucasian elected president. The
ter man for the job.
election results proved me wrong.
This election has taught me a number of things, the
This recent election was historical through and biggest being that race is becoming less oía problem in
through. The Democratic primaries yielded two formi- America. The fact that Obama is biracial did not stop
dable candidates, both from under-represented groups: him from winning the presidency.
Hillary Clinton and Barack Obama.
What I hope is that with the next four years AmeriThe presidential race also yielded the second woman cans will be abre to sec that in order for progress to ocvice presidential candidate to win a major party nomi- cur there needs to be unity. People are more alike
than
nation, Gov. Sarah Min.
different, and judging from this election I sce that a maSoon, the first non-Caucasian president svill be head jority of people want change for the better for this counof the country.
try. I hope that everyone will come together, regardless
Although I do believe the election was not based on of differences in race, gender and political
ideologies,
race, one cannot deny the unprecedented achievement and kcep on spcalcing up and taking action to
make
obtained at this moment in regards to American his- America a better place.
tory. JUSt over 40 years ago, marches and protests were
held to protest the racial injustices African-Americans
endured.
KENO LY Is a junior majoring in journalism. Comrnents can be sent ta de.andra.
It was difficult for a black person to simply vote, and
Lnoly@whimrorthiantom.

ï
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A country like ours, which has endured generations of racial discrimination and hatred, has a complicated relationship
with race. Racism and tolerance in America are concepts that
cannot be placed into neatly wrapped pac.kages for us to talk
about and comprehentL
It seems that everywhere you read, watch or listen, people
arc hyping Scn. Barack ObarniS election to the presidency as
a momentous occasion for America. Countless blogs, journalists and political pundits on television arc heralding Obarna's
victory as historic. lifc-changing and a sign of genuine social
progress.
But what does having our first African-American president
really mean to racc relations in America? Obama's victory is
important but it is by no means a milestone. His victory is not
a sign ihat racism has come to an end. Pulitzer Prize-winning
columnist Thomas Friedman for The New York Times wrote
shortly after election night that the Civil War could never
truly be said to have ended until America's white majority actually elected an African-American president:*
Really? The Civil %Var, a war fought over preserving a Union
torn apart by the institution of slavery, can ncvcr come to an
cnd unless whitc America elects an African-American to thc
highest office of thc land? Does the civil rights movement of
the 1960s mean nothing? What about the economic and social
progress made by racial minorities sincc then?
Ohm's ascension to the presidency is not merely the
means tosvard racial reconciliation but a result of it. Electing a
racial minority as our commander in chief is not the first step
to ending racism in America, but one of many steps that have
bccn taken since thc earliest history of our country.
We should never forget the accomplishments of the abolitionists who fought to free slaves and end thc practice long
before thc thought diming a non-white president was conceivable. Nor Should wc forget the countless numbers of immigrants who brave many barricrs to come to America to scck
a better life for themselves and thcir families.
What about the millions of Americans today who live peacefully with people from all racial, ethnic, religious and cultural
backgrounds? Do thcy not deserve any credit? Maybe it's because they arc too numerous to count that wc forget them.
I believe that the racc factor in this year's election is exaggerated. The importance of our first black president should
be noted but not overstated. Voting for a black man does not
mean you are not racist. Voting for McCain does not mean
that you are racist.
Most Americans not named Jeremiah Wright should agree
that thc lives of racial minorities have improved significantly
over thc years. We are not the same America today as we were
100 or 200 years ago. Though racism is still a problem, we are
a far cry from the days whcn lynching and Jim Crow laws were
accepted practices.
Obama won for many reasons not related to race. Ile is in
eloquent and charismatic figure who can inspire genuine optimism in people. He is a Democrat running against an unpopular Republican party. The Democrats successfully associated IslcCain with George W Bush, onc of the most inept and
hated presidents in rcccnt history. The political dimatc was
not on McCain's side.
And of course, politically, Obama appeals to a resurgent
leftist shift in America. Such shifts from conservatism to lib-

See TAKECHI, page 7

Obama optimistic for education, though plans are hit and miss
JUSTIN

L1NDBORG
OXLVA61

As students we're naturally wondering
what the future president of America has
planned for education. We want to know
whether Barack Obama will change how
we go about securing our college education, for better or for worse. Words like
hope and changc have been bywords of the
2008 campaign' but it remains to be seen if
Obama can gather up the fuzzy plans and
promises that helped to get him elected and
forge them into tangible, concrete reality.
Most relevant to college students is
Obaina's plan to get rid of FAFSA (Free Application For Student Aid) because it's just
too hard. According to Obama's Web site,

"evidence shows IFAFSA) may be a reason why students never apply for college'
Obama's solution is to get rid of the FAFSA
in favor of checking a box on the tuitionpayer's tax form.
The precedent this sets is one that is deceptively good-looking. By getting rid of
the application, Obama is implicitly saying
"it doesn't matter if you're smart enough or
dedicated enough, we're going to make sure
you go:* I'll agree, I don't enjoy filling out
a FAFSA either, but I am fully capable of
it. It's a flimsy excuse not to go to college
because you couldn't fill out an application.
And while FAFSA is not required for college entrance, it is one trivial way to measure the dedication and perseverance of a
student. If you don't have the capacity to
complete FAFSA, odds are against you having the capacity to complete college.
Obama's plan responds to the apparent
apathy of potential college students, but

.-

.7.71;`,5-Att

-

it bears remembering that you can bring
a horse to water, but you can't make him

drink.
The other major college education plan

°bum intends to instate is the "American

Opportunity Tax Credit; which will allegedly be given to any needy college students'
families. The tax credit is a fully-refundable
$4,000, meaning that if a family's income
tax is less than $4,000, they would receive
the remainder as a tax refund. According to
Obama's plan, the credit would be applied
in advance so that it would be available
when tuition is due.
The tax credit deals with a more real
problem, which is the affordability of college. It's one thing to give up on a college
dream because of a lack of motivation to
complete an application, it's quite another
to give up because you can't afford it.
Obama's optimistic plans for education
seem very like the rest of his optimistic

.3.1%,1 75-7-iTE=4;,3,,iteF,

'

plans. His campaign is aware of what the
American public sees as a need, and it is
aware of what America needs. However,
with educational plans that indude providing affordable, high-quality child care,
reforming No Child Lcft Behind, addressing thc dropout crisis, fully preparing high
quality teachers, and numerous othcrs,
Obama has a lot on his plate.
I, for one, would he ecstatic if Obama really is the beacon of change and hope that
his campaign has heralded him to be. If this
one man can figurehead a national movement towards achieving the many, many
goals he has for America, it will be one of
the pivotal points in our history. All that
remains is to wait and see if this cool, charismatic man with a plan can give our nation
the change our votes prove we want.
LINDBORG is a junior majoring In EngIish.Comments can be

sent to justinlindborg@whitworthian.com.
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States should pass bans on
intolerance, not gay marriage

a humor column by Nic Vargus

NATHANIEL

ORWILER
totumva
111Man

California has voted yes on Proposition
8, removing civil rights that had been previously granted to gay coup:es to marry. Ari-

should ham

joined the Ta bletop
Oanting Club

zona and Florida also passed similar bans,
bringing thc total number of states that have
banncd gay marriage to 30.
Before I address this divisive and controversial issue I have to ask you, the reader, to
admit that you want to have sex.
For the majority of human beings, sex is
not only a desirable activity, but one of the
most tempting pleasures available and one
of the easiest to overindulge in or to abuse.
One of the protections we have against the
dangers of promiscuity, which carrics severe
emotional and physical consequences, is the
institution of marriage.
Because of marriage we can, hopefully, enjoy thc benefits of families that stay together
and support each member toward succcss in
society. The benefits of marriage for society
have long been recognized by thc government, which is why it is not only given incentives and privileges, but also regulated
to prevent "unnatural" forces from messing
around with it.
Now I would ask you to admit that sex and
marriage with someone you love is the best
kind of both. Maybe you disagree. It does
seem as though the free-love movement of
the 60s helped to create a culture in which
sex with strangers is equally appealing. But
without talking about thc pros and cons of
our "Scx and thc City" culture just yet, the
institution of marriage used to create thc

instead-

Ailttn Bettion/Whitworthian

The truths you never knew
about your campus clubs
As most of you know, "intramural" means, "inside a painting on the
wall: However, this word has a second definition many forget: "having
fun and not being worried if you'rc
going to win or lose because if you
win, you'll still look prctty stupid:
Intramural sports at Whitworth
have decidedly abandoned this
definition and now thcy closely resemble a Nickelback concert; They
think they're hard core, and they
takc themselves way too seriously,
shouting and cussing and sweating
up a storm, but in thc cnd they're
just a bunch of washed up dudes
with goatees that namcd their band
after something thcy heard at a Starbucks once.
Intramural sports allow you and
several other friends searching for a
"good time" to get obliterated in the
most humiliating ways possible. The
sports are divided into two leagues
based on skill level, with confusing
and completely ambiguous names
that sound like some sort of generic
Power Ranger mating call.
Can somebody please tell me
what skill level is involved in being in "Challenge" versus 'Power?"
Could they just namc them "Fun",
"Less fun and "Have your scalp
ripped off by blood-thirsty, testosterone-fueled guys that smell likc
bccf burritos and forgot they were
playing Ultimate Frisbee for fun?"
Expect varsity basketball players
playing on the lowest skill level.
They do this to embarrass you and
swear at you and tell you what your
mother has done in years past.
"Students know what they're getting themselves into. They go to
intramural volleyball games to cnd
it all: stated onc professorwho
wished to remain anonymous. "An
education of mind and heart comes
to mean shutting off your mind and
ripping out your opponent's heart:
he said with a nervous chuckle.
On an interesting and true side
note, my friend received three
stitches on his eyelid while playing
one of those competitive intramural sports. When the doctor's drugs
had worn off he remembered he had
been playing an intramural sport
and, humiliated, began telling everyone he had been blind sided by
a moose. True story.
The only people more aggressive
than the intramural-crs are those
groups that sit outside of Saga trying to sell you tickets to banquets.
I mean honestly, I had no idea that
NVhitworth had so many banquets
with girls hula dancing. And that's
cool: maybe not my thing, but cool
nonetheless. Somebody has to be

attending those things. But saying,
"If you likc Asians, you should go to
this" is not going to convince me to
go to the Japanese banquet.
The tickets for those things always sccm to run at insanely high
prices too, like 525 for a Hawaiian Club banquet, which is like 25
American banquets at McDonalds.
That money could also function as
onc of 12 casy payments required
for a replacement ID card when
yours breaks.
If thc banquets are each represented by a club, it's safe to say that
there are a lot of clubs at Whitworth. And where do you think that
moncy comes from? Taxpayers' Flex
Dollars, that's where.
Recently, thcrc was quite an outcry whcn AMU allocated funds
to a club that makes brownie's for
students. Students wcrc extremely
upset knowing that certain studcnts
who had diabetes wouldn't get to
cat any of the brownies. Students
marched with signs with bold letters stating, 'Bring downic the club
brownie:
Okay, I know, that was lame.
Speaking of lame, we're probably
the only school in the statc that can
have a club that makes brownics
without putting drugs in them.
The club was unavailable for
commcnt, but 1 can imagine what
they would have said anyway. They
would have told me that Splenda
was stupid and that only ugly people
have diabetes. I would have stormed
out ranting that I wasn't "ugly," before the incident.
It seems here at Whitworth that
for every event hosted by a club
there is an equal and opposite event.
During the "Ride your bike to
church" event a new club popped up
with a new event: Spandex Mandatory hosted "Drive your hummer to
church and back for no reason," and
a new atheist organizetion hosted
the "Don't go to church" event that
same week. By Sunday, students had
become so confused many of them
just drove to church.
I'm not the man who decides svhat
becomes a club or organization and
what does not, but if I was we'd
have the staples: a film club, a Super Smash Brothers for Nintendo 64
club, a league in Intramurals where
you don't get beaten to death and a
mammal infant club. We would call
it "Club Baby Seals:

VARGUS is a junior majoring in English. Comments

can be sent to nic.vargus@whitworthian.com.
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same exact scenario. The only differenr.e being that you had to have scx with the same
stranger for the rest of your life.
I'm referring to a culture largely unknown
by our generation in which men ruled womcn with an iron fist, marriages were arranged
and women needed these marriages to survive economically.
Do you know when the first U.S. laws
against marital rape were instated? The answer is 1975, around thc time many of our
parcnts were in college. Since the feminist
movement of the 70s and 80s, marriage has
changed in a dramatic way to encourage

equality and spousal cooperation.
Now marriagc is trying to make another
evolution to include same-sex couples under
its lawful definition. But the usual suspects,
the fundamentalist Christian groups and
other traditionalists, are opposing this transition on moral grounds.
The apostle Paul denounces homosexual
behavior in the Bible. Interestingly enough,
he's the same guy men often use as a reference for abusing their wives and children
based on "wives submit to your husbands"
rhetoric. Regardless of the difficulties faced
when trying to interpret culturally specific
letters to churches as Christian doctrine, the
general idea is that sodomy is a harmful sin.
There's no question that the public imagc
of gay culture is wildly sexual. The average
gay pride parade borders on the pornographic, with depictions of a variety of cultural indecencies meant to highlight and legitimize
the differences between the majoity and the
minority's sexual preferences. Conservative
critics often cite studics that show higher
rates of STD's and promiscuity as well as
shorter life-spans among homosexuals.
Finally, children are another reason for the
finger-pointing, since there are thosc who
still choose to believe that homosexuality is a
learned behavior instead oían inborn sexual
preference docurnented in many different
species across the animal kingdom.
I would likc to point out that minority cultures have always had more social problems
than the majority, whether we have made
thc division based on sex or race. Unless
we accept same-sex unions as equally valid
choices, we have condoned a system that opprcsses a people group. Homosexuality is not
and should not be a crime. If you believe that
homosexuals pose a threat to socicty, you
should consider what making them the enemy will do and what it has been doing.
I understand those svho fccl they cannot
legalize another person's sin, but I cannot
understand those who feel they are able to
judge what sin is for another person.
The day I am willing to submit to authoritarian laws about moral principles will be the
day Jesus comes back. Until then we must allow our brothers and sisters in the homosexual community to love themselves and each
other as they believe is right.
ORWILER is a senior majoring in English. Comments can be

sent to nathanieLorwiler@whitworthian.com.

less numbers of Americans from the present
and past.
When everyday people treat each other

TAKECHI
continued from page 6
eralism are not unusual in our country's history.
But all this means is that this election NUS
not racially-driven. Elections are about politics Ind rarely anything else.
While I believe it is unfair to say that
Obama's win fulfills the criteria necessary
for racial reconciliation, it can be said that he
can be a symbol for what it means to live out
the American dream. No single individual
can represent the progress made by count-

with respect and dignity regardless of race,
religion, gender, sexual orientation or creed,
that is how we know social progress has been
made. Who we vote for is only a fraction of
what we do with our lives.
History should not be conFned to one
election nighi History is being Made everyday by those who really represent America:
you, I and everyone around us.
TAKECHl is a senior majoring in journalism. Comments can be

sent to tim.takechi@whitworthian.com.

LETTERS TO THE EDITOR: READER RESPONSES
Studying abroad
enriches education
The world is mudi bigger
than the typical American
college dassroom, where
learning revolves around
lectures and exams. Students
should make time to study
abroad and delve hsto another
culture in order to emidi
their educational experience.
I.ast year, just over 50 percent of Whitwortlis graduating class studied abroad.
Other universities such as
Gonzaga, Vdllnova and Trinity have previously scored

in the 30-35 percent range,
much lower than Whitrth.
Still, if 1Vhitworth increased
the percentage of students
studying abroad, the richness
of "mind and heart" education would synonymously
increase.
After travelingto Africa
this stunmer, I experience
a moment of realization
regarding traveling abroad.
The trip leader said, "America
¡sin the minority compared
to the way the mt of the
world lives: Stepping outside
of the United States hi order
to encounter other cultures
adds depth to a student's

education. Studying abroad
provides sdiooling that can't
be found in a general education requiremeni
Though questions reg-arding how to .-..Tord such a trip
are legitimate, the benefit
is certainly larger than any
cost to be had. Investing in
studying abroad pays for
more than just the trip; college students graduate with a
more open view of the world,
a necessity in today's society.

Taylor Faranda

freshman
communication

Write a letter to the editor. The Whitworthian welcomes reader responses to anides or issues of interest to the Whitworth
community. Send letters to ednorgvhitworthian.com or submit online. Limit to 200 words. Vrsit whitvirthian.com for details.
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This Thai immigrant love's making pretty Music
with her little classical guitar and angelic iing-- -ing voice. She's picked up some momentum on
the other side of Vie green curtain too. Under
the-moniker-of 011ie Green, sh-e piays-with folki;
like Dane Ueland, Kaill Fairbanks,Sarali Roy.* 1
and Nathariiel Orwiler.*

aesi

eki F

Caulfield and his Ntagical
Violin is an interesting name for
a band who is made up of one
nsan who doesn't play violin.
.The small island of Anacortes,
Wash., seems to be a breeding

viww.myspace.com/annaandme.

,44:r
404

giOund for young hipsters with
-abnormal amounts of creativity. A insall ex-tire station, nowDepartment of
venue, called
'Safety hosts hordes of brilliant

,
former Unison frontman,
Branden Cate. It's loud and tight and fun.
Something new here, and it's done well. They're
brand new, so expect to hear plenty about
them in the future.
A new band from

Poppy, Mraz-y tunes hooked the high school
girls on this guy, but he's sitting on a pile of

www.myspace.cem/ryandarbonne
www.myspaie.cont/toofareasimitsic
7
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Sophomore Mikey Ferrarlo plays at Up lit Dawn on Nov. 7 In the HUB Multipurpose
Room. Ferrarlo's solo project Is called Caufield and his Magical Violin.

organ.
Only," a reCent
Holman favcirite; is a dance-in-the-rain, movie credit kind of song that leaves you wanting
more. She's brand new, too, having started
songwriting in the past six months. She doesn't
have anything up yet, like the all important
Myspace page, but if popular demand has any:
thing to do about it, she will soon.

vÑiw.tephanain!ey.com_

odd in
'Ihis
mental
hilatin

The

a sc,u

shares.
Most

new Wiles that are dirkeialid more musically focused. He's taking his chops to a neiv band
called Tbo Far East, and it sounds as though the
stm could be rising on a new musical horizon for
Darbonne. Did I mention he's underrated?

This guy has aWeb site,ihich is braggable.
He also has some of the best recordings of
aityWhitworth musidan to date. His.lyrics are
well-tliolight-out-ind far from diChé, his
mitre! Is inipresshre and he obvionsfy.spends
kit of time listening to good music.

would
he scei
words

I

www.myspace.com/stockholmonline

if

kind°

touring performers, grooming
young Island inhabitants to itenclei
i'diink differeistly, wear Chuck life of
't;,Taylori, and make innovative to hdp
sotinds Mikey. Ferrari° - the ing
Vain of Caulfield could be has a c:
called the quintessential Ana"I su
cortan.
low
In recent years, Ferrari° has its bin
shared the stage with a SiCW Of On '''SL
influential hiusicians, including
ecoun
Aqueduct. an. 01:1.4homa hand the bac
known to collaborate with the en ball
likes of the Flaming Lips, Ben of Nle,"
Gibbard and the i7old War Kids. guitars
le also listcd John Van Deto inne
l-,
use:), the Lonely Forest, Kintya
Each
Dawson, Tv on the Radio, Phil sound
Hyrum. the Microphones. Ca- not Inn;
siotone for the Painfully Alone, Caulfie
Laura Viers, Karl Iflau, the Ifloiv "%be 1
and U.S.F. to his long list of bill- Ferraril
.

Has pipes like-a church

take.
Feu
intent
coltesi

artists spend years
networking and crafting their
sound before they play with the
kinds 'of bands Perrario has, yet
he, lado the fame-hunger and
pritentiousness that seemingly
alWays iecompany such young
earnest unisicians.
:tuuallf. ju$t write songs
hokrever 1 fed, and 11/4try to make
the words &Abe musicAl'arario said.' This is a'tniich different
approalii than most musicians
,

shares.'

clear . r
musica
as alba
about,;
he's go(
In cc

after g
musica
less be
vative
deep
Mikey]

-

Nathaniel °miler is to Spokane singer-songwriting what beat
poetry was to the cookie-cutter
American culture of the 50s. In
Whitworth terms, that means !hat
Orwiler is the antithesis of worship-chord emo-piners.
A senior English major from
Kingston, Wash., Orwiler is more
of a poet who plays music than the
other way around. Many musicians
use words as an instrument and
nothing more; lyrics are an excuse
to sing a melody. Orwiler is the
opposite. He sings because he has
something to say, and he has an uncanny aptitude for putting abstract
ideas into words. His songs use raw
energy and verse to communicate
near-genius thinking.
Orwiler's sound is so different
from classified music that it often
ceases to be music at all, talcing the
form of spoken word. On songs
like "American Epic" Orwiler goes
on minute-Tong spoken rants about
the reign of the unjust, desolate society and all kinds of other Vietnam
protest-esque tirades complae with
synthesized trumpets.
Perhaps the reason Orwiler's

sound is so memorable is because
it is unique. It's raw and angry, only
its done through an acoustic guitar.
It's poetic, but with a clear rejection
of the rhythm and rhyme which
binds conventional poetry. Maybe
it% so memorable because it's nothing likc anything being played right
now
Recently Orwiler's band changed
their name from the bleak "Broken
Exit Signs" to an even less optimistic "The Pall," a reference to a
funeral cloth. Seniors Kelsey Thurman, Tyson Baldwin and Rebecca
Snape back Orwiler svith an assc,mbly of strings and synthesizers. Orwiler is also a regular collaborator
with senior Dane Ueland, a wellknown Spokane musician.
during Warren Peace
It is likely that Onviler has been Senior Nathaniel Orwiler plays
Room on Friday Nov.15. Onviler ls part of a band cal
written off in the past as an overeager token of neo-hippic negativism by those who are first faccd samc individuals are the kinds of at the Spol
with his music. It is possible that people who would have ignored record. Oi
Onviler hasn't been taken seriously the artistic movements of the '60s cult thing
by some because his music isn't and '70s that influenced ()miler accessible,
polished and his recordings are the most, and probably, Orwiler II. Orwiler
garbled and without the pro7tooled isn't speaking to them anyway.
derstood,
shine the average American radioOrwiler may never be on the negated, a
listener is accustomed to. These radio. He will probably never play isn't for ev
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Vibey, avant-garde weirdness. A newbie to
Spokane, and Spokane music was immediately
enhanced upon his arrival.

The Whitworthian explores the diverse,
vibrant music scene that thrives both in

4:11

http://www.myspace.com/traviswicklund

the limelight - and outside of it.

take.

Ferrari° does not seem to be
intent on finding and making a
cohesive, marketable sound, the

kind of production a major label
would be interested in. Instead,
he seems to thrive on using odd
words to make odd songs with
odd instrumentation.

his

kind of voice you'd expect to hear on a
'30s jazz album. It's eerie and full, a truly powerful thing. It doesn't matter what she's singing, somehow it always seems like she's singing
about you.
Has the

musical-disestablish-

mentarianism accounts for the
hilarious honky-stoiy in "FOLK
Rendered," an ode to the tough
life of kids of today and his vow
tu liv1p. Ile tells a story of meeting bis ex-girlfriend who now
has a child.
-1 cure hope that kid don't folIOW in her tracks," I le drawls, and
ies tough to tell if he's serious.
On 'Stars in your I fair." Ferrari()
tecounts a youthful love story to
the backdrop of a Ukulele-driven ballad. On "les What's Incide

http://www.myspace.com/rebeccasnape

AMN,

Keeps it simple, and uses the simplicity to say
plenty. He shyly plays loud, acoustic music,
making one wonder if he's been told how good
he is. Caleb Skytte is breaking into the scene,
and appears to have some good momentum

of Me:' distorted, fast-strummed
guitars offer a Shins-like tribute
to inner-contlict.
Each track. though musically
sound and dewily arranged, is
nothing like the other tracks on
Caulfield's hodgepodge album
"%lie Night in time Red Light."

growing.

Ferrari° simply seems to Mite
a

soakite likes.:records

it and

share: its with tile Ayorld. His
clear . rejection of most every
musical Production norm. such
as album uniformity, 'make him
aboutasindic ari anyone, and
he's good to hoot.
In coming months and yeari;
after groWing and 'expanding
musical!» Spokane...will doubtless be graced ,withvitei4.1nmj.."
vative and hi1atious,songs1ug.,
deep .fröm thé.;:iinSgination,of
11Iikey Ferrari°. -

http://www.myspace.com/localmisfit

Surhanie licruirt.ksIltiutkvrthun

Beat plays at ilp'Tlf Dawn on Noi 7 In the HUB Multipurpose Room.

'

,:Whitworth seems to be a ldnd of utopia
fcir four-chord strumming, acoustic guitar-

'

'

This seems an unusual step indeed.
most new college bands tend to go
Aoting.singer-songwriters. Fortunately for wild with pseudo-technical anomaly, Beaf
has decided to standardize.
'`.....tliöse hungry for a heavier sound, tneres a
meatier band on in town. Bear, a six-piece
"Like a harder Anberlin:" Cuttcr exrock bancarinn University High School in planted.
the Spokane Valley arc now romping about
In the way of discography, the band is
thc Whitworth Campus.
slightly less established. Beaf released an
Rejectingthe popular trcnd set by most acoustic album in 2006 titled "And Then
under,Iii-aged ' bands; Beaf has actually the Beginning." The alburn features a slumbe'en iiigether for a -While. and it shows. In bcr of cooled-off Bcaf jams, including one
'pqfininid in thé annuif.Rawki a Capella iong which was arranged by perFinal'FOur,
'a: cro' Wd,itear-,""' fect-pitched 'freshman kcyboardist Justin
ingAhe1,000 attendee ntaik ariewän. Catlett.The hand has atso played a line of notable
When Beat- won the Rawk Final Four,
0-n3*s:including a number of apkarances they,wcre entitled to studio time in an unthenów-called Knitting Factory and an named Seattle studio. This prosped sOmehow tuiried belly-uP When the studio pro;.: okning slot for Anberlin af the Service
took a mid-production, year-long
trip ,to England.' F-Orttinately, the studio
As might be expecteii,thii Year Is a
ing 'Point for Beaf in a variety of wayi. Los.: time was rescheduled fcir summer 2009,
ing a member', or two; to time "neighinirly loving plenty of time to revamp some old uniVprsitici'ensures a change in sound; and stylings,and work out some new ones for
the aridiencle Ls Changing too:Iristead'Of the the long awaited album.
Rarely is a small school like Whitworth
sCrearning )iordes* of the. R:iwk Final Four.
the band is up against a.n older.dentograph,l',.gra&d with a ;band so -sVell-established as
Beaf is in their freshman year. Most yoting
lc of critical-eared. coile¡e
Sophonuire drimuner,'Stephen Cutter::: bands Spend the 'majority of their college
sees this new fiontieris."adoppOrninityCto experience bitilding an ethniaSsa legitimate
:musical entit» but BeifiS alre...idk there; For
change the sound of the britid.
"Our older stuff has'.4 Pie-4 prOgressit' preViouS Beal' fanS, keep YoUr ears opén for
feel:* he e.xplained. "We exPirtinented a lot... sonie'un-Beatly thing's on the hcirizon.
with weird keyboard patchei': and:,,Weirct..,:: :those unfarniliar to the band, get io a Show
tire going t -want to, hav:p kit own
time signatures. We want otir newiciUnd tò
ClithcrWere
be catchier."
,

%%Thile

.

Is Dane Ueland. If you don't know his music,

you're the last person in Spokane who doesn't.
He's had more Spokane media attention than
Bloomsday and he d:eserves most of it. Think
Suan Stevens meets Jeff Buckley on a moonlit
night on á hill looking over the ocean. Religious
_
allusions abound.
_

www.myspace.com/danemakesmusic

,
Station.ducer
.

.

.

Nuk 1-ZottliVkitreordtiatt

the Spokane Arena or sell a gold
.cord. °miler's music is a
tit thing to grasp. It is not easily
:cessible, and it isn't meant to be.
°miler's music was easily unn't for everybody.

Is a well accomplished musician, playing in local

jam band "The Night-Wand doing some solo
work on the side. He sounds a little like the Goo
Goo Dolls, only manlier. Actually, he's got some
vocals, tricky_guitar parts and some really,
really Oretty

clear.

-en Peace in the HUB Multipurpose
I band called The Pall.

:rstood, its brilliance would be
:gated, and that's why his music

Not much on the World Wide Web about this
lady, but ifs been said that she can sing, and
she's playing at Whitworth Unplugged this
month.

www.myspace.com/nickgrowmusic
www.myspace.com/thenightfly
All stories written by Tyson Motsenbocker.
Contact him at tysonanotscnbockcr@whitworthian.com.

,
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Hotel strives
for perfection
in all aspects

44. pe,

;

Sophie Sestero
Staff Writer

he

question of date night in Spokane offers many
answets. Depending on the occasion, the Davenport
is a perfect setting for the next romantic encounter,
night on the town, or for older students, a place to
have a fancy drink in a unique setting.
he Davenport lintel opened in 1914. It is a hotel
of firsts: it was the first hotel with air conditioning, a
central vacuum system and folding bathroom valls.
The architecture surrounding its guests completely
engulfs them whether they are stopping in the lobby,
staying the night or just visiting one of the three restaurants it has to offer.
As soon as you step through the door the regality
is obvious. The intricate carvings, spindly staircases
and gilded detailing are an experience in themselves,
not to mention the six ballrooms and individual romantic spots throughout. This excellence has earned
the hotel a reputation. This year expedia.com ranked
the Davenport sixth of hotels in the world and third
in America.
The Safari Room, the Peacock Room and the Palm
Court Grill make up the Davenport's dining facilities. The Peacock Room is one of Spokane's premiere
places to get a cocktail. It is known for its stained
glass ceiling that looks like a peacock's tail. The Safari Room is a more casual eating area with unique
salads and flatbreads. The l'alm Court Grill is formal
dining at its best with gourmet food and versatile
settings for every occasion.
tilas Kara, general manager of the Palm Court
Grill, believes the Davenport creates such an exceptional evening because of the service guests gct and
because thc people who work there make their best
efforts to ensure everything is perfect.
"Everyone does their best to please our guests.
See DAVENPORT,

"1.,

4
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Hypnotist Tom DeLuca has his hypnotized volunteers stretch to get ready for their next task during his Nov.11 performance.

Spellbound
!Optimist Vim DeLuca petfitrmed Tuesday, Nor. 11, in Cowles iluditorium. As soon as some of
the most enthusiastic audience members were hypnotized, DeLuca made them relax by listening
to him talk. 11e snuffed his fingers and stomped his fimt and they allfi.,11 asleep. Ile 'tunic some
people compete in a "shake it- contest, and made another student believe that alifrült WM his
friend, and when DeLuca tried to get him to cal somefi-nit 1w nfused because he knew 1w couldn't
eat his friends. Some struktits womkral wkr they were stmuling in the middle of the stage Pr no
reason (hiring the show. DeLuca entertained his audience ibr over two hours with these hilarious
stunts, as well as others. Audience members laughed tlw whole tinw as they watched theirfrietuls,
were oblivious to their niovements on stage.

ho
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'Superfoods' don't always go well with healthy diets
Kelsey Morgenthaler
Staff 1%-ri1er
They might not wear tights or capes, but
more and more of the so-called superheroes
of the food aisle have been appearing in groCC)' carts everywhere, ready to supposedly
save lives
one bite at a time.
Unlike Peter Parker and Clark Kent, these
foods do not keep their identities secret. In
fact, entire campaigns have been launched
to laud their abilities and boast their mcrits.
But how much of their so-called heroic ability is beneficial and how much is bunk?
There is no official or scientific definition
of the term "superfood." Still, many foods
have had the term applied to them, ranging
from Açai berries to yogurt, spinach to broccoli and almonds to apples.
The general consensus is the term implies that certain foods have high amounts
of vitamins, minerals, phytonutrients and
antioxidants. Also, products considered superfoods are considered nutritious and beneficial to overall health.
Still, some argue that labeling some foods
as "superfoods" could give an impression
that they are more health-enhancing than
others.
Last summer, European Union legislation
banned the use of the term unless it was accompanied by a specific authorized health
claim that sufficiently explains to consumers
why the product is good for their health.
The legislation lays out standardized definitions for oft-used claims like "light" or
"low in salt" that products will have to meet
in order to use the terms. Furthermore,
foods that make these claims will also have
to make it clear on the same label if the food

Still others, like sophomore nursing student Chris Adams, have found the "superfood" label to be a helpful starting point toward good eating habits..Atiams said he has
seen how superfoods may possess the power
to prevent and even heal you from certain

Derek CoanovasilViutvauthun

Mothees Cupboard Nutrition, a health food store, sells"superfood" products like Asa' berry
juice and Noni berry juice.

or sugar.
"Be careful when you are going to buy
things," said Christy Price, sales associate at
Mother's Cupboard Nutrition. "A lot of companics hyTe their product to be the best:
is also high in fat

Price has been working at the Spokane
health food and nutrition store for fivc years
and said that sales in so-dubbed "superfood"
products such as Noni and Agai berry juice
and Spirulina have been going up in recent
times.

Katherine Zeratsky, Mayo Clinic specialty editor for the Food & Nutrition Center,

emphasized the importance of shopping in
many sections of the grocery store.
When you go to the grocery store, you
should look for healthy options in every section, Zeratsky said.
She said that while certain foods may
have lots of health benefits, eating only those
food_s alone wouldn't be beneficial.
"I dolit think that there is one food out
there that is going to cure all," Zeratsky said.
"Overall to improve your health, you should
strive to have a bunch of nutrient-dense

foods:

diseases.
"My aunt was diagnosed with fibniniyalgia and ivas told that there was no real cure
for it. Rather than just living with this, she
proactively started researching alternative
forms of treatment," Adams said. "Through
her research she found and tried certain
foods known to have healing qualities. She
started eating them and she healed herself."
Adams said that in watching how these
foods positively affected his aunt's health, he
has applied both his and her research in his
own life, eating natural foods with as much
color as possible and occasionally taking
supplements composed of "superfood."
Adams believes that taking strides to eating healthy has helped to boost the capabilities of his immune system and his energy
level.
Zeratsky said that when people decide to
add certain food into their diet, sometimes
these single significant changes can have
complex effects.
For instance, if someone increased their
vegetable intake, they might also be increasing their fiber intake. Filling yourself up
with foods that pack more of a nutritional
punch into each bite can help you to cat less
foods that are not as advantageous to you,
Zeratsky explained.
"In filling up with the good things, (you
get] less of the bad things," Zeratsky said.
Contact Kelsey Morgenthaler at kclsey.
morgenthaler whitworthian.00111.
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Apparel shop aids community
"The majority of the students are home-

Kelsey Morgenthaler
Staff itrriter
2004 alumnus and Blue Button Apparel
owner Scott Ellis said that he views business as a means to making a difference in
the community.
"At 'flue Button, we do everything we can
to ensure that our producers are treating
their employees like valued human beings,
not cogs in a giant machine. We also believe
that same way of thinking is required within
our own neighborhoods," Ellis wrote on the
business Web site. "We must show [our employees] that they matter and that, because
they matter, they must do something with
their futures to help make a difference in
our community:.
Men Ellis' church, Crosswalk Community Church, bought property in the I lillyard neighborhood in Spokane, they had
not done their research on the arca.
"When we first got here, 4,-e were quite
surprised to find that sometimes there
would be burning cars in thc parking lot,"
Ellis said. "After they are stolen and stripped
of any valuable parts, they are often doused
in gasoline and torched:.
According to Census Bureau data. Hillyard is one of the poorest neighborhoods in
the state.
Ellis said that soon they also found that
I lillyard has onc of the highest rates of domestic violence in the state and the neighborhood with the most child abuse and neglect referrals in Spokane County.
REACHING OUTTO THE COMMUNITY

NuL I Mott,11111trevrthwn
-

;TOP:Scott Ellis, owner of Blue Button Apparel, prepares
,the design for the Duvall sweatshirts.
'BELOW: One of the shirts Ellis made for Warren Peace.

A&E
BRIEFS

Trying to reach out to a neighborhood
that seemed, as he put it, "very hesitant to
come to church" became easier when the
church was contacted last Christmas by
the intervention counselor at Rogers !Ugh
School, a school located in the I iillyard
neighborhood.
Ihe counselor asked the church to help
sponsor some of the 120 homeless students
who attend the school by providing basic
hygiene products and Christmas presents
for some of the students.

less because they feel it is safer (at school]
than to be in their homewhether it is because of violence or drugs at home," Ellis
said. "I used to think, 'Street kids must be

bad kids and their parents must have kicked
them out of the house because of this But
really, it's quite the opposite."
But Ellis wanted to do more than just give
them hygiene products.
"There's really no place for community
building here the only places to hang out
here are bars," Ellis said.
Ellis tried to stcr a coffee shop in the arca
with the vision that it would serve good
coffee, local music and a safe place where
young people could meet, form a sense of
community and maybe warm to the idea of
a church youth group.
"When this didn't pan out, this got me
thinking. For the Rogers kids we were working with, good news for them isn't a youth
group or Young Life," Ellis said. "Good news
is 'I have a place to sleep at night; or 'I know
where my next meal is coming from."
Ellis decided to draw on the skills he
learned as a business major to set up Blue
Button as a non-profit organization that can
provide work for Rogers studcnts two to
three days a week.
Along with this, they help students who
have left their homes ssithout their birth
certificates and social security cards gct
these documents so they can secure jobs.
"If they don't have money to get the papers, but need the papers to get the job in
order to make money, ifs pretty much a vicious circle," Ellis said.
VOTING WITH YOUR DOLLAR

Ellis said that the more he researched
about the clothing industry, the more injustices he found.
In Uzbekistan, children are forced to
ivork long days in the cotton fields for about
39 cents a day. And that's just the beginning
of the injusticc, Ellis said. lhe extensive use
of pesticides has actually destroyed what
See APPAREL, page 12

Disney's popular

musical hits the
ice in Spokane
Disney's "High School
Musical" Ice Tour is coming
to the Spokane Arena, Nov.
19 to 23.
The show feature songs
from the original "I ligh
School Musical" and "High
School Musical
It is one
of the few shows that includes a combination of
songs, dance and teamspirited fun, according to
the Web site.
Tickets for opening night
are $12, and regular prices
range from $16 to $22.
Tickets can be purchased
at ticketswest.com, or at thc
Spokane Arena Box Office
at (509) 325-7328.
For more information,
visit www.highschoolmusicaltheicetour.com.

r

children
show performs
'Christmas Story'
CYT's

The Christian Youth Theater presents the children's
production of "A Christmas
Story" at Trent Elémentary's
Adamson Auditorium.
Christian Youth Iheater
is an after-school arts education program for children
ages 6 to 18, according to
their Web site.
Shows will be orfered on
Dec. 6 and 13 at 7 p.m., and
Dec.6, 13 and 14 át 3 p.m.
For ticket information,
visit cytspokane.com or call
(509) 487-6540.

Club bringing awareness to campus through simple acts
The Civic britigs
Audrey Gore
Staff Writer

Senior Alexander Bare may
seem like the average student until
you glance down at his neatly folded hands and see they are handcuffed together.
Bare is president of the International Justice Mission Club at
Whitworth and is working on
spreading awareness of IJNI to fellow students. Ihe handcuffs are
a way to get students on campus
aware of IJNI and their battles with
slavery and prostitution around
the world and remind them that
there are people in bondage right
n ow.

k

lhe club has hosted several
events on campus this semester
including having professor of dicology Ntoses Pulci talk about his
work with liNt in Kenya, showing
a documentary about IJNI and going to hear a speaker who was a
victim of human trafficking speak

at Gonzaga. All the money raised
by the IJNI club at Vhitworth
goes to a specific branch of 1JM in
Guatemala that works with people
freed from prostitution by providing them with counseling, medical
help and job skills so they can support themselves.
IJM Club is also working on
new ways of advertising for their
cause including fliers, e-mails, selling bracelets made by liberated
victims in the Philippines, as well
as small ways to bring awareness
such as wearing handcuffs for a
day around campus.
"I'm passionate about justice in
general," Bare said. Bare got involved with the club during his
freshman year and is excited about
the response that he has seen from

Whitworth students, but hopes to
see more of a response throughout
the year.
"Justice and Christianity are
linked and compatible; it's clear
just from reading the gospels that

Jesus is passionate about justice,"
Bare said. "So it is important for

Christians to be passionate about
this, and not just 11M but other
groups as well."
Junior Caleb Skytte is also involved with the IJ NI club a:- wants
students to see everything going
on in the world and know that
they can contribute to improving
people's situations.
"The most important thing for
me is knowing that there is more
than we see out in the world which
we are sheltered from and slavery
is one of these things," Sk-ytte said.
"It happens a lot and it is important not just to know that but to do
something:.
The IJM organization deals
with human trafficking, slavery
and land rights cases. According to their Web site, millions of
people suffer from human trafficking, something that has become a
$12 billion-a-year business. While
more than two million children are

used in the global commercial sex
trade, 27 million men, women and
children are held as slaves and one
in five women are victims of rape
or attempted rape.
IJNI's four-fold purpose is victim relief, perpetrator accountability, victim altercare and structural
prevention. They have 14 field
offices, with locations in Bolivia,
Guatemala, India and Cambodia.
Ninety percent of their employees
ale nationals of the country they
work in, making it easier to have
-,success without having to crosscultural barriers, according to the
IJM Web site.

The purpose of the 1JM club at
Whitworth is to bring it all home
by providing awareness about human trafficking, slavery and forced
prostitution and hopefully raising
a little money for the cause.

Contact Audrey Gore at audrey.
gore@whitworthian.com.

GRAPEVINE HUMOR: NEW WINTER SPORTS FOR WHITWORTH
I Snow-community making.

I Trilogy watching.

I I libernating.

I Ice architecture building to relieve student

I Extreme cocoa-making.
I Puddle-turned-ice patch skating.
I Relay knitting.

I Bonfire making with textbooks from fall
semester.

overflow.

I Chestnut roasting.

I Curling.

I Sub-zero sprinting between classes.

Sodexo tray sledding races in the Back 40.

I Icicle longboard jousting.

'Christmas Carol'

adaptation to life
"A Christmas Carol," a
musical adaptation of the
Charles Dickens story, will
be shown at The Chic, Nov.

to Dec.20.
The play will be shown
Thursdays at 7:30 p.m., Fridays and Saturdays at 8 p.m.
and Sundays at 2 p.m. Tickets range from $18 to $26.
Call (509) 325-25707 for
more information.
21

Festival features

sweatshop-free
products to sell
The Community Building on 35 W. Main Ave. will
host a Festival Fair Trade,
where sweat shop-free
handcrafts, clothing, jewelry and pottery from Nepal,
Mexico, Chile and Guatemala will be for sale.
The event will be on Nov.
28 to 30 from 10 a.m. to 6
p.m. Admission is free.

Compiled by Yong Kim
Sourre: httplIwwwinlander. rem/
Calendar' GilTemp.php
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SCENE
g Tops md.,

DAVENPORT

continued fram page 10
We are not just here to work, or just here to cover our
shift. We want our guests to be happy, and have great
friendship and a good time," Kara said.
Freshman Kara Vandenllos went to the Davenport's
Palm Court Grill this year for dessert with friends.lhey
enjoyed dressing up for a high-class night of fun.
Hcr favorite event of thc evening was getting to taste

BOX OFFICE
Check out the top
grossing movies of the
past weekend.

it

QUANTUM OF SOLACE
$70,400,000
MADAGASCAR: ESCAPE 2
AFRICA
$36,130,000
ROLE MODELS

$11,710,000
HIGH SCHOOL MUSICAL 3:
SENIOR YEAR
$5,879,000
CHANGELING
$4,247,000
ZACK AND MIRI MAKE A
PORNO

$3,200,000
SOUL MEN

$2,428,000
SECRET LIFE OF BEES

$2,400,007
SAW V

$1,790,000
THE HAUNTING OF MOLLY

HARTLEY
$1,649,000
BEVERLY HILLS

CHIHUAHUA
$1,538,000
EAGLE EYE

$1,538,000

everyone's variety of desserts.
"I ate an ice cream sundae and it was very tasty," VandenBos said.
was in this caramel bowl that was covered in a chocolate shell and filled with ice crean'
The appetizer list at thc Palm Court Grill holds options for those hoping for a small meal before dinner.
The yellow fin tuna comes artfully displayed, very rare,
wrapped in sesame seeds with wasabi cream sauce and
soy sauce for dipping. The tuna melts in your mouth,
but the combinations of sauccs give it a strong kick.
There is a selection of salads arailable, including the
Davenport Crab Louis salad, which was named after
thc original owner of the Davenport Hotel, Louis Davenport. The menu illustrates that cach salad can come
in an appetizer size or the more expensive dinner size.
The 15 entrée choices make oncs mouth tvater just
reading about it. Each night there are different specials
offered, too. Their roasted chicken is sinfully delicious.
A breast of chicken comes, stuffed with mushrooms,
cheese and prosciutto (Italian bacon), on a bed of
mashed potatoes.
Other menu options include thcir famous salt-crusted prime rib. It is slow-cooked daily and served with
fricd onions, mashed potatoes and vegetables.
Of course, whenever visiting the Davenport, onc
must save room for their selection of scrumptious desserts. Their dessert list holds something for everyone.
Chocolate lovers will cnjoy thc chocolate lava cake thc
sorbet of thc day will satisfy thc unique tart but still
sweet taste and thc Davenport's signature sundae will
encourage anyone to try just onc more bite. The crème
brill& screams of decadence. The rich custard comes
vvith caramelized sugar and is sen.ed with beautiful
garnishes of berry medleys.
At the end of the night, a memorable evening is
achievable for two under 550. For a tighter student budget, Sharing an appetizer, entrée and dessert is a wise
option considering the portions arc generous. The cost
of each entrée is between $13 and $38. Desserts arc always $7. It is open daiiy from 6 a.m. to 2 p.m. and from
5 p.m. to 10 p.m.
For more information, visit thedavenporthotel.com.

APPAREL: Project
continued from page

benefits Hillyard students

11

once -as the Aral Sea. Now, the pesticidefilled dust blows through the lungs of Uzbekians, causing alarmingly high rates of
tuberculosis and cancer, Ellis said.
"Once I found this out, I had no choice
but to go thc sustainable route with my
business:* Ellis said.

"Ve vote with our dollars, and

it's

time

of doing business one that values people and
holds corporations responsible for thcir
we start voting for a different way

actions," Ellis wrote on the organization's
Web site.
Nlany of the products used in printing
use plastisol, which contain PVCs and
thalates, products dtat arc known to be
carcinogenic during production.
"Both of these products are carcinogenic and banned in Europe. Thcy have to be
cleaned up with heavy-duty solvents that
are also cancer-causing," Ellis said. "I use

water-based discharge inks that are biodegradable and sustainable."
As for the T-shirts he prints, most of
them are made of organically-grown, fairtrade certified cotton. He also orders from
companies that have the factories in the
center of the cotton fields so there is less of
a distance to transport thc cotton before it's
prOcesscd. Ntost companies he deals with
usc sustainable wind energy.
Furthermore, he said he tries to order
from companics that seek to make a difference in the communities they are based
in. One such company he works witlt is located in Jerusalem and employs both Palestinians and Israelis.
"This company figures that if thcy can
give people a sense of economic stability and then have them work next to each
other every day, they won't leave work and
want to shoot onc another," Ellis said.
kelsey
Contact Kelsey Aforgenthaler
morgenthalerewhitworthian.com.
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PRE-WINTER SPECIAL FOR
WHITWORTH
STUDENTS AN» FACULTY

055/697
1144/
with College ID

EVERY WEDNESDAY' AT 7PM-8:30PM

LUBE, OIL AND FILTER CHANGE, WITH COOLING
SYSTEM FLUSH AND FILL S69.95 SAVE 825.00
Hawthorne Rd.

HEATED INDOOR SEATING *SKATE RENTAL AVAILABLE
Notra'sd Nar.26.Dec.24 or Dec.31

I

CE I PALACE

erfection Tire

Holland Ave.

at

RivERNT
PLEASE CALL FOR APPOINTMENT (509) 465-0110
OFFER GOOD ONLY AT PERFECTION TIRE
@ THE Y. 9602 N. DIVISION
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Menis cross-country heads to nationals
Danika Heatherly
ports Editor
The Whitworth men placed four runners in the top 10
and ran to victoryon Nov. 1 after defeating a field that consisted of eight Northwest Conference teams at thc NWC
Championships in %Valla Walla, %Vash., a feat that hadn't
been accomplished for 36 years.
Two weeks later the Pirates raced to the finish line ahead
of the pack once again to finish first in the NCAA Division
111 %Vest Regional mcct in Salem, Ore. and set an all-time
standard for WIsitworth cross-country.
lhe Bucs defeated a field of 15 teams, including NWC
powerhouses Puget Sound, Lewis 8c Clark and Willamette,
along with teams from Occidental, Cal Luthcran and
Pomona-Pitzcr, to name a few.
"I think the wins speak for themselves," junior Emmanuel Bola said. "It is an honor to be part of history; you can't
take it-away:'
Sophomore Nick Gallagher led thc Pirate mcn both
weekends, with a second-place finish at the NWC Championship and first place in a field of 107 runners on Saturday.
Nov. 15 at thc NCAA Division 111 %Vest Regional meet.
Gallagher made history by finishing in first on Saturday

"Our top three runners take it out really hard and set the
pace for everyone else; Bofa said.
Junior Dusty Caseria finished in 25:23.13 and sophomore Aaron Jenldns crossed the finish line in 25:25.46
earning seventh and eighth place, respectively, to put three
Whitworth runners in the top ten and secure the win.
Bofa took 20th (25:42.24) and freshman Tyler Dudley
finished in 31st (25:57.04) to round out the scoring for the

q

GALLAGHER

CASERIA

JENKINS

and capturing the NCAA Division III regional title, a feat
no other %Vhitworth individual has ever.accomplished.
Three %Vhitworth runners finished with personal-best
achievements to dominate on Saturday and give thc Pirates
first, seventh and eighth place.
Gallagher finished the eight-kilometer race in third
place with a time of 25:01.25, just hundredths of a second
behind second-place finisher and Puget Sound runner,
Francis Reynolds (25:01.43).
Whitworth controlled the race until the 4-mile mark
where Reynolds overtook Gallagher and maintained the
lead until thc final seconds when Gallagher regained firstplace position and held off Reynolds until the finish.

Bucs.
Five top-35 finishes gave all Whitworth scoring runners

All-West Region honors.
The top two teams from the West Regional meet, Whitworth and Claremont-Mudd-Scripps, automatically qualify, for the the national meet, as well as the top seven individual finishers from other teams.
The national meet will take place at Hanover College in
Hanover, Id., next Saturday.
"We got to nationals as a team, we accomplished this as
a team," Bofa said. "We are going in with thc mentality that
we can accomplish great things on a team level;

Cot:tact Danika Heatherly, at danika.heatherly@whitwor-

Overtime loss brings season to an end
Colin Zalewski
Staff Writer

thc issue, but the Whitworth midfield
picked up their ball control as they put
their team in more attacking positions.
In a situation where most would say the
odds were on thc Pirates to score the next
goal. Augsburg played a ball into Whit.00
worth's box in the 61st minute, which was
handled well off thc body by thcir forward
14
Nick Anderson, who then struck a volley
tumbling in the air over the outstretched
arms of thc goalkeeper.
Almost immediately following the
4
equalizer, tension rose across thc ficld. The
match took on a new level of physicality it
had not sccn prior as a dogfight ensued for
the surely deciding goal before the cnd of
regulation.
In the 77th minute Bulcga was given a
yellow card which was swiftly followed by
a matching yellow card for Augsburg's Anderson.
Despite efforts from both teams, the
game reached the end of regulation time
equal at 1-1.
Bnutdon 11emming1WhiNvrthian
Entering into overtime, both 15 minute
periods remained eventless as neither team
The Pirates lost on Thursday In the first round of the NCAA playoffs against Augsburg College.
ss-as able to break through with a deciding

Whitworth makes an early exit from the
NCAA Division 111 tournament in a game
that had fans biting their nails all the way to
a thrilling, yet disappointing, shootout fin:OsIt af the Whitworth Socccr Complex on
Thursday, Nov. 13.
Li After concluding a two-loss scason, the
Northwest Conference Champion Pirates
wcre awarded the right to host their opening round game of the NCAA tournament
against a traveling Augsburg tcam from
Minnesota.
"The competition's going to be intense;
we're going to be playing thc bcst schools
across the nation," senior defender Ben Rotert said.
Augsburg came out of thc gate strong.
While thc home side was never terribly
troubled, it was still evident thcy were
trying to find their bearings early in the
game.
Despite perhaps being the less tentative
teatn in the early stages, thc Whitworth defense held strong as they began to formugoal.
late some attacks.
Being a tournament game, a draw is unIn the 35th tninute the tidcs seemed to
be taking a big turn for the home side aftcr acceptable; only one tcam may move on,
a ball that could not be taken under control so a shootout was necessary to break the
by thc Augsburg keeper was knocked in deadlock.
The shootout opened up on a positive
by junior forward Elly Bulega, putting the
Pirates ahead. They maintained thc lead note with freshman midfielder Cameron
-Bushey scoring the opener. However, things
through the halftime intermission.
Following the goal, the visitors seemed would turn sour quic.kly as Whitworth conunfazed as thcy continued trying to press verted two of their four penalty kicks, the

ri

rim

*.

second credited to Bulega, while Augsburg
struck home all of their four needed shots
to give them the victory, 4-2 in the shootout.
With the season now at an end, the Pirates went 10-2-2 on their way to another
NWC title and a record of 14-2-4 overall.
They will count on this season's freshman-heavy cast of players to fill roles next

season in their second year in losing four
seniors, including Rotert, forward John
Prugh, defender Travis Jette and forward
Caleb Barnhill.
As a senior voice, Prugh said about ending his career, Iles) kind of bittersweet. I've
loved it here."
Contact Colin Zalewski at colin.zalewski@whitworthiatt.com.

Men and women take first home dual meet against PLU
Danika Heatherly
Sports Editor
The Whitworth men's and
utomen's swim teams defeated Pacific Lutheran on Friday, Nov. 14,
in their first Northwest Confer-

NscA

Elliott/Whiturnthi4n

reshman freestyier Lam/ Grippo competes during the Nov. 14 meet

ence home dual meet matchup.
"It svas great to be at home
and cool for the freshman to see
people from their hall and other
Whitworth students who choose
to come out and support the
team; junior Natalie Turner said.
"It's always fun to see who shows
up to svatch."
The team was successful again
this weekend Nvith the men finishing 149-56 over the Lutes while

the women also dominated 14857.
"It was really great to be at
home and have a big crowd there
to watch us, especially for the returners; senior Tom Radtke said.
Freshman Rory Buck led the
men's team, breaking the Whitworth University 100-yard breaststroke record and Whitworth
Aquatic Center record with a time
of 57.48. The record-breaking race

beat former Whitworth swimmer
and record-holder, John Rasmussen, whose previous record was
57.59, set in 1997 at the NAIA
Championships.
Buck also dominated in the
200-yard freestyle (1:45.72), set-

ting the fastest NWC mark in the
200 so far this season.
But Buck wasn't the only one
with significant %ins. this weekend.
"It's good to be watching Rory
(Buck] swim so well right away;
Radtke said. "That record has
been in place for a long time and
it was fun to finally watch it fall."
Radtke, along with senior Justin Brandler, sophomore Islichael
Woodward and freshman Eric
Patterson, all posted uinning
times to contribute to the Pirates'
weekend success.
Like Buck, Radtke set the fast-

See SWIMMING, page 15
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Women's soccer
fails just short of
NCAA at-large bid

'Ifyou can dodge a wrench... you can dodge a ball'

Kara Heatherly
StairiVritcr
Monday morning proved a disappointing dose
to a well-played season for the Whitworth women's
soccer team.
The Pirates defeated Pacific last Saturday to finish
the scason 15-4-1 overall and 11-4-1 in the Northwest Conference.
The 12th-ranked Pirates %vent into a pool svith 16
other teams for the Pool C at-large bid. Whitworth
had a bcttcr record than at least six of the other atlarge participants including Chicago (12-5-1), Illinois Wesleyan (15-6), Nazareth (12-7-1), Redlands
(14-5-1), Rochester (11-5-2) and The College of
New Jersey (12-6-1).
We were second in the West and thcy take four
teams so we vere definitely expecting to hear that
we were going: senior defender Kelly Baker said.
The team discovered their fatc on Monda» Nov.
10.

Dar* CaJaruntuMhstrotthian

Shock was probably the most common response," Baker said. We didn't know how to handle
our emotions. We vere all at different places in our
day, and it ended so quickly. Personally I started crying and had to leave class early."
Other teammates echoed Baker's response.
"We thought we had a good chance, but you never
were defiknow: senior Penelope Crowe said.
nitely hopeful:
lhe forward added, didn't really carc who got
the bid; Iwas just frustrated that we didn't. It was
hard to have the season be over and to not have expected it:
Redlands was probably the most unexpected inclusion into thc tournameni In NCAA West rankings the Pirates had been ranked consistently above
the Bulldogs.
In competition with common opponents, Whitworth svas 2-1 while Redlands was 1-1. The Pirates
will suffer the loss of eight seniors before the 2009
season.
We had a lot of seniors that were four-year players," Crowe said. "So next year we'll have a different
look, but they'll still be a very strong team:
Injury hit the Bucs hard this year and many of the
injured athletes will return next season able to play.
Regardless, the 2008 season will go down as one
of thc best in the history of the Whitworth women's
soccer program. The 2008 squad is ranked third in
games won since the program's beginning.
"It was a great season: Crowe said. "Wc hit a
rough patch but we turned it around and finished
strong. We won nine of our last 10 games, but that's
part of why it's so disappointing. We really came together at the end:
The season may have ended abruptly for the Pirates, but Baker's attitude remained positive overall.
"My favorite part was probably just getting to
know everybody and coming out of the five-game
slide We had in the middle of thc season to finish on
a high note: she said.

Seniors Nate Hadley, Drew Denevan and Ryan Tuck, members of "The Stallions:. prepare to dodge an attack during Saturday's Intramural DodgeballTournament.The tournament featured 15-person teams and was held on Nov.13 In Graves
Gym.

1*

Chiefs defend Memorial Cup

ï

Erica Schrader
Assistant Copy Chief
After claiming the top prizc in the
Canadian Hockey League last season,
the defending Memorial Cup Champion Spokane Chiefs prove they still
have it as they currently sit on top of
thc U.S. Division in the Western !hickey League.
The Chiefs are not wasting any time
defending their title as Spokane currently holds a 14-5-0-3 record with 31

points, one better than the rival TriCity Americans.
This past Nlay thc Chiefs brought
homc the Memorial Cup after defeating the Kitchener Rangers in the final
game 4-1. Spokane went 16-2-3-0 in
the WHL playoffs and swept the Memorial Cup finals 4-0.
The Chicfs hadn't brought the cup
home since 1991.
Third-year veteran goaltender Dustin
Tokarski, Memorial Cup and Western
Conference Championship MVP, currently leads thc V1-1L for goaltenders
with 1.72 GAA (goals against average),
.974 save percentage and three shutouts.
Tokarski earned MVP status in the
four-game Memorial Cup after a 4-0

Contact Kara Heatherly at kara.heatherly@whitworthian.com.

PICKS

..
....

record with an impressive 1.72 GAA
and .953 save percentage.
At one point during the WM playoffs Tokarski went 186 minutes and 15
seconds without allowing a goal.
Left wing Drayson Bowman led the
Chiefs in the Memorial Cup run recording six goals and two assists. Bowman also lead thc team in the
playoffs with 11 goals and nine assists.
Currentl» Bowman has finé goals
and 12 assists.
Left wing Levko Koper currently sits
first on the Chiefs roster and is also tied
in thc Will. for the 20th spot with 24
points including 14 goals and 10 assists.

Koper was instrumental in the
Chiefs' Memorial Cup win scoring two
goals in four games. He also racked up
nine points including four goals and
five assists in the WI IL playoffs.
Ccntcr Ntitch Wahl is on Koper's
heels with 23 points including 13 goals
and 10 assists.
Wahl recorded two goals and four
assists in the final to help the Chiefs
win the cup. In the playoffs leading up
thc final Wahl recorded six goals and
eight assists.
Last year's captain, center Chris Bruton, ended his career as a Chief adding

,..,....

.
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of e week
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six assists in the 4-0 Memorial Cup

win.
Looking to the pros, the NIIL selected five current Chiefs in thc NHL
Entry Drafts, two in 2007 and three in
2008.
Bowman still remains with the
Chiefs but has signed a deal with the
Carolina I lurricanes this year after be
was a third-round pick in 2007. Right
wing Justin McCrac was also selected
by thc I lurricancs in the 2007 draft but
has yet to sign a contract.
After the Chiefs dahned the championship. MIL teams had their cycs on
Spokane's top players in the 2008 NI IL
Entry Draft. lbe Calgary Flames chose
Wahl for their second-round pick,
Tampa Bay Lightning picked up Tokar!Id in the fifth round and the New York
Islanders selected defender Jared Spurgeon in the sixth round.
As of today, the Chiefs are on their
\VIM fivc-gamc castcrn swing through
Saskatchewan and so far hold a 1-1 record for the short run.
Listen to the Chiefs take on the Brandon Wheat Kings at 5 p.m. tonight on
1510 KGA.

Contact Enea Schrinkr at erica.
schrader@whitworthian.cont.
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Each week the sports staff makes predictionsforfive of the premier games in the National Football League.

Updated daily with breaking news, updates,
blogs, features, sports and commentary
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A wild crowd filled the Fieldhouse stands on Thursday night as Captain Walker D. Plank showed his slam dunk skills during the Midnight
Madness festivities as students received free T-shirts and ice cream in
preparation for the 2008-2009 basketball season. Students participated
with the basketball players in games of around-the-world and a threepoint shooting competition.

Tara Sarianan/Whitworthian

SeniorTiffany Corigliano shoots
a three-pointer on Thursday.

Freshman Michael Taylor throws
down a dunk during Midnight
Madness.

BASKETBALL

Dave Gerig

.

Staff 1Vritcr
The Whitworth mcn's basketball team heads into the 20082009 scason looking to win its
third straight Northwest Conference Championship.
"We don't want to let down
this year senior post Calvin jurich said. Our goal is to defend

our conference championship
and make a run in the NCAA
tourney."
The Hues, with head coach
Jim I layford in his eighth ycar
with the team, look to continue

the success of the program without Ryan Symcs, the 2007 NWC
Player of the Year, and All-NWC
honoree Colin Willemsen. If the
past is any indication, thc Pirates
will have no trouble accomplishing that, having produced thc
NWC Player of the Year the previous four years.
he Pirates are led in the backcourt by senior point guard Ross
Nakamura. The slick and quick
Nakamura averaged 9:1 points
per game and a lethal 13 percent from beyond the arc. More
impressive than those stats is his
NCAA Division III leading 4.3to-1 assist-to-turnover ratio.
Nakamura is joined at the
guard position by three-point
threat and sophomore forward

"As a senior, the leadership
role kind of falls into your lap.
We have the most experience
and the younger and new guys
look to use us as examples," JuReturning senior guard Tim rich said.
The 6-foot-6-inch Spokane
Sellereit adds more scoring at
the guard position, with an av- native was third on the tcam in
erage 01.8.1 points per game last rebounds last scason with 4.3 per
scason. Sophomore guards Bcn game and will be a cornerstone at
Iddins and Clay Gebbers, along thc inside position this season.
He'll be joined in t1.-.e post by
with senior Steve Stockton will
battle for playing time for the Pi- freshman Felix Fricdt and senior
Nate Montgomery. The 6 foot
rates at thc guard position.
8 .inch Fricdr
The Bucs welcomes to Whitcome the talents
worth from Gerof junior transCLIC
fer llo Gregg to Read more about men's basketball online many and can
take over if he
the team and thc
a
other
starting
consistently gets
whitwort hian.com
thc ball deep in
guard position.
the post. NtontGregg was the
leading scorer for the Commttni- gomery, also 6-foot-8-inches
ty Colleges of Spokane Sasquatch tall, comes back from an injury
last season and led them to the riddled scason ready to prove his
region's championship game.
worth in the post.
Ile will be pushed for playThe Pirates will be challenged
ing time by transfer junior Troy heavily within thcir conference,
Kal'ohenn and freshman Jordan starting with Puget Sound, which
Call.
finished first in the coaches poll.
While the services of Symcs
The 2008-2009 season gets unand Willemsen will no doubt be derway against Brockport State
missed, the Pirates feel they are (21-8 in 2007-2008) in Baltistrongest at the post position. more, Md., in the John Hopkins
The Bucs will be led by Jurich, University Blue Jay Invitational
%vho, along with Stockton, repon Friday.
resent the only four-year players
Contact Dare Gerig at dave.
on the team.
gerig@whitworthian.com.

David Riley, who was third on
the team in scoring with 11.9
points per game and hit an average of 2.6 threc-pointers last
scason.

KIT

SWIMMING: Pirates

James Gelfer
Assistant Sports Editor

Coming off a 13-12 season in
2007-2008, the women's basketball team is anticipatcd to contend for thc NWC title this year.
The Pirate women are predicted to finish sccond in the
conference, just behind Whitman
University, according to the 2008
preseason NWC coaches poll.
Last season Whitworth finished fourth in the conference
with an 8-8 record in the NWC.
Helen Higgs will lead the Pirates in her 15th season as head

coach.
The Pirate roster is filled with
experience coming into the season. Three 'starters are returning
for the Bucs, including First Team
All-NWC forward Alida Bower.
Bower, who will start at power
forward, lcd the Pirates last season averaging 13.5 points and 6.1
rebounds per game.
Junior guard Natalie Orrcll
earned honorable mention AllNWC honors last year and will
start at shooting guard for the
Bucs. She was the Pirate's secondleading scorer, averaging 12.6
points per game.
Post players Tiffany Corigliano
and Liz Horiatis split playing time
last season, and will likely do so
again this year. Last season the

duo dominated inside, averaging
a combined 14.2 points and 9.7
rebounds per game.
Junior guard Leah Pomante
played in every game last season
for the Piratcs, and is expected
to take over as the starting point
guard this season.
The only other returning player
for the Pirates is senior forward
Jamie Scott, who missed all of thc
2007 season with an injury.
Whitworth's roster gained four
junior transfcrs during the .off
scason, all of whom have college
playing experience.
Junior fonvard Cassic Pilkinton, a transfer from North Idaho
College, is expected to fill the final starting spot for the Pirates.
Katie McKenna is the sole
sophomore on the roster this season for thc Bucs.
The Pirates will start the season
with a difficult non-conference
schedule, including three games
against NCAA Division II programs and three games against
Southern California Intercollegiate Athletic Conference teams.
After starting thc season with
six games on the road, Whitworth will make its home debut
Dec. 5 at the Whitworth Classic
against Washington University
and Cal Lutheran.
Contact ¡ames Gelfer at james.
gelfer@whitworthian.com.

take first home NWC meet of the season

continuedfrom page 13

Nid ElliattliVhitworthian
Freshman Jennifer Benson swims the 100-yard bacicstroke.

cst NWC standard yet after touching
the wall in 17:03.55 in the 1,650-yard
freestyle. The senior also defeated the
field in the 500-freestyle with a time of
5:02.49.
Brandler won both of his events as
well, posting a 23.05 in the 50-yard
freestyle and 56.08 in the 100-yard butterfly.
The PLU men ended the meet with
a strong finish over the Bucs, winning
their only event of the meet in the 200yard freestyle relay.

Seven Pirate women took first place
finishes in individual clients this weekend to lead the Pirates over the Lutes
at home.
Sophomore Ashley Lecoq dominated with two wins. She touched in 25.14
during the 50 freestyle and in 1:00.21
to lead the 100-yard butterfly.
Freshman Amy Gray, freshman Jennifer Benson and sophomore Christine
DeHaven all posted best times to date
in the NWC in their respective events.
Gray swam the breaststmke in 1:10.18

while Benson took the 100-yard backstroke in 1:01.46. DeHaven defeated
the field in the 500-yard freestyle after
posting a quick 5:17.63.
Both the men and women took 10
out of the 11 events at the meet.
The Pirate men and women will host
the Northwest Invitational on Friday
and Saturday at the Whitworth Aquatic Center.

Contact Danika Heatherly at danika.
heatherly@uhitworthian.com.

CheeseSteaks Subst
A Proud Sponsor of Whitworth
Community and Athletics
Come in and ask about the Whitworth Special!

'ate Whittuorthian
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WHITPICS

Held in the Hixson Union Building Multipurpose Room, Warren Peace allows Whitworth singers, songwriters, ni usicians and
poets to showcase their talent. This year, the event supported a
tnission trip to Tanzania. In addition, T-shirts made by Blue Button Apparel were sold throughout the concert, with half the money
from sales going directly to the Tanzania trip.

CHECK OUT THE"THIS WEEK IN PHOTOS" SLIDESHOW AT WHITWORTHIAN.COM.

TOP LEFT: Freshman Kwabena Amponsah Jams on the keyboard

with the Quarless' steel drum band.
TOP RIGHT:Sophomore Marcus Nobles plays the drums during
Warren Peace. Nobles is part of gospel choir act Exceptional Praise
and rock/pop group Too Far East.

ABOVE, FAR LEFT: Freshman Julie Sullivan focuses on the multicol-

ored beanbags as she juggles.
ABOVE:Freshman Naomi Flaherty strokes the harp during her
performance.
ALI photos Iry Nut Usrgt and Tura Sac inuttlItlutwvrthun

Want to submit your photos? E-mail us at plwtos@whitworthian.com.
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9327 N. Newport Highway

°WAYS IN FILM

The coverage continues through Dec. 9

BUCS WIN INVITE

Sixfilms that look
to make it big this
holiday season
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Men, women
swim to victory in

NWC Invitational
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Admissions sees
rise in number of
early applications
Jerod Jarvis

(

Hîtfng th sio

Staff 1Vri1cr

As winter' approaches and you dust offthose skis and snowboards,
The Whitworthian gives you the low-down on the local "hot" spots
IN-DEPTH, PAGE 8-9

'

47".
Courtesy of Amber Lewty
t:,

A run at 49 Degrees North ski area slopes away from a snowboardees waiting feet

As the Nov. 30 deadline
for early action applications approaches, numbers are on track for a
larger applicant pool than
last year.

Thus far, thcrc are 3,662
applications for the incoming class of fall 2009,
representing a 5.7 percent
increase over the number
of applications received
at this time last year.
Previous years have seen
larger frcshman classes
than expected, resulting
In parking and housing
crunches and breaking
past the university's stated
goal ola 2 perccnt increase
per ycar in thc size of the
student body.
The university plans to
enroll a smaller freshman
class of 525 next fall, said
Fred Pfursich: vice president of admissions and
financial aid.
There were 570 incoming freshmen this fall, according to thc Fall 2008
Tenth Day enrollment report.
The admissions schedule is divided up into
weeks starting the first of
October, Pfursich said.
The university uses the
schedule to organize and

spot trends in the application process.
"We're currently in
week seven," he said.
The early application
proccss is important to
the university because it
yields a higlt percentage
of enrollments, Pfursich
said.
Out of the nearly 3,500
early applications received
last year, 30.8 percent of
those admitted were enrolled, compared to 21.1
percent of regular applicants.
This difference can usually be attributed v,
types of studcnts who
tend to apply early, Pfursich said.
"In general, students
who apply Carly are a little
more confident in their
choices of schools," he
said. "They want to gct on
with it;
The regular application
deadline is March 1.
Schools nationwide arc
also receiving a surprising numbcr of early action
applicants in spite of the
economy, according to a
rcccnt article in Ihe New
York Times.
People arc often more
pmne to try to get into
school during an econom-

See ENROLLMENT, page 3

Fenton Duvall leaves 'handprint' on Whitworth
Ira McIntosh
Staff Writer
R. Fenton Duvall, a former history
professor and dean of men at Whitworth,
died in his Florida home on Nov. 11 at
the age of 96.
A memorial service was held for hint
on Nov. 15 at his home.
was a service that was eloquent and
dignified and warm, and that affirmed
the importance of faith in Christ in Fenton's life, and spoke to his intellectual
vigor and range, said Kathy Storm, vice
president for Student Life, who attended
the service.
Duvall served at Whitworth from
1949 to 1981 and left many legacies in
his wake.
"Fenton was a wonderful and warm
mentor and friend: Storm said. He was
just this wise and loving and gentle pres-
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cnce. The kind ola person to whom you
could go for advice, who always had a
kind and thoughtful response."
Some of Duvall's accomplishments indude the crcation of the Jan Term study
abroad trips and
Core classes.
"The Core program speaks to his
commitment to encourage people to be
broadly educated in
the world of ideas,
and not to be overly
segmented, or speDUVALL
cialized, but to appreciate intellectual
heritage in all of its breadth as well as
depth," Storm said.
The last time Duvall visited the
worth campus was in fall 2006 when he
attended the dedication ceremony for

Duvall Hall. A group of alumni made
contributions in Duvall's name to the
building fund and asked in return that
the residence hall be named for him..
Duvall got a different start compared
to other professors. When he was
MORE
fresh out of school,
he received a letter
INSIDE
from former WhitPROJECT LOOKS TO
worth
president
'CREATE A SENSE
Frank
Warren,
askOF IDENTITY IN THE
ing Duvall to come
DUVALL COMMUNITY'
to Whitworth.
NEWS, PAGE 3
"Dr. Warren was
so impressed with
my credentials and
my recommendations that he offered
me a job; Duvall said, according to the
Whitworth Archives.
For a period, he was unable to support
his family on simply his professor's sal-

-1

Where do studentfees go?

PAGE 2

ary, so he took up a position as interim
pastor at a local Methodist church.
Struggling between writing sermons
and preparing for class, Duvall accepted
the position as dean of men, according to
the Whitworth Archives.
According to an article in an April
1955 issue of The Whimorthian, talking
about his recent hiring as dean of me:,
"Dr. Duvall has been at Whitworth since
1949 and has endeared himself to all.
Not only has he proven to be a master
teacher, but also an exceptional leader."
After four years in the position, Duvall
returned to the East Coast and earned his
master's degree in history from Temple
University in Philadelphia;Penn.
"I wanted to teach history to help kids
have that stretching experience that the
way you and I live today is not the be and

VISIT WIMWORTNIAN.COM DAILY FOR BREAKING

NE, BM, MULTIMEDIA AND SPORTS UPDATES.

See DUVALL, page 3
Comments? Let us know:

editixthiiiinvottian.com
ot S09-777-3248
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Computer science bucks trend
Andrea Idso
Staff Writer
Enrollment in Whitworth's computer science program has increased three consecutive years, countering a national trend.
The country is experiencing a combination
of fewer students pursuing computer-related
degrees and an increasing nurnber of baby
boonters retiring from technical careers.
That has led tc an inadequate ratio ofjobs to
job seekers in the field.
Susan Mabry, associate professor of computer science and chair of the mathematics
and computer science department, attributes
Whitworth's separation from the national
trend to a number of factors.
"Probably one of our greatest strengths is
being a strong computer science program in
a liberal arts college," Mabry said. "Students
have a breadth of education unlike in large
universities."
Shc also credited word-of-mouth from
altunni as a perpetual way to promote
growth.
Senior Tom I lamming, a computer scicncc
major, said communication is a key factor in
Meal time/ Muti.v;
computer science.
"Writing good software is like building Senior Steven Johnson, junior Scott Pfursich and senior Tim McGarr/ work In the computer lab
with Legos, only you have complete control In Undaman Hall last week. Enrollment In the department has increased since 2006.
over thc design of your bricks," Hamming
Computer sdence majors since 2000 at
said. "If I design a brick and you design a catty a course only offered at the graduate
brick, thosc bricks have to work extremely level.
Whitworth
That was onc of thc first, if not thc first,
well together for thc software to work well.
75
For that to happen, we.have to be in good undergraduate QA courses in the country,"
communication and work as a tearn. It can be Hamming said. "It is being offered again
next year."
a very complex undertaking."
so

MICROSOFT COLLABORATION

STUDY ABROAD

Some strengths of the program arc unique
hfabry said all of the computer science
to
Whitworth, such as computer science
professors have industy backgrounds.
That allows us to introduce that per- study abroad programs.
"I would eluting you to find another
spective and because of our experience, wc
computer
scicncc department with a study
continually watch for things that wc can
abroad class designed specifically for comstrengthen our graduates," site said.
One example camc from a group effort puter science stud5nts," Nlabry said.
Every two years, a study abmad program
between Pctc Tucker, an associate professor
tailored to computer science
specifically
and '91 alumnus, and Cherie Ekholm, a senior test lead at Microsoft Corporation and students gives thcm thc chance to see technology beyond the U.S. Programs altcmatc
an '87 Whitworth alumna.
Thc two collaborated on creating an un- every two years: onc to Britain and Ireland
dergraduate pilot course regarding how qual- and another to India.
Mabry said more locations may be added
ity assurance engineers improve software
value. The course was called Quality Assur- in thc future.
Both trips are structured very. similarly,
ance in Software Management and began in
Nfabry said. Students takc part in a variety of
fall 2007.
lEkholm) wanted to do a pilot quality activities, including industry visits, univeraAssurance course here at Whitworth be- sity exchanges, church activities and a class
cause she knew that Whitworth computer about culture and technology.
"The idea is to scc technology in other
science grads writc codcs well and commucountries and consider its influence there,"
nicate well; Hamming said.
He described the basics of quality assur- Mabry said. "I've seen these trips have quite
ance as finding a bug and communicating an impact."
why that bug is important to fix to developers.

Hamming said quality assurance is typi-

1., 6.
Year

infortruslon
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to
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B.stost1Whstwastitssal

science and Spanish, plans to enroll in the
NI1T program at Whitworth. Afterward, he
secs plenty of opportunities for himself in
the future, such as developing software or
teaching math, computer science, or Spanish.
Being bilingual, he could pursue any of
those careers in a variety of countries.
"Right now 1 ;un just trying to open doors,"
he said. "As a computer science major, that
is easy. The way technology is developing,
there will always be a nccd for techics."
Mabry said it is not uncommon for computer science students to double major in
business, physics or math, a nearly impossible feat at other universities.
Structurally, the combined math and corn-

DOUBLE MAJORING

See

Hamming, a double major in computer

COMPUTER SCIENCE, page
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Stud.ent fees go toward clubs, programs, salaries
Carrisa Pawell

Sit era

Staff Writer
Students are required to pay a studcnt fee
o1595 every semester and many are unaware
of how their money is being speni
"There is a disconnect between students
paying that amount and realizing ASWU is
associated with that amount," Financial Vice
President Kendra Hamilton said. "%Ve supply
those activities. Student government is not
just about government; it's also everything
that has to do with everything:*
Junior Caitlynn Nelson said she didn't
know what the student fee was used for.
"I haven't seen the results of all this moncy
that they apparently have spent," she said.
Student fees make up the ASWU budget
for the school year.
For the 2008-2009 school year, the total
amount collected in student fees comes to
$371,450.
The money is spent on ASWU, dubs,
KWRS, the yearboolc, residence hall programs, on-campus events and much more.
A large amount of that money is spent
on salaries. ASWU salaries are $140,680 for

!if enTiSPOid
siudeiis'S95ASWU

$62'659 iiiidlùalatiei, ()patio's,
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$15445 i'1,414e
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this year and student media salaries come to
$44,731.
As the school grows in size, members of
AS1VU have expressed concern about the

strain new representatives will put on their
ability to represent efficiently and the percentage of the budget spent on salaries.
"As long as we are a paid government we

need to stop growing as a general assembly;
Hamilton said.
ASWU added a ncw representative for Arend Hall this year, which is costing students
nearly $800.
An AS'WU committee led by Hamilton is
forming a plan to restructure the system of
representation in studcnt government. The
nev. system will free up money to be used for
other things, such as programming. Hamilton said,
The budget is decided in April by the budget committee, which is composed of four
ASWU members and four students at large.
Hamilton said all of the coordinators.
clubs and anyone requesting money for the
next school year talks to the committee for
15 minutes once a year and explains why
they need the amount of money they are asking for. The committee sees people for two
or three days for approximately six hours a
day.

The members of the budget committee
compile the budget and ASWU votes on it.
Contact Carrisa Powell at carrisa.pawell@
whitworthian.com.
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Project by Duvall RAs to
'create a sense of identity
in the Duvall community'
Heather Kennison
Staff Writer

Archirtz/Whitworthian

R. Fenton Duvall was

DUVALL:

last on campus for the dedication of Duvall Hall in fall 2006.

Sense of dedication remembered

contitsuedfratti page

1

end all of life that is meant to be so I
never shirked from making it clear
that I was a Christian, was deeply
committed but I did not go out of the
way to try to bring that into every
class that I taught," Duvall said, according to the Whitworth Archives.
Duvall was forced to retire from
Whitworth after 32 years of teaching
due to a law that required all faculty
over 65 to retire.
11e also served as president and
chief executive officer of the National Council on EConomic Education
(NCEE) starting in 1995.
After coming to Whitworth, Duvall left for a while to serve as dean
at King's College in New Castle, Dcl.,
and as vice president at Waynesburg
College in Waynesburg, Pcnn.
He later returned to Whitworth to
teach history.

"His warm sense of dedication and
his sincere honesty with the students
have been commented on by all those
who have had dealings with hin a
former editor of The Whitworthian
wrote in a 1962 article.
In the November 2005 "Of Mind
& Heart," Whitworth president Bill
Robinson said, "Fenton was known
as loving and supportive to his students, but rigorous and challenging
as well in his expectations; .
Onc of the students on Duvall's
Italian study tour said of Duvall in
the 1971 Whitworth Catalog, "Hc deserves all the admiration and respect
anyone can give him:
Storm said Duvall was committed
to Whitworth.
"He was a person whosc handprint
is on this institution; she said.
Contact Ira McIntosh at iraancintash@whitworthian.com.

After the recent death of R. Fenton Duvall, resident
assistants Amanda Carlson and hlichael Harri of Duvall Hall have been working to put together "Welcome
Home: The Fenton Duvall Project; designed to honor
the man the residence hall is named after.
"Our goal is to create a sense of identity in the Duvall
community and honor a man who made great contributions to Whitworth and everything it stands for," Carlson
said.
The idea for The Fcnton Duvall Project was formed
at a brainstorming session with othcr resident assistants,
Carlson said.
The projcct took place Nov. 17-19. Students expressed
their feelings about the Duvall community on camera
and their responses will be made into a video.
For those who didn't fcel comfortable being on film,
there was also a book available for students to write what
Duvall Hall means to them. Both the video and thc book
will be given to R. Fenton Duvall's family, Carlson said.
Duvall's death wasn't widely known. Carlson said. The
Fenton Duvall Project was a good opportunity for the
residents of Duvall to learn what Fenton Duvall did for
Whitworth, Carlson said.
"His passing has let his legacy really be known; Harri
said. "The amount of response has been really cooL"
There were about 30 students involved with the project, Carlson said.
Senior Linh Aven, one of the students who participatcd in the filming, said she remembers when R. Fenton
Duvall came to Whitworth for the dedication of the hall
in fall 2006.
"It was really cool just to meet him in person," Aven
said. "He was really vibrant and really great His legacy
is still so strong at Whitworth; it's just been a testament
to his
.
To Carlson, R. Fenton Duvall was a :cur= of inspira-

tion.
"He led the example of a life serving God," Carlson
said.
The video will most likely be edited and finished before Christmas Break. Carlson said. It is currently unknown how or if the tribute will be available to Whitworth students.
Contact Heather Kennison at heather.kennison@whitworthian.cotn.

ENROLLMENT: Early

applicants more likely to enroll than regular applicants

continued from page

State schools such as Eastern
Washington University and %/ashington State University face potential budget cuts of up to 20 percent
pending budget decisions that
Gov. Christine Gregoire will make
in the coming months, according
to an artide in thc Spokesman-

1

ic downturn, Pfursich said, because of the greater number of career opportunitics open to college
graduates.
Pfursich said the applications
received are in line with a typical
Vhitworth applicant pool in tcrms
of gender, ethnicity and GPA.
Prospective student Clarissa
Richcs is in the proccss of applying to Whitworth.
"I like the smaller campus," she
said. The students all seern really enthusiastic. Almost everyone's wearing a (Whitworth] logo."
Pfursich expressed some concern over how national situations
such as the economy might affect

enrollment.

Review.

Thc cuts won't affect Whitworth
directly, but it's impossible to say
what the indirect effects might be,
Pfursich said.
"It's way too early to make any
kind of projcctions, but it's definitely going to be an interesting
and challenging year; he said.

Restricted lots
to be patrolled
more frequently
Of the approximately 30
parking lots on campus, 15
are designated as "no overnight parking" lots. Starting next month, these lots
will be patrolled more frequently.
Next week, warning notices will be placed on vehicles that remain in these
parking lots after midnight
Over the last few weeks,
more signs have been posted in the designated "no
overnight parking" lots
warning vehicle owners of
the new rule.
Several parking lots have
been designated as "no
parking; but the main ones
are DI, next to the library;
LI and la, located near the
NIusic Building; and B1,
to the right of the Hixson
Union Building.
The goal is to inform
drivers before the rule is
enforced, said Ed Kelly, director of Facilities Services.
Read more online at
whitworthian.com.

First week of Dec.
will kick off annual
ChristmasFest
Whitworth's annual
ChristmasFest will feature
events throughout the first
week of December.
On Dec. 1, Whitworth
president Bill Robinson and
his wife Bonnie will hold
their Christmas reception in
the Hixson Union Building
cafeteria from 2:30 to 4 p.m.
The senior class holiday
dinner will be held in the
HUB from 5 to 7 p.m. on
Dec. 2. Dress is semi-formal.
The Sodezo Christmas dinner will be held
Dec. 2 in the dining hall.
The art department Wintcrfest Arts & Crafts sale will
be held in the HUB from 9
a.m. to 3:30 p.m. on Dec. 7.
A candlelight nativity service will be held in
the Seeley G. Mudd Chapel at 9 p.m. on Dec.. 8.
Compiled by news staff

CORRECTIONS
Contact Jerod Jarvis atjerod.
jarris@whitworthian.com.

Ryan ErassonlWhitworthian

Admissions counselor Lara Thompson works at her desk in MacKay Hall
last week.The early action application deadline is Nov.30.

We're not done yet.
Look online for the coverage you're used to.
The Whitworthian continues production until Dec. 9.
ONLY AT

&

CLARIFICATIONS
The purpose of the Tanzania trip that was mentioned on the back page vas
incorrect. Warren Peace
benefited the upcoming Jan
Term study program, not a
mission trip.
Cross-country runner
Nick Gallagher's place in
the 8k race at the Northwest Conference was incorrect in one reference in last
week's edition. Gallagher
finished in first place.
The Whitworthian is committed to proviSing

the Whitworth community with the most accurate infonnatien pose.e.'
Whitworthian never knowingiy pubfishes inaccurades. If

COMMENTA

you have a comment or question about the
fairness or acoaracy of a story, send an e-mail

to ertor@whitworthian.orn.
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BRIEFS
New president
named at Central

Washington Univ.
Central
Washington
University announced thc
appointment ola new president last week.
James Gaudino trill be
the university's 14th president and will replace Jerilyn McIntyre, who retired
last year.
Gaudin° will start Jan. 1.

president
takes voluntary
$100K salary cut
WSU

The president of Washington State University told
thc board of regents Nov. 21
that he would voluntarily
take a $100,000 salary cut
in response to the university's budget problems.
Elson Floyd's new salary
of S625.000 will go into effect on Jan. 1.

360 area code

expected to be
replaced by 2012
la.rge part of western
Washington will have a
new arca code by 2012.
'those with a 360 arca
code will be assigned a new
area code by telecommunications companies.
The code has been operational since 1995.

Clinton recruited

for Secretary of
State position
Hillary Rodharn Clinton's
aides said Friday that Clinton will accept the position
of secretary ()Estate.
President-elect Barack

Obama recruited Clinton
for the position.
The decision will not
be formally announced
for at least another week.

Students transfer in
More than
half are from
Washington
state colleges

Places students at Whitwoth
transferred from this fall

Megan Frazier
StaffiVriter

Attending Whitworth for
four years is a typical e:cpcrience for many Whitworth
students.
However, somc follow an
atypical path.
Ninety.one new students
transferred to Whitworth
this year, compared to 92 last
year, acconiing to the Fall
2008 Tcnth Day enrollment

Univcrsity and two from the
University of Washington.
No new students transferred
from Washington State University this fall, according to
the report.
Credits from community
colleges in Washington transfer over bccausc Whltworth
has an articulation agreement with other schools, said
Fred Pfursich, vice president
of admissions and financial

"Ve recognize that there
are courses taught in community college that are very
similar in contcnt and scope:
Pfursich said.
Seniors Sarah Davies and
Olympia Eberlein are transfer students who had different reasons for coming to
Whitworth.
Davies attended Multnomah Bible College in Portland, Ore. Although she enjoyed it, she said it didn't have
the wide range of programs
she was looking for.
After she realized she
wanted to go into psychology, Davies started looking

Mugabe blocics

continuedfrom page 2

humanitarian
visit to Zimbabwe

-puter science program

retary General Kofi Minan
and Graca Machel, Nelson
Mandela's wife.
The gnaup was planning
to assess the situation in the
country and figure out how

the international community could help.

Compikd by Julie Wootton
Sourrer 7he Qlympiart, Seattle
Times. The New York 7irres

helps students to double
major with ease.
"There are overlapping
requirements, so once
students are in required
classes, they often decide
to pursue the major or minor," Mabry said.

20

10
56 student; ame from

Number ofstudents

other schools

Kelsey Bacon/ Whilmwthian

at other schools.

of their degrees arc
'ministry-oriented but thcy
"All

also had communication and
music, so it wasn't just like
you learn Bible only, Daries
said.
Ntultnomah is in the process of getting a psychology
major, Davies said, adding
that thcir timing isn't too
wonderful for her.
Davies said she camc to
Whitworth her junior year
mainly to get a degree In
psychology, but also for the
dance and theater programs.
"Right now I'm in a play
and that's really cool," Davies
said. "And they have clubs

here

Although Davies is satisfied with her decision to
come to Whitworth, she said
she feels that she belongs at
Ntultnomah more than Whitworth.
"I'm happy with my decision, but htultnomah is still
where my heart is: she said.
"It's more like my second
home and 'Whitworth is just
kind oía place:
Daries. who has lived in
Keola the past two years, encourages transfer students to
live somewhere where they
can find good community.
"Being a transfer, going
into a dorm of all singles
just made it a slight bit more
lonely," Davies said.
Unlike freshmen and sophomores, transfer students arc
not always required to live on

COMPUTER SCIENCE:

The president of Zimbabwe reftfsed to allow former
U.S. President Jimmy Carter and others to enter the
country on a hurnanitarian
visit Nov. 22.
Robert Mugabe denied
visas to Carter, U.N. Sec-

by economic crisis

Melissa Challender
Staff Writer

report.
More than half of the
transfer students come from
schools in Washington state,
according to the report.
Eighteen of thc students
from Washington transferred from Spok-anc Falls
Community College, 10
from Spokane Community
College, three from Eastern
Washington University, two
from Western Washington

campus even when they first
come to Whitworth, Pfursich
said.
Senior Olympia Eberlcin
also transferred to Whitworth her junior year.
"I was going to transfer my
freshman year, but basically I
didn't feel at peace about it,"
Ebcrlin said. "I was praying
about it and decided, 'No, I
need to wait."
Eberlein transferred from
the University of Washington,
which has 42,098 students on
the Seattle campus, according
to UW's office of institutional
studies Veb site.
"It was really easy to slack
off at UW because it was
so big7 she said. was just
kind of taking dasses to get
it done."
Another factor to talce into
account with larger campuses
is the level of safety, Eberlein
said.
"We'd get e-mails I saying),
'Be careful around this street;
so-and-so got mugged,- she
said.
Eberlein said she too is
happy with her decision to
transfer to Whitworth.
"There are some things
I do miss about UW, but
overall, this is better for me:
Eberlein said. "I do miss their
24-hour library:

i

Students may not be able to find alternative
education loans for the spring -emester due to
the financial downturn.
One hundred thirty.eight lenders no longer
offer federal or private loan programs, according to a recent artidc in the Wall Street Journal.
Many banks such as Wachovia Corp., College Loan Corp., Citibank and Key Bank have
withdrawn from thc student loan industry altogether. This past September, more than 9,000
students' loan applications were canceled due to
ladc of funding from Citibank.
"As borrowing limits on federal loan programs have fallen behind annual tuition increases, more students have turned to lenders
such as College Loan Corporation for costlier private loans," according to the %Vail Street
Journal article.
During the 2007-2008 academic year, the
Whitworth financial aid office processed about
159 alternative loans, said Traci Stensland, associate director of financial aid.
"It's proposed right flOW that schools would
have to disclose that these loans arc much more
expensive: Stensland said. "Whitworth has already been doing this for several years."
An unsubsidized Stafford loan for the
2007-2008 academic ycar had an interest rate of
6.8 percent and a limit of $2.000, according to
StaffordLoan.com. In contrast, Sallie Mac offers
private alternative student loans with a variable
interest rate from 4 to 14 percent.
"Often on the private alternative loans, if a
student has a cosigner they can possibly gct into
a less expensive tier," Stcnsland said.
The average debt among Whitworth students
at graduation is about $18,000, compared ta
523,000 for Gonzaga University students.
President-elect 13arack Obama has proposed that under the American Opportunity Tax Credit, families could receive a
S4,000 tax credit contingent upon completion of 100 hours of community service.
According to Obama's campaign Web sitc, the
$4,000 could cover two-thirds of thc cost of tuition at the average public college or university
and all of community college tuition.
"The philosophy of the federal government
is that thc parents are the primary rcsourcc for
education for all students who are 24 years and
younger: Stensland said. "That is the reason
they have to supply information on the FAFSA.
Depending on the family's resources, such as
income, assets, age of thc older parent, numbcr
in the household, number in the household going to college, state of residency, how much income is from work, that might affect how much
a family will get in financial aid."

Contact Melissa Challender

at melissa.chalknder@whitworthian.cotn.

Cot:tact Alegas: Frazier al megan.frazier@
whitworthian.com.

Study abroad, innovative classes contribute to success

worth's majors showed
similar tendencies, reaching 72 majors in 2000.
Gradually, though, numbers began sinking alongside the national trend.
However, the number of
computer science majors
at Whitworth bottomed in
2005, but has risen steadily
ever since.

due to the recent growth,
one dass now has to be
taught in the library, which
is not the ideal setting for a
computer science lab.
Mabry agreed that limited classrooms are a problem but emphasized that
the number of professors is
of greater concern.
WOMEN IN CS

EXPANSION

TRENDS

In the past 10 years, the
peak number of computer
science majors nationwide
was in fall 2000, with nearly 16,000 students, according to an annual survey
conducted by the Computing Research Association.
Six years later, the number had pltmged to about
7,800.
For several years, Whit-

Availability of loans
may be challenged

Mabry said one of the
computer science program's downfalls is its small
staff size.
We have not yet gone
through the formal accreditation process yet because
we need to show more
professors, but I'm fairly
convinced we could pass
that accreditation if we had
more staffing," she said.
Hamming added that

"Computer science is
recognized as a field vastly
underrepresented by women," Mabry said.
Two of Mabry's dasses
consist solely of male students and she said generally many female majors
are international students,
especially in graduate
school.
On a national level, there
have been many initiatives
taken to improve this, such

_

as companics creating
technology-based camps
for high school girls.
NATIONAL RESPONSE

In response to the problem of dedining enrollment nationwide, some
video game companies
have begun worldng with
colleges to entice graduates with various perks,
from internships to fitness
services to dry deaning.
Changes in today's technology have influenced
Microsoft to lobby state
legislators to increase math
requirements in an attempt
to better prepare students
for the work world.
PROGRAM FUTURE

Sudden growth in the

past two years was .unanticipated, she said, but
the program is curious as
to how the current economic situation will affect class sizes in the fall.
Over thc long term, we
do anticipate continucd
growth because computer
science is so intertwined
with every aspect of our
Western lives and the
brcadth that Whitworth
affords, which uniquely
positions our graduates:
htabry said.
She said the school has
been supportive of the department and allowed the
flexibility to introduce ncw
things pretty quiddy and
grow.

Conttict Andrea Idso at
andrea.idso@whitworthian.com.
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SOUNDING BOARD: WHITWORTHIAN'S WEEKLY POLL

VOLUME 99, NUMBER 9

What is yourfavorite food to eat on Thanksgiving?
EDITORIAL: IN THE LOOP
Vote in the poll online

Cultural Awareness Week
only scratches surface

They're really

The words "diversity" and "awareness"
have become buzzwords around Whitworth over the last few ycars. The university has seen thc need to become more
culturally diverse and has takcn stcps to
encourage both diversity and awareness
on campus.
Cultural diversity advocates arc perhaps
thc most obvious of the stcps. CDAs have
been present in various forms at Whitworth
for a few decades, according to an article
In the Oct. 7 issue of The Whitworthian.
CDAs "work along with thcir leadership
residence tcam to encourage the development of a community that values individual difTerences and respects the rights and
opinions of all residents," according to the
Whitworth Web sitc. CDAs actively work
to make sure students of various cultures
are adjusting to lifc at Whitworth.
There are many student clubs on campus that also work to inform students

about other cultures. During this past
week these clubs, along with other organizations, hosted events to promote different
cultures, each with the goal to make the attending students more conscious of intercultural lifestyles.
While the premise behind each of these
events was well-intended, inost only
scratched the surface of the culture they
were trying to represent. This lessens the
effectiveness of the events. In an Internetdriven world, most students can easily
scratch the surface ofany culture they want.
Delving deeper into an aspect of a certain
culture is something that is much harder to
do over a computer. Events like those that
occurred during Cultural Awareness Week
should make a better attempt at showing
students a deeper aspect of a culture.
Time is another factor that detracts
frotn thc effectiveness of Cultural Awareness Week. College students are busy peopie, especially in the weeks leading up to
finals. Most are stressing about finishing
their various papers and projects. They fed
thcy don't have the time to attend one of a
dozen events about cultural awareness.
Granted, this problem is not the clubs'
fault. Students need to make the extra effort to gct involved. If students really do
want to become more diverse, thcy need
to take advantage of these clubs and their
events. There was onc new addition to this year's
Cultural Awareness Week that we applaud.
The relatively-new Open Conversation:
Orientation Club hosted a film screening
of "For the Bible Tells Me So" on Nov. 19.
This controversial film explores the interaction between religion and homosexuality
in America and features several Christian
families with a homosexual child. OCO
realized that cultural diversity deals with'
more than just foreign cultures. Diversity
includes lifestyle cultures as well.
The results of a recent ASWU campus
survey showed an inclusive community is a
priority for students. One of the first steps
in creating an inclusive community is education. Club clients such as those during
Cultural Awareness Week are a fivst step
to promote knowledge and understanding
about various cultures. However students
need more than just a surface-level scraping of culture. They nccd further opportunity to explore and learn more. Clubs
should use this past week as a springboard
for future events.

Editorials in the 'In the Loorsection reflect
the majority opinion of the Editorial Board,
which is made up offive editors.

at whitworthian.com or e-mail thoughts to editor@whitworthian.com.

Free?

Yes.

But I'm not a-student athlete or anything.

it's okaydust take pie.
Phi

not even in

1...1

Its oknydust take one.
haven't CAL4ght a tiírgivi pirtecone yeti

a club.

it's okay. JUsT TAKE ONE.

Altars Benson/10i: worthun

Brownies represent true giving
10511

SWAYNE
(=vim

To those of you who do not yet know,
1Vhitworth has a Free Brownie Friday
Club. If the title isn't enough to clue you
in, the people in this club give away free
brownies, lovely homemade oncs, every
Friday in the HUB. Seem a little strange?
yes, and that is because it is strange,

unfortunately.
People don't usually give you free stuff,
especially food, and if they do, then childhood experiences of your parents telling
you not to take stuff from strangers probably make you skeptical. It is a shame that
such acts of free giving arc so mistrusted
in modern American culture, but the Free
Brownie Friday Club is here to show that
true generosity is not dead, but alive and
embodied in chocolatcy bits of heaven.
Free Brownie Friday president Niegan
Porter said, "I Ivould say that the purpose
of the club is to give with absolutely no
strings attached. That's really what it is.
We want to make delicious brownies and
give them away, without people having to
worry about whether or not we are conducting a study or trying to gct them to
vote for someone."
That baking and giving away. free

brownies can have its own ASWU-sponsored dub may seem a little ridiculous to
some, but the free brownics saw an important social function: they rcmind us of
what it means to give.
How oftcn do people just give stuff to
each other for free? Almost never. Sodcxo
gives us free sodas and candy, but for filling out surimys. Whinvorth gives some of
us free money in the form of scholarships,
but only for having accomplishments or
cthnic backgrounds that make the university look good. Our parents give us stufT,
but call me crazy if they don't place behavioral expectations on us in return. Ih
our culture, free giving isn't really free.
Granted, some people give stuff away
without asking for things in return. Food
banks, churches and philanthropists all
give in this way. However, you have to
earn their giving by being poor, religious,
intelligent, artsy, handicapped or having
some other qualification. The "free" giving in our society is discriminatory: you
have to do or be something particular in
order to qualify for the corresponding
free things.
In modern American generosity, either
strings are attached to gifts or certain peopie are excluded. The Free Brownie Friday
Club defies the cultural norms that say
that this system is just the way things are.
Nioreover, the gift of brownies transcends class, gender, religion, race, clique
and academic major.

Porter said, "I think that it is a club that
is completely non-exclusive. Most clubs
are formed because thcy want to cater to a
certain group of people and there is absolutely nothing wrong with that. It makes
sense. But yott don't have to be a business
major or really like biking to eat a free

brownie:'
You do have to be able to digest sugar
though, so maybe this club is bad fcr
diabetics like Whitwonhian humor columnist Nic Vargus. Niaybe Free Brownie
Friday should give away vegetables too.
Seriously though, all clubs at Whitworth try to be open to all who are interested, to share cultures and interests with
the community at large, but doesn't that
mean there is a place for a club like Free
Brownie Friday, a dub that can literally
share itself across so many boundaries?
The official guide to achieving ASWU
club status titled "Becoming a Chartered
ASWU Club," has this as its first requirement for prospective clubs: "The activity muit benefit diverse segments of the
student body either through their active
participation, or by the program's impact
upon them:'
Theoretically, people of very different
interests, opinions, and lifestyles could all
be impacted by the joyous surprise of a
free brownie. Yay! Brownies!
%AYH E is a senior majoring in (tigrish. Comments can be
sent to joshsvayneJuhitworthian.com.

WHITWORTH SPEAKS OUT: SHOULD WHITWORTH HAVE A DEAD WEEK BEFORE FINALS?
"I'm not sure that students would use it. I
fee like they would
still procrastinate'

'Yes I do. I think it
would give students
an opportunity to do

Karo6mn Tom,

Meghan Wescomb4

Lindsey flog,

senior

junior

freshman

`No. It would make it

a lot harder to study
because you have a
whole week to be
freaked out'

better in their dasses!
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OPINIONS
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specti ves
Each week, The Whitworthian Opinions staff will
take a single topic and each offer some short commentary. Readers arc encouraged to respond to the topic on
the Perspectives Nog at whitworthiatt.com.

Well now, this

poses an laterestin9/S1tUcifion. Just got.

to get to the fable...

Trayiess plan worth tr;urmi3i;
JORDON

KELLER
(=well

List week. junior Jennifer Beggs surveyed 50 students at random on how
they felt about trays no longer being
available in the dining hall According
to the survey, 37 students liked the idea
of going trayless. I am onc of the students that lika thc trayless idea antlA
is for a reason.
Over Thanksgiving, trays will be
taken out of the dining hall. And no.
I'm not promising this will be the last
article on this issue, but here's a real
opinion on what I think about thc
trays.
I usually wake up 30 minutes before
dass and rush to cat in the mornings
like many other students do. NVithout
the use of a tray, I may have to walk
over and set my food down and then
walk over to get silverware and a drink.
which will cost me about two minutes.
What will I do then? just sv-ake up a
couple minutes earlier.
Other schools have alreadradopted
cafeterias. The Sodexo manager at Gonzaga University noticcd
that after they went trayless their floors
and tables bec:une dirtier and harder to

tras

dean.
Our dining hall may get messier
when there are no trays as well. This
will probably put the staff in a grouchy
mood when they have to de-an up. We
could set an example by trying extra
hard to be dean. It just gives us more
opportunities to get them to smile.
This new trayless idea will not be

taking away thc Little Three. Ve won't and it healthy as well
be dropping trays now but we will be
That% not all though. Sodcxo opdropping something else instead. Stu- erations manager Dan King said they
dcnts ill innitably drop plates and might look into some type of enterthey ssill definitely break. but that's tainment sysf'em for the dining hall,
what happens when there are no trays depending on the amount of money
to break thc fall. Hopefully the trend of saved. A lot of othcr schools have teleapplauding students who drop dishes visions, even my high school did. These
will continue.
sound like some major improvements
There are definitclya few benefits that to the dining hall.
come with going trayless. According to
Stiitainability-wise, think of what
a Not 18 article in The Whitworthian. we're doing for Sodas) and the ee.hool.
about S120,000 worth of food from the We're saving thousands of gallons of
dining hall is wasted each year, which water simply by not carrying around
adds up to about 10 percent of the an- more stuff. Florida Atlantic University
nual food budget. Although food will is saving 3,300 gallons of water a Is-4.4A
still go to vraste, we could still save by not having to wash trays, said Stacy
thousands of dollars
Volnick, MLA diworth of food just
rector of business
because we won't
scriices, in an ar'Although food will still go to
take as much food
tide In the Sun Senwaste, we could still save
that wc won't eat.
tin&
This money holds
thousands of dollars worth of
Florida Atlantic
a lot of promise to food just because we won't take University reported
better Sodexo and as much food that we won't eat." that during the first
the students. Better
week of going trayquality of food is exless thc food waste
pected, whidi could
w-as minimized by
save me some trips to Jack in the Box 25 percent. Minimizing food waste at
and save me the stomach pains.
all sounds lilce it's worthwhile for the
The amount of food choice is going school And if you honestly want more,
to go up and that will makc studcnts just walk back and gct some. To me
happy.
that is not such a big deal
Also we can't forget about the promGoing traylcss is a big deal to people
ised French Dip Fridays. That sounds because it's something new and chalamazing,. I mean it's Friday, so we'll lenging,. It's a big deal to others because
have all the time in the world to go it's going to go toward a greater good.
through the line multiple times.
. Now let's go trayless. Look forward to
According to last week's anide, Me- all of the improvements that arc being
gan Helm, Sodexo Food Court servic- promised to us.
es manager, also stated moner saved
would be uscd to add more protein to KELLER is a sophomore majoring in Spanish. CMthe salad bar and even to add a steak MIAS an be sent to Ordonitilergwbirrathian.
and shrimp night. That sounds good COM.

The semester is winding down and suddenly a ray of
light reaches out from the end of the tunnel:There are
only a few more weeks until Christmas Break With
thc good comes the bad: projects and exams. The mention of those two Ivords sends shivers down my spine.
You think you are on top of everything, but then you
look at your agenda and it is a totally different story.
You have huge projects due within a few days of each
othcr, multiple page essays to write and exams to study
for. It can be overwhelming.
So what does one do when feeling stressed out? Well,
there arc a numbcr of things I do. The first thing I tend
to do is talk to my friends about how I feel. This usually results in my friends being tortured by my massive barrage of complaints about how there is just not
enough time in a day to do what I need to do.
Next I write out what I want to accomplish each day
of the week. ibis way, I am able to manage my time
better and feel motivated to cross tasks off my list.
After that, I take the most important step in getting rid of my stress: I actually do the work. I try to do
the work a little ahead of timc so that I do not have to
worry about it later. While I am working on an assignment or studying, I remember what my AP U.S. History teacher used to tell me: after 40 minutes of work,
take a 15-minute break to refresh the mind, and drink
plenty of water.
It has been four years sincc he told me that and I
still find his tip useful:Those arc sonie things that help
curious to know how you cope. What is
me, but
one thing you always make time to do when you are
overwhelmed?
De Andra Keno!).
Personally, I like to listen lo music. The choice
changes depending on what I'm working on. Sometimes it's classical piano; sometimes it's Barcelona or
Co/dplay; sometimes it's even Metallica.
If I need to physically leave the room, I like to go
play the piano. I find I can really express how I'm feeling in some music, and after 20-30 minutes, I find myself refreshed and ready to hit the books again.
Chocolate Is an excellent pIck-me-up as well. Preferably with Ice cream.
Morgan &Mu
I walk. I put on my coat, go outside and walk around
campus randomly until I either get tired or feel I have
spent enough time away from work. The fresh air helps
clear my head, and if I am really stressed out or angry
about stupid things I have to do, then I walk faster and
curse under my breath. This really isn't a deliberate
thing, but it happens anyway, and it helps sometimes.
When I get all the funk out. I can normalize and get
badc to grinding my head in the mill that is higher
education.

Josh Swaytte
Read what other columnists have to say and give your ovm
feedback at whltworthian.com.

Economic crisis may be felt more after graduation
JUSTIN

LINDBORG
COuthorST

Like ripples cn a pond, the economic
crisis of this October is still having an effect on the landscape of our lives. While the
visceral results of the crisis have not failed
to attract the attention of college students
across the nation, its direct effects have for
the most part avoided becoming a problem
for' the average recipient of higher education. In fact, as college students there is not
much to 'remark about the economic crisis
except to glean from it what not to do when
making the financial choices our generation inevitably must
Personally, I have felt only two major effects of the crisis, besides a vague sense of

unease. First, I can now fill up my car with er real and potentially difficult result of the
gas for under $25. That's right, as of Nov. economy is the challenge upand-coming
19, gas is a shocking $1.86 per gallon in graduates will face in making the leap into
Spokane. Compare that to the $45 or $50 a professional life. With unemployment gofill-ups I made this spring
ing up, it's not the most
and summer, and you
fertile ground right now
can see the radical, direct
for job searching. Poten"The collective ripples we
change the economic ditial employers are largely
feel here in college from the
mate has made in my life.
too busy staying above
If I didn't Icnow better, I
economy may seem far off,
water to worry about
would think that all the
and though for many of us the making new acquisieconomic crisis did was effects may be distant, they
are tions.
burst the price bubble on
As if finding a job after
still real and may be doser
gasoline.
graduation isn't dauntthan antidpater
Gas prices being reing enough, there are
duced by half has a fandozens of new challengtastic effect on the very
es that await the student
limited income oía full-time student work- embarking for the first time on financial ining part time to pay for school. For college dependence. Buying that first house is that
students, however, the fact that gas prices much more improbable, given the collapse
are lower is not the only offspring spawned of the housing bubble and the drastic inby the recent economic turbulence. Anoth- crease of defaults on loans and repossession

of property. Banks are at their best stingy
and wary about doling out mortgage loans,
especially to people of the college age group
who have not yet built up good credit.
The collective ripples we feel here in college from the economy may seem far off,
and though for many of us the effects may
be distant, they are still real and may be
doser than anticipated. Sure, if a student's
parents' finances were crippled this October there may be a tridde-down effect on
thcir education, and I haven't heard anyone
complaining about the price of gas lately,
but the largest effect of thc economic crisis
of 2008 is yct to show itself in force to those
of us in the universities. Hopefully we can
learn from thc crisis, but we will still have
to deal with it for a while yct to come.
LINDBORG is a junior majoring in English. Comments can be

sent to justin.lindbotg@vititworthian.ccos.
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'Mr. Right' focus misses

equal work in marriages

a humor column by Nic Vargus
Miry Is doing homework. :
..' ,
,
I
, . oncan't believe Undsey hasn't commented
those pktures I took of us! We're supposed)
be BFFs!
,,,. ONG. That is SU going on my status.1,;--''
Arny-ii annoy-ed:7-7;' 17: '...:-----1 ';:- '
... . Amy Is wondering whet is up
with Lindsey111 7 :
''''
Is hungry. ) (-., ., -

)

(to

JOY

BACON

Amy.

) Arny Is bored.
r,, Amy jUnt f ernernbered her paper Is
due In four hours. ) ,;.) :,-.
,
44t
el, Amy Is skipping

doss

Agtrrt &peon/Whitworth:an

Facebook: Forget the lies
that MySpace told you
I

use Facebook just likc everyone

else. That being said, please believe
me when I tell you it is not the endall to social interaction. Please con-

sider, at least consider, getting off

"haha! This is a good 1!!!" And no
matter what, if you add a picture of
you and a friend, you'll get the obligatory, "ew, delete this. I look gross"
comment. You know Deborah looks
gross in the picture, but you look
all right, and when juxtaposed with
Deborah's ugly mug you look like
the 1,265th hottest person at Whitworth.
5. Real friends poke badc.
Real friends don't poke at all. They
go out and havc lun.
4. A status update is a fantastic
way for my friends to know what

your computer and meeting some of
your hallmates (or housemates) in
person.
Though evetyone has the 'Book, it
seems that nobody really knows the
'Book. Here are the 10 most oftenquoted misconceptions about Facebook.
10. If a message shows up in my
inbox (rom some guy I don't know
and it contains a link, I
I'm doing.
should probably ell&
Your friends already
it.
know what you're doI wanted to feed the ing. You're sitting on
No, you shouldn't
homeless, I'd provide
do that. You shouldn't
Faccbook, slowly withclick links from people them with a sandwich, ering away as you realyou don't know. You
ize nobody has written
not a single dick. A
shouldn't scnd away single didc Is probably on your wall in four
your life savings to any
hours. By the way, can I
not even very filling" just say that a status upprinccs in Nigeria for
that matter. And no,
datc that says, "David
"Extendore isn't going
Ramshackle is." is not
to fulfill your lifc and pants. Don't be clever or insightful.
just dumb.
3. This event invitation is going
such a sucker.
9. Facebook is like the mature to be a great replacement for real
version of MySpace or MySpace is invitations.
for high schoolers.
Stop sending me event invitations
College students like to pride to "Feed the homeless with a single
themselves on thc fact that at one dick." If I wanted to feed the hometime Faccbook was only open to stu- less, I'd provide them with a sanddents ;yith a ".cdu" e-mail address. wich, not a single dick. A single dick
These students take a jingoistic-likc is probably not even very filling.
2. Photo albums have to be called
pleasure in the fact that Faccbook is
"more mature" than MySpace. These "Random!"
I swear drunk sorority girls evstudents then add the Glitter Letters
application and smear their profiles erywhere don't even know what the
word "random" means. Here's a hint:
with sparkling words like "sexy."
8. This "Compare People" or it doesn't mean "get so completely
"Whoz Hotta?" application is just obliterated on a Friday night that
mindless entertainment, I won't be you wake up in your neighbor's bathroom" and it doesn't even mean "phooffended when...
Just delete it. Seriously. It's going to to documentation of said events:. It
sting. I once had this application and also doesn't mean, "Oh look, we're
eating turkey subs in the café and we
I found out I was the 2,359th funniest
person at Whitworth. I thought that took pictures of it and put them on
wasn't bad at first, but then I remem- Facebook! I know, random, right?"
What would be truly random would
bered...
7. Facebook chat is a good re- be a picture of a hippo on a pogo stick
placement for real, human interac- wearing long underwear.
I. I just need a break from my pation.
Facebook chat actually sucks pret- per, maybe I should just check my
ty bad. One especially frustrating fea- Facebook really quick, see if any
ture of Facebook chat is how every- friends ..re on, you lcnow, just be a
one's little availability icon changes college kid. Live a little, you 1cnow.
from green to red to green faster than Nothing bad. Nothing serious. Just
a friendly break, you know. Check
a seasick communist.
6. If I comment on everyone's the ol"Book and then get right badc
photos, they'll comment on mine! I to it. Quick check-sy, that's it.
Dude. It's 4 in the morning.
just know it!
Nobody's commenting on your
stupid pictures., and even if they do, VARGUS is a junior majoring in English. Comments
they'll just write something trite like can be sent to nicvams@whitworthlan.com.
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As editor-in-chief, I get some pretty weird
requests for articles. My inbox each day could
have anything from business news to government press releases, to an insurance company that's launching a new fraud protection
Web site. But I received a book this month
that I couldn't just let slip into the recyding
bin. It's titlea "Seventeen Things to Do While
Waiting for Mr. Right: The single girrs handbook for the 21st century bride-to-be:
The book's focus is essentially a guide for
single women who want to plan out an entire
future without actually knowing who they're
spending that future with. The book's focus is
to head women toward the "satisfying goal"
of a good marriage, an institution the author,
Rev. Marcy Ann Cheek, writcs is 'priceless,
and one of life's most valued treasures."
Now to be clear, I have nothing against the
institution of marriage itself. If you can find
someone who will tolerate your hygiene habits (or lack thereof) in dose quarters for the
next 40 years, powcr to you. I've seen marriages enrich the overall quality of people's
lives, and create support systems better than
any best fricnd could offer.
However, the book, and other ideologies
like it, seems to isolate its attention on marriage's benefits and struggles to women's
roles. Por example, in the introduction Cheek
writes that "historically, the married woman
has been the hand that rocks the cradle of
civilization, keeping the balances of virtue
and justice in the world. The woman has the
strength that sets the boundaries, holds the
family together, and makes thc ruin and
regulations for everyone in her household,
office and society."
Apparently, I was mistaken in thinking
that women in the 21st century could have
value and influence in society without a Mrs.
in front of their names.
The book has a dearly conservative slant,
blaming promiscuity on the Pill and the success of films like "Juno." The author even
goes as far as to accuse womcn of being so
desperate to "force the marriage issue" that
they intentionally become pregnant.
Another appalling section of the book is
the worksheet. Oh yes my friends, this book
is interactive. It asks the reader to make a list
of "my perfect lifc partner: Items to consider
indude "hobbies," "He owns:
" and "He
knows how to: :' You are then cautioned
to not go out twice with anyone who does
not have the characteristics on the list. Now,
there certainly is something to be said about
wanting a spouse with a similar philosophy
about raising children or religious beliefs.
However, I have a feeling I'm going to be
pretty lonely if I only date men who fit my
list of "He knows how to: always anticipate

the exact snack food I'm craving at any given
moment, and then pull it out of his slightly
worn navy blue fleece sweatshirt:
My main disappointment with this attitude is that marriage is treated as a "woman's issue:' Our country already pigeonholes
women into voting issues such as abortion
rights or early childhood education. As it is,
I don't think men are given enough consideration in issues seen as only affecting the
women's voting block. But to add marriage
to this list not only compounds the problem
of pigeonholing women into issues of home
and family, but also exdudes men from areas
where they should have just as much investment.
According to U.S. Census data from 2006,
just over 19.2 million divorced women currently live in the United States, compared to
only about 10.8 million men. In my mind,
putting the pressure of finding the "perfect" spouse on women is only exacerbating these gaps. Interestingly enough, a 2005
study found homosexual couples were more
likely to have an equal division of labor in
the home, partly due to the blurred lines of
gender roles within a relationship.
This pressure on wo:aen is especially poignant within Christian communities. I'm
sure I'm not the only senior who is starting
to get ovenvhelmed by the growing number
of engagement stories around campus. However, I never really hear men gossip about the
latest ring by spring in the same way women
on campus do. But for every woman who has
a new ring on her finger, there's a man who
had to put it there. Men have just as much to
gain from a marriage as women: otherwise
they wouldn't get married in the first place.
The chapter about sexual expectations In
a marriage is worthy of an entirely separate
column. Mcn are taken out of the picturc
and painted as 'simple slaves to their bratish sexual drives. Cheek warns women that
"the 'battle' is going to be between the time
when he gets the sex he needs and the time
at which you have accomplished your goaL"
This attitude again is telling women to manipulate and scheme against a husband, in
this case sexually, to achieve what thcy see as
a "perfect" relationship.
To be fair, the book does address the idea
of retaining an independent identity svithin a
marriage, and not getting married simply for
financial security. However, the focus of the
book, and of too many people today, ignores
what happens after the "I Do"s. The emphasis
is placed on a woman's quest for Mr. Right,
instead of recognizing that many of today's
divorce rates are due to the idea of Mr. Right
Now or Never. Marriage is hard work, and
you don't always find eternal bliss on the first
try. But the work needs to come from both
genders, from two people genuinely working
on a healthy relationship. I don't need a boek
to come to that conclusion.
BACON is a senior majoringin English and journalism. COM-

ments can be sent to joy.bacont2whitworthian.com.

LETTERS TO THE EDITOR: READER RESPONSES
RE:STATES SHOULD PASS BANS
ON INTOLERANCE, NOT GAY

MARRIAGE

Support civil unions,
not gay marriage
We witnessed history on
Nov. 4 as the United States

elected its first black president, Barack Obama. Although the day will stand in
our minds forever, there was
another issue that had a deep
and significant impact on the
lives of many. On election
day in California, residents
voted yes on Proposition 8,
which banned homosexual

couples in the state from
marrying.
I believe that marriage is
a very important and sacred
bond between one man
and one woman, but I also
believe that removing civil
rights from gay couples is
wrong.
Marriage entitles couples
to many benefits and privileges granted by our government. Gay couples should be
entitled to the same benefits
and privileges as any heterosexual couple, but it should
be recognized under a civil
union and not a marriage.
Homose:cuality is not a
crime, but to recognize the

bonds of gay couples as a
marriage goes against our
Christian beliefs. Although
it is important to recognize
that many hold this idea of
"one man and one woman"
to be true, we still need to
recognize that homosexual
couples' relationships are just
as legitimate as any heterosexual couples' relationships.
I believe that there should
be a ban on gay marriage,
but we need to recognize the
relationships and bonds of
homosexual couples.
Matt McCloskey

sophomore
politicalscience

Write a letter to the editor. The WhiUvorthian welcomes reader responses to artides or imies of interest to the Whitworth
comrnunity.Send ktters to ecktorisWhitworthlan.com or submit 'amine. Limit to 200 vrords. Ihsit whitworthiantom for details.
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.19 Degrees North spends
months manicuringthe
mountain resort in prepara
first snow of thc winter. Che'
longest ski run, the Lost Duti
for 2.5 miles from the sum,

,fflf..

fect. Twelve miles of cross-ci

appeal to dedicated skierss.13
places strong emphasis on sa
propriate skiing education be
off on your run.
49 Degrees urges its sk
serve all posted signs and w:
to know how to ride lifts s
attempting to use one. The
helps Introduce thc rules of c
should be observed on ski
as yielding to people comin
forc mating into a trail. To

&orlon 11nrortirgnI7utworthlart

Vith a high-speed six-packc two highspeed quads, one triple, three doubles and
3 beginner lifts, getting up the mountain
Schweitzer loolcs Bice one of the most should not take long. The lifts are capable
attractive slopes within a day's range of of putting 12,502 people up the moun1Vhitworth. With 92 trails, 2.900 acres of tain per hour, so lift lines will probably be
ski arca and a height of 2,400 feet from relatively short. "Skiing Schweitzer is Mcc
base to summit, Schweitzer is much too having your own private mountain," acbig to explore in just one day. The longest cording to the mountain's Web site.
run on the mountain, Little Blue Ridge
Schweitur is open from 9 a.m. to 4
Run, is 1.7 miles long.
p.m. daily and has night skiing from 3 to
The difficulty of the slopes seems to fa- 8 p.m. during the holiday scason and on
vor more experienced skiers. Only two Fridays and Saturdays beginning In Januslopes and one terrain park are rated ary. The mountain hopes to open in early
green circ.le for beginners. There are sev- December.
eral double black diamond slopes with
For its size, lift tickets at Schweitzer arc
descriptions that would only appeal to ski a fair deal Tickets for all day, half day and
bums and powder hounds.
nightikiing for college students are $48,
Schweitzer is a bit of a drive from Whit- $43 and $10 respectively, $42, $37 and
Courtay 4.SW Mara
worth, at one hour 49 minutes, according $10 for youths under 18,-and $59, $54 and
TOP:The Sdnveitzer lodge sits huddled beneath a bank of douds covering
to Google maps, but it is certainly not out $15 fiir adults.
the ski slopes above.
of reach, especially for such great siding
ABOVE The sun sets toward the snow-covered mountains surrounding
and big air terrain. There are three terrain
Contact Nathan Tegrotinhuis at nathan.
the
ski
Schweitzer, as seen from the top of one of the several ridges at
parks featuring rails and jumps.
tegrotenhuis@whitworthian.cont.
resort.
Nathan Tegrotenhuis
Staff Writer

Yong Kim
Assistant Scene Editor

Located in the mining community

of Kellogg. Idaho, Silver Mountain
Resort offers a wide variety of winter
ac-tivities, including an indoor waterparlc, slciing, snowboarding and

snow tubing. The resort also offers
the world's longest gondola, accord-

ing to their Web site.
Two mountains, 1,600 acres and
67 trails are all a part of the resort.
There are also multiple events offered every week. and the resort is
open daily throughout each season.
Hours of operation for skiing and
snowboarding are 8:30 a.m. to 5 p.m.
and half day lift tickets go on sale at
noon at the ticket svindow.

One-day tickets for college students raitge from $37 to $47, and
general one-day tickets range from
$17 to $52. Multi-day rates range
from $56 to $420, depending on the
length of stay. Children 6 and under
are free.
Contact Yong Kim at yong.kim@
whitworthian.com.
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Northwest Ski Resorrts
Time to hit the slopes!
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Silver Mou- ntain
Annette Farrell/Whitworthian

spends its summer
-the sopes of the
'reparation for the
r. Chewelah Peak's
ist Dutchman, runs
le summit of 5,774
crosscountry trails
kris. But the resort
is on safety and apMon before starting
its skierss to

and warnings, and
t lifts safely before
le. The resort also
Iles of courtesy that
m ski slopes, such
coming down beraiL To ensure that

its skierss are well-informed, the mina
offers a variety of different classes and
camps, including specialized dasses for
children over weekends and holiday periods. In addition to skiing daises; the
sort offers RV parking, child daycare and
a ski shop to keep its patrons well-taken
care of.

:

The resort's commitment to safetY and
fun for its guests has been reflected bark
from the community. OnlheSnow.com
visitors in 2007-2008 voted 49 Degrees
North the No. I most family-friendly resort in the Pacific Northwest.
Day prices for college students with a
valid student ID are $39 plus tax on the
weekdays, and $42 plus tax on the weekends and holidays. Adult day passes are
$42 plus tax on weekdays and $48 plus
tax on the weekends and holidays.
Contact Monica Calderon at monica.
calderon@whitworthian.com.

Nathan Tegrotenhuis
Staff Writer
For a great day on the slopes without the hassle and expense of a long
drive, give Mt. Spokane a visit. The
mountain is only a 50-minute drive
away from 'Whitworth, according to

Googrimaps.
Not oniy is NIL Spobne relatively
close, it is a decently sized ski arca as
well. It has 45 designated trails, and
a balanced mix of casy, moderate and
difficult runs. The ski area has three
lodges at the base, summit and at the
bottom of chair number one. Wi-Fi is
provided at the base lodge.
A trip to Nit. Spolcane might involve a bit of sitting on the &airlift,
however. Ladcing high speed quad
lifts, and with only five double chairs,
it might take some time to get up the
mountain. Since hit. Spohne is 2,000
ft from base to summit, runs are decent in length. The slower lifts might
be nice to give tired legs a chance to
rest.Mt Spokane opens at 9 a.m. and the

A snowboarder looks
dcnvn the slope at 49
Degrees North.
Courtery ofAmber Levory

day ticket expires at 4 p.m. It features
15 night skiing runs which are open
until 930 p.m. These runs featured
are primarily intermediate trails, so
beginners might consider calling it
a day at 4, especially since the slopes
can be more crowded and dangerous
at night.
As well as being dose to Whitworth,
Nit. Spokane is also cheap enough. for
most college student skiers to afford a ,
day on the slopes.
Day, half day and night lift tickets
are $36, $32 and $21 for college students, respectively, $33, $29, and $21
for youths 17 and under, 8.nd $42, $38
and $21 for adulti. ,
Mt. Spolcane is Na non-profit orga-.
nization that is operated by slciers and
riders for skiers and riders so all of :
your dollars go right back into your .
mountain," according to the Web -

site.
The mountain expects to open
Dec. 9, weather permitting.

ori

Contact Nathan Tegrotenhuis at nathan.tegrotenhuis@whitwerthiatt.coni.

Monica Calderon
Staff Writer

-

Lookout Pass is one mountain
that sits in two places.There's an
Idaho side and a Montana side
to the mountain, with easy access to the slope from 1-90. Annual snowfall on Lookout Pass

averages 400 inches.
A full -- service rental shop
----and professional ski school
proside Lookout Pass skierss

Ï

with
the equipment and train.
ing necessary to tackle the 34
named nuts. This year, six new
runs' will be added when the
' new North Star chair lift opens
fo-r the' first time. NVhen skierss
are iilneed'of refreshment, the
Loft Pub t3i Grub lounge in the
top floor of the main building,
called the Lodge, offers popular
beverages and snacics.
Lookout Pass offers ski-

ing education to any skier that
would like to know more, from
beginners to advanced ski-lovers. The Lookout Pass Free Ski
School for Kids, which has existed for over 60 years, is offered
every Saturday morning from
January through March. The 6to 17-year-old students supply
their own skis or snowboard;
registration and the instruction
are free of charge.
Day passes for college students who present their IDs are
$27 plus tax on the midweek
days (Monday, Thursday and
Friday) and $29 plus tax on the
weekends and holidays. Adult
day passes are $29 plus tax on
midweek days and $32 plus tax
on weekends and holidays.

Contact Monica Calderon at
monica.calderon@whitworthian.cont.
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The holidays on the Ng- screen
Thanksgiving is the start of huge pushes for box office triumphs. The Whitworthian
highlights soine of the films coming to the silver screen this holiday season.
of Despereaux (G, running time

Nov. 26: Australia (PG-13, 155 minutes)

Dec. 19: Tales

Australian Baz Luhrmann directed the epic World War II movie starring
fellow Australians Nicole Kidman and Hugh Jackman. Kidman stars
as Sarah Ashley, who takes charge oía ranch and has to save it from
English Gttle barons by driving more than 2,000 cattle across northern
Australia with Drover, Jackman's character. The romantic-action movie
was filmed in Northern Australia.

unknown)

Nov. 26: Milk

Dec. 19: Seven Pounds (PG-13, running time unknown)

(R, 128 minutes)

Despereaux, a tiny mouse with huge ears, lives in a fairy tale land

where all rats are hated. Despereaux doesn't fit in with the other
mice, who are afraid of humans. He reads books instead of eating
them, and falls in love with a human princess. He gets banished from
Mouseworld, and is rescued by Roscuro, who is another outcast.

co-star.

The Pursuit of Happyness"director Gabriele Muccino pairs with Will
Smith for a second time. Smith stars as a suicidal IRS agent who believes he made a mistake that ruined his chances at future happiness.
Before he kills himself he tries to redeem himself by helping seven
random people, induding a blind pianist and a woman with a heart
condition, whom he falls in love with.

Dec.19: The Brothers Bloom (PG-13, 109 minutes)

Dec. 25: The Curious Case of Benjamin Button

Adrian Brody and Mark Buffalo star as con men who dedde to stop

(PG-13, running time unknown)
°Fight Club director David Fincher works with Brad Pitt for a third
time, in this movie about a man who is bom at age 80 at the end of
World War I in New Orleans and ages backwards, growing younger
instead of older.The movie is loosely based on the short story by F.
Scott Fitzgerald. Cate Blanchett co-stars.

true-stdry movie about Harvey Milk, the
first openly gay man to hold public office in the U.S. The movie gives
a larger view of Milk's life beyond his role as San Francisco mayor, and
portrays him as an example of fighting for what you want in life. Sean
Penn stars as Milk, and James Franco, Emite Hirsch and Diego Luna
Gus Van Sant directed the

conning people after one final assignment They try to con a lonely
heiress, Rachel Weisz, who agrees to the scheme but wants to accompany them on their assignment One of the brothers falls in love with
her as their scheme starts to fall apart.The movie is full of visuals that
please the eye and give nods to a variety of artists.

Samna. nahfibnli
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Film explores Christian
view on homosexuality
Audrey.Gore
Staff Writer

Brandon ilonnting/lAitworthian

Café Neo owner Scott Cook delivers the first dish to the Englund
family and friends Chrissy Schrader and Leslie and Miya Edcel.

Review: Café Neo more
than just a trendy dinner
Sophie Sestero
Staff Writer
Café Neo opened June 2008 while
many were away from their Whitworth homes. It is piquing many
people's interest though as the year
goes on. Owner Scott Cook said
they decided to call the café Neo
because it means new.
"It's our take on a new café," Cook
said. Well, it is new, it's unique and
it's delicious.
Café Neo is a great place for students to get away from campus to
relax or do homework in peace. Its
location on North Division makes
it dose enough to walk to. Happy
hour is every day from 4 to 6 p.m.
and offers enticing $5 appetizers,

prices students can sink their teeth
1Vhile it screams trendy, it is
also an ideal place to study or read.
However, it can double as a date location, dinner spot before heading
downtown or even a fun place for a
hall activity.
It is unique for north Spokane.
While Twigs has a positive reputation, they don't compare. Café Neo
is more focused on its food, not on
a huge crowd.
Scott Cook started his consistent reputation for quality food in a
high-dass atmosphere with his other restaurant, Ambrosia. He decided
to open a restaurant in north Spo-

See NEO, page 11

Many stereotypes exist categorizing both the
homosexual community and Christian fundamentalists. These stereotypes can be incredibly hurtful as well as completely incorrect. The
Open Conversation: Orientation club strives to
critique these stereotypes and facilitate discussion about homosexuality as it relates to Christianity.
In their latest event, the dub showed thc
controversial film "For the Bible Tells 1%4;. So," a
documentary about five fundamentalist families
with homosexual children. The film records the
experiences and reactions of the families, while
also analyzing the church's traditional reaction
to homosexuality.
"It had a good range of perspectives and experiences," senior Kelsey Thurman said.
For the Bible Tells Me So" also looked at the
fundamentalist Christian arguments against homosexuality and suggested that many of them
are out of place in today's society.
The film focused heavily on Leviticus 20:13
which calls men sleeping with other mcn an
abomination. It also talked about verses in Romans warning early Christians about same-sex
relations, which have often been the cornerstones for fundamentalist Christian anti-homosexual arguments. The film focused the importance of biblical context and not taking the Bible
totally literally.
It also used examples Of high-profile Chris-

tian leaders who'preached against homosexuality in their churches. The film linked this idea to
historical events when verses in the Bible were
used to promote slavery, apartheid and Iceep
women as second-dass citizens.
"The video was a refreshing view that people
aren't exposed to enough; senior Anna Gray
said.
The Open Conversation: Orientation dub

wants to emphasize to students the importance
of not trying to change people's ways of thinking
but to opcn dialogue so that both sides of the
argument can better undcrstand each other and
move away from conflict.
Many students who attended the event voiced
frustration that both homosexuals and Christian fundamentalists are so often stereotyped
and misunderstood. Christians have a tendency
to be labeled as hypocritical, junior Pat Absalonson said.
Something Absalonson dislikes is now what
he believes gets negatively affected because of
other people, and it's the same for gays and lesbians. All these generalizations aren't fair; we often only see thc angry people, Absalonson said.
Many of the students who discussed thc documentary after watching it voiced the opinion
that the church needs to be more opcn and welcoming towards homosexuals even if it doesn't
agree with their lifestyles and sec it as a sin.
The church has a responsibility to listen, not
necessarily change," junior Tyler Hamilton said,
citing an event where gays and lesbians marched
on Focus on the Family and were ignored. "You
shouldn't cover up your sign and arrest people
who come onto your property. I would charge
the church to listen and to love and I question
the way that the church has reacted to all this."
Other students thoUght the film was important but that it didn't offer a completely fair
representation of the fundamentalist Christian
side.
'The video doesn't really represent a Christian viewpoint, and doesn't give a fair view of
some churches," freshman Aaron Korthuis said.
"You can't take the Bible literally but you can't
just interpret things any way you want... I'm not
condemning anything and I'm glad wc have a
dub like this, but this isn't giving a fair view of
what we think either. We need to find a good

See ORIENTATION, page 12
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Bands fight economic trouble
"We're trying to go around
building pockets; Shearer said.
The band tours to build fan bases
outside of the Portland area, but
touring was expensive when gas
priccs were high. With the recent
drop in gas prices, touring is much
more affordable. But with the decrease in the cost in touring on one
hand comes another factor on the
other.
"When the economy is bad, one
ofthe first things people sacrifice is
art," Shearer said. "When it's good,
people don't think twice about
spending $12 on a CD or $15 on

NathanTegrotenhuis
Staff Writer
Weinland and Kaylec Cole continued the trend of talented performers at Whitworth, playing in
the Hixson Union Building Multipurpose Room on Nov. 20. Cole returned to Whitworth after playing
in thc Nlind & Hearth on Oct. 1.
She opened the night with hcr uplifting piano and crooning vocals.
Her sense of humor was charming
and received chuckles from the audience as she tried to create a more
intimate atmosphere.
"I'm going to try and look each
and every onc of you in the eye,"
she said.
She commented that the co. ffee
shop was more fun for her to play
in because everyone was up close
to hcr and she could see people's
cycs.

"When you have the same
amount of people in a small spacc,
it's a great vibe; Cole said.
In the HUB Multipurpose
Room, the audience is further
away from thc stage.
"Nlaybe if they could sit closer
to each other," shc suggested.
Weinland followed with their
acoustic folk rock set. A variety of
instruments backed up front man
Adam Shearer and his taped-up
guitar. The sounds of bells, two different slide guitars, mandolin and
accordion appeared throughout
their performance.
"They wcrc really original, had
a really unique sound," freshman

NEO:
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a T-shirt."

Stryhartie 1inuiricis1Whauvrthian

Rory Brown plays bass for Weiniand, during the band's show on Nov.20 in
the HUB Multipurpose Room. Welnland performed with Kaylee Cole.

Mark Bond said. "'They were really
friendly, too. I talked to them after
thc conccrt and they wcrc really

our personal experience. It comes
from a personal place; Shearer
said. We prctty much write our

nice."

records in thc studio."
They are very involved in , the
Portland music scene.
"When we play in Portland we
have seven to 11 people with us;
Shearer said.
Their show at Whitworth did
not go without a hitch. Shearer
broke a string on the last song, and
the drummer thrcw a shaker egg
into a cymbal on an earlier song.
"This is the first time wc played
a lot of these songs," Shearer said.
They can be excused a few foibles.
Economics play heavily into the
life of an indic rock band.

Shearer said the band wants to
"provide a wide range of reactions
and cmotions and we'll strive to
do it seamlessly even though it'll
never be perfect."
Weinland's songs had a wide
range in tcmpo and energy. They
began with some slower, carthy
songs, but built to a blistering
stomping finish with a broken
string and crashing,.cymbals. As
thc energy of their performance
built, a creative, experimental song
in 15/8 time stood out.
"Our music really comes from

Shearer has a reason to feel bad
about the economy his guitar is
coming apart.
"Just the other day, the ribbing
startcd coming off; he said. "I
don't have like $300 to go get it repaired." His guitar sounded good
despite being held together by
green tape.
Cole had a more optimistic out-.

look
"It seems like no matter what's
going on in the world, people are
hungry for good music," shc said.
"It's an exiting time to be a musi-

cian;
Despite all this political talk, the
musicians did not seem concerned
with much beyond playing and
performing.
"They just loved playing music,"
Bond said about Weinland.
Contact Nathan Tegrotenhuis
at nathan.tegrotenhuisewhitworthian.coni.

Café, student community come together with Whitworth Wednesdays

continuedfront page 10
kane by popular demand
when his frequent Ambrosia guests said they'd love
something a little closer
than the valley location.
We wanted something
more contemporary and
modern than Ambrosia's
European bistro feel," Cook
said.
Ambrosia has lots of
reds, yellows and greens.
For Café Neo, thcy wanted a calming feel. They
achieved this with the
cool blues and chocolate
browns found throughout
as well as modern simplistic décor that kccps with
the contemporary dean
lin? design.
One thing that did stay
the same though from Am-

brotqa to Café Nee was thc
quality of the food. Ambrosia literally mcans 'food
of the gods: and there is
nothing but miraculous ingenuity behind every dish

at Café Neo.
Business has been picking up Cook said. He acknowledged the difficulties

of opening an upper-end
restaurant during hard
times for the economy.
Recently scniors Calvin
Jurich, Allison Spencer
and Porsha Fosse from
Professor of business and
economics Brad Sago's integrated marketing communications class began
working with Cook.
"The assignment is to
develop an BIC plan for a
local business; Jurich said.
This includes a detailed

marketing plan and offering suggestions for thc
business.
Our three main objectives are to increase brand
awareness, increase foot
traffic and build brand relationship with thc community," Jurich said.
The thrcc seniors had
thc idea of Whitworth
Wednesdays: an opportunity for students to visit
Neo and receive a 10 percent discount.
This ''as our idea to
incorporate the Whitworth community with
Café Neo; Jurich said. We
proposed the idea to Scott
(Coold and he 'as willing
and excited to implement a
discount"
Hopefully the student
base will continue to grow

and evolve as the menu en on a soft, fresh roll and
docs. Cook says his chef apple wood smoked bacon.
loves coming up with new Make sure to get it with the
recipes. This helps with house chips, served fresh
their specials and their and Ivarm from thc oven.
promise of a new soup evFor an entrée option they
ery day to go along with have everything from their
their seasonal constants.
popular spicy prawn pasta
Currently that constant served with penne pasta
is Italian sausage and lentil in a spicy cream sauce, red
soup. The perfect meal or pcppers, mushrooms and
appetizer on a cold Novem- sweet onions. The mcnu
ber afternoon, it has a tart is versatile and can satisfy
broth made from mustard restricted eating, like for
seeds, a slight kick from vegetarians.
the sausage and a boost of
"I have good chefs that
flavor from the lentils.
can accommodate most
There are no bad menu anything," Cook said.
choices. Their hummus or
Prices for Café Neo
bruschetta appetizers are range from $5 to $28.
affordable and delicious.
For lunch the grilled chicken sandwich willcause your
Contact Sophie Sestero
senses to go wild from the at sophie.sestero@whitworhavarti cheese, juicy chick- thian.com.

GRAPEVINE HUMOR: THINGS WHITWORTH

IS

THANKFUL FOR

ISquirrels to eat the fallen pinccones.

INVatering our sidewalks.

IGoing to the library before 7:30 a.m.

IOur name buddy, 'Whitman College.

Hagrid from "Harry Potter" who secretly
takes care of the Back 40.

IThe Big Ugly.

Inc fact that we're a grown-up university
now.

Whitworth 'Wednesdays at local restaurants.

IHand sanitizer in the library dassrooms.

Trays to carry our food on. Oh, wait..

IMom and Dad's cooking.

Constant hot water for the dorm showers.

Knowing our yotmg eyes will be shielded from
"bad content" on the Internet.

Having late night alter 11 p.m.

Bill Robinson.

We're not done

A&E
BRIEFS
Barcelona to play

with Whitworth
student band
Barcelona returns to Spokane at 7 p.m. on Wednesday, Dec. 3 at the Big Dipper.
The band performed in
the HUB earlier this year
to a standing, enthusiastic
crowd.
They are playing with
Keep Pennsylvania Beautiful, a band made up of
Whitworth students, as well
as Low vs. Diamond and
Yarn Owl.
Tickets are 810 in advance and $12 at the door.

New Ski/Board
club showing
movie Dec. 8
The Pact; a skiing movie
featuring telemarkers will
be shown by the Whitworth
Ski/Board Club on Thesday,
Dec. 2th in the Robinson
Teaching Theatre in Weyerhaeuser at II p.m.
'"The Pact' is born of eariy mornings, broken trails,
frostbite, sunrises, worn
mcniscus, close calls, and
countless faceshots," said
club president and senior
Peter Adams.
In the end, its about
commitment to the endless
search for untracked snow
and those who have chosen to break that trail. It is
packed with the best siding
of the telemark scene.
"It is a great film that
anyone should not want to
miss; he said.
They will also be talking about the new dub, and
handing out free things.
Admission is free.

Festival of One
Acts showcases

student talents
The 'Whitworth Theater

department presents the
Festival of One Acts.
One Acts are short, student acted and directed
plays featuring an assortment of comedies, melodramas and other plays. The
festival runs from Dec. 1 to
Dec. 4 in Stage H.
Shows begin at 7:00 p.m.
and admission is free.

Compikd I*, Nathan Tegrotenhuis
Sou= Whitworth Master Calendar

breaking news, blogs,.
features and sports through Dec. 9.

yetUpdated daily with
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SCENE
KWRS
TOP 17

Dave Gerig: The man behind the mic
Kelsey Morgenthaler
Staff Writer

These are the top 17
albumsfrom KIVRS.

For more information,
visit kwrs.fm.

1

ASTRONAUTALIS

'Pomegranate"

2

OF MONTREAL

'Skeletal tamping'
3

NOAH AND THE WHALE

"Peaceful, The World Lays Me

Down'

4

DOKKEMOND

'Hons!'
5

KINGS OF LEON

'Only The Night'
6 SNOW PATROL

'A Hundred Million Suns"
7

games he was announcing doing
his job correctly took concentration, hard work and a couple messLike the players he reports on,
ups along the vay.
senior Dave Gcrig puts on his game
"At one of the first games, I was
face when he steps up to the mic.
of names:
really focused and I didn't want to
Gerig says that he cnjoys the mess up," Gcrig said. "So, naturally,
"I get nen.ous every time before
doing it. I really hate talking in front challenge of being the neutral voice I accidently said Whitworth Pioof people this is a terrible job for that describes the happenings of neers, then Whitworth Buccaneers,
me," Gcrig said. "Still, it is a blast:
the game, while still being
and then Whitworth PiFor a person who describes him- able to give the audience
rates. I could hear and see
a lot of people laughing in
self as not always feeling comfort- something to feed
able in social situations, Gcrig's
List year, when Gerig
the stands, but I corrected
job as a public addtrss announcer vas the intramurals coit immediately, blushing
brings him out of his usual comfort ordinator for ASWU, he
and in shame.
zone and into sports mode.
first put this challenge to
Gcrig said one of the
"Announcing is an added clement the test, deciding to anmost difficult and stressto the game: Gcrig said. "It brings a nounce throughout the
inducing aspects of his
flow to the game and helps people intramural
basketball
job is pronouncing playGERIG
understand what's going on:'
game championships.
ers' names correctly.
Gerig has announced for both
made it more offiGcrig recounted a time
mcn's and women's soccer, vol- cial. I did it just to humor myself: when a Whitworth mom came up
leyball and one football game. As Gerig said.
to him and explained how to proan announcer, he introduces each
The feedback Gcrig received was nounce her daughter's name.
teanis roster, announces goals and positive and eventually landed him
"I get told by people when I screw
substitutions, and talks about plays a trial run as the voice of the Pirates up. You just gotta take that with thc
aftcr thcy are completed.
during this fall's socccr and volley- job and hopefully make fewer mis"You c:uit get too creative with ball games.
takes the next time: Gcrig said.
thc announcing because you are
"People say I have a oice for it," "But once you get thc names down,
not a commentator and not a Gcrig said.
it's pretty easy from there."
broadmstcr. You're public address,"
But it wasn't always fun at the
Mile he says thc job comes easy

Gcrig said. "I can favor the Pirates
to some extent, but I have an actual
script that gives me the introduction. tells me how to announce the
goals, and how to address thc roster

ad.

it

ORIENTATION

8VALENCIA

continued from page 10

"We All Need A Reason To

balance."
Club president Benjamin Bonnema cites thc

Believe"

SING IT LOUD

"Come Around"

10

LENKA

"Lenka"
11

AUGUSTANA

'Can't Love, Can't Hurt"
12 VAMPIRE WEEKEND
"The Kids Don't Stand A
Chance"

13

where they talk about sports.
For now though, in his personal
officason, he eagerly awaits baseball season in thc spring, where he
will once again begin his coverage.
"Not everyone has a job that they
get feedback about what they are
doing. It's rewarding: Gerig said.
"It's humbling to know that people
really noticc what you do:"
Contact Kelsey Morgentlyter at
kelseymorxenthakrenititworthian.
corn.

ANNUALS

'Such Fun'

9

to him, Gerig still puts practice time
in off the field.
"I !ere and there. you might find
me practicing my announcer voice
sometimes. I try to give [people's]
names a little more oomph, a little
more gusto: Gcrig said. "I practice
with my housemates. It definitely
gets me prepped for the season."
Loving his job comes easy for
Gcrig as he watches and listens to
as mudl sports coverage as he can.
To kccp his adoring fans updated,
Gcrig says he writes for The Whitworthian as a sports commentator.
Gcrig also has a radio show with fellow avid sports lover Bud Bariether

FLEET FOXES

"Fleet Foxes"

14 MANCHESTER
ORCHESTRA

importance of hearing the
different viewpoints, and
emphasizes that facilitating discussion is the reason for these events.
'This epitomizes what
Open Conversation is going fur:* Bonnema said.
Despite personal views
students were excited
about getting their ideas
out and listening to what
others had to say.
"I want people from
an opposing view to understand how hard it is to
talk about' this," club vicepresident Lissic Mendes
said.
The Open Conversation: Orientation club is

striving to provide healing
between fundamentalist
Christians and thc gay
community. This event
was a gateway in getting
students at Whitworth to
examine a different perspective while sharing
their own.
-Conversation is so important, if we don't want
to talk about it wc won't
learn," junior Katie [`din
said.
The club meets every
Wednesday at 9 p.m. upstairs in thc I-IUB and is
opcn for anyone interested in discussion. They arc
planning several events
for next semester including a open discussion coffee house.
CO/Ifila Audrey Gore
at aurircygoreewIntworthian.com

ski

surf& stay:student special

ski or surf

"Let My Pride Be What's Left
Behind"

15 STRAYLIGHT RUN
"Un Mas Dos*

16

EXPERIENCE

THE SUBWAYS

"All Or Nothing"

17 THE RUMBLE STRIPS

'Girls And Weather'

vvhitworthian.com

on.' miss Ihis opportunity toi special waterpark access only altered through this promo1
¡he Northwest's Most Unique Vacation Destination!
Dreaming of a beach vacation to

PO

with your ski trip? Head to

Sitter Rapids. our giant into waterpark in Gondola Village. It's a
perfect H degrees every day al Silver Raids.

alPiptline3

9 7 0701
www.i-choice.org

-*

ICE
SfilUfil

¡limns

PEEElliaCti RESOURCE

afliffiS

spokOne Ispokone voteyichenoy

Or bop on our

highspeed village gondora and access 13 ski tons,
endless glades and heaps of fresh. Jeep powder. Or Iry tubing on
lour lanes of snowpacked lun.
Silver Raid: is an included amenity of the Morning Star Lote.
Availability is limited! !Jake your reservation today.Access to
Silver Rapids is only available to gums of the Morning Star lodge.
Bat with this special oiler - only available through this College
Promotion - you can enjoy a day co the slopes ald sorl for an ainariog
price.

Eligibility Dates: Deter:bet 14 - 19 and Jan 4 - I. College ID
required. fer person based on quad occupancy. 11 BO tondo with
sleeper sola.! Promotion Code: College

Kellogg. Idaho

18661

627-9159

*SILVER
Mountain Resort
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Trip to nationals

provides runners
with experience
Danika Heatherly
Sports Editor

Courtay of Larry Grippo

Whitworth sophomore Ashley Lecoq (right) gets oil the Wick duilog Saturday's FiViC luvRatiortal at the Whitworth Aquatic Center.

Swimming claims NWC Invite
Danlka Heatherly
Sports Editor
Both the men's and worn. en's swim
teams dominated during the weekends
Northwest Conference - Invitational
hosted at the Whitworth Aquatic Center on Friday and Saturday. The teams
placed first over confcrcncc rivals University of Puget Sound, Pacific University, Whitman College, Lewis & Clark
College and Linficld College, among
others.
Friday served as the invitationals'
day for preliminary raccs, but qualifiers for Saturday's finals returned to the
pool to racc again.
"I think our goal coming into the
weekend was definitely to win. The
goal is always to win," junior Natalie
Turner said.
The women Pirates took seven of Sat-

urday's ninc clients and finished ahead
of the field in both relays. To opcn the
finals, the UPS relay team gave Whitworth competition in the 200 medley
relay, but the Pirates came from behind during senior Brittany Gresset's
final freestyle leg to defeat the Loggers
with a time of 1:53.86. The 400-yard
freestyle relay was a different story,
as Turner, sophomore Brenda Foster,
sophomore Ashley Lccoq and Grcsset
swam past thc second place finishers,
Lewis & Clark by five seconds.
"Our win was especially exciting
because wc didn't know how much we
would be able to win by," Thrner said.
"I know we are all looking forward to
what the next couple weeks will bring:
Turner was the women's high point
winner for the weekend, leading the
Pirates with wins in the 200-yard freestyle with a time of 1:58.36 and 1,650-

yard freestyle (1911.62).
Gresset, Lecoq and freshman Amy
Gray contributcd first place finishes for
thc Bucs in the 50-yard freestyle, 100yard butterfly and 200-yard breaststroke, respectively.
The final scores for thc women wcre:
Whitworth 955, UPS 710, Lewis &
Clark 675, Whitman 425, Pacific 341,
Linfield 315, Cal State East Bay 277,
PLU 244 and College of Idaho 156.
On the men's side, the Pirates won
both relays to help put themselves in
winning position. After a false start on
the Loggers' behalf, the Bu cs took the
200-rard medley relay in 1:38.82.
The men also dominated in the 400yard freestyle relay to close the meet
and scal the win for the Pirates.
Sophomore Michael Woodward took

See SWIMMING, page 14

The Pirate men traveled to Hanover, Id., Saturday to race in the NCAA Division III national meet
for cross-country. The team had the opportunity to
get national experience, but finished 31st of the 32
teams that competed.
"Getting there in that environment was a great
experience for our team: junior Emmanuel Bola
said.
Six of Whitworth's seven nationals competitors will return
to run again for Whitworth in
2009.
Sophomore Nick Gallagher led the Pirates, finishing
the eight-kilometer racc in
25:37.52. His finish was strong
enough for 103rd out of the
280 runners that competed in
the'national meet.
GALLAGHER
Freshman Aaron Jenkins
placed 209th aftcr completing
the race in 26:17.66.
Whitworth's final three scorers were Bola, junior Dusty
Cascria and freshman Tyler
Dudley.
Bola finished in 26:23.01
(221st) while Caseria finished
with a time of 26:24.55 (224th)
and Dudley was close behind
JENKINS
in 232nd place, finishing in
26:27.05.
"The style of the running in the East Coast and
the Midwest is really different: Bofa said. "%Ve usually race with 80 competitors, but there were almost 300 guys at nationals. The environment was
different too; the racing was more gritty and the
temperature was in the twenties:*
Whitworth finished overall with 745 points.
Cortland State won the meet with 80 total points.
Senior Jamie Daroff and junior Collin Stewart
also competed for the Pirates this weekend.
"The experience will help us prepare better, both
physically and mentally, for nationals next year,"
Bola said.
Contact Danika Heatherly at danika.heatherly@
whitworthian.com.

Chiefs games pique interest in college students
Erica Schrader

freshman.

Assistant Copy Chief

Darwin had never been a fan
of hockey but eventually became
one last year after attending a
game with a friend.
"I think there's a misconception
that it's a guys' sport because it's
often portrayed as a fighting and
becr-drinking sport: she said.
But after attending her first
game, Dorwin's misconceptions
no longer existed.
"I'm really glad someone asked
me to go," she said. "Becoming a
fan last year really fielded my excitement that I might not have experienced otherwise:
Along with the sense of community, other fans also have an
appreciation for the competition.
'1 like the atmosphere and just
being able to watch a high level
of hockey," Whitworth freshman
Alyssa Swegle said. You know
everyone is there to have a good
time and enjoy the game
Swegle enjoys the games as a
spectator but also enjoys playing
hockey in her spare time.
"I just love the sport in general:
she said. "I love skating and just
going out there and having fun."

As the Spolcane Chiefs proved
to have a successful season bring-

ing home the Memorial Cup, the
team's success includes its many
loyal fans.
Last scason the Chiefs averaged
more than 6,000 fans a game,
counting on them as part of their
succcss but also keeping their
game a top priority.
In an April 29 issuc of The

Whitworthian, third-year veteran goaltender Dustin Tokarski
said, "It's always nice to have a
big crowd as we love our fans, but
you also have to focus on what's
at task:

Whether fans have been to a
or a hundred, they all
share a common bond and love
for the team, for the sport and for
the sense of community that's created at the games.
"It's exciting to ha-ve a team that
you root for and if you go to a lot
of games you sec the same people
and can create a community with
other fans: said Megan Darwin,
few games

Eastern Washington University

Swegle can be seen in the net
as goalie the for a local hockey

girlfriend and I decided instead
of going out to a movie and dinteam.
ner every week that we'd invest
"I like how it kind of comes beforehand and that would be
down to you," she said. The team our entertainment for the year. It's
depends on you whether they worth it:
score or not:
While fans consider all games
When watching the Chiefs, to be loud and filled with high
Swegle keeps an eye on Tokarski energy, fans never miss a game in
as he thrives on the same kind of the arena against the rival Tri-City
pressure.
Americans.
In the same
"I love goarticle Tokar- 1 think there's a misconception ing to a game
ski said, "As
against Tri-City
that it's a guys' sport because
a goalie you
it's often portrayed as a fighting because it's the
know you face
one tearn you
and beer-drinking sport'
a lot of pressure
don't want to
and you chose
lose to: DorMegan Donvin,
Spokane Chieft fan
the position for
win said. "It's
that reason. You
like a thousand
want to be the
times louder
guy who has the ability to change and you Can tell they fight harder
the game:
because of the rivalry:
Sophomore Brandon Melton
The intensity of the rivalry
rallied for several of the Chiefs games helps Dorwin understand
games last year and decided to the effort and energy it takes to
pic.k up season tickets to watch play the game.
the Memorial Cup champions in
"I think it's one of the hardest
hopes for another successful year. sports because it takes a lot of
"Buying season tickets was agility to be able to be on the ice
cheaper than paying for indi- for that long," she said. "You have
vidual games," Melton said. "My to rely on instinct and you have

011..1TOIN,,./*M

to have the ability to think on the
fly:'

Center Nlitch Wahl has taken
the lead for the Chiefs with 15
goals and 12 assists, totaling 27
pointstying for the 28th leading
scorer in the WHL Tokarski fell
to the second spot in the WHL for
goaltenders with a 1.80 GAA.
Last week defenseman Jared
Cowen was listed at the top of the
NHI:s Central Scouting rankings
of draft eligible skaters from the

WHL
At press time the Chiefs remain
at first place in the U.S. Division
with 35 points, one ahead of the
rival Tri-City Americans. Spokane has a 16-7-0-3 record and
will take a few days off for the
Thanksgiving holiday.
The Chiefs will return to the

ice on Friday, Nov. 28, at 7 p.m.
to take on Tri-City in Kennewick,
Wash., and will host the Kamloops Blazers the following night
in the Spokane Arena at 7 p.m.
Listen to the games live on 1510
KGA.
Contact Erica Schrader at erica.
schrader@whitworthian.com.
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SPORTS

Bucs

get a traveling start

Men sweep the Blue Jay
hivitational to open the
2008-2009 season 2-0

Women's hoops drop
two of three in season
opening trip to Hawaii

James Gelfer

Kara Heatherly
Staff Writer

Assistant Sports Editor

e

The sports fanatic's

guide to Thanksgiving
Dave Gerig
Sports Columnist

The Whitsvorth women's basketball team headed
to I lawaii this weekend to put their pre-season efforts to the test.
"The season has seemed good so far," junior
transfer Cassic Pilkinton said.
The Pirates cante out strong in their first game
Thursday night against Chaminade, the first of
three local Division II schools the Pirates would
play this weekend.
The Pirates took an early lead and never looked
back, with a 35-19 advantage going into the second half. Junior Liz I loriatis led the l'irates with 18
points and a career high 13 rebounds.
Pilkinton led thc Pirates
with seven assists, while adding five rebounds, two blocks
and a steal.
"We played really good competition over here, l'ilkinton
said. "It's only going to make us
better."
Friday evening thc Pirates
faced Brigham Young-Hawaii.
PILKIN'TON
The contest proved rather difficult for the Pirates. They were
off to an early lead on a three
pointer by Pilkinton.
But Brigham Young never
let up. They shot for 61 percent throughout the game and
led 38-25 going into the second half.
Brigham Young's run continued %sith an impressive
110RIATIS
76 percent in the second half
separating themselves from
the Pirates by 35 points. In thc cnd the l'irates fell

men's basketball team %von the Blue Jay Invitational after beating Brockport State and Johns
Hopkins University in their first games of the season in Baltimore. Md.
Sophomore forward David Riley was named the
teurnament N1VP, averaging 25 points and 5.5 rebounds in the two games.
It was a good tournament to %yin because IVC
beat solid teams and gained recognition on the
East Coast." Riley said.
In Friday's opening round game against Brockport State, the game %vent back and forth until
late in the second half, when Riley took over for
thc Pirates. With eight minutes left Riley converted a
four-point play, followed by
a three-pointer on the flues'
ncxt posscssion, to open up a
ten-point lead.
The Pirates maintained the
lead for the rest of the game.
winning 83-67.
Riley finished with 13 for
RILEY
16 shooting, for 34 points.
Senior post Calvin Jurich and
senior guard Ross Nakamura both scored in the
double digits, with 12 and 10 points, respectively.
Senior Nate Montgomery lcd Whitworth in Saturday's championship game against ¡ohms Hopkins
with team highs of 19 points and nine rebounds.
The teams played a closely contested first half,
%vith the Blue Jays going into halftime with a 3130 lead.
There were ninc lead changes in thc fourth
quarter, until Riley came through again for thc Pirates with back-to-back three-pointers to give the
Bucs a six-point lead.
Nakamura's three-point play in the final minute
iced the game for the Pirates, who went on to win
70.60.
"Down the stretch in both games our defense
really picked it up and made somc kcy stops:" Nakamura said.
Nakamura, Montgomery, Riley and junior forward Bo Gregg all finished with double-digit point
totals.
Riley shot 70 percent from the field. including
shooting 10 for 17 from three-point range in the
two games, earning him MVP honors.
"We have so many weapons on offense, which
gives us the opportunity to really spread the
ball around," Riley said. "We take what the defense gives us, and this week that happened to be

8341.
"It's a little frustrating," Pilkinton said. "We work
hard in practice and we want to win:
Saturday presented a ncw opportunity for the Pirates as thcy faced Hawaii Pacific. The Bucs, once
again, were off to an early lead. But Pirate crrors
proved fatal.
Cassie Pilkimon scored 18 points for the second
game in a rots..
Junior forward Natalie Orrell and senior post
Tiffany Corigliano added 14 and 13. but it was not
enough to save thc Pirates from themselves.
The final score was in thc Sea Warriors' favor 91-

Nakamura was also named to the all-tournament team with 24 points, hine assists and 11 rebounds in the two games.
Next %veek the Pirates will be in California to
compete in the Caltech/Oxy Thanksgiving Classic. The Pirates %vith take on Caltech on Friday and
Chapman University on Saturday.

71.
"Especially in the second game they had a really
athletic team," l'ilkinton said. "We have had a lot
of injuries but hopefully when wc start league we'll
have thc whole team back full force:
The Whitworth %vomen tvill play their first
NCAA Division III team next weekend whcn then
head to Southern California for three games against
Cal Lutheran, Caltech and Redlands, which are all
members of the Southern California Intercollegiate
Athletics Conference.

Contact James Gelfer at james.gelfer@whitworrhiatt.com.

Contact Kara Heatherly at kara.heatherly@whitworthian.com.

threes:

SWIMMING
continued from page 13
the 200-yard freestyle in 1:45.25
and freshman Rory Buck dominated the 200-yard breaststroke
in 2:08.27 contributing individual
victories for the Bucs during finals

on Saturday. Buck finished ahead
of the field in both breaststroke
events this weekend.
"We still just want to be undefeated in our conference; Turner
said. "Racing against other NWC
teams this weekend gave us the
perspective we needed heading
into thc competition. We know

what we can achieve if wc continue to work as hard as we do.
The final men's team scores
were: Whitworth 993, UPS 754,
PLU 655, Whitman 621, Linficld
440, College of Idaho 293, Pacific
238 and Lewis & Clark 69.
Contact Danika Heatherly al

With *Thanksgiving just
around thc corner, I thought I
would give a little thanks to a
sports world that has given a
tvliole lot to fans. Here's what
l'm thankful for:
I'm thankful for laterals,
fake punts, instant repla» reverses, celebrations that earn
a penalty and one-handed

catches.
l'm thankful for four-year
college basketball players like
North Carolina's Tyler Hansbrough, Connecticut's A.J. west.
I'm thankful for guys like
Price and Duke's Greg Paulus.
I'm thankful for a college Rangers outfielder Josh Hambasketball postscason that ilton, who overcame drug
is unmatched by any other abuse problems and provided
one of thc best comeback stosport.
ries in sports.
I'm thankful for Division
I'm thankful for hockey, the
III athletics. Without scholarships or pay to. play for, these bcst sport to watch in person.
I'm thankful for Ken Griffey
athletes exemplify playing for
Jes swing, Jamie Moyer's lonthe love of thc game.
I'm thankful for Chris Ber- gevity and Lou Pinella's antics.
man, Dick Vil'ni thankful
talc and John
for football, the
Madden
for
"I'm thankful for the
best sport to
their passion
Central Washington
that's passed on
watch on TV.
to the viewers.
I'm thankful
football team a good
I'm thankful football team in the state for the cheap
seats-where
for superstars
of Washington:"
most of the real
Kobe
Bryant
fans arc.
Lellron
and
James, but also
I'm thankful
for the Central
players
like
Chris l'aul and Steve Nash, Washington Wildcats football
whose nifty ball-handling team-a good football team in
skills and crisp passing make the state úf Washington.
I'm thankful for the l'orttheir teams bcttcr every tinte
land Trailblazers. They have
they step on the court.
I'm thankful for the college more depth than layers of the
football overtime and the NFL earth, don't have any goons on
the team and are a great team
playoff.
I'm thankful for guys likc in every aspect of thc word.
I'm thankful for Ilrett Favre.
Tony Romo, known for his
plays on the field, who is mak- His childlike passion for the
ing a lot of great plays off the game of football is evident
ficld. He %vent out of his %vay with every snap. Plus, he's
to stop and change someone's pretty good.
tire and recently treated a
I'm thankful for the ESPN
homeless man to a movie.
networks and ESPN.com, to
I'm thankful for the student which I devote half my life.
sections, the bands and the atI'm thankful for allcy-oops,
mosphere of high school foot- behind-the-back passes and
ball.
blocks that end up in thc
I'm thankful for plays at the stands.
plate, linc drives down the line
I'm thankful for Charles
and bare-handed throws to Barkley. Maybe the funnicst
first.
guy on television.
I'm thankful for the pitch
I'm thankful for the NBA on
tracker on baseball telecasts F.SPN commercials. Shay playand the yellow first-down line ing Scrabble and the unveiling
in football.
of the newly refurbished RV
I'm thankful for the I lus- may rival the brilliance of the
kies, the only %sinless team SportsCenter commercials.
in Division I football after a
So thanks, sports, for altough loss in the Apple Cup, ways keeping us coming back
but still a team that has the for more.
respect and integrity to kccp
Coach
Willingham until
Contact DaVC Gerig at dave.
the cnd of thc season.
gerialybitivorthian.com.

y

danika.heatherly@whirworthian.
.

NFL PICKS
of the.week

DANIKA HEATHERLY (23-17)
JAMES GELFER (21-19)
COLIN ZALEWSIU

(2317)
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I'm thankful for fantasy
football, despite its negative
effects on my social life.
I'm thankful for the ageless
wisdom of John Wooden and
ageless coaching of Joe Paterno.
I'm thankful for Pardon
the Interruption, where Tony
does his best
Kornheiser
work.
I'm thankful for my completely original Excuse the Intrusion radio show on KWRS
with co-host Bud Bareither,
the No. 1 rated college radio
show in the Pacific North-

.
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Eight players, coach eam NWC honors
in the first round of the NCAA tourna-

Danika Heatherly
Sports Editor
Pirate men finished 11-2-4 this season, but not without honors for many of its
athletes, as Iva, as coach Sean Bushey.
As Yliitworth's longest-serving and
winningest men's soccer coach in history,
Bushey was named as the NWC Coach of
the Year after being
chosen by his peers,
fellow coaches in the
N WC.
Upon completion
of his 13th year with
the Bucs, Bushey has
been honored as NWC
Coach of the Year in
2001, 2001, 2007 and

ment.
On the field, Barnhill was recognized as
the 2008 NWC Offensive Player of the Year.
Two of his teammates were also named to
the All-NWC first-team, and three Pirates
received thc second-team honors.
Barnhill led the conference with 13 total goals, 28 total points and an average .65
goals per game.
"I really think the
only reason I got the
honor was my team-

now, 2008.
"Sean

BARNHILL
(Bushey]
knows more about
socccr than anyone I've ever met," senior
Caleb Barnhill said. You have to have a
great team and a great coach to be successful."

Ihe coach lcd the Pirates to a second
straight NWC title and a spot in the NCAA
Division III playoffs.
Unfortunately, the Pirates' winning season ended with a penalty kick loss at home

mates:. Barnhill said.
"People obviously notice the person who
puts their foot on the
ball to score, but that's
not possible without
a great team behind

BUSI1EY

you."
Two other Pirates

were recognized with honorable mention.
Senior John Prugh joined Barnhill as
All-NWC first team forward picks, while
senior Travis late was also named to the
first team as a defender.
kite anchored the defense for the Pirates,
starting in 19 games.
Prugh finished the season with seven
goals.

Earn your master's: çlègree in teachinkiii .13 months

Junior fonvard Elly Bulega dribbles at a pair of Augsburg defenders in the NCAA playoffs.
Junior Bryan Olson and freshmen Cam- could ask for," Barnhill said. "A lot of young
eron Bushcy and Eddy Prugh were named guys contributed this year, and we are looking forward to seeing what they can do next
to the 2008 All-NWC second team.
Junior Elly Bulega and senior Ben Rotert season:.
were honorable mcntions.
Contact Danika licathcrly at danika:
"It was one of the best senior years you hcatherly@whitworthian.com.

PRE-WINTER SPECIAL FOR
WHITWORTH
STUDENTS AND FACULTY

By following your dream, you can help your students achieve theirs.

Become an elementary or secondary teacher with a
master's degree in 13 months!

Info Night

Complete full-time day program with
a year-long intemship in local schools.

..lan.29

6:30 p.m.-8 p.m.

LURE, OIL AND FILTER CHANGE, WITH COOLING
SYSTEM FLUSH AND FILL $69.95 SAVE $25.00
Hawthorne Rd.

Hawthorne Hall, Room 102

Teach across cultures duringJan Term

intemational/domestic field experiences.

.r%

erfection Tire

Benefit from Whitworth's high placement rate for graduates.

4k9°<`
Eam scholarships, gra.nts

Holland Ave.

aid financial aid.

AN EDUCATION OF MINO AND HEART

www.whitworth.edu/MIT
-504.777.3769 or 860:929.6894

-

Mklingti-ack070Whitwa.rth.edu'':

PLEASE CALL FOR APPOINTMENT (509) 465-0110
OFFER GOOD ONLY AT PE1RFECTION TIRE
@ THE Y. 9602 N. DIVISION

t--BRUCHI'S CheeseSteaks Subse%a
A Proud Sponsor of Whitworth
Community and Athletics
Come in and ask about the Whitworth Special!

Zhe gliiiittuorthian
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TOP LEFT:Senior Jennifer Johnston of the Hawaiian Club dances the Tavanal Otea

during the International Banquet on Friday.

TOP RIGHT: Sophomore Jarvis Lunalo performs a monologue regarding the reality of child soldiers and war in Africa as part of

The African Crew during the International Banquet on Friday.
LEFT:Attendees enjoyed foreign cuisine which included Pera de Abacate, Jamaican Jungle Bread, Georgian Cheese Bread,
Chicken Bhutuwa, Lebanese Baked Kibbee and Nanmoura.

MIDDLE:Sophomore Luis Flores (left) and freshman Segond Fidens lragena welcome guests.
Attrhetot17 Wittireinghlan MO'

CHECK OUT THE"THIS WEEK IN PHOTOS" SLIDESHOW AT WHITWORTHIAN.COM.

IVant to submit your pilotos? E-mail us at photos@whitworthian.cont.
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`The Vagina

Dancing to worship

Monologues'
postponed
Joy Bacon
Editor-its-Chief
Students who went to see "lhe ragina
NIonologues" found themselves in an empty
Stage II on Saturday, Feb. 14. "'he two scheduled performances %vac postponed, possibly

until April.
Special events coordinator Kelsey 'Huainan, who organized and planned the student
program, said she %vas asked Feb. 3 by Kathy
Storm, vice president of Student Life, to hold
olf on advertising the play. 'I he request then
turned into conversations that led to the
postponement of the
ABOUT:
entire event.
'THE VAGINA
Storm said she startMONOLOGUES'
ed hearing concerns
from some faculty and
Author
administrators
about
live Ensler
the event. Concerns
also came from exterFirst published
nal parties who heard
the event was being
1996
performed on campus.
Performed in
She said the concerns of
the university centered
120 countries
around the constraints
languages
Placed on the perfor700 colleges
mance and advertising
by the V-Day organization, the group that grants rights to the play
as well as facilitates campus campaigns for the
project.
"I understood hy they had the rules from
their perspective, but it just created smne lastminute questions," Storm said. "I needed time
to figure it all out."
According to the V-Day Web site, a school
that receives the free rights to perform "The
Vagina Monologues" is required to use the
2009 V-Day version of the script in its entirety,
meaning a performance cannot omit ccrtain
monologues or change their order. College or
ganizers must perform the play on the college's
campus, and all advertising for the play must
use the full, correctly spelled title of the play.
All promotions also must include the name of
the college and the year.
Storm said one of the major issues was that
the promotions implied the performance was
a university-sponsored event, rather than a
student-organized and initiated event.
"It's not typically been our practice or experience to have an external organization place so
many constraints on us. It seems like it's an all
or nothing for the organization; Storm said.
lhurntan said when she originally got permission to organize the event, she did not
think the publicity and performance guidelines
asked anything different than how she would
approach advertising other events.
"lhe guidelines are how you would advertise something, anyway," Thurman said. "lhe
concerns and adjustments people are raising
now should have been discussed and encour-

7 h.wuto

Whitworth student Laura Karanko practices Nla, a movement-based Bible study, In the dance loft of the Fieldhouse.

-Internatiòrial student Laura Karanko brings Nia, an art form that combines martial
arts, dance arts and healing arts, to campus.

See the full story on page 10
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Students pass zoning proposal
Julie Wootton
sisiews

Editor

Students votetl Feb. 12 to restructure
the ASWU representation system, but
rejected a second proposal that would
have allowed ASWU to make minor
changes to the structure of the legislative
Assembly without a student vote.
The passage of Proposal 1 means that
residence halls and off-campus areas will
be disided int() six zones. Eighty-three
percent of voters voted "yes" on the proposal.
"It's great that Proposal I passed," said
Obe Quarless, ASWU President. "It will
allow us to restructure the organization
in a way that's most efficient and that will
allow us to look to the future:'
Under the current system, one senator
is elected to represent each residence hall
as well as off-campus students. Ihere is
one representative per 85 residents, according to the ASWU Constitution.
Off-campus Senator Seth Flory, who
took charge of putting together the proposals, said the restructuring will lead to
increased efficiency within the legislative Assembly.
Quarless said restructuring was necessary due to the growth of campus.
"lhere is visual evidence that we're
growing and we needed to do something
now," he said.

INew

Zoning Structurs

ASWU Repersantsores
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Beginning next school year, each zone

will have one representative

if the

zone
has more than 220 residents. Students
who live off campus will have one representative and residents of the Shalom
Center antl theme houses will elect a dif-

ferent representative.
"One representative per 220 residents
gives fairly equal voting rights while
keeping 16 Assembly members," Flory
said.

The best of 2008. PAGE 11
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The new structure will reduce the
number of voting members from the
current 21 to 15 next year.
This year, there are also three executive officers, three media representatives
and nine coordinators who are members
of ASWU.
llie proposal also accounted for future growth after the East Residence Hall

See

REPRESENTATION, page

VISIT WHITWORTHIAN.COM DAILY fOR BREAKING
NEWS, 13100, MULTIMEDIA AND SPORTS

ureArts.
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Comments? Let us know:
editorOvhitwonhOn.com
or (509) 777-3248
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ABOUT US

IheWhinwohlan has saved as the marl soma dam
and sports coverage for die Vltava-cob comminity since
1905. The Whitwattian is an orgarizatisn caromed
entirely by students which
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KWRS transitions to

online only

Jerod Jarvis
Staff Writer

wait! newspaper and the whitwattriatcom

Whitworth's radio station, KIVRS 90.3
OUR MISSION
The Whavicrthian staff is &Slated to presentrig ac-

curate and teleiar. infomution in an

Oa goal

is to be

'wont* manna

=ono* while blaming eittertal-

ing and prodding a forum for egrevang the Interests
the Whitworth community.

d

GENERAL INFORMATION

lhe print

eitim of

The IThitworthian

k publeherl

weedy, orept &ring January and student vacations.
The content is gmerated entirety by students. The college
admOistothe does rot review the newspaper's content

Oan ad ideas erpressed in The Whinoolian are
those of the hdrriclual artists, =ten and student editors,

and da not necessardy reflect the views of the Associated
Students

of Whitworth University (AMU), the university,

Its administration, facutry/suff

a advertisers. The Inlit-

worttian is pad fot thrtogh advertising and sibsaotim
revenue ard O part by student actMty fees as budgeted
by MU.
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News Editor
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Assistant Mews Editor

FM, made its last radio broadcast in De-

cember and has moved to an online-only
format.
KWRS staff received notification in early
December that the plug would be pulled
sooner than anticipated.
"We ryere initially told we would be losing thc frequency ncxt September," said Bud
Barcither, general manager of KWRS.
"ihe frequency will be taken over by Spokane Public Radio.
KWRS has been anticipating this change
for quite some time. Because KWRS uses a
10-watt transmitter, thus limiting the broadcast range to about three miles, the station
has always been a prime target for absorption into a larger station, said Ben Leighton,
former general manager of KWRS, in an article in The Whitworthian.
The FCC really doesn't pay too much attention to small stations like us: Leighton
Merv» McQuillitt/Whitiovrthian
said.
However, KWRS will not be closing its KWRS webmaster Alice Clawson works on the radio station's Web site. KWRS moved to an
doors. The station already broadcasts ovcr online-only format after Spokane Public Radio took over Its frequency.
the Internet and will broadcast solely on"It's tough losing the frequency.," he said. Ginny Whitehouse, associate professor and
line from now on.
The station continues to broadcast at "But we're pretty excited about the possi- chair of the communication studies department.
bilities."
www.kwrs.fm.
"I am excited to see what the students do
Although the radio station won't be unA major overhaul of the online station is
der the FCC decency guidelines governing to develop Pirate Radio under this ncw forin the works, Barcither said.
"We're going to add more content and broadcast content, Barcither said thc radio mat: she said. "The students remain comclean up the appearance of the SVeb site: he station will stay clean. All DJs for the station mitted to producing good programming.
must sign a contract that states they will not he medium is just different now."
said.
Bareither said the KWRS staff is a little use expletives on the air or play songs with
Contact ATM Jarvis at jerodjarvisewhitstressed because the transition is happen- expletives.
The change is perhaps a good one, said worthian.com.
ing much faster than originally anticipated.
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OPINIONS POLICY
Columns, editorial cartoons and teriews art the opin-

ions el their individual creators and not necessarily the

opinion of The Whitworthian, its editors or its staff
PUBLIC FORUM
The Whitworthian is a put& forms that believes in

freedom of speech axl eqxession as guaranteed in the
First knendment to the COITAlilltiM CI die United States.

CONTACT US

Whitworth University
300W. linithorne Rd.
Spokane, WA 99251
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According to the Studcnt Handbook.
aged months ago."
Thurman said she was also frustrated all students are 'free to support causes'
by the abrupt way shc was asked to hold and give opinions as long as their means
off on the performance. She said she went of expression is orderly and does not
to instructor in theatre Brooke Kiener disrupt the regular operation of the inand Dayna Coleman Jones, director of stitution:* The activities policy in the
student activities, to get permission for handbook advises students to "measure
the event this fall, but did not hear com- the contcnt and purpose of event against
plaints or problems until the week before the mission and goals of the university."
thc scheduled performance. The perfor- Political events, such as rallies or guest
mances had been on the master activi- speakers, are the only cvents with specific
ties calendar on the Whitworth Web site guidelines, Storm said.
Storm met with various administrasince late November, Thurman said.
Senior Julie Kimball, the student di- tors and faculty involved in the project
rector for the play, said she had auditions on Friday, Feb. 13, to discuss how thc
scheduled for 1Vednesday, Feb. 4, but was play could be performed more effectively
told thc day before that she was not able on campus. Kicner said the meeting was
to move ahead with the project at that also to compile a list of requests to send
time.
to the V-Day organiza"I honestly wasn't surtion for modifications
prised that it was held
to the performance and
CLIC
off, but I was a little fruspublicity guidelines. At
trated with the timing," Read mere about the history orThe Vagina time of print, the results
Monologues'on Wednesday at
of this meeting could not
iChnball said. "It had
whitwort hian.com
the
been on
calendar for
be confirmed.
most of January, so I was
Storm said ideally she
a little disheartened that
would like to see the
just days before I was supposed to get event be part of a larger campus discusstarted on the event I heard it was to be sion about the themes presented in the
put it on hold:
play.
Thurman said she never received a
"The major message described is the
specific answer from Storm or the ad- shame and injury of women and proministration as to why they wanted the tecting them: Storm said. "I'm drawn to
event to be postponed.
wanting to understand that, and it's conThey wouldn't tell me point-blank sistent with Whitworth's mission:
what they had a problem with and were
Kiener said the play can be a very powjust really vague: Thurman said. "I just erful experience for some audiences.
w-anted a straight answer from the ad"It's an incredibly empowering piece,"
ministration about what the concerns Kiener said. "Gender issues persist in our
were, because I might have been able to culture even today, and this piece is a way
then do something about it:
of starting to talk about those issues:*
Storm said the main guideline for deDespite the postponement, both Thurtermining if an event is appropriate for man and Kimball said they are hopeful
Whitworth is thc university's mission the extra time and planning will produce
statement. From there, ies just a judg- a more well-attended and impactful exment call, she said.
perience for the campus.
a student group wants to foster a
"The fact that it was put on hold isn't a
conversation, we can say yes or no, but negative thing," Kimball said. "I hope it
because it's Whitworth and we want opens up some good conversations, and
events to be helpful, it needs to have an the event ends up bigger and better than
educational component, or at least show it could've been:
balanced sides to a topic: Storm said.
Contact Joy Bacon at joy.bacon@whit*There isn't a formula for what fits neatly worthian.corn.
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Transformer
bloWs, Avista

shuts off power
Security looking into

generator failure
Whitworthian Staff
Power outages forced Avista to shut down
power to campus on thc night of Feb. 10 to assess thc outage that left some residence halls
and academic buildings in the dark
Classes continued as normal Feb. 11.
The Avista powcr transformer on Pinewood
Road, between the Ficldhouse and Waikiki
Road, blew around 8:30 p.m. on Feb. 10, said
Ed Kelly, director of Facilities Services, in a
campus-wide e-mail Feb. 11.
Buildings on the west side of campus such as
Warren Hall, thc Fieldhousc, Baldwin-Jenkins
Hall and the Lied Center for the Visual Arts
lost power.
Houses and buildings within a half-mile radius of campus were also affected.
Students on and off campus reported hearing some sort of explosion or popping sound
around the time of lost electricity.
Campus ran on back-up generators for a
couple hours and the security department used
a cell phone to.continue normal operations.
Our main stream plant does not have an
emergency generator back-up so wc lost hcat
and hot water to most buildings on the whole
campus; Kelly wrote in thc e-mail.
Sccurity also turned on the boilers to get heat
flowing to buildings.
Internet connections did not work in several
parts of campus.
Avista turned off power between midnight
and I a.m. on Feb. 11 in order to make rcpairs.
Kelly wrote in the e-mail.
Security supervisor Mark McFall said the
emergency generator, which powers the security phones in case of a power outage, failed.
McFall said this is the first time to his knowledge that the generator has failed. Security staff
are investigating the situation.

Contact editongwhitworthian.com.
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New theme house opens doors
Ira McIntosh

AP.

Whitworth to
enroll Spokane

Staff Writer

The Breaking Barriers theme house is the
newest addition to Whitworth's collection
of theme houses.
The new house is located on \Yellen Lane
within easy walking distance of the school.
"It's been great to live in the house," said
junior Caitlynn Nelson, a resident in the
house.
She said she has enjoyed living in a theme
house because she is off campus but still a
part of campus life.
"It's a good transition to off-cainpus living: Nelson said.
The house was purchased in early November.
lhe school has a set boundary around the
campus. If any houses within this boundary become available, the school considers
purchasing them to provide more housing
for students, said Nicole Boymook, associate director of Residence Life.
Ilhe house) was acquired with Whitworth Endowment funds in November
from the owner after she talked with us
about her interest in selling: said Brian
Benzel, vice president for Finance and Ad-

ministration.
Given the location of the house and the
school's ownership of other properties in
that arca, university officials decided to use
the building as a theme house, Benzel said.
Only two students arc living in the housc
at the moment.
"We'll be the first Whitworth studcnts to
live in this housc, so we'll get to set up a sort
of tradition," Nelson said.
Before Christmas, Boymook scnt out an
c-mail informing the campus of thc ncw
house and asking for applicants.
"We had to come up with a name and
create a proposal: Nelson said. ;
point of the houie Is to .creiti a place
where people feel sitie to come talk to each
othei and have candid conversations.
"We want to promote:diversity on campus and opcn up communication between
the different groups on campus: Nelson

e

Act Six students

-

The first cadre of Act Six
students from Spokane will
be attending Whitworth
and Gonzaga Universities
in the fall.
Four students from Spokane will join four other
students from thc Puget
Sound area to form the seventh cadre at Whitworth.
welcomed
Whitworth
the first cadre of Act Six
students in 2002.
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Appeal trial for
Thompson set to
take place in May

.11.- "ea',

Derek Casanoras/Whitworthian

Junior Caitlynn Nelson, a resident in the new Breaking Barriers theme house, studies on Feb. 15.The
university purchased the house in November..
said.

Whitworth is not planning to create any
more theme houses at thc moment, but
thcy are always open to the idea, Boymook
said.
Nelson said she is looking forward to
hosting activities that will generate interest in the Whitworth community and bring
people to the house.
Ihe Breaking Barriers theme house is
hosting a "Battle of the Scxcs" game night
tonight from 8 to 10 p.m.
"We have several more activities in the
works," Nelson said.

Whitworth's newest iheme house:
Breaking Bafriérs

.

.

.

Contact Ira McIntosh at iraancintosh@
whitworthian.com.

Gra hile b Annette Farrell/Whitnyrthian

University ranks in top 50 best values
Ben Garves
Staff Writer

The lanua.ry cdition of Kiplinger's Personal Financc magazine
ranked Whitworth 39th nationally
for best values among private universities.
Whitworth was among 600 private colleges in thc United Statcs
considered for the top 100 of 2009,
including Gonzaga University,
which was ranked 37th on thc list.
"Just to be recognized by Kiplinger as one of the top 50 is quite
an accomplishment because there
are something like 1,500 private
universities in the Unitcd States;
said Fred Pfursich, vice president for admissions and financial
aid. "The list includes a lot of really top-notch universities and it is
nice to be recognized that way."
Though Whitworth vias ranked
39th overall, the school ranked
41st in both "student-to-faculty
ratio" and "percentage of students
raking over 600 on math and verbal SAT scores" categories.
Kiplinger gets its initial data on

airA

In good company
A glanCe at Kiplinger's Personal Finance magazine's 2009
list of best values among private universities
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Information courtery of Kiplinrri
Personal Finance mago.tinr

more than 600 private colleges and
universities from Peterson's School
Research, said lane Clark, an associate editor for Kiplinger, in an
e-mail.
"Most of that inforniation involves qualitative measures, such
as student-faculty ratio, test scores
of incoming freshmen and fourand five-year graduation rates,"
Clark said.
Whitworth's admission rate vas
the 1 1th most selective behind

Syracuse University and third in
lowest overall cost.
Baylor University is the only
school in the top 50 that is ranked
lower than Whitworth in five-year
graduation rate.
SLxty-nine percent of students
at Baylor graduate in less than five
years, compared to 72 percent at
Whitworth.
Whitworth accepted 49 percent
of applicants for the class of 2012
and the annual total cost of at-

tendance is less than 537,0001)er
student. Other universities on the
list, such as New York and Georgetown Universities, ha.ve estimated
costs of about $51,000 per year.
Kiplinger's Personal Finance
Magazine is a monthly periodical
that reports business forecasts and
gives financial advice, including
yearly rankings of best values in
public, private and liberal arts colleges and universities.
"Once we're satisfied that the
numbers are accurate and complete, Ive re-rank to get our top
100," Clark said. "I visit several of
the institutions on the rankings
and interview students and administrators on campus so I can
describe to our readers how those
schools reflect value as well as
trends in higher education."
Whitworth has also been top 10
in U.S. News and World Reports'
"Best Values for Universities with
Masters (\Vest)" for nine years
straight, ranking sixth this year.
Contact Beit Games at ben.
gams@whitworthian.com.
"

Kevin A. lhompson,
convicted for a gross-misdemeanor criminal trespass
in the first degree and possession of a controlled substance with intcnt to deliver,
has a court appeal date for
May 11, according to court
documents and defense attorncy Scott Staab.
A retrial for the charge of
second-degree rape is still
pending and is set for midMay, Staab said. The rape
charge resulted in a hungjury Nov. 14 by the Spokane
Superior Court jury.
lhompson was arrcstcd
two years ago after a sexual
assault incident that occurred near Whitworth.
Read more at whitworthian.com.

Fine Arts Building
to be demolished
by end of March
Demolition of the Fine
Arts Building is scheduled
to be completed by the
end of March, said Steve
Thompson, director of capital projects.
Crews began removing
asbestos from the building,
a process that could take up
to three weeks.
Thompson said a campus-wide e-mail will be sent
out when demolition starts.
Compiled by news staff

CORRECTIONS&
CLARIFICATIONS
In an article published
Nov. 25 about Fenton Du-

teaching history was incorrectly stated.
Duvall came to Whitworth
after serving as a founding
professor and administrator at King's College in New
York. Duvall also did not
serve as president of the
National Council on Education. His son, Dr. Robert
Duvall, held that position.
v-all, Duvall's

The Vtihitworthian is committed to proveng

the Whitworth community with the most ac-
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curate information possible. The Whitworthian never knowingly publishes inaccuracies. If
you have a comment or question about the
fairnes.s or accuracy of a story, send an e-maa
to editorAhitworthianscen.
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NEWS
News

Business class addresses crisis

BRIEFS

Melissa Challender
ASSistatit News Editor

Hutchens said the class worked to understand the reasons behind everything that was
happening with the economy.
"I think that the most useful thing that I
If anyone has questions about the economk crisis the world is experiencing, a group of learned was specifically what happened with
Whitworth students may have the answers.
the banking system and with the sub-prime
Whitworth was one of thc first universities mortgages, senior Danielle De long said.
to offer a course on the global financial crisis.
A sub-prime mortgage is money that is
The course, called Global Financial Crisis, loaned out to people who do not actually qualoffered over Jan Term, was successful for quite ify for the loan, De Jong said.
a few masons, said Walter Hutchens, associate
Instead of verifying the borrower's information, the lender merely takes his or her word
professor of economics and business.
Hutchens said he let the students take con- for it. In the end, loans are given to people who
have very low credit scores and can't pay them
trol of the seminar-style class.
Nlost importantly, the students who took thc back. which has played a large role in the global
class had exceptional motivation and intelli- financial crisis, she said.
Students learned about the economy by
gence, Hutchens ivrote in his blog.
"I was fortunatc to have worked ,ith a great vatching congressional hearings on YouTube,
group of students," he wrote. "It was, I think, a listening to a guest speaker from 'Windermere
great class."
Real Estate and even watching thc movie "It's a

Spokane mayor
emphasizes state
of the economy
Spokane Mayor Mary
Verner gave an address on
thc statc of the city on Feb.
13.

In her 40.minute speech,
Verner talked about a proposal to increase property
taxes in order to raise $18.5
million for city projects
such as a new police building and animal shelter.

Icy weather may
have led to plane
crash in Buffalo

REPRESENTATION:

Wonderful Life:
Rather than watching the movie for mere entertainment, I lutchea said the class watched it
as a commentary on mortgage lending.
"It's actually a great movie in that Ivay,"
Hutchens said. "We watched that movie thc
first day and saw it in a different perspective
than I think any of us had seen it before:
I lutchcns said teaching the class was bittersweet because although he loved teaching the
class, he didn't like the reason for it.
Whitworth graduates have more oía struggle
findingjobs than they previously did, he said.
"(During Jan Term.] 20.000 jobs a day were
being shed in the global economy.- Hutchens
said.
Contact Atclissa andlender at Inclissa.cliallcinkrewhitworthiati.com.

Six positions to be eliminated next year with new system

continued from page 1

A Continental Express

plane crashed into a house
in Buffalo, N.Y., on Feb. 12,
killing -19 passengers on
board and onc man inside
the house.
Ice buildup on the windshield and wings may have
contributed to the crash
on the flight from Newark,

cd fund that can be used to fund club requests.
Kendra llamilton, ASWU Financial Vice President. said at thc Feb. 5 meeting.
"Ihe money can be used to fund other
things, like clubs: Flory said.

is open for occupancy in the fall and another
ncw residence hall on the cast cnd of campus is
completed within the next few years.

Flory said the organization of residence halls
into zones made sense geographically and in
terms of the pre-existing leadership structure.

PROPOSAL 2

.01.1

FINANCIAL IMPACT

Sixty-one percent of voters voted "yes" on
Proposal 2. which did not
If ASWU continues to grow,
meet
the requirement of a
more of its budget would have
two-thirds
majority vote.
to be allocated toivard salaries,
CLICK
1Tk
Quarless
said the assembly
Flory said.
Read about the mass of putting together
did
not
discuss
back-up plans
Annual salaries for senators
the proposals and past attempts at
case
in
students
did not pass
and representatives total more
restructurtng online at
Proposal
2.
than 524.300, according to thc
whitworthianam
"It is my personal opinion
2008-09 ASWU budget.
that the reason why it didn't
With thc East Residence
pass is a fear ola loss of po%ver
Hall opening next fall. another
for
the
students."
he said.
two representatives would have been added
Proposal 2 will be the main discussion point
to ASWIrs legislative body, bringing the total
at tomorrow's ASWU meeting, Quarlcss said.
number of voting members from 21 to 23.
"Maybe wc don't want to put it under anothThe ncw system will eliminate si x representative positions next year, which will save er vote," he said. "This may have bccn an eyenearly S4.500.. Each representative is paid for opener for what we nccd for thc organization."
12 hours per iiionth at the Washington statc
minimum wage.
Contact Julie Wootton at julie.woottotte
The saved moncy may go into thc unallocat- whitworthian.com.

N.J.. to Buffalo.

Suspect in deadly
brush fires faces
arson charges
An Australian man was
charged with arson as wildfires continued to move
through southcrn Australia.
The brush fires, which
started ncar Churchill, have

spread throughout the area,
killing at least 181 people.
Corupikd Mie iVootton
Sourres: SpoitsouulReliew. New
York Times. BBC

Molly Fmee/Whistrorthian

members discuss the two proposals at
the Assembly meeting Feb.11.

ASWU

Career. Week .20,09:
February 23-25

e February 23-25 - Résumé Contest

t;t.

3=

Prize: Top two résumé's win a $50 Gift Certificate to the
Bookstore! Submit your résumé to Career Services by
February 25 for your chance to winI

:

0 Februanr 19. 20. & 23 - Workshom
///,

Feb 19 - 4pm
Feb 20 - 3pm
Feb 23 - 4pm

\}j,

Résumé and Interviewing workshop
Student Ufe Conference Room, HUB, 2nd Floor

a

Monday. February 23 - Career Week Kkk-Off
Internship Information Fair
11am - lpm
Check out what an internship can do for you.
Free popcorn and a chance to win a gift card to: Target or StarbucksI

e Tuesday. February 24 - Comr_Conngoljos_Djnaff
6-8pm - HUB Catering Rooms
RSVP today! Space is limited.
777-3272 or careerservices@whitworth.edu
$7 for a gourmet meal
Come talk with local uommunity leaders to find out what it takes
to land that p6rfect career!

1-5pm
Spokane Convention Center
Free Shuttle orFree Parking - pick up your parking
pass In Career Services during Career Week
Pissol4 with ipectil needs tnay Fmk*
airarigernoitrfor acceitiiikins by 9Ining..::
the Carepr.-.5.iiices of Née. thres buailfsa daya
'behne the
-
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SOUNDING BOARD: WHITWORTHIAN'S WEEKLY POLL

VOLUME 99, NUMBER 10

What do you think of the whitworthian.com redesign?

EDITORIAL: IN THE LOOP

Vote in the poll online at whitworthian.com or e-mail thoughts to editor@whitworthian.com.

Web redesign means

more for readers
It has arrived: the new whitworthian.com.
Starting this afternoon, when you visit whitworthian.com, you'll notice something different. You'll notice a different color scheme
and navigation system. You'll notice a video
player on the home page. You'll notice a recent news updates feed. And, if you venture
inward in the site, you'll notice a variety of
other features including staff directories,
cartoon galleries and multimedia.
But most of all wc hope you find something nem something you didn't find in the
print copy you are holding in your hands.
Ibis transition has been in the ivorks
sincc August. The company that hosts whitworthian.com is upgrading to a newer version. We arc one of the early newspapers to
upgrade and with this came a redesign.
The good thing about this upgrade is that
it gives us more opportunities to give you
what you want when you want it. It creates a
24/7 news-cycle rather than an issuc-bascd
cycle. Translation: our flow of content has
changed.
What this means for you as a reader of
whitworthian.com is that we gct to provide
fresher content that is not dictated by Tuesday's print issue. It gives us more flexibility
to highlight a variety of work from different departments of our staff, including our
graphics and photo staff.
'though our flow of contcnt will change,
our commitments to accuracy and !devance have not.'You ch still .count trn thc
great coverage and commentary that you've
always looked for in Ihe Whitworthian.
Let us know what you think of the new
site at web@whitworthian.com. We welcome your feedback and suggestions.

with the

Charles Lorifler/Whitworthian

JEROD

JARVIS

really hate pirates.
Before you gct your swords out, let mc
clarify: I do not hate the fine students of
Whitworth University; nor do I despise
I

Women emerge from
Men of Genius' shadow
Three years ago, Real Men of Genius took
campus by storm. Advertisements featured
prominent male profesors from campus,
and some of those posters are still hanging in students' rooms. Students saw a need
for gender-specific programming, and the
event has now become a staple on the calendar each year.
Then women on campus decided to host
their own comparable event. Women of
Wisdom offered female students a chance
to talk abottt issues with panels and guest
speakers. However, the female-focused
event has always Icen cast in the shadows
of the male-driven program.
'Ibis year that changed. We valued the
shared date of the two programs, and saw
how they offered our campus a chance for
equal growth, learning and discussion.
Also significant was the conclusion of both
events together, with a session led by Bin
and, Bonnie Robinson.
%Nromen of %Visdom is still not seen by
some to be equitable to Real It len of Genius,
and a big reason for this is the dominance
of male personalities within the faculty.
'though female professors play significant
and meaningful roles in the classroom and
Out, there are few who have the same recognition and reputation as their male colleagues. However, the gap is quickly closing, and in future years we expect to see this
campus recognize the monumental contributions female faculty have already been
making. Until then, We applaud the efforts
and thoughtful planning that went into
both events, and hope to see the programs
continue successfully in the future.
-

Editorials in the "In the Loop" section reflect
the majority opinion of the Editorial Board,
which is made up offive editors.

.

those less-than-noble buccaneers of old
who were so fond of scallywagging about
the high seas.
Ihe oncs that I have issucs with, the
oncs that make me want to launch dramatically into a tongue-lashing tirade, are
the Internet pirates. Specifically for this
article, Internet pirates currently dwelling
at Whitworth.
If you're one of the ones who shares
your iTunes library with your friends, uploads copyrighted movies for your friends
to download or uses the %Vhitworth net:
work to distribute any other kind of copyrighted file, I'm looking at you. If you're
one of the ones who uses LimeWire to get
and share free music, BitTorrent to get
and share free games, movies or more unsavory things, I'm looking at you.
If you're not one of those ones, then
you should join me in looking at them,
because they are making all our lives
harder.
Let me explain.
When first set out to Wite this article,
I had it in my mind to slap the wrist of
Whitworth's network management because of our notoriously low Internet
speeds on campus. I even had the article
written and turned in to my editor.
I then had a chance to sit down and
talk with Walt Seidel, Whitworth's network manager, who showed me some of
the nuts ana bolts of how the whole thing
1

Students who illegally
download can be blamed
for slow Internet speeds

works here. And I still think that there's
room for improvement on their cnd. Our
network is just slower than most other
schools'. But the bulk of the blame doesn't
rcst with thc faculty; thc pirates arc at
fault.
Picture all of the school's available
bandwidth (connection speed) as a
mighty river. Now imagine that river split
into several tributaries of varying size,
each tributary representing one group of
people at Whitworth. Faculty have a tributary; students have a few different ones,
depending on how and where they're
connecting; guests to the network have
one; and there are a few othcrs. Each of
these tributiries is governed by a dam of
sorts, a gateway that only allotvs so much
water through.
Ihe faculty have an unlimited connection. Iheir tributary istft dammed and
they can have as much bandwidth as is
available to them. Ihe students' conncction, on the other hand, is dammed rattler
severely. Download speeds are unaffected.
When you buy a song on iTunes, it downloads as fast as the network is capable of.
But uploads are choked down to a trickle.
This affects everything from e-mailing to
online gaming to posting pictures to Facebook. It makes using the Internet a chore.
Why have WC been restricted? What is
this censorship? Where can we gather for
picketing?
At the (loor of that pirate you know..
File-sharing is the only reason our network speeds have been capped so severely.
Ffle-sharing cats up bandwidth. If it wasn't
regulated somehow, a few people sharing
large files over the network would hog all
the bandwidth and every other student
on campus would suffer from speeds even
slower than they are now.
And unfortunately, there are only two
real options for regulating file-sharing:

install invasive snooping software that
examines the contcnts of everything that
goes through the network, or slowing the
conncction speed down far enough that
people don't use it for filc-sharing. Whitworth has opted for the sccond option; it's
part of what Clean Access Agent does.
Is all file-sharing illegal pirating? No,
but the vast majority of it is. However you
try to justify it, it's stealing. And if people
would stop doing that, the problem would
largely disappear and we could have our
bandwidth back.
Slow Internet speeds are one of the
biggest complaints that I hear from oncampus students. The ironic thing is, often the ncxt thing out of their mouth is
something about how they got that hot
new album off of LimeWire for free. Several proverbs about "making your own
bed" come to mind.
If you're someone who does this nefarious stuff, don't try to tell yourself it's not
really hurting anyone. It is hurting a lot
of someones: an entire campus worth of
students who have to suffer with a maddeningly slow Internet connection. And
down the road there could be more consequences. The rate at which Whitworth
has been recei.ving complaints from the
RIAA (the Recording Industry Associa(ion of America - the ones in charge of
tracking down pirates) has nearly tripled
just in the last few months. If that trend
keeps up, a more invasive approach to
stopping copyright pirates will have to be
taken.
The alternative, of course, is a bit foreign to many college students:* actually
buying and legally owning your own music and movies. What a concept.
JARVIS is a sophomole majoiing in journalism. Comments
can be sent to jerod.jarviswhitworthian.com.

WHITWORTH SPEAKS OUT: ARE YOU HAPPY WITH THE SCHOOL'S INTERNET?
in my dorm
-I don't like it.
"I think it's
"I live off campus
the speed of
the wireless

It has Internet
blocks and it's

is really slow

slow:'

but elsewhere
on campus it's
reilly good."
lindseySpeck,

junior

Nate Spangler,
freshman

pretty good.
The wireless
is really slow
when you try to
use YouTubef

so it's a lot faster

than stealing
my neighbor's at
home."

Devin Rourke,

Brett Reny,

junior

junior
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OPINIONS

Stop name calling, Gaza
crisis not black and white
of Israel7 Obarna's willingness to talk
to Iran brought up doubts by America's most powerful Jewish political
TAKECHI
lobby, the American Israel Public Affairs Committee. Sen. John NtcCain
took a harder stance against Iran and
its loony president, Ntahmoud AhJust when you thought America
as entangled in enough problems. madinejatL I must not get it. If you
there just happens to be that one is- arc not a "friend" of Israel. does that
make you an enemy? Is that how black
sue, that relentless monkey on our
and
white our world has bccomc?
back, that keeps coming back: Israel
Anyone discussing this issue
and Palestine.
should stop simplifying this imFrom the formation of the Jewmensely complicated debate into
ish state in 1948 to thc Six Day War
such simple terms. Name calling, to
of 1967 to ths election of Hamas in put this in child-like terminology, has
Palestine in 2006, this is a continu- no place in public debate. The prefing conflict that never seems to go erable solution is a two-state agreeaway. The recent battle against Israel
ment where the Palestinians can have
and llamas in the Gaza Strip this past their own independent country and
January solidifies a long history of live sidc-by-sidc with Israel in peace.
violence, retribution and blood on Radicals in the Israeli government
all sides. But how does this affect us and thc violent militants in llamas
Americans back home?
are unfortunately a roadblock to this
As American college students, we dream future.
have been blessed (or is that cursed?)
And so are ideological dogmatists
trith the task left behind by our pre- who feel that this is a war that should
decessors to deal with problems both be fought like a war: blood for blood,
here and abroad. Lct tts talk about Is- tit for tal
rael and Palestine specifically.
The first step in silencing such
Before the world can try to come zealotry is to stop using words like
up with a viable two-state solution, "pro-Israel" or "pro-Palestine" and
the world should first try to hold a start using words likc "pro-humansincere. honest and civil conversation ity" or -pto-peace." A true observer
about this delicate topic. Perhaps no
of this conflict
issue in foreign polshould technically
icy brings up more
be both pro-Israel
negative emotions 'Once we have gotten past the
and pro-Palestine.
than Israel/Palespoint of looking at Israel and
After all, should
tine. People tend
Palestine like a football game we not support the
to fed obligated to with
definite winners and los- needs and cultures
take a sidc when
of both sides?
talking about prob- ers, we can start to try and come What about the
lems likc rocket firc to a consensus on how to make
neighboring Arab
into Israel. Israci's
everybody 'winners."
nations?
Their
military
strikes
needs should also
against Palestinians
be addressed
or how to settle tereven the concerns
ritorial disputes.
of non-Arab states like Iran.
Outside observers are quick to
Starting civil dialogue here at home
brand the American media as "pro- is a great first step in formulating a
Israeli" while many Americans will solution to this problem. Though the
label the European media "pro-Pal- United States has lost significant pocstinianr And don't even think about litical c.lout in the Middle East, the
talking about where al-Jazeera stands new administration will certainly
play a large role in furthering peace
on this issue.
But why should we look at this is- negotiations among the various insue in these black and whitc terms? terested parties.
Once we have gotten past the point
%Vhy must anyone, from reporters in
the media to U.S. politicians to ordi- of looking at Israel and Palestine like
nary folks like you and I, have to take a football game with definite winners
a side? If you feel strongly for Israel's and losers, we can start to try and
right to self defense, why does that come to a consensus on how to make
automatically brand you as "pro-Is- everybody "winners:'
This means being tough on thc
raeli," or even "anti-Palestinian"?
of both sides. This mcans
leadership
If you are outraged over Israel's
military incursions against Palestin- being willing to tell Israel that it must
ians and believe they constitute as give up somc of its territories. ibis
war crimes, why does that all of a means being courageous enough to
sudden make you "pro-Palestinian," disarm Hamas and broker a longor as we have established, possibly lasting cease fire. This also means
having the gall to involve rogue re"anti-Israeli"?
My personal favorite is whcn gimes like Syria and Iran. This means
people are labeled as "anti-Semitic" a lot of difficult things.
If people are willing to do this,
if they critique Israeli foreign policy.
That has happened on more than one people on all sides can look forward
to a better future.
occasion.
This need to talce sides was ever
present in the past presidential elec- TAXECHI is a senior majoring in journalism. Comtion, when questions arose over ments can be sentto tim.takechitewhitworthian.
whether Barac.k Obama was a "friend WM.
TIM
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Express yourself with

style, not sweatshirts
ELIZABETH

JOHNSON
cavnt

It's that time of year. The
time when may morning you
look out your window and sec
another inch of snow clinging
to the ground for as long as it
can make it through thc day,
just to fool you into thinking
that maybe thc next morning
there won't be another devilish inch linvring from thc
night. Yes, its winter, but we
have an issue, my dear fellow
students.
While I'm sure you all
arc very proud supportcrs
of NASWA (North Amencan Sweatshirt Wearers Association), something must
be done. Everywhere I go I
sec sweatshirts: Whitworth
sweatshirts, Young Life sweatshirts, dorm sweatshirts. Not
even sweatpants have escaped
the epidemic.
I understand athletes wearing sweat-clothes. They arc
actually doing something that
causes sweating. But at this
rate it makes mc wonder if we
all have somc sort of propensity towarth sweating here at
Whitworth that causes us to
want to don outfits designed
for sweat absorption. This
theory is surely false, since
there is no evidence to persuade me to believe that the
majority of students have a
perspiration problem.
I am therefore lcd to believe that the problem must
be blamed on extreme laziness. Why do laundry when
you can just grab the sweatshirt you wore yesterday off
the floor and put it on? Who
needs to think about coordi-

Hating bliocs and bags with
your outfit with so much else
going Oil? It's really too much
to ask, isn't it? Take a moment
and look around
sweatoutfits aren't the only offense.
Blue jeans and sneakers per-

meate Whitworth as thoroughly as pinecones.
ibis is why I admire the few
students at Whitworth who
seem to actually put an effort
into what they put on in thc
morning. I admire thent because I believe that what you
wear says a lot about yourself
and about how you want other people to view you. I know,
doesn't this all go against the
whole 'I'm beautiful on the
inside" mantra? As a Christian institution, shouldn't we
be more interested in looking
at people's souls than thcir
shoes?
We have an outside for a
reason, though. and the way
that we present it is important as well. When you dress
like a slob, I think you are a
slob. When you dress likc you
are trying to express yourself,
I am interested and would
like to get to know you more
your inside. I notice when
you put effort into dressing
yourself. Ntaybc your personal style isn't my personal style,
but I can tell if you thought
about putting your outfit together and that is what I appreciate.
'laving style isn't about trying to get people to like you
superficially. It's about feeling good about yourself and
expressing yourself physically
and visually. I realize that this
isn't for everyone and that

many people couldn't care
less about what they wear. I
also realize that Spokane isn't
the fashion plate of Ncw York

City or Los Angeles caliber.
However, you don't have
to be rich or wcar designer
clothes to have style. Wearing
designer clothes has nothing to do with style. Maybe
it means you have expensive
taste, but style goes beyond
designers; it s all about creativity. Creativity is using
what you have in your little
dorm or apartment dosct and
your meager means to rcmix
your wardrobe into an expression of yourself.
You're not boring and
you're not like everyone clsc,
so stop dressing like it. It's as
if Whitworth has a dress code
of sneakers, blue jeans and
sweatshirts, and everyone is
nervous that thcy will gct in
trouble if thcy don't wear that.
As of now, kids at Mead I ligh
School have more style than
we do.
I want to know you people,
and if you are all wearing thc
same dorm sweatshirts and
blue jeans, how am I supposed
to figure out what you rc all
about? I want to know what is
unique about you. Being lazy
is not unique, everyone is lazy
to some extent. It's the people
who go beyond blindly putting on some clothes every
morning who inspire and interest me. I'm not going to tell
you what to wear, how to wear
it or how to shop. Ibis is not
"What Not to Wear: Whitworth Edition." There are no
Stacy and Clinton. There is no

int Gunn.

Style is an individual experience. Go out and be individuals. Trust me, the fashion
police obviously. don't have
jurisdiction at Whitworth.t
JOHNSON is a senior majoring in

printmaking. Comments can be sent to
elizabeth }ohnsongwhitwontian.com.

LETTERS TO THE EDITOR: READER RESPONSES
Write a letter to the editor.
The Whitworthian wekomes reader responses to articles or issues of interest to

the Whitworth community. Send letters to editor@whitworthian.com or submit
online. Limit to 200 words. Visit whitworthian.com for details.
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Live out your passions

a humor column by Nic Vargus

k.

in a shocking culture
REBECCA

SNAPE
CCIUWITST

Aiken tinuoriliThituvrthan

Recession is just a
fancy word for recess
Recently, it seems, the media has
All things consideren!, I have always
been obsessed with this thing called contributed to the well-being of my
a "recession." They've even gone so friends, my fluidly, my secret society;
lar as to say that it could lead to a de- which must not be named (Shout out
pression.
to my homeboys at the Delta Mason's
ibis, however, is not true. You scc, Temple) and also my favorite cartoon
thc word "recession" comes from the superheroes. In my nand that is mum
root word "recess" and recess Is not enough that I should not have to pay
a time to be depressed. It is a time to any money to attend 1Vhitworth, asid
play kickball and freeze tag and to go so I desem a big scholarship, please.
on the monkey bars.
When I found out that I probably
For a while I was pretty worried wouldn't win thc scholarship, in no
though, so I applied for the presti- small part duc to the fact that it didn't
giotis Spokane PoWerball scholarship.. exist, I started to wonder what I could
It was only aftcr I w-as bamboozled
buy If I didn't attend Whitworth next
into writing the application cssay year.
that I found out
I believe this is
Powerball is not
one of the quintesa scholarship and
sential questions
" I started to wonder what I
does not accept
for any Whitworessay submissions.
could buy if I didn't attend
thian to ask him
Below is that essay
or herself. Others
Whitworth next year. I believe
In its entirety:
this is one of the quintessential include: What am
When I was
I going to do with
growing lip, my questions for any Whitworthian my life when I
to ask him or herself. Others
friends were mostgraduate? !low will
ly much worse kids
I get my physical
indude: What am I going to do
than I ever was. with my life when I graduate? ... education require1Vhen they ikcidWhy should anyone have to take ment waived? Why
ed to skateboard
should
anyone
Core 350, ever?"
without helmets,
have to take Corc

I wore a fiill-body
helmet. Most peo.
pie don't even know those exist.
When rny friends would sneak out
at night, I would sneak ¡sito my parents' room to tell them someone liad
lit our neighbor's dogs on fire. 1Vhen
myfriends started to huffglue, I used
the leftovers to make craft projects for
homeless people. {Then rny friends
started to kill homeless people, I used
the leftovers to make glue.
Afyfew rebellions have been miniscule, if you can even call them rebellions. Sometimes I would sneak out
late at night. This was to drive people
home from parties I wasn't invited to.
I wasn't invited because these were
Halo parties, and ¡play way too many
sports and work out all the time aun
get ¡sella girls, I think.
011CC my mom accused me of vandalizing our church on Christmas Eve,
but I only tagged it to let other gmffiti artists know where "N-swizz" attended church.
Sometimes my father would get
upset with use for sleeping in when I
was supposed to go to work. But I was
tired, and tired people should nevergo
to work, no matter what they do. Doctor Phil told me so.
When I was arrested for attempting
to blow up my high school. I was really
just testing the structural integrity ofa
building I cherished.

350, ever? NVhat if I
had no boncs in my
hands? Could I still play piano?
Well I know the answer to exactly
one of these questions:
Every 1st edition Pokemon
cant: Oh come on, don't tell me you
wouldn't. Unless you wouldn't. In
whic.h case I wouldn't either, because
that's totally lame.
One front-row ticket to a Demi
Lovato concert: Have I heard her
music? No. 'Would I like any of it if I
did? Of course not. Why then would
I pay to go to her concert? The answer is simple, really: life is fleeting
but Disney Channel Pop Divas are
forever. And what if she looked right
at me?!
A pool filled with harnsters:
Honestly, dose your eyes and imagine a warm fuzzy pool of living organisms. Most people only want
to jump in a pool filled with Je11-0.
That's cool too.
A Jetpadc: At one point in your
life you're going to have to ask yourself another important question:
'What is more durable in in economic crisis: a Jetpack or a diploma?" The
answer is simple: Jetpacks are made
out of metal.

VARGUS is a junior majoring in English. Comments

can be sent to nicyargus@whitworthian.com.

day that we can retire and pick up a useless
hobby. Make that 50 years
Social Security
will be wrung dry by then.
Remember when teenage girls used to say,
"Gag me with a spoonr? This would be an
appropriate time to bring that back.
Don't get me wrong, it's not like the rest
of the world is some magical wonderland in
which people love their jobs and don't rape
the environment. I realize that as a young
American I am incredibly privileged. I met
a guy in Morocco that has a master's degree,
can speak at least four languages and has
spent the last three years of his life develop,ing a flawless plan to start his own business.
It is very possible that he will never realize
that dream, not for lack of determination,
but because to do so would require a lot of
money, and he simply cannot support his
endeavors earning peanuts in the Marrakech

According to Wikipedia
or in other
words, according to some sociology student
in lowa*with too much time on her hands
reverse culture shock is defined as "returning
to one's home culture after growing accustomed to a new one, and promptly collapsing
right in front of one's parents due to a sudden
brain aneurysm:'
I actually made up that last part. Because I
can do that on Wikipedia.
I spent last semester studying in Northern Ireland. Before returning to the United
States, I lived in poverty and confusion in
France, learning the language from veg- airpori
etarian propaganda and Georges Brassens
As young students in America, we have
songs. I celebrated Christmas in Germany some serious opportunities. We are in a posiin a cold, quiet cathedral with a warm loud tion to do incredible things, and I don't mean
family. I rang in the New Ycar in the shadow just "accomplishing" something. but to truly
of the Roman Colosseum.
live in an incredible way
I spent thrcc days sleephere in our own country.
ing off hangovers in Serbia
We have the freedom and
"We have the freedom and the
and I was sold to seven or
privilege to pursue our deepest the privilege to pursue
eight men in Morocco. My
our deepest passions, so
fathcr has many camels passions, so why are we settling why are we settling for so
for so mudi lessr
coming his way.
much less?
My family lives in Las
We could start climbVegas, so when I came
ing the corporate ladder,
home. it was likc experiencing reverse cul- but frankly, we don't have much time on
ture shock in a circus. I glanced around this planet, so why not do something worthat the huge ncw houses, thc wide streets while? Why not pursue whatever it is that
packed with gas-guzzling cars, the fast food excites you to the point of insomnia? Unless
restaurants, the strip malls, the Wal-Marts, of course the corporate ladder excites you in
the orangc-dyed womcn in glitter-adorned this way, in which case I say, "Go get 'em, Tiswcatpants and those stupid tianye West ger!" with a grin on my face that could make
glasses that prove the powcr of celebrity en- a stirving per'son bny chewing. gum.
dorsement to turn something both useless
But for the rcst of you, why do what's marand dumb-looking into a hot ncw trend, and ketable when you have every opportunity to
I thought, why did I come back?
do something that makes you feel alive?
There are the obvious reasons. I had no
Why waste away in some gated commumoncy, missed my fricnds and family and nity? Why not live somewhere that has a
had a college degree io wrap up. But I had to personality and a past, with all varieties of
%yonder, is this the way I want to spcnd the
people, and heaven forbid, less than state-ofrest of my life? Have I gotten the gallivanting the-art appliances?
freedom of youth out of my system just in
Why devote your mind to fad diets and
time to settle down into an oblivious subur- celebrity gossip when you could defy the
ban lifestyle?
American stereotypes and be informed and
I will humor that second question only
concerned about the rest of the world and
with an emphatic "no:. Many of you are in about how you affect that world? NVhy follow
my position: nearly finished with college and the cookie-cutter path to mutually assurcd
desperately hoping that the ncxt stage of life destruction?
will throw itself at you before you have to beThere is so much more out there waiting
come a waitress. If you are not there yet, you for us than an SUV and a television set. Do
will be soon.
not settle for the American Dream. It is loadAnd just look at our bright future! A ed with high fructose corn syrup.
crumpled cconomy and a job market rejecting employees far more qualified than we are.
Forty years of getting home from work to a SHAPE is a senior majoling in peace studies. Comments can be
frozen, pre-packaged dinner until the happy sent to rebeccasnape@whitworthlan.com.

Back off of the bailout bill
BEN

GARVES
MIAMI

All anybody has heard the last few weeks
in the world of politics is an astronomiad
mess of grumbles and moans over the concept laid out by President Barad: Obama's
economic stimulus plan.
They complain that we have endured years
of, as John McCain likes to say, "Democrats
spending like Democrats" a.nd now we are
facing another four years of it. In fact, Democrats have only been in a congressional position of power for two years.
Let's not pretend that former President
George W. Bush, one of the most conservative presidents of our time, hasn't been signing these spending bills into action for eight
years.
Now that Obama has penned a bailout
bill to create jobs and boost the economy,
you should ask yourself why the words "bail-

out" and "bilr sound so familiar. Maybe it's
because of the $700 billion bailout bill for
banks that was not only proposed by Bush,
but also signed into law by him last year.
Take a look at the results of Bush's bill. Its
goal was to free up credit by giving money to
American banks so they, in turn, would loan
that money to the public. In reality, the majority of banks have retained that wonderful
$700 billion dollar gift from the government
and instead used it to purchase vacation retreats for their employees.
Now take a look at the bailout bill proposed by President Obama and what it is
projected to do. The bill is'roughly based on
FDR's National Industrial Recovery Act of
1933, which authorized billions of dollars to
be spent on public works projects...

.

CLICK IT
Read more of Garves'column online at

whitworthian.com
GARVES is a

omore majoringin political sdence.
ments can be sent to ben.garves@whitworthian.com.
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Students combine
and jobs to jump
their ca

Mastering the art
Yong Kim
Assistant Scene Editor

.

The first 15 minutes is always nerve-wracking for sophMax Gocssing. Uneasiness has become a familiar
feeling for him when standing on stage in front of several
hundred people. But the shakiness subsides as the crowd's
movements start to synchronize with the heart-thumping
bass and electronic sountls at the control of his fingertips.
Goessing is an aspiring professional disc jockey and has
performed at shows for the past four years.
His first experience DJ-ing goes back to his sophomore
year in high school.
Gocssing's first experience DJ-ing was at the Mid-Pacific Institute's Halloween dance party in Honolulu, Hawaii,
where he filled in for a friend's dad. With a mixer hooked up
to the computer, Goessing experienced weaving and mingling beats, sounds and lyrics. I le has not been able to keep
his fingers away from turntables since.
After his first show, Gocssing performed fa. r tsvo nsore
high school dances and al two clubs, including a show at
the Knitting Factory this past December, called "Sensation
White7 with a fellow DJ.
"I svas always into thc technology and sounds; Goessing
said.
¡lis inteiest in techno, a form of electronic dance music,
developed in Hawaii when he attended a rave at the agc of 17
aftcr his first show.
There vere lights everywhere, thousands and thousands
of people and a massive stage with on guy standing on it,
Goessing said.
"Thc first thought that popped into my head was 'that
could be me," with enough practice and experience, Goessing said.
Goessing specializes in trance, house and electro, and said
the thrcc types of techno have different sounds.
Electro is bassy, house is erratic and trance is gradual, he
said.
lhere is a definite art to Ming, Goessing said. It is not just
fading one song to the next and is complicated, he said.
With 18 different sound effects and four channels consisting of Hi, Low and Mid equalizers that control bass, vocals
and instruments, it takes experience and practice to carefully master the art of being a Dl.
For Gocssing, DJing is about playing with the people's
emotions and getting people jumping and excited to the
thumping of the bass.
Chris Lambeth, a freshman at Spokane Falls Community
College, worked with Goessing at Sensation White. Lambeth
said Goessing does a great job connecting with the audience
and getting them involved. Ile likes to clap to the music on

more

,
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Sophomore Heather Wallace models thi prom dress she made from men's T-shirts. She found the
pattern In a book called"Generation T: 108 Ways to Transform a T-shirtf

From shirts to skirts
Miranda Cosand
Staff {Vriter
Most people don't think you could wear
a T-shirt to prom, but sophomore Heather
Wallace disagrees. She made her high school
prom dress out of men's T-shirts from the
thrift store.
"My dress was the style oía formal dress,"
Wallace said. "But it was made out of all sorts
of crazy colors and patterns:* She svas inspired by the book "Generation T: 108 Ways
to Transform a T-shirt," given to Wallace by
her best friend from high school who got
Wallace interested in crafts.
You may have seen her creating her crafts
around campus. "I crochet in all my dasses,
and everyone knows me as the knitting girl,"
Wallace said.
Wallace started making her own dothes
for the sheer joy of creating them, and has
recently discovered the marlcet.
"It seems normal to me, but everyone is
always amazed that I make my own dothes,"
Wallace said. She recently crocheted boots,
using old mountain bilce tires for the soles.

Many of Wallace's friends are on the waitlist
to receive a pair.
Wallace participated in the winter craft
sale in early December where she sold button necklaces. She learned about the event
through a campus-wide e-mail.
Wallace said she found the ugliest buttons
she could for her nec.klaces. "Once you put
all the ugly things together, it turns out to be
a really cutc look," she said.
She received her first commission for hcr
handmade clothing last week. "My favorite
projects are those that are unordinary," she
said. Wallace strives to make each project
unique.
"She likes doing arts and crafts, but it's not
what she loves," said sophomorc Elizabeth
James, Wallace's roommate. "She loves peopie, and making things for those people:"
Wallace started the "Handmade by Heather" Facebook group so clients can see designs
and choose fabrics and colors. She doesn't
have set prices because each piece differs for
material cost, time and effort.

Contact Afiranda Cosand at miranda.cosand@whitworthian.com.

Sophomore Max Goessin
stage, Lambeth said.
Sophomore and room
Gocssing since last year
shows. Lindahl hdped
Club featuring DJ Gòss
dry room of Arend I fall
White.
Goessing recently de
(kissing to "Slippers," b
Hawaii and still does tc
pers, not flip-flops, he so
"I thought the whole I
something different:'Ge
Generally not many p
type of music and atmo
what people dance to tc
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school
Being your own boss

np-start
careers.

ret

Sophie Sestero
Staff Writer

of beats and sounds

Many find it difficult to become
business savvy while balancing a
full-time student work load with
extracurricular activities and a
part-time job. Summers don't
help because thcy lend only three
months for a student to work in
7.7.the real job_ field.4
However, some stude*nts are
learning how to tti ake it work
by pushing themse.lves harder
against the grindstone, getting organized and
starting up
their own
franchises of

have to prepare for their jobs during the school year. However, thcy
are finished in time for students
to get back to school.

Ferrarlo said being a manager involves many skills future
job seekers admire. Ferrari° said
marketing, preparing estimates,
hiring, training and production
arc MI part of the process. The
painters have azood.deal of work
to do as well.
"We paint houses of all shapes
and sizes," Ferrari° said. "We do
fences, decks, sheds and basically
any-thing we can get our hands
on.
It is not a job for everyone
though, Ferrari° said. htelton said
the same thing, emphasizing the
companies.
difficulty of applying for the job
Two such
during the school year and having
students are
to balance classes with the applisenior Anna
cation process.
Ferrari° and
you are goal-oriented, selfsophomore
driven and in need of money desBrandon
FERRARIO
perately, it's the perfect job," FerMelton.
rado said.
College
She mentioned that with the
ProPainters,
where the
hours of work comes a sense of
two work,
accomplishment when finishing
a job.
is a studentFerrari° worked in north Spobased prokane last year.
gram that
"Whitworth was at the center
started in
early
of my turf: Ferrari° said.
the
She hired some Whitworth stu'70s. Since
MELTON
dents, such as seniors Dane Uethen, it has
land, Nate Swenson, Sarah Moyer,
North America's most successful Mike Johansen and junior Katie
student painting company with Mitt, to be on her painting team.
"They really helped me get
painters working across the country, according to the company's through the summer; Ferrario
Web site.
said.
This year Ferrari° is running
They work during the summer
months with a staff comprised of her business with her younger
only students. The painters and brother htikey in the Skagit Valthe managers, or franchise own- ley, about an hour and a half north
of Seattle.
ers, are students.
htelton is also starting his own
"There is an intense interview
process to become a manager," franchise this summer. His comFerrari°, a franchise manager, pany will be run from Spokane hi
said. "The company thrives on the Five Mile area.
htelton considers the work to
the knowledge that good people
know good people ... hlost of the be nearly year round.
"I've been planning and trainpeople hired as franchise managers are networked into the posi- ing on how to do the job since the
middle ofDecember," Melton said.
tion by their friends or family."
Managers start creating bids, or "It goes all the way until Septemestimates on how much a job will ber or October when you finally
cost and how many sliould dedi- close business for the year: .
cate their time to it for customers
Contact Sophie Sestero at sophie.
before the actual painting starts in
the summer. This means that they sestero@whitworthian.com.

if

become

Photo courtesy of fax Goesting

Goessing, who goes by the

Di name Slippers, performs at the Knitting Factory last December.

said.
.nd roommate David Lindahl, who has known

last year, has been involved with Goessing's

helped plan "Whitworth's Premier Dance
which was set up in the laun-end hall. He also took photos for Sensation
I

DJ Gtissing,"

:ently decided to change his alias from DJ
ppers," because he wore them frequently in
I

does today. In Hawaii, they're called slip-

Ts, he said.
title was cheesy so I decided to do
rent," Goessing said.
t tnany people listen to techno but it offers a
nd atmosphere that is less provocative than
ncc to today, Lindahl said. Goessing does a
e whole DJ

good job feeding off the crowd's emotions and knowing the
audience's interests, he said.
One of the reasons Goessing said he loves performing on
stage is the rush he feels.
The feeling of standing up in front of hundreds of people
is a feeling that can't be described, Goessing said.
"It's like a feeling of ecstasy. Your fingers are shaking and
for those 15 to 30 seconds, you're on cloud nine," Goessing
said. "it's an unbelievable feeling:
Gocssing has two more club shows planned this spring.
He will play at the Knitting Factory again some time in April
and at University of California, Santa Cruz, before the summer.

Contact Yong Kit,, at yong.kim@whitworthian.com.
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,.:Thè:tecinarctPaklat14:.'
"Soul Searching:A Movie about
.
Teenagers and God"
Feb. 20 at 7:30 p.m.
Robinson Teaching Theaue

"Bull Durham"
Feb.21 at 3 p.m.
AMC Theatre in River Park Square

"A Portrait of Leonard Oaldand"
Feb.21 at 6 p.m.
$45 at the Davenport Hotel

Oakland's choice
Feb.22 at 3 p.m.
Robinson Teaching Theatre

Festival showcases alumni work
Ryan Graves
Staff iVritcr

Whitworth is planning on celebrating
the joy of cinema with a film festival that
will be held in professor of English Leonard Oakland's honor from Feb. 20 to Feb.
22.

Oakland will have an endotvment in
his namc that will support film studies
and an annual film festival.
According to a press release on Whitwortlis home page, Oakland wants an
endowment in film studies because his
other interests of thc arts, such as poetry
and music, were already represented in
Whitworth's budget. Whitworth is using

friends, family and alumni to coordinate
the endowment.
The festival will begin Friday, Feb. 20,
in the Robinson Teaching Theatre at 7:30
p.m. with a showing of "Soul Searching:
A Movie about Teenagers and God," a
documentary by 1Vhitworth alumni and
former Oakland students Tim Eaton, '74,
and Mike Eaton, '87.
There will be a showing of "Bull Durham" at 3 p.m. on Feb. 21 in the AMC
Theatre in River Park Square, with an introduction by the filnis writer and director Ron Shelton. Shelton, who is a long-

time friend of Oakland, provided him an
inside look at contemporary film making
during the production of "Bull Durham:

Later that night the Leonard A. Oakland Celebration Banquet will be held at.
the Davenport Hotel's Grand Pennington
Room, where the documentary "A Portrait of Leonard Oakland," produced by
Whitworth alumna Andrea Palpant Daley, will be shown. To attend either event
on Feb. 21, a rcgistration must be made
online.
'[he festival concludes on Sunday at
3 p.m. in the Robinson Teaching Theatre with an international classic to be
handpicked by Oakland himself. More
information can be found at Whitworth's
home page.
Contact Ryan Graves at rptt.gravcs@
whitworthian.cont.

Nia, a type of
dance, has become
an expressive outlet
for one student
Taylor Faranda
Staff Writer

Amidst the powerful voice of Cclinc
Dion blaring in the background, whoops
and shouts of joy and excitement resonate
through the room. Laura Karanko, a firstyear international student, encourages
friends to dance freely, mixing in thc occasional martial arts kick and yoga pose.
It is an alternative movement form called
Nia, and Karanko is so passionate about it
she brought it to hcr home country of Finland. Nia combines dance, healing and
martial arts in an all-encompassing physical workout.
"What drew me into Nia was thc fact that
there's action, there's fun, there's joy, but it's
still not all blood, sweat and tears," Karanko
said. " You get your exercise but you don't
have to ptish yourself over your limits to
anything."
Karanko, who is studying theology at
Whitworth, discovered Nia seven years ago
while in Milwaukee, Vis. It was during
her teaching practice period for her master's degree and she found herself in a livMaria, Rairuon/Whitworthian
ing situation that did not require her to pay
Karanko dances during a dass on Wednesday, Feb. 11. She teaches Nia, a type of dancrent, so she used the extra money to take ABOVE:
ing that combines martial arts and yoga.
dance classes.
RIGHT: Karanko stretches an arm up while she dances. She uses Nia as a way to worship God
"I entered into my first Nia class, and I by applying the message from a sermon to the dass.
was totally blown away from the first instant," 1Caranko said. "It was love at first practices Nia everywhere she goes, even at
"When I became a Christian, I saw that
sight, so to speak:
Whitworth, where she has started teaching this is the perfect spiritual formation tool,"
After falling in love with the movement, classes.
Karanko said.
Karanko received an opportunity to partici"Nia interests me because it allows me
One of Nia's foremost principles is joy
pate in a one-week intensive training in Or- to be passionate about life and it gives me of movement, which Karanko describes as
egon where Nia originated. The creators of tools to grow as a human and grow in my something that strengthens her even when
Nia, Debbie and Carlos Rosas, started it in relationship with God in community with she is tired.
the 1980s with an aim
other people; Kara"Dance is something that wakes me and
for a holistic approach
nko said. And shar- I get passionate about it," she said. "You
to physical movement.
ing that joy and that can bring that out of the lesson and make
The training earned
E XCLUSIVE passion is something I it part of your everyday life by the attitude
Karanko a white belt, (beck out our audio slide show on Laura Xaranko and Nia see as my life goal."
you have towards things and by seeking joy,
which certified her to
dancing online at
She teaches classes and seeking pleasure, and seeking God's
teach Nia.
at Whitworth Com- goodness:
whitwort hian.com
Once she returned
munity Presbyterian
Karanko plans on continuing Nia in her
to Finland, Karanko
Church at 6 p.m. every future while working towards a Ph.D. in
began to teach classes and eventually met Tuesday as part of her internship through theolngy with a focus on theology and the
with a Swedish-speaking Nia teacher from the Theology of Ministry course taught by arts.
Germany. They organized the first white Jerry Sittser and Dottie Mohrlang. Her
"Dancing will definitely be a part out. I
belt training in Finland and five students class is considered a movement-based can't see myself as not dancing: she said.
became certified instructors.
Bible study because she talces the sermon "But what I exactly do with it, I'm not sure.
There has been white belt training in from Sunday and applies the message to I want to go where God leads me with it."
Finland every year with a growing number class. Karanko sees Nia as a movement that
1Caranko said she is prepared for whatevof certified teachers ever since. 1Caranko strengthens her walk with God.
er is thrown her way if life talces a different

WEB

turn, as long as she continues with Nia.
"You never know, maybe there's a Prince
Charming somewhere and he'll sweep me
off and then I'll stay at homc with the kids,"
she said. "As long as I dance, I'll be happy:'
Contact Taflor Faranda at taylorfaranda@whitworthian.com.
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Ryan Graves

Caitlin Richmond
Scene Editor

Staff Writer
11

video games

The Dark Knight

Jerod Jarvis
Staff Writer

A Larum
ii

film managed to break almost every
box office record and is now the second greatest grossing film of all time. The greatest thing
this film does is transcend the American superhero movie. It's the reason why it did so
well, because you don't have to be a hardcore
e Batman fan to appreciate the philosophical
undertones that went with the film (oh, and
replacing the boring Katie Holmes as Rachel
4. Dawes doesn't hurt either). The film will always be remembered for Heath Ledger's portrayal of the villainous Joker, who is tipped to
win Best Supporting Actor at this year's Acad. emy Awards.

Fallout 3

Johnny Flynn &The Sussex VVit

(PC, Xbox 360, P53)

I heard Johnny Flynn being interviewed
on NPR, and after that I was obsessed. "A
Larum" is his first CD, and I would go so far
as to say it is amazing. His lyrics are fantastic,
which makes sense as he cites Shakespeare
as one of his influences. The musiernatches
perfectly with the lyrics, and together they
create this feeling of nostalgia or longing for
something different.

Game of the year. Epic story, dark humor,
brilliant role playing, gorgeous graphics, all
set in a bleak post apocalyptic future. Live
the life of a Vault-Dweller, from your birth
in the brilliant beginning to the game's epic
conclusion. Sheltered from the nuclear holocaust that ravaged the planet, you and your
fellow denizens of Vault 101 are living the
perfect life until disaster strikes, forcing you
out into the barren, brutal world above in
search of your runaway father. An absolute
must-play.

Pershing
omeone Still Loves You Boris Yeltsin

Bioshock

I had only heard onc song by Someone
Still Loves You Boris Yeltsin before this CD
cante out, but I knew that it was going to be
a good CD. It's mellow without being boring.
and while the lyrics are simple they work
well with the music. lhe singer, Philip Dicke); has a unique voice that makes the band's

Slumdog Millionaire
A beautiful film with an inspiring story of
a poor Indian boy who grows up in the slums
and manages to be on India's "Who Wants
to be a Millionaire?" The film also boasts an
impressive soundtrack featuring 1M.I.A.'s hit
"Paper Planes:* I'm convinced this film should
sweep the Oscars this year. If not, it most defi:: nitcly deserves Best Director and Best Picture.

(PS3)

"Bioshock" originally came out awhile ago,
but only for the PC and Xbox. In 2008 this
masterpiece finally arrived for the P53. Truly onc of the greatest games ever made. This
is a must play for anyone who loves a great
game, an absorbing story and a thoughtprovoking worldvicw. Explore an undersea
utopia gone horribly wrong and discover the
truth behind the fall of the city Rapture.

music more interesting.

Peaceful, The World Lays
Me Down
Noah and the Whale

WALL-E

Gears of War 2

fell in love with this CD thc first time I
heard it so I might be a little biascd toward
it. It's quirky and fun to listen to and thc lyrI

-Pixar continues to impress with a moving
story about the lovable robot named WALL-E
and his love EVE. You wouldn't think a love
i story between two robots would be so moving,
but then again, in our technological age, it was
almost inevitable. The film also manages to
,,,,txparody the lethargic naturc of the over-weight,
(A.idiotic consumer in a very humorous manner.
1

_

The Curiqus Case of
Benjamin Button

(Xbox 360)
Two words: Chainsaw bayonets. "Gears of
War 2" continucs the story of Marcus Fenix
and Co., battling the Locust to save what's
left of humanity. Gritty, dark and brutal, this
sequel improves on it's prcdcccssor in almost cvcry way deeper story, more intense
multiplayer, new weapons, improved graphics, better combat and even more chainsaw
bayoncts.

ics arc really good, even if they are simple.
There is a good mix of peppy fast songs and
slower more scrious songs, but thcy all fit together en the CD. It has a slightly disjointed
feel, similar to the first Arcade Fire CD, but it
just adds to what I love about this CD.

Al Oracular Spectacular
MGMT

This film was based on a short story by E
Scott Fitzgerald about a man who ageg backward from birth. This was the third collaboration bctwccn Director David Finchcr and Brad
Pitt ("Se7en7"Fight Club"), and they arc really
hitting it off. It's a vast and elegant film with
a very convincing portrayal of Brad Pitt at 80
years old (which is a sight to scc). Yct it wasn't
the make-up and special effects that made Pitt's
portrayal so convincing. It was Pitt's acting as
a man who was mentally 8 and physically 80
that illuminated both youth and old age all at
the same time.

,4Super Smash Bros. Brawl

I had a lot of people tell me to listen to this
CD. By the time I finally did it had been getting pretty popular, and for a good rcason.

(Wii)

Like this one needs more publicity. Singulady responsible for selling half of the Wiis
currently in circulation. Perhaps the greatest party game ever made, "Brawl" is thc latest in the popular Smash Bros. series. Take
control of a classic video game character and
battle your roommates in the war for brag-

Grantcd, some of the songs are pretty weird.
But there arc also some fantastic songs on
here and I think they make up for the weird
oncs. "Electric Feer is probably my favorite
song of thc year, and by far the best song on
the CD, followed by "Kids."

ging rights.

Me8 sua I eyrum viò
spilum endalaust

--::Metal Gear Solid 4: Guns

of the Patriots

Sigur Rés

Quantum of Solace

(PS3)

haven't listened to a lot of other Sigur Rós
CDs, which makes it a lot easier to like this
one, since I don't really have anything else
to compare it to. What I love about this CD
is that even though it isn't particularly energetic (I like to listen to it when I'm sleepy),
it's still really fun to listen to. I have no idea
what he's saying, but the fact that all the lyrics are in Icelandic just add to the uniqueness of this CD.
I

*The follow-up to "Casino Royale" picks
up right where the first film ended, and it's a
joy-ride of a movie, showing that James Bond
can dominate, whether it is on land, sea or air.
While it may have been a bit weak with it's villain (who was kind of a wuss) and Bond girls
(Agent Fields? What was the point of her?), it

still was classic Bond.

6 "Milk"
7 "Tropic Thunder"
8 "Frost/Nixon"
9 "Forgetting Sarah /Marshall"
10-Indiana Jones and the Kingdom of the
Crystal Skull"
To

The long-standing "Metal Gear" tradition

of excellent stealth action, so-so combat and
confusing story lines continues ssith MGS4.
Also in line with tradition are the hours and
hours worth of cut scenes. It says a lot for a
game to be rated as highly as MGS4 when
half of the experience isn't even gameplay.
Control an older Solid Snake and take the
fight to its finale.

6 "Fleet Foxes" - Fleet Foxes
7 "Alas, I Cannot Swim" - Laura Marling

6 "LittleBigPlanet" (PS3)
7 "Resistance 2" (PS3)

8 "Un Mas Dos"- Straylight Run EP
9 "Intimacy"- Bloc Party
10 "Feed the Animals"- Girl Talk

8 "Defense Grid: The Awakening" (PC)

9 "Resistance 2" (PS3)
10 "Braid" (PC, Xbox, MAC)

rend the extended top 10 lists with commentary about each entry, go to whitworthian.com.

GRAPEVINE HUMOR: HOW WHITWORTH CAN SAVE MONEY
I Enforce time limits for showers.

I Go table-less, silverware-less and cup-less

I Automatic-ally turn off all the lights after

in top of tray-less in Sodexo.

Prime Time.

Use melted snow for drinking water in
Sodexo.

1

I Stop heating freshmen monis.

1

I Recycle pine concs into reusable toilet paper.
1

Use the track for something else and make

the track team run on the road.

I Turn all the singles into triples.
Cut ASWU representatives.

1,

I Eliminate the Core dasses.

Ration out poster paper for all the posters

in the HUB.
Use pine needles jo make mattresses for the
new dorm.

Tribal celebration
in Idaho offers

various activities
The Coeur d'Alene tribal
winter blessing will occur
at 1 p.m. on Feb. 16 and 18,
and 6 p.m. on Feb. 20 and
21, at Circling Raven Golf
Club.
The free 90-minute celebration features drumming,
dancing, story telling, huckleberry jam and fry bread.
The celebration is a time
for people to reflect on the
past year as well as prepare
for the upcoming year. It
also highlights the importarice of the winter scason
to the tribe.
For more information
call 1-800-523-2464 or contact patty@quisenberry.net.

Soul Food Dinner
reflects on King's

dream of unity
The Soul Food Dinner
will be held at 5 p.m. on
Friday, Feb. 20, in the HUB

Multipurpose Room, and
will cost 59.
This year's theme is "I
Have a Dream:*
"We chose this theme
in remembrance of Martin
Luther King's dream for all
mankind to come together as one:* said Stephaine
Beans, Black Student Union
vice president.
The BSU encourages attendants to purchase their
"Unity in the Community"
T-shirts for $13 and wear
the shirts to the dinner.

Past and present
English faculty to
visit Saturday
The English reunion
breakfast will take place at
10 a.m. on Saturday, Feb.
21, in Westminster 252. For
$6 students will visit with
past and present Whitworth
English faculty.
For more information,
contact kdykhouse@whitworth.edu.

presents
stories, lessons
from fall tour
B1SP

The presentation of the
British Isles Study Program
will take place at 7 p.m. on
Saturday, Feb. 21, in the
Robinson Teaching Theatre.
Students will recount
their experiences in the
program by sharing stories
and photographs, and discussing the challenges they
faced.
Compiled by Miranda Cosand
Source: http://www tvhitworthedul
musten-akndariviewl, inlander.
com
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Comedian identifies with students
Asmara Anyan
Staff lt'riter

Check out the top
grossing movies of the
past weekend.
FRIDAY THE 13TH

$42,245,000
HE'S JUST NOT THAT INTO
YOU

Feb. 12.
"I wish Whitworth brought more comedians
sophomore Melia Chi said. "I enjoyed [the

$19,610,000
TAKEN
$19,250,000
CONFESSIONS OF A

SHOPAHOLIC
$15,406,000
CORALINE
$15,323,000
PAUL BLART: MALL COP

$11,700,000
THE INTERNATIONAL
$10,000,000

PINK PANTHER 2
$9,000,000
SLUMDOG MILLIONAIRE

$7,150,000
PUSH
$6,931,000
GRAN TORINO
$6,750,000
THE UNINVITED

$4,762,000

Three years ago, Washington native Jeff Dye
decided to turn his dreams and passions into
reality he started working as a stand-up comedian.
"I love making people laugh: Dyc said.
"That's what makes me happy."
Dye,. who was born in Spokane, certainly
did make a packed room full of Whitworth
students laugh when he performed on campus

comedy show] more than other shows [Whitworth] puts on
Senior Caitie Storm, who also attended the
show, said Dye's delivery and set for his audience vere good. Dye recovered well after a
group of streakers wcnt past the windows.
But his popularity reaches far beyond Whitworth and Washington state borders.
Many people may be familiar with Dye from
watching NBC's "Last Comic Standing:* In season 6 of the popular TV show, Dye, who was
the youngest contestant, made it all the way to
the finals.
-Last Comic Standing' changed my career,"
Dye said, adding that it was a "very fun experience" that gained him a lot of respect in the
world of comed»
Donna Richards, Dye's college representative
for the Western region of the United States, has
witnessed the impact the show had on Dye's
professional life first-hand.
'After 'Last Comic Standing', everything exploded for him," Richards said.
Dyc will be busy touring all over the country
for upcoming gigs in the next months. A lot of
his show% arc in front of college audiences.
"They gct me: Dyc said. -Old people don't
know what an iPod is, but college kids get me:
College studcnts respond well to Dye because he is their age, Richards said. Dye just
celebrated his 26th birthday in February.
"Ile's one of thcm and likes to intcract with

I krri Ca sammui iVhstworthi.si

Jeff Dye talks during his comedy show on Thursday, Feb.12 in the HUB Multipurpose Room. Dye, a
Washington native, was on 'Last Comic Standing'and made it to the finals as the youngest contestant

them," Richards said.
Another arca of interest Dye has in common
with many Whitworth students is his connection to Young Life. Dye was a Young Lifc leader
for four ycars aftcr finishing high school.
"It was an amazing experience: Dye said. "I
love kids, I love Jcsus and I am still very much
a part of Young Life."
Dyc prides himself in doing clean comedy,
a trait that is rare in the comedy sccnc toda»
he said.
"I'm a clean guy," Dyc said. "I just joke about

whit I know._
_
However, students who attended the show
_

_

said some profanity and vulgarity were used.
"It wasn't clean but it wasn't atrocious,"
freshman Kaytlyn I lohn said.
WaS right in

it

the middle'

yond stand-up comed» lie is currently working on TV and film projects but is not allowed
to talk about any details, he said.
"Ile just has so much talent and a lot of potential," Richards said, adding that Dye has a
certain charisma that is needed to be successful
on stage.
Regardless of what productions Dye is working on, he has a bright futurc ahead of him,
Richards said, adding that "something really
big is going to happen:
Dye will perform in Nashville, Tenn., today
with his last show date in September, according
to his MySpace listing of upcoming gigs.
Yong Kittt contributed to Otis story.

Contact Millard Aayall at aStaara.allyaae

In the future, Dyc will be seen in arcas be-

Whit worth.edu
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Andrew Sorenson, Pursuing a NCAA Championship...
and an MBA with a Concentration in Finance

GONZAGA UNIVERSITY

jOIN THE TEAM
Interested?

Attend an information meeting:
www.gonzaga.edu /MBA
(509) 313-7044

Ask about ourl year fast track program!
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Men earn seventh NWC swim title
F-

Danika Heatherly
Sports Editor

J

NORTHWEST CONFERENCE

After countless hours spent in training over
the past six months sincc arriving at Whitworth
in the fall, the men's and women's swim teams
traveled to Federal Way, Wash. this weekend
to compete in the 2009 Northwest Swimming
Conference Championships.
The women's team was unable to defend last
year's title, falling to UPS 777-765. The Loggers
held the previous streak for 11 years prior to
the Pirate 2008 victory.
The Loggers demolished the 200-yard medley relay record to open the meet with a time of
1:46.93. Whitworth followed in second.
In thc first few days of competition Whitworth sophomore Ashley Lecoq and juniors
l'asnicen Khcsligi, and Natalie Turncr won
individual events in the 100-yard butterfly
(57.39), 400-yard individual medley (4:37.09),
and 200-yard freestyle (1:50.58), respectively,
to put the Pirates just points behind the Loggers and far ahead of the rest of the field heading into Sunday's finals competition. Turner's
win in the freestyle broke her own NWC record
set last season at the NCAA Championships.
Sophomores Kara Fisher and Christine DeHaven, along with Lecoq and Turner, set another NWC record in the 800-yard freestyle relay with a time of 7:38.59 to better Whitworth's
2008 record in the relay. Turner, Lecoq, Brenda
Foster and 13rittany Gresset won the 400 freestyle relay in 3:32:37, to pull within 12 points of
UPS, 777-765.
Turner set a new conference record in
the 1650.yard freestyle final with a time of

STANDINGS
MEN'S BASKETBALL
NWC ALL

,

(16:3.1.33).
"I didn't really know what to expect," Woo&
%yard said. "There was a lot of unccrtainty just

21-2

WHITWORTH

10-4

18-5

L&C

9-5

15-6

LINFIELD

8-6

10-13

WILLAMETTE

7-7

11-10

WHITMAN

5-9

9-14 -

GEORGE FOX

4-10

8-15

PACIFIC

3-11

9-14

PLU

3-11

9-14

Whitworth vs. Whitman
Tuesday, Feb. 17 @ 8 p.m.

WOME-N'S BASKETBALL

ao.o.

NWC

All

GEORGE FOX

14:0

23-0

UPS

10-4

16-7

WHITMAN

8-6

16-7

PACIFIC

8-6

9-13

PLU

7-7

13710:1

WHITWORTH

6-8

12-11

3-11

4-16

.

Courusy of Nicl.

Senior Justin Brandier (left, in Nike Jacket) and Junior On Leung (right, In white T-shirt) raise their
hands in support during the Northwest Swimming Conference Championships Feb.14 and 15.

based on who I was swimming against:
Freshman Rory Buck earned his first conference championship in the 200-yard breaststroke with a time of 2:04.41.
The Pirate 400-yard freestyle relay team,
consisting of Woodward, Buck, Radtke and junior Kris Asleson, took down the final event in
a time of 3:07.13. The same team, with the exception of senior Justin Brandlcr, who took the
place of Radtke, finished first in the 800-yard
freestyle relay with a time of 6:58.10.
The next competition for the Pirates won't
be until the NCAA Championships on March

order to guarantee a spot in the championships swimmers
must qualify under thc "A" time. Although
many Whitworth swimmers earned conference
titles, some of their times failed to meet the
time qualification. These competitors will have
to wait to see if their times arc fast enough get
thcm an at-large spot.
"It's a wait and see game at this point: Woodward said.
18-21 in Minneapolis, Minn. In

Contact Danika Heatherly at danika.hcathcrly@whitworthian.cosn.

Men maintain second-place
standing entering final week
James Gelfer
Assistant Sports Editor

14 unanswered points and putting the Pirates in a hole they could never get out

of.

The Pirates remained in second place
in the Northwest Conference after splitting a pair of games on their road trip to

oftCo ur tesy of 11.11 Mast

Senior post Calvin Jurich looks to pass against PLU.

14-0

NEXT PIRATE GAME:

17:11.88.

The Whitworth mcn held a slight 17-point
lead over the Loggers on Saturday but pulled
ahead during Sunday's raccs to defeat thc NIVC
field and capture the title for thc seventh consecutive year. The Pirates built a huge lead over
UPS during the final day of competition, winning 736-675.5.
"Wc knew going into the scason that this
year would be extraordinarily competitive in
the NWC, and I would anticipate that standard
being very similar across the nation," sophomore Michael Woodward said.
Woodward won the 200-yard freestyle
(1:41.09) and the 100-yard freestyle (.15.76),
while senior Toni Radtke took first in thc
1650-yard freestyle to add a Pirate victory

UPS

Tacoma.
Senior postmen Calvin Jurich and Nate
Montgomery set the tone for the Bucs,
combining for over 30 points in each
game.
"Most Division III teams only have one
big guy, which leaves one of us open most
of the time," Jurich said.
With two games remaining in the regular season, Whitworth is well-positioned
to make the NWC postseason tournament; the Pirates arc 18-5 overall and
10-4 in conference play.
On Feb. 13 the Pirates took on nationally ranked UPS, the top-ranked team in
the NIVC.
The teams traded baskets early in the
game, working the score to an 18-18 tie.
The Loggers then went on a run, scoring

The Pirates cut a second half 14-point
Logger lead to four inside of two minutes,
but ve re unable to finish the comeback
effort, falling 81-71.
With the victory, UPS remained undefeated in NIVC play and clinched the
regular season conference title. The Pirates could see UPS again this season in
the NIVC tournament.
"We matched there intensity throughout the game and have played them tight
both games," Jurich said. "It'll be hard for
them to beat us three times in a row."
Whitworth -struggled on offense,
shooting just 39.4 percent from the field.
Senior guard Tim Sellereit led the Bucs in

scoring uith 19 points.
The Pirates atoned for their lack
of offense when the met PLU on Feb.
14. Eight minutes in sophomore forSee SECOND,

page 14

rucc____

WILLAMETTE

rLINFIELD

2-11 3-20

NEXT PIRATE GAME:
.

Whitworth vs. Whitman

Tuesday Feb. 17 p 6 p.m.

MEN'S SWIMMING
NWC

ALL

WHITWORTH

7-0

7-1

UPS

6-1

6-1

PLU

5-2

.7-2

WHITMAN

4-3

5-3

[INFIELD

3-4

44

PACIFIC

2-5

2-6

WILLAMETTE

1-6

1-7

L&C

0-7

0-7

NEXT PIRATE GAME:
NCAA Olampionships

Wednesday Mar. 18 @

WOMEN'S SWIMMING
NWC

ALL

WHITWORTH

7-0

7-1

UPS

6-1

6-1

5-2

7-4

PLU

4-3

6-3

PACIFIC

3-4

5-4

WHITMAN

2-5

4-5

[INFIELD

1-6

2-6

WILLAMETTE

0-7

2-7

'

NEXT PIRATE GAME:
NCAA Championships
Wednesday, Mar. 18 @ TBD
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Women fall below .500
Colin Zalewski
Staff Writer
The Whitworth women return from Tacoma empty-handed after weekend losses at Puget Sound and Pacific Lutheran,
Feb. 13-14.
Friday evening's game against Ul'S had the l'irates fighting
from behind nearly the entire game as their only lead was in
the opening seconds when they sank the first bucket. From
then on out they fought defensively to restrain the Loggers
from pulling away while trying to generate some offensive

f?!,1:11-;%"., .

.4

Graente 31.1c Pherson/1% lutiwrthun

Senior Linh Aven retums during a Feb.13 match.

Decisive wins
set tone for
tennis season
Kara Heatherly
Staff Writer

The Whitworth women's tcnnis team spcnt their
weekend acquiring success.
Our coach really makes tennis fun rather than
just something we have to do: freshman Mya Townc
said .
Friday afternodn the women breezed past their
first conference opponent Willamette University. 8-1.
Senior Linh Avcn accepted the challenge of playing
No. 1 with great ease. She took Shannon Palmer, of
Willamette to three sets, 4-6, 7-5 and 1-0 (10-5). Alli
Marshall. Whitworth's No. 2 player. beat hcr opponent 6-0, 6-1. Later that day the pair joined to make
an impressive doubles tcam as veil. bringing in an
8-3 win for the Pirates.
The Willamette game
was a real confidence
NEXT MATCH
booster for the team," juWHITWORTH VS.
nior Rachel Burns said.
GEORGE FOX
Spirits were high goDate: feb.20
ing into Saturday's match
Tinst:TBD
against Lewis and Clark
Leaden: Herter; Ore.
College.
"Lewis and Clark is a solid team. They have three or
four really talented players
but we still went into the match with a pretty positive
mindset," Burns said.
All through the lineup the Pirates viere prepared
to take action. The No. 5 and No. 6 singles, senior
Justine Hays and sophomorc Katie Staudingcr, won
their singles matches 7-6, 6-0 and 6-0, 6-0 consecutively, at which point the Yakima natives teamed up
to play No. 3 doubles which they won 8-1.
After this weekend, the season for the Pirates
looks rathcr promising.
"'We lost one senior last year," Towne said. But we
have six new freshman, and four of them are on our
top six. The team is a lot deeper than it has been."
The women will travel next weekend to play George
Fox and Pacific, but will return the weekend of the
27th to play Puget Sound and Pacific Lutheran.
The girls are working toward being conference
champs this year after a loss to Linfield last year in
the championship game and both regular season
matches.
"Tennis is such a mental game, we're not focusing on conference right now: Burns said. "We really
have to think about every team."

Contact Kara Heatherly, at kara.heatherly@whitworthian.com.

SECOND: Men

Cow kly of ITU ;Mug

Contact Collis Zakwski at colin.zalewskiewhitworthhm.
corn.

Junior forward Natalie Orrell tries to hang onto the ball In the
Feb. 13 game against PLU.

Men's tennis shuts down

weekend opponents
Aaron Quigley
Staff Writer
Men's tennis toured Oregon Friday and Saturday, shutting out
George Fox and Lewis & Clark while allowing 'Willamette a narrow
escape. The two wins and one loss move thc team to a 3-3 season
record.
"Willamette is our No. 1 target this year: sophomore Joe %Vales
said.
\Vhitworth faced %Villamette late Friday afternoon shortly after
upsetting George Fox with a 9-0 victory earlier that day. Willamette
swept through thc doubles matches leaving %Vhitworth 0-3 early
on. Whitworth singles made up some ground wining four of thc six
matches, but not enough to recover. %\rdlamette dindied thc mcct
5-4.
" \Villamette came on strong, and we couldn't come back: %Vales
said. "Everyone played well, but we were all a little nervous and

tired:
%Vales won both his singles and doubles matdics at both George
Fox and Lewis & Clark. but was defeated both matches at Wil-

lamette.
"%Ve learned we need to be more aggressive at the net %vith 'Willamette, and expect good shots to come back," Vales said.
Junior Nlichael Shelton played alongside Wales in doubles for the
weekend.
Our loss to Willamette was a pretty depressing match: Shelton
said "I broke in the first game I served, and that is the first time I've
broken a serve all year:*
Wales and thc rot of the team shook off their defeat and beat
Lewis & Clark 9-0 on Saturday, finishing the weekend in Oregon
as an overall win. During the weekend the men's team won 22 of
27 matches.
Contact Aaron Quigley at aamn.quigley@whitworthian.corst.

primedfor postseason run in NWC tourney

continued from page 13
ward David Riley hit a three-pointer to
put the Bucs up 15-4, a lead Whitworth
would never relinquish.
In the second half the Pirates steadily
built upon their lead, beating the Lutes
83-57.
The Whitworth big-men led the way,
with Jurich scoring 21 points with sev,
I

rhythm.
Despite the efforts of leading scorers, sophomore point
guard Liz I loriatis and junior guard Kim Bluff, both with 11
points, and a late game surge to pull within three, Whitworth
was unable to make the final push for the win. falling 54-46.
'I think %ve just need to do a better job starting off the game
and finishing the game: said junior guard Leah Pamonte.
The following day verse PLU, the visitors got off to a stronger start, but as the first half waned on the Lutes began to pull
away. Whitworth vas able to do some damage control and
get to halftime dovn by ninc.
Aftcr intermission, the Pirates stepped up their game, tying thc game multiple times toward the middle of the second half, but hit a scoring drought as the Lute offense found
another gear, punching the gas in the closing minutes. PLU
came out on top in a game it had to carn by a score of 7158 despite a 25-point performance by junior guard Cassie
Pilkinton.
Overall on the weekend, Pamonte felt the Pirates' struggles
started on the boards.
"Rebounding was key; %ve got out rebounded in the first
half of both games pretty bad," Parnonte said.
Now at 12-11 overall and 6-8 in the Northwest Conference,
the Pirates will need to %vin out to finish at the .500 mark in
conference. They play a 6 p.m. game at Whitman on Tuesday,
Feb. 17, and close out thc season at home against Lewis &
Clark on Sunday, Feb. 22 %vith a 1 p.m. tip-off time.

en assists and Montgomery adding 12
points and 11 rebounds.
Sellereit made four three-pointers
for the Bucs, finishing the game with
14 points and four assists.
The Pirates continue to lead the
N %VC in numerous statistics, including: scoring defense, field goal percentage, rebounding margin and assist-toturnover ratio.

The Pirates will earn a home game in
the postseason with. wins in their last
two games.

Whitworth will travel to Walla Walla, Wash., on Tuesday, Feb. 17, to face
Whitman, and finish the regular season at home against Lewis & Clark on
Feb. 22.
Contact lames Geller atjames.gelfer@
whitwarthian.com.

with Intra

I

Coordinator John Ellings

ng the first Intramural Spotlip,ht, I
think an explanation of my purpose is necessaty. I'm gracing the pages of The Whitworthian
with the intent to inform students of upcoming
tournaments and/or season sports, highlight
intramural team achievements and generate
some student feedback
The most recent I NI tournament, Jan Term
Hoopfcst, was a booming success with 29 teams,
broken into three brackets, competing in a double elimination tournament that tested their
hard court expertise, and stamina. Some of thc
victors played upwards of six games throughout
a long day ending well after sundown. I'd like to
thank everyone who took part in the tournament for making it a succcss and for not break-

ing out into any tussles.
What I've got on thc docket right now for
spring tournaments should provide thc growing student population plenty opportunities to
escape thcir cramped dorm rooms. Be on the
lookout for a badminton/pickleball tourney
within the month, along with softball, tennis
and more.
Basketball and volleyball season games will
be starting Wednesday, Feb. 18. 'These will be
quickly followed by indooeand outdoor soccer,
with sign-ups becoming available Feb. 17. As
always, sign-up sheets are to be picked up and
turned in at the Info Desk.
For thosc of you chomping at the bit to get out
and play Frisbee, I encourage you not to throw
salt all over the Loop and Omache Field - I've
heard it kills grass. In the meantime, brood over
this inspiration quote by Jean-Claude Killy, a
French alpine slcier who won three gold medals in 1968. "The bcst and fastest way to learn
a sport is to watch and imitate a champion7
Translation: Gct some Mutombo footage.
Senil comments to editor@whitworthian.com.'
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let Rodriguez
off the hook?
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Is it time to

1

Derek Casanovas
PhotoMfultitnedia Editor

Tara Sacirnarillilatworthian

Icy weather brings students Inside to the Scotford Fitness Center, which has seen a spike in attendance after the new year.

Winter months bring flurry
of students to Fitness Center
Brian Stenberg

Working out in the winter

Guest 1Vriter

In the past nine years thcrc has been a
steady increase in the number of students
who use the Scotford Fitness Ccntcr to
get healthy, stay in shape during their
sport's off-seasons, and even socialize.
This ycar has bccn significantly busier
than previous years, leading to what many
students would feel is an overcrowding
issue, said Todd Sandberg, Scotford's facility manager.
"Optimistically, I would hope that [the
increases in numbers] is due to incentive
programs and the student body is moving toward healthier trends," Sandberg
said. "Realistically though, it is more
likely due to weather and the student's
inability to work out outside."
Thc Scotford Fitness Center uses a
scan card technology to kccp track of the
numbcr of people who work out every

Scotford Fitness Center has seen an attendance increase in
December, January and February over the past three years

200
December
2006

3,181

2008

3,310

I'
***
:IC

January

Ala!

kiNtf.

2009

2007
3,521

day.
It is dear that student participation has
increased cach year, and a heavy winter-

month workout pattern has developed,
Sandberg said. There is a graduallyincreasing amount of participants from
September through November; then a
decrease due to Christmas break.
In January the participation has
steadily increased. In rcccnt years, February has brought a noticeable spike as
Jan Term travelers return and the spring
semester begins, Sandberg said. The data
for February of this ycar is tabulated
through the Ilth. If participation continues in a similar trend, thcn thc cnd of the
month total will exceed last year's February count by nearly 1,000.
The students, student athletes and faculty combine to make the Fitness Center
a busy place.
Emily Morehouse, a junior on the
track team, wishes she could be working
out outside.
"We have to work out in the fitness
center part of each year," Morehouse
said. This year though, we have had to

2007

,

2,590*

.17.-

February
2007

'Statistics through Feb.11

use it more:
The weather is keeping athletes and
non-athletes from using nature's fitness
center. Sandberg said he is well aware of
the size and needs of the Fitness Center
and strives to meet the needs of the exercise-indined with what limited resources
he has."So far I have not heard any complaints," Sandberg said.
As Whitworth continues to grow, more
and more students are going to utilize
Scotford Fitness Center.
"I would like to see the back wall by

2008

2009

Information courtesy of Scotforti Fitness Center
Graphic by lames SpungliVhihvorthian

the treadmills Icnociced out and moved
back, or at least better airflow; Morehouse said.
Former track member and senior Michael Bryant said he would like to see
some more programs aimed at helping
off-campus students.
"It would be nice to have a nutritional
package or seminar for off-campus students, so we can eat healthier; Bryant
said.
Contact Brian Stenberg at editor@whitworthiati.com.

Updated daily with breaking news, updates,
blogs, features, sports and commentary

It's just not fair. After being chastised by the
media, his peers and Bud Selig for days, it's
time to cut New York Yankees third baseman
Alex Rodriguez some slack.
I mean, it's not like he really did anything
wrong. Who wouldn't want to be rewarded
for not putting in the hard work? When given
the choice between a back-roads shortcut and
a two-hour wait in traffic, what would you
have? The easy way out.
Steroids have been good for the game anyways. Every position has become a power position. The Home Run Derby is the most exciting event in sports. The inCreased offense has
allowed SportsCenter ample highlight footage for nightly packages. It gave Sen. George
Mitchell something purposeful to do. It even
helped the Red Sox win the title twice.
Rodriguez's investment in the steroid market helped turn the tide for a dying industry'.
With wrestling, Olympic bodybuilding and
the NFL stifling rampant steroid usage, the
industry was hurting. Kudos to Alex for rescuing thc market with anabolic steroid, testosterone and Primobolan purchases. Financial
experts like Bernie Madoff have attributed the
economic recession with Rodriguez's unwillingness to purchase performance enhancing
drugs.
Rodriguez embodies what a farnily man
should be. His $252 million contract is a testament to his bring-home-the-bacon attitude.
After verbally committing lo the University
of Miami, Rodriguez's decision to sign with
the Marincrs after the Major League Baseball
draft in 1993 demonstrated how strong his
word was. Alex surely carries his two children
Natasha and Ella in the same way he did the
Mariners in 2000: with ease. 1-lis daily schedule mimics any husband's typical schedule:
dock In at work in the morning, put some
time in at the gym in the afternoon, play with
the kids and help make dinner in the evening
and head to Toronto strip dubs alter hours.
He is who fathers want their sons to be.
Plus, Amcrica is known for its opportunities. Rodriguez was born in the Bronx, but
spent most of his childhood in the Dominican Republic. It's great for someone to make it
in the greatest country in the world instead of
working on a sugarcane or coffee plantation in
the Caribbean.
Endorsement companies will bask in the
publicity Rodriguez stirs up for them. Nobody would buy Rawlings if it weren't for
the infielder's contributions. Nike had been
clamoring for any athlete to don their gear before Rodriguez generously extended an offer.
"Guitar Hero" sales were in the toilet before he
and fellow role model Michael Phelps showed
some skin Risky Business-style in a television
commercial.
Rodriguez has also assumed the torchbearing role of his steroid-era predecessors.
Steroids gave us honest homegrown heroes
like Jose Guillen, Miguel Tejada and Rafael
Palmeiro. They gave rise to the McGwire-Sosa
rivalry and Barry Bonds' record 73 dingers in
a single season. Steroids also lent us the good
-faith efforts of the courageous Jose Canseco.
Seattle Mariners fans are indebted to A-Rod
for his contributions to the franchise during
the course of his ca.reer. He showed his value
to the team when he tore up his knee in 1999
--and the team tanked without him. Rodriguez's defection to the Texas Rangers in 2000
allowed the team to pic.k.up Ichiro Suzuki and
Bret Boone. If Rodriguez was still on the team,
the Mariners may have averted their dreaded
100-win season of 2001.
In the end, Rodriguez's positive impact to
the sports world is invaluable. His three American League Most Valuable Player awards,
12 All-Star selections and alleged affair with
Madonna are something every aspiring big
leaguer should strive for. My only hope is that
someday when I look bad: at my own journalistic c-areer, I can achieve the same honest),
integrity and work ethic Alex Rodriguez has
displayed in his life. Wouldn't that be nice?
Contact Derek Casanovas at derek.casatsovas@whitworthian.com.
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Spi!goy slam poets (from left) Danny Sherrard,

ion Sands, Ken Arldnd and Shira Erlichman perform their only piece on stage together Tuesday night.
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,

The SpillJoy Poetry
Ensemble, which
boasts slam poets
with national and
world champion credentials, performed A SpilUoy Ensemble pamphlet
in the HUB Multipurpose Room on Tuesday, Feb. 10. Some
of SpillJoy's pieces included "Night
Light,"The Brain that is not the Brain"
and "Am." After the performance, the
group stuck around to sell CDs and sign
autographs. The four-member team will
wrap up their three-month long tour on
March 26 at the University of Alaska-Anchorage.

TOP: Arkind and Sands played host to Whitworth students Tuesday, Feb 10. Arkind
eamed recognition as the 2006 National Poetry Siam Champion, and Is half of The

Dynamic Duo team with Panama Soweto.
ABOVE:Sands performs for the crowd Tuesday night. Sands was the youngest member ever on the LouderARTS New York City poetry slam team.

RIGHT:Senior Stephanie Wipf wins a CD for participating with Erlichman In her performance.
Ail photos by Brarkfon I termini and Sebastun &lour

CHECK OUT THE ALL-NEW MULTIMEDIA PAGE AT WHITWORTHIAN.COM.

Want to submit your photos? E-mail us at photos@whitworthian.com.
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FOOD FOR THE SOUL

Dying tradition of
streaking needs a
revival on campus

Gallery of Fine Arts
Building demolition

whitworthian.com

PLAYOFF BOUND

Soul Food Dinner
celebrates Black
History Month

Men's basketball
to host Linfield at
home on Thursday
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Students, friends and faculty dine at the Leonard A. Oakland Banquet Dinner on Feb.21 at the Davenport Hotel.
The crowd was treated to "A Portrait of Leonard Oakland," a documentary on the iconic professor, after the meal.
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ASVill ACCOUNTABILITY REPORT

ASWU executives held accountable in positions
'Editor's note: Some sources' identities hare
been kept confidentialfar their protection.

Iris Wu
Staff Writer
As ASWU election season approaches,
the three executives arc reviewing their
campaign promises and goals.
One senator said he thinks the executives help the Assembly be efficient and
organized.
"They all put a lot of time and energy
into their job and somehow manage to not
get cranky and tried, or at least show it," he
said.
ASWU President Obe Quarless said
there is a good relationship between the
executives.
"In a way. We complement each other," he
said. "%Ve kind of grow because of our good
relationships. We build on trust. %Ve have
good efficiency, and we're open about our
responsibilities."
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OBE QUARLESS, PRESIDENT

Quarless said he is the representative
voice for the Whitworth student body.

Regarding his campaign promises from
the spring campaign last year, Quarless said,
"I actually dotit remember specifically what
I said." I k added that he wanted to "be true
to this position and the things it stands for

and let experience come through."
Quarless did not state specific initiatives
or programs he has directly been involved
with, but said ASWU is in charge of activities such as Community Building Day,
Springfest, I lomecoming Week, bringing
concerts and bands to campus, and sponsoring clubs.
The president's duties are to "lead and

Whitworth Choir excels.

PAGE 10

direct the ASWU program, serve as chief
liaison between ASWU, faculty and administration, and conununity, to oversee
all committees, chair the Review Board and
chair the Assembly meetings," according to
Article IV of the ASNVU Constitution.
Quarless said it is important to be able to
adjust to change.
"You have to morph and adapt, take
charge and think about long-term visionary," he said.
I le said there are two sides of himself
that come out during weekly Assembly
meetings.
"lhere's the side of me that p. uts down the
foot front and center, really taking charge,"
Quarless said. "The other side is the listening side, making sure that I'm guiding, discussing and having conversations.".
One senator said Quarless has personality traits that contribute well to his position.
The senator also said he feels Quarless
See ACCOUNTABILITY,
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Faculty search process multifaceted
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Whitworth is searching for candidates for
fill four faculty positions.

One or two students, who have the same
sway as any other member, are also selected
as a significant portion of the search committee.
"Students play a protected role in the process," Le Roy said. "They represent student
concerns and sometimes find themselves
pointing out qualities of a
candidate that the rest of the
committee did not cvcn no-

To do so, faculty search committees arc
formed.
Committees include five to seven members, including one or two
from outside the department that
NEXT WEEK
tice:
is hiring.
MAKING AN OFFER
The committee discusses
The members are recommendWhat happens after
every detail of the faculty
ed by itlichael Le Roy, vice presicandidatesare inyited to visit
dent for academic affairs, and
search from the vernacular
campus and an employment
of the job postings, content
appointed by President Bill Roboffer is extended.
of web postings, required
inson.
"Usually I discuss the compomaterials and application.
After the committee deals
sition of the scarch committee
with the appropriate department chair who with the logistics of thc process, they are
recommends department members and stu- temporarily adjourned to allow significant
dents for membership: Le Roy said in an e- time for candidates to apply for thc position,
ending when an acceptable number of candimail.

dates have applied.
The process usually lasts] about two
months, but there is no set policy on this,"
Le Roy said. "Sometimes it depends on how
much time we have:*
When thc committee reconvenes, focus
shifts to sorting through the applications.
'Applications are received by (human resources] and posted to our electronic filing
system for review by the committee," Le Roy
said. "I IR screens the applications to make
sure that personal information such as the
candidate's age does not appear in the appli-

cation:
The university also conducts background
checks on the candidates.
After successful completion of a background check, the university extends to a
candidate for a campus visit.
Cot:tact Ben GanY.s at ben.garves@whitworthian.com.
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Executives reflect on their communication with others
personnel and keeps people accountable.
"My position deals with more
onc-on-onc interaction," she

KENDRA HAMILTON, FVP

year, knowing how well Kendra

performed the job this fear," she
said.
does not have the organizational
Financial
Vice
President
KenIlamilton said she communiskills or focus for the organizadra I lamilton said hcr job is cates clearly with the Assembly
tion that is part of his job de- said.
Eshoff said she has accom- broken into three segments, all during weekly meetings.
scription, and othcr executives
plished
everything listed on the of which arc equally important
"I try to be very organized,
have had to corrcct his mistakes.
to
the
job
description,
but
that
her
position.
job
which
is ically important to this
One representative said shc
"I count and manage all the job," she said. "I try to make myfeels Quarless is probably the is more than just that.
"In general, I am in charge of ASWU funds," Hamilton said. self available if people need me,
most distant attic executives.
the
organization of f ASWU], "The second part of my job is though I spend a good amount
Despite this, she said she feels
he has been a strong communi- more of thc day-to-day stuff," helping to run the ASWU As- of tinte counting money, which
cator with Whitworth adminis- she said. "I work directly with sembly with the other two exec- limits nty ability to meet with
the senators and representa- utives. The third part of my job people as the EVP and president
trators.
Quarless said he attended tives. I run student elections as is to manage all clubs on cam- get to do."
about 10 Prime Times last sc- well as assist in spring hiring. pus as thc Club Chair."
Hamilton said she works to
Hamilton first became FVP make surc that members know
mcstcr in order to engage with It's kind of like [human resources] work:
after senior Luis Lopez resigned she's accessible if they need anystudents across campus.
Onc representative said Es- from thc position last year. thing.
"I eat all of my meals on cam"I'm self-admitting that I may
pus and participate with other hoff is relational and organized. Hamilton said her goal coming
"I think we have all appreci- into office was to streamline thc come off as a bit intimidating,
students in fan] array fof] other
extracurricular events outside of ated thc time shc has put into process of forming clubs.
but that comes from trying to
to
getting
"When
kccp thc Assembly efficient in
ASWU," Quarless said. "These
came into the
venues include involvement with know us and
the time wc have to gct everyposition in Febthc music department ensem- the needs of
CLICK
thing done: shc said.
ruary last year,
bles, working out in the fitness thc Assembly
I lamilton said she thinks the
Read about how the ASWU Assembly
I noticed some
ccntcr and in Graves, and play- as a whole:
Assembly has been doing better
has been doing online
shc said.
inefficiency at letting students know what is
ing rcc sports:
at whitworthian.com
said
Eshoff
that 1 wanted to
Quarlcss said being accessible
running -the
work to change: going on.
is important.
"At thc beginning of the year, I
she said. "Un"To me the main thing is that meetings is a
let
campus leaders know that we
balance between efficiency and der my leadership, we have had
I am not a phantom president,
have
funds available for outside
ncw
precision.
many
clubs
join ASWU,
but a real person that anyone can
programming." I lamilton said.
"I'm
really
big
on
efficiency,
representing
a
wider
group
of
idcntify with, easily approach
"Students at large can also reqand share something in common organization and focus because our constituency and providing uisition. Last semester wc used
with: he said. "I feel confident I have kind oía Typc-A person- different opportunities for stu- all but about $30 of our unaldents for involvement:
that I have been working towards ality," shc said.
Eshoff
said
the
Assembly
Ilamilton said she wanted to located money, which is great
has
that this year:
to sec thc purpose behind ev- make the FVP position a desir- because that money is for tire
students to use. Now we have
erything they do.
able job.
KALEN ESHOFF, EVP
"I wanted to make this a job a wider variety of people using
"That's why it's so important
to have good relations and or- where people tvere so %Yell- the funds:
Overall, Hamilton said she
ASWU Executive Vicc Presi- ganization," she said. "In gen- taught that thcrc wcrc rarely
dent Kalen Eshoff's campaign eral, I think I worked hard and questions: she said. "I wanted believes the dynamics within
was based on the slogan "Con- did a good job getting feedback to give accurate and updated ASWU help foster productivity.
necting: She said shc is working and adapting to that feedback" account information at meet"Ibis ycar we have an incredto connect herself and ASWU,
Eshoff said the executive ings and ensure that our records ible group of people: site said.
ASWU members with other tcam may not agree all the time, were all correct and organized. "Nfost people voice their opinASWU members, and ASWU but they support each other.
I wanted to make this job more
ions regulad» There are no real
with the studcnt body.
"We are comfortable enough streamlined, to gct rid °film un- personal conflicts that I know
"I have tried to improve the with one another to be upfront necessary outdated aspects and of, which keeps the Assembly
quality of my work by increas- and tell each other when we be accurate:
functioning well. We all get
ing the quality of communica- think someone isn't doing their
One representative said I lam- along really well and because
tion between different groups," part, or if someone needs to step ilton has one (Attic more stress- of this we can more effectively
Eshoff said. "I connect with it up, we kind of give thcm a ful jobs in dealing with ASSVU's make decisions:
clubs especially, and try mixing kick in the butt: she said. "Clear finances.
people together to get results:
communication is so important
"She is extremely efficient and
Eshoff said she is essentially if we want to lead. We're all ac- I would hate to be the FVP that
Contact Iris Wu at iris.wri@
the chief of staff for internal countable for one another."
has to take over the job next whitworthian.com.
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Robinson writes second book
President incorporates
personal experience

School honored

r

for community
service emphasis

Ira McIntosh
Staff Writer

President Bill Robinson's new book on
leadership hit the shelves three weeks ago.
"It takes John 1:14 and breaks it down
into the leadership qualities of Jesus that impressed John," Robinson said.
The book breaks the verse down into five
different qualities: the leader living among
those he leads, being more transparent in
lifc, reflecting God's glory and the juxtaposition between "grace and truth" and sacrifice.
Robinson said it only took him about a
month to write the book, which he described
as a two-hour read.
"Incarnate Leadership: 5 Leadership Lessons from the Life of Jesus" is approximately
120 pages long and includes questions for reflection at the end of each chapter.
"The proposal for the book was given to
our publishing group on Dec. 11, 2007, and
that was when we formally decided to go fofward with the book: Chris Fann, editor for
Zondervan Publishing House, said.
he design process started at that point, and
the manuscript was turned in Ntarch 2008, at
which point thc editorial process began.
"Bill sharcs stories from his own leadership, and is more interested in communicating truth and leading well than at keeping up
appearances," Fann said.
This is Robinson's second book, which came

Whitworth was one of
635 colleges and universities recognized by the Cor/ACM:Os/ME
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President Bill Robinson's newest book/incarnate Leadershipfsits next to his first bookLeading
People from the Middle:1ln the entrance to the Whitworth bookstore.The book came out on Feb. 1.

out on Feb. 1, Ilis first, "Leading People from
the Ntiddle: The Universal Mission of Mind
and I lean," has a broader target audience and
reaches to leaders of all sorts, whcrcas "Incarnate Leadership" is aimcd more at Christian

Affordable, Off Campus Housing
Meyer Properties
Now renting for 2009-2010 school year
Very niCé lar

dtipleices, Walking distance to WhitY/orth

Each unit can hoUse

4-6 students

in large,

priyate bed-

of off street parking.
Waiher and.drYer provided'. $2884325/rno per sty.rooms. Lots

dent. Lots Of Choices!

See ROBINSON, page 4

Radar signs to
be installed on
Hawthorne Road
Heather KennIson
Staff Writer

Whitworth students,
faculty and staff can expect roadway changes

-

Available starting June

1

Call Kim or Bill for showing al 509-534-6398 or 509-991-1212

MULTIPLE CHOICE MENU,

College is about trying new stuff, and nowyou're in luck-you can experience
the variety of flavors at Qdoba Mexican Grill anytime. because we're never too
far away. Whatever you choose, it's all made fast, fresh and right in front ofyou.
Come on in and see for yourself. What are you going to love at adobe*

Spokane Locations
N. Dhision (near Costco)
901 S. Grand Blvd. (behind Sacred Heart)

leaders.
"My daughter says she likes it more than
her homework," Robinson said, chuckling.

7115

.

.

.
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'

.
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MEXICAN GRILL

this spring, including
strictcr enforcement of
the 15 mph speed limit
on campus and two new
radar signs on Hawthorne Road.
Since Hawthorne is
a county roadway, this
required some cooperation with the county and
observance of county
requirements, security
supervisor Mark McFall
said.
The radar signs will
show drivers how fast
they are going. In the

past, radar feedback
signs have proven useful
in reducing speeds.
"We want to make it
safer for all of our pedestrians," NtcFall said.
Whitworth will be
paying for the radar
signs, parts and labor in
exchange for county approval.
Hawthorne used to
have four traffic lanes,
as opposed to two lanes
now. The four lanes was
a formula for accidents,
McFall said.
Last summer, the road
was repainted to have
one lane in each direction, a turn lane, and a
bike lane on each side.
This has a traffic calming
effect, Ntaall said.
Even
with
these
changes, not everyone

follows the traffic laws,
McFall said. Several concerns for student safety
arc raised, as driver and

poration for National and
Community Service.
The university is listed
on the Cdmmunity Service
Honor Roll.
"Whitworth's commitment to empowering students to connect' their
skills and passions with the
broader community can be
traced back to the university's mission statement,
which is to equip its graduates to honor God, follow
Christ and serve humanity;
Jacob Spaun, assistant director for Service Learning,
said in a Whitworth press
release.
"Whitworth's placement
on this honor roll helps
confirm that we are succeeding in carrying out that
mission; Spaun said.

Memorial service
to honor 15-year
Sodexo employee
A

memorial service for

Kay Zollman, a Sodexo employee, will be held today at
3:30 p.m. in the Seeley G.
Niudd Chapel.'

Zollman, who worked for
Sodcxo at Whitworth for 5
ycars, died Feb. 8.
A reception will be
held in the Hixson Union
Building Catering Rooms
following
the
service.
1

pedestrian distraction
can impose potential
threats to thc safety of
students.
"There's a couple of
ways to attack a speeding

Ceremony to be
held for alumnus
leaving for Iraq

problem: McFall said.
One is education... the
other is enforcement:

A farewell service will be
held for a 2007 Whitworth
alumnus who will be deployed to Iraq early this
month.
Clayton Erickson will be
honored on March 7 from 4
to 6 p.m.
The service will be held
at the Spokane Readiness
Center, 1626 N. Rebecca, in
Spokane.

Brian Benzel, vice
president for finance and
administration, recommended radar signs for
Hawthorne, McFall said.
SPEED LIMIT

A campus-wide email was sent out Feb.
13 by Ed Kelly, director
of Facilities Services,
reminding members of
the campus community
about the importance of
speed limits and forgiving all fines issued on
the previous Monday.
"It's not about picking on people or raising
money: McFall said. "It's
about preventing accidents."
Twenty-eight drivers
were ticketed, with the
highest speed recorded
at 38 mph, Kelly wrote
in the e-mail.
Kelly wrote in the email that future fines
will not be forgiven.

Compikd by Julie Wootton

CORRECTIONS&
CLARIFICATIONS
A graphic on the front
page of last week's print
edition about ASWU restructuring omitted Boppell Hall. Boppell will be
included in zone six.
In the same edition,
swimmer Kara Fisher's year
was incorrect. Fisher is a
freshman.

The Whinworthian is committed to providing

theWhitworth community viith the most accurate information posible. lhe Whimorthi-

Contact Heather Kennison at heatherkentiison@whitworthian.coni.

an never knowingly publishes iruccuracies. If
y01.1 have a comment or question about the
fairness of accuracy of a story. send an e-m4
to echtoriAltworthiansorn.
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Bak letters to applicants cause confusion
Washington state
budget deficit
large-st in history
The projected state budget deficit is nearly $7 billion, the largest in thc state's
history.
Arun Raha, executive director of Washington's revenue forecast council, said
in an interview with The
Spokesman-Review
that
thc state council predicted
in November there would
be a $5.7 billion dcficit.
The council said thc first
step will likely be to make

cuts to programs and thcn
look into tax increases.

Part of stimulus
package to fund
high-speed rail
A portion of thc cco-

nomic stimulus package
passed by Congress two
weeks ago will go towards
funding high speed rail in
the United States.
About $8 billion of the
5787 billion package will
be allocated towards paying
for high speed rail systems
in 11 regions around the
country
The trains may be able to
go as fast as 110 miles per
hour.

Serbian officials
ordered to pay
Muslims millions
A court ruled that Serbian authorities in Bosnia
pay Muslims $42 million
for mosques that were destmyed in the 1990s.
During thc Bosnian civil
war from 1992 to 1995. 16
mosques were destroyed in
Banja Luke in Republika
Srpsaka and 100,000 civilians vere killed.

Unemployment
numbers compel
Irish protesters
More than 100,000 peopie gathered in Dublin,
Ireland's city center Feb. 21
to protest how the government has responded to the
recession.
Ireland's recession began
in September of 2008 and
there arc currently about
325,000 people unemployed
collecting benefits from the
government.
Organizers said the turnout was about half of what
was expected.
The recession has progressed more quicldy in
Ireland than in many other
European Union countries,
officials said.
Compiled by tune Wootton

Sources: SpokesmanReview, New York limes,

BBC

Melissa Challender
Assistant Ncws Editor

Whitworth first-hand:*
The letter, signed by Marianne Hansen, director of admissions and enrollment services,
Twelve prospective Whitworth students re- tells students about the benefits of a campus
ceived letters congratulating them on their ac- visit, such as spending the night on campus, at.ceptance and inviting them to visit Whitworth tending classes and going on a campus tour.
shortly after receiving an official letter denying
Pfursich said some students who received the
thcm admission.
two letters called wondering if they were actual.
The batch of letters scnt to the 12 applicants 'y meant to receive the second letter congratuwas meant to be directed at students who had lating them on thcir acceptance, or if it was just
already been admitted to Whitworth, Fred a mix-up on Whitworth's part.
Pfursich, vice president of admissions and fi"We didn't really receive a lot of feedback;
nancial aid. said. An informational brochure one or two calls is what I recall from what I've
about visiting campus was also included with been told," he said.
thc letters.
Pfursich said he remembered one student
"It hints at the fact that they've been offered who called from Hawaii.
admission," Pfursich said. "It's not in any way an
"I heard that she had called to ask about the
admissions acceptance letter."
confusion and just to make sure that shc was
Phrasing in the letter may have caused con- understanding what this was and why shc was
fusion among students.
receiving it," Pfursich said.
"Congratulations again on your acceptance
Nobody seemed angry about the conflicting
to Whitworth University! We are honored that letters, he said.
you are considering Whitworth as your next
"If it was an official acceptance letter, I think
destination in life: thc letter reads. "We en- for surc there would have been more confucourage you to visit our campus and experience sion and more consternation." Pfursich said. "It

Search process
continues for a
new business dean
Michella Sutherland
Staff Writer
The School of Global
Commerce and Management sccms to be missing
someone vital thcsc days:
the dean.
The search for a new
dean has been underway
for the past two years.
Since then, five candidates
have come to campus, but
for somc reason or another, the candidate fell
through.
Craig Hinnenkamp, the
currcnt interim dean sincc
July 1, 2008, will end his
duties as of June 30 of this
year unless he is rehired.
"It is very common
among departments to
have interim dcans for extended periods of time
said profcssor of marketing Brad Sago.
Two candidates for the
position came in for interviews during Jan Term.
"We are being very slow
and deliberate, Hinnenkamp said, explaining the
reasoning behind the long
wait for a new dean.
The department is
searching for a candidate
that would fit their academic and philosophical
views.
"We aren't going to just

put anyone into this posi-

tion," Hinnenkamp said.
Michael Le Ro» vice
president of academic affairs and the head of the

search committee, has
been working with ninc
-other faculty members to
find the best candidate for
this position.
When ncw candidates
visit Whitworth, thc committee asks students to
give their verbal and written opinions.
"We value what our students think and ask them
to critique our candidates
when thcy give presentations," Sago said. "Even
though they aren't a part
of the actual candidate
selection, their opinions
matter to the rest of the

seemed to be that either people that receive.d it
didn't seem to think twice about it, understood
that it was a mistake or probably just didn't feel
like it was necessary for them to follow up
with us, anyway."
I lansen said in an e-mail interview that the
department contacted the students about the
situation.
Vhen we realized these two letters crossed
paths, we felt that the campus visit letter might
liare scnt a mixed message to the student," I fansets said. "I followed up with an e-mail to those
12 students apologizing for any confusion."
Pfursich said Vhitworth did not receive any
phone calls from students' parents.
"Part of that I suppose is that the letter's not
sent to the parents; it's scnt to the student's attention," he said.
A student who was already denied admission
to Whitworth and then received the second letter may not have thought it necessary to share
with their parents, he said.

Contact Afelissa Challetukr at tnelissa.challenderewhitworthian.cont.

ROBINON: Book aim. ed
continued from page 3

them,

but

at Christian leaders
developing

their gifts.
The idea for thc book
started forming in Robinson's mind during a
Christmas Eve service a
couple ycars ago.
"Just the idea of writing
about leadership and how
John saw Jesus as a leader
got me started," Robinson
said.
Ile speaks about how
leaders play to their
strengths, not trying to
do things that arc beyond

We are influenced by

coln Award for Ethics and
Excellence in Business,
and "leadership titan- Jim
Collins.
"(Working
on
the
booki was helpful for my
own leadership and so if
some people find it helpful, that would be great,"
Robinson said.

nature and nurture, but
we are imprisoned by neither," Robinson writes in
the introduction.
Within each chapter,
Robinson not only explains his point using his
opinion. but brings in
stories from his life and
the lives of great people
such as father Damien
Contact Ira McIntosh
de Vetiver. Aaron Feuer- 'at int.tncintosh@it.hitworstein. winner of the Lin- thian.cons.

committee:
Hinnenkamp said the
committee would like to
have the dean position
filled by the beginning of
the academic year.
If a candidate is not
given an offer by April,
the committee will state
that they have "failed thc
search." This means that
the search will be suspended during the summer
months and svill reconvene during fall semester.

Choose Social

Contact Aficitella Sutherland at ntichella.sutherland@whitworthiatt.com.

Work at EWU
Eastem Washington University's

School of Social Work's Aging Studies

Program gives you the opportunity

to help the frail and vulnerable
elderly.There's a high demand for individuals with diverse backgrounds.
Nationally recognized faculty will train you in a collaborative, real-world

environment for one of the 10 fastest-growing careers.

Social Work Pmgrams
Bachelor of Social Work

whitworthian.com
click it lcnow it share it

contact Diane 5omerday, MSW 5093591A82

Full-time Master of Social Work
Part-time Master of Social Work
contact Panda Valdes, M5W, PhD 509_359.6772
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EDITORIAL: IN THE LOOP

New semester gives ASWU
room for improvement
Each year, the Editorial Board reviews the past semester to highlight arcas where ASWU executives and the Assembly have succeeded
and where they can improve in thc spring.
PRESIDENT

When he ran for ASWU president last year, Obe Quarless had a lot

of specific ideas that were both refreshing and, mostly, achievable. Although these were great promises, Quarless has yet to deliver on most
of them. Fie has only achieved one out of the five promises he listed in
a voter's guide last spring the Booty Clubs punch cards.
To be fair, holding Assembly meetings in dorm lounges would be
both difficult and inefficient. However, posting a summary of the
night's meeting in the HUB would not require a lot of effort, and it
could help ASWU bccomc more visible to the student body something that Quarlcss mentioned was a goal during his campaign.
Quarlcss also emphasized a desire to give students a voice. However, the majority of students are not being formally consulted on major
issucs through constituency reports.
Part of this may bc Quarless's leadership style. Quarless said that he
works a lot behind thc sccncs, which is not in and of itself a negative
approach. Members say hc has been encouraging and supportive inside and outside the meetings, which is something wc applaud. However, when serious discussion starts, Quarless tends to take a passive
approach and let others talk. While this is sometimes needed, a president must also be able to stand firm and take thc lead in providing
direction for thc Assembly and its discussions.
EVP

he

Editorial Board expressed conccrns last spring that Executive
Vicc President Kalen F.shoff's lack of ASWU experience could cause
problems, and in somc cases it has. When a Warren representative left
last fall for personal reasons, the election to fill the position happened
just barely within the timeline established in thc Bylaws, and other
Assembly members, and sspccially Warren residents, wcrc unaware
of thc interim appointment. A vacant senator or representative position is not uncommon, yet Eshoff did not know how to handle the

situation.
In addition, there has been a lack of oversight within the Assembly. Members have bccn missing Assembly and committee meetings
without sending proxics and not signing up to assist with Assembly
functions. While managing thc Assembly is something Eshoff as EVP
is responsible for, it is also the responsibility of members to follow
through with their duties as well.
liowever, we applaud the efforts Eshoff has made to try to streamline programming by studcnt leaders. This was a topic she spoke
about during hcr canspaign, and it is refreshing to sec her strive to
follow through on this goal. We look forward to seeing if there will be
fruits from her labor.
FVP

Financial Vice President Kendra I Iamilton came into thc year with
thc most experience on ASWU, and it shows. Last spring, Hamilton
said shc wanted to change thc way dubs arc formed to make it easier
for students. The significant numbcr of new clubs chartered this year
proves that she has been effective in that way.
lowever, Hamilton's strong personality which makes her effective
administratively tends to overpower other executives, especially during meetings. This has contributed to the passive inaction at times
from the othcr executive officers.
One of Hamilton's goals during her campaign was to keep a large
amount of money unallocated. However, that money was gone by the
cnd of November. Yes, a significant requisition to cover an additional
representative, as well as the minimum wage increase, contributed to
this. However, if additional funds are available this spring, we urge
Hamilton to approach the money with a bit more financial conservatism than was exhibited this fall.
ASWU

The ASWU body as a whole has made some strides this year. Subcommittees were formed and out of one of those came a proposal to
restructure the Assembly to make it more effective. We applaud the
task and accomplishment of thc Assembly in this action, and hope to
see more specific projects tackled this spring.
It is yet to be seen whether students have a greater connection to
the Assembly this year or whether students' interests are being heard
and communicated. Students-at-large have been sparse on some committees. And guest speakers, often administrators who students have
questions for and an interest in hearing from, have for the most part
only spoken to the Assembly during its GE-330 class time. Because
minutes are not kept during class times it presents challenges for
those who want to go back and review comments or provide information to constituents.
The executives and the Assembly as a whole still have three more
months to serve the student body in ways that are both transparent
and effective. We look fonvard to seeing what they will do.

Editorials in the "In the Loop" section reflect the majority, opinion of
the Editorial Board, which is made up offive editors.

Aiken Bertson/Whitsvorthian

Streaking: Save the legacy
football field during the Homecoming
halftime show.
CARRISA
Sadly, that incidcnt would
PAW ELL
prove to be the beginning of the
decline in streaking at Whitworth. At the halftime show the
The worst thing that could ncxt year, a group of Mac resihappen while one is performing dents hid in their float with thc
is to be upstaged, whirls is exactly intcnt to expose themselves whcn
what happened to comedian Jeff thc float was safely on the far side
Dye during his rcccnt show at of the track. However, thc signal
Whitworth. While Dye was about was given early and thcy ran out
to launch into a joke regard- at the wrong time, revealing eving geese, thc crowd's attcntion erything to a vcry near crowd.
turned to three guys streaking The group was punished by the
past the window of the Multipur- administration and ASWC, and
pose Room. Needless to say, Dye submitted a letter of apology to
The Whitworthian.
cvcr quite won the crowd back.
Since this occurrcncc, there
Streaking is ä bit of a touchy
subject at Whitworth. Students have been few noteworthy streakopinions vary based on whether ing incidents over the years.
However, one in particular stands
they're comfortable with it.
"I'm not against streaking," out for its participants. In 1993, a
McMillan resident Chris Adams grotip of 250 women from Warsaid. "But now it's more of a not ren, Stewart and Baldwin-Jenkins
jogged across campus in their unpolitically corrcct thing to de
Streaking has become a bit of derwear in what was henceforth
an anomaly at Whitworth. You known as the "Maidenform Run':
The occurrences of the nude
may not know it, but our campus
was once home to a select group dash have been few and far between in recent years. The "Ntaidcalled the Society of Streakers.
The Society of Streakers came enform Run" is the most recent to
into existence during the winter warrant a story in The Whitworof 1965-1966. Membership was thian.
"Streaking is something you alrestricted to male students who
could make the dash past a row %vays heard about from your parof women's dorms, according to ents; Adams said. "Now it's going
the March 8, 1974 issue of The away;
The decline in streaking cerWhitworthian.
Whitworth'sbiggest year for the tainly can't be due to an increased
nude fad was 1965. One dorm in level of modesty or discomfort
particular was known for its team with our bodies. Society as a
streaks across the loop. Another whole has become more immodgroup performed to the tune of est since the 1960s. If you think
the "William Tell Overture
Whitworth is an exception to the
Streaking saw a resurgence rule, you have only to look at the
in popularity in 1987 when Mc- popularity of the partially nude
Millan Hall portrayed the era of calendar the Carlson Men of Arthe 1970s by streaking across the end put out every year. There is

no doubt that those students arc
comfortable with their bodies.
The decline in streaking is unfortunate. We wouldn't dare do
such a disservice to our other
traditions. If someone were to
suggest phasing out Traditiation,
the whole school would protest
before allowing that to happen.
Why should it be any different
%vith streaking?
We should honor our roots. For
too long we've been a quiet, stagnant campus. Perhaps we need to
take a cue from Horace and seize
the day. If not now, when will you
ever get the chance to do something this crazy again? College is
the time to act up and do ridiculous things. Streaking around
your workplace has the potential
to ruin your career, while streaking across the Loop has the potential to create a legend.
Some argue that forcing your
nudity on others is not appropriate. "I think it's funny, but something I appreciate at a far distance;
sophomore Jori Grant said when
asked about the practice. Part of
the mystique of streaking is to
do it on a foggy night, or just far
away enough from a crowd to be
scandalous.
Streaking can also create a long
lasting bond between students
that do it together. Nothing does
a better job of bringing people together than public nudity.
It is reassuring to know that
some students are keeping the
daring legacy alive.
"I've definitely done it a couple
times this year; Adams said.
Carpe diem!
PAWELL is a sophomore majoring in political

science. Comments can be sent to carrisa.

pawellpthitworthian.com.

WHITWORTH SPEAKS OUT: DOES STREAKING HAVE A PLACE AT WHITWORTH?

I think it has a
place at every
college campus. I
think itt a part of
college life."

AlexCalvert
freshman

'Yes, it's a nice
tradition.'

"No, I feel like it
would make a lot
of people
uncomfortable."

latydMadlena,

Brittany Thompson,

sophomore

freshman
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OPINIONS

New art building
doesn't feel like
home quite yet
ELIZABETH

JOHNSON
MAW

This past fall I found myself walking past the old
Fine Arts Building to my classes in thc new one. It
was hard to look at, all those new and foreign peo.
pie taking classes in the building that had shaped so
much of my life for the last three years.
It felt like svalking by an old boyfriend who had
left you for a new girl, one who was decidedly less
stunning and clever than yourself. It was the feeling you get seeing them walk by together, seemingly
happy, holding hands.
I could be waxing poetic, but that's really the only
thing I could liken it to. I swore that I wouldn't step
foot in it again until it was demolished. I didn't sum
to remember it with all thosc new people infesting
it. I wanted it to remain a purc sanctuary, likc it was
for me in those early years of college.
The Lied Center for thc Visual Arts is striking and
clean, well designed and a long time coming. It has
no soul. though. Hopefully one day, with the love of
many students, it will come into its own. For me it's
the new boyfriend who is perfect in every way but
I just can't fall in love with. I plan on leaving him in
a few months to find someone clsc, but for now we
live together and, I mean, I have all my stuff at his
house, so it's just inconvenient, you know?
But really, the new art building is great. The
equipment is fancy and new, thc spaces are large and
bright. the gallery is not an embarrassing little dassroom painted white to look like a gallery. It truly is
an asset to this institution, whether or not students
are aware of it. The art building is finally a space of
the caliber of its professors, where they arc able to
instruct without the constraints ola small building
not designed for its use. And hopefully it will attract
thc caliber of art students which the faculty would
love to guide.
The skeleton of the old art building is an empty
tomb for no It sits within sight distance of thc new
building an-d it haunts me. i liked jis quiet places,
the small dark spaces. There arc no dark spaces in
the new building, no place to call my own. All its
newfangled bells and whistles make mc feel like an
old woman learning how to work the Internet. The
automatic florescent lights are motion detecting and
don't allow one to bask in the orange glow of thc
streetlights likc in thc old building. They are stark,
bright and unforgising.
Maybe it's just because I haven't made any memores in the new building. There are no late night
conversations with dear friends in moody lighting
to reminisce about. There are no nights careening
towards morning light spent drawing in the studio.
It's not even possible for memories like that to be
made in the new building, where you will be kicked
out at one in the morning by security.
I hope that the new art students make memories
in the new building. I hope they fall in love with its
crevasses, wherever they may be, as I certainly havc
yet to find them. I hope they have good conversations with friends, commune with their work and
grow in art and in life in that building. It's too late
for me, my time is past. My heart will always remain
with the late great Fine Arts Building.
JOHNSON is a senior majoring in printmaking. Comments can be sent ta

elirabettijohnsors@whitworthian.com.

Don't disregard white history
African-Americans aren't the only race
with a unique and diverse heritage
white cultural backgrounds would
make them look like KKK members.
JOSH
Thinking that white is all right does
SWAYNE
make a person a racist. It makes
not
cxv.,ot
them ethnically balanced. If all the paler American etlinicities are subsumed
white is seen
Vith soul food and gospel explo- by the genre "white," andsow the seeds
that
then
doesn't
bad,
as
sions, Whitworth is celebrating Black
pale people and
History Month. Certainly no one is ex- of antagonism between
to be proud
are
encouraged
who
those
cluded from the festivities for not beof
their
effinicities?
ing black: black history is open for apEach of the many paler etlinicitics
preciation and enjoyment by anyone,
has
its own unique share of the Ameriregardless of color or culture. However,
can
experience.
of
history
sugblack
the celebration
According to About.conis history of
gests what might wrongly be supposed
as its antithesis: celebration of white U.S. immigration. Irish people ended
up taking jobs that
history.
were too dangerous
Admittedly, celto let valuable black
ebration of pale
"'White' is fille d with peoples
slaves perform. Many
people's history may
Irish consequently
seem ridiculous to
and heritaget that should be
likely pale
some
died building causehonored, not melted away"
pc9ple who are worways and canals. JOYS
ried about being pocrammed themselves
litically correct.
and thousands of
"Why celebrate white people?" some years of culture into New York's Lower
might say. Wouldn't that be an affront East Side. and Germans created havens
to the many ethnic minorities white for their persecuted faiths in Pennsylpeople have screwed over? Native vania. 1Vhite" is filled with peoples
Americans? Latinos? Black people?
and heritages that should be honored,
No, such a celebration shouldn't be not melted away.
offensive, but in order for this to be
Granted, many pale people today
properly understood, some perspec- identify themselves as Euro-nuttts, and
tives on whiteness should probably be generic European history and tradition
changed.
can be celebrated easily enough. Core
"Whiteness" itself is a suspect way. of
is available to all Whitworth students
looking at the decedents of Russians,
wanting niorc Vestern Civilization.
Poles, Germans, French, Irish, Italians,
People should value that Euro-traScots, Scandinavians and all the other
dition
as they should any other influ"white people" who have wrongly
ential
set
of traditions worldwide, but
been boiled. simmered and reduced
what
I
am
talking about is connection
to match thc Anglo-Saxon, I'rotesto
shades of white that
the
particular
tant white sauce that fills much of the
American nicking pot. Pastiness isn't don't have a month, that largely go una cultural heritage: it doesn't mean our celebrated.
"The whife culttare is made up of
ethnic storics arc all thc same.
many
different races and each one deBSU vice president Stcphainc Beans
said this about white culture: "I re- serves to be appreciated individually
member talking svith a student, and bccausc for too long they have bccn
she said she felt that shc can't embrace placed as one," Beans said.
Toda» a whitc culture is too broad
her Gcrman culture because it has
been clumped into the 'white' scction, to define. Black and white are and arc
so thcrc is not a real reason to celebrate not about skin color. Culture and hisit:'
tory have been madc synonymous with
Beans also suggested that white pigmentation, but how is a Scotch-Jew
people might feel that celebrating their opinions columnist the same as an

at

whitworthian.comReal life is preferable to

"reality" TV
Tim Takechi

Give chivalry a chance
Ira Mdntosh

Amish person or a Kennedy? We're
not, excepting skin color. As people
celebrate blackness (tvhich is so very
much more than blackness), the history of whiteness (which is so much
more than whiteness) has a right to
celebration as well.
As Beans said, schools often focus
heavily on Euro-history and less on
other races, who also need to be recognized. African-American history. has
its place in society because it has been
overlooked. Beans said.
Still, for darker people, paler people
and any other color-coded people, history is the mine from which WC Can
unearth the differences that make us
unique as peoples and the conunonalities which make us unified as people.
There arc too many pale ethnicities
that make up the average white person
for tach ethnicity to have a month or
even a week, but if you are white, then
separate yourself into the many appreciation-worthy histories that comprise
you, and value them. Know yourself,
and all the storics that converged in
you.
SWAYNE is a senior majoring in English. Crxnments can

be sent to joshswaynegwhitvrorthiancom.

Witnesses' actions a sign of the times
BEN

GAR VES
=Awn

On Feb. 12, an Ecuadorian immigrant was hit and
dragged 17 miles to his
death in New York.
Captured on a security
camera, the film showed
a pedestrian w-atching as
the man was hit by an SUV
while crossing at an intersection. A second car swerved
around the body.

Read More opinions columns online

Annent Aarrrilinlawerthun

These vehicles were followed bya large van that thcn
drove over the body, catching it on its undercarriage
and carried it away. None of
the three cars stopped.
The next morning thc
ncws was filled with headlines reading that the body
was dragged almost 20 miles
through Brooklyn.
As the facts were made
available, it became known
that the first driver stopped
farther down the road, called

the police and returned to moral and ethical actions.
the site. Seeing no body in
If, on the autopsy report,
the road, the driver assumed it is discovered that the man
he had been mistaken.
was not dead before he was
The driver of the van made dragged, should it be conit home before he noticcd sidered an act of homicide
the body underneath the car that these individuals did
and called the authorities.
nothing to save him?
According to the AssoOnly four days earlier a
ciated Press, officers have Spokane woman, Susette
ruled the death acciden- Werner, was hit and dragged
and
tal
15 blocks
will not
through
charge the
"Are our schedules so busy, cell
do wntwo drivt o wn
phone minutes so important
ers with
Spokane.
and time so valuable that we
crimes. wouldn't
Is
it
have flagged the van
However,
safe
to
down to save a man's life?"
assume
questions
still
rethere are
main.
similar
Why did the pedestrian witnesses who chose to do
do nothing? Why didn't the nothing?
second car stop, having seen
Is this a sign of people in
the man hit?
society growing apart? Are
In this situation, these in- our schedules so busy, cell
dividuals are just as, if not phone minutes so important
more, guilty than the people and time so valuable that we
who hit and dragged the wouldn't have flagged the
body. It should be inherent van down to save a man's
in our programming as hu- life?
man beings to react, in this
Would you choose besituation, by taking thc right ing late to or missing work

for a pesky investigation, or
would you just assume that
somebody else will be able
to takc thc responsibility?
If you say to yourself, "I
wouldn't do that, I am a normal person,' what is it that
makes you different than
the three witnesses to the
dragging in New York? They
were "normal people."
In a time of economic decline and rise of impersonal
formsofcommunication like
text messages and e-mail,
we need to look inward. It is
very possible that the monsters wc have become arc so

normal in day-to-day life
that we wouldn't notice.
It is probable that the two
witnesses that did nothing to
help lave watched the video
YouTube or the !toys
and have said to themselves
"What have I done?"
The man who was hit
could have been you.

sophomore majoring in
political science. Comments can be sent
GA RVES is a

to ben.garvesgwhitworthian.com.
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Play brings valuable
message to campus

a humor column by /slic Vargus
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Nobody cares about
you or your 25 things
Recently there has been an outcry
against Faccbook due to a switch in
thcir terms of service. The ncw tcrms,
or TOS as the big dawgs say, basically
states that Faccbook can hold all your
information indefinitely.
For instance, after you've deleted
your profile, thcy can kccp your info
and scll it. Seriously, it said this. There
was so much e-whining that the site
reverted to their old Terms of Service
until they could "figure out what to

do'
Why should that mattcr to us, you
ask? Probably bccausc you were onc
of the 2 million people to post 25

things about yourself that nobody
cares about.
Seriously, half of these supposed
lists aren't even facts, habits or goals.
They're just words. Onc girl I know
has posted four 25 lists. In all that
time she probably could have writtcn
a book about herself. Shc could have
called it: "My Life Has Been Meaningless and Boring to Read About Up
Until ibis Point. It Would Probably
13e Better If You Didn't Read This

Book:
And that sccms to be onc of the
critical problems with these lists: a list
of 25 random things about yourselfis
neither interesting nor illuminating.
As a matter of fact, thcy mostly seem
to prove the point that you, well, you
kind of suck.
Instead of expressing my extreme
disdain for thc writers at the cnd of
all these notes, I have taken the high
road. I wrotc down all thc worst ones
and compiled them into one super,
super bad list so we could all laugh at
these people together.
Here are the 25 lamest things anyone posted about themselves:
I have never been in trouble until I learned how to binge drink! I got
my first and only M1P junior year of
college, then a month later I decided
to get a DUI. I was wearing all green
(for a stoplight party)!
I've always thought it would be
pretty cool to be eaten by a velociraptor.
I am scared of disease. Period. It
freaks me out. Especially bad ones.
I really like camping, but I don't
like mosquitoes. When they bite me
it itches a i0t.
I don't like getting paper cuts
and then pouring salt and lemon
juice on or around them. I also don't
like third degree burns.
One time I bought a Rubik's
Cube but I couldn't figure out how to
do it. I wish thcy only had one block
on each side.
I think that colors are mostly a

good thing.
My favorite utensil is the spork.
It's like a fork and a spoon's lovcchild!
I know that's technically impossible for them to have love children,
though.
I hate the smell of sulfur. And
just regular fur.
My mom was Ms. November
in 1980.
If I could make two wishes I
would wish for world peace and a
jetpadc.
I can't afford a Cadillac, because I'm only in college. But if I
could buy onc, I would want a hot tub
In the back. Or maybe a living room
or something. That would be so cool.
Nachos are God's greatest gift.
I've been cheating on my boyfriend for like two ycars and he still
doesn't know! LOL
I really like the Jonas Brother. My favorite member is Harpa. I
think there's a Harpo. If not, thcrc
should be.
I don't like feet. They look so
weird. Like squished up hands or
something! OMG! Imagine if people
had feet for hands!
I've never drank brown soda,
eaten ketchup or riddcn a bike. I just
don't sec the point.
My favorite number is 6! Seriously, isn't that interesting?
If I could be a continent, I'd be
Australia, because thcn kangaroos
would live on me.
My favorite number is 6 still!
I have eight friends: Donny,
James, Melissa, Janey, Rob and Rick.
CAPS LOCK IS A FUNNY
WAY TO PRETEND YOU'RE TYPING PREM LOUD! HAHA!
I thought LOL meant "Let's
open letters" for the longest time. It
wasn't until I'd been on the Internet
for like two years that I figured out it
meant "Lots of Laughs."
If I could have any power I
would fly because then I wouldn't
have to drive my car to school every
morning because I could just fly! But I
wouldn't want wings because no matter how much like an angel I looked,
I'd always think people thought I
looked like a chicken.
Guess what my buddy Sullivan's favorite food is? Taco Bell!
And thus condudes the 25 most
worthless, ridiculous things that
you'll never, ever be able to delete off
the Internet. I hope your future boss
likes chalupas.

Sophomore year, my friends and I won
a goldfish at Springfest. For some long-forgotten reason wc wanted to find the most
uniquely disgusting name for our new pet,
and we settled on Vagina. Vagina Rose. And
then there was Vagina Rose Dcux, the goldfish that my friends bought secretly aftcr the
first one died, hoping I wouldn't notice. Poor
fish
just aren't meant to live that dose to
radiators.
Looking back, I have to wondcr, why is
"vagina" the rnost disgusting word we could
imagine? What is so repulsive about a completely normal part of the female body? Half
the world's population has one, so why the
stigma? Why thc shame?
If any of you have ever read "The Vagina
or have ever had a good
Monologues"
heart-to-heart with female friends
you
arc aware that many women have been
taught that thcir bodics are something tei
be ashamed of and disgusted by. "The Vagina Monologues" is a collection of reallife stories, stories of violence and abuse, of
misguided motherly advice and insensitive
lovers, of social stigma and hateful words.
The play screams, "Women! You don't have
to wither away in silence anymore! Other
womcn share your fcars and your feelings,
and you don't have to be ashamed of your
bodics or thc way people have treated them.
You have a voice!"
"The Vagina Monologues" resonated
with women on such a powerful level that
it spurrcd the V-Day movement. According
to its Web site, the organization envisions a
world where women can "spend their lives
creating and thriving rather than surviving
and recovering from terrible atrocities:*
This cpic vision inspired senior Kelsey
Thurman, ASWU special events coordinator,
to bring the play to campus. "The message
of 'The Vagina Monologues' and the V-Day
movement is an empowering one," Thurman
said, "and I don't think issues pertaining to
women and violence against women are well
represented at Whitworth."
Early in the school year, Thurman received permission to host the event and began worldng with thc theatre department.
Senior Julie Kimball was asked to direct the
play and, being familiar with its powerful
message, gladly accepted. As per the V-Day
guidelines, Thurman planned to sell tickets
for the play, giving 90 percent of the proceeds
to a local womens organization and 10 percent to an organization for abused women
in the Democratic Republic of Congo, this
year's V-Day cause.

But weeks before the event was scheduled
to *take place, both Thurman and Kimball
were asked to postpone advertising and production until further notice.
"No onc approached me directly: Thurman said. "I wasn't told who had concerns or
what those concerns were, just that meetings
needed to happen before the event could go
forwarcL"

Kimball, too, was left in the dark. "There
has been a lot of information going back and
forth, and I am outside of the loop; Kimball
said.
This is not the first time Whitworth has
objected to a production of "The Vagina
Monologues: Womcn in Society Everywhere, a Whitworth dub, tried to perform
the play sever-al times on campus, only to
facc a plethora of excuses. This year it was
an objection to advertising guidelines or the
sale of tickets; in years past it has simply been
the argument that Gonzaga isn't endorsing
the play either. The reasoning for rejection
has changed several times over the years, but
the rejection itself has remained consistent.
Do you not sim the glaring irony in trying
to silence a play about giving Women a voice?
And doing so by keeping the young female
coordinators uninformed and at a safe distancc?
Now, it would be casy to attack those who
objected to the play, to toss around words
like "misogyny" and "chauvinist pigs: But to
do so docs not lend itself to an inforrned argument and would not do justice to a cause
dedicated to overcoming hateful words and
actions. Not only that, but I would be too
easily dismissed as yct another raving feminist getting workcd up about my little lady
issues.
So I will not attack. I will say that this
postponement was done with absolutely no
respect for Thurman's or Kimball's time and
voice, and I think the play is only an issue
because those who objected are relying on
preconceived notions of what this play is
about, rather than taking the time to read it
and understand its message.
I will also say thank you. After weeks of
deliberation, Thurman was given permission
to continue with the event, which is now
tentatively scheduled for April 7.
Thank You, Whitworth, for finally realizing the importance of the message of "The
Vagina Monologues: Thank you on behalf of
the abused and the ashamed, and thank you
on behalf of the women of this campus who
have chosen to rise above purging, starving,
cutting and self-loathing. After years of finding excuses to silence this play, thank you for
understanding that a celebration of the body
docs not imply a degradation of the mind

and heart.
SHAPE is a senior majoring in peace studies. Comments can be

sent to rebeccasnape@whitworthian.com.

LETTERS TO THE EDITOR: READER RESPONSES
RE:"EXPRESS YOURSELF WITH
STY1E, NOT SWEATSHIRTS'

Sweatshirts are not
synonymous with slob
Dear Whitworthian:
I was shocked and angered
by Elizabeth Johnson's column titled "Express yourself
with style, not sweatshirts:
The reason this column
enraged me was not only
its blatant accusation of the
overall student population's
laziness, but its implication
\ that a person should be
judged by what they wear.
Admittedly, Johnson
makes a point that it is
possible to express oneself
through their fashion, but

I do not believe that people
wearing sweatshirts and
sweatpants should be called
"lazy" and "a slob: Creativity manifests in all forms
and cannot be determined
through materialism and
fashion snobbery.
A sweatshirt does not
imply laziness. They are
comfortable, re-wearable
and most importantly,
warm. Why should we suffer
the cruel and unforgivable
Spolante weather purely so
others will not think us lazy?
Forgive us then, us members of NASWA, that we are
not as fashionable as high
schoolers, as Johnson accuses. Maybe we have something more on our brains

then what we look like. Here
at Whirtvorth, our education is of mind and heart,
not fashion and beauty. Yes,
fashion can be creative, but it
is not the only outlet of selfexpression.
I feel pity for those who
judge a person by what they
wear. It is impossible to
gauge someone's personality and uniqueness by their
dothes. If you want to know
what is unique about me,
then I say to you Joluison,
and to others who share her
opinion, that perhaps you
should try conversation.

bureo Sandelius
freshman
theatre

VARGUS is a junk( majoring in Engroh. Comments

can be sent to nicrarguseiwhitworthian.com.
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Oakland's
Top Five
Oakland names five films
he thinks every student at
Whitworth should see.

"The Seventh
Seal"
(1957)

Students, faculty, administrators andfriends gathered in a Dave

Festival honors four decades of a life
Miranda Cosand
Staff Itrriter
Hollywood came to the Whitworth campus as part of thc Leonard A. Oakland Filn)

"The

Godfather

and II"
(1972, 1974)

The three genres of film shown at the festival included documentary, Ilollywood and
international. "Phe filmsj capture what I
liare taught and what I believe are important
aspects of film study: Oakland said.

lhe documentary showed on Friday
night. "Soul Searching: A Movie about Teenagers and God: was created by Vhitworth
alumni Mike and Tim Eaton. Tin) Eaton
said he owed much of his interest in film to
Oakland.
"Iles the reason I got into the film industry," he said.
the Whitworth campus:
Ron Shelton. Academy Award-nominated
lhe event required a lot of planning and
intense dedication by Oakland's colleagues. screenwriter and director, spoke with stu"Ye started thinking about the project dents interested in writing for the movies 011
three years ago," professor of English Pame- Saillfday. Shelton directed "Bull Durham:
la Corpron Parker said. ",liow do you honor "Blaze: "White Mc)) Can't Jump: "Tin
someone Who served the institution sdwell Cup: "Cobb: "Dark Bluc'and "I lollywood
for over 40 years?"
I lomicide: and wrote the screenplays for all
Oakland has been teaching at Whitworth of those films except "Dark Blue: Shelton's
since 1966, and has taught a significant screenplay for "Bull Durham." was nominatamount of Whitworth alumni.
ed for an Academy Award in 1989.
"The festival allowed us to see Leonard's
Oakland visited many of Shelton's movie
broad impact on people." Parker said. "For 'sets and said Shelton is l'esponsible for Oakevery one person that was there, there were land's on-site knowledge as a film teacher.
five who wished thcy could conic."
Oakland worked for four months as the asFestival.
"The three-day threefilm event WaS
meant to be the first of an annual or biannual film festival, depending on funds: proles.
sor of English Leonard Oakland said. "Phe
festivalj was a good way to tie the work of
past students in the world of film-making to

sigma to thc director
held a brief acting re
Mite Men Can't Jun
Attendees of the con
was approachable and
dents about the film
aspiring screenwriters
selves, their friends an
"It was really encour

about young writers:

said. "I k told us to wr
The Saturday night
Celebration Banquet
friends and alumni at
IIie Saturday even
of the film festival, bt
tion of my four decade
worth: Oakland said.
'Mc documentazy
produced by alumna
a former English &pal
lhe documentary
is, how he shaped the
the institution shared

Contact Miranda C
sumicolvhitorthiati.co

Fong Kurt/Whaworths.:n

Leonard Oakland teaches the weekly Classic Films class Wednesday nights In the Eric Johnston Science Center auditorium.

"The festival allowed us to see Leonard's broad impact
on people. For every one person that was there, there
were five who wished they could come."
Pamela Corpron Parker
Professor of English

Uhittuarthian
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Attendees of the Leonard Oakland Celebration Banquet Saturday enjoy dinner and conversation."After the dinner, the documentary film "A Portrait of
Leonard Oakland" was shcnem.The film was produced by alumna Andrea Palpant Olney.

Documentary explores high school views of religion
Ryan Graves'

Staff Writer

an

lhe first fihn that kieked off
the Leonard X. Oakland Film
Festival impressed the audience
on Friday night. The film was
based on the book "Soul Searching: the Religious and Spiritual
I.ives of American Teenagers,"
by Christian Smith and Melinda
Lundquist Denton. The documentary was made by Niike and Tim
Eaton, who both graduated from
Whitworth.
The film is a vast look at religion
and teenagers. Ihe film makers
traveletl from Idaho to New Jersey
to find teens to focus on. Different
spiritual levels are shown, from
the devout private Christian high
school student to the agnostic
public school student. Surprisingly, the film makers also decided to
include interviews with both a

Mormon and a Jew.
The documentary is well rnade
and very informative, exposing
the scary and nerve-wracking
world of being in high school and
dealing with thc question of who
God is. All the subjects used were
very diverse, and was best seen by
profiling a youth group that had
stand-off agnostics and faithful
Christians.
lhe film successfully showed
the different levels of religiosity
with American teens. Some teens
were able to articulate their faith
better than a Sunday preacher;
while some teens professed they
vere Christians who couldn't say
who Jesus was to them at all, only
able to say "that's what they told
us:'
One downfall to the movie was
the extensive amount of interview subjects. It took away to the
experience of the film due to the

sheer amount of subjects in the
film confusing the Viewer with so
much background information
it becomes diffictilt to tell them
apart. Another problem with the
film was the feel to it, using music that made the film a bit cheesy
making it seem more like a church
promo video than a professional
documentary.
The documentary is a very relev-ant film, which should have
a wide appeal to its audienCe.
Whether the audience is a church
congregation, a Young Life leadership retreat. or even a sociology
class it accomplishes its goal ofentertaining and educating. The film
was well received by audiences at
the Leonard A. Oakland Film Festival and can be found at Amazon.
corn.'
Contact Rpm Graves at own.
grares@whitworthfint.com.

Yong Kimftlintworthian

Leonard Oakland laughs during a discussion at the banquet
on Saturday, Feb. 20.The banquete which was held at the
Davenport Hotel, was part of the film festival but was also to
honor the 43 years Oakland has been teaching at Whitworth.
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From practices to peiformances, the
Whitworth Choirfamily cherishes every
moment that brings them closer together

Graphic 1.7 Annette Farrrii/Whitworthian

it takes to do what we do and it was really

special to share with an audience who really understands and gets excited about this
thing we do called music," NIcIvor said.
The program was titled "Foretold in Samembers from a variety of different majors cred Story" and included songs in German,
Taylor Faranda
and minors across campus. They practice Latin, Norwegian and English. Featured
Staff Writcr
Monday through Friday throughout the soloists included NIcIvor and junior Filie
VerGowe, with onc song featuring senior
Friday, Feb. 13 was not a day of culmi- school year.
"Representing different backgrounds, Jay I lildebrand on guitar.
nation for thc Whitworth Choir, but rather
I lafso said that the choir performed very
just another milestone on their journey as interests and belief systems, Whitworth
well and was received
musicians. together. The choir performed Choir members come
with enthusiasm, garat the Nlusic Educators National Confer- torther to celebrate thc
ncring a standing ovaence (MENC) Northwest Division Confer- gi ts of the human voice
'We're so dose and I know on
tion at the cnd.
and ensemble memberence at the Davenport Hotel in Spokane.
this trip we'll be getting even
"We're
certainly
choir was invited last summer to ship," said Marc Hafso,
participate in the conference based off of director of choral activi- doser both musically and in our pleased to receive that
friendships."
kind of accolade and I
a competitive audition process through
ties, in thc program for
think wc take that as an
which they submitted past recordings and the conference.
Bethany lierman,
affirmation
of what we
The choir was one of
programs of thc choir as well as a proposed
sophomar choir member
are doing in our work
program for if they were selected.
two university mixed
together and as encourIt was a really cool opportunity to show. gender choirs that were
case our ensemble and our director, but also invited to perform at thc MENC North- agement for thc journey we all share toour department and our school and to share west Division Confcrcncc for an audience gether." liars() said.
Although the moment was special,
with the greater music education commu- of music educators and high school musiMclvor said she believes the greatest renity what is going on at Whitworth: choir cians.
president Kathryn NIcIvor said.
Most of the audience w.a.s made up of ward of choir is the day-to-day rehearsals
The Whitworth Choir is composed of 51 people who know what we do and what and time spent together.

he

WU alumnus
finds work with Obama
Asmara Anyan
Staff Writer
How does a 1Vhitworth art major
end up as part of President Barack

Obarna's Advisor). Council?
Noel Castellanos has the answer.
Castellanos, a 1Vhitworth graduate
and CEO of the Christian Community
Development Association (CCDA),
was named member of Obama's Advisory Council on Faith-Based and
Neighborhood Partnerships on Feb. 5.
The council is the "arm of the federal
government that seeks to connect the
government with local faith-based and
secular organizations to SCP:e people
in need," said Joshua DuBois, executive
director of the council, in a video clip
posted on the Web site of the %Mite
House.
Castellanos, who grew up in northern California, was encouraged to apply to Whitworth by his high school
football coach, who was also his Young
Life leader. He graduated from NVhitworth in 1982 with his badtelor's degree in art.
The most fun during college was
solidifying my faith in Christ and live
that out by serving young people; said
Castellanos, who became a Young Life
leader himself. "I !mew I was called to
do ministry after graduation, whether I
was going to use art or not."
Castellanos got involved in community development, which is very
mudi a aeative process, he said, add-

See COMMITTEE, page 11

'The cool thing we do or the beautiful
thing we do happens every day in that hour
wc spend together. When I think of the
Vhitworth Choir, I don't think of special
performances but just the shared experience," McIvor said.
¿long with several more performances
this spring, the choir is looking forward
to a two-week tour in Argentina and Uruguay starting thc day after commencement.
The trip will consist of home stays, cultural
experiences and performances with local
choirs.
"Since wc mcct every day, we're like a
family," said Bethany Lierman, a sophomore choir member. "'e're so close and I
know an this trip we'll be getting even closer both musically and in our friendships."
With exciting events to look forward tu
and achievements pressing them on, the
choir is focusing on continuing their musical journey together.
"I'm extremely proud of these students,
of the Whitworth Choir. They've worked
very, very hard. We share a very special
community together," lid's° said.
Contact 7ity1or Faranda at tayionfaranda@whirworthian.com.

Food both educates and satisfies
Yong Kim
Assistant Scene Editor
Stephy Nobles-Beans, known affectionately as lama Beans", coordinator
of ministry and multicultural affairs, has
cookcd every meal of the Black Student
Union's annual Soul Food Dinner since its
beginning in 2005.
With thc help of Keith Webster, a Sodcxo employee who has helped every year,
Mama Beans fries every piece of chicken,
bakes every sweet potato pie and boils the
heaps of collard greens in preparation for
the Feb. 20 event as part of Black I listory
Month.
Taking a total of six hours just to cook
the food, from 10:30 a.m. to 4 p.m., Mama
Beans said she purposely takes it upon
4.,
herself to cook.
Gamine Aturhetion/Whitavrthian
"I'm like my mom, I don't likc anyonc in
my kitch," she said. "It's a Southern tradi- Stephy Nobles-Beans, coordinator of ministry a nd multicultural affairs, stirs sweet tea in
preparation for the Soul F-ood Dinner on Friday, Feb.20.
tion for me:
Soul food is very significant in African-Amcrican culture historically go- chickcn is ensuring "it's nice and crispy on "She puts the definition of soul in soul
ing back to the trans-Atlantic slave trade. thc outside and moist on the inside:
food:
Nluch of the cuisine considered to be soul
Mama Beans learned how to cook from
The Soul Food Dinncr event also had
food are originally from areas of Africa, a lineage of women in her family going several performances from Whitworth
like okra, watermelon and black-eyed all the way to her great-grandmother. She and thc community.
peas. Slaves created dishes from the left- even created a soul food cookbook titled
Senior Jordan Kamikawa has attended
overs slave-owners did not eat, according "Southern Cooking." Mama Beans is orig- the event for the past four years.
to soul-food-advisor.com. The term "soul inally from Dallas, Texas.
Learning about African-American hisfood" originated in the 1960s to describe
For Mama Beans, cooking is more than tory is great because there is not a lot of
the Southern-style cooking of African- solving the task of satisfying hungry stom- events like this back home in Maui, KaAmericans.
achs.
mikawa said.
"It's called Soul Food because it's food
"You can't just go in the kitchen and
Cooking for the event the past four
for the soul, and I just love to cook. You start cooking you gotta be in the right years, Mama Beans said "you know you've
have to cook with passion," Mama Beans mood and spirit," she said. "My mom told done a good job when you sec nothing
said.
me if you don't cook with love, it won't left:
The Soul Food Dinner, themed "I Have come out right."
This April will mark her 13th ycar serva Dream; showcased Mama Beans' macaBSU Vice President Stephaine Beans, ing Whitworth's campus and community.
roni and cheese, cornbread, collard greens, daughter of Mama Beans, grew up with a Mama Eteans graduated in 2000.
corn on the cob, sweet potato pie and family that cooks together.
her favorite fried chicken.
She always loved cooking and takes
Contact Yong Kim at yong.kitn@whitMama Beans said the secret of fried it very personally," Stephaine Beans said. worthian.com.
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Spokane Civic
Theatre to put on
'No, No, Nanette'
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The Spokane Civic Theatre is hosting the musical
comedy "No, No, Nanette"
from Feb. 26 through March
15. Shows will be Thursdays at 7:30 p.m., Fridays
and Saturdays at 8 p.m., and
Sundays at 2 p.m.
The tap-dancing musical is a comcdy about a girl
who travels to Atlantic City
for some fun before getting married. The musical
includes the numbers "Tea
for Two" and "I Want to be
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LEFT:Seniors Eric Eddy and Chelsea Sweetin gaze at art In the Bryan Oliver Gallery.The exhibit, by Tom O'Day, is called °Recovery" and is supposed to resemble a hole underground. RIGHT: Anna Collins-Wakeman examines one of O'Day's art pieces in the'underground° exhibit.

rotA
_
StaffiVriter

An hrtril Wham'? thg.an

Tom O'Day passes some of his art up

out of the hole it was buried In for
20 years. O'Day buried the art next
to the old Fine Arts Building and
dug it up on Oct. 2, 2008.

COMMITTEE:

Tom O'Day, a Spokane artist
and full-time instructor at Spokane Falls Community College,
presented his ne%vest art collection
to students and Spokane locals on
Feb. 17 at the opening ceremony
for his "Recovery (twenty years)"
exhibit. After burying numerous
pieces of art in the ground outside
of the Fine Arts Building just over
20 years ago, O'Day returned to
Whitworth in October to retrieve
the items to showcase on campus.
Freshman Molly Groat attended
the exhibit on the opening day
and was able to see thc ne%vly recovered art pieces as %yell as hear
feedback about the art from the

eye," Groat said.

style.
The gallery itself %vas interesting
and interactive for the vic%vers, in

Covering the entrance was a
black cloth, which gave the viewer
a sense of going underground. Inside, O'Day's art pieces were scattered across the floor, hung on the
walls and even suspended from
the ceiling. The ground %vas also
sprinkled with dirt, to make the
art seem as though it had just been
dug up.
The entire room was made to
look like it was located underground. An interesting addition
was that on the wall a video of
the art dig was being projected,
accompanied by an upbeat accordion tune.
O'Day's art exhibit, located in
the Bryan Oliver gallery at the
Lied Center for the Visual Arts is
unique, enjoyable, and a recommended experience.

that the vic%vers are able to %valk
around amongst the art pieces.
"It was visually pleasing to the

Contact Rachel O'Kelley at raclieLokelley@whitworthinit.cont.

artist himself.
She came up with an interesting
interpietat ion of O'Day's artwork.
"I thought it %vas really interesting; its art that imitates life," Groat
said.
His unique technique, which
he calls installation art, involves
a sort of transformation process.
This is often executed in a destructive manner, in which he does anything from exploding, submerging
in water, and more recently burying his artwork and even the art of
other artists who seek his unusual

Castellanos' connections are decidedly advantageous to committee

continuedfrom page 10
ing that his creativity is also
a big part of his writing and
preaching.
Dean of the Chapel Terry
McGonigal
has known
Castellanos since he was a
student at Whitworth and
just recently reunited with
him on his Jan Term "Prejudice Across America" trip.
"Noel is a very solid, focused and humble person,"
McGonigal said. "Ile is
SO steady and clear about
God's vision for his life."
Castellanos moved to
Chicago about 20 years ago
to plant a church in a latino
neighborhood. I le joined
the CCDA as soon as it was
founded in Chicago in 1989,
became a board member,
and was named CEO of the
organization two years ago.
The purpose of the
CCDA is "to inspire, train,
and connect Christians
who seek to bear %vitness
to the Kingdom of God

by reclaiming and restoring under-resourced communities," according to thc
mission statement found
on the CCDA Web site.
Castellanos became a
member of the President's
Advisory Council because
of the connections he has
established as CEO to community groups all over the
country, he said.
"I an absolutely thrilled
for Noel personally; it's a
NVOI1 derful
opportunity,"
NicGonigal said. "But I am
more excited about the fact
that his voice %vill be influencing national politics.
have tremendous trust in
his leadership."
Obama %vants the Advisor). Council to focus on
four different areas, said
Castellanos.
Those areas include how
people and under-served
communities can benefit
more from government
funds, how the number of
abortions in America can

of the 25-member group,

1

Photo courtesy

of The White House Wog

Alumnus Noel Castellanos, far right with glasses, a member of the President's Advisory Council on Faith-based and

neighborhood partnerships, stands near President Obama.

be reduced, how to address
the issue of fatherlessness,
and how to initiate interfaith dialogue.
"The vision of Obama
for the Faith-Based office is
different than the one during Bush's administration,"

http://www.spokanecivictheatre.com.

'Paisley Party
Tour' coming tn
Spokane Arena

After digging up his art, local artist
Tom O'Day puts it back together
Rachel O'Kelley

Tickets cost 516 for students and $26 for adults.
For more information call
(509) 325-2507 or visit

Castellanos said. "Obama
believes that not only religious groups but both faith
and non-faith based community groups can take a
part in transforming neigh-

borhoods:
Despite

the

diversity

which includes several
evangelical Christians, the
president of a Catholic
charity organization, a jCWish rabbi, a Muslim community organizer and an
openly gay nonprofit group
director, according to an
article in the Ne%v York
Times, Castellanos does
not anticipate major issues
of dissension.
"We won't agree on everything," said Castellanos,
adding that the real concern
should be finding common
ground and making positive
contributions to improve
the interaction between
the government, faith and
community groups.
"In the end, it's not about
Noel," McGonigal said. "It's
about %vhat Ivill happen
through him as he does his
faithful work:

Country artist Brad Pais%vill perform at the Spokane Arena at 7:30 p.m. on
Thursday. Feb. 26. Other
acts include Dierks Bentley
and Crystal Sha%vanda.
ley

Paisley's latest CD, "Play:*
was released in November of
2008. His tour, The Paisley
Party Tour, started Feb 24.
Tickets range from $39.75
to $49.75. For more information call (509) 325-SEAT
or visit http://www.ticketswest.com.

Hip-hop dance

celebrating Black
History Month
The 01' Skool Hip-hop
Dance %%ill be held at 7:30
p.m. on Thursday. Feb. 26,
in the Duvall third floor
lounge. The free dance celebrates the hip-hop culture
as an end to Black History
Month.
For more information
contact Jaquette Easterlin
at jeasterlin10@whitworth.
edu.

'Cinderella' to
be performed by
theater group
"Cinderella" will be performed at the Bing Crosby
Theater at 7 p.m. on Feb. 27
and 28. The classic tale is
presented by the Christian
Youth Theater. Tickets cost
$9 for adults.
For more information
call (509) 325-SEAT or visit
www.ticketswest. co m.

Compiled by firanda Cosand

Contact Asmara Anyan
at asmara.anyan@whitworthian.00112.

Source: http://www.spoLmearena.
coml. http://wwwgniander.corn/
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BOX OFFICE
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Check out the top
grossing movies of the
past weekend.
TYLER PERRY'S MADEA
GOES TO

JAIL

$41,120,000

t"

s-.7

1

TAKEN
$11,400,000
,

CORALINE

$11,031,000

11.1111=110

HE'S JUST NOT THAT INTO
YOU

$8,540,000
SLUMDOG MILLIONAIRE
$8,050,000

JCMJ
TOP 15
7liese are the top 15
albumsfrom College
Afedia Journal. For the
full top 20, visit cmj.
com.
ANIMAL COLLECTIVE

1

"Merriweather Post Pavilion"
2

ANDREW BIRD

'Noble Beast"
3

MATT AND KIM

'Grand"
4

LOS CAMPESINOS!

"We Are Beautiful, We Are

Doomed'
5

ANTONY AND THE

JOHNSONS

"The Crying Light"

6

A.C. NEWMAN

-Get Guilty"

7

GLASVEGAS

"Glasvegas"

8

LONEY, DEAR

°Dear John"

9

DAVID BYRNE AND

BRIAN ENO
"Everything That Happens

Will Happen Today"
10 THE KILLERS
"Day And Age"

1

PAINS OF BEING

PURE AT HEART

-The Pains Of Being Pure At

Heart"

12 COTTON JONES
"Paranoid Cocoon"
13

FRANZ FERDINAND

"Tonight: Franz Ferdinand"

14 LADYHAWKE
ladyhawkew
15

BPA

" I Think We're Gonna Need A
Bigger Boar

a

j.
[knit GuanorstiliOutworthun
Susan Kim designed this window on a realistic picture of Bengal Tigers.The windows are behind the desk In the Safari Room In the Davenport Tower.

G LASS .

Whitworth alumna Susan Kim improves
Spokane's sense of class through the glass

Sophie Sestero
Staff lVriter

When Susan Kim came to Whitworth in
1985, she intended to study math. She never
would have expected to become an art lover
and eventually graduate to become a successful
artist. But she did.
-1 got as far as linear algebra and dropped
out," Kim said. -I had to take a history class for
my (general education credits), so I took art
history." From here Kim found herself in many
other art classes. Before she knew it shc had her
art degree.
Kim got her business license in 1994 and
started working at Rainbow Stained Glass. In
1999 she bought thc store and turned it into hcr
very own shop, Reflections. There she is able to
work on current projects as well as display some
of her talents to prospective customers.
Kiln started work on the Davenport Hotel
during its restoration. There were panels that
were in need of serious work beouse they
were made up of the original glass from 1914,
and were bowing and covered in dirt. Kim had
heard no one vranted the job.
was a very dirty job that took a lot of hard
work," Kim said.
The glass from the windows is a quarter of
an inch thick and each 12.x4 foot panel weighed
about 250 pounds. When thc Davenport's construction team drove through a window with a
forklift, they realized they needed Kim's expertise on the project.
When the exterior project was finished. Kim
smoothly transitioned from work out in the
cold to the restoration of the Peacock Room.
The peacock design idea came from hotel
owner Walt Worthy. Kim drafted four sketches
of the peacock before Worthy found one he
liked. Then, that draft was revised fivc times
before it was just right. He enjoys realistic artwork, Kim said. At their first meeting, Worthy
came in holding peacock feathers. He lcnew
from then on exactly what he wanted.
The Davenport Hotel had its grand re-opening in July 2002 after a $30 million renovation.
But, as the hotel was opening, the Peacock
Room was not because it did not make its intended deadline because of time constraints.
"What we were asked to do should have taken us a year," Kim said. -But we only had three
months from the first cut of glass. We were
working like lunatics:'
To design the layout, after Kim was finished
with the sketches, she had to create the metal
insets for each piece of glass as meticulously as
a mathematician calculates numbers.
"Most of the glass cutting was in my house,
in the garage because it didn't fit in the shop,"
Kim said.
The panels were so large that they did not fit
into her work stations. She recalled how large

it

just under 100 days of work, she had only one
day 6ff.
"It was my son's birthday party," Kim remembered.
She had planned a surprise party for him.
While he thought his mom was going to stay
and work another day on the glass. Kim was
actually running around town to collect other
party guests and ensure everything would be
perfect for thc party.
Kim had two main assistants helping her
each day. However, as she puts it, thcy got to go
home at normal hours, while Kim would continue working late into the night. This could be
why when Kim was planning to put in hcr last
piece to thc last panel,
she looked around to
find herself alone in
hcr garage.
The hard work paid
off, though. The custom-made glass that
went into the panels made thc room
one-of-a-kind. The
textured glass makes
thc peacock look
like it could swoop
down from the glass,
or someone could reach up to touch the silky
feathers.
When Kim cntcrs the Davenport shc feels
pride in hcr work.
"My girlfriends and I all love to go there,"
is fun to scc our work, but it is also
Kim said.
fun to walk in and sec people's reactions, take in
something new:*
Still, Kim said when she walks through the
Davenport's doors she secs it as it was before
the remodel was complete; cement walls with
carpet-less floors.
The realistic artwork of the Peacock Room
carried over from the Davenport Hotel to the
Davenport Towers when Kim was asked to do
artwork there. "Worthy] basically gave mc a
picture of the Bengal tigers, a realistic painting
of them, and we turned it into stained glass,"
Kim said. Both of her images, found in the Safari Room of thc Davenport Towcrs, arc realistic stained glass panels of tigers and a family of

it

Courtay of Susan KIM

ABOVE RIGHT:A dose up of the actual window
Kim made in the Peacodc Room.
ABOVE: Klm drew this sketch for one of the
stained glass windows she designed.

the panels for the Peacock Room were by think-

ing about her kitchen table, since that was the
place where she created the panels. The staincd
glass took tremendous amounts of work. For
each of the nearly 6,000 pieces that make up
the panels, Kim and her assistants had to grind
down the glass to make a perfect fit. The glass
is textured too, which resulted with many cut
fingers and boxcs of bandages, Kim said.
Kim put in great personal sacrifice during
thc crcation of the Peacock Room ceiling. In

giraffes.
Since the Davenport job was finished, Kim's
business has been slow. Since stained glass is
considered a luxury, not many customers have

thought them necessary with the slumping
economy. However, in the recent past, Reflections did help renovate the Fox Theatre. Kim
plans to continue doing what shc enjoys and
creating beautiful works of art to be appreciated by many for years to come.
Contact Sopltie Sestero at sophie.sestcro@
whitworthian.com.
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Pirates on to postseason play
Final win clinches second place,
home playoffgame on 7hursday
James Gelfer

_._

;._916%%42

Mill IN UN

NORTHWEST CONFERENCE

Ur A N DEER

double-double for the Pirates
with 21 points and 10 rebounds.
Junior forward Bo Gregg hit six
The Pirates clinched second three-pointers and finished with
place in the Northwest Conference 20 points. Jurich led the I3ucs with
and a home game in the.postsca- 22 points and senior guard Tim
son with wins over Whitman and Sellercit added 20 coming off thc
bench.
Lewis & Clark.
"Sharing the ball has been a
Senior post Calvin Jurich and
sophomore forward David Ri- point of emphasis all year," Riley
said. "Lately everyley each scored 20 or
one has been stepping
more points in both of
up and hitting their
the games.
NEXT GAME
shots, which has led
"It was good to win
NC TOURNAMENT
to more scoring as a
thcsc last games and
team:
gct some momentum
LINFIELD VS.
Vhitworth camc
going into the postWHITWORTH
into the Feb. 22 game
season," Riley said.
with Lewis & Clark
victories:
feb. 26 at 7 p.m.
needing a win to
brought thc Pirates
fieldhouse
clinch second place in
record to 20-5 on thc
the NWC.
season and 12-4 in the
Both teams came out commitNWC.
is the fourth straight
season that the Pirates have won ted to shooting the three in the
at least 20 games, a first in school first half; the Tigers made 10-18
while Whitworth put in 8-12.
history.
Whitworth will host Linfidd on Lewis & Clark was hot early, buildThursday in the first round of thc ing a 14-point lead in the first six
NWC tournament. The teams split minutes.
The Pirates put together a run
thc first two games they played
late in thc half to build ,a 46-44
this season.
"we have to handle the pres- lead at the break..
sure they put on the point guard
The shooters cooled off in the
and defend their two big scorers," second half, but thc teams continRiley said. If we do that well be ued to trade the lead. Senior guard
alright:
Ross Nakamura hit a jumper with
Four different players scored 20 just under five minutes left to put
or more points in Whitwortlfs Feb. the Bucs in the lead. Sale:tit iccd
the game on a three-point play
17 win at Whitman.
The Pirate's three-point shoot- with less than a minute left. Whiting was the difference in the game. worth won the game 83-78.
Jurich lcd the Pirates with a
In the first half Whitworth built a
55-43 lead by shooting 9-13 from doublc-doublc; 21 points and 11
boards. Nakamura finished with
deep.
Whitman was only briefly able 16 points and eight assists.
to bring the deficit to single digits
Contact James Gelfer at james.
in thc second half, lbsing 97-87.
Riley recorded his first ever gelfer@whitworthian.00111.
.

MEN'S BASKETBALL

Assistant Sports Editor

ALL

NWC

UPS

16-0

23-2

WHITWORTH

12-4

20-5

FLU-

,

-

LINFIELD

10-6

12-13

WILUMETTE

8-8

12-11

WHITMAN

5-11

9-16

-

.

1-011-5
GEORGE FOX

4-12

8-17

PACIFIC

3-13

9-16

he

NEXT PIRATE GAME:

Whitworth vs. linfield

7hursday, Feb. 26 @ 7 p.m.

is

WOMEN'S BASKETBALL
ALL

NWC

LGEORGE.F0i

16-0.25-0

UPS
rt

PACIFIC

-AL

11-5

17-8

10-0

18-7

10-6

11-13

-PUT

8-8 -

WHITWORTH

7-9

13-12

5:11

11-14

WILLAMETTE

3-13

4-18

UNFIFID

2-14

3-22

OVERALL RECORD

13-12

BASE BALL

Graerne AtscPhersorrlit'hirrorthian

NWC

ALL

Baseball takes tournament in the desert

LINFIELD

0-0

3-1

WILLAMETTE

0-0

2-1

PACIFIC

0-0

3-2

Joe Westen berg

PLU

0-0

4-3

0-0

2-2

0-0

2-3

WHITMAN

0-0

1-5

L&C

0-0

0-4

Staff Writer

'

The in
baseball
team began the 2009 season
by taking home the championship of the Peoria College Baseball Tournament
in Arizona after losing three
straight games on Thursday
a.nd Friday. Feb. 26 and 27.
The Pirates arrived at

Peoria Sports Complex on
Wednesday to take on three
other teams in a tournament
at the spring training home
of the Seattle Mariners and
the San Diego Padres.
The team opened with a
game against Washington
& Lee from the Old Dominion c'onference in Virginia
which ended in a 16-5 loss.
The Generals tacked on 10
runs in the seventh inning,
pulling away with a 16-5
finish. The Pirates committed five errors which led to
several unearned runs.
Junior catcher Chris
Ilartenhagen homercd and
doubled for the Pirates and
junior designated hitter Luis

Senior post Nate Montgomery defends against Lewis &Clark on Feb.22.

faced off with the Hastings
Broncos (Neb.). 1Vhitworth
pitchers issued nine walks
and hit two other batters
which led to half
of the Broncos
runs.
6-0
Trailing
in the fourth inning, NVhitworth
rallied to pull
within 6-4. Tovar
doubled home
the first run and
TARRELL
came around to
score on senior
second baseman
Chad Flett's single

Tovar had two hits.
Later that day Whitworth
met for the first time tvith
the Bratde- Judn-s cut rif

Massachusetts,'"
which ended in
an 11-8 loss. The
rallied
Pirates
from a 8-4 deficit in the seventh
inning to tie the
game, but the
Judges responded with three
runs in the top of
the ninth to secure the win.
leftJunior
field Dan &let
and junior deshitter
ignated
Nelson
Mitch
eadi contributed
three hits, including a Nelson
homer that was
the game-tying

NELS ON

run.
Tovar also drove in two

runs. Whitworth had four
errors that led to four unearned runs.
On Friday, the Pirates

during the rally.
Flett and junior
right-field Mitch
Ramsay each had
two hits to jumpstart the Pirates
at the plate. The
game ended in a
12-4 'Whitworth

loss.

On Saturday \Vhitworth
turned things around and
took the championship with
back-to-bad:wins.
The Pirates met 1Vash-

ington & Lee once again,
but with dramatically different results. The Generals
1,--4 a 4-2 ;Cad when senior
shortstop Andrew Durant
singled and sent Nelson
home to pull Whitworth
within one.
In the seventh, freshman
third baseman Landon
Scott doubled home the
tying run. Scott scored on
a single by freshman first
baseman JR Jarrell, who put
the Pirates the 5-4 advantage.

Whitworth put the final
nail in the coffin uith a run
scored in the eighth by Durant on account of an error
by the Generals' third baseman. The Bucs only allowed
one more run in the ninth
before sophomore pitcher
Nathan Johnson struck out
Jim Plantholt with the tying run in scoring position
to end the game with a final
score of 6-5.
Johnson gave up only the
one unearned run in 3.2 innings of relief to earn the
win.

Junior pitcher Collin
Gibbs went the first 5.1 innings and allowed four runs
(twe f...-...mcd) on seven hits.
With a win under their
belt the Pirates went at it
again later that da); crushing the Hastings Broncos
15-4 in the championship.
The Bucs supported starting freshman pitcher Peter
Birdwell with a 12-1 lead by

the third inning and wre
never threatened. Birdwell
pitched six innings and
gave up two runs on four
hits with nine strikeouts.
Flett tripled to send a runner home, and Belet added
a two-run double in 'Whitworth's five-nut second inning.
Jarrell hit a three-run
home ruit in the Pirate's
seven-run third inning.
Scott, Flett and Durant each
finished with three hits for
the Pirates, while Belet finished with four runs batted
in.

Contact Joe Westenberg

at joe.westenberg@whitworthian.com.
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GEORGE FOX

UPS
f

WHITWORTH

NEXT PIRATE GAME:
Whitworth vs. Puget Sound
Saturda. Feb. 28 noon

e

:SOFTBALL'
NWC

ALL

WILLAMETTE

0-0

'2-0

PACIFIC

0-0

3-1

0-0

1-

U PS

0-0

2-2

PLU

0-0

1-3

WHITWORTH

0-0

1-2

r GEORGE FOX

0-0

121C,

LINFIELD

0-0

0-0

NUT PIRATE GAME:
Whitworth vs. linfield

Satuniav, Mar. 7@ noon

.
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Made in Washington

MACS

Basketball:
Women's team all hail
from Evergreen State
Colin Zalewski
Staff Writer

As the collegiate sports demographic continues to grow in diversity both nationally and internationally lvith each passing year, the Whitworth women's basketball team has found all
they arc looking for dose to home.
Success aside, on and off thc court, thc team
shares one rare aspect in common: all I I players are home-grown products of the state of
Washington. One may argue the reason for
taking collegiate athletic recruiting to a national or even international level i to tap into various athlete hot spots, but why go abroad when
the hot spot is in your backyard?
"Girls basketball in the Inland Northwest
is a hotbed in the U.S. so I have always felt we
should start here." said Coach Helen Higgs in
an c-mail inteniew. "Then I have branched t(1Z11/
out from there looking for the best players posand work out: Higgs said.
sible."
However, the coach does not believe in limitHiggs backs up her recruiting strategics by
saying roughly 75 percent of the all-conference ing her recourses for thc team's improvement.
players Vhitworth has produced in her 14
She said out-of-state recruiting was done
prior to this year and players are currently beyears as coach have been from Washington.
The coach also credits this rarity to pure co- ing recruited from Illinois, Alaska, Hasaii, Orincidence, but in the collegiate international egon and California. So Vhitworth fans may
game, some reiteration is needed to put this sec some faces from beyond our borders on thc
into perspective.
court next year.
Glancing at the University of Washington
As for this year's squad, their coach has nothmen's tcnnis team. of thc 12 team members, ing but compliments to attribute to them as
four are from America and only two are from thcir season came to a close this past Sunday.
the university's home state.
"This has been a good group to coach. They
Higgs's acknowledgment to the quality of balance competitiveness and fun really well,"
women's basketball in the Inland Northwcst is Higgs said. "We compete when it is time to
such that she feels an obligation to encourage compete and have fun when we are away from
and promote the sport in the ways she recruits thc court:
players.
"I also believe be---....eze basixtball is so strong
Contact Colin Zalewski at colin.zalewski@
here it seems fiscally responsible to start here wititworthian.corn.

*S.
The women's basketball team looks on,
courtsIde, during a
Feb.22 game In the
Fieldhouse against
Lewis & aark. (From
left: Liz Horlatis, Kim
Bluff, Cassle Pilkinton,
Holly Tomlin,
Heather Burke and
Leah Pomante).
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Natalie Turner plunges head first into national competition
Danika Heatherly
Sports Editor
Junior Natalie Turner is
erything you would imagine
Whitworth student athlete.
juggles her sport, academics

ev-

of a
She

and

social life. She's typical. But she's
also extraordinary.
In her last three seasons as an
integral part of Whitworth's swim
program. Turner hasn't yet lost to
another Northwest Conference
competitor in any freestyle event
between 100 and 1,060 yards.
"My first priorities as a student
athlete are to keep up my GPA
while also still loving my sport:
Turner said. And according to
Turner, NVhitworth provides the
right atmosphere to make that ideal a reality.
"I chose to attend a Division
III school so that my emphasis
wouldn't just be on swimming, but
on academics, too: she said.
As a general rule, professors are
supportive of student-athletes and
are willing to adjust course work
around the sport's schedule. Turner
says it's not uncommon to see tests
administered on long bus trips or
coaches excusing athletes when
necessary.
"Everything that we've done all
season has been building up to
what will take place in the next

three days: Turner said during a
Feb. 12 interview.
Since the sport is in its final endof-season stretch, thc team has been
playing music at the pool, having
numerous team meetings and encouraging the freshman in an effort
to keep things lighthearted.
"Every year is a new experience,
with new teammates, new personalities, new friends and more fun,"
Turner said.
The junior added that the friends
she's made at Whitworth are the
friends she'll have for a lifetime.
"It's nearly impossible to leave
this sport: Turner said. She said
her passion for the sport wouldn't
end, even after graduation. She
hopes to stay motivated to swim,
and use it as a way to stay in shape
later in life. At this point, the swimmer can't leave the water for a week
without missing it.
"I played lots of sports when
I was a kid but for some reason
swimming seemed to be the one I
chose to stick with. I love the fact
that I chose Whitworth, kept swimming, and the people I've induded
in my experience here," Turner
saa "I just couldn't imagine it any
other way:'
Contact Danika Heatherly at

danika.heatherly@whitworthian.
COM.
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Junior Natalie Tumer spends time with the kickboard at practice last week gearing up for the National Championships that will take place between March 18-21 in Minneapolis, Minn.
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sports talk with bud bareither

orne Kids do come
Griffey, Jr.

returns to Seattle
Bud Barelther
Staff Writer

Molly Farre1Whitworthian

Junior guard Kim Bluff looks for options during the Sunday, Feb.22 game against Lewis &Clark.The Pirates won 80-72.

Hoops takes final NWC game
Danika Heatherly

14, eventually losing 81-56.

Junior guard Cassie Pilkinton
led the Bucs with 22 points, while
The womcn's basketball team fm- sophomore post Liz Horiatis added a
ished 13-12 overall and 7-9 in the double-double with 12 points and 10
Northwest Conference after Sunday's rebounds.
success in the VItitworth
Whitworth was able to
secure a winning season
Fieldhouse, ending their season with a 80-72 victory over
in their last game against
Lewis & Clark Feb. 22.
visiting Lewis & Clark.
Juniors Natalie Offal,
The Pirates played their
final road game on Feb. 17
I loriatis and Pilkinton lcd
the Pirates, each scoring
against Vhitinan.
in doublc-digits. Orrcll
Whit man held IVIritworth
totaled 25 points and was
to just 25 percent shooting
9-11 from the field, adding
from thc ficld in the first
OR RELL
nine points from behind
half, building a 20-point
the arc. Pilkinton and
lead at halftime.
Iloriatis followed closely behind with
In the second half the Pirates
couldn't bring the deficit to less than 23 and 14 points, respectively. As a
Sports Editor

team, Whitworth was 25-50 from the
field.

Pilkinton gave the Pirates their
largest lead of the first half on a threepointer with less than 10 minutes to
play.

The Pirates led by three at the cnd
of the first half (35-38) and maintained the lead to claim victory in the
season's final game.

Four graduating seniors were honored prior to the game: Alida Bower,
Tiffany Corigliano, Jamie Scott and
Holly Tomlin.
The win gave the Pirates a winning
overall record and sixth place finish
in the NWC.

Contact Danika Heatherly at danika.heatherly@whitworthian.com.

Tennis tearns make clean sweep
Kara Heatherly
Staff1Vriter

After a clean sweep Friday afternoon against George
Fox, the 'Whitworth men's tennis team spent nine and a half
hours dueling the Pacific Boxers, twice.
Sophomore Colin Barrett said the toughest part of a double header is getting pumped for the next match after just
having seen the same pair in competition.
Barrett and his partner, sophomore Colin Zalewski, defeated their doubles opponent 8-1 in the morning match.

Thc pair had a 7-2 lead in their second confrontation that
afternoon, but lost the match 8-7.
Despite the loss, the team defeated the Boxers in both
matches Saturday, taking Pacific 6-3 in thc morning and
5-4 in the afternoon.
Down 2-1 after doubles in thc second match of the day,
junior Ntichael Shelton, and sophomores Joe 'Wales and Zalewski, the No.1, 2 and 3 single players för the Pirates, respectively, liad catching up to do. With a dean sweep of the
top three the Pirates were able to hold on as Barrett, junior
Kellen Octgen and sophomore Brian Lays took the court in
the afternoon.
"We're a lot deeper this year," Barrett said. "Especially
with thc addition of Michael Shelton."
Coadt Mike Shanks said his favorite thing about the
team in onc word is teachability.
"It's because of that that they're able to improve," Shanks
said.
Six hours into the day the first round of singles was just
preparing for warm up.
"Tennis is a mental game," Wales said. "You play for the
good days."
Shelton added, "You get a rush when you do something
amazing, and it's addicting. You fecl like you should be able
to do that all the time."
The Whitworth women also traveled to Oregon to play
Pacifc and George Fox. The Pirate women matched the
success of the men's team on Friday afternoon with a dean
sweep at George Fox.
"When we got there on Friday to play George Fox, the
lineup was all different so we figured we just had to go in
and play our game since we didn't know what to expect,"
freshman Ntya Towne said.
The women never let up.
"It was pretty physically draining," Torne said. "It's annoying to play the same people in a matter of a few hours:'
No. 1 singles player, freshman Alli Marshall was defeated

Michael Wittwer/Whitworthian

Sophomore Joe Wales, junioe'. Michael Shelton play doubles.
in her afternoon match against Pacific's Cat Goya, but the
rest of the Pirate women won matches to give the Pirates
the advantage, raising the weekend total to 26 wins and one
loss.

Next week the men will travel to face Puget Sound and
Pacific Lutheran and the women have scheduled home
matches against the two NWC competitors.
Contact Kara Heatherly at kara.heatherly@whitworthian.
cont.

When word broke late Wednesday that Ken Griffey, Jr.
chose to sign with the Mariners over the Atlanta Braves,
hysteria broke loose through Seattle, the likes of which
hadn't been seen since Starbudcs offered SI lattes. Griffey
is the player that single-handedly saved baseball in Seattle,
a transcendent figure who loomed larger than the Space
Needle. The "Kid" was the greatest all-around player of the
1990s and the image of him scoring the winning run in the
1995 ALDS against the Yankees will forever be etched into
the minds of Mariners fans.
Junior made 10 straight All Star games in the '90s, as
well as collecting 10 Gold Gloves and seven Silver Slugger
awards. He hit 382 HRs in the decade and drove in 1091
runs, punctuated by his MVP season of 1997 when Griffey
put up a line of .304 BA-56 HR-147 RBIs. He is a definitive
first ballot Hall-of-Famcr and was the only active player to
be named to the All-Century Team.
But Junior is so much more than just mind-boggling
riumbers. He was the young kid with the backwards cap
and 1000-mega%vatt smile. He played the game with such
passion and reckless abandon that he won over fans not
just in Seattle, but everywhere the Ntariners played.
Griffey's love of baseball was evident each time he stepped
onto the diamond. He was thc prodigal son ola struggling
franchise, sent by the gods of baseball to leave an indelible
mark upon the Ntariners, finally giving them the identity
thcy had sought for so long. The clouds sccmcd to shy away
everytime junior came to the plate, and the sun shone just
a little bit brighter each time he robbed a foe ola would-be
homcrun.
Just as when he burst onto the scene in 1989, Griffey
is joining a Mariners team that
needs him much
more than
he Griffey is the player that singleneeds them. The
handedly saved baseball in
Niariners lost 101
Seattle,
a transcendent figure
games last year,
who
loomed
larger than the
and would undoubtedly struggle
Space Needle.
to scll tickets with
the down economy
and a god-awful
mediocre team. Not any more; Griffey's 1 year, $2 million
contract will look like a bargain when factoring fri all the
ticket and merchandise sales that will accompany his return (the deal could reach upwards of S4 million depending on his performance and ticket sales). Junior's #24 jersey
will sellout quicker than the Turbo-Ntan action figures in
"Jingle All the Way."
However, Junior isn't just some golden cow for the Mariners to trot out onto the field. He still has some gas left
in the tank, and is eager to prove that he can perform at
a high level. Although last season's numbers weren't great
(.249-18-71), Griffey is certainly an upgrade over Endy
Chavez in left-field, and should also see some time at
(again, not hard to improve over Jose Vidro's performance
last season). It's not unreasonable to expect him to hit .270
with 20-25 HRs and 80 RBIs. And who knows, maybe that
fresh breeze blowing in off the Puget Sound will rejuvenate
Junior enough to capture the spirit of 1995, and play one
last time like the kid Seattle fell in love with all those years
ago.
Seattle sports were in desperate need of a shot in the arm
after losing the Sonics to Oklahoma City (we hardly knew
thee, Kevin Durant), the disappointing Seahawks season,
and the trainwreck that was the University of Washington
football team. Last Wednesday night Seattle caught lightning in a bottle, as one of the city's most beloved sports heroes finally returned home. M's fans will once again get to
sec the Kid chase down flyballs, and can "ooh" and "aah" at
the swing sweeter than a box full of Krispy Kremes (though
thankfully, trans-fat free). Fans %vat finally have a reason to
come out to Safeco Field other than the garlic fries, and
countless employees will have an excuse to call in sick. No

longer 1611 Ntariners jerseys and hats be stashed in the dark
recesses of closets; they Will be worn with the pride of a
team reborn. Starting April 6, Opening Day, Griffey will
begin to write another chapter in one of the most storied
careers in the history of the game, in the place where it all
began. Junior saved baseball in Seattle once, and now the
question becomes, can he do it again?
Contact Bud Bareither at bud.bareither@whitworthiancons.
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After months of grubbing
away from the friendly confines of home, students long
for mom or dad's handcrafted cooking. Sodexo employees tested out some of those
recipes last Tuesday night
in the Hixson Union Building dining hall, and students
voted for a winner of their
favorite comfort foods.
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ABOVE LEFT: A Sodexo employee prepares chicken alfredo

with vegetables during Taste of Home on Tuesday night.
TOP RIGHT: Richard McLeod and Erin Keener pass along a hot

plate to freshman Jacob Benson.
ABOVE RIGHT: Senior Nate Hadley waits for a big bowl of
macaroni and cheese from Sodexo's Katie McClanahan.

RIGHT:Students line up in the Serving area during Taste of
Home night.
BOTTOM LEFT:Caroline Morgan, Katie McClanahan and Jamie

Leonard serve up macaroni and cheese.
BOTTOM RIGHT: Ballots and pencils sit on a table outside the
serving area for students to submit votes for favorite dishes.
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CHECK OUT THE "THIS WEEK IN PHOTOS"SLIDESHOW AT WHITWORTHIAN.COM.

Mint to submit your plwtos? E-mail us at photos@whitworthian.com.
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PIRATES IN THE PLAYOFFS

Ethics bowl team
prepares for first
national showing
Michella Sutherland
Staff itrriter
Ohio is known for the great Ohio River, but more
importantly, is the location of this year's Intercollegiate Ethics Bowl. Whitworth's team has been
around for seven or eight years; however, this will be
their first experience at the national tournament.
Vhitworth will send a team of five students- seniors Chris Caldwell, Heather Stevens, Kelly Vincent and Nicole !Jutland and junior Dan I lave- to
the tournament, which begins Ihursday.
At the seventh annual Northwest Regional Ethics Bowl in Seattle this fall, the Whitworth team
defeated a group of students from Montana State
University to advance to nationals;
Viiitworth also defeated schools such as the University of Washington. Washington State University
and Central Vashington University.
'Me team, nicknamed tlic -Philosuraptors7 is led
by Mike Ingram, professor of communication studies and associate dean for faculty development and
scholarship, and Keith Wyma, associate professor of
theology and philosophy.
About three years ago, both coaches attended the
national tournament in order to prepare to take a
Whitworth team one day.
"When we're on, we're pretty good," Ingram said.
Just this year, the rules were changed, allowing
both first-and second-place winners in the regional
championship competition to go to nationals. In
the previous ycars, only the first-place team had the
privilege of attending.
Ethics competitions are not separated into divisions by the size of the schools. Whitworth will be
facing state schools as well as teams from the U.S.
Army, Navy and other military groups.
Teams received 10 cases of ethical debate for
all tournaments in the fall, including the regional
championships. '1hc cases were split between team
members for further research, discussion and debate.

See

ETHICS BOWL,

page
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wild crowd holds up umbrellas to signal 'Let it rain"In support of the Pirate's Feb.26 In the Fleldhouse.The Pirates won that
game against Linfield 74-66 and topped Puget Sound 90-80 in overtime to secure a berth In the NCAA Tournament.

A

aining"Champs
Whitworth heads to NCAA
Tournament after toppling
Linfield and Puget Sound
After ending regulation tied, Whitworth upended third-ranked University of Puget Sound 90-80
in overtime Feb. 28 to claim the Northwest Conference championship for the third straight year.
Senior guard Ross Nakamura led the team with 24

points. "Ille win gave the Pirates (22-5) an automatic bid in the NCAA Division III Tournament.
'[he Pirates knocked off Linfield College 74-66
in the semifinal round of conference play. Senior
post Nate NIontgomery had a career night, posting
31 points, 14 rebounds and six blocks.
For information on Whitworth's upcoming tournament game, check out whitworthian.com.
READ THE FULL STORY PAGE 16

New science center tops priority list for campus construction projects
Ira McIntosh
Staff 1Vriter

Although many parts or campus are untler construction, the No. 1 priority is still the construction
of a new science center.
"We are 99 percent done with the [new science
building's) design and arc planning on opening
the bidding on it at the end of March:* said Steve
Thompson, director of capital projects.
As well as being almost finished with the design
process, Viiitworth has secured a contractor.
"They're the ones who will hire out the other jobs
such as electrical, plumbing and others," lhompson
said.
I lowever, constructing the new science center is
only the first phase of the project.
Eventually, the chemistry department and most
of the biology department will be moved into
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the new building, leaving room in the Eric Johnston Science Center for the physics department to
spread Out while still sharing.the space with the rest
of the biology department and the computer science department.
A new division of the science program, I leak!'
Sciences, will also be moved into the old building.
"We're just waiting for the science building that's our first priority," 'Iltompson said.
Besides the science center, there is also an expansion for the I lixson Union Building in the works.
lue design for the addition has already been
finished, but has been put on hold because of the
need for a new science center and troubles with the
economy.
"I'm picturing that in September %veil open up
the bidding for it," llionipson said.
See CONSTRUCTION,

Econotily affects job search.

page 2

PAGE 5
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Crews begin demolition on the north end of the Fine Arts Building last
week.The site is being cleared for the construction ola new science center.

VISI1WHITWORIHIAN.COM DAILY FOR BREAKING
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ASVU executives proposed various
changes this year to the annual Springfest
celebration in order to raise community involvement.
Springfest is an annual spring celebration
that ASWU hosts, featuring club booths,
food, music and thc Mr. 'Whitworth competition.
Financial Vicc President Kendra Hamilton
said the e.xecutives proposed moving Springfest dosvntown to strengthen ties within the
community. However, they decided against
the idea.
Ve ran Into some difficulty doing so be-

cause of all thc permits and fees and restrictions for using the area," I lamilton said.
Other potential locations off campus wcrc
not considered this year.
"Instead, we've choscn to keep Springfest
on campus and improve our efforts to reach
community members in Spokane to bring
them to our campus instead: Hamilton said.
During the Feb. 11 meeting, Dayna Coleman, assistant dean of students, told the Assembly about the 15 percent commission in
addition to the $250 charge the city would
require. All money raised during Springfest
must be donated to the Riverfront Park fund,
not to charities chosen by dubs.
"Cost for stage, electricity and tables nerd
to be taken in consideration," Coleman said.

Budget concerns were also taken ¡rato consideration, particularly considering the cost
of entertainment.
Five thousand dollars is allocated for
Springfcst this year, up from $4,000 last year,
according to thc 2008-09 ASWU budget.
Proceeds from thc event traditionally go to
charity.
ASWU President Obc Quarless brought
up the idea of working together with other
universities in the area.
Hamilton said the executives decided that
Springfest will not be combined with other
universities.

Contact Iris Wu at iris.wu@whitworthian.
com.
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The next renovation is barely on the
horizon.
A renovation of Cowles Memorial Auditorium and a performing arts center
is being talked about, but is nowhere in
sight.
"We've done somc studies on Cowles
Auditorium and we've got some basic
ideas, but haven't really started any planning yet; Thompson said.
Freshman Peter Annis said a new performing arts ccntcr is necessary.
"Besides a new performing arts cerater, I would likc to see another floor on
the music building with more practice
rooms," Annis said.
Beyond that and the ncw residence
hall, Annis had not heard about the other construction projects.
"I think wc need an indoor track for
the track team," freshman Shane Polley
said.
His reason was that the team is not able
to practice running when there's snow on
the ground and have to resort to working
out in the Fieldhouse while trying to get

ready for nationals.
On the opposite end of the spectrum,
senior Sarah Davies said,"Building a ncw
science building would be a great move
for the school, for students and financially."

Davies said she has mixed emotions
about the HUB expansion.
"If you add onto the HUB, you add students,.and I think that would take away
the small-campus feel," Davies said.
She does like the idea, however, of making the HUB more "hang-out friendly."
"Sometimes a dorm lounge doesn't feel
like a place you want to hang out in; Davies said.
In addition, she said that shc would
like to sec thc dance department grow,
including more space and perhaps sec a

dance major emerge.
Contact Ira McIntosh at ira.mcintosh@
whitworthian.com.

Choose Social
Work at EWU
If your dream is to

inspire hope
in someone then look no further
than the School of Social Work at
Eastern Washington University.
With a high demand for individuals with diverse backgrounds, you can
train with nationally-recognized faculty in a collaborative, real-world
atmosphere for one of the top 10 fastest growing occupations.

Social Work Programs
Bachelor of Social Work
contact Diane Somerday, MSW 509.359.6482

Full-time Master of Social Work
Part-time Master of Social Work
contact Patricia Valdés, MSW, PhD 509359.6772
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Retention looks typical despite economy.
Melissa Challender
Assistant News Editor

In fact, this year's spring enrollment is
about 2 percent higher than spring 2008, according to the Tenth Day Report.
Although several people voiced concerns
Fall enrollment was also up about 3 perat the Board of Trustees meeting in October cent from fall 2007.
that enrollment might drop second semester
"We had 25 more students this fall than we
due to the economy, retention between fall had, in a sense, projected a year ago that we
and spring semesters is normal.
would have Pfursich said.
Spring enrollment for matriculated day
Despite the increase that was larger than
students is down 6.5 percent frotn fall semes- anticipated, Pfursich said it was not draster, according to the spring
tic enough to cause any real
Tentlt Day enrollment report.
strain to campus.
The term "full-time matricHaving a small number
CLIC K IT
ulated day" describes the tra- Read the full Tenth Day Report online at of extra students spread out
ditional college student who
across campus doesn't tend to
whitwort hian.com
goes to college right after high
affect class size, but it does afschool with the intcntion of
fect housing.
earning a degree in four years,
"The overflow in the houssaid Fred Pfursich, vice president for admis- ing arca was probably the most visible aspect
sions and financial aid.
of having. more students," Pfursich said.
The East Residence Hall, which is schedBetween semesters, some students graduate, arc suspended, transfer or simply move uled to opcn fall 2009, will case concerns
about housing.
on to other things, Pfursich said.
"This year we won't have that problem,
"It's fairly normal," he said. "%Ve don't really worry too much about the difference be- because we're picking up 160 new beds:. he
tween fall and spring. What wc look at is fall said. "The other good thing about it is we'll
to fall and spring to spring comparison."
be able to offer housing to incoming transfer

students."
Pfursich said the Tenth Day Report, which
is released on the tcnth day of instruction
cach semester, can be misleading at times.
Many people have misconceptions about
Whitworth's male-to-female ratio, he said.
"Sometimes people will say to me, 'Whitworth is so overwhelmingly female,'" Pfursich said. "[If you look at the Tenth Day
Report,' that's where sometimes people say,
'Well, you're only 41 percent male: The fulltime traditional-aged student body is 46 percent male."
The key to looking at the Tenth Day Report is to focus on the number of full-time
matriculated day students, he said.
Total enrollment numbcrs include programs like nursing and continuing studies,
which are more heavily female.
"So if you look at matriculated day, thc
balance between male and female seems to
be much more in balance Pfursich said.

Contact Melissa Challender at tnelissa.challender@whitworthian.com.

School seeks better relations with neighbors
Heather Kennison
Staff Writer
A few administrators met with

four off-campus student representatives in January to discuss
measures for improving relations
with %Vhitworth's neighbors.
The meeting was not held re-,
garding any specific instances,
but rather to address general
concerns, said Brian Benzel, vice

-

president for finance and administration. Benzel mct with Dick
Mandeville, associate dean of
students, and Kathy Storm, vice
president for Student Life.
He said partying and other
loud behavior could legitimately
be considered rude.
Benzel said the question addressed at the meeting was, "%Vhat
could we do to build a positive relationship with the community?"

The conccrns were issued by
several unnamed residents not
associatcd with Whitworth in a
meeting last fall, Berm! said.
Studcnt representatives at the
meeting voiced good ideas about
service learning activities. The
students who attended the meeting did not respond to interview
requests by the time of press.
"I felt it was a really good meeting to express student views:'

Benzel said.
The school plans to use thc approach of being a good neighbor
to establish good relations with

the surrounding community.
"Be alert on ways we can respect the rights of neighbors
around us; Benzel said.
Contact Heather Kennison at
heather.kenniso @ Wit it worthian.
coin.

MULTIPLE CHOICE MENU.

Survey of student

engagement to
begin this week
Whitworth will participate in the National Survey of Student Engagement
(NSSE) starting this week.
"The National Survey
of Student Engagement
(NSSE) is designed to obtain, on an annual basis,
information from scores of
colleges and universities nationwide about student participation in programs and
activities that institutions
provide for their learning
and personal development,"
according to the NSSE Web
site.
Whitworth is one of 644
colleges and universities to
participate this year. The
school also participated in
2005 and 2007.
Read more online at
whitworthian.com.

Student leaders
share opinions on
campus design
Members of the international firm Perkins + Will
met with students from the
GE-330 class Feb. 24 in thc
Hixson Union Building.
The goal of the meeting was
to allow students to voice
their opinions of current
campus infrastructure with
regard to the potential for
future design and layout.
Krisan Osterby, head of
the Perkins + %Vill Whitworth planning team, explained that their mission
is to support students. She
noted that the planning firm
is looking to create a strategy that includes on-campus
growth of 500 students over
five years and the potential
for an additional 500 students in 10 years.
Osterby invited the GE330 students to brainstorm
what should be protected,
preserved or fixed on campus.
Read more online at
whitworthian.com.
Compiled by news staff

CORRECTIONS &
CLARIFICATIONS

College is about trying new stuff, and now you're in luck-you can experience
the variety of flavors at Qdoba Mexican Grill anytime, because we're never too
far away. Whatever you choose, it's all made fast, fresh and right in frorzt ofyou.
Come on in and see for yourself. What are you going to love at Qdoba?®

In an article in last week's
print edition, Stephy Nobles-Beans, coordinator of
ministry and multicultural
affairs, was stated to have
made the sweet potato pie.
All pies were made by Sodexo.
Also in last week's print
edition, the times for the
Christian Youth Theatre's

Spokane Locations
N. Division (near Costco)
901 S. Grand Blvd. (behind Sacred Heart

performances of Cinderella were incorrectly listed.
Performances were held on
Feb. 20, 21, 27 and 28 and
March 1.

7115

ssiou;

MEXICAN GRILL
'adoba'. What am you going to Itym at adabaT, a r,d 'adoba Mexican Grill' am registered trademarks of the adoba Restaurant Corporation *200B.

lhe Wtirtworthian h committed to provng
the Whitworth ccountmity with the roost ac-

-

curate information possible.The Whinwirthian never knowingly pearshes inaccuracies. tf
you hare a comme or question abom the
fairness or accuracy of a story, send an e-rnail
tO efact0whitrathian.axn.
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NEWS
Candidates

News

encounter
unique process

BRIEFS
Flags lowered

to half mast to
honor soldier

Interview involves
classes, statement

American flags outside
of %Vashington state
ernment agencies flew at
half mast Feb. 27 to honor a
local soldier who was killed
in Afghanistan.
Gov. Chris Gregoire ordered that thc flags be lowered to half mast for Ttmo..
thy Davis, a U.S. Air Force
Staff Sgt. who was killed by
an explosive Feb. 20. Davis
1as raised in Montesano,
Wash.
Davis' wife and infant
son live in Spokane.

Ben Garves

StaffiVritcr

7hurr4u RolinsurtflOutwerthi.in

Several members of the ethics bowl team practice Feb. 24 In Lower Lindaman Hall In preparation for the Intercollegiate Ethics Bowl In Ohio this week. From left to right Mike Ingram, professor of communication studies
and assodate dean for faculty development Keith Wyma, associate professor of philosophy and theology;
Junior Dan Nerve and seniors Nicole Holland and Kelly Vincent

Obama nominates
former governor

ETHICS BOWL:

for position

continuedfrom page 1

Not all team members philosophy majors
running practice rounds every
time we meet for practice; Vin-

professors from different departments who know students who
arc interested in cthics.
Team members arc generally
not all philosophy majors.
The team consists of philosophy, theology, communication
studies, English, political science
and psychology majors.
Each of us brings something
new to thc table and we really
work well as a team," Vincent
said.

President Barack Obama
nominated former Washington governor Gary
Locke for the position of
comm erce secretary Feb. 25.
Part of Locke's position entails thc creation
of jobs and overseeing international trade.
Locke served as govof
ernor
Washington from 1997 to 2005.
After leaving office.
Locke workrd for a law firm
in Seattle.

"These types of cases would be
recognized by Core 350 students
as similar to scenarios," Ingram
said.
The team' was given 15 entirely new cases in January for
the national championship, each
of which was about one or two
pages in length.
To prepare for the competition
coming up, two members from
the team arc given a case, research the topic and then discuss
the case as a collective groiip.
"We are now in thc stage of

Economy shrank

during the last
months of 2008

East Residence Hall to indude both
familiar, unique features on campus

Economic officials reported that during the last

Staff Writer

few months of 2008, the
U.S. economy shrank to the
lowest levels in nearly 30
years.
The economy reportedly
shrank about 6 percent in
a three-month period and
consumer spending also

fell about 4 percent during

that time.
Consumer
spending
makes up about 75 percent
of the country's revenue
Ben Bernanke, chair of
the Federal Reserve, said
without federal government
intervention, the U.S. recession could last until 2010.

Irish officials find
million of euros
stolen from bank
Irish officials recovered
four of the seven million
euros that a group ()fanned
robbers stole from a bank
in Dublin, Ireland Feb. 27.
Seven people suspected
to have ties to an inner city
Dublin gang were later arrested.

Compikd by Julie Wootton
Sources: SpokesmanReview. The
Seattk Times. CNN.com, BBC

cent said.
The team meets about three
times a week for two hours cach.
Ingram expressed his interest
in coaching only one team of five
members.
We tried coaching multiple
teams, but found that we weren't
coaching them as well and making the shift to only coaching
one team of five has made all of
the difference," Ingram said.
They find their members
through iiord-of-mouth and
recommendations from other

According to fire
code, it is considered
a three-story building.
The 170 students said Alan Jacob, associmoving into the East ate director of Studcnt
Residence Hall next fall Housing.
will have the rare priviThe lowest floor is on
lege of being the first to a slope and is not visible
occ-upy the dorm's new from the front of the
building.
rooms.
The building also inCompared with other
dudes a bonus: a design dorms on campus, the
unique to %Vhitworth's East Residence Hall is
campus, intended to most similar in design
heighten the sense of to %Varren or Arend, Jacommunity among the cob said.
residents and resident
One characteristic of
directors.
the dorm will be a railIt will be the only ing on the second floor
building on campus to from which students
have an angled floor can peer down into the
plan, having right and first floor lounge.
left wings.
Each level contains its
The building features own lounge and patio.
eight bathrooms on four
The patios will be
floors.
more accessible than
Heather Kennison

Contact Michclla Sutherland
at michdla.sutherlandewhitworthiatt.com.

those in the Village.
"It will also have a
permanent outdoor gas
hook up for grills," Jacob
said.
In a combination of
single, double and triple
rooms, students from all
classes are eligible for
living in this dorm.
The population will
comprise of approximately 35 percent frcshmcn, roughly the same
percentage of freshmen
in other residence halls,
Jacob said.
We kind of built the

building knowing that
our male-to-female ratio can shift," Jacob said.
Construction on the
residence hall began
at the beginning of the
school year and will run
until early Augusi

At onc point, 40 or
more full-time workers
wcrc building thc dorm,
Jacob said.
%Yorkers do not foresee any delays in construction and there is
very little chance that
thc weather will interfere.

-Even if it gets really
bad outside, our building's fine Jacob said.

Students wishing to
catch a glimpse of the
dorm's interior will have
to wait until fall of the
2009-10 school year.
Whitworth svill not
offer tours of the residence hall during the

Candidates for dean and professor
positions at %Vhitworth undergo a
unique interview and evaluation process both on and off campus. The candidates are required Lo wtite a statement of faith, interact with students
and introduce themselves to the community.
Some current professors said they
enjoyed the process.
"DO was the most hospitable interview I have cvcr done' said Casey Andrews, assistant professor of English.
Requirements for candidacy indude a statement of faith of approximately 300 words that is thoroughly discussed within the faculty search
committee.
did not surprise me," said Terry
Ratdiff, dean of continuing studies,
who was hired last year. 'ibis was
more reflective for me though. It focused more on 'What does your faith
mean to you and how do you sharc it
and use it in your daily life?'"
During a campus visit, candidates
follow a strict and busy schedule, including many interviews and meetings %%jilt both departmental and

it

non-departmental staff.
"Michael Le Roy asked penetrating
questions that seemed conscious of
the political and theological diversity
of our studcnts and faculty7 Andrcws
said.

When Whitworth brings faculty candidates to campus, they not
only interview the candidate, but require thcm to teach a dass in their
expertise, share a meal with students who are majoring in thcir specific departments and make a public
lecture to the community.
"When thcy come, they need to
teach in a class," said Michael Le Roy.
vice president for Academic Affairs.
"Students represent student conccrns
and their opinions often become crucial:*

Andrews said interaction istith students is typically what dram excellent
candidates to Whitworth.
"I enjoyed their intellectual curiosity and excitement in education7
Andrews said. "I felt good about the
classroom experience.
The public lecture portion introduces the candidates to the Whitworth community.
Final candidates typically deliver a
lecture that is open to members of the
community.
Le Roy recommends the final candidate for a position to President Bill
Robinson, who makes thc final decision, according to thc faculty hand-

SUMMer.
Contact Heather KM-

book-.

nson at heatherkettnison@whitworthian.cont.

Contact Ben Games at Itert.garres@
whitworthian.cont.

Congratulations to the winners ofThe Whitworthian online promotional contest:

Dana Nielsen
Natalie Douglas
Aileen Benson
Chelsea Zink
Allison Dauer

hitworthian.com
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Economy affects job, internship prospects
Yong Kim
.
Assistant Scene Editor -

Aril,

_401K100..L

Recent college graduates with no workrelated experience may have a harder time
finding employment, according to the National Association of Colleges and Employers (NACE).
Seniors graduating this year tvill experience one of the worst job markets in the
past decade. On-campus rccruting has decreased as much as 50 percent, according
to the Challenger, Gray & Christmas Inc.
report issued three weeks ago.
national unemployment rate was 7.6
percent in January, compared to 4.9 percent
last January, according to the U.S. Bureau
of Labor and Statistics. Vith mass firings

he

adding up to the hundreds of thousands
and the unemployed reaching more than
11 million, students and rcccnt graduates
will have increased competition in a current job market that is experiencing hiring
freezes and cuts.
ECONOMIC IMPACT AT WHITWORTH

Despite the failing economy, Whitworth's
internship program has generally grown
during the past six years. Students worked
for 184 recorded internships in 2008, 151
in 2007, 147 in 2006, 136 in 2005, 140 in
2004 and 125 in 2003.
"I don't think internship postings are
down," said Sandra Nowack, assistant director for Career Services and Internships.
Nowack said site has not seen a significant numbcr of paid internships now offering for-credit only positions.
The only significant change in rcccnt
years was when Weyerhaeuser notified Whitworth last summer that their
internships in business, sales, information technology, engineering and forcstry
would be frozen, she said.
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Senior Zach Dahmen, a theology major, works graveyard shifts from 11 p.m. to 7 a.m. on the weekends as a hotel clerk at the Ramada Inn. He
was looking for a job to supplement his income from his part-time position as youth director at Knox Presbyterian Church.

Whitworth Internships
7ht number of internships taken by students

Requirements for Unpaid Internships

thrvugh tVintworth's Curer Services

1

1

1

1

.

1

Training is for the benefit of the trainee.

'Though Whitworth's intcrnship progrant

has not decreased in the number of listings,

the majority of the listed opportunities arc
unpaid.
And with the currig U.S. economic
state, more internships arc becoming either
low pay, unpaid or for-credit only, or not
meeting the financial needs of college students and rcccnt grads.
Senior Zach Dahmen is feeling the pinch
of paying for a college education and finding a job that both fits his career goals and

The trainees di, not displace regular employees, but work under close observation.
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survive: which right now includes working
a graveyard shift."
Many students arc having to choose bepays adequately.
Dahmcn had to recently pick up a sec- tween a job that has sufficient pay but has
ond part-time job working graveyard shifts little relevance to their career aspirations
on weekends as a hotel clerk at the Ramada and a job that relates to what they want to
do but pays little to none.
Inn.
Nowack said unpaid internships are fuA theology major, Dahmen has worked
as Knox Presbyterian Church's youth direc- ture investments.
In the summer, instead.of getting a job
tor since October 2007. The church started
paying Dahmen in August of 2008 after solely on thc basis of whether or not it is
they rcstructurcd thc former youth direc- paid, find a job that can apply to your major
or career interest, Nowack said.
tor job position.
But circumstances for many studcnts
The $250 per month-pay Dahmen receives working part time for the church was paying for college might not lend themnot enough to cover basic living expenses selves to that option.
'Honestly in the real world to function,
and his financial need to attend Whityou
need a roof over your head and be able
worth.
to
cat,"
Dahmen said.
I had to choose a
he
"I needed the money;
job right now, I would
said. "My financial aid was
have to choose a job
cut so I definitely needthat paid me some"I'm really wiped out. I keep
ed the money to pay for
school and loans;
the mindset thatil have to do thing.
Senior Katy Chapin'
Dahmen started looking whatever to survive: whidi right
worked as an intern
for work late December,
now indudes working a grave- last fall semester for
applying to various jobs
yard shift!'
Hospice of Spokane,
through Craigslist, Whita non-profit organizalistwortlis internship
lath Dahmen,
tion that provides palsenior
ings and through friends
liative (end of life)
who heard of jobs around
care.
town.
A
general
communications
major, Chapfor
to
He initially applied
jobs related
youth but eventually lortked for whatever in was required to work as an intern to
graduate.
job would give decent pay.
She worked as a development intern
wasn't working so I started looking
helping
with events, drafting outreach letfor other things," Dahmen said. "Whatever I can get at this point is what I need ters and assisting with mailings. The organization could not pay her but Chapin was
to take;
Ramada Inn was the only one to respond able to receive pay through work study.
"It was hard to find a paid [internship]
to Dahmen, offering him night shift posioutside
of work study," Chapin said. "I
tion on Fridays, Saturdays and Sundays
would probably choose a paying job realisfrom 11 p.m. to 7 a.m.
"I'm really wiped out; he said. "I keep tically, especially in the summer if I had to
the mindset that 'I have to do whatever to pay for it to count for credit."

if
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The employer that pmvides the training derives no immediate advantage from the activities

The employer and the trainee undersund that the trainees are not entitled to wages for the

time spent in training.
Informition source: The Department of Lahir am! Fair Lafor Standarlit Art
lirmah Kitutier/Whitworthi.ut

THE 'INTERN-WITHOUT-PAY' PROBLEM

In a New Yiirk Times article published
in 2006, internships have been chosen over
casual hourly jobs in the summer for college students. And with more than half of
intcrnships being little pay, no pay or forcredit (compounded with the economic
crisis), students are having to find another
means for sufficient income.
Though many internships are increasingly becoming unpaid, some companies
might not be within their legal rights to
offer jobs with little or no pay. The Department of Labor and Fair Labor Standards
Act requires employers to meet six requirements in order to offer unpaid internships.
The act requires internship training by
the employer to be similar to what a vocational school would teach and secondly, the
training must benefit the trainee. The third
rule is that the trainee or intern cannot
be used to replace regular employees and
fourthly, the employer cannot gain direct
benefits from the trainee or intern's work.
The fifth rule under the FLSA prohibits interns from a guaranteed job position in the
company after completing the work program. Lastly, both the employer and intern
must understand that the intern or trainee
is not entitled to pay for time spent.
The Fair Labor Standards Act applies to
externs, interns, apprentices and graduate
students.
It can be problematic whcn smaller
businesses and organizations do not have
enough financial resources to offer paid
internship positions. Many smaller businesses avoid paying students who work as

an intern by offering "experience" or college credit as compensation.
Because students are paying tuition

during the academic year, for-credit internships are covered, but many students
choose to look for internships during the
summer. In those cases students will end
up having to pay their school for the credits
ifthey are not enrolled as full-time students
at the time of the internship.
At Whitworth, that can mean paying as
much as $1,260 for a three-credit summer
internship, according to Whitworth's student accounting services Web site. Onecredit is equivalent to 40 hours during the
course of a term.
In addition, companies that take the forcredit versus paid internships route face a
problem. College credit is not considered
compensation for pay by the FLSA, according to businessweek.com.
The FLSA states that, generally, if the intern's work benefits the company, the employer is required to pay the intern at least
minimum wage. But if an intern is strictly
observing or learning, companies might
not be required to pay him or her.
To check whether or not a company's
unpaid internship program meets the legal
requirements, check the FLSA and state law
they operate in.
Students required to take a for-credit internship to graduate should check their department's requirements as they may vary
within each major.
Contact Yong Kim at yong.kitn@whitworthian.com.
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SOUNDING BOARD: WHITWORTHIAN'S WEEKLY POLL
What building should be constructed next on campus?

VOLUME 99, NUMBER 12

EDITORIAL: IN THE LOOP
Vote in the poll online at whitworthian.com or e-mail thoughts to editor@whitworthian.com.

Consider aesthetics and
culture as campus grows
Thition isn't the only thing going up at
Whitworth. While you haven't received a
letter about it in your mailbox, the campus
is slowly turning into a different place. With
a growth rate of 2 percent per year, next
fall may again bring the largest freshman
class Whitworth has seen. With increasing enrollment, the physical campus must
grow as well. The Lied Center for the Visual
Arts was finished over the summer, the East
Residence Hall gets doser to completion
every day and a new science building and a
Hixson Union Building renovation are currently being planned. Mile We understand
thc reasons for growth and are excited to
see what it will allow thc university to provide future students, there arc a few things
at Whitworth we hopc will never change.
Whitworth has always been a pedestrianfriendly campus. Roads and parking lots
remain at the edges of aunpus, leasing the
center open with trees and sidewalks. Not
only docs this keep the campus looking
nicc, but students can enjoy greeting their
fricnds instead of dodging cars on their way
to dass. While increasing enrollment may
cause a parking shortage in the futurc, we
hope the administration will explore options that don't indude remising trees or
paving over grassy areas.
Pine trees are certainly a staple at Whitworth. As the campus grows. there has been
talk of expanding into the forested property
north of campus known as thc Back 40.
However, the Back 40 prosides a small piece
of nature that many students enjoy escaping
to. Even for thosc who have never stepped
foot in the Bac.k 40, the trcts provide an evergreen backdrop for the campus. While we
know that this land could be used for future
construction, we hope the administration
will keep in mind what a unique asset the
undeveloped arca is to the university.
One part of campus that is definitely feeling the strain of more students is the HUB.
The dining hall, Lied Square, post office and
student and faculty offices have outgrown
their allocated spaces. We believe expansion of tile HUB is an immediate need and
should be given priority over construction
of a new science building. We think Whitworth should keep one large dining hall
where students can eat and socialize, but
we also realize that the dining hall can only
grow so large. Rather than adding a dining
hall in another arca of campus, we would
like to see more café-like options for dining. Adding additional places to spend Flex
Dollars, perhaps even with themed food,
would please students who desire more options and relieve the large number of people
coming through the dining hall each day.
As evidenced in the plans for the new science building, Whitworth tries to Iceep up
with the most current technology. Doing
so not only appeals to prospective students,
but gives current students the best tools
to work and learn with. However, when it
comes to the Internet, Whitworth needs to
improve its technology. When computers
are plugged into the Internet, speeds are acceptable. However, the wireless connection,
which students must utilize in the donns,
library and other areas of campus, is often
so slow that it impedes worlc. To cater to
students and staff in a time when the Internet is such a necessity, improvements must
be made.
We recognize that anticipating campus
culture is complicated, and we hope the
tough decisions Whitworth has to make
over the next few years are done with wisdom and careful thought.
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Avoid first date fashion mistakes
BEN

GAR VES
cre..07

Ladies, you have all done it. You've
judged a guy by his appearance on a first
date. Admit it: you keep us on our toes.
Your mouths love to buzz with stories of
male fashion mistakes like wearing pants
that are four sizes too big or donning hats
while indocirs. Recently The Whitworthian even featured a smoke-to-fire article
about getting lazy with fashion.
It is true that men have replaced the
suit and tie with athletic shorts and flipflops regardless of the weather, but both
genders are guilty of making fashion mistakes. Because women tend to have all the
voice in fashion, I polled 20 men from
around campus on common fashion mistakes women make on a first date, giving
them the chance to return your criticism.
1. Fit. The best sign that your clothes
don't fit right is that you begin to resemble
a common food. This is not good. Guys
like food, but if they see you and you look
like a tasty treat, it is possible they will
run faster than Julia Roberts in "Runaway

Bride
Here are some examples: If your tops
flare too much but you have a slim frame,
you end up resembling a pear. If your
pants and shirt are too tight, then your

tummy spills over your pants, resembling
a muffin (ever heard ola muffin top?).
Undergarments. There is a tcrm in
thc fashion industry called a "fish tail" or
"whale tail: If you wear low cut pants with
a thong, you end up with a tail that sticks
up out of your pants whcn you sit down.
Try booty shorts. They are still sexy, they
don't create a problem with panty lines
and they don't have a habit of showing
when you arc sitting in a restaurant.
Build your outfit based on your undergarments or pick your undergarments to
work with your outfit. Thongs arc great,
but thcrc arctimes not to wear them.
Gaudy Glamor. Guys likc simplistic comparisons and women like to accessorize. When guys have to think of a
simplistic comparison for your excessive
accessorizing, they will likely call you
"Christmas Tree" or "50 Cent:
It never seems like too much when you
put it on, but when you can't say it all in
one breath, you have too much. Bags,
purses, watches, bracelets, rings, necklaces, earrings, toc rings and bellybutton
rings. We don't understand anything beyond thc o-rings on a car. Anything past
that and a guy has too much shiny stuff
to stare at.
Black bra, white shirt. The point
is to wear undergarments but not show
them while your clothes are on. Wear a
white shirt with thicker material or a shirt
of another color to keep the black bra
mystcry going.

Too much makeup. You have already
sparked some interest in us. We asked you
on a date (or you chased us around campus until we agreed to go). We're on a date
with you because we like who you arc.
The amount of makeup women put on
doesn't attract us as much as our curiosity.
"Is she seeing how much makeup shc can
put on without mc noticing? Because... I
noticed."
You are beautiful how you are. There is
a reason why mcn arc attracted to you. We
likc internal layers, not thc external ones.
Aggressive Cleavage. I know, you're
surprised. You had no idea this was a
problem. If you want to attract a man that
is interested in a long-term relationship
and not a man-boy who just likes skin,
you will do better dressing modestly.
What would you say if you went on a
date with a guy and he svas wearing a drcss
shirt buttoned only to his midsection and
his chcst hair was sticking out of it? You
would think "sleazy!" Sadly, we do, too
(only hopefully without the chest hair).
So with all duc respect, ladies, we don't
want to see you killing yourselves to impress us anymore. There are very simple
and elegant ways to dress on a first date
that pull us in more than you think. That
way our first dates can be more "Vroom
Vroom!" and less "BLEEP BLEEP!"
GARVES is a sophomore majoring in political science. Com-

ments can be WM tO ben.gantsgwilinvorthian.com.

WHITWORTH SPEAKS OUT: WHAT FASHION MISTAKES HAVE YOU

I don't think

I think students

anyone makes

tend to dress
over-casually to
a lot of things.'

fashion mistakes
because everyone
wears something

"I've seen a lot
of boys around
girls they like
who don't dress
to impress!

"Wearing a
short skirt and

Rebeach Todd
alumna

Annie Ogdon,
senior

true to their

Editorials in the "hi the Loop" section reflect
the majority opinion ofthe Editorial Board,
which is made up offive editors.

personality:"
legan Annentrout
senior

KristoffDecker,

freshman

.

SEEN ON CAMPUS?

nothing else
when it's 20
degrees
outside."
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Digital televisión
transition signals
the end o an era

Good
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Son Spokane television viewers might have been
slightly inconvenienced on Feb. 17 when their signal suddenly died. This might be became they have been living
under a rock for the past year and failed to convert their
televisions to the new digital age.
For the rest of America, Congress decided to push back
(he scheduled Feb. 17 date to June 12 at the latest, which
will hopefully gire Americans more time to either purchase a digital television or acquire a TV converter box.
The city of Spok?ne's local television stations are playing
by their own rules.
KXLY, KI IQ and KSPS decided to go ahead with thc
original Feb. 17 conversion date while KGPX, KREM and
KSKN will continuc to broadcast in analog until June 12.
KAYU decided to be a rebel and switched to digital on
Feb. 16, according to the City of Spokane Web site.
There arc those who might view this as a minor issue
that can easily be solved with a simple government coupon. There are others who need to get a clue as to what
exactly is happening to their beloved tube. And there are
those in the media business who scc this as a passing of
an era.
It sccms that going digital has been the wave of thc futurc for some time. Americans no longer use VI IS tapes
to watch movies. Now %ve have trusty DVDs which last
longer and provide higher-quality picturc and sound.
Things arc even changing here at Whitworth. KWRS
recently lost its air signal and now only plays its radio
programs online.
Though 1 have little emotional attachment to analog
television, it is weird to think that pretty soon thc cntirc
country will change the way it views television. The picture will be clearer and can be sccn in high definition if
one has the right television. I thought this would be an
upgrade up until a fcw nights ago whcn the rainy weather
made it hard for my television to catch a dcccnt signal.
Every upgrade has its downsides, I guess.
With thc passing oían era comes thc inevitable fact that
soon there will be an entire generation of Americans who
will not remember days whcn television shows wcrc not
shown in high quality picture and at a 16:9 aspect ratio.
There arc already young kids who can barely remember
the days whcn people used landline telephones. Because,
of course, phones that plug into thc walls are so 1990s.
I rcmcmbcr the days when most households in America had a pair of rabbit car antennas sitting on top of thcir
TV sets. I remember during rainy or windy days when
wc would fiddle around with them just to gct a decent
picturc. Some people got creative and placed aluminum
foil around thc antenna poles when things got really bad.
I have no idea if that even makes a difference.
Everything changes. lhat is a fact of life that is as inescapable as a Corc exam. A significant numbcr of people
who will read this very article will read it online from the
comfort of their computer and desk. Gone are the days
whcn people read newspaper articles from, heaven forbid
it, an actual newspaper.
I may not watch a lot of television, but I will definitely
attend the funeral of analog television and get misty eyed
when its eulogy is rcad. Not because I have a particular
fondness for television, but because it symbolizes thc cnd
oían era in American mass media. It symbolizes that the
old will inevitably be replaced by thc new. Newer and better ideas will force older traditions into retirement.
One change that I will resist for as long as I can is the
death of print media. I grew up with newspapers and
chcrish old memories of sitting down at breakfast and
reading The News Tribune, the main newspaper in the
Tacoma area, every morning. I usually read the comics
and the sports section, but eventually moved up to news
as I got older. These memories are %vhy I became a journalism major.
If there is a day when print newspapers, like analog
television, are put to rest, I will stubbornly go down with
the ship as long as I possibly can. There is something
beautiful about having a physical paper in your hand that
you can read at your own leisure without the need for
Internet access.
So the transition toward digital television may not
seem like anything significant, but its importance is more
symbolic than anything else. Other transitions are not so
symbolic. As circulation numbers at various newspapers
go down, pretty soon there will be a %vhole generation of
young kids who won't even know what a newspaper looks .
like.

And that is one funeral I will certainly cry at.
TAKECH I is a seniormajoring in journalism. Comments can be sent to timtakedi@

whitworthian.com.
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A defense of peace studies
Peace studies is not about being a bleeding-heart tree-hugger.
It does not seek to breed an army
of granola-munching idealists that
go around petting little furry animals
and asking, "Why can't we all just
get along?" It is not some collegiate
factory, pumping out mindlessly pas-

heid regime? Why did thc regime fall
international pressure, internal
REBECCA
civil disobedience, a combination of
SHAPE
these and other factors? How does
MIAMI
it continue to affect racc relations in
South Africa today?
These are all questions that a stuMy favorite thing about being a
dcnt of peace would ask. As we repeace studies major is the way peo- sionate peace rally groupies.
search and debate the answers to
ple rcact to my being a peace studies
study of peace docs not equal these questions, %ve can better admajor. Somc people glow with de- delusional idealism, or even absolute drcss the damage these conflicts have
light and tell me thc %vorld needs me. pacifism, for that matter. It is pos- left behind, and we can work to preSome half-expect me to hurl a picket sible to believe in the validity of self- vent similar conflicts fmm happensign at them. Most are confused as defense or the Second Amendment ing in the future.
to what peace studics could possibly and still believe that people shouldn't
4. A degree in peace studies proentail.
vides job security.
kill each other.
A recent reaction I encountered
1 have reason to
Yes, somc pcacc
'as in a Moroccan taxi. My friends, studies majors are
believe that for the
"Many students... laugh at
and I told our newfound companion, vegetarians, somc
rest of my lifetime,
Mohamed, that we were studying adhere to thc classes like Nonviolent Defense there will be no
peace, an4 he looked at us with abso- principles of Ganand Conflict Resolution, and
shortage of conflict.
lutely no expression on his face.
pacifism
dhian
then go back to dissecting cats In a world of supply
'Salaam," wc tricd to translate, "%ve and some wear
and demand, there
are studying salaam:* Salaam is the hemp jewelry. But or whatever it is those kids with will always be a de'practical' majors do"
Arabic word for peace, but it is used thcy also are camand for conflict
as a greeting, so wc might as well pable of carrying
resolution.
have told him wc study hello. He on intelligent and
As a peace studies
looked at us, and looked away, and level-headed conversations about is- major, I could pursue a career with a
repeated the %vord in a high-pitchcd, sues in the real world. Some even like plethora of non-profit organizations.
inquisitive fashion, as if to say, "Are to play "Risk."
I could get into politics and diplomayou sure that's the word you wcrc
None of these students should be cy. I could enter the realm of educalooking for?"
dismissed as left-wing pushovers. A tion reform, investigative journalism
Bewilderment is thc most com- student of peace should thrive in the or sociological chroniding.
mon, and most innocent, of reac- gray areas between idealism and reThe complaint I hear most often
tions. Nfost of you peace-mongers alism, should be competent and ob- is that peace studies is not markethave had to face that uncle or grand- servant and should work for the bet- able. But there are jobs available to
ma that considers your choice of ma- terment of humanity even when the me in the fields of political science,
jor a blemish on thc family honor, emotional tidal wave of mass dem- sociology, psychology and commuor at least a waste of time and solid onstration is not at his or her back.
nications, not to mention the field of
earning potential.
Peace studies asks the impor- peace studies itself. Yes, peace studies
Many students at Whitworth, too, tant questions.
is a valid field of study and employlaugh at classes like Nonviolent DeStudents of peace seek to under- ment, and an incredibly valuable one
fense and Conflict Resolution, and stand why conflict exists and how it at that.
then go back to dissecting cats or can be resolved. Take the example
So the next time Unde Jerry atwhatever it is those kids with "practi- of Kosovo, where the Serbian army tacks you for vrasting your time with
cal" majors do.
oppressed and killed thousands of all that hippie stuff, you can kindly
In defense of the major I love, here Albanians. What would cause young remind him that there is much more
are some reasons why peace studies Serbs to commit horrible acts of "eth- to the study of peace than sipping
is not the worst thing you could be nic cleansing"? How did the Serbs green tea and waving picket signs.
doing with your college career:
view themselves? How did they view Peace studies is a major of versatility,
1. Peace studies is one of the most the Albanian immigrants? What value and validity, and with alliteraversatile majors on campus.
messages did the state propagate? tion like that, I bet I could even get a
It spans across a variety of depart- How does a human being justify the job as a Core lecturer.
ments, including political science, humiliation and murder of another
history, sociology, psychology, com- human being?
munications and theology. It's like
Or take the example ofSouth Afri- SHAPE is a senior majoring in race stucfies. COMhaving five or six majors packed into can apartheid. What role did history ments can be sent to rebecca.snapegwhitworthian.
four marvelous years.
play in the development of the apart- COM.
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Identity as 'black'
lies in one's own
interpretation
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Not your dad's video games
JEROD

JAR VIS
commsT

So you've played a video game or
two in your life. Don't lie, admit it.
Maybe it was "Minesweeper." maybe
it %vas "Pokemon7 maybe it %vas 'Super Monkey Balr; maybe it was 10
minutes, maybe it was a weekendlong "World of Varcraft" binge.
The point is, you've done some
gaming. I know this because I have
yet to meet an American of my generation who hasn't. It's a rather fascinating phenomenon. Video games
have risen in just a few decades from
the hobby of under-socialized nerds
to a multi-billion dollar industry
and are fast becoming the fourth
major entertainment venue, alongside literature, music and film.
Video games are now in their
adolescent years, much like film was
back in the day. When the first movies were released, they were seen as
little more than a gimmick. People
indulged in them as a pastime, art
critics derided them and most peopie insisted they would never catch
on.
History, of course, has proven
them all wrong. As the medium of
film matured and people learned
how to use it, it slowly but surely

became the dominant form of entertainment. Games arc now at that
point. They've developed into a
serious industry, and are now just
starting to see potential as an art
medium.
The best thing about all this, and
the reason you should care (especially if you're looking to go into visual communications of any kind),
is that games have the ability to absolutely surpass all other forms of
entertainment, both in mainstream
acceptance and in creative possibilities, and I predict that they will.
Those of you who are scoffing
right now probably haven't played

Granted, most games aren't quite
some of the games that have come
out in the past few years. Storytell- at that level of immersion and susing is evolving in leaps and bounds pension of disbelief yet, but anyin this medium. Vhereas most one who has played "Bioshock" or
games of several years ago boasted -Half-Life 2" will know that things
very simple narratives (ifthey boast- are heading in that direction.
ed them at all), today's video games
Games are also thc logical meoffer experiences that rival the most dium for anyone with a message for
engrossing Hollywood blockbuster. their audience, once again because
"Bioshock: a game set in a man- of the element of player interaction.
made undersea utopia gone wrong, If you want to persuade people that
unfolds around a nuanced and drugs are harmful, would the most
powerful
story
%vay
powerful
in. which issues
to demonstrate
like utilitarianthis be to make
'Games have the ability to
ism, secular hua movie about
absolutely surpass all other
manism, tyranny,
how drugs have
human nature,
forms of entertainment, both
destroyed other
ethics, sanity, mopeoples' lives, or
In mainstveam acceptance and
rality and even the
to create a game
In aeative possibilities, and I
existence of God
simulates
that
predict that they
and what place he
how drugs dehas in our lives are
stroy the player's
dealt with, either
life? F.xperiencing
directly or indirectly. And all this is something first hand will ahvays be
experienced in first person; the tale more powerful than watching someunfolds around and is driven by thc one else's experience.
player. Other games, such as "HalfSimulation has long been heraldLife 2: "Fallout
and "Portar all ed as the best way to teach people
feature first-rate stories that are all things, outside of real-world experithe more powerful and memorable ence.That's why we have higher cdubecause you are the main character. cation; why those who wish to pilot
This first-person method of aircraft spend hundrcds of hours in
storytelling has incredible poten- simulators; why the military spends
tial. Even in the best films, you are millions of dollars on battlefield
merely a sideline participant in the simulations. Putting someone in
story unfolding before you. Some a situation is the best way to teach
directors are talented enough that them about what to do in that situthey can cause their viewers to be- ation.
come emotionally involved in their
The upshot to all this is that video
stories, empathizing with the char- games are growing up. Give them a
acters on screen, but the viewer still second look if you've been dismisshas no direct connection.
ing them all your life. Look into
Games, on the other hand, pres- them if you've never given them
ent a medium where the viewer, or much thought. I guarantee they will
player, is the character on screen. open up a
whole new world of enHow much more impactful and tertainment for you, and perhaps
gut-wrenching would the death of someday may even be the subject of
Maximus Decimus Nteridius' famyour Core 150 papers.
ily in "Gladiator" have been if you
had been Russel Crowe? How much
more awe-inspiring would the first
encounter with the Death Star have JARYISis a sophomore maioring ln journalism.
been ifyou had been Luke Slcywalk- Conunents can be sent to jerod.jarvis@whitworer?
thian.com.
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LETTERS TO THE EDITOR: READER RESPONSES
Write a letter to the editor.
The Whitworthian welcomes reader responses to ankles or issues ofinterest ro
the Whitworth community. Send letters to editor@whitworthian.com or submit
online Limit to 200 words. Visit whitworthian.com for details.

February is Black I listory Month, and embedded within
that title is a. term that seems too large, too nebulous, too
charged with history, emotion and ineffable meaning for
it to really be conveniently defined. Black. What exactly is
"black"? As a white guy at a predominantly white school, I
figured that I wasn't thc only Whitworthian who wanted to
know, so I started talking about it, thinking about it. Now
"blackness," at its root. seems to me to be about connection.
Part of that connection is how "black" relates to identity.
Is "black" a hard and fast set of behaviors, beliefs, cultural
norms and values? If not, then it is something that people
develop for themselves as a part of their identity, not something which exists before them and defines thcir identity
from birth.
Junior Jaquette Easterlin and I sat down to talk, and one
of the points she could not stress enough was that the definition of "black" was difficult to pin down.
"It's really hard to put into words because it's different for
every person... Blackness is a variety of things," Eastcrlin
said.
In Easterlin's opinion, a person's blackness is connected
to the things that a person associates with his or her being
black. which could be just about anything: family cohesiveness, dress, deportment, aspects of Southern culture, being
a nice person. wanting to be successful, eating rice
anything.
If blackness is something that arises out a ola person's seeing something as a part of blackness and making that thing
a part of their identity, then "black" only originates in skin
color because skin color was used to group dark-pigmented
people, people who had to make sense of that grouping later.
Still. skin color can be a factor In haw a person sccs hint or
herself, especially when people start forcing definitions, assumptions and prejudices on a person, telling that person
that black skin explains the entire complexity of thc person's
self.
"I just think that people need to talk to people and look
beyond skin color and get to know thcm ... It's hard enough
being a human being, but it's (even harder( having skin color
added on top ... ('[be word "black"( builds barriers," Easterlin said.
People identify themselves as black, and through that they
can conncct to people who also identify themselves as black.
so the tcrm 'black" is more than skin color or a homogenous, unified culture. However, though the American term
"black" signifies this healthy system of identification, it does

create barriers sincc the tcrm has had so many stereotypes
attached to it.
Who would want to walk into a room and have it immediately assumed on thc basis of dark skin that he or shc is a
poor and poorly-educated person with a highly-developed
sense of rhythm and a boisterous personality who likes to fist
bump, listen to rap, vandalize, cat fried chicken and cornbread, sport corn rows, bust caps, play basketball, and speak
in Ebonics? Being and doing any or all of those things is fine
(except vandalism and busting caps), but having it asserted
that you are or you do any of those things on the basis of skin
color or self-identification as black would be a heavy burden
to bear, no?
Even worse, such assumptions can be accompanied by
the view that black identity is the greatest or only facet ola
person. Such an assumption is nothing less than dehumanizing.
Junior Jarvis Lunalo is from Kenya. He identifies himself as black, but for him "black" simply mcans he has dark
skin, and he chooses to idcntify himself as a Kenyan, not
as a member of the black community, while in thc United
Statcs. One of Lunalo's complaints about the U.S. is that
people, when they learn he is from Kenya, make asking him
about Kenya the basis of their friendship with him. After thc
questions about Kenya have been exhausted, the friendship
fades, Lunalo said.
Both Lunalo and Eastcrlin noticcd that ethnic identity becomes too much of how people interact with those who are
outside their group of identification. Ethnicity is certainly
important, but the only real way to relate to someone is to
get to know them as a person, cthnicity included, but not
excluding the rest of the person.
So my fellow white people, if people you know use "black"
to describe themselves, let them define "black" as thcy use it
to cxprcss their identity, but get to know that identity, black
and otherwise. Better than wondering what "black" means
would be wondering how someone is doing, who they are
and what they are truly like.
SWAYNE is a senior majoring in English. Comments can be sent to joshswayne@

whilworthian.com.
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Forget the snow, delve
into Spokane culture

I.
a humor column by Nic Vargus

ELIZABETH

JOHNSON
exam!

Aikrrt Beruortlit'hitworthian

Ifind your questions
questionable at best

`

When you really stop to think know when enough is enough.
about it, there arc three types of
For instancc, in any Corc in any
people in this world. The first arc given semester there is always the
the type of people who ask questions "Question Kid." This person is so
when they feel the burning molten curious about something or another
of a mystery in their souls. Upon fi-. that they interrupt thc lecture every
nally letting loose. with a question, day.
these people feel a great relief to have
At any othcr school (specifically
gotten the heavy burden off of their a statc school) this person would be
chests.
tarred, feathered and injected with
"Enlightenment is asking the right that scrum that made the bad-guy
questions at the right time; a wise politician in that onc "X-Men" movie
man could have once said.
turn into a water guy (I guess it was
The second kind of people arc the supposed to make him a mutant, but
kind who ask questions for the sake he just blew up or something).
But nay! We go to Whitworth, and
of asking questions. 'lhcie peoplé
arc so intellectually diluted that thcy here we believe In thc power of mind
think they're proving somc forgotten and heart and making fun of people
truth just by asldng a question.
behind their backs. To makc matThe problem, of course, is that tcrs even worse, Qucstion Kid seems
when someone asks a question it to only ask questions that could be
only means onc thing: they don't un- solved by: A) Looking in their notes
derstand something. Which just con- B) Asking someone next to them,
firms the age-old
C) watching less
adage, "There arc
VIII reality TV
no stupid ques- 1 like it when dumb people ask shows, or D) attions, only very, questions in dass because it lets tempting to hold
very stupid people
the rest of the dass know how thcir breath for
that you would
mudi smarter they are. But even four minutes. Senever want to hang
riously, Question
a dumb person should know
out with;
Kid, by Core 350
when enough is enough."
The third type
you should know
of people arc thosc
what an epistemolwho don't have any
ogy is.
boncs in their hands. The elasticity of
Sometimes Question Kid takes
their fingers make thcm quite good at the form of a know-it-all, in which
high fives, but rather poor at sports, case they form all thcir parenthetipiano and other activities.
cal questions with a self-affirming,
I would like to address the second
"Isn't it truc that..: I, for one, don't
group of people in this column.
believe that this is a good way to start
In every class I have ever taken, a question. If you think something is
there comes a time whcn I don't true, then you don't have a question.
understand something or another. If you're unsure, you shouldn't phrase
However, I happen to believe that it like you already know. That's arif you have a question or two, you rogant. Plus, nobody cares that you
should consider taking your proles- know Ghostrider's jacket is made of
sor out to coffee and asking them in pleather.
the comfort of a onc-on-one converAlas, it seems that the question
sation. That way they can give you a askers are not exclusive to any givsatisfactory, unrushed answer and, if en major or gender, and my time
your question is rather stupid, you at Whitworth has confirmed a few
won't appear as a total moron in the things about them.
company of your peers and soon-toTheology majors ask questions to
prove that they have a better relationbe-enemies.
But in each dass there is inevitably ship with God than you do, English
the student that always has a freaking majors ask questions to prove they
question. Honestly, if their questions understand free-form poetry better
were basketballs, they'd throw down than you do, history majors ask quesmore shots than that autistic kid on tions to prove they understand a time
Yo uTub c.
period better than you do and philosophy majors ask questions to prove
I mean, I understand if you're
dumb. Seriously, I do. I'm even friends that thcy have no idea what they've
with a lot of dumb people. I likc it been studying for the last three and
when dumb people ask questions in a halfyears.
dass because it lets the rest of the
dass know how much smarter they VARGOS is a junior majoring in English. Comments
arc. But even a dumb person should can be sent to nic.varguscawhitworthian.com.

By and large, when studcnts move to Whitworth from elsewhere in the state or country,
Spokane gets immediately pigeon-holed as
lame and without much to offer besides maybe a meth addiction. Granted, Spokane is not
New York, Los Angeles or Seattle, but it is not
without culture and cultured people. It seems
like, when coming from somewhere else to
live in Spokane for only four years, we have a
tendency to not want to invest in the city and
its culture.
At Whitworth there is the disadvantage of
being relatively far from all thc action that
goes on downtown. Somc students claim that
it's too far, that they don't have a car or that
they don't know what is going on off campus:
"Students here often assume that because
Spokane is not Seattle that there is nothing
to do; junior John Kuhn said, "It's funny,
because I don't think those people generally
travel beyond two or three miles outside of
campus, if at all. There is theater opportunity,
operas in circuit, several art galleries that feature new shows monthly, bars, local bands,
midnight movies and that doesn't even cover
the glory of the South Hill!"
With publications such as thc Inlander
available in the Hixson Union Building, it
should be easy to discover a plethora of cultural cvcnts occurring all over thc city.
For thosc without transportation, there are
plenty of options. Spokane has a great transit system that comes right to the Whitworth
arca, and bus passes are available at the information desk in thc HUB. The Artists' Guild
tries to organize transportation down to
events on the first Friday of every month for
people to see the art galleries, and it is open to
all students, not just Artists' Guild members
or art students.
Spokanc has many venues where both local
and non-local musicians play. The Empyrcan
has concerts all the time, and Whitsvorth musicians frequently play there. We should support our fellow students as well as the Spokane music scene.
Catcrina Winery also features musicians
from Whitworth, as well as out-of-town artists. Ttic information dcsk often has discountcd tickets for musical and theater acts in Spo-

kane as well.
'I went to 'Sweeney Todd' this December

and got two tickets, at student cost, for $60.
We sat fifth row and center. This professional
traveling theater company performed two
nights in a row, and neither night saw more
than half of the scats filled," Kuhn said, disappointed that such a wonderful theater opportunity was overlooked by the community.
Whitworth has always been committed to
building community, evidenced by Community Building Day and the many clubs committed to helping the community beyond
the infamous pinecone curtain. Building and
being involved in community go beyond just
feeding the hungry, clothing the cold and
sheltering the homeless.
I am not advocating dropping those causes
in order to go out on a Friday night to drink
a beer and listen to a conccrt. I am advocating students putting an effort into getting out
and enjoying the wonderful culture that Spokane has breeding in its widely disregarded
art scene.
College students are a life-spark to a city.
We are young, educated, cause-oriented and
still stupid enough to think we can change the
world. This is the kind of passion that gives
citics like LA., New York and Seattle the incredible cultural-mecca aura which draws
people to thcm.
Spokane will never be an LA. or a Seattle,
but we can work svith what we have hcrc to
make it the best it can be. Just because you
don't plan on living here forever doesn't mean
you aren't living here now It's important to
not just be a drain on your surroundings, but
to put effort back into them. We are getting an
incredible education from this city. We should
embrace it for the small time that we are here,
and give bac.k what we can.
I don't plan on living in Spokane for much
longer after graduation, but I am dearly in.
debt to the city for helping me become who I
am now versus four years ago. I went through
what I believe to be some of my most influential years here In Spokane and those memories will be with me forever. For that, I thank
the city. It has taught me much about life and
living.
So give Spokane another chance, Whitworth. It may be frigid for most of the time
.you live here, and it may have less to offer
than your hometown, but give it some credit.
Spokane has a rich history and a thriving arts
culture. Dig in and get to knosv your current
homc.
JOHNSON h a senior majoring in prinunaking. Comments can be

sent to elizabeth.johnsongwhitworthian.m.

erspective
Each week, 7he Whitworthian Opinions staff will take a single topic and each offer some
short commentary. Readers are encouraged to respond arthe topic on the Perspectives blog at
whitworthian.com.

With Whitworth's growth comes a handful of issues, one of which is an excess of cars on
campus. The sheer number of cars makes it difficult for on-campus residents to find parking.
Ed Kelly, director of Facilities Services, said 979 day students have registered cars on campus. Add that to 413 night students and 398 faculty and staff cars, and you have 1,790 registered vehicles. The trouble comes when these cars are all looking for a place to park in a
campus with only 1,599 existing spots.
Even mori problematic is the attitude we seem to have toward parking. We view the closest
spot as the best and most desirable. Even if someone is not planning on using their car for a
kw days, they will still try to grab a close parking spot. Logically, it would make more sense to
leave those spots for people who come and go daily. We're so used to instant gratification that
a rational thought process regarding parking is not likely.
Other universities have dealt with this issue by banning freshmen from bringing cars to
school. This year, the University of Miami became the first in Florida to ban cars for freshmen;
they're calling it an emironmental initiative. Santa Clara University has taken the same measure to case the pressure on limited parking availability.
What is the solution to 'our parking issues?
Carrisa Pawell
Read what other columnists have to say and give your ovm feedback at whitworthian,com.
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A GUIDE
During the spring semester, many sophomores and juniors are considering finding homes off campus. Ro:
tana, owner of Team Quintana Realtors of Spokane, gave a few tips that all college-aged renters should
before signing their name to a lease, as well as what to look for in a landlord or property.
(

By Sophie Sestero

r'..

Remember, there aré good and bad landlbr,

When to go?
Quintana said it is helpful if you are able to go with all your roommates to look at properties so you can cnsurc you all like a property. You might think you all have the same ideas
about your rental and then find that onc friend wants a bigger kitchcn and another wants a
fireplace. To cnsurc everyone is happy it is first best to make a list of what each of you w-ants
and then compare. With this, figure out how much space you want and how much you are
willing to spend.
1Vhcn that is finished, choose four or fivc places you'd like to look at on Craigslist. When
you've got your top five, hit thc pavement to start searching for places to livc. To make sure
your roommates and you share thc samc thoughts about thc properties, have everyone rate
cach home with thcir favorite three, in order.
"You ill want to start searching at least a month in advance. Forty-five to 60 days in advance is better," Quintana said. But, don't Iv-aft too long or it could be gone. Remember, if you
see it and 'want to rent it, someone else probably does too.

Consider your options
"Number one, you should look around." Quintana said. "Many make the mistake of grabbing the first thing that comes along and they have nothing to compare it to:' When students
go offcampus, thcy have a combination of worry and excitement that causes some to take the
first property they see. If you don't stop to compare and constrast one housc to another, you
may end up with a bad deal.

You have to ask the questions to determine whether or not a landlord is rcputat
Quintana said there arc questions you can ask, and ways to ask them, to make surc y
honest with you and to find out more information about thc property.

Prcip'èrty management or private owner
Depending on which of these you have could determine how problems with th
dealt with. Quintana said if you're dealing with property management. most of it
reputable and will tell you if thcrc are any existing problems that need to be pointed
experience any futurc problems they will be more willing to make repairs. On the
private owner can be absent and reluctant to fix problems that arise within the prop
"Be responsible," Quintana said. "As far as the renter goes, especially for college pe
not rented before, it's not like your mom and dad's house. You need to be proactiv
problems because if it isn't taken care of, you can be charged:
For instance, say your shower has a terrible leak and it is spraying water all over
Property management might be there within the day, whereas a private owner will nc
their options, find if you caused the problem and try to clear their schedule to see ya

Spy on the neighbors
"Onc of the things I do for a house is drive by the neighborhood at different time:
night: Quintana said. "Ihis way you can sec what's going on. Listen to what's going
Using this method, you can sec what life will be likc. If you arc a person who 10, c
environment, other tenants or neighbors who arc drummers or host wild parties
tastes.

Take it to the bank

Pined photo, Yong Kernii1littoatthian

Students should fully go over their rental contracts before they sign them.

"Depending on the quality, a four-bedroom rental can range from $900 to $1,4
said. "lhat's a fair range, but it depends on the house."
Quintana said you should always be aware of the deposits r..id other finances tha
lease. These arc important to compare from property to property. Find out how long
could be from month to month, and could have stipulations about ending your lease
for breaking it. Also, reinember some leases require the first and last montlis rent up
Quintana recommended you make sure your roommates have a solid lease that t;
sidcration their college lifestyles and has a sUb-leasing clause. Ibis means if one of yoi
decides to move out, you haven't broken the lease and you can get a new roommate
doesn't show up, you will have to take on their financial responsibility without bein
in a new tenant.
When you're looking remember to define your price range as what you feel con
ing to help you clarify where you look. But also, look a little above and below. Quir
had cases where for just $50 more a montii tenants have gotten much extra square f
amenities.
Normally, a lease will include water, sc%ver and garbage and you have to cover elect
times they'll offer nothing. This is another time to get clarification. II not, you need I
the amount that it would be to cover the difference.
Consider aspects not covered with the lease. For example, ask what their average
is. If they don't know, you can call the local power company or water provider, give tht
and find out yourself. Ibis will help define your costs for the next year, too.
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TEPTH
Senior Danny Mathews
looks at Je11-0 packs
while shopping at
WinCo.WinCo recently
opened In Spokane
and Is known for Its low
prices.
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"As far as a resource for leasing, someone would be hard pressed to find a better spot than Craigslist.
Quintana said. "More and more are using it because it's free'
On the teamquintana.com Web site there is a link to the sectors of Craigslist devoted to renting and subletting, houses in the Spokane arca that are looking for roommates, and more. Quintana said since there are
more people looking on Craigslist for places to live, the quality is growing, too.

Be honest
Quintana suggested you be as honest with your landlord as you can be so you are sure you are getting
the right fit for you, your roommates and your landlord. Sometimes both the landlord and tenant will be
conscientious of each other, but may not be a good fit together.
"Don't be intimidated; Quintana said. "l'o, you'rc renting their house, but you %yam them to be a good
landlord and have an understanding."
Ask if they've rented to college students before. This could affeet your landlord's perspectives. They might
not know what the college life is like either. Make sure to let them know how often and how many friends
come to visit on a regular basis. How loud is your music? Let them know what your lifestyle is like.
Remember to ask any questions you have that you think would influence your life. If you are honest and
straightforward, hopefully they Ivill be too.
Contact Sophie Sestero at sophie.sestero@whitworthian.com

SHARE IT
Have an easy off-campus redpe
or cooking tip? Submit your

ideas to editor@whitworthian.
com or post them at

whitworthianam
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Seeing a new side of Spokane
Student-created
magazine aims to
encourage students
to explore the city

4gaz'src:

Taylor Faranda
Staffitrriter
A new art magazine being distributed
around campus and in parts of Spokane is
published by a Whitworth student with the
intent of encouraging students to step outside the pinecone curtain.
Senior Elizabeth Johnson, a printmaking
major, uses the magazine to express style,
art and music. Particularly, Johnson hopes
that the publication will persuade students
to explore cultural aspects of thc Spokane
scene by introducing them to art shows, local musicians and other forms of creativity
around town.
'Whitworth is extremely isolated, main-

t

-

4\
**\,,

ip-

ly from Spokane, but the world in general. The magazine tries to get people from

Whitworth involved in Spokane: Johnson
said. "It's a great city if you gct into it. But
you have to get into it to find its greatness.:
The magazine is titled CORSAIR. which
Johnson said is a fancy way of saying pirate.
"We don't have to be hum drum pirates:
Johnson said. We can be fancy pirates who
are culturally experienced and don't jtut
stay on campus."
As editor-in-chief, Johnson works
around thc dock on the magazine with a small support staff. 1111110...
When she graduates this year,
she hopes to pass along the
publication to current assistant editor and advertising
director John Kuhn, a junior
psychology and fine arts
major.
Kuhn and Johnsbn collaborate on the magazine,
with Kuhn focusing on
contacting potential advertisers who will help
sponsor the cost of
publication. He also
said he finds himself
helping Johnson with whatever
task she throws his way.

WU_

Rpm Enkuors/Whitsvraim

Senior Elizabeth Johnson, a pdntrna king major, works pn the layout of her magazine called CORSAIR.The magazine Is aimed at getting stu
dents to llave campus and experience more of the cultural experiences Spokane has to offer.The magazInel first issue came out last month.

fetch Miss Johnson her lattes: Kuhn
said.
Johnson's idea of using the
magazine as a way to
give students a taste
of what's beyond

Whitworth in thc city

of Spokane really attracted Kuhn.
"I really liked that
idea. It's not the greatest city in thc world but
there's a lot to do here,"
Kuhn said. This magazine
is really attractive to me because it shows people that
there's more to do than what's
just on campus:*
Johnson's inspiration for the
idea was based on her love for

art and hcr goal to work for a publication
such as Nylon. Juxtapoz or Swindle.
"I've always done art since I was a little
Idd," she said.
was just kind of always
part of me:
Although the hardest part for Johnson
has been finding the funds to publish the
magazine on a desired monthly basis, she
said what shc most enjoys about thc process is the creative design.
"My favorite part of making this magazine is putting it together, doing the layout,
the creative part of it: Johnson said. "The
magazine incorporates a lot of the things I

it

like doing:
The first Issue of thc magazine came out
last month, and currently Johnson and her
tearn are working on the next issue in time
for a debut party. The party will be at Caterina Winery on March 6 with a concert

and art show by Lance Paullin and Ruben
Villarreal. The art show at 6 p.m. is free and
thc concert at 8 p.m. is S5.
Johnson's favorite feature was an art future on junior Natc Ellcfson. Presently, she
is working on a feature on Spokane artist
Ruben Villarreal, who will be performing
at thc debut.
Ultimately, Johnson's main intent is that
the magazine focuscs on the creative works
of members of thc Spokane community in
order that students take time to understand
the culture present outside of Whitworth.
"You can't just come and stay in a hole,
and thcn leave: she said. "I don't think
your experience in Spokane, or Whitworth,
would be as pod as if you just did that:
Contact Mylor Faranda at taylorfaranda@whitworthiats.com.

Review: From graphics to plot, there's
just no other way to describe `Fallout 3'

Jerod Jarvis

two. The game is based on an alternate his- series, and "Fallout 3" is born.
tory of the world which splits from reality in
I'm not going to comment on how excelthe 1950s. In 2077, World War IN broke out lent a job Bethesda has done retaining the
This review is a tough one for me. Most and America and China launched nukes at feel of classic "Fallout" while still managgames I can talk about. whether I loved each other until there wasn't any one left to ing to update it to modern standards. That's
them or hated them. "Fallout 3" is different push the big red buttons. There were few been done to death. Nor will I talk about
though ... with "Fallout 3," I have hard time survivors, and most of
how it does feel vaguely
managing anything more than slapping thosc were the ones lucky
like The Elder Scrolls
on my caps lock and screaming ZON1G enough to find secure
IV: Oblivion"
if you
have a hard time managing
EPIXifin over and over while caressing my places in deep underthink
that's
a
bad
thing,
anything more than slapping
collector's edition bobble-head and shed- ground vaults. While this
you should immediately
on my caps lock and saeaming go to the ER and have
could be an incredibly
ding tears of joy.
ZOMG EP1Ximi
dark, depressing game,
Seriously. It's that good.
your tongue surgically
Some background. The original "Fall- the magic of the "FallSeriously. It's that good:'
replaced, because you
out" came out some ten-odd years ago and out" series has always
clearly have no taste.
became an instant classic. The post-apoca- been how lighthearted it
Lastly. I won't tvaste time
lyptic setting was fresh and unique for the is about the whole nucletalking about how intime, and with a dash'of retro-futuristic art ar situation. The 1950s optimism is injected credibly beautiful it is the graphics are, in
design, it entered a dass all its own. Dark into the disaster and a daddy hysterical hu- a word, breathtaking.
What I'd like to talk about instead is how
humor, memorable characters, excellent bris is born.
Fast forwarding in time, the rights to the ZON1G EPIX!!!! this game is.
role playing, and murdering super mutants
No. Seriously. It is.
all rolled together to make a fantastic game. game are picked up by Bethesda, makers of
From the opening scene to the dosing
It was followed by a sequel and a spin-off or the inconceivably awesome "Elder Scrolls"

Staff Writer

"

credits. "Fallout 3" is hands down the most
atmospheric and fleshed out game I have
played in a vcry long time. From the very
first moments of the game, you are in the
world. You don't start as a young adult as
in most role-playing games (RPGs). The
gaffe begins at birth, as you emerge from
the womb (not nearly as weird as it sounds,
I promise). Your father, voiced competently
by Liam Neeson, fawns over you for a few
minutes before you skip ahead a year to find
yourself a cooing toddler, and so on through
your 10th birthday party, your school exams as a 16 year old, and finally the game
"begins" as you emerge from the vault. as a
19 year old searching for your father who
left mysteriously without saying Why.
I won't ruin the story for you
suffice
to say that it is very good, and though the
ending may leave you longing for more, it is
appropriately "Fallout."

See

FALLOUT, page
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Sophomore Court Alfrey and senior Julie Kimball act out a scene during the dress rehearsal of"Museumf The play involves the reactions people have to
works of art as well as to other people.

Play introduces new form of theater
Miranda Cosand
Staff Writer

he lines between play and real life a-re
blurred in "Ntuscum." The absurdist comedy
opens Friday at 8 p.m. in Cowles Memorial Auditorium.
"(The play] is about the rcactions people
have to works of art and other people; director
Brooke Kicner said. "The people are on display
as much as the art."
The characters arc meant to be everyday
people who experience moments of absurdity,
Kiener said.
"Seemingly normal charactcrs do absurd and
insane things," said junior thcatrc major Jessica Liles. She mentioned many ridiculous moments in the play such as the museum guard's
tap-dance in the middle of thc show and Liles'
character rubbing a statue all over her body.
"We've embraced that absurdity, but there is
also an amount of swcctncss and humanity in
the characters," Liles said.
Another unusual aspect is thc seating for the
audience, which is placed around the stage.
"We needed to create space where the audience could sec thc actors and the artwork,"
Kiener said.
The play invites the audience to become part
of it. "For most people, this is a totally ncw form
of theater," Liles said. "We would tell the audience to come with an open mind, and just to
embrace the strange:*
The audience is integrated into the performance as more characters come to view the art
exhibit.
"The audience becomes part dale art exhibit
because thc audience members face each other,"
technical director Jennifer Read said. "The acting happens below, and audience members can
.

watch each other's reactions to thc play."
The audience becomes part of the play to add
to the already 40 characters. 'These 40 characters arc acted by 19 studcnts.
"Onc of the reasons we chose 'Ntuscum' was
to give the students thc challenge of playing
more than one role," Kiener said. "They have
been able to create characters who are larger
than life."
Read created the
costumes for the
Play
play; and her largest challenge was

Preview:

making each costume unique. She

Museum

said,

Time/Date:

"Since each

actor plays so many
roles, making thcm
each significantly
individual is a challenge."
As the director,
Kicner was involved

March 6, 7, 13, 14
at 8 p.m.; March 8
at 2 p.m.
Place: Cowles
Mem. Auditorium

in decisions about
Author:
costuming and all
Tina
Howe
other aspects of thc
play. She invited
collaboration for the play from her department
and other departments.
"It's awesome to work with Brooke because
she is such a collaborative director," Liles said.
"She likes to take our ideas, and a lot we have in
the show came from creating it together."
Kiener also asked members of the art department to participate in the play.
"I am so grateful that our friends in the art
department were excited about the project, and
willing to help us create the aesthetics of the
play and thc individual art works on display',"
shc said.

Assistant art professor Katie Crcyts had her
Jan Tcrm Mixed Media class design sculptures
under the guise of fictional sculptor Agnes
Vaag.
"The students created 'slightly menacing'
abstract sculptures from natural materials like
shells, bones, fur and feathers," Crcyts said.
"Each sculpture has unique formal character-

isticsr
"Ntuscum" tour guides will take the audience
through the set, and then show them to their

scats.

lot of the student sculptures have great de-.
tail, so the walkthrough allows the audience to
see the students' %vork up close," Crcyts said.
Unfortunately, this means that latecomers
%vill not be allowed into the show. Kiencr recommends that people come early to get thc full
exOcrience of thc prcshow activities.
She also suggests that people buy their tickets
soon because due to the seating arrangement,
there are less than 200 seats available per night
as opposcd to thc normal 1,169.
"My hope is that this play inspires people to
think about the ways in %vhich they are art consumers, and how art influences their lives and
their community," Kiener said. "I want people
to be more conscious of the way that art plays a
role in their lives."
The "Museum" cast created a promotional
video to give people a sense of the comedy presented in the play. The video can be viewed at
http://www.youtubc.com/whitworthuniversity.
Tickets can be purchascd online at www.
%vhitworth.edu/theatretickets. Tickets cost $7
for general admission and $5 for students and
seniors.
"A

Contact Miranda Cosand at miranda.cosand@whitworthian.com.

GRAPEVINE HUMOR: WHAT STUDENTS NEED MORE OF
More community.

I More awareness of community.
1

More sleep.
More s'morcs. (Get it?)

More reminders to go to whitworthian.
com. (Take the hint, please.)

I More courses about Western Civ and
worldviews.

More marriages during the summer after
graduation.

I More fashionable sweaters.

I More off-campus partying.

I More mushrooms in Sodexo.
I

More ON-campus partying.

More Prime Times!

I

More flex dollars.

I More squirrels in the Loop.

More fire alarms in the residence halls.

See our online feature about ilOW
Whitworth students pay for college.

Coining Thursday

Authors Joe Wilkins and
Claire hIcQuerry will discuss their works at Gonzaga University at 7:30 p.m.
tonight.
Wilkins directs the creative writing program at
Waldorf College in Forest
City, Iowa. He has been
published in many literary journals, and he won
the Obsidian Prize and the
2008 Ellen Meloy Fund for
Desert Writers.
For more information
contact
marshall@gonzaga.cdu, visit http://mvw.
gonzaga.edu or call (509)
313-6681.

Theatre presents
play based on
Emily Dickinson
"The Belle of Amherst"
will be presented at the Spokane Interplaycrs Theatre at
7:30 p.m. on March 4 and
5, and at 8 p.m. on March
6 and 7.
The play is bued on the
life of American poet Emily
Dickinson. Tickets range in
cost from 510 to $21.

For more information,
including more dates and
times, call (509) 455-PLAY
or visit http://www.interplayers.com.

Mead high school
students produce
Peanuts play
Mead High School theatre and music departments
will present the play "You're
a Good Ntan, Charlie
Brown" at 7 p.m. on Ntarch
4 and 5.
The play %vill present
Charles Schultz's characters
of Charlie Brown, Snoopy,
and the rest of the Peanuts
gang. Tickets cost $8 for
adults and $6 for students
and seniors. For more information, call (509) 4657008, or e-mail kbrathov@
mead.k12.wa.us.

Fantasy-based
children's book is
made into a play
"Bridge to Terabithia"
will be presented at 1 and 4
p.m. on March 7, and 1 p.m.
on March 8 in the Lair Auditorium at Spokane Community College.
The play is presented
by the Spokane Children's
Theatre as an adaptation of
Katherine Paterson's Newbery Award-winning novel.
Tickets cost $10 for
adults, and $8 for attendees
18 and younger. For more
information, call (509)
325-SEAT.

whitworthian.com

Compiled by Miranda Cosand
Source: wwwspokane7.com/events
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Students find band rewa

gTops mow
BOX OFFICE
-Check out the top
grossing movies from
the past weekend.
TYLER PERRY'S MAD EA
GOES TO JAIL

$16,500,000
JONAS BROTHERS:THE 3D
CONCERT EXPERIENCE

$12,700,000
SLUMDOG MILLIONAIRE
$12,150,000
TAKEN

$9,950,000
HE'S JUST NOT THAT INTO
YOU

$5,875,000

CMJ
TOP 15
These are tI:e top 15
albumsfrom cmj.com.
For thefidl list and
more information, go

to cmj.com.

1

ANIMAL COLLECTIVE

"Merriweather Post Pavilion-

2

ANDREW BIRD

"Noble Beast"
3

MATT AND KIM

"Grand"

4A.C. NEWMAN
"Get Guilty'

5

ANTONY AND THE

JOHNSONS

"The Crying Light"
COTTON JONES

'Paranoid Cocoon'
LONEY, DEAR

°Dear John'

FRANZ FERDINAND

"Tonight: Franz Ferdinand"
9

PAINS OF BEING PURE

k
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Keep Pennsylvania Beautiful appreciates student support at shows
'

Alex Bistrevsky
Staff 1Vriter
Students may have seen them
perform at Whitworth or at some
other establishment, but there
are few who know the story behind the band that is Keep Pennsylvania Beautiful.
What originally started out
with senior Tyson Motsenbocker jumping from gig to gig with
his acoustic solo performance
quickly transformed into an indie camaraderie with four others:
alumnus A.J. Hanenburg and seniors joseph Carlson, Scott Sims
and Nate Swenson.
The five of them played together on a regular basis on thc
back porch of Keola because thcy
enjoyed each other's company.
Thc wide array of instruments,
including acoustic guitars, a
mandolin, a bass guitar. a banjo
and drums. all hold true to the
indie form of music.
One evening, Ntotsenbocker
was asked to do a solo show in
Coeur d'Alene, Idaho. At the cnd
of Motsenbocker's performance,
he asked thc four others to join
him on stage. The band was astounded at thc multitudes of
Whitworth students that came
to support them and has gained
the attention of Spokane locals
as well. According to RAWK
The Inland Northwest's Web site,
They have established themselves as one of the leading indic
bands in the region."
Although the five of them
sharcd very different tastes in
music. Motsenbocker made it
clear that they could all agree on
one style: acoustically-driven indie music.
"As we grew as a band we kept
to our acoustic roots and thcn
meshed it with indie music:
Ntotsenbocker said.
He emphasized their band's
overall respect for artists who
have a story to tell in each of
their songs.
'Ve get our inspiration from
really old songwriters with storytelling capabilities like Johnny
Cash, and also Death Cab for
Cutie: he said.
The hardest part of being in a
band together was that the five
or them had to find a time they
could meet to rehearse.
"It's tough to get together and
practice," Ntotsenbocker said.
However, the band's fans makes
the effort worth it, he said.
"At shows it felt like we had this

s.
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Kathryn Volihanuort/Whitwurthun

Keep Pennsylvania Beautiful members AJ. Hanenburg, singer/guitarist Tyson Motsenbocker and guitarist Scott
Sims perform at the Empyrean Co?!.. House on Friday, Feb. 13.The band was supposed to open for David Bazan,
but he was unable to play, so they filled In the main act.

u

amazing fan base: Ntotsenbock- where we would have to book
er said. "Ntany people came from everything ourselves," MotsenVhitworth and it felt like we had bocker said. "We would travel
around little
a part in buildcoffee shops:
ing community
Ntotsenbockpeople
whcn
'People are scared to start a
er said senior
supported us."
Dane Ucland
Motsenbockband. For us it has been the
er said he was most rewarding part of our col- set a standard
for Keep Pennastounded at
lege careee
sylvania Beauhow fast they
Tyson Motsenboder,
tiful and other
grew in popusinge, guithnst
Whitworth
larity.
musicians.
"We built a
'Dane Uereputation in
Spokane because a lot of people land broke the ice playing downtown as far as Whitworth kids
camc to our shows: he said.
That reputation has paid off, go," Ntotscnbocker said. "Evespecially when finding shows to eryone comes now looking for
Whitworth bands:
play, he said.
The recording process for the
"This year has been cool because this year we haven't booked band has not been an easy one.
any shows for ourselves, it has Every member was busy so thcy
just been people asking us to bookcd the Seeley G. Mudd Chaplay," Motsenbocker said.
pel at Whitworth from 8 p.m.
Although it seems like a great through 8 a.m. three separate
place to be as a band, Motsen- times over three weekends to rebocker said it wasn't easy at first. cord it. Each time they would as"Last year it was the opposite. semble their gear in the Chapel's

foyer to literally create a recording studio. Their costs were low:
all finishing touches were made
with the help oía friend who offered to do it for free. They didn't
have much oía budget and were
grateful that everything turned
out.
"All the costs of making the
album were recouped the night
they released it," Ntotsenbocker
said.
Keep Pennsylvania Beautiful
will next perform at the Empyrean on Ntarch 6 with Blind Pilot.
Motsenbocker said all aspiring
bands that are trying to make it
should be bold and just go for it,
adding that Keep Pennsylvania
Beautiful still haven't made it yet
themselves.
"People are scared to start
a band," he said. "For us it has
been thc most rewarding part of
our college career. It builds great
relationships. Go do it!"
Contact Alex Bistrevsky at alex.
bistrevsky@whitworthiatt.corn.

AT HEART

'The Pains Of Being Pure At

Heart'

lo

LOS CAMPESINOS!

"We Are Beautiful, We Are
Doorned4
11

GLAWEGAS

"Glasvegast

12

CUT OFF YOUR

HANDS
"You And I"
13

BPA

'I Think We're Gonna Need A
Bigger Boar

14

BRUCE SPRINGSTEEN

"Working On A Dream"
15

THE KILLERS

"Day And Age"

Review: Film looks at interactions, differences
Ryan Graves

Staff Writer
The film I was planning
on reviewing this week
was going to be The
Reader," which helped
Kate NVinslet finally earn
an Academy Award. Yet,
the first act of the film
could be equated to softcore porn if one tried, so I
decided to watch another
film that was more appropriate for the very Presbyterian school we attend.
I decided to see "Gran
Torino" directed by and
starring Clint Eastwood.
The film follows Walt
Kowalski, played by Eastwood, a man who just lost
his wife and is plagued by
his greedy offspring who

Courtay of lob. net

don't seem to show him
any dignity and see him
more as a liability with a
will than a lonely old man
with nothing to do besides smoke and drink.
Kowalski is a bitter and
grisly man with a clenched

jaw throughout the film.
He's a product oían older
generation, one not ready
for the post-modern,
multicultural society that
seems to be swallowing
him right up. He lost his
wife, he's growing old
and he avoids the faithful
Catholic priest that constantly badgers him for a
confession.
Being a veteran of the
Korean War, Kowalski is
a man of justice, but also
an unapologetic racist in
the process. His two teenage neighbors, Thao and
Sue of the Hmong tribe,
a mountainous tribe of
southeast Asia, are drawn
to him after he defends
them from a gang looking for trouble, but he

only did this to defend
his household in thc first
place. "Get off my lawnr
he snarls, clasping a vintage rifle. So now Kowalski is the neighborhood
hero, whether he likes it
or not.
Kowalski
and
his
Hmong neighbors' lives
intertwine, and Kowalski starts to sec that thcy
aren't walking stereotypes
he assumed them to be.
Thc people who look at
him with such respect
arc full of surprises, and
Kowalski takes it upon
himself to invest in their
lives, if just for a bit.
Eastwood crafts a fine
film, one that takes a hard
look at American life and
how we interact with each

other. The only thing that
weakened the film was
the acting of the supporting characters portrayals that seemed a bit
wooden and unemotional
when they are compared
to Eastwood.
The film is a study in
the multicultural world
we live in. We scc that
Kowalski and his neigh- .
bors are a bit different,
but that doesn't mean that
they can't get along. Eastwood delivers another
getn, one you do not want
to miss.

Contact Ryan Graves
at ryan.graves@whitworthian.com.
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SCENE

Johanna Kunin

Grad shows
how luck is
controllable

Time: 8 p.m.

Asmara Anyan

Johanna Kunin to perform in HUB
Caitlin Richmond

her Web site. She started recording in 2005, when she recorded
some songs with a friend in his
basement. Iler first full-length
CD, "Clouds Electric: was also
recorded in 2005 with producer
Tucker Martine, who has produced CDs for Laura Veirs and
The Decembcrists. It was released in 2006, and picked up attcntion from by a Santa Monica
radio station, KCRW.
She recorded her second fulllength CD, "Seaworthy Sleeper,"
in May of 2008.
Kunin plays piano and key-

Scene Editor

Johanna Kunin will be performing at Whitworth at 8 p.m.
on Thursday, March 5 in the
Iiixson Union Building in the
Multipurpose Room. Kunin
performed at Whitworth last
September with Horse Feathers.
Senior Dane Ucland and Nlount
Saint Helens Vietnam Band will
be opening.
Kunin started writing songs
in 2004, after she graduated
from jazz school, according to

FALLOUT: The futuristic
continuedfrom page 12
But the story is only a small
fraction of the game. Once you
step out of thc vault, you're free
to go anywhere you please. The
game suggests that you head
towards the town of Megaton,
but if you'd rather plod in the
opposite direction just to be anarchistic, that's fine. The world
isn't quite as large as Oblivion's,
but it feels much more complete. Every location has its
own story to tell, even if it's just
through thc recorded journals
of past inhabitants you find
scattered about on the floor.
There is no generic dungeon,
town or landmark. Each place
has been crafted with incredible
attention to detail. Exploring in
most RI'Gs can often get boring and dry aftcr a few hours
not so in "Fallout 3: Every
arca has a tale to tell to the carefully.,observant explorer., and
this is what makes the game so
ZOMG. The world is destroyed,
radiated and ruined
but it is
complete, believable and fully
realized.
There are a few minor niggles.
The level cap is frustratingly
low
you'll reach maximum
level long bcforc thc end of the
game
and there are a fcw
bugs. But thcsc arc rather easily

board, and has been compared
to other artists such as Regina
Spektor and Cat Power. Her lyrics describe many different images instead of telling a story, according to her Web site.
"She may sing you an infectious pop song, but not without
twists of harmony und turns of
phrase that set it refreshingly off
the beaten track," according to
the Invisible City Web site, which
is Kunin's booldng agency.
Contact Caitlin Richmond at
caitlin.riAmond@whitworthian.

Concert

Preview:
Date:Thursday,
March 5
Place: HUB Multipurpose Room

Sounds like:
Regina Spektor

com.

RPG lets gamers choose between good and evil

overlooked when compared to
the general awesomeness of thc
rest of the package.
From a content perspective,
"Fallout 3" is very appropriately
rated M. Language, gore and
thc occasional mild sexual reference land this game solidly in
the not-for-thc-kids category.
Thcrearc a few disappointments
the inclusion
of a prostitute is

limbs fly off in six or seven different directions is genuinely
funny in this game ... think
Monty Python on steroids).
This game lands itself in the
category of M-Neutral. M, because it is not to be confused in
any way with something appro.
priatc for kids or young teens;
Neutral, because while not
being actively

or

anti-Christian

overly simplistic system from a
moral standpoint, but it serves
its purposc well enough. While
evil actions aren't necessarily
"punished," every choice you
make as a player has a consequence. If you murder someone, everyone else will hate you
and attempt to serve up justice
via a hail of bullets. The cOnsequences aren't as heady or as
appropriatc as in other RPGs
such as "Knights of the Old Republic" or "Bioshock: but they
are there, and serve to illustrate
thc point that all actions have
consequences and taking the
quick and casy path often results in a lot of hardship down

or God in any
sense (the game's
only reference
to religion is a
:7.;
bunch of crazies
who
worship
an undctonated
nuke), it doesn't the road.
even mildly offensive about it
promotc
any"Fallout 3" isn't a heavy hitthing positive ter in the "moral of thc story"
other than the
in that sense, ei- department, and neither is it
concept itself);
ther. It is neither for kids. But for those mature
there arc a few
explicitly pro- enough to digest its themes and
points
where
Crn..-usy of
nor content, it can prmide hours
Christian
children in thc
,of purc escapist pleasure and a
ganic,,.usc lananti-Christian.
guagc that would shock their
That's not to say that there great story to enjoy. 1 strongly
parents, were they alive; thc aren't moral messages of any encourage everyone who fits
use of foul language in gen- kind. Your actions within the in that category to go out and
eral, while perhaps appropriate game are measured in Kar- spend your hard-earned moncy
considering the setting, is oftcn ma
perform an evil action on it immediately, because it is
used in tasteless and needless (murder someone, steal some- worth every penny.
fashion; and the violence level, thing) and your Karma shifts
After all, it's ZON1G EPIX!!!!
while over-the-top to the point towards evil. Perform a good
Seriously. It is.
of absurdity, is not for every- action (free a slave, give water
one (however macabre it might to a thirsty guy) and your KarContact Jerod fan* at jerod.
sound, watching your enemy's ma shifts towards good. It's an jarvis@whitworthian.com.
both saddening
and intensely
pointless (you
can have "sex"
with hcr if you
choose,
but
there's nothing

«I.:F.--
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Soul food dinner
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Middle school dance

CLICK IT KNOW IT SHARE IT k
Affordable, Off Campus Housing
Meyer Properties
Now renting for 2009-2010 school year
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Whitworth alumnus Sigler Reep
began his business career by secretly
selling cigars out if his room in McMillan Hall.
According to Reep's Web site, "every time students bought a cigar from
Reep, they also received a complimentary matchbook reading 'PEER Enterprises Cigars, Mac#3037
PEER Reep spelled backward is
now the name oía billion-dollar company. Reep fouhded PEER Enterprises,
LLC, at the age of 23 and is currently
the owner and CEO of thc business,
which is located in Jackson, Wyo. He
also recently published his first book,
"Luck-Struck: How to Take Control &
Create Your Own Luck"
Reep grew up in Idaho Falls, Idaho,
and graduated from Whitworth in
2005 with his bachelor's degree in international business.
"I never wanted to be an entrepreneur," Reep said, adding that the reason
for it was his father's bad experiences in
the same profession. "But I have always
been somewhat creative, so the busincss just kind of started happening:
Dale Soden, vice president for planning, had Reep as a student in one of
his history classes at Whitworth.
"I didn t think of him as a business
student, but it doesn't surprise me that
he has a[n] ... entrepreneurial spirit;
Soden said. "Skyler is bright, inquisitive
and liked thinking outside the box:
Reel) wrote his book after observing
a lot of people who were constantly depressed, sick or otherwise self-defeating, he said.
"I found that the mood you're in really affects your whole life," Reep said.
In "Luck-Struck; Reep takes a close
look at the mechanisms of luck and
presents a step-by-step plan of how
people can change their attitude, actions and ultimately their lives, according to Rcep's Web site.
In short, it is for people who want to
improve their own luck.
Reep relies on a definition of luck
that comes from first-century Roman
philosopher Seneca: "Luck is what
happens when preparation meets opportunity."
That quotation provides the basis for
the message of the book, Rec.') said.
The great thing about defining good
luck in this way is that it places the responsibility for your own luck squarely
on your shoulders," Reep writes in his
blog. "You are responsible for your
own preparation as far as education,
motivation and 'determination. You
are also responsible for your own opportunities, and I can guarantee they
won't come knocking on your doOr as
you waste the afternoon watching tele-

vision:

Buy your yearbook.

Buy your yearbook

.ita

Staff Writer

-

Reep researched philosophy texts
and books on luck, and he interviewed
both people that are considered "lucky"
and people that are viewed as "unluck-y"
to find material for his book, he said.
Reep came up with a variety of
methods that he considers the secret
to ending bad luck and starting a life
of fullness and happiness, according to
the Web site luck-struck.com.
"The 'Luck-Struck' Method is the
solution to ending bad luck, avoiding
tragedy, dodging disaster and becoming richer, better looking, healthier,
more popular and happier than you
have ever been!!!," according to the
Web site.
"Luck-Struck" was released on Friday, Feb. 13, and is currently available
on Lulu.com.
Contact Asmara Anyan at asmara.
anyan@whitworthian.com.
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Bucs

pilfer UPS, advance to tourney

James Gelfer

six assists.

Assistant Sports Editor

were having trouble scoring early and
Coach Illayford) kept telling me to be aggressive," Nakamura said.
In their first two meetings this season the
Pirates fell behind early, but in the NWC title
game the Buts kept the
score close. The Loggers
held the lead through most
of thc first half, but 1Vhitworth was able to tie the
score at 34 before halftime.
Whitworth's dominate
Ve

The third time was the charm for the Pirates, as they pulled out a 90-80 overtime win
against the University of Puget Sound to claim
the Northwest Confercnce
championship after falling
to thc Loggers twice in the
regular season.
With the victory the Pirate's secured an automatic
bid in the NCAA Dhision
III Tournament and their
third straight NWC title.
"The first couple of
games we just didn't shoot NAKANI URA
thc ball Iva!, and that was
thc difference down the stretch in this game,"
senior guard Ross Nakamura said.
Senior post Nate Montgomery, the hero from
Thursday night's win over Linfield, put in another huge game with 18 points and 18 boards.
'Whitworth's coach on the court, Nakamura,
led all scorers with 24 points while dishing out

postmen, Montgomeryand
senior Calvin lunch, got
into foul trouble and had
RILEY
to go to the bench midway
through the second half.
Even without the sizc advantage in the middle,
the Pirates were able to build an 11-point lead
with 7:20 left to play.
The Loggers %vent on a six-point scoring
streak. during which Jurich picked up his fifth
foul. Late in thc game the Bucs were unable to
dose the door on UPS, with the Loggers pulling

within two points with just over a minute left.
A Pirate turnover led to a three-pointer by
UPS, and their first lead since the start of the
second half. Sophomore guard David Riley
answered with a three of his own. retaking the
lead for Whitworth.
With 14 seconds left Puget Sound tied the
game, sending it into overtime.
Montgomery and Riley scored early and often in the overtime, quickly building a sevenpoint lead for the Pirates. Puget Sound had no
answer for Vhitworth in the overtime, falling
90-80.
Coming into the game the third-ranked Loggers were undefeated in NWC play and on a
school-record 19-game winning streak.
As the NWC champions, Whitworth has
earned an automatic bid in the NCAA Division
111 Tournament.
"Everyone has been playing they're best basketball right now and we nccd to keep that going into the tourney," Nakamura said.
Contact James Gelfer at jantes.selferOnliitworthian.cont.
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Freshman Jon Souller (left) and sophomore Aaron Jenkins paint up In McMillan Hall for Whitwonh's game against Linfild on Thursday, Feb.26.
-

Pirates edge 'Cats in semis
Win against

Linfield earns
trip to finals
Mitch Carver
Staff Writer
Whitworth welcomed the Linfield Wildcats to the Fieldhouse
on Feb. 26th to a sea of umbrellas. Senior post Nate Montgomery stepped out behind the arc
early in the first half and buried
a three to send the student section into a frenzy.
"We wanted to get Nate, David
and Tim raining three-pointers,
and to get into the other team's
head," senior Taylor Storm said
when aslced about the purpose
of the umbrellas.
But it wasn't the three-ball

that helped the Bucs to a 74-66
victory over the Wildcats. It was
a combination of senior leadership coming up big in the form
of Calvin Jurich, Ross Nakamura and Montgomery having a
career night.
Montgomery scored 10 of his
31 points in the first 10 minutes. He also finished with 14
rebounds and some dutch freethrows down the stretch, not
to mention a chorus of "MVP"
chants from the active student
section.
"He played out of his mind:
said Jurich of Montgomery's
performance.
It was a back-and-forth affair,
however. The Bucs opened the
game with an 8-2 run, forcing
Linfield to take an early timeout.
The Wildcats came back, and
with some tough defense and
the fast-break going their way,
they went up 24-18.with under

[Aï

WHITWORTH

L&C

five minutes to play in the first

O15;
0-2

0-6

in'ACIFIC-77- 0-4

half.

Whitworth brought the game
back to 30-30 with under a minute to play, but 'Wildcat senior
guard Erik Olson nailed a thrcc
with just over 20 seconds followed by a tough fall away at the
buzzer to give Linfield a 35-30
lead at the break
The second half started out
with the intensity one would
expect from a playoff game.
Linficld surged to go up 41-33
in the first five minutcs. But the
Bucs came right back to tie it at
43 with 13:47 left.
Then Nakamura proved to
the 1,250 in attendance that he
wanted to keep playing basketball. Nakamura scored 11 points
in just under five minutes to
keep the game close, including
a big three-pointer with 9:24 left

See THURSDAY, page 19

NEXT PIRATE GAME:

Whitworth Its. Unfield
Saturday, March 7 Er. noon
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Senior post Nate Montgomery blocks
a shot during the Pirates' win against

!infield.

NEXT PIRATE GAME:
Whitworth vs. Linfield
Saturda); Match 7 @ noon
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Senior Linh Aven and junior Rachel Bums share a laugh with coach Jo Ann Wagstaff during a weekend match at home in the
Scotford Tennis Bubble.

Women perfect in NWC
Kara Heatherly
Staff Writer
Wornen's tennis continued its winning streak at homc
this weekend against the Pacific Lutheran Lutcs and thc
Puget Sound Loggers.
The womcn went into thc weekend expecting competition from their opponents, but once again, the Pirates
stepped up to the challenge.
Aftcr thc doubles matches were over Friday afternoon,
the Pirates had a 3-0 lead over the visiting UPS Loggers. Junior Rachel Burneand freshman Alti Nlarshall won at No.
1 doubles 8-2. Freshman Erica Bosman and senior Linh
Awn took the No. 2 win 8-3. And senior Justine I lays and
sophomore Katie Staudinger followed the trend with an
8-4 win at No. 3 doubles.
When singles began, the Pirates kept their. focus to win
all six matches. Bosman and Hays, playing at No. 5 and 6
respectively, both won 6-0, 6-0. Avcn (No. 3), freshman
Mya Townc (No. 4) and Burns (No. 1) only gave up onc
game in their singles sets. Marshall faced the toughest
competition at No. 2 singles and came out on top as well
with a 6-2, 6-1 win over her opponent.
Saturday proved to be a promising day for the Pirate
womcn as well as they took the courts for doubles.
Towne and Awn won 8-0 at No. 2 while Staudingcr and
Hays carried out the trcnd in No. 3. Up 3-0 going into
singles play, thc Pirates kicked it into second gear for thc
second time during thc weekend.
Burns and Marshall defeated their opponents with
straight-set wins at No. 1 and No. 2 singles, respectively.
Staudingcr did thc same.
!lays won 6-0, 6-1 at No. 6 singles and Avcn deaned up
6-0, 6-2 at No. 3 singles to take the Pirates to their sccond
9-0 victory of thc weekend.
"It is such an honor to play alongside these incredible
tennis players; Aven said.
Sunday brought on thc Pirates' third match in three
days. Fatigued, the women planned to take on Whitman,
their anticipated toughest competitor.
But to the Pirate women, tennis is tcnnis. They go out
and they do what they know how to do. The women pulled

out another pleasantly surprising 8-1 victory over Whitman.
"I'm just overwhelmed, I can't believe wc won 8-1, that's
ridiculous; Aven said.
As thc Pirate womcn work their way through the season
their cycs remain set on the conference title.
-1 fccl that our team comes across a lot stronger every
time we go out and compete; Towne said. "1 am confident
in our success this season."
But day in and day out, that confidence and that title is
not what keeps them going. They realize that cach game
has to be played for itself, each day is a ncw day, both mentally and physically.
"Ultimately. I play tennis because of the girls on the
team, to be honest," Towne said. "They are what motivate
me during a busy week of dass and homework."
While the women wcrc at home fighting it out with the
westsiders thc men had a bit of their own work to do.
Friday proved to be a good day for the Pirate mcn as they
took on thc UPS Loggers.
Junior Alichael Shelton, the Pirate's No. 1 player, saNv
great personal improvement in his singles match. Beating
the same opponent in their last confrontation, 4-6, 6-2,
3-6, Shelton only gave up one set this past weekend.
"I think singles is where we need to focus," Shelton said.
"We can't get ahcad of ourselves when we're ahead 3-0 in
doubles:*

And that proved to be troublesome for the Pirates as Saturday's match began. Although they pulled it out thc day
before, the Pirates, up 3-0 once again to the Loggers, had
trouble maintaining their composure.'
"We had a great doubles run, senior Kellen Oetgen said.
"We just couldn't pull it off in the end."
And thus, for both teams, thc fight for the conference
titles continues.
The men will face Linfield at home next weekend, while
the women rest in preparation for some tough competition
to come the following week against Willamette, Lewis &
Clark and Linfield.
Contact Kara Heatherly at kara.heatherly@whitworthian.
com.

Throwers lead Pirates at Willamette Open
James Gelfer
Assistattt Sports Editor

The throwers led the way for the
men and women at the Feb. 28 Willamette Open, thc first outdoor track
meet of the season.
Last season
the

throwers

the
strong point
on the men's
team, taking
first in thc
WffC

Northwest

Confer-

44

NEXT MEET
CC OF SPOKANE MINI

MEET & MULTI EVENT

Date: March 5
Time:9a.m.

location: Spokane
CommunityCollege

ence in the
shot put, discus and javelin, and this
season looks to be more of the same.
Whitworth took first and second
place in both the shot put and discus,
and recorded five of the top six javelin
throws.

"Coach Toby stresses how we need event, the 100 meter, Manila took secto support each other and not treat ond in 15.87 seconds.
The only other Whitworth woman(track] like it is an individual sport'
to take a first at the Open was senior
junior thrower Michael Nahl said.
Nahl, who took second place in the Mara Daugs, winning the triple jump
NWC last season, won the shot put at with a leap of 10.3 meters.
The women throwers, like the men,
the Open with a throw of 15.57 meposted stellar marks in the throwing
ters.
Junior Ron Vhitley, a transfer from events.
thc Community Colleges of Spokane,
'We have great throwing coaches
won discus with a throw of 46.57 me- and we take a lot of pride in what we
do; said Nahl, on the success of the
ters.
Junior Cody Stelzer built off his Pirate throwing team.
Junior Amber Scott led the women
success from the indoor season to
the Willamette Open, taking the high throwers, posting second place throws
in discus and hammer while adding a
jump with a height of 2.05 meters.
Junior Emmanuel Bofa won the 800 fourth in the shot put.
The next competition for thetrack
meters in a time of 1:55.58, beating
teams is the CC Spokane Mini Meet
out 31 other competitors.
Sophomore Elizabeth htattila re- and Multi Event on Thursday, March
corded the only victory in a track 5 at Spokane Community College.
event for the Pirate women, easily takContact James Geller at james.geling the Ns'omen's 400 meter hurdles in
a time of 1:05.45. In the other hurdle fer@whitworthian.com.

.

Nlanny continues to be Nlanny this off-season, but
this time it may end up hurting his wallet more than it
hurts his team. Ramirez and his agent Scott Boras (aka
the I'rince of Darkness, Beelzebub, etc.) turned down
thc LA Dodgers' latest offer of one year/525 million
with a $20 million player option for 2010.
The $25 million salary would have made Manny the
second-highest paid player in baseball behind A-Rod,
who is
not surprisingly also a Boras clieni Additionally, the contract would have allowed Ramirez to
opt out at the end of the year and seek a new contract
if the economy improves over the course of thc season
(magic eight ball prognosis: unlikely). Boras warned
the Dodgers "not to play chicken" with him and has
turned down each offer as if they are somchow insulting. It's easy to see why. As is, he only stands to make
about $2.5 million with thc deal tough life.
This was the Dodgers fourth offer to Ramirez during
the off-season; they offered him arbitration which was
declined, a 2-year/S45 million deal that they took off
the table after Boras said that his Client was only looking at serious offers, and a straight-up one-year/S20
million deal.
Apparently, over S20 million a year during a major
cconomic slump for a 36-year-old who plays defense
about as well as Stephen Hawking plays "Wii Tennis" is
not a serious offer. The Dodgers have bent over backwards to accommodate Ramirez, who seems to have
more demands than most poodles (looks like someone will only eat Fancy Feast), yet Boras isn't willing
to budge an inch. One can sec why fans have become
frustrated with the greed in major sports; ticket prices
continue to soar as millions arc fired across the country,
but here arc Ramircz and his agent asking for a king's
ransom.
Boras daims that there are a number of teams in pursuit of Ramirez, but is that really the case? Most teams
have been unwilling to spend large chunks of money
this off-season (the Yankees being the obvious exception), and many talented players that would have been
quickly snatched up in ycars past, like Orlando Hudson
and Pedro Martinez, are still looking for work. The Giants claim that they arc interested if the price is right
but are they going to up the Dodger's ante? Boston
has the money but is dearly out of the equation (hell
hath no fury like a Sox fan scorned) and the Yankees
don't have a spot for Ramirez in the field after their free
agent splurge. Thc Mets are rumored to be looking at
Nlanny, which is denied by GNI Omar Nlinaya, and after
signing Oliver Perez and being hit by Bernard Madoff's
Ponzi scheme, they don't really have any more money
to throw around (at least not like Howie Mandel).
The Dodgers are a completely different team with
Ramirez in the lineup as he finished last season with a
stat line of .332 BA-37 Hits-121 RBIs, including hitting
a ridiculous .520 in the postseason. Manny is one of the
greatest right-handed hitters of all-time (think Jimmie
Fon with dreads) and is a lock for the Hall of Fame,
but he does come with his baggage. Often chided for his
lackadaisical play, Ramirez seemingly forced his way
out of Boston with a laundry list of "injuries; decreased
production at the plate, and utter bewilderment in left
field (we're talking Paris Hilton in a library confused).
A beloved player who led the Red Sox to two World
Series in four years had worn out his welcome in the
summer of2008, leaving Boston GM Theo Epstein little
choice but to ship Manny across the country to LA.
Once the precocious Ramirez felt once again that he
was the center of the universe, he magically rediscovered how to hit, and the fresh LA. air reignited his passion for the game. Playing for the Dodgers, he dove for
fly balls and sprinted down the first base line like his life
depended on it. The only time Manny ran in Boston is
when a new Dunkin' Donuts opened up.
The Dodgers have no one else in their lineup who
can come close to that kind of production (and no, the
signing'of Mark Loretta is not the answer), but why
should the Dodgers let Boras manipulate them into
bidding against themselves? Ramirez wants a multiyear deal, but his track record suggests keeping him on
a short leash is the best way to get him to produce. If
this continues to drag out, the Dodgers may simply decide he's not worth the trouble and walk away, leaving
Ramirez out of options and Boras on a long overdue
date with the Karma Police.

Contact Bud Bareither at bud.bareither@whitworthian.com
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Spring is here:
Gearing up for
March Madness

Team Richardson

discusses strategy
during a timeout
In Sunday's power
league intramural
game.The team
pulled out a onepoint victory against
the Shooters.

David Gerig
Gucst Writer

The calendar has just turned over to arguably the most
exciting month for sports fans nationmide - spring training in baseball. Tiger Woods in golf, drama of the Draft in
the NFL and thc stretch run in the NBA and NHL But
March also brings the most exciting tournament in sports
- uith apologies to the National Scrabble Tournament March NIadness.
That catchy CBS tune rings in your cars days before the
tournament starts, for a few days you can actually stand
listening to Did: Vitale, and you join 10 different online
pools with 10 different predicted champions. Then you
have to actually have your one bracket that you live and
die by for your pool %ith your friends.
Before you start thinking about your selections, remember that nobody's going to praise your bracket with
North Carolina and Duke in the final - or any of the "too
easy" picks listed below. But if you choose NoBodyKnows
College to go all the ivay and they do, you'll have brag,ging
rif,hts for as long as The Maury Show's been on television.
This guide will help you get there.
Before the brackets come out. here's a list of teams to
jump on board with and teams to stay away from because
every-one and thcir mother will choose them. Also, just
for your information. previous research shows that these
numbers are 100 percent accurate 50 percent of the time.
CINDERELLA SQUADS

Arizona - The Wildcats have a pair of superb players in
Chase Budinger and Nic %Vise. 'They've struggled recently,
but thc first time this happened they went on and won scven straight games. It'll only take six if they go all the way.
Advice: At least Sweet Sixteen, look to go all thc Ivay.
Utah
Chances anyone besides someone from Utah
will pick thc Utes to go all the way? 0 percent. Chances
you become a genius when you pick them and they run
the table? 100 perceni Think about it. Advice: At least
Elite Eight.

Dayton
This year's Davidson? 'They've got a shot with %sins over Marquette and Xavier, look for thc Flyers
to steal a couple games in the tourney. Advice: At least
Sweet Sixteen, possible Final Four run.
Kilow where either of these
Morgan StatelRadford
two schools are located? Neither do I, but one thing is
dear: this is the ycar that a No. 1 sccd goes down. You
hcard it here firsi lbe Bears or Highlanders, assuming
they will be 16 seeds, represent a seed that is 0-96 overall in the tourney
but don't let that scare you. Advice:
Choose the team %sith the weakest No. 1 seed but don't
pick to go past Sweet Sixteen.
American - How can you pick against the American
Eagles? Picking against them would just be ... well, you
know. They've coasted through the very fittingly-named
Patriot League and will secure a berth to the NC.A/Vs with
a conference tourney championship. Advice: At least
Sweet Sixteen, hold off on Final Four.
Other possible Cinderella teams (assuming they make
the field): Sienna, Utah State and UAB.
100-EASY-TO-PICK TEAMS

North Carolina - There's nothing special about this team
besides the fact that all five starters could be playing in the
NBA right now. They're a legitimate threat to be cutting
down the nets in April so they're No. 1 on the list of pidcs
to stay away from. Advice: No further than Elite Eighi
Duke - I'd like their chances a lot better ifit was Coach
K's team from thc summer, but without LeBron and Kobe,
the Blue Devils don't have a chance. Advice: Look for upset early on, no further than Sweet Sixteen.
Pittsburgh - They've been ranked No. 1 a couple times
this season (just like everyone else) but haven't been able
to hold onto that title for more than a week. They'll come
out of the Big East tournament with a top seed in the tourney, but won't have the endurance to last another month in
the Big Dance. Advice: No further than Elite Eight.
Washington - There are a very good team and Isaiah
Thomas is doing a nice job of repairing the name, but I
suspect half of all residents in the Northwest will have
them going to at least the Final Four. Advice: No further
than Elite Eight.
Other teams to stay away from: Oklahoma, Memphis,

and Connecticut.
-

Contact Dave Gerig at editor@whitworthian.com.
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Intramural Spotlight
John Ellings
Intransurals Coonfinator
Thanks to everyone who
signed up for intramural
basketball and volleyball.
The number of sign-ups
this semester collectively
exceeded the fall season by
20 teams.
Needless to say, thc most
pressing issue with all of
these tcams is that there just
isnt enough gym space and
time to allow you all to play
enough games. However,
once varstty athletics move
outside, games should be

able to start earlier than 9
p.m., alleviating some of
these problems.
A casualty of the exor-

bitant numbcr of teams is
that for playoffs, the bottom
three teams will find themselves left out in all leagues
of volleyball and men's basketball. However, an upside
is that each and every game
of the regular season will
mean that much more.

ncr with B-Rob" come and
go. ibis time, it was last
fall's ChaPow league volleyball winners who got to
spend an evening with the
university's president. There
arc three more remaining
for this semester, so keep
your eyes open and ears
perked. because the next
team might be yours!
DEBUT OF PICKLEBALL,

BADMINTON ON CAMPUS
DINNER WITH BILL
ROBINSON

Feb. 4 SaW another "Din-

cvcr intramural pickleball/

badminton
tournamcnt.
Be on the lookout for signups becoming available
Wednesday, March 4.

With such excitement on
thc horizon, I leave you with
this advice from Wayne Roswell, Chair of Communications of the USA Pickleball Association: "Wc play
with relish; put mustard on
the serve; and when we're
behind. wc ketchup."

Two small-time sports
will be making the big show
March 14, with the first

Contact John Ellings at
eilitorgsvhitworthian.cons.

Baseball takes a hit at Puget Sound
Senior pitcher Peter Birdwell took
the loss for Whitworth, allowing seven runs on seven hits with four strikeouts and three walks in two innings
pitched. Freshman pitcher Tommy
Banta finished out the game in bottom of thc eighth. striking out onc
Joe Westenberg
and walking thrcc, yct didn't allow
Staff Writer
any runs.
The Bucs returned to the field later
The men's basketball team weren't that day in their red alternate jerseys
the only Pirates looting the Tacoma but failed to turn the table on UPS.
area this weekend. Whit"After losing thc first
worth's baseball tcam was also
game we didn't make the
visiting to play four games
adjustment we needed
against the University of Puget
to in order to play better
Sound Loggers.
during the second," RamStill suffering from thc lack
say said.
of a clear field to practice on,
Whitworth put up
the Bucs picked up two losses,
numbers in the first when
bounced back for a win the
senior pitcher Chad Flett
next day and the fourth game
singled through thc right
was rained out.
side to scorc junior inM. RAM SAY
"%Ve don't want to use this
fielder Luis Tovar, but
as an excuse anymorc because
didn't keep the lead for
our team knows when we
long.
don't play well. It might have
The Loggers responded
been applicable in the Ariwith two RBI's in the botzona tournament but now it's
tom of the second backed
getting old; said senior outup by a grand slam by
fielder Mitch Ramsay.
UPS designated hitter
In the first game the LogMark Rockey to give them
gers put up one run in the first
a6-1 lead.
inning followed by another
The Loggers put up
FLETT
six in the second. Junior outfour runs in the third with
fielder Dan Belet put up two
seven more in the sixth.
runs for the Pirates in the top of the Whitworth scored one run during the
third with a long ball down the left eighth inning when Tovar scorcd on a
field line scoring himself and sopho- fielder's choice by Flett.
more outfielder Kevin Valerio.
The Pirates drove two runs homc in
UPS answered with another six the ninth, but they failed to make the
runs before the third inning was over. comeback and succumbed to a 17-4
The Loggers added four more runs loss in the second conference game of
with a solo shot from Devin Black and the season.
a three-run homer from Gregg RinJunior pitcher Collin Gibbs shoulgold.
dered the loss for Whitworth, allowThe Pirates battled badc with three ing 10 runs on eight hits with three
more runs in the ninth but failed to strikeouts in four innings pitched.
make up the deficit and ended the
"Where we went wrong was we
game with a final score of 18-5 Log- didn't learn fiom losing badly. Also
gers.
it's really hard to come back from such

Weekend losses
drop Pirates to
3-5 on the season

a demoralizing loss," Ramsay said.
"When it came to thc second game
it definitely helped having the night
to rethink our play. Basically wc just
realized this wasn't how we wanted to
start our conference season."
Ramsay added: "I know it sounds
chccsy but it was definitely a tcani cffort. We're not a one-man show and
we all did our part and did it well to
bring home a win."
lhe Pirates returned to Logger Field
to turn out a win in the first game of
Sunday's double header.
Whitworth took the lead early in
the game, scoring nine runs in the
second. Ramsay highlighted thc inning with a triple that scored three
Pirate base runners followed by freshman infielder JR Jarrell scoring two
runs on a single.
Despite trying to close the gap in
the sccond, the Whitworth defense
stopped the Loggers at four runs. In
the top of the sixth the Pirates got a
pair of insurance runs on a triple by
designated hitter Mitch Nelson that
scored Tovar and Ramsay. Nelson
thcn scored one more on a Lpggcr error as the Pirates brought home the
12-7 win.
Flett collected thc win for Whitworth, allowing seven runs, six earned,
on 10 hits with eight strikeouts in the
seven-inning complete game.
The second game was called on account of rain.
Next weekend 'Whitworth is scheduled to host Linfield in a four-game
NWC series.
The likelihood of those games happening at Merkel Field is love, as winter weather continues to be a deterrent
in Spokane.
An alternate location will be determined later in the week if and when
that becomes necessary.

Contact Joe Westenberg at joe.westenberg@whitworthian.com.
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Ramsay transitions from catcher to coach
The following is the transcript from an e-mail interview
cough:etad by staff writer Colin Zalewski with Itrhitworth
head baseball coach Dan Ramsay.

Q. How was the transition from player last year to
coach this year? Difficult? Easy?
A. The transition from player to coach really hasn't been
too difficult. I think the toughest part has been working
on the business side of things. Dealing with and balancing the budget has been a whole new experience for me (I
never had a credit card growing up, so as you can imagine
I've ltad to be extremely organized and work through everything slowly). The NCAA has a lot of different rules,
so I constantly find myself asking fellow coaches and the
administration what I can and can't do. I'm in a situation
where I have a ton of support. The faculty, administration,
my assistants and my athletes have made the transition a.

lot easier.

Q. NVhat kind of adjustments have
you made to improve the team since
coming on as head coach?

A. We've really emphasized the importance of work ethic, both on the
field and in the classroom. Our team
GPA jumped .4 points from semester
RAM SAY
to semester, which had a lot to do with
our study halls and strict class attendance policy. We've also really emphasized the importance
of fundamentals.
Our practices are pretty intense:There's not a whole lot
of standing around as you might expect out oía baseball
tcam. We've also done a much better job in thc weight
room. A lot of our returners and freshman have made
some huge strength gains.

1Vhitivorthian Arrhim

Dan Ramsay, who started at catcher last season for the Bucs, has now taken over as the team's head coach in the 2009 season.

practices. I could be 60 years old with 40 ycars of coaching experience and I'd still give the players a say. It allows
them to take ownership. These guys know that this is their
team.

Q. With such a large freshman class, how much of a
role did you play in recruiting for this year?

Q. What is it like to have some of your teammates and
friends from last year now underneath you? Is it tough
to establish yourself as a respected authority figure, or
has the team taken well to having you as coach?

A. I'm very fortunate to have a group of guys that share
a common focus; we realize that we're all in it together and
we all want to win. I think having been teammates and
friends with a number of these guys gives me a bit of an
advantage over a coach that may not know the individuals
on thc tcam. Having bccn in their shocs 12 months ago, I
remember what guys were concerned about and what it's
like to be students and athletes at a school like Whitworth.
It is no easy task.
As a player I did a pretty good job of establishing myself
as a team leader. They all know where I've been and what
I've been through and that I'm in this for thcm. There's a
mutual respect between players and coaches on our tcam.
I constantly ask guys for input on drills and particular

A. I was able to bring in a few freshman. I got the job a
little late and the school's deadline for getting high school
seniors into school was fast approaching. I was able to convince a couple of freshman that Whitworth was the right
fit for them, and a number of thosc guys will be guys
could start for four years here.
Our guys constantly joke about this, but our young group
was in a sense "meant to be together: A number of these
guys were non-recruited and showed up here because they
have a passion to play thc game. I couldn't be happier with
this group's work ethic. They make everyone around them
better and can't get enough baseball.
Q. Are there ever times you still wish you were on the
field rather than in thc dugout?
A. I'm around thc game every day. Each and everything

I do in one way or another has to do with baseball. It's hard
to miss something that is so prevalent in my life. I think

if I were worlcing behind a desk or in a dassroom,

I'd be
heartbroken and really miss it. The competitor in me will
come out in the heat of the moment and I'll want to be on
the field, but to be honest with you, this game is a lot easier
from the coach's box. Besides, coaching doesn't hurt my
knees.

Q. What is your outlook on the season as a whole?
What are your expectations?

A. I think we've got the talent to really surprise people
this year. Our youth will show at times and we'll have our
fair share of bumps along the way, but I couldn't ask for a
better group. With as many freshman in our starting lineup as upper dassmen I don't think a lot of people expect
much out of us. No one expects a team full of young guys
coached by a guy who could still be playing to compete
in one of thc toughest baseball conferences in the country. I think we'll try and enjoy not having the target on our
backs, at least for now.

THURSDAY
continuedfrom page 16
that brought out the umbrellas again and put
the Bucs up 56-54.
The physical nature of the game paid off foiboth teams by putting them over the foul limit
with just over eight minutes left. As the game
cante down the stretch, lunch and Montgomery owned the rebounding battle. They split
game highs with 14 boards apiece. Jurich also
finished with 14 points to give him his seventh
double-double of the season.
"We wanted to counteract their bigs and be
the aggressors," said Jurich, of the aggressiveness he and Montgomery brought to the game.
The Wildcat big men, Matt NIcCollum and
K.C. Wiser, are each 6'8". The big man battle
%vas in favor of the Bucs all night, though. McCollum and Wiser scored only five and nine
points respectively and together grabbed 21
boards to Jurich and Montgomery's 28.
The night ultimately belonged to Montgomery though. He scored 12 points over the last
three minutes of the game, including a threepointer to put the Bucs up by five and a threeA WHITWORTH LEGACY:Six great

Dcrti Guarumu/Whituvrthian

Senior guard Ross Nakamura shoots a jumper over a Linfield defender on Feb.26.

at colin.:alcsvski@whitworthian.

Contact Colin Zalewski
coin.

point play with 42 seconds left to seal the victory. The MVP chants came out again as Coach
Jim Hayford subbed Montgomery out with 15
seconds left.
The student section was euphoric as the
buzzer sounded. The Mac guys who painted
up crimson and black had come out in greater
numbers on Thursday than at any other point
during the season.
Mac freshman John Wescott said it was a
great experience. We got in their heads," said
Wescott, referring to the Wildcats. "Erik 01son was looking at the crowd; there was a lot
of interaction:"
Olson finished with a career-high 32 points,
including seven three-pointers. The crowd's interaction with Olson may have just fueled his
career game. But one player ultimately could
not beat the Bucs.
When asked about any adjustments made
at halftime, Hayford addressed the defensive
strategy against Olson. He said the coaching
staff decided to switch Clay Gebbers onto 01son.
"[Gebbers) did great," Hayford noted.
Contact Mitch Carver at mitch.carver@whitIvorthian.com.

years ofBuc mett's basketball

2002

2003

2004

2006

Second in
Northwest
Conference

Northwest
Conference.
champions,
lost in NCAA
first round

Second in
Northwest
Conference

Second in
Northwest
Conference

Record: 20-7

Record: 2314

Record: 19-6

Record: 20-7

2007

2008

Northwest
Conference
chimpiOns, champions,
lost in ,.NCAA lost in NCAA
second round
Sweet 16
N''orthwest
COnference

Record: 24-4

-

Record: 21-7

Information Courtesy of Whitwvrth Athktics
Graphic ty James SpingliViutworthian
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RIGHT:Photos of senior
Jeremiah Sataraka, who has
Korean roots, were displayed
in ASWU chambers during
the Kickin' It Korean Style
event.
BELOW: Associate professor

Ginny Whitehouse helps her
cousin tie on a ham buk, a
traditional Korean dress.
BELOW RIGHT: Assistant

dean of intercultural student
affairs Esther Louie gives the
event's attendees a short
background on how Kickin' It
Korean style came about.
BOTTOM LEFT: A fan, Korean
currency, a cosmetics case
and a wooden drum deco-

rate a table.

of
sodology Jenny Holsinger,
her husband Adam and their
two children, Justin (left) and
Ravi, enjoy the food catered
BOTTOM RIGHT:Professor

by Tae's Teriyaki.
VOW

Ail photo, ly Derr( asanour

Culture, history and food come together to celebrate
90th anniversary of country's "March 1 Movement"
The pungent aroma of kimchi hovered in the ASWU chambers air. Relic-like
coins, a wooden drum and a crisp fan adorned a table adjacent to the food."Pictures and slideshows from the Asian
nation dangled from ribbons or illuminated the projector.
While it was far from Seoul, Kickin' It Korean Style brought foreign
flavor and feel to the cramped HUB
enclave Sunday, March 1. What began as an idea hatched by senior Jer'.1.14):,t»
tstift
Sataraka
and
assistant
dean
of
emiah
intercultural student affairs Esther
Louie became a reality on a monumental day in Korean history.
On March 1, 1919, Korean religious and political leaders organized
a mass demonstration against the Japanese occupants who ruled their land. Over
2 million Koreans participated, and an estimated 7,000 lost their lives. While the
day ultimately did not bear the fruits of an independent state, the national holiday
in North and South Korea became a symbol of polarizing the former territory's
people together.
Presentations by associate professor Ginny Whitehouse, Sataraka and Louie accompanied traditional Korean fare like rice and bukgogi prepared by local vendor Tae's Teriyaki.

.
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CHECK OUT THE "THIS WEEK IN PHOTOS"SLIDESHOW AT WHITWORTHIAN.COM.

Want lo submit your photos? E-mail us al photos@whitworthian.com.
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MUSIC RIGHTS

Pirates fall to
UPS 84-73 in
NC'AA tourney

Student Wiii compete
in 'So l'Ou Think You
Can Dance'

Insicians' work
should be treated
like children

Studies show alcohol
linked to cancer

NOT THIS TIME

DANCING QUEEN

o
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Council to
unify voices

Remembering a piece of Whitworth history

of students
Iris Wu
Staff iVriter

Vhitworth is now a part of the tentativelynamed Spokane Student Government, an intercollegiate organization created to unify the college students of Spokane.
hope is that the council (will) serve as a
student voice on city and county committees as
%well as to %%Ink to collaborate and interact with all of
time colleges and universities,"
ASWU President Obc Quarless said.
Josh Donaldson, Vashington State University-Spokane
student body president, carne
up with the idea of the organization, Quarless said.
QUARLESS
Donaldson said dUring the
ASWU Assembly meeting on
March 4 that there is no real connection between
the students of Spokane and the city, even though
college students make up a significant percentage
of the city's population.
ihe organization would allow students to play
a more significant role in thc city because there
would be increased representation. Donaldson
said the resources available to the student body
would be more effective if used as a collective
unit.
Quarless said not all the student governments
in Spokane have been introduced to the ideayet.
"Once everyone is on board we can establish
regular meeting times; Quartos said.
This semester, the organization would like to
create a tangible vision and establish groundwork

Only part of the entrance to the Fine Arts Building was standing March 5, shown here, after demolition began a few weeks
ago.The building Is being demolished more than slx decades after It was commissioned.

So long,

CR
A chapter of

Whitworth life
draws to a close

IN-DEPTH
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See COUNCIL, page 4

Alurnnus disputes donation in letter written to court
Julie Wootton

a 92-year-old wom an.

News Editor

In December, a King County Superior
Court jury found Dclanty guilty of 26
first- and seconddegree
counts
of thefts from
MORE INSIDE

In a letter %vritten in December to the
King County Superior Court, a SVIiitworth

alumnus contested a donation to Whitworth that he says former trustee Thomas
Detain), made in his namc using funds
from his stocks.
Joseph Zimmer, a Seattle dentist and '82
Whitworth alumnus, briefly held a business partnership with Delanty and allowed
Delanty to manage his personal finances.
Dclanty served on the Board of Trustees
for eight years before opting out of reelection in 2005. During his time on the board,
he served as chair of the endowment committee.
Less than one year later, he was arrested
on theft charges relating to Nancy I lucgli,
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Hugh. lie was

sentenced to five
years in prison
and reported to
the Washington
Corrections Ceoter in Shelton,
Wash., at the end

of January.

SCHOOL MORE
CAUTIOUS AFTER
DELANTY CASE
Case underscored the

imporiante of
background checks
NEWS, PAGE 2

After meeting
DelantY
more
than a decade ago. Zimmer agreed to Id
him sem as his personal accountant.
"During this time he ¡nade a contribu-

(ion to Whitworth College in both of our
names with money he appropriated with
sale of my stock' Zimmer wrote in his
Dec. 10 letter to the court.
Richard Hansen, Dclanty's attorney, declined to comment.
Zimmer said he contacted the university
about the donation prior to the verdict in
Dclanty's trial relating to lluegli.
Kristi Burns, vice president for institutional advancement, said the university
has not been in contact with Zimmer since
the verdict of that trial.

UNIVERSITY'S RESPONSE
Burns said the President's Cabinet has
discussed the situation about the gift Zimmer has disputed.
"We do not have any information in our

New dortn landline free.

PAGE 4

system that indicates that the gift %vs made
with Dr. Ziinmer's stock," she said; adding
that it would be difficult to substantiate
that the funds came from his stocks.
She said donor information is confidential, so the specific amount that was, donated cannot be disclosed.
Zimmer said he is disappointed with
how Whitworth handled the situation.
"Whitworth operated by the-principle
that Delanty was innocent until. proven
guilty," he said. They haven't given me an
..
'
apology."
lie said he does not have any regrets for
speaking out against the university.
he fact that Whitworth acted like his
Wall Street PR firm was tacky and less than
honest," Zimmer said.
.

.
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See

VISIT WHITWORTHIAN.COM DAILY FOR BREAKING
NEWS, BLOGS, MULTIMEDIA AND SPORTS UPDATES.
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School more cautious after case
companies he said he did.
In 2006, the university created a new
his
victo
regards
Delanty's activities with
of running criminal background
policy
said.
Orwig
tims,"
When Orwig knew that the article was checks on all potential employees, includcoming out in Ihe Seattle Times, he com- ing members of the Board of Trustees.
We are increasingly more careful about
municated with alumni, donors and parJulie Wootton
ents in western 1Vashington to alert them the process of voting in new board memNews Editor
about the article and to notify them that he bers," Burns said in a November interview
was prepared to answer any questions they with lhe Vihitworthian. "We take more
time to gct to know
The university fully cooperated with may ham
them
and their characDclanty
the
time
Al
by
requests
attorneys for documents and
ter."
information regarding former trustee aS elected to the board,
"Others say they've been
Orwig said the DelanThomas Delanty, said Greg Orwig, direc- the school did not run
ty
case underscored the
have
We
by
Delanty.
victimized
background
criminal
tor of university communications.
Dclanty was arrested oncharges of thcft checks on new trustees. been victimized by his deception importance of doing
background checks on
The school did not
from Nancy Huegli, a 92-ycar-old woman,
as weir
trustees.
know about Delanty's
in 2006.
Greg Orwig,
"We certainly take
fedfor
1983
conviction
In December, a King County Superior
dim-rot uninnityaimmunkations
rrsponsibility for not
Court jury found Delanty guilty of 26 fit-st- eral mail fraud in Orhaving those things in
and second-degree counts of thcfts from egon. He spent 60 days
place: he said. "At thc
Huegli. He was sentenced to five years in in prison out of a yearprison and reponed to the Washington long sentence, The Seattle Times reponed time, it was unusual for schools our size to
do background checks on trustees:
Corrections Center in Shelton, %Vash., at in January 2007.
He said the school had begun to conDclanty also told Whitworth adminthe end of January.
"We are deeply sorry for the victim and istrators and fellow trustees that he had duct background checks on some employearned degrees from Harvard University ees before the Ddanty case and was figurthe victim's family; Onsrig said.
Delanty served on the Board of Trustees and Dartmouth College, managed 37 dif- ing out how to implement them for other
for eight years before opting out of reelec- ferent companies in the United States and employees and trustees.
'Others say they've been victimized by
tion in 2005. During his time on the board, abroad and held thc titles of CEO ola busihe served as chair of the endowment com- ness in France, a small CPA practice and a Delanty; Orwig said. We have been vicCFP or managing partner in several of his timized by his deception as well."
mittee.
Orwig said he first beaune aw-are of the businesses, according to court records.
charges that Huegli filed against Delanty
However, according to court records,
after he was contacted by a reportei froro Delanty never rained a degree from HarContact Julie Wootton at julie.wootton@
vard. He also did not manage several of the whitworthian.com.
The Seattle Times.
"'We

Former trustee

tere caught by surprise about

convicted, jailed

Ma

Me Wootton

woram.latwrdaiwan
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Whitworth would return donation ifpresented with proof
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Natalie Johnson
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Burns said the university
would return the money itZimmer can show that the money
came from his stocks.
"If there was proof that his
stock was transferred to make
a gift to Whitworth. Whitworth
would not hesitate to return
the funds to Dr. Zimmer if
that was his desire: Burns said.
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Editor's note: At press time, 7he
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Staff members
Bud Bareithet Aden Belson, Sebastien

1993.
At the time, his wife was
working as a dental hygienist
and met Delanty as a patient in
another office.
"He was a big talker and knew

that I was a dentist," Zimmer
said. "1-le wanted to be introduced to me. 11e was a patient of
mine fur a whik and ultimately
invited me into a business part-

Delanty* kept filing extensions
on his taxes and getting further
behind.
"He was supposed to be doing
my taxes; but he was too busy nership: :
traveling the world," Zimmer
Zimmer said Delanty was said.
known as a portfolio and busiZimmer said he knew Dclanty
ness
manager.
Eventually, was unrdiable, but gave him the
Delanty asked Zimmer if he benefit of the doubt.
wanted to partner
The business relationwith himself and
ship between Dclanty and
another couple in
Zimmer ended abruptly.
a strip mall invest"Everything
seemed
ment.
fishy with my taxes, so I
After
agreefired him," he said.
ing, Zimmer and
Zimmer separated from
Delanty
wcrc
his wife in 2001 and said
business partners
Dclanty did everything he
for a brief period
could to help Zimmer's
DELANTY
and Delanty thcn Courtesy riStrby Ri
wife throughout thc prooffered his ser- mxtrlhe St.ttet nmei
cess of the divorce.
vices as Zimmer's
"Ile allied himself with
accountant.
my ex-wife and fabricated tax
"He began worming his way returns to present to the court
into all my financial transac- saying that I made more money
tions," Zimmer said.
than I actually did," Zimmer
When Zimmer bought a said. "Ile forged my signatures
home, Delanty took carc of the and valued property at thc
paperwork.
wrong amount:
However,
Zimmer
said
Zimmec said he has been per-

Wax Alee Bistrersky, Justin Blackwood, Mach Caner,
Miranda °nand, Ryan Criss:Ala& lambda. &mete

rior Court.
"I'm just one of many victims,"
he said.

Zimmer said he wants to alert
the public about Dclanty.
"I do not expect this outcome
to benefit me personally, but it
seems if the public ever descried
protcction from a wolf in sheep's
dothing, this is it," Zimmer
wrote in the letter to the court.
Contact Julie Wootton at julie.
woottost@whitworthiast.com.

Affordable, Off Campus Housing

Farrell, kliolty Ferret Jordan Fecides, Ben Ganes,

Ryan Gmes,

sonally impacted .by Dclanty's
acts, such as thc doriation to
Whitworth using funds Imm his
stocks.
"These and many othcr acts of
wrongdoing"&intributed greatly
to my failed marriage and ncar
bankruptcy at the time," Zimmer
wrote in the letter to the court.
In thc letter to the court, Zimmer wrote that he had to pay
thousands of dollars for documents that Delanty never returned in spite ola court order.
I le said he has not heard from
anyone regarding thg letter he
scnt to the King County Supe-

[ata Heatherty, Brandon Henning, San

Meyer Properties

Hobrun, knd Janis, Elizabeth Johnson, Ben Jones,
Heather Kennison, Hannah rmnier, (furies lafflet
Graime MacPherson, ira McIntosh, Magan McQuildn,
Rachel Miley, Josh Olstry, Carrisa Pawed, Thomas
Bahaism, Tua 5a/bran, Sophie Sestero, Rehma
Snape, Brian Stenberg, Josh Swayne, Tim Litchi,
Jesska Valenna, Hi( Vargt5,1Aidiela Sutherland, Joe
Westenherg, Kathryn Willumsen, Miduel Wallin Iris
Wu, Taylor Zajicek, Cohn Zalewsli, FM Mier

Now renting for 2009-2010 school year
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The Wlitworthian is a public faurn that berries in
freedom of speech and elpressim as guaranteed in the
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Report recommends self-evaluation
University looking at
efforts to ensure that
students feel welcome :41.

Supreme Court
ChiefJustice to
speak in Idaho

Michella Sutherland
Staff 1Vriler
After receiving recommendations from an
accreditation team, the Board of Trustees is
deciding on. a process to evaluate Whitworth's
efficiency in making the campus a welcoming
community for international and non-Chris:.
tian students.
"Our regional accreditation conducts a site
visit every 10 years to Vhitworth," said Barb
Sanders, professor of education and chairperson of the Steering Committee.
A member of the accreditation team will return in one ycar, which is common when the
committee gives the institution recommendations. The member will write up a report on
how Whiuvorth has progressed specifically on
the first three recommendations.
The committee gave Whitworth three recommendations to improve during its visit last
October: that all academic programs have a s'ystcm to assess cnd-of-program outcomes, that a
formal process be implemented for evaluating
the performance of the Board of Trustees and
that thc university reevaluate their approach to
meeting the needs of ethnic, international and
non-Christian students.
Whitworth is addressing each of these recommendations. Departments all over campus are reviewing student learning outcomes.
Whitworth is developing an Organized systcm
for departmental assessment plans which will
then be reviewed by faculty committccs.
Junior Carolina Brocmcling, an international
student from Concepcion, Chile and president
of the Latin Aincrica Club, has been at Whit-

a

ii

Sefaitien BilouVitlitworthian

Students congregate at the Global Hearth Theme House on Feb.5 for the first International Club meeting of the semester.The university Is evaluating its approach to minority groups.

worth sincc her freshman year.
She said in an e-mail interview that thc International Education Center hosts a trip to Camp
Spalding the weekend bcforc school starts.
Ncw Act Six studcnts and the Cultural Diversity Advocates also attend.
"These two groups of students are Americans, so hcre is one way that Whitworth tries
to include international studcnts in the Whitworth community," Brocmeling said.
Actiyities such as thc International Banque.t

and Cultural Awareness Week allow international students to share a bit of their culture
with campus.
She said it has bccn difficult to find other
studcnts on campus from Latin America.
"I have talked to some people from the international office so thcy can recruit students
from Latin America, but so far, there are only
three to four studcnts from Latin America, and
Sec EVALUATION, page 4

Health Center sees
more cases of flu
strain than normal

.c.,,,a-7.9.

Julie Wootton
lsicit's Editor

Eastern Washington

University's School of Social
Work prepares professionals to address the needs of
oppressed and disadvantaged populations. With a high
demand for individuals with diverse backgrounds, you can
train with nationally-recognized faculty in a collaborative,
real-world educational environment. Social work is in the
top 10 fastest-growing careers.

The Health Center has
seen a higher number of
respiratory illness cases
than usual for this time
of year, said Jan Murray,
director of the Health
Center, in a campus-wide
c-mail March 5.
In addition, there have
been four confirmed student cases of Respiratoy
Influenza.
This is a viral strain
not included in this year's
Influenza vaccine," Murray wrote in the e-mail.
Many kinds pf upper
infections
respiratory
are extremely contagious
and can be spread when
someone who is infected
sneezes or coughs, according to Medicine Online.
The four students who
currently have Respiratory Influenza live off
campus in different rcsi-

dences, Murray said in
the e-mail.
Common symptoms
of Respiratory Influenza
are: a high fever of at least
102 that persists for more
than one day, headache,
cough and weakness.
Between 5 and 20 percent of the U.S. population is infected with respiratory illnesses each year,
according to the Centers
for Disease Control and
Prevention.
Those who have influenza should drink lots of
liquids and rest.
People can avoid getting
infected as well as prevent
spreading infection by
keeping their hands away
from their faces, according to the Pennsylvania
State Milton S. Hershey
Medical Center.
Contact Julie Wootton
julie.wootton@whitworthian.com.
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contact Diane Sot nerday, MSW 509359.6492

contact Patricia Valdés, MSW, PhD 509.359.6772

The West access into the
Graves
Gym/Fieldhouse
Parking lots will be closed
next week from Monday
through Friday.
Access will still be available through the east entrance to the lots by Westminster Hall that leads
doviii to the Aquatic Center
and the Tennis Bubble.
Read more online at

whitworthian.com.

Ethics bowl team
places in the top

eight at nationals

.

,

Full-time Master of Social Work
Part-time Master of Social Work

John Roberts, Chief Justice of thc U.S. Supreme
Court, will give a lecture at
the University of Idaho on
March 6.
The lecture is lice and
open to members of the
public.
Roberts' speech will
be held at 4 p.m. in the
Student Union
Building Ballroom, 709 Deakin
Ave. in Moscow, Idaho.

West access to
Fieldhouse lot
closed this week

,

Bachelor of Social Work

14reg

Whitworth's ethics bowl
tcam placed in the top eight
at the National Intercollegiate Ethics Bowl in Ohio,
which began on Tuesday
and concluded Thursday
night.
Senior Chris Caldwell,
one of the members of the
team, said the team thinks
they probably placed fifth
overall out of 32 teams, but
the exact scores are not currently available.
Read more online at
whitworthian.com.
Compiled by news staff

CORRECTIONS &

CLARIFICATIONS
In an article in last week's
print edition, it was stated
that PEER Enterprises,
LLC was a billion-dollar
company. This statement
was not true.
A timeline on Springfest history in last week's
print edition was credited
to Kelsey Bacon. Charles
Loeffler did the research for
the graphic.
Also in last week's edition, the men's opponent
for tennis was incorrectly
listed. The team played the
PLU Lutes.
In last week's edition,
Mitch Nelson was incorrectly identified in the
baseball article. Nelson is a

senior outfielder.

MORE @
whitworthian.com

The Initworthian is committed to iroviding

the Whitwotth community with the most accurate information possible. The Whitworth'.
an neyer knowingly pubrohes inaccuracies. If

you hare a comment or question about the
fairness or accuracy of a story% send ene-mil

to editorcewhitworthiaructn.
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Bak
Mt. Spokane may

be closed due to
state budget cuts
Over the next two ears,
Washington statc parks will
receive $23 million less in
funding.
Ntount -Spokane State
Park is among the parks
considered for temporary
closure.
The state will have to
close at least 20 parks out of
about 120 parks statewide.
State Parks and Recreation officials are working
on coming up ivith criteria
for which parks to close.
Mount Spokane has
about 490,000 visitors. per

Duties change for arts coordinator
Heather Kennlson
Staff IVriter
A few changes were recently
made to the ASWU interactive
arts coordinator position. including a decrease in pay from 10 to
five hours per week.
The position has existed for
three years and has been subject to
changes each year.
Senior Nicole Holland is the current interactive arts coordinator.
We haven't quite found our vision for that position: said Dayna
Coleman-Jones, assistant dean of
students.

One of the coordinator's re- thc HUB and Cafe, but it has bccn
sponsibilities has bccn teenhance difficult to garner student particithc visual richness of thc student pation and off-campus artists are
hesitant due to lack of
union building through
security and exposure:
the acquisition and inI lolland said.
stallation of paintings
Holland will now be
and other works of art
working only five hours
that will add drama, una week. during which
derstanding and memoshe will also help other
rability to those spaces
student programs with
in which we work, walk
advertising.
and study," according to
I lolland has already
the interactive arts coorbegun her new duties by
dinator job description.
110LLAND
helping special events
"It had originally been
coordinator Kelsey Thurcreated to be a position
that would maintain a gallery in man with designing the CD case

-

Wash.' governor
signs a highway

,se

stimulus plan

Sanjay Gupta, CNN
medical
correspondent
and trained neurosurgeon,
declined a nomination by
President Barack Obama to
serve as U.S. Surgeon. General.
Gupta cited family reasons for dedining the offer.
He and his wife are expecting a third child soon.

Sudan president
charged with war
crimes, blocks aid
The International Criminal Court charged the President of Sudan on March
4 with war crimes against
residents in Darfur.
In a speech to thousands
gathered outside of the Sudanese capital, Omar Hassan al-Bashir stated that he
would continue to block
Western aid from entering
Darfur.
More than one million
people are currently displaced in Darfur.
Bashir is the first Sudan
president to be charged
with war crimes.
Sourres: Spokesman-Review, 71w
Seattle Times. OIN.com, The
Washington Post

Compikd by Julie Wootton

cont.

and game room.

Ira McIntosh
Staff il'ritcr

to NiSit thc parks during the
daytime hours, even though
restrooms and gates would
be locked.
Closing thc park would
save about $400,000 per
year.

Gupta declines
nomination for
surgeon general

Contact .1frather Kt-mason at
licather.kentrisoncesvhitworthiatt.

New dorm rooms
to be landline free

year.
Ntembers of the community would still be able

Washington Gov. Chris
Gregoire signed a highway stimulus plan Ntarch
5, which will allocate $340
million for improvirt state
h ighways.
The money will be used
for 35 projects and all of the
stimulus money must be
used within the next year.

artwork for the Whitworth Unplugged CD, Coleman-Jones said.
1 he position's hours may increase again in the future if someone conies into the position with
links to local artists willing to display
their art. Colcman-Jones said.
I think that the va' we rethought and discussed this position is really going to make it a
more beneficial and integrative
part of ASWU," I lolland said.

Grarrne ALeePhrnutillastrvrtALui

Josh Donaldson, Washington State University-Spokane student body president,
came to the MWU Assembly meeting on March 4. Donaldson, sitting to the right of
ASWU President Obe Quarles: (center), came up with the idea for the coundl.

COUNCIL:

Group is brainstorming ideas

continuedfrom page

1

for thc leaders next year.
"S'e'd like to have onc meeting with
current leaders and thc soon-to-be
elected leaders for next year from cach
school," Quarless said.
The organization is brainstorming
ideas for intercollegiate interaction

EVALUATION
continuedfrom page 2

such as joint events and activitieS available to students from all campuscs.
A barbecue is in the works at thc
WSU-Spokane campus downtown after thc Lilac Bloomsday Run on Nlay
3.

Contact Iris Wu at irismu@whitworthiatt.com.

'Cell phones and [Voice
Over Internet Protocol) have
quickly replaced students'
dependence on landlines:

After seeing a decline in
the number of phone calls
¡nade from residence halls. Jacob said.
there will not be phone jacks
Voice over Internet Proin any of the rooms in the toco!, or Volt: is a name for
East Residence
communicaflail, which will
tion services
be open for octhat use the
al can't remember the
cupancy in the
Internet such
fall.
last time I received a call as
Skypc.
"After lookfrom a student's room
"I can't reing at the uni- as
opposed to he or she member the
versity's calling
calling
me on their cell last time I rerecords, we deceived a call
phone."
cided that the
from a stu.landlines cost
Alan Jacob,
dent's rooml
too much io inassociate dam of housing
as opposed to
stall y'rliedcomhe or she callpared to how
much thcy are used: said ing me on their cell phone,"
Alan Jacob, associate director Jacob said.
of housing.
Freshman Maery SimKathy Nelson, telecom- mons said shc uses both her
munications manager, said landlinc and cell phone.
records were analyzed from
'Having the landline is
the past two ycars in terms more reliable, especially in
of the volume of phone calls the case of emergencies:
coming from residence hall Simmons said.
phoncs.
She said it is expensive to
deliver a dial tone to every
Contact Ira AkIntosh at
MOM.
ira.mcintosh@whitworthian.
There will still be landlincs
in thc lounges, study rooms com.

a student's credits from

Whitworth would transfer successfully to other
accredited schools.
Esther Louie. assistant
dean for intercultural
student affairs; Lulu
Gonzales, coordinator
for intercultural student
affairs; Harry DanielsSchatz, assistant director
for international admis-

that is including myself:
Broemeling said.
Broemeling said activities for international
students are generally
hosted either by the International Club or the
International Education
sions; Sue Jackson, diCenter.
She also said depart- rector of international
ments should have education center; and
events that encourage Sanders met last week to
international students to begin thc process of developing a way to meaparticipate.
The Northwest Com- sure the effectiveness
mission on Colleges and in meeting the needs
Universities, NWCCU, is of Whitworth's diverse
a
non-governmental groups.
"We are still in the
group that conducts a
beginning
processes of
process of evaluating
places of higher educa- getting the right people
tion, validating their together: Sanders said.
Whitworth's next accredits and the quality of
creditation
site visit will
education.
be
2013.
in
The
accreditation
committee recognizes a
university for their perContact
Midtella
formance, integrity and Sutherland at michella.
quality of the school's sutherland@whitIvorthieducation, ensuring that an.com.

MULTIPLE CHOICE MENU.

College is about trying new stuff, and now you're in luck-you can experience
the variety of flavors at Qdoba Mexican Grill anytime, because were never too
far away. Whateveryou choose, it's all made fast, fresh and right in front ofyou.
Come on in and see for yourself. What are you going to ¡ovo at Odobar

Spokane Locations

Obelf*

N. Division (near Costa))
901 S. Grand Bls-d. (behind Sacred Heart
7115
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How often do you illegally download music?
EDITORIAL: IN THE LOOP
Vote in the poll online at whitworthian.com or e-mail thoughts to editor@whitworthian.com.

Quarless makes Spokane
student cbuncil a reality
This week, ASWU got a breath of fresh
air: follow-through. The Assembly wholeheartedly supported the formation of the
Spokane Student Government Cottncil, and
President Obe Quarlcss deserves much of
the credit for getting this program off the
ground.
At the beginning of the school ycar. Quarless talked about the idea for a united college voice in Spokane during an interview
for the Whitworthian. However, it looked
likc the idea would fizzle out due to the lack
of support from arca schools.
But Quarless fought for the project, and
this week Josh Donaldson, the student body
president from Washington State University's Spokane campus, recognized Quarless'
dedication to turning the idea into a reality.
We see this council as a potential for significant improvements and opportunities
within Spokane for college-age students.
Wc urge the council to pursue its potential
role as a voice for college students in the
Spokane City Council and other city-wide
decisions, especially sincc a large majority
of students arc not eligible to vote in Spokane city elections and propositions that
directly affect us.
We also encourage the council to work
creatively with the city to turn Spok_ane
into a more college-centered town, through
things like city-wide student discounts at
businesses and restaurants, relevant speakers and performances and especially increased networking among students from
the different campuses. The ideas presented
in the ASWU meeting about recreational
events and competitions arc a good start,
and wc hope to see these types of gatherings
strongly supported by Whitworth students.
However, this council will only be as
successful as the time and commitment
put into it. To the student governments of
Gonzaga University and Eastern Washington University, wc strongly urge you to join
this council and promote its benefits to your
campuses. Though your schools may have
slightly less to gain because of your already
larger pools of resources, we still scc this
council as an important measure for you to

join and support.
To the students of Whitworth, wc urge
you to put your actions behind your svords.
A great turn-out at the post-Bloomsday
event, thc first planned for the council,
would show tangible support for this program and serve as a sign of Whitwortlis
commitment.
To thc administration and staff of Whitworth and arca institutions, we urge you to
ifollow Quarless' lead in creating more connections between Whitworth and our surrounding colleges and universities. Spokane
is in a unique situation in that it supports
universities and colleges of varying sizes,
degree focuses and strengths. Whitworth
is an important part of the collegiate community in Spokane, and we want to sec this
university's strengths played up in the cornmunity.

And to the city and community of Spokane, we urge you to gct ready to listen to
the college voice. This council cannot suc7
cccd unless you recognize the importance
that college students play in the vivacity and
culture of this community, and act accordingly.
NVe applaud ASWU, and particularly
Quarless, for supporting this innovative
idea that has the potential to bring about a
major transformation in this city. We hope
to see it succeed in the years to come.

Editorials in the "In the Loop" section reflect
the majority opinion of the Editorial Board,
svitirli is made upoffire editors.

Respect music rights in digitál'áinheb
py, acoustic-guitar-plucking hcart. And
no, this isn't a shameless plug.
It can be a terrifying thing, putting your

REBECCA

SNAPE

In an act of truc Amurricanism, hipster
band IsiGNIT is suing France. More
the band is suing the president of
France, Nicolas Sarkozy, for his use of its
song "Kids" in two online campaign vid-

eos.
Sarkozy, or rather his political party,
bought a limited license for about $67.
This license did not include the rights to
subsequent uses of the song, especially
not for party-sponsored Internet videos.
Sarkozy's party does not deny their illegal use of thc song. In fact, they kindly
offered the band 1 curo of symbolic compensation. This is equal to about $1.25,
presumably less than NIGMT hoped for.
Apparently, Sarkozy has mistaken the
French legal system for iTunes.
The band's lawyer said that the offer
was "insulting" and "disrespectful of the
rights of artists and authors:' And I would
agree.
But in a world where I can listen to
"Kids" for free on MySpace,Seeqpod, Pandora, YouTube, or my friend's iPod (and
my own iPod, too, with a few cords and a
click of the mouse), is there anything left
of the rights of artists and authors?
As a musician who recently recorded
some songs of my oivn and put them online, this is a matter close to my ovm sap-

music on thc Internet and releasing it into
the realm of limitless downloads, much
like taking your child to her first day of
school, I assuMe.
Many comparisons could be drawn between children and songs, actually. Both
arc your little creations, bits and pieces of
you that you let wander among strangers who you hope will treat them with kindness and respect. In order for both
to grow and become the blessings you always hoped they would be, you have to let
them go. You have to give them their freedom in order for them to prosper. Also,
it's not entirely moral to keep your kid
locked in the basement.
How would you feel if the president
of France, without your permission, kidnapped your child for use in two of his
online campaign videos as a ploy to connect with the younger generation? Apart
from thinking it weird and a poor political strategy, you would probably be a bit
upset. What right does he have to exploit
your child in that way? What right does
he have to exploit MGMT's song?
Gra.nted, this analogy is packed with
flaws. Songs are "intellectual property"
and children are not property at all. And
obviously, listening to music on completely legal Web sites such as Pandora is
not the moral equivalent of child abduction. My point is that we often overlook
the niusician while enjoying the music.
It is easy to hear a song and never think

WHITWORTH SPEAKS OUT: WHAT
"I drink tea and

watdi movies."

HoI4,6regg,
freshman

about why the artist chose thosc svords
and those chords and those rhythms, or
why the artist would want to protcct those
words and chords and rhythms. If you
poured yourself into creating something
worthwhile, wouldn't you want to protect
your rights to that creation?
Since I am a musician no one has ever
hcard of, it doesn't bother me to think
strangers could be downloading my songs
for free. In fact, I would feel a bit honored,
because I am an exposure-whore. Most
musicians that no one has ever heard of
share this attribute.
But in thc Sarkozy case, I doubt MGMT
is looking for exposure. They have already
attained their commercial success. They
are simply trying to protect their rights
to their own creation, like a mother trying to regain custody of her child after the
French president kidnapped him for publicity. Seriously, I'm done with the child
analogy now.
With instant access to millions of songs
at our fingertips, musicians' rights can
be all too easily forgotten. It may not be
a problem for me to listen to IsIGMT for
free, but what if I take that a step further
and use the song in a YouTube video? And
what if that video were being used to pro.
mote something MGMT wouldn't necessarily want to be associated with, like the
political beliefs of Nicolas Sarkozy?
What if it were your song?
SHAPE is a senior majoring in peace studies. Comments can

be sent to rebecca.snapewhitwotthian.com.

DO YOU DO TO RELAX DURING MIDTERMS?

watdi every
Harry Potter
movie back-to-

I listen to

bade

a lot'

games!

Afatt Kleinert,
sophomore

James Afitsuyasu,
sophomore

Danjuma Quartets,
junior

music and go
longboarding

'Either a tough
workout or
111

play video
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Men: Remember
you are human,
shed some tears

Isn't this the third
day you've worn
that sweatshirt?

Yeah, but today

I'm just doing it
for the fashion
police.

Laziness
is

,lz_q_rto

p

t:MvS1

xpression
A defense of
Annette Furraislunnwthisn

JOSH

SWAYNE

In the Feb. 17 issue of The Whitworthian, opinions columnist Elizabeth Johnson complained that Whitworth is suffering from "cxtrrme
laziness" whin it comes to fashion
choices. I believe the dress choices
Johnson criticized as lazy are valid
expressions of personality.
Fashion is about beauty, but beauty
isn't even skin deep. Bcauty is really
more of a lacy-frilly blanket people
wear to prevent others from thinking about this truth: all humans are
filthy creatures, excreting goo from
the tops of their oily scalps to the bottoms of thcir swcaty feet. Clothes are
the mask that we place over ourselves
to hide all that humanity, and fashion
is thc art of hiding that aspect of humanity well.
Fashion foregrounds the elements
of ouipersonalities that wc want noticed and hides the standard and unappealing physical realities that lurk
underneath our clothes. Johnson's
point about fashion being anexpression of our personal uniqueness is
therefore valid.
'I want to know you people, and
if you are all wearing the same dorm
sweatshirts and blue jeans. how am I
supposed to figure out what you're all
about? I want tolcnow what is unique
about you: Johnson wrote in her column.
Fashion choices signal a lot about
us if we deliberalely make them, but
that deliberation can come in many
forms. A person wearing a dorm
sweatshirt is identifying him or herselfas a member ofa specific community', expressing the place that their
particular dorm has in their unique
personhood.

college students'
casual dress

Criticizing people for wearing practical or comfort seeking. thcy
dorm sweatshirts because it is not wear what works, even if it is a pair of
unique is like criticizing people for swcatpants.
For the exhausted, practical stuflying American flags because so
many do it. How we express identity dent who has to choose between
with a community is one of thc most devoting a half hour of time to sleep
fundamental expressions of who wc or to primping and prettying him or
are as individuals. Don't worry. sweat- horself, isn't a sweatshirt off the floor
shirt people. The fashion police have reasonable? And who cares if it is
dirty? If it doesn't smell and %sill get
no right to arrcst you.
As for blue jeans, they arc a prac- you through the da» then maybe it
tical article of clothing. They wrinkle just makes sense to wear it.
Remember that clothes mask our
less than slacks, provide more coverage than skirts or shorts in a cold natural bodies, and so they hide as
climate, can be worn as part of casual much of us as they express. Fashion
and work attire and can be compara- at any level. designer scarf or dirty
tively cheap, too. A person wearing shirt, is self-fashioning, and as such
jeans may be unconsciously express- it is a socially acceptable lie. If we
ing thc practical. utilitarian sidc of really wanted other people to know
us, then wc would
thcir personality
run around naked
The same pracmore.
ticality argument
college students dress like
Running around
goes for those who
they are 'lazy,' then it may be
naked reminds me
wear tennis shoes.
because they are taxed in so
of another article
Tennis shoes are
available, compar- many other areas and they don't I read recently.
Opinions columatively cheaper and
need more to worry aboutf
nist Carrisa Pawell
work for most of
said in the Feb. 24
the circumstances
issue of The Whityour average Whitworth student will encounter on an worthian that "Nothing does a bctaverage day: going to class, working tcr job of bringing people together
out, working an on-campus job, play- than public nudity: Naturally, when
people are brought together, thcy are
ing Frisbee in the Loop, etc.
For people who dress functionally, bound to get to know each other on
Johnson almost makes thcir case for some level.
If yo u are truly concerned about
them:
making
a conscious, visual statcmcnt
"Who needs to think about coordiof
who
you arc, then why not shed
nating shoes and bags with your outthe fashions that keep people apart
fit with so much else going on?"
Well, no one really. Most people I and just get naked? Nfaybe people will
meet seem to buy into thc idea that realize that you and your plethora of
college studcnts have hectic lives that excrescences arc a lot like them and
often require them to do a variety of theirs, and from your physical comdifferent tasks at odd hours of the monality you can discover all of your
da); keeping them inordinately busy: differences in personhood, all your
If college students dress like they arc wonderful uniqueness without the
"lazy," then it may be because they help of misleading personal adornare taxed in so many other areas and ment.
they don't need more to worry about. SWAYNE is a seniot majoring in English. Comments
As people with personalities that are can be sent to josh.swaynegwhitworthian.com. .
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MCINTOSH

Jo looks down lovingly at her sister, then stands up to
close the window. The wind picks up outside, And she
stands for a moment, transfixed by its wonder. She then
remembers her sister laying in bed and turns back to her,
but is too late. Beth has died.
This scene from the 1994 film version of "Little Women"
brings me to tears every time. And, every time I watch it
with a group of people, my tears illicit strange, sidelong
glances from those around mc.
Why is that?
%Illy is it all right for women to cry when a movie is sad,
or they're happy, or for no apparent reason at all, but when
a man wants or needs to cry. he is looked down on with
disdain?
'Ibis is the social norm. It has become so because of
hundreds of years of tradition. Knights never cried (that
women saw), nor do "real men,' according to books and
movies.
Think about it. Did you ever scc Superman or Batman
cry? It just didn't happen.
Crying is not sccn as a manly activity. But doesn't the
situation sometimes call for it?
Maybe men are allowed to cry, but when we do it's just
considered a more private moment, and thus makes people

uncomfortable when they do in public.
"Wc'rc supposed to be the stable base: freshman Blake
Severance said. "We arc allowed to cry, but not in the public eye, just in private."
This is something that has gone on for centuries. Nlen
are to be the ones women can lean on when they need support. Therefore, if they show emotion, that would show
that they arc not as strong as they have bcch built up to be.
It is not socially acceptable for men to cry.
"It freaks people out when women cry in public, but it's
okay, because they arc the weaker, more emotional gender,"
freshman Megan Ice said. "But when men cry in public,
because they're supposed to be tougher. it has to be a huge
deal that has driven them to this emotion, which makes
people more uncomfortable."
However, I am proud when I cry at a movie or when
something in life makes me happy or sad. Ihis is because
crying reminds me that I'm human.
Yes, I'm a man, but I'm not perfect and I am not the
strongest person on the face of thc planet. I like having the
reminder that I, too, need help sometimes.
So, guys, don't be afraid to show your emotions. Especially at this juncture in your life.
When you break up with your girlfriend, get a bad grade
or are just have terrifically bad clay, feel free to cry!
There's an old song called "Don't Cry Out I.oud" by Melissa Manchester. Ibis is what it has to say on the subject:
"Don't cry out loud/Just keep it inside, learn how to hide
your feelings/Fly high and proud/And if you should fall,
remember you almost had it all."
These arc bad words to live by I would say you need to
do the opposite. Forget what other people think: that's not
important. Allow yourself to feel what you feel.
Emotions arc a gift. Don't throw them away.
Maybe it's just a fear that wc can conquer, and conquer
it we shall.

MCINTOSH is a freshman majoring in music. Comments can be sent to ira.mcin-

tosheNtitworthlan.com.

Students can put ID card frustration to work
nieni

CARRISA

PAWELL

Your student ID card allows
you to access food and shelter,
but how much do you really know
about it? I spolce with Marisha
Hamm, manager of environmental health, safety and security to
discover more about this elusive
piece of plastic tht.we all depend

on:
ID cards have made some aspects of life much more conve-

We no longer have to try
to find and use a key with frozen
fingers in the middle of winter,
but rather press a podcet against
the scanner. Lines at Saga have
decreased, as scanning a card is
much quicker than swiping ever
was.
However. ID cards are not the
infallible miracles we'd lilce them
to be. They must be carried in a
convenient place for constant use,
and thus seem to break very easily. Its not uncommon to see ID
cards taped up in ah effort to salvage their usefulness. Sometimes
the cards just give out, and cease

working for no apparent reason. In cases like these, students
are obligated to replace their ID
cards.
ID cards cost $25 to replace.
Initially they were priced at $20,
but the cost was raised, as the demand for replacement cards was
higher than anticipated.
'We tried to make it not too
expensive to replace, but enough
to deter students from getting a
new card whenever they wanted:
Hamm said.
This is understandable. I have a
few friends who have joked about
pretending to lose their card so

e.

they could get a new picture on
their ID cards. Apparently, not
everyone wants to look 18 years
old forever.
ID cards cost $10 for the supplies alone, which Ilamm figures
comes to $18 when software costs,
IT fees and the salary of the person printing the card are factored
in. However, students are charged
$25 for a broken or lost ID card.
The profit made on ID cards goes
into the general operating fund of
the university.
"Part of the arrangement is
keeping everyone accountable.
We wanted the replacement fee

to be more than the card actually
costs. I think $25 is a reasonable
replacement fcc. If it were a key,

thcrc would be a replacement fee
on them as well: said Brian Henze!, vice president of finance and
administration.
Hamm said Whitworth should
not be financially responsible for
a lost ID card, as the school has to
get back its cost in somc form.
Students are not charged for
their broken ID cards in cases of
a manufacturer error.
Freshman Amy Thoburn's ID

See

PAWELL,

page 7
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Obama has the answer
for war in Afghanistan
"is necessary to stabilize a deteriorating

situation in Afghanistan, which has not received the strategic attention, direction and
TAKECHI
resources it urgently requiresr
attniZt
.
Defense Secretary Robert Gates, a crossover from the Bush administration, has critiFor mOnths President Barack Obama has cized NATO's efforts in Afghanistan as not
talked about bailing out America's faltering being committed enough to finish the job
banks. As a change of pace, he has decided to and make sure the country is secure, stable
help out anothcr struggling group of people: and militarily independeni
Like the troop "surge" that happened in
our men and women in uniform in AfghaniIraq
in January of 2007, the hope of the Afstan.
Before there was Iraq, before there were ghanistan Bailout is to stamp out the remainthe Abu Ghraib and Guantanamo Bay scan- ing Taliban resistance and restore order in
dals, before there was any talk about the the sparsely populated tribal areas, where al"War on Terror" being a lost cause, there was Qaeda has taken sanctuary along the border
of Afghanistan and Pakistan. If Afghanistan
Afghanistan.
Afghanistan, formerly ruled by the Tali- is brought under control, there is the possiban, was once a safe haven for al-Qaeda ter- bility that U.S. and NATO troops can begin
rorist camps. You lcnow, those same folks to come home and end the so-called "War on
who attacked our country not too long ago. Terror" that has bitterly divided the Western
In December of 2001 the United Statcs and and Muslim worlds.
For a war-weary America, Afghanistan is
coalition forces invaded Afghanistan, overa
tricky
subjcct. As the war that was waged
threw the Taliban regime from power and
as dircct retaliation for 9/11, the Afghanistan
exiled al-Qacda militants to their caves.
Not since World War II has America been War poses a morally atnbiguous situation for
involved in a war that most people both at Obama-supporting, liberal quasi-pacifists.
home and abroad supported. In the histori- During the 2008 presidential campaign,
cal aftcrmath of Korea, Vietnam and the an- then-senator Obama promised to end the
ti-climactic Persian Gulf War, America was Iraq War if elected. Obama enthusiasts aponce again on the side of justicc and restor- plauded a politician with the resolve to end
an immoral, imperialistic war and bring
ing peace.
But then Iraq happened, and the rest is his-- about a new era of change, hope and internatory. Iraq started to spin out of control, and tional cooperation.
But what are those same people supposcd
hatred toward the Bush White House began.
to
think about sending 17,000 of America's
Afghanistan was pushed to the backburner.
finest
into a Bush-era war zone? Obama has
Then our efforts there startcd to lose ground,
proved that he is far from a pacifist. Is this
but no one seemed to notice.
Now is the time to do something about it. change, or just more of the same?
Such questions should be asked, but the
War is never an option that people want
to choose. The decision by a government important thing at this moment is to bring
to put young mcn anewomen into harm's stability to a country which has experienced
way is one of thc most difficult and mor- nothing but war and totalitarianism for most
ally wrenching decisions that ever has to be of the lifetime of us Whitworth students. It
made. This should dwell on the consciences would be a shame if the Taliban, or some
of policymakers whenever thcy make the like-minded fundamentalist regime, were
choice to go to %var. Nonetheless, if such a to talce control of that country and return
dccision is made, one always has to face the it bad: to the days when violent drug lords
consequences. Right now, Obama is choos- ruled villages, terrorist training camps lured
ing to takc action regarding the consequenc- young men into a life.of violence and women
were at best given the same rights as house
es of a failed mission in Afghanistan.
And it could not have come at a better pets.
That is a reality that no one wants to see.
time.
Sending
our men and women into a war zone
With a struggling economy, growing nais
a
very
difficult decision, but like the curtional debt and rising pessimism among
Americans everywhere, elevating a foreign rent financial crisis, sometimes things have
war is a trick-y sell. But Obasna made the to get worse before they get better.
War is costly, and Afghanistan is no diffeiright choice when he announced his plan to
ent.
Let's hope this one is a good investment.
17,000
send
additional U.S. troops to aid in
the mission to root out the Taliban insurgenry and bring order back to the outlands.
In a Feb. 17 White House press release, TAKICHI is a senior majoringin journalism. Comments can be
Obama said the Afghanistan troop increase sent to tirn.takechi@whitworthian.com.
TIM
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Love it or leave it,

Whitworth whiners
Look, you whiny little babies, no- who don't know about these are the
body likes unpleasant things. For same people who haven't discovered
instance, cold, slushy weather. No "clothes" yet.
one at Whitworth likes it and they
These unfortunate souls wander
definitely don't like to think how (rathcr quickly, I might add) around
their friends at Point Loma arc surf- our most crowded campus activiing while they're ringing out their tics with nothing on at all except for
socks.
head coverings. As anyone can see,
Nobody likes whcn the snow thcsc are people with real problems.
starts melting and leaving puddles
But these aren't the people I hear
everywhere. Nobody likes it when complaining. And they're obviously
the sccnt of fermented grass floats colder than everyone else.
upward into your oversized, whiny
The people I hear complaining
baby nostrils. So stop complaining. are the same people that gct tagged
because I'm not even kidding; no- as the drama queen" in those little
body cares.
bean people pictures on Facebook.
Here's the thing about Whitworth: They complain that not enough peoIt's in Spokane. If Whitworth was in ple come to Interpretive dance dub
Southcrn California, Texas, Flori- competitions. Thcy complain that
da or an Office Depot building, it Whitworth is sunny or that Whitwouldn't be Whitworth is snowy.
worth. It would
They
complain
just be another
when they lose a
university
that "Apparently a lot of people don't leg or when they
doesn't
prepare know that Whitworth has spent grow an extra
you for the outside
one.
quite a bit of money
world.
Sometimes thcy
constructing buildings so you .
Because Whitcomplain
that
didn't have to stand outside in
worth is in Spothey (voluntarily)
the snow and rain:'
kane, people who
signed up for an
come here are in8 a.m. class. If you
terested in somethink that's bad,
thing better than sunny beaches you should join ROTC like one of
and tan lines. They choose this spe- my housemates. Not only does he
cific university because they actually have to wcar camouflage clothes and
think they're going to gct a better march around like 36 miles most
education, or that it is genuinely a mornings, but he often wakes up so
better place than other universities. early that it's yesterday.
Because people believe this coming
I have another roommate who
in, it becomes true.
gets abductcd by aliens almost evAftcr all, there arc more impor- ery single night, leaving him barely
tant things to complain about than enough time to do anything but play
bad weather. There are starving kids video games. He hopes that one day
in Africa, our economy is on tire in his e-training will help him ward off
the bad way, the polar bear dies on the alien hordes.
that episode of "Planet Earth", not
I have another 'friend who's aleveryone has seen "Hot Rod", and lergic to apples. Freaking apples.
even worse, not everyone who has In what might be considered a parseen it likes it. So don't talk to me ticularly unfortunate event, another
about unfair, because I know unfair. friend of mine contracted the Ebola
In the movie "Constantine," the virus during a prank gone wrong. I,
archangel Gabriel made hell appear for my part, can only bench 350 with
on earth. It was all fiery and hot and free weights. I mean life is tough for
there were demons running around everyone.
Another popular topic for daily
breaking into cars and listening to
hip-hop music. In the face of that whine-fests is Core 350.1 mean sure,
kind of misfortune, you still have I haven't taken the class and hear althe audacity to complain about pud- most only bad things about it, but
dles? Good luck in the apocalypse, it's still definitely better than a lot of
Tubs. That's your new nickname: alternatives, like being tortured.
Plus I don't get what's so bad about
Have fun with it.
Apparently a lot of people don't soup or scenarios. If you don't like
know that Whitworth has spent doing thc work, just get the soup.
quite a bit of money construct- Sometimes people are so dense.
ing buildings so you didn't have to
stand outside in the snow and rain. VARGUS is a junior majoring in English. Comments
can be sent to nicvargustewhitworthian.com.
I suspect that many of thc people
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PAWELL
continuedfrom page 6
card abruptly stopped working in January.
When she went to replace it, she was told that
because the card was on the sarne key chain
as her key, the metal messed with it. "So they
just gave me one for free, and told me the
next time it'll cost $25' Thoburn said.
However, the criteria to determine if it is a
manufacturer defect is not completely clear.
It is up to the discretion of the person replacing the student's card.
Hamm said that facilities services often
sees cards that have been treated poorly, and
the school can't foot the bill for cards that
students have obviously damaged.
Students have encountered difficulties
with what constitutes damage from wear and
tear and what they are responsible for.
Junior Richie Ressel took his ID card in to
be replaced when it stopped working, even
though he saw no visible damage.
"They said they saw cracks, but there were
no cracks," Ressel said. "They assumed it was
broken because I had it on a key ring' Ressel
was charged $25 to replace his card.
Do you see the similarities in these stories?
Although both problems were attributed toa

key ring, one student was required to pay the
fee and the other was not.
It would be wonderful if there were some
clearer guidelines as to what constituted a
manufacturer defect and the student's fault.
It sounds as though this is a topic that something can be done about.
Our current system of ID cards has only
been in place for about a year, and most of
that time has been testing to see what works.
IfASWU was to form a committee to address
the issue of, not only the price of ID c:ards,
but also how sporadically they're distributed,
students could effect real change.
"That can be an open conversation with
the powers that be when it is feasible; Hamm
said. "Can we stagger it? Schedule people
to come in? 'Where do we get the money? I
don't want it to be seen as a revenue thing,
because it isn't."
The willingness to work with students exists. We could have some say in how often
we get ID cards and possibly what we pay for
them. The solutions to these problems exist;
it's up to us to find them.

PAWELL is a sophomore majoring in political science. Com-

ments can be sent to carrisa.pawellgvhitworthianlom.
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Fine Arts Building: Out with the old, in with ti
Asmara Anyan
Staff Writer
On Nov. 4, 1966, an article published in The Whitworthian
documented the beginnings of what Whitworth students today
know as the Fine Arts Building.
"Whitworth's cramped art department is planning to move
from four rooms in the library basement to the more spacious
()Id science building," the article states. "The old structure, now
to be called the Fine Arts Building (FAB), is being remodeled to
fulfill its new functions."
Today, 33 years later, the demolition process of the FAB is
nearly complete in order to make room for a new science center.
Gordon Wilson, chair of the art department, taught his first
class in the FAB in 1976 and continued teaching there until moving into the new Lied Center for the Visual Arts in 2008.
"It was one of the older buildings on campus, but we made
it work for us," Wilson said. "Students learned to be creative in
making art Ivork in a space that wasn't designed for art."
Wilson liked that the students had access to the building 24
hours a day and vere able to create their pieces 'without being
overly concerned about making a mess or spilling paint, be said.
"Once se lurew about the new building, students started to use
chunks of the old building to create art," Wilson said. "Students

could do pretty much any art process without worrying too much

about damage to the old building."
Students crafted three-dimensional designs on the lower floor,
painted murals on several walls and ripped off cupboard doors to
turn them into artwork. Wilson said.
Wilson also likes to reminisce about coming to class in the
morning and finding students who had fallen asleep amongst
empty pizza boxes while working on a piece late at night, he
said.
there was a certain hominess about the building Vilson
said.

Over the years, students and faculty had to share the building
with mice and squirrels that had made the FAB their borne as
"Eventually, there were squirrels in the offices," Wilson said.
"One even jumped against me and bounced off my chest."
'Professor of English Vic Bobb only taught in the F1 II for one
semester but takes great interest in the history of the building
and Whitworth in general, he said.
"My connection (to the FAB( is that it's a building I value very
much," Bobb said.
-lhe building was one of several purchased by President Warren for $I after World War II, Bobb said.
According to an edition of Ihe Whitworthian from 1947, the
FAB vas the last of 16 new buildings built in a 1-year period on
the Whitworth campus ... 'Me total cost of the 16 new buildings

is estimated at over S200,000. The al
raises the total building count on can
Much has changed since then. Fe
Homer Alder called the building "a
building:' according to a 1948 editior
After years of being the home °CI
rnents, the building was in ditreret
department moved in temporarily t
2008.
"lt svas a tacky, beat-up and hideor
"(But( it didn't interfere with our tea(
One of the problems with the buildi
fumes that came front various materi

bad ventilation system.
"The building itself had dust and
caused some health problems for so
professor of English Laura
building during the fall 42008.
Ihe new art center is much safer. V
"%Ve also have better light, an exce
advantages for students and faculty," I
sphere of the new Lied Center for th
effect on all we do."
C011tail AStItaril Allytitt tli ti5Mara.t
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'inside the Fine Arts Building (FAB)
3alcivaln-JenkIns Hall, where one can
)t the deconstruction.

tction crews work toward demolish)f

the front hallway.

ceramics studio, a student wrote
wall commemorating the FAB.
huh (11,1711t'hitorof thlan

FAB FAgIIS: A BRIEF HISTORY
The building itself was one of six large buildings
moved onto Whitworth's campus from Baxter
Hospital in 1947. The expansion of the campus
and the acquired buildings were made necessary due to
the expanding and developing music department on campus.
"

"

Prior to its use as a building for the arts and languages, the Fine Arts Building was used to accommodate students taking science classes.This changed when the Eric
Johnston Science Center was built in 1998-1999.
Students have used parts of the building in their art.
The building was purchased for $1.

e

Mice and squirrels lived in the building.

e

The building had a bad ventilation system and fumes
and dust in the building caused some faculty to get sick.
Information compile,'by Rakl:el OKdt Caitlin Richmor..1,

the new
addition of the
a campus to 22:
1he

16

buildings

a. Former professor of zoology
lg "a clean, airy and wholesome
dition of ilte Whitworthian.
le of the science and art departitferent shape once the English
irily during the fall semester in

iideous old building," Ilobb said.
ir

teaching:

3ailding concerned the unhealthy
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Junior Nate Ellefson sits with professor Gordon Wilson In the new Lied Center of the Visual Arts.
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So, you tiligk you ca9 darm?
Sophomore Lauren Stoudt, progressing through
the rounds of the hit TV show, knows she can
Asmara Anyan
Staff Writer
How long does it take to prepare for an audition that may prmide the opportunity to be on the
most popular dance show on TV?
Sophomore Lauren Stoudt had less than eight
hours.
Shc found out about the Spokane casting for the
Fox TV hit show 'So You Think You Can Dance"
thc night before it took place.
"It was a Sunday, and I started choreographing
at like 10:30 at night," Stoudt said. "I was at the
audition at 6 a.m. the next morning:
For the Spokane casting in January, the judges
accepted thc first 100 people who showed up, narrowed it down to five finalists aftcr seeing all d.utcers perform, and then picked one person to represent Spokane at thc Seattle auditions on March 28.
Stoudt made it all the way to the end.
"I am so proud of her: said Suzanne Ostersmith,
director of the dance program at SYhitworth. -She
is a spectacular dancer and a delightful person:
Stoudt not only received a paid trip to Seattle
but is also guaranteed a performance in front of
the TV show judges without having to go through
another preliminary round.
"My goal is to get past the Seattle casting and
make it to Vegas," Stoudt said, referring to thc second round of auditions that will take place in Las
vegas, Nev. ILI be totally content with that."
If Stoudt were to make it into the Top 20, who
are chosen during the casting week in Las Vegas,
she would have to skip the rest of the semester to
be on the show, she said.
"It's all in God's hands," Stoudt said.
Stoudt grew up in southern California and
moved to Washington with her family just before
starting her freshman year at Mrhitworth. She is
enrolled as an elementary education major with
a dance minor.
Stoudt started her dance career by joining a

drill team at the age of 12.
started competing in my first year of dancing
and have competed cvcr since," Stoudt said, adding that she has performed in various dance styles
such as ballet, jazz and hip hop. -jazz is my strong
point, but I think hip hop has taken over as my
favorite."
She is not only a student of dance but also a
teacher. She currently leads two classes for the
Jubilation program at NVhitworth and also works
at Julie's Competitive Edge Dance Academy as an
instructor, teaching 15 clases every week.
"Lauren came to NVhitworth as quite an accomplished dancer and dance teacher." Ostersmith
said. "I have continually bccn impressed with

`

how shc commits to dasses even at thc beginning
level."

Among her studies and her work schedule, she
preparing for the upcoming Seattle ca.sting
by taking private lessons and getting thc help of
various trainers, induding somi of her former
coaches from Los Angeles, she said.
"Shc dearly has many years of technical training and a competition background: Ostersmith
said. "She is strong, has a good sense of musicality, is meticulous in her observation and desire
to get things correct, and the girl knows how to
perform!"
Stoudt is most excited about having the opportunity to dance in front of the judges, she said,
adding that what she li m-ost neevoui abont is a
recent injury that torc and pulled four musdes In
her left leg.
haven't trained on that leg for a month now,"
Stoudt said, "so we'll sec how it goes:*
The popular and Emmy-nominated TV show
'So You ihink You Can Dance" has been "searching for America's favorite dancer" for the last four
seasons, according trithe Fox Web site.
Currently, auditions for season five are under
is also

Not just a fad:

See

DANCE, page
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Sophomore Lauren Stoudt dances in the Cornerstone Dance Studio onThursday, March S. Stoudt is on of the finalists of the Spokane usting of "So You
Think You Can Dance,' a TV show on Fox.

After a short acting stint in the City ofAngels, sophomore Hayley
Dannettell looks to shed her past and embrace her future

Miranda Cosand
Staff iVriter
Few Whitworth students know that
sophomore Hayley Dannettell lived in
Los Angeles as an aspiring film actres-s,
and auditioned for the role of Disney's
Hannah Montana. Dannettell lived in
Los Angeles for two years, but said she
usually waits until she knows people before telling them about her experience.
"It's hard when people know I was a
film actress before they know who I am:
Dannettell said. -It's what people see, but
there are so many other parts to who I

am:
Dannettell said she didn't tell many
people about her acting because she was
embarrassed. She said she felt like she let
people down because she didn't become
famous.
Now I can accept that it was an important part of my life, and I don't need
to hide or be embarrassed about it anymore: Dannettell said. "I learned so
much about myself and about God, and
I'm glad I did it."
Dannettell has been an actress for most
of her life.
"I've been acting since I was 3 years
old: Dannettell said. 'My first role was a
small one in the play 'Oliver.'"
Dannettell continued acting in theater through middle school. Her middle
school vocal coach was also an acting
coach who encouraged Dannettell to
pursue film acting.

t);

Arran lifeQuilkin/Whowortitian

Sophomore Hayley Dannettell tents to Oliver
Schaus. Dannettell used to act In commerdais and auditioned for the role of Hannah
Montana when she was 15, but didn't get it

"When I was 14 years old, a sophomore
in high school, my mom and I moved to
L.A. so I could pursue acting," she said.
Within a month of moving, Dannettell
got an agent and a manager. She was in
many commercials and acted on the show
"Summerland" for an episode.

"It's a big deal if you get a guest starring ing, but I didn't like the competition or
role or a small part on an episode when constantly being on set: Dannettell said.
you're starting out," she said.
"I realized that I prefer theater, and I'll
Dannettell auditioned for the Disney probably pursue it for the rest of my lifc
television show "Hannah Montana" when as a hobby:
she was 15.
Dannettell said she'll pursue theater as
"Auditioning for Disney and Nickel- a hobby because she found in film acting
odeon is very intimidating," Dannettell that once a hobby becomes a job, it besaid. "The casting directors are very blunt, comes less enjoyable. Dannettell is cureven about physical characteristics."
rently involved in the NVItitworth Theatre
Dannettell said the casting director for department, and said shc enjoyed perHannah Montana was
forming in "Museum."
looking for an 18-yearDannettell's roomold Latina, and Danmate, sophomore Ravvas pretty successful at film
nettell's agent thought
chel Micdema, said,
acting, but I didn't like the
she could play that role.
"I've never seen Hayley
"I didn't have much competition or constantly being act, but I'm really lookon set. I realized that I prefer
hope for that audition
ing forward to seeing
because thcy generally
theater:"
her in 'Museum:"
don't like to hirc youngDannettell encourHay! ey Dannettell,
er actresses," Dannettell
ages
people who want
sophomore
said. "They call the age
act in Hollywood to
range from 14 to 18 the
pursue their dreams.
'dead zone' because casting directors gen"It isn't unattainable, but it has to be
erally prefer older actors."
your passion," Dannettell said. You need
Dannettell's friend, sophomore Lauren to go in realizing that it is a tough, cutAvischious, said Dannettell is pleased she throat business:
didn't get the role of Hannah Montana.
Dannettell invites people who may be
"Every time we see Hannah Montana interested in film acting to talk to her
merchandise Haylcy says she's so glad she about it.
didn't get that part: Avischious said. "She
"I don't mind talking about it if people
are really interested and want to learn
didn't want to just be a fad."
Within a year after auditioning for about it," Dannettell said.
"Hannah Nfontana," Dannettell stopped
pursuing film acting and left Los AngeContact Miranda Cosand at miranda.
les.
"I was pretty successful at film act- cosand@whitworthian.com.
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'Watchmen' isn't
your uncle's old
superhero movie

Revelers
Drama Club to
SFCC

present'Othello'

Ryan Graves
Staff Writer
Never before has a film been able to capture humanity in a light that exposes it for
all of its downfalls and deception. And with
"Watchmen" thc film succeeds remarkably
well. It explores all facets of humanity, the
things that make them tick and how their
minds have been poisoned. All at the same
time being a superhero movie adapted from
the critically acclaimed graphic novel of the
same name.
The film is set in an alternate 1985 where
Richard Nixon is still president of the Unitcd
States, and the Cold War is raging with nuclear war teetering at the brink. The superheroes known as thc Watchmen have been disbanded for a few
years and are being
MOVIE REVIEW
picked off, onc by.
onc. The film folWATCHMEN
lows why they are
being hunted, and
Four stars
how they defend
(out of five)
and
themselves
Likes:Themes,
dcal with thc corcharacterization,
ruption of world
diplomacy.
use of genre
This is not your
Dislikes:Gratuitous
uncle's superhero
action/sexuality
movie. The heroes
are
hardly heroes,
Plays: Now in movie
especially
with
theaters
the character the
He's
Comedian.
unapologetic
in
his rampage of destruction, leaving innoccnt won= and children deadBut_ that's
the point of the movie: no onc is perfect, and
there is an evil that lives in the world that no
onc can completely escape.
Regardless of the hero's cthics, the characters arc mostly well crafted. Onc of the most
interesting is Dr. Manhattan, who projects
a blue aura throughout the film, cariying a
calming and soothing essence, even when
he's destroying thc Viet Cong with bis telekinetic powers. He is the most powerful and
the most virtuous of the group. lie is seen as
the mighty savior of the Cold War, ending
the Vietnam War in just a week; yct he still
hasn't created peace between America and
the USSR.
The film explores humanity and asks many
questions. If these superheroes are so powerful, thcn why is there such chaos? Are the
heroes too wrapped up in themselves? Or is
thcrc a bigger question of what the greater
good really is?
The film is exhilarating through its 2 hour,
43 minute runtime; however, there is a 15
minute stretch ncar the end when it begins
to lose steam %vith an unnecessary sex scene
and a prison fight scene. The story isn't furthered at all and the audience is treated to
gratuitous female nudity and blood sellout
imagery trying to make another dollar.
This truly is a superhero movie to end all
superhero movies, hardly selling out to the
action genre, exploring American culture of
the 20th century. The film is the first great
movie of 2009, and its imaginative imagery
demands that it be experienced on the big
screen.

Contact Ryan Graves at ryan.graves@whitworthian.com.
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Singer Johanna Kunin performs at Whitworth In the HUB Multipurpose Room on Thursday, March S.
Kunin played at Vihitworth over a year ago as pan ola duo, but this time she brought a band with her.

Johanna
Kunin
A.
AN INTERVIEW WITH A RISING STAR OF THE INDIE WORLD

Caitlin Richmond
Scene Editor
Singer-songwriter Johanna
Kunin performed in the Hixson
Union Building Multipurpose
Room on Thursday, March 5.
Scene editor Caitlin Richmond
sat don':: with the indie artist
after the showfor an interview.
CR: When you were a kid
did you think you would become a musician?

an assortment of things that
don't sound like me. I mean I
listen to Bjork, stuff likc that,
but I just don't listen to a lot
of female singer-songwriters.
Sing:I-songwriters I generally
listen to tend to be folkicr.
CR: So then how do you
feel when people compare

you to artists like Regina
Spektor, Cat Power and Tori
Amos?

more things that you add, the
more little gadgets that I add
to my set up, the more things
break. But you have to go with
the flosiand sometimes those
things can work out for the
best. Sometimes it makes a
show more interesting to have
something unexpected happen like that. It's livc, and you
never know what you're going
to have to face.
CR: Was thc show you
played at Whitworth last
year any different from the
one you just played?

JK: I just fccl flattered. I

JK: Not at all. 1 Ivanted to do
a lot of different things; a lot

of them were science related. I
wanted to be an entomologist;
I kind of lost that fascination
at some point. But I was really

fascinated by insccts. I always
did music but I didn't figure
out that I wanted to do it until
high school. Maybe in 10th or
Ilth grade I started gravitating towards strictly music.
CR: Who are somc bands
that have influenced you?
JK: I know that's a question
get asked all the time, but I
find it so hard to answer. I
think partly because the music I make somehow ends up
not really sounding like the
music I listen to and I really
don't know why that is.
I grew up playing classical
piano and I still play every day.
I really love playing Chopin.
He's written so much and he
wrote such amazing beautiful
music, and I think that's an influence. 01Mously my music
doesn't sound like Chopin, so
if there's an influence there it's
subtle.
I grew up listening to stuff
that doesn't really sound like
me. A lot of Elvis Costello, and
he obviously doesn't sound like
me. I was really into Talking
Heads growing up. I was into
I

mean I 14c that ecople would
pick up on these other wonderful artists and what I'm
doing, and I feel like all those
people are really strong voices,
and I'm trying to develop my
own unique voice.
CR: What would you say is
your favorite part about performing?
JK: My favorite thing is
those sort of performances
where there's a real communication (between me and the
audience). There are performances where there's something communal about it,
and there isn't such a feeling
of separation between myself
and the audience and that's a
really intense special wonderful feeling. I just cherish that
when it happens. It doesn't
happen every time, and I fault
myself for that. But ever-y show
is so different and sometimes
there's just something special
that happens.

CR: NVhat is something
that's difficult about performing?
JK: When my gear breaks.
think that is the single most
frustrating thing. Things
break, it's inevitable, it's the nature of the universe. And the

A year and a half ago it
was just me and Jeremy. And

wc might have played some
new songs but it Ivas mostly
older stuff. So this show we're
still working out thc kinks for
the new songs, and I'm pretty
sure this is the first time I've
been able to play here with a
band. I've really wanted to do
that. I love playing those quieter sets, but it's fun to bring
the band and have more power. I think I really craved that
after playing most of my tours
solo or duo. I craved making
more noise. And I got really
into listening to the classic
rock station. So I think that
had a subtle influence. But I
think that vibe is in there.
CR: You've recorded four
CDs, right?
JK: There's only one fulllength CD that's out. "Clouds
Electric" is the full length
that's out. There's another one
that's finished but I don't know
when it's coming out. I have
zero details about thai

I

Contact Caitlin Richmond
at caitlin.richniond@whitworthian.com.

GRAPEVINE HUMOR: THINGS WHITWORTH COULD GET RID OF
ICIasses in Hawthorne.

IPinecones.

IE-mail storage limits.

ICIasses before 10 a.m.

I Paying for laundry.

ITuition and fees.

IMushrooms in Sodexo.

I One hour of Prime Time.

I The Whitworth tree.

'Parking fines.

Ilhe Village.

IReading Responses.

1Students walking around in swcatpants.

IThe Campanile.

I Core dasses.

_

.

.

The Spokane Falls Community College Reveler's
Drama Club will perform
"Othello" at 7:30 p.m. on
March 12 through 14, and
at 2 p.m. on March 15.
Shakespeare's classic will be
directed by William Mailowe and will take place at
the SFCC Playhouse.
Tickets cost $8 for general admission and 56 for
students and seniors. For
more information, call
(509) 533-3592.

Student recitals
highlight senior
music students
Isaac Dye's Jazz saxo-

phone recital will take place
at 6 p.m. on Saturday, March
14, in the Niusic Recital
Hall.
The clarinet recital performed by Christopher Dennis and Haley Smith will be
held at 2 p.m. on Sunday,
Niarch 15 in the Music Recital Hall.
Katie Tremayne's trumpct recital will take place at
4 p.m. on Sunday., March 15
in the Music Recital Hall.
Merrill (Mac) Nlerchant's
piano recital %%rill occur at 6
p.m. on Sunday, March 15 in
the Music Recital Hall.
These student recitals are
free to attend. For more information, contact Lome
Swegle at iswegle@whit-

worth.edu.

Barry Manilow
coming to Arena
next weekend
Barry Manilow will perform at the Spokane Arena
at 8 p.m. on Saturday, Nlarch
14. Tickets range in cost
from $30 to $110.
For more information,
call (509) 325-SEAT or visit
http://www.ticketswest.com
or www.spokanearena.com.

Taylor Swift's
Fearless concert
already sold out
Taylor Swift will be perfoming at the Spokane Arena on May 14 with Katie
Pickier and Gloriana.
Tickets are currently sold
out.
The concert is part of her
Fearless 2009 tour.
For more information
visit www.spokanearena.
com.

Compiled by Miranda Cosand
Sourcc spokanearena.com, it'hituvrth events Calendar
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BOX OFFICE
Check out the top
grossing movies of the
past weekend.
WATCHMEN
$55,655,000
TYLER PERRY'S MADEA
GOES TO JAIL

$8,800,000
TAKEN

A

$7,450,000

Sophomore Nick
Kemner, who plays a
photographer named
Michael Wall, applies
make-up before the
dress rehearsal last
Wednesday night.

'

SLUMDOG MILLIONAIRE

'qt:

$6,925,000
PAUL BLART: MALL COP

$4,200,000
HE'S JUST NOTTHAT INTO

Thernas Akinion/

Whito.vrthi.sn

'

YOU

$4,020,000
CORALINE

$3,313,000

'Museum' questions meaning of art
Sophie Sestero
Staff Writer

71iesc are the top 15
albums from College
Afedia Journal. For the

fidl top 20, visit cmj.
com.
1

ANIMAL COLLECTIVE

"Merriweather Post Pavilion'

2ANDREW BIRD
'Noble Beast"
3

MATT AND KIM

'Grand'
4

A.C. NEWMAN

"Get Guilty"
5

ANTONY AND THE

JOHNSONS
"The Crying Light"

6

DAN AUERBACH

"Keep It Hid"

7 LONEY, DEAR

'Dear John'

8

COTTON JONES

°Paranoid Cocoon*

9

VETIVER

'Tight Knit"

lo

PAINS OF BEING

PURE AT HEART

"The Pains Of Being Pum At

Heart"
11

FRANZ FERDINAND

'Tonight: Franz Ferdinand'

12 BIRD AND THE BEE

Ihe absurdity of "Museum" continues from
start to finish. escalating exponentially. If you
choose to attend, expect to sec characters steal
"The Temptation of William Blake," pretend
to lick skeletons, do yoga in an art gallery, pin
themselves on a clothes line to dry, fear a supernatural piece of artwork. randomly confess
nationsofmovement
their darkest secrets and make you laugh.
PLAY REVIEW
"Nluseum" has been in the making since the such as a gliding
MUSEUM
beginning of October. The first step for the de- walk with pressing
partment was to choosc a script. which was up hand gestures.
Four stars
"We did a numto director Brooke Kiener. This year she knew
(out of five)
that
ber of exercises
she wanted a comedy.
"We try to balance out our season in terms asked the actors to
Likes: Art/props,
of style, genre and time period," shc said. This think about the way
audience interactivyear they wanted to contrast "The Cradle Will that the character
ity, comedic element
moves, where does
Rock." which was performed in the fall.
After the script was chosen, tamer collabo- the character's enerDislikes:None
rated with thc art department to create somc gy live, what part of
Plays: March 13-14,
of thP masterpieces featured in the play. Ihe their body do they
Jan Tcrm mixcd media class created a set of lead with?" Kiener
8 p.m.
pieces that were highlighted several times in said.
Junior
Jessica
the play. These demonstrated found art where
everything used was organic such as fur, bones, Liles, who had two
roles in the play, said they used another techteeth, wood and moss.
"Every time I look at (the art! I see some- nique called viewpoints to get into character.
thing new," lamer said. "Ve were inspired ibis exercise made the actors think deeply
by thcm. When they were in the space they about questions such as, "If someone is around
changed some of the momcnts that w c had you, looking at you, walking behind you, what
created as we were reacting to these artworks will you do, how will your character react?"
and incorporating them into thc world of the
It gives actors something to do the entire
play. They inspired some of thc actors for the time they're on stage as opposed to the more
specific choices they were making in specific traditional way of freezing out other motion so
moments7
the audience can focus on onc thing at a time.
lamer directed the play so the audience's
Another exhibit was created for the play that
lines the entrance to thc stage.
attention shifts with changes of light, volume
As audiences surrender their tickets, a guide and dynamics, so they arc free to look wherwalks the audience members through a hall
they want. In this way, "Iyluseum" is ncvcr
gallery of modern art. First there is the win- the samc play twicc because wherever you are
dow gallery with svindows placed on windows. and wherever you're looking that night, you'll
Then comes the chair mountain consisting of get a new experience.
broken, empty, red; velvet chairs from the audiIlhe play) changes depending on where
torium. Finally audiences enter the stage to see you sit," Kiener said. "lhe way we've arranged
the masterpieces displayed there.
our space and the way the play takes place
"When people come to see the show, it's like within thc spacc, there is constant movement.
they are in a museum going from different ex- There are sccncs going on all over the place, sihibit to different exhibit, from different gallery multaneously."
to gallery." Kiener said.
The seating is in two places. Half is on the
In "N1useum7 there are 44 characters, but a stage and the other half is across the stage.

ever.
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continued from page 10
way in several major U.S. cit-

CUT OFF YOUR

HANDS
"You And

r

14 GLAS VEGAS
"Glasvegas"

15

FAUNTS

"Feellove.Thinking.Or

Kiener said she did this so the audience can
constantly see each other. "lhen they are aware
of the fact that other people are watching this
and the other people arc part of the artistic experience.
"I hope people laugh." Kiener said before the
show. I ler wish came true over and over again.
Laughter poured from the audience all night
with the introduction of each character. lisirlien
many characters are on stage they don't freeze
to allow the audience to focus on one group,
but all act simultaneously.
Liles plays the characters of Elizabeth Sorrows and 'Fink. Even though rehearsals were
abundant. Liles said it was much more difficult
not to break Itcr characters witb the combination of laughs fronl the audiences and nerves.
"I was definitely nervous (before going on
stage), especially since my first character is
nervous anyv..ay, so I had all that nervous energy for the character built up, along with my
own nerves. I was on edge the whole time
Liles said.
When her first character clacked onto the
stage, laughter erupted from the audience.
Liles said that made it much more difficult not
to laugh too. Still though, the crowd was unable
to break her character. Liles said the actors are
trained to wait for laughs and gauge how the
audience is feeling to scc if they should keep
going or wait for their next line.
Liles said she loved having an audience to sec
and hear reactions spread through the crowd.
I ler character litik has a particularly startling
scene where she picks up a piece of the artwork
while focus is elsewhere and begins to cuddle
it. Slowly, gasps were heard from the audience
until it reverted to laughter.
As soon as Liles svalked off stage she was
overjoyed with the performance.
"It feels really good," Liles said. "I love the
first night high. The audience is alsvays great
on the first night and tonight, just because this
is such a fun and dynamic show, the audience
was really into it. It svas great coming off stage
and feeling it, feeling the adrenaline pumping
through my veins."

Contact Sophie Sestero at sophie.sestero@
tvititworthian.com.

Stoudt aims to get to final round of show

"Ray Guns Are Not Just The

Future"

cast of 19. Kiener thought it would be a challenge for the actors to play more than one role.
The actors used a movement technique with
ideas such as "flick, press, float, glide, etc." to
describe the way people move. 'Ilte actors experimented with these ideas throughout their
various parts in the play. Some might have a
full flick personality, abrupt movement that
flits about the stage.
Others had combi-

ies.
"We're not kind

of talking about the best dancer,
but America's favorite dancer,
which is a different thing," said
Cat Deeley, the host of the
show, in an interview posted
on the VVeb site Buddy TV.
IThe audience has got to
connect with your personality, there's got to be something
that's gonna set you apart from

everybody else."
Senior Lauren Bishop is also
a dance minor who has performed together with Stoudt
in thc past year.
"I think her biggest strength
as a person is her commitment
and drive," Bishop said. "As a
dancer, her greatest strength
is her versatility, I think. She
can do just about any style of
dance and does it well ... She
is an amazing dancer, and if
she lets her personality shine
through, she will definitely go

far:'
No matter how the auditions
go, dancing will always be a
part of her life, Stoudt said.
"Dance is my passion and
my life," she said. "I strive bn
it and live for it. And most
importantly, I will never stop
dancing for my one and only
God who has given me the
love and thc gift of dance

Contact Asmara Anyan at
asmara.anyan@whitworthiati.
com.
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MEN'S BASKETBALL NCAA TOURNAMENT

NO1THWEST CONFERENCE

@YRI

A N Ban@

BASEBALL
NWC

ALL

GEORGE FOX

8-0

PLU

6-2

10-5

WILLAMETTE

3-1

5-5

LIHFIELD

4-2

7-3

UPS

2-1

4-3

WHITWORTH

1-4

3-7

L&C

1-7

1-11

WHITMAN

0-0

1-5

PACIFIC

0-8

3-10

_

11-3

NEXT PIRATE GAME:

Whitworth vs. Pacific

Saturday, March 14 @ noon
Ryan Enksuneitlutworthian

Sophomore fonvard David Riley and sophomore guard Ben Iddins look on after Whitworth's 84-72 loss to Puget Sound March 7 In the NCAA second round.

Tott9s.

Despite last week's win,
Bucsfall short against
Puget Sound in tourney
James Gelfer

t

bench for the sccond straight game.
Senior post Calvin Jurich, who tore his NICL
in Thursday's game against Claremont-MuddScripps, could not start but still contributed 18
minutes from the bench.
"Cal blocks a lot of shots down in the post
and Clay (Gebbers] is one of our best perimeter
defenders," senior guard
Ross Nakamura said.
really hurt our defense not
having them starting:'
The Loggers jumped
out on top early and would
not relinquish the lead in
thc first half.
Late in the half UPS had
amassed an eight-point
RILEY
lead, but the scoring of
Riley and Nakamura kept
the score close.
he first half was as evenly matched as possible, with both teams making 11 of 26 shots.
11e only discrepancy was at the free throw line,
where the Loggers' 10-for-10 shooting gave
them a 33-29 lead at the break.
Whitworth started the second half on a 7-2
run, giving the Bucs their first lead of the gaine

Ihe Pirates were unable to recreate the magic
from last week's Northwest Conference chainpionship, falling to the University of Puget
Sound 84-72 in the second round of the NCAA
Division Ill men's basketball tournament.
The loss marks the end of the season for the
21st ranked Pirates. Whitworth finished with
a record of 23-6, including their third-straight
NWC championship.
Saturday's game with the Loggers was the
fourth meeting between the two teams this season, and the third win for UPS.
You know everything there is to know about
them and their players by that fourth game,"
sophomore fol4ard David Riley said.
Injuries kept two of the Pirates starters from
last vceles game with UPS out of the starting
line tip. A concussion suffered in that game
kept sophomore guard Clay Gebbers on the

See SECOND ROUND, page 14

land for the Northwest Cup the
first weekend of Nlarch and found
tough competition leaving with
one win over Eastern Oregon.
Linfield (6-0) took all four games
from the l'irates in two days with
back-to-back double headers.

ALL

[INFIELD

6-0

6-0

WILLAMETTE

3-1

5-1

PLU

4.2

5-7

UPS

2-2

5-6

GEORGE FOX

2-2

3-6

PACIFIC

1-3

5-5

WHITWORTH

04

1-7

l&C

0-4

0-5

'MEN'S TEN NIS
NWC ALL

'

WHITMAN

6-0

7-2

LINFIELD

7-1

7-2

PLU

7-2

7-

WILLAMME

5-2

5-2

WHITWORTH

7:4

7-5

PACIFIC

2-6

3-6

L&C

2-6

2-8

UPS

2-8

2-8

GEORGE FOX

0-9

1-9

Tans Saciarunlitlitworthian

NEXT PIRATE MATCH:

Junior forward Bo Gregg drives hard to the hoop.

Friday, March 13 Q TBD

Softball swept by Wildcats in four-game series
Softball opened up Northwest
Conference play with a rough set
of games at Lintleld who sent them
home from McNlinnville emptyhanded March 6-7.
Fighting the Spokane weather
and making the most of indoor facilities, the team traveled to Port-

NWC

NEXT PIRATE GAME:
Whitworth vs. Pacific Lutheran
Saturday, March 14 @ noun

it

Assistant Sports Editor

Colin Zalewski
Staff Writer

SOFTBALL

In Friday's first game, Linfield tom of the first. This time the Lincame out of the gates quickly, field pitching and defense would
hold the visiting Piopening up scoring
rates to a shut-out and
Ivith a run in the first
win the game 8-0.
inning. They followed
Even after a tough
NEXT GAME
with a four spot in the
first day, sophompre
second.
WHITWORTH VS.
pitcher Jessica Mangis
Vith Whitworth
PACIFIC LUTHERAN
said, "I think Ive ve re
struggling to respond,
Date: Saturday, March 14
all up and going; even
the team was able to
Time:Noon
when we vere down
put up a run in the top
Location: Tacoma, Wash.
we were still in the
of the fourth, but it
game mentally. It's just
would not be enough
going to take a little bit
as Linfield won 9-1.
of time. We're going to
The back half of the
double header would once again come around:.
Ntangis also said the conditions
show the Wildcats getting on top
early with a three spot in the bot- of practicing indoors and then go-

ing to play outdoors for the first
conference games played a role in
the team trying to adjust.
Hoping to refresh and come out
strong on Saturday, Whitworth's offensive production improved with
RBIs from rreshman infielder Sami

Parr and sophomore outfielder
McKenzie Stuby, but the Wildcat
bats again proved to be too strong
as they put up 10 runs out matching the two from the Pirates.
"They're just a really good hitting team," Mangis said. "That's
probably the best we will see all
season:.

See SOFTBALL SWEEP, page 15

Whitworth vs.Willamene

WOMEN"STENNIS:.
NWC

ALL

WHITWORTH

8-0

9-2

LINFIELD

7-0

7-2

' WHITMAN

6-2

6-3

L&C

5-3

5-3

PACIFIC

4-5

4-5

WILLAMETTE

3-5

4-6

GEORGE FOX

2-6

2-7

UPS

1-7

1-7

PLU

0-8

0-9

NEXT PIRATE MATCH:

Whitworth vs. Willamette

Friday, Afarrh 13 e 7pan.
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SPORTS

Win over CMS
moves Pirates
into 2nd round
Danika Heatherly
Sports Editor

James Gelfer
Assistant Sports Editor

The first half ended 42-40 in the Pirate's favor, but
a 16-4 run for the Bucs to start the second half extended the lead against visiting Claremont-MuddScripps and helped procure thc 81-63 win in the
Whitworth Fieldhouse on 'Thursday night. The victory sent the 21st-ranked Pirates back to the University of Puget Sound to facc the Loggers (7th-ranked)
in the second round of the NCAA Division III men's
basketball tournament.
Whitworth hit three consecutive 3-pointers to
take control early in the game,
but it 'as the Pirate defense
that held the Stags after CMS
took control on a Ben Bergsma three to give the Stags their
first lead of the game.
liVith a 37-29 lead, senior
Nate Montgomery earned a
trip to the free throw line. A
te.un-high 152nd free throw
NAKAMURA
gave Montgomery 10 points
for the game with minutes left
to play in the half.
Senior 1-1M Sellereit navigated the court to find
senior Ross Nakamura, senior Calsin Jurich and senior Bo Gregg to command a Pirate lead late in the

hale
Back-to-back Nakamura baskets put the Pirates
ahead with about five minutcs to play.
A timeout and Claremont recovery found the
Bucs down by two, but a pair ofScIlereit free throws
tied the game at 37. Riley and Stags' Michael Bagby
both nailed shots from the perimeter to tic again at
40. but Sellercit set a hie screen at the top of thc key.
Nakamura recovered t c ball the went back to Sellereit, but Jurich grabbed the air ball and hit a layin to
help the Pirates finish thc first half up by two.
The Bucs' 16-4 run to start thc second half
stumped the Stags, who missed 10 of their first 11
shots from the field. 'Nakamura extended the lead
69-52 after succcss from behind the are.
CMS narrowed thc gap several times in late in the
game, but the Pirate's responded every time. Sellereit again, ssith back-to-back baskets gave the Pirates a
75-60 lead with two minutes to play.
The Pirates vere eight-for-eight from the line
down in the final minutes, icing the 81-63 win.
'The Buc defense was huge in the second half,
holding CMS to 26 percent shooting from the field.
"Ve started clearing out on their shooters better
and picked up the intensity," Riley said. We knew it
was when or go home."
Nakamura led all scorers with 22 points, but
played solid on the other end of the court as well,
holding first team all-conference guard Jason Toney
to just four points. Montgomery recorded a doubledouble for the Bucs with 16 points and 10 boards.
Three other Pirates finished in double-digits as well:
Sellereit, Riley and Gregg
Early in the season the Pirates fell to the Stags
73-68 at the Lee Fulmer Classic, but the battle-tested
Bucs came through when it mattered most.
We play in a really strong conference and our
tough league schedule helped improve throughout
the season, sophomore forward David Riley said.
The victory sent 'Whitworth to UPS for the second round of the NCAA Division II tournament,
marking the fourth meeting between the teams this
season.
Contaa Danika Heatherly at danikaheatherly@
whitworthian.com.
Contact James Geller at james.gelfer@whitworthian.com.
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Sophomore Joe Wales prepares a return shot during his doubles match. Wales and his partner, junior Michael Shelton, lost 8-5.

Wildcats maul men's tennis
Starting singles down 0-3 aftcr the
doubles matches, something the l'irates
aren't used to, the outlook was grim. As
Shelton, Wales and Zalewski took the
court for their respective matches, the
crowd was somber.
Pirate's No. 1, Shelton, lost his first
Kara Heatherly
set
6-1.
Staff Writer
In their first sets, Wales and ZalewsThe men's tennis team struggled to ki both went into tiebreakers, and lost
keep up with thc visiting Linfield Col- 7-6.
Shelton's second set
lege Wildcats in the Scottook
a turn for thc better.
ford Tennis Bubble thi:
Fighting
hard to maintain
weekend. winning just onc
NEXT MATCH
control, Shelton won the
of nine matches.
WHITWORTH VS.
set 6-4. Wales and ZalewsAll three doubles matchWILLAMETTE
ki did not find the same
es ended in losses for the
SUCCCSS.
Date:March13
Pirates despite a valiant
"I was up and down a
Time:TD
effort from thc Bucs that
Location: SpokantWash.
lot,"
Wales said.
kept the matches close.
The third set for ShelIn No. 1 doubles, juton picked up slowly, but
nior Michael Shelton and
after nearly three gruelsophomore Joi Wales raling
hours,
another
tiebreaker, and the
lied from a 5-1 deficit to tic the match
at 5-5. They were unable to keep the snap ola Wildcat's string, Shelton was
momentum going and fell 8-5 to the proclaimed the winner, finishing the
match 1-6, 6--1, 7-5.
Wildcats.
was sophomore Brian Lays' supSophomores Henry Williams and
Colin Zalewski were unable to hold port from the sidelines that pulled me
off a Linficld rally and lost 8-6 in No. through that match: Shelton said.
Down 5-1 at the end of the first
2 doubles.
Junior Kellen Oetgen and sopho- round of singles, the Pirates kept
more Colin Barrett suffered a similar their heads held high. Linfield's depth
fatc, falling 8-5 in thcir No. 3 doubles proved too much for the Pirates, as
1Vil1iams, Oetgen and Barrett each lost
match.

Tennis team loses
eight of nine, fall
to 7-5 on season

it

SECOND ROUND:

their matches.
We knew that Linficld had bcat PLU
6-3 and we lost to PLU 5-4," freshman
Ben Hamming said. "But these arc all
close matches. This is doable, and our
guys know that:
The score is a poor representation of
the effort the men put in this weekend.
"Every match has come dosvn ro a
handful of key points." Lays said. "Next
time, they could easily go our way."
Next weekend the Pirates will take
on Willamette and Lewis & Clark at
home.
Whitworth is sandwiched a. ro. und
both squads in the latest NWC standings, with Willamette a spot ahead of
Whitworth in fourth place at 5-2 in
conference play.
The Bearcats squeaked past the Pirates 5-4 in the teams' first meeting
of the season in Salem. The Pirates
thumped Lewis & Clark 9-0 in thc first
matchup of the season between the two
teams on Feb. 14.
Following the next two games on the
conference slate and a tic against Montana Statc-13illings on March 21, die
team will travel to the coastal region
of Hilton !lead, S.C. for three matches
against teams outside the West region.
Temperatures could reach into the low

80s.
Contact Kara Heatherly at kara.
heatherly@whitworthian.com.

Loggers end Pirates' NCAA tournament hopes

continuedfrom page 13
at 36-35, spurred by four jumpers from
Riley. The Loggers answered with a 9-0
run of their own, opening up a doubledigit lead with less than 12 minutes less

Jason Foster, the NWC player of the
year, who scored 27 points and had 12
boards to lead the Loggers.
In his final game with the Pirates,
Nakamura scorcd 12 points and dished
out four assists while playing all 40

to play.
The Loggers stifled any potential
comeback by the Pirates, going on to
win 84-72.
They spread us out on defense and
we just couldn't get any stops at the
end," Nakamura said.
Whitworth was unable to contain

minutes.
"It's disappointing because we knew
we were capable of beating them on
their home court: Nakamura said. "I
wish we would have gone further, but
winning 23 games and the NWC championship can't be taken for granted. I'm
proud of our team:

7pm

SUNDAY 6Pm
vs. KELOWNA ROCKETS

Riley led Vhitworth with 27 points,
including four three-pointers. Junior post Nate MontOmery added 18
points and six boards.
"Heading into next season Natc and
myself are just going to get better," Riley said. "We have some big shoes to
fill with Ross [Nakamura), Calvin (Jurich) and Tim ISellerit) leaving, but the
young guys on this team have a lot of

experience:
Contact James Gelfcr at james.gelfer@
whitworthian.com.

BUCK NIGHT & CHEERSTIX GIVEAWAY
$I HOTDOGS, COKE. AND POPCORN PLUS

vs. TRI-CITY AMERICANS
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RECEIVE A SET OF CHEERSTIX

REGULAR SEASON FINALE
COME CHEER ON THE CHIEFS
DURING THE LAST GAME OF
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Bucs post five wins

at meet

baseball talk with bud bareither

Kara Heatherly
Staff Writer

Predictions and
projections for the
2009 MLB season

Whitworth Track and Field was up early Saturday
morning competing at the CC of Spokane Track and
Field mini event.
"It was really cold," junior Kaitlin Hildebrand said.
was hard to get warmed up; there might have been a
slight point difference because of it:'
The Pirate women won two field events and one running event.
Sophomore Kayla Hughes took first in the high
jump at 5-1M. Junior Amber Scott won the shot put at

it

35-111/2.

On thc track, sophomore Dana Mister& took the 800
with case in 2:31.68.
With the illness going around campus, track has been
affected in a more dramatic way than some of thc other
sports.
With running events especially, illness is hard; Hildebrand said. You have to take time offbecause you're
sick and then more time to get back into shape;
With a time of 1:54.94, junior Dusty Cascria took the
men's 800 for the Pirates as well
Senior Joey VanHoomissen led the Pirates in field
events with a first place discus throw of 142-3 and a
second place hammcr throw of 161-10.
Senior Kory Kemp also placed third in the javelin
with a distance of 178-5.
"So far the team loolcs pretty good," Kemp said. "We
have a lot of strong guys, and that will get tts more
points at conference.
Avoiding the brisk winds ofSaturday morning, junior
Jeff Kintner was in Seattle attempting to improve his Division 111 indoor qualifying throw in the shot put.
Kintner threw 52-8% to move into seventh place on
the NCAA Division Ill-top marks list, nearly dinching
a spot in the Championships.
Kintner is onc of four 'Whitworth track members
who will be attending the NCAA Division III Indoor
Track at Field Championships. This event condudes
the indoor half of the track scason.
Then the outdoor season will begin in full force. The
team has already had two outdoor meets.
"Training inside is a lot harder," Hildebrand said.
"It's really difficult to run for an hour on a treadmill.

Marro Garria/Wititworthian

Sophomore Elorm Atisu digs for the finish line on March 7.

Outside We can do a lot more speed worlcouts and hill

training;
With both the men and the women on the tradc and
the field tcam starting the season out strong, their eyes
are set on conference titles.
"We won't see a lot too many conference teams until
we go to conference, so that will be interesting," Hildebrand said.
Until then, the Pirates will compete against the Community Colleges of Spolcane as well as other schools induding Washington State University.
Contact Kara Heatherly at kara.hcatherly@whitworthiatt.cont.

Intramural Comer

A weekly update on the "rearWhitworth sports scene
John Ellings
Intramural Coonlinator

site is off the Current Students
page. Make use of this for te-am
schedules, results and where
your team is placed iñ your
league. 1rVith this being statcd,
e-mails and phone calls to captains will supersede the Web
site, becauseWhenever I update
the Web site, there's a delay of
about a day before it's view-able.

Is anyone clsc getting excited
about htarch Ntadness? Well
I hope you are, because sports
events coordinator Collin
Gibbs and I are dangling out an
enticing offer to win big with a
bracket challenge. If you're not
an athlete, thus being ,exempt
from any sort of gambling, you
PICKLEBALL/ BADMINTON
can sign up.
Be on the lookout for the TOURNEY
sign-up sheets at the Info Desk
Interested in an update on the
today. They will be due Sunday,
March 15, and we will then in- upcoming Pickleball/Badminvite you into a March Madness ton Tourney? Well, sign-ups are
online tournament. You'll have due Thursday, March 12. You
to fill out your bracket before must sign up with a partner:
the first game starts, March 17. there's no going solo in this epic
The top three will receive priz, event. Pretty much, if you're not
es. \Oat else could be better? going to play, it's like not know
ing what Bud Barcither's abs
Oh yeah; it's free to sign up.

feel like. I know, ridiculou.s.

71somas Ro6bu4pslit7ritwortM3n

Sophomore Zach Clow and freshman
AbdulicadriAdamu battle for the ball
In a power league soccer game last
Sunday.

SOFTBALL SWEEP:

WEB SITE IS BACK!

The Web site is up and running. The link to the Intramural

Contact John Ellings at john..
ellings@whitworthian.cotn.

Whitworth falls to 1-7 on the season

continued from page 13
Looking to make the long drive
home with a win from the weekend
in Oregon, the pitching of sophomore Kelsey Ayers was the best of
the weekend holding the 'Wildcats
to a reasonable seven runs, but
again the pitching of the homc side
was stout as Whitworth crossed the
plate once, going down 7-1.
Although drawing the short straw
on the scoreboard last weekend, op-

timistically sophomore pitcher Ayers said, "They hit the ball hard and
we played well defensively. We also
faced a few all conference pitchers.
We made good connection and hit
the ball; that's all you can ask for."
After going down in the opening four games of NIVC play to first
place Linfield, the Pirates will look
to improve on their conference record against Pacfic Lutheran next
weekend.
"I think they're probably our

next-biggest competition; we'll have
to bring our A-game," Mangis said.
Games are scheduled for Whitworth's Marks Field, but weather
pending the scheduling could be
modified.
There will be back-to-back double headers Saturday and Sunday,
htarch 14-15, and the first pitch will
be at noon on both days.
Contact Colin Zalewski at edit:.
zalewski@whitworthian.cont.

The sun is shining, the snow is melting and Jennifer Aniston and Angelina Jolie are duking it out over Brad Pitt againwhich can only mean one thing: that's right ladies and germs,
Spring Training is upon us. That glorious time of year when
every team (not including the Royals, Nationals, Mariners,
Orioles, Pirates or any team from the NL West) believes it's
their turn to win it all. A time whcn young players have a
chance to prove their worth and seasoned vets fight for one
last shot (paging Mike Sweeney to the manager's office). A
time of ycar when A-Rod dodges every question thrown his
way and Brett Favrc once again "retires" for good. A time to
look ahead at what baseball is bringing to the table in 2009
and ask important questions like: Which tcam will be this
year's Tampa Bay Rays? Will the Yankees' off-season spending spree pay off? Can Albert Pujols hit .400? It's prognostication time! Let's start with the individual movers and shakers
in each league.
AL MVPGrady Sizemore (Cleveland Indians, CF): Just
26 years old, this kid keeps getting better, and 2009 is the year
he makes his mark and becomes a true superstar. One of the
most talented all-around players in the game, Sizemore's combination of speed and power at the top of the lineup is more

frightening than Barry Bonds' bacne. He has the potential to
become the first 40HR-40SB player since Alfonso Soriano,
voters will be hard pressed not to pick this five-tool talent.
2009 projected season numbers (.285 BA. 37 HR, 101 RBI,
37 SB, 107R)
NL MVPDavid Wright (New York Mets, 3B): The third
baseman in New York who isn't dating htadonna, this ubertalented diaper dandy (who like Sizemore, is just 26) excels at
the dish but has also captured two Gold Gloves, and should
break out with his best season yet. More importantly, the Mets
finally have a bullpen, which should allow them to reach the
postscason, further helping Wright's case. He could one day
win a triple crown, but he will have to "settle" for MVP this
year.

2009 projected season numbers (.310 BA, 40 HR, 129 RBI,
20 SB, 120R)
AL Cy YoungRoy Halladay (Toronto Blue jays): "Doc"
Halladay will come out with guns-a-blazin' in 2009, eager
to pick up the slack left by departed teammate Al Burnett.
Arguably the most consistent pitcher in the game, Halladay
epitomizes the term "workhorse," gobbling up innings like
Kobayashi gobbles up hotdogs. He won 20 games last year,
and had the highest strikeout rate of his career. The Blue Jays
will stink in 2009, but Roy Halladay will come out smelling
like roses, or whatever flowers Canadians love.
2009 projected season numbers: (19-8, 2.85 ERA, 200 Ks,
1.07 WHIP)
NL Cy YoungJohan Santana (New York Mets): While
hard to hide out in New York, Santana's terrific
first season in a Mets uniform was largely overshadowed by
the team's late season collapse. Despite a porous bullpen, Santana finished the year 16-7 and led the league with a 2.53 ERA
and finished second to Tim Lincecum with 206 Ks. He should
again finish ncar the top of the league in ERA and Ks and will
almost certainly win more games than last year thanks to the
additions of JJ Putz and Francisco Rodriguez.
2009 projected season numbers (21-8, 2.71 ERA, 220 Ks, 1.09
WHIP)
it's generally

AL Rookie of the YearMatt Laporta (Cleveland Indians
OF): Matt LaPorta was the crown jewel of the CC Sabathia
trade last summer, instantly becoming the Cleveland Indians
best prospect upon his arrival. In just 302 ABs at Double-A
last season, LaPorta cracked 20 HRs and drove in 66, to go
with a .288 BA and .402 OBP. He might start the year in the
minors, but when he does arrive, expect a strong season from
Ryan Braun 2.0.
2009 season projected numbers: (.279 BA, 18 HR, 71 RBI,
60R)

NL Rookie of the YearColby Rasmus (St Louis Cardinals OF): Colby Rasmus is the No. 1 prospect in the Cardinal's farm system, and if he finds some way into playing time
in the St. Louis outfield logjam, should turn a lot of heads.
A five-tool talent, Rasmus struggled in the minors last year
(.251 BA-12 HR-38 RBI) but was hampered by injuries, and is
expected to head into the 2009 season at full health. Look for
Rasmus to team up with Albert Pujols to create a formidable
1-2 punch in the Red Birds' lineup for years to come.
2009 projected season numbers: (.290 BA, 20 HR, 78 RBI,
68R)

Contact Bud Bareither at budbareither@whitworthian.com.
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'You are our friends, coworkers, employees and our neighbors:
Spokane Mayor Mary Verner said.'Our community will be there for your

families while you are overseas.And on a campus that prides itself on community, one such neighbor
from the 1041st Washington Army National Guard Transportation Company is '07 Whitworth alumnus Clayton Erickson. The 50-member team
deploys to Indiana and Kuwait for pre-combat training before heading

to Iraq. The company will not return until March 2010.
In addition to Verner, other dignitaries addressed the crowd gathered
in support of the 1041st. Col. George Abbott said the troops would
remember their time in Irarrgood, bad or otherwise" for the rest of

their lives. 1st Lt. Keith Kosik sent the troops off with a big llooatiand
wished for a quick return home.
But in the end, the day belonged to the families and friends of those
being deployed. Children playfully toyed with floppy army dolls. Camera
flashes popped left and right as the men and women headed off to the

airport the following day posed for snapshots. Hugs were shared and
as the blustery Spokane sunset awaited the troops
outside for the final time this year.

tears were shed

ABOVE RIGHT:Two troops from the

1041st Washington Army National
Guard Transportation Company
embrace after the goodbye ceremony
hlarch 7.
ABOVE:Members of the 1041st mingle following the March 7 ceremony.
RIGHT: 1st Lt.Keith Kosik addressed

the crowd gathered at the Spokane
Readiness Center during the farewell
ceremony on March 7.

young girl arranges the
complementary army dolls given out
at the ceremony in a plastic bin.
FAR RIGHT:A

,C1,141..to0,y14.10.Calatobas

CHECK OUT THE"THIS WEEK IN PHOTOS"SLIDESHOW AT WHITWORTHIAN.COM.
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submit your photos? E-mail us at photos@wlatworthian.com.
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By following your dream, you can help your students achieve theirs.

Become an elementary or secondary teacher with a masters degree in 13 months!
Complete full-time day program with a year-long internship in local schools.
Teach across cultures during Jan Term international/domestic field experiences.

Benefit from Whitworth's high placement rate for graduates.
Earn scholarships, grants and financial aid.

WHITWORTH
ti EDUCATIOU OF MIND AND HEART
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FEATURED ONLINE

Women end
Liufield streak,
first in NWC

Highlighting
several staff and
student families

Subconscious
desires explain love
of hero movies

Check out the new
Whit Politics blog at

TENNIS NO.1

FAMILY TIES

SUPERHEROES

whitworthian.com

hittuorthian
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GREEN WITH ENVY

Rpm Er Awn/ Whst ovvrthi.m

The Whitworth 'kneeling tree" fell over in a
windstorm In August and the university plans to
preserve the remains of the tree once the snow
melts.The tree, located In the East Residence Hall
construction site, was a landmark of romance
from the 1930s throughlOs.

'Kneeling tree'
Tod Salomon/Stint oovrthian

near Back 40

The Lied Center for the Visual Arts was alive March 13 with the wild dancing and thumping bass of Green with Envy, Arend
Halls yearly event to celebrate SL Patrick's Day. Donned In pajamas and glowsticks, the dancers stayed until 11 p.m.

Going green

to be preserved
Heather Kennison

stair Writer

Check out this and other photos from
around campus in This Week in Photos at

Last August;the Vhitworth Tree, also known
as the "kneeling tree: fell over in a windstorm.

whitworthian.com
Class registration process to change
Julie Wootton

at 5:15 p.m. for students in a particular

News Editor

credit range.
Registration will also run for an additional few days than in the past.
"There are specified registration periods where people in other time slots
won't be able to register for classes," KIeeman said. "There are also time slots
allotted so that if people miss their slot,
they can try again."
Klecman said the goal is to have a
system that will work for students. In
the past, if too many people were using %VhitNet at the same time, it slowed
down.
"The goal is to keep the amount of
people getting through at a manageable level: said Jack Miller, director of
information systems.
In the past, faculty and staff trimhers slow WhitNet down while students
have been trying to register. Kleeman
said the idea behind starting the second
registration period after 5 p.m. is that
faculty and staff will be off the system.

When students register for fall semester classes next month, there will
be a few changes to the process.
Instead of several registration time
slots per day, there will be two per day
in order to speed up the system and
make it more efficient for students, registrar Beverly Kleeman said.
We are piloting it this time to see
how it works," Kleeman said. "After this
semester, we'll either stick with it or try
something different."
Students register for fall classes from
April 16 to 27 depending on the number of credits they have. Students can
access an early registration timetable
on WhitNet or the registrar's office page
on the Whitworth Web site.
There will be two registration periods per day for two weeks: one at 7:30
a.m. for students with a certain number
of credits or higher and another period
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'I he university ttses Datatel to manage
registration and the institutional technology department cannot upgrade to
a higher-speed system for 1.5 years due
to the lease on the server, Miller said.
The system is sized for normal operations, but during the registration period each semester, thc university needs
a system with a capacity about 50 times
larger than normal.
However, the university cannot afford to upgrade to a larger system just
to accommodate registration, Miller
said.
Kleeman said other schools using
Datatel, such as Lewis-Clark State College in Lewiston, Idaho; have recently
switched to a similar registration format.
"They use the same information system IDatatelj that we use and found
that having the students register at
night helped with the number of

Sodexo expanding service.

See

REGISTRATION,
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Once all the snow is melted, efforts will be made
to preserve this part of Whitworth's history.
Ihe tree was most fatuous for being a landmark of romance.
Students in the late 1930s through early
'505 would often sit upon its uniquely curved
trunk.
The tree is located behind the East Residence
hall. 11te tree's death was fargely accelerated by
construction, campus arborist Will Mellott
said.
"It got increased wind load and exposure to
sunlight," Mellot said. "All of these things have
contributed to its demise'
lhe construction of the East Residence Hall
took away many trees around the ponderosa
pine and much .of the soil was ground down.
"That changed the biornechanics of the
tree... it changed everything about it: Mellott
said.
A contractor erected a fence around the tree
when construction began, knowing that the
tree was legendary at Whitworth, said Pete
Reynolds, construction projects manager.
wasiit the most structurally secure tree to
begin with: Reynolds said. "We were seriously
disturbed when we found out:
'Me construction crew did all they could to
protect the tree, but the windstorm split the
trunk and twisted the bench into an unrecognizable form, Reynolds said.
The horiteintal portion of the tree remains,
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VISIT WHITWORTH IAN.COM DAILY FOR BREAKING
NEWS, FLOGS, MULTIMEDIA AND SPORTS UPDATES.

See TREE, page 2

Comments? let us know:
editor0Oltworthian.com
or (509)777-324F
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Sodexo uses savings to expand service
Mitch Carver
Stair Writer
Students ho eat in Sodexo have probably noticed that trays were removed several months ago. 1Vhat students might not
know is how much money is being saved by
the removal of trays.
Sodexo general manager Jim O'Brien said
Sodexo anticipates saving about 525,000
over a period of 20 weeks.
Corporately., Sodexo is oriented around
the mission &Whelping to establish "the type
of world we want for tomorrow."
O'Brien said moving away from trays
was an aim to not only save money, but to
cut down on wasted food.
O'Brien said Sodexo plans to put the
saved money back into the meal program
at 1,Vhitworth.
Students may have already noticed the
addition of French Dip every Friday, as well
as the vegetable bar that surfaces occasionally and the steak dinner night.
Sodexo also plans to have a seafood
buffet night and another steak night in the
near future.
Sodexo employee Sandee Ciccarello,
who primarily oversees student card swiping, noted a large increase in attendance
for steak night.
It was probably one of the best steaks
I've ever had," sophomore Travis Niles said,

Moliy frurrill'haNytthwn

Sodexo employees serve French Dip on March 13. Sodexo anticipates saving about $25,000 from
the time trays were eliminated to the end of the school year.The extra money will be used to
expand the food service, such as adding French Dip every Friday and the occasional vegetable
bar and steak dinner nights.
adding that students have become accustomed to not using a tray.
O'Brien said the main idea behind taking the trays away was so that students
would take less food and therefore waste

less food.

"Nobody wants to waste," O'Brien said.
Coittact AIM, Carver
whit worthiatt.com.

at mitch.carver@
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Miller said registering online is much
more efficient than registering in person.
"lhe system is not perfect, but it's still
amazingly better than what it was," he said.
11e said whcn registration was held at the
Ficldhouse, students ould tangibly scc the
limitations of the system.
"When 2,000 people are outside the doors
and they are opened, they realize that they
can't go in all at once," he said.
11e said students think the system is slow
because they are used to faster commercial

editor's note

Newspapers across the country are sufferingfrom the current economic dosvrsturn. Unfortunately, lhe Whitworthian hasn't been immune to decreasing revenue
and increases in production casts. We'vc temporarily reduced the print edition ta
12 pages in order to continue printing a color front and back page. ibis reduction
unfortunately means we no longer have an "in.deptls" spread. Ilmvever, this content
will still be available at whitworthiatt.cont as a frature package. We will continue to
publish daily online stories, photos, sports updates and more at whitworthiatt.com.
'Thank you to our advertisers am1 subscribers for pur continued support, and to
- lay Bacon, editor-in-chief
our audiencefor your readership.

systems.
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"We dotit have the cash that Arnazon.com
or other sites have," Miller said. "Students

Photo Editor
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are used to that service level and expect that
itere."
In order to expedite the registration process, students should put classes on their

Advenising Manager
Jordan (larte
Circulation Manager

preferred list on WhitNet.
"Don't wait until the morning of to figure out what you're going to register for," he
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Miller said he has been working at Whitworth for more than 20 years and remembers when registration was held at thc
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along with about 12 feet of the trunk. The rest
of the scctions and branches of the beloved
tree were cut up and hauled away at the end
of August.
"There's no longer a tree; there's a stump,"

Mellot said.
Tad Wisenor, campaign director in Institutional Advancement, requested a box of pinecones be saved from the tree.
The seeds could be propagated on campus,
Mellott said.
Winter weather has made it hard to get to
the tree, but when the snow melts, Mellott
said he could try and bolt the trunk together.
Another suggestion Wisenor made was to
cast part of the trunk into a bronze bench,
presenring it somewhere on campus, such as
in the Loop.
Core samples from the tree date back to
1932 but the trcc has probably been around
since the turn of the last century, !Mellott
said.

Contact Heather Kettnison at head:ale:unson@whitworthiatt.com.

Work at EWU
Eastem Washington University's
School of Social Work's Aging Studies

Program gives you the opportunity
to help the foil and vulnerable
a
elderly.There's high demand for individuals with diverse backgrounds.
Nationally recognized faculty will train you in a collaborative, real-world
environment for one of the 10 fastest-growing careers.

Bachelor of Social Work
contact Diane Somerday, MSW 509.359.6482

Full-time Master of Social Work
Part-time Master of Social Work
contact Patricia Valdés. MSW, PhD 509359.6772
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School seeks new ways to cut waste
Ira McIntosh
Staff Writer

While ASWU is voting on measures to make NVIiitworth more
in line with the growing concern
of sustainability, Vhitworth has
also started a Sustainability Committee.
One thing the Sustainability
Committee is planning to do is
create a pledge for students to
sign.
"I'lhe pledge] %%ill be optional,"
said Patrick Van Inwegen, associate professor of political science
and co-chair of the Sustainability
Committee.
Ile said it would sumst ways
that faculty, staff and students
can reduce consumption of nonsustainable products.
"There %vill be no enforcement
and it will just say that .1 will try
to do these things when I can;
Van Imvegen said.
I le said he would like to sec the
school recycle more.
ASWU is working with many
different staff members to come
up with new ways to make Whitworth more suspinable.
"Ve took on the role of teaming up with other areas or committees or active faculty members

printing.
"It's the pages that are copied or
printed and immediately go into
the recycle bins," Eshoff said.
At the ASWU meeting March
11, director of instructional resources Ken Pecka said one idea
is placing placards in computer
labs providing suggestions on
how to print less.
The Sustainability Committee
has also talked 'about the possibility of taking disposable cups
out of the Cafe and the Mind &
I !earth and replacing them with
washable mugs or encouraging students to bring their own

1.=

'er:

N

i'd
Ryan Erslusort/

ftworthirn

Juniors Allison Shigley, Kelsey Holubik and Kristen Didesch talk in Mind &
Hearth last week. ASWU and the Sustainability Committee have been talking about ways to reduce consumption on campus, such as the possibility of
eliminating disposable cups and reducing printing.

printed in places such as the
Harriet Cheney Cowles Library
and other computer labs.
"If you look at the recycle bins,
they are almost ahvays full," Es-

around campus to increase sustainability efforts at Vhitworth,"
ASWU Executive Vice President
Kalen Eshoff said.
One of the biggest issucs is the
number of pages printed on cam-

%vere

!toff said.
She said the university is not

pus each year.

worried about normal, everyday

Last year, 1.8 million pages

:

:

e

mugs.
"Sustainability issues can't
work if they are top-down or
people are forccd to do it," Van
Inwegen said.
A sustainability challenge will
be held next month to encourage
students to become more green.
This might work hand-in-hand
with the sustainability pledge.
"A major* thing were going to
run into is just breaking people's
habits and really.making this a
change of culture, Eshoff said.

Contact Ira AlcIntosh at int.
nrcintoshewhitworthian.c9m.

Numbers up
for Jan Term
trips in spite
of economy
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Iris Wu
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Staff Writer
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DeSpite a suffering economy, the
number of applicants for Jan Term
trips next winter have not flagged.
However, many students are struggling to cope with the cost of traveling
abroad during a recession.
Sue Jackson, director of the International Education Center, said the
number of applicants this year was up
3.6 percent compared to the number
of applicants for 2009 trips.
'Avo hundred seventy-five students
applied for Jan Term 2010 trips, up
from the 265 students that applied for
this year's trips.
"1 really don't know [why the application numbers vere not down this
year], but I'm pleased numbers didn't

go down," Jackson said.
Sophomore Tyler Whitney was actmh
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cepted into the South Africa program
and said he is not worried about financing his trip.
"I'm fortunate enough to have a
stable summer job that will ensure me
the resources I need," he said.
Other students said they were not
confident about paying for their trips.
"In a good economy it is hard to
pay for a trip to Turkey, and in a poor
economy it is still hard," sophomore
Jared Lollar said.
Ile is going on the Early Christian
Sites in Turkey trip.
Jackson said Whitworth will be of-

fering need-based scholarships for the
13 programs next Jan Term.
Sophomore Stephanie Wiley said
initially she did not think she would
be able to go on the British Culture
through Theatre and Music trip to
London next January.
I lowever, she said with the help of
her parents and her grandmother, she
will be able to go.
"My parents told me to go for it because it's a great opportunity and we'd
figure out the money," Wiley said.
Contact Iris
worthian.conz.

1%11

at iris.wnewhit-

BRIEFS
Spokane to put up
new 'no parking'
signs downtown
lhe city of Spokane will
put up new signs this week
in a three-block arca downtown to help drivers figure
out where they can and cannot park.
No parking is allowed on a
few blocks near The Fox and
the Knitting Factory, except
for people with disability
stickers, who can park for up
to four hours.
The city will replace the
signs that are currently on
parking meters and move
them to street corners.
SFCC student sues

school for refusal
of pro-life display
A Spokane Falls Community College student is suing
the college in federal court
in Spokane after the college
refused to allow a group to
hold a pro-life event on the
anniversary of Roe v. Wade.
Beth Sheeran, a member
of the Spokane Falls Christian Fellowship, wanted to
hold the event on campus
and put up an anti-abortion
display, but college officials
refused.
College officials said the
event was biased and that
Sheeran and the club would
have to present both ViCWpoints at the event in order
to gain university approval.

Dozens killed in
shootings in U.S.,
south Germany
Reported shootings in Alabama and .Germany led to
dozens of deaths last week.
Alabama gunman Michael
;McLendon killed 10 people, including several family members, in southeastern
Alabama on March 10.
Last week, hundreds of
people attended a service to
remember the victims of a
school shooting in southwest
Germany.
Tim
Kretschmer,
a
17-year-old, opened fire in
a secondary school in Winnenden, Germany on March,
II, killing 15 and then himself.
Compiled by Julie Wootton
Sources:The Spokesmoi-Revieis;
KliQcom. Reuters, BBC

CORRECTIONS&
CLARIFICATIONS
In the spread in last week's
edition, the date the old Fine
Arts Building opened was
incorrectly listed. The building opened in 1966, 43 years

ago.
Also in last week's edition, the date the Eric Johnston Science Center opened
was incorrect. The building

opened-in 1967.
The Whitworthian is committed to presiding

the Vatitworth community with the most accurate information possible. The Thitworthian
newt inowingiy publishes inaccuracies. If you
have a comment or question about the fairness
or accuracy of a story, send an e-mil to editor?sshitwrorthian.com.

;fweillititivortitian
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SOUNDING BOARD: WHITWORTHIAN'S WEEKLY POLL

VOLUME 99, NUMBER 14

How many times have you changed your major?

EDITORIAL: IN THE LOOP

Vote in the poll online at whitworthian.com or e-mail thoughts to editor@whitworthian.com.

Acknowledge former
trustee's crime
Former Whitworth trustee Thomas Delanwas recently found guilty on 26 counts of
theft and sentenced to five years in prison for
stealing 5150,000 from an elderly svoman who
entrusted him with hcr finances.
Delanty's criminal investigation and subsequent trial and sentencing put %Vhitworth
and the Board of Trustees in a difficult position. lliough Delaney resigned from the
Board in 2005, %ice president for Institutional
Advancement Kristi Burru said he partcd well
ssith the university. In addition, he W3S personal friends with a number of trustees and
faculty members.
Upon news of the investigation, %Vititworth
was cautious and did not jump to any conclusions about Delaney's guilt or innocence.
Trustees even offered prayers for Delaney and
his alleged victims at a 2007 Board meeting.
acconling to an Oct. 16, 2007, article in lhe
%Vhitworthian. In addition, %Vhitworth was
very cooperative ssith the criminal investigation.
Since his arrest in 2007, the Board has not
discussed Delaney in any open sessions. Nor
has there been an official statement or acknowledgment of Delanty's crime on %Vhitey

worth's behalf.
Now that Detainy is in prison, we encourage %Vhitworth and the Board to be open and
honest about what he did. %Ve believe the
university can maintain a Christian attitude
of love and forgiveness while condemning
Delanty's actions and expressing any hurt that
the crimes took place while he served at %Vhitworth. Public acknowledgment of Delanty's
wrongdoing and open conversation about his
effect on %Vhitworth nuy be just what we need
to move beyond this former trustee's crime.

It's not too late to get
involved with ASWU
It's springtime at NVhitworth, which means
midterms, snow and ASIVU elections.
1Vhile it's easy to virile off student government elections as something that can be ignored, students should take these dections
seriously and show more interest in how their
student goverrunent is nut.
When its members act effectively, AS%VU
has the potential to make a big difference,
both at %Thitworth and around Spokane.
Under A.SVU President Obe Quarless' direction, this year's Assembly has made several
key steps in forming an intercollegiate organization among the various college aunpuses
around the Spokane area.
However, changes hile these cannot happen
if students do not show an interest in partidpating in student governmeni On March 9,
an e-mail was sent out to students asking them
to consider running for eitheilgarren or Duvall senator. This e-mail illustrates the fact that
many students are not showing an interest in
the running of their student governmeni
But just because the application deadline
has passed does not mean it's too late for
students to run for an elected position. According to the ASWU By-Laws, a student can
run in an election as a write-in candidate as
long as they meet the same criteria as those
students who submitted applications. 'While a
write-in candidate receives no reimbursement
for carnpaign expenses, they still have the possibility of being elected.
Consider running for an elected position as
a write-in candidate. AS1VU can do nothing
to help the campus if there are not any students who want to get involvecL

Editorials in the "ht the Loop" section reflect
the majority opinion of the Editorial Board,
which is made up offive editors.

Mules Lorlfk111111NwthLut

Heroes do more than entertain
TIM

TAKECHI
(MVO

And you thought comic books were for
kids.
In its debut weekend, Warner Bros:
"Watchmen" took 555.2 million at the
box office, easily malcing it the week's No.
1 release. This is the most recent example
of Hollywood's trend of adapting comic
books into major motion picturcs.
Other examples include Sam Raimi's
"Spider-Man" trilogy, which has grossed
approximately $2.5 billion worldwide.
The three "X-Men" films have raked in
51.1 billion.
The comic books themselves have
probably made more than that over time.
Comic book heroes, once thought to be
the fascination of little boys and adults
still living with their parents, have become

part of mainstream pop culture.
As the Joker might ask, why so popular? Why do comic book heroes, and villains for that matter, appeal to us?
Ntost obviously, characters like Superman and Spider-Ntan appeal to our innate
desire for justice, heroism and peace. Everyone knows that Superman will forever
fight for "Truth, Justice and the American
Way:' These are characters who represent
our core values and fight against the evils

of society.
Sometimes superheroes appeal to our
sense of identity. Wonder Woman has

been embraced as a fcminist standard for
power and liberation. Captain America
definitely appeals to patriotism and nationalistic pride.
_The first Superman issue debuted in
1938 as a symbol of hope for Americans
during thc Grcat Dcprcssion. Superman
fought for social justice and peace on
earth, values that anyone living during
the early stages of World War II would
embrace.
Villains represent evils in society. Superman's Lex Luthor is an evil corporate
boss who always devises somc scheme to
take over thc world. Luthor symbolizes
corporate greed and critiques the dangers
of brutish capitalism. Almost all other villains sccn in comic books are charactcrs
who have some sort of violent vendetta
against society. The heroes, of course, arc
there to stop them.
This is all fun and nice. Superheroes arc
good, villains arc bad. But is it really that
simple?
Some pop culture observers have noted
that comic books saw a higher purposc
of fulfilling a need. People want the comfort of knowing that good will always triumph over evil. This might explain why
comic book movies have become so popular during our increasingly postmodern
21st century.
Today, especially in light of controversies over issues like the War on Terror,
pacifism and political scandals, the line
between hero and villain has blurred.
However, superheroes serve as a reminder to us that true heroes do exist, he-

WHITWORTH SPEAKS OUT: WHO

roes who give no second thought for sacrificing themselves in order to save others.
We can always count on Superman to do
the right thing.
But in other comic books, there lies a
much deeper and disturbing problem.
What if the heroes choose to not do the
right thing? "Watchmen," created by Alan
Moore as a political statement about the
Cold War, portrays its main characters as
more anti-herocs than heroes. Batman is
a masked vigilante who takes the law into
his own hands. Society has not completely
given him its approval.
Also consider thc ongoing battle between Batman and the Joker. As two sides
of thc same coin, Batman represents order while the Joker represents chaos. The
Joker is anothcr id figure, someone who
follows no rules and dcsircs to see society
turn against itself. Underneath this duel is
a deep psychological fear that every single
human being harbors: the fear that at any
moment, our lives could crumble if the
wrong people attack.
With today's struggling economy, increasing cynicism and mistrust of social
institutions, people arc subconsciously
afraid that our safe and rational view of
reality is Just a charade ready to fall at any
moment. We need comic book heroes to
remind us that there is order in the universe, that justicc is a real thing, not just
an ideal.
In this respect, comic books are not just
for kids.
TAKECHI ha strliot majoring in journalism. Comments can

be sent to tiottakedii?wbitwonhian.cont.

IS YOUR FAVORITE SUPERHERO

"Batman. He
has all the expensive gadgets
that everybody
wishes they

"Hulk because

"Wolverine. He

he can Jump 50
feet in the air
and blow stuff
up with his

has an 'ultimate
man' penonality
and you can't kill
him because he

had.'

fists."

regeneratesf

Caleb Koplowitz,

Cameron Keimes,

SotwjeRyen,
sophomore

junior

senior

AND WHY?
°The yellow
Power Ranger.
She came to my
sixth birthday
party."

AshleyRomonct
sophomore
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Reach out to
city's re ugees
REBECCA

SNAPE
mutor

For many of us, the terns "refugee" brings to mind images
of U.N. tents and rumors of distant conflicts. We think of

people in Africa or Palestine, but we certainly don't think of
people in Spokane.
Refugees are men, women and children who can no longer
live in their !some countries because war, widespread poverty
or natural disasters have displaced them. These people are often moved to refugee camps, where disease and malnutrition
are prevalent and death rates are high.
Sometimes, refugees are moved from camps to developed
countries. The United States accepts tcns of thousands of
refugees every year, meaning the government gives them permission to live Isere. These people are thrown into a new culture svith limited assistancc. Though wc are largely unaware,
thousands of these refugees arc scattered around Spokane.
Everyday activities that may seem second nature to you
and me can be a mystery to someone who has been living in
the isolation of a refugee camp. Imagine walking into WinCo
its buy groceries when you arc used to getting your food in rations from U.N. trucks. Or imagine using microwaves, American toilets or the Spokane bus systcm witls no preconceived
notion of how any of them work.
Language barriers can also make integration into Amencan lifc difficult, and if any of you have spent time in a foreign
country, you can probably relate. I lived with my sister for
two months in France, and sincc thc only thing I can say in
French is "I have no money," I was incredibly vulnerable to
nsisunderstandings. My sister's neighbors lost thcir cat and
walked up to me onc day looking distressed and asking questions. My silent shrug was probably interpreted as, "I don't
care about your stupid cat; but in reality I just had no idea
what they were saying.
Because I did not speak the language, I camc across as being generally idiotic. Even though in English I am capable of
holding an intelligent eonversaion. in French I sound like a
Neanderthal. "Want baguette. Want chcapcst
struggling with English know thcy arc much different people when speaking their own language multi-dimensional and intelligent and creative and humorous
but
they may not be able to communicatc that way in English.
Somc mcn and women have years of higher education under their belts, yct upon arrival in Amcric-a, their credentials
are ignored and they find themselves scrubbing toilets and
making hotel beds. Because of their seeming ignorance, their
"odd" behavior and sometimes because of their skin color,
refugees arc mistreated, excluded and taken advantage of.
You may wonder why we should care. In this country
and in most countries, really citizens fear that immigrants
will walk in illegally, steal their jobs and reap all thc benefits
of their socicty without having to pay taxes. But first of all,
refugees are not illegal immigrants. They were brought here
by the U.S. government, and only because they have nowhere
else to go. I imagine many refugees wish they could return
to their home countries
to their friends and family, to a
familiar culture, to a society that rcspccts them
but they
cannot.
Refugees oftcn do jobs that American citizens do not want
anyway, though some arc just as qualified for, and havc just as
much of a right to, your job.
Refugees can be incredibly valuable to Spokane. They offer
new perspectives and interesting cultures to a fairly homogeneous city, and as legal residents, they make all the social and
economic contributions that you do.
It is easy to lump this population into a negative "immigrant" stereotype, but in reality, thc group itself is incredibly
diverse. Refugees hail from dozens of different countries and
v-astly different cultures. Some are highly educated and fluent in English. Others grew up in refugee camps and had no
opportunity to get that kind of education. The conflicts and
dangers that a Sudanese family escaped are not going to be
the same as the conflicts and dangers that a family from Iraq
has left behind. Even the experiences of two families from the
same country can be incredibly different. Some refugees have
been here for a week, and some arrived here five years ago and
have completely different needs.
But one need that has been expressed by many refugees in
Spokane is the need for friendship. If you were isolated, stigmatized and discriminated against in a foreign culture, if you
were half a world away from those you love and care about,
with no way to reach them and possibly no way to ever see
them again, you would probably feel ovenvhelmingly alone.
There are at least two organizations, Global Neighborhood
and Odyssey World International, that try to meet some of
the needs of refugees in Spokane. Volunteer. Get involved.
You may not have the credentials to meet the economic or
psychological needs of these people, but it does not take a
doctorate to be someone's friend.
vodkaRefugees

SHAPE is a senior majoring in peace studies. Comments can be sent to rebeaa.snape@
whitworthian.com.

A guide to a gamer's vocabulena7hitt"Til'un
Y
time.
Noob: Traditionally, someone
BOO
new to gaming, but expanded defiJAR VIS
nitions can include anyone or anycouvvy
thing that just isn't quite up to par,
aka Apple computers, movies based
on video games, people who arc not
Oh, those garners. lhat subcul- named Harrison Ford, and anyone
ture of keyboard commandos; that who isn't reading my blog (convesociety of cyber-athletes; that clan- niently linked to at Whitworthian.
destine club of code-monkeys. It com). Traditionally spelled with
seems like they're everywhere these two zeroes: nO0b.
Hacks: A term uscd to describe
days: in thc dorms, in the back of
the classroom, in their parents' behavior not sanctioned by the
basements. Most of thcm subsist rules oía game. Also known as 'Mx',
solely on Bawls energy drink and 'haxorz: 'cheats', and 'WTF, mate?'
Spawn point: A point of origin;
Captain Crunch, and are most acIn the real world, this would be
tive around 3 a.m.
To most of the world, the gamer known as thc womb, for most peois a curiosity..At bcst he is an object pie anyway.
Pwn: To 'own', as in to utterly
of admiration from that onc guy
who can never sccm to run and aim defeat, as in "I totally pwned u at
in thc same direction while playing frizbee, LOL". And it's pronounccd
'own', not 'pone:
"Halo 3:' At worst
Gamer Name:
he is that creepy,
A bit like a code
unshowercdcrca"Death: In the real world, the
namc, a series of
turc who smells
end ola life; in the gaming
characters meant
like stale Cheeznot only to idenIts that your world, a temporary annoyance
tify yourself to the
mother warned
remedied
by
whidi is easily
you about. Howgaming
public,
loading a saved game."
but also to hide
ever, thc truth is
your real identity
that garners arc
from any relatives
people, too, and
a few of them arc even likeable fel- you might happen to stumble upon
(and you'd never know it, since your
lows tragically misunderstood.
And so I have taken it upon my- grandpa never told you he was your
self to attempt to bridge this gap. nemesis, OldIsian I ndaTea99).
CAPS LOCK: The typing format
I delve daily into their world and
attempt to undcrstand their ways. used by people who take themselves
And here I present to you the first of far too seriously.
WTF?: An old baking term; litermy findings: A glossary of gaming
ally, Where's The Flour? The story of
terms, translated and explained.
These are the terms of engage- this term's curious migration from
ment, the words and phrases that the bakery to the gaming world is
garners have either invented or long and mostly boring, but the gist
twisted to their own nefarious ends. of it is that in olden days, n0Obs
Some are entirely new words that %vere known to steal bread ingredihave no meaning outside ofgaming; ents.
FTW: Curiously enough, this
some are real words that have entirely different meanings to a gamer does not stand for Flour's The
than to the rest of the world. A great Where. Instead, this handy acromany are acronyms, most of svhich nym is translated 'For The Win' and
can be used as words when spoken is synonymous with 'awesome', as
phonetically. Read and compre- in the phrase, "Cap'n Crunch FTW,
hend, you outsiders, and you'll be LOU"
LOL: An intensely overused actrading jargon with the pros in no

ronym that once stood for Laughing
Out Loud, but now merely means
'I am mildly amused: Can be improved through the use of various
extensions, such as LOLerskates;
LOLerpop, or LOLOLOLOL
ROFL: This acronym has taken
thc place of LOL as the term used
when wanting to communicate actual laughter literally, Rolling On
the Floor Laughing
ROFLCOPTER: A curious convergence of the terms ROFL and

helicopter; and, truthfully, the
image of a helicopter rolling on
the floor laughing is pretty much
LOLOLOLOL
STFU: Another acronym, standing for Silence, Thou Foolish
yoUth!
Death: In the real world, the end
ola life; in the gaming world, a temporary annoyance which is easily
remedied by loading a saved game.
Leveling up: A bit like graduation, except with more epic; when,
in the game world, one has killed
enough bad guys/collected enough
jewels/stomped enough small animals, a level-up is the reward, enabling your character to become
stronger and kill badder guys/collect huge jewels/stomp large animals.
!: traditionally, the exclamation
point is used to denote surprise or
intensity. In gaming teims, however, a single exclamation point
merely indicates a level of excitement barely over comatose. To truly

communicate surprise, try adding
several. For shock or intense surprise, add one or two Is to the end.
For example, Surprise = OMG!!!!!
Big surprise equals ZOMG!!!!!I
So there You have it, the terms of
engagement. While this is indeed
only a p4tià1 list of gaming lingo
and terminblogy, these core terms
will get you in the door. Go forth
now and enter the world of gaming
without fear.

JARVIS is a sophomore majoring in journalism.

Comments can be sent to jerodja rsris@whitworthian.com.

Updated daily with breaking news,
updates, blogs, features, sports
and commentary
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'Free Beer' censorship
compromise
to
leads
21 things you should
never say on a date
a

humor column by Nic Vargus

would actually be sened.
"We haw all worked very hard to make something of value in our years here, both tangibly
and relationally, and I want that to be felt and
seen and celebrated," Putnam said. "To me, that
is what the senior show is aboui I think Vhitworth has helped foster this and it is something
the Whitworth community should be proud of,
not silence."
According to FIRE% guide, Most private, seculai colleges and universities (and a va.st number of private churdt-affiliated campuses) once
prided themselves, however, on being special
havens for free expression -- religious, political

ELIZABETH

JOHNSON

Whitworth is a school of romance.
Simply put, there is just no doubt about
that. The intimate fireside conversations in thc coffee shop, the romantic stained glass window in Saga and

And she's way hotter than you.
My favorite book in the Bible is
Lesiticu.s.

Sometimes at night. I cry myself
to sleep. It's not a big dcal; 1 just like the
the sort of brownish-black snow that way it feels.
Have you seen thc mosie "Napoforms on sidewalks
all these things
mix into what some may call the most leon Dynamite?" There is this super
funny part when he is lik-e "I need
romantic campus in the Northwest.
I mean, only at NVhitworth is catch- chapstick, gosh: Or something! Haing a pineconc considered an equal haha!
I've heard good things about
achievement to getting engaged.
But let me tell you a little secret: the your sister.
I want to have 15 kids, and at
things you say on a date reallymatter.
eight
of thcm ssith the sante perhag
For instance, if you say really stupid
son.
things, your date might think you're
My favorite mosie is "Smart
really stupid. If you say really intelHouse." I especially
ligent things, your
like the part where
date might think
they all dance
you're trying too
"But let me tell you a little
around and the
hand. If you say reseaet: the things you say on a
ally funny things, date really matter. For instance, song is like, "Slam
dunk the funk and
your date will think
if
you say really stupid things,
turn it up if you
you're a "good
your date might think you're
got that feeling: I
friend: I f you go for
just think that part
really stupid."
tall, d.uk and mysspeaks to the soul
terious your date
in ways other films
will think you're an
ax murderer. Ifyou go for ax murderer, try but fail.
Who did you vote for? I hope
your date will think you're Gindi
John McCain because you
it
wasnt
And so, I'm aiming to remedy that
me as the incredibly stupid
don't
strike
by telling yøu what kinds of things you
should not say on dates. On the other
I think God wants lis to be tohand. if you can gct a second date after
gether.
And to at least nuke out.
saying five or more of these, you will
Look.
I know this sounds kind of
have accomplished a legendary feat.
lame, but I still bawl likc a baby every- .
%Vhat you do ssith this inforntation is
up to you. Without further delay, the time I watch "Fern Gully: Especially .
that part that's like. "Ilelp it grow': Geti 21 things you should never say on a
me every time...
date:
I'm a pretty talentCti guy, all .
You look very interesting tonight.
things considered. I make sweatshirts
I know you're all into feminism
and whatnot. so I left my wallet at out of human hair.
!low do you feel about projectile
home so you could see what it's like to
vomiting? I personally believe it's one
pay for dinner.
of the bcst stress relievers.
I've heard a lot of people talk
Your parents stem like total moabout the human race. I feel like if
rons. But in thc good way.
there actually is one, then the Kenyans
I collect Anime and salt shakers
are winning,.
and Furbies.
My grand ambition in life is to
1 hope you dmit like the new Fabe a cat lady. I want a teal house and
ccbook design. I could never be with
a Volkswagen cwerflowing svith purrsomeone who doesn't get all up in
ing bliss.
arms when a site changes its layout.
Do you like dancing? You should
You should probably just have a
totally gp do that so I can talk to your salad. Or maybe fast for a while.
friend.
You wouldn't mind eating ldnd of VARGUS is ajunior majoring in English. Comments
fast, would you? I have a date after this. can be sent to nicurgus@whrtworthiarsairn.

type...

In the First Amendment. the founding fathers
endowed us ssith thc ability to express ourselves
freely without fear of being thrown in jail. killed
or censored for what we say. This free exchange
of ideas and thoughts without government intervention is part of what makes the U.S. a free
country.
As a private institution. NVhitworth doesn't
have to play by the same rules as the rest of the
United States and public schools. According to
the Foundation for Individual Rig,hts in Education (FIRE)'s Guide to Free Speech on Campus,
"Private universities, then. are free, ssithin the
law, to define their own missions, and some
choose to restrict academic freedom on behalf
of this or that religious or particular agenda:
Ibis nteans Whitworth, and any other private
institution, can censor campus publications Ibr
whatever reason they choose.
Vitinvorth's senior art students are currently
gearing up for the annual senior exhibition, a
show displaying art by seniors, which will take
place in the Bryan Oliver Gallery in the Lied
Center for Visual Arts.
The shows progress was interrupted Mien
students were informed that Vhinvorth would
not endorse the title of the show, "Free Beer:
While the administration didn't censor the title,
they would not proside resources and funding to
publicize the event. In addition. students could
not use Whitworth's or the art department's
name on thc advertising. I)espite intending to
not censor, this is essentially what they did.
title of the show was chosen by seniors to
highlight and expose human motivations.
Senior Bryan Putnam believes "Free Beer"
was meant to cause rimers to consider their beliefs and attitudes.
"The. fide calls into question our motivation
and intention for going to such atl event: Putnam said. "I think thc idea is extremely thought
provoking and I honestly look forward to the
dialogue it will stare
In a world where many countries censor art
and speech, these scniors ask why we get more
excited about free bccr than free art. Only a
handful of students attend on-campus art shows,
if that many. Would this be the case in countries
whcrc freedom of speech and expression is not
taken for granted?
In a meeting with senior art students and faculty, the administration gave many reasons for
not wanting to be affiliated with thc title, which
is by no means obscene beyond its apparent
reputation-damaging effects. One reason given
was that trustees and donors may be upset when
they received the promotional postcard in the
mail with the title on it, believing that alcohol

he

and culturar
It seems like this is not necessarily the case at
Vhitworth right no where the interests of reputation and upset trustees outweigh the interests
of engaged and educated students.
Again %se saw some confusing and ill-explained censoring actisitics in the postponing
of "The Vagina Monologues: Initially those
involved were told to hold off on advertising
the show, then were told to halt production all

together, all with little explanation. In this caso.
simply keeping needed information from those
involved was a sort ofcensorship.
A religious institution does have more of a
nputation to protect. Prirate institutions have
the added complication of needing to appease
those who financially support the school. Does
a title likc "Free Beer show disrespect to those
who have donated money to the new art building? It may or may not. but administrators believe it is better safe than sprry, .
It is also important that Christian students
have a place to attend sdtool whtre they are
not bombarded by the distasteful and offensive
things that go on at public schools. I am by no
means advocating that %Vhitworth allow a naked
student painted in mud to run amund the Loop
screaming obscenities to be called -art" (welt
continue to c-all that "Traditiation"). If people at
Whitworth wanted that freedom, they svould'vc
gone to Reed or Berkeley.
Senior art students have choscn to modify
the title to "Something Better than Free Beer,
a name they believe gets thc point across more
effectively than the original while still maintaining thc ideas integrity. While "Free Beer" may
have found amusement among thc college-age
demographic, it was determined that it would
likely fall flat among the older demographic.
They were also concerned with showing respect
toward Vhitworth and the donors who nuke it
possible for students to attend thc school
In cases like this, finding a middle ground
and seeing cadi other's point of vi ew can be both
helpful and conflict-roolving,. The art students
will now be able to publicize thc event with help
from IVhitworth and indudc Whitworth's name
on thc advertisements.
JOHNSON is a senior rnijoring in printmalinc} Convnents can be

sent to elizabethiohnsokiwtutwonhiancom.

Bail out animal shelters: Adopt a furry friend
and space, these shelters are forced to euthanize increasing amounts of healthy ani-

BEN

GAR VES
CLAW

Pet owner irresponsibility and animal
shelter bureaucracy kill 3 million to 4 million dogs and cats in America every year.
As the school year ends and seniors move
on to their careers and out of their parents'
homes, it is important for them to consider
adopting a pet as they gain the ways, means
and space to support a new best friend.
In the face of an economic crisis, this
problem is getting more and more attention from the media. News artides such
as CNN's "Dogs Abandoned as Recession
Bites" are becoming more common because
families find they can no longer afford to
keep their pets.
Abandonment is a rising issue and is becoming commonplace as animal shelters
are abundantly hard-pressed trying to find
homes for pets. With a shortage of money

These shelters were only able to find
adoptive homes for approximately 7,000
mals every year.
of thosc animals. Nine thousand of thc reSpokane is one of the worst cities for ani- maining pets were euthanized.
mal euthanasia rates in the United States.
To many, this number could be considIn 2006 the ASPCA chosc Spokane as one ered acceptable if the pets were in bad or
of four cities where they
deteriorating health, but
would implement their
5,000 of the cuthanized
Orange program, invest.-"Time
dogs and cats were conI 'me is critical in acting to
ing in shelter capacity,
sidercd healthy or treatDonations
building additional space save these
able.
to shelters are a good sign of
and animal welfare elSome programs, such
forts to decrease Spo- temporary support, but the one as the Spokane Humane
kane's dismal animal eu- true way to make a difference is Socicty, have pledged to
thanasia rates to less than
sto p killing animals due
to adopt a dog or catf
25 percent by 2010.
to lack of space. Because
When the program beof these policies, such
gan in 2006,43 percent of
programs are forced to
cats and dogs in Spokane's animal shelters be selective of which animals and breeds
were euthanized, a truly astounding figure. they will take in, increasing the number of
According to Maddie's Fund, a grant abandoned animals that are subject to other
program for animal shelters and veterinary less-funded programs that do not have nodinics, Spolcane's animal shelters and their kill policies.
affiliates took in more than 18,000 cats and
Because of their new selective process,
dogs in 2007.
the Spokane Humane Society has boasted

a 96 percent placement rate of animals into

homes for 2003-.. a lie of success.
In a 2004 bUdgetary proposal, Gov. Arnold Schwarzenegger proposed saving
California $14 million per year by allowing
shelters to cuthanize animals within three
days of arrival. Though the decision did not
go through, California faces another budgetary crisis in 2009 that could make the
program seem a little less inhumane.
Time is critical in acting to save these
animals. Donations lo shelters are a good
sign of temporary support, but the one true
way to make a difference is to adopt a dog
or cat.
The importance of giving these animals
humane and friendly homes should take
priority over the search for pet store- or
kennel-bought purebreds. There are millions of animals put down yearly when individuals seek animal status ahead of animal companionship, effectively making the
wrong moral decision.
GARVES is a freshman majoring in political science. (pm-

ments un be sent to ben.garvestiwhihNonhIan.com.
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Tim Dolan, director of the Institute
for Clergy and Lay Leadership Development, and his son, sophomore

_

f

-

Peter Dolan, are part of a familyfriendly trend at Whitworth. Many
students have siblings or other relatives who either work at Whitworth,
have attended or are attending currently. The Whitworthian takes a
look at three of these family affairs;
two are featured in brief here. For
the full package, check out
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ABOVE:Sophomore Peter Dolan Is the third child of Tim Dotan, director of the Institute for Clergy and Lay Leadership Development, to attend Whitworth.
RIGHT: Professor of communications Gordon Jackson and Sue Jackson, director of the International Education
Center, have both worked at Whitworth unce the 1980s.

o

Tim and Peter
Miranda Cosand
Staff Writer

Whcn you're feeling homesick, don't you
wish your parents wen: right across campus? Sophomore Peter Dolan can visit his
dad Tim Dotan, director of the Institute for
Clergy and Lay Leadership Development,
any time he needs to.
nicc to go by and talk to him, Peter
said. "I talk to him about life, bounce ideas
off of him about classes, borrosv thc car and
gct support from }line
Tim said he loves having his son nearby
because they can talk face-to-facc and he
has opportunitics to connect with him.
"I've been able to share in his college experience and he's been able to share in my
work life," Tim said. "You normally don't
have that kind of opportunity with your

Gordon and Sue

kids when they're away at school."
Tim said he feels privileged to share in
his son's college experience, but he also trics
to give him a feeling of independence.
"I've always tried to give him space,"
Tim said. "If he wants to see me, he is always welcome to stop by my office anytime.
Sornctimes WC conncct in thc dining ball or
some other place on campus:*
Peter said he may be more independent
if he had gone away to school, but he likes
being dose to home.
"It's funny going to college here because
I expected to get away from my parents a
little bit: he said. "But it's nicc because I can
go home whenever I want to:'
Read thefidl story at uldtworthian.com.

Yong Kim
Assistant Scene Editor

Three dates, several postcards and
phonc conversations later a proposal was
made except when Sue Jackson said yes,
shc was more than 8,500 miles from her
new fiance.
Sue, director of the International Edu. cation Center, was working in Johannesburg, South Africa, when she received thc
call from communications professor Gordon Jackson, who was in,the U.S.
Gordon and Sue Jackson have been
working for Whitworth since the 1980s.
Gordon worked as a communications professor and associate dean during separate
times. Sue taught NVorld Music Traditions
for more than two decades and was the
Forum coordinator for 10 years. Forum

Contact Miranda Cosand at tniranda.cosand@whitworthian.com.

Itvz
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Oar 33irthclag

was a program similar to Whitworth's
Speakers & Artists events, but required all

students to attend.
Sue was recently placed in Lindaman a
couple doors down from her husband due
to renovations where Sue uscd to work.
"It's nice to have someone know where
I work and be able to bounce and give
ideas: Sue said.
They both said there have not been significant drawbacks working in the same
place for over two decades.
Gordon said there are no struggles
of working in the same place and since
they have different jobs, they do different
things.
Read thefull story at whitworthian.com.
Contact Yong Kim at yong.kim@whitworthian.com.
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Students combine art major
with others to combat
economy
More on Family Ties
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Film challenges
audience with
moral questions

'American Idol'
winner in 'Ain't
'Misbehavin"

WRITER'S REVIEW

Ryan Graves

"Ain't Nfisbehaviri" %vill
be presente4 at the INB Performing Arts Center at 7:30

p.m. on Thursday, March
19, at 8 p.m. on March 20
and 2h and at 1 p.m. and
6:30 p.m. on March 22.
The show features 2003
"American Idol" %vinner
Ruben Studdard and "Rent"
star Frenchie Davis. The
award-%vinning
musical
takes place in Harlem in the

Staff ityritcr

Marran 3kQuilLin/WhitioNthian

The Lonely Forest singer John Van Deusen, bassist Eric Sturgeon, and guitarist Tony Ruland
perform In the Hixson Union Building Multipurpose Room on Saturday, March 14.

1930s.

Tickets range from $30
to $53, and student rush
tickets arc also available.
For more information, call
(509) 325-SEAT or visit

http://%vww.ticketswest.
COM.

Amateur comedy
show features
university group
An Eastern Washington
University amateur comedy competition will take
place at Uncle D's Comedy
Underground at Bluz at the
Bend.
The preliminary rounds
will be hosted on March 19
and 20 at 8 p.m. and the final
round will be held on Saturday, March 21. The event
has a 510 cover charge.
For more information.
call (509) 483-1324, visit

http://www.uncledscome4
com, or e-mail bluzatthebend@comcast.net.

Two professors to
discuss meaning
of Shakespeare
"What Can We Learn
from Shakespeare?" will be
presented at 7 p.m. on Monday. March 23 at the Wolff
Auditorium in the Jepson
Center at Gonzaga University.

The two-hour event will
be presented by Gonzaga
University Eng,lish associate professor Michael Pringle and philosophy assistant
professor Erik Schmidt. The
importance of Shakespeare's
mitings will be studied
from a literary point of
view by Pringle and from a
philosophical standpoint by

Schmidi
For more information,
call (509) 313-6750.

Irish dance event
features Celtic
music, dancing
The St. Patrick's Irish
Dance and Music Festival
svill be held at 7 p.m. on
Friday, March 20, at the
Spokane Community College Lair Auditorium.
The event costs $1. For
more information call (509)
255-8501.
Compiled by Miranda Cosand
Source: www.spolkane7.cominents/

Band has message
The Lonely Forest

plays music with a
message about love
WRITER'S REVIEW

Alex Bistrevsky
Staff Writer

songs.
"Just give lovc, thcrc is never enough,"
he said.
There 'as much love being spread at the
Whitworth show This has been the Anacortes, Wash., band's third performance at
Whitworth in the past year.
"We're shown a lot of support at Whitworth: Van Deusen said. "%Ye likc community and family a lot,"
The audience was breathing hard after
the energetic performance of The Lonely
Ferest. Although they were the opening
band, Keep Pennsylvania Beautiful played
last so Members from The Lonely Forest
could get a head start on driving back to

Whitworth's Keep Pennsylvania Beautiful hit the stage with The Globes and The
Lonely Forest on Saturday, March 14, in
the Hixson Union Building Multipurpose
Room. The show started a little after 8 p.m.
Anacortes.
%%ith The Globes having rights to the first
The audience realigned the chairs, took
drumbeat, first guitar riff and thc first pertheir
seats and waited patiently for Keep
formance.
Pennsylvania
Beautiful to begin soothing
The Globes were hitting the auilience
hard with their high sailing guitar notes, their souls. Singer Tyson Motsenbocker
while most of thc audience stood on chairs joked that audience members sitting on
and watched from above. The band was the floor were crowded around them
presented with equipment challenges, yet like the band was a campfire. The audidespite the malfunctioning drum kit, they ence heard the sound of these passionate
musicians, and when it was all over, thcy
continued to rock hard.
couldn't help but to appreciate the music
Before long, the audience members
were bobbing thcir heads along with the that was swelling from the stage.
Sophomore Sarah Neighbors loved this
beat of the drum and tapping their feet to
warm
gathering of people.
the sound of quality indie music. When
"1 love the atmosphere," she said. "Evthe performance was over, the audience
erybody here appreciates the music."
still wanted more, and The Lonely Forest
Junior Amber Lewey liked how the
answered their call.
bands
wcrc very relaxed and wcrc there to
The Lonely Forest was excited to play
play for the crowd and have a good time.
for the crowd. They sang; they moved;
-The people playing are really laid back,"
they even called down members from the
she
said. "The people hcrc want to play for
crowd to sing with them on stage. The
us:
camaraderie joined arms and sang lines
Van Deusen said that it is their intention
of "Two Pink Pills," a song about taking
to appear to be relaxed because it puts the
Benadryl every night for two years to go
audience at ease.
to sleep.
"We try to come across as down-toLcad singer John Van Deusen w-as all
earth
and open minded," he said.
over the place as he sang: jumping around,
The Lonely Forest is releasing their latest
waving his arms and moving away from
the mic and screaming. He was conver- CD, "We Sing the Body Electric!" on April
sational with the audience, explaining the 21, although they sold copies at the show.
meaning behind songs and telling the au- Van Deusen said the album art wasn't what
he had envisioned, so the band is going to
dience about past shows.
The band's music not only sounded good sell all the copies of the CDs they have and
and captured the audience's attention, but then rcdo the CD art and sell more. This is
it also carried a message that looked past their second full-length CD.
All in all, at the heart of the event was
the sound.
the
sense of community and family. The
Junior Conor Larkin said he liked that
bands
were there to share thcir music and
the band had a message they carried with
the audience was there to listen with an
all of their songs.
"They push music with a message," he open mind. The music brought everyone
together.
said.
Lead singer of the band John Van DeContact Alex Bistrevsky at alex.bistusen said it is a message of love in their revsky@whitworthian.com.

In Clint Eastwood's "Changeling" starring Angelina Jolie and Join% Malkovich, %ve are given a film that
questions %vhat an individual will do in the facc of
corruption. Do they liare ivhat it takes to fight %vhen
all odds are against them?
Christine Collins (Jolie) is living in 1928 California %vith her 9-year-old son, who one day is abducted. The police arc able to find him a few months
later and pride themselves on thc discovery, a story
they need with a very publicly corrupt image. But
there is a problem whcn
they bring him back: it's

not Christine's son. With
MOVIE REVIEW
their public image at stake
'CHANGELING'
they do whatever they can
to protect themselves, goGrade: B
ing as far as committing
Likes: Acting, directChristine to a psychopathic ward before she can
ing, themes
provc them wrong. MalkDislikes: A bit overly
ovich plays a Presbyterian
dramatized
minister who is on Christine's side and will do anyPlays: Now available
thing to fight for her freeon Blu-Ray and DVD
dom and tear down thc
corruption that the police
have been involved in.
Ihis film puts you right in the shocs of these two
characters. With Christine, she has been wronged
by the police department giving hcr a phony son
and not admitting their mistake. WC see Christine
do what she can to fight, but she is no match for the
established police department. But she never gives
up. We understand why she fights. She has no other
choice and she has nothing to lose other than her
freedom. With the minister, wc sec an established
man of thc community fight a morally corrupt organization that was made to protect the people. It's easy
to sympathize with Christine, but whcn we see the
actions of the minister, wc almost feel guilty because
we wonder if we arc working as hard as he is to sec
truth prevail. We see a lot of bad things in the world,
and wc aren't always sure whose fault it is. But at the
cnd of thc day, this movie asks us if we did our part.
Whether a wrong was against us or somconc else, wc
have to ask, "Did I help?"
The film seemed a bit dramatized, like the portrayal of harsh orderlies in the psychopathic ward using
electric shock therapy for punishing patients. When
first subjected to it, it's not very believable, but being
based on a truc story, we just don't want it to be true.
Eithcr way, it seemed to lose validity at times.
Still, thc movie is compellingly good. It doesn't
pan out like a thriller: it moves slo%vly and softly.
There are no scenes of huge screaming matches or
planning and plotting. Instead we sec the corruption
play out from the perspective of the victim and we
see how thcy will fight it. The film is very moving in
this sense, forcing you literally onto the edge of your
seat, hoping that the heroes will win true justicc and
bring down the corrupted police.
Eastwood does a wonderful job with the help of
highly skilled actors. Jolie is usually seen as a beautiful action hero. But here, Jolie does an impressive
job showing the quiet and reserved Christinc Collins who just wants her real son back. Malkovich
also does a fine job as the minister who will stop at
nothing to take the police department to court for
all thcir misdeeds and corruption. Eastwood molds
the film into something that will make you think and
make you forever question if there is something that
you can do to help out in this %vorld.
Contact Ryan Graves at ryan.graves@whitIvorthian.cotn.

GRAPEVINE HUMOR: IDEAS FOR FUTURE JAN TERM TRIPS
IStudy astronomy on the moon.

I Fifty states in 25 days: The Ultimate

ISunbathing in Greece.

American Tour.
Wilderness Survival in the Badc 40.

A month-long film festival with Leonard
Oakland.

ICave exploring in Afghaniitan.
Barhopping in Germany.

ISpokane History Study Tour.

ICanada: Still not as good as the U.S.

IStudy nuclear waste in the Tri-Cities.

I Dictator Stuilies in Zimbabwe.

ICulinary Studies in France.
IMect a Sexy Australian in New York.
ISheep-herding in New Zealand.
'Samba lessons in Rio de Janeiro.
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New club focuses on creativity

TOP 10

Taylor Faranda

za

Staff Writer

Check out the top 10
albums played on
KWRS. For more information go to kwrs.fm.

For students whose perfect day consists of
searching for that flawless picture to capture, them
is a ncw dub starting up that will plovide the opportunity for photographers to mcct up on campus and share their hobby.
STOP32 was the idea of sophomores David
Lindahl and lbcker Walker.
Thc idea carne while thc two were in downtown
Spo!cane taking photos with other students. They
enjoyed doing it so much thcy decided to turn it

"Davyn

2 lamentor

WEINLAND

"La

into a dub.
The name comes from the aperture setting on a

camera, which controls thc amount of lighi
"The large number signifies a deep depth of field
and so that gives the photograph a large amount
of detail," Lindahl said. "This is significant to the
dub because wg look to incorporate a wide level
ofskills from beginning to advanced."
The photography dub's main focus will be organizing eveitts for student photographers. Students
will have the opportunity to carpool to different
sitcs with more advanced student photographers
who will lead them in how to best set up a shot or
how to operate the equipment.
After returning from each event, the dub plans
on hosting a contest with different categories. The
%inner will gct a large print of their photograph,
courtesy of the dub.
The dub will have meetings but most of the
logistics will be run over Flickr, a photo-sharing
Web site. Students can upload their photos and
receive critiques in a forum.
Lindahl and Walker arc excited to put their idea
to work, especially because of their love for photography. Walker said he started taking pictures

COCONUT RECORDS

1

3

JACK'S MANNEQUIN

'Tie Glass Passenger"

4
'Dreamer

HASTE THE DAY

5 DEATH CAB FOR CUTIE
"Something About Airplanes"
Taylor ZajirtilWhaworthiart

Sophomores David Undahl and Tucker Walker talk about their proposal for a photo club.The club,
which was passed. Is called 5T0P32. Undahl and Walker want to create a forum for students to critique
their own and others' photography.

when he 'as a freshman in high schooL
Sincc he carne to Spokane his subjccts have
changed and he has been influenced by his fellow
photographers.
"These guys have gotten me into taking pictures of random beat-up chairs and pigeons and
stufr Walker said.
The dub already received attraction, with more
than 20 people responding to a campus-wide email asking for interest. The first official meeting

will be sometime after Spring Break. Lindahl and
NValker hope that once studcnts meet, they take
advantage of the opportunity to shoot together

within and out of the dub.
"Part out is meeting people so you can go out
and take photos:. said 1Valker. "If people want to
get together independently of the dub, thcy can
do that:'
Contact Thylor Famtuia at taylorfamnda@niiit-

6 SNOW PATROL
"A

Hundred Million Suns's

7

THE VINES

"Melodia"

8 AUDRYE SESSIONS
"Audrye Sessions"

9

N.AS.A.

"The Spirit Of Apollo's

10TV ON THE RADIO
"Dear Science"

worthiatt.com.

Affordable, Off Campus Housing
Meyer Properties
Now renting,for 2009.2010 school year
.VitYnice*Icirge duplexes, walking distance to Whitworth
Each 'unit can house 4-6 students in large,
.

.

piivate bed-

of off street parking:
Washer and dryer provided. $288-$325/mo per sturooms. Lots

dent. Lots of choices!
'

Available starting June 1
Call Kim or Bill for showing at 509-534-6398 or 509-991-1212

Whinvorth Gmduate Studies in Education offers master's
degree programs for this year's Whitworth gmduates.
If ir is your dream to help studénts or adults develop into fulfilled and
productive chi:ens, check out the Whitworth Master of Education Programs
in counseling:
-

MULTIPLE CHOICE MENU.

M.F.d. in School Counseling

M.A. or /s.I.Ed. in Community Agency C.ounseling
If you're considering a career that will give you a leadership role in a nonprofit
or other service agency, check out the Whitworth Master of Education Program
in Leadership:

M.Ed. in Administmtive Leadership

Evening classes are convenient and competitively priced for Working adults.

Contact: Vernice Hunnicutt, Assistant Director
vhunnicutt@whitworth.edu 509.777.4398 Dixon Hall, Office 318

MR.

College is about trying new stuff, and now you're in luck-you can experience
the variety of flavors at Qdoba Mexican Grill anytime, because we're never too
far away. Whatever you choose, it's all made fast, fresh and right in front ofyou.
Come on in and see for yourself. What are you going to love at Gdobar

Spokane Locations
N. Division (near Costco)
S. Grand Blvd. (behind Sacred 1-lean)

7115
901

R79

MEXICAN GRILL

NEWS
BLOGS
SPORTS

°

RSS FEEDS

-

MULTIMEDIA
SLIDESHOWS

whitworthian.com

rIitdilitittuorthian
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Stelzer, Bofa rise to the top
NORTHWEST CONF

@I-1'A N

13

t UNCE

HEM

BASEBALL
NWC

ALL

GEORGE FOX

9-0

123

LINFIELD

10-2

133

PLU

6-2

10-5

UPS

2-1

5-6

WILlAMETTE"

3-2

5-6

PACIFIC

2-8

5-10

L&C

1-7

1-12

WHITWORTH

1-8

3-11

WHITMAN

0-4

1-9

NEXT PIRATE GAME:
Whitworth vs. terns.Cart Stitt
TuesJay. Afarrh 17 p .3 pm.

finals on Saturday afternoon where he
faced Jinuny O'Brien of Ohio Northern.

Kintner; Nahl also
strong at NCAA

indoor tournament
Kara Heatherly
Staff Writer

Cody Stelzer's victory in the high jump
and Emmanuel Bofa's sccond-place finish in the 800-meter led the Pirates to a
third-place finish at the NCAA Division
III Indoor Track and Field Championships.
Junior throwers Jeff Kintner and Michael Nahl represented Whitworth in
the shotput.
Bola ran well enough in preliminaries on Friday to continue through to the

After a close battle, O'Brien took the
lead in the second lap. Bola crossed the
finish line in second place with a time of
1:53.80, right behind O'Brien who won
with a time of 1:53.31.
Kintner and Nahl threw on Saturday
morning. Kintner cante out strong with
a career-best throw of 16.83 meters (55'
2.75") to take third place in the event for
the Pirates.
Stelzer, a five-time Nationals attendee
said. "My goal was to gct seven feet. I
had a really good jump at seven and a
quarter but 6'11" breaks my indoor personal record. so I'm happy."
The athlete jumped 6'11" which was
enough to get him the first place medal
and a new indoor team record.
Stelzer missed once at 2.00 and 2.05

meters and made it at 2.08 meters on his
third attempt. But after a long day, Stelzer was named the NCAA Div. III indoor
champion. Last fall Stelzer won the outdoor high jump championship.
1Iw men together scored a total of
24 points and brought home the thirdplace trophy.
ibis weekend's championships
marked the end of the indoor season.
but Whitworth is looking forward to
the outdoor portion of the season. lbe
2008-2009 season looks promising for
the Pirates.
After taking third in the Northwest
Conference last year, the Want is hopeful for another strong finish in outdoor
this coming season.
Contact Kara I katherly at kart:in:ail,erlygwhitworthian.com.
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STELZER

Chiefs set to defend Memorial Cup
Erica Schrader

SOFTBALL
NWC

ALL

LINFIEW

8-0

8-0

WILLAMETTE

3-1

5-1

.PLU

647-9

PACIFIC

3-3

7-5

UPS

N

5-8

GEORGE FOX

24

3-10

WHITWORTH

2-6

3-9

L&C

0-4.

6-8

NEXT PIRATE GAME:

Whttworth rt. (arleton
Mon.Lry. March 23 E) 9 a-m.

MEN'STENMS
NWC ALL

WHITMAN

8-0

9-2

PLU

9-2

9-3

LINFIELD

8-2

8.-3

WHITWORTH

9-4

9-5

WILLAMME

5-4

5-4

UPS

3-9

3-9

PACIFIC

2-7

3-7

L&C

2-8

2-11

GEORGE FOX

0-10

1-10'

NEXT PIRATE MATCH:

Whitworth vs. Colby

Malt); March 24

8 a.m.jr

NWC

ALL

WHITWORTH

11-0

12-2

LINFIELD

9-1

9-3

WHITMAN

10-2

10-3

L&C

5-5

5-5

PACIFIC

6-6

6-6

WILLAMETTE

3-7

4-8

GEORGE FOX

2-9

2-10

UPS

1-9

1-9

PLU

1-9

1-10

NEXT PIRATE MATCH:

Whitworth vs. George fox
Afonday, 3farrh 23 8 a.m.

p

Assistant Copy Chief

The defending Nil:modal Cup
Champion Spokane Chiefs (4522-0-3) put up another outstanding season and are set to begin the
first round of the Western !Jockey
League playoffs Friday night in
the Spokane Arena.
Despite multiple injuries and
several players gone throughout
the season for World Juniors and
N111. camps, the Chiefs have thc
numbers and the players to prove
their success this season.
!lead Coach !lardy Sauter said
the team has consistently had to
makeshift the lines throughout
the season.
"It's almost normal now for us
to have to piece together a lineup:
Sauter said.
Although adjusting the lines
has become a regular routine for
the Chiefs, veteran goaltender
and Memorial Cup MVP Dustin
Tokarski's list of accomplishments

See CHIEFS, page
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Chiefs goaltender Dustin Tokarski congratulates defenseman Brett Bartman in Friday's game against Tri-City.

Tennis ends Linfield's 108-match conference run
Kara Heatherly
Staff 11rriter

The women's tennis team
traveled to Oregon for what
could have potentially been the
most daunting weekend of their
season yet. The women went
into the weekend undefeated
in Northwest Conference play.
With a match Friday afternoon
against Willamette University,
Saturday against Lewis & Clark
College and Sunday against Linfield College, it was bound to be
a physically draining weekend.
"We had played these teams
before, and we just wanted to
get through these matches before we could focus on Linfield:
freshman Mya Towne said.
The girls came out strong Friday against Willamette, taking
the match 9-0.
The
following afternoon
posed no threat to the Pirates
as they took the Lewis & Clark
Pioneers 7-2 for the second time

this season.
Junior Rachel Burns and
frcshman Alli Marshall fell 8-2
at No. 1 doubles and Burns fell
6-2, 6-2 to Lewis & Clark's Armlia Nilsson at No. 1 singles, but
the team rallied to take the rest
of the matches.
With a week off, it was good
to have time to get back in the
swing of things before the Linfield match.
"It's nice to know we don't
even have to worry about them
(Linfield] until Sunday," Towne
said.
Sunday was on the horizon,
and due to weather conditions,
the match was rescheduled for
8:30 a.m. off campus. Linficld
was on a 108-match conference
winning streak, and this would
be thc l'irates and Wildcats' first
meeting of the season.
The girls took the court for
doubles early, and to even their
surprise, they took all three
matches.

" We did a lot of work in doubles this week, and it paid off:
senior Justine flays said.
Aftcr falling .1-2 after the first
round of singles play, the Pirates, despite the long weekend.
pressed on.
"lhe doubles wins really
set the tone for the match and
pushed us through the singles,"
Ilays said. Our singles was as
good as it always is, but we really
turned it on in doubles today:
Morale is higher than ever
as the girls look to the last few
weeks of season before conference tournaments.
"lhe fun thing about today
tvas breaking their seven-year
streak: coach Jo Ann 'Wagstaff
said. "Ilut everyone is anxious
to get back to work. 'Hwy know
there's a lot of room for improvement."
Contact Kara Mather!). at
ka ra.hea therly@ wit it wo rthian.
CUM.

.

e ici
TEA,

Courtes 414 lays famay
The women's tennis team embraces after
beating Linfield on Sunday, March 15.
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Bucs tennis overtakes Bearcats
Kara Heatherly
Staff Writer
After a rough fall to %Villamette
last month, and an 8-1 loss to thc
LinfieId %Vildcats last weekend, the
men's tennis team was everything

but discouraged.
"I don't think Vast week's loss)
changed anything," sophomore Joe
Wales said. "It just made us fight

harder;
The men came out with strength
and confidence. Last month when
the Pirates faced Willamette, they
ended doubles down 0-3.
"Last time we played them, the
matches were all so close, we knew
we could beat them," Wales said.
"Last week against !infield, we had
six tic-breakers and we didn't win
any of them."
In Friday's meeting the men
fought to take t%vo of the three
'doubles matches. Junior Kellen
Deign and sophomore Colin Barrett put the Bucs on the board early
with an 8-1 win in No. 3 doubles.
Second and third doubles were
over and junior Michael Shelton
and Wales' battle continued on
court onc.
But the advantage quickly fell
into the hands of thc visiting
Bcarcats whcn %Vales and sopho-

more Colin Zalewski fell to Willamette at No. 2 and No. 3 singles.
A successful match for the second weekend in a row, Shelton
claimed victory after he returned
front a 4-1 deficit in the first set to
take the match 6-4, 7-5.
The second round of singles began with sophomore Henry Williams' fall to the No. 4 competitor,
but was quickly rebottled with Oetgen's success at No. 5. Barrett's No.
6 singles match was all that stood
between the l'irates and their hope
for revenge.
Barrett took his opponent, Michael Moore, 6-2.
Saturday against Lewis & Clark
started the same for the Pirates.
After the No. 3 doubles for the visiting Pioneers had to forfeit, the
Pirates and the l'ioneers split the
remaining matches.
After Shelton's loss to Lewis &
Clark's No. 1, Vincent Groot, the
Pirates swept the singles portion
of the afternoon making the final
score 7-2 for the day.
The team will not play again until Nlarch 24, whcn it takes on its
first spring break contest in Hilton
Head, S.C.
Contact Kara Ikatherly at kara.
heatherly@whitworthiatt.com.

There's more. Read these stories

baseball talk with bud bareither

We can build

on this: 2009

Mariners team

Tara Sacluran/Whitworthian

Sophomore Colin Barrett retums a shot during a NWC
match In the Scotford Tennis Bubble last weekend.

at

whitworthian.com
Softball splits with Lutes

Baseba!! amtinues losing streak
Intramural Spotlight

Ir..1%.

CHIEFS
continued from page 10
keeps rising. He currently leads all
goaltenders in the WHL with 1.99
goals against average and a .936 save
percentage.
"It's nice to have good stats personally, but the main thing is the win column'and how you're doing as a team
as opposcd to the individual; he said.
Tokarski's first priority is the performance of thc tcam as a whole but says
he's having a rollercoaster season after
helping the Canadian Hockey League
win the 2008 ADT Canada-Russia
Challenge, signing an entry level contract with the Tampa Bay Lightning
and leading Team Canada to gold in
the World Junior Hockey Championship.
"I'm very fortunate to be on some
go'od teams," Tokarski said. "The team
[Chiefs) this year has been good, and
personally I'm doing pretty well. We're
going to make a good run at the playoffs.
The Chiefs defense suffered a big
loss mid-way through as top NI1L
prospect Jared Cowen bowed out for

Andrew Sorenson, Pursuing a NCAA Championship...
and an MBA with a Concentration in Finance

G ON ZAGA UN IVERS UY

JOIN THE TEAM
Interested?

Attend an information meeting:
www.gonzaga.edu /MBA
(509) 313-7044

Ask about our 1 year fast track program!

the remainder of thc season from a
knee injury suffered during a game on
Jan. 30. Defensemen Stefan Ulmer and
Jared Spurgeon were also out of the
lineup for several weeks after Ulmer
had a concussion and Spurgeon also
suffered from a knee injury.
Spurgeon leads all Chiefs defensemen and is ranked 14th in the WU
for all defenseman with 44 points.
As for the Chiefs offense, veteran
forward Drayson Bowman leads the
team in scoring and is also tied for
12th in scoring for the WHL with a
career high 82 points.
Two months after returning from
the World Juniors Bowman made his
mark after joining the 40-40 Club,
becoming the first Chief since 1994
to score 40 goals in back-to-back seasons. He is the eighth Chief all-time to
accomplish this.
Other top scorers fiir the Chiefs
include center Mitch Wahl with 66
points, center Tyler Johnson with 61
points and forward Levko Koper with
59 points.
The Chiefs will play their final regular season game tonight against rival
Tri-City Americarts in Kennewick,
Wash. Listen to the game on AM 1510
KGA at 7:05 p.m.
Contact Erica Sdtrader
schrader@whitworthian.com.

at erica.

The 2008 Mariners made the Hindenburg
and Titanic look successful. After a big off
-season trade that netted Seattle "ace" starter
Erik Bedard, the team was expected to compete for the AL West crown. Unfortunately,
after storming out of the gate with a 1-0 record, the wheels fell off and only a late season
surge (4-6 in their last 10 games) allowed the
Mariners, to finish off the pace for the worst
record in baseball. Seattle became the first
team in big league history to lose 100 games
(61-101) with a payroll of over SIO0 million.
The team allowed 811 runs and only scored
671, and ranked near the bottom of the AL in
nearly every offensive and pitching category
(13th in runs, OBP, Slugging and llth in ERA
and WHIP). Quite simply, they sucked.
You know it's a long season when the happiest your fans are all year is when the team
releases a player (thanks for the memories
Richie Sexson) and you can't even sign your
top draft pick until February. Ncw manager
Don %Valcamatsu seems eager to inject young
talent into the lineup, which means more atbats for Jeff Clement and \Vladimir Balentien
and less for the likes of Miguel Cairo and Jose
Vidro (and nonc too soon). Additionally, the
rcturn of Ken Griffey Jr. should energize the
fans and boost a woeful offense. %Vhile it
doesn't seem like much, the N1ariners have
made somc progress this offseason and it
looks like new GM Jack Zduriencik has a
long term plan for the organization. Let's take
a look at what the Nlariners are bringing to
the table in 2009 (2-7, offsuit).
Potential Starting 9 (2008 stats):
RF - Ichiro Suzuki (.310-6 HR-46 RBI)
SS-Yunicsky Betancourt (.279-7 HR-51 RBI)
2B - Jose Lopez (.297-17 HR-89 RBI)
3B - Adrian Beltre (.266-25 HR-77 RBI)
DIT - Ken Griffey Jr. (.249-18 HR-71 RBI)
1B - Russell Branyan (.250-12 HR-20 RBI)
CF - Franklin Gutierrez (.248-8 HR-41 RBI)
C - Kenji Johjima (.227-7 HR-39 RBI)
LF - Endy Chavez (.267-1 HR-12 RBI)

Admittedly that lineup is about as intimidating as a box full of puppies, but we can
assume that most of the M's hitters will have
a better season than the one they did last
year; that can't possibly be that bad again, can
they? Additioritlly, players like Adrian Beltre will benefit from offseason surgery and
young players such as Gutierrez and Clement
should produce better with some additional
seasoning (try just a pinch of basil).
The strength of the team will probably be
the pitching staff. With continued development from King Felix and Brandon Morrow,
and a full season from Bedard, the Niariners
could actually have one of the better starting
fives in the AL
After trading away J.J. Putz in the offseason, it's anyone's guess whom Wakamatsu
will choose to close games in the upcoming
season. He has quite the stable of "talented"
pitchers to choose from, assuming that the
N1ariners leave Brandon Morrow in the starting rotation. Keep an eye on this situation
throughout the season as %%Takamatsu may
ride the hot hand in the dreaded "closer by
committee" approach.
The N1ariners haven't become drastically
better since 2008, but they did manage to
jettison some dead weight (yes, I mean you,
R.A. Dickey) and hopefully Wakamatsu can
breathe some fresh air into the team and get
production out of his young players. The AL
West is still one of the weaker divisions in
baseball and heck, the M's ended the 2008
season on a three-game winning streak. As
the great Herm Edwards once said, "We can
build on this", and N1ariner's fans, we can
build on this.

Contact Bud Bareither at bud.bareither@
whitworthiatt.com.
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LaWinel it cm true covrt:
Intramural pickleball and badminton tournament
Generally, organized team sports dominate
the intramural sports domain: basketball, soccer, flag football and, of course, Ultimate Frisbee. But on a cheery Saturday, the sneakers
squeaking on the Graves Gym floor belonged
to the single or paired grinders of badminton
and pickleball.
As a family barbecue favorite, badminton
enjoys more fame than pickleball on the athletic scene. Whitworth offered two badminton
classes to students this spring. Ihe senior duo
of Ryan Knuth and Andrew Zellman navigated
their way through the brackets to claim the
power league title.
The latter sport. invented in the dog days of
summer in 1965 on Bainbridge Island, 11'ash.,
involves a hard wooden paddle and perforated
plastic ball. Pickleball is played on a court with
identical dimensions as badminton.

TOP LEFT: Senior Jamie Daroff and
sophomore Sean Tyson embrace during

Saturday's match.
ABOVE LEFT: Freshman Trevor Walters
and sophomore Josh McKee attempt to

retum to sophomore Erick Huntley and
Junior Jordan Michelson.
FAR LEFT:Freshman Bryce

Griffiths locks

In on the birdie.
LEFT:Juniors Chelsea Snyder and Caitlin
RIsk celebrate a successful point.
RIGHT: Freshman Joshua Wilimore sees
his shot fly over the net to his opponents
during Saturday action.
AU 'helot ty,SrNstuti /biota./ Whoworthi.rn

CHECK OUT THE"THIS WEEK IN PHOTOS"SLIDESHOW AT WHITWORTHIAN.COM.

Want lo submit your photos? E-mail us at photos@whitworthiamcom.

By following your dream, you can help your students achieve theirs.

Become an elementary or secondary teacher with a master's degree in 13 months!

Complete full-time day program with a year-long interrfship in local schools.
Teach across cultures during Jan Term international/domestic field experiences.

Benefit from Whitworth's high placement rate for graduates.
Eam scholarships, grants and financial aid.
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Live coverage of the
Whit tvorth Tree funeral
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CENSORSHIP

1tWil Fair retttrns to Spokane, buys

Due to overcromling, students
areforced to camp out in the
incomplete East Residence Hall.

Administration determines
Song of Solomon is sexual and
scandalous, prohibits reading.

back Westminster. English department moves to what's left of the FAR
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Students will have to find alternative methods of carrying their food when all plates are removed from the dining hall.

Sodexo to remove plates
Ira McIntosh
Staff Li'riter
Sodexo has been trying
to implement new procedures in order to increase
Whitwortlis sustainability.

"We have set up many
different plans: cutting
down on the use of milk

products,
introducing
more fruits and, more recently, the trayless initiative: Jim O'Brien, general
manager of Sodexo, said.
I Ic went on to say that
this next step will help to
eliminate food waste and
compost almost complete'y.

"Sodexo is going to
start the next phase of the
'greenness' strategy within the next few weeks:
O'Brien said.
This new plan, according to O'Brien, will be
called the 'Plateless Initiative: and will save the
school over S300,000 per
year.

After the traylcss act
proved to be successful,
ASWU proposed this new
idea to Sodexo.
"Students weren't alerted
as we didn't want to raise a
panic," ASWU President
Obe Quarless said.
Ile went on to say that
because of all the con-

PLEASE

BURN

troversy over the trayless
campaign, the executive
officers of ASWU decided that it would be better
just to go for it, without a

Plateless Initiative Savings
How much is being saved and where will the money go?

vote.
"We were more than

happy to accommodate
Obe and the rest of the
ASWU: O'Brien said.
The Plateless act will
remove all plates, bowls,
baskets and utensils from
the dining hall.
"The only thing left will
be cups and mugs," Quarless said.
'l'o thwart the foreseen
student ukising, Sodcxo
has teamed up with a local clothing manufacturer
and is ready to supply
every student on a meal
plan with a new invention
known as "Plate Gloves."
"The gloves are made
oía heat-resistant silicone
and are coated with Teflon," O'Brien said.
These will be the utensils of the future, O'Brien
said.
"I don't think the students will be disappointed," Quarless said.
The students had a different take on the matter.
"This is ridiculous," junior Elizabeth March said.
She went on to say that
she is tired of the ASWU
executives making these
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decisions for themselves
rattler than holding a
vote.
"I'm tired of all of these
new measures being taken
to make us greener. It's
becoming tiresome. I just
want to be able to cat and
not think about how hot
the food is: Nlarch said.
O'Brien is asking the
students to give this decision a chance.
"There was a lot of dislike for the trayless act,
but it's calmed down now.

think the same will happen for this initiative,"
O'Brien said.
Students are trying to
keep a positive outlook,
but their patience is wanI

ing.
"It's just like Vhitworth
is endorsing playing with
food something our parents told us never to do,"
Nlarch saitl.

Former vice president and current apocalyptic guru Al Gore
made a visit to the Whitworth
University campus for the past
couple of days in the midst of the
school's efforts to go "green."
"I heard Whitman College was
making changes on their campus to go greener and help save
AL. GORE
the environment, so I decided
to come here: Gore said. "Walla
Walla is a much larger city than I had expected."
Upon learning that he was at Vhitworth and not
Vhitinan, Gore visited Sodexo to observe how the trayless school cafeteria was working. 11w former vice president was unfortunately disappointed by the fact that he
had to carry his plates to his table and the prominent
presence of mushrooms in his lunch.
Later that evening the Spokane community was given
the opportunity to hear vliat Gore had to say to them.
uiic event was aptly named "Gore 350:
After talking for two hours about his life and personal accomplishments, Gore spent the last 10 minutes
ansvering questions. The first hand to be raised tlealt
with the issue of global warming and climate change.
"It's cold here in Spokane, as I'm sure you've observed: the audience member said. "Vith all the snow
that's outside, is global warning a real issue or has its
significance leen highly exaggerated?"
Gore sharply responded that global warming is not a
hyped-up phenomenon and that the current droughts
and %vater shortages around the world can be directly
blamed on the disastrous policies of the current Bush

administration.
"What President George W. Bush, my former foe for
the White 'louse, is doing to our country is destroying
the environment and will lead us all to the brink of disaster," Gore said.
A student then raised his hand to point out that
Bush left office in January and that Barack Obama, a
fellow Democrat, is currently the president. Gore then
looked embarrassed and qualified his statement that the
Republican-controlled Congress is responsible for not
passing enough laws to cut down on carbon emissions
and cut America's dependency on foreign oil.
A second student raised her hand to enlighten the vice
president to the inconvenient truth that the Democrats
currently control Congress. Gore rebuked her and said
American environmental policy was being shaped by
Rush Limbaugh instead of knowledgeable scientists. lie
blamed right-winged radio talk shows like Lirnbaugh's
program and KWRS for brainwashing Americans into
thinking that global warming doesiit exist.
After the speech Gore applauded Whitworth's Sustainability Committee for working hard to make the
campus and Spokane community more green. lie expressed his happiness that Democrats and Republicans
can come together Itere at Whitworth to address important issues.
"Whitman is such a beautiful place: Gore said. "It
almost makes me forget about the irony of seeing snow
everywhere."

Contact ilicintosh at erlitor@whitworthian.com.

Contact Takechi at editorewhitworthian.corn.
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The Whitworthian has taken in interest
this year in Whitworth's outstanding cultural and racial diversity programs, including their support of those Ivith disabilities.
Many people have spoken to thc succcss
of the collage of diverse programs and support groups that Whitworth continues to
host for its students.
Today, wc would like to discuss the successes of a lesser known support group
Whitworth has for students with MPD, or
Multiple Personality Disorder.
As studcnts suffering from MPD, we find
that we are more successful in Whitworth's
support program than those programs
hosted by our high school.
Vhitvorth hosts an astounding double
major program. within which we are both
able to select a major and therefore, separate career paths.
I chose busintis!
Sly4;

but seriously, ive are truly gratefulfor

th tremendous job Whitworth's faculty has
done to support sis in the paths ¡Izar we have
both chosen.
In fact, when we go to our debate classes.
we have learned that it is easier to both pick
opposing sides just in case we change our

minds.
Not to mention the fiict that the professor allows us to set up a swivel chair in the
middle of the room. Ifanything happens, we
can just rotate!
Yes, our professors have been very accommodating.
Sure, but we have always liad a problem deciding whether to rotate clockwise or
counter-clockwise.
Dude, will you just let me write?
But you always get to write! I let you $vrite
the whole lead and intro. Let me tell them
about thefriends we are making.
Okay, but I get to write after that.
DeaL 7he second major aspect of
worth's support group that has helped us
almost exponentially on a social basis, is the
fact that we are involved in a community of
people sufferingfrom MPD.
Because we are introduced to other students with this disorder, we have successfully made litany friends who seem to love
and bate us just as mur!: as we tend to love
and hate them. At the same time.
We do occasionally run into prciblems on
campus though. This fall, when Whitworth
decided to go trayless in the cafeteria, we
found ourselves malcing multiple trips for

food.
Yeah, by the time we got to our table with
pizza, we wanted soup!
Or vice versa. With the trays, we were
able to grab one of everything to eliminate
the problem. We could simply throw everything out when we were full-then change our minds again and grab it
back out ofthe garbage. Ha ha ha.
Yeah, it's tough sometimes.
I would say its what you make it. Either
way, Whitworth has been a very supportive
place for me.
Me too! Don't forget me!
I, me and we, right?

A dern Arrisen.111,11mytthun

Realize the benefits of sex
BAB

SWAYNE
(a..vIrst

College is arguably one of the best
places to meet young, attractive people of
the opposite sex and have non-committal
intercourse with thcm. College is also
one of the most stressful environments a
young person is likely to encounter. The
health benefits of frequent and vigorous sexual activity arc the perfect way to
combat midterm or finals nerves. 1 !ere
at Whitworth, however, too many students wag thcir fingers at such "libertine
activities" as love making. Coitus is good
and good for you, and it should no longer be prohibited at Whitworth. Actually,

students should encourage each othcr to
have more and better sex.
WebMD.com lists stress relief as the No.
1 benefit of sexual intercourse, but Whitworth fails to realize that coupling with
your significant other or others frequently
is conducive to better performance, both
in the classroom and out.
Speaking of dassrooms, the first thing
that experienced, outgoing seniors should
do with incoming freshmen is to show
them the best places to have sex on campus. A student cannot practice healthful
sex just anywhere.
Study rooms in the library, tops of
washing machines in Mac, the secondfloor lounge in Arend, the Writing Center,

and the Vhitworthian newsroom are all
top-notch spots as well. However, dorm
rooms arc a tad lackluster, and a roommate might barge in. That might be awkward.
Vhitworth's students should not stop at
guiding newcomers in their choice ofplace
but also in their choice of style. 'Ihe health
benefits of sex are the sante anywhere for
a given level of exertion, but some ways
to get down and nasty are just better than
others. Far beyond stress relief, a strict
regimen of correctly-postured sexcrcise
increases your long-term health.
According to Newsweek.com, the
health benefits of weekly scx in strcnuous
positions include increased production of
Immunoglobin A antibodies, which help
keep you healthy and ready to tackle those
big scary tests; slowing of the aging process, Iceeping you young and ready to succeed; and burning four chocolate kisses'
worth of calories every half hour.
If Whitworth ladies arc going to burn
thosc kisses off their thighs, then they
need to know how to correctly use their
bodies, and the Whitworth student community needs to help them krtow how. I
hold the student body responsible for
each unhealthy Ballard Babe and Arend Belle I see. Every Niac man lacicing
musde deserves more from his fellow students. That Mac man could be helping his
friends pump up, and they could be helping him if only every student knew some
Kama Sutran basics. The Core courses are
great, but gaining core strength through
intensive intercourse is even better.

WHITWORTHIAN SPEAKS OUT: WHAT DO YOU
inhale lots of
Diet Pepsi and
Lucky Channs
from Saga
during the wee
hours of the

"I throw things

NI

at the section

For the health of the student bod),
Vhitworth should 11.xve a club dedicated
to teaching students about how to perfinnt the sex act well. Each erogenous
zone, male and kmale, would be discussed
equally and at great. great length. 'Mere
would be benefit dinners to help the sexually repressed and loads of club activities
designed to deeply impact every aspect of
student life and stimulate campus interest

in copulation.

Vhitworth seniors John Thomas and
Qucynte recently submitted a proposal for a ncw club called lhe Sextracurricular Action Club, and I commend
them for it. However, the club will need
I lope

members, members that arc not afraid to
stick out at first, members that will risc
up, stand tall, and resist thc temptation
to bcnd before Whitworth is a healthier,
more sexually knowledgeable place.
Unfortunately, I am getting ahead of
myself. Sex is still a social taboo here. The
unwillingness of the student body to encourage its own erotic vivacity reflects the
flaccidity of spirit that still plagues many
of us. Why should a student body that desires an education of the heart and mind
not cducatc its libido as well?
Neglect of the student pudendum is a
travesty against the whole student body.
We should keep abreast of the times, leave
off antiquated assumptions that demean
sex, and give ourselves an education of thc
whole body, not just thc mind and hcart.
Contact Swayne at editor@whitworthian.com.
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World of Whitworth launched Faculty decide to

implement fourth
semester of Core

Jerod Jarvis
Staff Writer

Starting next fall, Whitworth University will once again
lead the way into the bold new future of education with
the release of a ncw video game projected to completely
change the face of higher learning.
"World of Whitworth," the ncw game recently announced by Bad Snowstorm Entertainment, is expected
to takc the video game world by storm, and increase the
student application pool by a factor of 10.
Dean of enrollment Fred Pfursich is excited about the
game.
We really feel that the release of this game will not only
show the world that Whitworth University is on thc fast
curve of higher cducation, but we're also expecting it to
greatly improve our retention rate as students find that
they just can't stop playing," he said.
The game, which is slated for a fall 2009 release, will feature a digital version of the Whitworth campus that is based
on its real-life countcrpart. Early reports from testers, who
were before this point sworn to secrecy, are positive.
"It's amazing, sophomore Billy Magc said. "The trees
look like real trees, thc classrooms look real classrooms;
they even got Forrest Baird's beard just exactly right. It's
almost likc you're really at Whitworth."
Lead developer Jim Higgins is confident the game will
be an instant hit with students.
"We've spent a lot of time just observing students," he
said. "We've worked dosely with Whitworth sccurity lo get
more cameras and even a few coercive interrogations set
up in order to really get a feel for what the Whitworth experience is like. I don't mean to brag but I feel that we've hit
the nail on the head."
I liggins also said the eventual goal is for there to be no
way tu distinguish the real Whitworth from the virtual
one.
Garneplay vill be :familiar to anyone with experience
playing other online multiplayer games. Students will log
in, create their virtual avatar with a powerful customization tool set, choose a major, book a seat in some classes,
and are then set free in the game world. Digital professors,
some of which will be controlled by their real-world counterparts, will hand out quests in the form of homework.
The game will require a mandatory monthly fee, which
Bad Snowstorm reps have been quoted as saying will "start
out high, and then rise every year until it's just ridiculous."
Several new financial aid packages are currently being
planned to help cover these costs.
While the game will start out as an extracurricttlar activity, ambitious plans are in place for future expansions.

Nic Vargus

Staff Writer
A recent meeting orchestrated by the Whitworth administration has yielded several interesting results for
the student body at Whitworth.
The first change is the introduction ola new position
among the administration, the Dean ofAcademic Reapportionment. The position has been given to a new lace.
Mary Kirkpatrick, who received a credit-induced doctorate from ITT Tech, has vowed to restructure much of
the academic curriculum at Whitworth University for
the coming year.
Several of the gen cds have been restructured or cut
completely.
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Professors Forrest Baird and Arlin Migliazzo grace the cover.

Costs of construction and campus expansion are also
expected to be favorably affected as demand for real-world
land and materials declines.
"Students in game won't have a need for any new physical buildings," said Alan Jacob, associate director of housing. "Once they've been fully integrated into 'World of
Whitworth: we'll be able to put eight or nine in a dorm
room without risk of crowding."
Tradit iat ion will also get a facelift from the game. RAs in
charge of welcoming new freshmen arc planning new digital traditions to replace the outdated real world activities,
which will be phased out over the next three years.
"We're planning all kinds of fantastic things," said one
RA who asked to remain anonymous. "I don't want to give
too nnich away, but Leroy Jenkins will have nothing on

us:'
Contact Jarvis at eilitor!ewhitworthian.com

Want a new major? Try pirating
Alex Bistrevsky
Staff Writer
Every student at Whitworth University is guilty of boarding the pirating
train to the "The Piracy is Right" live
audience taping. Either yoti "heard" a
rumor that someone knew a person
who %vas almost cousins with a person
who allegedly claimed that they found
illegally downloaded files shared on
the Whitworth network. but took it
lightly because no one Would do that at
a school likc Vhitworth, or you actually know of people who have sworn
allegiance to Blackbeard himself.
Or maybc you are a pirate. A slithering wash bucket of servitude of the
worst kind! Rcmcmbcr that season of
"Gilmore Girls" your roommate downloaded illegally from the Internet, gig; gling giddily as she released the tip of
her index finger from thc mouse? Yes,
the one you failed to report to the Internet services provider, you scum! You
even showed said roommate where
site would chance to find that episode
where Rory tells I.ogan that site could
not have a casual romantic relationship
xvith him. Look at you, swimming in
your own slop. You make me sick!
Who is to blame for our innate tendency to swindle files off of the internet? If its natural, is it so wmng? President Bill Robinson feels as though it is
time to confmnt the elephants in the
room of the past, so to speak.

"The students desem to know the
truth," he said. "We have always intended for pirating to be a major at
Wh i tworth.
Robinson feels it is appropriate that
a pirating major finally be introduced
to satisfy the scholastic endeavors of
students. During a meeting held over
Spring Break, Robinson said he feels
Whitworth has been robbing, not in a
good way like being a pirate, students
of a proper education all these years.
By adding this degree in pirating, the
administration seeks to amend all
wrongs and give students the education they deserve.
"These students deserve the right to
know what was meant by an cducation
of mind and heart," Robinson said: "It's
a funny story really; the original mission statement was 'An education of
slight of hand.'"
Students who are daring will endure
rigorous courses of study taught by the
most prestigious pirates that the vocation has to offer. Students will learn
firsthand the code of honor modern
day pirates abide by. The first decree is
that there is no code whereby these Pirates follow. That was just a sample, but
if you liked that chances are you will
love the many excruciating enlightening concepts pirate majors will strive
to master. Navigate through Internet
waters in a Torrenting class, or fish
the same seas in a 200-level Dynamics of Phishing class, some of the many

courses encompassed by the pirating
major.
If you like what pirates stand for,
you are welcome to board our.ship, the
learning ship that is, and discover firsthand the many benefits being a modem n day pirate presents "in a world so
cold, only in a world this colii." Alright
you caught me; I was just listening to
my Mudvayne CD that I conveniently
acquired from the Internet why not 20
minutes ago.
Sugule Ali, a pirate from the Somahan Coast will take his post as the head
of the pirating department at Whitworth and will lead a summer internship opportunity to the Somalian coast
in the spring of 2011. Students will
have the chance to experience the rawness of being a pirate. Carlile Arbleton,
a sophomore at Whitworth who has
decided to change his major in Theology to a major in Piracy and a minor
in Theatre is one of the many who have
signed up to partake in this venture.
Arbleton says that he was never so sure
of his calling until the pirating major
was introduced.'
"Until now the c.hoices at Whitworth have been so limited," Arbleton
said. "There has ahvays been a side of
me that v.-anted to rip off my neighbor,
and now I can, thanks to Whitworth

"Though the restructuring still has a few lines of jurisdiction to go through, at this point, participating in
two intramural sports will count as onc credit of physical education. We believe that this fulfills the same function as requiring students to take RE. classes that may
or may not fit with student's schedule. We're sure this
will be a welcome relief to many students. We wish %veil
implemented this a long time ago."
Students aren't as relieved, however, by some of the
other implementations. Among the additions to the gen
cd list are six credits of mathematics, a second interpersonal communications coursc and a sophomore and
junior seminar class.
"I just don't think there's enough time in the day to
take all these gen ed," sophomore Poles Duncan said.
But the icing on the cake for many students is sure to
be the introduction of a new core program, which will
be called Core 450: Life Skills.
"Three is sort oía weird number. To us, four just felt
right. More right than three, at least," Kirkpatrick told
The Vhitworthian in a lengthy e-mail, in which she
emphasized the reasons for the restructuring.
"We wanted to place a bigger emphasis on the actual
'doing:" Kirkpatrick explained the need for a course
that would actively involve students in activities on a
day-to-day basis. Students can expect to be engaged in
things besides note taking in each Core .150 class.
"Students will learn. life skills, like knitting and even
how to change their oil. 'We've gotten into contact with
some of our culinary staff, and they'll be teaching an
excellent unit on making food and cleaning up afterward. We are positive (the unit) will be popular with
our female students."
The restructuring, or reformation as many students
are calling it, has been viewed as a thinly-veiled attempt
to shift Whitworth's education back toward morality.
Recent events on campus, including numerous
streaking incidents, as well as a rise in accounts of oncampus drunkenness and California-rolling-stops, have
signaled a decline in on-campus morality and Christian-ness in the student body; so much so, in fact, that
numerous meetings have been called by Whitworth administration to resolve these issues.
To many, the introduction of the Core 450 program
seems to be the answer to the administration's prayers.
"We want to teach students that their actions are just
as important as their faith. Because of this deep-rooted
belief, we have Christian elements in every single lecture; Kirkpatrick wrote. "Students will learn the proper
posture for praying in our Yoga unit, they'll make meals
for the,hungry, theyll find new and interesting ways to
express their Christianity when driving... my favorite
is bumper stickers; Kirkpatrick added. "Oh and those
little stitched pads with Christian sayings? We'll definitely make those."
The new-found righteousness in the curriculum has
angered many students, including many atheists around
campus.
When asked whether Kirkpatrick was worried that
the new changes might upset the often under-represented atheist-body of Whitworth she replied with a scoff.
"Atheists chose Whitworth because God is punishing
them," she said.
When asked whether the new course might wear thin
on content, Dr. Kirkpatrick responded Isith her own
question.
"Ifyou really thought we were worried about running
out of material, do you think we'd have a Core 350?"

University."

Contact Bistrevsky at eilitor@whitworthian.com.

Contact Varglis at eilitor@whitworthian.cosit.
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Hello Walk to be used for curling
Morgan Feddes
Staif Writer

HON THWIST CON/ER[1'1C(

lhe university is already in the highly selective
process of recruiting students for its new curling
team.
"We've got three students signed on, but almost
60 students, both incoming and current, have
expressed a strong interest in joining the team:*
said I lenry Adamson. NVIntwortlis new curling
coach.
Curling. which !us been an Olympic sport since
the 1998 games. features a team of four players.
"Teams take turns sliding heavy, polished granite
stones down the ice towards the target (called the
house)," according to Wikipedia. "Two sweepers
with brooms accompany t..ach nick and use timing equipment and their best judgment, along
with direction from their teammates, to help direct the stones to their resting place."
Whitworth hopes to mruit enough students to
fium a men's team, a womeas team and a mixed
team. Adamson said.
"A mixed team has tsvo guys and two girls," he
said. "Right now we have tiro men and one woman who want to play. Ve need at least four of each
to make the teams."
Choosing the students has been a challenge,
since so many people ss-ant to play, Adamson
said.
"We arc being very selective," he said. "Past
experience in curling. current grades, coaching
references, financial state and appearance are all
a part of the selection process. If they don't have a
lot of money or are missing more than three teeth,
then they are automatically out."
Sophomore Jordan reticles and junior Nic
Vargus have agreed to play for the Buts this fall.
Incoming freshman Luke Illus is the third confirmed niember.
"Ent looking forward to playing with the new
freshman," reticles said. "I've talked to him on the
phone, and he seems pretty cool."
reddes has been curling since she was 8 years
old.
"I grew up in a small tmvit in Niontattar she
said. Iliere's not a whole lot to do out there, and
since it's so cold all of the time, it was only natural
for me to start curling."
Along with reticles. Vargus will be a strong asset fin- the team. Adamson said.
"Ile's got a lot of experience in curling, and he's
a natural leader," Adamson said.
Nrargus has competed in several national competitions, and nearly made it to the 2006 NVinter
Olympics in litrin, Italy. 1 le was a hopeful for the
gold medal, but couldn't go because oían injury.
"I svoultrve gone if it weredt for my shoulder," he saitL "I dislocated it during practice a few

WittMENRIM@

After successful seasons in nearly every sport thus far this year, it
seems Whitworth is finally ready
to step up to the competition presented by Division I sports. Ihe
decision is final at this point, and
those involved have been whipped
into a frenzy by the urgent nature
of the venture. Whitworth is currently structuring a new division
plan, or N.D.P., as dean of athletics
Daniel Meyer calls it.
"Wc expect the N.D.P. to be a
huge success with students and
faculty," Meyer said. "We're almost
positive a*lot more students will attend games, and there's that whole
11-list celebrity incentive to go to
class when you know you're sitting
next to sornedne like Adam Morrison in Chem Lab. Like for instance,
in 'Twilight Bella really wanted to
sit next to Edward in her science
class, co you can bet she went to
class everyday, even if Edward
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4-3

WHITWORTH
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3-7

L&C

1-7

1-11
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0-0

1-5
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0-8

3-10
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Junior NicVargus attempts to score a deuce during practice with the curling team on the Hello Walk.

weeks befine the qualifiers, and it took awhile for
me to heal."
Vargus said he's considering trying out for the
2010 %%rimer Olympics in Vancouver, Canada.
"I've got a lot of things on nw mind for school
and stuff, but Id still like to go to the Olympics," he
said. its been a dream of mine since I was little."
Adamson said Vhitworth has picked an excellent time to pick up the sport of curling.
"There's leen a lot of interest in the last few
years in the sport, and it's definitely picking up in
popularity," he said.
I lowever, due to the economic crisis, Whitworth won't be building a rink for curling for a
few years, said Brian Benzel, vice president of fi-

nance and administration.
"We're planning on having the team use one
side of the I lello Walk for practice," Benzel said.
"It's not the most ideal situation, but it's the most
financially feasible at this point:*

didn't. Weil like to do something
similar, but with athletes instead of
vampires."
Meyer said he was watching
NIarch Madness when he decided
to pitch the idea to the school.
"I was watching all these games
and thinking, 'I ley, I feel like Whitworth is being underrepresented
in all of this: So I pitched the idea
to the Board, and they bit. We've
got a lot of basketball fans on the
Board," he said.
But the step-up from a Division
IH school to a Division I school is
a risky move, and many local residents question tsleyer's decision to
neglect Division II in all of this.
"We didn't want to do the whole
Division II thing," Meyer said. "We
felt like that was a little pansy. Like
a step ladder %Oren what you really need is an elevator. Or like,
something that goes higher than
an elevator. Like a rocket ship or a
really long ladder Ur something. So
we decided, you knots., go big or go

homer

ALL

%Yin:worth vs. Bobby Fischer

new recruits for the team know about the
practice situation, Adamson said.
"They're cool with it," he said. "A lot of them
have been practicing on sidewalks and stuff at
home anyway."
reticles said she's looking forward tu being able
to practice in the daylight again.
"I've been curling on the I kilo Walk for awhile
now," she said. "But I've always had to practice at
night so I wouldn't hit anyone. Getting nailed in
the ankles by one of those stones can really ruin
sometme's day."
reddes said she was the one to suggest using
the I kilo Walk as a practice rink.
"It's iced over all of the time," she said. "It's not
quite %vide enough, but its definitely long enough.
It actually works pretty well."

Contact reddes at editorCewhitworthian.com.

Pirates to jump to NCAA Division I
Nic Vargus
Staff Writer

NWC

And go big they have; recruiting
for football has already begun for
next year. Scouts have flown as far
as Austin, Texas, to look at potential athletes.
"'Ibis all scents sort of like an
afterthought; said onc scout, who
wished to remain anonymous. "I
mean, most colleges have some
sort of game plan for this sort of
thing. We aren't even told what
positions we're scouting for, just
that we're looking for athletes with
'mojo: whatever that is."
When asked how exactly a university makes the switch from a
Division III school to a Division I
school, Meyer's answer was ambiguous. "'e're not trying to get tied
down by all these facts anti semantics. All you need to know is that
it is our top priority right now," he
said.
Some facts, however, refuse to be
neglected. Like the need for larger
athletic buildings to accommodate
the influx of students, game attendees and media teams. Meyer's

implementation plan has full backing from the Whitworth board, despite its rather hectic time frame.
"A majority of the tuition hike
for this year will be going toward
better athletic arcas' Meyer said.
"You can expect a full scale stadiunt to begin its rise in summer. Ihe
current tuition Nvon't cover that,
so we're thinking about new options." These new options include
a spring-semester tuition leap, a
practice many universities refuse
to implement due to the bait-andswitch nature of the endeavor.
"Students think they're getting
at least a full year locked down at
a set price point and all the sudden
the school just jerks the rugs from
under their feet," former janitor
Benjamin Morrey said. "I xvouldn't
be surprised if we had an uncharacteristically high transfer rate
come spring of next year."
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bikes left
unlocked
Campus security conducts
Spring Break bike survey,
finds many bikes unsecured

e

Heather Kennison

o

Stag Vriter

During Spring Break. a vaiking lot ittsrectioit conducted
by the security department revealed that out of 1+1 bicycles
on campus, 92 were left unlocked.
There have bien about 20 reported bicycle thefts this
year, according to the campus security log.
Ninety percent of crimes committed on campus are preventable, security supervisor Mark McFall said.
Man y of the bike thefts tv ere crimes of opportunity %vial
unsecured bicycles.
"Why give them the opportunity?" McFall said.
liven bikes that are secured to a rack are not cowletely
safe. Son e locks are harder to tiefeat, McFall said.
As cable locks can be cut, McFall recommends a U-lock.
Those are the ones that get stolen the least," McFall
said.
Senior I leather Stevens said her bike was stolen in September even though it was locked with a cable lock.
"I could have had a U-lock on it but I don't think it would
have made much a difference," Stevens said, adding that she
cannot afford to buy another bike.
When she discovered that her bike had been stolen, she
said there va s a thinner U-lock that had been cut
another bike.
She said this is her fifth year at IVIiitworth and has never
liad anything stolen before.
Sophomore Ntundo Corrales said he sometimes locks his
bike tvith a cable lock once or twice a month.
"I never really lock mine and no one ever takes it," Cor-

of

An

liere is tlw list of classes that
tisis summer:
Joe Vigil
visiting faculty In communication studies
I

Melissa Sprenkle
assistant professor of English

American National Politics
Julia Stronks
professor of political science

a

"If someone borros it (without permission! I'll lock it
up for the next da)' or two," Corrales said.
Only one of the stolen bicycles this year was secured with
a U-lock, according to the campus security log. M least
seven more vere completely unsecured and six had cable
locks.
'Itere have been bike thefts nearly every month during
the school year.
There were five thefts in September, seven in October,
three in November, one in February and three in Nlarch,
according to the campus security log.
There k no pattern seen as to Isliat kinds of bicycles Wert:
stolen, NIcFall said.
Cable-locks at the North Division Bicycle Shop near
campus cost about 515, wlicte time U-locks average about
S-10.

Contact I/eather Ketmison at heather.lannisongivhitWOrthitin.COM.
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at

later date.
"From my experience, !Internet programs] receive deeper discussion online
than in a classroom: Ratclitf said. "It allows
a

visiting faulty in physics

'cm

bike.

vere postponed for further development

Physics in Current Events
Anders Gardestig

411'

rales said.
I le said his roommates tvill occasionally borrow his

Ibis summer, four new online classes will
be offered that will allow students to complete the course anywhere, even in their
hometowns or sitting out in the sunshine.
As dean of continuing studies, Terry !Litchi!' is also in charge of summer programs.
"lell also help students who are behind to
catch up during the summer," Ratcliffsaid.
Six proposals for classes have been proceswd for the Internet program and two

Interpersonal Communication

rlEASE

ABOVE: A bike lock dangles, unlocked, from the metal frame of a bike outside of Arend Hall.
BELOW: Bikes were parked outside of the HUB on April 4. Out of 144 bikes on caMptiiduiing Spring Break, 92 were unlocked.

Ben Garves
A:if Writer

Whitworth plans to offix online

PUYMa'
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School to offer summer courses online

online education

Writing

i
`t.

S(P.f.

10

!i CIS

13
16

students to take more time to think of, develop and edit their responses."
Whitworth, in foresight to a future Internet education program, hired Ratcliff last
year partly for his H) years of experience
with Internet education.
"The programs are so successful now because the technology has gotten exponentially better and it has gained credibility,"
Ratclilf said. "Programs are experiencing increased enrollment because students today
are far more comfortable online than they
were I() years ago:.
According to a constituency report
ASVU conducted last year, 59 percent of
current I.VItitworth students surveyed said
tltey would be interested in taking onlin.e
classes.

AM/17U Elections Guide. PAGE 2

"I have found that people who take online graduate level classes often find them
superior to physical classes:' said professor
Julia Stronks, who is developing an AuralCa 11 National Politics Internet course for the
summer session.
The classes are designed to meet state re-

quirements, but some of the developmental
faculty are skeptical as to the ability of a
simple online course to build a strong understanding of theory in the subject.
"It's ver)' good for anyone who ill St vant s
to take a class on basic politics" Stronks
said. "[Bud I don't think the online offering
is :I better tool than anything we actually do
in the physical class"

Set! ONLINE,

page 3
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Massaging Editor
James Spung
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Online Etstor
Jasmine linabary
pumbw lwritarye.A.r.orthrot tam
Copy Chief
Morgan Feddes

Assistant Copy Chief
Erica Sdvader

News Editor
lube Woonch

Tyler Whitney

Michael Harri
1That are the student
body's biggest concerns, and how will

Major:
Comnsunicatiots
Minor: Music
Year: Junior

you address them?
The student body
wants to know %vhere
their money is going and how %ve can

Why arc you running for ASWU president?
am hem to serve
students. I have bencfitted time and time again by
student leaders who have invested in me and believed in me,
and they planted seeds of hopc
and confidence in me. I wish to
give that back. I take what I do
seriously, but know ho%v to have
some fun while doing it. Creativity is sparked in leaders by challenging thcm and allowing them
to cnjoy it at the same time. I
know I can .improve this campus and run a more accountable
government around me with
improved communication with
the student body and administration. Above all, i want to do
this. Personal passion and motivation is what prompted me to
run.
I

cut back on tuition
raiscs. Thition is a
wildcard issue in whid% we can
feel powerless, because there
art so many variables factoring
into it, but we can seek ways to
reduce excessive spending. This
is addressed twofold: poll the
students to see where we can
cut back on spending, all the
%vhile working with administration who are continuously
seeking %vays to cut costs. 'There
is also room for improvement
with events on campus catering to different demographics.
While there has been improved
diversity in programs, one audience gets a majority of the event
planning.

law Inwe.ilmthmitIntinig ta,MI

What arc thc student
body's biggest concerns, and how will
you address thcm?
I believe the campus' biggest concerns
Why arc you runare the rising rate of
ning for ASWU
tuition and paying for
president?
college; sustainability
and good stewardship
I am running for
over creation; and the
ASWU president because I be- need for more service opporlieve students need a leader %vho tunities both on and off-camcan dearly, confidently and ef- pus. Within thc first four %vecks
fectively communicate their of school, I will issue a constituvoices to groups like the Board cncy report collecting student
of Trustees, the Cabinet and fac- opinion on the issuc of tuition
ulty. The president needs to be and financial aid and to gather
both a student and a professional a consensus on i proposal for a
voice that represents his or her fixed-tuition system, where stuconstituents. As the primary li- dents enter their freshman year
aison between students and.the paying a slightly higher rate, but
administration, the president pay the same ratc for all four
needs to have the organization years. Regarding sustainability,
and communication skills nec- I %vill continue current efforts
essary to understand and pri- to reduce then number of cars
oritize students concerns. I want on campus by making available
to use my experience and skills energy-efficient vehicles for stuto start conversations on issucs dents to rent. And for service
like tuition increases and finan- opportunities, I will work with
cial aid, sustainability efforts and the SERVE coordinator to plan.
increased service opportunities service trips and events for more
during brealcs.
of our breaks.
Major:
Political Science,
concentration in
Economics
Year: Sophomore

Assistant News Editor
Melissa Chatlender
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Opinions Editor

Tyler Hamilton
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Scene Editor
Cardin Retnord
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Anisuot Scene Editor
York;
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Sports Editor
Danika Heatherly
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Minors: Theology,

your

Leadership Studies,
Business, Speech

Communiotion
Year: Junior

Why are you running
for EVP?

Assistant Sports Editor
James Getter
paws trOrron.havastbiat saw

Photo Editor
Derek Calanoras
Arrnitsumms."Junorsh.wa two

Advertising Manager
Jordan Coke
pciatatiLni.dut.ortilmoLow

Grcubtion Manager
Katie Anderson

Web Technician
Nathan Sargent
sudbastAirprotohaut.ordarmagege

Aisistant Graphics Eifitor
Kelsey Bacon
bacomeJutworduantaff

Adviser

kn McPherson
presersow4hdatuvrtit

Staffmembers
Asmara Aryan, Bud Bander, Aleen Benue, Sebastien
Woo, Alex Bistrevsky, Justin Blackwood. Mitch Carver,
Miranda Cased, Ryan frisson,Tayior faranda, Annette
Fmk Molly Ferree, Wan Feddes, Ben Ganes,
Ryan Graves, rara Heatherly, Bandon Hemming, San
Holman, Jerod JaMElizabeth Johnson, Ben Jones,
Heather Kenniseo, Hannah IGnnier, Charles leeftlet
Game MacThersco, Ira Mdntosh, Moran lAcOssilin,

Wei O'Kelley, Josh Olsby, (AMU Privet Thomas
Robrnson, Tara Sactrun, Sophie Sestero, Rebecca

Snape, Josh Swayne, Tim Takerni, Jessica Valencia, tik
Vargus, Michtila Sutherlard, Joe Waterlog, Kathryn

I am running for
executive vice president because
I have a passion for ASWU. I
have shown my passion for
ASWU through my attendance
at meetings throughout the last
three years and also as a member
of a numbcr of sub-committees
throughout that time, including
the finance committee, budget
committee, zoning committee,
student elections committee and
also the endowment committee
%vith the Board of Trustees. I
see this position as a chance for
me to integrate my passion and
experience to make ASWU efficient, hold its members accountable and to ensure that its members have the support thcy need
to best fulfill their positions.

OPINIONS POLICY
Columns, editorial COMM and reviews are the opinions of their individual mom and no( necessarily the
opinion of the Whitworthian, its edrtots or its staff
PUBLIC FORUM

the VAitworthian is a pubbc fonrn that befieves in
freedom of speeds and expressionas guaranteed in the
rso Amendment to the Consututicn cf the United States.
CONTACT US

Whitworth University
300W. Hawthorne Ri
Spokane, WA 99251
elitot@whilworthiaticom
(509) 771-3248

opponent?

My
opponent
would make a very
qualified and effective EV1'. What I
bring to the table that
she does not is my experience and passion.
I laving only missed a small
number of meetings throughout
thc past three years I have had
the opportunity to scc ASWU
switch in leadership styles and
I have a more thorough knowledge of how previous leaders
have effectively anOneffectively
filled the various liositions. This
experience will be' invaluable in
supporting each, of the positions. I also have experience being on a dorm leadership team
as an SGC which helps me have
insight on wkat. it means to be
a non-RA on a dorm team. Finally, I have a shown my strong
passion for ASWU as an active
member the two years prior to
this without being paid to be at
meetings.

How would you propose to manage any

unallocated funds next
year?
I

want to gain an in-

depth understanding of
how each club plans to
not only spend money,
but also how they plan
to raise funds for themselves. With the increasing number of clubs
that are being formed
throughout the year,

dubs will need
to be either
more frugal
with the funds
budgeted or
actively seek
other methods of raising
money. Last semester proved to
be difficult for clubs to
request more money
since there was no money available in the unallocated account. I feel that
the unallooted funds
from the first semester
were used appropriately

for you, Instead of
your opponent?

Why are you running

for EVP?
This year, I have
served as the Natsihi
editor-in-chicf. My
favorite part of this
job has been encouraging and

empowering the editors and
staff to do their very bcst work.
My staff is made up of many different kinds of people who are
motivated differently and have
various skill sets. Utilizing all
their strengths as a whole, while
working to motivate them individually, has been very rewarding for me. The EVP shares a
similar task by working with the
senators and representatives to
empower them for success. Using the skills I have developed
this ycar, I am excited to work
with the members of ASWU in
order to serve Whitworth University.

Carl Chan
Major: Accounting
Minor: Theology
Year: Junior

Why should We vote

Majors: Psychology.
Theology
Year: Junior

ASWU FINANCIAL VICE PRESIDENT

Williamson, MichaelMawr, Iris Ilk, TrAcc Zajicei,
Colin Zalovski, Erin Mier

Charley Brinkman
Why should wc vote
for you, instead of

Nlajor: Psychology

and I'm glad
that all of the
funds wcrc

disbursed.

Clubs were
active
and
used th e mon-

As the yearbook
editor, I have exhibited the necessary
traits of a successful
EVP: leadership, motivation, communication, organization
and assertiveness: I have managed and coordinated a tcam of
students toward a common goal
under demanding circumstances. In addition, I understand thc
organization and structure of
ASWU. My desire is to serve the
Whitworth community by empowering its student leaders to
understand and meet its needs. I
will accomplish this by holding
student representatives accountable, while simultaneously recognizing that those who serve
thc student body of Whitworth
University must also be served.

Missed the
ASWU

debates

last night?

ey to provide,/

opportunities
and activitfes
for the general student body to be
a part of. I plan ,CM using the same requisition
process that was used
this year to allow clubs
to request more money
throughout the year.

Listen in and get a full fecap
only at

whitworthian.com
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Art seniors change exhibit name
lhe school usually helps with advertising
through press releases on the VVhitworth Web
site as well as other advertising costs, said MiAfter being told by professors in the art de- chael Le Roy, vice president for Academic Afpartment that the univcrsity would not give fairs. However, Le Roy and President Bill Robfinancial support or have its namc associated inson received a memo from some professors
with "Free Beer," senior art
in the art department March
students changed the name
6 telling them that they had
of the senior art exhibition
told students thc department
'My reason for agreeing with
to "Something Better than
not help with adverthe faculty stems less from any would
Free Beer."
tising costs or allow Whitmoral concern about free beer worth's name to be used in
Seniors in the art department arc responsible for but from the disappointing and conjunction with the event.
organizing and choosing a
After he got involved,
cliche aesthetic choices this
name for the annual senior
Le Roy said he in no way
represente
art exhibit.
said they couldn't go ahcad
Michael Le Roy,
The rcason students dewith the exhibit as planned,
vice president forAcodemicAffairs
cided to call the exhibit "Free
but agreed that the school
Beer" was to cause people to
shouldn't be associated with
think more about their bethe title.
liefs and attitudes, senior Bryan I'utnam said in
"My reason for agreeing with the faculty
a previous opinions column.
stems less from any moral concern about free
"The title (called] into question our motiva- beer but from the disappointing and cliche aes(ion and intention for going to such an event: thetic choice this represents," he said.
Putnam said in the article. "I think the idea is
Le Roy said he's not sure if or how the auextremely thought provoking and I honestly dience's expectations will change with the new
look forward to the dialogue it will start."
title.
Melissa Challender
Assistant News Editor

"I'm not alarmed by it; I'm not worried about
it and I'll be there: he said. "I would've gone
even if they'd kept it the same."
Because Whitworth is a private institution,
the school could lawfully prohibit the event
from happening at all. First Amendment laws
concerning free speech don't apply to private
colleges, according to the Foundation for Individual Rights in Education (FIRE).
However, Le Roy said he tries to let students
make their own decisions and experience the
consequences, good or bad.
"I always will prefer an option- doesn't mean
I'll ahvays do it, but I'll always prefer it- ivhere
we allow students to make choices, but we're not
shy about allowing the praise and the criticism
to come to them for their choices: he said.
Although allowing students to have freedom
is more work for the administrator, it's worth it,
Le Roy said.
"I prefer debate, dialogue and decision-making and real consequences instead ofan attempt
to control the environment: he said.
Contact Melissa Challender at mclisia.dtallender@whitworthian.com.

°Monolo ues' Droduction underwa
Joy Bacon

play which includes interviews with ing to do, thcy usually respond very
Ensler about why she wrote the play. positively. They may not always like
Enslcr based the play the real-lifc ex- it but they do appreciate it from a
periences of women shc interviewed. critical pérspective: Trotter said in
The discussion will be led by pro- an e-mail. "I think Vhitworth always
fessor of theatre Diana Trotter. In the has to be exploring how we allow evplans for the
eryone's voice to be heard
original perforand honored even when
CLICK
mance, Trotter
our opinions and perhad agreed to Read mote about what's happened since the spectives might be very
event was originally scheduled online at
lead a post-play
different and even polar
discussion. In
opposites of cach other:
whitwotthian.com
her
Gender,
The reading of "The
'
Performance. .
Vagina Monologues" is
and Pop Culture dass Trotter has led ichedufed for Illesday. April 21.
a similar discussion as a teaching tool
fur hcr students.
Contact Joy Bacon at joy.bacon@
"Because students learn about the
context of the piccc and what it's try- whit worthimr.cortt.

Editor in Chief

Almost two months after the originally-scheduled event, "The Vagina
Monologues" is getting underway on
campus.
To help educate and engage the
campus with thc reading, special
events coordinator Kelsey lhurman
organized a discussion, being held
todayat 4 o.m.InVicyerhacuser III.
"Thi-dis.itiision will be" an opportunity to explain the purpose of the
'Monologues.' as well as explain the
process Eve Enslcr %vent through in
writing them," Thurman said.
The event will show clips of the
2002 11110 documentary about the
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The courscs offered
will be Interpersonal

Communication with
Joe Vigil, visiting faculty in communication
studies; Writing I with
Melissa Sprcnkle, assistant professor of English; American National
Politics with Stronks
and Physics in Current
Events with Anders
Gardcstig, visiting faculty in physics.
The faculty writing the programs went
through Internet education training in December with an outside
instructor and hold
periodic meetings with
Ratcliff for developing
strategics that will facilitate discussions.
The summer courses
will be offered with normal summer and fall
2009 registration on
WhitNet.
Contact Bo: Carves
at ben.garves@whitworthian.com.

.

Read online
at

whitworthian.com
RESULTS
A new, unofficial student political activism
group called RESULTS
has begun to see
results.

Professor writes
as a Christian on
climate change
Lindy Scott, professor of
modern languages, recently
published a new book about
Christian stewardship and
the environment.
The book, titled "Christians, the Care of Creations, and Global Climate
Change: revolves around
the idea that Christians
have a duty to care for creation as God's stewards.
Read more online at

whitworthian.com.

Faculty look at
causes of global
economic crisis
Whitworth held a Dean's
Dialogue on March 31 on
the global economic crisis,
featuring a panel from the
School of Global Commerce and Management.
Hutchens said the crisis began in 1982 when it
first became popular to use
mortgages as securities.
"I think it triggered the
crisis, but you have to add
other causes like low interest rates in federal treasuries," Hutchens said. "The
United States' economy has
gone off a cliff and is trying
to take the world economy
with it."
Read more online at
whitworthian.com.

Eight incoming
students receive
full scholarships
Eight incoming students
for the class of 2013 were
awarded four-year full tuition scholarships during
the Faculty Scholarship
competitions.
The Faculty Scholarship
is a rigorous competition
awarded to incoming prospective freshmen who have
been admitted with honors.
Read more online at
whitworthian.com.
Compiled by news staff

CORRECTIONS&
CLARIFICATIONS

The Village
Keola will be removed
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this summer, while two
other buildings will be
used as residence halls
and another will be left
vacant.

Campus hoax
A security threat
reported during Spring
Break was a hoax.

In the last print edition,
Elizabeth Johnson's opinions column on the senior
art exhibit failed to discuss the role the art faculty
played in the decision to
not endorse the title "Free
Beer." The administration
was involved only after
the art faculty had already
made the decision.

Fellowship
Since January, four

Whitworth students
have had the opportunity to take part in a
program throughout
the year.

The Whitwathian is cot:vaned to tarnriking
the Whitworth community with the most accurate infomution posulle. the Whitworthian never launkingly putishes inaccuracies. If
you Nye a comment Of question about the
fairness accuracy of a stay, send an e-mail

a

to ectnorgwhitworthiansom.
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Small majors offer more freedom

BIVFS

Michella Sutherland
Staff Writer

WSU, Eastern

students protest
over budget cuts
Students at Washington
State and Eastern Washington Universities held
protests last week over projected state education budget cuts.
The state of Washington
is facing a $9 billion budget deficit. The Washington
state Senate and House of
Representatives
released
budget proposals that could
cut between S500 and S700
million in funding for higher education.
Eastern president Rodolfo Arevalo said statc funding for thc school may be cut
by as much as 22 percent.

Thirteen killed,
four injured in
N.Y. shooting
Thirteen people were
killed and four injured in
Binghamton. Ncw York on
April 3 in the largest U.S.
shooting since Virginia
Tech in 2007.
jiverly Wong, an immigrant from Vietnam,opened
.fire during an English class
for immigranti at the American Civic Association center. He later killed himself.
Compiled
Sources: 7ht
7

Julie Wootton

man. Review.

t Nov York 7inter

The lesser-known majors of Whitworth
Seven majors at Whitworth are being pursued

For senior Justin Jose. his American studies
major was a way to take more classes that specifically matched his area of interest.
Having an American studies major gives a
background in American literature and history,
as well as providing good research skills and the
knowledge to use them.
"I still have to follow guidelines and take
specific classes but there is a good amount of
freedom in that I was able to take classes that
interested me and had something to do with
American history," Jose said.
According to the spring Tenth Day Enrollment Report, there is one arts administration
major, one cross-cultural studies major, one
international studies major, three quantitative
analysis majors, five mathematical economics majors, seven biophysics majors and three
American studies majors.
These majors arc part of larger departments.
However, the size of these majors has affected
the courscs and the experience that these students have received while attending Whitworth.
Like all students, the students who are part of
these small majors must find an adviser.
"When a student comes in and asks if1 can be
their adviser thc first question I ask is, 'What do
you intend to do aftcr you graduate and how do
you think this major will help you?'" said John
Yoder, professor of political science and chair of
the history and political science department.
Sincc these majors are slightly non-traditional, Yoder emphasized the ihtportance of the studcnt being comfortable knowing that they are
not like other students in larger majors.
Jose has had the opportunity to somewhat
self-design his major when it came to upperdivision credits.
He was able to choose which courses he
would like to take coming from multiple depattnients, unlike mainstream majors which
have spccific upper division courses that they
must complete.
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Some of the classes that Jose has taken have
not been a part of his American studies major.
However, the courses had a specific emphasis
on American history.
"I think the most frustrating thing I have
dealt with is the classes that are listed for upper
division for my tnajor were not really offered:
Jose said. "In that scnsc by being a smaller major, the offerings for classes are not very high
because there is not a high demand for them.
After graduation, Jose's plans arc not definitive. 1 lc is thinking about taking a year off or
going to graduate school at Azusa Pacific University and focusing on leadership studies and
leadership development.
Senior Linnea Nelson, an American studies
major, feels that being part of a small major is
kind of lonely.
"I don't even know any other American studies majors: Nelson saki. "I'm looking at the
material in a different way from them. In an
English class 1 look at a piece of literature not
because of its value as literature, but because
of how it influenced and was influenced by thc
time and place it was written."
Terry Mitchell. senior editor in university'
communications. graduated in 1993 t'vith three
hcr classmates as an American studies majar.
Terry came to Whitworth as an English ma-

r -isWPLALM:1AA

01,17/Whitworthian

Senior Justin Jose studies outside of his room
In McMillan Hall on April 4.Jose is one of three
American studies majors on campus.

jor and quickly changed her mind to American
studies because of her love for both literature
and history.
She recalls her first semester taking 19thCentury American I listory course from professor of history Dale Soden and wanting to drop
halfway through the first day of class.
"I came very close to dropping that class and
looking for something like History for Dummies, but I'm glad I didn't," Istitdtell said.
Coming from a veteran American studies
major, Mitchell has some advice to give to the
current American studies students.
"I find myself using information from my
major more often than I'd ever thought !would,"
Mitchell said. "An editor has to be something of
a generalist and American studies provided me
with knowledge of mimes and movements and
dates and ideas that has bailed me out again and
again."

Contact Aficliella Scalterland at michella.
sutherland@whitworthian.com.

Mail
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Choose Social

Work at EWU
Eastern Washington

University's School of Social
Work prepares professionals to address the needs of
oppressed and disadvantaged populations. With a high
demand for individuals with diverse backgroUnds, you can
train with nationally-recognized faculty in a collaborative,.
real-world educational environment. Social work is in the

Whitworth Graduate Studies in Education offers master's
degree programs for this year's Whitworth graduares.
If it is your drman to help students or adults develop into fulfilled and
productive citi:ens, check out the Whitworth Master of Education Programs
in counseling:
M.Ed. in School Counseling
M.A. or M.Ed. in Community Agency Counseling

If you're considering a career that will give you a leadersitip role in a nonprofit
or other service agency, check out the V/hitworth Master of Education Program
in Leadership:
M.Ed. in Administrative Leadetship

top 10 fastest-growing careers.

Evening classes are convenient and competitively priced for working adults.

Social Work Programs

Contact: Vemice Hunnicutt, Assistant Director
vhunnicuttewhitworth.edu 509377.4398 Dixon Hall, Office 318

at*

Bachelor of Social Work
contact Diane Somerday, MSW 509359.6482

Full-time Master of Social Work
Part-time Master of Social Work
contact Patricia Valdés, MSW, PhD 509359.6772

T'Or

EASTERN
WASHINGTON UNIVERSITY

start something big

www.ewu.edu/so. cialwork
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EDITORIAL: IN THE LOOP
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Censorship of sttident
events raises concern
In recent months, two issues of censorship
on campus revolved around student event titics. lhough we are on a private campus, censorship in any form is an upsetting trend.
In an attempt to creatively point out college
students' lack of interest in art when compared to alcohol, senior art students recently
chose to tide their senior exhibition "Free
Bece The art department faculty, backed up
by the administration, refused to provide thc
art students funding to advertise the event or
allow them to use either NVhitsvorth's or the
gallery's name on advertising if they chose to
title the show "Free Beer."
Earlier this semester, a student-lcd production of "The Vagina Monologues" was postponed by administrators aftcr concerns were
raised about advertising the event. "The Vagina Monologues" is a series of monologues
exploring the female experience. The event
was rescheduled and changed to a discussion
and a reading.
In both situations, %Vhitworth supporters
or faculty expressed concern over the implicaticnu of the event titles and advertising the
events on campus. Administrators had similar concerns and chose to appease those who
objected by asking students to make changes.
In the case of the "Monologues," the concerns
were brought to the student organizers just a
fesv weeks before the sdreduled event. This
created confusion and frustration for both the
organizers and for many students who had
planned on attending the event when it was
originally scheduled.
NVe recognize that both students and administration have expressed valid concerns
about the events and what happened with
them and that we do not know all the details
afilie events. IVe understand that as an organization and a business NVIritworth cannot
support ideas that go against its philosophy
and mission.
I lowever, NVItitworth does also pride itself
in being a place that is open for conversation
and intellectual inquiry. These events were
intended to create dialogue about issues that
are not often discussed, especially on a private
college campus. Censorship, even when it results in a cornpmmise like occurred with both
of these events, has a drilling effect. It creates
an ensironment that is not good for anyone by
discouraging creathity and discussion.
Though the titles may be surprising, there
are thoughtful students and honest intentions
behind these events. IVIren controversies over
programming arise, conversation between
staff, administration and students is crucial.
When student voices are heard, goals for
events can be explained and parties can seek
to understand each other. In addition, administration should represent the students to
interested parties and include them in the dialogue. Some worries could easily be cleared up
when lines of communication are opened.
Students, we urge you to keep expressing
yourselves and bringing thought-provoking
programming to campus. Do not let actions
of censorship define your intellectual inquiry
and development.
Administratorsove encourage you to talk to
students directly. Show them respect by hearing their side and don't communicate exclusively through faculty. Consider the value of
the events alongside the concerns of others.
Board members, we ask you to recognize
students' voices. You'd be surprised that the
values students arc expressing through these
events are actually values you share. 1Ve hope
that you will help NVIritworth remain a place
that holds to the value of open intellectual inquiry.
Editorials in the "In the Loop" section reflect
the majority opinion of the Editorial Board,
Witch is made up offive editors.

Aiken BertsortnAituvrthisn

Money rules everything I see
stand a better chance of getting in."
and World Rcport.
I suppose this only makes sense. A colI mean, what is Student Life but a
REBECCA
lege has to make money to cover its costs quality management team in Whitworth
SNAP E
and one of its biggesFcuioiìersisthc sweatshirts? They exist to make you feel
student body. Any business would pre- good, to take care of your needs, to enfer customers who can afford to pay the sure that you are satisfied with your purfull price, as opposed to customers that chase.
If students are just customers and edQuick
name one thing American depend on the "coupons" they have coluniversities have in common with the lected along thc way, which we call schol- ucation is just a product, at what point
Wu-Tang Clan. If you guessed Ghostfacc arships. And colleges are very obviously does the profit margin outweigh academic priorities? If teachers and administraKillah, you are wrong. It's the dolla dolla businesses.
Prospective students receive pounds tors are just here to give us As and make
bills y'all.
us feel like we got our
American higher education has always of advertising from
money's worth, how
catered to the wealthy. With enough mon- schools all over the
country. Mis "informa- ivill we be challenged?
ey, you can prctty much buy a perfect SAT
students are just
score through tutors, classes, prep books tion" features under- customers and education is just How will ive grow?
And keep in mind, if
and computer programs. You can pay grads happily playing
a product, at what point does
we students are just
people to craft you into Ivy League ma- sports and music or
the profit margin outweigh
customers, we are not
terial, people who use their connections sitting under trecs in
academic prioritiesr
flawless
the only ones.
to get you impressive internships and surprisingly
Every donor to the
other steroids for your résumé. You can lighting. Recruiters are
university is a cusafford to attend a prestigious private high sent to high schools to
tomer too, and some
school loaded with all the right advanced let students know that
classes and plenty of resources, and you their college truly cares for them "We of them give the school a lot more money
can focus all of your time and parents' appreciate your business. Thank you and than we do. What happens when the values of these men and women contradict
money on becoming the most intelligan, have a nice day."
involved and exhausted 18-year-old on
NVhitworth is no exception. Tuition those of the littler customers?
Say some students want to put on a play
the block.
prices go up every year, yet my scholarAnd, as ifall that were not enough, your ship money stays disparagingly the same. named after female genitalia, and the big
money now goes a step further. Accord- The application process has become less customers threaten to put their money
ing to a recent article in The New York selective, bringing more students and elsewhere because they are offended by
a play they have never taken the time to
Times, many colleges are responding to more money to the school.
economic distress by explicitly favoring
Why do you think we became a uni- understand? Is it OK for a school's misthe wealthy in school acceptance policies. versity? The name attracts more custom- sion to be dictated by the deep pockets
Students who can pay full tuition are find.- ers. And once these students are here, the that pay the power bills, rather than the
ing themselves with quite the advantage school works hard to keep them, because students that should be benefitting from
and their parents are "calculating that if. retention means at least four full years of
they do not apply for aid, their children payments and a good word in U.S. News
See SNAPE, page 7
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WHITWORTH SPEAKS OUT: WOULD YOU TAKE AN ONLINE
would take
an online class.
It would give

mea lot more
freedom:1

it depends on
the class. Some
dasses you
need to be in a
classroom!

CLASS AND WHY?

"Yeah, I'm a

''No, because you

swimmer, and
it would help
dilute the

can't ask your
professor
questions easily.'

aedits when
the season gets
busy!

RachdBradfont
freshman

IVill DePew,

Kara fisher,

Kelsey Bumgamer,

freshman

freshman

senior
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Getting an
education...

This format allows me freedom to pursue my
education on my own schedule. and it realty

opens up the possibilities for learning.

(Junks hwifter/IVhituvrthiJn

Whitworthian columnists jerod Jarvis and Carrisa Pawell tackle the question of whether
online classes, which Whitvvorth will begin offering this summer, are worth the price
PRO
JEROD

JARVIS

Whitworth will soon be diving deeper
into the digital age with the addition of
online classes to the curriculum. This is
perhaps the only major academic area that
I can think of that Whitworth has fallen
behind its peer schools in. The admntages
of online classes are many, and I'm excited
to see the program expand in future days.
Here are just a fcw of the reasons online
classes are a positive direction for Whitworth to move.
Flexibility: Online dasses are inherently more flexible than traditional classes,
because thcrc is no set time that thc student has to be in class. As someone who
was home schooled through high school,
the value of this is immediately apparent.
The ability to create your own schedule of
whcn you will do homework and spend
time studying enables students to have
more effective lives outside of school. Getting a job is easier because you don't have
a rigid schedule at school that can't be infringed upon. Social lives are more fulfilling because if needed your schedule can
always be rearranged to fit in lunch with
that friend who needs some time with you.
In short, online dasses provide a way to
custom fit your academic pursuits to the
rest of your life.
A broader audience: This is the advantage that schools likc Libcrty University,
the largest Christian school in the world,
have used to thcir full potential. 'Though
the school is located in Virginia, I personally know several Spokanites who are
currently, or have in the past, taken online dasses through Liberty people that
probably never would have considered

the school otherwise. Online classes arc a
powerful way for Whitworth to expand its
student body beyond the pinecone curtain
by providing a way for students unable or
unwilling to travel to Spokane to still take
classes through Whitworth. In addition,
currcnt students will be able to take advantage ofsummer classes svisile still being
able to travel home for break.
Easier access for adult students: One
of the biggest barriers to adult students attending college is time. For many adults,
time is in short supply. Balancing a career
and family is difficult enough; adding a
full-time education to the mix is often just
not plausible. Online classes provide a way
for adult students to work towards a degree at their own pace without sacrificing
the rest of their lives to do it.
Limitless expansion: Online classes
have another crucial advantage over traditional classes in that they don't take up
space, physically or on a class schedule.
With online classes, there isn't any need
to worry about classroom space or othcr
dasscs competing for thc same period.
It's always available for anyone who wants
to take the class. ibis translates into very
fcw boundaries for thc expansion of online classes. We can have any numbcr we
choose. They can be any size. They can last
just as long as makes sense for the class,
even if it's longer or shortcr than a traditional semester. Thé only limits are those
-set by the professor teaching thc class and
the subject's department.
Mitworth is wisely starting out small
with its online program, but it's a near
shoe-in for success, which will lead to expansion.
Online dasscs are a bold step for Whitworth, but it's a necessary stcp, and one
that I'm certain will serve to enrich and
expand 1Vhitivorth's sphere of influence.
JARVIS is a sophomore mapring in journalism. Comments

can be sent to lerodjarvisktwhitwonhian.axn.

CON
CARRISA

PAWELL
Momst

l'ns part of the small group of students
that was angry at Whitworth's conversion
to a university. I had applied to a college,
been accepted to a college and planned
my future at a college. However, I was deceived into attending a university. The title
of university implies a large, impersonal
school, just the type of school I was trying to avoid. Unfortunately, Whitworth is
headed along the path toward that stereotype of a university more and more each

day.

The decision to offer online classes is
another step to%vard being that typc of
school. In the summer 2009 course guide,
thc first online classes were announced.
They include Writing I. American National Politics, Physics in Current Events and
Interpersonal Communication.
I low does Whitworth propose to tcach
Interpersonal Communication through
thc Internet? Though I have not taken the
dass, I have some communications experience. I do know communication is best
done in person and question the applicability of thc lessons of communication exclusively online.
I talked to sophomore Katie Chamblin
about her experience in thc traditional Interpersonal Communications course. She
echoed my belief of the irony of offering
this class online.
"It's important to have it in a dassroom
setting because wc could talk with our
peers and gain a better insight into their
past and how these experiences influenced
thcir worldview," Chamblin said. You
can't really do that with a computer."
Chamblin said most of their classwork
was done in small groups with plenty of

discussion. Sise recounted one class scssion in which the teacher split the students
up by gender and had them pose questions
to the other sex. Sise said it was interesting
to sec the dynamic between the students
and to hear the questions the guys asked.
Such a large part of her experience in this
class would've bccn impossible if she had
taken it online.
Whitworth takes pride in its small, personal class settings. One reason students
often attend Whitworth is the benefit
gained from the intimate classroom atmosphere. i fcre, it's not off the table to argue
with the professor or share personal stories. 'Ibis atmosphere, which has become
such a large part of Visitworth's mission,
cannot be duplicated online. In fact, it is
well known that people often say filings
through thc Internet that they wouldn't
say in person. The human interaction disappears, and so does one's responsibility to
social mores.
I understand that Whitworth is trying
to live up to its name as a university and
trying to dcyclop extra scrviccs to attract
students to the school. But I fail to scc
how online courscs will attract students
that are attracted to other aspects of Whitworth. As cliche as it may sccm, people
oftcn come here for the community. Community you experience in the dorms or in
small classrooms cannot be replicated in
an online class.
1 am exceedingly grateful to see that the
four courses being offered arc all 100-level
classes and fulfill either a general education requirement or a class that many majors have to take. If it stays this way, I can
see some benefits in offering a select few
general education courses online. AS long
as Whitworth limits tisis, thc move toward
the large, impersonal school I dread will
be prevented.
PAW ELL is a sophomore mijoring in political science.

Convnents can be sent to anisa.pawe1twhitwonhIaruom.

Blame for drug war is as complicated as solution
TIM

TAKECHI

aw.s,

For many America.ns, the violence and
chaos in Iraq and Afghanistan are a whole
world away. We on the North American continent are safe from the horrors of war and
bloodshed spilling into our borders.
How wrong we are.
In 2008, 6,262 people died as a result of
drug-related killings in Mexico. This dramatic spike in deaths came as a result of the
Mexican government's all-out assault on
powerful drug cartels across the country.
Many of the deaths are as gruesome as you
will ever see in a war zone. Mutilated bodies,
beheadings and mass murders carried out
execution-style are typical findings by police.
Sodnds more like Baghdad than our neighbors south of the border.
The lawlessness, however, is no longer
confined to just Mexico. Reports by US. and
Mexican lawenforcement officials daim that
more than 90 percent of weapons used by
these dangerous cartels came from American
gun stores. Loose border security allowed

these weapons to flow freely into Mexico.
Though this number has been disputed by
Second Amendment enthusiasts, it is ccrtain
that some of the guns and ammunition being
used come from thc U.S.
The largest role the U.S. plays in these drug
wars is the demand for these narcotics. F.stimates say that 90 percent of cocaine found in
the U.S. flows through Mexico. The demand
for illegal drugs by Americans is fueling the
booming business of these cartels. On a recent visit to Mexico, Secretary ofStatc Hillary
Clinton admitted that the U.S. is a significant
contributing factor to the cause of this war.
-"Our insatiable appetite for illegal drugs
fuels the drug trade," Clinton told reporters
in March. "Our inability to prevent weapons
from being illegally smuggled across thc border to arm these criminals causes the deaths
ofpolice, of soldiers and civilians:.
The Mexican government is to blame as
welL Corruption runs rampant in a system
where payoffs and bribes are used by cartels
to persuade law enforcement officials and
politicians to look the other way. This system
of quid pro quo allows them to acquire so
much power.
The reaction to the drug trade is even
worse. In December 2006, Mexican Prcsi-

dent Felipe Calderón laundsed an assault on
drug cartels, mobilizing police and army to
raid drug suppliers and developers.
This movement was thc most significant
course of action taken by the Mexican government to battle these cartels in history.
Never, in all the years of corruption and
unresponsiveness, have these drug dealers
met tisis much opposition. Bloodshed results
from their desperation to keep their hold on
power.

that have resulted in more bloodshed than
people think they are worth. Both are situations where "shock and asve" was responded
to by equal arnounts of force and counterviolcn ce.
A better solution would be to cut off the
demand for illegal drugs in the U.S. Some
have suggested tightening border security
and sending more Drug Enforcement Agency personnel to the border. President Obama
already has pledged to send amund 450 additional federal agents to stop the flow of narcotics and weapons.
Anothcr solution has been to slowly legalize some drugs, like marijuana and methamphetamine. I am not so sum how I feel about
that, but it would certainly curb the dcmand
for anything that is illegal.
What is important to know is that the
bloodshed seen now is a result of mismanagement and years of failed policies. The
Mexican and American governments need
to rethink their "war on drugs" policy before
the violence completely spills over onto U.S.

Some of the weapons and tactics used by
narco-tcrrorists against the police and military are reminiscent of what insurgents in
Iraq are using against U.S. and coalition forces. Improvised explosive devices, AK rifles
and military-grade madsine guns that were
used by Iraqi insurgents during the heated
civil war of 2006 are also being used in Mexico. Thc War on Terror hits home.
The Nlexican government has made two
very large mistakes: One, allowing these
drug dealers to accumulate so much wealth
and power over the years; and two, using
sOil.
sudden brute force to stamp them out.
Suddenly the realities ofwar don't seem all
Mexico's crackdown on the drug cartels
;that
far away.
is eerily similar to the Bush administration's invasion of Saddam Hussein's Iraq in ; TAKECHI is a senior majoring in journalism. Comments un
2003. Both were sudden military invasions be sent to tinttakechi hiworthiart.corn.
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Spring partiers miss a
week of opportunity

a humor column by Nic Vargus
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I'm your solution to
electile dysfunction
Ili, my namc is Nic Vargus portant to have two doses. That
and I think I would be a good way you don't waste them all
candidate for every position in on running for office. You don't
AS1VU. Unfortunately, I'm not
want to overdose on courage,
technically running for office, either, because I hear it can be
due to somc crazy loophole very dangerous.
"Second, mix in a few spoonabout having to "turn in paperwork by a certain day; or some fuls of intelligence. Don't go
nonsense likc that. Apparently, overbdard on this one. Nobody
thcy say that if you're not "pre- likes a know-it-all.
"lhird, mix in a bunch of
pared enough to turn in simple
paperwork on time, you're not Kool-Aids. You know why? Beready to lead the student body," cause a good candidate is going
or some other ridiculous mix- to need help. That's why I have
ture of words with no bearing. selected cool aides to help mc
every step orate way.
So Fttt a write-in candidate.
"Fourth, put in sonic eggs.
Below I have attached a copy
of the speech that thc admin- Because eggs can grow into
istration won't let mc deliver othcr things, likc hope and
to you, the expectant studcnt chickens and stuff. Also, you
can put some trcc seeds in there
body.
"Hi, my namc is Nic Vargus too, because my leadership is
and I think I would be a good like a tree that grows to be a
taller tree.
candidate for
"1 likc to
every position
read
so put
in ASWU. Es"I'm not technically running
some
books
pecially thc
for office, due to some crazy
in there, and
onc I am runloophole about having to 'tum
I like babies,
ning for!
"I'm
not in papenvotic by a certain day,' so piit them
or some nonsense like that. So in, too.
going to waste
"Yhrow
your
time
I'm a write-in candidate:s
in a pinch
with words on
of sugar, bewhat makes
cause
I'm
me stand out
or empty promises. I'll leave sweet. Also, throw in the corthosc to my competitors, who responding insulin, because I'm
will more than likely spit more diabetic.
'Then cook it up for just the
venom at you than the raptor thing in 'Jurassic Park' that right amount of time, which is
killed the fat guy from "Sein- 21 years, and you've got yourself an ideal candidate.
fil d:
But I know what you're
if
"But you vote for me I will
introduce you guys to the Jonas thinking: 'OK, Nic Vargus,
Brothers. We're related. Also, you've got my vote, but if we're
going to vote for you we're goI will make sure every student
at Whitworth gets those spring ing to need to know your name
shocs Wile E. Coyote always for the write-in!' Well, my coworc that made him bounce horts, today is your lucky day!
"N is for Nicholas Vargus, the
back from jumping offcliffs and
guy
you should vote for!
stuff.
"I
is for 'icky: which is what
"I know what's actually important to you, the voters, be- the other candidates are!
"C is for kindness, which I
cause I was once a voter myself
am
full of.
before the ascension. I know
"V
is for violins.
your questions: 'What is this
"A is for apples.
candidate's name?"What kind
"RGUS is for thc R U GUYS
of shampoo do they use?' 'Do
GOING
TO VOTE FOR ME
thcy recycle?"Do they have
OR NOT!?"
a recipe for creating an ideal
candidate?' I have a simple re- ', So that's the speech I would
sponse to all of these questions. have delivered to you, if they
had let me. Also, if you actually
'Yes!'
vote for me you're supporting
"Unfortunately, with the time
allotted I only have time to in- freedom and third-party candidates and stufE
form you of the recipe one.
"First, you need two doses of
courage. Courage is something VAHE US is a junior majoring in English. Gvnthat all the candidates have, ments can be sent to nicvargus@whitworprobably, but I think it's im- thian.ovn.

ing work or leisure, or things sanctioned or unsanctioned by Whitworth. The point is how far
JOSH
removed from normalcy one can get.
SWAYNE
The party-hearty booze-hounds miss someutmost
thing, though, and that is the fact that by getting over-imbibcd and over-sexed, they are not
really appreciating more of life. Thcy are appreSpring break is for many a naughty romp ciating less.
that would make fauns blush and leaves many
I like nice breasts and good brew as much as
a collegian sloshed under thc table. Half-naked, thc next guy, but life has too much strife in it
all-drunk girls prove thcy are no longer daddy's as it is, and all that Dionysian "release" really
little flat-chested virgins, and sin and fornica- just tires a body out without really giving it any
tion abound as America's youth revel away nine clarity on things. Spring break should be a time
days of premature summer freedom.
for restful abstinence from one's studies as well
The orgiastic revelry of the ardently bcsotted as debauchery.
spring-breaker has some merit to it, though, deNeither sin nor studiousness has a rightful
spite the evil we moralistic Whitworthians attri- place in the life of a college student on break.
bute to thcir behavior. The spring break partier A vacation provides thc chance to take a step
has one thing right at least: spring break is the back and reevaluate life from someplace new: a
time to make a full tilt run away from university couch at home, a mountain peak, the inside of
existence. That principle is truc even for your a Grcyhound bus or any other place that isn't
generally tamer Whitworth student.
everyday life.
According to Time.com, the spring break traFor the college student who enjoys plentidition startcd when a swimming coach took his ful lasciviousness at school, the break can be a
team down to Fort Lauderdale to train at the time to step away and soberly judge his way of
Olympic-sized Casino Pool. The city decided life. For the nerdy "A" student who frittcrs away
to host a swimming competition in subsequent life on book learning, the break offers the same
ycars, which brought more and more young change of perspective. In cithcr case, "break" is
people to town for break as
a chance to examine things
time went on. Over thc dewith a little more clarity.
cades, bccr, sex and stupidI am not the only onc who
ity became hallmarks of the
'What started innocently
views spring break as a lifefestivities, and spring break eventually became excessively examining opportunity. The
as we imagine it now slowly
naughty because, in my opinion, organization Spring Break
evolved.
Alternative, for example, prostudents need to escape from
What started innocently
vides students with an opporthe college woridf
eventually became excessively
tunity to gct involved in antinaughty bccausc, in my opindeath penalty activism.
ion, students nccd to escape
The organization's Web site
from thc college world. Esstates, "Alternative Spring
cape becomes partying because going wild is Breaks arc designed to give college and high
easy to do for vivacious college-age people. At school students something more meaningful to
any ratc, the university is only a small island in do during their week off, rather than just spendthe grand archipelago of lifc. Spring break is a ing time at the bcach or sitting at home catching
chance to island hop, figuratively or otherwise, up on school work."
away from familiar scholarly shores.
Of course, a student doesn't have to spend
College is this thing you do for four years and their time off fighting the death penalty, or even
thcn realize what you have done is only a brief doing anything as busy as activism. Sitting at
stage in a much broader, fuller and varied exis- home could very well be meaningful if the time
tence. There is far more out there to experience, were spent producing a reflective mentality. A
far more places from whi5h to view reality.
retreat into the monastery of the mind can be
Spring break offers a chance to glimpse some just as valuable as a venture into the wilderness
of that other stuff, to escape from the university or a crusade against injustice.
worldvicw. It especially lets tis stop worrying
Whatever- a person does during break, the
about things like a "worldview.; Core this-and- important thing is that it be rejuvenating and
that, Frisbee, the Loop, Sodexo, the Big Three not the same stuff that person does at school.
and everything clse, good'or bad.
A vacation calls for vacating not only a living
Of course, many Whitworth students don't go environment, like Mac or Arend, but the habits
partying for spring break. Some probably do. I and frame of mind that accompany it.
for one just sat around my house or hung out
with my fiancée. I have a couple friends who
travelled around the Oregon coast, and I know
one guy who worked a 40-hour week.
SWAYNE is a senior majoring in Engroh. Comments can be sent to josh.
The issue isn't whether one spends time do- swayne@wilitworthian.com.

SNAPE:

Wealth shouldn'tfactor into college admissions

continued from page 5
that mission?
And what exactly am

I paying for here? Marketable skills?
Top-rate gym equipment? Am
I going to be in debt for the
next 20 years of my life because
I bought a $120,000 piece of
paper (ii; a $130 mahogany
frame)?
It disturbs me to think of a
college education as a means
to a job, but it disturbs me even
more td think that the product
I am buying is the expansion of
my mind and the nourishing of
my heart.
I have learned invaluable lessons- both inside and outside of
the classroom, and this access to
knowledge, this deeper understanding of the world and my
responsibility to the world, this
should not cost $120,000. This

should not be reserved for the
kids driving Hummers and taking spring break in the Hamptons. It should be available to
the kids in the monthly-leased
apartment who never see their
mom because she works two
jobs to feed them. And the kids
living in the decrepit old farm- house who can barely afford the
gas to drive the 20 miles to their
public school a school that offers one AP class and only survives as long as its basketball
team keeps winning. It should
be available to the kids in the
suburbs whose parents do OK,
but not "OK" enough to cover a
$120,000 college education.
Maybe I wouldn't call access
to education a basic human
right, in the sense that access to food and water is. But people
that are educated are more hi:el,.
ly to afford quality health care,

quality housing, and, of course,
food and water. And, as I already
mentioned, a college education
is so much more than just an
economic booster. Why should
this be limited to the kids lirho
can afford prep schools and private SAT tutors?
Sure, colleges are struggling
in this economy as much as
anyone else, but does this give
them the right to discriminate
against the millions of prospective students that need a little
financial help? Has the university simply become a Wall Street
corporation in an ivory-tower
disguise? Maybe the Wu-Tang
Clan (and Marx) had it right
after all. Maybe cash does rule
everything around me.
SHAPE is a senior majoring in peace studi5.

Convnents can be sent to rebeccasnape@
whitworthiart.com.
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One bachelorette stands up
for a cause close to home
Caitlin Richmond
Scene Editor
Most people would be more than a little nervous if
they had to stand in front of a large crosvd of people
and wait for a potential stranger to bid on them. Junior
Joanna Kendall is no exception, but when she started to
feel apprehensive about being in the bachelor auction
she thought of her dad. Kendall's dad was diagnosed
with multiple sclerosis (MS) before she was born.
Kendall, who is an RA in Baldwin-Jenkins, initially
decided to participate in the auction because.some of
the other female ItAs in B) were going to be atictioned
off. She was in a group with junior Trista Van lierkum
'and sophomore Emily Linn.
"I thought it could be fun if we didn't take it too seriously," Kendall said. "I've been to it in the past and saw
how it could be awkward."
Kendall wasn't sure if she wanted to be in it, because
of what she had seen in thc past.
"You're vulnerable when you're up there," she said.
llowever, she finally decided to take part in it because she knew the proceeds wottld be going to help
something that affected her life.
"The fact that it was raising moncy for something
that's personal to me (encouraged me to do ill: she
said. "It's especially personal for me that research for
MS is aided:
Kendall's date sold for the highest amount. Senior
Luis Lopez bought a date svith her for S330.
'1 was shocked, honestly," she said. "Once it hit $70 I
just started giggling because I was really surprised:

Kendall said she told some of her friends to bid on

her if no one else (lid, so things wouLi be less awkward.
She expected one of them to bid on her.
MS affects the central nemus system by stripping
nerves of myelin, which is the fatty tissue that surrounds the nerves. 'Ilse brain sends messages to the
body but they are ititercepted or slowed down, Kendall
said. It's a unique disease because it affects everyone
differently, and it progresses at different rates, depending on the person.
Kendall's dad, who has had MS for over 30 years, is
currently in a power wheelchair. MS in its early stages
affects people in a way where they have bad spells and
then get better, Kendall said. 'Ibis form of MS is called
remitting and relapsing.
"I hope someday someone can find a cure," Kendall
said. "Ultimately I hope it doesn't take too long so other
families can be helped before it progresses too far7

Contact Caitlin Richmond at iaitlinxichnionikiwhitworthian.com.
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Bachelor Auction brings in the ladies this year
Rachel O'Kelley
Staff 1Vriter

On 'Thursday, April 2, the Bachelor and
Bachclorettc auction took place in the HUB
',Multipurpose Room. A considerable number
of students turned out for the much anticipated
event. The event has been put nn the past four
years by the Warren senator. Jacqueline Swartz,
who was the Warren representative four years
ago. liad the idea for it, and put on the first
time, said Daniel %%Tatters, who was the Warren
Senator in 2005 and 2006.
'Me first year. they put they event on, April
McGonigal was diagnosed with multiple sclerosis (MS). They decided to donate the money
to MS research because of her diagnosis.
"'The place was packed," junior David Kuraya
saitl.
Kuraya's job on the planning teain for the
auction was to help with advertising and clean
up after the event itself. I le was the man behind the egg ami kiwi posters strewn across

campus.
Another key player in the planning of the
. auction
tvas freshman Briana Moser. Site

-waitlinr JcreMials Sati-anka aml
Kuraya to plan (ate entire event. 'Me planning
for the auction was time consuming and re-

brainstorming in their meetings after Christmas break and then began to implement their
ideas after Jan Term.
"We started working on it constantly from'
then until the night it happened," !Moser said.
was just a lot affirm: dedication and managing the whole thing so it would come together on time. We had the usual obstacles like advertising, finding willing participants, setting
up meetings and getting emcees," Moser said.
A different twist on the usual tradition this
year was the fact that not only guys were being
auctioned off this year, but girls too. In prior
years the entire function was geared towards
the participation of girls, rather than both girls
and guys. ibis year they decided to sell off
girls. too, to let the male population get in on
the fun too and to get people's reactions. Plus,
with more people involved, more money could
be raised tø multiple sclerosis research.
In the past they didn't include girls because
they wanted to avoid the idea of guys being the
ones to pursue girls, \rakers said.
$2,000
This year the auction raised 11-..
and $3.000.
"Ve evert had osic guy buy one girl for S330:*

it

1...d.c.,41

Moser said.

quired dedication on their part. They began

Contact Rachel O'Kelley at racheLokelleye
whit word:it:meant.
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TOP LEFT:Junior Eric Vander Heyden

TOP RIGHT: SeniorJeremlah

Derri Casanoluilltlinvortidan

points to the audience during his bidding time.

Sataraka counts the money made during the auction.This year about

$3,000 was raised to support multiple sclerosis research. Dates were bought for prices ranging from $30
to $80, although some people were bid on for more than that.
ABOVE RIGHT: Sataraka

and junior Danjuma Quarless look over the list of bachelors and bachelorettes.

RIGHT:Junior Brian Jenks, dressed as a wizard, blows glitter into the crowd while being auctioned off.
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ABOVE: Senior Taylor Storm, who was

freshman Kate Whalen.

one of the master of ceremonies for the auction, reads the bio of

LEFT:JuniorJoanna Kendall laughs in the HUB. Her date sold for $330. Kendall participated in the
auction because she thought it would be fun to participate with fellow RAs, but also decided to be in it
because her dad, Jay Kendall, has multiple sclerosis.

r."

FAR LEFT:Junior Caitlin Risk

raises her hand to bid on a bachelor as onlookers laugh.
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'I Love You, Man'
does not rely on
crude humor
.WRITER S REVIEW

Ryan Graves
Staff Writer
A comedy of this type is rare. It's called a
bromantic comedy, and it has bccn perfected
in the film, "I Lovc You, Man," starring Paul
Rudd and Jason Segel. Don't let the genre
throw you off; it's a film about two guys forming a beautiful friendship, not a gay romance,
and this movie sets off to show the hilarity of
a bromance.
The film begins with Peter Maven (Rudd)
who proposes to his girlfriend, Zoocy (naturally played by
Rashida Jones).

ikaiherip it ham).

Sophomore Keilah Fanene and Junior Anthony Priest play with deaf orphans at Jamaica Christian School for the Deaf In Montego
Bay, Jamaica.

Many may have noticed the cornrows linWhile snowfall records were being set in
ing students' heads or heard stories about the
Spokane, 26 students and two staff memJamaican bobsled team and the day at the
bers traveled to Montego Bay, Jamaica, for a
beach, but Vander Heyden's remarks tell the
S.E.R.'V.E. trip over Spring Break. The week
included running a Vacation Bible School for story of the Jamaican experience that will last
far longer than one week on a Caribbean isstudents at the Jamaica Christian School for
land. Students were stretched
the Deaf, building relationby the reality of poverty and a
ships with its staff and starting
EXCLUSIVE
WEB
culture far different from their
construction on a vocational
coverage of the SERVE trip to
own. Whitworth students
center at the school. The team (bed out mu/timedia
Jamaica online at
traveled with the intention of
also spent time at the Blossom
whitworthian.com
communicating and underGarden Orphanage, caring for
standing the deaf culture in
nearly 100 Jamaican orphans.
"I've come to realize over the past couple of
Jamaica, and returned to campus charged with
months that love isn't this lovey-dovey, cutsie, the challenge to continue to grow in faith and
Valentine's Day stuff it's this hard, 'I'm gonna love.
push you to the limit', element of God," junior
Live the experience with The Whitworthian's
Eric Vander Heyden said.
multimedia coverage at whitworthian.com.

T.E.A.R. 2: Project Origin' a poor follow-up
WRITER'S REVIEW

Jerod Jarvis
Staff Writer
So, in general, I'm not a big fan of the
horror genre, in any medium. On a surface level. I just don't enjoy horror movies
and books. Having the pants scared offof
me doesn't fall under the heading of fun
in my big book of things that I do.
I have made a few exceptions to this
rule in games, however. Perhaps it's because in a gamc I usually have a fully
loaded assault weapon in my hands and
can do something about the thing that's
scaring me. Probably the same phe- .
nomenon behind why I loathed the first
"Alien" film but really enjoyed the second:
more guns = more funs.
The first "F.E.A.R." game is a dassic
example of this (thé acronym stands for
First Encounter Assault Recon, and from

now on I will simply call it "Fear" because
all those periods get really irritating by
about the fourth paragraph). I'm told

the game takes a lot of cues from horror and then of how the second game murflicks like "The Ring' but that is of less dered thcm and left them to bleed out
importance to me than how awesome of and die.
a game it is. Suffice to say for now that
Intensity: The original "Fear" ranks
it ranks among my favorite games of all easily in the top three most-intensetime, and it has most degames-in-the-world-ever.
cidedly not been replaced
The fire fights were incredby its sequel.
ible gunshots incredibly
Story: The story of "Fear
loud, gun smokc and dust
2" is long and convoluted
clogging your vision, huge
and you can read about it
chunks of concrete ripped
from some other gaming
from walls by stray bullets,
journalist. In a nutshell,
the enemies shouting intel
it's the original developer's
to each other about your

vision of how the story of
"Fear" continues, which
primarily involves completely ignoring the two
abysmal expansion packs
released for the first game
(read: do not play them if
you enjoy retaining your intelligence).
Sadly, despite promising beginnings, this
sequel is largely a disappointment. Allow
me to demonstrate by making a list of all
the things that made the first game great,

location while you desperatelr slammed another
magazine into your weapon. And even the sections
without a shot being fired
managed to spike the old
heart rate.
Atmosphere: The first "Fear" game
positively dripped with atmosphere. Its
corridors were dark, its lighting was

See

FEAR 2, page 11

The couple begins planning the
wedding
when
Peter realizes that
there are really no
guy friends in his
life. Peter sets off
to find a group of
guys to connect
with, but fajls

MOVIE REVIEW
I Love You, Man
Grade: A+
Likes: Hilarious
script, great chemistry between all the

characters

Dislikes: Nothing
In hilarious and
awkward form.
Plays: Now in movie
Peter
almost
theaters
gives up, but one
day he mccts Sydney Fife (Segel).
'the beginning of their friendship gets off to
a rocky start, with Pctcr bcing a pathetic and
nervous mess, so desperate for a guy friend
he struggles likc a teenager on a first date.
The audience can't help but laugh through,
Peter's first phone call to Sydney and his numcrous, yct failed attempts to give Sydney a
proper nickname. The audience still cuts him
some slack, along with Sydney, who secs the
sincerity in Peter.
Soon, the friendship really begins to blossom. Spending every day together, jamming
together and seeing thcir favorite band Rush,
the guys are joined at the hip. But Zooey has
been left in thc lurdt, and she begins to question thc "bromancc" between Peter and Sydney.
This is one of the greatest comedies this reviewer has evcr seen, easily trumping many
of the comedies of the past decade. The film
treats its audience with dignity and respect
with an honest and plausible story. Most
comedies today rely on vulgar language
and disgusting sight gags, leaving thc audience so shocked that all they can muster is
a nervous chuckle. But this film is different,

being genuinely funny. Yes, it can be crude
at some points after all it is rated R. But it
is not over top likc this film's numerous contemporaries.
Rudd is in full form as the awkward and
timid Peter. Rudd is usually placed at thc
sideline of today's comedies, never really
standing out. But in this film he is impressively funny and awkward. Peter tries so
hard at impressing Sydney at times it makcs
thc audience cringe, but the audience loves
it, and they accept Peter for who he is, a big
nerd who genuinely cares for the people in
his lifc.
Segel is also impressive as the approachable Sydney Fife. He gives thc character a
certain attraction, with his live life to the
fullest mentality. Ile's just thc guy friend for
Peter, and thc audience roots for their friendship the whole movie.
The film is well paced, not relying on a
joke-per-second tone to keep you interested.

Instead, thc story is interesting and the relationships and characters develop naturally.
Overall, the film leaves you happy with the
friendships you have now, or hopeful that
you yourself could encounter a friend like
Sydney and someday say, "I love you, man."
Contact Ryan Graves at ryan.graves@whitworthian.com.
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Musical All smiles
satirizes
musicals

at Hannon show

A&E
BRIEFS

'WRITER'S REVIEW

Trotter to lead
discussion about

Alex Bistrevsky
Staff Writer

WRITER'S REVIEW

Miranda Cosand
Staff liPritcr
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Despite the happy music,
"Urinctown" is not a happygo-lucky musical. The satirical play was the first timc the
Whitworth and Gonzaga
theater departments collaborated, and was directed
by Whitworth theatre professor Rick Hornor and
choreographed by Suzanne
Ostersmith. The play used
a mixed cast of Whitworth
and Gonzaga students. Six
Whitworth students performed in the play.
A 20-year drought dried
up the town's reservoirs,
and all toilets arc controlled
by the private corporation
Urinc Good Company. Public urination and defecation
arc illegal, and anyone who
breaks the law is sent to Urinctown.
Since the musical satirizcs
musicals, it pokes fun at itself. The play makes fun of
its awful title, and explains
that it only focuses on this
onc form of water conservation, peeing for a fee, because audiences find it more
pleasing and it's easier for
the writer to write.
"I enjoyed thc narrative
because I felt as if I was able
to relate to the writer:* Junior
Mise Page said.
The characters arc larger
than life, from the innocent
hero with his head in thc
douds and the love of his life
who teaches him to follow
his heart, to the corrupt and
malicious police officer who
constantly wears a scowl on

his face.
"The acting was amazing," freshman Amy Kciper
said. "I liked the characterization that each of thc actors chose."
The play takes place on
one small, brightly-colored
set, where changes in place
are explained on a projec(ion above the set.
"I really liked how they
used thc space," Liwry said.

J.`

"They used several different
entrances and cxiis throughout the play:
The play contained many
surprises, like its uncharacteristic ending and a kiss between two police officers.
"My favorite part was the
comical man-to-man kiss
between thc cops," Page said.
"But I'm not sure how many
Whitworth students would
appreciate it:'
Contact Miranda, Cosand
at mimmia.cosand@whitworthian.com.

Tacoma, Wash., acoustic soloist

'Monologues'

Dave Hannon and Spokane's Kristen
Nlarlo performed at the Ntind and
Hcarth at Whitworth on Wednesday, April 1. They took to the stage
at 8 p.m. for the people crowded

around and scattered about the
coffee shop in no particular order.
Most of the audience found a comfortable sofa and quickly settled in
while others stood, joincd tables
and sat on the floor. Mario played
along with good friend Dave Hannon, whose fluid guitar playing and
voice complemented her own.
Mario opened for Hannon, the
main act. Hannon said he loves
coming to Whitworth because he
is always excited to be amongst the
josh Otsly/Whihivrthian
friendly people who go there.
"Whitworth is a wonderful col- Dave Hannon performs in the Mind & Hearth on Wednesday, April 1. Hannon
lege: he said. "I cnjoy visiting here, played with Kristen Mario, who is from Spokane.
everyone is always so warm."
Nothing was warmer than Han- stage, and they seem like long-time love thcm all," Hannon said. "It's all
about the people, best professional
non's performance that night. He in- fricnds.
"They work well together," shc performers work on really getting
vited a whole band to play with him
when typically he plays solo. With a said. is clear they have a long his- the audience involved:
Hannon wants his fans to share
tory together."
bass, guitar and drums added to the
the
support
of
his
company and just get excited
Nlarlo
appreciated
mix, the upbeat music began lifting
her fans, but %vishes she could reach about music.
spirits up off the ground.
"I hope my audience gets a smile
more people with
Hannon
called
out of it: Hannon said. And smile
her music.
Ntarlo to the stage
"The same fans thcy did. Hannon ended the show
frequently to perCLIC
form with him and Read the emended Yenion alibis artide kccp coming," she in an uproar of laughter with a big
said. "I'm burnt on smile pastcd on his face.
the two continued
ordine at
Nlarlo displayed a full-length althe Spokane music
to bring down the
whitwort hian.com
bum
as well as an EP which remains
scene
because
it's
alwalls.
ways the same ven- nameless, and Hannon presented
Celina Hernandez, a student at Eastern 'Washing- ues, and I feel like the scene needs his two CDs "Bridge" and "Better
for the Long While Ntarlo's next
ton University. enjoyed the show to expand;
7hcsc artists rely iolely on the show will be Thursday, April 9 at
and Ca= to watch and listen to
the two artists perform. Shc said local support of the people, and ap- The Knitting Factory'.
Contact Alex Distrevsky at alex.
Hannon and Mario have an amaz- preciate the consistcnt fans.
"Each venue is different but I bistrersky@ whitworthian. corn.
ing connection with cach other on

it

KIT

FEAR 2:

Sequel lacks engaging storyline, chilling atmosphere

continued from page 10
spooky, the bad guys were
believable and the scares
were genuine. Everything
about the game shouted,
"I was made by people
who carc about me!" "Fear
2: on thc othcr hand, feels
unfortunately like a cashin on its predecessor's
success, a smarmy leech
riding on the coattails of
greatness.
While much of thc
game feels similar, it
doesn't so much emulate
the first game as it copies
it, leaving the player feeling more like they had
been promised the real
Mona Lisa only to be given a cheap knock-off..
Fear: The original game
was scary. Really. Not
"monsters are jumping
out at me" scary, but truly

under-your-skin frightening. The secret to this was
the remarkable restraint
the developers showed in

putting thc game together
many of the most potcnt
scares thc game delivered
were built upon long sections of nothing happening. You'd be moving
through a building filled
with scary looking dark
corners, muscles rigid because every new comer
looks
like

something

sadly:ditched most of
this in favor of a mixture
of cheap scares, recycled
tricks and gore. There are
2,"

times where it will begin
to have success at gen-'
crating actual fright, but
then it seems to get tired
of thc effort and hangs a
mangled corpse in your
face. Oooh,
scary.

ners reading, "Look at the
blood!"
The sequel, on the othcr
hand, revels in the bloodbath, taking every opportunity to shove the player's
face into another gory
scene. The violence in the
first game added to the atmosphere; the violence in
the sequel is just distracting and detracts from the
experience.
'There are a few other
categories I could go into,
but I'm not going to because I'm tired of writing
about this disappointing
gaine.
If you're looking for a
top-notch horror game
with real scares and incredible action, rent or
buy the first game (available for PC, Xbox 360 and
the Playstation 3) and ignore the sequel.

is going to
Violence:
jump out and '"Fear 2', on the other If it's not alclobber you,
ready clear,
hand, feels unfortubut
noth- nately like a cash-in on both "Fear"
ing
would its predecessor's suc- games land
until you fisolidly
in
cess, a smarmy leech
nally began
the M-rated
expect riding on the coattails category.
to
of greatnese
that nothing
Lariguage,
would and
violence and
then
your
(in the seguard would
quel) some
be down and then- HOLY sexual elements make
PANTS TERROR FROM their appearances. But the
BEHIND!!!!
first game, while violent,
lbegamegotunderyour didn't revolve around the
skin because it worked to bloodshed.It was there,
Contact Jerod Janis at
build an atmosphere of but it wasn't glorified and jerod.jarvis@whitworthipsychological fear. "Fear set on a pedestal with ban- an.cont.

GRAPEVINE HUMOR: NAMES FOR THE NEW RESIDENCE HALL

Is

I (Mayor Jim) West Residence Hall.

I Bill Robinson Residence Hall.

ILeonard A. Oaldand Hall (This needs to happen. Seriously).

IWhitworthian Hall.

IThe Reconciliation Theme House...Hall.

Ilhe New Residence Hall.

lBeyond Hall II.

IKamcsh Sankaran Residence Hall.
C.,amp Lodge Hall.

The Squirrel's Nest Residence HalL

Alder Hall.

I Cowles Hall. (Every other building on campus is named after them, so why not?).

IThe Village: 2.0.

IDelanty Residence Hall.

A discussion about "The
Vagina Monologues" will
be held on today at 4 p.m.
in Weyerhaeuser 111. The
free event will explain the

background and the purpose of "The Vagina Monologues," which will be held
on April 21.
The discussion will be
led by faculty member Diana Trotter. For more information, contact Kelsey
Thurman at kthurman09@

whitworth.edu.

Financial crash
course aimed at
college students
"Personal Finance 101:
Smart Solutions for Students" will take place on
April 8 at 5 p.m. in the HUB
Multipurpose Room. The
free event will tcach students how to manage personal financcs through presentations from professors,
community organizers and
banks.
The event will show how
to make budgets, how to
manage debt and how to
save for the future. For more
information, contact Kacie
Gartland at kgartland09@
whitworth.edu.

Get Lit! poet to
speak as part of

city program
The English department
will host poet Phyllis Loin
on.April 8 at 7 p.m. in the
Ntusic Recital Hall. The free
event is part of the Spokane

Community's Get Lit! program.
Get Lit! is a series of programs that encourage discussion of literature in the
Inland Northwest.
For more information,
contact Lisa Sem-Rodrigues
at Irodrigues@whitworth.
edu.

Tragicomedy to
be performed by
Interplayers
"Waiting for Godot" will
be performed on April 8
and 9 at 7:30 p.m., April 10
at 8 p.m., and April 11 at 2
p.m. and 8 p.m. at the Spokane Interplayers Theatre.
Tickets for Becket's tragicomedy are $14 to $21 for
general admission, depending on the date and time of
the performance.
For more information,
including ticket prices, call
(509) 455-PLAY or visit

http://www.interplayers.
com.
Compikd by Miranda Cosand
Source: litrp://www.whitrortiLedul

rnayercakrulariviewitakndar-rnd
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Tops

mthe

BOX OFFICE
Check out the top
grossing movies of the
past weekend.
FAST& FURIOUS
$72,508,000

Longboarders head for the hills
Two students race their

way into a new sport
Taylor Faranda
Shy' 1Vriter

lhey ride downhill on

LEFT

longboards at speeds up to
45 mph, dressed in motorcycle leather with full-face
helmets and gloves. Its
called downhill skateboarding, and two Whitworth
students make up some
of the only participants in
Spokane.
Ryan Georgioff and Kip
Hamilton. have found a
passion for the still-growing sport.
Georgiotf said he just
recently started getting serious about learning the
techniques of downhill
sbteboarding after spending a couple of years longboarding.
In March, Georgian.- attended a downhill skateboard free ride in Goldendalc. Wash., where thc
world championship was
The event was another chance for Georgiotf to
improve on his technique.
les just been progress
ever since, just learning my
techniques: Georgiotr said.
"I'm still learning
this
weekend showed me how
much I have to learn. It was
encouraging and showed
me how much progress I've

$1,312,000

mude."

MONSTERS VS. ALIENS

$33,510,000
THE HAUNTING IN
CONNECTICUT
$9,550,000

KNOWING
$8,130,000
I LOVE YOU, MAN

$7,850,000
ADVENTURELAND
$6,010,000

DUPLICITY
$4,300,000
RACE TO WITCH

MOUNTAIN
$3,351,000

12 ROUNDS
$2,300,000
SUNSHINE CLEANING
$1,879,000
TAKEN
$1,580,000
THE LAST HOUSE ON THE

The idea of the sport
is riding at speed in close

proximity with other riders,
using cornering techniques
and making your body as
aerodynamic as possible,
which is called the "tuck.-Georgiotf said he picked
up the sport relatively easily and practices when he
can find time and when the
weather is cooperative.
"It's almost like learning to play an instrument:
Georgioff said. "It's learning the fundamentals and
then you just build on
I latnilton
didn't start
downhill
skateboarding
until this past year, but he
also had been a part of the
longboarding community
previous to joining the
sport. Although he enjoys
riding down the hills for
fun, he said he's interested
in participating more in the
competitive part.
"It's exhilarating. relaxing and [there's an) adrenaline rush," Hamilton said.
helps me clear my mind
out. %%lien I'm longboarding. I'm riding otf instinct.
It forces you to relax. You're
super chill down the hill
and then at the bottom the
adrenaline rush comes and
you're like, ikw man! Lees
go do it again!'"
In spitc oía remit crash

it

Tau 54. &nu

1

1 in

t vt tlu.a rhow

Ran Georsql tourtely 41 Krp IlJmilton

Junior Kip Hamilton and sophomore Ryan Georgioff stand with their longboards along
Whitworth Drive near the Back 40.
BELOW LEFT: Georgloff races down the access street behind the Back 40.
BELOW RIGHT:Hamilton speeds down Whitworth Drive, one of their favorite"raceways."
in tvirich I iamilton was riding at 55 mph, he says he
isn't deterred by the thrill of
the ride. I le focuses more
on improving his technique
whenever he gets the chance
to long board.
"That's the cool part
about it you can compete
against yourself the whole
time," I lamilton said.
downhill skateboarding community has
advocates all over the world
who compete at events,
with people from all ages
and carccrs taking part in
the sport.

les kind of nice because
vry tight-knit

you have a

community of skaters,"
Ccorgiotr said. ""lite mitts
arc likc family reunions. I

saw that camaraderie this
past weekend."
Contact Taylor Faranda
a t tay/or.fitrattda@tvititwor-

thhot.orst.
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17-3

23-5

GEORGE FOX

15-3

20-7

PLU

14-4

18-7

WILLAMETTE

10-7

12-11

PACIFIC

11-13

14-15

11PS

6-9.

9-14

L&C.

5-14

5-19

WHITWORTH

3-17

5-21

WHITMAN

2-13

3-18
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SOFTBALL

hit qualifying marks

.

%VW's Candace Missouri put in

the day's
best all-around performance. earning wins in
Assistant Sports Editor
three events: the 100-meter dash, long jump
Five Vhitworth athletes recorded NCAA and triple jump.
Junior Cody Stelzer cleared thc old track
Division III national qualifying marks at Saturday's Sam Adams Classic at the Whitworth record with a NCAA DIII qualifying mark of
6-10 1/4 in the high jump, but finished second
Pine Bowl.
Although Vhitworth athletes posted strong to WSU's Trent Arrive):
Junior Ron Whitley and senior Kory Kemp
qualifying marks, junior Emmanuel Bola was
the only Pirate to record a win, finishing first each hit NCAA provisional marks this weekin the 400meter dash. Ilis time of the 49.10 end in the discus and javelin, respectively.
Junior Jeff Kintner also posted a qualifying
was the fastest in the Northwest Conference so
mark in the shot put with a throw of 5.1-10,
far this season.
Athletes from Washington State University, one of the best in the nation this year at the
University of Idaho, Community Colleges of division III level.
Pirate throwers have anchored the
Spokane and unattached athletes competed
with the Bucs in the fourth annual event. Due men's team this season, with Kintner leading
to the high level of competition, six different the NWC in the shot put and Whitley in the
lloppell Track re.cords fell during Saturday's discus
Washington State sprinter Andre Jennings
meet.
Women set course records in the 100- and WaS the only man with multiple victories, tak400-meter hurdles as %yell as the pole vault, ing the 100 and 200-meter dashes.
Next weekend the Pirates will stay in Spowhile the men posted new track bests in three
field events: the high jump, pole vault and kane to compete at the Washington vs. Oregon
Classic. Whitworth will join Eastern Washhammer.
Sophomore Elizabeth Nlatilla set a NCAA ington, Central Washington and Community
DIII provisional mark for the Pirates in the Colleges of Spokane to represent Washington,
400-meter hurdles in 1:03.09, and also led the while Portland State, Eastern Oregon, Linfield
and Lane Community College comprise the
4x400 team to a season-best.
In the 800-meter, sophomore Dana Mis- Oregon squad.
Contact James Cafes- at james.gelferewhitter& posted a conference-qualifying time of

e

worthian.com.

2:20.95.

LINFIELD

11/1114rtimpvi.:_,_

Sophomore Elizabeth Mattila races past the competition in the 400-meter hurdles. Mattila posted a NCAA Dill provisional qualifying time of 1:03.09.

James Gelfer

ALL

NEXT PIRATE GAME:
Whitworth vs. Pacific Lutheran
Friday; April 10 noon

El

Five Bucs

NWC

NWC

ALL

UNFIELD

15-0

25-2

WILLAMETTE

14-2

21-2

PLU

10-6

12-6

PACIFIC

8-6

17-9

WHITWORTH

6-7

10-14

UPS

3-9

10-16

GEORGE FOi

3-13

4-21

L&C

1-17

1-27

_

NEXT PIRATE GAME:
Whitworth vs. Lewis & Clark
Friday, April 10 2p.m.

oat

-

MEWS TENNIS
ALL

NWC

WHITMAN

15-0

21-4

PLU

12-2

14-8

LINFIELD

12-3

13-6

WHITWORTH

9-7

10-10

WILLAMETTE

7-7

7-7

UPS

5-9

7-10

PACIFIC

4-10

7-11

L&C

3-13

3-16

GEORGE FOX

0-16

-

-

Thomas Rolinsonlitlituvrthian

Junior Emmanuel Bofa takes first in the 400-meter
dash. He finished with a time of 49.10.

-

1-16

NEXT PIRATE MATCH:

Whitworth vs. Seattle Univ.

Saturday. April I I

Baseball drops three of
four to No. 2 George Fox
.loe Westenberg

Staff 1Vriter

4

Yong Kim./11,71itrorthi.nt

Freshman Infielder Andrew Durant hurtles a Bruin baserunner during
one of Sunday's games.

-

Whitworth baseball rallied to win
the last game of a four-game series
last Sunday, after losing the first three
to top-ranked George Fox University.
By ending their seven-game losing
streak, the Pirates improved their
Northwest Conference record to 3-17
and 5-21 overall. George Fox is now
tied with Linfield in the loss column,
with a NWC record of 15-3.
On Saturday Whitworth took a
3-2 lead in the bottom of the sixth

but George Fox picked up three more
runs to take the win during the seventh and the ninth. The game ended
with a final score of 8-4.
Junior designated hitter Mitch Nelson drove in two runs with his second home run of the season, which
he followed up with a sacrifice fly in
the sixth. His sac fly coupled with a
squeeze bunt by junior catcher Chris
Bartenhagen scored junior infielder
Luis Tovar for the final run of the
game for the Pirates.

See BASEBALL, page 15

:

e 9 a.m.

NWC

ALL

WHITWORTH

16-0

19-3

LINFIELD

13-2

15-4

WHITMAN

12-4

13-7

L&C

10-6

13-8

PACIFIC

7-9

7-9

WILLAMETTE

6-8

7-10

GEORGE FOX

3-13

4-16

UPS

1-13

1-13

PLU

1-14

1-17

NEXT PIRATE MATCH:
Vilitworth vs. Lewis-Clark St.
Tuesday; April 14 3 p.m.

e
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Burns finds happiness in 2nd choice
soon overcome these early jitters as she played No. 1
last year for an up-and-coming team that lost in the
conference championship match.
As with almost all college athletes, the dream startDespite coming on as a conference powerhouse
ed long before her first step on a university campus. in her individual play, she tributes all of her involvement in tennis to the team.
It was certainly achievable with the right talent and
"In doubles I don't feel pressure because I have a
%vork ethic, but sometimes hard work does not pay
off. Sometimes the stars align a little different than teammate out there with me: Burns said. Alli !Marshall, freshman] is such a good doubles partner."
planned.
She sees strength throughout Whitworth's team,
Junior Rachel Burns spent much of high school
athletic life seeking the goal of playing collegiate which is undefeated in conference play this year.
"I know we're pretty much locked up at four, five
soccer. Whitworth seemed like a great place %vith
and six, and usually at two and
its prestigious program and acathree as well, so pressure is minidemics to match; Burns's dream
mal: Burns said.
seemed to be happening. Howevtakes a rare brand of athlete
Although Burns feels confident
er, thc answer she wanted to hear
to compete on a high level in
in her entire team, the success the
from thc coach was not necessarily
the right one for her.
team has accomplished in thc past
multipl e sports:
two seasons still has no regard on
She can look back now, over two
her love for her involvement in
and a half years later, and see how
Whitworth tennis.
it took thc denial by another to
In expressing her favorite part of being on the
help her say "yes" to herself.
It takes a rare brand of athlete to compete on a team Burns said, "It's definitely the interactions ivith
high level in multiple sports. Burns happens to be the girls. I legitimately enjoy spending time with the
one of those. Vith the influence of her father, tcnnis girls on the team. Some of the girls on the team are
some of my closest friends:
has been a part of hcr lifc since childhood.
So, although tennis was not option A, Burns has
"He actually wanted to be a professional player; he
was a tennis pro in LA:: Burns said. -My whole fam- found a place in tennis where not only are her skills
as an athlete utilized, but she has found true enjoyily played tennis."
After soccer did not work out, Burns did not join ment in the sport in so many more facets than perthe tcnnis team her frcshman year, but her abilities sonal or even team accomplishments. It is all about
the experiences and relationships that only come for
could not go unnoticed.
"I took tennis with Coach Tulle» and Jo (Wag- hcr when shc is with her teammates.
It just goes to show, some storics do have a happy
staff, coach] pulled me out of class to hit with the
team," Burns saki "Jo Wagstaff is the best coach ever. ending. and Rachel Burns is living proof.
I would not play tcnnis if she was not the coach:
Burns will be the first to admit she was nen.ous
Contact Colin. Zalcwski at coliti.:alcwski@whitworin her first practices %vith the team, but she would thian.cons.
Colin Zalewski
Staff Writer

it

Women clinch top seed
with win over Linfield

Junior Rachel Bums chose to pursue tennis over soccer after arriving at
Whitworth. In her second season Bums Is the No. 1 player for the Bucs.

Affordable, Off Campus Housing
Meyer Properties
Now renting for 2009-2010 school year
VerY nice-large dOlexes, walking Cliitance to WhitV/orth

Kara Heatherly
Staff Writer

Earlier in the year the women defeated Whitman R-1 and were expecting
nothing less of themselves this time
Two weeks ago the Piratcs did a around.Whitworth made easy work of
number on thc Linficld Wildcats' win- Whitman, taking the match 7-2.
All three doubles teams posted wins
ning streak and Saturday they expected nothing less of themselves than to against Whitman, helping to improve
do it again.
the Pirates' 19-3 overall and iccs a perWe just knew we had to come out fect NWC record of 16.0.
strong, they switched out the teams to
Burns and /s1arshall took down
hopefully guarantee a win," freshman Whitman's No. 1 doubles tcam by an
Mya Towne said. But we knew we 8-3 margin.
needed to be more steady:
Linh and Towne battled to a 9-7
Junior Rachel Burns and freshman victory in their doubles match to finAlli Marshall took the position at ish the season as the top No. 2 doubles
No. 1 doubles. The Pirates fell to the team in thc NWC with a record of.
Wildcats' tcam of Sallie Katter and 7-0.
Abby Olbrich for the second time
The match was closely contested,
this season. The other two
with four of the six sindoubles pairs defeated the
gles matches being forced
Wildcats to make the score
to three sets.
NEXTGAME
at the end of doubles, 2-1
"Whitman is a strong
WHITWORTH VS.
Pirates.
team; we're not surprised
LEWIS-CLARK STATE
We came out really fothis is happening at all,"
Date: Tuesday, Apd114
cused; we knew the douTowne said, of the close
Time:3 p.m.
bles matches were impormatch against Whitman.
location: Whitworth
tant," Towne said.
Sophomore
Katie
Senior Linh Aven, who
Staudinger and Towne
lost her match in the Piwon in straight sets for
rates' previous meeting with the Wildthe Bucs. Staudingcr leads
cats, was determined to prove herself the NWC with 20-0 record in singles
this time around. Aven took her match matches this season.
at No. 3 singles against the Wildcats'
The team has been on the road since
Sophie Larson 7-5, 6-1.
Sunday morning, and is ready to be
She came out so strong," Towne home after a tiring weekend, Towne
said. "In the morning we met for said.
breakfast. She was so pumped from
Next week the Bucs will host Lewisthe beginning. She just played her Clark State for one final tune up before
game."
the NWC championship tournament.
Despite a courageous comeback in The tournament will be held April 17the second set from the Pirates' No. 2 18 in Yakima, Wash.
singles player, freshman Alli N1arshall,
The undefeated conference season
was still defeated by her opponent was well deserved for the Pirates, but
Abby Olbrich, 6-2, 3-6, 6-2.
the team is prepared to look forward
The girl that Alti played hasn't lost to thc end of the season NWC chama set all season," Towne said. "Alli did pionship tournament.
a lot better than last time"
"We'll go into the conference chamEvery girl on the team bettered their pionships seeded No. 1; Towne said.
score from the last meeting against "And now that is our focus."
Linfield just weeks before.
Saturday the women traveled to
Contact Kara Heatherly at kara.
Walla Walla, Wash., to face Whitman. heatherly@whitworthian.com.

Branton iltrimirtg/WIntowrthiJn

4-6 students in large, private bedrooms. Lots of off street parking.
Washer and dryer provided. $288-$325/mo per stuEach unit can house

dent. Lots of choices!
Available starting June 1
Call Kim or Bill

for showing at 509-534-6398 or 509-991-1212

MULTIPLE CHOICE MENU.

College is about trying new stuff, and now you're in luck-you can experience
the variety of flavors at Qdoba Mexican Grill anytime, because we're never too
far away. 1Vhatever you choose, it's all made fast, fresh and right in front ofyou.
Come on in and see for yourself. What are you going to love at Odobar

Spokane Locations
N. Division (near Costco)
901 S. Grand Blvd. (behind Sacred Heart
7115

mol
MEXICAN GRILL
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Softball edges up in NWC
James Gelfer
Assistant Sports Editor

The Pirates put together two lategame rallies to split a four-game
weekend series with the University of
Puget Sound in l'acoma.
Whitworth improved its record to
10-14 overall and 6-8 in the Northwest Conference. Sophomore pitchers
Kelsey Ayers and Jessica Istangis split
starting pitching duties for thc Pirates,
each going I-I in the series.
The Loggers blanked the Pirates 9-0
in the first game, which was ended in
the bottom of the sixth on the eightrun rule. Auriel Sperburg pitched a
complete game for UPS, striking out
ninc Whitworth batters.
In the second game on Saturday,
the Pirates trailed UPS 2-1 heading
into the final inning. Junior outfielder
Lacey Kerr tied the game with a sacrifice fly, then senior outfielder /standee
Edwards scored the go-ahead run on

BASEBALL
continued from page 13
Sophomore pitcher Nathan Johnson (1-3) kept
the Bruins off-balance for
much of the game before
losing steam late. I le went
8 2/3 innings and gave up
seven earned runs on 14
hits with two strikeouts and
a walk.
The second game ended
with another loss to the Bruins but with a much closer
margin of 12-11. Whitworth put up an impressive
eight runs in the sixth, taking a lead at 11-10 but failed
to stop the George l'ox bats,
which drove in tsvo more
runs in the seventh and
ninth innings.
Freshman infielder JR
Jarrell and sophomore outfielder Kevin Valcrio both

smashed three run home
runs in the sixth to help
the Pirates recover from
a 10-3 deficit. Jarrell and
Valcrio each had three hits
and three runs batted in to
lead the Pintes. Freshman
infielder Landon Scott finished the game 4 for 5 at the
plate.
On Sunday the two teams
met again and split the double header; the Pirates lost
thc first game but won the
finale.
In game one the Pirates
suffered a crushing defeat
of 16-4. Whitworth pulled
within 7-4 of the Bruins
win with a three-run homer
from junior infielder Kyle
Krustangel before the Bruins drove in nine runs in

a wild pitch. The l'irates went on to Mangis picked up her first save of the
win the game 4-2.
season.
Mangis earned the win for WhitAs in the first three games of the
worth, allowing only two runs in a series, the Loggers took an early lead
complete-game effort. Junior infielder in the fourth game with the Pirates.
Carrie Gibson went two for three and Whitworth trailed 2-0 in the sixth inscored a run for the Pining when sophomore
outfielder Caitlin Dorates.
herty hit an RBI single
Sperburg kept the PiNEXT GAME
rates hitless the first four
to bring the Bucs within
WHITWORTHVS.
one. Later in the inning
innings of Sunday's first
LEWIS&CLARK
Sammie Parr scored on a
game, leading the Logthrowing error to tic the
Date: Friday, Apn110
crs to a 3-0 lead. Down
Time:2p.m.
game 2-2.
3-1 heading into the sixth,
Location: PortlancrOre.
The teams fought into
RBI singles by sophomore
extra innings, where the
infielder Caty Licske and
Loggers won on a sacrijunior infielder Ashley
fice fly in the bottom of
Carey spurred a threerun inning that gave Whitworth a 4-1 the eighth.
The Pirates will travel to Lewis &
lead.
this weekend for a four-game
more
Clark
Pirates
tacked
on
four
The
series with thc Pioneers.
runs in the seventh, winning 8-3.
Licske led the Pirates with three hits
Contact James Gclfcr at james.geland three RBI. Sophomore pitcher Aycrs recorded thc win for the Bucs and fer@whitworthian.com.

the fifth to seal the deal.
The next game began
similarly, with the Bruins
taking an early lead on a
three run home run. The
Pirates got within 3-2 in
the fourth when Krustangel
hit his second home run of
the day, a solo shot to right
center field. Senior pitcher
Chad nett settled down
quickly for the Bucs, leading the team to their lone
victory of the series.
The winning rally began
with an infield single followed by Krustangel getting hit by Bruin reliever
Chad Jones. Jones then
was called for consecutive
balks, allowing the tying
run to score and Krustangel
to niove to third. Nelson hit
a ball to thc right field %van
for a sacrifice fly that scored
the tying run. Jones was
ejected following the play
and Matt Wyckoff came on
to pitch.
After 'Wyckoff struck out
freshman infielder Andrew
Durant for thc second out
of the inning. Tovar pinch
hit for sophomore catcher Taylor McMahon and
drove the first pitch he saw
from Wyckoff (1-1) over the
right-center field fence. The
Pirates took the win with a
final score of 5-4.
Whitworth will travel
to Pacific Lutheran ncxt
weekend for a four-game
series that will begin with
two nine-inning games on
Contact foe Itresteriberg

at joc.westenberg@whitworthian.com.

INDIANS
JOB FAIR
The Spokane Indians Baseball Club

for individuals to fill a
variety of game night positions.
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Senior Ben Brast shoots alumper duri g warmups Sunday.
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with I tramural CoordinatorJohn Ellings
Frisbee season undersvay and soccer looking forward to fresh air
The Frisbee season is finally upon us. With just a
little under a month of regular season to be played, it
is going to be hectic. Also, with 19 Challenge and just
sb: Power teams, the game times will be a little strange.
Power games will run.Thesdays and Sundays, as well
as a smidge just one game - on Thursdays. Challenge league games fill in the rest of the times, playing
Mondays, Wednesdays, Thursdays and Sundays..Both
leagues will be playing Sundays, maldng use of our
two fields. I hope yall are ready!!
Soccer games will be split indoors and outdoors
starting Monday, April 13. Each team will get at least
one chance to taste real grass and dirt before playoffs
begin at the end of the month. Playoffs will be an outdoor event, so dust off your deat.i!

-

Friday.

ANYTIME BETWEEN

ram woo Wow

47111

UT& 535-2922
www.spokaneindiansbaseball.com

FINAL tournament schedules

Sign-ups for the Round Robin Tennis Tourney will
be out this week. If the weather continues to be agreeable, the games will be held on the outdoor courts,
April 18 and 19. You will be able to sign up to be either
in the singles or doubles league.
The annual Softball Tournament is to be held May
2-3 on both Merkel and Marks Fields. It should be an
exciting weekend filled with laughs as both the novice
and experienced batters flail away at the arching round
ball.

baseball talk with bud bareither

Baseball's creamy
centers: Surprise
players of 2009
We've all had the experience before. You grab a
chocolate and expect just that chocolate, nothing more
and nothing less. Yet when you bite into that delicious
little piece of heaven an unsuspected but more than
welcome guest is waiting there for you. Is it caramel?
Peanut butter? Nougat? Who cares? Either way, it's a
wonderful addition to something you already love.
Much like strawberry filling in a chocolate, the following players will'make the 2009 MLB season just that
much sweeter. These soon-to-be studs are flying under thc radar now but as the heat of summer increases
their milk chocolate shells will disappear, leaving these
surprising players in higher demand than one of Wonka's golden tickets.
Adam Jones-CF-Baltimore Orioles: Unlike his
football counterpart who shares the same name, this
Adam Jones prefers hitting homeruns to hitting bodyguards and would much rather make the playoffs than
make it rain. Jones came to Baltimore last year as part
of the historically bad trade that sent Erik Bedard to
Seattle (*Bill Bavasi slaps forehead.). After struggling
early in the season Jones came on strong and showed
thc exciting combination of speed and power that
will make him a cornerstone of Baltimore teams for
years to come. He plays center field with aplomb and a
20HR-20SB season is not out of thc question for Jones
in 2009.
Ian Stewart-3B-Colorado Rockies: Stewart won't
be able to hide out in thc shadows of the Rocky Mountains for much longer; this infielder is a legitimate 30HR threat. One of thc Rockies' top procpects last year,
Stewart justified that title by bashing 10 HRs and driving in 41 runs in only 266 ABs during the 2008 season.
Although he still strikes out too much, his power potential and ability to play any spot in the infield make
him onc to watch in 2009.
Shin-Soo Chao-OF-Cleveland Indians: Not surprisingly, Chao is a former Mariner prospect svho
flourished once he left Seattle. Chao absolutely tore
the cover off the ball once last scason, hitting .343 after
the All-Star break. The South Korean Sultan of SWat
should continue his assault on AL pitching in 2009 and
coupled with Grady Sizemore give the Indians a potent
offense. Look for Choo to hit around .300 ssith 20-25
Hits and 85-90 RBIs.
Chris Davis-1B-Texas Rangers: Chris "Crush"
Davis earned his nickname in the minors because of
his repeated tattooing of baseballs and he did nothing
to change that reputation after his call-up last season.
In just undcr 300 ABs Davis drilled 17 HRs, 23 2Bs
and had 55 RBIs and 51 runs. Playing a full season in
the bandbox that is the Ballpark at Arlington gives him
a legitimate shot at 40 HRs, no small feat in the poststeroid era. Pitchers, handle with caution.
Elijah Dukes-OF-Washington Nationals: Sure,
he's got more bats in his belfry than Charles Manson,
but this guy knows how to hit a baseball. After being
cast off from Tampa Bay for repeated bad behavior,
Dukes found a place to play that has no tmuble turning a blind eye to criminals: Washington D.C.! He vas
an instant asset to the Nationals on both sides of the
ball.and if he can stay out of trouble, he could hit 25
Ms and steal 20 bases (or cars) in 2009.
Matt Cain-SP-San Francisco Giants: Matt Cain
looked ready to break out for the past few seasons only
to struggle with control issues and poor run support.
Last season, he went 8-14 despite a 3.78 ERA and 186
Ks, mainly due to an anemic Giants' offense that batted
Bengie Molina in the deanup spot (that's like having a
"Best of the '80s" concert headlined by Banarama). If
Cain can cut down on his walks he should increase his
win total and get some of the recognition that's given
to San Fran's other ace, Tim Lincecum.
Johnny Cueto-SP-Cincinnati Reds: Although the
words "Cincinnati Reds" and "quality pitcher" generally go together about as well as "Mark McGMre" and
"honest; the team has actually managed to assemble
a stable of young, talented hurlers. Cueto struggled at
times during his rookie year, but has some of the best
stuff of any pitcher in the NL Cueto struck out nearly
a batter an inning after the break, and he should improve considerably in his sophomore campaign. Still
just 23 years old, Cueto has the potential to min 10-12
games and post an ERA under 4.00 with tons of E.'s in
2009.

Send comments to editorewhitworthian,cont.
Contact Bud Bareitker at bud.bareither@whitworthian.com.
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following your dream, you can help your students achieve theirs.
Become an elementary or secondary teacher with a master's degree in 13 months!

Complete full-time day program with a year-long internship in local schools.
Teach across cultures during Jan Term international/domestic field experiences.

Benefit from Whitworth's high placement rate for graduates.
Earn scholarships, grants and financial aid.
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SERVING THE WHITWORTH CONINIUNITY SINCE 1905

Former English
professor Clem
Simpson dies

RELAY FOR LIFE

Julie Wootton
News Editor

Fortner longtime English professor A. Clarence "Clem" Simpson has died, Whitworth
President Bill Robinson announced in a campus-wide e-mail April 15.
"God must hae known I needed it when I
was blessed with the opportunity to learn from
Clem on my first faculty retreat in 1993," Robinson wrote in the e-mail. "I lis warmth, wisdom and humilstill inspire

Alya

it

Inc."

CLICK IT

Schlott,' Mystv Whalorraa.trt

Simpson was
hired as chair Rtad mimic:his a Simpson by hii remit(
rclleapes and studtnts criline at
of the English
whitworthian.com
Department in
1953 and taught
until 1980. /
also served as acting president.
After retiring in 1980, Simpson and his wife
Koreyne bought a trailer and spent several years
on the road bird-watching:rho' later settled in
1)es /sloines, Wash.
During his retirement, Simpson taught I lebrew and fewish literature and spoke at churches in the Des Moines area.
Onc lecture per year is held in honor of
Simpson and late former history professor Fenton Duvall. Lectures are held on topics relating
to English and history, their respective disciplines.
Peter Storey, Nelson Mandelds former chaplain, spoke last week for this year's SimpsonDuvall lecture.
Contact Julie Wootton tit julic.st.otstiosqwhit.
worthian. corn.

ABOVE:Luminaries line the track In the Fieldhouse on April 17 to commemorate someone who has faced, or is facing, cancer as a part of Relay for Life.
LEFT: Freshman Naticcia Melendez kneels before a luminary during Relay for Life.
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Check out our photo

slideshow of Relay for life

whitworthian.com

From 6 p.m. on Friday, April 17 to S a.m. the next morning, students
walked around the indoor track in the Fieldhouse to relive the hardships of and raise moneyfor, those who have dealt with cancer. See
photos from the night at whitworthian.com.

Student Life plans housing changes
Ira McIntosh
Staff Writer

'Mere are many changes going on in the
residence halls for next year.
Floors in Duvall [fall will become samesex while Schumacher Ilan will sit vacant
and only two of the existing buildings in
"Ilic Village will be used.
The on-campus housing lottery, began
last week and concludes April 28.
A DIFFERENT DUVALL

There are currently co-ed tloors in Duvall, but next year the floors will be samesex in order to help build community in the
building, said Katrina Golden, Duvall resident director, in an e-mail.
"It was suggested this may help create
more unity on the floors and for programming purposes, such as for hall activities,"
Golden said.
ihe hope, is that students will enter int()
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community more with sane-sex floors and
also allow students to feel free to sign up for
double rooms in the six-person pods.
"The first years of Duvall were an experiment to see if that %vorked," said Alan Jacob,
associate director of student housing.
There was negative feedback on having
co-ed floors, he said.
'Hie main problem is that the students
aren't sure which RA to go to, as there are
both male and female ItAs on each level.
This coming fall, Duvall will be split up
with men on the first and fourth floors and
women on the second and third floors.
"We try to give the men the bottom floor
because of security respects," Jacob said.
SCHUMACHER TO BE VACANT

Schumacher svas used as the campus
health center and a tvonien's residence hall
until being converted imito a male residence
hall this year to accommodate overflow students.

"This past /slay, June and July we had this
influx of freshmen with proportionately
more men than before," Jacob said.
Schumacher is now off line as a building for the 2009- 10 school year, but may
be used as a residence hall in future years.
REVAMPING THE VILLAGE

Next year, only two of the current residences in The Village will be used. Ihe university has decided that Kenia will be torn
tlown and Akili will be left empty.
"Keola will be flat and Akili svill be unplugged," Jacob said.
Ile said the university considered keeping Schumacher occupied and taking down
a second building in The Village. lowever,
in the past, when the school has trietl to put
just one Village building with Baldwin-Jenkins, it hasn't worked, he said.
hlte tsvo remaining buildings in The Vil-

Changes to history classes.

1

See:HOUSING, page. 3
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PORiamPHY:
Alumnus starts group
for male students
struggling with porn
Yong Kim
Assistant Scene Editor
Editor's twtc: 7his is the first in a series on
pornography on campus. A sourre's hientity
has been kept cmifidentialfor ¡lis protection.

The auto-industry isn't the only business
that is hurting in the economic recession the porn industry is, too. The porn industry
asked the federal government for $S billion
in bailout funds back in January, according
to thc LA Daily News.
Despitethe economy's impact on the industr), porn is still being consumed.
Web pages with adult content online are
estimated in thc hundreds of millions and
the porn business generates $12 billion annually - more than Hollywood, MLB, NBA
and NFL combined, according to CNN in
2006. And a BBC nc%vs story in 2000 reported at least 200,000 people in thc U.S. are
considered "porn addicts."
WWI pornography becoming mure readily available, and a lot of the time free of
charge, the topic of "porn addiction" has increasingly gained prominence.

AfichAri

Professor of historyJim Hunt lectures to his Andent and Medieval Worlds class on April 17.

History intro classes to
incorporate global focus
ids 'Nu
Staff Writer
The history department is undergoing a
facelift, just in time for the upcoming academic year. Ihe four introductory classes
will be restructured to incorporate a more
globalized perspective on history.
John Yoder, profesor of political science and diair of thc department, said the

PORNOGRAPHY AT WHITWORTH
Daniel Steer, '95 alumnus, started a support group for male students struggling with
porn in February. He works part time for
WhitIvorth's counseling services in conjunction to his own private practice in Spokane.
Steer started a support group because the
topic of pornography would consistently
come up inadvertently during his sessions
with students at Whitworth - specifically
male students. A group of four male students
mcct weeldy with Steer.
-The only time [porn] gets talked abmit
is when it's in crude humor with guys," said
ajunior male student in the support group.
-The sad
is
truth
that
for
CLICK IT

guys
it's
so much
easier to

department looked at comparable schools
and found out other schools were not creative in thcir curriculum.
"Their courses reflected very traditional
ways oflooking at history that did not give
students an opportunity to think of history
within a contemporary context: he said.
The corc dasscs required of history majors, which also meet general education requirements, will be organized around their
geographic locations.
"I'm excited for that," said professor of
history Dale Sodcn. "It'll help address concerns that history is taught from a Eurocentrist or Americentrist perspective:
The dasses American History before
1877 and American History since 1877
will be replaced with America in a Global
Context. The class will focus on America in
the late 19th century to the present and will
portray America in relation to the world.
"Particular emphasis will be placed on
thc sectional, national and international
movements that influenced orwere influenced by the American democratic experience: according to the course description.
The Atlantic 1Vorld will focus on the
naturc and extent of cultural exchange
between countries bordering the Atlantic
Ocean with emphasis on Native Americans, Atria= and Europeans.
The Mediterranean World dass will
cover the ancient Greeks and Romans, the
Byzantine Empire as well as early Islam in
Spain. Italy, North Africa and the hifiddle
East. The dass will also focus on how the
Nfediterrancan countries are interconnect-

Read about the debate over pom addiction,

treatments and implications online at

whitworthian.com
not talk
about it
and brush
it under thc carpet:
The support group is the most recent attempt made at Whitworth for students
struggling with porn since the institution's
decision to filter the Internet in 2001.
Pornography and masturbation are topics
that are overlooked unless students bring it
up, the junior male student said. More programs and support groups are needed for
more open dialogue for students, he said.
Associate dean of students Dick Mandeville said he is open to initiatives and recommendations people have to create more support on campus and that the administration
wants to "fearlessly address the issue."
"The programs that are most effective in
terms of student attendance and content,
have originated from student initiatives,"
Mandeville said in an e-mail.
The junior male student said he finds it
hard tallcing about his struggle because of
the lack of dialogue on campus.
"I would be judged so much and so humiliated and publidy shamed," the student said.
"It's not just something people talk about so
why should I talk about it?"
Men are not the only ones watching porn.
During an average month, 9.4 million women view porn online, according to internetfilter-review.com.
Senior Lissie Mendes said she views porn
as potentially addictive. A self-identified
feminist, she said when women consciously
choose to be in porn that is their choice.
"You can't object to men who objectify
[women] if they [choose to do porn]," Mendes said.
Sophomore Carly Stuart said porn is not
beneficial but unrealistic media depictions
of people aren't either.
Contact Yong Kim at yong.kim@whitworthian.com.

Wittwer/IVhitmvatim

cd with the rest of the world.
Yoder said the dass will be similar to the
Ancient and Medieval Worlds dass currently offered.
Pacific World dass will cover primarily China and Japan, but will also discuss the Asian Diaspora.
According to the coursc description, the
class "introduces China as thc focal point
of a network of trade and culture that indudes the Asian steppes, India and the rise
of Japan. Korea and Vietnam:
Professor of history Jim Hunt said the
curriculum is appropriate for the 20th century.
"We're no longer approaching nationalism as the best way to look at history: he
said. "It's mining aw-ay from a strongly
nationalist perspective to focus on a more
global persficct isx:"
Sodcn said the ncw courses will emphasize global history in order to help students
better understand how ccrtain countries
interact with thc rest of thc world.
"We're still maintaining history as a scientific discipline in some scnsc, but still
keeping thc storytelling aspcct that makes
it an art," limit said. "In othcr words, we're
keeping it balanced."
In addition to these four new courscs,
there will be a new course offered at the
200 level that will help history majors explore the concept ofvocation and possibilities within the history profession for after
graduation.
The class will be a capstone for the first
two years and a launching pad for thc next

e

two," Yoder said.
A similar class used to be offered at thc
400 level, but Yoder said it made more
sense to offer the class at thc 200 level because it would help studcnts make better

decisions about their futures earlier in their
four years rather than at the cnd of them.
Contact Iris

;Vie

at iris.wu@whittvorthi-

an.com.

Affordable, Off Campus Housing
Meyer Properties
Now renting for 2009-2010 school year
r -

Each unit can house*4-6 students in large,
rooms. Lots of off street parking.

Ovate bed-

Waiher and dryer provided. $288-$325/mo per' stu-

dent

Lots

of choices!
Available starting June 1

Call Kim or Bill for showing

at 509-534-6398 or 509-991-1212
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Trustees visit campus
Economic times
weigh heavily
on decisions

Michella Sutherland
Staff Writer

Julie Wootton
News Editor

The impact of the economic
reCession on university financcs
was one of the main topics of
discussion at the spring Board
of Trustees meetings last week.
Trustee Scott Chandler, chair

of the endowment committee,
said the university's 558 million
Graerne AuPherson/Whitovrthian
endowment was down about Two members of the Board of Trustees walk near McEaçhran Hall on
$400,000 at the end of 111arch April 16.The trustees met last week for their spring meeting.
due to the econoiny.
"The end of the quarter ended
About 200 of those donors passed an operating budget
okay, but everybody forgets how have been labeled as "qualified," of about $55.6 million for the
bad January and February were," meaning that they must fit the 2009-10 school year, an increase
Chandler said. "We %vac sup- mission of IVItitworth and have of about $3 million from this
posed to be down 6.5 percent."
signs of wealth.
year's budget.
President Bill Robinson said
There are generally three
Trustee Wayne Williams exthe university has bccn position- prospects for one gifi, Bennett pressed hesitation with increasing itself for economic recovery. said.
ing the operating budget during
"As soon as things begin to
The department is aiming for an economic recession.
thaw, then we'll be in a great three $5 million gifts or above
"Not a whole lot of organizaposition," Robinson said. "Until .and currently have no pros- tions are increasing their budthen, we can't let up:'
pects.
gets right now; Williams said.
Trustcc Jim Bennett, chair of
Bennett said Institutional "I believe cducation and thc
the Institutional Advancement
Advancement government have not sccn thc
committee, said
is working on impact yet that the private secfundraising rereaching
out tor has already."
CLICK IT
mains one of
to donors on a
Robinson said the university
the university's OM cut mote coverage of the Board of more personal- has wrestled with that issue, but
Inntees meetings online at
weaknesses.
ized basis.
that the school is still projecting
Overall, givwhitworthian.com
The depart- an increase in enrollment which
ing is currently
mcnt is creating is the reason for having a larger
at 45 percent of
a tii-fold mail- budget.
the Institutional Advancement ing that is personalized to thc
Lawton said part of the buddepartment's goal.
donor, including their name, get increase is driven by the
Bennett said the total num- year thcy graduated and pic- need to,increase financial aid for.
ber of major gifts solicited is tures related to their interests at students and thc anticipation of
up from last year, although the Whitworth.
moving forward on thc science
number of closed gifts is down ' Robinson said one donor op- center project.
from last year.
portunity is the $5.5 million
The Institutional Advance- naming rights to the East ResiJoy Bacon and Morgan Feddes
ment department has a pool of dence Hall, which will opcn for contributed to this report:
505 prospective donors for gifts occupancy this fall.
Contact Julie Wootton at julie.
of 5100,000 or more.
The board unanimously wootton @whit worthian.com.
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Asian Studies
minor to be
offered in fall
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During a recent Faculty Assembly
meeting, an Asian Studies minor was
passed and will be offered beginning
in the fall.
1Valter Hutchens, associate proles.
sor of economics and business, and
Patrick Van Inwegen, associate professor of political science, currently
make up thc Asian Studies minor
committee. They also have worked
with professor of philosophy Forrest
Baird.
The minor, which will be 18 credits,
was proposed specifically for students

who are interested in international
studies. However, the program is interdisciplinary; in other words, it is
not based solely in one department.
In the past, students have signed up
to travel to Asia through universitysponsored trips. For example, there is
a Japan trip scheduled for this coming
NI ay.

"Anything getting students to know
more about the world we live in' is
something worth promoting," Van
Inwegen said.
The Asian Studies committee plans
to advertise the new minor with special events, campus-wide e-mails,
word-of-mouth and a Web page that
will be up and running shortly.
The new minor was first proposed
at the beginning of the school year by
Van Inwegen and Hutchens to the department chairs group and once approved, it moved to Michael Le Roy,
vice president for Academic Affairs,
for a signature.
Themajurityofthe classes that make
up this minor are already courses that
are offered. Thc only course that will
be added is PO 347; Globalization in
Southeast Asia.
The Asian Studies minor was created to build on the strengths of courses already offered, specifically in the
social sciences and humanities, that
focus more on Asia .or other Asian
countries.
Through the minor, students must
take up to the 201 level of either Japanese or Chinese that would allow
them to study abroad comfortably.

Contact Atichella Sutherland at mi.
chella.sutherland@whit)i.orthian.com.
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lage, Tiki and Shalom, will be for upperclassmen only and will be part of
the Stewart and Boppell community.
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Adult education
looks to offer
classes downtown
The Continuing Studies program at Whitworth
is beginning the process of
offering classes at a down-

town Spokane branch.
Dean of Continuing
Studies Terry Ratcliff said
he has been unable to avoid
the fact that the program
lacks geographical diversity
within Spokane.
"We found that half of
our students live within
five miles of campus and 75
percent live within 10 miles
of campus," Ratcliff said.
Read more online at
whitworthian.com.

Students can buy
e-textboolcs from
bookstore in fall
Students in a graduate
business class this past January ivcre the first at Whitworth to experience a new
way of studying.
They used an online
textbook format, called an
e-textbook, which will be
adopted by the Whitworth
University Bookstore as an
alternative option for students in the fall.
Read more online at

whitworthian.com.

Pysch alumna

earns fellowship
at Harvard Univ.
A small percentage of
Whitworth graduates have
continued their education
at programs as prestigious
as Harvard Law School.
Rachel Frazier, '04 alumna, has gone one step further Last spring, she was
selected as a Zuckerman
Fellow at Harvard while she
studies to earn a master's
degree in public health.
Read more online at
whitworthian.com.
Compiled by news staff

WARREN'S ALTERATION
The Warren Hall south basement,
also known as the "fungeon; will be
converted into an all-male hall next
year.
There are currently seven floors of
women and three floors of men for a
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210-person building.
There could be added benefits of
having more men in Warren, Jacob
said.
"Additionally, if incoming freshman classes continue the trend that's
happening of equaling out the ratio
between men and women, we're going to need to increase men's spots on
campus; Jacob said.
This year, the on campus female to
male ratio is 60 percent female to 40
percent male. However, this year's oncampus freshman ratio is 55 percent
female to 45 percent male.
Contact Ira McIntosh at iraancintosh@whitworthian.corn.

CORRECTIONS &

CLARIFICATIONS
In the scene story about
downhill skate-boarding in
the last print edition, the
top speeds were incorrect.
The top recorded speeds are
in the upper 70s. Kip Hamilton also crashed around
45 mph, not 55. The photo
location was also incorrectly identified. It was taken
at the skating event mentioned in the article. Also,
Ryan Georgioff submitted
the photo that ran with the
story, not Hamilton.
The Whitworthian is committed to providing

the Whitworth community with the most accurate infixmation possible. The Whitwoithian never knowingly parishes inaccuracies. If
you have a comment or question about the
fainess otaccurary of a story. send an e-mail
to editorgwhitworthian.com.
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What should be done about annual tuition increases?

EDITORIAL: IN THE LOOP

Words

Vote in the poll online at whitworthlan.com or e-mail thoughts to editor@whitworthian.com.

of wisdom for

new leadership

-4th

On Thursday, April 30, the student leaders
for the 2009-2010 school year will gather to
kick off their new leadership teams, which
will be full of enthusiasm and optimism.
Our campus is going to see a lot of changes
and transitions in the year to come, and
we see a real need for all student leaders,
whether they be from AMU, RAs, CDAs,
medics or campus ministry.. Whitworth is
unique in its focus on student leadership,
and we urge ncxt year's leaders to take these
things into account:
Be transparent: Student leaders should
strive to be open and actively providing information about thc operations and actions
of thcir organization or leadership team.
Often students, who are funding your activities, are unhappy with your leadership
when they do not know what you do. By being transparent an. d making sure those you
serve are well-informed about what you arc
up to, you can also proside awareness about
your organization and aLtivitics. Bc willing
to be open and honcst about your own opinions, and be willing to admit mistakes and
correct them promptly by letting those you
sen.c know what happened and how you
will prevent it from happening again. ¡'copie arc much more forgiving when mistakes
are admitted quickly rather 'han brushed
under the rug and discovered later.
Solicit feedback: We encourage next
year's student leaders to make an active effort to talk to their constituents and listen
to their needs. Whether this is through
constituency reports, casual conversations,
or preferably, a combination of both, it is
important to understand student opinion
before making decisions. Soliciting student
input is a way for student leaders to hold
themselves accountable to thc people they
serve: thcir fellow students.
Be flexible: It's not enough to just solicit
feedback Student leaders need to be flexible
when the occasion calls for it. They need to
be willing to change their procedures or
their ideas for the 'good of the studcnts thcy
are ser,ing. However, there can be a dancr if studcnt leaders arc too flexible. While
leaders need to be open to change, they cannot let students, faculty, staff or administrators walk all over them. Students need to
balance the need to be a strong, proactive
leader with the necessity of listening to student opinion.
Be fiscally responsible: In these economic times, it is especially important to be responsible with how ASWU funds are spent.
Plan useful, creative and diverse programming that students will be proud to see their
money used for. Explore ways ASNVU could
cut back on spending or disperse money
where it would be better spent. Many dorms
and dubs have large budgets that are often
not used and spent on unnecessary items or
events at the end of the year.
Be proactive: We hear this every year
with student programming: plan ahead. But
being an effective student leader, especially
one that has a programming requirement,
is more than just planning events to check
off a to-do list. Think about where you see
needs on campus, and work with other
leaders and resources on campus to address
those needs. A good leader doesn't wait for a
problem to step up to the plate; they actively
work to make their community a challenging and safe space for growth. Remember
that there will be students who wanted your
position and weren't selected; earn your title
and work to be an effective and responsible
student leader next year.
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No easy answer to tuition hikes
tuition contract a percentage more than
standard tuition. The idea being that while
JEROD
they're paying more for their first year, by
JAR VIS
the time they graduate they'll be paying
GML-10111
less for thcir last year than their variable
tuition counterparts.
The goal with these programs usually
isn't to save students money, especially in
I fyou were a fly on the wall of Whitworth
University's Complaint Room, perhaps thc thc case of private universities (the bills
one gripe you'd hear the most would be still have to be paid, after all) but to prevent
how tuition riscs every year. Senior year students from dropping out when they recosts you a discouraging percentage more ceive that dreaded tuition letter in their
mailbox. If students know what they're
than your freshman year.
Some of this is just a fact of life in our getting into when they sign the contract,
cconomic system. Inflation forces some there aren't any nasty surprises that can
level of tuition hikes. Another reason cause a reevaluation of their education
stems from Whitworth's status as a private budget.
At face value, this seems like a great
university. Vhile most of use wouldn't
have it any other way. Whitworth relies idea and some of its perks are undeniable.
on tuition as its main source of income in Fixed tuition 'would ensure that any schollieu of the government funding that state arship money you received as an incoming
schools receive.
studcnt doesn't lose its value over time. It
Most students realize that the rising would also be easier on thc ones writing the
price of education is an inevitability, but tuition checks: knowing the college budget
is going to stay largely the same over thc
complaints are still hard to shalce.
One solution to tuition inflation that student's time at school can be reassuring,
many schools have explored is a fixed tu- especially in times of economic strife.
ilion pmgram. While the exact details of
Sophomore '41er Whitney, recently a
such programs vary from school to school, candidate for ASSVU president, believes
the foundational principle is the same: strongly that fixed tuition would be a posirather than charge a floating tuition that tive thing for Whitworth.
changes from year to year, the school en"Whitworth students would gain thc
ters into a contract of sorts with incoming advantage of being able to anticipate what
students which guarantees them a fixed their expenses would be for their college
rate for a predetermined amount of time, years,- he said.
typically four years.
On the other hand, fixed tuition oftcn
This is usually accomplished by charg- ends up costing schools more than can be
ing incoming students who opt for a fixed justified. Although find tuition programs

WHITWORTH SPEAKS OUT: WHERE

attempt to account for future inflation and
other cost increases, uppredictable events
such as the recent economIc crisis can turn
even the most conservative budget on its
head. Georgia's statc schools won't be offering a fixed tuition program for new incoming students next fall; many other schools
are following suit.
Another danger is that it could negatively affect the school's applicant pool.
Fixed tuition has to be higher than normal
tuition for the first two years or so. While
it looks nice on paper to say that it will
all end up being a wash at the end of four
years, the fact remains that many people
aren't willing to pay more up front. And
even if fixed tuition was offered merely as
an option, when placed next to each other
fixed tuition is still more expensive while
normal tuition looks like a poor financial
decision.
The bottom line is there really isn't an
easy win-win tuition program out there.
Either thc students foot thc bill, or thc
school does. And svhilc tuition spikes
aren't any fun, students should realize that
they're a fact of life.
Most people aren't at NVhitworth because it's easy on the wallet; they're here
for a top-notch education in a unique and
compelling environment. While I would
welcome a fixed tuition program at Whitworth, I think most would agree that it
wouldn't be worth putting the school at
risk financially.
JARVIS is a sophomore majoring in journalism. Conunents

can be sent to jerocipryisgwhirworthian.com.

DO YOU WANT TO LIVE NEXT YEAR AND WHY?

"I'm living in

l'm going to

Arend because
I'm going to be

live off campus
because it's

an SGC there.'

where me and
my friends
dedded to live."

living off
campus because
my friend's
parents bought
his brother, who
is a senior, a

house'

Editorials in the "In the Loop" section reflect
the majority opinion of the Editorial Board,
which is made zip offrve editors'.
'

kyle Lindgren,

sophomore

-7."*.'

7-7;1-

-

"

Attie Carver,
.

sophomore.

.

Nathan Gonzalez
I e.

sophomore' '

al want to live in
Boppell because
you can use a

dieaper meal
plan and it has a
kitchen:'
Stephen fyman,
freshman --
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Please protect your wheels
JOSH

SWAYNE
mum!

-That's 14eIrd... I

\lave SWoRN i
Beware the bicyde thieves, for they
prey on the careless and the naive. They
go around snagging unattended bikes,
breaking weak locks and violating our
property in general.
Recently, bicyde thieves have been active again. According to an April 7 artide
in The NVIiitworthian, there have been 19
reported bike thefts this academic year
through March. The campus security log
shows that even more bikes thefts have
been reported sincc then. There could be
even more that have gone unreported.
NVith bicycle thievery afflicting Whitworth, it is up to bike owncrs to get savvy
and foil the dastardly designs of the bicycle bandits.
Sophomore Brittany Keeton had a
bicycle worth $300 stolen last Monday.
She said she almost always locked it up,
but the one time shc forgot, hcr bikc was
quickly pilfered.
Forgetting to secure your property
doesn't seem like something people
should have to worry about at a peaceful,
moralistic place like NVItitworth, right?
That': what Kecton thought.
"Oh, it's 'Whitworth, we're all going
to operate by Christian values," Keeton
remembered thinking to herself. "(That
was) a very stupid assumption."
NVItitworth is usually a pretty secure
place. We' leave backpacks unattended
outside Sodexo, don't lock our dorm
rooms and generally make huge targets
of ourselves for the few who steal stuff.
Vhitworth operates according to an
unspoken social contract: if we all want
to !cave stuff lying around and not have
people take it. then wc don't take each
others stuff when it is left lying around.
We gct to be ladcadaisical about properly
protecting our things, and those things
don't get taken.
The problem is that not everyone
will abide by this contract. The studcnt
body does an exceptional job respecting other's property, creating an enviable social bubble in which people live
comparatively free from thc fcar of theft.
This model should be lauded and continued, but whcn it Is obvious that there
Is a threat, it is prudent to take stcps to
protect property from those few who

vilt)

could

leit

KYLE
(ClObaST

Back in February, I was
kicking back with some
friemis around a fire in the
Spokane Valley, shooting the
breeze, catching up after Jan
Term and just having a stereotypical American male
good time. As we sat there,
two people walked out of the
woods and after some small
talk, thcy said something that
we figured was a complete
joke:
,"Hey listen, don.'t freak out
if there's a bunch of skinheads
up the hill or anything; we're
just going to have a Iviiite
power gathering:'
Unfortunately, he was
rather serious.
Over the course of thc next
few hours, about 15 people
showed up to their fire. Every
so often they'd get worked up.
somebody would yell "white
power!" and then everyone
else would do the Heil Hitler
and yell 'white power!" badc.

survey could
benefit campus

ritlk here

CARRISA

PAWELL

When I registered for professor of English Doug
Sugano's Multicultural American Literature dass, I
had been warned what a challenging teacher Sugano was, but guaranteed that I'd fall in love with

I iannah Kinnier/Whitworthian

would violate the individual's possession
and, in so doing, the trust of the campus
cotnmunity.'
Basically, as Kicton said, "Lock up the
stupid bikes:.
If your bike is expensive enough, like
Keeton's, take campus security's advice
and buy one °lithe heftie r locks to protect
your investment. If your bike is cheap,
then lock it up anyway. Your discount
wheels may not inspire envy enough to
go breaking locks for it, but ifthc thing is
just sitting there unprotected, it may get
taken anyway.
Junior Laura Room's bike only cost
$15. but she left it unlocked near Duvall
over Spring Break. She later found it outside of Baldwin-Jenkins.
Bikes are utilitarian items, aftcr all,
and they may get taken just bccausc a
morally-questionable individual wants a
means to gct from point A to point B.
According to Rooper, bike "borrowing" isn't uncommon at Whitworth.
"If someone's late for dass it's pretty common for people to swipe [bikes);
Room said.
Whether your bike is legitimately
stolen or indefinitely borrowed without
your permission, the ultimate onus is on
the people transgressing your rights to
property. All thc same, the more thefts
occur, the more damage is done to our
ability to trust each other as wc do now.
With more infractions come more sus-

picion and more broken trust within the
V/hi tworth community.
"I was angry that you can't trust everyone on campus' Rooper said.
By way of the thief's anonymity, a
broad net of suspicion is cast over thc
student body as a whole. Anyone who
assuredly did not steal your bike is possibly a thief, a situation that compromises
1Vhit worth's commitment to community.
To prevent an unwarranted level of mistrust from arising arnong students, bike
owners should prevent compromising
situations by protecting thcir bicycles.
Look up your bikes, people. Judging
by the number of bike thefts, there is a
higher chance of your unsecured bicycle being stelen than your badcpadc
outside the cafeteria or items from your
unlocked room. NVhen there is obviously
a significant threat of theft, why provide
the temptation?
However, I don't want to end without
putting blame squarely where it is due.
To those who steal bicydcs, shame on
you for taking advantage ofothers' good
faith. An unlocked bikc is only an invitation for theft if you are a jerk, scumbag,
miscreant or the sort of person I cannot
properly describe withput words unfit
for print. To those who borrow bikes
without asking, grow up and knock it oft
SWAYHE h a senior majoring in English. Comments un

be sent to loshswaynetawhitworthian.com.

Encountering white supremacy
NAVIS

Racial climate

For musical solidarity they you piss them off.
sang anthems with choice
We decided to go try and
lyrics such as, we will wash talk to them, but between
in the n----r's blood," and their educational and blood"the white man marches on!" alcohol levels, coherence was
One of their group mem- not in abundance. Likewise,
bers walked down to our fire, we Christians apparently
presumably to make sure we subscribe to a mind-controlwere all white, and asked if ling religion manipulated by
we wanted to join thcm and Jews and are betraying ourselves by choosing to identify
learn about Odinism.
Apparently whites are all with fellow humanity.
descended from the ScandiNow we could all sit back
navians and this is the myth- and just relegate this to one
ological Norse religion of our of those crazy life experiwhite ancestors. They use ences that are almost too
their bhveekly outdoor meet- surreal to believe. We could
ings to go through a variety say, "It's just the crazy Spokane Valley," or "they're just
of ritcs and rituals.
He also said we shouldn't a bunch of uneducated dolts
worry: "It's not like we're who need an excuse to get
lynching any monkeys or plastered and blame other
people for various social ills."
anything:.
Trusted mentors -told me
I hope that by now you've
rcached the point where your to pray for them, to accept
horror leaves you uith your that sometimes people are so
jaw dropped and thoroughly filled with hate that it takes a
disturbed. I still fail to cap- direct divine intervention to
ture in words my own reac- effect change.
I do not deny that it will
tion to that last statement.
Tell me, how do you re- take quite a bit of divine
act to that? Especially when movement to make change
there's a large group of angry in the face of such blatant hadrunks who could all readily tred (what doesn't?), but I do
kidc your tail in a fight should not want to settle for either

resignation or distant condescension. Why? Because
these groups arc formally
back in the area.
On April 18, The Spokesman-Review ran a front-page
story titled "Racist group
leaves fliers on lawns:. The
article documented the reemergence of the Aryan Nations in Coeur d'Alene.
Racism- is alive and well
in the United States; let no
one fool you. Every time I
hear people say that Barad:
Obama's election signals that
America has moved past the
race issue, I share a disparag-.
ing laugh with myself.
Vhat to do? I'm not entirely sure, but as a graduating senior I entrust the question to the creativity of the
rest of you Whitworth students. And I offer two adages. First, change is possible,
but it might take a lifetime.
Second, keep Gandhi's advice
that we must turn enemies
into brothers at the forefront

of your mind.

the dass.
I soon found that the dass was designed to expose students to different viewpoints in American
history and to examine points of view that likely
have not been included in our education until now
To make the lessons more relevant to students, the
dass conducts the annual racial dimate survey on
campus. The survey is meant to gauge 1Vhitworth
students' attitudes towards race and how it affects
interactions between students and staff. It indudes
questions about whether students think Whitworth offers enough programs related to minority
groups, and questions asking about the respondent's actions, such as discussions about racism.
This year was the fifth, and last, year the survey
will be used. Although five ycars is a hice round
number for a study such as this, I will be sad to sec
it go.

The survey is especially relevant to Whitworth,
with our small size and relatively non-diverse (in
tcrms of race) atmosphere. According to the Spring
2009 Tenth Day Enrollment Report, 84 percent of
thc student body is white. In recent ycars, Vhitworth has been vocal about working towards
achieving a more diverse campus. Some speculate
that this is in part to attract prospective students
who would otherwise be turned off by the school's
homogeneity.
The Fast Facts section of Whitworth's Web site
advertises their efforts, stating that non-Caucasian
enrollment in thc dass of 2012 is 17.9 percent. A
more diverse campus should prove to be beneficial
to the school and students, if we stay accountable
to the way the student body reacts to race issues
on campus.
Over the past few years, Sugano has had the
hlulticultural American Literature dass analyze
the results for interesting trends. Students documcnt those and compare them to previous years'
findings. The survey and summaries have always
stayed within the school, and have no official impact on the actions of the administration.
"If the survey can be long term or permanent,
I think it'll have the desired effect; Sugano said.
"IVe might see improvement, because a group of
students will understand the basis for the questions, They'll be thinking deeply and discussing
questions.
Sugano pointed out that the results of this sumy
could be relevant to a variety of classes, from sociology dasses to nearly any research methods dass.
Not only could it afford an opportunity or education, but also contribute to the normalcy of thinking about race relations in daily life.
I'm currently enrolled in a dass that this survey
would be perfect for: Research Methods in Political
Science. Studying the results of this suney \vould
bring the issues doser to home and perhaps hold
more oían interest for the dass than abstractions.
In the past, the entirety of the results of the survey have no been released. In its place an executive
summary that the dass draws up is released to the
school. In theory, students should be able to access
the results by asking a professor, but very few know
this. If the results were made available to the whole
school, or perhaps even incorporated into some
of the many diversity programs on campus, they
would have more of an impact than the executive
summary does.
I'm wary of suggesting that 'Whitworth rely on
this survey, but I also worry about letting the survey end. Sugano's survey gives people a safe space
to express their opinions about race, without fear of
follow-up or judgmeni It is a reflection of us, without indicting the indhiduals in front of the mirror.
"Surveys have an education effect on the people
who take them," Sugano said. "'When people do
a survey, consciously or unconsciously, they are
coming back to the issues mentioned in the survey.
It raises the consciousness of a group of people."
Few can deny that 'Whitworth is fond of raising
consciousness.

NAM is a senior majoring in peace
studies. Comments can be sent to editor@whitmrthian.com.

PAWELL is a sophomore majoring in political science. Comments can

be sent to canisa.pawell@whitrxthiartcom.
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School goes beyond
its denomination
TIM

TAKECHI
Enimu

Presbyterians have been called God's "Frozen Chosen" by those who think their worship sertices lack emotion and intensity.
Spiritually frozcn? 1 hope not. Physically
frozen? Maybe in Spokane.
But how about Presbyterianism at Whitworth University? I personally do not consider myself to be a Presbyterian. I grew up

in a Baptist/nondenominational Christian
church.
When I carne to Whitworth, 1 did not feel
out of place spiritually or theologically. My
lad: of a Presbyterian background made no
difference. The theology taught in the few
theology classes I've taken hcrc does not
come as a surprise to me. It shouldn't come
as a surprise to anyone who didn't grow up
worshipping with the Frozen Chosen.
This made me think about the identity of
our school. How "Presbyterian" are wc? We
are definitely a Christian school, but what
makes us "Presbyterian." as opposed to any
other denomination of Protestant Christianity? I understand the school is officially affiliated with the Presbyterian Church (U.S.A.).
Ntany of our students and professors come
from Presbyterian backgrounds. These ecclesiastical and theological associations definitely give Whitworth a Presbyterian identity.
But what else?

I've observed that the theology taught by
professors aligns tvith standard Reformed
Calvinist Protestantism: the divinity of
Christ, sinful naturc of mankind, need for
redemption. authority of Biblical text, justification by grace thmugh faith and the importance of evangelism. All these tenets are basic
to any standard Protestant Christian faith in
America.
Therefore, what makes Whitworth as an
institution inherently Presbyterian? The answcr might be determined just by which
church we are affiliated with.
The Presbyterian church started when a
man named John Knox met with John Calvin
in Geneva and spread his theology to Scotland in the 16th century.
Kt* lox organized the church so that instead of the pope being at its head, individual
churches should be guided by elders, known
as "presbyters:* Today,.both Presbyterian and
other comparable churches follow a similar
leadership structure. That is basically how

Presbyterianism started. It all had to do with
ecclesiastical leadership.
Which brings us back to Whitworth. Are
we more of a "Presbyterian" institution or a
"Christian" institution? We might be more of
the latter. If there is one thing Catholics have
against us Protestants it is that our church
is nowhere close to unified. The Catholic
Church is predominantly a single body headed by a single authority figure. The Protestant
church is mudt more divided.
There are approximately 38,000 to 40,000
different Christian denominations around
the world. Many of them are small and boast
very few followers, but nevertheless that is
38,000 different .branches of the faith who
claim that thcy worship God the right way.
But maybe the numbers suggest we are
more divided than we really are. I believe
the separation of church denominations is
more superficial than real. Theologically. I
would argue that most Christians around
the world believe in the same basic elements.
Ntost Christians agree that follotting Christ's
example and preaching his message to unbelievers are the highest commands of any selfproclaiming Christian.
Granted, there is disagreement over issues
like same-sex marriage, war and abortion,
but thosc differences might be more political
and man made than God made. Did God create thcsc separations or are they a product of
mankind?
Whitworth is an example of how Christians
of all backgrounds can come together to love
and saw Christ. If a Presbyterian, a Methodist, a Baptist and a Catholic were to all mcct
each other on a street in downtown Spokane,
should thcy be more concerned about debating theological points like baptism and birth
control, or should they worry more about thc
homeless person they see living without food
and shelter?
For potential and current Whittvorth students, this attitude of service and love for
others is all wc need to unify as believers.
Whitworth folk might come from diverse
church backgrounds, but there are certain
values that we all share in common. We can
all agree to help the homeless person instead

of arguing,.
All Christians, regardless of denomination, can be thc Good Samaritan. This meanr
ignoring differences in the name of love and
grace. But do you know what's so beautiful
about that? Anyone can do it.

MIn11.111111
TAKEO!! is a senior majoring in purnarism. Comments can be

sent to tirmakedile'whitworthian.com

LETTERS TO THE EDITOR: READER RESPONSES
Focus

of state finandal

aid should be on

low-income students
The Washington State
Legislature is in the last week

of the regular lawmaking
session. The budget proposals recently offered by the
governor and leaders of the
House and Senate unfairly
penalize low-income, private
institution students.
Our state has a long commitment to help low-income
students acr.ess higher education and the state's prirnary
assistance, the State Need
Grant, is available to all students attending an accredited
institution whether public or
private. Policy makers have
historically respected the
choice of individuals about
which school or program
best serves their higher education needs.
Under the budgets cur-

rently being considered, the
State Need Grant award for
students selecting private institutions will be lower than
if those students selected
public institutions.
In these days of cuts to
higher education, preserving
access for low-income students should be a priority.
The state's interest in
financial aid is to help those
less-fortunate to access the
higher education necessary
to improve their situation, not to stimulate the
growth of public institutions.
Lawmalcers should not use
financial aid policy for other
purposes.
When we face the real
prospect of public institutions being unable to seive
all who apply, why would we
want to make it more difficult for low-income students
to access private colleges? To
meet the demand for degree
production, we are going

to need thriving public and
private institutions, or we
run the risk of exporting our
brightest students to institutions eLsewhere.
To stop this bad precedent
of making private institution students second-dass
citizens, I am proposing
an amendment to the state
budget which would restore
the equal treatment for lowincome students. The budget
will be under consideration
for the next week, and I hope
you will lend your support to
the adoption of the amendment to restore parity to
private college students.
For more information
about letting your thoughts
be known, check out www.
leg.wa.gov/lic/hotline.htm or
feel free to contact my office
at (360)786-7986.
Larry Haler

Washingtott State
Representative

Write a letter te the editor. The Whirworthlan welcomes ruder responses to anides or ISS1.15 of interest ta the Whitworth
pitimunity. Send letters,tutcfatokowfitwortblot,curn cx submit orifice limit to NA words. Yisitvittitymithiantoritiar (let*.

a humor column by Nic Vargus

Aiim,alluontiVutuvrthi.nt

Whitworth: 7he
lighter side ofpartying
Last month, I turned 21. Never they down 17 flaming ducks of fire
much ola partier, I have utilized this and three shots of Tabasco (for good
time 1 could spend drinking and par- measure). They don't have those
tying to instead do some undercover crazy beer hats, but if they did they'd
journalism.
wear them often.
This group of students is usually
At first, I thought my notepad and
the two pencils I kept tucked behind recognized by their sizeable guts,
my cars when I went to parties would which sccm to expand more each
be a dead giveaway, but apparently year. They walk around likc organic
drunk people don't catch on to dis- tvaterbeds and you can hear them
guises very quickly. Just ask any ugly sloshing down thc Hello Walk the
girl that has ever worn a tube-top to day after big parties. They lovingly
a party. My time as a 2 I -year-old has refer to themselves as "plump with
yielded some surprising conclusions. the seed of Mr. Keystone:*
Namely, I've learned about the three
Finally. there are the true conservative Christian types who don't
soils of paiticrs at Whitworth.
The first kind of partier is the "not make it out to many parties. They get
so comfortable with this whole thing" invited often, but they're always busy
particr. These students arc a lot like going to confession or taking homeless people to the
little girls playing
pound.
dress up. There's
NVIten they fia certain giggly
'These students have never
feeling lingering
nally do show up
enjoyed a bottle of wine with
in the air around
to a party, thcy
friends or understood that
them, as if thcy
end up pushing an
know they don't fit drinking is not always connected agenda harder than
in, but they're just to throwing up. They think that Ntichael Ntoore at
a Republican Hothappy no one clsc
'binge' is a type of beer and
dog-lovers convenhas noticed.
'water on the brain' is a
They might join
tion.
bar downtown:'
in for a few dancThe guys like
es or whatever
to wear buttonthe activity hapup shirts and ask
pens to be. I think
questions
you
that probably they aren't very good thcy heard on Switchfoot CDs. "Hey
dancers, but I have no basis for that Steve, this is your lifc. Are you who
statement other than thc fact that you want to be?" Sometimes it seems
I've already made them sound sort like they don't really care what that
of dorky. But it doesn't really matter answer is.
because mostly they'll just linger and
The girls like to quote Paul on the
stare like that guy named Dylan in drunkenness issue, while usually
your chemistry dass.
skipping over the "women should be
For the most part, these are nicc silent" stuff.
people with good intentions. They
They try to make you feel guilty
are there to hang out with their by bringing a notepad and tallying
friends and they just aren't so hot on your "Beers to Prayer" quotient. They
the whole get more smashed than might also bring non-alcoholic beer
Humpty Dumpty in a meteor shower and talk about how much more fun
thing.
it is to drink.
Because they're not getting MC
Sometimes they even bring flyers
Hammered all the time, thcy are with Icittens that look sad. There are
sometimes mistaken for being judge- no words on said flyers, but they do
mental of their Corona Comrades. make people feel a little bummed.
From what I can tell, that's not true.
When thcy realize they aren't
They're just trying to fit in, like Pierce changing anything, they just start
Brosnan's wife at a "hot celebrity complaining about what a drag thc
wives" conference.
get-together is and how they'd be havThe next type of partiers are the ing so much more fun playing checktried and true "Should have gone to ers with a dolphin or something.
WSU" (rhyme unintentional) par- And at the rate these Christians can
tiers. These students have never en- complain about alcohol, you'd think
joyed a bottle of wine with friends Jesus' first miracle was turning water
or understood that drinking is not into whine.
always connected to throwing up.
They think that "binge" is a type of
beer and "water on the brain" is a bar
downtown.
When these 'Whitworthians bring VARGUS h a junior majoring in English. Comments
you to Red Robin for your birthday, an be sent to nic.vargus@whitworthiantom.
e
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ay yes to
Carrey's
'Yes Man'
WRITER'S REVIEW
41:4,

Ryan Graves
Staff Writer

"'":1
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Bare feet meet sidewalk near Warren Hall as students walk around the Loop without shoes April 16.7be walk was Intended to raise awareness for TOMS Shoes, a company that provides shoes for children in developing countries. .

Contact Asmara Anyan at asmara.anyan@whitworthian.com..
.

Contact Ryan Graves at ryan.graves@
whitwor,thian..com,

Asmara Anyan
Staff Writer

e

-
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Ryan Easson/Whitworthian

Junior Anthony Priest, the TOMS Shoes campus representative, talks to a group of barefoot
student; itefc,re they embark on a barefoot walk around the Loop.

"We had a great group of students who
About 20 students gathered to partici- came with open hearts, ready and willing
pate in a shoeless walk around the Loop. to spread awareness of how important
The group walked in silence and had the it is for the children in these under dechance to reflect on the purpose of their veloped countries to have shoes; Priest
actions by reading various signs and sta- said.
was excited... to have so many
people taking part in
tistics that were stationed along the way.
the walk, as well as seeSophomore
Rose
ing
along the way
it's ironic that we each have so and those
Clawson was one of the
throughout the
studcnts participating many pairs of shoes for so many day without shoes."
occasions, when many people
in the event.
According to the
"It changed my perwho live in less safe areas and - TOMS Web site, the
spective on shoes;
company has given
walk more by necessity have
Claveson said. "I usumore than 140,000
one'
ally think of shoes as
pairs of shoes to chilRose Clavnon,
being decorative, rathdren in need since its
sophomote
er than functional, bebeginning in 2006.
cause we live in a place
The goal is to distribute more than 300,000
where going barefoot
can be a safe option. It's ironic that we pairs in the year 2009.
each have so many pairs of shoes for so
"Walking is often the primary mode of
many occasions, when many people who transportation in developing countries;
live in less safe areas and walk more by states the TOMS Web site. 'Wearing
nccessity have none."
shoes literally enables them to walk disJunior Anthony Pricst, the TOMS tances that aren't possible barefoot;
Shoes campus representative for WhitShoes can also protect children from
worth, organized the event with the as- getting injuries as well as being infected
sistance of junior Shawna McNally.
, with soil-transmitted parasites.

'Yes Man'

In Ethiopia, approximately 1 million
people are suffering from Podoconiosis,
a disfiguring disease caused by walldng
barefoot in volcanic soir read "Fact #4"
in big letters front of the Library as part
of the walk around the Loop.
According to the TOMS Web site,
podoconiosis can Jead to amputations
and even more serious consequences.
'Children can lose their lives because
of that disease," Priest said. "It can be prevented by putting shoes on their feet."
TOMS is a way of buying with a purpose, Priest said.
"I'm naturally a consumer, like every
American; Priest said. "But instead of
buying a pair of Nikes, I can buy a pair of
TOMS and give children shoes that can
possibly save their lives."
Students like Clawson have taken the
TOMS mission to heart and decided to
talce action, not only by w-alking barefoot
but also by supporting the company financially.
"My first pair of TOMS is in the mail;
Clawson said.

Students bare their
soles to promote a
company with a cause

about;

Terrence

Bundley (exGrade: B
pertly played
Likes: Funny, great
by
Terence
comedic perforStamp) and is
convinced to
mances
start saying
Dislikes: Weak pacyes to everying,
Plot holes
thing.
Things start
Plays: Now available
looking up for
on DVD and Blu-Ray
Carl after this,
he has success
at work, he
makes new friends and most importantly
he meets the feisty girl just for him, Allison (played by Zooey Deschanel) Carl's
faith in yes leads him through many adventures: bungee jumping, impromptu
trips to Nebraska and learning to speak
Korean. But soon he realizes that his
faith in the word yes isn't everything it's
cracked up to be.
This film plays out exactly as you
think it would. If you have seen any
other Jim Carrey comedies, like "Liar
Liar," you would know that Carrey will
have a performance full of pratfalls and
silly faces. And of course, the film does
its best to deliver just thai And in terms
of its humor, the movie does fairly well
at delivering this.
The film does have some weaknesses.
The pacing of the film needs worlc, with
the first act being very slow. The second picks up but the third and final act
doesn't have enough time to develop
a satisfactory ending. There are some
unapologetic plot holes. For example,
the climax sees our hero racing to get
to Allison to prove that he really. cares
for her. But there is no reason he needs
to see her so quicicly; he literally has all
day to see her to prove his love but the
movie makes a big-to-do about the final
sequence.
Aside from those weaknesses, it's still
a good film for a laugh. Jim Caney is
back in a silly and goofy role, and reminds us that he is still a pretty hilarious
guy. However, we can't help but compare
him to his work in the '90sand unfor:tunately this film shows that Carrey is
a bit past his prime. Yet the supporting
characters help drive the comedy and do
a great job. Some of the ftumiest scenes
are stolen by Terrence Stamp as the guru
who inspires everyone to say yes.
While it may not be up to par as Carrey's older fihns such as "Liar Liar" or
"Me, Myself & Irene", "Yes Man* is still
an entertaining comedy that everyone
should say yes to.

Lo,.e. ltke
Going shoeless is not just something
to do during thc hot summcr months. It
can also be a step toward making a difference in the world.
On Thursday, April 16, thc Whitworth
community was encouraged to go barefoot and participate in a nation wide cffort to raise awareness for TOMS Shoes
and its mission of providing shocs for
children in developing countries.
TOMS Shoes is an organization founded on thc principle of One for One.
"For every pair you purchase, TOMS
will give a pair of shoes to a child in
need; according to its Web site. "Using
the purchasing power of individuals to
benefit thc greater good is what we're all

The past few years of comedy has seen
an absence of Jim Caney, but he returns
and attempts to show audiences that he
still funny in the film "Yes Man:'
It follows Carl Allen (played by Carrcy) as a loan officer who is stuck in a
pattern of saying no to everything in life.
He is divorced, his job is going nowhere
and his few faithful friends are about to
call it quits with him. But one day, he
is convinced
to go to a Yes
seininar, led
MOVIE REVIEW
by the guru

,

....
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Training for the pros

A&E
BRIEFS
Local writers to

Sophomore Nathan Gelinas delves
fists-first into de-weaponized fighting

read at Chapman
Endowed Reading

long end. It's a more dominant

Taylor Faranda
Stilff Writer'

The Chapman Endowed
Reading will be given in
memory of English department faculty member Nadine Chapman. The free
reading i1l be hosted at 7
p.m. on Friday, April 24, in
the Robinson Teaching Theatre.
This is the first annual endowed reading prmided by
the Nadine Chapman Memorial Fund. The fund wa.s
established to honor Chapman's contributions to the
Whitworth community and
to inspire others to discover
joy in creative writing.
For the reading. local
writers Beth Coole-y, Sarah
Conover and Laura Read
present poetry, fiction and
prose. Cooley is an awardwinning novelist and poet,
Conover is an award-winning author and teacher at
Eastern Washington University. and Read is a published poet who teaches at
Spokane Falls Community

art:

In the days prior to a fight the
butterflies come, but by the time
he enters the cage, he focuses on
letting it all go in order to win.
Partaking in a sport that combines multiple martial arts styles,
including boxing, Jiu-Jitsu and
kickboxing requires dedication

and constant training.
Sophomore Nathan Gelinas, a
mixed martial arts (MM:) fighter, spends two to three hours a day
training for a professional career
in the intense sport also known to
some as cage fighting. The fights
often times take place in a large
metal cage.
"It's a combative sport that indudes pretty much any martial
art." Gelinas said. "It's probably
one of the purest forms of one-onone de-weaponized fighting."
Gelinas became interested in
the sport after wrestling his senior
year of high school when he began
to take notice of the big fighting
venues. Ile began training halfway through freshman year and
had his first fight at the end of that

College.

The reading will be followed by a book sale and
reception. For more information, contact Lisa SentRodrigues at (509) 777-3253
or at Irodrigueseewhitworth.
cdu.

year.

Currently, he holds two 145pound titles, and he is vying for
anothcr title at his next fight on
May 8 at the Knitting Factory. His
record is 5-0 and he plans to win
his next two fights.
Gclinas trains locally under a
coach at Brazilian Jiu-Jitsu Spokane. starting with cross-fit training and then specifically focusing un fight training. He said the
key to winning fights is practiced
grappling skills
controlling an
opponent without striking.
"Almost all of them have elements of grappling," Gclinas said.
"The better grappler is normally
thc fighter who will win in the

Death Cab For
Cutie to perform
at Gonzaga
Grammy Award nominee
Death Cab For Cutie Nyill be
performing at 7:30 p.m. on
Friday, April 24, at the McCarthey Athletic Center at
Gonzaga University.
Tickets to see thc indie
rock band cost $30. For
more inforrnation call (509)
325-SEAT or visit www.ticketswest.com.

three-minute rounds or the championship five three-minute rounds.
A fighter can win by knocking the
opponent out, using submission
or choke until the opponent taps
out, or if there is no clear winncr,
a panel of judges decides the winner based on factors such as most
aggression and best cage control.
Although Gelinas currently
fights amateur mixed martial
arts, his ideal plan is to go professional by October, after taking a
two-month summer trip to Thailand for kickboxing training nine
hours each day.
"1 think I'm ready," Gclinas said.
"Once you go pro, everything becomes legit. It's a lot nicer."
Gelinas plans on fighting for a
long tinte, but wants to join the
Army right out of college. Four of
his family members are in Special
Forces, but Gelinas would like to
be a full-time combative instructor. lie said his training will help
him accomplish his goals.
"For the more practical application it will have a lot of relevance
in my future career in the Army,"
Gclinas said."' enjoy doing it just
for fun, too."
One of his favorite parts of
mixed martial arts is teaching others. Ile likes helpinp, new people
learn technique. After the Army.
Gclinas hopes to open his own
studio.
Gclinas enjoys the individual
responsibility placed on MN1A
fighters. If a fight is won, it means
thc fighter trained properly, but if
the fight is lost, thc fighter lacked
in some arca.
"I like the fact that with MMA,
whether you lose or win, you're
the only person responsible for

nino t;Jrcu..11'hatnnthwn
Sophomore Nathan Gelinas spars with a fellow fighter at Brazilian Jiu-Jitsu
Spokane In preparation for his mixed martial arts fight on May B.

thc outcome of the fight," Gelinas
said. "I take the same approach in
life as I do in MIA. I don't think
anyonc should have excuses for
not doing the things they want to
do in lifc.
Although he doesn't have any
friends who fight, he does receive
support from members of the
Whitworth community.
"I get a lot of support from
people," Gclinas said. "There's a
steady group of guys that come to
my fights when they're in the local

Singer/songwriter to
perform at the Fox

39th lu'au brings
Hawaiian food,.

Sophie Sestero
Staff Writer

dance to school

Singer/songwriter
The Hawaiian Club presents its 39th annual Lu'au at
5:30 p.m. on Saturday, April
25, in the Fieldhouse. The
Lu'au provides Hawaiianstyle food and entertainment.
"It's a Hawaiian experience without the liawaiia.n
expense," said I lawaiian Club
president Shea Nakasone.
Tickets cost $15 for students, $20 for adults, SIO
for children ages 6 through
12 and are free for children
5 and under. Tickets can be
purchased at the info desk or
at the Hawaiian Club's table
NIonday through Friday
from 11:30 a.m. to 1 p.m.,
and from 5 p.m. to 6:30 p.m.
For more information
contact Shea Nakasone at

snakasone10@whitworth.
edu.
Cornpikd by Miranda Cosand
Sourrc Whilworth Campus Events,

The fights consist of a ring or
cage with a referee, and three

.

Brandi Carlilc will be
performing in Spokane
this next week. Aftcr
brief trips to 'Missoula,
Mont., and Boise, Idaho,
both ofwhich are already
sold out, she will be playing at the Fox Theater on
Thursday. April 23.
Carlile lea.rned as a
child growing up in Ravensdale, Wash., to love
the country music her
parents loved. Later she
developed a taste for
rock and roll, according to her biography on
her Web site. Finally, she
has come to a sound that
seems to be all her own
with emphasis on alternative, pop and blues.
Her silky voice tells
stories within each song
with enough of a folksy
feel to encourage audiences to sing along.
However, her charged

.

moments help relaxed for the past four years,
audiences get up and working constantly to
move around, too.
spread her music. After
Carlilc
has
been touring for a while in
lauded for her work on Europe, Cathie is back
the acoustic guitar and in thc U.S. visiting late
touching songnight and early
writing abilimorning talk
ties from many
shows such as
news reviews,
"Late
Night
including Rollwith
Conan
ing Stonc. In
O'Brien."
2005, after the
Her second
debut of her
album, titled
self-titled al"The
Story,"
bum, Rolling
was a hit that
CARLILE
Stonc
called
reached second
Sourer: NPR
her one of
place on the
the "Artists to
iTunes album
Watch:
sales chart. Since then,
Catlile's sound has at- Carlilc has been working
tracted many other art- on a third album to be
ists, including the Dave released later this year.
Matthews Band, The
The concert starts at
Indigo Girls, The Fray, 7:30 p.m. Tickets cost
Chris !mks Maroon 5, $33439 and can be purTori Amos and Shawn chased either on her Web
Colvin, all of whom site or The Fox Theater's
she has played with or Web site.
opened for since her deContact Sophie Sestero
but album.
al sophie.sestero@whit. .She. has. been touting. . worthian.corn. . .
t ,

arca."
But when he steps into the Cage.
the fight Is completely up to him.
He focuses his attention on his
match and stands strong on the
fact that he trained hard for that
moment.
"ro be the best, you have to
know you're the best," Gclinas
said. "You have to think and believe it, otherwise you will lose:

Contact Taylor Rwanda at taylorfaranda@whitworthian.coni.
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`Spamalof promises lots of laughs
Miranda Cosand

box office and must be paid in (Ash.
Staff It'riter
"Spamalot" is based on the movie "Monty
Python and the Holy Grail," with the addition
If you love Arthurian legend and British of parodies of Broadway theater. "Spamalot"
humor, then don't miss Monty Python's "Spa- won three 2005 Tony Awards and the 2006
malot." The award-winning play
Grammy Award for Best Musical
opens Tuesday, May 5, at 7:30
Show Album.
p.m. at the INB Performing Arts
PLAY P REVIEW
The play follows King Arthur
Center.
and the Knights of the Round
'Spa ma 10e
"Spamalot" will be performed
Table as they go on their quest
Performances: May for the Holy Grail.
at 7:30 p.m. May 5, 6 and 7, at
5, 6, and 7 at 730
8 p.m. on Itlay 8, at 2 p.m. and
"I love Arthurian legend so
p.m., May 8 at 8:30
8 p.m. on May 9, and at 1 p.m.
having something that makes
p.m., May 9 at 2 p.m. fun of it in a fun, musical way is
and 6:30 p.m. on May 10. Adult
and 8 p.m May 10
tickets cost $30 to $58 and
exciting," junior Nicki Dyer said.
at 1 p.m. and 630
can be purchased at www.tick"The songs are ridiculously funP.m.
etswest.com or by calling (800)
ny and the music is really good."
325-SEAT.
The musical includes such coTicket prIces: BeStudent rush tickets are availmedic songs as "Thc Song That
tween $3 0 and $58
able for $25 to college students
Gocs Likc This," "You Won't
with a valid photo ID, with one
Succeed on Broadway," "Always
ticket available per ID. Student rush tickets Look on the Bright Side of Life" and "The
are available two hours before each perfor- Fisch Schlapping Song."
mance at the 'NB Performing Arts Center
The Arthurian legend is enhanced by these

songs, dancing knights, killer rabbits, catapulted cows, coconuts and the Black Knight.
"I'm excited because I think British humor
applied to Arthurian legend is amazing: junior Lindsay Perry said. "I can't wait to see
what they do with the Black Knight:
The Black Knight appeared in "Monty Python and the Holy Grail" as the unskilled but
determined knight who comically loses his
limbs in a battle against Arthur. The Black
Knight, the Green Knight and other favorites
are fcaturcd in the play.
The legendary hero Arthur is played
by award-winning actor John O'Hurley.
O'Hurley is best known for his role on "Seinfeld: his hosting of "Family Feud" and his
win on "Dancing with the Stars."
Senior Robyn Best said she is excited
O'Hurley is playing Arthur. Best said, "I'm
sure John O'Hurley will be awesome because
I loved him on 'Family Feud!'"
Contact Miranda Cosand at iniranda.cosand@whitworthian.coni.

Top 13
from

WHITWORTH.FM
Check out the top 13

albumsfront IVIritworth's online radio
statiott.
1

YEAH YEAH YEAHS

it's Blitz"
2

P.0.5.

"Never Better"

3

NEW FOUND GLORY

*Not Without A Fight"
4 BOY LEAST LIKELY TO
"The Law Of The Playground"
5 VETIVER

"Tight Knit"
6 ANDREW BIRD
"Noble Beast"
7 WEINLAND
"Breaks In The Sun"
8

NOW, NOW EVERY

CHILDREN
"Cars"
9 THE VINES

"Melodia"
10 COMMON
"Universal Mind Control"
11

CRYSTAL ANTLERS

"Tentacles"

12 IRAN
experience more at....

"Dissolver"

whitworthian.com

13 MIIKE SNOW
"Animal" [Single]
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Men capture
NWC North
Tournament
James Gelfer

HORTHWIST CONF

Assistant Sports Editor-

lhe Pirate

gUA NEERM@

men's golf team

.91

duplicated their performance
from the fall, winning the
spring Northwest Conference North Tournament at
Apple Tree Golf Course in
Yakima, Wash., on Saturday,
April 18. Ihe women, who
also took first place in the
fall, lost to the University of
Puget Sound by onc stroke

'BASÉBALL

11.

NWC

Saturday.

Ihe Whitworth men had
three players with rounds in
the 70s, shooting an impressive 308 as a team to beat out
second place Puget Sound.
Sophomore Ryan Young
led the Bucs and earned
medalist honors at thc tour.
namcnt with a round of 74.
Going into Saturday's
tournament, the Pirates had
struggled in recent events,
taking fifth at the Spring
Classic and fourth at the Fall
Classic.

With the weather being
more cooperative there has
been more opportunity to
practice:senior James Dykes
said. "Coach has been stressing to us the importance of
just going out and playingr
The second place finish for
the cs'ornen is thc first time
that they failed tu lake first
in a NWC tournament this
season.
The NWC North Tournament marks thc final event
before next weekends NWC
Championships, which will
be held April 24-25. lhe
women tvill travel back to
Yakima to play the same Apple Tree Golf Course, while
the men will head to Blue
River, Ore., to play Tokatee
Golf Course.
"It is a pretty easy course
and we are confident going
into the tournament next
week: Dykes said.
Contact James Geljer at
james.gelfer@whitworthiatt.
com.

C.:many efCam Storm

Senior Justine Hays and coach Jo Ann Wagstaff embrace after dinching the NWC women's tennis title on Saturday.

Pirates pilfer Wildcats
at No. 3to imright with
prove to 17-2 overall on the season. Teammates Linh Aven, senior.
anti Mya Towne, freshman. rattled
off games to rally for a win at No.
2 doubles in an inspiring perforDanika Heatherly
mance to earn a 9-7 victory.
Sports Editor
"I think wc both knew we were
A Northwest Conference Cham- thc better team," Avcn said. "We
pionship was the cherry atop a just weren't playing like that at the
perfect 16-0 season for the Pirates. beginning. and thcn we both startThe Bucs defeated Linficld 6-3 on cd to believe that we wcrc going to
Saturday at the Yakima Valley Ten- do it:*
Junior No.1 Rachel Bums posted
nis Center in the final match of thc
tournamcnt to win thc titic and a dominate win over Linfield No. 1
break Linfield's seven-year run as junior Sallie Katter 6-0, 6-2 to gain
defending champion in thc league.
a point for the l'irates. Teammate
The title was women's tennis' first and doubles partner, Marshall, fell
since 1997 and gave the Bucs a 21-4 in her No. 2 match. Sophomore
overall record.
Katie Staudinger gave the Pirates a
With the team's two landmark 4.2 lead after defeating her Wildcat
victories over Linfield during thc opponent comfortably by a score of
season in mind, senior Justine 6-2, 6-1.
With three matches relnaining
flays said, "I think it helped but wc
knew it would be difficult to beat on court, the Linfield dynasty was
'em three times in a rose
gasping for life as Awn' and Towne
Hays and sophomore Katie battled deep into their second sets
Staudinger started the Pirates off and freshman No. 5 Bosnian pow-

tennis
takes NWC title
WO/lie/1S

.&

erect through hers.

liosman put thc final nail in the
Wildcat coffin as she closed out
her match by a score of 6-, 6-2 to
make the win official.
As word of victory spread
throughout ihe grounds the action
continued to heat up as Aven triumphed in her final NIVC match
as a Pirate by winning the big
points for a 7-6 (1 1-9), 6-4 victory,
while a couple courts over Toivne
remained battling. lime freshman
fell in a third set tiebreaker to leave
a final score of 6-3 in favor of Whitworth for the Northwest Conference Championship.
"Usually freshman come in and
they may be great players, but just
don't know how to handle being
mentally tough throughout the
season," Awn said. Our No. 2, 4
and 5 spots tvere held consistently
throughout the season by freshman, (and) they're only going to
get stronger."

See

CHAMPIONS,
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Softball struggles at home
Joe Westenberg
Staff 1Vrifer
Softball went 1-3 against
seventh ranked Willamette
University this Weekend. The
Pirates were shut out for all
three losses, but won their
second game with a shutout of
their own in the form of sophomore pitcher Jessica Mangis'
one-hit complete game.
With the weekend losses,
Whitworth fell to 15-17 overall and 11-11 in the Northwest

Conference.
Bearcats pitcher and 2008
NWC Player of the Year Nicki
Franchi limited the Bucs to
three hits and no runs in the
first game.
The Bearcats drove in three
runs early in the game and
tacked up four in the sixth
and six more the next inning.

ALL

1V-XXPo-..

lhe final

score was 13-0 Willamette.
Game two was a pitcher's
duel in which Mangis came
out on top, only allowing one
hit in the sixth by Franchi.
Sophomore right fielder McKenzie Stuby scooped up the
ball and ruined Willamette's
Cirbi Anthony any chance at
scoring with a sizzler to senior catcher Rachel Anderson.
Caught in a pickle, Anthony
was tagged out at third.
Sophomore first baseman
Caty Lieseke had two of Whitworth's four hits and scored
the winning run on a hard hit
single from senior outfielder
Mandee Edwards into right
center. Mangis improved her
record to 10-7, striking out six
and walking three with only
one hit, earning the win with
a 1-0 final.

GEORGE FOX

24-4

29-8

PLU

23-5

27-8

LINFIELD

21.-7

27-9

WILLAMETTE

14-13

17-17

PACIFIC

14-14

19-16

UPS

9-14

12-19

L&C

8-21

8-26

WHITWORTH

4-20

6-24

WHITMAN

4:2-1_ 3-26

NEXT PIRATE GAME:
Whitworth vs. Central Washington
Tuei4Lry, April 21 El) 3:30 pm.

SOFTBAil.
NWC

cont.

ALL

-22-1

32-3

WILLAMETTE

20-3

28-3

PACIFIC

15-9

24-12J

14-10

16-20

LINFIELD

.

PLU

8-14

UPS

14-21

FOX:. 3437: -441.11

G

L&C

3-35

3-25

NEXT PIRATE GAME:
Whinvonh n. North Idaho
7hursday. April 23 c, 2 pm.

MEN'S TENNIS
NWC ALL

WHITMAN

16-0

24-4

LINFIELD

13-3

16-7

13-3

16-10

WILLAMETTE

9-7

10-9

WHITWORTH

9-7

11-12

UPS

5-11

7-14

PACIFiC

4-12

7-11

L&C

3-13

3-16

GEORGE FOX

0-16

1-16

*PLU

FIFTH PLACE NWC

FINAL RECORD
11-12

:WOMEN'S TENN (.S

Brarkion I lemming/ it' hitworthian

Junior infielder Ashley Carey looks for the putout at first base Saturday against the Bearcats.

1

LWHIT*011111.. L1.1-j0I1S-17.

Sunday was a different
day for the Pirates, who were
shut out both games. Franchi
repeated her previous day's

performance, this time only
allowing two hits and picking
up. 13 strikeouts, leading thc
Bearcats 5-0 win.
Anderson and freshman
infielder Sami Parr had the
Pirates' only two hits in the
game, both in the fifth.
In the nightcap, Willamette
trampled the Bucs with a pair
of three-run home runs from
Mandy Romero in the first and
third, winning the game 8-0.
Lieseke, junior second
baseman Ashley Carey and
Edwards were the only Whitworth batters with hits, racking up one apiece.
Contact Joe Westenberg at
joe.westenberg@whitworthian.

;

NWC

ALL

WHITWORTH

16-0

21-4

LINFIELD

14-2

17-5

WHITMAN

12-4

15-9

L&C

10-6

14-9

PACIFIC

7-9

8-11

WILLAMETTE

7-9 . 8-13

GEORGE FOX

3-13

4-16

PLU

2-14

2-17

UPS

1-15

1-15

NEXT PIRATE MATCH:
NCAA REGIONALS

:tray 8-10

i
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Men fight to fifth-place finish
Kara Heatherly
Staff IVriter

he

Pirates entered the
Northwest Conference tournament seeded fifth beltind
Whitman College, Pacific
Lutheran, Linficld College
and Villamette University.
Heading into Friday's
match Ivith Willamette, the
Pirates had a 1-1 record
against the Bearcats in the
2009 conference season
with 5-4 matches both %vays.
But they fell Friday to the
Bearcats 6-3.
"I felt like we had a really
good chance especially since
the last time we played them
we had beat them," sophomore Joe Wales said. "But
this was conference and
tltere are a lot ofadded pressures."

Senior Kellen Octgen
agreed: "The only reason I
think they bcat us the first
time was that we came out
really flat in doubles and
that's something we've bccn
working on," he said.
Despite the fact that the
morning's match didn't cnd
in the Pirates' favor, they
wcnt out with confidence
to face the Loggers, a team
they had defeated twice in
regular season play.
With the first match be-

hind them, the Pirates regrouped to play what they
knew would be their last
match of the season.
"We were all kinds of disappointed with the way the
first match had turned out:'
Oetgen said. "But knowing
this was our last match of
the year, we went out and

Fantasy baseball:
Not just for the
sad and lonely

left it all on the court."
The Pirates defeated the
Loggers 7-2 to take fifth
place in the tournament.
Octgen won all four of

his matches on Friday for
the Pirates.
"It's pretty disappointing.
to still lose the team match
and know that there was
nothing more I could have
done; Octgcn said.
The tournament cante
down to a match between
PLU and Whitman. Whitman was able to hold on to
its conference title, defeating
the Lutes 7-2.
But with the season over,
the Pirates look badc with
much pride and many
memories.
"Onc ofmy favorite memories is definitely going out
with a win at conference,"
Wales said.

Contact Kara Heatherly
at kara.hcatherlyewhitwor-

Sophomore Joe Wales retums a shot durlog his NWC match.

thian.cons.

with Intramural CoordlnatorJohn Elting:

IM Round Robin Tennis Tourney
The tennis tourney was a smashing success, even drawing the lilces
of Kathy Storm, vice president for
Student Lifc, out to support the dynamic duo of seniors Catie and Taylor Storm. However, Te-am Jumbo
with freshman Julie Sullivan and
Dana.' SkathafyiWkihourthLan

Sophomore Andrew Hamstra attempts a
lay-up during sundays matchup.

junior Chris Trumbo proved too
much with their consistent strong
play at the net, taking home the coveted prize..
Senior lyler Blake took home the

singles title, defeating junior Liam
Zenger-O'Brien in a three set masterpiece, 7-5, 6-7(2), 6-1. This epic
lasted in upwards of two and a half
hours.

Springfest Events
Intramurals will be plenty active during Springfest May 2 and
3. Get ready for Willie Ball, Grass
Volleyball and a free Frisbee Golf
Tournament-affectionately !mown
as Frolf.

CHAMPIONS
continuedfrom page 10

MULTIPLE CHOICE MENU.

College is about trying new stuff, and now you're in luck-you can experience
the variety of flavors at Qdoba Mexican Grill anytime, because we're never loo
far away. Whatever you choose, it's all made fast, fresh and right in front ofyou.
Come on in and see for yourself. What are you going to love at adobe'

Spokane Locations

dobo

N. Division (ncar Costco)
901 S. Grand Blvd. (behind Sacrcd Heart
7115

MEXICAN GRILL
.0 sot, .
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baseball talk with bud bareither

Burns and Marshall
were selected as First
Team All-NWC honorees
and Towne, Bosman and
Staudinger were named
to the All-NWC Second
Team.
Pirate coach Jo Ann
Wagstaff was honored for
the second time with the
NWC Coach of the Year
award.
"Jo is wonderful, she's
pretty detail oriented,"
Aven said. "Always made
practices fun to go to,
but also worked us pretty
hard on the courts. Really appreciate her."
Whitworth received
the NWC automatic bid
to the NCAA Division
III women's tennis tournament, scheduled to be
held in late May. Regional play will take place on
May 8-10.
Contact Danika Heatherl)' at danika.heatherly@
itworthian.com.

Playing fantasy baseball is like watching "The English
Patientr It's long, tedious and in the end you aren't sure
ifit was worth all the trouble. It's the little brother of fantasy football; nerdy and viewed with all the same skepticism of "Dungeons and Dragons." Sure there aren't
20-sided dice, but fantasy baseball isn't exactly first date
conversation material. The season drags on from Niarch
through September, or roughly the gestation period of
an American black bear. Unlike football, where you
have to check your roster about once a week. fantasy
baseball requires that you look at your roster every day
for seven months to avoid the embarrassment of leaving Ty Vigginton in your lineup even though everyone
else in the league knew that he was out with a pulled
hamstring (the humanity!). I mean you could go on a
three-day vacation and by the time you come back, your
whole season could be shot! Kaput! Gone in the blink
of an eye.
There are also a number of other traps that first time
players can fall into. Wanting to get as many starts as
possible, a player may pick up pitchers everyday and
plug them into thcir rotation. This seems likc a good
idea until you realize that there's a maximum number of
innings allotted to a team's pitchers and once you cross
this threshold you no longer accumulate stats. You then
wrap your mind around the horrific truth that you have
banked your playoff hopes on pitchers like Jeff 'Weaver
and Livan Hernandez and burst into bitter tears. Also,
stats like steals mean just as much as homeruns in most
leagues, !caving baseball fans turned fantasy players
wondering if Willy Taveras is really as valuable as Ryan
Howard (not quite).
1Vith all that said, why would anyone in their right
mind want to commit to a season of fantasy baseball?
thc reasons arc as endless as the hairs on David
Hasselhoff"s chest.
First and foremost, baseball has always been the
most stat-driven of all sports. Even most casual fans can
identify the significance of such numbers as 61 (Roger
Maris' single season HR record), .406 (Tcd 1Villiams BA
in 1941) or 56 (Joe DiMaggio's hitting streak). Fantasy
baseball gives fans a chance to see these numbers or records as they are actually happening; certainly any fantasy baseball owner won't forget Lance "the Big Puma"
Berkman setting a career high with 18 stolen bases last
year, but just about everyone else outside of Houston
wilL Fantasy baseball also allows fans to understand the
importance of such complex statistics as \VHIP (walks
+ hits/number of innings pitched, a great way to gauge
the efficiency ofa pitcher) or BABIP (batting average on
balls in play, the league average is around .300). For example, a player with a low BABIP, say .280, is probably
suffering from bad luck and is due for a breakout, which
is something most fans would overlook.
Is,foreover, fantasy baseball allows you to discover
players that are often neglected. For instance, Hartley
Ramirez and lan Kinsler are rtvo of the top 10 players in
fantasy baseball but they normally get lost in the shuffle
of higher paid players. Think of Ramirez and Kinsler as
the indie music of baseball: they're so great because no
One else knows about them (but thankfully, they don't
wear flannel, slackline or drink out of mason jars). Playing fantasy also allows you to discover the next crop of
young players. Names like Max Scherzer and Andrew

McCutchen might not mean much to you unless you
play fantasy baseball; ies a great way to learn about the
future all-stars of the game before anyone else does.
The MLB season is a long one why not add a little
spice to a 162-game season by having a little something
riding on each game? Of course Pete Rose thought the
same thing and look where that got him, but I digress.
No longer will a July series between the Pittsburgh Pirates and San Diego Padres be as pointless as another
installment of "The Land Before Time" series. Owners
of Nate McLouth and Adrian Gonzalez will have no
choice but to pay attention to the games and chart their
players' performances. It's not quite turning water into
wine, but the ability to turn something meaningless into
something meaningful-now that's fantasy baseball's true
gift to mankind.
So the next time your friend mentions an upcoming
fantasy baseball draft, don't call him a pale worthless
excuse for a human being. Instead, ask him if you can
join and tell him you know all about 'WHIP and BABIP.
After all, you do get a shiny little (albeit digital) trophy if
you rin; isn't that worth seven months of your life?
Contact Bud Bareither at bud.bareither@whitworthian.com.
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TOP LEFT:Trustees enjoy-French Dip Friday"a day early on Thursday.
April 16 at the Faculty-Trustee dinner in the Hizson Union Building.
TOP RIGHT: Whitworth students faced off in the Super Smash Bros.
Tournament for the Nintendo 64 on Saturday, April 18. Proceeds from
the $2 entry fee benefitted the Clean Blood, Clean Water Club.

ABOVE:A squirrel squats on a dumpster last week outside Warren Hall.
LEFT:The acapella group"Hella Fitzgeraid,"winners of Pirate Idol and
the grand prize of 1S hours of studio time, perform Sunday, April 19.
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By following your dream, you can help your students achieve theirs.

Become an elementary or secondary teacher with a master's degree in 13 months!

Complete full-time day program with a year-long internship in local schools.
Teach across cultures during Jan Term international/domestic field experiences.

Benefit from Whitworth's high placement rate for graduates.
Eam scholarships, grants and financial aid.

AN EDUCATION OF MIND AND HEART
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FEATURED ONLINE

CASUAL DATING

SPIRIT OF THE ISLANDS
Dance, food and
music bring South
Pacific to Spokane

Dating around is
valuable before
settling down

In-depth coverage of
the gender study

STRONG FINISH
Baseball takes

final four lo en(l
season 10-26
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Assault near
campus based
on orientation

WHITWORTH TRIATHLON

Joy Bacon
Editor in Chief

Julie Wootton
News Editor
Editor's note: the identity ofsome sources was
kept coqfidentialfor their protection.

Ihrmuu PetvuettrWhasyfthi4n

Sophomore EmilylInn rides around Loop Road during the middle leg of the Whitworth Triathlon on April 26. Unn finished eighth.

Bringing it home
1,351 miles. That was the total distance traveled by the 110 people that

competed in this year's Whitworth
Triathlon on April. 26. The triathlon
consisted of 500 yards in the pool, 10
miles of biking and two miles of running. The entries varied rom professional triathletes to pro essors to stu-

dents. Taking off in six waves, they
WEB
raced through the morning cheered
VE
EX
on by everybody present. All the proceeds'ofthe event were contributed to
Global Neighborhood, a nonprofit.or- (heck
out our slideshow of the
ganization started by two Whitworth Whitworth Triathlon online at
alumni to help serve refitgees in the
whitworthian.com
Spokane area.

Potential dining changes on the way
Ira McIntosh
Staff Writer

Sodexo may make several
changes to its offerings starting next year.
Some programs may inelude a pizza delivery service,
a larger fresh fruit selection
and making the Cafe a venue
with thcmcd eating areas.
Many of the changes will
be financed with the estimated $25,000 saved from going
trayless.
Sodexo eliminated trays in
November as part ola sustainability initiative.
A port ion ofthe changes %vill
be tested in coming weeks.

cept at dinner that students
could use in addition to the
main Food Court with a block
or an unlimited meal plan,"
said Jim O'Brien, general manager of Sodexo.
Students would still be able
to use their flex dollars in the
Cafe for meals besides dinner.
Proposed themes include
Asian, Mexican and Italian
food.
If Sodcxo decides to implement the change, the cafe in
Weyerhaeuser would become
an espresso and Sub Connection venue.
O'Brien said this would
provide more flexibility to
those living on the %vest sidc of
campus.

NON-FLEX CAFE

PIZZA ON-DEMAND
"To case the overcrowding
at dinner, we may change the
Cafe into a theme meal con-

ptusE
RECITE!
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To address frequent requests, Sodexo may provide a
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Sodexo employee Lorraine Hildenbrand helps junior Kristen Didesch at A La Carte In Weyerhaeuser Hall April 21. Sodexo may add
an espresso shop and Sub Connection In place of the computer lab.

pizza-to-go delivery program
that would allow students to
use their flex dollars to purchase and have pizza, pop and
other such items delivered to

their residence hall.
"We will be testing the program in May," O'Brien said.

See DINING, page 2

A Viiitworth student was assaulted and
injured this weekend near campus.
11te assault was motivated by hate based
on sexual orientation, and resulted in injury,"
Kathy Storm, vice president for Student Life,
'wrote in a campus wide e=mail on 'Iliesday,
April 21. "That such an attack would take
place concerns us deeply."
Tho incident occurred Saturday, April IS
between 7:30 p:itt. and 8 p.m. 'Hie student
was riding his
bike on Wellen .UPCOMING:
Street about a
'Stop the Hate'
block away from
campus, near jack
Sponsor: Open
in the Box, with a
Conversations:Orienmale and female
tation
friend.
When: Wednesday,
The male friend,
April 29, 6-7 p.m.
who witnessed the
Where:
Campanile
incident, said the
to
Why:
Response
group was riding
recent
assault
down West Graves
Road when a car
drove up behind
them and started honking:111c group pulled
their bikes over to the side of the road to let
the car pass.
They then biked onto Wellen Street and
sav the car had braked and was in reverse,
%vhich prompted them to begin riding faster.
*Hie %vitness said he thought the victim
recognized the people in the vehicle since
he stopped his bike in a driveway. The male
driver proceeded to get but of his car. While
another man stayed in the vehicle during the
attack.
According to the police report, the driver
of the vehicle accused the victim of spitting
on his car.
The witness said thc man went up to the
victim shouting things likc "f
g homos"
and "faggot" and punched him in the face.
man then started chasing. the %vitness
dovn the street, but then stopped and returned to the victim.
"I saw [the man) kick him and I yelled that
we didn't want any problems and to stop. Ile
came at me again, and I got away7 the witness said.
'The victim was transported to Holy Family
I lospital, according to the report.
The suspect is a white male between the
ages of 20 and 25, about 6'3" with wavy blond
hair and a thin build, according to the police
report. The %vitness said the vehicle was an
old, small silver car with a spoiler.
Contact Joy Bacon at joybacon@whitworthian.com. Contact Hie Wootton at julie.wootton@whitwrthian.com.
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Death Cab concert review.
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VISIT WHITWORTHIAN.COM DAILY FOR BREAKING

NEWS, BLOCS, MULTIMEDIA AND SPORTS UPDATES.

Comments? let us know:
edltorjuhitworthOn.com
or (509)777-3248
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Hew Scholarship Increases

Amount of two top

nun source of

The Whitworthian has served as the

scholarships, offers of
admission increased

(=-

*hid peoduces The Whinny-

thian welly newspaper ard the whitworthiancom.

16,000

Current Await! Amount

14,000

tworthian staff is dedicated to ()meting ac-

Melissa Challender

6,000

tuate and relevara irixtriation in an innortatne manner.
Otrt goal h to be ammo?* whit Wank; entertaining ancl pronduig a foam fa messing the nterests

Assistant News Editor

6,000

the Whitworth corivnunrty.

Internet filter made to
lower students' access
to explicit Web sites
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Yong Kim

10,000
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Assistant Scene Editor
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In light of the economic recession, ad2,000
missions is doing things a little differently,
O
including increasing some academic scholImktectid
Iliad and Heart
arships and the number of admissions ofScholarship
Scholantrip
fers to prospective freshmen.
Inforrtutioescourtesy of Frei' Ilurskh
Vith the guidance of Scannell & Kurz,
Aruutte Farrelliitisituurthiut
Inc.. an admissions and financial aid consulting firm in Pittsford. N.Y., the decision to extend more.offers of admission."
was made to increase the Mind & Heart
Although more students have been acScholarship by $2,000 per year and the cepted, Pfursich said thcy are still expectPresidential Scholarship by S1,000 per year, ing a normal number of applicants to acsaid Fred Pfursich, vice president ofadmis- ccpt thcir offers of admission.
sions and financial aid.
"Our strategic plan is still 2 percent
New award amounts are S14,000 and growth," Pfursich said. "%%re're certainly
512,000 per year, respectively.
not anticipating having 11 percent more
In order to appeal to students who qual- freshmen than we did last year but in orify for top-level scholarships, the school in- der to get approximately the same number
creases scholarships amounts from time to of freshmen that we had last year, we felt
time, Pfursich said.
that we needed to increase the number of
"Every several years we evaluate all the offers:*
scholarships to se how competitive thcy
Despite accepting more students and a
are and what we're seeing %ith other insti- 6.9 percent increase in applicants this year,
tutions and what we're experiencing with the numbcr of deposits is down 2 to 3 perapplicants who mect the requirements for cent from last year, Pfursich said.
those sdfolarships; Ffursich said.
"Most private schools and most private
The scholarship increases apply to stu- colleges and universities have felt like this
dents attending Whitworth beginning fall was going to be a really diallenging year
2009; current students will not ice a change that was unlike any time in the last 15 to 20
in their sdlolarships.
years; he said. "Ve kind of expected this
In addition to helping incoming students year to be a tall order for us to keep pace
financially, the school also extended 11.5 with last year's deposit lever
percent more offers of admission to proCompared to other private institutions
spective freshmen for thc class of 2013.
experiencing a 10 to 15 percent decline in
Pfursich said because of the economic deposits, Pfursich said he considers a small
downturn. thcy anticipated students would 2 to 3 Nrcent drop a good thing.
be more worried about the costs of attend"%%'e're rather pleased to be at this point,
ing a prirate university than before.
but we're still cautious because there's still
"We kneiv them would be more con- a long WJy to go before freshmen arrive in
sternation and more families questioning September," Pfursich said.
whether or not they could afford WhitPfursich said numbers can still change
worth versus, let's say, community college or bctwccn now and the May 1 national reply
the University of Washington or whatever deadline, as well as before the beginning of
it might be, that was a little less expensive," tire sdiool year.
he said. "And one way for us to buffer some
Contact Melissa Challesukr at inclusa.
of that possible decrease in yield would be diallender@whitworthinn.COM.

Editor's note: 7his is the second in a series
on pornography on campus. A source's identity
has beets kept confidential for bis protection.
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Another section of Core
be added next fall
to accommodate the growing number of students who
need to take thc course.
Keith Beebe, chair of the
theology department and
the Core 150 program, said
as the university grows, the
Core program must also
expand to meet student
needs.
"In a nutshell, we are
adding another section to
accommodate the growing
number of students that are
unable to take Core due to
150 will

Circulation Manager

.

other class conflicts," Beebe
said.
The lectures and discussion groups will cover the
same topics in both sections, he said.
Adding another scction
will allow students taking
classes in the morning to
take Core 150 in the after-

noon.
The first section of Core
150 will remain at 9:05 a.m.
and the second section will
be held at 1:55 p.m.
Junior and Corc 150 TA
Jordan Michelson said the
addition of another Core
150 lecture section is a good
decision.

"My hope is that by adding an afternoon lecture,
the students who need to
take Core will be able to do
so," Michelson said.

However, he said the addition of another scction
crcatcs additional work for
the staff.
"1 don't think many students really understand
how much more work this
will make for the Core 150
teaching team, seeing as
they already put so much
work into one section of
Corc as it is," Michelson
said.
Contact Iris Wit at iris.
wu@whitworthian.com,

DINING: Tossed salad, fresh fruit to be
continued from page

1

Sodexo staff would be
delivering the pizzas most
likely between 8 p.m. and
11 p.m. Monday through
Friday.
TOSSED SALAD

With the concept ofsalad
bars fading in popularity.
Sodexo may convert the
salad bar into a tossed-toorder entree salad format.
"Only about 10 to 15
percent of the students are
=icing a salad off the salad
bar now O'Brien said.
New salads, for example,

could be teriyaki chicken
salad, greck feta crab salad,
taco salad and antipasto
salad.
Sodexo would feature
two salads per day, in addition to the popular chicken
caesar salad.
"This would also help
protect
the transmission of germs, which
salad bars are famous
for doing," O'Brien said.
FRUIT UPGRADE

Sodexo could be introducing a new fresh fruit
format, induding melons,
strawberries and pineap-

added

ple, that would replace the
whole fruit option currently in place.
Sodexo piloted the program for three days last
week to estimate costs and
popularity.
"The most frequent request on our surveys and
comment cards is to have
more varieties of fresh fruit
more often; O'Brien said.
He also said that one of
the most popular meals is
Sunday brunch when Sodexo offers fresh fruit.

Contact Ira McIntosh at
iramcintosh@whitworthjan.com.

An intcrnct filter system was implemented in 2001 by President Bill Robinson in response to a number of students and faculty
voicing concern about the level of ease pornography could be accessed at Whitworth.
The filter was part of a larger approach
that you see coming in waves from time to
time; said Kathy Storm, vice president for
Student Life. The hope was that it would be
the most comprehensive (plan), a filter with
conversation, education and therapeutic options."
A junior male student in the pornography
support group started by Whitworth alumnus Daniel Steer said he hasn't seen much
of thc comprehensive plan other than the
filter.
Besides the six free counseling sessions,
which is not a direct resource for those

struggling with porn, there have not bccn a
lot of other resources, he said.
-If there are, they have been poorly advertised," the student said.
HOW THE FILTER WORKS

Whitworth purchased R3000 Enterorise
from 8c6Technologies, an appliance-b.ased
filter system.The hardware is a self- nianaging
system that Whitworth pays annually for the
company's service to filter Web sites.
Both Robinson and Storm said finding the
least restrictive filtering system that' had the
capability to be flexible and not block things
that shouldn't be blocked played an important role.
Though administrators have the capability to add any categories provided by
8e6Technologies

CLICK IT
Read gain the fater's efficiency and the
Mlle of censorship at private unitersrties
orilme it

to the list of
banned content, the classifications are
built by 86

Technologies
and not dewhitworthianam
termined by
Whitworth.
More tiran 100 classifications can be
blocked by the service, network manager
Walt Seidel said.

There arc sub-classifications undcr pornography that arc specifically blocked at
Whitworth, such as child and adult pornography. Other subclassifications, such as R-rated content, explicit art and obscene and tasteless content, arc not. The filter system runs 2-1
hours a day and monitors all Web traffic used
through Whitwortlis ser:ers.
Not only can the Internet filter block Web
sitcs deemed pornographic, but the system
monitors all web traffic through Whitworth's
servers in general.
The filter program also has the capability to
record what Web site a person visited, what
thc user's Internet Protocol (IP) address is and
at what time and date the site was accessed.
The filter creates a log of all this information for Al Web traffic through Whitwortlis
server regardless of whether the user was trying to acccss a pornographic Web site, said
Terry Norton, associate director of Information Systems.
The Student Policy Handbook states "the
university operates a filter on the campus
network in ordcr to restrict Internet access to
pornographic material"
There is no guarantee that files will be kept
confidential. according to the Information
Systems computer use policy,.
Only a few people can access information
about Web traffic, but no one looks at the
log unless requested to do so by a president's
cabinet member, Seidel said. There have been
four or five cases where Web traffic was investigated since the program's implementation.
he said.
Cotitact Yong Kim at yong.kim@whitworthian.com.
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Recession impacts major gift giving

Campus

BRIEFS

Julie Wootton
News Editor

Lecturer says no
known cause or
cure for autism

In the midst of an economic recession, the Institutional Advancement department continues
to work on identifying and cultivating major gift
donors.
At the rcccnt Board of Trustees meetings, Jim
Bennett, chair of the Institutional Advancement
committee, said giving is currently at 45 percent
of the Institutional Advancement department's
goal.
Stacey Smith, associate vice president for Institutional Advancement, said the department is
responding to each donor as he/she is affected by
the economic recession.
"We keep on doing what we are doing," Smith
said. "It's the donors who may need to do things

In the $90 billion field

of autism research, there
are many different treatment programs but no

differently."
Smith said it is important to listen to donors
and work with them even if they are not able to
currently make a gift.
IDENTIFYING AND CULTIVATING DONORS

Brandon Ilemming/Whitworthian

Sophomore Ben Glisdorf works at the Phonathon on April 21.The Phonathon is the main method of outreach to alumni donors. Institutional Advancement is reaching out to alumni through personal mailings.

Smith said the university visits prospective PERSONALIZED MAILINGS
major donors and invites thcm to events.
13ennett said Institutional Advancement is
The process of cultivating donors includes
following up with them and learning about working to reach out to alumni who are prospectheir interests, she said.
tive donors on a more personalized basis.
Institutional Advancement maintains a daThe department is currently in the midst of a
tabasc with donor informavariable-data direct mail campaign.
tion, Fathered from public
About 5,000 mailings have been
records.
CLICK IT
scnt out to alumni of all generations
Prospective major gift do- Read about bequesu and an interactiye and are personalized to include
nors are also identified from Web site about the sdence tenter online at thcir name, year they graduated and
alumni lists.
pictures related to their interests at
whitworthian.com
She.said Institutional Ad
Whitworth.
vancement works to idcntify
"Mailings to the alumni from
and work with a prospective donor's passion thc '70s will look
different than the mailings to
and interests.
alumni
from
the
'90s7 said Aaron McMurray,
"Raising major gifts includes cultivating donors by bringing thcm to campus and sharing director of alumni and parent relations, annual
Whitworth's mission," Smith said, adding that giving and special gifts.
Alumni should be receiving the mailings
it is generally a months-long conversation.
.
.
A major donation is generally considered a within the next week
The texi in the mailing is alsci tailored to the
gift of $25,000 or more.
individual's donation history, McMurray said.
Hc said the spring appeal is for those. who

known cure, said Betty
Fry Williams, Edward B.
Lindaman Chair and professor of education, at a
lecture April 15.
The main reason a cure
has not been found is that
researchers aren't yet sure
what causes autism.
We do have some effective treatment programs that do . make
considerable (improvements]," Williams said.
Rcad more online at
whitworthian.com.

Assistant to the
president hired,
to begin in July

haven't responded to the Phonathon or other
various e-mail and mail outreach.
Mailings have also been sent out to alumni
who donated from July thrpugh December.

Contact Julie Wootton at julie.wootton@wilitworthian.corn.

As thc academic year
comes to a close, a staffing change will take 'place
within Academic Affairs
and the president's office.
Patti Green, longtime
assistant to Michael Le
Roy, vice president for
Academic Affairs, is set to
move into the position of
assistant to the president
and board secretary on
July 1.

Green said she has
been in the same position
in Academic Affairs since
January 1996.
"I bring some history,"
she said. "I have worked
with three academic vice
presidents7
Read more online at
whitworthian.com.

Undergrad and
grad students
present research
Undergraduate

and

gra duate students from

Keypad Entry

Digital Security

Choose Social

Staffed and
open 24 hours

Work at EWU

views. The research projects were composed of
work students completed
in a fall course or research
done outside of dass with
an adviser.
Read more online at
whitworthian.corn.

Eastem Washington University's

School of Social Work's Aging Studies

Program gives you the opportunity

to help the frail and vulnerable
elderly.There's a high demand for individuals with diverse backgrounds.

,

Nationally recognized faculty will train you in a collaborative, real-world

environment for one of the 10 fastest-growing careers.

contact Diane Somerday, MSW 509359.6482

Full-time Master of Social Work
Part-time Master of Social Work
contact Patricia Valdés, MSW, PhD 509.359.6772

Compiled by news st4,

: NEW CUSTOMER COUPON ;

$1.00 MOVE-IN
Bachel& of Social Work

around Spokane presented their faculty-advised, original research
projects yesterday at the
seventh annual Spokane
Intercollegiate Research
Conference
(SIRC).
The conference offered
presenting students the
opportunity for peer re-

SPECIAL with
3rd month FREE!
*Coupon must be presented to take
advantage of otter. Expires 6/30/09.

CORRECTIONS&
CLARIFICATIONS
Whitwortim s convnitted to providing the Whitworth communirl with
the most acnrate infomution posale.
The Whitworthian never knowingty pubTohes inaccuracies. If pa have a comment
or question about the fairness cr accuracy
of a story, send an e-mail to editorgwhitworthiancom.
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SOUNDING BOARD: WHITWORTHIAN'S WEEKLY POLL

99, NUMBER 17

How many casual dates have you had at Whitworth?

EDITORIAL: IN THE LOOP

Vote in the poll online at whitworthian.com or e-mail thoughts to editor@whitworthian.com.

School responds

appropriately to assault
Many students were surpriscd to read
last Thesday in a campus-wide e-mail sent
by Kathy Storm, Nice president for Student
Life, that a Whitworth student had been attacked over the weekend. The most shocking part of this incident was that the student
was singled out and assaulted because of his
sexual orientation.
Nre commend the administration for
their quick response in informing the studcnt body about this incident and revealing
the troubling details about thc crime's motivation. Though Whitworth hasn't taken a

public stancc on homosexuality, it is dearly disturbing and saddening that anyone
would be hateful enough to injure a student
based on his sexual orientation.
And we want to dearly state our opposition to hate of any kind: Storm said in her
e-Fnail. "(Tiflis violates the foundation of
our university life, and is an affront to all
that we value.
Though the assault happened off campus and the victim's identity hasn't been
revealed, the Whitworth community has
come together in opposition of this hateful
act. Open Conversation: Orientation club is
holding an event in response to the assault
called ''Stop the Hate:The event, which will
be held Wednesday, April 29 from 6 p.m.
to 7 p.m. at the Whitworth C.ampanile, will
focus on the assault rather than sexual orientation.
We implore students, faculty and staff to
support this event and to continue to make
efforts to prevent similar acts from happening again. It is never acceptable to assault
someone and it is even more unacceptable
to do so on the basis of difference, regardless of your opinion about that difference.

Programniing addresses
an unspoken issue
The Whitworthian and whitworthian.
com are currently in thc midst of a series
of artides related to pornography on campus. Despite tlie initial giggles and awkward
bubble that seems to loom over this topic,
it's an issue that affects almost every student, faculty, staff member or administrator
in our community.
Everyone knows someone who either
currently struggles with pornography or
has in the past.
On a campus that is praised highly by
outside groups for its residence hall community, we feel that facing the issue of porn
is a healthy step for our community to talce.
The very nature of porn breeds secrecy and
discussions behind closed doors, as well as
dosed minds. We hope that this series of
articles will start to bring the topic into the
open in a way that we can all benefit and
learn from.
One upcoming program is a start to this
conversation. We urge students to partidpate in the "Bust the Lust" program this
week. and for future student leaders to
consider continuing this discussion in programmihg and conversations next year.
But the dialogue can only be as strong
as those who participate. Student Life has
said if students ask for help or information,
they will gladly provide it. As awkward as it
might be to speak out on this topic, changes
to campus culture are strongest when students lead the effort for change.
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Date casually

Men of Whitworth, there be many a
beauteous sea maid swimming the wide
occan of Whitworth's campus. With all
the lovely women mulling about waiting
for your advances, why should you limit
yourself to a single lass in a long-term relationship? Women of Whitworth, there
be many mcn for you to take in your arms,
to wile with your charms. Why date one
man only whcn there is such a selection
of satisfying studlincss? Ve often look for
rings by spring around here, but casual
dating might not be such a bad thing.
When I came to Whitworth, I was already dating someone, and now the two
of us are engaged. I never really got to tap
into the dating scene here, and I have never really dated casually. No, I am a serial
monogamist, and I take my women seriously. However, blessed as I am to have
such a wonderful fiancee, the concept of
casual dating has always had a sort of,
well, romantic aura about it.
If you limit yourself to dating solely to
find a marriage partner, then you might
miss out on the many things that dating
multiple people has to offer you. I don't
suggest that you go out and become passionate lovers with a new person every
week I only suggest connecting with various people of the opposite sex in a lightly
romantic way and that you enrich your-

for the experience

self by doing so.
My previous girlfriend loved dancing.
By dating her, I had someone with whom
I could practice my salsa and cha cha. I
am not a dancing man, but I was able to
enjoy and practice dancing because °flier.
I consider myself enriched because of my
dating experience with her.
My fiancée loves to bake, and when I
hang out with her I cnd up baking a lot,
and I am happy that I get to do that.
In my dating relationships, I have taken
good things away from my partners because I get to participate in their interests,
and doing so with thcm makes whatever I
am doing more interesting. I thereby gain
life experiences that I may not have engaged in so fully were it not for my girlfriends. I would be loathe to have passed
up those momcnts.
Fond memories and valuable experiences are not the only things I have gained
from the women in my life. I have also
learned 'much about myself. I have found
myself facing my own lack of paticncc in
ways other people just can't provoke. and
I am better frir having learned from those
instances. By seeing how my girlfriends'
personalities have differed from mine, I
have learned more about my own personality. Each girl I have dated has offered me
practice in being attentive, kind, romantic, open and loving.
By dating a wider variety of people at
a casual level, I would have had, presumably, even more memorable times and
moments of self-knowledge. It follows
that many of the people at Whitworth who

delve straight into that long-term dating
relationship may very well miss out on
the personal enrichment that comes from
dating different people.
Now, to prevent my being misinterpreted, I am not saying that you should all
make out with as many people as possible
or anything likc that. Whatever your standards arc, don't do things that you will
regret later. If you would feel ashamed by
making out with multiple girls, or if that
would likely hurt those girls, then don't
do that. Instead, have fun with them, hang
out, take advantage of what they have to
offer as people and give them flowers, but
reserve serious affection for the person
with whom you intend to have a longterm relationship.
Of course, if you are a lusty Don Juan
or Juanita, and you must give thc old lip
lock and fondle to every passing fancy,
then my moral resemtions aren't going
to keep you from that. Be considerate of
your dates' feelings. If you have found that
long-term someone, don't go breaking
things off because you're afraid you will
miss out on life: but ifyou are still waiting
for that person, play the field if you fccl
like it. You don't need to go for that ringby-spring romance if you don't want to,
and it is fine to date casually. Each person
you date will inevitably show you something, no matter how minute it may seem,
about who you arc and about what life has
to offer. Enjoy life: enjoy the opposite sex.
SWAYNE is a senior majoring in English. Convnents can be
sent to josh.swayne@whitworthiaruom.

WHITWORTH SPEAKS OUT: WHAT WOULD YOU CHANGE ABOUT THE HUB?
'More room in

the coffee shop.
Sometimes It
gets aowdedf

I want the
ground I walk
on to be covered

with TVs. Who
wouldn't want

thatr
Editorials in the "In the Loop" section reflect
the majority opinion of the Editorial Board,
which is made up offive editors.

uJoA

Dedawb

Jessie Eriksson,

Ala Ilymet

senior

sophomore

'Maybe have
it open a little
later. I'm often
here till dosing
and it's not
enough time:
Andrea Ids4
sophomore

think it should
be a little better
decorated. There
could be some
more art in itf
11

Andrew Ritchi4
freshman
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roommate note
Annette Farrell/Whitworthian

New year, new roommate
CARRISA

PAWELL
,

,

k

With all of the changes one experiences when coming to college, having a roommate is probably the most
important one. I'm confident in this statement because I
have had thc worst luck with roommates. I've had a total
of four roommates in the course of two ycars at NVhitworth. By living with this many people, with a ¡vide range
of personalities, I've learned a thing or two about residing
with another studcnt. I'll lay out a few lessons I've learned
here, in hopes of preparing studcnts for the frcsh start
with a new roommate next year. If not that, at least a good
laugh or two could be had at my expense.
In thc consen.sus of those I've talked to, the first roommate is thc scariest. Even if you have shared a room with
someone before, a sibling is a very different animal than
a college roommate. My first roommate taught me about
onc of the unconsidered aspccts of living with.someone
else: havitig a schedule.
: :
E've'r(the best'cif trIertitilieed 'simie* time apart -from each other. ICnow whcn your rooMmate is in class, and
luxuriate in that time. My first roommate at Whitworth
was an "early to bed, early to rise" type of gal. At that
time, I was talcing advantage of everything first semester in Baldwin-Jenkins had to offer and was rarely in bed
before 2 a.m. I didn't have to get up for class until about
10 a.m. We became very good at entering and leaving the
room without waking each other up. The time we spent
in the room together during the day wasn't strained because we had plenty of time apart as well.
I may be fudging thc numbers as my second roommate
was myself. There is a perfectly good rcason for this little
whitc lie, as living alone is as much of an ordeal as living
with another person, but for different reasons.
My first roommate transferred out after first semester,
and left me all alone in a double room. Living alone made
me wish that I had made more friends, apart from those

-

,-

who were mainly my roommate's friends. It can be so easy
to hang out with your roommates friends and neglect to
venture out of that group. Then when you split from your
roommatc, those friends tend to gct lost in the process.
My third roommate taught me the importancc of compromisc. We didn't know each other very well when we
moved in together, and thus maintained more of a separate existence than I imagine good friends have. That's
not to say that we didn't interact at all, but a lot of what we
did do was based on compromise. Moving the furniturc
around was one of our favorite and most laborious things
to do. I can't recall how many bruises from oversized
wardrobes I gained during that semester, but the process
of deciding where everything goes certainly brought us
together. I compromised my space for my huge collection of books, and she compromised space for a chair of
hers. Compromise bccamc one of the basic elements of
our friendship that made it work.
I apologize for pointing out the obvious, but it's extremely helpful to talk to your roommate. Spend some
time together, and develop a relationship that allows for
communication. With my fourth roommate, I quickly
discovered that the passive-aggressive techniqUes that
. may work with siblings at homç clotiot work well.with.
roomtiiatei. I'm a bit ashaMed to report thit I've let the
trash pile up in thc bin to entreat my roommatc to take. it
out. Aftcr three weeks, all I had was a stinky kitchcn and
a sense of resentment.
As awkward as it may be to talk to your roommate
about something, it's much better than fuming about it
on your own. In my experience, I've discovered that my
roommate had no idea why I was frustrated, and thought
very little of it when I finally talked to her about it.
So whether you're planning to live with the same
roommate ne.xt year, a friend, or a complete stranger, take
comfort in the fact that its all been done before. Hopefully you can learn something from my misadventures, if
only to spare you from taping a line down the middle of
your room. Good ludc on your fresh start next year!

Ah, nightlife. It's what college is famous for.for many siudents, the day doesn't truly start until Prime time. "Vhether.
they're iocializing, gaming or homeworking, it's not unustial for students to burn the midnight oil until I or 2 in the
morning. And when finals roll around, even 2 a.m. sounds
.
like an early bedtime for some.
And finals are indeed rolling around. Though the logic
can at times be compelling, staying up late to finish that paper can potentially harm your grades more than help them.
Sleep deprivation is the condition developed when one
doesn't get enough sleep over a long period of time. According to the National Sleep Foundation, 45 percent of adolescents do not get enough sleep. A study concerning the
sleeping habits of students at Stanford University revealed
that 80 percent were dangerously sleep deprived.
Sleep deprivation has several negative effects, beyond the
obvious exhaustion. Homework is difficult to accomplish
while depressed, and even more of a chore when you can't
concentrate, both common symptoms of a lack of sleep.
Professor of psychology Adrian Teo said a lack of sleep
has many negative effects on the brain.
"Behavior effects would include difficulty studying, can't
concentrate, can't get much work done, make more mistakes
and fed irritable'
said. "One study found that sleep
deprivation seems to mimic the effects of aging, including
memory impairment:
Dramatic weight gain and loss, depression, heart disease,
hypertension, slow reaction time and impaired concentration are all potential effects of not getting to bed on time.
At least one study has been done showing that sleep deprivation can be as debilitating to the brain .as alcohol, to the
point where pulling an all-nighter has the same effect as a
blood alcohol level of .05 percent.
The bottom line is that your exam grade might have been
better if you had gone to bed instead cif staying up those extra few kours to cram. But what's.i student to do? Many feel
like ihe amount of sleep they get Is outside of their controL
"Sleep more than you think you need. Sacrifice some fun
times for the sake of sleep; Teo said.
Jan Murray, director of the Whitworth Health Center,
said that on average a person needs seven to eight hours of
sleep over a 24-hour period.
The key, she said, is allowing your brain to achieve REM
sleep, which takes roughly an hour.
With finals week closing in, now is the time to start establishing good sleep habits. Getting eight hours of sleep a
night on a consistcnt basis will probably do more for your
grade than spending that time studying. Sacrifice some of
those social activities in order to get your studying done
during the day, and discipline yourself to get good sleep.
Teo said it best: "Sleep deprivation? Don't try it at home:

PAWEU. is a sophomore majoring in politkal srience. Commentscan be sent to

JARVIS is a sophomore majoring in journalism Comments can be sem to jerod.

carrisa.pawell@whinsontgan.com.

jarris@whinvorthian.com.

Compassion a virtue for both left and right
REBECCA

SNAPE
atoms'

I suppose I would call myself a "liberal,"
though this title carries a lot of stereotypes.
Of the more positive expectations, liberals
are supposed to be sympathetic, idealistic
and stirred to action by the woes of the vulnerable and the voiceless.
I am reading a book called "Who Really
Cares: The Surprising Truth About Compassionate Conservatism." The author, Arthur Brooks, claims that conscnratives tend
to give more money to charity than liberals.
Some might argue that political conservatives tend to have more money to give, but
Brooks suggests this is not the reason. And
his argument is fairly convincing.
Brooks says that liberals depend on the
government and public policies to help the
poor and needy, while conservatives depend
on private organizations, run by private donations. Conservative dependence on these
organizations, as opposed to something like
social welfare, makes them seem politically
cold-hearted, though many arc in fact privately charitable.

According to.nationwide surveys, young
liberals are the least charitable group in
America. As a young liberal, I am disappointed, but I am not surprised.
People with liberal political views under
the age of 30, in my experience, are either
gung-ho idealists or degenerative cynics.
Many students at Whitworth fit into the
former category. Through service learning
and easy access to volunteer opportunities,
NVhitworth has created an amiy of do-gooders. But I am not so sure this is the young
liberal norm.
1Vhich brings me to the second category:
the cynics. Many young liberals will argue
for hours about why welfare is necessary
and women and minorities must be given a
voice. Many will call for the fall °Ellie Man,
down with tyranny and long live socialism.
AVhile their ideologies may be noble, they
are never converted into action.
Conservative political ideologies may
promote individualism and capitalist ideals,
but that doesn't mean all conservatives are
greedy and selfish. I happen to know some
very consenratively-minded people who do
not hate the poor, for example.
But I also know a lot of people on both
ends of thc political spectrum who are completely apathetic toward those in need. Apathy, in my experience, can cause even more

harm than hatred can.
It saddens me to think that the "bright
young minds" of America are slipping into
cynical apathy. I can see it in myself, to a degree. \Vhen I arrived at %Vhitworth, I was a
wide-eyed 18 year old determined to fix all
the world's problems with a dash of fairy
dust and some happy thoughts. I am no longer that person.
The svorld's problems are far more complicated than they used to be. IfCore 350 has
taught me anything, it has taught me that any
policy solution I can think up will do just as
much harm as good when it is carried out
in the real world. No action is done without
consequences, both positive and negative.
But questioning the results of your actions
does not have to equal inaction. Stephen
Colbert spoke at my sister's college graduation and his advice for the graduates of 2007
was to avoid cynicism at all costs. "Cynics
don't learn anything because cynicism is a
self-imposed blindness; he said.
It is one thing tò question the effects a
nonprofit organization has on the community. It is something completely different to
decide all charities are scams that exploit
American sympathy.
It is one thing to realize that the homeless man on the corner is there because of
societal factors as well as personal choices

and that he needs something more than
your loose change. It is something different
to pretend he doesn't exist, to claim that the
problem is too complex a.nd thus better left
untouched.
Perhaps the young liberals of Arnerica
can learn something from Brooks' "compassionate conservatives: I am not suggesting

that all liberals are heartless cynics who refuse to help their fellow citizens by any nongovernmental means. And I am not saying
that all conservatives are mindless* do-gdoders that cling to an arbitrary cause without
question.
I am saying that since those of us with liberal ideologies align ourselves with human
rights and egalitarian ideals, we should remember that our tax dollars do not always
provide for our neighbors as well as we can.
Andas young people, of any political affiliation, we should not let the complexities of the ivorld scare us away. We may not
have the blind idealism that we had as meek
freshmen or oblivious high schoolers, but
what we have now is better. AVe have an education. We have the tools to actually shape
the world we live in, and that starts here; that

starts now.
SNAPE is a senior majoring in peace studies. Comments can

be sera to rebecca.snapetawhitworthiansom.
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OPINIONS

Explore employment
options in recession Spring: Share magic
and save the jellyfish
a

option even if they have no desire to become
a teacher later in life. Not working in the caTIM
reer of your liking does not mean you cannot
TAKECHI
make a difference in your community.
ouvot
Another option is to work overseas doing
humanitarian or peace building work. America's image in the world is not in thc greatest
Pop quiz: You are a scnior attending Whitcondition right now. If people sce images of
worth University. It is April. You graduate in young Americans doing good ts-ork and helpless than a month. The economy is in a reing out those less fortunate than themselves,
cession. Jobs arc scarce. Companies in every
that certainly won't cause any further harm.
field are laying off workers. What do you do?
Organizations like UNICEF, Cross-CulturAnswer: Don't sweat it.
al Solutions, World Vision and Globe Aware
From the beginning of the American eduare always needing new volunteers and workcation system till now, thousands of young
ers to help their initiatives across the globe.
people everywhere have worried over what
Many of the jobs may not pay, but in this case
to do after leasing school. Ihe class of 2009
receiving a paycheck should come second
are in the sane boat as previous classes.
to scning others. Besides this type of work
But svait a minute, what about the bad
looking good on a resume, it can give you a
economy? Rich Wall Street bankers arc losing
sense of accomplishment. You can feel satistheir jobs. Once proud American industries
fied knossing that you have made a difference
like steel and automakers are cutting back
in people's lives while journeying taward disIf they can't find employcovering what you want to
ment, what chances will we
do for the rcst of your life.
have?
Creatisity is the key to
°Graduating seniors have
Such anxiety is underfinding
a job in today's
standable. In March, the altemative options other than
rough economy. It doesn't
unemployment ratein this
desperately trying to win the
have to be prctty or thc
country rose to 8.5 perlottery or waiting for federal
greatest job in thc world,
cent, according to the U.S. bailouts to work. People do not
but there are options out
Bureau of Labor Statistics.
there. Besides, this is the
have
to
immediately
find
work
In the last 12 months the
most exciting times of our
In
want
to
do
for
a
jobs
they
numbcr of unemployed
lives. The world is open to
people has risen to an aslong-term career."
us. Most of us don't have
tonishing 5.3 million. In
any set plans for the futhe month of March alone
ture. We can do a number
employers sliced
U.S.
of things we ss-ant to do, like work with people
663,000 jobs. The numbers do not lie. Findin a rural town somewhere in South America
ing and keeping a job is no w-alk through the or teach math to kids in New York. These are
park any-more.
decisions that wc can make; no one else.
What thcn should we do? Maybe all college
In a future career, working for a nonprofit
grads should ask President Obama or Conora
non-governmental organization INGO)
gress for a hailout. I don't think that svould
will prepare kou for almost any future' carier.
work. Or sve should prak for thc economy to
Tiands-on practical application of teaching is
return to its proious F,lory and wait to find a valuable asset to any futurc employer who
a job then. But thc problem with waiting is
looks for communication skills on thc job.
that it takes forever. And you don't gct paid
You cannot learn to walk. talk and live with
_
waiting.
a diverse numbcr of pcople just by sitting in
But there is hope. Graduating seniors have
your parents' basement. You have to go out
alternative options other than desperately
there and make a difference.
trying to %sin the lottery or waiting for fedWill finding work be casy? Of course not.
eral bailouts to work. People do not have.to
Some of us may have to flip hamburgers for a
immediately find work in jobs they want to short while before finding permanent work.
do for a long-term career.
But with a little luck and praycr we might
One option is to join Teach for America,
find something that we have a pa.ssion for. It
a nonprofit organization that recruits college
might be in an area and a place in thc world
graduates and others to teach for two years in
that we least suspect. Just watch.
low income neighborhoods across thc United
This quiz is over. Your life has now begun.
States.
The beauty of this program is that you don't
have to be a certified teacher in order to join.
Through intensive training courses offered TAKECH I is a senior majoring in journalism. Cornrnents un be
by the organization, students can choose this sent to tinualiectiiilwhinsonhian.com.

humor column by Nic Vargus

But still, going to a "Save the Poor"
Spring is a magical time. Flowers
bloom, green grass grecnifies, deer lecture for extra credit at your expenwander around by waterfalls and lush sive private school is a lot like tvearlades somewhere in the Back 40. ing a Dolcc and Gabbana potato sack
Somehow, this change in Spokane's with a pure gold %VIVID necklace.
face results in Whitworthians decid- And moon boots.
The word "charity" comes front the
ing it's time to be charitable.
Once a ycar, Whitworthians rid ancicnt greek word "chair," which is
themselves of guilt, like a spider an object that people sit on, and "itty,"
breaking its hairy legs from its old as in something that is very small, like
skin and coming out a new spider, "itty bitty:* However, dense students
and thcn eating the old membrane all over the globe have decided to fohanging from its vacant corpse-like cus their "charity" on Africa, which is
onc attic largest non-scats I know.
shell. Except not exactly that gross.
It seems there has been a misunSpring secs the ushering in of the
Homeless Challenge, the IS-350 Fast, derstanding with the student body.
days of silence, the Relay for Life and Don't get me wrong, Africa needs
Springfest, to name a few. Students the help and philanthropy, but so do
walk around with empty stomachs to countless other places that don't get
signify the empty stomachs of thosc the attention because their contincnt
that have gone without food, and then isn't shaped like a dragon's head lookthcy gorge themselves on macaroni ing at the South Pole. As if there's any
and cheese later that night. Then they question why thc icecaps arc melting.
Many of the aforementioned events
walk around without shoes to signify
the lack of shocs in poverty-stricken arc legitimate because they're held for
arcas, and then they go home and people. But there are vegetarians who
slide on a pair of brand new I lerlys.
swant everybody to just cat broccoli
They don't wear fannypacks on for a day. Then there arc the environFannypackless for Haiti Day, and mentalists, upset with the vegetarians
then thcy come!yame and watch Rick because "broccoli arc ,basically just
Astley videos on YouTubc. There are little trees."
lectures to go to, debates to liare with
Some students want to save jellyfish;
greedy capitalists, hats to quilt and some svant to put them in Smucker's.
shoes to decorate. All in the name The cuter the object, the more people
of poverty. Heck, cvcn the Invisible want to save it. Whales are vastly
C.hildren make an appearance.
overrepresented in the cause thing.
Now don't get me wrong. there is while hairless farting pr.dric dogs are
nothing bad about being charitable. practically neglected. Some people
There is nothing wrong with being campaign for a day where they won't
an idealist when it's backed up by ac- be assaulted by new causes.
Maybe I'm just bitter after all. My
tions.
However, when the diarity only freshman year I hung a Pop-Tarts
manifests itself once a ycar you havo box outside my door that said "Nic's
to sort of wonder. It's like students %VII Fund" because I was in desperate
awake from their own sort of spiritual need of a Wii. And do you know what
hibernation as the snow melts. Like a I received? Pocket change: I never got
that Wii and I've yet to see a "WiiCatholic bear.
Even this needs a qualifier though, less for Nicholas" event on campus.
because pn the whole, Whitworthians Instead, Africa gets all the attcntion.
are considerably more charitable than Like my attractive housemate, Mike.
most people I've ever meL My guild
wouldn't even donate iron broadswords to thc level 12 skirmishers of
Legion Hill whcn they were plagued VARGUS is a Junior majoring in English. Comments
by the Locusts of Aberzenia.
can be sent to nicmargus4vitiinvorthian.com.
.

Racial tension in Malaysia provides fresh
perspective for student studying abroad
Blair Daly
Guest Columnist
The Bible is corrupted and only
the Quran contains pure truth.
So say my friends as they teach
about Islam in my dorm room
here in Malaysian Borneo. I feel
very grateful for their candid
sharing, but freedom of religious
expression only goes one way.
For Christians to share their faith
with Muslims is illegal in this Islamic state where tax dollars build
mosques.
I understand that free expression and racism have recently
been topics of enthused debate at
campus events, on whitworthian.
com and on whitworthforum.
com. I hope my contribution from
abroad enriches the discussion.
Here in Malaysia, despite os.tensible racial harmony, race relations are critically problematic.

Below the surface remain tensions
which last erupted into violence
during the 1969 racial riots.
A constitutional monarchy using a democratic parliamentary
system, Malaysia is the world's
only country whose ruling political parties have racial rather than

ideological

identities. The
United Malaysia'
National

and highest executive offices.
After the 1969 inter-ethnic
riots, thc government decided
that greater economic parity was
a precondition of national har-

mony. The New Economic Policy
of 1970, which was supposed to
last 20 years but now approaches
40, contains affirmative action
depolicies
"More than in the U.S. there is
signed to raise
a need in Malaysia for venues

Organization where race-related concems can the prosperity
unapologetiof Malays_ relabe fleshed out"
&ally fights for
tive to the more
the

interests

business-savvy

of the majority

Chinese.
Exacerbating the trouble of
cthnic tension is the lack of dayto-day integration. Unlike neighboring Singapore, which pragmatically emphasizes English,
Malaysia lacks a racc-neutral language that is comfortable for all.
Mandarin and Tamil schools op-

Malays, while two other parties
hypothetically speak for the sizeable Chinese and Indian minorities.
Together they have held power
since independence in 1957, with
questionable practices ensuring
that UMNO retains the most scats

crate parallel to Malay-medium
national schools. Though Malay is
the national language, in reality it
is not universally mastered.
Cultural differences also keep
people apart. Islamic dietary restrictions, for example, can effectively segregate mealtimes. On
religious grounds most Malays eschew dining where pork or alcohol is served, meaning that entire
cafeterias are at all times devoid of
Nlalaysia's majority race.
More than in the U.S. there is
a need in Malaysia for venues
where race-related concerns can
be fleshed out. Yet even small discussions like those held recently at
Whitworth are impossible here.
Whereas the immutable First
Amendment guarantees Americans broad free speech rights,
Malaysia's constitution is amended frequently and its laws include
those such as the Internal Se-

.

curity Act and the Sedition Act
which, in the intcrcst of protecting national security and preserving racial harmony, limit how
NIalaysians may opine in public.
Race tops the government's list
of "sensitive issues" which would
never be approved topics of public
discussion, especially at any statc
university such as mine.
Unfortunately, relegating passionately discussed subjects like
race, religion and the affirmative
action program solely to the private sphere results in the perpetuation of misunderstandings and
unresolved tensions.
Though perfection eludes us,
the commitments to inter-ethnic
understanding and free expression made by Whitworth and the
U.S. make me proud.
DALY is a junior majoring in political studies.

Comments can be sent to ecttor&rtitsvenhimuorn.
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LEFT:Sophomore Keilah
Fanene, center, joins several
dancers in a reprise of the
Haka performance as the audience crowds around after the
dancing officially ended.
ABOVE:Hawaiian Club presiYong timiltlutuvrthian

KAU
Taylor Faranda
Staff Writer
The lights dim and in their formed lines,
the wirriors beat their chests and show their
tongues to thc audience as they cry out the
I !aka, a war chapt from Ncw Zealand. It's
just onc of the many performances presented this year at the I lawailan Club's annual
lu'au.

Saturday night was the 39th annual Watt
that thc club, Na Pu'uwal 0 I lawail or The
Heart of
puts on each year This
year's show, called "Mana
Spirit of the
Islands," involved a pre-show dinner of traditional Hawaiian food, a live band, games
and a country storc selling Hawaiian goods.
'The purpose of the club is to share the
I lawaiian culture with the Whitworth and
Spokane communities and to build an 'ohm' (family) for the students from I lawair
according to the program for thc event.
event is one of the biggest on campus,
with more than 60 people participating in
the performance and many students, staff
and members of thc community coming to
watch. It also supports thc community, with
the proceeds from thc event's raffle going to
the Amcrican Canccr Society.
he dub begins practicing for the lu'au
thc first weekend in February and then every weekend after. 'The week of the show,
thcrc arc practices cvcry day for thrcc hours.
President and junior Shea Nakasone said that
preparation for thc event is year-round.
When the show is done and everyone
comes, it reassures you that you've done everything for a good reason," Nakasone said.
"All your hard work paid

e

or

dentjunior Shea Nakasone
dances in the sit down Sasa.

rough tastes, sights and sounds, students
bring 'Spirit of the Islands' to Spokane

The performance this year was enhanced
by the addition of the band Tanoa. Sophomore Keilah Fanene's dad performs in the
band. Tanoa played prc-show songs and also
provided music for several of the dances,
including the drum beats of the fast-paced
Otea Tahitian dance.
The Tahitian dance involves using the
hips and the hands to tell a story tci the beats
of the drums. Sophomore Katie Lippold was
cinc of the performers in this dance.
"It's really intense," Lippold said. "It's a
crowd-plcascr for sure; it's really fun:'
Another popular dance was the Sasa, a
sit-down rhythm dance where the performers responded with daps to a chant-leader.
The crowd was invited to try the clapping
response after watching thc performers.
Concluding the show was thc senior song,
the final performance of thc senior members
and the finale. Performers grabbed mem'bers from thc audience, including President
Bill Robinson, to dance around the stage to
a lively beat.
"Being in the Hawarian Club and especially getting to do the lu'au is a once-in-alifetime opportunity," Lippold said. You get
a little spicc of Hawaii in the frigid cold that
is Spokane.*
As thc audience left, wearing shell neck-

Al

Sa+atirn joux/Whatrorthian

ABOVE:Director of communications Greg Orwig,

TNT.
e

laces given to them at their arrival, their
demeanors were more upbeat and free
of stress. The effort and heart put into the
performance brought a taste of a different

culture to the students and members of the
Whitworth community.
Cot:tact Taylor Faratula at taylor.faranda@whitworthian.com.

professor of communications Ron Pyle and
alumna Ashley Metcalfe
dance in the Halelwa
Hula faculty dance.
LEFT:Audience members
eat traditional Hawaiian food prepared by
partidpants in the Lu'au.
The dinner was before

the dances.

;
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check out our muttimalia of the
Haka dance online at

Aiirtoift
Tara Sarkrun/Whitrorthian
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Death Cab for Cutie wows crowd with songs from six albums
WRITER'S REVIEW

Sophie Sestero
Staff IVriter

Richmorallaitworthian

Death Cab for Cutie frontman Ben Gibbard plays guitar during their
concert on Friday, April 24 In the McCarthey Athletic Center at Gonzaga
University. Ra Ra Riot and Cold War Kids opened.

On Friday, April 24, Whitworth
and Gonzaga University students
alike began to fall into line around
Gonzaga's McCarthey Athletic
Center in anticipation for the
Death Cab for Cutie concert with
Ra Ra Riot and Cold War Kids.
After the doors opened at 7
p.m. participants fought their way
in to fill the floor and the middle
and lower level bleachers. As the
show began, more studcnts came
in, filling the stadium all the way
to the walls.
During Ra Ra Riot's opening
set, some kinks had to be worked

out of the audio systems because
they were so quiet. Many talked
through their set.
"I thought Ra Ra Riot was a really cool band," sophomore Zach
Hunter said. "They had such a variety of instrumentation on stage
and it all seemed to flow together
very nicely in their songs."
The second opening band was
Cold War Kids. While the audience responded warmly to them
as they stepped on stage and their
sound was properly prepared, the
crowd seemed to tire of the music as the set continued and grow
restless in anticipation for the
main event.
"I thought the Cold War Kids
were pretty good," Hunter said.
"Their first few songs in the set

were really good. Toward the
middle of the set I got a little
bored and didn't like those songs
as much, but they stepped it back
up again at the end of the set and
I really enjoyed those last few
songs."
Finally, when Death Cab for
Cutie came on stage, tumultuous applauseand screams
erupted from the 'crowd erupted.
They oPened Nvith their hit song
"Marching Bands of Manhattan"
from their album "Plans."
However, they did not stick to
their newest album for their set
list, as many do, but played songs
from their past six albums. It
seemed like they play;ed hit song

See

DEATH CAB,
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SCENE
AerE
BRIEFS
English dept. Hot
Dog and Book
Sale includes art
The English department
hosts its annual Hot Dog,
Book and Art Sale from
11:30 a.m. to I p.m. on Friday, May I, at the garden in
between Westminster Hall
and the Licd Center for the
Visual Arts.
The sale raises funds for
the garden in between the
Westminster and the Lied
Center for the Visual Arts
bui/dings. Hot dogs cost $2
and bookS cost from 51 to
$2.
This is the first year art
will be sold and it will be
priced by thc artists. For

more information contact
Lisa Sem-Rodrigues at
(509) 777-3253 or at Irodrigues@whitworth.edu.

Proceeds from

Springfest to
benefit refugees
Springfcst will be held
at 11 a.m. in the Loop on
Saturday, May 2. The free
annual event will have a
picnic, the Mr. Whitworth
contest, games, music and
booths.
Springfcst booths will
have activities, crafts, games
and food or sale itenis such
as Arend's Carlson Men
calendars. The booths usually charge fifiy ccnts to SI,
so attendees should bring
cash.
proceeds
from
The
Springfest . go
Global
Neighborhood, a Spokane
organization that works to
help refugees get settled
into their new lives. For

o

more information contact
Dayna Coleman Jones at
(509) 777-4565 or dcoleman@whitworth.edu.

Apple Blossom
Festival runs
through May 3
The Washington State
Apple Blossom Festival
runs through Sunday, May
3, in Wenatchee, Wash. The
festival boasts fun and entertainment in a family setting.
This 90th annual celebration will have a pie eating
contest, apple pie bake-off
and an Apple Blossom Run.
The Funtastic Shows Carnival has free admission and
opens weekdays at 5 p.m.
and weekends at noon.
For more information
call (800) 572-7753, e-mail

Disabled stude ts fi d su
Students with physical disabilities
adjust to campus life at Whitworth

the Robinson Teaching Theatre.
Fire codes didn't allow him to set
up a table in the back to take notes,
so he tried sitting in the back and
listening, then getting flotes from
Caitlin Richmond
other people, as well as getting
Scene Editor
audio of the lectures, but his aca1Vhen most students apply to demics suffered. Then he tried sit1:
college they think about what dorm ting in the front 14,-ith a table, which
they %-ant to live in and the fact allowed him to take notes, even
that they won't be living at home. though he couldn't see the PowerThey usually don't have to worry Points as well. Bratcher took Core
about whether they can get to their 250 over the summer, when it vas
rooms, much less their dassrooms. held in a different room.
Andrew Pyrc, assistant director
But for students who have physical disabilities, that is just one of ofCareer Services, has helped make
the many things they have to think Bratcher's experience at Whitworth
easier. When Bratchcr has a class in
about when going to college.
Junior Lukas Bratchcr was born a room he can't get to or can't take
uith Amyoplasia Arthrogryposis notes in, Pyrc moves it to a place
Multiplex Congenita, a non-genetic Bratcher has access to or gets facilibirth condition. It causes stiffness in ties services to bring in a table.
Amanda
Before
freshman
his joints, underdeveloped muscles,
Hughes, who is blind, cante to
and some muscles never formed.
Most students don't even think Whitworth, she met with an orienabout things likc getting out of bcd tation and mobility instructor from
or taking a shower that could be the Department of Services for the
considered difficult for other peo- Blind who helped her learn her way
pie. For Bratcher, it limited where to hcr classrooms. Hughes has a
guide dog to help her around, but
he could live on campus.
"There's a handicapped room in she usually walks with people who
Josh 01,17/Whitinvattan
Boppell, but the shower was too have class in the same building.
Pyre has to make sure all dis- Freshman Amanda Hughes, who Is blind, sits with her guide dog, Dunvood.
small," said Bratcher, who is confined to a power chair. He currently abled students are accommodated
Often times students might need
lives in Duvall, the only dorm with for, but that is becoming more dif- smaller school.
"1 need my professors to know
accommodations in onc dus but
ficult as the student body grows.
an elevator.
This year Bratcher has three men Because there are more students it I'm there, I need them to notice not another, so Pyre helps them on
a need-by-need basis. Somc stuwho work for him: a friend from makes changing classrooms for ac- me," Hughes said.
According to thc Americans with dents who are hard of hearing may
high school, who is his roommate, cessibility more difficult.
and two people who live in the
"There's not a lot of wiggle Atom Disabilities Act (ADA), schools nccd to use an amplification device
room next door. All three of them due to enrollment growing," he aren't allowed to ask whether stu- that allows them to hear the teachdents applying have a disability.
er's voice better, Pyre said.
help him with personal cue. In- saki.
Vhitworth asks that students
Devices in the library for visucluding everyday tasks such getcontact the school regarding ac- ally-impaired students allow them
ting out of bed, going to the bath- APPLYING TO SCHOOLS
commodations at least six to eight to magnify reading material, and a
room and getting dressed.
When Bratcher wa.s applying to weeks before school starts, accord- special computer with software alschools he was required by his high ing to thc catalog. Their disability lows students who are blind to use
GETTING AROUND CAMPUS
must be documented by a licensed voice commands. Whitworth also
school to apply to five universities.
professional, something that may has a membership with the lending
ap"I
had
to
Bratcher didn't
have too many
ply to one that I be required in all schools in thc library so Pyre can borrow digital
was guaranteed state of Washington, according to recordings of things students need
difficulties adonly
thing
different
about'
"The
to get into and the Educational Support Sertices as thcy need them.
justing to living
Pyrc orders all of I lughes' books
oncampus sincc me is that I can't see, but I make one that would on the Whitworth IVeb site.
as digital recordings so that she can
hi has dealt tsith
stretch me; he
Up for it in other ways."
listen to thcm. There is also an orthe disease all his
said. "Accom- ACCOMMODATIONS
'Amanda Hughes,
ganization that scans the pages of
life.
However,
modation wasn't
freshman
Once a studcnt self-identifies as text books and put them on a CD
there were some
even an issue."
things that were
. Bratcher said
disabled, Pyre figures out what ac- if blind students are unable to get a
digital recording. Hughes said.
a challenge in
that's
always commodations he/she may need.
Hughes said that even though
"We
talk about what the student
terms of academics.
how he looks at things: he doesn't
-Getting to dassrooms [can be let his disability get in the way of needs to be successful," Pyre said. she is blind shc doesn't think hcr
Usually they will talk about what college experience is better or
a struggler Bratcher said. "I can't doing something.
get upstairs in McEachran (Hain.
"I had to look forward and not worked in high school so it's casicr worse than other college student's
I can't gct downs/airs in Westminswcat the small stuff; he said. "It's to get an idea of how to meet their experiences.
"The only thing different about
ster
Bratcher also has a hard become second nature to look at needs, Pyre said.
time getting into Lindaman because the big stuff first."
Sometimes Pyre will let specific me is that I can't scc, but I make up
there isn't an automatic door.
Hughes also didn't worry about faculty lcnow about students and for it in other ways," Hughes said.
The other place on campus that iccommodations when she applied. their disabilities if the student wants
Contact Caitlin Richmond at caithas been most difficult for him is She knew that she wanted to go to a faculty to know ahead of time.
lin.richniond@whitworthian.com.
7his is the first of two-part series
about how Whitworth new:limodates disabled stuilents.
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Movie review: 'State of Play'
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Each unit can ho-use 4-6 students in large, private bedrooms. Lots of off street parking.

Washer and dryer provided. $288-$325/mo per student. Lots of choiceslAvailable starting June
Call Kim or Bill foi- showing

1

at 509-534-6398 or 509-991-1212
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Rescue.

SCENE
A group's mission brill, awareness to various
injustices against chil soldiers in Uganda

Asmara Anyan
Staff {Wirer

THE RESCUE

Every week, more and more children in Africa become victims of war. They are kidnapped.
They vanish. They become invisible.
On Saturday, April 25, about 300 people gathered in Spokane to participate in "lhe Rescue,"
a worldwide effort to raise awareness for those
invisible children of Uganda who are forced to
become soldiers in the ongoing war.

On Saturday, thousands of people gathered
in 100 cities around the world "to symbolically
abduct themselves to free the abducted," according to the event Web sitc.
The Spokane participants met at Coeur
d'Alene Park, the "abduction site," and walked,
in a single line and holding on to a rope, a little less than two miles to Lewis & Clark High
School, the so-called "LRA Camp."
"It was awesome to get people's attention by
THE WAR
holding on to the rope," freshman Ali Schiesser
'Me war between the Ugandan government said, adding that ropes are used when children
and the rebel Lord's Resistance Army (LRA), in Uganda arc abducted.
Once thc group got to the
under the leadership of Jocamp site, thcy prepared to
seph Kony, has been going on
stay overnight and wait to be
for 23 years. It is the longest"They abduct children, brainrunning war in the history of wash them and teach them how "rescued."
The participants are conAfrica.
to kill. For the children, it's either sidered rescued whcn an apAccording to a video on
kill other people or be killed.
proved media outlet in the
the Invisible Children Web
arca covers the event and
sitc, the LRA kidnaps chiNancyTrang,
when at least one pre-detersophomore
tiren in their sleep and forces
mined political or cultural
them to become child solleader comes, according to
tilers. Over the last decade,
the event Web site.
the LRA has kidnapped more
While thc participants waited for a leader to
than 30,000 children. Child soldiers make up
come, they wrotc letters to political representa90 percent of its army.
"They abduct children, brainwash thcm and tives in order to increase media attention and
teach them how to kill," said sophomore Nancy urge the government to support efforts to resTrang, who promoted "Mc Rescue" on campus. cue the abducted children. The letters will be
"For the children, it's either kill other people or hand-delivered to the representatives in Washington, D.C., by an Invisible Children (IC) delbe killed:.

DEATH CAB:

9
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cgation in June.
"This is an awesome way to help," Schicsser
said. "It has a huge impact and it is something
you can do from overseas."
As of Sunday morning, thc Spokane Camp
had not been rescued. The participants were
encouraged lo continue to raise media awareness and to wait as long as possible for a rescuer
to show up.
"We're expecting [Washington State representative) Cathy Malorris Rodgers to come
save us tomorrow," Trang said on Sunday morning.

Script Ending: which arc two of
my favorite songs."
Hunter said he appreciates
after hit song as thcy progressed
when
bands bring back older mathroughout the night.
terial,
as well as testing ncw songs
Dcath
Cab
"I loved thc fact that
played stuff off of their older al- on the crowd. Death Cab for Cutic
bums; hunter said. "I'm a big fan played two new songs off their
()rifle Photo Album' and it made "Mc Open Door EP," which camc
.
me so happy when they played .. out less than a month ago.
"I was very surprised at how
'We Laugh Indoors' and 'A Alovic

The event was put on by a nonprofit group
called Invisible Children (IC), an organization
that was created by three young filmmakers
who had seen the war in Uganda and decided
to take action.
The three filmmakers created a documentar); started several programs to help the children
of the war and organized rallies similar to "The
Rescue" that resulted in the appointmcnt of a
senior-level diplomat to make peace talks between the government and the rebels in 2006.
"It's hard not to get passionate about this
once you've seen what's going on in Uganda;
said Emerald Ralston, a volunteer and media
coordinator for the event. "There are crimes
against humanity going on, and it is key that we
raise awareness and rescue those children:.
Contact Asmara Alvan at asmara.anyan@
whitworthian.com.

good their performance vas, seeing as Death Cab tends to be more
on thc mellow side of alternative
rock. I thought it was cool that
they didn't quite act that way;
Hunter said. "The band members
didn't just stand on stage and play,
but were actually pretty active."
AudiCnces also responded to
the presentation of thc music that

from

WHITWORTH.FM
Check out the top 12
albums from Whitworth's online radio
station.
1

YEAH YEAH YEAHS

BM"

"It's

a

2

BOY LEAST LIKELY TO

"The Law of the Playground"

INVISIBLE CHILDREN

3

P.O.S.

"Never Bette(

4 THE NOW NOW EVERY
CHILDREN
"Cars"
S

K'NAAN

"Troubadour"
6 ANDREW BIRD
"Noble Beast"

7

NEW FOUND GLORY

"Not Without A Fight"

8 HANDSOME FURS
"Face Control"

THE VINES

Alternative rock band brings lights and sounds to Spokane

continuedfrom page 7

Top 12

"Melodia"

came with different dramatic light
shows.
"There are not many bands who
play shows that sound better than
their recorded material; Hunter
said. "I believe Death Cab is onc
of those bands, which makes them
a rarc treat to see:
Contact Sophie Sestero at sophie.
sestero@whitworthian.com.

10

HARLEM SHAKES

"Technicolor Health"
11

CHESTER FRENCH

"Love The Future"

12

CRYSTAL ANTLERS

"Tentacles"
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Bucs sweep Whitman, finish strong
Danika Heatherly
Sports Editor
NOITHWUT CONWENCE

The Pirates finished their season on a high
note with back-to-back wins in Saturday's

doubleheader.
The team added a pair of victories on Sunday to finish 10-26 overall and 8-20 in the
Northwest Conference. The Pirates powered
past thc Missionaries 22-5 and 15-5 on Saturday and 3-1 and 9-2 on Sunday.
"There's nothing better than to cnd the season with a sweep: junior
Mitch Nelson said.
Freshman JR Jarrell
led thc Pirates in Saturday's early game after going seven for nine at the
plate and driving in an
additional 10 runs for the
JARRELL

BASEBALL...
NWC

LPLU
GEORGE FOX

[HiFIELi
WILLAMETTE

riACIFIC
UPS

ALL

,27-5_

3118_

27-5

32-9

22-10

Z8-12.1

18-13

21-17

14-18

19-201

9-18

12-23

8-20
8-21

8-26

Bucs.

Junior Chris Bartenhagen added three hits,
including two home runs,
one in the second inning
that also brought junior
Dan Belet home, in addition to a solo homer to
start off the third. Junior
Kyle Krustangel drove
four runs home on three
NELSON
hits.
The fourth inning started with an out for the Pirates but recovered
after Krustangel singled, followed by a Belet
double to centerfield that advanced Krustangel to third. The Pirates ended the inning with
two hits, and no runs.
Whitman's Matt Morris-Rosenfeld sent a
homer in the top of the fifth to tally three RBIs
dint put ihier run; on "..-1---" fr.T. the
sionaries.
Senior Chad Flett, freshman Landon Scott,
Nelson and Krustangel added hits in the fifth
to tally three more runs.
Whitworth added three runs in the sixth,

FINAL RECORD

#.4

SEVENTH IN NWC

10-26

Rpm Ertluon/Whiwytthign

Junior Dan Belot (13) and freshman Michael Takemura (5) congratulate junior Chris Bartenhagen following the first of his two home runs In the first gams of a doubleheader April 25.

four runs in the seventh and another two runs
In thc eighth to close the game for the Pirates.
Nelson led the Pirates in Saturday's second
game with a homc run in the first to give the
Bucs the early 3-0 advantage.
The Pirates agreed to a Missionary request
for a 10-run rule prior to the first pitch. ending the game in the seventh inning when the
Bucs led 15-5 after sophomore Taylor McMahon touched home In the bottom of the sixth.
Jarrell added another three-run homer in the
fifth

Sophomore pitcher Liam O'Brien took his
first win of the season after closing thc final
five innings for junior Peter Birdwell.
Senior pitchers Flett and Brent Flybcrg
threw a pair of victories for the Pirates on

Sunday. Flett allowed only onc run in the Pirates' 3-1 victory.
The Pirates scored their three runs in the
fourth inning with a double from Nelson that
brought Scott home, Bela bunted to bring
Nelson homc, and Jarrell added the third.
"Every aspect of our team performed great.
and everyone contributed to make it happen:
Nelson said. "As the year progressed our team
improved, and that iras evident this week-

end:'
Heading into next season, thc Bucs already
have a solid core of returning players, with
only five seniors graduating. Three of the Pirate's top five hitters arc underclassmen.
Contact Danika Heatherly at danika.heath-

SOFTBALL

tUNFIELD

",,L

NWC

ALL

;26-2

36:4_,a,

WILMETTE

22-6

29-6

PLU

16-12

18-22

WNITWORTIU1-15

15-21

UPS

16-24

10-17

.,E0R6IF01-"' 3-73 :5-32

LE

3-25

4-36

FINAL RECORD
FIFTH IN NWC

15-21

erly@whitworthian.com.

Men and women settle for
2nd at T&F Championships
Kara Heatherly
Staff Itrriter
The Whitworth track and field teams
headed to Forest Grove, Ore., for the
Northwest Conference Championships
Saturday.
"Our goal for the team this weekend
was to compete at the top of our ability
and to get first place because we thought
we had a really good shot at it: sophomore Nick Gallagher said. We competed at our best but so did Willamette.
Junior Kelly Bradley took first Friday
in the discus throw for the Pirates with a
throw of 34.89m, and sophomore Erica
Cox took a dose second with a throw of
34.78m.
Gallagher took first for the Pirates
Friday in the 10,000-meter run with a
time of 30:45.93 and second in the 5,000
meters with a time of 15:19. Junior Cody
Stelzer took first in the high jump for the
Pirates as well at 6-7. Junior Ron Mitley
took first in the discus with a throw of
152-7.
"Personally I would have really liked
to have won both races: Gallagher said.
"In the 5k I was a little sore from the 10k
but it was still a good race."
These rankings put both the Pirate
teams in first place after day one of the
championships. The women led with 63
points followed by Linfield College with
43. The men led with 79 points over Wil-

-

lamette University's 59.
As the second day of thc tournament
began, the Pirates were in good position. Jeff Kintner won the shotput for
the Pirates, who also took second and
third in the event. Whitworth's throwers
performed well in the hammer throw as
well, posting three top-five marks.
Dusty Caseria took the 800 with a
time of 1:57.49 while teammates, Emmanuel Bofa and Tyler Alsin took third
and fourth.
SOphomore Elizabeth Mauna won the
400 hurdles for the women with a time
of 1:02.78, and placed second in the
100 hurdles. Sophomore Dana Misterek
ran well for the Pirates setting a new
school record in the 1500 with a time of
4:39.93.
But despite good efforts on the Pirate's
end, the Willamette Bearcatsoutran both
teams. The Whitworth men and women
both took second while the Willamette
women clenched their eighth consecutive conference title. All in all it was a
successful meet for the Pirates,
"We exceeded everyone's expectations
but our own," frcshman Josh Klute said.
A few members of the team will continue on in their attempt to clench automatic national qualifying times. Nationals will be held in Ohio, May 21-23.

Contact 1Cara Heatherly at kara.heatherly@whitworthian.com.

Grame fa:Pherson/ Itlutwor (him

Senior catcher Rachel Anderson takes a swing during a weekend game against Pacific.

Pacific pounces on Pirates
Colin Zalewski
Staff Writer

Whitworth softball closed out a long
season by hosting Pacific University for a
four-game series on Marks Field. The Boxers took all four games in two doubleheaders Saturday and Sunday, April 25-26.
Game one was hard fought on both
sides but strong pitching from the visitors
dug a hole too deep to fill as Pacific won

II-2.
The second game was much more of a
pitcher's duel with sophomore pitcher Jessica Mangis holding the Boxers to four
runs, but once again the Pacific pitching
stepped up to hold Whitworth down and
win 4-2.

Both teams racked up seven hits in
game three, but thc Boxers capitalized and
won 5-2.
Mangis returned to the mound for game
four and pitched a onc run ball game
through six innings until thc visitors exploded for fivc runs to take the lead and
ultimately win 6-2.
In wrapping up the season, Whitworth
will lose three seniors, catcher Rachel Anderson, first baseman Sara Rylaarsdam
and outfielder Mandee Edwards.
The Pirates finished the season in fifth
place in the Northwest Conference with
an overall record of 15-21.

Contact Colin Zalewski at colin.zalcwski@whitworthian.cont.
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SPORTS

Buts take third

at tournament

Liz Martin was the top finisher for the Bucs, shooting a
179 to tie for eighth.
UPS shot a team total of

Danika Heatherly
Sports Editor

IleatherifiWItiNvratan

FrashmenTyler Bland an
slon during an Intramural

bard° for possespril 26.

Intr
with Intramural Coordinator.lohn Ellings
As we reach the end of the school year, the Intra;
mural seasons also come to a doses Playoffs will start
the week before finals in all sports except women's
basketball. lt should be an exciting week with the top
teams putting it all on the line after an exciting regular
season in which record numbers of students played in
all leagues.
The playoffschcd ule will be emalled to captains and
put.on the IM Web site afseason's end. If you tiave any
questions, fccl free to e-mail me at jellings09@whitworth.edu:
Contact John Filings at editor@whitworthian.com.

The Whitworth women's
golf team may have won 696 to win, followed closely
the Northwest Conference by the Linfield \Vildcats who
Fall and Spring Classics, but shot 708. The Pirates fell into
third with a team
the tcam was not
total of 739 points
-able to hold onto
for the weekend.
their NINC lead alUf
was just a
ter this weekend's
tough weekend in
NWC tournament
general: Pitkonen
in Yalcima, Wash.
said. "Three of the
They finished third
six [women] were
during the tournafighting colds and
ment's first round,
the wind was wild:
and failed to rally
MA RTIN
With the victory,
for the remainder of
the Loggers moved
the weekend.
into a tic with
Even a four-point
Whitworth for first
Pirate lead over the
place in the final
University of Puget
NWC standings.
Sound in the 2009
The win in the
NWC standings priNWC Championor to this weekend's
ship, however, gave
tournamcnt didn't
UPS the tiebreaker
give the Bucs thc
and the automatic
cushion thcy needed
PITKONEN
bid to the NCAA
to finish the scason
III
tournament
atop their NWC
to be held in Florida next
competitors.
"We're all really upset since month.
Contact Danik a Heatherly
we thought wc had a shot at
it: junior Krystal Pitkoncn at danika.hcatherly@whitworthian.com.
said.
-

Men's golf

ends season
on low note

eastern

Kara Heatherly
Staff Writer
The Whitworth men's golf team
found their first day in Blue River,
Ore., to be a struggle.
Sophomore Jacob McCallum led
the Pirates Saturday with a scorc
of 80, eight
over for the
day. Freshman
leff Aly (82),

www.ewu.edu/online

sophomore

WASHINGTON VISIVIIISITY

Ryan
Young
(83) and senior

start something big

MeCALLUAI

MULTIPLE CHOICE MENU.

James
Dykes
(86)
contributed the rcst
of the scores to
give the Pirates
a 331 first-day
team total.

Going into
the second da};
the Pirates were
trailing
the
leading
Linfield
ALY

as

College is about trying new stuff: and now you're in luck-you can experience
the variety of flavors at Qdoba Mexican Grill anytime, because we're never too
far away. Whateveryou choose. its all made fast. fresh and right in front ofyou.
Come on in and see for yourself. What are you going to love at (Mahar

Spokane Locations
N. Division (near Costa))
901 S. Grand Blvd. (behind Sacred Heart
7115

dobet*
MEXICAN GRILL

Usti% -Altaiv,ya.: 2-Mg

t

Om at tZ,Sstsar. se-J txti-te Winos" 01 4 tr.; nre4 tiorks ti r* °Lye pxur,,,,et Ccocermt, czn,;(2,
So

College

Wildcats
by
28 team points,
NVell

as five

other teams.
Max Bonk of Pacific University
shot 70 on Saturday to be the individual leader for the tournament.
Pacific University ended the first
day of play only three shots behind
leading Linfield.
Linfield 'would not relinquish
their lead on Sunday, shooting a
two-day total .of 604 to beat the
Lutes by nine strokes. The win also
clinched the NWC season title for
thc Lutes.
Sunday, the low score for the Pirates cattle front My who shot a 74,
for a two-day total of 156. Behind
him was Dykes who finished with

baseball talk with bud bareither

Fish are flying

high: Marlins
to win in 2009
1997 - Marlins over Cleveland Indians
2003 - Marlins over New York Yankees
2009 - Marlins over ????
It's been six seasons since the Marlins' last
World Series title, and if history is any indicator, the stars are aligned for Florida to claim
the Fall Classic once again. South Florida's
franchise hasn't even been around for 20 years,
but already they have had more postseason
success in that span than storied franchises.
like the Chicago Cubs, New York Mets and LA
Dodgers. During the past 15 years, only three
teams have won multiple World Series titles:
the Yankees, Red Sox and yep you guessed it,
the Florida Marlins. However,unlike New York
and Boston, which seek to build dynasties, thc
Marlins self-destruct after ilch championship;
selling off their top players and in turn alienating their fans. With that in mind, the Marlins
are off to a torrid start in 2009, and here are
six reasons (besides the astrological signs) that
Florida will win this year's World Series.
1) Starting Pitching: The Nfarlins own one
of the bcst starting quartets in the game with
Josh Johnson, Anibal Sanchez, Ricky Nolasco
and Chris Volstad. Johnson is a dark horse for
this year's NL Cy Young and has been lights
out so far. None of these pitchers is over 26
years old and all of them have lots of room for
improvement. If they can stay healthy and continue to mature this fearsome foursome could
become any playoff opponent's nightmare.
2). Infield Power: The keystone combination of Hanley Ramirez at short and Dan
Uggla at sccond combined for 65 home runs
last season, astonishing numbers for a pair of
middle infielders. That number could increase
this year as Ramirez moves down in the lineup
and Uggla cuts down on his strikeouts. First
baseman Jorge Cantu is-c.apable of hitting 30
HRs and so is the heir apparent at first Gaby
Sanchez. Throw in the speedy Emilio Bonifacío (who already has an insidc-thc-park home
run) and this is an infield that is capable of going deep more than 100 times in 2009.
Outfield Upside: Often overshadowed
by their infield peers, the Nfarlins' outfield is
poised for a breakout season in 2009. Jeremy
Hermida has started the year on a tear and may
finally live up to his limitless potential. He is
flanked by speedy leftfielder and former No. I
pick Cameron Nfaybin (who is still just I» and
Cody the Toy Cannon" Ross in center. Super
utility man Alfredo Amezaga can play any position in the outfield and is capable of stealing
15 bases off the bench. Although they may not
match the infield's power, this bunch is more
than capable of holding their own among the
NL East's best outfields.
Youth is Served: The average age of a
Florida Marlin is only 26 years old, and while
many may cite this inexperience as a reason
they won't win it all, it hasn't stopped them
befo-re (the average age for the Fish in 2003
was only 27 years old). The regular season is
a 162-game marathon that wears down even
the most conditioned players, especially older
veterans with some mileage on their engines.
The Marlins' crop of youngsters may experience some hiccups along the way, but their
relatively young age should have them fresh
come playoff time.
Zero Pressure:The Marlins are playing in
one of the best divisions in all of baseball, but
the pressure to win the NL East falls squarely
on the shoulders of the New York Mets and
defending champion Philadelphia Phillies.
The Marlins were an afterthought coming into .
the season, but have raced out to an 11-6 start '
which already puts them two games up in the
division. Although the spotlight in the NL has
been shifted to Florida, if the young players can
continue to play carefree baseball, the Marlins
should cruise to the NL East title.

a78.
Contact Kara Heatherly at kara.
heatherly@whitworthian.com.

Contact Bud Bareither at bud.bareither@
whitworthian.com.
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'71)eTa9ina

onotog es'
After delays and rescheduling, Eve Ensler's 'Me Vagina Monologues" reading
reached a packed Hixson
Union Building Multipurpose Room and raised over
$400 for Spokane's YWCA.
The play highlights the true
stories of women across
cultures and generations
in hopes lo raise awareness about violence agaimt

-

s

von ten.
TOP LEFT:Sophomore

Stephanie Wiley performs
the 'The Vagina Workshop"
monologue.

of the
group of women who read
the play stand in front of
the crowd. The 17 readers
all wore black with some
combination of red and
pink.
TOP RIGHT: Part

"

11

ir

"

FAR LEFT:A

crowded HUB

Multipurpose Room waits
for the reading to start.
Over 200 students, faculty
and administrators attended the reading.
LEFT: SeniorJessie

I

Alexander performs the
The Woman Who Loved
to Make Vaginas Happy"
monologue.
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By following your dream, you can help your students achieve theirs.

Become an elementary or secondary teacher with a master's degree in 13 months!

Complete full-time day program with

a

year-long internship in local schools.

Teach across cultures during Jan Term international/domestic field experiences.

Benefit from Whitworth's high placement rate for graduates.
Eam scholarships, grant,s and financial aid.

AN EDUCATION OF MIND AND HEART

08.:7t7;3789I3i 860.926.484

Space

still available.
Apply today!

FEATURED ONLINE

BUST THE LUST

ZIPCARS

Four Pirates earn
All-American
honors in '08-'09

RA program in

Cohunnist says zip
rental cars may
benefit campus

Learn about next
year's ASWU budget

ALL AMERICANS

Duvall addresses
issues ofporn, lust
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Cup of Cool

SPRINGFEST

Water adjusts
partnership

4

Iris Wu
Staff Writer

Whitworth's eight-year partnership
with Cup of Cool Water, a Christian nonprofit organizat ion dedicated to helping
Spokane's street youth, is drawing to a

a

.10

close.

1;

Cup of Cool Water has decided that all
current and incoming volunteers must be
age 21 or older, according tu a campuswide e-mail sent out by Julia Stronks,
professor of political science and director
of %Vhitworth's partnership with Cup of
Cool Water.
"Cup of Cool NVater's clients are older than they have been in the past and
they've decided that volunteers need to
be older as well for now Stronks said.
Most of Cup of Cool %Vater's current
volunteers from Whitworth arc between
the ages of 18 and 20.
'Older students can still volunteer with
Cup, but they have to go directly to Cup
of Cool Water," Stronks said in an c-mail.
"CCW is thinking about developing formal internships in the future and this
might be another way for 21-ycar-olds to
get involved:
Cup of Cool Water was founded in
1995 by '9.1 Whitworth alumnus Mark
Terrell because "he felt God Wa S calling
him to vork with homeless youths and
share his love with them," according to a
Nlarch 12, 2002, article in The Whitworthian.
Vic organization provides services to
homeless children in Spokane, according
to the organintion's Web site.
Student volunteer and sophomore Andrea A nsari said she believes the changes
taking place ¡sill have a positive effect on

All photos Fy

Students gather in the Loop during the Mr. Whitworth competition at Springiest on Saturday, May 2.

Mr. lifhitworth, ice cream sandwiches,
activities booths and the "Fourever Records" rap group? All these sporadic events
could only mesh in one place: Springfest.
annual celebration in the Loop took
campus Saturday', Alay 2, by storm liter-

he

ally,

and figuratively. Senior

Taylor Storm took home the
Mr. 1Vhitworth crown as
gray clouds rolled across the
once pristine sky. The fint a?td
games drew to a close, kaving
the school on the precipice of
summer vacation. In the mean
time, bring back those crazy,
mimes.

LEFT:Freshman Irvin Ducoumau laughs at students trapped in jail,
RIGHT: Senior Taylor Storm shows off during Mr. Whitworth.

See PARTNERSHIP, page 3

Faculty present research on diversity in white paper
Melissa Challender
Assistant News Editor

paper written by
professor of English Doug Sugano
and visiting faculty of communication studies Joe Vigil was presented in
A diversity white

Faculty Assembly yesterday.
A white paper compiles research
that aligns with thc university's objectives, Vigil said.
"Essentially we try to represent our
institution in writing a paper like this
and then come and say, 'ibis is somc
of our research; this is what the research has to say about it; this is how
it aligns with our values as a university,- he said.
has the potential to
be adopted as a paper that guides our
faculty:

it

PLEASE
RECYCLE

or ill

Sugano said the administration
asked him to write the paper and he
enlisted the help of Vigil because of
how large a task researching for and
writing the white paper is.
One of the most interesting ideas
illustrated in the white paper is that
white students are often the ones to
benefit most from diversity education,
Sugano said.
"White students in this study benefited the most from racially-oriented
diversity experiences,- according to
a quote from the Journal of College
Student Development in the diversity
white paper. "White students may be
experiencing a richer and more intellectually challenging college experi-

white paper shows that a critical mass
- 20 to 30 percent of students, staff,
faculty and administrators of color is
needed to allow diversity education to
work best, Sugano said.
"So, one area I would like the white
paper to affect would be recruiting,
because it's very clear in terms of student body, we're about halfway there,"
he said.
Eighty-five percent of day students
arc white, according to the spring
2009 Tenth Day Report
Vigil compared having a critical
mass to people in minority groups being able to have more people to relate
to each other's experiences.

ence:
Research included in the diversity
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A life remembered.

Student Diversity at Whitworth
Full-time matriculated undergraduate day students:Spring 2009
ElUnknown
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EWhite. non-iitspanic
Nate& American
Hispanic
Afrkan-Arnerican
Asian. Pacific islander
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are more dead than Dan is because he knew
that he wa.s loved by Christ:*

Michella Sutherland
Staff Writer

Dan Burtness' life was celebrated April
28 in a remembrance service. One yrar ago,
Burtncss died after injuries sustained in a car
accident in Ntontana.
Burtness, a freshman in NteNtillan Hall last
year, was in a car with four other men when
they hit a deer and then fishtailed into an on-

SERVICE

A service was held in the Seeley G. Ntudd
Chapel April 28 to honor Burtness' life.
Jerry Sittsen professor of theology, spoke
to the audience about expressing emotions
and understanding that every moment is precious.
coming pickup truc.k.
Sittser said he relates to the Burtness famThe Schumacher and hfcAfillan commu- ily and o:pressed his understanding that with
nities organized the event to help remember time, the situation becomes easier. Burtness'
Burtness' life and impact
life will not be forgotten but
at 'Whitworth.
will be a memory carried
"The incoming fresh- "Dan is not dead.There are more with members of thc Whitmen who didn't ',mow people on this campus who are worth community every
Dan showed support and
day, he said.
cmpathy for those who more dead than Dan is because
There are specific dates
he knew that he was loved by
are still healing," said jupeople will never forget
Christ"
nior Eric Vander Heyden,
such as birthdays and holiNtatillan senator.
days, Sittser said. Ile deJunior Eric Vander Heyden,
Vander Heyden said he
scribed April 28, 2008, as a
McMillan senator
remembers sitting in the
date that impacted all ofthe
basement of Ntatillan
1Vhitworth campus whethsharing a small chair with Burtness while er or not people personally knew Burtness.
playing Texas Hold'em. The cushion of the
Sittser said he spent time with the Burtness
chair was on the verge of falling off, yet they family when they visited Whitwonh this past
continued to play.
week.
Burtness was notoriously remembered by
During the service, the microphonc was
the Young Life community as the man in the opened for those who %ranted to share memobanana suit, Vander Heyden said.
ries of Burtness. Many students shared scripHe said Burtness would put on the ba- tures that encouraged them the past year and
nana suit when the Young Life tram did the fond memories from before his accideni
'banana song." Burmese enthusiasm and
One student spoke on how Burtness' life
excitement for Young Life made an impact taught students to be intentional with their
on many high school students' lives, Vander lives. Not knowing when one will see a person again can be frightful, the student said.
Heyden said.
"Dan is not dead," Vander Heyden said.
Another studcnt shared a motto that Burt"There are more people on this campus who ness would repeat almost daily: "Leave your

Afich.wi itittwer/Whitimrthim

Sophomore Dustin Benac, a McMillan resident shared memories with the audience
during the remembrance service April 28.

dignity at the door:'
The student said thc saying has continued
to impact students who have changed their
life because of Burtncss.
Burtness WaS never scared about what others may think of him and he lived with his
knowledge of being a loved disciple of JCS113,
thc student saa.
A bench was dedicated this fall in front of
McMillan as a reminder of Burtness' lifc.
Contact Midiclla Sutherland at rnichdla.
sialiertand@whitworthian.com.
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Gender still relevant at Whitworth

Jasmine Linabary
Online Editor

In an academic year where a
woman got further in the United
Statcs political structure than ever
before, Washington's governor and
Spokane's mayor are womcn, and
Whitworth, as well as other higher
education institutions, continually
sec higher populations of women
than men, it would be easy to assume gender issues arc no longer
relevant.
However, as indicated by student, faculty and staff experiences
along with a 2005 study on gender
at Whitworth, gender still matters.
"Whitworth has not always
had a history of equality and fairness. I think that's true of virtually every othcr educational institution in America," said Dale
Soden, vice president for planning and professor of history.
THE LEGAL CASE

Janet Yoder, former director of
international studcnt academic
programs, filed a lawsuit against
the college on Feb. 24, 1998, alleging breach of contract and sex
discrimination, a month after her
contract was not renewed.
There were two parts of the lawsuit. he first dealt with whether

she had the samc rights to apJanet Yoder's attorney, Lauric
peal that a tenured faculty mem- Siddoway, said the case falls into
ber would. The claim of breach of a subcategory of sexual stereotypcontract came from an interpréta- ing under- the sex discrimination
tion of the faculty handbook over category, according to the May
whether nontenured faculty mem- 10, 1998, article. Sexual stereobers have a right to
typing occurs when
the formal grievance
an employer has
THE WO MEN
procedure, according
expectations for feAN IN-DEP TH PROJEa
to a March 10, 1998,
male employees and
anide in The WhitON GENDER AT
does not uphold the
worthian.
same expectations or
WHIPMOR TH

Although this is
standards of conduct
loRndings of the 2005
not necessarily a
for male employees,
gender study
gender issue, more
Siddoway said in the
female faculty at the
Current gen der issues at
article.
time were nontenYoder said she did
Whitworth
ured and therefore
not want to get into
IStories of th e women,
in a more vulnerable
litigation and did not
and men, of Whitworth
position, said John
think it was a ChrisHistory of women at
Yoder, professor of
tian way to solve difWhitworth
political science.
ferences, according
I Video dips of advice to
The second isto a Nov. 16, 1999,
sue was whether a
wanen
artide in The Whitmale faculty member
worthian.
)'Archtyedstodes, datawould have been crit"I know Janet
bases, prima ry documents
iciz,ed for the same
hoped all along to
style and approach to
avoid
litigation,"
View all this and more at
communication and
John
Yoder
said.
whitwort hian.com
management
style
The college denied
and whether there
the allegations, acwas a different stancording to a Dec. 8,
dard for men and women, Yoder 1998 article.
said.
"I don't fccl thc college has inten"What would be perfectly ac- tional polices that discriminate;
ceptable and even exemplary in a former professor Pat McDonald
male would not be allowed or val- said in the March 10, 1998, article.
ued in a female," Yoder said.
"Women who arc assertive, and

WHirwoirnii UNIVERJITY
COMMENCEMENT WEEKEND
Friday, May 15th

2009

I

8:00 p.m.- Senior Communion and Commissionipg Service, Cowles

Auditorium
I

Saturday, May 16th I
10 a.m.- Commencement for Master's Degree Candidates, Cowles
Auditorium
10 a.m.-noon- Senior Art Exhibit, closing reception starts at 11
a.m., Lied Center for the Visual Arts, Bryan Oliver Gallery
11:30 a.m. -1 p.m.-. Buffet for undergraduate candidates, family
and friends, HUB Multipurpose Room, $7 per person
3:00 p.m.- Senior Honors Recital, Music Btlilding Recital Hall
8:00 p.m.- Senior Reflections, Cowles Auditorium

ISunday, May 17th

I

10 a.m.- Baccalaureate Service, Whitworth Fieldhouse
11 a.m.-1 p.m.- Brunch for graduates, families and friends, HUB Dining Hall, $7.50 per person
3 p.m.- Undergraduate Commencement, Spokane Arena, 720 W. MalIon Ave., open seating, doors open at 2 p.m.

MULTIPLE CHOICE MENU.

confront and don't back down are
viewed negatively. That does not
seem to be true of rfien."
Janet Yoder was hired as a fulltime faculty member in 1983. She
headed the Women's Task Force
for a number of years. Under her
leadership, the task force worked
to increase the number of women faculty, implement a women's
awareness week, create discussion
groups and address standards and
policies in an effort to eliminate
discrimination, MacDonald said
in the March 10, 1998, article.
Court documents showed that
the Faculty Affairs Committee
stated that Yoder was guilty of
"problematic interpersonal communication behavior" which had
continued through several presidential administrations, according
to the Dec. 8, 1998, atilde.
Yoder filed the lawsuit at the
advice of her lawyer, she said in a
Nov. 16, 1999, article. Yoder based
her claim on the fact that she*was
not granted a formal hearing nor
was she given any specifics on the
misconduct that might have led to
her loss of her job, according to
the Nov. 16, 1999, article.
The suit was originally scheduled for trial in August 1999 and
was then postponed for additional
time for discovery.

See GENDER, page 4

PARTNERSHIP
continuedfrom page

1

the organization.
"Some people may be offended at being turned
down as a volunteer due to thcir age, but I think it is
a good step lo help Cup reach the next lever Ansarl
said.
Shc said it is essential to have people committed
to their volunteer work if Cup of Cool Water is to
grow as a ministry.
"I think having an older group of people who are
likely to be more settled will allow thcm to be more.
conscious of what level of commitment thcy can
make," Ansari said.
Fellow volunteer and sophomore Elizabeth James
said she is frustrated with the changes and worries
that students will be discouraged from volunteering
in the communit).
She said her hope is that studcnts who cannot volunteer with Cup of Cool Water next year will channel their energy into other organizations that are in
need of volunteers.
"Cup of Cool Water is just in a transition period
right now," Stronks said. "Organizations transition
and changes always happen during transitions:' .
Contact Iris Ms al iris.wir@whitworthian.com.

DIVERSITY
continued from page

1

"If you were at a school doing study abroad and
you were one of five [exchange] students, that experience would look different than if you were one of
50 students or one of 100 students; Vigil said.
Sugano said he hopes the new assistant vice president for iptercultural relations will be able to use
some ideas in the diversity white paper.
It was fascinating
to see how many
schools include diCLICK
versity education
Read about a new assistant vice president
or diversity in their for intercultural relations position online at
mission statements,
whitworthian.com
Sugano said.
"Learning perspectives from diversity" is the third-most mentioned goal in U.S. News & World Report's top 28
liberal arts colleges in the U.S., according to a quote
from the American Council on Education and
American Association of University Professors in
the diversity white paper.
Vigil and Sugano said they hope the white paper
will start conversations about diversity and research
in the white paper will be integrated into Whitworth's practices.

IT

College is about trying new stuff, and now you're in luck-you can experience

the variety of flavors at Qdoba Mexican Grill anytime, because were never too
far away. Whatever you choose, it's all made fast, fresh and right in front ofyou.
Come on in and see for yourself What are you going to love at adobe'

Spokane Locations
N. Division (near Costeo)
901 S. Grand 131..d. (behind Sacred Heart
7115

MEXICAN GRILL
Contact Melissa Challender at nielissachallender@
whitworthian,com.

reports on
findings of board
subcommittees
_AsWIJ

ASWU members gave
reports at the Assembly
meeting April 29 about
the Board of Trustees
subcommittee meetings
they participated in several
weelcs ago.

Financial 'Vice President
Kendra Hamilton sat in at
the Finance Committee.
They passed the plant fund's
capital budget and gave permission for groups to come
on campus and do work.
The university overspent on
financial aid for the incoming freshmen, as the dass
took more aid than previt
ous years had. The committee discussed selling bonds
to finance projects.
Read more online at
whitworthian.com.

Reconciliation
plays political
role, speaker says
Nelson Mandela's former
chaplain spoke April 16 on
the role of reconciliation
in politics as a part of the
Simpson-Duvall lecture series.
Rev. Peter Storey is a
promincnt voice in SOUill
African church life and
former faculty member at
Duke University's Divinity
School.
Storey also served on the
multi-party Peace Secretariat, helping mediate the
peace process that followed
after apartheid.
Read more online at
whitworthian.com.

Science center
Web site to be
launched in fall
Tad Wisenor, carnpaign
director in Institutional
Advancement, said the test
page of one portion of an
interactive Web site about
the science center project is
currently active but not yet
accessible to the public.
He said Institutional Advancement hopes to have
the site fully launched by

Sept. 1.
"We knew we wanted to
do something to highlight
the new facility; Wisenor
said. "It allows us to com-

municate more with a
broader constituency and
make a compelling case for
this important project."
Read more online at
whitworthian.com.
Compiled by news staff

CORRECTIONS &
CLARIFICATIONS
The Vilinworthian is conunitted to providing

the Whitworth communiri with the most ac-

ante information possdale.TheWhitworthian never knowingly publishes iruccuracies. If
you have a comment of question about the
fairness Cf acmary of a story, send an e-mad
ta edtorgwhitworthian.com.
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Several probable
Spokane swine
flu cases reported
Two probable cases of
swine flu have been reported in Spokane and 16 in thc
state of Washington as of
Ntay 2.
The U.S. Department of
Health and Human Senices declared a public health
emergency last week.
The virus, which affects
pigs, can also be contracted by humans. Common
symptoms of swine flu
are generally the same as
the regular flu virus: sorc
throat, cough, fever and
body aches, but the human
body has a more difficult
time fighting off swine flu,
according to the Centers for
Disease Control and Prevention.

Air Force, island

residents search
for missing prof
An assistant professor of
creative writing at the University of 1Vyoming %vent
missing last week %vhile
conducting research on a
small island in Japan.
Craig Arnold %vent missing after he %vent hiking
on Kuchinocrabujima, a
volcano. More than onefourth of the residents on
the island were searching
for Arnold on Niay 1.
Arnold was traveling
in Japan for thc semester
through a fellowship program.

GOP leaders hold

meeting about
party's image
The first in a number of
town hall meetings organized by Republican leaders to address thcir party's
reputation was held May 2
in Virginia.
One goal of the meetings
is to build relationships
with Republican voters.
Republican leaders are
working through the National Council for a New
America to organize the
meetings.

One week left for

candidates for
Afghani elections
Although about 60 peopie in Afghanistan have
publicly announced that
they would like to run for
president, none have registered.
The registration deadline
for candidates is less than
one week away. So far, only
the current president of
Afghanistan Hamid Karzai
has registered.
Thepresidential election
will be held in August
Compiled by Julie Wootton
Sources: The Spokesman-Review,
CNN, The Washington Post

Form 990 shows compensation
Mitch Carver
Staff Writer
In December, Whit%vorth filed its Form 990 to
the IRS for the fiscal year of July 2007 through
June 2008. It is now opcn to public inspection.
The form discloses information on the university's yearly expenses, revenue, net assets,
and faculty and staff salaries.
"It's just likc your tax return," said Luz Merkel.
associate vice president for finance and administration.
NIerkel said the 990 is essentially a summary
report of thc %vork people are doing on cam-

Annual compensation of officers, directors, trustees
and key employees
Bill Robinson

President S411,677
.

Brian Benzel
Vice president for Finance and Administration: $145,600

Midiael Le Roy
Vice president for Academic Affaln: $141,956

pus.
"All of their effort gets reported in this," she
said.
Brian Benzel, vice president for finance and
administration, said the form applies to all
nonprofit companics and institutions from the
smallest to the largest.
"Every penny we spend has to be identified
and reported somovhere," he said.
Merkel said preparing for the audit and the
990 is a time-consuming process.
It takes probably four months of preparation: she said.
The purposc of the 990 is to keep nonprofit
organizations likc Whitworth accountable to
the IRS for the money that goes in and out of
the institution.
The big context is it's not something %ve do

GENDER:

Kristi Bums
Vice president for institutional Advancement: $132,818

Kathy Storm
Vice president for Student Life:5120,561

a...A
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it

does afunique to Whitworth," Henze! said.
ford a measure of certainty that we adhere to
the legal requirements:

A settlement was reached in April 2000.
Both parties stated that the settlement
would remain confidential, according to
an April 4, 2000, article.
A STUDY COMMISSIONED

As a result of the settlement, a study of
gender at Whitworth was
commissioned in 2002.

President Bill Robinson
declined to commcnt because the settlement prohibits parties from making
statements regarding thc

tion, and David Cherry, professor of education.
Bernd said salary decisions are a two-step
proccss.
The institution observes market conditions
and aims to be in the middle of its target market,
which is othcr priv-ate schools of similar size as
well as the Spokane employment market. Keeping pace with inflation is also accounted for.
"Everyone gets treated the same way from
the top to the bottom," he said.
&me! said Whitworth is on target for staff
salaries and is nearing the end of a five-year
plan to move faculty salaries to the market median.
In addition to the faculty and staff compensation list, the form lists the compensation of the
five highest paid independent contractors for
professional services hired by thc school.
TW Clark Construction. LLC caps this list.
follo%vcd by Sodexo and the financial service
National City.
Also listed arc program service accomplishments such as specific programs, lodging, dining services and financial aid.

EXPENSES

Ihe Form 990 includes information of the

Contact Mitch
worthian.com.

five highest-paid employees other than officers,

directors or trustees.

Stttdy a result of court settlement

continued from page 3

Professor and director of the library Hans
Bynagle topped the list. Ile was followed by
Dennis Sterner, dean of the School of Educa-

Compensation of Top Fhre
Whitworth Administrators

They interviewed many people to potentially do the study and settled on a
team from Seattle, Stronks said. Gender
consultants Joyce Raveling and Angela
Ginorio from the University of Washington %vere contacted to do the study.
Stronks and Watanabe then continued
lo work with the consultants once they
were hired.

EARN

Camr ttt mitch.carreretwhit-

W13,01/4.

M oC) N EY

e are reaulting individuals to deliver phone books in
the following communities:
Spokane,' Cheney, Veradale. Nine Mile Falls, Liberty Lake, Mead
Greenacres, Medical Lake. Otis Orchaids. Cblbett, Deer Pails
Elk, Newman Lake, Valleyford. Fairchild AFB
ktutt be
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CONDUCTING THE STUDY

CLICK IT

Ginorio, an associate professor of %vomen studies at
Keep reading this story online to
UW, was contacted by Wafed out about:
tanabe, after a friend recom-Study published
mended hcr and agreed to
-KRC
case.
do the study. She had previ-Strategic initiatives
Robinson said the study
ously and continues to do
-Facuhy retreat
was commissioned because
consultant work. Shc chose
-Current opn
administrators had a legitigraduate student Raveling to
View a this and more at
mate basis to feel that issucs
join her.
of gender should be looked
whitworthian.tom
Ginorio was first contactat specifically, particularly
ed in February 2002, but the
relating to employees.
pair did not start thc study
Our sense was that there
until thc fall because it was
were women on campus who felt the in- felt that it was too late in thc semester to
stitution's climate was not as supportive of begin the study, she said.
women as it was of men," Robinson said.
study had three questions: whether
While the purpose of the study was to the people at Whitworth have experiences
look specifically at how employees expe- that they believe are related to gender;
rienced gender, the university took the whether the perceived gender issues aid
opportunity to look at the student experi- or harm members of both sexes regarding
ence as well. Robinson said.
the person's ability to learn and grow; and,
A three-member committee comprised finally, whether gender issues arc built into
of Robinson, Julia Stronlcs, professor of Whitworth culture, Raveling said in a Feb.
political science, and Gordon Watanabe, 25, 2003, article in The Whitworthian.
former assistant to the president for intercultural relations, was in c.harge of setting
Contact Jasmine Linabary at jasmine.
up the study and hiring consultants.
linabary@whitworthiatt.com.
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How many times have you used ChaCha?

EDITORIAL: IN THE LOOP

True equality is found in
working together
Last week, whitworthian.com published
its biggest feature project ever. "The Women" tackled the complex and diverse issues
surrounding gender in the Whitworth
community. More than 55 interviews with
current and former students, faculty, staff
and administrators resulted in stories, videos, databases and several references to the
Whitworth and Whitworthian archives.
ibis is just the beginning.
Feminism is a mentality that some would
say is no longer needed. We have female
cabinet members, our country had a female
candidate for president, and women arc entering and graduating from college at higher rates than men. In a lot of ways, womcn
have gained equality in the professional
world. We applaud Whitworth for actively
working to create equal representation of
gender on faculty committees and trying to
bring qualified and committed female faculty and staff to our campus.
M guest speaker Caryn Riswold said in
lier April 27 lecture, true ferninism.today is
the belief that women share an equal humanity with men. Feminism, at least the branch
that we find most practical, says women
don't advance by taking ovcr a man's world,
but rather utilizing thc strengths of cads individual to create a successful society, and
giving each individual an equal choice in
how they contribute to that success.
Our work is not done. Equal representation does not mean equal influence. Some
female faculty interricwed for the project
said they fccl male colleagues and even
students see them as less compctcnt in thc
classroom and in thc world of academia.
Whether consciously or not, our community is still plagued by assumptions and
behaviors that exclude part of our experiences. We have to not only recognize these
for what they arc, but challenge cach othcr
to change them.
A gender study at Whitworth published
in 2005 found that Whitworth is a place that
avoids conflict. We've sccn this cultural trait
play out in a variety of issues, and gender is
no exception. In thc project, one former faculty member was told to stop "stomping her
high heels" when she brought a complaint
to a former Whitworth president. Students
spoke out about feeling silenced by professors, and the list goes on. Even several people in the projcct said they don't confront
gender issues when faccd with thcm.
Change only comes when we're willing
to talk about what needs to be changed in
the first place. This is not just the work of

women in our community. Through the
project, several male faculty, studcnts and
administrators were interviewed about gender issucs. Some men said they don't feel at
all that their female counterparts are less
qualified to teach, lead ministry or direct
students. Others noticcd mindsets or attitudes that silenced or excluded ivornen
from certain roles. Real progress can only
be made svhen we stop pitting men and
women against each other in an "us and
them- mentality, but rather come together
to make our campus a more inclusive and
supportive place for all people.
That is why we, as an all-female editorial board, could not have thought of a better topic for our last editorial of the school
year. We could not Isold the positions we do
without the constant dialogue and progress
made by the women who came before us,
and hope to start more conversations for
the women who will come after us.

Editorials in the "In the" Loop" section reflect
the majority opinion of the Editorial Board,
which is made up offive editors.

Vote hi the poll online at whitworthian.com or e-mail thoughts to editor@whitworthian.com.
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Vegetarian elitists are bologna
ELIZABETH

JOHNSON
atu.st

I'm all for people eating whatever they
want to. If you want to shoot a buck, skin
it and cat it, by all means go ahead. If you
want to eat only green things, do it. If you
want to cat only things dropped from a
tree, I'm not going to stand in your way.
NVhat people choose to eat or not to
cat is an entirely personal decision, and I
don't care one way or the other what you
choose. I do mind, however, when people
decide that it's their job to judge me for
my particular eating choices.
A friend of mine who has become a
vegan recently made a status post on Facebook in regards to her veganism. Another
friend commenting on her status said,
"Humans arc omnivores. Just FYI." Her
reply WaS "I'm a compassionate human
with higher brain function that chooses
to not engage in carnivorous behaviors:'
First off, it is factual that human beings
are omnivores. Scientifically, human beings as members of the kingdom Animalia, are omnivorous creatures. Of course
we do have the higher brain function to
make choices as to how we can vary our
diets. Some human beings are junk-food-

vorous; somc arc, as Wendy's refers to a vegetarian. So he got a pig, a goat and
thcm, mcatatarians.
a chicken and raised them, cooked them
It's obvious that humans arc certainly
and thcn ate them. I found this to be a
capable of choosing thcir own diets. The remarkably objective method of deciding
idea that those of us who chose to be whether or not to become vegetarian.
omnivores have a lower brain capacity
NVhen vegans and vegetarians choose to
and compassion level is extremely conde- characterize non-vegan or non-vegetarian
scending.
behaviors as morally inferior, those peoThere are certainly some legitimate pie are creating for themselves a superiorrcasons for vegetarian
ity complex. They can
or vegan diets: questhen justify their eating
tionable slaughterhouse
choices as indicative
"The idea that those of us who
practices, animal rights,
that they are obviously
religious convictions,
more compassionate
chose to be omnivores have
etc. Making a blanket
and educated because,
a lower brain capadty and
statement that everyunlike other people,
compassion level is extremely
one who isn't a vegetarthey choose (with their
condescending:'
ian has low morality is
higher brain functions)
blatantly elitist and egonot to engage in cartistic.
nivorous behaviors.
Animals brutally slaughter each other
Now, I am all for Sodexo offering vegan
for their own nutrition. This isn't say- and vegetarian choices in the cafeteria.
ing that human beings should brutally We have many people at Whitworth from
slaughter animals for nutrition, but I don't different backgrounds 3.nd with differsee vegetarians all up in arms out on the ent dietary needs. This artide isn't saySavannah in Africa picketing lions' be- ing you shouldn't be a vegetarian; vegan,
haviors.
meatatarian or whatever you want to be.
I once met an old hippie who was very
But just because you are standing in line
interested in conveying to me his many for some hununus doesn't make you a
bizarre life stories. One of his stories was more superior human being tha.n those
why he wasn't a vegetarian. He told me his waiting for French dips.
logic was that if he could go through the
whole process of raising, slaughtering and JOHNSON is a senior majoring in printmaking. Comments
cooking an animal, then he wouldn't be can be Sent to elizabetti.johnsongivihitworthian.com.

WHITWORTH SPEAKS OUT: WHAT ARE YOU DOING THIS SUMMER?
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'I'm going to
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at a hospital in

be a summer
conference

a camp. It's a

Spokane and
taking an EMT

assistant at

I am living in

Presbyterian
camp called

Vancouver,
'Canada, and
hopefully
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Positive racial experience
is possible at Whitworth
TIM

TAKECHI

get two
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each pay only
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Zip away parking woes?
JEROD

JAR VIS

It's a familiar problem for many of us. You're
driving to Whitworth for dass, or back from
work. You turn onto campus (careful, it's radar
patrolled), and immediately find a parking spot
and go on your merry %sly.
No, no, wait. That's not it at all. You actually
spend upwards of 15 minutes searching for a
place to stick your car because unfortunately
you arrived 60 seconds too late and every spot
is gone.
Parking is fairly high on the list of concerns for
students, and luckily for us the school seems to
be taking it seriously, too. 7hr latest in a series of
efforts to solve the parking problem are ZipCag.
No final decisions have been madc, but starting
next fall we might have a handy rental car system
available to us on campus, according to Ed Kelly,
director of Facilities Seniccs.
"ZipCar estimates that for each ZipCar, 15 or
more cars are taken off the road," he said. "More
importantly for us, (they're] taken out of the
parking lots7
ASWU has also been discussing the idea.
"I think that ZipCar could be a good stcp for
Whitworth," Executive Vice President Kalcn Eshoff said. "It would allow students access to cars
who don't have them, and c-ventually, may create
a culture that doesn't rely so much on individual
ca use, but moves more towards public transportation7
It's a good idea, at least In theory. You apply
for the program and then reserve yourself a car
when you need to run some errands. It'll charge
on an hourly basis (under $10 an hour), and
when you're finished you simply park the car
where you found it and walk away.
The idea is that having the rental cars available will encourage students to leave their cars
at home. And for many students, it might make
sense. Owning a car is an expensive proposition.
Even if you can get yourself a cheap dunker, in-

surance can sap your wallet dry. Certainly there
are a few situations where owning your own
transportation makes sense. For example, if you
live any distance away from campus or work off
campus it's probably worth it. But for many, the
expense outweighs thc benefits.
However, as convenient as it sounds, its not going to put much of a dent in the parking problem.
because it's going to end up being a catch-22.
On onc hand. I don't imagine a very high percentage of students deciding to leave cars at home
just because rentals are available. Most students
that live on campus (the target audience for this
program) don't have cars, Kelly said. and most of
those that do have them, need them.
"About -17 percent of on-campus residents
have cars." he said.
While rental cars are nice for thc occasional
trip to the mall or to see family, they're not a reliable source of transportation. Students who need
daily transportation need their own car; even a
student that needs a car on a semi-regular basis
would probably opt for his or her own vehicle.
On the othcr hand, for the plan to be financially viable for Whitss.orth we'll only be able to
have a fcw rental cars on campus (probably two
or three). If a sizable percentage of the student
body decides to rely on ZipCars for transportation, having a rental fleet that's only a few cars
deep will cause bottlencdcs and cars won't be
available when students need thcm. And when
that starts happening. people could decide it's
just more convenient to have their own car.
The program is still a good idea. Having a
rental car or two available for students who need
a car in a pinch would be great. If you had car
trouble and needed to gct to the store, or if a
friend was borrowing your car, or any numbcr of
reasons, having a ZipCar waiting in the wings to
save the day would be awesome.
So I'm in favor of bringing this program to
campus, but in the cnd it's going to become more
of a convenience program for students who need
emergency transportation than anything else,
and it's not going to do much for thc parking
problem.

There are many ways that I can be considered different from other students at Whitworth. I can say that I'm the Only journalism major and theatre
minor in the class of 2009.1 can say that I'm one of only a handful ofstudents
from Federal Way, Wash. I can also say that I'm a senior who still lives on
campus. That's prctty different.
But then there's another category that's more obvious: my race.
During my sophomore year, students held a protest on the 8th of Ivlay
around thc Campanile to complain about racism, both explicit and implicit,
on campus. Almost every year we hear complaints that racial minorities feel
unwelcome or isolated from the mostly white student body. ibis year has
been no different.
During my four years, I have thought about these viewpoints and how
students in the "dominant" culture have reacted. I tried to wrap my mind
around why minority students here would feel alone and what white students
are doing to perpetuate that.
I then realized that I cannot speak for every minority student. I am a fourth
generation Japanese-American from the west side of the statc of Washington.
My great-grandparents immigrated to America during thc turn of the 20th
century. My grandparents spoke fluent English. as do my parents and myself.
My maternal grandfather attended thc University of Washington before being sent to an internment camp at the start of World War II.
Other than that, my life has been pretty "American7 grew up in the public
schools, attended a Caucasian-dominated church for a majority of my junior
high and high school years and made friends from all racial backgrounds.
-Culturally. I don't consider myself that much different from the rest of folks
around here.
I do have my "Asian" tendencies, though. I love Asian food and really love
sushi and raw fish. Yes. Raw fish. Try it sometime. You just might like it.
I didn't grow up watching anime or samurai movies. I was more of a
"Simpsons guy. After all, the characters on that show have yellow skin. I
can relate.
I am about to graduate in a very short time, and I can honestly say that I
have never experienced hatred or isolation from anybody at Whitworth because of my race. I have come across some moments of prejudice and stereotyping. but most of those instances were either honest mistakes or my friends
making politically incorrect jokes. My friends are weird.
Maybe one reason why a significant number of minority students fccl "different" here is because of their cultural background. I grew up in a racially
diverse city where many different languages were spoken. The Tacoma/Seattle arca is very different from Spokane. My high school was definitely more
diverse than Whitworth. I can see why many minority students can feel uncomfortable. Our demographics are different.
But I have never been ridiculed or felt hatred from someone because I'm
an Asian-American. Recently a Whitworth student was assaulted because of
his sexual orientation. Despite the existence of white supremacist groups in
thc Inland Northwest, I thank God I have never bccn victimized likc that.
White students who feel guilt or bitterness over hearing that Whitworth
mistreats its minority students should take comfort in knowing that not every student of color feels that way.
Students who have felt marginalized have valid reasons for thinking so.
Their concerns are legitimate and deserve notice. However, let us not blow
things out of proportion and say that all minority students feel unwelcome.
lhat is not true.
Then again. lean only speak for myself. I cannot explain why I feel more
welcomed than othcrs. Maybe I am less sensitive toward racial prejudice.
Maybe my definition of "racism" is narrower than others. I cannot, and
should not, attempt to speak for othcr racial minority groups. African.'
American, Latino-American, Native-American and other Asian-American
students have thcir own storics to tell that are unique to thcm.
The depths of thosc stories cannot fit within the parameters of one single
1

artidc.

For now, enjoy your summer and sleep well knowing that at least onc student of color has had a great four years at Whitworth. Just pray and hope that
more students like me will have a similar experience.

JARVIS is a sophomore majoring in journalism. Convnenu can be

sent to jerodjarvisgAitworthiaruom.

TAKECHI is a senior majoring in joumarnm. Comments can be sent to tinttatechi@whitworihlarEcom.

Face up to the hate, don't let orientation stifle empathy
JOSH

SWAYNE

au.st

There are certain topics about which
America is obsessed. It seems to me that
one of the things that Americans are most
obsessed with is homosexuality. There are
people who hate gays, love gays, silence
gays and celebrate gays. No matter who you
are, you likely háve some opinion on sexual
orientation and how to treat people who do
not share the same opinion or lifestyle as
you. Need we be so attracted to the issue of
same-sex attraction?
Recently a Whitworth student was attacked because of his sexual orientation.
Vice president for Student Life Kathy

Storm sent out an e-mail informing the
Whitworth community of the attack. Storm
wrote the following:
"We also want you to know about this
so we can stand together, supporting each
other as members of a community, where
the injury of one is the injury of all. And we
want to clearly state our opposition to hate
of any lcind; this violates the foundation of
our university life, and is an affront to all
that we value.
Fundamental to Storm's statement is thc
assumption that there is a higher allegiance,
a community, that binds us in unity against
all hate. As healthy as such communal
unity would be, and as admirable an ideal
as it is, Mitworth isn't quite there when it
comes to sexuality. In principle, yes, most
everyone on this campus, straight or not,
would be disinclined to physically assault
someone, but I think we are all pretty com-

fortable hating each othcr now and then
because of differences over sexuality.
There are many ways in which we hate.
We use slurs when no one hears, avoid interaction with ccrtain people and silently
feel revolted at another person. We complain about the gays or the close-minded,
and occasionally we gct bold and say things
to people's faces. We all have ways to justify
our hate too.
The cliche people who like to hate the
sin and love the sinner are oftcn justifying their opposition not to a lifestyle, but
to a person. How do you love someone you
shun? Who makes you squirm because you
see him or her as an abomination? The gay
community is not exempt from hating either. Being constantly denied acceptance is
onc of the most infuriating things that can
happen to a person. Certainly it inspires
the temptation to hate.

I have to commend thc straight and gay
students on campus who have taken steps to
resist the temptation to initiate or respond
with hate. This commendation includes the
Open Conversation: Orientation club. Club
president Ben Bonnema, an openly gay
Christian, said that one of the club's goals
is to "bridge the gaps" between the gay and
straight Christian communities.
One of the hardest things to do is accept people who don't accept you. You just
need to show them love. That's what Jesus
taught," Bonnema said.
Last Wednesday, Open Conversation:
Orientation held a Stop the I late event, the
fliers for which did not call people to affirm homosexuality, but simply to oppose
hatred. The event emphasized that the root
of hatc lies in prejudice. Prejudice, in my

See SWAYNE, page 7
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Final confessions of
an almost-graduate

a humor column by Nic Vargus

sample and by the time I tried the fifth time,
I was so poor that I had only eaten rice that
day. They made me stop halfway through so
I didn't pass out, but they finally gave me my

REBECCA

SHAPE
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Aiken lienson/lOntworthLui

In conclusion, the
last laugh is mine
Now that it's almost summer, it has
once again become time for us to look
back at the academic year and realize how little we have accomplished.
Textbooks have been kit unopened,
dasscs unattended and jctpacks dormant and collecting dust. Eadi year,
we punish ourselves by examining our
lives and when it becomes oh-so-dose
to summer, we must ready ourselves
to diange into ncw studcnts for the
next year. Seniors arc of course exempt from this discussion; they must
only ready themselves for absolute
loss of dignity and the unemployment line. 11Thidi isn't really a funny
joke because of the whole "economy"
thing, and how it's mostly true, but
you know what? Shove it. I stand by
the joke.
Freshmen don't know about this
unspoken alteration, and wholeheartedly believe next year will be JUST
as great as THIS year. Their gleeful
surnmertime giggles could fill a happy
cruise-liner. Perhaps it would be sailing to Techee-ti or laughrica. Unfortunately, classes gct harder and staying up till 430 a.m. every night proves
hard on them and their grades.
This is the first step in the degeneration from enthusiastic youth to
pragmatic college student. The worst,
of course, is having to actually attcnd
thc classes that you despise in order
to pass the class. I can remember a
time when I skipped an entire unit
in a certain large-group dass called
something similar to -Tintro to Mychology" (namc changed to protect
thc identity of thc dass). I showed up
on the day of the test and pulled a very
solid A- on it. Those days are going the
ways of the bees. Which is not a pun
on my aforementioned A-, just sort of
an interesting metaphor.
When sophomores move up, there
is only one thing on their minds: moving off campus. Many times I have
heard how nice it's going to be to make
quesadillas in your very own kitchen.
And how great it's going to be to have
your own bathroom. And how you
don't want a "party house but will
be excited to have people over every
once in a while to drink. Of course,
in reality, when these students do live
off campus thcy spend their time in a
drunken stupor, making quesadillas
and wishing their friends would stop
passing out in their bathroom.
Juniors begin to realize that it is finally time to.hang up their "fun" hats
altogether. As juniors finally become
seniors, they start complaining bitterly about everything from dasses to
events. Séniors are no longer amused
by such things as "community* and
"activities" and 'not being completely
boring." Instead, one must learn to

fend for him or herself, only looking
for opportunities for advancement
whilst ignoring those pctty things
that "underclassmen" (thc word itself
causes inferiority shivers to run down
my spine) hold so dear to their education. And liking classes? That stuff is
over. Nay, as a soon-to-be senior, I can
safely say that any classes I'm forking
out thousands of dollars to attcnd are
only barriers from me reaching that
inexplicable "real world" I have heard
so much about from parents and music television.
And so, it's possible this could be my
last humor column of all time. That
being saki. there are some secret facts
about my column I wanted to tell you
about while I still have the chance.
When the year began, I wanted to
call my coltumt "Full Frontal Newsity"
but was told it was too inappropriate.
for some reason, if it was only 'Partial" it didn't count as too inappropriate. I felt like that madc about as much
sense as an octopus with a squirt gun,
but I didn't complain. Then someone
who wrote last year's humor column
and whose name was something like
"Manuel Falters" told me my coltunn
name didn't make sense and I should
have called it something like "Full
Frontal Ncwsity" not "Partial Newsity:' If I do write again next year, maybe
my column will be called "Full Blown,
Completely Out of Control, Yours For
$19.99, CALL NONV Newsity:'
I was always jealous of normal
opinions columnists who got to have

their picture at the top of their anides.
There's a certain level of authority immediately acquired by these writers
just by having a picturc of themselves

atop their columns. Apparently my
column is just a big joke.
Nearly every artide I tricd to talk
about jetpacks or the Jonas Brothers
(or other Disney divas). I lovingly referred to this as my "meta-narrative."
And finally, every week we gather .
in the newspaper meeting and the
cditors recognize outstanding columns in their prospective scction.
Everybody does a little golf dap. Mine
w-as never recognized, whidi I suspect
has something to do with my propensity to make up quotes from fake
sources. Hope Sausage, editor in chief
of the NVhitworthian, was unavailable
for further comment. There's also the
possibility that it had to do with the
fact that I never really did "fact-checking" or "serious writing" or "turned
in my columns before Sunday." But
still, it would be nice to get the dap
every once in a while. That came out
wrong.

$20.

I was hired by Facilities Services out of
pity. For a week, I was paid to watch someone
This is thc last article I will ever write for else wash windows.
The Whitworthian. This is my chance to tell
No part of me regrets getting my Big 3.
you all the things I have kept stifled inside It was one of my fondest college memories,
since I was a frcshman.
right up there with almost getting arrested in
First, let me say that I have been the source a cemetery.
of every 3 a.m. firc alarm and tasteless prank
I almost got arrested in a cemetery.
on campus. Also, I have
Most of my didactic
climbed the Campanile, I
articles are just reprimands
havc driven my car across
for myself.
the Loop, I have been in '11 was hired by Facilities Services
I only applied to Whitout of pity. For a week, I was
love with you for four years
worth becauss I didn't have
and I used to be a man.
to write an essay.
paid to watch someone else
Also, I lie.
I don't really label
wash windowe
I do have some real semyself as a Christian these
crets up my sleeve, though.
days, but I still honestly'
Some things I will kccp for
appreciate Whitworth for
myself, like what my tattoo actually means or what it is. My Biblical literature requirement
why sophomore year was the worst year of my was one of the most enlightening classes I
life. These things are not for print. But other have taken here.
sccrcts I will let slip, if for no othcr reason
I wish I had read more books and had
than thc fact I am graduating in a matter of done less homework. There is a difference,
days.
you sec. In a lot of classes, I only read enough
You, yes you, sitting borcd in thc coffee of the book to write the paper or pass the test,
shop, hcrc are my secrets:
and I got a lot of Xs that I probably didn't deFreshman year, I sent an anonymous val- serve. In retrospect, I wish I had read all of
entine to Kyle Navis. I guess it's not so anony- the book and not bothered to write the paper.
mous anymore. Actually, in rctrospcct, it Ivas Grades ate just inadequate attempts to quantify your education, and I probably would
kind of creepy.
Last year I ran a car into a building. I wa.s have gotten more of an education by ignoring
driving about two and a half miles per hour. them and actually applying myself.
It's not like it was in my blind spot. It didn't
I felt so ovenvhelmed by the thought
just come out of nowhere. It was a giant pur- of writing my final anide that I copped out
and made a list of meaningless secrets and
ple building and I hit it with a car.
Summcr before junior year, I tried to sell I handed it in to my editor late.
my plasma fivc times. First, I could not find
the donation bank; then it was dosed. The
third time, I didn't have the right paperwork. SNAPE is a senior maiming in peace snicks. Comments can be
The fourth time, I couldn't muster up a urine sent to rebecasnape@whitworthiancom.

SWAYNE: Face

up to hate

continuedfrom page 6
opinion, is still a mild form of its full-fledged
product We certainly need to stop hate, but it
must be stopped at all levels, not just that of
physical violence.
We continually generate prejudice by obsessing over sexuality. We talk about it so
much that gay-haters begin to see homosexuals instcad of people, people who are gay begin to see gay-haters instead of people, and
prejudice gets a foot in the door.
"Stereotyping happens on both sides. It
comes down to people are people; Bonnema
said.
Identities are reduced to straight and gay,
and as important as sexuality is to who we
are, I can't help but think that the American
orientation obsession is dehumanizing and
distracting us from what we should be doing:

starting the love.

No one has the right to force others to celebrate same-sex attraction or to force others
to be straight We all have the right to love
each other, and in all the tallcing about sexual
orientation, Americans often waive that right
and it is the one right the exercising of which
will preserve all rights. Love regards people
as people. Love honors dignity. Love cannot
hate.
Abandon the view that some people have
forfeited the right to be treated as well or better than you would treat yourself. Try to understand who others are, orientation included.
Eschew reactions that inflate differences on
sexuality to the obnoxious proportions they
have frequently taken. Sex needs to be less of
an obsession, and I pity the person who lets
sexuality prevent kindness, difference prevent
patience and hate prevent empathy.

SWAY/1E is a senia majoring in English. Comments can be sent

to josh.swayneciwilitworthian.com.

LETTERS TO THE EDITOR: READER RESPONSES
Obama administration
endangering nation?
Iran tested the launch of
Scud missile from a ship in
the Caspian Sea, which was
designed to provide the capability of launching intermediate range missiles from cargo
ships sitting off coastlines.
Also within a few years Iran
will have long range missiles
capable of striking North
America.
Iran could have nudear
warheads available to mount
on missiles in late 2009. The

U.S. and other countries

do not have missile defense
systems to ward off an attack.
Counter strikes could be
launched against Iran, but
this would not prevent Iran
from bundling an initial
strike based on irrational
thinking by Amadmanejad
and his Imnian cohorts.
The Obama Administration is making conciliatory
gestures towards Iran, but is
not making any pmgress in
curtailing Iran's nuclear development program. According to \Valid Phares, an expert
on global terrorism and the

Nliddle East, "the perception in Tehran is the Obama
Administration will not use
everything at its disposal to
apply pressure on Iran':
Furthermore, Obama's
apparent bow to Saudi ICing
Abdullah is perceived as an
act of submission and weakness by the international

community.
I fear Obama's naive
blunders will embolden Iran
to pursue and possibly use its
nuclear missile capabilities.
Donald A. Moskowitz

Londonderry, N.H.

VARGUS is a junior majoring in English. Comments

can be sent to nicmargtatiwhitworthian.com.
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In response to an off-campus assault based on sexual orientation, the
Open Conversation: Orientation club organized a rally called Stop
the Hate to give Whitworth a chance to speak out against acts of
violence toward the GLBT community

Stand up for rights as human beings
Ben Bonn ema
Guest Writer

Whatever illusion of safcty I had was
shattered when I first heard about the

Maw Grrianilutwortitaan

Senior Ben Bonnema, president of Open
Conversation: Odentation, speaks up at
the Stop the Hate rally on Apri129.

assault. I knew hate crimes happened,
but they felt like a distant danger. The
fact that it was a friend of mine who
was attacked, and attacked for simply
being himself, told me that something
had to be done.
After talking with Open Conversation: Orientation vice president Lissie
Mendez and treasurer Doug Griffiths,
we decided on a rally-type event called
Stop the Ilate. NVe all agreed - this was
not to be about gay rights, this was not
to be political. It would be about standing up for the rights as human beings
not to be assaulted because of our orientation, race or creed.
I want to thank everyone svho came
and showed thcir support. A special
thanks goes to Kathy Storm, who reminded us that the injury of one is the
injury °fall, and to Obe Quarless, who
reaffirmed the resolution Preventing
a Culture of Hate that was created in
2002 by the ASWU. This resolution,
which was read aloud by Lissie, Doug.

1, told us that "all human persons
have been created in the image of God;
and therefore, under no circumstances
is it acceptable to dehumanize other

and

persons by robbing them of their inherent dignity and worth."
To reiterate what some of the students said, hate towards a group of
people starts with little comments.
Please pay attention to the language
you use and the remarks you make.
Challenge stereotypes, for misconceptions can breed prejudice. It's so easy to
turn a group of people into an "other"
and once you do that, you stop seeing
them as equals, as people.
Whether or not someone "agrees"
with homosexuality is irrelevant when
it comes to this people have thc right to
be who they are and not fear attadc.
Again. thank pill to all who were
able to attend.
Contact Ben Bonnema at editor@
whitworthian.com.
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Senior 1141e Mendes reads the crowd facts about hate alines toward the GLBT community.

"Being a I
sue? and 'Is

ASWU rea nems 2002 resolution that addressed sirnill
Morgan Fiddes
Copy Chief
ASNVU recently reaffirmed a 2002 ASINTC resolution at the Stop the Hate
rally on April 29.
The resolution, known as the Hate Ethos Resolution or the Previnting
a Culture of Hate Resolution, svas passcd October 16, 2002, in response to
another hate incident, said Dayna Coleman Jones, assistant dean of students. Hateful flyers towards homosexuals had been posted around campus, she said.
"The desire behind the resolution is to acicnowledge that hate speech is
just as hateful as crimes against a person and that education and experience are the best tools to prevent hate: then-ASWC President EmmyLou
Taylor said in a Nov. 12, 2002 article in The Whitworthian.

DISAGREEMENT

The resolution, which passed 16-2-0, includes the statement that ASNVU
will "support all students who choose to attend NVhitworth College by
informed, fair and proactive representation without regard to one's race,
ethnicity, sexual orientation, gender, age, class, political or theological
position or religious affiliation:*
When the resolution was passed, there was conccrn over its implications, according to the article.
"Some (students) felt ASWU was trying to be the conscience for students," Coleman Jones said.
Then-off-campus representative Zach Wasser was one of the students
who disagreed with the resolution, according to the article.
"I completely agree with the underlying idea that Whitworth College
does not in any way support hate crimes or actions, but I disagree with the
implications that are attached to the rest of the resolution," he said in the
article.

Wasscr expressed conccrn that the resolut
filter what is brought onto Whitworth camp.
"Phe resolution] is an issue of obtaining
ideas come to Whitworth and which do not:
he resolution states that ASWC would "s
organizations aligned with the mission of ti
the Associated Students of Whitworth Colic
harmful prejudices, stereotypes and myths a
Thc resolution also says that ASWC would
and offer various perspectives that challenge
of such issucs as race, gender, age, sexual oric
RESULTS

As a result of the resolution, a group sirnil
tried to form, Coleman Jones said.
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Students hold hands In support at the Stop the Hate event, held at the Campanile on April 29.

School speaks out against violence
Julie Wootton
News Editor

A group of around 60 administrators, faculty, staff and students
gathered at the C.ampanile on April 29
for the Stop the Hate event, in response
to a rcccnt assault based on sexual orientation that occurred near campus.
A Whitworth student was assaulted April 18
on %Yellen Street, a fcw blocks from campus. A car
pulled up and aftcr thc driver got out of the car, he called
the victim derogatory names relating to his sexual orientation
,

,

and beat him

up..

4

the Stop the I late event was'sponsored by three leaders of thc Open ConvcisaAl.o.n:
.
Orientan club: seniors Ben Bonnema, Lissic Mendes and Doug Griffith.
lhe purpose of this event is not to weigh thc right or wrong in being gay when someone
tssaulted, more relevarithings arc at hand: according to the description of thc event on
:ebook.
Attendees had thC opportunity to sign a pledge stating that the individual will do his/hcr
rt in preventing abuse and violence.
'Mc statement is an act of solidarity," Griffith said.
Kathy Storm, vice president for Student Life, said it is important to take a stand against hate.
Tor all that has bccn good this year, thcrc have been two very sobering bookends," Storni
d, referring to the assault and a September incident at George Fox University, where a cardaril cutout of then-Sen. Barack Obama was found hanging from a tree with the words "Act
reject" written on it.
;mutt said the community should use the incidents as moments of internal reflectiori.
'We need to address hate clearly, in a way that doesn't engender more hate," she said.
fcricies said hate crimes arc a real issue in Spokane.
It hits home for us. Our college is a school, but it's a home too," Mendes said.
%WU President Obc Quarless said hate-based incidents tend to happen when a commuy gets too far removed from its goal.
le encouraged thc group to do a little every day to allow others to feel welcome.
It comes down to treating everyone individually and fostering a kind of environment that's
dthy for you and others: Quarless said.
Oendes said everyone has the right to grow as an individual. She read a transcript from "The
:n DeGeneres Show" about a hate crime that occurred in Oxnard, Calif. in February. 2008.
teen-year-old Larry King, an openly gay student, was shot by his classmate.
lriffith shared his personal experiences at Whitworth with the group.
To say that my personal beliefs go against thc majority at Whitworth is an understatement:
ffith said. "But none of it matters right now."
le said he credits Michael Sardinia, assistant professor of biology, for convincing him not to
lifer when he vas a freshman.
Being a Christian school, there arc conversations about homosexuality such as 'Is it an is?' and 'Is it a sin?' But it doesn't matter anymore. One of our own was attacked for who he

is: Griffith said.
The leaders opened up the event for disCussion.
Senior Jessie Alexander said she knows all three leaders of thc Open Conversation: Orientation club and respects them as individuals.
"These three people are amazing," Alexander said. "I challenge everyone to get to know
people for who thcy are and to love each other."
In response to another student's comment about thc danger of the "us" versus "them" mentality; senior Luis Lopez encouraged studcnts to be as inclusive as possible.
Esther Louie, assistant dcan for intercultural student affairs, said the incident is an opportunity for each person to examine his/her own conscience.
When we walk away from hcrc, it doesn't have to be the end of the conversation," Louie
said.
Senior Kyle Brookshcr said slurs about homosexuality happen frequently at Whitworth.
.Griffith said while people generally do not say things to his facc, he has overheard conversations in the Liiop or in the Hixson Union Büilding about sexual orientation.
"You would be surprised what you hcar if you keep your cars open: he said.
Senior Julie Kimball said it is important as a community for people to know thcir neighbors
and pccrs.
is time as a campus to became a stronger community and to hold cach other accountable
for words and actions," she said.
Junior Jarvis Lunalo said he came to Whitworth in 2007 and shortly thereafter, hcard somet lover" in a conversation in the HUB.
one say "f
He said he didn't know what it meant until someone explained it to him.
Lunalo said homosexuality is a taboo topic in Kenya, where he grew up.
"I isolated myself from the issue: he said.
He said things changed.when he almost drowned ovcr the summer. After being under water
for nearly a minute, the victim of the assault dove into the water and saved him.
Lunalo was in a coma for three days.
"I learned to embrace everyone: he said.
Lunalo said it is important to stop pretending like homosexuality does not exist.
"Ask more questions and become more knowledgeable," he said.

it

Contact Julie Wootton at julie.wootton@whitworthian.com.

mcbuilvfi
Check out our video

coverage of Stop the
Hate online at

whitworthian.com

filar discrimination on campus
resolution gave ASWC thc ability to
h campus.
)taining the discretion to filter which
do not," he said in the article.
would "support Whitworth groups or
ion of the college and the mission of
th College committed to dismantling
myths about a particular group(s) or
e

C would encourage speakers to come
lallenge commonly-held perspectives
itual orientation and religious issues.
tup similar to a

Gay-Straight Alliance

"We wanted to decide how to dispel hate myths," Coleman Jones said.
"We got a nice turnout Ito the first meeting], but we found out that students who were gay and lesbian didn't feel comfortable gathering in sudi
a public setting."
Coleman Jones'said the group met at a restaurant off campus because the
college didn't want them to meet on campus.
The group put up posters to dispel myths about homosexuals for two
weeks, including the week where the Board of Trustees was meeting, Coleman Jones said. Board members i'verc upset when they saw the posters and
asked the group to remove them, she said.
Despite those setbacks, Coleman Jones said she is,still impressed by the
I late Ethos Resolution.
"When I look at it, I'm impressed at how well-written and how wellthought out it was' she said. "It's sad that it was forgotten."

Contact Aforgan Feddes at ntorgan.feddes@wititworthian.com.

Tara Sacintan/Whitworthian

Mendes encourages students who spoke up about their own feelings
about the incident and Whitworth's community.
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Gervais shines
despite weak
direction, script
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.WRITER'S REVIEW

Ryan Graves

Staff Writer
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%Vitere would wc be without British funnyman
Ricky Gerrais? His influence on comedy today is
undeniable. ile was thc mastermind behind the
original version of "The Office" in which he was
also the star, as well as "Extras" which saw him
sharing the screen with acting titans such as Kate
Winslet, Daniel Radcliffe, Ben Stiller and Patrick
Stewart. !lis bumbling, awkward style of comedy has infiltrated comedies such as "I Love You,
Man" and the American version of "The Office;
so it is a disappointment to see his raw talent
wasted in the movie "Ghost Town;
Gervais plays Bertram Pincus, a denMOVIE REVIEW
tist who enjoys his

474.

,
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Taylor ItpctiliChammathran

Male students sit in the Duvall Hall basement during Bust the Lust. The program addressed the problems with pornography and lust

The problem with
Program brings to light the adverse
qualities of the pornography industry
how to break the habit of pornography
on campus.
"People are struggling with this and it's
The theme continually repeated itself: very hard for it to be brought to light;
we bring it out and adshine a light so bright that it eliminates Warren said.
the darlutess. That message embraced the dress it straightforward, we can bring it
Whitworth students who gathered for to light."
Although there have been talks led on
the event Bust the Lust this past Thurscampus before, Warday night.
ren and Harri said this
Junior RAs Justin
Ls going to be an event
Ns/arren and Michael
'Jesus' sexual standards are
Harri airned to bring shocking. I not only want you to that will allow the issues of.pom and lust
light to a problem they
rein in your behavior, I want you
on campus to finally
feel campus is facin
to rein in your heart:
be addressed publicly.
the issues of porn and
"This is the first dilust. They collaborated
JoeHithver
senior pastorat life (ever
rect attadc on porn:*
to bring light to camWarren said. For us
pus through the event.
personally as students
"We want to address the topic of porn and lust in men it's hurting our world and the way we inand women on campus," Harri said. -We teract."
The purpose of the event was to offer
both feel it is a silent killer on campus;
The senior pastor of Life Center in accountability. The organizers wanted to
Spolcane, Joe Wittwer, was the main create resources for people to reach out
speaker at the event. After he led a dis- and get the help they need, with IVittwer
cussion with students about lust, the specifically citing the Bible's stance on
group split up into separate groups of the issue of lust and how people should
men and women to cover topics such as rid ourselves of it.

Taylor Faranda
Staff Writer

If

"Jesus' sexual standards are shocking,"
Wittwer said. "I not only want you to
rein in your behavior, I want you to rein
in your heart. In my experience the best
way to drive out the darkness is to turn
on the light."
Bust the Lust was not a one-time event.
Islarren asid Harri hope that it will lead
to more discussions regarding the heavy
topic. The two are working to establish
an event at both the beginning and end
of the year, with further accountability
throughout the year.
"The idea is to have something there
all year," ilarri said.
Bust the Lust provided students with
cold, hard facts of the pornography industry and the effects of lust. Instead of
pointing fingers, the event was a chance
for students to educate themselves on thc
numbers involved with thc industry.
You can't deny the facts that twothirds of women coming out of the porn
industry have post-traumatic stress disorder; Warren said. "The numbers are
astounding of how ruthless it is;
Both Harri and Warren arc passionate
about the topic due to personal experi-

See

LUST,

page 12

Learning disabilities often
misunderstood, invisible
71is is the second ofa two-part series
about how Whitworth accommodates
disabled students.

Caitlin Richmond
Scene Editor

,

Brandon Iforvntreg/Whavorthsan

Sophomore Patrick Kenney, who has epilepsy, sits in the HUB Multipurpose Room.

What do Chudc Close, Terry Bradshaw, Orlando Bloom, Pat rick Dempsey
and Jewel have in common?
They all have some type of learning
disability.
According to LD Online, a learning
disability is a neurological disorder. It
means that someone's brain isn't totally
wired correctly. A learning disability
doesn't mean someone is stupid; it just
means they have a harder time learning.
"They may have diffic-ulty reading,

writing. spelling. reasoning, recalling
and/or organizing information if.left
to figure things out by themselves or if
taught in conventional ways," according to LD Online.
Learning disabilities can have a stigma attached to them and they are often
considered thc invisible disability,"
said Andrew Pyrc, assistant director of
Career Services. With physical disabilities people don't ask what's going on
with a student, because they can see it.
But in the case of learning disabilities,
people are still trying to understand
them in regards to accommodations
because students look normal.
Students with learning disabilities
talce the same steps to getting accom-

See DISABILITIES, page 12

privacy so niudi he
doesn't care who he
offends to protect it.
Ile's rude with his
1-ikes: Ricky Gervais
neighbors, his paDislikes: Distracted
ticnts and anyone
else he encounters.
Script, Confusing
Onc day, during a
direction
routine colonoscopy,
Plays: Now available
Bertram dies and
is medially dead
on DVD and Blu-Ray
for seven minutes.
%%Then he comes back
to life, he is endowed with the special ability to
see ghosts.
These ghosts are prisoners of our world untu thcy solve unfinished business. This is whcn
Frank Herlihy (Greg Kinnear) comes in. Frank's
wife is engaged to an allegedly terrible guy and
since Bertram now has the ability to interact
with ghosts, he is the only person Frank can
get to help. After some constant pleading from
Frank. Bertram agrees to help if only he can get
some peace and quiet ¡(he succeeds.
The plot is unapologetically unoriginaL It really is ju.st asking the question: what if "The Sixth
Sense" was a comedy? The audience has to put
up with the most overdone ghost story cliches
like what happens when people walk through
a ghost and having an out of body experience.
Of course there is always the classic scene when
Gervais is talking to a ghost that no one else sees,
making him look crazy.
The only strength in the story presented is
how it sets up Gcrvais for comedic gold. Gervais'
strength is his uncomfortable and awkward demeanor. Bertram decides that ¡(he is to break off
this engagement, the best way is through seducing her. The funniest scenes happen whcn we see
the middle-aged, overweight Bertram Pincus try
to seduce the beautiful widower Gwen, played
by an alluring Tea Lconi. The only strength he
has is his unpolished wit and poor people skills.
Unfortunately, thc movie never really takes advantage of these situations. The ultimate downfall of the film is its inability to draw in the audience. The first scene depicts Frank meeting his
ultimate demise. But before his untimely death,
he has a phone conversation with his realtor who
almost blew the whistle on the affair he was having. So, immediately we don't really carc about
this guy because he's an adulterer who doesn't
show full commitment to his wife, so when we
find him asking for help from Bertram, we don't
even want Bertram to help.
When Bertram does help and starts seducing
Gwen, it only takes a few scenes for us to meet
the allegedly terrible fiance and find out he's actually a genuinely nice guy who is a human rights
lawyer. The rcst of the film follows Bertram trying to figure out what he needs to do to gct Frank
off his back and leave for the othcrworld.
With an unfocused script and directing that
made the characters literally confused the entire film, it's hard to say this film was enjoyable.
But fortunately it starred Ridry Gervais, and one
would hope he has the wisdom to collaborate
with much more talented people for his future
projects.

'Ghost Town'
Grade: C

Contact Ryan Graves at ryan.graves@whitwor-

thian.com.
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Band braves through the cold
..WRITER'S REVIEW

Monty Python's

Alex Bistrevsky
staff Writer

`Spamalof starts

e

Tuesday, May 5

Loop saw more than just the average
nightwalkers on Friday, May 5, when Spokane's
new local band She Bear and Portland's N Veinland started jamming outside near the Campanile. They set up a makeshift stage of tables and
chairs prior to thc 8 p.m. show with the hope
that people would come and listen.
Seniors Tyson Motsenbockcr and Dane Ucland are usually standalone musical connoisseurs, but together they make for an intricate
ripple of lyrics and sound. They called themselves Shc Bear. And so She Bear was thc first
to take ownership of the stage. Motsenbocker
played his acoustic guitar and sang, while Ucland sang and played his acoustic guitar as a
backup. The next momcnt the reverse would be
true with Ueland leading and Motsenbocker as-

Monty Python's "Spamalot" opens Tuesday, May
5, at 7:30 p.m. at the INB
Performance Arts Center.
The award-winning play
will be performed at 7:30
p.m. on May 5, 6 and 7, at
8 p.m. on May 8, at 2 p.m.
and 8 p.m. on May 9, and
at 1 p.m. and 6:30 p.m. on
May 10.
Tickets cost $30 to $58,
and can be purchascd at
www.ticketswest.com or by
'calling (800) 325-SEAT.
Student rush tickets are
available for 525 to college
students with a valid photo
ID, with one ticket available
per ID. Studcnt rush- tickets are available two hours
before each performance at
the INB Performance Arts
Ccntcr Box Office, and
must be paid in cash.
"Spamalot" is based on
the movie, "Monty Python
and the Holy Grail," with
the addition of parodies
of Broadway theater. "Spamalot" won three 2005
Tony Awards and the 2006
Grammy Award for Bcst
Musical Show Album.

sisting.
At first many chairs sat empty, but as the
duo collaborated, the music drew the crowds
in and the empty scats began to fill. The crowd
%as a mixture of fans and friends, and She Bear
was very invested in them. Whenever Motsenbocker or Ucland saw someone thcy knew, they
would gire them a shoutout or make a subtle
inside joke.
The band was quick with their jokes. At one
point during the show, Motsenbocker's electric guitar, which had been leaning on a chair,

tipped over and fellthat's real professionalistn
right there: he joked. Uclind joked about being
bittcr after thc results of Pirate Idol.
It was soft folk music; it was thc night air;
it was Ucland and Motscnbocker; it was She

'4/

Bear.

The fans wcrc afflicted with mosquitoes and
cold, but came bundled with hoodies, hugging
at blankets and body heat so they could tolerate
the conditions of the night. They did not want
those nuisances distracting them from I, Veinland's performance.
Weinland stood proudly on that stage with
"Well, if you are going to endure this, so will
we" attitude and without further ado, gave the
audience what they had bccn waiting for. They
rocked; they talked, rolled and mentioned the
cold, and they had a wonderful connection with
the crowd and each other. The audience sat in
their scats, stretched out on blankets or formed
chatty circles as the band performed.
Sophomore Christina Wiese saw that they
were having fun and in turn had somc fun of
her own.
"They look likc they're having a real good

tt

Taylor ZajiceiJWhitworthian

Aaron Pomerantz plays the accordion during an outdoor concert on Friday, May 1. She Bear (Tysiin
Motsenbocker and Dane Deland) opened.

time up there: she said.
Overall, Weinland did not disappoint the
crowd. Their unique sound and stage presence
was something the audience had never seen before. Senior Theran Gingcrich was excited to see
something different than he was used to seeing.
"It's good because they got a new type ofvibe,'
he said. "Everything thcy do is so raw; the lyrics,
even the tempo it's new:
The strong-willed stayed and thc faint of
heart fled to their dorms to hover over heat-

crs and tend to their mosquito bitcs. lt's true; it
was cold. Everyone mentioned it. The fans with
their body language, She Bear with looks on
their faces that suggested they wished they vere
bears and Weinland's lead vocalist, too.
Sophomore Sonvjc Rycn joked that the lead
vocalist of Weinland had no excuse.
"He shouldn't be cold; he has a beard: she
said.
Contact Alex Distrevshy at alex.bistrevsky@
whitworthian.com.

Demigod' fails to meet expectations
WRITER'S REVIEW

Jerod Jarvis
Staff Writer

.

picked up "Demigod" quite hopeful. I hadn't
I. played a solid strategy game for some time, and
I'd been following the progress of the game for
a while. The blend of action RPG heroes tvith
,,i real-time strategy appeared
. i fresh and polished; the graph'4 ics looked slick, and developer
-..4 Gas Powered Games has turned
.. 1 out some gems, including"Su; preme Commander" (which is
. ii
,. ,,, tell pwnsauce, n0Obs).
Most intriguing, however,
was the back story. It centers
around the fall of a god alter he (it?) divulged secrets he
shouldn't have divulged. His
-t .1
unemployment resulted in an
opening at the god table that
needed filling, so the rest of the
divines at the top table decided
to hold a contest to decide the
successor. Eight demigods stepped up to the
challenge and the game is based around their
battle for supremacy.
I'd say that's the story in a nutshell, but sadly
t :*
that's actually the story in its entirety. This is a
game absolutely brimming with potential for a
first-rate single-player campaign. In the game
as it is, you pick from any of the eight demi,

I

I

-

.

I

A&E
BRIEFS

gods and play in a multiplayer match, whether
There aren't many content issues. There's no
versus other players over the Internet or against harsh language to speak of, and no sexual concomputer-controlled opponents. The only thing . tent (the one notable exception being the demieven resembling a single-player campaign is goddess Queen of Thorns who spends most of
a rather soulless tournament mode that has her time naked other than a few strategically
you earning favor points over a series of eight placed brambles however, given the birds-eye
matches based on your performance. This is view nature of the game her nudist tendenjust a tragedy, both because it wastes the poten- cies don't get much screen time). The only real
tial for a solid story but also because it robs the cause for concern might be the setting of the
game of much-needed depth.
game itself, which is rather pantheistic in naEach of the demigods does ture and thus doesn't line up well with Biblical
have a back story that appears truths. However, there are no blatant attacks on
to have been given some level of Christianity (or any other religion); the setting
thought and that back story is seems to be based more on Greek or Roman
reflected in how each character mythology than anything else. "fhe discerning
plays. But, unfortunately, it's all gamer will be able to see past the inconsistenleft where it starts in the back cies and enjoy the game's fictional universe.
story. Nothing progresses or.In the end, "Demigod" feels like the crunchy
develops. It ends up feeling like shell of something that should have had a gooey.
the real-time strategy version center. Instead, the excellent gameplay mechanof "Street Fighter" or "Quake ics, creative setting and intriguing backstory are
Live." But where a lack of story wasted. What could have been an epic experimakes sense in those games, in ence is left as a game that takes mere hours to
"Demigod" it just feels like a completely exhaust of possibilities. Admittedly,
Arna:ortcorn
missed opportunity.
this is something of a weak point in Gas PowAs it stands, the game is very ered Games' creations ("Supreme Commander"
well-done. There are a few bugs and such, but is another example of an excellent game that
nothing irritating enough to detract from the lacked much in the way of story, although at
overall experience. Each of the demigods plays least an attempt WaS made in that game). In my
differently, and while none of them are particu- humble opinion, it's a weakness that should be
larly hard to master, their variety is entertain- addressed immediately if GPG wishes to see its
ing and well-done. The maps are creative and creations avoid the bargain bifi.
a pleasure to play on, and the gameplay itself is
Contact Jerod Jarvis at jerodiarvis@whitworsmooth and intuitive for the most part.
thian.coni.
:

Students to read
'Script' entries,
reception after
"Script" entries will be
read by students on Friday,
May 8, at 4 p.m. at the Campanile. Copies of the Whitworth literary publication
ivill be for sale at the reading.
"Script" is the only student-produced literary journal at Whitworth.
A reception tvill follow
the free event. For more information contact Lisa SemRodrigues at (509) 777-3253
or Irodrigues@whitworth.
edu.

World Fair Trade

event features
dancing, games
Spokane will host a
World Fair Trade event at
the downtown Community Building from 10 a.m.
to 5 p.m. on Saturday, May
9. The event will have live
music, international games,
drumming, dancing and
ethnic foods. There will also
be fair trade vendors selling
things.
Admission for the event is
free. For more information,
call (509) 448-6561, e-mail
kimharmson@hotmail.com
or visit vww.ftrn.org.

Compiled by MirundaCosand
Source: spokime7.comievents/,

morOpythontspamalot.com.
whitwortkeduhtfasterCalendar,
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And the question is...
Sophie Sestero
Staff Writer

Check out the top
grossing movies of the
past weekend.
X-MEN ORIGINS:
WOLVERINE
$87,000,000
GHOSTS OF GIRLFRIENDS

PAST
$15,325,000
OBSESSED

$12,200,000

17 AGAIN
$6,355,000
MONSTERS VS. ALIENS
$5,800,000
THE SOLOIST
$5,600,000
EARTH
$4,184,000
FIGHTING
$4,173,000

Top 15

Is it illegal to drive naked in Illinois? What
is a food that starts with the letter "U"? When

and why did women start to share their legs?
What were the scores from the last Whitworth
golf tournament? What is thc equation for
enthalpy? Who is Nicole Boymook? What is
ChaCha?
All of thcsc questions can be answered by
simply sending a text message to the fastest
growing research service in America: ChaCha.
ChaCha is a service that helps people on the
go find answers to any questions they might
have about whatever it is they are curious
about. The belief is that with every new user,
they should have the attitude of, "Welcome.
NVhat is your question? We are happy to help
you: according to the Web site.
HOW DID CHACHA BEGIN?

ChaCha was formally released during thc
2008 Sundance Film Festival.
"Since that day, hundreds of thousands of
people have become ChaCha fans: according
to the ChaCha Web site.
From January 2008 to September 2008,
ChaCha had 1 million users in its service.
According to thc Web site, 'This, combined
with its quarterly growth rate in (the second
quarter], makes ChaCha the fastest growing
mobile search service, surpassing both Go-ogle
and Yahoo in both IVAP and text-based search
growth ratcs (according to the latest data from
Nielsen

Ilobile)'

from
HOW DOES CHACHA WORK?

WHITWORTH.FM
1

MANCHESTER

ORCHESTRA

'Mean Everything To Nothing"

2 TWO TONGUES

According to ChaCha's Web site, "every
question asked is read and researched by a
ChaCha guide that... can text back thc answer
in a few minutes:

Guides receive a question on their computer and then search thc 1Veb to try to find an
answer. This then goes directly back to their
phone in thc form of a text.
ChaCha tries to gauge where users are whcn

they ask questions so they can ensure they are
receiving the most accurate answers possible.
Guides also funnel questions to specialists if it
is possible. ChaCha has people working who
are geared specially to the stock market or
weather that work with quick texts or "Ihmb-

Crelte message

111)1:=
136 ti

What the heck is
ChaCha?

Savrs7
WHAT ARE THUMB SAVERS?

Tcxting "W" with your zip code is a IhmbSvr that allows you to sec the weather forecast
in your arca. Stocks are another IhmbSavr that
people can look at any time they like. Someone can text "Stock" and their stock symbol
or number to find out how it is doing that day.
Jokes, information, news and fun are some
others. For a complete list of ibmbSavrs, text
ChaCha and ask for a menu.

.rhiera

mma"

ARE THERE LIMITATIONS?

Currently, ChaCha only allows four questions every seven days. According to ChaCha's
Web site, this is to try and keep ChaCha free
and accessible to everyone. With thc volume
of ncw users, ChaCha working to keep up with
growing demands. IhmbSavrs are unlimited.
WHO IS ANSWERING MY QUESTIONS?

ChaCha has 55,000 active guides throughout the country available at any time, 24 hours
a day, according to the Web site. According to
ChaCha's Web site, it is like aslcing a question
to a really smart friend.
ChaCha encourages uscrs to create an account and register their phones. ibis allows
uscrs to sec questions you ve asked In thc past
as well as find where your guide looked to find
thc answcrs to your questions.
"Also," according to the ChaCha Web site,
*you'll be able to view the profile of the guide
that found your answer."
ibis can be interesting since you do not always get thc same guide.
"The ChaCha system is sct up so each question is routed to a trained guide who is knowledgeable in that particular subject matter. The
guide will research your question and send the

Photo taus:rasa, ty

Doti Cmononts

answer back to you as soon as possible. The
guide will be able to sec your previous questions so they will understand and ask followup questions," according to ChaCha's Web
sitc.
HOW DO I TRY IT?

Call 1-800-2ChaCha (1-800-224-2242) or
text 242242 (spells ChaCha).
Standard tcxting and minute charges apply. For more information visit www.chacha.

com.
Contact Sophie Sestero at sophie.sestero@
whitworthian.com.

Two Tongues"

3 SILVERSUN PICKUPS

DISABILITIES:

"Swoon'

continued from page 10

4

DEATH CAB FOR CUTIE

'The Open Door [EIT
5

P.O.S.

"Never Bette(

6 YEAH YEAH YEAHS

it's Blitz!"
7 THIS TOWN NEEDS
GUNS

"Animals"
8

NOW, NOW EVERY

CHILDREN
"Cars"

9 ANDREW BIRD
"Noble Beast"

10 NEW FOUND GLORY
"Not Without A Fight"
11

N.A.S.A.

"The Spirit Of Apollo"

12 PETER BJORN AND
JOHN

"Living Thing"
13

COMMON

'Universal Mind Control'

14 HASTE THE DAY
-Dreamer
15

IRAN

"Dissolver"

Help provided to learning impaired

modations as students with
physical disabilities.
According to Whitworth
Educational Support Services,
the first thing studcnts with

learning disabilities need to
do in order to get thc accommodations they need is pro.
vide documentation. There
are six guidelines to providing the best documentation. It
should be prepared by a professional, be comprehensive
(which means taking tests for
aptitude, achievement, and information processing), be current, present clear and specific
evidence, include exact instruments and procedures and
provide sufficient data to support the request for the particular academic adjustment.
Common accommodations
for students with disabilities
are extended times for tests,
and tests in different locations
to minimize distractions. Pyrc
also arranges for alternate resources, such as books on tape
for students who receive input
through audio, or recordings
of lectures.

Sophomorc Patrick Kenney
was diagnosed with epilepsy
when he was 7. He had a seizure for the first time when he
was 6, and doctors decided if

he had any more they would
put him on mcdication. He
hasn't had any seizures since
he was 8 ycars old, but the disorder still affects him. He has a
bad memory and is less aware
of things going on around
him, he said.
"1 have trouble keeping information locked in my brain,"
Kenney said.
Kenney thinks his disorder
has affected his college experience a bit, but mostly in terms
of academics because he usually takes his tests in another
room and sometimes gets extended time for tests.
When he was applying to
colleges, Kenney took into account whether the colleges had
a good program for students
with learning disabilities.
He applied to several other
schools that had strong programs, but chose Whitworth
after he stayed the night as a
high school senior.
"Knowing they didn't have

a set program. I thought it
would be less than what it is:

Kenney said.
Even though the program
at Whitworth is smaller than
programs at other schools,
Kenney thinks that the small
number of students at thc
school and in the classes
makes up for it. Kenney also
thinks everyone is willing to
help with accommodations.
"It was pretty shocking to
see that teachers were so accommodating and willing to
help you with whatever you
needed," he said.
One arca that students with
learning disabilities often suffer in is doing well in timed
tests, Pyre said.
"People associate the ability
to process rapidly with intelligence, but that's not accurate,"
he said.
With timed tests, it becomes
more about how quickly students know something versus
if they have mastered it, Pyre
said.

Contact Caitlin Richmond
at caitlin.richmond@whitworthian.com.

LUST
continuedfront page 10
cnccs in their lives through which they have
sccn lives and marriages fall apart.
"Personally, I would love to reach into the
depths of this darkness and shine a light so
bright that the people in there struggling
have no choice but to face it," I larri said.
"Eithcr take care of it now or it creeps into
your marriage:
Although they are reaching out to encourage others to break the habit, they also
feel the event allows them thc opportunity
to be accountable themselves.
"We're not above thc struggle and 100
percent know-it-alls," Hard said. "This really helps me in my walk with Christ and purity. It's an added sense of accountability.
Harri and Justin expect that somc students will speak up regarding the weighty
issuc, stating that they know there are people who do not agree with their stance.
"I wouldn't be surprised to gct somc fire
from it," Warren said.
Firc or not, Warren and Harri simply seek
to bring the tough topic up in open conversation so that students can find help in their
struggle, thcy say.
"In my eyes, college is do or die to get a
hold of porn problems in your life," Harri
said. "My heart is to sec college students
seek purity when it's so easy not to."
Contact Taylor Faranda at taylorfaranda@whitworthian.com.
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Bucs earn top honors
Colin Zalewski
Staff Writer

for Whitworth

James Gelfer
Assistant Sports Editor

Kara Heatherly
Staff Writer

Whitworth has a track record of producing somc of the top-quality athletes in its
conference with routine conference championships and programs that have taken
their success to the national level.
I lowever, with each successful team, there
are always ccrtain individuals who stand out
above the rest, and if they are good enough,
just maybe they will be recognized as a top
athlete in the Division III nation.
Thus far this year, four athletes have
made Whitworthians especially proud to
be l'irates, being rccipicnts of All-American
honors.
The football program possesses one of
these distinguished athletes, along with
women's soccer and the tnost well-represcnted program, track and field.

difditm ak

Contact Colin Zalewski at colin.zalewski@
whitworthian.com.

The remaining Whitworth track
and field members, in search of
qualifying times for the upcoming
NCAA Division III Outdoor Nationals, competed Friday at Eastern
Washington University.
"A lot of people just want to keep
competing, freshman Tyler Dudley
said. "They want to be able to watch
the team and to support thosc who .
have qualified for nationals."
Junior Emmanuel Bofa won the
800-meter with a time of 1:49.93.
This time was enough to get him
the NCAA Division III automatic
nationals-qualifying mark he was
looking for and a new Whitworth
record.
Junior Dusty Casscria and sophomore Tylèr Alsin fell short of the
provisional mark for the 800 but
took third and fourth in the race,
respectively.
Junior Ron Whitley finished fifth
in the hammer throw and improved
his provisional mark to 53.35 meters. Junior Jeff Kintner took second
in the shotput with a mark of 16.43
meters.
The track team has gained quite
a few members over the last couple
years. They took twci charter busses
full of athletes to conference, Dudley said. Despite the large number
of athletes, the team is very close.
"It's really cool to be on such
a tight-knit team," Dudley said.
When you're running, and you're
hurting, you're hurting for thc tcam,
and everyone is there to support you
and cheer you on."
Sophomore Elizabeth Manila
finished second in the 400-meter
hurdles with a time of 1:03.14 and
frcshman Amy Wyatt threw her lifetime best with a mark of 11.95 meters in the shotput.
Those who have not qualified and
those who are looking to better their
qualifying times will compete again
Friday in Seattle. The NCAA Division III outdoor championships will
begin May 21 in Marietta, Ohio.

Contact James Gelfer at jaines.gelfer@
whitworthiati.com.

Contact Kara Heatherly at kara.
heatherly@whitworthian.cont.
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Adam Anderson
This running back from Elk, %Vasil., has
brought a whole netv brand of offense to
an already successful Whitworth football
team. After completing a season of rewriting the Pirate record books with records for
all-purpose yards in a season (2,194) and
career touchdowns (37), just to mention a
few, junior Adam Anderson still gives all
credit to his teammates.
"A lot of the succcss of mine comes ftom
nty teammates and coaches." Anderson

Ns

iL

Track and field
regular season
ends in success

3

Slit.%41St

said

1bc scary thing for the rcst of the Northwest Conference is they have to sec him
again next year for his senior season.
Kelly Baker
In her final season as a Pirate, all of senior
defender Kelly Baker's work has paid offwith
her recognition as an All-American. After
the women's soccer team was shockingly refused a bid to thc NCAA tournament after
their fall season, Baker still shone through
as her skills tycre evident to thc selection
committee.
"It's such a big honor; its something I've
been working at for four years," Baker said.
"It just reflects on the coach and the team
so highly."
Baker could not have emphasized more
the vital role her players and teammates
have played over her career and dishes
nearly all the credit to those who have been
around her.

Cody Stelzer
Junior Cody Stelzer became a three-time
indoor All-American early this season,

-

Stivitien Bijous/Whithvaltian

Senior Kelly Baker and three other Whitworthians eamed All-American honors In 2008-09.

taking first in the high jump at this year's
NCAA Division III Indoor Track & Field
Championships. Stelzer's jump of 6-11 set
a new indoor record for Whitworth. At thc
NWC Championships, Stelzer took first in
the high jump for the third straight scason.
With his qualifying marks, Stelzer will be
competing at the NCAA Division III Outdoor Track & Field Championships May
21-23.

Emmanuel fofa
Junior Emmanuel Bola set a new Whitworth record in the 800-meter with a time
of 1:49.93 at the Pellucr Invitational May 1.
The time earned fofa an automatic NCAA
Division Ill national qualifying mark. fofa
started the season by taking second in the

800 meters at NCAA Division III Indoor
Track & Field Championships. East weekend he took second in both the 800 and
1500 at the NWC Championships.

These four are not the only recognized
athletes as many have been named to AllConference or All-Region teams, and still
more have the opportunity to bè awarded
All-American honors. Athletes such as junior thrower Jeff Kintner, who is expected
to gain All-American status shortly, display
the depth of Pirate athletics.

Schwarz earns national track & field Coach of the Yeard
Colin Zalewski
Staff Writer

.,

,

After propelling an emerging
Whitworth track and field program to national recognition in
2008, coach Toby Schwarz built
on record-breaking p.erformances
by his athletes to continue the
climb to the top of the NCAA Division 'Madder.
After being named the Coach
of the Year in the Western Division, his work was recognized by
all of Division III as the nationwide Coach of the Year.
The Pirate track and field prois no stranger to success, but
-

the mentality of the team, rainsk ing from its head coach, was all

turned around three years ago.
Schwarz said the team now

runs on a system of tryouts and
cuts to assemble its yearly squad,
essentially broadening his pool
of athletes to choose from to a
school-wide range rather than
being limited by recruiting standards.
As new athletes and a new
mentality spawned from his adjustment, the program gained a
rebirth under Schwarz and his assistants that took the men's team
as high as number three in the
nation in their 2008 season. However, following the season, both
the men's and women's teams took
knocks to the roster due to graduation and athlete turnover.
So, what do you do when you
have a program just reaching its
potential that immediately loses
key components? You go right

back to work, and that is just what
Schwarz and his assistants did for
their 2009 campaign.
"Basically" if it wasn't for the
assistant coaches, this program
wouldn't exist; Schwarz said.
"The assistant coaches we have
are the best. They could be head
coaches [elsewhere]."
While throwing all praise and
credit to his supporting cast, the
coaches' influence and athletes'
dedication is exemplified by the
number of athletes competing at
the national level.
Schwarz said at least eight athletes have already automatically
qualified for the national competition.
In addition, he and his coaching

See SCHWARZ, page 14

,

Marco Garria/Whinsvrthian

Coach of the Year Toby Schwarz led the Buc track team for the 13th season.
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SPORTS
baseball talk with bud bareither

Fantasy baseball:
Who's hot and not
in opening month
The Royals are leading thc AL Central! Jorge Cantu is
on pace to drive in 203 runs! S%vinc flu will destroy us all!
Alberto Callaspo is hitting .379! Although a strong April
doesn't necessarily guarantee a good season its never too
early in the season to be on a roll (or in the midst ofa horrific
slump). The following players may be posed for a breakout
year or a fiery, violent rcturn to earth (Nate McLouth's torrid start and following crash last season is thought to be the
real reason dinosaurs wcnt cxtinct). Regardless of %vhich
way thcir season goes, it's tvorth noting how good or bad
these players performed in the first month, speculating on
whether they can keep things up or turn them around, and
what effect this will have on your fantasy squad. Should
you scll 'ern while their hot or keep them all scason for a
shot at the title? Read on to find out!
SIZZLERS

Zack Greinke (SP-Royals): Everyone svho had a Royal's pitcher on your short list of CY Young candidates coming into the season, raise your hand. Grcinke is looking likc
this year's version of Cliff Lee after posting a 5-0 record,
050 ERA and 44 Ks in April.
Greinke has ahvays had the stuff to be an ace, but has
struggled %vith command and confidence issucs. After
finishing last year on a tear it looks likc the 25-year-old is
finally putting everything- together for a monster season.
Although he tvon't repeat Bob Gibson's 1968 otherworldly performance. look for KCs de facto ace to mow do%vn
hitters all season long. Sell high, but expect a consistently
strong season from ZG.
Kevin Youkilis (III-Red Sox): Beantown's big fella
has been crushing the ball in the early going to the tune of
a .405 BA, 5 WU and 15 RBIs. The Greek God of Walks has
also drawn 14 bases on balls for a ridiculous, Barry Bondsesque .516 OBI'. Somebody call the liGil hot line!! Altera
NINT-like 2008, it's time to take Yook seriously as a fantasy
threat. As part of one oldie best lineups in baseball, Youkilis should be a constant source of RBIs and a high batting
average all season long.
ban liaren (SP-Diamondbacks): Despite dismal run
support liaren has been the class of NL starting pitching
in April. Don't let the 2-3 record fool you, the rest of his
numbers are spot on: 1.54 ERA and 36 Ks in 35 innings.
Haren has shown consistent improvement season to season throughout his short career, including decreasing his
walks and increasing punch-outs over the past two yèars.
Enjoy this run while it lasts though, and prepare to sell him
off at the All-Star break because Danny boy has historically
struggled in the dog days of summer (2006-2008: l're-All
Star ERA-2.85; Post-Ml Star ERA-4.42).
F1ZZLERS

Mark Teixeira (1B-Yankees): Sexy Tcxy has been
anything but in thc early going, stumbling out of the gate
with a paltry .200 BA, 3 lilts and 10 RBIs. Those numbers
might be OK if you play first base for the Washington Nationals, but not if you just signed an 8-ycar, 5180 million
dollar deal to play (or the Yankees.
Teixeira has shown good patience at the plate, drawing
16 walks against 11 Ks, but hasn't been striking the ball
with his usual authority. He can't be this awful all season
long (his BABIP suggests bad luck in the early going), so
buy now before he starts playing like he's worth 520 million a year.
Jake Peavy (SP-Padres): Although the Padres have
been red-hot in the first month of the season (granted
"red-hot" by San Diego standards isn't saying much), their
best pitcher has spent all of April getting knocked around.
Navy has been uncharacteristically wild, leading to a 2-3
record, 5.74 ERA and 1.47 WHIP. He struggled with an
arm injury last year and many are wondering if there aren't
some health issues for Peavy once again. Keep a close eye
on him and be prepared to sell if he continues to struggle
with control and coughing up gopher balls.
C.C. Sabathia (SP-Yankees): The hefty lefty hasn't
been carrying his weight so far, with a record of 1-3, a
.73 ERA and a pedestrian 19/14 strikeout-to-walk ratio.
Carsten Charles is major reason why New York's pitching
is sporting an atrocious 5.79 ERA. It's a little early for fantasy owners to hit the panic button though; Sabathia has a
track record for slo%v starts (He posted a 7.76 ERA in April
last year but finished the year with a 2.70 ERA). Try to
buy low now, because Sabathia is too talented of a pitcher
to struggle for much longer, and won't finish the season
ranked lower than Frank Francisco and Kyle Lohsc.
Contact Bud Muddler at bud.bareither@whitworthian.
cont.

Dedication pays off for Bofa
'Thomas Robinson
StaffPhotographer
Many students do not know about the future legend
that walks across campus every day and flies around the
track. Junior Emmanuel Bola, the school record holder
for the 800 meter dash, %von the event at the NCAA Division Ill outdoor track and field national championships
mect last year and is in the running to win it again this
year, said head coach Toby Schwarz.
Bola, also known as Eman, is currently training for
thisyear's outdoor nationals coming up on May 21-23.
This year Nationals will be good competition.
"I've got just a good a shot to win as anybody," Bola
said. "Even though I'm probably not going to be the fastcst guy going in this year, I'm going to run with thc biggest heart,' Bola said. "I run because I know God gave me
a gift that other people don't have;
Though Bola is competing at the national level on the
track, in high school Bola was pursuing basketball. His
basketball coach encouraged him to try out for track.
"So you tvant me go run around in circles for fun and
get tired; Bola said. "That does not sound interesting:*
Despite his skepticism he tried out for track. and by
thc end of the season he was less then a half a second
from getting the school record in the 400 meter dash.lhe
next season he broke thc school record.
Through an Act Six scholarship, Bola decided to conic
to Whitworth where he was strongly welcomed into the
track and cross country teams.
"The track and field program has helped me sec a
strength beyond yourself; Bola said. has given me the
opportunity to take something scattered and jumbled
and mold it into something great. And I feel like that's
what I've seen since I've stepped onto the campus?
With 80-plus athletes on the track and field team, Bola
said that one of the coolest things is seaming all those
different parts come together to pursue and achieve a
common goal.
Injuries are the main obstacle that Bola deals with.
Junior Dusty Caserta, one of Bolds training partners,
said, "He can fight through injuries and still perform. I
can always count on him giving 100 percent and being
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Junior Emmanuel Bofa set a Whitworth record In the 800
meters this season.

there on race days."
Coach 'fob). Schwarz recognizes his hard work and
dedication.
"Ile's a jo>' to coach because he has everything you
want in an athlete," Schwarz said. "I le is a leader, he is a
hard worker, he is dedicated. he has a great attitude, he is
extremely coachable and extremely fun to have around."
As a team captain. Bola leads by example. on the track
and off, Cascria said. "I le is someone that all of the guys
on the team look up to him and see the ltard work he puts
in:' he said.
Bola would love to continue running track and field in
the future, %whether training with the Oregon track club
or the Santa Monica track club in California.
"I'm just enjoying all oldie opportunities I have now,"
Bola said. "I don't take anything for granted."
Contact lhotnas Robinson at thomas.robinsonewhitworthian.com.

SCHWARZ
continued front page 13
staff have produced All-American caliber athletes. Junior distance runner Emmanuel Bola
and junior jumper Cody Stelzer have already
been awarded All-American status, while junior thrower Jeff Kintner waits anxiously for
his nearly assured spot on the team.
Ilowever, regardless oldie accomplishments
of his team, Sch%varc humbly refuses to take
cretlit, repeatedly deflecting all credit lo those
around him.
"It just shows that %ve have a good program,
great athletes [and] great assistant coaches,"
Schwarz said.
As another successful season winds to an
end, as any collegiate athletic program must
do, Schwarz has begun taking into account
ways to grow for the season to come.
NVItile many of Whitworth's star track and
field athletes have come from thc men's team
in past years, the women's side has made surges
to overtake their program counterparts.
Accomplishing breakthroughs over the past
season and finishing second in the Northwest
Conference in clutch fashion, the women's
side will have their work cut out for thcm next
season. Schwarz said the team will only have
around 12 returning athletes for the 2010 season.
When asked his thoughts for next scason on
both the men's and women's side, he said, "Next
year's going to be interesting; we should be as
good if not better. It's gong to be a challenge
but we have somc good rccruits coming in."
Both the men and women will look to
Schwarz and thc rest of the Whitworth coaching staff to gear up for another successful season in 2010.
Contact Colin Zalcwski at colin.zakwski@
whitworthian.com.
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Junior Eric Entel goes for the block during n intramural
basketball game Sunday, MaY3.
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with Intramural CoordinatorJohn Ellings
Playoffs: Pray for No Rain Edition
Has anybody checked the weather report? It's about as
predictable as a Roger Mohrlang final wc gotta be ready
for anything and everything. Soccer is retreating indoors
for the week, while Frisbee will probably be played at Holmberg Park if the heavens open up.
Sunday, May 10 will be action-packed, as most of thc
four seasons %vill be coming to a dose. The teams will be
competing for IM Champion shirts or Frisbees (only for
Ultimate), as well as being immortalized on soon to be unveiled ¡laques in the Intramurals display case in the HUB.

Contact John Ellings at editor@whitworthian.com.
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WHITPICS
RIGHT: Students ring in

spring with the Maypole
on May 1.
BELOW: Freshman Irvin
Ducournau Jokes around
during the Unternational
student farewell dessert
in the Hixson Union Building.
BELOW RIGHT: Students

deliver the eulogy for Village residence hall Keola
on Sunday, May 3 before
the structure is torn down
this summer.
FAR RIGHT: Bass clarinet
virtuoso Michael Lowenstern performs in the RobInsonTeaching Theatre on

Friday, May 1.

All photo, Iy IOW* vir :hum st.J.:f

This week in photos
CHECK OUT THE"THIS WEEK IN PHOTOVSLIDESHOW AT WHITVVORTHIAN.COM.

Want lo submit-you

otos? E-mail us at photos@svhitivorthian.com.

ADVERTISEMENT

By

following your dream, you can help your students achieve theirs.
Become an elementary or secondary teacher with a master's degree in 13 months!

Space

Complete full-time day program with a year-long internship in local schools.
Teach across cultures during Jan Term international/domestic field experiences.

still ivallable.
-

Apply 'today!

Benefit from Whitworth's high placement rate for graduates.
Eam scholarships, grznts and financial aid.

WITTWORTI-1
AN EDUCATION OF MIND AND HEART
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